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UNITED STATES

CALIFORNIA'SNEW 66WATER'S EDGE ELECTION ENHANCES
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIESFOR FOREIGN INVESTORS:

THE US SUPREME COURT TO RuLE IN BARCLAYSCASE

Leonard W. Rothschild, Jr., Esq.

is decided against the Franchise Tax Board is $ 900 million.
LeonardW. Rothschild,Jr., Esq. is an attomeywith Bancroft& If Colgate is also decided against the Franchise Tax Board
McAlister, a ProfessionalCorporation, in San Francisco. He is the the revenue loss is estimated at an additional $ 3.1 billion.
Bulletin correspondentfor the United States and has published Clearly, the State ofCaliforniahas a strong interest in the out-
numerousarticles in the Bulletin, as weilas in Tax Notes, State
Tax Notes, The Journal of State Taxation, The Tax Advisor, and come of both of these cases.

other journals. Mr Rothschild often advises non-residents with One possible scenario is that the US Supreme Court will rule:
respect to pre-immigration tax planning, as well as foreign- (i) in Barclays favour, triggering tax refunds and abatementsbased corporations on investing and doing business in the
United States. In addition, Mr Rothschild has represented many

of assessed tax (totalling $ 900 million), and (ii) in Colgate's
foreign-based companies before the Franchise Tax Board in favour, but only on a prospective basis (saving California
disputes involving California'sworldwideunitary tax. about $ 3.1 billion). The Court could justify its holding on the

grounds that since 1983, US-based corporations should have
relied on the Containerdecision. Therefore, a reversal of the

t

1983 Container decision by Colgate in 1994 is not prejudi-
I. BACKGROUND cial to US-based corporations, and is required by the new

constitutional considerationsarising at the time the Barclays, The State of Californiahas for many years utilized the world-
decision reversed the holding in Container.wide unitary methodof taxation. This method of taxation was

upheld in 1983 by the US Supreme Court in ContainerCor- The Barclays and Colgate cases are now being briefed, and

poration of Amerca v. FranchiseTax Board I (Container), oral arguments in the two cases will most likely be set for late
a case involving a US parent corporation with foreign sub- February or March. A decision should be reached by the US
sidiaries. The Containerdecision specifically did not address Supreme Court before the end of the Court's term in June
worldwide unitary taxation in cases where a foreign-based 1994.

parent corporation owned a US subsidiary doing business in California, as well as the US SolicitorGeneral, urged the US
California. Supreme Court not to hear Barclays since Californiaenacted

Senate Bill 671 (SB 671) on 10 September 1993, whichEver since the Containerdecision, a numberof foreign-based
parent company cases have been working their way through

was signed by GovernorWilson on 6 October 1993. Califor-
nia argued that the Barclays case was moot, due to the newlythe California and federal courts. Finally, on 1 November
enacted legislation. Barclays, supported by amicus curiae1993, the US Supreme Court agreed to hear two worldwide
briefs from several foreign argued that theunitary tax cases, Barclays Bank InternationalLtd. v. Fran- governments,

chise Tax Board2 (Barclays),and Colgate-PalmoliveCo. v.
Court should hear this case since the new legislation applies

FranchiseTax Board 3 (Colgate). Barclays involves a for-
on a prospective basis only.

eign-based parent company owning a US subsidiary doing
business in California, and Colgate is a case of a US parent Il. CALIFORNIAWATER'S EDGE LEGISLATION
corporation owning foreign subsidiaries. PRIOR TO SB 671
It is particularly interesting that the US Supreme Court As noted above, although California won the Containercase,
agreed to hear Colgate, since the identical issue (worldwide that decision did not address worldwideunitary taxation of a
combinationof a US parent corporationowning foreign sub- foreign-based parent corporation owning a US subsidiary
sidiaries) was decided by Container in 1983. There has been doing business in Califomia. Foreign corporations,supported
speculation that if the US Supreme Court rules in Barclays by their governments, actively campaigned against Cali-
that California's use of the worldwide unitary tax method is fornia's continued use of mandatory worldwide combined
unconstitutional with respect to a foreign-basedparent com- reporting. In addition, the United Kingdom enacted retalia-
pany, under the due process clause it may be necessary to
reverse the Containerdecision so that US parent corporations I. 463 U.S. 159 (1983).
are not treated less favourably than foreign parent corpora- 2. No. 92-1384.
tions. Estimates of the revenue loss to California, if Barclays 3. No. 92-1839.
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tory legislation.That legislation, if implemented,would have tion of business documents, and (iii) agrees that functional-

reduced tax refunds paid to US corporations, if a US corpo- ly related dividendsreceived are presumed to be apportion-
ration received dividends from its UK subsidiary and did able business income.

specified amounts of business in California.

In response to all of this pressure, in 1986 the Califomia
C. Duration of the election and annual election fee

legislature enacted Senate Bill 85, which permitted certain

taxpayer's to elect the water's edge method of taxation, The water's edge election is made by contract with the FTB
instead of being subject to worldwide combined reporting. and, under a 1988 amendment to the law, the election period
This election was first effective for income years beginning is five years. The election is automaticallyrenewedat the end
on or after 1 January 1988. In order to understand the changes of each year for an additional one year period. Many taxpay-
made last year by SB 671, it is necessary to discuss the

provisionsof the 1986 water's edge legislation (mostf these
ers made an election and then immediately revoked the elec-

tion, so that the initial election was only for one five year
provisions are still applicable under the new law). period.Taxpayers that immediatelyrevokedan electionmade

in 1988 should consider making a new election for 1993 (see
A. Definition of water's edge group the section entitled TransitionRules for ExistingElections,

below).
If the water's edge election is made, the taxpayer whose

income is subject to Californiafranchise tax can determine its The contract requires the paymentofan annual election fee to

income derived from Califomia sources, taking into account the California Unitary Fund. The election fee is computed
only the income and apportionment factors of certain speci- under two alternative methods, and the taxpayer is required
fied entities. The entities included in the water's edge elec- to pay the greater fee. Under the first alternative, the fee is
tion are, as follows: equal to .0003 of the sum of: (i) the taxpayer's California

(1) Affiliated banks or corporations eligible for inclusion in property for 1986, (ii) the taxpayer's Califomia payroll for

a federal consolidated income tax return (generally 80 1986, and (iii) the taxpayer's California sales for the current

percent or more owned subsidiaries),except for IRC Sec- year. The computed fee is reduced by the cumulativeamount

tion 936 corporations (possessionscorporations). spent by the taxpayer for new employees in California, and

(2) Domestic international sales corporations (DISCs) and for certain investments in new plants or facilities in Califor-

foreign sales corporations (FSCs). nia since 1 January 1987. Under the second alternative, the

(3) Corporations (not banks) with 20 percent or more aver- fee is .0001 of the taxpayer'sproperty, payroll and sales with-

age apportionment factors (property, payroll and sales) in Califomia for the current year (with no reduction in elec-

within the United States, regardless where incorporated tion fee for new employees.or new investments). In any case,

(so-called80-20 companies). no fee is imposed in an ncome year in which the taxpayer

(4) Banks and corporations incorporated in the United States incurs no tax liability under either a worldwide combination

and owned or controlled (directly or indirectly) more or the elective water's edge method.

than 50 percent(this is less than the 80 percentownership
required to file federal consolidated income tax returns)
by the same nterests. This does not apply to IRC Section D. Domestic disclosurespreadsheet
936 corporations.

(5) Export trade corporationsdefined in IRC Section 971. All taxpayers making the water's edge election are required

(6) Controlled foreign corporations (as defined in IRC Sec- to file a domestic Disclosure Spreadsheet (DDS) with the

tion 957), if they have Subpart F income (as defined in FTB. The DDS describes the state reporting methods of the

IRC Section 951). Only a portion of the income and taxpayerand its affiliates doing busines.s in the United States.

apportionment factors is included in the water's edge The purpose of the DDS is to assist the FrB in determining
combinedreport, that is, the ratio of Subpart F ncome to whether transactions between affiliates are at arm's length.

earnings and profits for the year. A taxpayer making the water's edge election is required to

(7) Foreign incorporatedbanks and corporationshaving less file a DDS if either: (i) the property, payroll or sales of the
than 20 percent of their business (as measured by the

taxpayer and its related banks or corporations in foreign
average of their property, payroll and sales factors) in the countries exceeds $10 million, or (ii) the total assets of the
United States, but only to the extent of their actual

taxpayer and its related banks or corporations in foreign
income and apportionment factors attributable to US countries exceed $ 250 million. In any case, a DDS is not
business activities. required for any year in which the taxpayer's property, pay-

roll and sales in the United States are each less than $

B. Definition of qualified taxpayer 500,000. A related party is generally where there is 50 per-
cent or more common ownership.

Only a qualified taxpayer can make a water's edge elec-

tion. A qualified taxpayer is defined as a bank or corporation The DDS is required to be filed within six months after the

that: (i) consents to the Franchise Tax Board (FTB) taking filing of the California tax return. The DDS is normally filed

depositions of key domestic corporate employees, (ii) con- once every three years, except where there is a substantial

sents to the acceptance of a subpoena requiring the produc- change in the taxpayer's business activities.

1994 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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E. FTB's power to disregard a water's edge election of attribution of income to the United States and foreign
countries under certain federal provisions.

The FI'B has the power to disregard an otherwise validly
filed water's edge election, if a taxpayer wilfully fails to file Failure to comply with the new information requirements
the DDS or furnish certain other information requested by the will result in substantial penalties. There is a penalty of $
FTB during an audit. 10,000 for each taxable year for which information is not

made available, and an additional $ 10,000 penalty for each
30 days (after an initial 90 day perod) if the taxpayer refuses

Ill. THE NEW WATER'S EDGE ELECTION, to provide the requested information. Until regulations are

PROVISIONS OF SB 671 adopted the maximum penalty is $ 50,000.

SB 671 makes significant changes to the water's edge
method enacted in 1986 (effective for income years begin- B. Transition rules for existing elections
ning in 1988). These new changes, which are effective for
income years beginning in 1994, substantially liberalize the SB 671 provides that for any income year beginning on or

water's edge election, and will encouragemany more taxpay- after 1 January 1994, the existing water's edge contracts are

er's to utilize the water's edge election. The most significant rescinded for any periods remaining on the contracts (com-
changes to the existing election are as follows: mencing on the first day of the taxpayer's income year that

no election fe; begins on or after 1 January 1994). This means that a fiscal-

--- no domestic disclosure spreadsheet; year taxpayer whose contract is in effect on 31 December
extension of the election period to seven years;4 1993, will continue to be bound by that contract (and will pay-

FI'B cannot disregard a water's edge election. an election fee) until the close of its income year in 1994.-

Most of the other provisions of the water's edge election All taxpayer's that made a water's edge election under the
remain in effect, as discussed above. For example: (i) the prior law and wish to continue using the water's edge
compositionof the water's edge group remains the same, (ii) method, must make a new election. This election is made by
the election can only be made by a qualified taxpayer, (iii) filing Form 100-WE with the corporation's 1994 California
the electing taxpayer remains obligated to retain and to make franchise tax return. This return is due by 15 March 1995, but
available to the F]B certain information and documents on if an extension of time to file is requested by 15 March 1995,
audit, and (iv) the election and termination procedures the return filing date is extended until 15 October 1995.
remain the same.

It should be noted that many taxpayers made a water's edge
election for calendar year 1988 (or fiscal years beginning in

A. Information return and information maintenance 1988) and immediately filed a notice of intent not to renew

requirements their contracts. Therefore, these contracts expired in calendar
year 1992 (or fiscal years beginning in 1992). If these tax-

The DDS has been replaced by an information return that payers wish to make water's edge elections for 1993, new

must be filed by all California taxpayers that allocate and elections (under the old law) will have to be made, in the

apportion income, if it and its related banks' or corporations' manner described in the preceding paragraph (except the due

total assets exceed $ 200 million. Banks and corporationsare dates are in 1994, not 1995).
related if more than 50 percent is owned or controlleddirect-
ly or indirectly by the same interests. There is an exception to

filing in any year, if the taxpayer's property, payroll and sales IV. OTHER PROVISIONS IN SB 671
within the United States are each less than $ 500,000. In addition to significantly modifying the water's edge elec-

The information return will identify the corporate parent and tion, SB 671 contains many other provisions designed to

generally all 20 percent or more affiliates owned or con- encourage new investments in California. Although a,

trolled directly or indirectly by the parent. The information detailed discussionof these provisions is beyond the scope of

return, like the old DDS, is filed within six months after the this article, listed below are some of the more significant
due date (including extensions) of the return. The informa- changes affecting businesses:

tion retum is filed the first year in which a water's edge elec- (1) A 6 percent investment tax credit (ITC) is enacted for
tion is made and then every three years thereafter, unless purchases of qualified business property. The ITC can

there is a substantial change in the taxpayer's business activ- be used in 1995 for property placed in service in 1994.
ities. Penalties are provided for failure to file the information (2) Certain new businesses can elect to forgo the ITC and
return. instead claim an exemption from sales and use tax (up to

6 percent). This will be particularly helpful to new busi-
In place of the FTB having the authority to disregard a

nesses that are not currently paying California income
water's edge election, the new legislation requires electing since the ITC would and providetaxpayers to maintain and provide on request to the FTB tax, carry over no

current benefit.
informationnecessary to: (i) determine the amount of income
attributable to Califomia, (ii) classify income as business or

non-business income, (iii) determine unitary apportionment 4. The contract is automatically renewed each year for one additional year,
factors for use within the water's edge, and (iv) make audits unless a filing of a notice of non-renewal is made by the taxpayer.

1994 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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(3) The treatmentof net operating losses (NOL) has been V. CONCLUSION
substantially liberalized.Certainnew businessescan now

carry forward 100 percentoftheirNOL instead of 50 per- The California legislature has taken big forward by
cent under prior law. In addition, the NOL provisions

a step
enacting SB 671. The estimatedrevenue loss to Californiafor

have been made permanent (the NOL deduction was
liberalizing the water's edge provisions is projected to be

scheduled to expire in 1996). about $ 80 million (due repeal of the election fee).
(4) The research and developmentcredit is made permanent

per year to

However, this revenue loss should be at least partially offset
(it was scheduled to expire in 1998). new

(5) In computing the amount of income apportioned to Cali- by foreign investments made in Califomia.

fornia, the three factor formula is modified by double- For the first time, the legislature has taken affirrnativeaction

weighting the sales factor. This will generally reduce to create a better tax environrnent for foreign investors in
taxes on companies that have large payrolls and property California. Under the new water's edge election, a foreign-
in California, and increase taxes on companies that pri- based company doing business in California through a US
marily sell into California. subsidiary is no longer at a tax disadvantage in competing

(6) There are now incentives for individuals to make invest- with California-basedbusinesses.
ments in new small companies. It may be feasible for a

foreign-based company to form a California subsidiary, The California legislature is to be commended for finally
and obtain a portion of the start-up capital having the addressing the unitary tax concerns of foreign investors. It is

subsidiary sell minority stock interests to California hoped that foreign investors will respond positively, by con-

investors. sidering making new or additional investments in Califomia.
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INTERNATIONAL

CHOOSINGTHE RIGHT LOCATIOSFOR POOLED SERVICES
OF A GROUP OF COMPAXIES

Pierre-Jean Douvier
Partner, Bureau Francis Lefebvre

I. INTRODUCTION of sources of knowledgeas well as utilizing such knowledge
for new applications, and this up to the final stage of

The requirements of group management and coordination research, i.e. the operation of experimentaldevelopnent.
have led fairly naturally to the creation of centres responsible
for a number of predetermined tasks which are pooled R&D activities can be carried out either within a group or

according to geographic criteria or the nature of activities under a cooperation agreement among unrelated companies.
conducted. The choice of location of such centres is signifi- Given their upstream position in the filing of applications for
cant since it will determine the tax and legal regime applica- registration of patents Or know-how, they constitute a cost

ble to the activities. In fact, the decision to locate a services centre.

unit in a particular country can only result from a compre-
hensive reflection embracing many factors - including tax

factors - on both the side of the investor's country and the C. Banking and financial services
host country. Because operators are so sensitive to the issue

This category encompasses various activities such as cashof their effective tax burden the tax criterion will be decisive.
This article examines the fiscal regime of several countries, management, invoicing, foreign exchange risk management,

depending on the services offered by the various centres.' transactions involving financial instruments, clearing opera-

The following comments will not cover active services such tions, intercompany financing, as well as insurance and re-

as distribution of products, as this would raise major issues nsurance.

(e.g. permanent establishment). Of course, the choice of
countries is only for purposes of the examples, each situation

D. Taxationhaving to be scrutinized according to the circumstances and

organizationof the companies involved. Countries which are likely to grant favourable treatment to

Although classification is not easy, common services which certain services can be divided into two categories:
may be classified in practice as passive can be divided into - countries whose law does not provide for any particular
three categories: headquarters, research and development regime. In such countries ordinary rules apply, although
(R&D) centres and banking and financial services. in certain situations, practical rules are implemented by

the administration which allow for a modificationof the
usual corporation tax base. Such is the case for example,

A. Headquarters in the Netherlands and Luxembourg with financial ser-

vices. All host countries provide specific tax base rules
A headqurters is a centre located in a particular country for headquarters;
which belongs to an enterprise or an intemational group countries where certain services derive their tax regime- .

whose head office is situated in another country. The head- from the law itself, e.g. Belgium, Ireland and Malta.
quarters acts exclusively, except on rare occasions, on behalf
of the group and exercises coordination or control functions
in a specific geographicarea. The task of the headquarters is,
by definition, different from that of the manufacturing, pur- Il. MODIFICATIONOF CORPORATETAX BASIS
chasing and operating units which have no decision-making,
initiating or coordinating powers over other units of the A. Headquarterstax regime
group. 1. Consequences in the host country

Leaving aside the question whether or not the activity of a
B. R&D centres headquartersmay constitutea permanentestablishment (PE),
R&D centres focus on activities which aim at the discovery host countries deem the activities of headquarters taxable,
of new processes likely to result in registered patents or

and part and parcel of the economic process whereby the

know-how. They will therefore deal with creative works sys-
tematically undertaken with a view to increasing the number 1. In all cases it is assumed that double tax treaties apply.

1994 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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enterprise makes profits; thus headquarters are liable to tax (b) The Netherlands
on profits attributable to them.

Companies resident in the Netherlands whose corporate pur-

Headquarters should in principle determine their operating pose is the rendering of services for the benefit of affiliated

profits and losses according to ordinary rules, i.e. by invoic. companies (service sector corporations)may determine their

ing their services in the same manner they would invoice profit according to a percentage ranging from 5 to 25 percent
unrelatedcompanies.However, it is not always practicableto (often discussed in advance with the Dutch Revenue), as the

implement this principle, so their fiscal regime is an adapted case may be, of local expenditure incurred in respect of the

regime which makes allowances for the peculiarities of their relevant services. This basis is then liable to corporate tax at

functioning and attributions. Under such a regime, a deter. the usual rate. Generally, such companies may not conclude

mined percentage, generally ranging from 6 to 15 percent any commercial agreements since their activities are by their

dependingon the country, is applied to the expenses incurred, nature ancillary (marketing, advertisement, sales manage-
the result of which represents the basis assessable to corpo_ ment).
rate tax (cost plus method). In most cases this regime is grant-
ed subjecttoprior agreementby the tax authorities. In gener- (c) Switzerland

al, it is limited to corporate tax, so all other taxes typical of Switzerlandhas a two-tiered taxation system: one at the fed-
each country (e.g. registrationduties, local taxes, value added eral level and the other at the cantonal level. Swiss headquar-
tax) are payable under the usual conditions. ters derive their tax regime from a Circular Letter of the

Host countries of headquarters generally provide favourable Direct Taxes Federal Administrationdated 29 June 1959. In

accompanyingmeasures in respect of the liability to income practice, the taxpayer must request written confrmation that

tax of the personnel seconded to the headquarters. Such it is eligible for the regime.
measures, mainly certain bonuses linked to expatriation or The minimum taxable basis ofa Swiss headquartersequals at

reductions in the taxable basis in favour of alien staff, apply least 10 percent'ofexpensesncurred locally (or '/6 th ofannu-

either by right or occasionallysubject to agreement. al payroll), although the tax authorities may set a minimum
retum.

The situation of headquarters in Luxembourg, the Nether-
The basis is then liable federal under the ordinary rules.

. lands, Switzerlandand France is illustrative. to tax

Cantns generally determine the taxable basis of activities

(a) Luxembourg under the same conditions as the federal government (cost
plus or '/6 th) and subject it to cantonal tax at the standard

In a CircularLetterdated 12 June 1989, the director for direct rate (certain cantons, however, apply specific rules depend-
taxation of Luxembourg provided a dtailed description of ing on the circumstances).
the fiscal treatmentof administrativeactivities carried out by
coordination companies (headquarters). Such companies (d) France
are defined as residentmultinationalcorporationswhose cor-

In unpublished note of 13 February 1975, the Directionan
porate purpose is limited to the following administrative Gnrale des Impts specified that, given the practical diffi-
activities: centralized organizationaland secretarial services, culties in the application of headquarters taxation rules, it
advertising, marketing and market studies supplies, collect-

seemed necessary to provide for harmonizationof such rules.
ing and processingof technical or administrativedata, public After defining headquarters, the authorities indicated that
relations with national and foreign authorities, centralized

are to set
accounting, financiai and administrativeoperations, compu-

headquarters be distinguished from liaison offices

ter-aided data processing, legal evaluationand assistanceand up by foreign companies in certain countries. A headquarters
is a fixed centre of business, owned by an enterprise or an

any services directly or indirectly related to the above activi-
intemational whose head office is abroad, which

ties. These activitiesmay only be performed for the exclusive group car-

ries out management, coordination, supervision or auditing
benefit ofother enterprises belonging to the group. activities in given geographic sector for the sole benefit ofa

A Luxembourg headquarters may not engage in centralized the group.3 The exclusive purpose of liaison offices is to

financial and re-invoicing operations other than those relat. collect information, provide data, place advertisements or

ing to the clearance of invoices denominated in multiple cur- conduct scientific research on behalf of foreign companies,
rencies, nor may it hold patents, licences or other intangibles and they only perform auxiliary or preparatory activities

which may give rise to royalties, nor may it hold shares or within the meaning of tax treaties.

interests in resident or non-residentcorporations.
2. If the headquarters has a clearing actvity involving invoices denominated

Generally speaking a headquarters is subject to tax at the in multiple currencies, the profit generated must correspond to arm's length
rates applicable under ordinary law. For corporate tax pur- conditions. To qualify, the remuneration must depend on the foreign exchange

poses, however, it must generate such appropriate trading
risk and be at least 1-1.5% of the total amount of the invoices concerned.
3. Accordingly,a headquartersdirectly dependson an enterpriseor a group of

profit as should result from the normal peformanceof a rea- enterprises. A headquartersmay be set up as a company or as a branch; it must

sonable administratordealing with third parties. The profit performactivitiesexclusivelyfor the companiesof the group, so that if it renders

should be equal to at least 5 percent of deductible expenses
services to third parties, the correspondingincome is subject to income tax under

which re related to allowable services.2 The minimum tax-
standard rules. A headquarters may only operate within a limited geographic
scope so it cannot carry out activities for the entire group of companies; it

able profit is LUF 1,500,000. constitutes in fact part of the head office of the group for a region of the world.
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Normally the headquarters should be in a position to arrange The term international group refers to a financially linked
its own accounts and determine the tax base according to the group of companies at least two of which are established in
price of the services it renders, as would be the case with two countries other than Luxembourg.A company is deemed
unrelated parties. However, due to the peculiarity of such an to form a group with another company if the latter directly or

organization, it is possible, under certain conditions, to deter- indirectly holds 25 percent or more of the former's share cap-
mine the tax base of a French headquarters with the prior ital or voting rights. A predominantpart of the loans made by
approval of the French tax administration. the finance company must be allocated to the group compa-

nies located abroad. Moreover, the parent company of theIn such a case the French headquarters tax regime is as fol-
finance be of the and itsmustlows: for corporate tax purposes, the tax base is generally a company a company group

fixed amount ranging from 6 to 15 percent of expenses
equity capital (including reserves) must amount to at least
LUF 7.5 billion or its corresponding value. Loans issued toincurred. With a few exceptions, the headquarters is liable to

other duties and taxes under the usual conditions. The annual foreign group companies must be issued in the same curren-

and at the maturity date the credits in which theflat taxation is payable according to a minimum scale so long cy same as

relevant funds were collected.
as the headquartersdoes not realize any turnover. If the head-
quarters is a corporation, intangible services escape French The status of finance company is granted subject to prior
VAT if the corporation for whose benefit the services are pro- approval of the tax authorities upon productionof documents
vided is established outside the EC or is subject to tax in the setting forth the main financial data of the project.
EC member state where it is set up. If the headquarters is a

branch, expenses borne in France may, subject to certain con-
Such finance companies are subject to taxation under stan-

ditions, benefit from an allowance or a refund. dard rules, allowing for the following peculiarities. For pur-
poses of the tax on profits, loans granted by the finance com-

Subject to prior agreement of the administration, salaried pany to group companies must generate such appropriate
employees of French headquartersalso benefit from a partic- profit as should result from the normal performanceof a rea-
ular regime. The regime applicable to the salary and sonable administrator dealing with unrelated parties under
perquisites flowing from expatriate status is generally along similar circumstances. The trading profit, meaning a mini-
the following lines: mum trading profit, is determined by applying a minimum

income tax is not levied on certain indemnities (gross up percentage of 1.4 percent to the amount of the loans. Where-

of tax and social security contributions, reimbursement the financial risk relating to the finance company's interven-
of expenses related to keeping a dwelling in the country tion is collateralized, the applicable minimum margin is 1.8
of origin), but such indemnities must be included in the percent. If the finance company actually realizes a higher
tax base of the headquarters; commercial profit than the fixed margin, the taxable base will
certain personal expenses paid for by the headquarters be derived from this higher base, and assessed to tax at the-

escape tax (education expenses for children, reimburse- usual rates.
ment of expenses related to the dwelling of the salaried

employee in France as well as tax consultation costs,
Financial profits, if any, realized on authorized short-term

French language lessons for the expatriate, exploratory investments are taxable at the usual rate. Losses may not be

trip by the salaried employee and spouse, moving and deducted from the A or K percent fixed margin and foreign-
travelling expenses from and to the country of origin,

sourced withholding on interest paid to the finance company
hotel and boarding expenses when arriving and departing may not, in the presence of a fixed margin, give rise to any
from France). tax credit in Luxembourg.

All other indemnitiesand the expatriate'ssalary are subject to 2. Netherlands
income tax under the usual conditions.

Subject to certain conditions, Dutch resident corporationsare

2. Consequences in the countries financing the not liable to tax on profits on dividends received from their

headquarters'expenses resident or non-residentsubsidiaries,or on capital gains aris-

ing from the disposal of their participation (participationProvided the payments committed to finance a headquarters' exemption).4 However, interest received on loans made to
expenses beneft the investors and are sufficientlydocument- subsidiariesare treated as ordinary income. As such, they are
ed, their deductibilityshould not cause any major difficulty. subject to tax under the usual conditions, no favourable

regime being applicable, and at the rates currently in effect

B. Banking and financial services tax regime (40 percent on profits up to NLG 250,000, 35 percent on

profits exceeding this amount).
1. Luxembourg Within the framework of intra-group loans, the managing
Pursuant to a Circular Letter of 14 July 1989, Luxembourg company (by definitiona residentof the Netherlands)secures

internationalgroup financecompaniesare defined as Luxem-

bourg resident corporations,which belong to an international 4 On 16 July 1993 the Dutch Ministry of Finance published a draft bill con-

group and whose exclusive purpose is making loans to group cerning an amendment to the participationexemption, as well as a form of earn-

companies, refinancing these loans with public issues, pri- ngs stripping provision where interest is paid to affiliated tax haven countries.
For a discussion of the bill, see Magnin, E., ProposedTax Haven Legislation,

vate credits or bank credits. 47 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(October 1993), at 589.
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refinancing from either its parent company, in which case the A. Fiscal regime in the host country
margin realized in the Netherlands must correspond to arm's

length conditions, or from unrelated banking institutions. 1. Standard regime

Although not mandatory, an application should be filed with (a) Belgium
the Dutch tax administration for an advance ruling on the In Belgium, Royal Decree No. 187 of 30 December 1982

determination of the taxable margin in order to avoid any (completedby the Royal Decree of 3 November 1986) estab-

subsequentchallenge in case of an audit. Currently,the Dutch lished coordination centres, the object of which is to allow

administrationaccepts the following margins: the creation of new jobs by promoting private investment in

% percent of the amount of the loans where the lender is Belgium.6The setting up of a coordinationcentre is subject to-

not an affiliated company, where the funds come from the approval.of the Belgian Ministry of Finance, Ministry of

financial instruments or where the loans are banking Economy and Ministry of Employment and Middle Classes

loans exceedingone year; and is valid for a renewable ten-yearperiod.
A percent of the amount of the loans where the financing as purpose one- A coordinationcentre must have its exclusive
is realized within the group companies or, failing ths, or more of the following activities, which must be carried out

where the financial instruments involved are short term, for the sole benefit of members of an international group of
i.e. not exceeding one year provided they are guaranteed companies (as defined by Royal Decree of 3 November

by the group. 1986);
These rates may be reduced depending on the amount of - advertising,
loans nvolved. collection and disseminationof information;-

If the loans are used for the acquisition of participation(s)of
- insurance and re-insurance;

subsidiaries, the interest paid thereon is not deductible from
- scientific research;

the Dutch parent company's taxable results. In this respect,
- relations with national and nternationalauthorities;

should a tax audit be made, the Dutch inspectors would have
- centralized accounting, administrativeand data process-

recourse to the method commonly known as the historical ing;
method in order to ascertain that the interest is being paid

- centralized financial operations and the hedging of risks

for the purpose of acquiring a participation (whereby interest resulting from fluctuationsin foreignexchange rates; and

paid on loans contractedduring the six rnonths preceding the - all activities of a preparatory or auxiliary nature for the

acquisitionof a participationare deemed to be related, unless companies of the group.7
the company proves the contrary). Under this method, the For corporate tax purposes, coordinationcentres (whether in
various moves of the loans and interest are retraced over a the form of a branch or a subsidiary) are not taxed on the
certain period of time, as compared with the dates at which income they actually receive but rather on a lump-sumbasis,
the participations were acquired by the Dutch holding com- determined as a percentage of certain operating costs and

pany. expenses (in the region of 8 percent)borne by the centre. Per-

Intercompanyfinancingmay also be routed through a foreign
sonnel costs and financial charges are excluded from the

branch (Swiss, United Kingdom or Luxembourg depending base, and the taxable income of the coordinationcentre may

on the nature of the loans) of a Dutch company. Such an
not be less than the aggregate sum of non-deductibleexpens-

opportunity is subject to certain conditions, in particular that es, and abnormal and gratuitous advantages granted to the

coordinationcentre by members of the group.
the nvestor should nject at least NLG 100 million as share

capital in the Dutch corporation; this involves the payment in The margin applied by the coordination centre on services

principle of a 1 percent capital duty, which may be reduced rendered to the group companies must correspond to that

under certain conditions in the event of a reorganization which would be fixed for similar services between unrelated

implemented through France (n France the contribution in companies. The taxable basis thus determinedwill bear:

cash is subject to a flat duty of FRF.500, which is obviously - corporate tax at the current rate of 39 percent (to be

nsignificant). ncreased by an in principle, temporary 3 percent crisis

surtax; effective rate = 40.17 percent) for centres incor-

porated in Belgium;

Ill. TAX STATUS CONFERRED BY DOMESTIC
- as from fiscal year 1991, the 43 percent tax applicable to

non-residents, if the centre was set up as a branch of a

LEGISLATION foreign company (reduced in certain cases).

This section looks at countries where favourable tax regimes
flow from legislation.If the country is an EC memberstate, it 5. This internal procedure is justified by the host countries' desire to reserve

has generally obtained the EuropeanCommission'sapproval.
the right to determine the economic interest of the project's operation, and satis-

fy themselves that the location is not merely a matter of expediency.The author-

In addition, in most cases, the project is subject to prior ities are generally authorized to verify from time to time compliance with the

approvalof the host country's administration.5Three regimes conditions laid down at the time the company was established.

are examined which favourcertainbanking and financial ser-
6. Some of the provisions of Royal Decree No. 187 were subsequently
anended.

vices. Becausere-insuranceand R&D activities are so specif- 7. The narrownessof the definitionofgroupconcept in Belgian law should

ic, they are addressed separately. be noted.
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A coordination centre also benefits from the following porate tax of 5 percent (standard rate 35 percent). The pay-
advantages: ment of interest or dividends by an authorized company is

unless otherwise provided by Royal Decree, exemption exempt from any Maltese withholding tax, and other exemp--

from any Belgian withholding tax on dividends, interest tions are granted from death and gift duties, stamp duties and
or royalties paid to resident or non-resident taxpayers; exchange control regulations.
exemption from registration duty on contributions to the

The of keep accounting books and
-

capital of the centre; company must, course,

exemption from the real property withholding tax; and prepare annually a form disclosing its profits and losses, as
-

audited and approved by the Maltese tax administration.
at the personnel level, foreign executives and scientists-

temporarily seconded to the coordination centre benefit Malta has concluded bilateral tax treaties with several coun-

from a particularly favourable tax regime. tries such as Australia, Austria, France, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the United States. It would, however,be

(b Ireland advisable to verify that certain Maltese companies are not
excluded from a treaty (or that the right to apply domesticIn addition to the favourable regime for manufacturingcom-
anti-avoidance legislation is retained by the investor'spanies and companies located in and carrying out certain not

activities in Shannon, companies set up in the Intemational country).
Financial Services Centre (IFSC), in the Docks Area of
Dublin, may benefit from a favourable regime whereby the 2. R&D

corporate tax rate is reduced to 10 percent of the profits theY In addition to financial aid, most countries provide
realize (the current standard rate is 40 percent). favourable tax treatment for R&D expenditure. It is not

This temporary regime, which has the approval of the Euro- intended here to make an exhaustive description of the vari-

pean Commission is applicableup to 31 December2005. It is ous regimes. Tax incentives may apply at two levels:

available to companies exporting services, i.e. companies - on the investor's side by tax cuts on the capital invested

realizing their turnover basically with clients or companies in an R&D company. In certain countries, capital gains
residing outside Ireland, in areas such as banking transac- on the subsequent disposal of the company's shares

tions, loans to trading or industrial companies, leasing, nsur- escapes taxation (Australia, Belgium). Such incentives
ance and related activities, etc. are sometimes reserved for individuals only;

in favour of the R&D company. Four types of incentives-

The concession is granted subject to the prior approval of the
Irish tax authorities and subject to certain conditions. For may be distinguished: accelerated depreciation for fixed

assets whose acquisition was motivated by R&D opera-instance, the applicant company must prove that it creates
tions, tax credits for research, immediate deduction of

new jobs in Ireland. No minimum is required by law - rather
profits.9approval is contingent on the degree of substance of the pro-

expenses or a temporary tax exemption on

ject and whether it will benefit the economy. As a general Once this cost centre stage is completed, the question arises

rule, the creation of six to ten jobs (the majority of which are as to where any process discoveredshould be patented. Leav-
to be reserved for Irish nationals) within a period of three ing aside legal protection regimes, the choice naturally
years, is required as a minimum. depends on the royalties tax regime and the rate of any with-

tax country, not
When all conditions are satisfied, the Irish tax authoritieswill holding provided for in the paying losing

measures at tax
issue a certificate in favur of the beneficiarycompany.

sight of aimed combating evasion. In this

respect, most countries have measures to prevent the process

(c) Malta
from being registered in a Iow tax third country by reason of

royalties received. If the recipient of the royalties is resident
In 1988, Malta passed the International Business Activities of a so-called tax haven, the proceeds are not subject to
Act (IBAA), which established the Malta Intemational Busi- income tax in this country (or to a nominal corporation tax);
ness Authority (MIBA), whose main task is to supervise and however, in this case, the domestic withholdingtax, if any, on

regulate, at the administrative level, all offshore activities royalties levied in the country of source, on the gross amount
carried out under the IBAA. as no treaty will reduce or eliminate it. If the country of resi-

Pursuant to Article 23 (2) of the IBAA, companies registered dence of the recipient is a treaty country, then the domestic

under Maltese law may conduct any commercial activities rate of withholding tax in the country of source of the income
is reduced or eliminated; correlatively, the proceeds are tax-within the framework of an international business centre for

financial services, notably banking and insurance activities. able in the country of the recipient under ordinary rules, i.e.

Creation of such companies is subject to the prior authoriza- the standard corporate income tax rate is applicable.o How-

tion of the MIBA. No resident of Malta may hold shares in
such companies. Since such authorization provides for the 8. An annual registrationduty of MTL 1,000 must also be paid to the MIBA.

tax and administrative rules to be complied with, the compa- 9. For example, n France, the General Tax Code generally requires R&D

ny by-laws and any otherdocumentsmust be submitted to the expenses to be deducted,although in certain circumstancesthe taxpayermay opt
to capitalize such costs. In addition, a tax credit is granted for research expendi-

MIBA upon request.8 ture on operatingexpenses incurred on scientificor technical research operations

Qualifying companies benefit from a favourable tax regime (including software design).
10. Some tax planning is available in certain countries,such as the Netherlands

under which their profits are subject to a reduced rate of cor- by routing the investment through the NetherlandsAntilles.
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ever, in such a case, anti-treatyshoppingmeasures (limitation increase, or that the provision amount is not higher than

of benefits, beneficial owner concept) or CFC legislation 25 percent of the annual amount of premiums.
may permit the country of the ultimate shareholder of the

Both of these qualify deductible charges in the
royalty company to tax the proceeds received by the latter.

reserves as

valuation of the net worth of the company.
a catastrophe provision which may be tax deductible. It-

3. Reinsurance should be noted that the global amount of the provision
Reinsurancecan be defined as the operationwhereby, against may not exceed a ceiling equal to a multiple of the aver-

paymentof a premium, a first insurer procures another insur- age annual premium income over the closed accounting
er known as the reinsurer to partially or totally release him year and four preceding years, net of cancellations and

from a risk already assumed, i.e. the obligation for him to commissions and after deduction of retroceded reinsur-

indemnify an insured third party under an original insurance ance premiums.
contract. Within a group of companies, the reinsurancefunc-
tion is, in practice, integrated in an ad hoc subsidiary which (b Ireland

is then characterized as a captive reinsurancecompany. In Subject to the rules discussed above, companies set up in the

most cases, the managementofrisks is entrusted to a special- Dublin Financial Centre are liable to corporation tax at the
ized company. reduced rate of 10 percent over a ten-yearperiod on the prof-

its generated by their reinsurance activities. Reinsurance
Some countries (Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Guernsey, Lux-

embourg and, more recently, Ireland) are traditional host companies wishing to benefit from this favourable regime
countries for reinsurance companies. Madeira (Portugal)

must file an applicationwith the Ministryof Finance, through

recently enacted a law which permits the setting up of rein- the Industrial Development Authority (IDA). Such applica-

surance activities. The captive insurance companies tax
tion is examined by the AuthorizationsConsultative Centre,

regime in tax haven countries (even though some have a including a sitting representativeof the Ministry of Industry

long-standing reinsurance tradition, such as Guernsey) will and Commerce. As in most countries, no specific provision
refers to reinsurance operations, except for an obligation to

not be addressed here since the countries of residence of the

premium debtors retain the right to apply domestic law in the inform the Ministerof Industry and Commerce if a company
decides to launch such activities. The central management

absence of a tax treaty. However, it should be noted that in
and control of such companies must be exercised in Ireland,

host countries the profits generated by reinsurance fully
escape taxation (at most, a trivial lump-sumannual tax would failing which the favourable regime may not be claimed.

be payable). (c) Madeira
Luxembourg,Ireland and Madeira will illustrate the benefits
of locating captive reinsurancecompanies in Europe. Subject to the prior approval of the Portuguese Minister of

Finance, reinsurance activities may currently be carried out

in Madeira in the offshore centre in the form of a local
(a) Luxembourg branch. However, before authorization is granted, written

Any Luxembourg company whose taxable income exceeds reports must be submitted to Madeira's Regional Govern-

LUF 1,312,000 is assessed to corporation tax at the usual ment, and to either the Insurance Institute of Portugal (in the

rates. However the tax burden of reinsurancecompanies set- case of insurance) or the Bank of Portugal. Authorization

ting up in Luxembourg is significantly reduced by specific will only be granted if the branch fosters the interests of the

taxable basis rules intended to adjust to the technical con- economic development of the region and if the applicant
straints weighing on the activity perforrned. Luxernbourg institution meets the following tests:

applies for tax purposes the standard rules provided for in the - the branch has adequateminimum deemed capital, which

law. However, as reinsurance is a particularactivity, specific is jointly fixed by order of the Prime Minister and the

reserves may be created which (legally) in practice leads to a Minister of Finance, or it guarantees all branch opera-

reduced tax base. tions by means of its own capital;
management of the branch is entrusted to at least two-

Luxembourg reinsurancecompanies may set up a number of managers fully qualified and with full capacity and power
technical reserves to the extentof the premiumskept for their to deal with the State, and other entities or persons in
own account. Such reserves must show as offset accounts respect of all matters relating to the activity of the branch.

against liabilities existing vis-d-vis reinsured companies at

the end of the accountingyear.
The followingcriteria are taken into account in evaluating the

formationof the branch:

Basically, the reserves are as follows: - recognized intemationalprestige of the applicant;
provision for outstandingclaims, valued and adjusted on - guaranteeenjoyed by the Portuguesebranchby the appli--

the basis of existing actual data or data discounted at the cant;
time the balance sheet is drawn up; - technical efficiency and financial resources with respect
provision for current risks and exposures which are to the transactionscarried out by the branch;-

deductible from tax and deductible provided the annual
allocation to the provision account does not represent 11. Amendment of Decree Law No. 163/86 of 26 July 1986 by Decree Law

more than 25 percent by value of the premiums annual No. 234/90.
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compatibilitybetween the developmentof the branch and financial moves. Considering the tax burden which may
-

-

maintaininggood market competitivenessin the branch's result from withholdingat source on certain income (div-
activity. idends, interest, royalties even if they give rise to credits)

between host countries and the investor's country, coun-Additional documentation must be presented with the appli- tries whose treaties provide for reduction aboli-cation; e.g. the declarationof guarantee referred to above, the tax a or

tion of withholding at source will be preferred,j 4

applicant's articles of association, a list of the persons com-

prising the administrative and the managing board of the
applicant, the decision of the shareholders to set up the IV. CONCLUSION
branch, the programme of operations the branch intends to

carry out, togetherwith the attached technical means to oper- What the taxpayercan observe and benefit from is a tax com-ate.12
petition between:

All documentation relating to the application must be duly - countries providing a particular regime applicable to cer-

translated into Portuguese and notarized. A person must be tain types of services (generally intangible). These tax

appointed by the applicant to deal with the applicationvis-- regimes, usually of a temporary duration, fulfil a need to
vis the Portugueseauthorities. If the authorization is granted, develop the economy of such countries (Ireland, Bel-
the branch enjoys the favourable regime of the Madeira free gium, Madeira);
trade zone, which provides for a nil taxation until 31 Decem- - countries which, more classically, out of respect for their
ber 2011 for activities developed in the zone:3 tax tradition, refuse to create any particular status. How-

result of internationalcompetition and in orderThe branch must pay a licence fee at the time it is set up, as
ever, as a

to better meet investors' needs, they are not reluctant towell as an annual fee, the amount of which depends on the
relax their rules regarding the taxable basis of profits inactivities carried out. The branch accounts must be audited
certain circumstances. In this category, some countriesby independentauditors; their report must be sent to the Bank

internal competition, such recently in Luxem-of Portugal or to the Insurance Institute of Portugal, together wage as

with the annual financial accounts. bourg regarding financial companies whose rules are

identical to the rules in the Netherlands.
The authorization may be withdrawn in the following situa-

Unquestionably,all of the above countries offer attractive taxtions:
advantages, making it possible to implement a tax-optimiza-it was obtained by way of false declarations;

to struc-
-

tion policy; however, it is advisable discount hostserious breaches in the management,accountingor inter-
tures and to ascertain the

-

lacking economical reality,nal auditing; on

investor's side whether provisions aimed to combat tax eva-failure to comply with recommendationsof the supervi- not
-

sion could apply.sory institution.

12. In addition, the Regional Governmentmay also request a certificate (datedB. Fiscal regime in the investor's country less than 90 days) issued by the relevant competent authority in the country of
the head office, stating that the head office is duly incorporatedand authorized

Two criteria are determinative in the investor's country: to engage in its activity, an explanatory note relating to the operations of the
provisions designed to fight tax evasion which either applicant at an international level, n particular referring to commercial, finan--

derive from the country's domestic law or from tax
cial and other types of relations maintained with entities established in an EC
member state.

treaties. Most domestic legislation enables countries to 13. As part of Portugal Madeira should in principle enjoy the provisions of
combat the artificial or abusive location of profits in income tax treaties entered into between Portugal and third countries (e.g. EC
countries benefiting from a very favourable tax regime. member states).

14. Indeed even countries whose domestic law does not make such paymentsThe provisions may be targeted at structures or at the subject to any withholding at source if they are realized for the benefit of non-income of the company; residents.
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STATE OF QATAR

TAXATION- REGIME FOR FOREIGN- ENTITIES

FOLLOWINGTHE FUNDAMENTALREFORM OF

EXISTINGI-cOME TAX REGULATIONS
Finbarr Sexton

Manager, Ernst & Young, Doha, State of Qatar

I. INTRODUCTION Qatar. The Decree does not include a definitionof a business

entity. In practice the term encompassescompanies, partner-
The State of Qatar ntroduced a comprehensive income tax

ships or any business arrangement, juristic or natural, which
reform on 14 July 1993 with retrospectiveeffect to 1 January carries on an activity in Qatar.
1993. The new law is applicable for accountingperiods com-

mencing on or after 1 January 1993. The reform covers the The term activity has been given a wide definition and

taxationofprofits and capital incomeof businessesoperating ncludes an occupation, profession, service, trade, industry
in the State of Qatar. or contract or any other business with a purpose of making a

Decree Law No. 11 of 1993 relating to Qatar income tax profit.

replaces the outdated 1954 income tax regulations which

were enacted by Sir Anthony Eden when Qatar was a protec- B. Scope
torate of Britain. The 1954 ncome tax regulations had been Taxation is assessed the basis of profits arising from activ-on

subject to various amendmentsin later years. The underlying ities in Qatar. Business profits include:
intent of the 1954 regulations was to levy income tax on oil

on contracts-

related operations. The regulations were in need of signifi- profits executed in Qatar;

cant overhaul to deal with the many contracting and trading
- profits on the sale of any of the company's assets;

operations which characterize the Qatari modern day busi-
- commisson on agencies, representation agreements or

commercialagencies whether the commission is realized
ness environment. in or outside Qatar;
The enactmentof the new law comes at a time when the State - fees from consultancy, arbitration or expertise and other
of Qatar is finalizing the financing for the second phase of the related services;
developmentand production of the gas reserves of the coun- - rent from property;
try. This project nvolves the construction of three liquid nat- the sale, rent or assignment of concessions, trademarks,-

ural gas (LNG) plants, specialized transportation fleets and designs, know-how or copyrights;
modem day port facilitiesat Ras Laffan, a desert green field amounts received from debts previously written off;-

location in the north of Qatar. A conservativeestimate of the profits realized on liquidation.-

cost is put at USS 22 billion. The projectproffers the potential
of lucrativecontracts for many foreign companies. The enact- The decree also specifies that interest and other income from
ment of the new tax law is of concern to many of these com- banks realized outside the State of Qatar shall be subject to

panies. With competitionfor contractsat a cut throat level, the

issue of taxation of activities in Qatar has become critical in
tax if they relate to amounts arising from a taxpayer's activi-
ties in Qatar.

finalizing the financial bids for these new contracts.

Traditionally, income tax regulationshave been supportedby C. Taxable persons
practice directives from the Qatar Income Tax Department.
This situation will continue under the new regulations. The Foreign entities carrying on business activities in Qatar are

summary of the new Income Tax Decree which follows is assessed to taxation. The 1993 Income Tax Decree specifi-
supplemented by comments on relevant practice directives cally exempts the profits of wholly-ownedQatari companies
which continue to be effective under the new regulations. from taxation. The Decree also exempts the share of profits

of Qatar individuais in busness entities operating in Qatar.
The exemptionof Qatari business interests from taxation is a

Il. TAXATION OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES formal confirmation of a practice which has existed since

A. Underlying principles
enactment of tax regulations in Qatar. Qatari business inter-

ests were subject to taxationunderprevious income tax regu-

The 1993 Income Tax Decree specifies that income tax will lations. However, the income tax authorities did not seek to

be levied on a business entity which carries out an activity in collect tax from Qatari- owned businesses.
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D. Rates of taxation C. Penalties
The new rates of taxation are as follows: Penalties for late filing or late paymentof taxes will be levied
Taxable income in Qatari Riyals (QAR) at the rate of QAR 10,000 per month or 2 percent of tax due,

whichever is greater. The penalty will be calculated on the
Exceeding Not Exceeding Rate (%) number of days delayed but should not exceed 24 percent of

the total tax liability.O - 100,000 Exempt
100,001 - 500,000 10 The law also includes additional penalties fornew taxpayers500,00 - 1,000,000 15 who fail declare all of their income. An additional penaltyto

1,000,001 - 1,500,000 20
to percent tax on unde-1,500,001 - 2,500,000 25 equal 25 of the liability arising the

clared income will be levied when the taxpayer:2,500,001 - 5,000,000 30
5,000,000 - - 35 fails to declare all taxable income sources or,

-

does not declare all business activities or,-

The new Decree introduces two important changes n the - does not provide full nformationrelating to the tax com-

applicationof tax rates: mitments of the business.
The new rates are progressive. This is a welcome-

advance as tax rates under the old tax regime were non- D. Tax submissions
progressive.
The new top tax rate is set at 35 percent, compared to a 50 Tax declarations must be supported by audited financiai-

percent rate under the old regime. This brings the tax statements wher capitl or annual profits of the business
rates which would be effective on profits of foreign enti- entity exceeds QAR 100,000. The financial statements must

ties operating in Qatar to rates which approximateto base be certified by an accountant in practice in Qatar who is reg-
country rates. This is of particular importance for foreign istered with the Ministry of Finance, Economy and Trade.
contractors from France, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom Accountscertified by an auditornot resident and registered in
and the United States which traditionally baulked at Qatar are rejected by the tax authorities.
effective tax rates which were significantly higher than On subrnission of the tax declaration and audited financial
those appropriate in their base countries. statements, the filings of the taxpayer are reviewed by the

Income Tax Department. It is normal for the tax department
to raise query letters on specific cost categories and the rec-

Ill. ADMINISTRATIONAND ASSESSMENT onciliationof revenues reported with the contractvalue in the

A. Tax accounting period
case of principal contractorand subcontractorfilings.
As part of the review process, the new law empowers the taxThe Gregoran calendar year is to be used for Qatar income authorities to:

tax purposes. However, by way of exception a taxpayer may summon a taxpayeror his representativefor an interview-

request in writing to prepare and submit tax filings for a year regarding informationcontained in the tax filings and,end other than 31 December. In practice an altemative tax
-

accounting period creates administrativeproblems for the tax request the submissionofadditional statements, informa-
tion or documents andauthorities and therefore it is granted only in exceptional the submission of the books and records of the-

cases. On commencement of activities, the first accounting request
business for review by tax officials.period may be more or less than 12 months, but it should not

be less than six months or more than 18 months.
E. Appeals proceduresWhen a taxpayer's activity is temporary or is less than a six

month period, the taxpayer should submit a declarationwhen The new law establishes a formal tax appeals procedure
the activity is completed. against revenue generated assessments.

Provided sufficient reasons exist for the tax authorities to
B. Filing and tax payment deadlines conclude that the filing is not correct, they can issue an

Tax declarations should be filed within four months of the assessmenton a deemed profits basis. If the taxpayerdoes not
with the deemed he is required lodgeend of the financial period. The filing period can be extended agree assessment, to an

at the discretion of the tax administration, but the extension objection letter within 30 days from the date of assessment

period may not in any case exceed eight months. stating reasons to support his contentions. If the period
expires without an objection, the assessment becomes final

Tax shown in the declarationbecomes payable on the date the and cannot subsequently be appealed. However, if the tax-
declaration becomes due for filing with the authorities. If the payer is still not satisfied with the authorities'sdecision after
filing date is extended, the payment of taxes can be delayed the objection letter is lodged, he can appeal to a Tax Appeal
to a maximum of eight months if the taxpayer provides rea- Committee within 30 days of the date he is notified of the
sons acceptable to the tax authorities.The tax authoritiesmay authorities' final decision. Additionally, an appeal may also
also agree that taxes will be paid by instalments durng the be presented to the High Court and finally to the Court of
extended period. Appeal by either the taxpayer or the tax authority.
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IV. COMPUTATIONOF TAXES C. Deductions
Taxable income is ascertainedafter deductionof all costs and

A. Incidence of taxation expenses incurred to earn that income. These include:

Income tax is assessed on profits from income arising or
- interest expenses;

deemed to arise from an activity in Qatar. Income is deemed
- rent paid;

to arise in Qatar when either of the following are located
- salaries and labour costs, end of service benefits and all

within the State:
related costs includingcharges allocated to end of service

benefits, pension funds and other similar charges;
place of work or service performed; or

fees and other than income tax;taxes-

place of delivery of the work done; or debts written off that are approved by the tax authorities-

place of permanentoffice of the business. and which are in accordance with standards established

At times it is difficult to make this distinction. The underly- for this purpose;

ing premise is that income and profits therefrom must be
- gifts, donations, advertising and subscriptions for chari-

deemed to have arisen in Qatar if the profits from the income table, human, scientific, educational and sporting activi-

relate to a contractualagreementnegotiated in Qatar. Howev- ties paid to Government departments, or other recog-

er, this definitiondoes not sufficientlyclarify when and under nized associations or corporations in Qatar. The allow-

what circumstances income is deemed to arise in Qatar. able cost is subject to a limit of 5 percent of net profits

Many current business transactions demonstrate this point. before deduction of the cost.

For example, under current Qatari tax practice directives, a The following costs and expenses are not considered tax-

straight supply operation,FOB or CIF port of entry (or deliv- allowable items under the new tax regulations:
ery to site by independenttransporter), is not subject to Qatari - personal and other expenses not related to taxable activi-

tax. Such an operation is considered trade with the State, not ties;
trade in the State. - criminal and tax penaltiespaid in accordancewith the tax

law;
Until 1993, in the case of a supply and installationoperation, losses that be recovered under insur--

if the supply element was clearly identifiable in the contract
expenses or may an

ance policy, or a contract, or by way of a compensation
(FOB or CIF), it was not subject to Qatari tax. However, the

claim;
tax authorities have changed their position and practice in

depreciationof land;-

this respect. Whilst not wishing to tax profits earned on out-
depreciation that exceeds cost;-

of State manufacture, they nevertheless wish to ensure that the branch share of head office expenses that exceed the-

profits attributable to the in-State share of the operation do
rate determined by the tax authorities of total branch

not escape Qatari taxation. income.

The Qatari tax authorities now take the position that a tax- The tax authorities may request the taxpayer to reconsider

payer engaged in supply and installation contracts cannot expenses which seern to be exaggerated and to submit sup-
claim exemption from reporting and accounting for the sup- porting documents to justify costs stated in the financial

ply portion of the contract or project. Accordingly, all tax- statements.

payers engaged in supply and installation activities in the

State will be required to report the gross value of revenues
The following additional issues have been subject to practice

derived from such activities in their tax returns. The authori- directives or have been carried forward from the old tax reg-

ties permit a deduction for the supply value in accordance ulations:

with an arm's length price (equivalentto intemationalmarket

value) for the supply operation. 1. Head office expenses
The new regulations do not specify the rate appropriate for

In the front end engineering design and construction sector, restrictionof head office expenses. The rate has been subject
much of the highly technical engineeringwork will of neces-

to practice directives from the tax department. The present
sity be performedoutside the State while the actual construc- deduction is subject to ceiling of 3.5 percent of tumover
tion and implementationis performedwithin the State. In this

a

less sub-contract costs. In the case of banks the limit is 1.5
case current tax practice is for the tax authorities to examine

percent.
the contract as a whole and to allow the cost of work done

abroad as a charge against the gross income arising in Qatar The allowable ceiling for head office charges on a project
under the heading of engineeringcosts. which has income streams arising in Qatar and overseas is set

at 3.5 percent of total income after deducting sub-contract

the supply value of imported machinery and equip-
B. Calculation of taxes

costs,
ment, revenues arising from work performed overseas, and

Taxable profits are calculatedon the basis of profit disclosed other income which does not relate to activities in Qatar.

by audited financial statements,adjusted for tax depreciation
and any item disallowed for income tax purposes. The recog-

2. Depreciation
nition of income and expenses should be determined by the Depreciationof assets is allowable for tax in accordancewith

accruals basis of accounting. the following rates, applied to cost on a straight line basis:
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ASSET Rate (%) V. INTRODUCTIONOF NEW POWERS OF
Buildings such as offices, dwellings, stores, REVENUE ASSESSMENTAND TAX

hospitals and clubs 4 COLLECTION
Roads and bridges 4 The new law gives the tax authorities new powers of assess-
Tanks, pipe-lines, jetties and wharves 5 ment and tax collection which will have far reaching conse-
Office fumiture and equipment 15 quences for taxpayers doing business in Qatar. These are dis-
Plant, machinery and equipment other than that cussed below :

specified 15
Motor cars and motor cycles 25 A. Deemed profit tax assessment
Lorries and trailers 25
Marine craft 7A The new law allows the tax authorities to issue an assessment

Aeroplanes 25 for tax on a deemed profit basis. This option may be exer-

Drilling and clean-out tools 25 cised by the tax authorities in the following instances:
Service replacementplant (including

- if they have reasons to believe that the declaration sub-

construction and road-makingequipment, mitted by the taxpayer is not correct or,

workshops and equipment, handling equipment
- if the taxpayer fails to submit a declaration or,

and sundry others) 25
- if the taxpayer does not maintain proper books and

Service station buildings and driveways 10 records or,

Servicing, greasing and other service station
- if the taxpayer does not provide the information request-

equipment 15 ed by the tax authority.
Carts 20
Refining plants, pipe lines (within refinery) B. Collection of unpaid taxes from third parties
and small tanks 10 The new law enables the tax authorities to requesta statement

Intangible assets 10 from a third party of amounts owed to a taxpayer. The law
Airconditioners 25 gives the tax authorities the power to collect these amounts
Electric equipment 20 directly from the third party.

C. Power to impound property of a taxpayer
The tax authority is empowered to seek a Ministerial order

If rates used in the financial statenents are greater the excess which would enable it to impound a taxpayer's property for
is disallowed. If lower rates are used in the finncial state- settlement of unpaid taxes.

ments, an additional claim is not permitted. The new powers described above are aimed at foreign com-

panies which perform contracts in Qatar and which fail to

3. Provisions comply with tax reporting requirements. The dual powers of
deemed assessmentand collectionof taxes from third partiesGeneral provisions such as bad debts and stock obsolescence
represent formidable instruments to force would-be tax

are disallowed. Specific bad debts written off will be defaulters to comply with Qatar income tax regulations.deductible to the extent that they are in accordance with the
conditions set by the tax authorities. At present, tax officials These powers are supported by new requirements for the

require that specific provisions for debtor balances are sup- withholdingof final contract payments to sub-contractors.A

ported by a ruling in the local courts which indicate that the practice directive issued by the Director of Income Tax in
balance is not recoverable. January 1993 requires all ministries, government depart-

ments, public and semi-public establishments and other tax-

payers to withhold final payments to sub-contractors until
4. Exchange gains and losses such entities present a tax clearance certificate issued by the

Exchange gains included in income are assessed to tax. The Income Tax Department.
tax authorities have recently taken the view that unrealized The directive also imposes annual disclosure and compliance
exchange losses are not a tax allowable expense. requirements on the principal contractor. The principal con-

tractor must submit a listing of sub-contractors to the tax

department, giving names, addresses, the value of each sub-
D. Loss relief contract and variations in contract terms.

The new law contains provisions which allow for the carry The tax clearance certificate furnished by the sub-contractor
forward of trading losses for set off against future profits. must be submittedas a support for the final tax declarationof
Losses may be carried forward for a period not exceeding the principal contractor. The directive is silent on the ramifi-
three years from the end of the tax year in which the losses cations for the taxpayer if sub-contractorcosts are not sup-
were incurred. Losses cannot be set off against pror year ported by a tax clearance certificate. It is, however, likely
income. from the overall intent of recent directives from the Income
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Tax Department that any sub-contractor costs which are Vlll. GENERAL
unsupportedby appropriatecertificatesmay be disallowed in

the determinationof taxable profits.
The provisionsof the new tax law do not apply to the follow-

ing:
salaries, wages, allowances and related items;-

VI. TAX EXEMPTION
- nterest and bank's income due to natural persons;

corporate societies;-

The new tax law provides for a Committee to be formed to - the religious, charitable, cultural, educational and sports
evaluate applications for tax exemption regarding projects institutions licensed in Qatar;
executed by foreign or Qatari companies or individuals. The - natural persons' profits resulting from the purchase and

main attributes consideredby the Committeewhen assessing sale of land, real estate, shares or bonds;
projects for tax exemption are: - nterest on public treasury bonds, development bonds

that the projects contribute to the support of industry, and bonds of the public corporations;
agriculture, trade, oil, mineral, tourism, communications - agricultural activity and fishing;
or land reform, or any other activitiesor contracts that the - inheritanceand legacies;
country needs and which are of benefit both economical- _ profits of Qatari natural persons;
ly and socially; - shares of Qatari citizens in the profits of juristic persons.
that the project falls within the planned developmentand

economic objectives of the State and has the approvalf
the concerned Governmentdepartment; IX. AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION
that the project contributes towards the national econo-

my. The following points are considered: Qatari tax regulationsdo not provide for unilateralrelieffrom

(a) the commercialprofitabilityof the project, double taxation. Several countries, including Japan, Ger-

(b) the extent the project complementsother projects, many, the United States and the UnitedKingdom,allow some

(c) the extent the project utilizes material produced unilateral relief against their own taxes for Qatar income tax

locally, paid.

(d) the effect of the project on the balance of trade pay-
ments. Qatar has concluded a comprehensivedouble taxation agree-

that the project uses modern technology;
ment with France covering taxes on income in both countries.

-

that the project creates employmentopportunitiesfor cit--

izens. X. TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS
Any contractor involved in the execution of an exempt pro-

ject can apply for exemption from income tax.
The new law does not extend to the taxation of the personal
income of individuals. There are no personal taxes, social

However, a taxpayer which obtains exemption from taxes is insurance or other statutory deductions from salaries and

required to maintain proper accounting records and should wages in Qatar. Additionally, there are no estate or gift taxes

submit financial statements to the tax authorities within four applicable in Qatar.
months from the end of the tax year.

The new tax exemption provisions are aimed at promoting
foreign nward investment into Qatar. It is unlikely that con- XI. SPECIAL TAXATION ASPECTS
tractors undertaking once off projects will benefit from the

exemption provisions. Certain issues of significance have not been addressed in the

new tax law. It is necessary to rely on accepted revenue prac-
tices in these areas when formulating an overall tax planning

Vll. STATUTORY LIMITATIONS PERIODS strategy for business operations in Qatar. Some of the princi-
pal concems are addressed as follows:

Under the new law, the Governmentforfeits its right to claim

taxes from taxpayers after the lapse of a five year limitation

period. However, the limitation period is revoked from the A. Transfer pricing practices
date the tax authorities notifies the taxpayer to settle taxes

due. On the other hand, a taxpayer forfeits his right to claim Tax regulations in Qatardo not address the issue ofallocation

taxes overpaid after a three year limitation period from the of ncome between related parties operating in different
countries. The Qatar tax authorities are unconcerned and

date of assessment. remainunconnectedwith any tax implications that arise from

The introductionof a statutory limitationperiod is a welcome a tax regime outside Qatar. The concept of allocation' of

developmentas traditionallya taxpayer's filing obligationsin costs or income is one which is generally not acceptable to

Qatar were open ended. This position had given rise to hard- the Qatar tax authorities. A taxpayer is allowed to deduct

ship in recent years for a number of taxpayers who had costs which are defined in the tax law. Qatar tax authorities

received requests to submit filings for activities which had strictly look at the determination, assessment and collection

taken place a decade ago. of tax on the business entity based in Qatar in accordance
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with Qatar income tax regulations. The new law contains a export of oil, or from the sale or resale of oil, were liable to
general statement that the taxpayer may deductall costs and income tax at the rate of 85 percent. The taxpayer was

expenses incurred to earn business income. allowed to deduct all other taxes, duties and levies from the
taxable liability in arriving at the final tax bill. In cases,There iS tacit acceptance of the arms length pricing approach where the taxpayer unable to utilize the deductionsnotedwaswhen appraising the quantum of value attributable to the sup- above, it allowed to the credits for these deductionsply of goods, equipment and other tangible property between was pass

related parties. to other taxpayers. The level of credit transfer was allowed
only to the extent that the credits exceeded 85 percent of the

The performance of services between related parties is sub- taxable income of the oil operator.
jected to a slightly different approach as it is frequently diffi-
cult for the income tax authorities to establish the fairness of Royalties paid by a taxpayer on oil produced and exported
the pricing strategy due to the absence of recognized market were allowed as a deduction from profits to a limit of 20 per-
prices for these services. cent of the value of the oil revenues in calculating the taxable

income.
The primary instance of related party pricing transactions
arise from technical services rendered by a head office or It is worthwhilenoting that no foreign oil company has had a
affiliated company for the Qatari business entity. The result- direct revenue generating interest in Qatar's oil and gas
ing tax implications for such transactions may be summa- resources since the mid 1970s. The existing tax regulations
rized as follows: have remained largely untested.

Exploration and Production Sharing (EPS) agreements relat-
1. Services rendered outside Qatar ing to concessionsgranted in recent years in Qatar specify the
Technical charges billed by a head office, parent company or

tax regime appropriate to oil productionand sale arising from
affiliated company A to the Qatar entity B for services the concession area. These modern day EPS agreements
performed wholly outside Qatar and for the exclusivebenefit embody on effective tax rate of 55 percent.
of the Qatari project represent deductiblecosts against Qatari The taxation regime appropriate to present day gas opera-source revenues. Payments received by B are not liable to

tions has also been embodied in the specific Gas Develop-Qatari taxation.
ment and Production Sharing (DPS) agreements.

However, the level of technical charges claimed by A are

subject to scrutiny by the Qatar income tax authorities. In There continues to be a degree of uncertainty as to whether

particular, the following issues are subject to review: the old regulations continue to be effective in the absence of
work location staff billed on the project should have tax agreements.-

- specific provisions in the EPS/DPS It is
worked in the offices of A wholly outside Qatar; important that the potential investor resolves this uncertainty
hourly rates billed must contain no element of adminis- with the Ministry of Energy and Industry and the Ministry of-

trative charge or profit and must be only the actual direct Finance, Economy and Trade (Tax Department) prior to

cost of the individual plus a proportion in respect of investment in an old concession right which may not specifi-
direct personnel costs (training, welfare, recruitment, cally address the taxation regime appropriate to the produc-
etc.). tion and export phase of the oil operations.

The Qatar tax authorities may request certification from A's
auditors in support of the allowabilityof the charges. The cer- C. Tax status of nationals from Gulf Co-operationtificate requested will generally cover the following issues: Council Statesthat the charges billed by A to B are in accordance with-

the books and records of A; and Law No. 9 of 1989 provides that nationals of Gulf Co-opera-that the staff billed by A to B work solely in the offices tion Council States (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia
-

of A. and United Arab Emirates) are, from 1 March 1989, to be
treated as Qatari citizens for income tax purposes. The law

2. Services rendered inside Qatar effectively exempts foreign companies wholly owned by
GCC nationals from income tax in Qatar. Any minority non-

Payments made by B to A in connection with services ren- GCC shareholding in the GCC registered company will dis-
dered by A inside Qatar are taxable in the hands of the recip- qualify the company from tax exemption.
ient A. The income tax authorities will require A to file an

income tax declaration and account for taxation on the prof-
its from the transactions. D. Military contracts

B. Taxation of oil and gas operations In recent years, contracts awarded to foreign military equip-
ment suppliers and contractors have enjoyed a special tax-

The new law does not deal with the issue of the taxation of oil exempt status. This status has been granted at the request of
and gas operations. Under the 1954 regulations (as amended) the Ministryof Defence and Ministryof Interior to ensure the
companies deriving their income from the production and confidentialityof the contracts.
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XII. SELECTION OF INVESTMENTVEHICLES the foreign company shareholders. Business profit are

FOR FOREIGNERS taxable in full in accordance with tax rates specified in

the regulations;
Qatari CommercialLaws limit the range of foreign participa- the trading partnershipor company has a 51 percent local
tion in business activities in Qatar. Foreign investors general- equity participator. The 49 percent element of the busi-
ly operate in Qatar by adopting one of the following struc-

ness profits accruing to the foreign shareholder is tax-
tures: able. The 51 percent element of business profit is exempt

Amiri Decree investment - establish a wholly-owned from tax;
branch of a foreign company by obtaining an Amiri

the contracting partnership is also requiredor company
Decree to carry out a project.TheAmiri Decree is award-

to have a 51 percent local equity participator. The tax
ed for projects which facilitateeconomicdevelopmentor

treatment of this entity is the the trading entitysame as
the performanceof a public service; described above.
establish a partnership or a company with a Qatari part-
ner to engage in commerce, industry, agricultureand ser-

vices, provided the foreign investor's share in the capital
does not exceed 49 percent and the company is incorpo- XIII. CONCLUSION
rated in a correct manner in accordance with the com-

mercial companies' law; The introduction of Decree Law No. 11 of 1993 is seen as a

establish a partnership or a company to engage in a con- welcome step in attracting new business to Qatar. The lower

tracting business with a Qatari partner, with the approval marginal tax rates applied on a progressive basis will

of the Minister of Finance, Economy and Trade, provid- improve the lot of the medium and large sized companies
ed the foreign investor's share does not exceed 49 per- operating in Qatar. The introduction of carry-forward loss

cent of the capital and one of the following conditions is reliefwill benefit many of the smaller taxpayers such as con-

met: sultants and small contractingbusinesses.

that there is a need to establish such a company after-

consideration is given to factors such as supply and
The new law fails to address the issue of mixed contract

demand;
activity (supply and installation) and also the recommended

for engineeringdesign and constructionactivi-
that there is a need for the experienceand technology

tax treatment
-

to

provided by such a company.
ties. The failure of the law address these issues will con-

tinue to give rise to tax planning headaches and, indeed, put
The taxation implicationsfor each investmentvehicle is sim- the taxpayerat the mercy of different interpretationsfrom the

ilar and may be summarized as follows: tax authorities. It is hoped that these issues will receive fur-

the Amiri Decree entity does not require a local equity ther clarification in the contextof tax practice directives over

participator.Businessprofits of the entity accrue solely to coming months.
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INTERNATIONAL

IMPROVINGTHE ACCOUSTA-CYCONTENT OF TAX REFORM
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Seth E. Terkper

accounting from educational institutions and those beingMr Terkper is an employeeof the National Revenue Secretariat admitted to membership of local professional bodies inof the Ministry of Finance and a member of the Institute of
CharteredAccountants, both in Ghana. Theauthorexpresses his developing countries have been increasing in recent years.
appreciation to Dr Glenn P. Jenkins, institute fellow at HIID and The subject matter of accounting itself has undergone a
directorof the InternationalTax Program at Harvard University. tremendous transformationfrom a mechanical structure to an
Dr Jenkins was Mr Terkper's supervisor during his graduate intellectually stimulating framework for management deci-studiesat Harvardand when he workedas a researchassistant in sion making. The scope of training for accountantsembracesthe summerof 1992

other fields of discipline such as law, economics, mathemat-
ics, finance and information management,making it possible
for them to bring a unique perspective to the operations of

I. ACCOUNTANCYAND TAX REFORM organizatins in both the private and public sectors of any
PROGRAMMES economy. The intemational network of accounting bodies

has also enhanced the impact made by the profession in vari-
A. Introduction ous sectors of the economy, financial or otherwise.
An outstanding feature ofeconomicmanagement in develop- Accountancy makes an impact on taxation in every country.
ing countries in the 1980s and possibly for the next decade is The professional bodies formulate strict standards of profes-
the widespread implementation of Structural Adjustment sional practice, regulate qualifying examinations,admission
Programmes (SAP) aimed at redressing the declining eco- to membershipand rules of professionalpractice. The impact
nomic performance in various sectors of their economies. of these regulations is enormous because of the way in which
Since the relevant specialist skills required to design and they are harmonized as standards and guidelines across inter-
implement these policies are often lacking, the need arises to national boundaries.
develop local manpower and attract foreign expertise. A

There are three categories of guidelines for accountantsunique opportunity is provided for rationalizing the frame-
which have contributed to the global standardizationof busi-work for these programmes from the work of these experts accounting and auditing practices. The Internationaland the involvement of multilateral institutions, such as the ness,
Federation of Accountants (IFAC), founded in October 1977Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
by 63 accountingbodies representing49 countries, issues the

The review of tax policy as an importantelement of the SAP Intemational Accounting and Auditing Standards (IAS); the
has been undertakenby experts who are mostly consultants in British Associations issue the Statements of Standard
economics and law. A notable gap in applying professional Accounting Practice (SSAP) and the Auditing Standards and
skills to this process iS the absence of a consistent agenda for Guidelines; the US counterpart associations are responsible
accountancy' reform even though auditors in particular have for the Generally Accepted Accounting Practices (GAAP)
been described as the frontline troops for tax enforcement.2 and the Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (GAAS).
For most countries where the tax administration is unable to All three categories of standards influence practice in manyattract professional accountants because of entrenched civil

developingcountries since most national standards are repro-service working conditions, the need for accountancy review
duced from these guidelines. In West Africa, for example,may be lost on policy formulationas well as the implementa- Ghana (which is cited favourably for its economiction process. It is doubtful whether any significant progress recovery

since the late 1980s) has the British equivalentcan be made towards improving the effectiveness of tax programmes
of the Instituteof CharteredAccountantswhereas Libera hasadministrationswithout fully acknowledgingthe crucial role the US equivalentof the Instituteof Certified Public Accoun-which accountancycan play in the reform process. tants. The members of of these foreign bodies besome may
admitted to membershipof local institutionsand permitted to

B. Influence of the accountancyprofession practice in third countres with very little or no formality.
There are many reasons why the views represented by the
accounting profession ought to be considered as a means of 1. The term accountancy is used to include auditing.

2. Gerald H. McCracken, Preventing Tax Evasion Through Enforcement,ensuring the effectivenessof tax reform in developing coun- IncomeTax Enforcement,ComplianceandAdministration(CanadianTaxFoun-
tries. The number of people graduating with majors in dation, 1988).
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This trend is also observable in some Asian countries such as VAT in Korea, Indonesia and Taiwan have received

Hong Kong and Singapore. In Singapore (as well as Malawi favourable appraisals in tax reform literature. The major dis-

in Africa), the Chartered Association of Certified Accoun- advantage of writing about the failures of tax administration

tants (ACCA) in Britain conducts joint professional exami- en masse is to risk ignoring vital lessons which could be

nations with counterpartnational associations.Unless specif- taught to sluggish members of the third world bloc. The liter-

ically stated, further references to standards in this article ature on the Indonesia tax reform still stands out as a good
imply those issued by the British AccountancyBodies. example of detailed administrative analysis.8 If vigorously

promoted, these lessons could counteractthe tendency to rou-

Given that accountingand auditingskills are indispensable to tinely blame every problem of the tax system on a weak
the capacity of the administration to implement tax reforms administration,illiteracy and the absence of accountants and
successfully, it is worthwhile to measure their impact at an business records. It will enhance the administrative content

early stage of the reform process. Whilst these subjects may of what Bird and Oldman have described as an explosion of
not always be explicit in defining the theoretical framework literature on third world tax reforms.9
for economic reforms, they are instrumental in outlining the

process on which implementationmust depend. In this con- There are reasons other than managing a complex tax struc-

text, the renewed interests shown in administration reforms ture which define the need for a proper evaluation of the

lately3 would be ineffective without improving their accoun- administrativecapacity of revenue institutions. The environ-

tancy content. ment around tax administrationsin TWCs have become com-

plex with firms in the private sector which apply currentbusi-
The focus on policy in this article arises from a conviction ness practices, including sophisticated accounting tech-
that the current coverage of the subject in the design of these niques. Furthermore, as the level of education ncreases in

programmes is inadequate and sometimes even elusive. A most of these countries,some expertise, includingaccounting
proposal made by the IMF to establish a policy unit in the will become ncreasinglyavailable.The issue facing most tax

finance ministries of developing countries, staffed by administrations has been their inability to compete for the
economists, lawyers and tax oficials (emphasis added) is an scarce physical and human resources made available to the

example of what appears to be an evasive reference to the
economy.The policy focus ought to be on developinga cadre

role of accountancy in tax policy reform.4 of administrators and practitioners andtax not on overem-

phasizing the need for an entire population literate in

C. The status of tax administration in developing accounting and record-keeping practices. Given the right
countries employment and working conditions, the tax administration

could employ qualifiedpersonnel to improve its efficiency.A
Until recently, the weak administrative capacity in the rev- serious factor affecting change is the legacy in many coun-

enue nstitutions of third world countries (TWCs) may have tries to make the revenue nstitutionsan indispensablepart of

been over-emphasizedto a point where it threatened to over- the core of the civil service. Consequently,at a time when the

shadow the more relevant general lessons which could be tax administration is conceived as incapable of handling its

learned from some of the successful cases emerging from major functions, other independent public sector institutions

parts of the third world bloc, notably the newly industrializ- are able to assemble the necessaryaccountingand legal skills

ing countries (NICs). The state of helplessness portrayed by needed to operate complex structures such as banking and

the lack of accounting records and illiteracy has persisted in stock exchange operations.
the evaluation of third world tax systems for the best part of

40 years.5 The consequentstrategy which kept the tax process Luckily, the literature on tax administration in developing

simple whilst imposing a sophisticated structure on a weak- countries has not been pessimistic. The World Bank, for

ening administration may also have ignored the warning example, observed in a recent study that experience is show-

against pursuing meticulous policy reviews at the expenseof ing that in the long run tax administration in developing
administrativechange. In many nstances today, Stanley Sur-

rey's time-honouredadmonition not to rush the introduction 3. Richard M. Bird, Tax Administration and Tax Reform: Reflections on

ofcomplex variationsof tax structureswithoutany compre-
Experience (Tax Policy in Developing Countries, A World Bank Symposium,
1991).

hensionof the complex legal and accountingproblems which 4. IMF, General Aspects of Tax Administration,IMF Institute, Session No.

they create may still be valid.6 As far as this warning goes, 37 papers (1981).

probably a lot more attention may have been paid to legal 5. Richard M. Bird,The AdministrativeDimensionofTax Reform in Devel-

than accounting reforms in tax institutions in developing
oping Countries, in MalcolmGillis, ed. LessonsfromFundamenmlTaxReform
n Developing Countries (Duke University Press, 1991); also Morag (1957),

countries. Gandhi (1966), Bird (1974,1982),Shalizi and Squire (1989).
6. S.S. Surrey, Tax Administration in Underdeveloped Countries, in

Shalizi and Squire have noted that for most of the developing Richard Bird & Oliver Oldman, Readings on Taxation in DevelopingCountries

countries,an administrativelyfeasible set of proposals can be (John Hopkins University Press, 1975); see also Surrey (1958) and Casanegra

developed for inclusion in adjustmentprograms.7 It is doubt- (1987).
7. Shalizi Z. and Squire L., Tax Policy in Sub-Saharan Africa, Policy

ful whether some of the complex structures implemented in Research Series (2) (The World Bank, 1989).
some countries could have succeeded without significant 8. See for example contributionby Hutabarat and Lane on Computerization

mprovementsbeing made to the capacity of the administra- in Indonesia, in Gillis, Shoup and Sicat, VAT in DevelopingCountries (The
World Bank, 1990).

tion. New Zealand, for example,has been credited with man- 9. Richard Bird and Oliver Oldman, Taxation in Developing Countries (The

aging the most ideal form of VAT in the world. Similarly, the Johns Hopkins UniversityPress, 1990).
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countries can be upgraded and streamlined as part of the proposals, could result in a major drawback to the overall
adjustment process.oGenerally, tax administrationstrategies effectivenessof the reform.
may be easier to standardize than structural changes because

Often what difficulties actuallyas the IMF notes, while the solutions to specific tax policy emerges as process may
involve fundamentalconceptual differencesamong the disci-issues may well differ from country to country and within the

same country, as the development process evolves, many of plines which had better been tackled at the policy formulation
the problems and goals of tax administration are similar stage. These differences need not always be included as part

of the practical implementation problems associated withthroughout the world. The relevance of the contribution
which is expected to be made by the accounting profession administrative inefficiency. The ensuing sections highlight a

few of the areas in which accounting concepts get entangledstems from this very fact - accounting principles and prac- with certain popular policy initiatives and their subsequenttices have been substantiallystandardizedacross internation-
al boundaries. implementation.

The task of improving the accounting content of the tax sys- B. Broadening the tax basetem should not be confined to the administration. It is neces-

sary to shift part of the emphasis to cultivating tax expertise The two major recommendationsmade for strengthening the
in the economy, specifically among the growing number of tax base are designing presumptive strategies to reach the
professionals and college and university graduates. There is hard-to-tax sector (mostly self-employed businesses, indi-
need to discard certain long-held notions, including those viduals and professionals) and introducing the VAT.'3 There
which emphasize that because taxpayers do not keep proper are major accounting issues which need to be considered in
records in TWCs, the steps needed to improve the system preparing guidelines for implementation of both policies.
must inevitably depend on official action.'2 In even the more The compliance problerns of hard-to-tax individuals and
sophisticatedcountries such as the United States, Canada and businesses are sirnilar in all countries but as Bird notes, a
Australia where literacy rates are high, the success of tax col- larger proportionof the potential tax base ofTWCs lies with-
lection and enforcement has been achieved only with the in this group,

14 Apart from withholding schemes, presump-active involvement of tax practitionerswho complement the tive techniques are perhaps the most popular method advo-
efforts of the administration. It is necessary to outline an offi- cated for covering this group of taxpayers.cial programmein TWCs under which practitionersor agents
could be registered and their activities supervised by the tax The relevance of accounting to presumptive systems is per-
administrationand possibly, the professionalaccountingbod- haps best reflected in its objective, which is to eventually
ies. For this reason, apart from proposals made in this article encourage taxpayers to keep prescribed books of accounts to

to strengthen accountancywithin the tax administration,seri- facilitate the transition to a superior form of assessment.15 If
ous consideration is also given to improving the status of pri- this objective is not properly pursued through strngent
vate tax practices in developingcountries. record-keepingand accounting regulations as part of the tax

system, a presumptivesystem could degenerate into an end in
The measures outlined to improve the quality of accounting itself, further distorting the schedular tax rates likely to pre-and auditing are particularlyaimed at finding solutions to the vail in TWCs. This is because most presumptive systemsproblems of ineffective tax systems. In all evaluations of tax apply different rates and profit margins to distinguish among
systems in TWCs, the problems of inefficiency are traceable various groups of taxpayers. Since the adverse consequencesto the inabilityof the administrationto exact compliancewith of a distorted tax regime are fraud, evasion and avoidance,accounting regulations.The problemsof illiteracy and a large accountancy, or more specifically auditing, becomes even
informai sector are not to be underestimatedbut it is thought more relevant again in checking the excesses of a poorlythat by over-emphasizing these points, many countres may designed presumptivesystem. Mexico is cited as an examplebe missing an opportunity to use the tax system itself as the of the way in which presumptive tax proposalscould result in
means for transforming the record-keepingbase of the econ- this type of problem because of the explosion of tax shelters
omy. It is a well-known fact that no country has yet achieved and transfer pricing schemes.16
an appreciable level of record-keepingwithout strengthening
the compliance or reporting requirements of tax and corpo- The techniques used in connection with presumptivesystems
rate law. rely on accounting ratios and economic indices as the basis

Il. ACCOUNTANCYAND TAX STRUCTURE 10. Lessons ofTax Reform (The World Bank, 1992).
REFORMS Il. IMF Institute (1981).

12. Richard M. Bird, Income Tax Reform in Developing Countries: The

A. Introduction AdministrativeDimension,37 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation
(January 1983), at 3.

The multi-disciplinarynature of taxation makes the effective- 13. Wayne Thirsk, Lessons from Tax Reform: An Overview, in Javad
Khalilzadeh-Shiraziand Anwar Shah, Tax Policy in DevelopingCountries (The

ness of reforms dependent on a proper evaluation of the World Bank 199 l).
impact of all related disciplines at both the formulation and 14. See supra note 12.

implementationstages. A number of the changes proposed to 15. R. Musgrave, IncomeTaxation of Hard-to-TaxGroups in R. Bird and O.

the legal and accountancy regulationsare made at the imple-
Oldman, Taxation in Developing Countries The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1990).

mentation stage and if not properly coordinated with policy 16. WayneThirsk (1991).
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for assessing taxpayers. The foremost presumptive technique SSAP 5 (Accounting for Value Added Taxation) which is

is the net worth approach, described as the difference in more compatible with the EC VAT

wealth at the beginning and end of a tax period, plus con-

sumption during the period. The Israeli mchshiv is cited as C. Rationalizationof the rate structure
the best example of the methods which are based on external
economic indicators. The theoretical framework for these One of the major objectivesofpolicy review is to re-examine

systems is linking the ndices and ratios to tumover, number the rate structure so as to remove distortions in the economy,
of employees, value of assets and similar other factors to promote fairness, prevent fraud and minimize revenue loss.
determine tax liability. Most systems, as in Korea,17 are based The followingare a few examples which illustrate the need to

on the relationshipbetweenprofits and turnover(margins). In be mindful of the accounting implications of structural
their detailed form, ratios may be set for specific industries reforms.
and other sectors of the economy,la For a long time, profes-
sional accounting firms have used similar ratios to evaluate First, proposals made in the tariff, excise and sales tax struc-

client records for audit, investigationand accountingpurpos_ tures to reflect ad valoremcomputationsmay require knowl-

es. In auditing, the need for these ratios is emphasized in edge of the rudiments of expenditure allocation and pricing
standards dealing with analytical review techniques used to techniques in cost accounting to make a tax audit or exami-

test the effectivenessof accounting records.19 nation effective. This may be particularly evident in situa-
tions where the bulk of taxes are to be levied at the manufac-

The practical techniques for reconstructing an account to turing stage of the production cycle. As the economies of

determine the net worth of individuals and businesses, espe-
TWCs become increasingly liberalized, prices may become

cially in the non-corporate sector, are called incomplete evasive for assessing ad valoremcommodity taxes, especial-
records or single entry in financial accounting studies. Cor_ ly if raised at a stage of the business cycle other than retail-

porationshave a better records base because they are required ing. The only way to avoid the detailed examinationor cope

by company law to keep proper books of accounts and file with the absence of records on values, costs and prices is to

annual financial statements. The incorporationof these tech- adopt the presumptive techniques used in connection with

niques in various professional standards may make them customs duties and direct taxes.

indispensable to the training programmesof revenue institu- The second example is indexation, which is a familiar topic
tions and to measures taken to re-write manuals for auditing affecting important concepts in both accounting and eco-

and presumptive systems in developingcountries. nomics. Among others, it affects the treatment for deprecia-
tion allowance, capital gains tax and inventory valuation.22

The introduction of the VAT in many of these countries has Dialogue with the accountancy profession is vital because
also contributed to the need to upgrade the accounting and certain concepts of value (e.g. inflation) may lack the preci-
auditing capacty of tax administrations. The main advan- sion guaranteed by actual business transactions and may
tages of the credit method VAT proposed for most countries therefore contradict the historical cost concept which is fun-
are a withholdingcredit scheme which encourages registered damental to financialaccountingworldwide.Periodic revalu-

taxpayers to keep proper books of accounts, the elimination ations of assets in accounting are acceptable in specific cir-
of cascading and an inherent audit trail.20 The experience of cumstances (e.g. disposals) but to date, all standards issued
countries implementing the VAT has shown that the self- on general inflation accounting have either been withdrawn
check providedby the incentive to file for a credit may not be or declared non-mandatory.23 In the instances where some

enough to minimize the incidence of fraud and evasion asso- firms may decide to voluntarily comply, the preferred
ciated with all tax systems. Some estimates of revenue loss accounting technique may not necessarily be the one

due to evasionhave been put at 2-4 percent and 40 percent for favoured by other professions. This is amply demonstrated
Britain and Italy, respectively and it is likely that this could by the preference of accountants for current cost accounting
be higher for many of the developing countries with weak (CCA) overcurrent purchasingpower (CPP) even though the
administrations.21 The success of the VAT therefore depends
on the effectiveness of preventive programmes implemented
by the revenue institutions. The programmes to strengthen 17. Chang Se Won, Tax Invoice Cross-CheckingSystem in Korea (Interna-

the accounting function ought to include guidelines drawn to
tional Conferenceon the AdministrativeAspects of VAT, Washington,October

1990).
coordinate the audit of the VAT and other taxes, especially if 18. See supra note 12.

the VAT (or domestic and import VAT) is to be implemented 19. The definition of net worth is slightly different between accountants and

by a separate revenue department.The-precisenature of these economistsbecause of the emphasison indexation to ensure the taxation of only
consumption.However, prior to this adjustment, the accounting techniques may

tax audits are discussedbelow. be useful for determining nominal income or net worth.
20. Alan A. Tait, VAT: lnternationalPractice and Problems (IMF, 1988).

Since the structure of the VAT varies across intemational 21. Id. See also Cedric Sandford and Michael Godwin, VAT Administration

boundaries, care should be taken in specific country pro-
andCompliance in Britain.
22. See, for example, R. Conrad, DividendRelief and Inf[ation Adjustments:

grammes to ensure that not just the laws but accountingstan- Possible Options for Tax Systems in Emerging Economies (Symposium on

dards are made compatible with the particular system to be Directions in Tax Reform in Emerging Economies, Harvard Law School,

implemented.A rewriting of accountingstandards in consul- November 1991).
23. SSAP No. 7, Changes in the Purchasing Power of Money (withdrawn);

tation with national accountingbodies may be needed to neu- SSAP No. 16, Current Cost Accounting (non-mandatory);FASB-89: Financial

tralize the influence of intemational standards such as Reporting and Changing Prices (non-mandatory in the United States.
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latter uses a general price index favoured by economists.24 In percentage of total revenue is likely to be collected from
fact, not only do conceptsdiffer; the meaning attached to cer- these centres.

tain topics such as depreciation may differ between accoun-

tants and other experts; for example, the standard declares D. Revenue forecasting and monitoringthat depreciation is fundamentallya cost allocation and not a
valuation process.25 It is possible to design a financiai accounting and budgeting

model for monitoring the output and payment of taxes byIf tax policies in TWCs are not to be determined in isolation, firms which pay large percentages of specific taxes in small
then policy-makers ought to seriously consider whether any economies. For example, the operations of a few companiesfruitful purpose could be served in confronting the profession could significantly affect the level of revenue from the sales
over issues which have been intensely debated in developed tax or excise duty. In these situations, an accounting spread-countries and which have either been rejected or resulted in sheet showing actual and projected output, prices, tax rates,formidable international standards which influence reporting liabilities and payments may be used to complement the pro-procedures in almost all countries. Leonard describes the ten- jections derived from statistical and macroeconomicmodels.
sion created in the United States by the need to revise histor- The variances from projected and actual revenue could be
ical cost accounting to reflect predictive values such as infla- analysed to provide additional information on industry and
tion: As a profession, accountants have generally resisted tax-specific performances such as determining whether
the pressure to develop measures of financial condition that shortfalls in revenue are attributableto non-paymentof taxes
embody estimates of future events. Accountants, being dis- or physical trends in industry.output.
posed towards precision and certainty, and worried about

The scale of operations of companies be targeted for thistotheir own accountability, are naturally hesitant to assume
of exercise be such that they already compileresponsibility for constructing and using uncertain meas- type may

detailed managementinformation on their output, cost, priceures.26 It is proposed that tax policy in developing countries
and tax liability. If made available to the administration, thisshould be designed to reconcile the recommendationsof tax
data could alleviate numberof the problems associatedwithastudies with generally accepted accounting standards to

revenue atreduce either the incidence of conflict or the complexity of forecasting and monitoring performance for least
the administrationof the tax regime. Care is needed to avoid

some categories of taxes. The negotiations for physicl out-

establishing other levels of compliance in accounting which put and financial information from these companies may be
held as part of the annual budget process.may be secondary to the traditional reporting requirementsof

company and partnership law. At the moment, these laws are It is possible that .these companies may feel reluctant to
heavily influenced by accountancy standards and if they are release data which is considered to be strategic to their inter-
not simultaneously revised with the tax code, both adminis- nal operations. However, this need not prevent the adminis-
tration and compliance will be made more complex (and not tration from generating the informationrequired from its own
simplified as expected) as a result of policy reforms. data bank, based on corporate tax performances kept by resi-

dent tax officers attached to district offices where these firmsAnother structural issue which has relevance for the future
may be located.directionof accountancyreform is the necessity of increasing

the income tax exemption bracket and VAT registration
threshold as means of eliminating a large number of small III. ACCOUNTANCYAND ADMINISTRATIVE
taxpayers in the informal sector from the tax base.27 The rel- REFORMS
evance of this policy to the review of the administrative or

accounting process is the possibility of eliminating a large A. Introduction
percentage of the nformal sector hard-to-tax group from the
tax base. Those remaining are likely to comprise non-corpo-

The routine administrationof the tax system requires guide-
rate professional firms of doctors, accountants, lawyers, con-

lines to be issued to regulate the operations of the staff and
sultants, etc. and large family businesses,capable of keeping taxpayers. A large number of these guidelines deal with reg-
accounting records but sometimes deliberately refusing to ulating specific business practices and accounting principles
comply. for computing tax liability. They aim at making the computa-

tion certain, in view of the flexibility allowed by accountingThe persistent refusal of this group of privileged taxpayers to standards in some cases such as calculating depreciation or
keep proper books of accounts is a problem which develop- inventory cost. Likewise, the regulations attempt to forestall
ing countries share with their industrialized counterparts.28
But the large concentrationof such firms in the urban centres 24. Richard Goode, Sorne Economic Aspects of Tax Administration, in R.of TWCs reinforces the need to strengthen compliance with Bird and 0. Oldman, Taxation in Developing Countries The Johns Hopkins
accountingregulations in these areas where the infrastructure University Press, 1990).
may be relatively decent, the population fairly literate and 25. SSAP 12, Statement of Standard Accounting Practice: Accounting for

Depreciation.practitionersavailable to provide assistance to taxpayers.The 26. Herman B. Leonard, Measuring and Reporting Financial Condition
literacy rate is relatively high in urban centres where the (Research in Govemmental and Non-ProfitAccounting, 1985)
United Nations has indicated that over 40 percentof the pop-

27. See supra note 20.
28. See supra note 15.ulation of developingcountries live.29 The focus on the urban 29. William Dillinger, Urban Property Tax Reform Guidelinesand Recom--

centres may be the most economically feasible since a large mendations (April 1991).
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the fraud, evasion and tax avoidance promoted by dubious in making money through the corrupt tax practices cited in

accountingand legal practices.To be effective the staff of the numerous studies.

administrationneed to understandboth the general principles
of accountancy expressed in professional standards and the An important aspect of institutional independence is the

exceptions made for taxation purposes. establishmentof an accountingdepartment to be responsible
for budgetary control and accounting in the organization. It

Clearly, the inability of the administrationto fulfil these obli-
calls for the separation of the finance (and administration)

gations could result in taxpayers moving fast to upset policy functions from the operations department. The scale of work
changes. The policies required include strengthening the

institutional capacity of the administration and formulating implied by autonomy for the revenue institutions makes it
to

model process guidelines which deal with the accountingand possible for them establish professional departments and

sections to be responsible for all their financial operations.
audit implicationsof policy reform and implementation. Consequently, these financial functions are expected to be

transferred from the usually overburdenedtreasury in devel-

B. Institutional and financial autonomyfor tax oping countries.

administrations
An independent accounting and budgetary control system

The status of revenue institutions in the public sector is one with characteristics similar to commercial systems could
of the major factors affecting their inability to specialize and prescribe an alternative framework for calculating the

respond adequately to changes in the economy. The con- administration cost of taxation. The typical yearly work
straints are mainly due to the almost universal attachment to schedule for the finance department is expected to begin
the idea that revenue institutionsought to be placed under the with the projection of annual revenue and expenditure for
strict supervision of the Ministry of Finance because of the the institutions. These projections will form the basis for

political nature of their operations. The resources needed for negotiation by either the managementor revenue board with.
the effective operations of these institutions are denied pri- the ministry of finance within the frameworkof the overall
marily because the institutions must compete for funds in national budgetary process. Once the financial plan is

ways which do not excite ill-feelingamong othergovernment approved, the institutions would be allowed to deduct peri-
departments in the service.30 odical estimates of their required expenditure at source.

The nclusion of the revenue institutions in the civil service These deductions will be made, subject to agreed
confuses ministerial oversight with the managementof field revenue/expenditurepercentage caps (ratios) which define

operations. To restate a point made elsewhere, this policy the potential cost of administration. Records of actual

results in monetary and financial institutions in the economy expenditure will be maintained, variances between actual

enjoying a rnore substantial rneasure of operational autono- costs and projections calculated and analysis made for con-

my than fiscal institutions.However, the fact remains that for trol and future budgetary or negotiationexercises.

both fiscal and monetarynstitutionsexcessivepolitical inter-

ference affects the objective implementationof government Another potential benefit of a professional finance depart-

policy. There is clear evidence to suggest that this policy has ment may be helping to resolve the frustrationof policymak-
had adverse consequences on the efficiency of tax adminis- ers caused by the failure to sort out the differences between

tration in many countries. The IMF, for example, has accrual collection reports submitted to the ministry by rev-

observed that some ministriesof finance in developingcoun- enue institutions and the actual cash payments made to the

tries, through their so-called research divisions attached to central bank. These differences, which are part of the diffi-

the Minister,devote their time to solving day to day problems culties arising from the mixture of accrual and cash account-

rather than paying attenton to long-range planning.31 ing in government have engaged the attention of public
The multi-disciplinary nature of taxation requires that the finance economists in recent times.32 Further confusion is

ministry delegate responsibilityfor the day-to-dayoperations generated by the non-adherence to other routine distinctions

of revenue institutions to a professionally constituted body. made by accountants, such as the difference between capital
This policy s particularlyuseful in countries where the min- (non-recurrent)and revenue (recurrent) income and expendi-
istry itself lacks the expertise in related tax disciplines such ture. The finance departmentought to be able to prepare rec-

as law, accounting and economics. Revenue boards have onciliation statements to explain accrual and cash differences

been established in a numberofcountriesbut the policy is not due to time lags and errors between revenue institutions and

always pushed to the point where the institutions themselves the central bank. These statements are routinely prepared by
will be granted operational autonomy. Also the potential firms because of the consistencyof applying the accrual con-

impact of these boards on policy and implementation could cept in financial accounting.33
be eroded in cases where the ministry's representationon the

board remains excessive.

The entrenchedcivil service culture has other disadvantages.
The frequent transferofstaff to other units of the service dis- 30. See supra note 24.

rupts operations and adversely affects specialization. Staff 31. IMF Institute (1981).
32. Mario Blejer and Adrienne Chesty, How to Measure the Fiscal Deficit,

remuneration falls to a point where it becomes virtually Finance & Development(IMF/WorldBank, September 1992).

impossible to recruit professional staff who are not nterested 33. SSAP 2, Disclosureof AccountingPolicies.
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C. Accountancyand reform of the operations services are widely advertised (e.g. hotels and restaurants)
function that an ad valoremsystem may be able to avoid anti-tax pric-

ing schemes. The notion that VAT audits are in principle sim-It is expected that a significant number of changes proposed ple is even more curious, considering that the destinationandto the tax system would require a greater appreciationof gen- credit principles make it necessary for the system to benderally accepted accounting principles and current business backwards to embrace imports which are already riddledpractices by staff of the operations department. The issues with numerous valuation problems.discussed in this section are restricted to the examinationand
audit function, with only occasional references to assess- It will be against the objectives of streamlining the indirect
ment, investigation or the appeals process. The bulk of tax tax system to allow the traditional distortions of this form of
accountancy work is in auditing and the few examples used taxation to be compoundedby these factors. Even though the
here merely demonstrate the need to evaluate the accounting VAT is designed to remove these distortions, it requires an
content of the overall administrationreforms. The focus is on effective examination and audit plan to ensure compliance
policies to adopt self-assessmentand VAT. and counteract attempts to corrupt the whole tax system.

Therefore, contrary to the opinions of some informed
1. Are VAT audits simple in all cases experts, a VAT audit in countries where over 60 percent of

total revenue is generated from indirect taxes could assumeIn principle, VAT systems assess tax liability on the value the same level of sophistication as income tax audits, exceptadded of a firm. The overwhelming choice of the invoice
n situations where the two forms of audit are either per-credit method may make the assessmentof this liability sim- formed by the same institution or well coordinated.35Unfor-ple in most instances where very little inventory or work-in-
tunately, the organizationstructure for direct and indirect tax

progress is carried. However, the choice of a subtraction administrationsdo not always contribute to strengtheningthemethod VAT (as in Japan) and strategies to strengthen the
coordination of audits. The VAT (and sales tax) is collectedaudit and examination function may not always be based on a
by the income tax department in countries (e.g. Japansomefacile policy. This is because audits depend on acceptable and Korea) whereas in others, it is the responsibility of thelevels of transactions verification and in certain cases, the
customs administration (e.g United Kingdom). The optionsreconstruction of the accounts of business enterprises. The also include delegating the VAT to completely depart-a new

concept of simple VAT audits depends on an underlying ment or contracting it out to private enterprises.36 Spain,assumption that they will be complementedby a comprehen- France and Korea are a few of the countries where formalsive income tax audit. Therefore, the absence of any such
coordination is promotedbetween the VAT and income taxes.coordination between these two types of audit could easily

expose the VAT system to enormous fraud and evasion and To be able to implement an effective VAT audit programme,
warrant the establishmentof a system close to what is found it is important to revise the assertion often made without
in income tax departments. qualification, that VAT auditors do not need to be qualified
There are other factors which may contribute to making a

accountants. It is not every detail of a professional or income
VAT audit complicated.The recommendationto implementa

tax audit which is performed by qualified accountants; the

high registration threshold could result in the elimination obvious lesson for a VAT system is to employ enough quali-
fied accountants to supervise the work ofaccounts clerks andfrom the tax base of most small-scale retail and traditional

manufacturing firms operating in the informal sector. This partly-qualified accountants on the job. To be certain, the

premise, together with the practical considerations of opti-
audit of VAT could be kept simple but the outcome will not

mizing resource allocation in TWCs, makes it expedient to
be the best or most effcient system that could have been
achieved.concentrate most VAT activities on the manufacturingsector.

Therefore, VAT systems in TWCs are likely to take on the
characteristics of a manufacturing-basedsales tax found in 2. Self-assessmentand the audit function
many of these countries. Furthermore, the zero-rating of

tax
exports and other VAT multiple rate regimes may inevitably Every major reform study has emphasized the superiority

of the self-assessmentsystem which requires that taxpayersresult in the same dubious accounting practices involving
expenditure allocation and transfer pricing used to evade

assume more responsibility for raising their own assessment.
At the same time, the administration is expected to shift itsincome taxes. In a study of indirect tax harmonization in the

EC in 1989, the Centre for European Policy Studies estimat-
attention to ensuringcompliancewith the law, under a system
where there will be more audits, more investigations, moreed that verificationsof transactions due prncipally to multi-

ple rate regimes could delay refunds for up to 38 weeks in checking and verifying of information in retums.37 Conse-

some European countries,34 quently, there will be a shiftingof technically-trainedperson-

It is also possible that the transition to an ad valorernbasis for
computing indirect taxes in general could make the opera-

34. Dennis Duveme, The French & European Rate Systems (Intemational
Conference on Administrative Aspects of VAT, Washington D.C., Octobertions function more dependent on understandingbasic audit- 1990).

ing and accounting techniques. The assessment of a unit tax 35. See supra note 20.

on production and imports is easier to calculate, compared 36. Graham Holland, Planning the VAT', in Alan Tait, VAT.:
Administratveand Polcy Issues (IMF 1991).with an ad valoremsystem based on an evaluation of the cost 37. Trevor Bouchar, Self-Assessmentof IncomeTaxAustralianTax Forum

and pricing structure of a firm. It is when prices of goods and (1986), at 45.
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nel from their role of traditionally assessing taxes to more 100 percent coverage. They do not always extend to its rele-

audit-type work. Where a self-assessment system is recom- vance for the actual verification of documents, records and

mended as part of the VAT, the same emphasis will be placed transactions in the course of performing compliance or sub-

on the audit and examination functions. stantive checks. There is nothing in the traditionof sampling
in audits to suggest that once a case is selected for audit it

Under self-assessmentsystems, the examinationof invoices
and returns is expected to become the routine activity of the may be possible to check all the underlying business trans-

operations department. A reliable plan ought to be in place
actions recorded in the books of accounts. The essence of

for field audits to emphasize the need for compliance. The systems audits is making sure that the internal control and
are to support

technical issues associated with making a smooth transition accounting systems adequate enough the

transactions recorded.
ought to be handled in a manner which does not intimidate
the administrators.38 To achieve this objective, the plan for In the absence of such reliable systems, the number of actual

implementation should be made comprehensive enough to records to be substantively audited, variously referred to as

cover an outline of all the issues, including availability of vouching or verification, will increase but probably never

financial resources, staff training and re-writing legal, audit cover all records of the enterprise. However, it is conceivable

and accountingmanuals. that not only the systems but the records maintained will be

The increasing interest shown in examinations,sample selec-
so inadequate a to call for a reconstruction of the accounts

using some of the accounting techniques previously
tion, field audits, etc. as a result of tax reform policies has described under presumptive taxation.
given rise to the need to assign proper objectives and mean-

ing to the process of audits in tax administrations. It is therefore important to place any discussion of controls
and sampling within the wider context of systems auditing

3. Do tax audits differ from other audits as defined in the standards.Generally, auditors do not exam-

ine all records and transactions of business enterprises.
The need for auditing reforms within the operations function Rather, they follow a procedure whereby through sampling,
does not arise solely from introducing VAT systems or mak- only a few records are selected for detailed checking, pro-
ing a transition to a self-assessment.The quality and precise vided the systerns of accounting and internal control are

nature of audits will be of perpetual interest to taxation proven by the auditor to be adequate and reliable to prevent
because of the need for all systems, financial or otherwise, to fraud or errors. The evaluation of these systems prior to

implement checks to prevent fraud and errors. It is worth- vouching the actual transactions is incidentallyreferred to as

while to perodically examine the extent to which tax audit compliance testing, a term relevant to the objectiveof proce-
techniques keep pace with changes proposed under the gen- dures laid down to enforce adherence to systems such as

erally accepted standards used by professionals in both the finance and taxation.
public and private sectors.

The operational standard states that if the auditor wishes to

There is no doubt that this is an area in which tax administra- place reliance on any controls, he should ascertainand evalu-
tions in TWCshave lagged behind the private sector and other ate those controls and perform compliance tests on their oper-

public sectornstitutionssuch as state-ownedenterprises.This ation. Therefore, the checks conducted during advisory (or
has resulted in old practices mixed with sporadic innovations control) visits and prior to substantiveaudits by VAT officials

mainly from tax reforms. Because such innovations are never to ensure that statutory provisions are being complied with;
comprehensive for lack of resources, manpower, insttutional that records of purchasesand sales are correctly completed-.

inertia, etc., tax audits are often made to appeardifferent from from original docurnents; that nonthly returns for selected
the practice in the professionalmainstream.This trend is more months correspondwith the totals in the records of purchases
noticeable with indirect taxes, which unlike income tax, have and sales4 fall within the framework of general auditing
not had a long tradition of probing business malpractice due standards and need not be represented as unique.
perhaps to unit taxation and the extensive use of presumptive
valuation codes or tariffs.

To ensure judicious coverage and optimum allocation of

scarce resources to the most useful audits, a stratification

Thus, a lot ofconfusion is likely to be generated in reviewing strategy is required as part of the sampling programme. The

tax systems. This includes the suggestion that VAT audit pressure from inadequate resources in particular may place
techniques differ from those used by chartered accountants too much emphasis on maximizing the revenue expected
because of the reliance of the formeron preliminarychecking from audits.41 In countries where compliance is already
of taxpayer systems and records (controls), routine examina- weak, a revenue-yieldingobjective for audits need not be dif-

tion of invoices and selective examination of transactions ficult to justify since the marginal utility of audits may be no

(sampling).39 VAT audits are also thought to be different where near the optimum. Comparative guidelines on sam-

because of a previously stated assumptionthat since they will pling and stratification may be found in most auditing stan-

be coordinated with comprehensive ncome tax audits, no

serious compliancegaps will be created.
38. A. Radia and I. Sharkansky,TaxReform In Israel, in R. Bird and O. Old-

All modern day audits rely heavily on systems ofcontrol and man, Taxation n Developing Countries (The Johns Hopkins University Press,

sampling for efficiency as well-as effectiveness.Often in the 1990).

tax reform literature, the relevance of sampling to audits is
39. Alan A. Tait,VAT: InternationalPractice and Problems (IMF 1990).
40. See supra note 20.

limited to selecting taxpayers (cases) to avoid bias and 41. Seesupra note 24.
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dards to assist in drawing up audit manuals. The classifica- (b) Audits
tion of taxpayers will include broad areas such as types of
taxes, form of business organization, geographical location This is a relatively rigorous attempt to check or verify the
and revenue potential. Even though a revenue-maximizing transactions, records and accountingentries underlying a tax

audit system would focus on major revenue eamers within return, invoice or books of accounts. It involves field audits
each of these categories,strikingaudits among low-income of only a small percentage of taxpayers (and their transac-

taxpayers are required to create a sense of vigilance and tions!). It is a relatively more expensive, time-consuming
awareness in the country. process, undertaken by better qualified groups of accounting

officers.
Adequate internal control and accounting systems are pre-
conditions for sample or systems audits. The need to ensure Audits and examinations are inter-related through the funda-
that these systems are effective should place much emphasis mental requirementsof sound internal control systems and so

(for the efficiency of the VAT system) on ensuring that prop- it helps to consider them as components of a comprehensive
er accounting and record-keepingprocedures are outlined for system rather than different types of audit. An effective
registered taxpayers. The audit and examination manual used examinations programme, especially where computerized, is
by officers will therefore include guidelines for establishing technically speaking, a compliance measure to reduce fraud
and verifying the effectivenessof systems and procedures. and the number of substantive audits to be performed. Thus,

it is used to identify most of the cases selected for field audits

4. The need for uniform terminology even though it is ideal to base the selection process on a sep-
arate computerizedprogramme. Given the widespread use of

The terminology used in the tax literature is equally confus- computers in developing countries, a simplified version of a

ing42 because it differs among writers and does not always computerizedexamination model, similar to the discriminant
conform to the language used in auditing standards. Again, function score system used in the United States, could facili-
the worse cases can be found in VAT research where, as noted tate the reform of the audit function in most developingcoun-

earlier, these audits are held out to be unique. It is important tries. Saltzman has stated that the greater taxpayer compli-
to harmonize the terms in accordance with any usage which ance observed under the US internal revenue laws results
is fairly standardizedacross intemational boundaries. from the effectiveness of audits.44 The distinction between

field audits and examinations also helps concentrate fieldA numberof the audit concepts used in the tax administration audits at the headquartersand regional offices whilst dispers-literature do not differ radically from the descriptions used in
ng the examinationsfunction to district tax offices across the

some auditing standards. For example, the elements of a VAT
country.advisory visit (or audit)43 are similar to most of the tech-

niques described in the operations standard for conducting The changes proposed to administration reforms affect the
new and existing audits. Even if it is granted that the lan- examinations and audit function because of the need to
guage of the professional standards may at times differ from ensure that individuals and businesses comply with the tax
those of tax audits, it seems desirable to adhere to usage laws. Since their dependence on the accountancy and audit-
which is common to most tax administrations.For example, ing professions is likely to be substantial, it is important to
it is useful to stick to the conventional distinction made pay attention to the capacity of the tax administration to con-
between two types of transactions verification used in taxa- tinuously assess the impact of professional standards and
tion since such adherence will be important to understanding practice on the tax system. Failure to do so would widen the
specific compliance policies, determining the calibre of staff current efficiency gap between tax institutionsand the clients
to be engaged and define the training programmes to be pur- they serve.
sued by different categories of employees.

(a) Examination D. Computerizationof the accounting function

This iS the familiar term used in the United States in particu- A common feature of all tax reform programmes iS technical
lar to refer to the less tedious but routine check performed on assistance to acquire computers to improve data processing
retums and (or invoices for VAT) submitted to the tax admin- and information management. The responsibilityof officials
istration. It is the routine nature of the examinations function handling tax reforms iS to make sure that the design of the
which makes it the most feasible procedure for automation. management information system is adequate to cover all
In general, however, this function will be performed by the activities which are potentially feasible for computerization.
reorganized assessment and collection divisions under self- A broader concept of computerization is therefore needed to

assessment systems by staff who are only moderately quali- allow coverage of viable accounting procedures and tech-
fied in accounting techniques. The examinations or desk niques. One way ofdoing this is to integratechanges required
(office) audits as they are usually called, reduce the number
of site visits made by tax officials to the premises of taxpay-
ers. It would normally involve a comprehensivecheck of the 42. Graham Holland,The AuditofVAT (IMF/UNDPSeminar on VAT in Asia
entries on a return or invoice presented prior to payment of and Resource Mobilization,Jakarta, Indonesia 1990).

43. Milka Casanegra, Graham Holland and Carlos Silvani, The Audit ofthe taxes due. In almost all cases, no attempts will be made to VAT, in Alan Tait, VAT: Administrativeand Policy Issues (IMF 1991).verify the transactions underlying the entries. 44. M. Saltzman, IRS Practiceand Procedure (1981).
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to these functions with the development of application soft- developingcountries but it would seem as though the impact
ware under computerizationprojects. of their operations is not felt beyond corporate taxation and

The more obvious promise of the relevance of application
audits.

software to tax accountancy is improving the examination There are two approaches to promoting tax professionalism
function. It has been noted already that a simpler version of in developing countries, both of which are used in varying
the US discriminant function score programme could be degrees in many countries.

developed to assist these countries make the transition to self-
assessment systems and VAT. This kind of programme is

Licensing of practitionersB. tax
likely to reduce the workload by shedding excessive manual

verification of records and also eliminate frivolous audits. It is proposed to consider licensing private tax practitioners
It has been indicated previously that a programme could be as an essential step towards making the transition to self-

written to make the selection of audit cases fair across the assessment systems and improving general compliance in

objectivesestablished for the sampling and stratificationpro- developingcountries. The basis for this proposal iS to further

gramme. A rational selection programme minimizes expedi- buttress the contention that the high level of tax literacy in

ency and unnecessary politicization of the process. A com-
most developedcountries is made possibleby the widespread

prehensiveprogrammemay be implemented to link the audit availability of experts to assist individuals and businesses in

and examinationfunctions to taxpayer identificationschemes meeting their tax obligations. The use of private practitioners

to provide a more objective basis of analysis for the causes of should be seen as one of the long term measures needed to

non-compliance,including fraud, evasion and avoidance. solve the numerous problems of implementationin TWCs.

It may be necessary to plan towards a selected number of The qualificationsof practitionersand the modalities for their

sophisticated applicationof computers to tackle the increas- operations are important issues to be carefully considered. It

ing number of computer-based accounts prepared by a few is often argued that for most TWCs, the qualifications of tax

large business enterprises. In addition to developing its own practitionersneed not be the same as professional lawyers or

applicationsoftware, the administrationcould base its proce_
accountants. This argument is expedient in the short-term but

dures for auditing computer systems on the standard entitled given the long-term perspective of this proposal, it may be

Auditing in a ComputerEnvironment' issued by the auditing necessary to place the overall overviewof tax practices under

standards board. professionalfirms. The limits to be placed on practisingqual-
ifications could be determinedin consultationwith the appro-.
priate professionalgroups.

IV. TAX PROFESSIONALISM IN DEVELOPING The administration will be solely responsible for licensing
COUNTRIES practitioners, approving a code of conduct and enacting a

A. Introduction
manual for operations. The manual will contain guidelines
relating to the minimum requirements for transactions,

There is a long history in TWCs for almost all aspects of the accounting records and books and the returns necessary to

tax function to be performed by officials employed by the comply with the law. The administration should be charged
government. The sole exception is probably corporate taxa- with organizingperiodic seminars and training for practition-
tion which for a long time has been easily recognized as a ers and their staff. The revenue institutions could tap into

product of the financial reporting requirements of company their experience in training tax officers to perform this func-

law. The commercializationof corporate taxation and exter- tion.

nal audits is an area in which accounting firms have had vir-

tual monopoly,but surprisingly there is a reluctance to extend If it is decided to use non-professionalaccountants, then cer-

the experience to other categories of taxpayers. This may be tain types of tax accounting may be limited to only the pro-

due to scarcity of professionals, politicizationof the process
fessional firms. For example, the non-professionalfirms may

and the unstructured nature of accounting practice by these be allowed to file tax returns on behalfofself-employedbusi-

taxpayers.
nesses and wage-earners whose liability fall within a given
income range. The computation of taxes for companies and

Nonetheless, it is useful to extensively defuse the lessons other high income taxpayers could then be restricted to the

learned from the cooperation and financial relationship professional firms. It may be reasonable, at least initially, to

between the administration and accounting firms in other restrict the selection of sites for the operations of tax practi-
sectors of the economy to encouragequalified as well as part- tioners to the urban centres where professional advice and

qualified accountants to make a full-time career out of taxa- high-incomeactivities experience are likely to be available.

tion. The global trend is for the share of consulting and tax

work performed by these firms to increase at the expense of
C. Tax audits by public accountants

preparing and auditing financial statements. In the United

States, for example, the share of external audits conducted as The second option is to enter into contracts with professional
a percentage of revenue by the Big Six accounting firms accountants to perform tax functions for the administrationto

declined from 62 percent in 1982 to just under 50 percent in

1990 and that consultancy and tax work covered the lost 45. Rahul Jacob, Can you Trust that Audit,FortuneMagazine (18 Novem-

ground.45 These firms maintain a significant presence in ber 1991); source: Bowman'sAccounting Report.
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make use of their professional skills. Few countries are increase compliance costs. In the short-term, the cost of
known to implement this policy even though Indonesia may licensing and training practitioners could increase adminis-
be planning to implement the scheme. The involvement of tration costs but these costs are expected to be eventually
those to be engaged should be limited to conducting audits recovered from the agents who stand to benefit financially
and investigations as opposed to routine examination and from the program. The administrationmay shed the huge cost

assessment. If it is desired to use professionalaccountants for of employing staff on official assessments but these savings
these types of routine functions, then the previous option of may be re-channelled into financing the training staff to cope
registering them as self-employedbusinesses may be a better with the higher volumes of examination and audit required
alternative. under a self-assessmentsystem.

The primary objective of chartered accountants is to tackle The fees paid by taxpayers to practitioners need not increase
cases which may be beyond the present capabilities of the compliance costs in all instances since the appointment of
administration. This is a useful way of concentrating the agents could improve the record keeping capacity of taxpay-
resources of the administrationon the more routine functions. ers and thus enable them to benefit from the enhanced finan-
A secondary aim may be using them to extend the scope of cial administration. Also, as an incentive to promote the
audits in the economy in the event that the revenue institu- scheme, the fees paid to agents by all categories of taxpayers
tions lack the capacity to undertake a representativecoverage should be made tax deductible to minimize the compliance
of taxpayers. cost.

The use of public accountants should not be considered as a The appointmentof many private tax practitioners is likely to

substitute for strengthening the accounting capacity of the have an adverse effect on the ability of the revenue institu-
administration. In the first place, the tradition in many coun- tions to retain the qualified staff who will be attracted to the
tries against using independent accountants to perform rou- system as agents or employees of the practising firms. The
tine tax functions may take a long time to overcome. But turnoverof staff in revenue institutions is observable now but
even if this were possible, the accounting section should be could deteriorate further if steps are not taken to improve
capable of understandingthe work of independentauditors in employment and working conditions at the time of licensing
order to evaluate their performance. Another difficulty in private firms.

using independent accountants may lie in the potential for
conflict of interest arising from a tradition in many countries The cooperation expected from national accounting bodies

for accountants to represent taxpayers against the administra- will not necessarily eliminate the perceived adversarial rela-

tion. Apart from wanting to stay clear of a system which tionship between professionals such as lawyers or accoun-

smacks of politicization in many countries, it is doubtful tants and the tax administration.46Indeed, a number of these

whether accounting firms will get involved with a system
bodies have regulations specifying cautious conduct with

which pitches them against potential clients and fellow revenue institutions on behalf of clients. For instance, the
Certified Association of Chartered Accountants (Unitedaccountants.
Kingdom) states, inter alia: Wherea member is approached

The decision to use independent accountants could be based by the Police, the Inland Revenue, the Customs and Excise
on a strategy to utilize their services for complex audits Authorities ... making enquiries which may lead to the prose-
whilst exploringoptions for strengtheningthe administration. cution of a client ....the member should act with caution,
It may be necessary for all firms to be registered to sever any Nevertheless, it is in the interest of governments to promote
client relationshipswith groups of taxpayers they are likely to dialogue as well as utilize the professional capabilities of
audit. The programmeshould include periodic seminars sim- these firms towards achieving national objectives. There is
ilar to what is proposed for keeping tax practitioners abreast no reason to believe that the current relations between the tax

with changes in tax law and policy. authorities and accountants could be worsened by imple-
menting the proposals advocated in this article.

D. The benefits of tax professionalism
V. CONCLUSION

The two proposals discussed can be expected to succeed
because they will be implemented in commercialventures for The thrust of this article has been strengthening the account-

the individuals and firms willing to participate. They are ing capacity of tax administrationsto enable them fulfil their
deemed to be compatible with current trends in TWCs to function of effectively implementing tax reforms. The issues

purge government from activities which are performed more which need to be tackled evolve around employing qualified
efficiently by the private sector. Also they could be consid- staff, improving working conditions and revising technical
ered as the foundation for strengthening fiscal intermediation manuals to incorporate up-to-date standards from the profes-
in third world economies. In this instance, parallels may be sional mainstream. A programme of continuous cooperation
drawn with financial and monetary intermediationeven if in with national professional institutions will enhance the qual-
the past, it has been more difficult to pursue the privatization ity of this programme.A useful componentof the programme
of fiscal functions.

The use of tax practitioners on an extensive scale could 46. Leon Yudkin, A Legal Structure for E#ective Income Tax Administration
reduce administration costs in the long run but probably (Harvard Law School IntemationalTax Program, 1971).
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

TAX AND IYVESTMENTIN THE DOMINICANREPUBLIC
Esther L. Aristy and Pedro O. Gamund

gains and a fringe benefits tax. The Code is expected to have
Esther L. Aristy: Bachelorof Laws Summa Cum Laude, Pontificia other advantages for the taxpayer, notably transparency,effi-Universidad Catlica Madre y Maestra (PUCMM), 1981; ciency and reduced potential for discrimination among tax-admitted to practice in the Dominican Republic in 1981; Master
in Public Administration, Syracuse University, 1985; Professorof payers.4
Law, PUCMM;associateattorney in chargeof the CorporateLaw Analysed from a broader perspective, i.e. from an economicDepartmentat Pellerano& Herrera.

policy perspective,eliminationof incentivesand reduction ofPedro O. Gamund: Bachelorof Laws Cum Laude, Universidad the marginal tax rates point towards a liberalization of theNacional Pedro Henriquez Urea (UNPHU), 1988; admitted to
Practice in the Dominican Republic, 1988; Master of Laws in economy, where economic decisions are made for reasons of
Common Law Studies, Georgetown University Law Center, efficiency and competitiveness, and not because of incen-
1991. Master in Political Sciences, UNPHU, to be awarded in tives. The lack of special incentives and exemptions is
November 1993; Professorof Economic Law, PUCMM; associate expected to reduce the intervening role of the State in the
attorney at the Foreign Investment Department, Pellerano & market which, together with a lower and more uniform cor-Herrera.

porate rate, should give the private sector clearer indications
on how to place resources in the different sectors of the econ-

omy.
I. INTRODUCTION The Tax Code is comprised of four titles:

From 1990 to 1992 the economic legal framework of the
- general provisions;

Dominican Republic (DR) underwent profound changes
- income tax;

aimed at an overall liberalization, modernizationand revamp
- value added tax; and

of the economy. Noteworthyamong the reforms are 1992 Tax excise taxes.-

Code and the tariff reform carried out by three Presidential The most relevant aspects of the reforrn are contained in TitleDecrees in 1990 and 1991.2 II on income tax. The Code repeals the former Income Tax
The trend for economic reform is not likely to end in the near

Law (Law No. 5911 of 1962), which contained many outdat-
future: the Monetary Board of the Central Bank is expected ed tax policy criteria. It also partiallyor totally repeals a num-

to submit a Monetary and Financial Code bill to the Domini- ber of laws and regulations that amended Law No. 5911 or

can Congress in the near future which is aimed at harmoniz- which were related in some way to the fiscal system.
ing and improving the monetary and financial system, and This article examines the new income tax system under the
the Congress recently enacted a Tariff Code which consoli- Tax Code, and then looks at tax incentives, the value added
dates into a single law the three decrees of 1990 and 1991.3 tax, property and other taxes.

There is little doubt that the new tariff system and the new

Tax Code, which togethercomprise a comprehensiveand far- Il. INCOME TAXreaching tax reform, will have a substantial impact on the DR
economy, particularly in respect of trade and investment.The A. GeneralTax Code will not only effect many significantchanges to the
tax system but may also become one of the main pillars of the Under former Law 5911, only Dominican-sourceincome was

government's new economic policy, tending towards a more taxable in the DR regardless of the nationalityor residence of
liberal economy and redefining the role of the State. the taxpayer. Income was classified into five categories

according to a schedular tax system, under which each typeFrom a purely fiscal perspective the reform aims to prevent of income was taxed at a different rate. As a general rule, cap-further erosion of the income tax system, which has been ital gains, income from temporary activities, occasional andadversely affected by high marginal rates and a narrow base, gratuitous income were not subject to tax.and which has deteriorated as a result of numerous special
incentives, exemptions and deductions. The primary objec-
tive of broadening the tax base is to be achieved by a reduc-
tion in the marginal income tax rates on individualsand cor- 1. Enacted by Law No. 11/92.

porations, and elimination of most of the special incentives, 2 The three decrees will not be discussed in this article.

exemptions and deductions. The Tax Code also provides
3. Law No. 14/93 of August 1993.
4. tt should be noted, however, that the regulations for applicatonof the Codeinflation adjustmentmechanismsand creates a tax on capital have not yet been issued.
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. The schedular system has been abolished under the new Tax a monthly tax on fringe benefits at a rate equivalent to the

Code, and the concept of global income introduced. Under corporate income tax.2 Thus, the fringe benefits tax doe not

the reform resident individuals, legal entities and permanent impose an obligation on the employer to withhold tax on

establishmentsof non-residentsare subject to tax on Domini- behalf of the employee, as is the case of withholding tax on

can-sourceincomeand on income resulting from investments salaries and wages; rather it may be considered a special tax

and financial gains sourced outside the DR. Non-residents on the employer who granted the benefit. For the purpose of

are taxed only on Dominican-sourceincome.5 Non-residents determining the tax, employers are required to register in a

who become resident in the DR are subject to tax on Domini- separate account the amount of fringe benefit compensation
can-source income and on income resulting from investments granted each month.3
and financial gains sourced outside the DR as from the third

taxable year in which they become resident.6 E. Deductions
As a general rule any expenditureactually incurred in the DR

B. Taxable income to obtain, maintain or preserve taxable income is deductible,

Article 272 contains an extensive list of income that is so long as the expense can be supportedby documentation.

deemed to be of Dominican source. The following items are

included: 1. Business activities
- income from capital, property or rights placed, located or The following deductions are allowed from the gross income

economicallyused in the DR; of a taxpayercarrying out business activities:14
- income from the performance of commercial, ndustrial, interest on debts and expenses, provided such debts are--

agricultural,mining or similar activities in the DR; directly related to the business activity of the taxpayer;
- fees and salaries and other such payments for profession- - taxes and rates on income-producingproperty, with the

al or other services rendered in the DR (whether or not exceptionof income tax, charges, fines and interest relat-
received in the DR); ed to fines, inheritance tax and gift tax, and taxes, rates

- income from wages, remunerationor other type of bene- and rights incurred to obtain, maintain or preservecapital
fits paid by the State to its official representatives or assets;
other persons performing a public mission abroad; - insurancepremiums paid in respect of income-producng

- income from loans; property;
- income from the lease of real or personal property; - premiums paid for life and health group insurance, pro-
- income from tangible or intangible property (or rghts vided the policies are in favour of all personnel;

attached thereto) located or exploited in the DR; - extraordinary losses, i.e. losses incurred on assets used to

- income derived from the rendering of technical assis- produce taxable income as a result of force majeure or

tance whetherprovided abroad or in the DR. offences committed by third parties;
R&D expenditure;In addition to the concept of Dominican-source income, the

-

bad debts;
new Tax Code extends the scope of taxable income to income

-

differences in exchange rates derived from adjustmentsfrom investmentsand financialgains derived outside the DR.
-

to the rate of exchange (not converted at the end of the

C. Capital gains 5. Art. 270. Unless otherwise noted, all references are to the new Tax Code.
6. Art. 271.

Capital gains which were previouslyexempt from income tax 7. Capital gain means the profit from the sale, exchangeor otherdisposal of

in the DR are now subject to tax.7 Capital gains are deter- a capital asset. Capital assets encompass all assets owned by the taxpayer

mined by deducting the purchase price or production cost
whetheror not connected to his business. However,excluded from capital assets

are commercial stock classified as inventory and goods to be sold to clients.

(adjusted for inflation) from the transfer price or value of the 8. Art. 289.

assets. In the case of depreciableproperty, the purchase price 9. It is not clear from the text of the law whether the capital gains tax applies

or productioncost is the residual value of the property, upon
to both individuals and corporations, nor is the applicable tax rate clear. In the

which the inflation adjustment is applied.8 Once the capital
absence of regulations clarifying this point we are inclined to infer that the cap-
ital gans tax applies to both corporationsand individuals at the regular income

gain has been determined, it is considered taxable income, tax rates set forth in the Code.

and then taxed at the rate applicable to corporations or indi- The rate for corporations is the regularcorporate rate, gradually reduced to 25%.

viduals, depending on the case.9 The rate for individuals is the normal progressive rate, although an exemption is

granted in the case of the sale of a personalresidenceup to RD$ 500,000.

Capital losses may only be offset against capital gains; if 10. Art. 289, Item i. The general rule under Art. 287, Item k (on alloweddeduc-

losses exceed gains, the excess may be set off against capital
tions), is that the carry-forward of losses may not exceed a three year period
from the year in which the loss was incurred. However, the provision dealing

gains derived in subsequent fiscal years.
l0 with the carry-forwardof losses in the case of a transferof capital assets does not

impose a limit on the numberof years a loss may be carried forward. Upcoming
regulationsshould clarfy ths point.

D. Fringe benefits tax 11. Fringe benefits include free accommodation, vehicles, education

allowances, personal insurance premiums, special discounts on the sale of

Under the new Tax Code, the cost of providing specific non- goods, etc.

cash fringe benefits to employees is borne by the employer
12. Art. 319.
13. Art. 320.

rather than the employees.' The employer is required to pay 14. Arts. 286 and 287.
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fiscal year) on the hard currency owned by an enterprise - child support and alimony;
or on obligations in foreign currency, when such differ- - income derived by state and municipal governments
ences are unfavourable to the enterprse;'5 (except income derived from entrepreneurialactivities);
amortization of intangible property including patents, amounts received for work-related accidents, relocation-

-

copyrights, drawings, models, contracts and franchises; and travel allowances, severance pay and the Christmas
amortization for wear, depletion and years in use, as well bonus,2o

-

as losses for the justifiable non-use of business property, - amounts received by virtue of health, disability or life
all of which are only accepted up to 5, 15 or 25 percent insurance;
depending on the category of property; - interest paid to resident individuals by financial institu-
donations to charitable institutions (including education- tions;-

al and religious institutions)up to 5 percent of net taxable - cash contributions to a company;21
income; - although the acquisition of assets via donations is gener-
contributions to pension and retirement plans, up to 5 ally exempt, the capital gains on the assets donated are-

percent of taxable income; taxable;
The deductions for most employee fringe benefits have been - salares and other payments to foreign officials and
abolished under the new Tax Code. employees of foreign governments (so long as the for-

eign governmentgrants reciprocity);
2. Other activities - stock and cash dividends paid by a corporation to its

shareholders (see below).
Individuals who carry out activities other than their business
(with the exception of dependent personal services) may Additionally, the Tax Code exempts the following organiza-deduct all expenses incurred in connection with those activi- tions from income tax:22
ties which are necessary to obtain, maintain or preserve tax- Chambers of Commerce;-

able income.'6
religious institutions;-

A simplified system of deductions has been introduced for - civil organizationsdevoted to charitable, social, political,
resident individualswho derive more than 80 percent of their literary, artistic and scientific purposes and unions; and
income from entrepreneurial, professional or similar activi- - sports associations.
ties, and whose income does not exceed RD$ 100,000 per These exemptionsare generally granted provided the income
year - such individuals may opt for a standard deduction of obtained by the institution is destined for theexempt non-
30 percent of gross income in determining net taxable profit activity for which the institution created; other-was
income. 17 Deductions granted to individuals for family wise such income will be taxable.
dependents, life or disability insurance, medical and dental
expenses, hospitalization,contributions to political organiza- A number of exemptions granted under the old law are abol-

tions, trade unions and Chambersof Commerceare no longer ished under the new Tax Code:

permitted. - income derived from the copyright and publication of
books;

3. Prohibited deductionst8 - capital gains (see C above);
reinvestment in productive activities;-

The legislation specificallyprohibits the deduction of certain sums invested in government banks and savings and-

expenses:j9 loans institutions up to 5 percent of taxable income.
personal expenses of an owner, partner or manager of an-

enterprise; G. Lossessalaries and wages paid t0, or withdrawals made by an-

owner, partner or manager of an enterprise, or by his/her Business losses may be set off against other income of the
spouse or relatives, without providingevidence that such same year and any excess may be carried forward for three
services were actually rendered; years. For capital losses, see C above.
losses from illegal operations;-

remuneration paid to persons or organizations for assis--

H. Relief from tax
tance rendered from abroad;
profits used to increase capital or reserves; Under Article 316(a) income tax effectively paid abroad on-

undocumentedexpenses. foreign-source income taxable under the Tax Code by tax--

F. Exempt income 15. Art. 293.

New exemptions include the following: 16. An. 287, Item m.

17. Art. 290.
the annual net income of resident individuals up to RD$ not expenses.

-

18. The Code does significantly amend the non-deductible
60,000, adjusted annually for inflation; 19. Art. 288.

profits derived from the sale of a residence up to RD$ 20. The Christmas bonus is not exempt from income tax under the Tax Code-

500,000, provided the taxpayer lived in and owned the
but under the Labour Code, which amended the Tax Code in this respect.
21. However,capital gains tax is levied on in-kind contributions.

property during the three years pror to the sale; 22. Art. 299.
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payers residing or domiciled in the DR may be credited withholdingagents has been considerablyexpanded. Income

against their final tax liability. Under the old law no credit tax must be withheld on behalf of the payee by the payor
was necessary because only Dominican-source income was (whethera company,certain individualsor public entities) in
taxable. the case of dividends paid in cash, salaries paid to employ-

when remitting taxable income abroad, interest loans
Taxpayers residing or domiciled in the DR may now credit in ees, on

executed abroad, or professional services paid to indepen-each fiscal year: dent contractors. In the of resident individuals thecase
taxes paid abroad on income from foreign sources so

amount withheld may be credited against their final income
-

long as the income is subject to tax in the DR; tax liability.
- tax withheld on eamed income;
- advance payments;
- credits from excessive tax payments or payments which 1. Corporations

are not yet due; and
Corporationsmust withhold tax as follows:

- amounts withheld and paid to the State because of the
27 percent, gradually reduced to 25 percent according todistributionof cash dividends.

-

the rates and timetable applicable to the corporate
Taxpayers who are unable to utilize the full credit in a partic- income tax, on all Dominican-source taxable income
ular year may carry it forward.23 paid abroad28 other than interest paid or credited on

account to financial institutions abroad (whose obliga-
tion is reduced to 15 percentof such interest),29dividends

I. Dividendsand distributions and taxable income derived by permanentestablishments

Under the new Tax Code cash dividends paid by a resident of non-residents;30
corporation to its shareholders are tax-exempt provided the - 27 percent, gradually reduced to 25 percent on all

distributing company has withheld the appropriate tax.24 Dominican-source dividends paid to all ndividuals or

Under Law 5911 cash dividends paid to resident individuals legal entities (regardless of where resident);31
or resident companies were taxable at the rate applicable to - at the applicable rates for individuals32upon the payment
Second Category Income. of wages, salaries or other emoluments,33

The new regime operates as follows:25 - on payments to resident individuals. The rate of with-
- dividends paid by a resident company are subject to a 27 holding depends on the type of income, as follows:34

percent withholding tax (gradually reduced to 25 percent - 20 percent on rent or lease payments;
according to the corporate tax timetable), which is a final - 10 percent on payments for independent personal
tax for the recipient (see alsoJ below); services;

- the payor company may credit the tax withheld on the - 15 percent on major prizes in the National Lottery;
distribution against its corporate tax liability for the year 2 percent on the value of the transfer of personal-

of distribution,.26

property or real estate;
any excess withholding may be credited against the fol- 10 percent on any other type of ncome (with the-

lowing year's corporate tax liability; exception of bank dividends and interest).
- a corporation which is a shareholderof another corpora-

tion must open a dividend account into which it must add
dividends received, and this amount will be excluded
from its gross income. When the recipient corporation 23. Art. 317. The Codedoesnotprovideany tirne limit for the carry-forwardof

pays dividends to its own shareholders, the dividends such credits, although the Regulations may address this issue.

must be first computed from the dividend account and 24. Art. 299, Item n and Art. 308.

will not be subject to withholding tax,27 25. Art. 308.
26. The General Directorate of Taxes recently issued a special ruling dealing

dividends received by a resident individual or corpora- with the treatment of dividends distributed out of profits eamed in financial

tion which have been subject to withholding tax at the yars ending before 1 June 1992 when the new Tax Code came into effect.

corporate level or which derive from the dividend Under Art. 397 such dividends are subject to the 30% withholding tax imposed
by Sec. 308 but the amountwithheldcannot be credited against the corporate tax

account are not included in the gross income of the indi- liability of the distributing entity. The ruling provides that entities claiming the
vidual or corporation. credit of the withholding tax on dividends against corporate tax liability must

first distributeprofits and/or dividends earned in financial years ending before 1
The new regime ensures that all dividends distributed in cash June 1992.

will have been previously taxed at source at the corporate 27. For example, if Corporation A is a shareholderof CorporationB, the divi-

rate, but taxed only once.
dends received by A from B will be placed in the dividend account and not reg-
ularly added to A's gross income. As a result, when A. makes a profit distribu-

tion, the dividends deriving from this account will not be subject to withholding
tax.

J. Withholding at source 28. Art. 305.
29. Art. 306.

The Tax Code establishes withholding obligations for both 30. Art. 298.

corporations and individuals. One of the general objectives 31. Art. 308.
32. Art. 296.

of the Tax Code is to facilitate the management and fulfil- 33. Art. 307.
ment of fiscal obligations. Thus the role of companies as 34. Art. 309.
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2. Individuals M. Tax rates

Individuals are only required to act as withholding agents in 1. Corporations
of made on of their commercialor

Corporate income tax is levied at the rate of 27 percent (for
respect payments account

professional activities.35
1993). The rate will be gradually reduced to 26 percent and
25 percent for 1994 and subsequentyears.

K. Accounting Employers are also required to make monthly payments to
the Treasury at the same rate on the market value of any1. Closing of the fiscal year fringe benefits granted to employees.

Corporations are required to choose one of the following
dates for the closing of their fiscal year: 31 December, 31 2. Individuals
March, 30 June or 30 September. Once the date is chosen, it

Individual income tax is levied at progressive rates as fol-may only be changed with the approval of the tax administra-
lows:44tion. Such a request must be made at least one month prior to

closing of the fiscal year.36
Taxable income Tax due lower Marginal rateon on

in DR pesos limit (in DR pesos) the excess over the
2. Accounting method lower limit (in %)

O - 60,000 O OThe Code also requires that corporations follow the accrual
60,000 100,000 O 15-

method of accounting,37 although under special circum- 1 00,000 1 50,000 6,000 20-

stances, a different method may be used. A request to use 150,000 ancl over 16,000 27
another method must be made at least three months prior to
the date when the change is to be made, in order to obtain the The top rate will be 26 and 25 percent for the 1994 and sub-
requisite approval of the tax administration.38

sequent tax years.

3. Separate accounting by source
N. Inflation adjustments

The new provisions require separate accounting records by
source to ensure that branches and subsidiaries of foreign Title II, Chapter XVI provides an inflation adjustment for
entities keep their accounting records separate from parent

each calendar year based on the Central Bank's Consumer

companies, branches or subsidiaries abroad.39 Price Index. The adjustment is applied to:
the tax rate scale for individuals;-

any other amounts expressed in Dominican Pesos in the-

4. Inventory Code;
-

With respect to inventory the last-in, first-out (LIFO) method
net equity in the capital of a business or capital assets
unrelated to a business;must be used although other methods may be authorized in
transfer of operational losses and dividendcertain cases.40

- net accounts
to subsequentyears;
credit for taxes paid abroad;-

L. Assessment and collection - non-taxable minimum amount for individuals.

Income tax is assessed on a current year basis, i.e. the tax- The inflation adjustment mechanism will annually adjust the

payer is assessed to tax in December 1993 in respect of tax-free amount and remaining tax brackets in the scale for
income received from January to December 1993. The individuals. As a result individuals who receive higher nom-

assessment is made based on the information provided in the inal salaries under inflationary conditions will not necessari-
tax return submitted by the taxpayer.4' All taxpayers (except ly have to pay higher tax rates. This will remedy the problems
non-residents who are subject to a final withholding at created by the lack of such a mechanism where individuals

source) must submit a tax retum. are pushed by inflation into higher tax brackets as a result of
the progressive nature of the tax, even though their real

All resident taxpayers (with the exception of taxpayers
whose total income is derived from dependent personal ser- 35. Art. 309, para. II.
vices), including permanent establishmentsof non-residents, 36. Art. 300.

are required to make advance payments of tax on account of 37. Art. 301.

the tax due in the relevant period as follows: 50 percent in 38. Art. 302.
39. Art. 279.

June; 30 percent in Septemberand 20 percent in December.42 40. Art. 303.

Taxpayers who can show that their income in the current year 41. The precise terms and requirementsfor filing tax returns under the new Tax
is lower than their income in the previous fiscal year by at Code will be set forth in regulations which have not yet been issued.

42. Art. 314.least 30 percent may request a total or partial exemption from 43. Art. 315.
advance payment.43 44. Art. 296.
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income does not increase. The automatic adjustment of tax IV. TAXES ON TRANSACTIONS
credits will also prevent a decrease in real terms of the
amounts that the taxpayer receives net of taxes due to infla- A. Value added tax (VAT)
tion. Section III of the Tax Code govems the value added tax,

and repeals the former ITBIS (the Tax on the Transfer of
IndustrializedProducts and Services) law. The tax is charged

Ill. TAX INCENTIVES on the supply of industrial products and services in the DR

and the on importationof industrial products.One of the most debated innovationsof the Tax Code was the
virtual eliminationof incentives to investmentin sectors con-

sidered to be in the economic interest of the country.45Gener- 1. Taxable items

ally these incentives consisted of full or partial exemption The following items are taxable:48
from direct and indirect taxes for specified periods of time. - the supply of industrial products;
Underlying abolition of the exemptions is the idea that the - the importationof industrial products;
use of lower and flat ncome tax rates on individualsand cor- - communicationservices in general, including telephone,
porations will create a more sound investmentclimate than a cable television, telefax, etc.;
tax system comprised of high and progressive income tax - services provided by hotels, motels, bars, restaurants,
rates mitigatedby numerous incentives. cafeterias, etc.;

the leasing of personal property such as vehicles, equip--

Noteworthy among the incentives totally phased out are
ment and machinery;

incentivesgranted to the industrial sector, the tourism sector, flower services.-

the agricultural sector and forestry. Other incentives have

only been partially repealed.46 Among the sectors still pro- 2. Taxable personstected are:

Export Free Zone enterprises: the only incentives Generally, individualsa-nd legal entities (whethernational or

repealed are those relating to exemption of reinvestment foreign) that carry out the taxable activities listed above are

and investments in construction, stock certificates and liable to the VAT. An exception is granted to taxpayers who

securities; conduct purely commercial activities and whose average

the Export Promotion Law remains in force, except for monthly income is below or equal to RD$ 50,000. For tax-

provisions on the utilizationof certain tax credit certifi- payers who do not conduct purely commercial activities, the

cates; monthly average income or tax-exempt cap resulting from

the agriculture and livestock industry will continue to their taxable and non-taxable activities has been increased

enjoy certain benefits, with the exception of income tax from RD$ 5,000 to RD$ 30,000.

exemptions which have been expressly repealed by the
Tax Code. 3. Tax base

The incentives will be phased out gradually as follows..47 In the case of the supply of goods, the tax base is the net price
nvolved in the supply, plus additional costs incurred by the

Exemptions granted to the tourism, agricultural, forestry seller (such transportation, packaging, freight, interestas
and energy developmentsectors will remain in effect for

from financing), less bonuses and discounts granted.
the period provided in the authorization resolution
obtained to operate the projects, provided the exempt The tax base for imported goods has been modified,49 i.e. the

income is exclusively derived from the exploitation of CIF value as increased by custom duties. By adding the cost

the business benefited by the exemption. Although the of transportationinsurance, the tax base increases, thus limit-

Code generally prohibits the granting of any kind of ing the discretionof the authorities and simplifyingadminis-

exemption to investment or reinvestment of profits, tration of the tax.

undertakings investing in the above sectors may excep- The tax base for services is the total value of the services ren-

tionally obtain a tax exemption on income derived from dered. In the case of a lease of personal property, the tax base
their own exploitation under special contracts with the

s the amount involved in the lease.
Executive Branch, subject to Congressionalapproval.
Any other exemption granted by law, special contract 4. Exemptions
executed with the State, or to individuals or corporations
will be eliminated in the shortest period of the following: The supply and importation of certain basic products are

the deadline specified in the document granting the exempt from VAT, e.g. farm produce and foodstuffs which

exemption, a three-year period to run from 1 January have been subject to little or no processing; books and news-

1992 or the period specified by the Executive Power, if
any. 45. There is also a prohibitionon the granting of new tax incentives.

The phase-out is to be made progressively over three 46. Art. 402.

years in order to eliminateone-thirdof the tax benefits by 47. Art. 394.

31 December 1992, two-thirds of the tax benefits by 31
48. Art. 335.
49. Under Law No. 74 the tax base was the C&F value in addition to all

December 1993 and all benefits by 31 December 1994. import taxes.
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papers; petroleum and its by-products; fertilizers and seeds; B. Inheritanceand gift tax
pesticides; and machinery and equipment used in the public
sector, and in the agrculturaland free zone sectors. A tax on inheritances and gifts is levied in the DR. The tax,

which is payable by the recipient, is levied on personal and
5. Rate real property which forms part of the gross estate of a

deceased or the gift, including Dominican-situsproperty of a
The value added tax rate has been increased from 6 to 8 per- deceased or donor, and foreign-situs movable property of a
cent.50

deceased who Dominican who had his last domicile inwas or

the DR.
6. Credit for input tax

The inheritance and gift tax s charged at progressive rates
The taxpayermay deduct from his output tax the total amount ranging from 1 to 32 percent, depending on the recipient's
of taxes paid in advance to customs or to local suppliers, i.e. relationship to the deceased/donorand his taxable base.
the input tax. If the input tax exceeds the output tax, the tax-

payer may apply the difference to subsequent monthly peri- Non-residents must pay a 50 percent surcharge on inheri-
ods. However,exporters and producersof tax-exemptdomes- tances and gifts.
tic consumption products, reflecting credits for advance tax Exenptions to the inheritance and gift taxes are granted as
on their purchased inputs may apply for a reimbursement follows.55

within a six-month period.5, The Code eliminates the possi- if the transfer of property is in favour of a blood relative,-

bility of deducting the VAT credits from the net taxable
an exemption is granted for property with a value notincome for income tax purposes. exceeding RD$ 1,000; in other cases, the exemption is
granted for property valued at less than RD$ 500;

B. Immovable property transfer tax - homestead;
life insurance of the deceased; and-

All transfers of real property are subject to the following bequests gifts public charitable institutions.or to or-

taxes:

a transfer tax of 4 percent of the sale price;-

12 percent of the 4 percent; C. Other taxes and charges-

RD$ 8 stamp duty for the first RD$ 2,000 of the sale
A number of other taxes also levied in the DR, including

-

price, and RD$ 2 for each additional RD$1,000;
are

the business licence fee, the travel tax, incorporation fees, taxthe tax on capital gains (described above) also applies to
on public entertainment, the tax on the sale of gasoline and

any transfer of real property, subject to certain condi- diesel fuel, on casino gambling and on the export of certaintions;52 traditional products. Stamp duty must be paid on most writ-2 percent of the transfer value of real and personal prop- ten contracts, on the registration, renewal and transfer of
erty must be withheld by the payer when the purchaser is trademarks, on documents supporting loans, debts, shares
an individual. Transfers in favour of profitable entities and guarantees as well as on documents prepared by or regis-legally incorporatedare exempt from this requirement.53 tered with notaries and registrars. None of these taxes and

fees were amended by the tax reform.

V. OTHER TAXES
VI. APPLICATION OF THE TAX CODE

A. Real property tax

Law No. 18/88 of 5 February 1988 imposes an annual tax on The Tax Code has no retroactive application. Prior law will

dwelling houses which are valued at more than RD$ 500,000, continue to be important for income received in calendar
and unimproved plots.54 The tax rate is 0.5 percent for urban years preceding 1991.56 Nevertheless, where accumulated
lots and dwelling houses leased to third parties. If a dwelling profits of previous fiscal years were distributed after the
house is occupied by the owner or his blood relatives, the tax Code became effective, such dividends will be subject to the
rate is 0.25 percent. Property owned by the State, charitable 30 percent withholding tax under Article 308.57 Accumulated
or religious organizations and diplomatic missions are losses for previous fiscal years will be acknowledgedand the

exempt from the real property tax, as is real property which is
deemed to have acquired commercial goodwill by the Office 50 Art. 342.

of the Secretary of Industry and Commerce. 51. Arts. 342 and 350.
52. Art. 29, Item m grants an exemption for up to RD$ 500,000 of the profit

An ownerof a dwelling house or unimprovedurban plot must
obtained by an individual in the sale of his residence.
53. Art. 309.

present an annual sworn declaration to the Office of the 54. Unimproved lots include property on which there are no legal structures or
Director of the Income Tax at the Secretariat of State for a plot of land where constructioncovers less than 30% of the total surface area

Finance during the first 60 days of the year, and pay half of of the property.

the annual tax due. The remaining tax is due six months from
55. Law No. 25/69.
56. Art. 396.

the date of the first instalment. 57. However, see supra note 26.
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provisions established for losses in the new Code will not contradict the wordingor spirit of the Code.59As indicat-
apply.58 ed above, to date the regulations for application of the Code

Finally, the Tax Code provides that until new regulations for have not been given by Presidential Decree.

the application of the Code are approved, the existing laws
and regulations on administrative controls will remain in 58. Art. 398.
force as provisional regulations, in those sections which do 59. Art. 399.
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IFA XEWS

RESOLUTIONS- 47TH IFA CONGRESS, FLORENCE, 1993

SUBJECT hI: pursuant to provisions paralleling the first sentence
of Article 25(3) of the Models constitutean authenticINTERPRETATIONOF DOUBLE TAXATION
element to be taken into account in the interpretationCONVENTIONS
of the convention (in accordance with Article

Resolution (originalversion) 31(3)(a) of the Vienna Convention)although whether
they are binding in particular contracting states may

CONSIDERING26 National Reports submitted to the Gen- depend upon the provisions of their respective con-
eral Reporters on the subject of Interpretationof double taxa- stitutional laws.
tion conventions;

(e) Contracting states should be encouraged to include a
AND CONSIDERING the General Report of Professor Dr provision in the mutual agreement article of the tax
Klaus Vogel and Dr Rainer Prokisch submitted to the 47th conventions to the effect that if difficulties or doubts
Congress of the International Fiscal Association (published arising as to the interpretation or application of the
with the National Reports in Volume 78a of the Cahiers de convention cannot be resolved by the competentDroit Fiscal International); authorities, they should be submitted to arbitration.
AND CONSIDERINGthe statements, views and other inter-
ventions made by panelists and other members of IFA during (2) To advance the consistent interpretation and application
the course of the 47th Congress; of tax conventions, revenue authorities and courts of a

contracting state should consider judicial and arbitral
IT WAS RESOLVED by the 47th Congress of the Interna- decisions and official revenue authority explanations,
tional Fiscal Association that the following principles and regulations and rulings, not only of the other contracting
recommendations shall be followed and made in respect of state, but also of third states when such material involves
the interpretation of double taxation conventions between the interpretation or application of identical or substan-
contracting states: tially similar provision[s] of a tax convention, especially
(1) Tax conventions, whether or not brought into force by when they are derived from the same Model. To facilitate

domestic legislation of the contracting states remain such consideration, revenue authorities should make all
this material easily available without copyright restric-international treaties and to achieve their purpose of

avoiding double taxation should be interpreted in the tions, so that commercial publishers, the International
same way in each contractingstate. Therefore it is desir- Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, the OECD and other

international bodies could assemble and publish it, with-able that:
out editorial deletions or changes, both in the original

(a) The rules to be applied in each contracting state for language(s) and translated into one or more languagesthe interpretation of tax conventions should recog- that have widespread use.
nize that tax conventions are intemational agree-
ments governed by international law. (3) States should be encouraged to expand the use ofexpress

definitionsof terms used in the tax conventions,either in(b) These rules which are derived from public interna- the conventions themselves, in concurrent or subsequenttional law are generally described in Articles 31,32 protocols through the mutual agreement procedures.orand 33 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of This should become more practical if, as and when thereTreatiesandare further explained in the travauxpr- develops an international consensus on the meaning ofparatoires to the Venna Convention should be
terms used in conventions that are not now defined.applied whether they are more flexible in some

states, or more rigid in other states, than the rules of (4) It is recognized that Article 3(2) of the Models will con-

interpretationapplied to domestic fiscal legislation. tinue to play a role in providing the meaning of terms that

(c) To advance the consistent interpretationand applica- have not been defined in a convention: The OECD
tion of tax conventions, the Commentaries to the should improve and clarify the wording of and commen-

OECD and the UN Models, although not legally tary to Article 3(2) in order to remove any doubts as to its

binding, should be accorded considerable weight in meaning and intended application. In doing so, the

dealing with conventions that conform to these Mod- OECD should, in particular:
els.

(a) Improve the wording of Article 3(2) to clarify that
(d) Mutual agreements by the competent authorities the meaning of undefined terms is intended to be the

resolving difficulties or doubts arising in the inter- meaning that such terms have in internal law as at the
pretation or application of a tax convention made time the convention is applied;
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(b) Clarify whether the leeway allowed to the compe- writings of tax advisors and tax professionals. This amend-
tent authorities of a contracting state in applying ment was not accepted by the Congress. Such material are

Article 3(2) of the Model is intended to permit them published and therefore there is no need to call for their pub-
to refer to revised internal law definitions of unde- lication. Further, although such materials are often helpful
fined terms only if such definitions have been and are cited by courts, they are beyond the scope of what is
amended for bona fde purposes other than to alter intended to be dealt with in paragraph 2 of the Resolution,
the scope and application of the tax convention, or which calls for the publicationof materials that can be rele-
other tax conventionsmade by that contractingstate; vant to the application of the principles of interpretation set

out in Article 31(3) of the ViennaConventionon the Law of
(c) Clarify whether the state of residence of a taxpayer Treaties.

should in principlerecognize that the revenue author-

ity of the state where the income arises should apply (5) Finally, a proposal was made to replace paragraph4 of the
its own internal law definitions when it applies the draft Resolution with a completelydifferentprovision. It was

convention; proposed that Article 3(2) of the Models should be deleted
and the counterpartof Article 3(2) in conventions should be

(d) Clarify what is, and what is not, part of, or included
not

in, the context for the purposes of establishing repealed. This proposed amendmentwas approvedby the

whether the context requires that internal law defini- Congress and paragraph4 was accepted unamended.

tions not be applied; and

(e) Clarify whether or not Article 3(2) is intended to be
SUBJECT 11:

applied only if the revenue authorities or the courts

find that there is no general international consensus NON-DISCRIMINATIONRULES IN
on the meaning of the undefined term. INTERNATIONALTAXATION

Remarkson the resolutionfor subject 1 by David A. Resolution (originalversion)
Ward, discussion leaderfor the panel. CONSIDERING26 National Reports submitted to the Gen-

(1) Prior to the Congress, the General Reporters and the eral Reporter on the subject of Non-discriminationrules in

members of the Panel prepared a draft Resolution which was
international taxation;

presented to the Congress for discussion. The discussionwas AND CONSIDERINGthe General Report of ProfessorAvv.
divided into four sections each dealing with a paragraph of Pietro Adonnino submitted to the 47th Congress of the Inter-
the Resolution. After the discussionof each paragraph of the national Fiscal Association (published with the National

Resolution,proposedamendmentsif any were voted and then Reports in Volume 78b of the Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Inter-
the paragraph including any amendments was then put to a national);
vote. At the end of the discussion, the entire Resolution as

amended was again put to a vote and confirmed. AND CONSIDERINGthe statements,views and other inter-
ventions made by panelists and other members of IFA during

(2) In respect of paragraph 1 of the Resolution, an amend- the course of the 47th Congress;
ment to paragraph l(c) was proposed and accepted. This
amendment had the effect of stating that the Commentaries IT WAS RESOLVED by the 47th Congress of the Interna-

to the Models be accorded considerable weight in dealing tional Fiscal Association as follows:

with conventions that conform to te Models. The previous (1) The Congress has considered a number of alternative
wording referred to Commentariesbeing accorded consider- approaches to a non-discriminationarticle and expresses
able weight in dealing with conventions derived from the a preference for a complete re-design of it, and in addi-
Models and implied that Commentaries should be given tion includinga binding arbitrationprocedure for settling
considerable weight only if the Commentaries predated the disputes relating to discriminationbetween states.
particular convention that is being interpreted. The amend-
ment which was supported by the Congress supports the (2) The Congress has identified a number of points of diffi-

view that Commentaries that are made or amended subse- culty in Article 24 of the OECD Model and puts forward

quent to the particularconventioncan also be given consid- the following solutions:

erable weight in nterpreting provisions of conventions that
(a) The Commentaryshould state how the article is to be

conform to the Models.
applied to transparent partnerships and tax-exempt

(3) Paragraph 2 of the Resolution was amended to recom- bodies such as pension funds;
mend that revenue authorities and courts should also consid-

states
er arbitral decisions of the other contracting state and also of (b) The Commentary should make clear that

which do give credit to residents under internal law
third states.

must give the same credit to permanent establish-

(4) There was also a proposed amendment to paragraph 2 to ments of treaty partner resident enterprises; states

nclude within the matters that revenue authorities and courts which cannot give credit under intemal law should

should consider in order to advance the consistent interpreta- include in their treaties the additional wording in
tion and applicationof the tax conventions,articles and other paragraph52 of the Commentary to Article 24;
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(c) Dividends received by a permanent establishment ically discussed). Had the participantsbeen able to vote for or

should be given the same relief as is available to div- against each paragraph, as opposed to choosing one of them,
idends received by a resident company; it is likely that there would have been a majority in favour of

all of them since the one involving the greatest change was(d) Branch profits taxes should continue to be prohibited chosen. The form of the resolution should not necessarily beby the article so that states can negotiate a maximum
taken rejection of the other solutions.as a

rate;

(e) The Commentary should make clear that in a split-
In addition a proposal for arbitration was put forward and is
included in the resolution.rate system the rate of tax on a permanent establish-

ment should not be higher than the rate charged on The re-design of the article which was before the meeting
distributed profits, where it applies, plus a dividend was as follows, although the detail was deliberately not
withholding tax at the rate that applies to a wholly- included in the resolution.
owned subsidiaryof a parent company resident in the
other contracting state; 1. Non-residents

(f) The second sentence of the permanentestablishment 1.1. [General rule] A resident of Contracting State who isa
provision should be drafted in the light of the tax sys- subject to tax in the other ContractingState, shall be taxed bytems concerned SO aS to achieve the result that that other State not less favourably than a resident of that
allowances etc. should be given to non-residents to other State.
the extent that they are taxed in the permanent estab-
lishment state; in principle a pro rata allowance for 1.2. [Taxrate] The rate at which the income of the resident of
non-business deductions and exemptions made in the first-mentionedState is taxed by that other State, may be
calculating the tax should be allowed in the perma- higher than the rate at which a residentof that other State who
nent establishmentstate; derives the same income from the other State is taxed but,

(g) All references in Article 24 to permanent establish- provided that the resident reports his worldwide income to
the other State, it may not exceed the average rate at whichment should be extended to a fixed base; his worldwide income would be subject to tax in the other

(h) Reliefs available under internal law between two res- State.
ident companies should be permitted where there is
ownership through a treaty partner resident compa-

1.3. IPersonalallowances,etc.1The other State shall grant to

an individual resident of the first-mentionedState a pro rata
ny;

share of personal deductions, exemptions [etc.], provided
(3) The OECD should look at the inconsistencies and diffi- that the individual reports his worldwide income to the other

culties in the drafting of Article 24 and the CommentarY State.
identified during the discussion at the Congress, particu-
larly in relation to the explanation of the same circum- 1.4. IGross basis taxationlIf a resident of a ContractingState

is subject to tax in the other ContractingState on a gross basisstances .

whereas residents of the other State are subject to tax on a net

basis, he shall be entitled to the same tax treatment by that
other State as a resident of that State, provided he reports his

Note by the chairman of the panel, worldwide income to that State. Such tax treatment shall take
Dr J.F. Avery Jones into account, but is not limited to, imputation credits, divi-

Paragraph(1) of the Resolution dend tax exemptions and a pro rate share of personal
allowances,deductions,exemptions, [etc.].

Under the new procedure, participants at the congress were

asked to choose between four alternatives,which were as fol- 2. Residentsowned or controlledby non-residents
lows: Residents of a Contracting State, who are wholly or partly(a) a complete re-design of Article 24 of the OECD Model; owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one or more

or residents of the other Contracting State, shall not be subject-(b) making clear in the article or the Commentary that states ed in the first-mentioned State to any taxation or any
are free to include provisions for protecting the coher- requirementconnected therewith which is other or more bur-
ence of their tax system; or densome than the taxation and connected requirements to

(c) retaining the article in its present form with an addition which residents of the first-mentioned State are or may be
stating its object and purpose and expandingon the Com- subjected.
mentary; or

(d) retaining the article in its present form but clarifying the 3. Nationals
points of difficulty listed in paragraph (2) of the resolu-

Nationals of Contracting State shall be taxed in the othertion.
a

Contracting State not less favourably than nationals of that
As the resolution indicates the vote was in favourof (a) but in other State, except to the extent the other State subjects its
the panel discussion there was support for (b) and (c) (para- nationals to comprehensive taxation (full liability to tax)
graph (d), which is essentially the status quo, was not specif- because of their nationality. This provision shall, notwith-
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standing the provisions of Article 1, also apply to persons Difficulty is caused by the use of different expressions
who are not residents of one or both of the ContractingStates. where it is unclear whether different interpretations are

intended, such as

4. Payments to non-residents 1. more burdensome and less favourably levied taxa-

Except where the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 9, tion,
paragraph6 of Article 11, or paragraph4 ofArticle 12, apply, 2. same circumstance, same activities and similar
payments made by a resident of a Contracting State to a resi- enterprises; is the US right to equate the first two
dent of the other Contracting State shall, for the purpose of (see the US national report at p. 724 of the Cahiers)
determining the taxable income of the resident, be deductible Do same activities include activitiescarried on by the
under the same conditions as if they had been made to a resi- enterpriseoutside the permanentestablishmentstate
dent of the first-mentioned State. Similarly, any debts of a 3. legal persons in Article 24 and body corporate in
residentof a Contracting State to a resident of the other Con- Article 3, while the French text uses personne
tracting State shall, for the purpose of determining the tax- morale in both places
able capital of such resident, be deductible under the same 4. definition of national: legal person etc. deriving its
conditions as if they had been contracted to a resident of the smtus as such in English; constitue in French
first-mentionedState.

B. Expressions which are not defined

I5. Source 1. Other taxation in Article 24(1) and (5) (see para.
A resident of a Contracting State who derives income from 6.7.7 of the General Report)
the other Contracting State shall be entitled to the same tax 2. Similar enterprises
treatmenton such income as is given to income derived from
the first-mentioned State, except as otherwise provided in Do similar enterprises in Article 24(5) mean third-

Article 23 (Eliminationof double taxation).] country owned enterprises (as decided by the Ams-
terdam Tax Court, see p. 594 of the Cahiers) or

Paragraph(2) of the Resolution home-country owned enterprises (as decided by the
Swedish Supreme Administrative Court, see p. 662

In some cases panel members would have favoured more of the Cahiers)
extreme solutions but these were put forward as having a

3. Scope of connected requirements
consensus among the panel, and were all approved by the

congress. Whether, for example, absence of interest on tax

repayments (UK national report p. 697), requirement
There were two further items put forward by the panel that of timely filing of returns (US national report p. 722)
were not discussed because time did not permit, as follows:

or extended statute of limitations (US national report

(i) The article should be extended to cover non-business p. 728) are included. Can the Commentary para. 59

paymentsmade to a residentof the other state should (reversal of the burden of proof in transfer pricing
be allowed as a deduction under the same conditions enquiries) fit with the wording of the article and be

as if they had been paid to a resident of the same used to interpret existing treaties (see Norway
state. national report p. 615) Should there be a let-out for

necessary differences
(j) The all taxes provision should be restricted to taxes

of the same type as those covered by the treaty, for C. Uncertaintiesarising from the Commentary
example local income taxes; 1. What is the meaning of subject to reciprocityin Arti-

The following item put forward by the panel was rejected by
cle 24 Comm. para. 1

the congress: 2. In the same circumstancesis explained in the Com-

mentary as meaning placed, from the point of view
The Commentary should state that if the comparison of the application of the ordinary taxation laws and
indicated by Article 24(1) is impossible to make (for regulations, in substantially similar circumstances
example because a non-resident national company can- both in law and in fact, which has given rise to
not exist) there is no discrimination.

many
uncertainties, such as why factual circumstances are

mentionedat all, since a hypotheticaltaxpayercan be

Paragraph(3) of the Resolution given the exact factual circumstances as the actual

Although no detailed discussion of them took place, the fol- taxpayer. Would it not be better to delete this expla-
nation and rely on the ordinary meaning of in the

lowing were the nconsistencies and difficulties included in
the papers which were before the congress:

same circumsmncesIs the AmericanLaw Institute's

proposal of reasonably comparable given the cir-

A. Whethera difference in meaning is intendedby the use of cumsmnces preferable Is the generic approach cor-

different expressions rect (see US national report p. 721)
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tax, individual income tax, net wealth tax and 1993 Annual GovernmentAlmanac containing MnchenerSchriften zum Intemationalen
value added tax. Intemational tax law is also names and addresses of the Ministries, Steuerrecht, No. 15. pp 227.68.- DM.
dealt with. Cabinets, representativesabroad, etc. The tax treaties of Russia and the other CIS
(B. 113.129) (B. 112.976) states. Includes an analysis of the problems

arising with the application of the tax treaties
OOSENBRUG,Alfred. BOVENBERG,A. Lans. of the former USSR.
Levensverzekeraaren vennootschapsbelasting. Fiscus en vergrijzing. Naar een ander fiscaal (B. 112.587)
De voorziening verzekeringsverplichtingen systeem
binnen de fiscale resultaatbepaling Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1992.
Amhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1993, pp. 346. OEFEB Reprint No. 9204. pp. 14. United Kingdom82.50 Dfl. Reprint of article discussing another possible
Dissertationdiscussing the life assurer and tax system to the financed national old-age CORPORATIONTAX SURPLUS
corporate income tax with emphasis on pension fund. A.C.T. Proposals for reform.
technical provisions and fiscal profit (B. 112.796) London, Inland Revenue. 1993, pp. 39.
determinations. £ 2.-.
(B. 113.076) VOLLEBERGH,H.R.J. (B. 112.787)

Fiscale milieu-instrumentenen bedrijfsmatige
HANDLEIDINGOP DE HANDLEIDING vergroening. BUTTERWORTHSYELLOW
voor loonbelastingen premieheffing 1993. Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1993. Tax Handbook 1993-94.
Deventer,Fed. 1993, pp. 55.50.- Dil. OCFEB Reprint N0..9302. pp 14. Income tax, corporation tax, capital gains
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tax. 32nd Edition. Edited by Moiz Sadikali. base from capital or wage income taxation to DevelopingCountries
London, Butterworths. 1993, pp. 5000. consumption taxation.
(B. 113.116) (B. 57.917) TRANSITIONTO MARKET.

Studies in fiscal reform. Edited by Vito Tanzi.
BUTTERWORTHSUK TAX GUIDE NON-DISCRIMINATIONRULES IN Washington, IMF International Monetary
1993-94. Income tax, capital gains tax, intemational taxation. 47th Congress of the Fund. 1993, pp. 387.

corporation tax, inheritance tax, national Intemational Fiscal Association,Florence Compilationof papers of various staff
insurancecontributions, stamp duties, value 1993. members of the IMF. The authors have

added tax. Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation distilled their first-hand experience with fiscal

12th Edition. Edited by John Tiley. Publishers. 1993. reform in transition economies in many

London, Butterworths. 1993, pp. 1754. IFA Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International, African, Asian and European countries from

£ 17.95. Volume LXXVIIIb.pp. 760. centrally planned to market economies. Case

This edition incorporates all the changes A summary in French, English, German and studies Bulgaria, Czech and Slovak Federal

resulting from the 1993 Finance Act, the pay Spanish of each country report is appended. Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Soviet

and file system and changes to VAT The report by the general reporter Prof. Avv. Union and Russian Federation, East Germany,
legislation following the introductionof the Pietro Adonnino, is printed in full in the four Yugoslavia,China, Vietnam, Mongolia,
Single Market. New statutory instruments, languages. Kazakhstan,Algeria, Angola and Ghana are

statements of practice, extra-statutory (B. 112.888) included.

concessions and cases have also been included. (B. 57.922)
(B. 113.124) INTERPRETATIONOF DOUBLE

taxation conventions. PUROHIT,Mahesh C.

STANLEY,OLIVER. 47th Congress of the International Fiscal Principles and practices of value added tax.

Taxation of farmers and landowners. 5th Association, Florence 1993. Lessons for developingcountries.

Edition. Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation Delhi, Gayatri Publications,P.O. Box 8495,

London, Butterworths. 1993, pp. 378. Publishers. 1993.
Ashok Vihar, Delhi-110052, India. 1993.

A comprehensivesurvey of UK taxes to which IFA Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International, pp. 235.

farmers and landownersmay be liable. Volume LXXVILIA. pp. 678.
This book is the outcomeof a study of the

Includes a discussion of the law and practice A summary of each report in German, English,
VAT systems of various countries, particularly

of income tax, corporation tax, capital gains French and Spanish is appended. The report by
France. Its emphasis is on understanding the

tax, jnheritance tax, value added tax, stamp the general reporters Klaus Vogel and Rainer organizationand operations of a VAT and

duty, community charge and council tax. Also G. Prokisch is published in full in the four
aims at drawing lessons for countries which do

includes an introductory summary of national languages.
not have a VAT. Topics covered include:
economiceffects and structure of VAT;

insurance contributions. (B. 112.887) harmonizationof VAT in EC countries;
(B. 113.114) general features of VAT management;VAT

TRENDS IN TAX POLICY AND TAX in France and
INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS administration.

management management
informationsystems for VAT administration.

Guide: United Kingdom. Editors: Angel Q Yoingco and Milwida M. The book concludes with lessons for
New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. 1992, Guevara. Bulacan, Ms. MilwidaM. Guevara, developing countries: agenda for reform.an

pp. 155. 76 Pag-Asa, Obando, Bulacan, Philippines. (B. 57.827)
Fundamental informationfor potential foreign 1992, pp. 71
investors about the UK business environment, Selected papers presented in the Sixth Round
including the factors a foreign investor should Table Conferenceof the Council of Executive
consider in deciding whether to acquire an Secretaries of Tax Organizations (CESTO), OECD

existing UK company or to start a new sponsored jointly with SherbrookeUniversity,
operation in the country. These factors include held in Sherbrooke, Canada, on 8-11 April TAXATION IN OECD COUNTRIES.

tax planning, employmentand labour 1991. Contributors: S.I. Chelvathurai,Edison Paris, OECD Organisation for EconomicCo-

considerations, financing, importing, exporting Gnazzo, C.L. Thompson, Angel Q. Yoingco, operation and Development. 1993, pp. 112.

and accounting matters. Milwida M. Guevara, Cho Joong Hyung and Report providing a detailed inventoryof the

(B. 112.963) Sheng-Ford Chang.
tax measures in force in 1990 in OECD
countries. It considers and analyses in turn

(B. 113.064)
BUTTERWORTHSORANGETAX personal income taxes, corporate income taxes,

Handbook 1993-94. ACQUISITIONOF SHARES IN A
value added taxes and taxpayers' rights and

Inheritance tax, national insurance foreign country.
obligations.

contributions,stamp duties, VAT. 18th Substantive law and legal opinions. Report of
(B. 112.595)

Edition. Edited by Moiz Sadikali. the Subcommitteeon Legal Opinions of the REVENUESTATISTICSOF THE
London, Butterworths. 1993, pp. 4042. Committee on Banking Law of the Section on

(B. 113.115) Business Law of the International Bar
OECD Membercountries/Statistiquesdes
recettes publiques des pays membres de

Associationand the Committee on Business l'OCDE 1965-1992.
Organisationsof the Section on Business Law Paris, OECD Organisationfor Economic

INTERNATIONAL of the International Bar Association. Editors Cooperation and Development. 1993, pp. 267.
Michael Gruson and Stephan Hutter. This annual publication first provides a

BROER, D.P.; WESTERHOUT,E.W.M.T. London, Graham & Trotman Limited; conceptual frameworkwith the purposeof
Taxation in an intertemporalgeneral IntemationalBar Association. 1993, pp. 502. defining which governmentreceipts should be

equilibrium model of a small open economy. £ 83.-. regarded as taxes and how the different types
The Hague, Ministry of Economic Affairs. Compilationof papers by various authors on of taxes may be classified. It then presents a

1993. the legal requirements in connection with the unique set of detailed and internationally
Reprint No. 9307. pp. 16. issuance and transfer of shares in a foreign comparable tax data in a common format for

A computablegeneral equilibriummodel of a country. Each country report follows the same all 24 OECD Membercountries covering the

small open economy, similar to the Auerbach- outline in order to maintain comparative period from 1965 onwards. With 165 tables

Kotlikoffmodel. An investigationof the uniformity and permit ease of use. and 13 charts.

effects of partial switches in the choice of tax (B. 113.140) (B. 113.067)
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LATIN AMERICA investment. Broad coverage is given to anti- CANADA
avoidance rules which contribute to the US tax

Argentina system's complexity (e g Subpart F, FIRPTA INCOMETAX
and transfer pricing). REFERENCES/REFERENCES

VILLEGAS, Hector B. (B. 113.043) A LA LOl DE L'IMPOTSUR LE REVENUE
Curso de finanzas, derecho financiero y release 51

tributario. 5th Edition. THE 1992 UNITED STATES- Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers,
Buenos Aires, Ediciones Depalma.Srl., NetherlandsTax Convention. Edited by Mary Scarborough
Talcahuano494,1013 Buenos Aires, C. Bennett, Fred C. de Hosson and Philip D

Argentina. 1993, pp 857. Morrison. INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA-

Course on finances and on financial and tax Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation REPORT BULLETIN
law. Manual on public financial and on finance Publishers. 1993, pp. 167.85.- Dfl. releases 855, 857-859
and tax legislation. Text of the treaty and an extensive Prentice-Hallof Canada Ltd., Scarborough.
(B. 18.788) commentary.

(B. 113.075) TAXATIONOF REAL ESTATE IN
CANADA
AtlasGuatemala
release 1
Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers,CODIGOTRIBUTARIO 1991.

Looseleaf ScarboroughGuatemala, Ediciones Legales Comercioe

Industria. 1991, pp 62.
Booklet containing the text of the Tax Code of Services1991. DENMARK
(B. 18.789)

Received between 1 and 31 SKATTEBESTEMMELSER
Skattenyt Kronologisk- -

October 1993
NORTH AMERICA releases 21 and 22

Skattebestemmelser Systematisk- -

release 10
Canada AFRICA A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,

Copenhagen.AMENDMENTSTO THE INCOME
FLDAFRICATax Act and related statutes. Draft Legislation

and Explanatory Notes. Issued by the release 9

honourableGilles Loiselle, Ministerof Fidafrica, Paris. EEC
Finance. August 1993.
Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional FISCALITEAFRICAINE HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
Publishing. 1993, pp. 199. releases 16,17 GEMEENSCHAPPEN
(B. 113.086) Editions Fiduciaire, Paris. - Verdragstekstenen aanverwante stukken

releases 334 and 335
WLLSON, Thomas A.; DUNGAN, D. Peter. Kluwer, Deventer.
Fiscal policy n Canada. An appraisal. AUSTRALIAToronto, Canadian Tax Foundation. 1993.
Canadian Tax Paper No. 94. pp. 224.
(B. 113.061) AUSTRALIA INCOMETAX - LAW AND FRANCE

PRACTICE

Rulings and guidelines -- FISCALITEPRATIQUE FISCAL
release 139 release 4

USA Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.Butterworths,North Ryde.
THE OMNIBUS BUDGET FISCALITEPRATIQUE- IMPOTS
ReconciliationAct of 1993. INDIRECTS
The impact of the new tax law on individuals, BELGIUM release 2
businesses and ntemational transactions. Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
New York, Watson, Farley & Williams. 1993, FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE
pp. 23. VANDEWINCKELE JURIS CLASSEUR- CHIFFRE
(B. 113.036) Tome II, releases 58 and 59 D'AFFAIRES- COMMENTAIRES

Tome III, re eases 81,82, 82bis release 6158
AMICO, Joseph C. Tome IV, release 97 Editions Techniques,Paris.
Introduction to the US income tax system. Tome IX, re eases 265,266Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation

Tome XIV, releases 238,239 JURIS CLASSEUR- CODE FISCALPublishers. 1993, pp. 245.155.- Dfl.
CED-Samsom,Diegem. release 248An explanation in plain language of the Editions Techniques, Paris.

complexityof the US tax system, often by
comparison and contrast with European and GUIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE
other national tax systems. Topics covered Tome II, release 91
include individual and corporate income taxes, Tome III, release 92 GERMANY (Fed. Rep.)
partnership taxation, special types of taxpayers CED-Samsom,Diegem.
(pensions, SubchapterS-corporations)and the DEUTSCHEGESETZE
underlyingunwritten law of US taxation. VENNOOTSCHAPEN BELASTINGEN Schnfelder
Special emphasis is placed on international release 19 release 81
rules, particularly inbound business, sales and Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne. Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
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The Taxation of
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written by a local specialist and covers:

Descriptionof resident and non-resident tax liability
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Practical aspects of setting up a permanentestablishment

Details of the tax treatmentof permanentestablishmerts: taxation of income, avoidanceof double

taxation and setting off of losses

Items of special interest from a practical and/or theoreticalviewpoint

Principle differences between inward and outward investmentvia a permanentestablishmentand

operation via a subsidiary

Taxation of personnel employed in a permanent establishment

Chapters on EC Member States also include the effect of EC tax measures.

The looseleafcomes in a single convenientvolume, which will be updated twice a year. 1994 subscriptions
are inclusive of 1994 updates and supplements, which will include additional country chapters as the book

expands.

NLG 1,200
Residents of the Netherlands,and residents of the EC without a VAT number, are liable to value added tax on the price of this item.

IBFD PublicationsBV, PO Box 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam, the Netherlands 1LI
Tel.. +31 (0)20 626 7726 Fax: +31 (0)20 622 8658 IBFD
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NEW ZEALAND:

TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTEQUITY INVESTMENT IN NEW ZEALAND:
UNILATERALExTENSIONOF DOMESTIC IMPUTATIONREGIME TO

NON-RESIDENTPORTFOLIO INVESTORS
Andrew M. C. Smith

Senior Lecturer n Accountancy,
Faculty of Commerce and Administration, Victoria University of Wellington.

I. INTRODUCTION NZ Resident DTA Non-DTA

Country Country
As part of its ongoing international tax reform programme Shareholders Shareholders Shareholders
the New Zealand govemment recently enacted a new taxing Pre-tax ncome $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
regime applying to non-resident equity portfolio investors. less company tax @ 33% 330 330
The new regime is designed to extend to non-residentequity Net profit after tax $ 670 $ 670 $ 670
investors some of the tax relief currently provided to domes- Dividend paid to

tic shareholders under New Zealand's dividend imputation shareholder $ 670 $ 670 $ 670
plus imputation credit 330 nil nilregime introduced in 1988.1 These new provisions follow Gross dividend $1,000 $ 670 $ 670,from the removal of withholding taxes on interest paid to less tax @ 33% 330 nil nilnon-residents in 1991 and are consistent with principles laid less NRWT 15%/30% 330 101 _20l

out in an internationaltax policy documentreleased in 1991.2 Net return after NZ tax $ 670 $ 569 $ 469

The new regime for non-residents has been designed to Effective NZ tax rate: 33.0% 43.1% 53.1%ensure that the tax reliefprovided in New Zealand will not be
clawed back by foreign governments in the investor's home Since 1988 there had been widespread crticism about the
country under foreign tax credit provisions. In this regard it continued irnposition of NRWT on dividends paid with
appears the new regime will be successful in ensuring that imputation credits attached especially in light of the govern-
non-resident investors enjoy increased after-tax retums frorn ment's objectives to encourage foreign investment. When a
their New Zealand investments. similar dividend mputation regime was introduced in Aus-

tralia, NRWT on dividends paid with full imputation credits
attached was unilaterally removed. As a result, many divi-
dends paid by Australian companies to both portfolio and

Il. THE OLDREGIME direct non-residentinvestors are paid free of withholding tax.

The New Zealand imputation regime (along with the Aus-Until 1988 New Zealand taxed companies using the classical
approach which gave rise to double taxation of distributed tralian regime) provides for imputation at a variable rate5
corporate earnings. Dividends paid to non-residents were

unlike the fxed rate basis used in the United Kingdom under
subject to a fnal non-residentwithholding tax (NRWT) of30 the advance corporation tax. Therefore the variable rate sys-
percent. Dividends paid to investors resident in countries tem prima facie would allow streaming arrangements where
with which New Zealand had concluded a double tax agree- imputation credits would only be attached to dividends paid
ment (DTA) were subject to a reduced rate of withholdingtax

normally at a rate of 15 percent.3 I. For detailed explanation of New Zealand's imputation regime, see A.M.
Smith, ComprehensiveDividend lmputation, Neutrality and Double Taxation

In April 1988 a comprehensive dividend imputation regime Of CorporateProfits,Bulletin For InternationalFiscalDocumentation(Octo-
ber 1993), at 568.was introduced which relieved double taxation for domestic 2. Taxing IncomeAcrosslnternationalBorders:APoliticalFramework,Newinvestors in respect of taxes paid in New ZeaIand. However, Zealand Govemment (1991).

the benefits of imputation (insofar as a source country can 3. The main exceptons are India (20%) and the Philippines (15% for com-

unilaterally determine the total tax burden of a non-resident) panies and 25% for all others).
4. Per Sec. 390(2)(b)(i)of the Income Tax Act 1976.were expressly denied to non-residents.4 No changes were 5. The minimum of imputation is 00, the maximum 49.250, whch israte s

made to the tax treatment of non-residents and the NRWT the corporate tax rate of 33% grossed up by the following formula:
provisions continued to apply. As a result, non-resident _0.33

= 49.25% (Sec. 394 G(I))1 - 0.33nvestors suffered a much higher overall tax burden than did In Australia the dividend is split into two components,one being fully imputedresident investors as is shown in the following table: (franked), the other not.
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to resident shareholders while dividends paid to non-resi- (2) DividendDeclared

dents would be without imputationcredits. With the potential Gross dividend $ 670 $ 670 $ 670

for such arrangements, the mputation regime has complex Imputation credits 330 212 212

anti-avoidance provisions to prevent dividend streaming Supplementarydividend nil 118 118

techniques. These include requirements to attach imputation
credits at the same rate6 to all dividendspaid during an mpu- (3) ShareholderTaxation

tation year7 unless certain restrictive conditions are met. Dividend paid to

Stapled-stockarrangementsare also subject to sanctions.8 shareholder $ 670 $ 670 $ 670

Supplementarydividend nil 118 118

However, under the imputation regime introduced in 1988 a plus imputation credits 330 ni ni
more favourabletreatmentwas accorded to foreigndividends
received by New Zealand companies and distributed onto

Total gross dividend $1,000 $ 788 $ 788

non-resident shareholders. This treatment is maintained for less income tax upon

non-resident portfolio shareholders under the new regime resident shareholders 330 n/a n/a

discussed in this article.
less NRWT @ 15%130% nLa I.8 236

Net return after NZ tax $ 670 $ 670 $ 552

Foreign dividends passed through New Zealand companies
to non-rsidentshareholdershave in effectonly New Zealand Effective NZtax rate : 33.0% 33.0% 44.8%

NRWT imposed upon them, avoiding an additional layer of

New Zealand corporate income tax. When foreign dividends The reason that tax relief is provided to non-resident share-

are received by a New Zealand company they are subject to holders by way of a supplementarydividend and the contin-

an inwards withholding tax known as foreign dividend with- ued mposition of NRWT isto maximize any foreign tax

holding payments.9When these foreign dividends are subse- credits or NRWT the shareholderswill receive in their home

quently distributed by the New Zealand company to share- country. If tax reliefhad been providedby merely reducing or

holders, the withholdingpayments can be passed on to all eliminatingNRWT (as was done in Australia when dividend

shareholders in the form of a withholding payment credit mputation was introduced there) the New Zealand tax for-

attached to the dividend in a simil,ar way as imputationcred- gone would have resulted in more tax paid offshore, leaving
its are. In the case of non-resident shareholders, any with- the non-residentnvestors with very little overall advantage.r2
holdingpaymentcredit attached to a dividend and any excess The following table shows this effect:

is refundable to non-residentshareholders.1o

Facts: Non-residentnvestor receives a dividend from a New

Zealand company. The taxpayer's marginal tax rate in his

Ill. THE NEW PROVISIONS home country is 40 percent.

In early August the Governmentannounced it would reduce NRWTand Removal Supplementary
taxes mposedon dividendspaid by New Zealandcompanies no tax relief of NRWT Dividendand

to non-residentportfolio investors (being investors with less (NewZealand (Australian NRWT(New

than a 10 percent stake in a New Zealand company, i.e. pas- approachto approach) Zealandapproach

sive investors). Unusually, instead of reducing the rates of September 93) from October '93)

NRWT, the relief is to be provided at the corporate tax level Gross dividend $ 670 $ 670 $ 670

and NRWTupon dividendswill continueat the existing rates. less tax @ 40% $ 167 $ 268 $ 197 *

less foreign tax credit 101 nil 118

The tax relief is provided to the company conditional upon Net dividend $ 402 $ 402 $ 473

the payment of an additional dividend to the non-resident

investor (known as supplementary dividend).1 This

ncreases the total dividend paid to the non-resident share- Calculated as ($ 670 x 40%) less foreign tax credit of $101.
* Calculated as ($ 788 x 40%) less foreign tax credit of $118.

holder and also the amount of NRWT payable. The amount
Increase in after-tax income 17.7%

of the tax credit (and hence the supplementary dividend) is

determined by the amount of imputation credits attached to

the dividend.

The followingexampleshows how the new regime is intend- 6. Sec. 394G.

ed to apply (assuming that in columns 2 and 3 all sharehold- 7. Being 1 April to 31 March regardless of the company's fiscal year.

ers are non-residentportfolio ones): 8. Sec. 394 ZG.
9. A number of existing DTA's requires New Zealand to exempt from tax

NZ Resident DTA Non-DTA dividendspaid by a company in the othercontractingstate to New Zealandcom-

Country
' County panies. This withholding tax in effect taxes incoming foreign dividends without

Shareholders Shareholders Shareholders overriding these DTA obligations.
10. Sec. 394ZQ. This iS to be contrasted with imputationcredits which cannot

(1) CompanyLeve/ be refunded to any shareholderand are not taken into account when calculating
NRWTon dividends paid to non-residents.

Pre-tax income $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 11. Sec. 308A(1) and (2).
less company tax @ 33% 330 330 330 12. The advantagewould only arise where the non-residentshareholderwas in

plus tax credit niJ _118 118 an excess credit position, exempt from tax or facing some regime where it was

preferable to substitute domestic tax for foreign tax (as under most dividend

Net profit after tax $ 670 $ 788 $ 788 mputation regimes).
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AggregateTax Breakdown:
mentarydividendpaid to portfolionon-residentshareholders.

New Zealand tax $ 431 $ 330 $ 330 Secondly, the maximum mputation ratio and the benchmark
Foreign tax (home country) 16Z 268 19Z dividend ratio are to be calculated as if the imputation creditTotal tax paid: $ 598 $ 598 $ 527 attached to the dividend is ncreased by the amountof the tax

credit granted to the company. Thus the maximum mputa-
tion ratio must take into account the tax credit as well as theThus the reliefprovided by New Zealand is maintained in the mputation credits therefore requiring that dividends paid tohands of the non-resident shareholder. The foreign govern- portfolio non-resident investors have mputation creditsment also collects more tax (from $ 167 to $ 197). There attached at a different rate than those paid to other investors.seems little reason why foreign countries should react nega- This is permissibleas the tax credits are treated as mputationtively to the New Zealand supplementarydividend method as credits for the purposes of the streaming rules.they will collect more tax in their countries which is borne by Under Section 308A(2) the special credit is calculatedthe New Zealand Government. at a
rate of 0.5583 of the imputation credits attached to the divi-This regime applies to dividends paid from the end of dend if no dividend withholdingpaymentcreditsare attachedSeptember 1993. to the dividend. If dividend withholdingpayment credits are
attached to the dividend the credit is 0.5583 of the following
formula:

IV LEGISLATIONAND ANTI-AVOIDANCE Imputation Credit - [((a-b) x c) - b]
PROVISIONS

Where:
While the principle behind the new regime is simple, the leg- a = the dividend withholding payment portion of the divi-
islation enacting the regime is deceptivelycomplex. dend, which is the amount of the dividend withholding
Firstly, the regime is availableonly to non-residentportfolio payment credits divided by the rate of NRWT applicable

to the dividend;investors and there are a number of provisions to ensure that
b the dividend withholding credit;= paymentthe relief is not extended to direct investors. A non-resident
c = the mputation ratio ofdividendspaid to other sharehold-portfolio investor is defined as a non-residentnwith a voting

ers of the maximum mputation ratio.interest of less than 10 percent in the company or if the com-

pany is listed, if the market value interestof the sharehold- The maximum imputationcredit ratio for a dividendpaid to a
er is also less than 10 percent.'4 Interests of associated per- non-residentportfolio investor is as follows:
sons15 are aggregated together for the purposes of the 10 Maximum rate of 49.25
percent rule. In this respect the regime is much tighter than 1 + 0.5583

= 31.607%
the approved issuer levy regime which applies to interest

Thus in the of dividend of $ 67 which is paid resi-income derived by non-residents. case a to
dent shareholderswith full mputationcredits attached (beingCompanies paying dividends are required to seek written $ 33 - the maximum imputation rate of 49.25%) the maxi-confrmation from non-resident shareholders that they are mum imputation credit which can be attached to dividendseligible to be deemed non-resident portfolio investors .

16
paid to the non-resident portfolio shareholders will be $Such persons must not be associatedwith the companyand 21.18 ($ 67 x 31.60%). The company will be entitled to athe company must not have reasonable grounds for believing credit of $ 11.82 ($ 21.18 x 0.5583). When the tax credit andthat the person is not a non-residentportfolio investor.,7 the mputation credits are combined ($ 21.18 + $ 11.82) they

If a dividend is paid to a non-resident shareholder and the equal $ 33 which is the same as the mputation credits
company receives a refund of income tax on the basis that the attached to dividends paid to other shareholders. Therefore
shareholdrwas a non-residentportfolio investor when he compliance with the benchmark and maximum imputation
was not eligible, the shareholder becomes liable for the tax ratio rules required under Sections 394 G and 394 ZG is
credit given to the company and associated tax penalties maintained.
under Section 398.8 The company's liability in respectof the The credit is offset against the income tax payable by thetax avoided it would otherwisehave as a deemed agent of the company for that income year. If there is insufficient incomenon-residentshareholderunder Section 283 is also removed, tax to offset such credits, refunds can be made from incomeprovided the company did not have reasonablegrounds for tax paid in the previous four income years. The refund will
believing that the shareholder is not a non-residentprtfolio give rise to a debit in the imputation account which is com-investor.'9

The exact mechanism for calculating the company's tax cred- 13. Determinedunder Sec. 241.
it is complex as the provisions have to nterface with anti- 14. Sec. 308A(1). Voting interests and market value nterests are calculated
streaming rules under the existing dividend imputation under Secs. 8C and D, respectively.

15. Defined in Sec. 245B. The Act containsdifferentdefinitionsofassociatedregime. Under Section 308A(7) two importantmodifications personsapplying to differentpartsof the Act and this particulardefinition is theto these rules are made. Firstly, for the purposes ofstreaming most demandingof those contained in the Act
rules the supplementarydividend is ignored. Thus implic- 16. Sec. 308A(5)(a)(ii)

17. Sec. 308A(5)(b)and (d).itly the company paying the dividend is not required to (and 18. Sec. 308A(6).would not want to) attach imputation credits to any supple- 19. Id.
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pensated by the dividends paid to non-resident portfolio NRWT. At the time the above proposals were announced the

shareholders having less maximum imputation credits Ministerof Finance stated that the positionofdirect investors

attached to them in the first place. was further being considered. This was dependent on the

Government examinng the effectiveness and appropriate-
The following example shows how the credit is applied
where the dividend has both mputation and dividend with-

ness of existing rules governing the taxation of direct invest-

ment by non-residents, including transfer pricing and thn
holding payment credits attached at a combined imputation
rate below the maximumof49.25 percent.

capitalizationrules, before proceeding further.''21

The Minister of Revenue first announced in October 1991
Facts: A dividend of $ 80 is paid. that the Government wished to review transfer pricing and

For resident shareholdersdividend withholdingpay- thin capitalization, and the above statement by the Minister
ment credits of $ 8 and imputationcredits of $ 12 are

of Finance restates the Government's position. It is hoped
attached. that the review of the taxation of direct investment (along
For non-resident portfolio shareholders dividend with considerationof transferpricing and thin capitaliza-
withholding payment credits of $ 8 and imputation any

tion rules) is being given a high priority as such statements
credits of $ 7.2720 are attached.

serve to raise uncertainty in the minds of both potential and

The supplementarydividend is calculated as follows: current foreign direct investors as to whattaxingregime they
(i) Firstly, the dividend withholding payment portion of the may face in future. Given the Government's stated policy to

dividend is: encourageforeign investmentit would seem highly desirable
that this matter be clarified as soon as practical.

L
= $ 53.33

15%

VI. CAPITAL GAINS
(ii) The amount of the credit is as follows:

The new regim for dividends paid to non-residentportfolio
112 investors covered in this article does not change the taxing

0.5583 x [$ 7.27 - [(($ 53.33 - $ 8) x ) - $8]] = $ 4.73
k$80) regime applying to capital gains derived by them from shares

When the supplementarydividendof $ 4.73 is added to the in New Zealand companies.

mputationcredits of $ 7.27 an overall mputation ratio of. While New Zealand has no comprehensivecapital gains tax,
/ h certain gains of a capital nature may be taxed as ordinary

15% income. Non-residents face the taxing provisions do
k$80)

same as

is obtained. residents in this regard where the property in question was

situated in New Zealand.

This is the same as mputation ratio applying to domestic Gains from the sale or dispositionof shares are taxable under

shareholdersof also
r ,

any one of three limbs of Section 65(2)(e):
112

- where the taxpayerwas carrying on a business of dealing
15% .$8o) in that of (i.e. share dealing business);type property or

As the regime requires that companies pay different levels of
- if the shares were acquired for the purpose of resale or

dividends to shareholdersdependingon whether they qualify disposition (such purpose is determined at the time of

for the new regime or not it appears to conflictwith company
acquisition); or

if the shares were used as part of some profit-making
law requirementsthat all shareholdersof the same share class

-

be paid dividends at the same rate. While it would theoreti- scheme or undertaking.

cally be possible for different classes of shares to be issued The second limbis regarded as being the widest and brings
for the purposes of the regime, in the case of widely=held within the tax net profits or gains of casual or speculative
companies listed on a stock exchange it would be highly nature. Investors need to ensure that shares held are for the

mpractical. Therefore Section 308A(8) provides that if a purpose deriving dividend income. However, a recent Court

company pays a supplementary dividend to certain share- of Appeal decision (National Distributors)22 does illustrate

holders of a particular class of shares, that differential pay- the breadth of this second limb of Section 65(2)(e).
ment will not be regarded as contraveningany provisions of On practical level it be difficult for the Commissionera may
the CompaniesAct 1955 or Section45 of the CompaniesAct

to assess the non-residentif the shares have been sold and the
1993, nor any provision of a company's articles of associa- non-resident has no further assets in New Zealand. If the
tion or constitution nor any other rules of law which other- shares in the New Zealand held offshore
wise would prevent dividends being paid to shareholders of

companywere on an

share registry of the company the sale would be deemed not

the same class 'of shares at different rates.

20. The method for calculating the amount of imputationcredits to be attached

V. OTHER EQUITY INVESTORS to the dividends paid to the non-residentportfolio shareholder where dividend

withholdingpayments are attached to the dividend is explained in Appendix 1.

The above relief for non-resident investors only applies to 21. Statementof the MinisterofFinanceannouncing the non-residentportfolio

portfolio investors. Direct nvestors (those investors with
shareholderwhere dividend withholding payments are attached to the dividend

regime dated 5 August 1993.

interests above 10 percent) still face the imposition of 22. (1989) 11 NZTC 6,346.
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to have a New Zealand source and thus would be outside the this will be attractive to some companies, t seems undesir-
taxing jurisdiction of New Zealand for non-resident share- able that reportedprofitabilitycould be enhanced in an artifi-
holders. cial way by dividends to non-resident shareholders. It is

hoped that the tax credits are accounted for in an appropriate
way (possibly netted off against dividend payments in the

Vll. REVIEW OF LEGISLATIONAND REGIME accounts) or that the New Zealand Society of Accountants
issues a standard giving authortative guidance as to theThe market reaction to the announcementby the Ministerof
appropriate way for these credits to be reported in financialFinance was swift and positive. One of the biggest beneficia-
statements.ries of the change was shareholders in Telecom Corportion

of New Zealand as the company pays dividends with mputa- It is disappointing that reforms have not yet been made for
tion credits attached at the maximum rate. The company's direct investors. While the reasons given for not extending
shares are also traded on the New York Stock Exchange. tax relief at this stage are understandable,further long delays

are not desirable. It appears best that the New Zealand Gov-The new regime applying to non-resident portfolio share- ernment quickly concludes the reform programme as itholders is a welcome one and is long overdue given the intro- applies to direct investment to provide encouragement andduction of dividend irnputation for resident shareholders in certainty for foreign direct nvestors.1988. The manner in which the relief is given is complex but
ensures that the relief is maintained in shareholder's hands
under taxing crediting provisions in the shareholder's home APPENDIX 1:
country. Even if the shareholder is exempt from tax in his Determinationof the MaximumImputationCredits to be
home country his cash returns from New Zealand portfolio Attached to a DividendPaid to a Non-ResidentPortolio
investmentsare improved. Investorwhere the Dividendhas Both DividendWithholding

PaymentCredits and ImputationCredits AttachedIt is of concern that the full benefit of the reforms was not
extended to shareholders in non-DTA countries. The exact Maximum Imputation Credit =

a + 0.5583 ((b--c) x d) - cl
reason for this is not clear but may centre around anti-avoid- 1.5583
ance concerns and the loss of bargaining levers for future

Where:DTA negotiations. Investors from non-DTA countries still
a = Imputationcredits attached to dividends paid toface a high overall tax rate on dividends from New Zealand

resident shareholders;which will encourage the more sophisticated investors to
b the dividend withholding portion of the= paymentstructure their investments via vehicles located in countries

dividend;which have a DTA with New Zealand. Singapore is one juris-
=diction which may provide such advantages. c the dividend withholdingpaymentcredit;

d = (i) the imputation ratio applying to shares of the same
An unexpected side effect of the change is that as a result of class paid to shareholders other than non-resident
paying dividends to non-residentportfolio investors, compa- portfolio ones; or
nies will pay less income tax and thus will be able to report (ii) in any other case the maximum imputation ratio in
high after-tax profits to their shareholders. While obviously Section 394G (being 49.25 percent currently).
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I. INTRODUCTION Il. RATIONALE FOR THE PROMULGATIONOF
THE NEW LAW

On 31 October 1993, the Individual Income Tax Law of the

People's Republic of China was promulgated (the New There seem to be two rationales for the promulgationof the

IIT)1 to become effective as of 1 January 1994.2 The New New IIT: (a) to consolidate the three taxes, and (b) to make

IIT was intended to consolidate and replace three existing the Chinese ndividualncome tax system more equitable and

taxes: consistentwith internationaltax norms.

the Individual Income Tax (the Old IIT),3 which Was-

introduced in 1980 and applied to non-business income No individual ncome tax was imposed in the People's

earned by resident aliens and non-residents; Republic of China prior to the introduction of the Old IIT in

the Individual Income Regulatory Tax (IIRT),4 which-

was introduced in 1986 and applied to similar ncome 1. Individual IncomeTax Law of the People's Republicof China, adopted by

earned by Chinese citizens domiciled in China; and the 4th Session of the Standing Committee of the 8th National People's

the Household Income Tax,5 which was introduced in on on same
-

Congress 31 October 1993 and promulgated by the President the

date (hereafter the New IIT Law). The author's English translationof this law

1986 and applied to business income earned by Chinese s appended to this article.

citizens.6 2. Art. 14 of the New IIT Law provides that the law becomeseffectiveon the

date of promulgation - 31 October 1993. The Order of the Presidentof the Peo-

The promulgation of the New IIT marks the beginnng of a ple's Republic of China that promulgated the law states that the law enters into

process initiated by the Chinese government to unify tax force on 1 January 1994. The lack of transitional rules seems to indicate that the

law will come into effect in 1994.

regimes for Chinese and foreign taxpayers and to move the 3. Individual IncomeTax Law of the People's Republicof China, adopted by

Chinese tax system closer to intemationaltax norm. The pro- the 3rd Session of the 5th National People's Congress and promulgated 10

cess will continue in the year to come in the areas of enter- September 1980 (hereafter the Old IITLaw); Detailed Rules and Regulations

prise income tax, sales taxes and local taxes.7
for the Implementation of the Individual Income Tax Law of the People's
Republic of China, approved 10 December 1980 by the State Council and pro-

The New IIT Law is a brief statute that, typical of Chinese mulgated 14 December 1980 by the Ministry of Finance (hereafter the Old IIT

Regulations).For a discussion of the Old IIT, see Alex Easson and Jinyan Li,

laws, leaves most key issues of interpretation to implement- Taxation ofForeign Investment n the Peopte's Republic of China (Deventer:

ing regulations. Detailed implementing regulations are Kluwer, 1989), chapter 3.

expected to be promulgatedby the State Council in the near
4. Interim Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Individual

Income RegulatoryTax, promulgatedon 25 September 1986 by the State Coun-

future. cil (hereafter the IIRT Law); Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Imple-
mentationof the Interim Regulationsof the People's Republic of Chna on Indi-

Althoughmany key issues need to be clarified in the imple- vidual Incone Regulatory Tax, promulgatedby the Ministry of Finance on 10

menting regulations, it appears that the New IIT will not December 1986 (hereafterI[RTRegulations).For a discussionofthe IIRT and

adversely alter the tax position of foreigners. In fact, most the English translation of the IIRT Law, see Jinyan Li, The New Regulatory
Tax onIndividualIncome,41 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation

foreignersmay find that their tax burden is reduced under the (April 1987), at 167.

new regime. The tax position of Chinese citizens will be 5. InterimRegulationsof the People's Republicof China Concerning Income

affected more substantially Their tax liability may be Tax on Individually-OperatedIndustrial and Commercial Households,promul-

reduced in some areas and in others significantly ncreased gated by the State Council on 7 January 1986. See Jinyan Li, Taxation in the

People'sRepublicofChina (Praeger, 1991), 83-87.

depending on the taxpayer's position under the IIRT or 6. SeeNewAmendmentsto the Draft Amendmentsto the Individual Income

HouseholdIncomeTax and their current circumstances. Tax Law, Renmin Ribao (Haiwai Ban) (People's Daily, Overseas Edition), 1

November 1993, at 3. Strangely, however, the New IIT Law contains no provi-

Th purpose of this article is to explore the rationale for the sions declaring that the new law will replace the previous laws.

promulgationof the New IIT and to examine its majorprovi- 7. See Peter Goodspeed, China's Leaders Adopt Economic Masterplan,
TorontoSmr, 16 November 1993, Al4; and InternationalBureau of Fiscal Doc-

sions, focusing on the variations from the previous laws and umentation, 47 Tax News Service, People's Republic of China (8 November

the implications for taxpayers. 1993), issue 45, at 42.
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1980. Each of the Old IIT, IIRT and Household Income Tax In addition to the consolidation, the New IIT Law contains
was introduced on an ad hoc basis in order to respond to the provisions that will make the tax system more equitable. For
immediatedemands of economicreforms in China. Although example, under the New IIT, tax base is broader, more cate-
under the Old IIT all individuals who reside for one year or gories of income are subject to progressive rates of taxation,more in the People's RepublicofChinawere required to pay deductions are more reflectiveof costs of living, and a credittax,8 most Chinese citizens were effectively exempt from the is allowed for tax paid to a foreign government.
tax because of the monthly exemption of 800 yuan,9 which
was several times more than the average income in China at
that time.

III. MAJOR PROVISIONS UNDER THE
NEW LAWDuring the early 1980s, more and more Chinesecitizens were

being allowed by the government to earn non-wage income. Compared to the income taxes imposed by most WesternAs a result, the income gap between those citizens and ordi- countries, the New IIT has some unique features. It is essen-
nary wage-earners widened. It was considered necessary to tially a schedular tax; only certain listed types of income areimpose taxes on high-income earning citizens in order to subject to tax; each categoryof income is computedseparate-minimize these income differences:0 Since the exemption ly; and there is not aggregation of the different categories.level under Old IIT was too high for this purpose, IIRT was Some categories of income are taxed at progressive rates,ntroduced to apply to non-business income. The Household others are taxed at a flat rate.
Income Tax was introduced to tax business income derived
by newly-emergedprivate entrepreneurs.Therefore, individ-
uals have been taxed differentialy based on the nature of the A. Liability for tax
income earned and on citizenship.

Article 1 of the New IIT provides that individual is liablean

The system has resulted in complexity in compliance and to tax if he or she is domiciled in China, resides in China for
administration and caused unfair tax liability for different a full year or derives income from Chinese sources. The
taxpayers. In general, business income has been taxed more terms domicile, residence or source of income are

heavily than employment income and citizens have been undefined.
taxed more heavily than foreigners. For example, the Old IIT
is different from the lIRT in the following aspects: (1) Domicile (zhu suo)
(1) there were six categoresof income taxable under the Old Under Article 1 of the New IIT, an individual domiciled in]T, and eight under the IIRT; China is liable to tax on his or her worldwide income.12 The
(2) the basic exemptionwas 800 yuan under the Old IIT, and concept of domicile was not used under the Old IIT, and

about 400 yuan under IIRT; has been apparently taken from the IIRT.,3
(3) under the Old IIT, only employment income was subject Under Chinese law, domicilerefers to a permanentplace ofto progressive rates; other income was taxed at a flat rate residence, which is generally deemed to be the place whereof 20 percent. Under the IIRT, employmentincome, per- an individual's household registration is kept.14 Every Chi-sonal service income and rental income were all taxed at

nese citizen residing in China must be registered with theprogressive rates ranging from 20 to 60 percent; Public Security Bureau.'5 An individual can only have one(4) the Old IIT was less progressivethan IIRT. Under the Old place of domicile. Domicile must, therefore, be distin-IIT, rates ranged from 5 to 45 percent (2.5 to 22.5 percent guished from residence. Residencenormally refers to a
on wages and salaries earned by foreign individuals) place where a person stays for a period temporarily.i6 Anand the marginal rate applied to monthly income in ndividual may have more than one place of residence. In
excess of 12,000 yuan; under IIRT, rates ranged from 20 practice, as Chinese citizens are required to have their house-to 60 percent and the marginal rate applied to a monthly hold registration in China, the concept of domicile willincome in excess of 800 yuan. A monthly wage of 1,000 mostly apply to citizens.
yuan was taxed at 5 percent under the Old IIT and at 60
percent under IIRT.

8. Old IIT Law, Art. 1, supra note 3.
The differential tax treatment is no longer considered neces- 9. As of 29 November 1993, the official exchange rate was USS 1 for 5.77
sary in the 1990s. The tax burden on Chinese citizens has yuan.

10. See Li, supra note 4.been excessive. The 400 yuan deduction under the IIRT, 11. See infra note 53 and accompanyingtext.which used to be two or three times more than average 12. Individuals liable to tax on their worldwide income are allowed to deductincome in 1986, represents about the average income of the amount of tax paid outside China in computing tax payable. The amount of
urban residents. deduction is limited to the amount of Chinese tax otherwise payable on the

amount of foreign source income. New IIT, Art. 7, supra note 1.
13. IIRT Law, Art. 2, supra note 4.The New IIT is modelled on the Old IlT. By applying the 14. See Jiang, Ping, ed., Zhongguo Sia Dacidian (China's Law Dictionary)same rules to citizens and aliens, differential taxation will be (Changchun,China: Jilin People's Press, 1991), at 556.

reduced and tax administrationwill be simplified. For exam- 15. Regulations of the People's Republicof China on HouseholdRegistration,
ple, the New IIT increases the monthlydeduction to 800 yuan

promulgatedby the StandingCommitteeof the National People'sCongresson 9
January 1958for Chinese citizens. 16. Jiang, supra note 14.
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Chinese nationality law is a complex subject 17 Many Over- one year or more, or for more than five years, provided that

seas Chinesehave dual nationalityand are recognizedas Chi_ the foreigner's presence is attributable to his or her employ-

nese citizens by the Chinese government,as are Chinese res-
ment by a foreign enterprise, joint venture, cooperativejoint

idents of Hong Kong and Macao. Since many executives and venture or a wholly foreign-owned enterprise in China, and

employees of foreign enterprises and joint ventures are of provided that the individualhas no general intentionof taking

Chinese origin and may be Overseas Chinese, they could be up long-term residency in China.

treated as domiciled in China, if their stay in China is

extended.For practicalpurposes, however,Overseas Chinese Residents in Chinafor less than one year. UnderOld IIT,an

individualwho does not reside in China or an individual who
have been treated as aliens. resides in China for less than one year has been subject to tax

Foreign individualsmay enter Chinaand stay for a short peri- only on Chinese-sourceincome. An exceptionhas been pro-

od with a valid visa (multiple- or single-entry).A residence vided to this rule for an ndividual who is resident in China

permit u liu zheng) is generally issued to individuals who for an aggregate of ninety days or less during the year (the

ntend to stay in China for a longer period, such as personnel 90-day rule).24 Such persons are exempt from tax on any

employed by joint ventures, wholly foreign-ownedenterpris- compensationpaid by employers outside China for services

es, branches and representative offices of foreign compa- performedwithin China.25

nies.'8 A residence permit is generally valid for a year and

may be renewed. For the purposes of ]IRT, an individualhas The New liT does not contain the 90-day rule or the excep-

been considereddomiciled in China if the individual lives in tions to the one-yearrule in respectof foreign source income.

China and keeps his or her household registration in China.19 Based on past experienceand the Chinese style of legislation,

Ifdomicile is defined in the satne nannerunder the imple_ it is reasonable to expect that the implementing regulations

menting regulations for the New liT, Chinese citizens who for the New IIT will provide similar exceptions so that for-

live in China will be subject to tax on their worldwide eigners working for joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned

income. Foreigners will not likely be considered to be domi_ enterprises will continue to be taxed only on Chinese source

ciled in China if they have no householdregistrationwith the

Public Security Bureau.
-

17. See further, T.P. Chen, The Nationality Law of the People's Republic of

(2) Residence (ju zhu)
China and the Overseas Chinese in Hongkong, Macao and Southeast Asia, 5

NewYorkLaw SchoolJournalof InternationalandComparativeLaw (1984),at

281.
In addition to the imposition of tax liability on the basis of 18. Law of the People's Republic of China on Control of the Entry and Exit of

domicile, the New IIT follows the pattern used throughout Aliens, adopted at the 13th Session of the 6th National People's Congress and

the world of providing different tax treatment for non-resi- promulgatedon 22 November 1985, Arts. 6 and 14.

dents and residents. Individuals who reside in China for one
19. IIRT Regulations,Art. 2, supranote 4.

20. Old IIT Regulations, Art. 5(1), supra note 3. Temporary absences from

year or more may be taxed on their worldwide income. Non- China during the taxableyear were subtracted in calculating the period of stay in

residents,ndividualsresident in China for less than one year, China for purposes of the one-year or more residency provision. Prior to 1988,

are taxed only on Chinese source ncome (the one-year however, foreignerswith one-yearresidencepermitsor visas who left China and

rule).
returned during the effective period of their permits or visas (ncluding exten-

sions approved after entry) were considered residents of China for one full year

regardless of the amountof time actualy spent abroad. See Ministry of Finance

Although residence is undefined, the term has been nter- Notice (81) Cai Shui Zi No. 185 of 2 June 1981.

preted to mean physical stay for the purposes of the Old 21. Old IrT Law, Art. 1; Old IiT Regulations,Art. 2, supra note 3.

IIT. The period of residency is calculated by counting the 22. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 3, supra note 3.
was an

number of days of actual presence in China, regardless of
23. This exception contained in interpretive notice issued by the Min-

istry of Finance. See Ministry of Finance Notice Regarding the Exemption from

whether the period is consecutive or cumulative.2o Where a Reporting and Payment of Individual Income Tax for Income Gained Outside

taxpayer's stay in China straddled two taxation years, the China by Personnel of Foreign Nationality Working in China, (83) Cai Shui Zi

stay for each year is calculated separately.
No. 62 of 7 March 1983.
24. The 90-day rule is commonly modified where a tax treaty applies. In such

For the purposesof the Old IIT, various exceptions to the one
a case, if the employeris a non-residententerpriseand the taxpayer is not present
in China more than 183 days in a calendar year, his or her employment income

year rule have been provided by regulations. In effect, most is not taxable in China. This exception applies to Chinese-source wage and

foreigners staying in China for one year or more have been salary income earned during the stay in China. See, for example, Agreement

treated as non-residents and taxable only on Chinese source between the Governmentof the People'sRepublicof China and the Government

of the United Kingdomof Great Britain and Northern Ireland for the Reciprocal
income. Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with

to on on Art. 16;

Residents in China for one year or more: There have been
Respect Taxes Income and Capital Gains, signed 26 July 1984,
and Agreementbetween the Govemmentof the People's Republicof China and

two exceptions to the rule that individuals resident in China the Governmentof the United States of America for the Avoidance of Double

for one year or more are taxable on their worldwideincome.21 Taxation and the Prevention of Tax Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income,

The first exceptionapplies to an individualwho stay in China signed on 30 April 1984, Art. 14.
25. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 5(1), supra note 3. The 90-dayexemption relates

for one year or more, but not more than five years. Foreign- only to the taxability of remunerationpaid by non-residentemployers for work

source incomehas been taxableonly if the incomeis remitted performedin China, for example,work performedby employeesof foreigncom-

to China.22 The second exception23 has exempted foreign panies who provide technical services in China on the installation,assembly and

use of machinery and equipmentsold to China by their employers.The exemp-

source incomefrom tax regardlessofwhetherit is remitted to tion does not apply to individuals who are permanentlyemployed by joint ven-

China. This exemption applies whether the residency is for tures, and other enterprises in China.
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income. Otherwise, the shift in tax policy will conflict with C. Taxable income and tax ratesthe general policy of encouraging foreign investment.26
In computing taxable income, certain deductions are allowed
against each category of income.3 ' Statutory allowances are(3) Source rules
automatically provided for employment income, profession-

Chinese-sourceincomeearned by a foreigner is subject to tax al income, authors' royalties, rents and royalties, regardless
under Article 1 of the New IIT. The following items of of the amountof actual expenses. Related costs and expenses
income have been considered as gained or having their are deductible in computing income from business, manage-
source within China:27 ment fees and gains from property transfers. No deductions

income from work and compensation for services per-
can be made from other categories of income. Gifts made to-

educational and other public interest causes are deductible informed within China;
dividends and bonuses paid by companies in China; computing taxable income. It appears that this deduction is-

not limited to any specific source or category of income.remuneration for staff members sent to work abroad by
-

the Chinese govemmentor any enterprise; Each category of income is taxed at different rate schedules.
fees for the use of proprietary rights within China; wages management

- Income from and salary, fees and busi-
rent for the lease of property within China; and ness income are taxed at progressive rates.32 All other listed-

interest paid by the Chinese government and enterprises are at a rate percent.- categories of income taxed flat of 20
in China.

(1) Employment incomeChinese source income is considered to have been gained
in China, whetheractual payment is made in China or abroad. (a Income from wagesand salaries
The Chinese tax authorities take a broad view of the notion of Wages and salaries have been interpreted to includethe source of wages or salary. All wage and salary income wages, salaries, bonuses and year-end bonuses earned fromearned by an individual during the period of residence in work in offices, organizations,schools, enterprises,undertak-China is generally considered to be Chinese-sourceincome.28

ings and other entities.33 Although bonuses are includedHowever, a foreign individualwill not be taxed on a separate there is a specific exemption for prizes and awards for scien-salary paid for services outside China while workng long- tific, technologicaland cultural achievements.34term in China, if the employer can provide proof of the por-
tion of the overall salary attributable to the services outside Because wages and salaries are taxed on a monthly basis at
China.29 progressive rates, the inclusionof bonuses in the definitionof

wages and salariescould result in a year-end or other occa-Similar source rules are expected to be included in the imple- sional bonus being taxed more heavily than if the samementing regulations. amount had been paid evenly over the year. To avoid this
result, the tax authorities have permitted a form of income
averaging.35B. Categories of taxable income
(b Fringe benefitsand allowancesArticle 2 of the New IIT provides the following items of tax-

able income: There are no statutory rules on the taxation of benefits and
(1) Wages and salaries; allowances, except that wages and salaries do not include
(2) Business income earned by individual industral and allowances and subsidies received by taxpayers from their

commercial households;
(3) Managementfees from the contractedoperationor leas-

26. It is true that China's tax treaties that are based on the OECD Model Con-ing of enterprises and institutions; vention contain a standard tiebreaker rule to resolve the problem of dual resi-(4) Remuneration for independentpersonal services; dency. Under the tiebreakerrule, a foreign individual who stay in China for more

(5) Authors' royalties; than one year without taking up a permanent residence in China is probablycon-
sidered a resident of his or her home country. The tiebreaker rule will not bene-(6) Fees for the right to use propretaryrights (or royalties); fit individuals from Hong Kong or a country that has no treaty with China.

(7) Dividends, bonus dividends and interest; 27. Old IIT Regulations, Ar. 5, supra note 3.
28. Old liT Regulations, Art. 5, supra note 3; Ministry of Finance Notice (80)(8) Rental income; Cai Shui Zi No. 189 of 24 November 1980.

(9) Gains from the transfer of property; 29. Ministry of Finance Notice (86) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 034 of 18 February
1986.(10) Incidental income (or windfall gains); and 30. New IIT Law, Art. 4, supra note 1. Exempt income includes welfare bene-(11) Other kinds of income specified as taxable by the State fits, survivors' pensions and relief payments; insurance indemnities; salaries of

Council. diplomatic officials of foreign embassies and consulates in China; income
exempted from tax as stipulated in intemationalconventions to which China is aCertain types of income are exempt from tax.30 party or as stipulated in agreements it has signed; and incomeexempted from tax
with the approval of the Ministry of Finance.Compared to the Old IIT, tax base is broader under the New 31. New IIT Law, Art. 6, supra note 1.

IIT. Management or contractual fees, business income, 32. New LT Law, Art. 3, supra note 1.

authors' royalties, gains from property transfers and inciden-
33. Old IlT Regulations,Art. 4(1), supra note 3.
34. New IlT Law, Art. 4(1), supra note 1.tal income were not taxable under the Old IIT. 35. Ministry of Finance (81) Shui Wai Bian Zi No. 65 of 17 July 1981.
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employers if the allowances and subsidies are paid in accor- The New IIT ntroduces a welcome flexibility to the deduc-

dance with State regulations.36 tion system. Article 6 provides that individualsnot domiciled
in China who earn wages and salaries from Chinese sources

Over the years, the Chinese tax authorities have developed yuan.47
guidelines on the taxability of various fringe benefits and

are allowed a deduction in addition to the 800 The

amount of the additional deduction will depend on the aver-

allowancespaid to foreignersworking in China by their com-

panies for housing, meals, relocation, home leave, family age ncome levels, average living expenses and the fluctua-

education, hardship allowances and the like. Although not
tion of exchange rates. The scope of the deduction will be

entirely uniform and satisfactory, the administrative guide- specified by the State Council:8 Given the level of sophisti-
cation of tax administration in China, indexation of deduc-

lines have enabled companies to arrange remuneration tions for inflation and changes in the value of renminbi

packages for their employees working in China. For exam-
may

not be a feasible alternative. It has been suggested that the

ple, certain expenses paid directly by the employer, or paid amount of the special deduction for each month be lump-a

by the employee and reimbursed by the employer are nor-

mally not taxed to the employee.Such expenses include costs
sum of 2,500 yuan or more.49

of housing or accommodation,37 travelling costs to return

home on leave, relocation or moving costs, local transporta-
(d) Rates of tax

tion, housekeeping expenses and meals.38 Similarly, contri- Income from wages or salary is taxed at progressive rates

butions made by an employer to a pension plan, dental plan ranging from 5 to 45 percent.5 Monthly income is grouped
and insurance plan on behalf of an employee do not seem to into nine brackets. The New IIT's rates are much lower than

constitute a taxable benefit to the employee.39 those under the IIRT,5 l and higher than those under the Old

In contrast, where an employee receives a cash allowance

on a per diem or monthly basis, the allowance will normally 36. New IIT Law, Art. 6, supra note 1.

be treated as part of salary,40 For example, an overseas
37. So far as employer-provided housing allowances are concerned, the

employee must take the allowance into income but may deduct the actual

allowanceor family allowance is clearly taxable. Because no amount used for housing if he or she can demonstratethe same with receipts. See

deductions from wages and salaries are permitted under the Ministryof Finance Notice (88) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 21 of 20 January 1988.

Old IIT, other than a standard deduction, few employers pay
38. Thus, although the Chinese authorities draw a distinction between per-

taxable allowances to employees. The employer instead
sonal expenses and business expenses, they appear to take a very generous
view of what constitutes a business expense. The employer must submit

either pays such expenses directly or reimburses the employ- proof' that was verified by the local tax authorities.

ee for expenses actually incurred as supported by vouchers. 39. Where part of an employee'ssalary is used to buy stocks of the employer,
the employee is not taxed on this amount if the employer does not deduct the

The payment of income tax by an employer on behalf of an same as expenses. See State Tax Bureau Notice Guo Shui Han Fa (1990) No.

employee is also regarded as taxable remuneration. The 067 of 19 January 1990.
40. MinistryofFinanceNotice (84) CaiShui Wai Zi No. 017 of 18 January 1984.

employee is taxed on the grossed-upamount.41 41. Ministry of Finance Notice (86) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 034 of 18 February

The implementing regulations for the New IIT are expected
1986.
42. See Chen, Yongqian,A Discussionof the TreatmentofExpenses Incurred

to provide some claificationof the taxability of employment by Foreign Companies, 1 She Wai Shui Wu (International Taxation in China)

benefits and allowances. A greater range of benefits and (1990), at 16; Liu, Zuwu and Lin, Yongan, Audit Individual Income Tax

allowancesmay be considered taxable.42 Payable by Employees of Foreign Enterprises, 5 She Wai Shui Wu (Interna-
tionalTaxation In China) (1991), at 35. Chen argues that taxable income should

include all contributions made by an employer to pension plans, stock option

(c) Deductions plans, living allowances,severance pay and relocation fees.

43. New IIT Law, Art. 6(1),supranote 1. At present, the official rate is USS 1=

Tax on employmentincome is calculated on a monthly basis. 5.8 yuan, while the market rate is about USS 1= 8.8 yuan. The market rate refers

In calculating taxable income, a monthly deduction of 800 to the rate adopted at the currencyswap centres. The Chinese govemment faces

yuan (USS 140) is allowed.43The 800 yuan deductionis more
further pressures to devaluate its currency in order to be admitted to GAAT.

44. Wang, Xuanhu, Several Ideas on Reform the Individual Income Tax

generous to Chinese citizens than that under the IIRT. Law, 9 She Wai Shui Wu UnternationalTaxationn China) (1993), at 4-7; and

Guo Hongde, Reformof Individual IncomeTax Should Be Emphasized,3 She

When the Old IIT was introduced in 1980, the 800 yuan Wai Shui Wu (InternationalTaxation in China) (1991), at 3.

deduction appeared generous. Sinc then, costs of living in 45. SeeWang,supra note 44, at 5.

China, especially for foreigners,have increased considerably 46. See China Daily (Business Weekly),10October 1993, at 1.

and the value of the Chinese currency, renminbi, has fallen.
47. New I[T Law, Art. 6, supra note 1. Similardeductionsmay be allowed for

Chinese citizens deriving employment income from foreign countries.

The consumer price index has increased more than 120 per- 48. Although the New IIT allows the same statutory deduction to Chineseciti-

cent in the past decade, and renminbihas been devaluated for zens and foreigners, it is believed that it is realistic to allow higher deductions to

more than 250 percent.44 The combined effect of increased foreigners. See Xinhuan, Consumers Rights, Income Tax Laws Viewed,

living costs in China and creeping devaluation of renminbi
FBIS-CHI-93-204(25 October 1993), at 28-29.
49. Wang, supra note 44, at 7.

made the 800 yuan less attractive and caused a significant 50. New IIT Law, Art. 3(1), supra note 1.

source of foreign business complaints. For example, 800 51. The rate schedule for Beijing under the IIRT on wages and salaries was as

yuan was worth USS 548 in 1980, USS 216 in 1987, USS 170 follows:
Monthly Income (yuan) Rate (%)

in 1989 and USS 138 atthe end ofOctober 1993.45 Ithas been 401-500 20

indicated that China may soon abolish the official exchange 501 - 600 30

rate.46 If renminbi is further devaluated, foreigners may face 601-700 40

701 - 800 50

a significant ncrease in their tax burden in renminbi on US more than 800 60

dollar income. For further, see Li, supra note 4.
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IIT. Under the Old IIT, wages and salary have been taxed (2) Business income
under a six-bracket progressive schedule that also ranged
from 5 to 45 percent,52 but the rates were reduced by half in Business income is taxed on an annual basis at progressive
1987 in response to the complaints of foreign taxpayers pro- rates ranging from 5 to 35 percent,57 Related costs, expenses
voked by the increase in living costs and the devaluation of and losses are deductible in computing taxable income.
renminbi.53

52. Under the Old liT, the standard 800 yuan deduction was built into the rateAlthough the 50 percent rate reduction for foreigners will schedule through a zero bracket for monthly income under 800 yuan. The rate
cease to apply, higher rates under the New IIT do not neces- schedule was as follows:

sarily mean higher taxes. The widening and increasing of Monthly income (yuan) tax rate (%)
800 yuan or less, 0income brackets from six to nine under the New IIT means 801- 1,500 5that most foreigners will not be taxed at rates higher than 25 1,501 - 3,000 10

percent. For example, under the New IIT, 25 percent applies 3,001- 6,000 20
to a monthly salary of 40,800 yuan (USS 7,034), and the top 6,001- 9,000 30

9,001 - 12,Oe0 40rate of 45 percent is not reached unless the monthly salary more than 12,000 45
reaches 100,800 yuan (USS 17,380). Under the Old IIT, the 53. Interim Provisions of the State Council of the People's Republic of hina
top rate of 22.5 percent applied to a monthly salary of 12,001 Concerning the Reduction of Individual Income Tax on the Income from Wages
yuan (USS 2,069). Further, the additional deduction will and Salaries Derived by Foreign Personnel Working in China, issued on 8

August 1987. In 1987, Renminb was devaluated from USS 1 for 2.8 yuan to 3.7lower the tax burden on foreigners by the amount of deduc- yuan.
tion multiplied by the marginal tax rate.54 54. In view of the government policy on ensuring that the Chinese tax system

compares favourably to that in other countries in Asia and the world, it is rea-Depending on the amount of the additional deduction, many sonable to expect that the extent of the additional deduction will be such that the
foreignersmay in fact find their burden significantly reduced tax burden for foreigners under the old regime is maintainedunder the New liT.
under the New IIT Monthly tax payable under the Old IIT

See Qin, Panyi, Suggestions on the Reform of Our Country's Individual
Income Tax System, 7 She Wai Shui Wu (International Taxation in China)and the New IIT is compared in the table below. (1993), at 15.
55. Under the New BT, the amount of tax payable is 29,305 yuan, which is cal-

Table: Monthly tax liability under the Old IIT (with the 50% culated as follows:

reduction in rates) and New IIT under the assumption Leve/Monthlyincome brackets Rate Tax payable
(after deducting800yuan)that (a) the 800 yuan standard deduction is allowed; (b) 1 up to 500 yuan 5% 25an additional 2,500 yuan is deductible; and (c) an addi- 2 501- 2,000 yuan I 0% 150tional 5,000 yuan is deductible 3 2,001- 5,000 yuan 15% 450

4 5,001-20,000yuan 20% 3,000
Monthly Salary Old liT New liT New IIT New IIT 5 20,001--40,000yuan 25% 5,000
(yuan) (2,500yuan (5,000yuan

6 40,001-60,000yuan 30% 6,000
7 60,001-80,000yuan 35% 7,000deduction) deduction) 8 80,001-99,200yuan 40% 7,680

100,000 21,424 29,305 28,305 27,305 total 29,305
56. Under the Old [IT, the monthly tax payable is 21,242 yuan:50,000 10,010 11,384 10,574 9,884 Level Monthlybrackets Rate Tax payable FCDA*30,000 5,492 5,925 5,300 4,675 1 801- 1,500 yuan 5% 35 4010,000 1,042 1,465 965 465 2 1,501- 3,000 yuan 10% 150 115

3 3,001- 6,000 yuan 20% 600 415
4 6,001- 9,000 yuan 30% 900 1,015On the assumption that no additionaldeductions are allowed, 5 9,001- 12,000 yuan 40% I,200 1,915a foreign executive with a monthly salary of 100,000 yuan 6 12,001-100,000yuan 45% 39,600 2,515(USS 17,241) will pay about 29,305 yuan55 (USS 5,052) in total 42,485
* FCDA refers to fast-calculatingdeduction amount. Amonthly tax under the New IIT as opposed to 21,242 yuan simpler of calculating payable is that payable is theway tax tax(USS 3,662).56 If the executive earns a monthly salary of amount of monthly salary multiplied by the marginal rate deduct50,000 yuan (USS 8,620), monthly tax payable under the (FCDA). Tax payable = (100,000 x 45%) - 2,515= 42,485.

New IIT is 11,484 yuan (USS 1,963) as opposed to 10,010 By virtue of the 50% rate reduction in 1987, the amount of tax payable is 21,242
The effective is 21.2%.yuan (USS 1,726) under the Old IlT. For a less well paid yuan. rate

57. New IiT Law, Art. 3(2), supra note I. Tax rates under the Householdemployee with a monthly salary of 30,000 yuan (USS 5,172), IncomeTax were as follows:
the monthly tax payable is 5,925 yuan (USS 1,021) under the AnnualIncome (yuan) Rate (%)
New IIT as opposed to 5,492 yuan (USS 947) under the Old 1,000 or less 7

1,OOI - 2,000 1 5IIT
2,001- 4,000 25

-The ultimate effect of the New IIT on foreigners will depend
4,001 6,000 30
6,001 - 8,000 35

on the extent of the additionaldeductions.For example, if the 8,001- 12,000 40
additional monthly deduction is 2,500 yuan (USS 431), a tax- 12,001 - 18,000 45

payer earning a monthly salary of 30,000 yuan (USS 5,172) 18,001 - 24,000 50
24,001 - 30,000 55will pay 5,300 yuan (USS 914). This amount is 192 yuan more than 30,000 60

(USS 33) less than the 5,492 yuan (USS 947) payable under In addition, a surtaxof from 10 t0 40% was imposedon taxable income in excess
the Old IIT. If the additional deduction is 5,000 yuan

of 50,000 yuan a year, the exact amount of which is determined by local gov-
(USS 862), the amount of. tax payable is reduced further to

ernments. Since most households operate on a fairly small scale, with the num-
ber of workers being limited to seven, the surtax was only applicable to a very4,675 yuan (USS 822). few enterprises.
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Foreigners are unlikely to earn business income for the pur- It may be more advantageous for an individual to have his or

poses of the New IIT Business income seems to refer to her eamings treated as wages or salary, rather than as remu-

income derived by individual industrial and commercial neration for personal services, if the effective tax rate for

householdsthat has been taxed under the Household Income wage or salary is lower than 20 percent. The additional

Tax. The term individual industrial and commercial house- deductionfor living costs for foreigners is applicableonly for

holds normally refers to Chinese individuaisor families that income from employment. On the other hand, the 20 percent
are permitted to carry on private businesses in China.58 For- deduction for professional income may be more generous

eign individualsdoing business in China are governed by the than deductions for employment income. An individual who

Equity Joint Venture Law,59 CooperativeJoint Venture Law6o receives personal service income from a variety of sources

or Wholly Foreign-OwnedEnterprise Law.61 Income earned may benefit from self-employedstatus by being able to claim

by a joint venture or a wholly foreign-owned enterprise is more than one set of deductions.70

taxed at a combined national and local rate of 33 percent
under the Income Tax Law Conceming Foreign-Investment (5) Authors' royalties
Enterprises and Foreign Enterprises (the ForeignEnterprise
Income Tax).62 Various tax holidays are provided under the Income from publications, translation or editing is taxed at

Foreign Enterprise Income Tax, such as rate reductions in the flat rate of 20 percent. Where a treaty applies, the rate is

special economic zones and other special areas, tax exemp- normally reduced to 10 percent.
tions and reductions for enterprises engaged in production
activities, enterprises with advanced technology, and export-
oriented enterprises.63 58. Provisional Regulations Concerning the Administration of Urban and

Rural Individual Industrial and Commercial Households, promulgated by the

(3) Managementor contractual fees
State Council on 5 August 1987.
59. Individuals are allowed to fom equity joint ventures with Chinese enter-

Fees from contractual operation or leasing of enterprises are
prses under the Law of the People's Republic of China Conceming Chinese-

Foreign Joint Ventures,adopted by the 2nd Session of the 5th National People's
taxed on an annual basis net of relevant expenses. The pro- Congress on 1 July 1979, promulgatedon 8 July 1979, and amended at the 3rd

gressive rates of 5 to 35 percent applicable to business Session of the Seventh National People's Congress on 4 Aprl 1990; and Regu-

income also apply to management fees. The top rate applies lations for the Implementation of the Law of the People's Republic of China

to annual taxable income in excess of 50,000 yuan.
Concerning Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures, promulgatedby the State Council

on 20 September 1983, and revised by the State Council to conform with the

It is advantageous for an individual to have his or her remu-
1990 amendment to the law.
60. Foreign individuals may also invest in China in the form of cooperative

neration treated as managementor contractual fees taxable at joint ventures under the Law of the People's Republic of China on Chinese-for-

the top rate of 35 percent rather than as salary taxable at the eign Cooperative Enterprises, adopted by the Ist Session of the 7th National

top rate of 45 percent. Moreover, deductions are more readily People's Congress on 13 April 1988.
61. It is possible for a foreign individual to carry on business in China in the

available in respect of managementfees than salary income. form of partnerships,companies or proprietorships in accordance with the Law

of the People's RepublicofChina on ForeignOwnedEnterprises,adoptedby the

(4) Professional income
4th Session of the 6th National People's Congress on 12 April 1986 and pro-

mulgated on the same date; and Detailed Regulations for the Implementationof

Income from remunerationfor personal services is taxable the Law of the People's Republic of China on Foreign Owned Enterprises,pro-
on

at a flat rate of 20 percent.64 It is crucial to distinguish such
mulgated by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade 12

December 1990.

income from employment income and from business income 62. Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning Foreign

or management fees. Personal services normally refers to Investment Enterprises and Foreign Enterprises, adopted by the 4th Session of

independent personal services, such as designing, installa-
the 7th National People's Congress on 9 April 1991, and promulgated on the

same date (hereafterFIT Law); Detailed Regulations for the Implementation
tion, law practice, accounting, consulting, artistic pefor- of the Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Conceming Foreign

mance and sports.65 InvestmentEnterprisesand Foreign Enterprises,promulgatedby the State Coun-

cil on 30 June 1991 (hereafterFIT Regulations).For a discussion of this tax,

Expenses are not deductible in calculating income, but statu- see Stephen Nelson, New Unified Tax Law Goveming Foreign Investment

tory deductions are allowed. The deduction is 800 yuan if Enterprises and Foreign Companies, Tax Notes International (June 1991), at

the amount in a single payment is 4,000yuan or less; for sin-
605; and Jinyan Li, The Implementing Regulations for the New Consolidated

Income Tax on Foreign Investment,46 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Docu-

gle payments of more than 4,000 yuan the deduction is 20 mentation(April 1992),at 170.

percent of the payment.66 For the purposes of the Old IIT 63. FIT Law, Arts. 6-9, and FIT Regulations,Arts. 68-82, supra note 62.

income received in a single payment has been interpreted 64. Where a tax treaty applies, professional income will generally only be

taxed if the recipient is present in China for more than 183 days in aggregate in

to mean income from a lump-sumpayment or income earned a calendar year or has a fixed base available in China. Special exemptions are

from performing a single piece of work. Payments of a con- provided in the case of athletes and entertainers.

tinung nature relating to the same item of incomethat cannot 65. Personal services were previouslydefined to include designing, instal-

be divided into separatepaymentsmay be aggregated as to all lation, drafting, medical practice, law practice, accounting,consulting, lecturing,
news reporting, broadcasting, free-lance writing, translating, calligraphy and

such payments received within a month and counted as a sin- painting, sculpture, films, drama and opera, music, dancing, acrobatics, ballad

gle payment.67 Splitting payments into amounts of less than singing and comic talk, sports, technical services and other personal services.

800 yuan may be prohibited.68
See Old IIT Regulations, Art. 4(2), supra note 3.

66. New IIT Law, Art. 6(4), supra note 1.

Professional income is taxed at a flat rate of 20 percent.69 67. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 12, supra note 3.

68. /d.

Where a particularpayment is abnormallyhigh, additional 69. New IIT Law, Art. 3(4), supra note 1.

tax may be imposed. 70. Id.
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As in the case of professional income, statutory deductions (9) Incidental income and other income
are allowed in computing taxable income. Where each pay- Incidental income refer to income from isolated trans-ment is 4000 yuan or less, 800 yuan is deductible;where each may

actions, such as gains from speculating in the stock or realpayment is more than 4,000 yuan, 20 percent of the payment estate market, gains from windfalls.is deductible. or

Also taxable is other income specified as taxable by the
State Council. This provision is typical of Chinese legisla-(6) Rents and royalties
tive drafting style. The tax authorities are given a leeway to

Income from the lease of property7 and fees for the right to add new categoriesof income as required in the future.87
use proprietary rights (or royalties) are also taxed at the flat
rate of 20 percent,72 and the deduction system is the same as D. Withholdingthat applicable to professional income.73 No deduction is

Taxes generally withheld by of income and remit-are payersallowed for related costs and expenses.74 Where rents and
ted to the government within seven days of the followingroyalties are paid to non-residents, tax is generally withheld
month,88 Returns must be filed by withholding agents.89 A 2by the payer on the gross amount.75

service fee is payable withholding agents.9o Taxespercent to
on business income and management fees are levied on an(7) Interest and dividends annual basis and paid in monthly instalments.91
Taxes withheld seems to represent the final tax liability of theInterest and dividend income is taxed at a flat rate of 20 per-

cent,76 on the full amount received.77 There is no deduction income-eamers. Taxpayers are not required to file returns
for carrying charges and other costs of earning such income. with respect to income from which tax has been withheld.

Since the establishment of securities exchange in Shanghai IV. CONCLUSIONSand Shenzhen in 1990,78 there has been a rapid increase in
foreign nvestrnent in bonds and shares of Chinese compa- The New HT has made sorne positive changes to the Chinese
nies denominated in a foreign currency. Some Chinese com- ndividual income tax system. It is more equitable than the
panies have recently issued shares at stock exchanges in previous one, but problems remain.
Hong Kong, New York, Toronto and other cities.

71. Income from the lease of property was previously defined to includeCertain types of interest and dividends are specifically income from leasing buildings, machinery and equipment, motorized vehicles
exempt from tax. Interest on savings deposits, governnent and boats and ships, and other movable and immovable properly. See Old I]T
bonds and financial bonds issued by the State is not taxed.79 Regulations, Art. 4(5), supra note 3; IiRT Regulations,Art. 4(4), supra note 4.

72. New llT Law, Art. 3(5), supra note 1. This rate is normally reduced underInterest on bonds issued by the Bank of China in a foreign tax treaties.
currency s also exempt from tax.8o Dividends from joint ven- 73. New Irr Law, Art. 6(4), supra note 1.
tures established under the Joint Venture Law have been 74. In practice, the Chinese tax authorities may allow deductions for property
exempt from tax.8' It has been reported that non-resident taxes, maintenanceand repair costs. See State Tax Bureau Notice Guo Shui Han

Fa (1990) No. 1236 of 10 October 1990.aliens who purchased shares of Chinese companies through 75. Old Iit Regulations, Art. 1 1, supra note 3.the Hong Kong stock exchange have been exempt from the 76. New liT Law, Art 3(5), supra note 1. Tax treaties normaily reduce the rate
20 percent withholding tax under the Old IIT.82 Similar to 10 or 15%.

77. New IIT Law, Art. 6(6), supra note 1.exemptions on dividends are expected to be included in the 78. In October 1993, a third securities exchange was established in the city ofimplementingregulations to the New IIT. Yichang, Hubei Province.
79. New IIT Law, Art. 4(2), supra note 1.
80. State Tax Bureau Notice Guo Shui Han Fa (1991) No. 814 of 13 June(8) Gains from property transfers 1991.
81. See Old IIT Regulations,Art. 5(2), supra note 3. Dividends paid by a jointGains from the transferof property were not specified as tax- venture or wholly foreign-owned enterpse are exempted from tax under the

able under the Old IIT. The administrativeposition of the tax Foreign Enterprise Income Tax. FIT Law, Art. 19(1), supra note 62.
82. South China Sunday MorningPost (China Business Review), 26 Septem-authorities has been to tax certain capital gains as other ber 1993, at 1. Tsingdao Brewery, ShanghaiPet'o-Chemical,Guangzhou Ship-income. For example, a gain realized on the disposal by a yard and Beiren Printing have all listed shares in Hong Kong Maanshan Ironshareholderof an interest in an equity joint venture is regard- and Steel Company and Kunming Machine Tool Plant are expected to do the

ed as taxable income,83 same.

83. Ministry of Finance Notice (87) Cai Shui Wai Zi No. 033 of 22 February1987.Property is undefned,84 It will probably include only capi- 84. For the purposes of the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law, property istal property, such as buildings, land-use rights, shares and defined to include buildings, structures, facilities ancillary to such buildingsand
bonds. The Chinese Constitution prohibits the transfer of structures and land use rights. See FII Regulations, Art. 61, supra note 62.

85. New IIT Law, Art. 6(5), supra note 1.land which is owned by the State or collectives, but land-use 86. New IIT Law, Art. 3(5), supra note 1.right can be transferred. 87. For example, while capital gains were not a specified category of income
under the Old IIl', the tax authorities declared that certain capital gains are tax-Gains or income from property transfers refers to the able as other income. See note 83 supra and accompanyingtext.

proceeds from the transfer of property in excess of the origi- 88. New IIT Law, Arts. 8 and 9, supra note 1.
nal cost of the property and reasonable expenses,85 Taxable

89. New IIT Law, Art. 9, supra note 1.
90. New IiT Law, Art. 11, supra note 1.gains are taxed at a flat rate of 20 percent.86 91. New lIT Law, Art. 8, supra note 1.
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A. Equity IncomeBrackets (yuan) Rate Tax Payable (yuan)

With respect to vertical equity, the New IIT is very progres- UP to 5,000 5% 250

sive, despite the lowering of effective tax rates for business 5,001-10,000 10% 500

income earners and the majority of Chinese citizens.92 Indi- 10,001 - 30,000 20% 4000

30,001 -36,000 30% 1800
viduals who earn a taxable monthly salary of more than total 6550

100,000 yuan will be taxed at the marginal rate of 45 percent,
whereas individuals who earn a taxable monthly salary of (d) D's annual tax payable is 7,200 yuan (that is, 20 percent

500 yuan or less will be taxed at the rate of 5 percent. By of the 5,000 yuan multiplied by 12).
virtue of the monthly exemptionof 800 yuan, the majorityof The tax liability of A, B, C and D on the monthly eaming
Chinese citizens who work for government-ownedenterpris- of 5,000.yuan attracts different tax liabilities under the

es or institutionswill be exempt from the tax. New IIT.

Horizonal equity in the tax system will be enhanced as a

result of the consolidation of the Old IIT, IIRT and House- B. Sirrplicity
hold Income Tax and the broadeningof tax base by including
capital gains, authors' royalties, management fees and inci- Simplicity in tax compliance and collection is crucial to the

Chinese individual income tax system. Given the present
dental ncome. Individualswith similarability to pay tax will

be taxed similarly under the New IIT.
level of sophistication in tax administration in China, with-

holding of tax by payers is the only effective way to collect

One inequity that remains under the New IIT is the schedular tax. The New IIT almost relies totally on withholding for tax

system of taxation. This schedular system is nequitable collection. Once tax is withheld, it does not require the filing
because it imposes different tax liabilities on taxpayers who of tax returns. In order to simplify compliance by withhold-

may have the same ability to pay tax. Individuals who earn ing agents, the New IIT has adopted a schedular system of

wages and salaries are taxed on a monthly basis at progres- taxation,Tax liability is determined for each type of ncome.

sive rates ranging from 5 to 45 percent on income in excess Statutory deductions against each specified type of income

of 800 yuan. Individuals earning business income are taxed are allowed so that a payer can easily determine the amount

on an annual basis at progressive rates ranging from 5 to 35 of taxable ncome. Tax rates are also designed for each cate-

percenton ncome aftera deductionofall expenses,costs and gory of income.

losses. Individuals who earn personal service income are

taxed on a per payment basis at a flat rate of 20 percent on C. Certainty
income after a statutory deduction of 800 yuan or 20 percent
of each payment. Investors who earn nterest or dividend The New IIT contains mostly general statementsofprinciple.
ncome are taxed at 20 percent of the gross amount. Like its predecessors, it lacks certainty and clarity, and pro-

vides no detailed rules on important issues, such as the deter-
To illustrate, assume that Taxpayer A earns a monthly salary mination of domicile residency. It contains transi-
of 5,000 yuan, TaxpayerB earns 5,000 yuan per month from

or no

tional rules and provides little guidance on its interpretation.
his private law practice, Taxpayer C earns 5,000 yuan gross It is hoped that the forthcoming mplementing regulations
income every month from his private retail business, and

will provide clarification.
Taxpayer D earns 5,000 yuan interest income every month.

some

The annual tax liability of each individual is as follows:
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LAW OF THE

(a) A's monthly taxable income is 4,200 yuan (5,000 yuan PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
less the statutorydeductionof 800 yuan). A's monthly tax

payable is 504 yuan, calculatedas follows: (Adopted by the Fourth Session of the Standing
Committeeof the Eighth National People's Congress on

IncomeBrackets (yuan) Rate Tax payable(yuan) 31 October 1993 and promulgated on the same date)

up to 500 5% . 25 Translated
501 - 2,000 10% 149

byJinyan Li

2,001 - 4,200 15% 330 Article 1.

total 504 Individualswith a domicile in Chinaor those withouta domi-

A's annual tax payable is6,048 yuan (that is, 504 yuan cile in China but who reside in China for one full year shall

multipliedby 12). be liable to individual ncome tax on their income gained

(b) B's monthly taxable income is 4,000 yuan (5,000 yuan
from inside and outside China in accordance with the provi-

less the statutorydeductionof 20 percentof5,000 yuan). sions of this Law.

B's monthly tax payable is 800 yuan (that is, 4,000 yuan Individualswho do not have a domicile in China nor reside in

multiplied by 20 percent). B's annual tax payable s China, or ndividualswithout a domicile in China who do not

9,600 yuan (800 yuan multipliedby 12). reside in China for more than one full year, shall be liable to

(c) C's annual taxable ncome is 36,000 yuan [(5000 yuan
less 2,000 yuan) multiplied by 12] if we assume that he

92. Under the IIRT, for example, the 60% monthly incometax rate was on

deducts 2,000 yuan every month as expenses. C's annual exceeding 800 yuan. Under the nw law, 800 yuan is taxed at 5%. See supra

tax payable is 6,550 yuan, calculatedas follows: notes 51 and 52.
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individual income tax on income gained within China in 4. Welfare benefits, pensions for the disabled and for sur-accordancewith the provisionsof this Law. vivors and relief payments;
5. Insurance proceeds;Article2. 6. Decommission or demobilization pay for military per-

sonnel;The following categories of income are subject to individual
7. Settling-in allowances, quit-working fees, retirementincome tax:

fees, leaving-officewages, or living allowancesreceived1. Income from wages and salaries;
by leaving-officecadres;2. Income from production or business operations of indi-

8. Income received by diplomatic officials and othervidual industrial and commercial households; per-
sonnel of foreign embassies and consulates in China that3. Income from fees from contractedoperation or leasing of

enterprises and nstitutions; are exempted from tax according to relevant Chinese
laws and regulations;4. Income from remunerationfor personal services; 9. Income that is exempted under internationalconventions5. Income from authors' royalties;
to which China is a party;6. Income from fees for the use of propretary rights; 10. Income exempted from tax with the approval of the rele-7. Income from interest, dividend and bonus dividend; vant finance departmentof the State Council.8. Income from the lease of property;

9. Income from the transfer of property; Article 5.10. Incidental income (or windfall gains);
11. Other income that shall be determined to be taxable by Individual income tax may be reduced in one of the followingthe finance departmentsof the State Council. situationsupon approval:

1. Individualswho are disabled, old-aged nd have no fam-
Article3. ily, or membersof the revolutionarymartyrs' families;

2. Individuals who have suffered losses caused by seriousIndividual income tax rates:
natural disasters; or1. Income from wages and salaries shall be taxed at pro- 3. Other tax reductions approved by the State Council'sgressive rates ranging from 5% to 45% (see the append- financial department.ed Table I);

2. Income from business or production operations of indi-
Article6.vidual industrial and commercial households, and fees

from contracted operation or leasing of enterprises and Computationof taxable income:
institutions shall be taxed at progressive rates ranging 1. For income from wages and salaries, taxable incomefrom 5% to 35% (see the appended Table II); shall be the total amountof monthly income after deduc-3. Authors' royalties shall be taxed at a flat rate of 20% and tion of 800 yuan;the amount of tax levied shall be reduced by 30% of the 2. For income from production or business operations oftax payable; ndividual industrial and commercialhouseholds, taxable4. Income from remuneration for personal services shall be ncome shall be the total annual ncome after deductiontaxed at a flat rate of 20%. If any one payment of remu- of costs, expenses and losses;neration for personal services is abnormallyhigh, it may 3. For fees from contracted operation or leasing of enter-be taxed at a higher rate. Specific measures shall be stip- prises and institutions, taxable income shall be the totalulated by the State Council; annual income aftr deductionof necessary expenses;5. Income from fees for the use of proprietary rights, inter- 4. For income from remuneration for personal services,est, dividend and bonus dividend income, income from authors' royalties, fees for the right to use proprietarythe lease of property, income from the transferofproper- rights, or from the lease of property, taxable income shallty, incidental income, and other income shall be taxed at be the amount of income after the deductionof 800 yuana flat rate of 20%. where a single payment does not exceed 4,000 yuan, or

the deductionof 20 per cent of the amount where the sin-Article4. gle payment is 4,000 yuan or more.

5. For ncome from the transferofproperty, taxable incomeThe following categories of income shall be exempt from
shall be the of proceeds of disposition after theamountindividual income tax:
deduction of the original cost of the property and necs-1. Awards for achievementgranted by a provincial govern-

ment, ministry or commission of the State Council, Chi- sary expenses.
6. For interest, dividends, bonus dividends, incidentalnese People's LiberationArmy, a foreign or international

income and other income, taxable income shall be theorganization in such areas as science, education, technol-
of received.ogy, culture, health, sports and environmentalprotection; amount each payment

2. Interest from deposit accounts, government bonds and In computing taxable income, an individual may deduct thefinancial bonds issued by the State; amount of gift made for the purposes of education or other3. Subsidies and allowances paid according to the regula- public benefits in accordancewith relevant regulationsof thetions of the State; State Council.
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For a taxpayer without a domicile in China who earns wages to the State treasury and submit a tax return to the tax author-

and salaries from China or a taxpayer with a domicile in ities within 30 days of the end of each year.

China who earns wages and salaries from outside China,
additional expenses may be deducted based on the average Article 10.

income level, costsof living and foreign exchange rates. The Income shall be computed in terms of Renminbi. Income in

scope of the additionaldeductions shall be determinedby the foreign currency shall be assessed according to the exchange
State Council. rate quoted by the State General Administrationof Foreign

Exchange Control, and shall be taxed in Renminbi.
Article7.

A taxpayershall be allowed to deduct from the amountof tax Article 11.

payable the amount of individual ncome tax paid outside A service fee of 2% of the tax amount withheld shall be paid
China on the ncome derived from sources outside China. to the withholdingagents.
The amount deducted, however, may not exceed the amount

of tax payable computed on the income derived from sources Article 12.
outside China in accordancewith the provisionsof this Law.

The administration and collection of individual income tax

Article8. shall be governed by the provisions under the Law of the

People's Republic of China Concerning Tax Administration
For individual income tax, the incomeearnershall be the tax- and Collection.
payer and paying unit or individual shall be the withholding
agent. Taxpayers that eam wages and salaries from two or Article 13.
more sources or have no withholding agent must personally
report and pay tax.

Detailed rules and regulations for the implementationof this

Law shall be formulatedby the State Council.

Article9. Article 14.
Taxes withheldeach mnth by a withholdingagent and those

to be paid each month by taxpayerswh fle personal returns This Law shall come into force from the date of its promul-
shall be remitted to the State treasury and the tax return sub- gation.
mitted to the tax authorities within the first seven days of the

followingmonth. Appendices:
Taxes on wages and salaries shall be levied monthly. Taxes

withheld by a withholding agent or those to be paid by tax-
Table I: Individual IncomeTax RatesApplicableto Wagesand

Salaries
payers who file personal returns shall be remitted to the State

treasury and the tax return submitted to the tax authorities Leve/ Monthy taxable income (yuan) Tax rate (86)

within the frst seven days of the following month. Taxes on 1 500 or less 5

wages and salaries derived from certain industries may be 2 501 - 2,000 10

levied on an annual basis and paid by monthly instalments in 3 2,001 - 5,000 15

accordance with measures to be formulated by the State 4 5,001- 20,000 20
5 20,001- 40,000 25

Council. 6 40,001- 60,000 30

Taxes on income from productionand business operations of 7 60,001- 80,000 35

individual industrial and commercial households shall be 8 80,001 - 100,000 40

levied on an annual basis and paid in monthly instalments.
9 more than 100,000 45

Such provisional payments shall be made within seven days (Note: Monthly taxable income is the amount net of the

of the following month. The final settlement shall be made 800 yuan deduction under Article 6 and any additional

within three months after the end of each year. Excess pay- deductions)
ments shall be refunded to the taxpayer or deficienciesmade

good by the taxpayer. Table Il: Individual Income Tax Rates Applicable to Income from
Business and Production of Individual Industrial and

Taxes on fees from contracted operation or leasing of enter- Commercial Households and Fees from Contracted

prises and institutions shall be levied on an annual basis and Operation and Leasing Enterprises and Institutions

paid to the State treasury within 30 days after the end of each

year. A tax return shall be submitted to the tax authorities Levei Annua/ Taxable Income (yuan) Tax rate (%)

within the same period. Where fees are received in several 1 5,000 or less 5

paymentsduring the year, provisionalpayment shall be made 2 5,001 - 10,000 10

by the taxpayer within seven days of the following month. 3 10,001 - 30,000 20

The final settlement shall be made within three months after 4 30,001 - 50,000 30

5 more than 50,000 35
the end of each year. Excess payments shall be refunded to

the taxpayeror deficienciesmade good by the taxpayer. Tax- (Note: Annual taxable income is income after the deduc-

payers who earn income outside China shall pay the tax due tion of costs, expenses andlosses under Article 6.)
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INTERNATIONAL:

MODERNIZATIONOF TAX ADMINISTRATIONS:
REVENUE BOARDS AND PRIVATIZATIONAS INSTRUMENTSFOR CHANGE1

Glenn R Jenkins
International Tax Program, Harvard Institute for International Development

I. INTRODUCTION:THE ROLE OF A MODERN enue. For example, greater reliance is being placed on indi-
TAX ADMINISTRATION rect taxes such as the value added tax, while less use is being

made of commodity specific export and import taxes. Unde-
We are now witnessing the implementationof a new concept niably, this new emphasis on taxes that work has shifted the
regarding the role of the public administration in a democrat- focus of reform toward the tax administration.4The experi-
ic society. The two principles that best embody this new

ence of countries that have fundamentally changed their tax

approach are: (i) the public administration is an entity whose and trade policies demonstrate that, if these economic
reforms are to be successful, there is clearly a need for rapidmain function is to render services to its citizens. This view

abandons the thinking that deemed the public administration administrative reform.5 It is now widely acknowledged that
as an organization vested with vast powers and privileges tax law or tax policy is only as good as its administration. In
which could act irrespective of the needs and interests of the tax reform there is a strict and clear interrelationshipbetween
public; (ii) the public administration is a series of differenti- good tax policy and tax administration.6 Simply, good tax
ated functions which have different organizationalneeds and policy cannot exist without good tax administration. When-
working methods. This requires that we abandon the 19th ever actuai practice differs from legislative intent, tax admin-
century view that the public administration is a set ofmore or

strators are making tax policy and this may distort the
less homogeneous functions where the generalist can move

intendedeconomicand trade policies and revenue yields. Tax
easily between functions or departments. As an example of administratorsdo this by the allocation of the tax burden on

different sectors of the economy, and by altering the requiredthe trend towards skill-based professionalism, modern tax
administration has become more like a financial services compliancecosts incurred by the taxpayer.7 The tax adminis-
organization than, say, a public entity in charge of promoting trators can easily and directly affect tax policies through the
culture.2 assignmentand allocationof resources to some taxes and not

to others. It has been said that without a constant reorgani-Within a more general frameworkof government reform, the zation of fiscal administration,without a daily improvementtax administration is a crucial element in enhancing the legit- of management methods, it will be very difficult for tax
imacy of the political group in power. It should promote and reform to be constructive and feasible.
provide a uniform application of the tax laws. It must, at the
very least, provide an impression of a uniform applicationof
the law if the political legitimacy of the government is to be
enhanced.

I. The assistance of Ronald E. Evans of the Intemational Tax Program, Har-
vard University, in the preparation of this paper is greatly appreciated. We alsoThe proposed model for the administrationof taxes is based wish to thank for the collaboration and comments provided by Carlos Silvani,on the idea that the tax administration must collect the rev- James Owens, Jaime Vasquez, Louisa Rains, Edison Gnazzo, Seth Terkper and

enue as specified in the law with a high degree of integrity, Clive Nicholas. The comments and suggestionsof the participants at the Annu-
al Conferenceof the Center for Inter-AmericanTax Administration, in Santiago,while renderingbetter service to the citizen. In other words, it Chile, April 1993 has served to greatly improve subsequentdrafts of this paper.must consider not just administrative costs but also compli- 2. Diaz Yubero, Fernando,La Agencia Estatal de AdministracionTributaria

ance costs. To achieve such objectives, we need to apply the (The Official Tax Administration Agency), Revista de AdministracionTribu-
taria (Tax AdministrationReview), Spain (March 1992), No. 10.principles and methodsofmodem managementto assist us in 3. Id.the delivery of these administrativeservices.3 4. See Mansfield, Charles, Tax Reform in Developing Countries: The
AdministrativeDimension,44 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal DocumentationThis perspective of the role of the public sector goes hand in (March 1990), at 137.

hand with the new found popularityof tax reform, which aris- 5. Jenkins, Glenn P., Economic Reform and Institutional Innovation,46
es out of a need of securing adequate and stable financial Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(December 1992), at 588-596.

6. Gnazzo, Edison, Functional and Financial Autonomy of the Tax Admin-resources to deliver public services. Tax reform in develop- istration, paper submitted to the Meeting of ExecutiveSecretariesof Tax Orga-ing countries has mainly centered on two objectives: (1) nizations (CESTO), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (20-24 April 1992).
restructuring tax systems toward more efficient taxes that do 7. See Mansfield,supra note 4.

not distort market forces and (2) choosing taxes that work,
8. Fuentes Quintana, cited in The Orgarization of Tax Administrations in
the CIAT MembersCountries,CIAT Review in 1985-1986,Technical Publica-that is, taxes that are administratively feasible and raise rev- tion of the Inter-AmericanCenter of Tax Administrators.
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Il. TRENDS IN TAX ADMINISTRATION ing changes. The altemativeof setting up revenue authorities

REFORM has not always been successful. Often they have not been

able to establish their intended independence,or to obtain the

A. Autonomyof the tax administration financial resources to operate effectively. In some countries,

frequent transfer of staff to other units of the service disrupts
A serious impediment to change in the tax administrationof operations and adversely affects specialization.
many countries is that revenue institutionshave traditionally
been part of the general civil service. In many countries this

has resulted in salaries that are too low to recruit and retain B. Professionalism in tax administration

the quality of skills needed for the efficient operation of a The availability and retention of trained human resources is

revenue system. Furthermore,hiring practices becomepart of by far the most important factor in determining the efficiency
the political patronage system where the main remuneration of the tax administration.We need to recognize that the qual-
of an employee arises from the person's ability to extract ity and honesty of a tax administration official is largely
compensation for favours given, or is based on the person's determinedby the environmentwithin which the human ele-

ability to use informationobtained while working in the pub- ment is placed.t
lic sector to his private profit either immediately or later.

There are few places in the public sector where there are Professionalism in tax administration encompasses several

greater opportunities for these kinds of remuneration than in things: (a) an adequate remuneration for professional tax

the tax administrations. In such a situation the tax adminis- administratorstaking into account the responsibilitiesof their

tration will be perceived as being inefficient, incompetent jobs. Tax administrators should have ncentives for promo-

and corrupt. When this occurs there is a tendency to let the tion and remunerationbased on their performanceand capa-

salaries of the tax officials slide even further behind those of city; (b) there is a need for a job classification system that

their private sector counterparts. This often occurs with the clearly defines the responsibilities of each position; (c)

full knowledgeof governmentofficials. Hence, the system of employmentstability is needed to ensure that people stay in a

nformal payments becomes institutionalizedin order for the position long enough to justify adequate training so that they

tax administration to be able to survive. But the revenue loss are able to deliver a high quality service. This usually

to the government and the compliance cost to business from requires that offcials should enjoy working conditions free

such nformal payment schemes are huge. The public's per- of political interference and pressures, (d) for recrutment,

ception of a tax administration's integrity, efficiency and minimum requirements for each position must be established

effectivenessdirectly affects the citizens' willingness to vol- and, in some instances,objective tests should be given for the

untarily comply with the tax laws. The central question of selection of candidates;and lastly, (e) in respect of training, it

this paper is, how does a government reverse this process should be given in an organized and structured fashion appli-

How does it turn a corrupt tax administrationsystem, that has cable to each level of the tax administration.Further, training

built up well defined systems to support this mode of opera- should be furnished taking into consideration the human and

tion, nto a professional organizationwhere the staff is will- material resources available.1

ing to work for only a competitive salary

Even when the tax administration is viewed as being inca- Ill. NEW STRUCTURES FOR A NEW TAX

pable of handling its major functions, we often see other ADMINISTRATION
independentpublic sector institutions, such as central banks,

being able to obtain the resources and skills needed to carry A. Characteristicsof a new structure
out their functions.9

The above criteria can not be met if old practices and

When one compares various central banks with the tax restraints persist in the stncture of the tax administration. In

administration in their respective countries it is clear that the effect, the call for a modernizationof the tax administration
banks operate with greater efficiency and effectiveness.The often requires a major overhaul of the present organization
banks are most often looked upon by employees as the best and the introductionof new legal and administrativemecha-

place to work in the public sector. There are several reasons nisms.
for this. First, the pay is usually higher. Second, employees
usually receive better training. Third, the office equipment is The proposal being made here is to restructure the tax admin-

much better and more modern. Fourth, the working condi- istration very much in the same manneras central banks have

tions (physical facilities) are usually substantiallybetter. been established around the world. The laws of central banks

differ in their focus, scope and degree of detail. Nevertheless,
Revenue authoritiesor distinct ministries,outside of the Min-

istry of Finance, with their own schemes of service and com-

pensation scales, have been established in a number ofcoun- 9. Terkper, Seth E., Improving the Accountancy Content of Tax Reform in

tres in order to provide the type of autonomy for tax admin- Developing Countries, Development Discussion Paper No. 440 ITS No. 6,
International Tax Program Discussion Papers, Harvard University (November

istration that central banks enjoy. They have often been set up 1992), at 10; and 48 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation (January

with the objective of creating an institutional mechanism for 1994), at 21.

separating the professionallycompetentstaff who are willing 10. Professionalismin Tax Administration,Studies on Tax Administration,
No. 18, Inter-American Center of Tax Administrators, Panama (November

to work for a competitivesalary, from those who want to con- 1975), at 4.

tinue with the old systemand perhaps are not capable of mak- 11. /d.
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we may group the legal coding of the central bank indepen- and political issues arise, but the fundamental relationshipsdence into four main issues: outlined below apply to either situation.
(1) the appointment,dismissal and term of offce of the chief

executive officer of the bank, B. Oversight by a revenue board(2) the policies over which it is given control,
(3) the objectives of the central bank and, specially impor- The mission of a revenue board and the revenue authority it

tant for our purposes, supervises should be to:

(4) the financial independence of the agency within the Promote voluntary compliance to the highest degree possible; to
guidelines set out in the law governing it.!2 continuously improve the administrationof the tax laws by ensur-

ng the nation's revenue is collected and; to ensure the tax laws areOf course, an appropriate degree of oversight at the highest administered fairly, efficiently, effectively with a high degree oflevels is required. Such an autonomous form of organization integrity.is one of the means by which a government can try to intro-
duce professionalism and efficiency in the assessment and The board can and should perform a significant role in
collectionof taxes. Legal autonomy is, of course, an essential accomplishingthese objectives. However, the functionof the

board should not be, or perceived to be, a replacement for thecomponentof actual autonomy,but not the only one. It is nec-
line of the departments.The departmentsessary to provide the tax administration with the ability to management tax tax

pay competitivesalaries for the skills required, and to change should be kept, to the greatest degree possible, professional
its administrativeprocedures so that it can operate efficiently organizations for the administration of the tax laws. If they
and effectively. This does not change the need for tax policy become subject to a high degree of political interference,
to be made at the level of the Ministry of Finance or

obvious inequities are certain to arise and the legitimacy of
Congress, neitherdoes it preclude close cooperation between the tax system, and perhaps also the government, is likely to
the Ministry of Finance and the authority in charge of tax

suffer. In order to achieve the objectives, the board must have
administration. specific responsibility for certain administrative issues and

operate as a policy committee by establishing objectives andIn sum, the proposed changes for the tax administration ensuring they are carried out in a timely and professionalshould have the following features: manner.
(i) it should have financial independence, meaning that the

Some of the responsibilitiesof the board should beagency may allocate its budget as it deems appropriate. It to:
-

might have the possibility (not necessarily) to be legally ensure that the tax laws are enforced with the highest
authorized to use part of the funds it collects for salaries degree of integrity;

-and/or personnel incentives and equipmentpurchases; ensure the departments (customs, excise and income)
coordinate and share information when and where there(ii) it should be an agency that is as an autonomous
is need;aadministrative unit, capable of formulating its own

administrativepolicies and objectives,
- establish an overall pay and classificationstructure;
-(iii)derived from the above two features, the agency should provide guidance and direction in resource allocation

be responsible for its own recruitment, training and (make sure the resources are allocated properly between
and among the various functions of the departments);salary structure, and establishinga code ofconduct for its

personnel. Along with this responsibilitythe tax adminis-
- ensure that appropriate personnel and programme man-

tration should be given the authority to enforce the rules agementpractices are in place and carried out (this would
include such things as training, programmemanagementthat are established.
and personnel evaluationsand corrective actions taken ifTransition difficulties are inevitable. There will be issues appropriate);

relating to: determining which employees should be retained - recommend to the Minister of Finance legislativeand the standards to be used to make the decision; where to changes needed to improve the administrationof the tax
assign those who will not be retained, assuming they cannot laws;
be dismissed from the civil service; what are the - establish an intemal audit function staffed by profession-standards/rules for setting the new pay schedule al auditors who would be responsible for determining if
The revenue authority, if organized as a statutory body or as

the policies of the board are being carried out properly
a separate ministry, might be headed by a single individual, (the annual audit plan should be approved by the board);
perhaps a Minister, or by an appointed group of individuals

- provide the Minister of Finance with revenue estimates
as a revenue board. Appointing a Minister to head such an on existing and proposed tax laws; and

authority has had mixed success. In Canada such an arrange-
- establish and implementa wrtten code of conduct for all

ment has worked quite well as the Minister of Revenue has employees in the departments and the board.
always been completely subordinate to the Ministry of No individual member of the board should be permitted toFinance on all tax policy matters. In both Bolivia and Ghana, make inquiries into the departments or make decisions with-conflicts over division of responsibilitiesand authority in the out the formal approval of the board. The day-to-day man-
area of tax policy between the Minister responsible for the
revenue authority and the Ministerof Finance has resulted in
this Ministerial appointmentbeing dropped from the cabinet.

12. See Cukierman, Alex, Webb, Steven and Neyapti, Bilin, Measuring the
Independenceof Central Banks and Its Effect on Policy Outcomes, The WordIf a revenue board is appointed a further set of organizational Bank EconomicReview (September 1992), No. 3, Vol. 6, at 356-366.
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agement of the board's operations should be delegated to a C. Privatizationof administrativefunctions
chief executive. However, the chief executive should not

have general or direct line authoty over the department We should also consider moving towards what some have

heads (Commissionerof Taxes or Controllerof Customs and referred to as the applicationof the subsidiarity principle to

Excise Tax). The chiefexecutive authorty shouldcome from the tax administration,13that is, assigning to the private sec-

the board and be limited to making sure the departrnentheads tor those functions of the tax administration which can best

carry out the instructions,decisions,policies and mandates of be performed by it, within the legal limitations of the given

the board. country. By way of illustration, Mexico has undertaken a

major reform of its tax administration, in which it has priva-
The creditability, integrity and perception of the board is tized many aspects of the computer system used to construct

directly related to its effectiveness and success. Therefore, its information for administrative purposes. Thus, a private
the criterion for membershipon the board is a critical success firm is now providing the Mexican tax system with computer
factor. Permitting someone from the business community or services. The firm is being paid through a fee collected

the private sector accounting profession would, at the very directly from the taxpayers and deposited in a trust fund. The

least, give the perception that the board cannot fairly enforce result is that the managementof systems, the hiring of all the

the tax laws. At worst, members of the business community personnel of the information technology side of tax adminis-

or private accountingprofession would have inside informa- tration as well as procurementof equipmenthave been priva-
tion and could use the information for their private gain. tized. Banks are also entrusted with being the sole receivers

Within the tax departments their membership would be of tax payments and with putting all the information from the

viewed with suspicion and concern. It would raise serious returns on tape. Moreover, the private sector was authorized

questions when their own tax returns or clients were being to print and distribute tax returns, registration and notice

audited or assessed a penalty. The professionalstaff of the tax forms.14
department would be reluctant to treat their retums in the

same manner they would treat others. The administrationof a By the same tken, in the customs area, warehousing has

nation's tax laws is too important to take these risks. Ideally been turned over to the private sector and customs personnel
the revenue board would consist of heads of the revenue withdrawn. The result has been an orderly management of

department and customs, and representatives from the Min- stored merchandise,a virtual disappearanceoflosses, timely

istry ofFinance, the central bank, the national planningagen- information, to name a few. A private sector customs auditor

cy (treasury board) and the auditor general's office. was also created. These auditors can go over the work per-
formed by customs inspectors and are vested with legal

The efficient functioningof the board is somewhat related to authority to rule on the outcome.15 In many countries the task
the size. There are several reasons to keep the numberofpeo- of classification and valuation of imports has been turned

ple on the revenue board to a minimum. First, a large board
over to private surveyorcompanies who are better positioned

makes it difficult to schedule meetings and come to a con- than customs to make this determination.16

sensus. Second, the larger the board the more difficult it may
be to locate individualsthatdo not have outside interests who As has been stated by Francisco Gil Diaz, there are myriad
will be perceived to have a conflict of interest. Third, the governmental activities that can be delegated to third (pri-
larger the board membership the less individual accountabil- vate) parties with no loss of sovereignty or authority. There

ity. Too few may not provide sufficient support or overall are many advantages to such delegation: salaries can be con-

experience to carry out the board's responsibilities.The num- siderable above civil service constraints, while costs can be

ber of members should be between five and nine. much lower. Accountabilityrises, efficiency increases as pro-

Members should not be permitted to send a representative to
curement restrictions are short-circuited. And perhaps, what

the board meetings.Of course, members should be held to the
s more essential, the primary objectives: revenue, compli-

same rules of confidentiality as employees of the tax depart-
ance, control, are enhanced through these auxiliary activi-

ties.17
ments. The board should operate only as a board. Therefore,
board members should not be permitted to have individual In the United States the majority of states are currently using,
staffs. planning, or have used some form ofprivatization in their tax

It is extremely important that the board not have authority to administration. These activities include contracting with the

intervene in ongoing tax cases.Itshould not suggest a review private sector to perform such things as: document storage,

of specific cases, indicate in any way which cases should or deposit of funds, key entry of payments, collection, mail

should not be examined,assessed or collected,or nterfere in room operations, computer programming, computer hard-

an open or ongoing case. This prohibition should be in writ-

ing. It is appropriate for the board to inquire into and provide 13. Gil Diaz, Francisco, The SubsidiarityPrincipleApplied to Tax Adminis-

direction regarding areas of non-compliance. Furthermore, tration, paper presented in the Conferenceon Information Technologyand Fis-

the board should have the authority to review, through an
cal Compliance,sponsored by Harvard Intemational Tax Program, Instituto de

Estudios Fiscales de Espana and Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, Cambridge,
nternal audit, closed cases to see that they have been proper- Massachusetts(November 1992), at 4.

ly processed and worked according to the prescribed proce- 14. Id.

dures. The overall authority to administer the laws as it 15. Id.

16. Jenkins, Glenn, Economic Reform and Institutional Innovation,46 Bul-

relates to specific tax cases must restwith the headofeachof letinfor lnternationalFiscal Documentation(December1992),at 590.

the departments. 17. See Gil Diaz, supra note 13.
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ware operation, etc.t8 Also, the US Internal Revenue Service tion, administration, patrimony, personnel, procedures and
iS currently considering a plan that would involve a contrac- control. The new statute allows the General Tax Directorate
tual relationship with a private sector organization to collect to enter into agreements with state and commercial banks for
low dollar yield accounts they are not now pursuing because the purpose of collecting taxes. The General Director has
of a lack of resources. been vested with the power to organize and regulate the inter-

nal functioning of the Directorate, including but not limited
to, personnel administration and structure, assignment of

IV. REVENUE AUTHORITIES: COMPARATIVE functions and responsibilities, etc. It also provides for the
EXPERIENCES establishmentof a compensation fund to be allocated among

the revenue agents in accordance with a merit system whichMany of the changes in the role of the tax administration takes into account the responsibility, professional qualifica-have already been undertaken by a number of countries tions and the output generated by the agents. The fund isaround the world. I will refer, briefly, to some of those expe- based on 0.60 percent of the amounts of taxes collected.riences.'9
Colombia has followed a similar path. In effect, Decree No.In the case of Spain, a Tax Administration State AgencY 1643 of 27 June 1991 provides for the organization of the(AgenciaEstatal de AdministracionTributariaor AEAT, Directorate of National Taxes (Direccion de Impuestoswas created in 1991 (although it was put into effect in 1992) Nacionales). It provides, in substance, that the Directoratefor the purpose of providing the Spanish taxpayers with a will be organized as a special administrativeunit, ascribed tomore modern organization that would enable the pursuit of the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, with a special per-the objectives of the Spanish tax administration. The AEAT sonnelregimewith its own nomenclature,classification,bud-is a public body vested with its own legal entity. Its main
get, salary and hiring procedures.objective is the effective application of the tax laws. It

encornpasses the audit, rranagernent and collection of taxes Furthermore, Decree No. 1647 of 27 June 1991 establishes a
functions. personnel system for the Directorate of National Taxes. The

Decree provides for the creationof a fund with the purpose ofThe AEAT came as a response to the need to improve some furnishing financial support to the modernization of the taxof the problems still pending after the administrative reform administration, mainly through the awarding of bonuses toundertaken in the 1980's, namely: (i) lack of a consistentper- the personnel in accordance with productivity and capacity.sonnel policy for the tax administration, (ii) an nadequate The fund will obtain its monetary resources mostly from bud-budgetary and financial system and (iii) lack of coordination
getary allocations, in amounts that are proportional to theof the govemment's legal position for tax cases before the
nterest charges and pecuniary sanctions collected by theCourts.
Directorateof National Taxes.

In Jamaica under the Revenue Board Act of 1981 a revenue Singapore, in September 1992, incorporated the Inland Rev-board was set up to be the central, independent agency with
enue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) to take over the func-responsibility for exercising a critical overview of the opera- tions of the Inland Rvenue Department. It will be responsi-tions of the main revenue departments. As the central tax ble for the administrationof income tax, property tax, stampadministration authority, the board is responsible for direct- duty, estate duty, international tax treaty negotiations anding, coordinating, inspecting and monitoring the activities of

Inland Revenue, Customs and Excise, Income Tax, Stamp
some other minor taxes. The motivation for converting the
Inland Revenue Department into a statutory authority cameDuty and Transfer Tax and Land Valuation. It has responsi- from the need to be freed from civil service restrictions onbilities very close to those set out as a model in this paper. personnel and financial management. It needed to be able toAlthough its functions have evolved over time, on the whole offer competitive wages to attract and retain talent in theit has made a major contribution to effectiveness of the tax
organization in order to improve the quality of tax adminis-administration.
tration. The tight labour market for such skills in SingaporeIn 1988, Peru created, by Law No. 24829, dated 6 August was making the conditions of civil service employment1988 (further complementedby legislation enacted in 1992), increasingly non-competitive.The move to set up the Inland

a National Superintendency of Tax Administration. The Revenue Authority of Sngapore has been accompanied by a

Superintendency is a public decentralized agency, vested number of changes in administrativepractices, and functions
with its own legal entity, its own financial, administrative, to provide better service to the taxpayers while working to
technical and functional autonomy. It is charged, among reduce their compliancecosts.20 Singapore's experience with
other things, with the design of fiscal policies, the adminis- its Inland Revenue Authority is a case that should be fol-
tration, audit and collection of taxes and the drafting of Reg-
ulations to the tax laws. The Superintendency is further 18. SeePrivatizationSurvey Release, Bulletin, FederationofTax Adminis-responsiblewith the collectionof taxes through the Banco de trators, Washington, D.C. (20 July 1992).la Nacion, which is in turn authorized to enter into agree- 19. The infonnation provided n this section has been taken from Laws and
ments with other financial entities. Decrees from the countries herein described. We appreciate the assistance kind-

ly furnished to us by Carlos Silvani from the International Monetary Fund
Argentina passed, in 1988, Law No. 23.495, which intro- (IMF).
duced substantial changes to Law No. 11.683, whereby the

20. Ow, Alan S.S., Developments in Tax Administration in Singapore, 9th
Asian-Pacific Tax Conference, November 1992, (Singapore: Asian-PacificTaxGeneral Tax Directorate is given autonomy in its organiza- and Investment Research Centre).
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lowed closely by other tax administrations. Intent on achiev- break out of their old cycle of tax reform and failure due to

ing the highest level of compliance,but with a strong service costly administration processes that also lack integrity. A

orientation, its commitmentto becominga highly modern tax possible structure that might assist and should be considered

administration will likely lead to innovations from which in the achievementof this objective is the creation of a sepa-

much can be learned. rate administrativeunit, namely, a revenue authority, vested

with financial and administrative independence.The experi-
In Ghana the National Revenue Secretariat was instituted in

1985 and had power to design and execute structural and
ence ofcentral banks throughout the world serves as a model

operations policy. It took over the functions of the Revenue
for the setting up of such an independent agency.

Department of the Ministry of Finance. The Secretariat was Some of the countries have taken bold steps toward tax

empowered with Ministerial responsibilities for all revenue administratiqnreform. It is perhaps too early to reach sweep-

policy and implementationand complete authority for super- ng conclusions,but the results of these reforms ndicate that

vising the operations of the revenue institutions in the coun- this may be a promising path to take. Many have been quite
try. However, it shared the role of policy formulationwith the successful, at least at the initial stage, ridding the tax admin-

Ministry of Finance. Between 1985 and early 1991, it was istration of many unnecessary, incompetent or untrainable

headed by a Ministerof State and Chief Director (equivalent employees while introducing modern information and man-

of principal secretary) who reported directly to the Cabinet agement systems.
and Office of the Head of State (now President). Further, careful considerationshould be given to the possibil-
There was initial resistance to the change in revenue admin- ity of privatizing functions of the tax administration that can

istration by the top hierarchy of the civil service. The persis- be more efficiently performed by the private sector. There

tence of this opposition, coupled with glaring fiscal policy willbe considerablebenefitderived from incorporatingmany

conflictsbetweenthe Secretariatand the MinistryofFinance, of the management techniques used by the private sector in

led in early 1991 to a policy roll-back. The Secretariat the tax administration.There is a need to continue to instill in

remains an autonomous institution but is responsible to the the minds of the public administrators the notion that, as

Ministerof Finance and the ChiefDirector (Technical) at the nembers of a tax adrninistration, they should act and be ser-

Ministry. Fortunately, the roll-backpolicy in connectionwith vice providers. As such, their actions will be measured in

the National Revenue Secretariatdid not affect the autonomy accordancewith the quality and efficiencyof the service they
of the revenue institutions. provide both to the governmentand the taxpayers. While this

Most recently Zambia enacted the Revenue Authority Bill, may be a significant departure from past practices of the tax

1993. This law established the Zarnbia Revenue Authority administration,it is clearly the future directionof many mod-

that will consist of nine board members who will have ern tax administrations.

responsibility for all the income and custom taxes. The law

provides for a CommissionerGeneral who will occupy a full

time position and carry out the revenue authority's policies BIBLIOGRAPHY
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BOTSWANA:

DOUBLE CORPORATETAX:

UNTANGLINGTHE UNDERGROWTHOF COMPANYAND SHAREHOLDERTAX RuLES

Peter Nanyenya Takirambudde

Law Department, University of Botswana

I. INTRODUCTION France, Ireland and the United Kingdom give relief at the share-

holder level by partial imputation of the corporate tax paid while

The corporate tax system in Botswana recently underwent other countries give partial credit for domestic shareholders; this

two major overhauls. During 1990 and 1991, the Parliament group comprises Austria, Germany, Denmark, Ireland, Japan, Por-

enacted laws relating to the taxation of companies and share- tugal and Turkey [Tiley, p 459].

holders. The 1990 and 1991 IncomeTax Acts made sweeping In the immediate post-independence era the Govemment

changes to the structure of tax law as it relates to company played a leading role in the growth of the economy and

and shareholder taxation. The policy objective behind the locating markets for the country's products. During this peri-
reforms was the creation of a more attractiveenvironmentfor od, the tax instrument was used as a control and distributive

investmentand private sector development.The new law has strategy. There was significant intervention by intrusive tax

sought to instai fiscal neutrality, in sharp contrast to past poli- provisions and extensve commercial and industral licens-

cies and practices. Previously, company taxation which was ing. Governmentthinkinghas undergonea major transforma-

founded on the so-called classical approach distorted tion. Priorit is now placed on the creation and sustenance of

three economic and financial decisions. Namely whether to: (1) an investor-friendly environment. Emphasis is currently on

invest in non-corporate rather than corporate form; (2) finance the strategic role of the prvate sector in the growth of the

investmentswith debt rather than equity; and, (3) retain rather than economy, representinga paradigm shift that has affected past
distribute earnings [Hubbard, 1993, pp 117-8]. policies and instruments, including tax laws. Henceforth,pri-

The new tax law is the most far-reaching reform in the histo- vate sector profits are to be the sources of growth, jobs,

ry of company taxation in southern Africa. The company tax investment, taxes and redistributivespending. Tax laws must

rate has been equated to the top individual rate. Double taxa- therefore be reformed so that they get out of the way of pri-

tion has been substantiallyeliminatedand the overall tax bur- vate initiative in an nvestor-friendlyenvironment. Tax laws

den on business income has been significantly reduced. that seek to nfluence and determine organizational forms,
capital structure and dividend policies are being abandoned

The dilemmaposed by corporate double taxation is not pecu- in favourof a neutral approach.
liar to Botswana. In English-speakingAfrica, it appears to be

the norm. For example, an examinationof the tax systems of This article reviews and discusses the background and con-

Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, tent of the changes to corporate tax in Botswana. The sugges-

Malawi,Lesotho and Swazilandreveals that corporateprofits tion is made that the recent changes reflect a major shift in

are taxed both at the shareholder and at the company level. economicpolicy and strategy on the part ofGovernment.The

And in a recent study, Tiley referred to a 1991 OECD study long-term economic effects of the changes are not assessed,

which established that the classical approach to corporate although some preliminary lessons to be drawn by other

taxation was prevalent not only in three of the European African countries are pointed out. Part II outlines Botswana's

Community countries (the Netherlands, Belgium and Lux- corporate tax system and its associated problems prior to the

embourg) but also in the United States and Switzerland. reform package. Part III outlines the major changes intro-

According to Tiley: duced under the 1990 and 1991 legislation, and Part IV pro-
vides an assessmentand a conclusion.

Some countries eliminate the economic double taxation of the

classical system by having either a zero rate system at the corpora-

tion level (Greece and Norway) or full imputationof the corporate
tax to the shareholder(Australia,Finland, Germany (in part), Italy, Il. PRE-1990 CORPORATETAX SYSTEM
New Zealand and Turkey). Other countries give partial relief but

have no fewer than four methods [Tiley, 1992, p 459]. The basic approach to company taxation in the period before

Tiley goes on to outline the prevailingmethods of partial cor- the changes was the recognitionof the legal independenceof

porate integration within the OECD: the company from the shareholder [Clark, 1977, pp 91-134,
Lent, 1977, p 724; Williams, 1991, p 62; and, Hubbard, 1993,

Germany has a split rate system at the corporate level so that the

corporate tax on distributed profits is less than that on undistribut-

ed profits. Ireland, Spain and Sweden also give relief at the corpo- 1. See African Tax Systems (Amsterdam: IBFD, SupplementNo. 79 of 1991,

rate level but by means of a partial deduction of dividends paid. 82 of 1992 and 85 of 1992).
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pp 111-132]. This apprach established three major princi- other principal modality of nullification is the non-distribu-
ples. The first was the so-called separate tax principle, i.e. tion of dividends or delayed extraction of the company's
there will be a separate tax on the income earned by the com- profits by the shareholder. Clark has suggested that the
pany [Clark, pp 97-100; Hubbard, p 115]. This principle was retained earnings strategy rests on the pivotal third aspect of
established under the 1973 Income Tax Act (1973 Act)2 the distributionprinciple that the undistributedincome of the
which amended and consolidated the law relating to income company is not generally taxable to the shareholder [Clark, p
taxation. The second principle was the distribution principle 104-6].
which mandated a shareholder tax on the company's income
upon its distribution from the company to the shareholder
[Clark, p 100-4; Hubbard, p 115]. This principle was embod- III. REACTION AND COUNTERACTION
ied in Section 32 of the 1973 Act.3

The overall result of the double tax is a considerable degreeClark explained that the distributionprnciple has three major of complexity in the system of corporate taxation consistingaspects. First, the distributions from the company to the
of litigation, rule-making, major and detailed changes inshareholderscan be income taxable to the shareholders- that

intemal transactional complexity andwas the essence of Section 32(1). Under Section 32(1) the statutes, corporate
costsdefinition of gross income encompassed dividends. Second- heightened administrative for compliance and enforce-

ly, only corporate income is subject to taxation at the share-
ment. This complexity derives from taxpayers attempting to
avoid the onerous burden of the double tax, and the retentionholder level, the underlying rationalebeing that a distribution
of earnings though strictly non-tax business considera-evenby the company to shareholders that consists merely of a
tions would have recommended distribution. Thea counter-return of capital originally contributedby those shareholders

could not be considered gain, much less taxable income response on the part of the government is to devise new rules
and other techniques to frustrate the consummationof avoid-[Clark, p 100]. The 1973 Act sought to clarify this matter

techniques [Clark, 94-104, 106-7; Miller, 235].through its definitionof dividendsunder Section 2. It exclud-
ance pp p

ed from the scope of dividend any amount representing a In the Botswanacontext, this was represented by the compli-
return of capital. Thirdly, under the distribution principle cated and probably non-enforceable legal enactments in the
undistributed company earnings are not generally taxable to 1980s that were intended to curtail the disguising of divi-
shareholderson the basis that gain in value of property, that dends and the delayed extraction of earnings. Simultaneous-
is, gain that has not yet been realized, should not be taxed as ly, Government made an attempt to moderate the adverse
income [Clark, p 101]. impact of the double tax. This represented a recognition of

the reality that distributed corporate earnings were taxedThis position was altered by the imposition of capital gains twice in the hands of the company and the shareholder.tax on the gross income of any person for any tax year repre-
senting any amount in cash or otherwise which is distributed More specifically, counteraction by Government in
upon the winding-upof a company other than an amount rep- Botswana was on seven fronts: (1) enactment of a deemed
resenting a return of capital.4 Furthermore, the undistributed dividend distrbution rule; (2) introduction of the concept of
income principle did not preclude the indirect double taxa- a close company; (3) exemptionof bonus shares from income
tion of undistrbutedearnings. As Hubbard stated, such earn- taxation; (4) impositionof a presumptivedividend in respect
ings increase the value of shares, which appreciation is of remittances to non-resident companies by local branches;
taxed at capital gains rates when shares are sold [Hubbard, (5) granting partial relief in respect of payments to resident
p 115]. Thus under Section 32 of the principal Income Tax companies and shareholders; (6) imposition of capital gains
Act, the gross income of a taxpayer includes any amount in tax on distributed amounts upon the liquidation of a compa-
cash or otherwise accruing to him on the disposal of any ny in excess of the amount originally contributed as capital;
shares in or debentures of a company.5 However, such capital and (7) levying capital gains tax on amounts that accrue upon
gains tax on realized gains is set at preferential rates that are the disposal of shares and other business assets.
lower than the rates applicable to ordinary income [Clark, p
104-6]. A. Deemed dividend distribution
Closely associated with the distribution principle was the The 1973 Act empowered the Commissioner to define aimposition of an obligation on the company to withhold an standard amount of dividends to be distributed by everyadditional tax at the rate of 15 percent on a dividend distribu- resident and to impute the undistributed portion oftion to the shareholder. The withholding tax was imposed company

the standard amount to the shareholders as income.7under Section 58(1) of 1973 Act.6

The combined effect of the separate tax and the distribu- 2. Laws of Botswana, Income Tax Act, Act No. 10 of 1973, (Gaborone: Gov-
tion principles is the creation of a double tax on currently ernment Printer).
distributed corporate income [Clark, p 102]. This provides a

3. Id.
4. See ITA Sec. 33(2).

strong incentive on the part of both the company and the 5. ITA Sec. 33(1)
shareholderto devise methodsofescaping the burden of dou- 6. Sec. 58(1) provides as follows:

ble taxation. One way of nullifying the double tax is to cast Every person who being a resident company,pays a dividend to a non-res-

tax payments accordance with and in the man-corporate distrbutions to make them appear as something ident, shall deduct from such in
ner specified in he Ninth Schedule..

other than dividends [Miller, p 235; Clark, p 104-6]. The 7. Sec. 126.
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The Botswanaapproach, though different in form, was moti- bling as directors and shareholders. In the absence of market

vated by the same considerations as the US reasonable pressures or special legislation, such a small group would be

needs rule [Miller, p 236]. Some developing countries at liberty to deal with the earnings of the company in a way

adopted the US approach but others used the ratio of retained that will result in the least tax liability. The close company
earnings to earnings after tax or the ratio of earnings to busi- rules are therefore intended to neutralizesome of the tax ben-

ness capital. Lent reported that in English-speakingAfrica, efits that may be secured by such tactics [Clarke, p 145].
the favourite device was the techniqueemployed When announcing his intention to introduce the concept of a

n the British Model Income Tax Ordinance of 1922 which close company, the Ministerof Finance stated:
empowered the Commissionerof Revenue to assess additional tax

on the incomes of closely held corporations that he determined I am proposing to strengthen the Commissioner'spowers relating
were retained to avoid personal income tax [Lent, p 735]. to tax avoidance through the Income Tax (Amendment) Bill ....

much of this legislation will be concerned with transactions

The approach in East Africa was that between private companies and their shareholders.

companies that distributed less than a specified percentage of The 1984 Act sought to counteract tax avoidance through
earnings were assessable unless they showed a need to retain a

greater proportion for working capital or expansion needs. These provisions which addressed three types of transactions: cer-

rules were not codified but were agreed with the Association of tain payments by the company to participators; dividend

Accountants in East Africa [Lent, p 735]. remittances or credits in favour of non-resident companies;
and interest payments to participants.

There is, however, no statistical or other evidence to show the

degree of earnings to which the deemed provision was The objective was to prevent the shifting of ncome in gener-

enforced in Botswana.Referringto the British Model Income al and to penalize specified payments that included loans.

Tax Ordinance anti-retained earnings provision, Lent stated First, the Act dealt with payments by the company to partici-
that due to the need to prove the final requirements of a pators and mandatedthe inclusionof gratuities, free passages

business for working capital and expansion, and to prove the and loans within the taxable income of the recipients as if

owner's motives for retaining income, the determination they were dividend distributions unless such passages and

whether the relevant income was retained to avoid personal gratuities were tax exempt and the interest on the loans was

income tax was subject to taxpayerdispute and litigation. equivalent to nterest that would have been arrived at in an

arm's length transaction. Second, the Act made provision for
And writing in 1977 regarding the US accumulatedearnings the inclusion in the taxable income of a resident participator
tax, Clark concluded that it was amount of dividend in tax that remittedany any year was or

extremely doubtful that the accumulated earnings tax provisions credited in favour of a non-resident company which would

have had any significant tendency to curtail the widespread use of have been classified as a close company if it had been resi-

the retained eamings strategy. The statute normally requires proof dent in Botswana. Third, in circumstanceswhere interest was

of reasonable business ends - a difficult task [Clark, p 104] payable to participatorwhich lower than the generallya was

Be that as it rnay, the undeclared dividend provision was prevailing commercial rate, the Commissioner was autho-

repealedby the 1979 ITA8on the ground that it was necessary rized to determine the amount of nterest at such commercial

to boost the capital position of conpanies, particularly in rate as he deemed reasonable if he was of the opinion that the

respect of funds for expansion. However, an unstated reason loan was not an arm's length transaction.

might have been the non-enforceabilityof the law. The asso- In related under the Act, the MinisterofFinancea move same

ciated problem of indirect double taxation of retained earn- sought to address the problem of under-capitalizationof pri-
ings through the taxation of capital gains in respect of an

vate companies in two ways. First, bonus shares were

ncrease in the value of shares was, however, unaffected by exempted from income tax in order to encourage private
the repeal of the retained earnings rule.9 companies to capitalizeprofits for expansionand diversifica-

tion. To this end, the 1984 Act amended the principal Act by

B. Closing in on the closely held company excluding from the definition of dividend bonus shares

issued by a company on or after 1 July 1984 to a shareholder

In order to penalize and thus discourage techniques and prac- in satisfactionof bonus award and included in the company's
tces designed to cast corporate distributions in the guise of equity share.,2
something other than dividends, the 1984 Act introduced the

anti-tax avoidance concept of a close company,l The Second, the Act sought to encourage proper capitalizationof

Botswana provisions were modelled on sinilar British tax Private companies by amending the rules regarding the tax

provisions [Clarke et al, 1984]. deductibilityof interest. The Ministerwas concerned that the

then existing system of
The rationale for the close company concept was stated by
Clarke to be that when the shares of a company are held by
the general public, market pressures can be relied on to exert 8. Laws of Botswana, Income Tax (Amendment)Act, Act. No. 10 of 1979.

adequate pressure to guarantee that the company's affairs are 9. See supra note 5.

managed according to commercially acceptable practices. 10. Laws of Botswana, Income Tax (Amendment)Act, Act No. 18 of 1984.

11. Government of Botswana, 1984 Budget Speech (Gaborone: Government

However, the position is substantiallydifferent if a company Printer).
is controlled by a small number of individuals, some dou- 12. See supra note 10.
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deductibility of interest in arriving at chargeable income not only with claims and counterclaims between the Commissioner
encourages unduly the use of excessive loans with nominal equity and taxpayers involving entitlement or otherwise to thecapital, but also deprives the fisc of a fair share of profits of busi- deductibility of dividends declared to resident shareholdersness enterprises, particularly those which are owned by non-resi-

in the paying company's assessment.dents.'3

In addressing this issue, the 1984 Act introduced a provision By the end of the 1980s a considerable amount of complex
whereby any amount of interest which was deemed to have legislation, rules and judgments regarding the taxation of
accrued to any participator in a private company as a result of companies and shareholders had accumulated. The original
the application of the close company rules could not be and basic rules regarding the separate taxation of companies
deducted in ascertaining the chargeable income of the com- and shareholders had generated attempts by taxpayers to

pany for that tax year. As a result, interest on loans from avoid tax liability and counter-responses by the revenue
shareholders would henceforth be treated as part of the tax- authorities. The result was a mass ofamendments.As a result
able income of the close company. simplicity was gravely compromisedand the costs of compli-

ance were increased.

C. Imposition of a presumptivedividend on non- And yet simplicity has been often stated to be a major con-
resident companies cern in any tax system and a crucial component of compli-

ance and enforcement.But the rapid and complex changes ofIn addition to the provisions relating to the close company, the 1980s had an opposite effect. The costs of compliancethe 1984 Actimposed a 15 percent tax on the after-tax prof- were increased from the perspective of the taxpayers as theyits of a non-resident company carrying on business in
relied professional advisers to address their tax lia-more onBotswana through a branch in any tax year. This tax was
bility. As Slemrod observed, albeit in different context,styled the branch profits tax.14 a

it would not be unreasonable to assume that the demand for pro-
D. Partial credit for distributionsby resident fessional tax assistance, other things remaining equal, positively

correlates to the complexityof the tax system [Slemrod, p 57]companies to resident shareholdersand public
companies Moreover, complexity of corporate or other tax law has an

undesirable incentive effect by enhancing the taxpayers'While retaining the rule regarding the legal independence of desire and effort to engage in complex financial transactionsthe company, the revenue authorities attempted to moderate to minimize tax liability. The effect: heightened economicthe double tax result of such a treatment by promulgating costs of tax law in general and compliancecosts in particularrules under the 1973 Act to provide relief in two instances. [Slemrod, p 45-57].
First, provision was made for an allowance for current divi-

A legal culture of high instability and major transactionaldends paid out of chargeable income to resident shareholders
costs affects all actors. In the Botswana context, the Depart-liable to tax on those dividends.5 The relief was available if
ment of Taxes. was not spared. In its report for the perodthe paying company and the recipient shareholderwere resi-
under review, the Departmentstated:dent in Botswana. In that case, the dividenddistributedwould

be deductible to the company for purposes of determining its It would be noted that there have been considerable legislativetaxable income. changes over this ten-year period. Almost every year there has
been a bulky Amendment Act...indicating in some instances, fun-The credit was created under the 1979 (Amendment) Act damental alterations to income tax practice....fundamentalchangeswhich amended the principal Act by inserting the following in the tax assessment of companies...broughtabout a big work-

new provision: load each year for the office to handle. One cannot over-exagger-
ate in this connection the significanceof and relevanceof a stableSubject to the provisionsof this section, in ascertaining the taxable tax law both from the point of view of an efficient tax administra-income for any tax year of a resident company there shall be tion and effective tax compliance from the point of view of the tax-deducted any amount of dividend declared by that company and payer.t7which in that tax year has accrued to any resident shareholder.

Second, reliefby way of exemption from tax was made avail-
able when an associated company made a distribution to its I 3. See supra note 11.
holding company provided the receiving company was a res- 14. The rationale for a branch profits tax was explained by Lent [p 745]:ident public company. The dividends so received would not When branch earnings are remitted to the home office, it is difficult to

be taxable to the receiving resident public company 16 enforce a tax on their distribution because of the problem of identifying the
nature of the transfer. Such remittances may be disguised repayments of home

The provision of a partial credit represented the first attempt office advancesor other payments. (This problem would not arise in the absence
of the double tax situation).to move away from the classical system of corporate taxa- Under a separate entity system, failure to tax distributionsof branch earn-tion. As a precursorof the major reforms of 1990 and 1991, it ings on a comparable basis with corporatedividends may unduly encourage the

constituted a partial abandonment of the classical approach use of branches, rather than resident companies to do business - many countries
for a partial integration system. deal with the problem by imposing a presumptivedividend tax.

15. Govemment of Botswana, 1979 Budget Speech (Gaborone: Government
During the 1970s and 1980s there was a fair amount of liti- Pnnter).

at II of the Second Schedule.gation involving the definition and applicabilityof the terms
16. See supra note 2 para. XXII of Part
17. Governmentof Botswana, Ministry of Finance & Development Planning,associated company and public company in connection Report of the Departmentof Taxes for the period 1 July 1979 to 30 June 1989.
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The legal situation would have been otherwise in the absence Fifth, the maximum rate of tax applicable to individuals and

of the separate tax principle. As Clark has argued, in the companies would not exceed 40 percent.
absence of the corporatedouble tax, counteractive legislative
action and complexity would be obviated [Clark, p 98]. B. Partnershipoption for small companies
It was against this background that Government moved to As a consequenceof the abolitionof income tax on dividends
untangle the fundamental problems of corporate taxation in

at the shareholder level and equating the company and top
Botswana which had resulted in wastage ofmuch productive personal rates, the need arose to address the implications of
time and resources on tax avoidance strategies and counter- this change from the perspective of fiscal neutrality with

responses by the revenue authorities. respect to choice of business organizational form [Clark, p
98; Lent, pp 740-1; King, pp 162-3; Hubbard, pp 118-9].

IV. THE NEW STRUCTURE OF Before the 1990 Act enjoying a tax advantage as a sharehold-

CORPORATETAX er rather than as a partneror sole proprietorcould be achieved

The years 1990 and 1991 witnessed a major shift towards an
only by top bracket taxpayerswho could engage in tax avoid-

ntegrated system of corporate taxation that had been partial-
ance by disguising dividend receipts as capital gains which

ly introduced in 1979. Governmenthad long recognized the
were taxed at much lower rates [Clark, pp 104-6; McLure,
1975 pp 574-5]. This would operate in combinationwith the

need for reform but was unable to introduce the changes prior tax rate which lower than the top personal rate
to 1990. The primary explanation for this long delay was the company was

complexity of the various issues nvolved. The Taxation
to yield a substantially lower tax burden for top bracketearn-

Review Committee decided to focus its attention on the
ers [Clark, p 141].

reform and simplification of the personal income tax and However, if dividends are tax free in the hands of sharehold-

sales tax. When this was eventually completed in the late ers all investors with marginal rates lower than the company

1980s, the Committee turned its attention to corporate and tax rate would have a preference for the partnership or pro-

shareholder taxation. The new system of company taxation prietorship form unless non-tax considerationswere predom-
seeks to provide equity and neutrality, while abolishing eco- inant [Clark, pp 146-161]. In the absence of a partnership
nomic double taxation and appropriatelybalancing individu- option for lower-bracketed taxpayers, the tax neutrality
al and company rates of tax. between the company form of business organization and the

partnership and/or sole proprietorship would therefore be

A. Five fundamentalsof the new system of tax on severely undermined.Lent posed the dilemma as follows:

corporate income If tax is not imposed upon the partnershipas such - rather partner-
ship income is allocated to the partners and their income is made

The Act established a new system for the taxation of corpo- subject to personal tax - when the company rate is high there is an

rate income. Five fundamentalchanges were made. advantage in using the partnership form especially for small and

medium-sized forms.
First, a two-tiered tax applies to companies,t8 A 30 percent
tax on company profits is levied together with an additional Greater neutrality in the taxation of big and small companies is

company tax of 10 percent. The 15 percent withholding tax
achieved by giving small companies the option to be treated as

tax purposes. com-

on dividends continues to operate but this is creditable partnerships for A partnershipoption for small

panies makes it possible to enjoy the advantage of the corporate
against the company's additional tax of 10 percent. In conse- form without paying a penalty [Lent, pp 740-11
quence, if any part of the additional company tax cannot be

made use of as a credit against additionalcompany tax in any
The 1990 Act made provision for a partnershipoption:2,

tax year, it can be carried forward as a credit against with- (1) ... a small company means a resident private company whose

holding tax in any future tax year.
19 gross income does not exceed P300,000 in any tax year.

Second, dividends were removed from the scope of tax lia- (2) In respectof any such tax year the shareholdersof a small com-

bility at the shareholder level. This represented significant pany may elect unanimously, and so notify the Commissioner in

progress toward the resolution of the double tax problem. writing within six months after the end of that tax year, that they be

treated for tax purposes as a business carried on in partnership:
This did not, however, affect the 15 percent withholding tax

since it was still payable by the company on dividends Provided that, where all the shares are beneficiallyowned by a sin-

declared. However, the net dividend received by the share- gle resident individual, he may elect to be treated for tax purposes
individual carrying business.

holder did not attract tax. The capital gains taxation of the
as an on

appreciation in value of shares was also unaffected. (4) Where, in any tax year, a company is treated as a partnership
under this section, the chargeable income of the company shall be

Third, tax burdens as between resident and non-resident apportioned among the shareholders in the proportions in which

shareholders and as between resident and non-residentcom- they own the equity capital, and such apportionedshares or income

panies were equated particularlyas a result of the abolitionof shall be included in the chargeable income of such shareholders.

the branch profits tax.

Fourth, neutrality and equity within the tax structure was 18. Laws of Botswana, Income Tax (Amendment) Act, Act No. 12 of 1990,

reinforced. The system would henceforth act as a balancing GovemmentPrinter, Sec. 12.

19. Id.
mechanism providing neutrality and equity between exces- 20. /d. at Sec. 14.

sive retentions and excessivedistributions.20 21. Id.
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However, Lent cautioned that there might be abuses arising equity injected tax issues into finance and investment deci-
from the dual treatment of an enterprise. This is especially sions, which experience has indicated are left to the investors
true because when a company themselves [King, p 162]. The lesson for other African coun-

tries that will have to make adjustments in their tax systemschanges its mode of treatment; among other problems, it changes
the taxability of dividends and the basis for computing capital as part of the structural adjustmentof their economies is sim-
gains on the sale of stock. Moreover unless minimum time limita- ple and clear:
tions are imposed on the election, it would be possible for compa- The capital structure of a company and the method by which itnies to manipulate taxes by shifting from one business form to the

finances its investment are matters which the tax system ought notother, depending on their changing income and tax considerations
to try to influence, and if it does it will create difficulties for itself[Lent, p 741].
[King, p 162].

The Botswana legislation anticipated these problems by pro- The rapidity and frequency of changes in corporate andviding that once an election is made it applies for that year shareholder taxation, as was the case in Botswana, serve toand the two following years unless the company ceases to
aggravate the difficulties for both the revenue authorities andexist or becomes ineligible for treatment as a small company. taxpayers. Therefore, the way forward in corporate taxation

In a related development, the 1991 Act eliminated the multi- is a neutral tax system that avoids the creation of complex
ple taxation of dividends paid by a resident company to instruments that seek to frustrate avoidance, under-capital-
another resident company where both companies belong to a ization and over-relianceon debt. Such complex instruments
group in Botswana. As a result, no withholding tax is merely enhance the taxpayers' motivation for even more
deductible where a dividend is distributed by an associated ingenious and intricate tax avoidance methods. The result:
company to a parent company. However, where the dividend diversion of resources of time and skilled manpower to
is eventually declared in favour of a shareholderoutside the Pointless activities [King, p 163; Clark, pp 94-104].
group, withholding tax would be deductible.22 The objectives and underpinningsof corporate tax neutrality

were stated by Williams:

VI. CONCLUSION Our objective now is to be neutral with taxeS that do not penalize
one person rather than another. They give equality of opportunity,
rather than equality of result. The ideal tax is one that takes from usThe recent changes in corporate tax have been comparatively in proportion to what we have, or what we use, in such a way thatbold and remarkable. To a large extent, they represent a the tax affects our behaviourial patterns to the minimum. This is a

paradigm shift. Previously, tax law was driven by short-term concern for horizontal equality. A fair tax is one which presents
objectives of revenue raising and the enhancement of Gov- us with a level playing field and does not concern itself with the
ernment's capacity to regulate the private sector which was quality of the teams. It is for them to undertake their own training
and still remains largely foreign. The scope of regulation was

if they wish to win [Williams, p 23]
extended to include such details as the capital structureof pri- A neutral corporate tax structure would therefore avoid the
vate companies. three fundamentalbiases. First, it would not distort the choice
When revenue raising ceased to be a priority and Govem- of business organizational form. Tax law would be neutral as

ment increasingly realized that the continued expansion of regards corporate and non-corporateforms of enterprise. The
the economy in general and job creation in particulardepend- choice between the two options would be based on non-tax

ed on expanded private sector growth, there was a major considerations. Second, the tax system would be neutral as

switch from short-term regulation toward long-term macro- regards the three basic sources of funding: new issues of
economicmanagement. In particular, the focus was placed on shares, retention of the company's earnings and loan capital.
issues and optimal options for reshaping and diversifying the In particular, the inherent bias against equity financing espe-
economy with the private sector acting as the key locomotive cially on account of the double tax would be eliminated.
of growth and job creation. This has been characterized by Third, the distortion of the company's choice between distri-

greateremphasis on the effect of taxes on incentives for indi- bution or retention of its earnings would also be removed
viduals and corporateenterprises. [Hubbard, pp 118-122].

The recent overhaul of the Botswana tax law has substantial-The lesson that can be drawn by other African tax systems
from the Botswanaexperience is that the interaction between ly brought its corporate tax system closer to neutrality
the personal and corporate tax systems as well as the struc- although outstanding issues still remain, including the con-

tinued indirect taxation of retained earnings by reason of theture of the corporate tax itself have major consequences that
significantly affect incentives for economic development in taxation of capital gains upon a disposal of shares.

general and entrepreneurship,investment and finance in par-
ticular [King et al, p 162]. The basic system of company and BIBLIOGRAPHYshareholder taxation has dynamic implications which may
not be fully appreciatedor intended at the time of their enact-

African Tax Systems, International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-ment and implementation [Clark, pp 94-6; Kay, p 162].
mentation, (various supplements for 1991 and 1992).

The basic structure of corporate tax and the various modifi-
cations which were introduced to counter avoidance, under- 22. Laws of Botswana, Income Tax (Amendment) Act, Act No. 1 I of 1991,capitalization and excessive reliance on debt as opposed to Sec. 5.
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FRANCE:

THREE PERCENT TAX ON RFAL ESTATE IN FRANCE
Pierre-Jean Douver

Partner, Bureau Francis Lefebvre

Stringent provisions designed to thwart a common form of Legal entities liable for the 3 percent tax must file a declara-
tax evasion involving the ownership of real property were tion by 15 May of each year, giving the location, a descrip-introduced in 1983. The targeted practice involved the setting tion and the value of the immovableproperty owned at 1 Jan-
up of a company (generally in a low tax or no tax country) to uary of the year of taxation. Failure to file the declaration
purchase property which was then rented at below market may give rise to arbitrary (automatic) taxation proceedings.value to a person who directly or indirectly controlled the
company. This allowed individuals to escape wealth tax in
respect of the real estate indirectly owned through foreign Il. SCOPE
entities, as the French government was not able to ascertain
the identity of the beneficial owners of the entity. To combat A. Taxable persons
this practice the 1983 Finance Act introduced an annual 3

The tax, which is not deductible for of Frenchpercent tax on the market value of certain real property purposes cor-

poration or income tax, is due by all persons. According toowned by foreign companies.2 An exemption was granted to
the Guideline the term persons is to be given broadcompanies: a very

which resided in a country which had concluded a tax interpretation, i.e. it encompasses all legal entities. No dis--

tinction is made on the basis of the form (corporation, part-treaty with France containing an administrative assis-
or sotance clause for the prevention of tax avoidance and eva- nership, non-trading company) nationality of the entity

long as under the domestic law where the company has itssion; and
seat it is deemed to have a personality separate and distinctwhich filed an annual declaration containing specific from that of its members.4 This sweeping definition of per-

-

information.
son will of course include French legal entities within its

Despite the legislativechanges, the SupremeCivil Court held ambit, even though in practice such companies will be
in a number of cases that the real estate tax provisions dis- exempt if they undertake to communicatecertain information
criminated against companies resident in (or whose seat of to the tax authorities (see III. below).
managementwas in) a country which had concludeda double
tax treaty with France containing a non-discrimination 1. Indirect ownershipclause, as opposed to an administrativeassistance clause.

The 3 percent tax is levied on persons owning real property inIn order to limit the impact of the Supreme Court decisions France either directly or through a third party. A legal entityand to avoid any charge that the 3 percent tax was discrimi-
holding a participation in whatever form or proportion, innatory, the 1993 Finance Act introduced further amendments another legal entity that isto the 3 percent tax. Under the new provisions all legal enti-

the owner of real property in France the owner of realor
-

ties (i.e. both French and foreign) which directly or indirect-
estate rights relating to such real property, orly own real property in France, or which benefit from real
the holder of participation in third legal entity that isa a

-

estate rights over such property, are subject to an annual 3
itself the of real real rights relat-owner property or estatepercent tax levied on the market value of the property. On 22
ing to the property, or interposed in the chain of partici-October 1993 the tax authorities issued Guideline 7-Q-3-93

which clarifies how the tax will be applied after the 1993 pation,
iS deemed to own real property or rights in France through anamendments.3
interposed person, and therefore falls within the scope of the

This article analyses the new provisions in the light of the 3 percent tax. However, where there is a chain of ownership,OctoberGuideline.

1. Estate and gi tax were also circumvented.
I. INTRODUCTION 2. See FrenchTax Code (CGI), Art. 990D, E and F. For a discussion of the

provisions, see H. Lazarski, New Measures Affecting Real Property Owned by
Foreign Companiesand Other Developments,23 EuropeanTaxation(FebruaryThe tax is imposed on immovableproperty in France and any 1983), at 39.

real estate rights relating to such property owned as of 1 Jan- 3. The Guideline is binding on the tax inspectors, i.e. they must apply the

uary of the year of taxation, and it is assessed at the rate of 3 rules set forth in the official comments.
4. In particular, the French tax authorities have indicated that Liechtensteinpercentof the market value of the property or the rights to the Anstalten (establishments)and Stiftungen (foundations)are to be regardedproperty. as entities having legal capacity. See Guideline, para. 3.
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the tax is only due by those persohs which are nearest to the Immovable property which the person or any interposed
immovable property and which are not exempt under CGI person uses for its commercial activities (other than in

Section 990E(2) and (3).5 the real estate business) is not taken into account in the

numerator.
For example: A building in France which is to be rented out

is owned by non-tradingCompany (civil company) A, whose Immovableassets owned by an interposed third party are

seat is in France. Companies B and C, both non-resident taken into account regardless of whether or not such

companies,each own 50 percentof the share capital of Com- party falls within the scope of the 3 percent tax. The

pany A. buildings or real estate rights on buildings constituting

If Company A undertakes to provide the tax administration
the immovable property inventory of construction-for-

with relevant information and supporting documents (see
sale companies or companies acting as property traders

below), it is exempt from the 3 percent tax.
are also taken into account in the numerator. However,
the value of securities in quoted property companies and

If Company B has its seat in a country which has either not unquoted securities in so-called SICOMIs,9 which are

concluded a tax treaty with France or the treaty does not regarded as financial investments for purposes of wealth

include an administrativeassistanceclause or a relevantnon- tax, are not included in the assets in the numerator,lo

discriminationclause applicable, it is liable for the 3 percent
tax on 50 percent of the market value of the building. (b) in the denominator, the value of all French assets.

In addition to the value in the numerator, the value of real

If CompanyC has its seat in a country which has concluded a property in France which is used for the owner's com-

tax treaty containing an administrativeassistance clause or a mercial activities and the value of movable assets in

non-discriminationclause,6 and 50 percent of C's share capi- France, mainly French public funds, interest, debt-claims
tal is owned by IndividualX and by Company D, a company and French securities, should also be ncluded.
not benefiting from a treaty with an administrativeassistance
clause or a non-discrminationclause, Company C is exempt In the case of immovable property in France (or rights relat-

from the 3 percent tax if it undertakes to satisfy the reporting ing to such immovableproperty)held through an interposed
obligations. person, the comparison is effected by determining the ratio

which the value of the French immovable property owned
Individual X is also exempt on account of the 25 percent by the interposed person bears to the value of the French

(50% x 50% = 25%) of the building which he ndirectly assets of such omitting from the denominator the
owns.

7 Company D, however, is liable for the 3 percent tax
person,

value of any elements of the interposed person's assets per-
on that portion of the market value of the building which it taining to another country (buildings abroad, participations
owns ndirectly (i.e. 25 percent). in foreign companies, claims on foreign persons). Howev-

er, where the interposed person is a French company listed

2. Nationalityof the entity on a stock exchange, the total value of the participationheld

As from 1 January 1993, the location of the seat of an entity
is irrelevant in determining whether the entity is subject to

5. Guideline, para. 5.

6. Where a treaty contains both an administrativeassistanceclause and a rel-

the 3 percent tax, i.e. it may be in or outside France. evant non-discriminationclause, the non-residentcompany may opt for exemp-
tion under either clause.
7. However, Individual X may be subject to French wealth tax.

B. Exemptions 8. Guideline, paras. 12,13 and 14.

9. Under French law, a SICOMI is a particular type of vehicle whch until

CGI Section 990E provides for an exemption from the 3 per- recently enjoyed a specific regime whereby it was not subject to corporation tax,

cent tax for six categories of persons.
even though it is a limited company. Basically, the purpose of such an entity,
whch must be approved by the French Govemment, is limited to the purchase
and leasing of assets with a purchaseoption for the benefit of professionals.

1. Persons that are not deemed to have a majority 10. To illustrate this rule the Guideline provides the following example:

of their French assets comprised of real property
A companyowns the following assets n France:

in France
- 60% of the shares in a French corporation that owns a building in which it

operates a hotel-restaurant,which has a market value of 5 million FF;
shares in a SICOMI (3 million FF);-

Persons which own immovable property in France, either 60% of a non-tradingFrench company which carries out two activities, i.e.
-

directly or through an interposed person, the value of which the renting of dwellingsand construction/sales.The real estate which is leased is

represents less than 50 percent of the value of the entity's listed as fixed assets, the remaining real estate as inventory. The total fair mar-

ket value of this real estate is 20 million FF.
French assets, are not liable for the 3 percent tax. To deter- Numerator: 20M x 60% = 12M

mine whethera majorityof assets are comprised of real prop- Denominator: 5M x 60% = 3M

erty in France a comparison must be made. The following 3M = 3M

ratio is calculated as of 1 January of the year of taxation:8 20M x 60% = 12M
total 18M

(a) in the numerator, the value of the immovableproperty in The company is a real estate company as the market value of the real estate in

France and any real estate rights relating to immovable France of the non-tradingcompany represents more than 50% of the value of all

property in France, owned directly or indirectly, whether French assets, i.e.
12M

the owner is the person concerned or an interposed per-
-

18M
x 100% = 66.66%

son. 11. Guideline, para. 15.
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in such company must be included in the denominator as a Thus it would appear that all entities, regardless of nationali-
French asset.12 ty, which own real property in France must ensure that they

comply with the declaration obligations, as failure to do so
will lead to liability to the 3 percent tax.2. Legal entities covered by a treaty containing an

administrativeassistance clause13 4. Quoted companies
Legal entities whose seat is in a country or territory which Companiesquoted either on the official stock exchangeor on
has concluded a double tax treaty with France containing an the secondarymarket of a French stock exchange,or on a for-
administrative assistance clause for the prevention of fraud
and tax evasion are exempt from the 3 percent tax, even 12. Guideline, para. 16. For example:
though such entities may be deemed to have a majority of Company A owns:

their assets comprisedof real property in France. However, to
- a building in France whose value is 10 million FF;

50% of the shares in Company B, which itself owns a building in France
-

avail itself of this exemption a legal entity must file a decla- with a value of 8 million FF;ration with the tax administration by 15 May of each year - and 10,000 shares in Company C, whose seat is in France and which is list-
(discussedin III. below).14 ed on the Paris stock exchange, worth 2,000 FF per share as at 1 January.

In order to determine whetherCompany A has a majority of its assets comprised
of immovable property in France, the value of the building directly owned (10

3. Legal entities whose effective seat of management is million FF) and 50% of the value of the building owned through Company B

in France or which, by virtue of a treaty, should not be (i.e. 4 million FF) should be included in the numerator, and the value of the
assets listed above, adding the value of the shares in CompanyC (20 million FF)subject to more burdensome taxation, where they should be included in the denominator.

either communicatecertain information to the French Company A does not have predominant real estate features, as all of the build-
tax authoritieseach year or make (and uphold) a ings owned directly or indirectly representT of its aggregatedFrench assets.

commitmentto communicate information at the 13. Underan administrativeassistance treaty, the French administrationshould
be able to procure from the administrationof the treaty partner the informationrequest of the tax authoritiesl5 necessary to apply the treaty provisions as well as the provisions of French
domestic egislation relating to the taxes covered by the treaty.Such persons are: According to the administration, the countries which have double tax treaties

legal entities with their seat in France;t6 with France containing an administrativeassistance clause to combat taX fraud
-

and evasion, are as follows (list up to date at 1 October 1993):legal entities covered by a treaty concluded by France Algeria Finland Malaysia St.-Pierre
-

that contains a non-discrimination clause based on Argentina Gabon Mali and Miquelon
Australia Germany Malta Senegalnationality which meets the following tests: Austria Greece Mauritania Singapore

the clause applies to nationals in general and is not Bangladesh Hungary Mauritius Slovakia-

Belgium Iceland Mayotte(2) Spainreserved only to-individuals; Benin Indonesia Mexico Sri Lanka
Brazil Iran Monaco Swedennationals are expressly defined to include legal Bulgaria Ireland Morocco Thailand

-

entities; and Burkina-Faso Israel Netherlands(3) Togo
Cameroon Italy New Caledonia Trinidad and

according to the authorities the non-discrmination Canada Ivory Coast New Zealand Tobago
-

Cent.Afr.Rep. Japan Niger Tunisiaclause expressly covers all taxes:7 China Jordan Nigeria Turkey
Congo Korea (Rep.) Nonvay United Kingdom (4)In the Guideline, the French tax administrationspecified that, Cypnjs Kuwait Pakistar United States
Czech Rep. Lebanon Philippines Yugoslaviaunless stated otherwise, these provisionsapply to nationals of Dcnmark Luxembourg(1) Poland Zambia

a state that has concluded a treaty with France containing a Egypt Madagascar Portugal
Equador Malawi Romanianon-discrimination clause only if those nationals are resi- (1) Holdings under the LuxembourgLaw of 1929 may not enjoy the exemption

dents of that state. Accordingly,companies must fumish evi- (2) Previous treaty with Comoros.
(3) The income tax treaty of 16 March 1973 does not include the Netherlandsdence that they are resident under the relevant treaty n the Antilles.

tax treaty notcountry in which they are nationals.18 (4) The income of 22 March 1968 does include Gibraltar, Hong
Kong, the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man.

14. Guideline, para. 20.In addition, under French company law, if an entity has its 15. Guideline,para. 24.
legal seat in one country and its effective place of manage- 16. It shouldbe noted that for tax purposesFranceconsists of the Metropolitan
ment in another, the French tax authorities may take into (i.e. European) territory and the overseas departments of Guadeloupe, Guyane,
account the place of effective management to deny the Martiniqueand Reunion.

17. The following countries have concluded with France a tax treaty contain-exemption. According to the French tax authorities, no entity ing such a clause (updated list as of I October 1993):
whose registered office is located in a non-treaty country Argentina Finland Korea (Rep.) Portugal

Austria Germany Lebanon Romaniaincluding a non-discrimination clause based on nationality Bangladesh Greece Madagascar Slovakia
may claim a difference between its legal seat and place of Brazi! Hungary Malawi Spain

Bulgaria Iceland Malta Sri Lankaeffective management so as to benefit from the most China lran Mauritius Switzerland
favourable treaty. However, it is the authorities' position that Congo Ireland Morocco Thailand

Cyprus Israel Netherlands Trinidad andthey may apply the 3 percent tax on the basis of the place of Czech Rep Italy Nigeria Tobago
Egypt Japan Norway United Kingdomeffective management in a country with which France is not Equador Jordania Poland Yugoslaviabound by a non-discriminationclause.19 Zambia
Thus, for example,according to the authoritiesLuxembourgand Sweden, whose

To avoid payment of the 3 percent tax, a company falling in treaties contain a non-discriminationclause which only applies to taxes covered
arethis category must either file the special declaration or give by the convention, excluded.

18. Guideline, para. 25.
an undertaking to the tax authorities (see III. below). 19. Guideline, para. 26.
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eign stock exchangesubject to similar rules, are exempt from directly or through one or more interposed legal entities, at 1
.

the 3 percent tax.2o To determine whether a foreign stock January. This declarationmust be filed by 15 May. In order to

exchange is governed by similar rules, the following factors be exempt29 from the tax persons falling within CGI Section

must be considered: 990E(2) and (3)30 must fulfil the following obligations:
conditions required to be listed (i.e. legal status, mini- (1) legal entities who benefit from an administrative assis-

mum size); tance clause in a tax treaty must file Form No. 2746;
- the fraction of capital which must be owned by the pub- (2) legal entities whose effective place of management is

lic; located in France or who, by virtue of a treaty, may not be
- the volume and frequency of transactions required in subject to more burdensome taxation than that imposed

order to be listed; on French companies will be exempt if they provide the
- the required disclosure to the stock exchange regulatory requisite nformationor undertake to do so.

authority of the identity of the main shareholders;
the equality of treatmentof the shareholders; and The following informationmust be provided by legal entities

-

the public disclosureobligations.21 falling in either category:
-

the names and addresses of shareholders, partners or-

5. International organizations,sovereign states and
other members at 1 January; and

public agencies
- the number of shares or interests held by the sharehold-

ers, partners, etc.

Internationalorganizations,sovereignstates and public agen-
cies, including, for France, public institutions, are exempt No particular manner is prescribed for the undertaking,
from the 3 percent tax.22 except that it must be in the form of a swom statementsigned

by an authorized representative of the legal entity.31 The

6. Pension funds and other not-for-profitorganizations undertaking must be given within two months of the date of

acquisitionof the property or rights.
Pension funds which carry out non-remunerative activities

and other not-for-profit organizations of a social, philan- Entities falling under (2) above must also undertake to pro-

thropic, educational or cultural nature are exempt from the duce, at the requestof the tax authorities,evidence in support

tax if they establish that the pursuit of their activities in of the residence of their shareholders,partners or other mem-

France or abroad justifies their owning immovable property bers, and such evidence must clearly establish the tax resi-

in France.23 dence of the persons concerned.32 The administration has
indicated that evidence of tax residence should be required

C. Taxable property 20. Guideline,pata. 47.

The 3 percent tax is levied on the market value of developed 21. Guideline, para. 49.

and undevelopedproperty in France, as well as on any real 22. Guideline, para. 44. Prior to the 1993 amendments the exemption applied

estate rights attaching to such propertyowned at 1 Januaryof
to internationalorganizations, foreign sovereign states and foreign public insti-

tutionS.
the year of taxation. The uses made of the property and 23. Guideline, paras. 44-48.

whetheror not the property is leased are irrelevant.24 24. Guideline, para. 49.
25. Debts and, in particular, loans raised for the acquisitionof the real proper-

The value of the immovableproperty assignedby the taxpay- ty are not deductible from the tax base. Guideline, para. 53.

er or interposed persons to their own professional activities, 26. Guideline, para. 50.

other than real estate business activities, is excludedfrom the
27. Co-ownershipcompanies falling under CGI Sec. 1655 ter are used to hold

real estate and are one of the few totally transparentFrench legal forms. They are

tax base.25 Real property held as inventory by legal entities not subject to the 3% tax. See Guideline,para. 4.

that are property dealers by trade is exempt.26 28. Guideline, para. 54.
29. The guidelineoriginallyprovidedthat residentand non-residentcompanies

Where the property is held through an interposed legal per- wishing to claim an exemption from the 3% tax for 1993 had to file the under-

son, other than a co-ownership company falling within the taking by 7 January 1994 at the latest. A press release of 7 January extends the

deadline to 31 March 1994.
scope of CGI Section 1655 ter,27 the tax base is reduced in 30. These taxpayers are legal entities whose seat is in a country which has con-

proportion to the ratio of the participationheld by the taxable cluded a tax treaty with France for administrativeassistance for the prevention

legal entity n the nterposed legal entity.28 If the real estate is of fraud and tax evasion and legal entities whose effectiveplace of management

owned through a transparent co-ownership company falling
is in France, or which, by virtue of a treaty, should not be subject to more bur-

densome taxation.
within the scope of CGI Section 1655 ter, the tax base is the In the Guideline, paras. 29-33, the French authorities hold'that the following
market value of the assets attaching to the intrest owned by French companies meet this test:

the person subject to the 3 percent tax.
- transparent real estate entities which lease their assets or which place such

assets at the disposal of their shareholders;
certain real estate public companies, i.e. time-sharecompanies, companies-

whose purpose is to share the right to use real estate between shareholders

Ill. DECLARATIONAND UNDERTAKING on a time basis.

OBLIGATIONS If these companies have fulfilled the declaratory obligations they are not liable

for the 3% tax.

Under CGI Section 990F(3) persons liable to the 3 percent 31. A model statement is found in Annex IV to the Guideline.

32. The evidence may be in the form of a certificate issued by the competent
tax must file with the tax authorities a declarationcontaining tax authorities of the country of fiscal domicile, or a notice of assessment pro-

the location, description and value of all real estate owned, vided it is sufficientlyexplicit. Guideline, paras. 33-34.
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primarily when such persons do not have their domicile or B. Collection
seat in a country which has concluded a tax treaty with
France containing an administrative assistance clause to The rules applicable to registrationduties apply equally to the
combat fraud and tax evasion.33 collection of the 3 percent real estate tax.40 Thus the claim of

the tax authorities is preferential and may be recorded on anyThe undertaking need not be renewed for subsequent pur- immovableproperty the taxpayer owns in France.
chases. If an entity has filed an undertaking with the compe-
tent tax centre in respect of certain real estate, and it subse- Any third party through which the property is held is jointly
quently purchases other real property outside the jurisdiction liable with the taxpayer for payment of the tax. Further, the
ofthat centre, a new undertakingneed not be filed at a second tax authorties may require entities carrying on business in
centre. However, the company must inform the second tax France to appoint a representative for the transfer of immov-
centre that an undertaking has already been provided, speci- able property. This representativeis personally liable for pay-
fying the date of filing, the address of the real property for ing the withholding tax due on the capital gains made by the
which it. was made and where it was filed.34 company,and also liable for payment of the 3 percent tax out-

standing at the date of transfer of the property.41If the authorities request that a legal entity (or its representa-
tive) which has given an undertaking provide informaton Thus in case of a transfer of mmovableproperty owned by a

and supporting documents, the entity has 60 days from the company between 1 January and 15 May of a given year, the
date of receipt of the request to provide the information and approved representativedesignated in the capital gains retum

supporting documents. If the legal entity fails to adequately will be personally liable to pay the tax, which will become
respond to the request by the end of the 60-day period, the payable on 15 May of the relevant year. If the tax is not paid,
authoritieswill issue another request to complete its response

the representative's liability remains the same in case of a

within an additional30-day period.35 If the legal entity fails to transfer occurring after 15 May of the year in question. The
provide a timely written answer to the notice, or if its answer representative is also liable for any supplementary tax for
remains unsatisfactory, the entity is deemed to have failed to said year for which notice to pay would have been given as a

fulfil its commitmentand the authorities will require that the result of a tax adjustment. However, the representative may
entity file a return and pay the tax within 30 days.36The tax is not be sued for payment of the tax which would not have
due on account of the fiscal year in which the commitment been paid by the legal entity and which would be due on

was breached and preceding years which are not covered by account of previous years not covered by the statute of limi-
the statute of limitations. If the entity fails to file the return tations. For the representativeto be legally bound, the under-
within the 30-day period, it may be taxed automatically(after taking to pay he gave on the capital gain return must express-
prior notice has been given).37 ly refer to the 3 percent tax.42

A company which is liable to the 3 percent tax because of its Finally, the statute of limitations for the 3 percent tax is three
failure to fulfil its commitment, or failure to provide a satis- years plus the current year; however, if no declaration was

factory answer may recover its right to an exemption by fil- filed the period is extended to ten years. For this reason, strict
ing with the tax authorities all of the information and sup- attention should be paid to the formalities.

porting documents it had undertaken to provide, and by giv-
ing new undertaking. The exemption applies from 1 January 33. Guideline, para. 35.
of the year in which the declaration obligations were ful- 34. Guideline, para. 38

filled. Tax due for previous years, however, remains 35. Guideline, para. 59.
36. Declaration Form No. 2746 must be filed, and it must include the informa-payable.38 tion discussed in the text supra.
37. Guideline, paras. 60 and 69.
38. Guideline, para. 64.

IV. PAYMENT AND COLLECTION 39. Guideline,para. 65-67.
40. See CGI Secs. 223 quinquies A, 1727, 1728 and 1929-I.
41. The tax authoritiesmay request that a legal entity chargeable to the 3% taxA. Payment appoint a representative in France who s authorized to receive any communica-
tions in connection with the undertakirg, the tax base, collection of the tax and

Paymentof the tax must be effected by 15 May of each year, litigation, if any. Unless vested with special powers, such a representativehas no

and it must be accompanied by the declaration. Failure to personal liability for payment of the tax, and may not be held jointlyandsever-

make a timely filing and payment triggers an interest charge ally liable for the payment, as is the case for a representative designated for a

transfer of real property.in the amount of 0.75 percent per month.39 42. Guideline, paras. 70-79.
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MALAYSIA:

THE 1994 BUDGETAND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS-

THE PATH TO SUSTAINABLEGROWTH
VeerinderjeetSingh

Associate Professor, Division of Accounting,
Faculty of Economics & Administration, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur

I. INTRODUCTION tor taken into consideration in lowering tax rates to 30 per-
cent is that in 1995, the country will be approaching the

The Honourable Minister of Finance, Dato Seri Anwar implementationof the Sales and ServiceTax which is expect-
Ibrahim presented the 1994 Budget on 29 October 1993. The ed to strengthen the tax base considerablyand generate addi-
Budget was presented at a time when the international eco- tional revenue to offset the losses arising from the reduction
nomic situation remains uncertain. However, Malaysia's of direct taxes.

rapid economic growth is expected to continue with the

Gross Domestic Product expandingby 8.2 percent compared With the eventual reduction to 30 percent, Malaysia's corpo-

to 8 percent in 1993. Anothernotable achievementis that for rate tax rate would be fairly competitive. It is anticipated that

the first time, the country has attained a balanced budget.1 with the eventual shift towards indirect taxationand the with-

With the country recording impressive economic perfor- drawal of incentives, the corporate tax rate may be in the

mances for six years in succession despite global economic region of 25 to 28 percent which would be very competitive.
gloom, a well-balanced and healthy current account, and
inflation at 3.7 percentfor the first ninemonths of 1993, the B. Franking of dividends
emphasis is on sustainableeonomicgrowth which involves

the continuing process of tax reform and measures to curb Malaysia adopts the mputation system whereby the income

nflation. As such, the budget strategy focuses on ensuring tax chargeable on a resident company is available to frank

strong, vibrant and sustainable economic growth, reducing dividends paid, credited or distributed to its shareholders. In

inflation, enhancing skills and technological competence, line with the reduction in the corporate tax rate from the year

and fostering a balanced and equitable society. of assessment 1994, the rate of tax deductible from dividends
is 32 percent. This applies to dividends,paid, credited ordis-

The momentum of economic growth is to be sustained tributed from 1 January 1993.5 As such, dividends paid
through tax reduction and fiscal prudence. The reduction in before budget day which tax at 34 percent has beenon

taxes will nvolve a revenue loss of MS 1.899 billionbut this deductedwill be recalculatedas follows:
is a strategy to promote investmentand growth in the econo-

my and hence increase revenue in the future. Shareholder'sposition MS

This article examines various measures introduced in the Gross dividend 1,000
Budget and the Finance (No. 2) Bill 19932 with regard to Less: Tax deducted at 34% 340
direct and ndirect taxation, as well as other recent tax devel- Net dividend received by shareholder 660

opments.

Il. BUSINESS TAXATION 1. In 1993, Government is expected increase high of MSrevenue to to a

A. Corporate tax rate
41.231 billion while total expenditure, both operating and development, is

expected to amount to MS 41.036 billion. The Ministeralso expects to achieve a

balancedbudget in 1994 based on past revenue and expenditureperformance.
Currently, the income tax rate applicable to conpanies is 34 2. Recentlyenacted as the Finance Act 1994.

percent. As hinted by the Minister in the previous budget, the 3. Amendmentto para. 2 of Part I to Schedule 1 of the Act.

tax rate has been lowered to 32 percent with effect from the 4. The table below comparesMalaysia'scorporate income tax rate with those

in the other ASEANcountries.

yearofassessment 1994.3 The rate will be lowered to 30 per- Corporate IncomeTaxRatesofASEAN Countries

cent with effect from the year of assessment 1995.4 Country Rate (percent)
Singapore 27

The reduction in th corporate tax rate is expected to result in Brunei 30

a revenue loss of MS 472 million. This would be offset by the Thailand 30

increase in revenue through the buoyant economic growth Malaysia 32

and the savings from the abolition and reduction in nvest-
Indonesia 35

Philippines 35

ment incentivesannounced in previousbudgets. Anotherfac- 5. Via introductionof Sec. 108(2C) and (4C) as well as Sec. 110(1C).
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Re-grossing of net dividend: role in alleviating the housing shortage faced by the low10/68 X 660 970.59 income group.Less: Tax deemed deducted at 32% 310.59
Net dividend received by shareholder 660.00 It was also announced that all contributions made to the

Ntional Translation Institute of Malaysia would be given a
tax deduction. This is to encourage the financing of transla-

Company'sSection 108(6) account tion of books into the national language. However, no

With the distribution of a gross dividend of MS 1,000, the amendment has been made to the legislation. As such, this is
Section 108(6) account would be as follows: likely to be enacted via a gazette order. The effective date of

this change was also not stated.

Previous Current
MS MS E. Industrial building allowance

Balance of tax credit b/f (say) 10,000.00 10,000.00 (1) Provision of living accommodationfor employeesLess: Tax deducted/deemeddeductible
from dividend 340.00 310.59 With effect from 1 January 1994, the qualifying expenditureBalance of tax credit c/f 9,660 00 9,689.41 incurred on the purchase or constructionof buildings used for

accommodation of employees in the manufacturing sector
will be treated as expenditureon an industrial building at anyWith the change, the tax deducted of MS 310.59 would be time the building is occupied by an employee. However, the

allowed as a set-off (under Section 110 of the Income Tax term employee does not include a director, an individual
Act, 1967) against the tax chargeable on the shareholder. having control of the business or a member of the manage-

ment, administrativeor clerical staff engaged in the manufac-When the corporate tax rate is lowered to 30 percent with
turing business.effect from year of assessment 1995, a further recalculation

will be made. This is due to the fact that the 30 percent rate The allowance is 10 percent per annum on the qualifying
has not been incorporated in the legislation and would prob- expenditure incurred. There is no initial allowance available
ably be included when the 1995 Budget is presented in Octo- in the first year. Further, the qualifying expenditure in the
ber 1994. case of a purchased building iS the purchase price of that

building.9
C. Contributionsto approved schemes by employers This change is intended to encourage employers within the

manufacturing sector to provide accommodation to employ-Contributions by an employer to an approved scheme (such ees. Previously, industrial building allowance was onlyas the EmployeesProvidentFund (EPF)) qualified for deduc- allowed if the building was constructedby the employerwhotion subject to a maximum of 15 percent of remuneration. In already had an existing industrial building in use for his busi-the previous budget, the mandatory contribution to the EPF ness. This change thus allows a manufacturer the option ofwas increased frorn 11 to 12 percent for the employer and purchasing or constructing the building and obtaining a fullfrom 9 to 10 percent for the employee (with effect from 1 write-off over ten years (unlike the usual case where it mayJanuary 1993). This had affected companies who were con- take 30 years or more).tributing 11 percent to the EPF and 4 percent to an approved
scheme for the benefit of its employees. The total contribu- (2) Provision of child care facilities for employeestions from January 1993 thus amounted to 16 percent (1 per-
cent above the lirnit of 15 percent). In line with the increase To encourage ernployers to establish child care facilities for
in the mandatory contributions to the EPF, the maximum rate their employees so as to increase the participationof women
of deduction has been increased to 16 percent of remunera- in the work force, expenditure on the construction or pur-
tion with effect from year of assessment 1994.6 chase of a building for the provision of such facilities will be

treated as expenditure on an industrial building at any time
the building is used by the employees.'oThis change is effec-D. Approved donations
tive from 1 January 1994.

The definition of organization for approved donation pur- The industrial building allowance will be 10 percent perposes has been extended to include an organization estab- annum. The qualifying expenditure in the case of a purchasedlished exclusively for the conseration or protection of the building is the purchase price of that building. Employeesenvironment.7As such, cash donations to such organizations exclude directors or an individual having control of the busi-approved by the Director General of Inland Revenue are tax ness or an individual who is a mernber of the nanagement,deductible from 1 January 1994. administrativeor clerical staff engaged in the business.
Further, with effect from year of assessment 1994, donations
to the GovernmentLow-CostHousing Fund managed by the
Central Bank of Malaysia would be eligible for a deduction. 6 Amendment to Sec. 34(4)
However, a double deduction would be given for donations 7 Amendmentvia Sec. 44(7)(h)
made during the period from l November 1993 to 31 January

8. Amendment to Sec. 44(6).
9 Via introduction of para. 42A(I) to Schedule 31994.g This aims to encourage the corporate sector to play a 10. Via introductionof para. 42A(2) to Schedule 3.
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(3) Buildings used for research construction projects that commenced during the period 21

October 1988 to 31 December 1993.
With effect from year of assessment 1994, buildings or parts
thereofused for the purpose of researchby approved research It was proposed that the rate of exemptionbe increased from

companies and institutes within the meaning of Section 50 to 70 percent. Thus, only 30 percent of the remitted

34B(4) of the Income Tax Act, 1967 qualify for industrial income would be taxable. It was also proposed to abolish the

building allowance.1 present restriction of a five year exemption period and to

remove the restriction that construction projects must com-

F. Operational HeadquartersCompany (OHC) mence during the period 21 October 1988 to 31 December

1993. Thus, companies which commencea constructionpro-

The Income Tax Act, 1967 provides fiscal incentives such as ject overseas will enjoy an indefiniteperiod of exemption.
a reduced rate of tax at 10 percent for a period of up to ten

years for approved OHCs established in Malaysia providing
The Government had agreed in principle to allow a 50 per-
cent exemption on income remitted to Malaysia for compa-

qualifying services to their offices or related companies out-

side Malaysia. Companies carrying on a business of finance
nies which export services in the oil and gas industry. The

on are appears
or the provision of professional services were specifically guidelines this beirg prepared. It that, in line

with the proposalsmade by the Minister, the exemption level
excluded from eligibility for the OHC incentive. would also be increased 70to percent.
In a move to widen the scope of this incentive, it will be made

The above-statedproposals are to take effect from the year of
available to commercial and investment banking companies.
The definition of qualifying services has been expanded to

assessment 1994. These would be enacted via a gazette notifi-

include the provision of treasury and fund managementser-
cation (i.e. amending the existing exemption order). The

vices. However, where such services include provision of changes are intended to provide a furtherpush towards reverse

credit facilities, the fundsfor providing such facilities must
nvestment by Malaysian companies. However, it should be

be obtained from outside Malaysia.12 bome in mind that foreign ncome not remitted to Malaysia is

not subject to Malaysian tax and a 70 percent exemptionmay

This change took effect retrospectively from 1 January 1993 not be sufficient to achieve the ntended results.

and seeks to further accelerate the establishmentof OHCs in

Malaysia. Overall, it is felt that further changes may be nec- I. Reinvestmentallowance
essary to make Malaysia more attractive for OHCs such as

liberalizing the granting of work permits for expatriate per- A Malaysian resident manufacturingcompany will enjoy tax

sonnel of such organizations. exemptionon a portion of its profits if it incurs capital expen-
diture prior to 1 January 1996 on a factory building and/or

G. Venture Capital Companies (VCC) qualifying plant and machinery in respect of an expansion,
modernizationor diversificationproject.

Subject to certain conditions, VCCs are currently exempt
from tax on gains arising from the disposal of shares in a ven-

The tax exemption was granted in the form of a claim for

reinvestment allowance which was equivalent to 40 percent
ture company. The Income Tax Act, 1967 defines a VCC as a

resident company approved by the Minister of Finance and of the qualifying capital expenditure.The rate was increased

having a 100 percent investment in a high risk and new tech- to 50 percent in the case of a small-scale company. To

nology project (i.e. holding the shares in an unlisted venture encourage existing companies to expand their activities

company).
through the reinvestmentof profits, the rate of reinvestment

allowance has been increased from 40 to 50 percent so that

In line with the objective to encourage the financing of high the rate is standardizedin respect of qualifyingcapital expen-
risk and new technology projects, the definition of a VCC is diture incurred on or after 1 January 1994. The reinvestment

amended from 1 January 1994 to include a company with at allowance has been extended indefinitely after 31 December

least 70 percent of its investmentin a high risk and new tech- 1995.15 There is also a commitmentthat sufficientnotice will

nology project.13 Further, the qualifying criteria under the be given should the Governmentdecide to withdraw the rein-

guidelines14whereby VCCs were required to invest not more vestment allowance.
than 10 percentof its funds in a single company and not more

than 25 percent in any industry is abolished.
Ill. PERSONALTAXATION

H. Incentives for approved overseas investments A. Income tax rates

Tax incentives,are available for approved overseas invest- In line with reductionn the corporate rate of income tax, the
ment including a 50 percent abatement of income remitted

rate of income tax imposed non-resident individuals, truston

into Malaysia for a period of five years after a company com-

mences operation and earns profits. 11. Amendment to subpara. 37B(a) to Schedule 3.

In addition, for overseas construction projects a 50 percent 12. Amendmentto Sec. 60E(7).

exemption on income remitted into Malaysia is given for a
13. Amendmentto Sec. 60D(5)(b).
14. See V. Singh, The 1993 Budget and Recent Developments,47 Bulletin

period of five years effective from the date of commence- for InternationalFiscal Documenmtion (January 1993), at 32.

ment of the project. However, this incentive is restricted t0 15. Amendments to paras. 1 and 2(b) of Schedule7A.
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bodies, executors of estates of deceased persons who died mum relief has been reduced from four times to twice the
domiciled outside Malaysia and receivers has been reduced normal relief.19
from 34 to 32 percent with effect from year of assessment

However, the maximum reliefof to four times the normal1994, 6 up
relief is preserved under the following circumstances:

There was no reference to a corresponding tax rate decrease - for students who commencedreceiving furthereducation
for resident individuals. Thus, for year of assessment 1994, outside Malaysia before 1 January 1994; and
the highest rate of tax for these individuals remains at 34 per-

- for a resident of East Malaysia whose child has com-
cent although companies will be taxed at 32 percent. From a menced full-time education at a school or other educa-
technical viewpoint, it is essential that the top marginal rate tional institution in PeninsularMalaysia before 1 January
of income tax for individuals be in line with the corporate 1994.
income tax rate. In the absence of this, the disparity would It will be observed that in the case of a university or otherlead to individuals with income above a specific threshold to establishment of higher education in Singapore, twice the
carry out their businesses through incorporatedcompanies. It normal reliefwould be allowed. Subject to the foregoing, res-
may be possible that the rates will be lowered in the next bud- idents in East Malaysia would no longer be able to claimget depending on the fiscal position of the Governmentand enhanced child relief (of up to four times the normal relief),taking into account the proximity of general elections. in respect of children being educated in Singapore (except as

stated above).
B. Rebates This change is laudable provided there are adequate opportu-

nities for higher education in Malaysia. It comes at a timePrior to year of assessment 1994, a tax rebate of MS 60 was
when a number of local institutions have commenced twin-given for an individual and MS 30 for the wife where the

individual'schargeable income did not exceed MS 10,000. In ning programmes with foreign universities. Under such pro-
order to reduce the tax burden of lower income groups, the grammes, students will study in Malaysia for one or two

rebate has been increased to MS 90 for the individual and MS years and spend the remainingtime in the foreigncountry. As

50 for the wife.17 This change took effect from the year of such, child reliefwould be a maximumof four times the nor-
mal child relief while the child is studying in Malaysia andassessment 1994. With this change, the Ministry of Finance
would be reduced maximum of twice the normal reliefhas estimated that around 60,000 taxpayers will be spared to a

when the child is studying overseas.from paying income tax.

E. Tax exemptionsC. Contributionto approved schemes and life
nsurance premiums The 1994 Budget introduced the following changes2o in

respect of income received by a resident individual:
The maximum tax relief for contributions to approved - the tax exemption on payment received from the transla-
schemes (or provident funds) and life insurance premiums tion of academic and literary works into the national lan-
has remained at MS 3,500 for many years. In order to encour- guage has been increased from MS 6,000 to MS 12,000
age savings and to stimulate the insurance industry, the max- per annum;
imum tax relief has been increased to MS 5,000 with effect - the tax exemption on royalties received from academic
from year of assessment 1994.E8 and literary works has been increased from MS 12,000 to

MS 20,000 per annum;

D. Relief for children at institutionsof higher
- tax exemption on payments received for original paint-

education ings is granted up to MS 20,000 per annum;
tax exemption on payments received by music com-

-

Prior to year of assessment 1994, a maximum relief of up to posers is granted up to MS 12,000 per annum.
four times the normal child reliefof MS 800 was allowed for These changes took effect from the year of assessment 1994a child who was over 18 years of age and studying full-time and are intended to encourage creativity among academicsat a university, college or other establishmentof higher edu- and artists and to further enrich the nation's literary and aca-cation in a place outside Malaysia and Singapore. A similar demic works.deduction was available to residents in East Malaysia in
respect of a child receiving education in a school, university, In addition to the above exemptions, the Minister alsocollege or other establishmentof higher learning in Peninsu- pro-

posed that a tax exemption be granted on fees received fromlar Malaysia or Singapore. meetings and conferences to increase knowledge in the sci-
To encourage the pursuit of higher education locally and to ences and humanities and presentation of working papers at
reduce the outflow of foreign exchange, the maximum relief seminars and conferences in the national language. However,
for children over 18 years of age receiving full-time educa-
tion in universities and institutions of higher leaming in 16. Amendment to para. 2 of Part 1 to Schedule 1.

Malaysia has been increased to four times the normal relief 17. Amendmentto Sec. 6A(2)(a)and (b)
18. Amendment to Sec. 49.effective from year of assessment 1994. On the other hand, 19. Amendment to Sec. 48(3)for children pursuing tertiary education abroad, the maxi- 20. Amendments to paras. 32,32A and 32B of Schedule 6.
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this proposalhas not been incorporated in the legislation. It is income. During the tax relief period, the effective tax rate

likely to be gazetted as a separate exemption order. would be about 10 percent. These incentives are granted to

eligible companies irrespective of the location of their busi-

F. Exemption on interest earned on savings bonds ness within Malaysia.

With ffect from 16 February 1993, interest paid or credited To encourage a balanced growth between regions and to

to any individual in respect of Malaysian Savings Bonds attract more investments to less developed states located in

(Bon Simpanan Malaysia) issued by the Central Bank of the Eastern Corridor of Peninsular Malaysia (Kelantan and

Malaysia are exempted from income tax.21 This had been Trengganu and areas to be designated by the Minister in the

announced in the 1993 Budget and has now been legislated. State of Pahang and North Eastern Johore not beyond the dis-

trict of Mersing), Sabah and Sarawak, it was proposed that,
with effect from 29 October 1993, projects eligible for pio-

G. Withholding tax on gains and profits derived neer status that are located within these areas be given an

from interest-freebanking schemes abatement of 85 percent (instead of 70 percent) of the statu-

Withholding tax exemption is given on interest derived from tory income. For companies eligible for ITA, the rate of

saving deposits with banking institutionsof up to MS 50,000 allowance is increased from 60 to 80 percent and the amount

and to profits and gains derived frorn saving deposits of up to of allowance which can be utilized for each assessmentyear

MS 50,000 with Bank Islarn, which practises an nterest-free is to be ncreased from 70 to 85 percent of statutory income.

banking scheme. The effective tax rate would then be reduced to about 5 per-
cent.

With effect from 1 January 1994, the withholding tax exemp-
tion has been extended to profts and gains derived from sav- These proposed incentives are basically locational incentives

ing deposits of up to 1VIS 50,000placed with all banking insti- and are a variation of the incentives which existed under the

tutions which practise the interest-freebanking scheme. This now-repealed Investment Incentives Act, 1968. Further,

change is merely a move to standardize the treatment. The under the promotion of Investments Act, 1986 there was an

relevantexemption order would be amended accordingly. abatement of adjusted income for location of a factory in a

promoted area (generally a less developed area in the coun-

H. Schedular tax deduction scheme for employees try). These proposals are expected to be legislated via

amendments to the Promotion of InvestmentsAct, 1986.

Currently, tax on employees in Peninsular Malaysia is

deducted by the employer according to directions issued by B. Incentive for environmental protection
the tax authorities.

Presently, the Minister of International Trade and Industry
The 1994 Budget proposed that, with effect from 1 January with the concurrenceof the Ministerof Finance may declare

1995, the deduction of tax be based on schedules or tables as

done in East Malaysia (i.e. the states of Sabah and Sarawak),
any activity or product which is of national and strategic
mportance to Malaysia to be a promoted activity or promot-

whereby the amount of tax to be deducted is predetermined ed product entitled to the following incentives:
according to certain standard circumstancespertaining to the pioneer status with full tax exemption of statutory-

taxpayer. It should be noted that individuals in Sabah and income for a period of ten years; or

Sarawak are currently paying tax on a Pay As You Earn ITA of 100 percent of qualifying expenditure ncurred in-

(PAYE) basis whereas ndividuals in Peninsular Malaysia a five-yearperiod.
pay tax on income eamed in the preceding calendaryear.

It was proposed that a forest plantation project be recognized
It is observed that the proposed change which is intended to

as a strategicprojectof national importanceand hence be eli-

simplify the tax collection system does not intend to bring gible for the foregoing incentives. This proposal is to be
individual taxpayers in Peninsular Malaysia onto the PAYE effective for applications received after 29 October 1993.
scheme. The availabilityof schedulesor tables would make it

easier for employers to deduct tax from salaries without wait- The proposal is intended to encourage the conservationof the

ing for directives from the tax authorities. environmentfor the protectionof natural forests. However, it
is unclear as to what is actually meant by the term forest

plantation project. It would appear that the ITA incentive

IV. INVESTMENTINCENTIVES may be preferred over the pioneer status as unutilized
allowancescan be carried forward ndefinitely for utilization

A. Incentives for industries located in the in future years.
Eastern Corridor of Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah
and Sarawak C. Research allowance

Currently, companies granted pioneer status are given an
In effort the growth of research and develop-

abatement of 70 percent of their statutory income for five
an to encourage

years. Companies granted the investment tax allowance
ment (R&D) especially in the manufacturingsector, the Gov-

(ITA) enjoy an allowance of 60 percent of qualifying capital
ernment in the 1991 Budget announced several incentives:

expenditure and the amount of ITA which can be abated for

each assessment year is restricted to 70 percent of statutory 21. Introductionof subpara. (d) to para. 35 of Schedule 6.
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(1) Approved research companies/institutes company or institute had been defined as a company or insti-
approved research companies or institutes which are tute approved by the Minister of Finance to wholly carry on

-

established to undertake R&D for a particular industry research in a specified industry. This defnition has been
would be eligible for a five year income tax exemption. amended, with effect from 1 January 1994, by replacingThis exemption would enable these research companies wholly with mainly thus enabling such a company or
and institutes to distribute exempt dividends to their institute to participate in other minor activities.22
shareholders;
accumulated losses of approved research companies and-

institutes incurredduring the tax exemptionperiod would V. PETROLEUM INCOME TAX
be allowed to be carried forward for set off against post-
exemption profits; A. Tax rate
plant and machinery, materials and samples used for The rate of petroleum income tax applicable to

-

personsapproved research projects by research companies or chargeable under the Petroleum (Income Tax) Act, 1967institutes would be eligible for import duty, excise duty (PITA) has been reduced from 45 to 40 percent with effectand sales tax exemptions; from the year of assessment 1994.23
cash contributions to approved research institutes would

The petroleum industry has been requesting
-

qualify for double deduction. upstream a

reduction for several years. The tax structure was last
(2) Companies that undertake the use of approved research reviewed in 1975. When the corporate income tax rate start-
companies/institutes ed to fall some years ago, the petroleum income tax rate

double deduction would be available in respect of remained at 45 percent. This was largely due to the signifi-
-

expenses incurred by companies which undertake to use cant contributionof petroleum income tax to the nation's tax
the facilities and services of approved research compa- revenue. The decision to lower the rate has been made in
nies or institutes. order to encourage further exploration and development of

(3) New technology based firms (NTBF) new fields as well as to enhance the investment climate for
the petroleum industry. This has been found to be necessaryNTBFs would be eligible for a tax exemption of five
due the decline in crude oil prices and escalating

-

to costs.years.

To achieve the objectiveof being an industralizedcountry in B. Malaysia-ThailandJoint Authority (MTJA)line with Vision 2020 and to maintain as well as to strength-
en the competitiveness of local producers, it was proposed On 21 February 1979, Malaysia and Thailand signed the
that, with effect from 29 October 1993, a research allowance memorandum of understanding on the exploitation of
be claimable under the Promotionof Investments Act, 1986. resources of the sea-bed in the defined area of the Continen-

tal Shelf of the two countries in the Gulf of Thailand. ThisApproved research companiescarrying out R&D projects for
their holding, subsidiary and associated companies would be

was followed by an agreement between both countries on 30
May 1990 which dealt with the constitutionand other mattersgranted a research allowanceof 100 percent of the qualifying relating to the establishment of the MTJA under thecapital expenditure incurred within a period of ten years. The
Malaysia-ThailandJoint AuthorityAct, 1990.above allowancewill be abated from the statutory income but

restricted to 70 percent of the statutory income for each year Various amendments24 have been made with regard to the
of assessment. MTJA and the Joint DevelopmentArea (JDA) in the Gulfof

Thailand. All of these changes have retroactive effect fromThe holding, subsidiary and associatedcompaniesconcerned
23 January 1991. The changes are:will not enjoy double deduction for payments made to such

the MTJA is to be included chargeable foras a person
-

an approved research company. However, the approved of PITA;research company may choose to forgo the incentive and purposes
the definitionofJDA in PITA follows the meaning under-

allow the said companies to enjoy double deduction incen-
the MTJA Act, 1990;tives in respect of payments made for R&D carried out by
a person deriving income from petroleum operations car-

-

that research company.
ried out in the JDA is to be subject to the following tax

Companies that carry out in-house R&D may be granted rates:
research allowanceof 50 percenton qualifyingcapital expen- - zero percent on chargeable income ascertained from
diture for a period of ten years. The above allowancewill also income for any of the first eight years of production;be deducted from the statutory income but restricted to 70 or

percent thereof for each year of assessment. - 10 percent of the chargeable income ascertained
The above proposals would be incorporated in amendments from income for any of the next seven years of pro-
to the Promotion of Investments Act, 1986. To date, such duction; or

amendmentshave not been drafted.

In addition, industrial building allowance would be available 22. Amendment to Sec. 34B(4)(a) and (b).
23. Amendment to Sec. 23(1) of PITA. '

to approved research companies or institutes (as mentioned 24. Amendments to Secs. 2, 4, 13A, 23 and Schedule 2 of PITA as well asearlier under Business Taxation). An approved research introduction of Sec. 65B.
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20 percent of the chargeable income ascertained Certain dutiable goods brought nto Malaysia (excluding-

from income for any subsequentyear of production. Labuan and Langkawi) on or with any person or in the bag-
the MTJA is to be included as a party able to enter into a gage of such person intendedfor personal use were subject to

-

petroleum agreement with any other person for the 50 percent import duties. As the import duty rates of most

exploration and prospecting of petroleum. Presently, goods now range from 30 to 40 percent, the rate has been cor-

only the National Petroleum Corporation, i.e. Petroleum respondingly reduced to 30 percent.
Nasional Berhad (Petronas) is included in the definition In contrast with previous years' budgets whch principally
of a petroleumagreement. focused increasing import duties items such alcoholon on as

previously, where a person (other than Petronas) carried and tobacco, this year's budget has spared these items and-

on petroleum operations under more than one petroleum instead has increased import duties on only one luxury item,
agreement, that person was treated as a separate charge- superbikes, i.e. the import duties on motorcycles with
able person for each of those agreements. The amend- cylindercapacity of 500 cc and above is increased from 60 to
ment to Section 2(2) of PITA excludes MTJA from the 120 percent.
aforesaid treatment;
PITA provides that agreement areas operated by a part- These changes were effective from 4:00 pm on 29 October

-

nership 1993.

which would otherwise be contiguous with each other
shall be treated as contiguous with each other notwith- B. Export duties
standing that any part of those agreement areas has been
surrendered to Petronas. Similar treatment will be It was proposed that the rate of export duty on crude oil be

accorded to a surrender of any part of such agreement reduced from 25 to 20 percent for exports made on or after 1

areas to MTJA; January 1995. This is part of the incentive to encourage fur-

the date of production in relation to a petroleum agree--

ther developmentof the petroleum industry.
ment

signed with the MTJA will be the date of first commer- C. Excise duties
cial productionof petroleum under that agreement;

To enhance the competitiveness of the local manufacturers
where under an agreementbetweenPetronas and another-

chargeable person who has incurred qualifying expendi- who were affected by the reduction of import duties

ture in respect of any asset used in the petroleum opera-
announced in the previous budgets, excise duties on goods

tions, and the asset is vested in Petronas, the disposal such as food seasoning, dry batteries and tyres for motor

vehicles have been reduced with effect from 29 October
value of that asset is treated as gross income of Petronas

when the asset is disposed of. Similar treatment will be 1993.

accorded to assets vested in MTJA under petroleum
agreements between MTJA and other chargeable per- D. Sales tax
sons.

the Minister is given the powerby statutoryorder to grant
To productionand increase the competitivenessof

-

encourage

tax exemption to give effect to any agreement entered locally-made machines, it was announced that sales tax on

into between the Malaysian Governmentand the govern-
parts/componentsfor the production of machines (which are

ment of another country for the joint exploration and
not taxable) is abolished with effect from 29 October 1993.

exploitationof petroleum in overlapping areas. To encourage efforts to protect and conserve the environ-
the Minister had also announced exemption of mport

The person so exempted is not absolvedfrom complyingwith ment,

any requirement to submit tax returns, statementof accounts duty and sales tax on catalytic convertors for motor vehicle

assemblers; and a price differential of three sen per litre
or any other informationunder the provisionsof PITA.

between leaded and unleadedpetrol through price reductiona

of unleaded petrol by three sen per litre effective 1 January

VI. INDIRECTTAXATION
1994.

A. Import duties E. Expansion of scope of service tax

In line with one of the budget strategies of reducing inflation, Service tax of 5 percent is charged on and paid by any person
the Minister of Finance announced the reduction and aboli- who carries on a business of providing taxable services or

tion of import duties on more than 500 items including infant selling or providing taxable goods either in any prescribed
and baby food, medical equipment/components, building professionalestablishmentor prescribedestablishment.

materials and construction equipment, motor vehicle spare Pending the mplementationof the Sales and Service Tax, the
parts and motorizedhomes.

scope of service tax has been further widened, with effect

To promote tourism, mport duties on motorizedhomes were from 1 January 1994, to cover the following services:

reduced from as high as 300 percent to 35 percent. This - parking space services operated by companies, firms,
would provide a more economical form of accommodation sole proprietors, government and semi-government
for tourists. agencies providingparking space for motor vehicles;
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services provided by courier service firms having an Vll. OTHER CHANGES-

annual tumoverof MS 150,000 and above;
services provided by dentists having an annual turnover A. Increase in penalties-

of MS 300,000 and above; and Amendments were made to the Income Tax Act, 1967 to
services provided by veterinarydoctors having an annual specify the minimum fine (in cases) and increase the

-

some to
turnoverof MS 300,000 and above. maximum fine upon conviction of certain offences such as

failure to submit income tax returns, filing incorrect returns,These changes are in line with the gradual extension of the

scope of services which attract service tax. This process start- evading tax, leaving Malaysia without paymentof tax, failure

ed on 1 January 1992. to observe tax obligations imposed on employers, etc. These
are expected to assist in improving compliancewith the vari-

The expandedservice tax base is a prelude to the introduction ous provisions.
of a comprehensive consumption tax through the intended
integration and restructuringof the existing sales and service B. Cash award to civil servants
taxes into the Sales and Service Tax.

To show its appreciation to civil servants, the Government
has announced a cash award of half a month's salary. Of

F. Sales and ervice Tax course, the award or bonuswill remain taxable.

No further details were revealed about this proposed tax. The
Minister did state that the Governmentwill hold discussions C. Small ard mediurn-scale industries (SMIs)
with the private sector and consumer associations in early In order to overcome the rnoderating inflow of foreign invest-
1994 to facilitate the implementationof the tax. The discus- ment, the Governmenthas initiated the Domestic Investment
sions are likely to be driven by the findingsof the recent mis- Initiative to irnprove investrnent especially by SMIs. Efforts
sion to Malaysia by the International Monetary Fund. will be intensified to develop SMIs through various incen-

tives including provision of sites and infrastructure, loan

G. Stamp duty schemes, promotion and marketing assistance and advisory
services.

(1) Stamp duty payable on contract notes

D. Corporatizationof the Inland RevenueStamp duty is payable on contract notes for the sale and pur- Department (IRD)chase of shares at the rate of MS 1 on every MS 1,000 or frac-
tional part of MS 1,000 of the value of any shares, stock or No further comments were made in the 1994 Budget on this
marketablesecurities. area. It was speculated in the media that the IRD would be

converted into a Statutory Board in January 1994. However,The stamp duty has been increased by 50 sen to MS 1.50 for it is understood that the IRD is awaiting approval from the
every MS 1,000 or fractionalpart of MS 1,000 of the value of Treasury on its corporatization. As such, it is likely to be
any shares, stock or marketable securities transacted from 1 implemented later in the year.
January 1994. This change appears to be a move to counter
the loss of revenue that would arise from the implementation
of scripless trading. Under scripless trading, share transac-

tions are recordedas movements in accounts maintainedwith
the Central Depository System thus eliminating the need for
dealing with and handling share certificates.

(2) Settlementof compound duties by a banker,
stockbrokeror insurer25

An authorized banker, stockbroker or insurer is allowed to

settle the compounded duties on unstamped cheques, con-

tract notes and certificates of insurance within eight days
from 1 January and 1 July of each year. With effect from 1

January 1994, the compoundedduties payable to the Collec-
tor of Stamp Duty can be paid within 14 days of 1 January, 1
Aprl, 1 July and 1 Octoberof each year.

(3) Stamp duty payable on share certificates26

Stamp duty which was payable at the rate of MS 2 on the
issue of a share certificate has been abolished with effect 25. Amendments to the Stamp Act 1949.
from 1 January 1994. 26. ld.
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Vlll. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS Nevertheless, the Government is confident that with strong
economic growth, the proposed ntroductionof the Sales and

A. Operational Headquarters Incentive Service Tax and the increase in the efficiencyof tax adminis-

Earlier in 1993, the Ministry of Finance identified the types tration, the revenuepositionwill be further strengthened.The
Governmentwill then be in a better position to further reduce

of selvices and activities which are within the scope of this
individual and corporate taxes which will serve to make

ncentive. The list of activities was effective from 1 January
1993.27 Malaysia more competitive. In the final analysis, the budget

is well-plannedand with careful monitoringof the situation,
the projected growth rate would be achieved.

B. Double tax treaties
At the end of 1993, Malaysia had concluded 37 double tax

treaties (inclusive of the limited treaty with the United REFERENCES
States). During 1993, the three new treaties that were signed
were with the Islamic Republic of Iran, Papua New Guinea - 1994 Budget Speech.
and Saudi Arabia. Finance (No. 2) Bill 1993.-

C. Labuan
- Malaysian Association of Crtified Public Accountants,

1994 Budget Commentary & Ready Reckoner, Kuala
Licensed Labuan offshore banks and insurance firms were Lumpur, 1993.
earlier allowed to operate from the management offices in
Kuala Lumpuruntil 31 December 1993 with the prior written

- Speech by Tan Sri Dato' Mohd. Sheriff Kassim (Secre-
approval of the Central Bank of Malaysia. While the infras- tary General to the MalaysianTreasury) at the Post-Bud-

tructural facilities in Labuan are being upgraded, this perod get Panel Discussion organized by the Malaysian Eco-

has been extended to 31 December 1994. The period may be nomics Associationon 30 October 1993, Kuala Lumpur.
further extended beyond 31 December 1994 on a case-to-

- Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, Economic Report
case basis by the Minister.ofFinance on the recommendation 1993/94, Kuala Lumpur.
of the Central Bank.

D. Promotion of Investments
27. Service SelectedActivities

(i) Sea and air services Transportservices by sea and air

(Amendment)Act 1993 (exceptcabotage)
Passenger transportationby sea and air (except

In the 1992 Budget, the Minister of Finance had proposed cabotage)
several major changes to the incentives under the Promotion Freight transportation

of Investments Act, 1986. The legislation giving effect to
Rental services of sea-goingvessels

Towing and pushing services
these changes received the Royal Assent on 8 September Cargo handlingservices

1993 and generally came into force retroactively on 1 Storage and warehousingservices

November 1991. Vessel salvage and refloating services
(ii) Communicationservices Postal services

Courier services (air and land)
Telecommunicationsservices

IX. CONCLUSION (iii) Tourism services Travel agent, hotel and other lodging services

(iv) Professionaland Legal services

Overall, the 1994 Budget has been well-receivedby all sec-
consulting services

Accountingand auditing services
tors. Except for the extensionof the service tax and the impo- Taxation services

sition of additional stamp duty on contract notes, there were Market research

no new proposals to raise revenue. Instead, the tax changes Management consulting services (including
economic and financial)

are expected to cost the Treasury about MS 1.9 billion, which Architectural services
is much larger than the revenue forgone in previous Budget Engineeringservices

exercises. Computer services including software devel-

opment
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NEW ZEALAND

THE NEW UNDERLYINGFOREIGS TAX CREDIT AND FOREIGS
DIVIDENDWITHEOLDINGPAYMENT REGIMES

Kevin Holmes and Mark Russell

FDWP is a withholding payment.2 Shareholders are allowedKevin Holmes is a CharteredAccountantand Senior Lecturer
in Taxation and Mark Russell is a Researchern Taxation at a credit against their own tax liability for any FDWP paid by
Victoria University of Wellington.. The authors acknowledge the the company on distributeddividends. Any excess credits are
financialassistanceprovided by the Victoria Universityof refundable to both resident and non-residentshareholders.
Wellington Research Fund to prepare this article.

Example 1
Consider the impactof FDWP on a dividend flow from a for-I. INTRODUCTION
eign company to a New Zealandresidentcompany, then on to
a New Zealandresident shareholder. Suppose a New Zealand

The Income Tax Amendment Act (No. 3) 1993 received resident company has a wholly-owned foreign subsidiary. In
Royal Assent on 28 September 1993. It incorporates into the the current year, the subsidiary earns a profit of NZ$ 100.
New Zealand Income Tax Act 1976 (the Act) a new Assume the corporate tax rate and non-resident withholdingmethod for calculating foreign dividend withholding pay- tax rate in the foreign jurisdiction are 33 percent and 15 per-ments (FDWP) imposed on New Zealand companies that cent, respectively. If all profits are repatriated, the tax impostreceive foreign dividends. The purpose of the new law iS to s

recognize the New Zealandcompany'sproportionateshare of $
the corporate taxes paid by the foreign company that remits Foreign Sourced Income 100.00
the dividend. This is achieved by providing an underlying lss Foreign Tax (33%) (33.00)
foreign tax credit (UFTC) against the liability for FDWP.

Net Income After Tax 67.00In some circumstances the UFTC is a statutorily deemed less Non-ResidentWithholding Tax (15%) (10.05)
amount, and in other circumstances it is an amount calculat-
ed by reference to actual foreign taxes paid. Dividend received by New Zealand

Parent Company 56.95
This article reviews the main provisions of the new law and less FDWP [(33% x $ 67) - $10.05] (12.06)
analyzes its effectiveness in achieving its objectives. Cash dividend distributable by

New Zealand Company 44.89

Cash Dividend received by Shareholder 44.89Il. FOREIGN DIVIDEND WITHHOLDING plus FDWP credits 12.06PAYMENTS Shareholder's Gross Dividend for Tax
Purposes 56.95

All foreign dividends received by New Zealand resident /ess New Zealand Tax (33%) 18.79companies are exempt from New Zealand income tax. How- /ess FDWP credits (12.05)
ever, when those dividends are distributed to the recipient Net Tax Payable by Shareholder (6.73)
company'sshareholders,they are taxable in the shareholders' 50.22
hands.

Notwithstanding the intercorporate dividend exemption, Cash available to Shareholder 38.16

New Zealand companies that receive foreign dividends on or

after 1 April 1988 are required to deduct from the dividend Effective Tax Rate to Shareholder 61.84%

received, and pay to the New Zealand Revenue, FDWP at the
rate of 33 percent. The dividend received is required to be
grossed-up for foreign withholding taxes paid before the 33
percent rate is applied. Those foreign withholding taxes are 1. In simple terms, a branchequivalenttax account may be maintainedby any
then allowed as a credit against the FDWP so calculated, New Zealand resident company to record income tax applicable to its attributed

Companies maintaining a branch equivalent tax account foreign income derived from a controled foreign company. See Secs. 394ZZP
and 245G of the Act.under New Zealand's international tax regime can use credits 2. It is necessary that FDWP s a withholdingpayment and not a tax per se so

in that account to offset any FDWP payable. that New Zealand does not contravene its double tax agreements.
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One of the primary reasons for the introductionof the FDWP NRWTcredit available to the company,FDWPwill make the

regime was to reduce the opportunities for taxpayers to defer New Zealand option up to 49.25 percent more expensive.
or evade tax on foreign dividends. The deferral problem That FDWP discourages companies from returning their
arose because shareholders are taxed only when dividends

overseas earnings to New Zealandappears to be supportedby
are actually distributed, which may be some considerable the amount .of FDWP actually collected. The Treasury esti-
time after the New Zealandcompanyhas received the foreign mates that at 31 March 1991, New Zealanders held NZ$10
dividend. Evasion of tax on foreign dividends may arise

billion in equity investments:However, in the
because those dividends do not give rise to imputation cred-

overseas year
to 30 June 1991 only NZ$ 18 million was collected in FDWR

its in New Zealand, which results in a tax liability falling to
upon shareholders. Consequently, there is an incentive for Similarly, for the year 30 June 1992, the collection was

NZ$ 20 million. The amount of FDWP collected suggests
some taxpayers to not return those dividends. However, that either foreign subsidiaries of New Zealand companiesbecause shareholders can claim credits for FDWP, which

were not remitting dividends to New Zealand or that the
may eliminate their tax liability, they presumably are more FDWP being circumvented.
likely to retum foreign dividends.

was

The New Zealand Govemment preferred the view that the
FDWP also filters out tax preferences not caught by New low amount of FDWP collected does not reflect barriera to
Zealand's internationaltax regime. Under that regime, a con-

repatriation; rather, it indicates the success with which com-
trolled foreigncompany (CFC) is taxed in New Zealandon panies have been able to avoid FDWP. Consequently, in the
an accruals basis using New Zealand tax rules. Therefore, tax 1992 Budget the FDWP regime extended to ncludewas
concessionsavailable in New Zealand, such as the absence of non-dividend transactions between New Zealand
a capital gains tax, are also available to CFCs. By imposing a

compa-
nies and their CFC subsidiaries, such as purchases of New

further tax on dividends repatriated back to New Zealand, Zealandproperty or loans to New Zealand residents. This too
FDWP revokes any such tax preferences to which the New

was a controversialmove, with some commentatorssuggest-
Zealand parent company would have been entitled. ng that it would lead to reduced amount of capital nvest-a

Example 2 ment in New Zealand.5

Assume that a New Zealand company has a subsidiary in a The Government also announced in the 1992 Budget that
country which does not tax capital gains. That subsidiary New Zealand's intemational tax regime was to be reviewed.
makes a profit of NZ$ 100, of which NZ$ 40 are capital It was widely anticipated that FDWP would be abolished.
gains. If the tax rate in the foreign country is 20 percent, the However, in October 1992 the Government announced that
tax mpost will be: FDWP would be retained, but that dividends received from

$ wholly-owned subsidiaries located in grey list countries
Taxable Income in Foreign Country 60.00 would be exempt.6less Foreign Tax (20%) (1.2.00)

48.00 However, the exemption system created new problems. For
plus Non-Taxable Capital Gain 40.00 example, limiting the exemption to grey list countries penal-

izes investment in other regions, especially the developing
Cash Dividend remitted to New Zealand Asian economies. Furthermore, the requirement that sub-
Parent Company 88.00 sidiaries must be fully-owned before the exemption applies,
less FDWP (33%) (29.04) creates a tax bias in favour of 100 percent takeovers. It also

Cash dividend distributableby ignores the fact that a local partner is often needed when

New Zealand Company 58.96 investing in foreign countries, either to regulatory require-
ments or because locals are better able to gain access to mar-

kets and handle social and cultural matters.
Clearly, the mpositionofFDWPeliminates the New Zealand
tax preference of exempting capital gains from the tax base In November 1992 the Govemment released draft legislation
when the gain is remitted to a New Zealand corporate share- for the new international tax regime. According to this legis-
holder by a foreign company.3
FDWP has been very controversial in New Zealand. Essen- 3. It should be noted that, except for qualifyingcompanies, non-taxablecapi-
tially, it constitutes a double taxation of corporate earnings. tal gains derived by any company, which are distributed to shareholdersare tax-

In particular it is a very significantbarrier to the repatriation able as dividends in the shareholders' hands, thus eliminating the tax preference
ofoffshoreprofits, especiallywhere it is desired that the New at that point. For a detailed discussio of the qualifying company situation, see

Zealand company invest the dividend proceeds rather than
Holmes, K., Taxationof Closely Held Companies: The New Zealand Model,
46 BuUetinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation(October 1992), at 506-513.

distributethem to shareholders.Accordingly,FDWPacts in a 4. Barber,D., New Zealand: Howls of ProtestOverNZ 'DoubleTax', Busi-

manner contrary to the Government's stated aim of making ness Review Weekly (4 December 1992), at 37.
5. See Plunket, C., Tax Change Brings Back Exchange Controls,National

tax a neutral factor in economicdecision-making.For exam- BusinessReview(24 July 1992), at 35, and Tax Changes Sure to Scare Off For-

ple, a New Zealand company with offshore earnings may be eigners,NationalBusiness Review (10 July 1992),at 28.

deciding whethera new plant should be built in New Zealand 6. The grey list specifies countries to which the CFC rules do not apply
or overseas. If the new plant is to be funded out of the off- because the New Zealand Government considers that they have tax systems

to system. on grey
shore earnings, other things being equal, the company is like- comparable New Zealand's The countries currently the list

are Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United

ly to invest overseas because, depending on the level of any States. See Schedule 15 of the Act.
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lation, companies were to receive a deduction instead of a hands of shareholders. If qualifying companies were
credit for any foreign taxes paid. FDWP remained, as did the allowed to claim UFCs, their shareholderswould derive
exemption system announced the previous month. Following a greater distribution after tax than shareholders in non-
intense lobbying, the Government announced in December qualifyingcompanies;
1992 that the legislative proposals would not proceed; - f it does not have a sufficient interest at the time the div-
instead, credits would be granted against FDWP for underly- idend is derived;
ing foreign taxes paid, irrespective of whether the dividend - if the dividend is paid on a fixed rate share. This is
was paid from a grey list country or elsewhere. Legislation because the Govemmentwas concerned about the use of
introducing the UFTC regime was enacted on 28 September such shares in tax avoidancearrangements.Since, in sub-
1993. It applies to all foreign dividends received on or after stance, fixed rate shares are comparable to debt instru-
that date. ments, and interest received from overseas is assessable

income, it is not consistent for dividends on such shares
to obtain tax relief;

Ill. UFTC REGIME - if the company paying the dividend receives a deduction
for it;
if the dividend was sourced directly or ndirectly from an

-

The UFIC regime aims to eliminate the double taxation of
amount received tax-free by the foreign company fromforeign profits by providing a credit for foreign taxes paid another and the other receivedagainst a New Zealand company's liability to FDWP. This company, company a

deduction for that amount.relief is in addition to any credit received for withholding
taxes paid in the foreign country. The new regime does not

purport to alter the tax position of the shareholder of a New B. Calculation of FDWPZealand company that receives a dividend from a foreign
company. It merely impacts upon the New Zealand compa- To recognize the credit for paid byny's FDWP liability. corporate tax overseas

subsidiaries, the amount of FDWP required to be deducted
from a foreigndividend is now calculatedusing the following

12
A. Eligibility formula.

(la+b+c] xd)-b-c
where:A UFTC can be claimed only if the New Zealand company
a = dividend paid after deducting foreign withholding tax.receiving the dividend is liable to FDWP on that dividend.
b foreign withholding 3=Further, the New Zealand company must have a sufcient tax.

=interest in the foreign company paying the dividend. To have c UFrC.

a sufficient interest, the New Zealand company must hold a
d = New Zealand company tax rate (33%).

voting interest7 of 10 percent or greater in the foreign compa-
ny. In any case where a market value circumstances exists, Example 3
the New Zealand cornpany must also have a market value Assume that a foreign subsidiary remits a dividendof $ 67 to
interest9 of 10 percent or more. The policy intention behind its New Zealand parent company. No foreign withholding is
this requirement is to allow UFI'Cs where the New Zealand deductible. The UFTC is $ 33. The FDWP payable when the

conpany has a controlling interest n a foreign company. dividend is paid to the New Zealand company is:
However, the overall objectiveof the legislation (i.e. to allow ([67+0+33]x33%)-0-33=$0
a UFTC to reduce a FDWP liability) is achieved in all cir- As expected, there is no FDWP to pay. It has been fully elim-cumstanceswhere New Zealand companiesare able to obtain inated by the UFFC.the information necessary to calculate the UFTCs applicable
to dividends paid to them, regardless of their voting interests
in the foreign companies. In this context, the 10 percent
threshold is no more than an arbitrary cut-offpoint. 7. A voting nterest is defined in Sec. 8C to be a shareholder's percentage

share of the total shareholderdecision-makingrights in a company.In addition to the sufficient interest requirement, the foreign 8. A market value circumstance is defined in Sec. 88. Broadly, it is where a

company must be one of the following: company has on issue shares with guaranteed dividends, options, floating rate

resident in a grey list country; or
debenturesor debentures issued in substitution for shares.-

9. A market value circwnsmnce is defined in Sec. 8D to be a shareholder's
a CFC; or share of the total market value of company'sshares and options.

-

percentage a

a foreign investment fund applying the branch equivalent 10. The branch equivalent method of calculating income is defined in Sec.-

method of income calculation.o 245J to be the amount of income which would have been calculated under the
Act were the company at all times in the accountingperiod a New Zealand resi-

However, no UFrC is granted to the company in any of the dent company.

following circumstances:
11. The amount of the advantage is the tax payable by non-qualifyingcompa-
ny shareholderson the distribution to them. Where the UFTC exactly eliminates

if it is a qualifying company. Qualifying companies are the FDWP liability, the benefit is 67% of the uFrC.
-

prohibited from claiming UFrCs because, to the extent 12. See Sec. 394ZM(1)of the Act.
13. Foreign withholding taxes paid in countries specified in Schedule 17A ofthat no imputation credits are available, dividends paid the Act cannot be recognized. At present, the only country listed in Schedulefrom qualifying companies are exempt from tax in the 17A is Western Samoa.
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C. Calculation of UFTCs holdings just prior to the payment of a dividend so that they
can claim a UFIC.The desire to prevent such actions is most

The manner in which the UFTC is calculated depends upon
evident in respect of holdings in grey list companies because

whether dividends are paid from a grey list company (i.e. a of the deemed credit system,t5
company resident in a country on the grey list) or a non-grey Where the dividend is paid from a low tax jurisdictioncom-

list company. Credits associatedwith dividendsderived from pany,16 an eligible accounting year must end on or after 28
non-grey list companiesare based on the actual tax paidover- September 1993. This is to prevent tax haven companies
seas. Dividendsderived from grey list companiesare deemed from distributing profits earned prior to the introduction of
to have borne tax equal to the New Zealand tax applicable to the UFTC regime. Nevertheless,an accountingyear that ends
the gross dividend. on or after 1.Apl 1988, and throughout which the low tax

jurisdictioncompany has been a CFC, is an eligible account-

D. Eligible accountingyears
ing year. This concession is permittedbecause such CFCs are

taxed on an accruals basis on their worldwide income, thus

reducing the scope for adopting avoidance arrangements.
UFICs are available only in respect of eligible accounting
years. The calculation of the UFFC takes into account the A low tax jurisdiction company can also treat accounting

foreignearnings and tax from all eligibleaccountingyears. In years ending prior to 28 September 1993 as eligible account-

relation to a particular dividend, an eligible accounting year ing years if it provides to the Commissionerof Inland Rev-

is defined as (i) the year in which the dividend is paid, or (ii) enue details of the earnings, tax paid and dividends paid in

the immediatelypreceding year. those years. However, in this case, only dividends received

from companiesnot resident in low tax jurisdictioncountries

Unfortunately, the definition of eligible accounting year is are recognized as earnings for the purpose of calculating the
circular in that it also defines an eligible accounting year as UFTC. Similarly, any tax paid by the cornpany paying these
the year immediately preceding any eligible accounting dividends will be the only tax recognized.
year. This could mean that an eligible accounting year
ncludes the year immediately preceding an eligible Regardless of whether the company concerned is resident in

accountingyear as defined under (i) and (ii) above. n this a low tax jurisdiction or not, accounting years that begin
interpretation, the payment of any one dividend creates a before the commencement date17 will qualify as eligible
maximum of three eligible accounting years in respect of accounting years only if the taxpayer provides the Commis-

which the earnings and tax can be taken into account. If this sioner with information about the foreign company's earn-

nterpretation is correct, then the limit of three years is com- ngs, tax paid and dividends.

pletely arbitrary. There is no conceptual reason why the cal-

culation of the UPTC should be limited to three years. Fur-

ther, the limit results in an inaccuratematchingbetweenearn- E. Non-grey list countries
ings and tax. This is because while dividendsmay be paid out

of retained earnings accumulatedover a number of years, tax With respect to dividends received from non-grey list coun-

paid in only the last three years will be taken into account.14
tries, credit is given for the actual paid in the foreigna tax

Alternatively, the eligible accounting year definition could country. The statutory formula that determines the amount of

have been intended to set up a continuous backward loop the credit in essence attributes credits to the dividend in the

from the time the dividend is paid until the time the taxpayer proportionof foreign taxes paid to foreign after-tax earnings.

acquired a sufficient interest in the foreign company. In that It, in effect, applies the average tax rate mposed on past eam-

case, all years in which the taxpayer has a sufficient interest ings to a dividend distribution.

precedingeither the year in which the dividend is paid, or the The formula in Section 394ZMC is complex because it takes

year before the dividend is paid, qualify as eligible account- account of a tier of companies behind the foreign company
ng years. This is a far more logical.approachto the calcula- that pays the dividend to the New Zealand resident company.
tion of the UFTC as a more consistent tax earnings ratio will Here, the UFTC is:
be employed. However, if the true intent of the legislation is b+c-d-e
to allow all previous years in which the taxpayerhad a suffi- ax

f-g-h
cient interest to be eligible accounting years, the section
could simply have said that an eligible accounting year is

either one in which the dividend is paid and all previousyears
where:

in which the taxpayer had a sufficient interest, or the year
a = dividend received (before the deduction of foreign with-

immediatelybefore the year in which the dividendis paid and holding tax).
all such previous years. As the legislation currently stands,
the objective of this section is not apparent. 14. See UFTC formula underNon-GreyList Countries.

15. See under Grey ListCountries.

The taxpayer must have a sufficient interest in the company 16. Low tax jurisdictioncompanies are companies resident in countries listed

at all times during an eligible accounting year. This require- in Part A of the Seventeenth Schedule to the Act. There are currently 61 coun-

ment prevents New Zealand companies with small holdings
tries on this list.
17. The commencementdate is defined as the first day of the accounting year

in overseas companies from temporarily increasing their in which 28 September 1993 falls. See Sec. 394ZMA(1).
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b= aggregate tax paid or payable in all eligible accounting FDWP = ([a +b+c]xd)-b-c
years. =([100+0+31.15]x33%)-0-31.15

c = tax deemed to have been paid in all eligible accounting =$12.13
years in respect of dividends received from lower tier

Interestingly, after-tax earnings to be obtained from thecompanies,'8 are

statements.d = aggregate of all UFTCs granted in respect of all divi- foreign company's financial Presumably, this is
intended to reduce the compliancecosts otherwise incurred ifdends paid during an eligible accountingyear, other than
all foreign subsidiaries required their incomewere to restatethe current year. For purposes of this calculation, all di-
using New Zealand tax rules. Where the financial statementsvidends not derived by the taxpayer are treated as if they are prepared in a foreign currency, the UFTC must be calcu-had been derived by the taxpayer at a time when it had a
lated in that foreign and then converted into Newsufficient interest, and all dividends derived before the currency,
Zealandcurrency at the spot rate applyingat the close of trad-enactmentdate are treated as if the UFTC regime applies

on
at the time they were derived. ing the day the dividend is paid.

e = in respect of a grey list company, the aggregate of all The UFFC formulaensures that any timing differenceswhich
deemed UFTCs granted in the current year. cause tax paid to differ from the accounting tax expense do

f = he greater of: not distort the calculation of the UPTC. This is because
aggregateof after-income tax earnings of all eligible (1) timing differencesdo not affect the amount of tax actual--

accountingyears; or ly paid - they alter only retained eamings (and the
aggregate of all dividends paid by the company dur- accounting tax expense),

-

ing the accountingyear (other than dividends includ- (2) the total UFTCs for all eligible accountingyears can not
ed in h), plus the amounts n g and h. exceed the total tax paid in those years (this is the effect

g = aggregateofdividendspaid during an eligible accounting of the subtrahend d in the (modified) expression, b-d, in
year, other than the current year. the UETC formula); and

h = aggregate of dividends paid in the current year which (3) dividend payments are not dependent on retained earn-
either do not qualify for a UFFC, or which give rise to a ings (because of the requirement to choose the greaterof
deemed credit by virtue of being paid from a grey list the alternativeamounts offered in the determinationoff).
company. Timing differences may, however, cause difficulties under

In a simple single period case with no lower tier companies, the three year limit interpretation of eligible accounting
the formula, for ease ofunderstanding,can be representedas: years discussedabove. If timing differences reverse in a year

that is not an eligible accounting year, then taxpayers either
UFTC =

will benefit or will be penalized for not being able to take that
foreign tax(dividend received + foreign withholding tax paid) x reversal into account. This could occur if a dividend is notforeign after-tax earnings

paid within two years from the year in which the timing dif-The tax and earnings figures used here are for eligible ference reverses. To avoid this potential problem, taxpayersaccounting years to which the dividend relates. Once a por- can ensure that every year qualifies as an eligible accountingtion of tax and earnings is applied to a dividend, this portion matter atis eliminated from the pool of tax and earnings from eligi-
year by paying a dividend (no how small) least once

every three years.ble accountingyears.
Although compliance costs are reduced, the use of account-The conceptual basis behind the UPTC formula is to allocate
ng profits to determine after-tax earnings does introduce athe tax that has been paid in the foreign country in the pro- considerabledegree of flexibility into the calculation, whichportion of the dividend to the total retained earnings in could be used to manipulate the quantum of the UFIC. To

respect of which that tax has been paid. This can be seen
mitigate against this, the legislation details a hierarchy ofmore readily by manipulating the formula to read:
requirementsrelating to the nature of the financial statements
to be used.

dividendUFTC = foreign tax paid x gross
retained earnings Firstly, the financial statements must be prepared under gen-

erally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in New

Example 4 Zealand, and they must be the subject of an unqualifiedaudit
Suppose that a New Zealand cornpany establishes a wholly- report. Where the audit report is qualified, the financial state-
owned subsidiary in a non-grey list country. In year 1, the ments are still acceptableif the matter giving rse to the quali-
subsidiarymakes $ 100 profit before tax and pays income tax fication does not materally affect the calculation of UFTCs
of $ 20. In year 2, the pre-tax profit is $ 300 and income tax or if adjustments are made to elirninate any material distor-
is $ 75. Assume that both years are eligible accounting years tions arising from that matter.
so that the tax and earnings for both years are included in the If such financial statements do not exist, then those preparedcalculationof the UFFC. If in year 2 a dividend of $ 100 is using the GAAP (or an equivalent standard for reportingdistributed to the New Zealand parent, the FDWP liability is: profits in a consistent and non-distorting manner) of the
UFTC = (dividend received + foreign withholding tax) x foreign country can be used. The same requirements as to

(foreign tax/foreign after-tax earnings)
(100 + 0) X (2*75/80.225)=-

$ 31.15 18. See under Lower Tier Companies.
=
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audit qualifications apply as for statements prepared under (which is defined to include New Zealand income tax) any
New Zealand GAAP. UFTCs previously granted (item d in the formula) and sub-

Where no financial statements exist which meet either of the tracting from the after-tax earnings figure any dividends pre-

above requirements,statementsused for reporting to any cen-
viously paid (item g in the formula). However, there is no

tax to
tral or local government or agency are acceptable. Alterna- provision in the formula for eliminating attributable

tively, financial statements prepared for non-associatedcred- earnings that have been distributed in New Zealand as divi-
dends with mputation credits attached. Therefore, a New

itors can be used. In each case, if the financial statements are
Zealand company planning to move offshore could pay an

audited, they must not be subject to a qualification. imputed dividend before it moved, and then utilize the tax

Where none of the above options apply, the income tax paid paid on those earnings to generate a UFTC once it was over-

by the foreign company in the accounting year for whch no seas. Not only would the payment of imputed dividends in

acceptable statements exist, and both the immediately pre- New Zealand leave the tax paid figure in the UFTC formula

ceding and succeeding accounting years, are deemed to be constant, it would also reduce the after-tax earnings figure
nil. The same rule applies when either the taxpayer or the (since the dividend would still form part of element g), thus
Commissioner believes that the financial statements of the inflating the ratio of tax/eamings and consequently increas-

foreign company are not a fair representationof actual after- ing the UFTC. Clearly, this would not have been intended by
tax profit or loss of the company. the Government.

Regardlessof which financial statements are used, the after-
tax earnings must include the accounting provision for tax F. Lower tier conpanies
(i.e. not the statutory liability for tax) and extraordinary
items. There is no specific guidance as to whether the after- Credits may also be claimed for tax paid by lower tier sub-
tax ncome is to include equity profits. However, even if sidiaries, so long as the New Zealand company has a suffi-
equity profits are included, the tax paid figure remains the cient nterest in the lower tier company after tracing through
same. The only impact is to ncrease the retained earnings the interposed companies. This is achieved by deeming the
balance, thus allowing a larger dividend to be paid. first tier subsidiary to have paid the tax of the lower tier sub-

Where financial statementsare the subjectofa qualifiedaudit sidiaries. The extent of this deemed tax paid is the lesser of

report, their acceptability turns on whether or not the matter the amount calculated as if the dividend from the lower tier

subject to qualification is material. As the legislation does company was paid directly to the New Zealandcompany and

not define what is meant by a material effect, it is unclear the amount calculated by the formula:

what test is to be applied. It does not appear that the test is the (la+ b +cl xd)-c
same as that applied by the auditor in determining whether where:

the financial statements show a true and fair view (or equiva- a = dividend paid after deducting foreign withholding tax.

lent), because the legislation refers to a materialeffect on the b = UFFC calculated as if the dividend had been paid direct-

calculation of the UFIC, not on net profit or balance sheet ly to the New Zealand company.
items. c = foreign withholding tax.

d = New Zealand company tax rate (33%).
An indicationof what is a material effect may be taken from
the guidelineson materiality that the Commissionerissued in The ntention of this calculation is to limit the foreign tax

relation to the taxation of financial arrangements. Usually, credit to the amount of tax that would have been paid had

financial arrangementsare taxed on a yield-to-maturitybasis. there been New Zealand tax on that income. As a conse-

However, the Commissionermay make determinationsas to quence, companies are limited in their ability to offset lightly
alternative methods that can be used. The Commissioner is taxed foreign income against highly taxed foreign income

also bound to accept any method ofcalculationthat produces through the use of a tiered structure.

a result not materially different from that which would Although the above formula is appropriate for determining
have resulted from the use of a determination.The Commis- how much lower tier company tax should be deemed to have
sioner has stated that a material difference is one that pro- been paid by higher tier companies, the incorporation of
duces a discrepancy of more than 5 percent of the amount lower tier profits into the UFIC calculations of higher tier
calculated under the relevant determination of $ 500,000, com-
whicheveris lower.19 The percentcriterion is not dissimilarto

companiesproduces absurd results when the higher tier

panies do not distribute all of their retained earnings. This is
the materiality test of between 5 and 10 percent commonly demonstratedand explained in Example 7.
adopted by accountants.20

An mportant practical problem with the operation of the
A furtherproblemwhich arises with respect to the calculation UFTC regime is the inability of smaller shareholders to
of the UPTC relates to New Zealand companies that change acquire the information necessary to complete the calcula-
their residence to another country. While resident in New tions. This includes details such as tax paid, including tax
Zealand, such companies will maintain an mputation credit

account, which allows tax paid by the company to be credit-
ed against the shareholders' tax liabilities on dividends dis- 19. Inland Revenue Department, Tax Information Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 1

tributed to them. The UFIC formula prevents double dip-
(1993), at 4-5.
20. See the Appendix to the New Zealand Society of Accountants' Smtement

ping'ofcreditsby deductngfromthe ncometaxpad figure ofStandardAccounting Practice No. 6: Materiality in FinanciaiStatements.
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paid by lower tier companies. Furthermore, the compliance sidiary. The three year threshold is again arbitrary. It
costs associated with the regime are likely to be significant. reflects the preference of administrativeexpediencyover
Indeed, it is understood that some companies have already a precise determination of motive to police this part of
decided not to avail themselves of the benefits of the regime the legislation.
for either one or both of these reasons.

Furthermore, the taxpayer must maintain a tracking
account (see below) to record dividend flows occurring on

G. Grey list countries or after the effective date. This date is the later of:
20 October 1992,23-

In general, dividends derived from grey list countries are - the first day of the first eligible accounting year; or

granted credits to the extent of the tax that would have been - the first day of such eligible accounting years as the tax-
payable had there been New Zealand tax on those dividends. payer elects.
Thus, dividends from grey list countres are effectively If all of these criteria are met, the amount of the UFrC isexempt from FDWR This is a recognitionby the Government

determined by the formula:that, in the majorityof cases, were the actual tax paid used, as
(b/I-b)a xis done for non-grey list dividends, very little (if any) addi-

wheretional tax would be payable. Therefore, to reduce compliance
a = dividend before deductionof withholding tax.costs for taxpayers with investment in grey list countries
b New Zealand (33%).= company tax rate(which apparently comprses 85 percent of New Zealand

overseas investment),21 a deemed credit is given. In effect, this allows dividendsto be paid from grey list coun-
tries without the impositionof FDWP.To qualify for a deemed credit, the grey list company:

must have been liable to income tax in all eligible Example 6-

accounting years in any grey list country by reason of Assume that a New Zealand company owns asubsidiary in a

domicile, residence, place of incorporation or place of grey list country. In the first year of its existence the sub-
management. This requirement ensures that companies sidiary makes a profit before tax of $ 100 and pays income
resident in non-grey list countries cannot change their tax of $ 28. When the after-tax profits are distributed to the
residence to a grey list country and pass through divi- New Zealand parent, NRWT deducted by the grey list coun-

dends with deemed credits. It does, however, allow sub- try is $11. The FDWP liability is:
sidiaries to be moved between grey list countries without UFTC =ax (b/l-b)
impinging upon their ability to generate deemed credits. = 72 x (33/1-.33)
must not have calculated its income using any of the des- =- $ 35.46
ignated tax concessions that operate to disengage the FDWP =([a+b+c]xd)-b-c
grey list exemption from the CFC regime.22 At present, = ([61 + 11 + 35.46] x 33%) - 11 - 35.46
one of the designated concessions is the exemption from =$0
incorne tax of any income derived from business activi- There is no FDWP liability, i.e. no additional New Zealandties carried on in another country. However, deerned tax is imposed on the dividend, notwithstanding that tax paidcredits may still be claimed if the only case in which this in the grey list country was actually $ 28. This is because theconcession applies is in relation to business activitiescar- UFTC is deemed to equate the FDWP.
ried on in another grey list country. This recognizes that
most grey list countries exempt foreign income only Where any criterion for claiming deemed credits is not met, a

when it already has been taxed in a comparable manner UFrC can still be claimed on the basis of actual taxs paid, in
the same manner applicable to dividends received from non-overseas.

must not have been a New Zealand resident company grey list companies.-

during the period from three years before the taxpayer
first had a sufficient interest in the company to the date H. Tracking accounton which the dividend is paid. Altematively, where the
taxpayer had a sufficient interest in the company within A prerequisite for claiming deemed credits is that the compa-
three years of its incorporation, the company must not ny maintains a tracking account for its subsidiaries in grey
have been resident in New Zealand in the period between list countries. The purpose of the tracking account is to pre-
the date of incorporation and the payment of the divi- vent income from non-grey list companies being routed
dend. These requirements are intended to prevent less through grey list companies so as to achieve a deemed credit
than 100 percent-owned New Zealand resident sub- at the full New Zealand tax rate. Tracking accounts are not
sidiary companies and associated companies from mandatory; however, if they are not maintained, credits can

migrating to grey list countries to avoid paying tax on the be claimed only for the actual tax paid.
distribution of dividends. Such dividend payments
between resident companies are taxable in New Zealand.
However, since intercompany dividends paid within the 21. See Tax Education Office, Newsletter No. 74 (13 September 1993), at 2
same wholly-owned group are exempt from New and 12.

Zealand tax, the above anti-migration rules do not
22. These designatedconcessionsare specified in Part A of Schedule 16 of the
Act.

apply to dividends received from a wholly-owned sub- 23. This is the date when the new policy was first publicly announced.
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The tracking account is a record of dividends received by The term retainedearnings is defined as the aggregate, at the

grey list companies for which a deemed credit would not time the relevantpayment is made, of the shareholders' funds

have arisen had those dividendsbeen paid directly to the New determined in accordance with GAAP, after deducting:
Zealandcompany.Therefore, the accountmonitorsdividends - paid up share capital; and
received by the grey list company from a non-grey list com- - the balance of any share premium account; and

pany (other than New Zealand) and dividends from other
any amounts subscribed before that time for shares in a-

grey list companies in which the New Zealandcompanydoes relevantassociate where those amounts have been credit-
not have a sufficient interest. ed to the tracking account of that relevant associate; and

In cases where the taxpayer elects to maintain a tracking - any principalbalance outstandingon a loan made to a rel-

account in respect of a grey list subsidiary, a deemed credit evant associate company, where that loan has been cred-

can only be claimed to the extent that the dividend exceeds a ited to that associate's tracking account; and

credit balance in the tracking account. This is, in effect, an - any amount (which has not been deducted under the

ordering rule that attaches UPTCs on the basis that dividends above heads) paid by the company prior to that time,
are first paid out of amounts received by the grey list compa- which has been credited to another company's tracking
ny, which would not have given rise to deemed credits had account in accordance with the treatment of non-divi-

they been paid directly to New Zealand. Formally, the extent dend payments in the ledger above.27
to which a dividend is ineligible for deemed credits is deter-

mined by multiplying the amount of the dividend24 by the Clearly, the credits in the tracking account are aimed at

lesser of one and the fraction: blocking methods by which funds from non-grey list compa-

alb nies can be routed to New Zealand via a grey list country so

where: as to take advantage of the deemed credit.

a = any credit balance in the tracking account on the last day
of the accounting year. Example7

b = aggregate of all dividends paid during the accounting Assume that a New Zealand company has an Australian sub-

year that qualify for a deemed credit (ignoring the appli- sidiary which in turn has a subsidiary in Hong Kong. In the

cation of the trackingaccount). first year of their operations, the foreign companies eam

The dividend is then split nto two separate dividends: one profits of $ 500 and $ 150, respectively, and pay taxes of

$ 165 and $ 30. The Hong Kong company pays a dividendof
that qualifies for deemed credits and another one that can

$ 50 to its Australianparent (which is not taxed in Australia),
have credits attached for the actual tax paid. which in dividend of $ 200 the New Zealandturn pays a to

The items to be recorded in the tracking account are: company.

TrackingAccount Since the dividendreceived by the Australiancompany is not

taxed in Australia, it will give rise to a credit in the trackingDebt Credit
account of the Australiancompany. Therefore, deemed cred-

dividends paid on or after the effective The following payments receved on or its only be attached to the dividendpad by the Australian- can
date and before the start of the account- after the effective date and before the end

ing year, which have given rise to a of the accounting year, except payments company to the extent that this dividend exceeds the credit
deemed credit (ignoring the application made by a New Zealand company, or pay- balance ($ 50) in the tracking account. Using the formula
of the tracking account). ments that would have been eligible for a

deemed credit had they been paid directly above, the actual portion of the dividend which may not
dividends paid by the company on or to the New Zealand company-

after the effective date and before the receive deemed credits is:
end of the accounting year to another

- any standard dividend in respect of
which the grey list company is not x

company for which taxpayer maintains
liable for tax.23

Ineligibleportion = dividend paid aA
a tracking account, ard the dividend is 200 x 50/200=

credited to that other tracking account. - any other dividend on which the grey
list company is not liable for tax.26 = $ 50

equity distributionsby a relevant asso--

ciate to the extent that the relevant
assciate has retained earnings at the
time of the contribution. 24. The legislationdoes not specify whetherthe dividend to be used in this cal-

loans advanced to the company by a to gross or net. gross- culation is be Conceptually, the dividend should be used.

relevant associate to the extent that the 25. Standard dividends comprise cash dividends, loans to shareholders that
relevant associate has retained earnings have been forgiven, distributionof property to shareholders for inadequatecon-
at the time of the advance. This does
not apply where the taxpayer antici- sideration, taxable bonus issues, returns or reductions of share capital and the

pates that the loan will be repaid within income that a unit trust distributes to trust holders.
five years. 26. This does not include standard dividends, attributed repatriations or divi-

non-dividendpayments to the company dends deemed to arise because of the difference between the specified rate of
-

by a relevant associate, which are not interest for fringe benefit tax purposes and the actual rate of interest on a loan
taxable to the company but which have from a relevant associate. A relevant associate is defined as a company which
been taxable were the company resi-
dent in New Zealand. either is resident in New Zealand or is a CFC, and which is associated with both

the taxpayercompany and the grey list companyin cases where the taxpayer decides to-

elect the eligible accounting year from 27. This does not include bonus issues or reinvestment of distributions made

which to maintain a tracking account, by the company,except to the extent that such amounts were:

the amount of the grey list company's applicable payments made after the effective date to another company for-

retained earnings at the end of the

accountingyear immediatelypreceding which the taxpayers maintains a tracking account; or

the elected eligible accounting year.
- dividends to which FDWP applies; or

taxable in the shareholders' hands.-
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The New Zealand company is regarded as receiving two sep- Moreover, the UFTC formula also combines the tax and earn-

arate dividends: one of $ 150 which is eligible for deemed ings of lower tier companies with those of higher tier compa-
credits, and one of $ 50 which is eligible for credits on the nies, thus averaging the tax rates across different companies.
basis of actual tax paid. Accordingly, lower rates of tax applicable to non-grey list

lower companies are inflated by the higher tax rates applica-The UFTC on the $150 dividend is:
to tier companies resident in grey list countries.UFTC =ax (V-b) ble higher

150 x ('33/I-.33) If the above calculationsare performedon the basis that both
=

$ 73.88 the Australian and Hong Kong companies distribute all of=

their retained earnings, the dividends/retainedearnings ratioWith respect to the $ 50 dividend, it must first be determined
of the Australian company is one. Further, there are no resid-how much of the income tax paid by the Hong Kong sub-
ual Australian earnings inflate the Hong Kongsidiary can be attributed to the Australian company. This to tax rate

because the entire part of the dividend sourced directly fromamount is the lesser of:
Australian eamings (i.e. $ 335) qualifies for deemed credits,UFTCI = (dividend received + foreign withholding tax) x
and is thus deducted in the denominatorof the UFTC formu-(foreign tax/foreign after-tax earnings) la. Not surprsingly, the correct FDWP of $ 19.50 is

= (50 + 0) x (30/120) pro-
duced.

$12.50
or A solution to both of these problems is for dividends sourced
UFIC2= (la + b + cl x d)-c from lower tier companies to have UFrCs allocated to them

([50 + 12.50 + 0] x 33%) - 0 in accordance with the formula currently used to determine
$ 20.63 how much lower tier company tax to attribute to higher tier

on toTherefore, the UFTC attributable to the Australian company
companies. This equates the UFC such dividends the
actual amount of tax paid by lower tier companies (or theis $12.50.
applicable New Zealand tax if that is lower). Referring to

To calculate the credit attributable to the $ 50 dividend: Example 7, the UFTC on the $ 50 dividend would then be
b+c-d-e $12.50, giving a correct FDWP liability of $ 8.13.UFTC =ax

f-g-h In addition to these problems with the UFC formula, there

165 + 12.50-0-73.88 are several contentious issues surrounding the tracking
= 50 x account. Firstly, the date from which the tracking account385 -0- 150

must be maintained appears to allow non-grey list income to
$ 22.05 qualify for a deemed credit in certain circumstances. Where=

the taxpayer pays dividends out of income earned before 28Therefore, the FDWP liability of the New Zealand company October 1992, this becomes the effective date, and thus theiS:
taxpayer is required to maintain a tracking account from theFDWP = ([a+b=c]xd)-b-c date. Having done so, and provided the other requirements([(150 50)+0+(73.88 22.05)] 33%)-0-(73.88 22.05) for paying deemed credits are satisfied, earnings derived in

= + + x +

$ I.73=

list companiesprior to 28 October 1992 will be ablenon-grey
to be passed through grey list companies and qualify for

This result clearly demonstrates that the UFTC formula is deemed credits because there will be no credit balance in the
flawed. With tax having been paid in Australia at a rate equal tracking account.28
to that applicable in New Zealand, the only FDWP that
should be payable relates to a lower rate of tax that was paid Secondly, the tracking account balance that is required to be
in Hong Kong. The New Zealand tax on the $150 derived in applied to dividends from grey list companies is that on the
Hong Kong is $ 49.50, with a credit being given for tax last day of the accounting year in which the dividend is
already paid ($ 30), leaving a balance of $ 19.50. If this paid.29 Similarly, item b in the tracking account formula is the
$ 19.50 is prorated over the $ 120 distributable earnings of total of all dividends paid during the year which are eligible
the Hong Kong subsidiary, the tax attributableto the $ 50 div- for deemed credits. If the dividend is paid before the end of
idend is $ 8.13, not $1.73. the year, taxpayers clearly will not know the balance in the

account at year, nor amountThe reason why the UFIC formula fails to produce the cor- tracking the end of the the total
of dividends that will be paid during the year by the grey listrect result can be seen from our manipulated version of the

formula. Tax is allocatedby the ratio dividends/retainedearn- company. Consequently, there will be considerable uncer-

as to to caseings. This is appropriate where only the tax of a particular tainty what UPTC claim, especially in the ofdiv-
idends paid earlier in the account year (e.g. interim divi-subsidiary is involved; however, where the subsidiary is

deemed to have paid the tax of lower tier subsidiaries,that tax dends). Where the taxpayer incorrectly estimates the amount
of the UF[C, the remedies discussed under Proceduraltoo is allocated in the proportion of dividends/retainedearn-

ings of the first tier subsidiary. Clearly, the proportionate
allocation of lower tier company tax has already been made
by the formula that determineshow much tax is to be attribut-

28. This assumes that no credits have arisen in the tracking account subsequent
to 28 October 1992.

ed to higher tier companies. 29. See. Sec. 394ZME(2).
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Issues apply. Nevertheless, this state of affairs is hardly con- many) cases, it is just as easy for companies to do away with
ducive to legislative charity, certainty and simplicity. the tracking accountand make a claim for the actual tax paid.

a
There appears to be no limit on the amount of debits to the Similarly, New Zealand companies with non-controlling

nterest in a grey list company may have difficulty in acquir-tracking account. Although the legislation is unclear on this
the information maintain the trackingpoint, it seems to require that all dividends from grey list ng necessary to

account. Although it recognizes the potential difficulties, the
companies be debited to the tracking account. Therefore, if a

Government believes that if the deemed credit mechanism
grey list company pays a dividend in excess of the credit bal-

was restricted to CFCs, there would be non-CFC taxpayersance in the tracking account, the account will move nto a
who could obtain the required information. These

debit balance in the subsequentyear. In that year, the grey list taxpayers
then would be penalized. The Government considers that

company would be able to attach deemed credits to dividends
while taxpayers not be able to get thesome may necessarypaid from non-grey list earnings to the extentof the debit bal-
information to maintain tracking account, they claim

ance iri the tracking account. The Government would not
a can

credits for the actual underlying taxes paid. However, this
have ntended such a consequence. view ignores the fact that do also have diffi-some taxpayers
Unlike the specifications for the acceptability of financiai culty in obtaining the informationrequired for the calculation
statements that provide the eamings figures to calculate the of the UFTC using actual taxes. It is not surprising then that

UPTC, the definitionof retainedearningsfor the purposes of some companies are ignoring the UFC regime because the
the tracking account does not specify which territory's compliancecosts do not justify the benefits.
GAAP to adopt. Is it the GAAP in New Zealand, or the coun-

try of residence of the grey list company to which the pay-
ments are made, or the country of residence of the relevant I Conduit financing arrangernents
associate company If the GAAP of the relevant associate's

country are to be used, what happens when that country does The Government has enacted measures to prevent offshore

not have GAAP companies using New Zealand as a conduit for investments
into grey list countries. When a New Zealand company

The exemption for crediting loans received from relevant derives dividends which qualify for deemed credits, and that
associates where it is anticipated that the loan will be repaid companymakes interestpayments to anothercompany which
within five years also creates problems. The legislation is s associated with both the New Zealand company and the
silent about what will happen if a taxpayerexcludes the loan

grey list company paying the dividend, the New Zealand
on the basis that repayment is anticipatedto occur within five

company is denied a deduction for the nterest to the extent of
years, but subsequently the repayment does not eventuate. the dividend received.
There is no indication whether the FDWP assessment to be
altered is the one in the year in which the loan was advanced, This anti-avoidance provision appears to be targeting situa-

or the one in the year in which it becomes clear that the loan tions where a foreign company establishes a New Zealand

will not be repaid within five years. subsidiary, financed in most part by debt. The New Zealand

company would then establish a subsidiary in a grey list
Intuitively, one would expect that the alteration would be country, which performs business on behalf of the ultimate
made in the year in which the loan was advanced. The com- owners. Utilizing the UFTC regime, the income derived by
plication with this is that there is a statutory bar that pre- the grey list cornpany could be remitted to New Zealand free
vents the Commissioner from making any amendments to of FDWP and incorne tax, and then it could be passed on to
assessmentsfor FDWP after the expirationof four years from the parentby way of interest. The purposeofsuch an arrange-
the later of the date when the information required by the ment is to generate tax losses in New Zealand, which could
Commissionerwas provided and the last date for the filing of be offset against other assessable income derived from New
such nformation.This bar will not apply when, in the Com- Zealand,or diverted to New Zealand,or through cross-border
missioner's opinion, the details provided by the taxpayer are loss offsets if permitted by the foreign company's country of
fraudulent or wilfully misleading. Since in most cases the residence. This arrangementcan be illustrated diagrammati-
fact that a loan is not repaid within five years will not be dis- cally:
covered until the end of the fifth year, the Commissionermay
be prevented from retrospectively assessing the taxpayer for
additional FDWP.

The New Zealand Treasury and Inland Revenue Department
do not seem to consider the anticipationof a loan repayment
to be a problem. They claim that, because the companies
nvolved generally are related it is very likely that it will be
known whetherrepaymentwill take place within five years.30
This view seems to place great reliance on New Zealand tax-

payers' metaphysical interpretationsof anticipation.

Finally, the tracking account clearly leads to significantcom-
30. NZ Treasury/InlandRevenue Departmental Briefing Paper the Financeto

pliance costs, which may in fact defeat the compliancemini- and ExpenditureSelect Committeeon the Taxation Reform Bill (No. 7) 1993, at

mization objectivesbehind the deemed credit. In some (ifnot 55.
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unless the taxpayer is able to provide the Commissionerwith
Non-residents proofof the tax that has been paid.

_ 50% Because FDWP is payable on a quarterly basis, payment will
often have to be made at a time when the taxpayer cannot be
certain about the amount of the UFTC that will be claimable,Grey List Non-resident becauseeither the tax paid and/or the after-tax earningsof theCompany Parent
subsidiarywill not be known. In these circumstances,the tax-

.:.1 payer is required to make a reasonable estimate of the

:, Equity .-' FDWP that will be payable. If this estimate is too low, aLoan
J catch-up payment must be made, as well as a payment for

100% x,,, ,.-/ 1 000 I use of money interest.34 Similarly, where the estimate of
FDWP is too high, the excess FDWP is refundable, and the

L-------- Commissioner becomes liable to pay the taxpayer use ofNZ Company interest.Exempt Dividends Interest money

Further uncertainty arises when a subsidiary has a dispute
with its local revenue authority, which results in legal pro-

revenue mayHowever, the objective of this provision does not appear to ceedings.Altematively,the local authority alter
a previous income tax assessment of an overseas subsidiary.have been achievd. This is because the anti-avoidancepro- Such situations could prevent the smooth operation of thevision does not apply where the grey list company is a CFC.3t

UFTC regime. Consequently, there is a bar on the Commis-If the reason for this exemption is that where the grey list
sioner assessing for FDWP additional thea company or tax tocompany is a CFC, its income will be taxed on an accruals

basis (so that the income of the foreign subsidiary offsets the
extent that such assessmentsarise only because the Commis-
sioner disputes details provided by the company. As previ-payment of interest by the New Zeaand company to the par- ously stated, this bar applies from four after the later ofent company), it is not correct. In the type of arrangement years
the date the details were provided, and the last date specifieddescribedabove, the grey list company will always be a CFC
by the Commissionerfor filing the details.if it is under the control of five or fewer New Zealand resi-

dents.32 Moreover, the income of the grey list subsidiary is
not taxed in New Zealand because, according to Section
245P of the Act, there is no attributed foreign income in V. CONCLUSION
respect to CFCs resident in grey list countries.

This article has reviewed the 1993 amendments to the Act,When the UFTC was first announced it was stated that some which introduced the concept of UFICs into New Zealand'sform of interest apportionment would be required when tax law. The objective of the UFTC is to reduce or eliminate
determining the extent of the credit. Specifically, the (then) a company's FDWP liability. FDWP has influenced corpo-Minister of Finance said that while the availability of for- rate profit repatriation decisions and extinguished New
eign tax credits has been expanded, the determinationof the Zealand tax preferences available to New Zealand resident
quantum of the foreign tax credit has been made more accu- corporate shareholdersof foreign companies.rate by requiring that some interest expense incurred by the
New Zealand taxpayer must be apportioned to the foreign This paper has demonstratedthat there are significant legisla-
source incorne for the purpose - and only for the purpose of tive shortcomings in achieving the objectives behind the

of determining the amount of the foreign tax credit the tax-- introduction of the UFTC regime. It is, for example, far from

payer may claim.33 However, the anti-avoidance measure clear what is meant by an eligible accounting year, material-
that has been enacted in relation to interest deductions ity in financial statements and whether the tracking account

addresses quite a different issue. The Government has in fact operates as intended. The legislation is also compli-
announced that it will establish a consultative committee to cated, sometimes giving absurd results.
review the UFTC regime. This committee may examine the Furtherrnore, the compliance costs associated with maintain-
feasibility of an interest allocation mechanism. ing a tracking account and the potential difficulty in obtain-

ing, for the purpose of calculatingUFTCs, the requisite infor-
mation from lower tier companies and companies in which

IV. PROCEDURAL ISSUES the New Zealand resident does not have a controlling interest
may make it preferable to simply pay the FDWP. This is
especially so if the New Zealand company anticipates dis-No credits will be granted unless the taxpayer furnishes all

information specified by the Commissionernecessary to ver-
31. See Sec. 394ZMH(I)(f).ify the calculationof the UFTC. This may include details of 32. See. Sec. 245C

all the calculations in respect of the UFTC and, where applic- 33. Business Holds Judgement on Intemational Tax Changes, National
able, details of the relevant tracking account. Furthermore, BusinessReview (4 December 1992), at 7.

34. Both the additional FDWPand the use of money interestmust be paid with-where the UFTC is based on the actual tax paid, the foreign n one year of 20 April immediately following the end of the accountingyear of
company will be treated as having paid no tax in a given year the company paying the dividend.
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tributing the dividend received to its shareholders. Addition- now enacted If dividends that are the subject of avoidance

al high compliance costs are contrary to the Government's arrangementscompriseonly a small proportionof the 85 per-

stated intention of identifying ways in which such costs can cent derived from grey list countries, the mere repeal of the

be reduced for taxpayers. FDWP provisions would have achieved essentially the same

Application of the deemed UFTC means that no FDWP
result in a simplifiedway, with little cost in terms of revenue

would be payable in respect of most dividends flowing from forgone.

grey list companies. It has been estimated that 85 percent of Repeal of the FDWP makes even more sense if most sub-

dividendsremitted to New Zealandare derived from grey list sidiaries falling within, the UFTC regime are CFCs. Other

countries. than those resident in grey list companies, these subsidiaries

The complex legislation concerning the calculation of
are taxed in New Zealand on an accruals basis using New

Zealand tax law.
UFTCs and the tracking account is designed to thwart tax

avoidance arrangements which route dividends from non- Any tax so paid can be credited to a branch equivalent tax

grey list companies to New Zealand via grey list companies. account, and offset against any FDWP liability. Therefore, in

But are the (perceived or real) avoidance problems of such many cases, there is no FDWP to pay, regardless of the new

significance to warrant the difficult and confusing legislation UFTC regime.
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POLAND

VAT IA POLA.-D - IMPLICATIONSFOR THE FOREIGN INVESTOR
Matthew O'Shaughnessyand Piotr Kowalski

example, is the sale of an enterprise or its independent part.Mr O'Shaughnessys a graduateof the Universityof Not covered by the law and, therefore, not subject to VAT areWatwick. He worked for twoyears in the treasury
departmentof Eurotunnel in London, and subsequentlyfor sales of land without buildings and income from gambling.
two years in the tax departmentof British Steel. In 1992 he
joined Price Waterhousein Warsawas a consultant in the
tax department. B. Scope
Mr Kowalski is a graduateof the Universityof Warsaw. He
was a research fellowat the London Schoolof Economics The tax is levied on legal persons, individuals or other orga-and assistantprofessorof internationallaw at the Polish
Academyof Sciences. He holdsa doctorate in international nizations which are resident in Poland and make taxable sup-
law. He joined Price WaterhouseWarsaw in 1992 as a plies. Foreign legal or natural persons who perform taxable
manager in the tax department. activities in Poland (personallyor through an authorzed per-
The authors gratefullyacknowledge the assistanceof son or through an employee of a permanentestablishmentor

Marek Jaroszewskiand KrzysztofDzuba. a fixed place of production, trade or services or of any other
device used for production, trade or service purposes) are

also required to register for VAT.
From 5 July 1993 a major change has taken place in the P01-
ish indirect taxation system. As part of Poland's tax reform Srnaller taxpayers are exempted from the tax. As of 1 January
process, from this date value added tax, known as the Goods 1994, any business entity exceeding 1,200 million zloty
and ServicesTax, replaced the turnovertax system. The sys- (approximately USS 56,000) in turnover in the previous tax

tem is broadly similar to systems in force in West European year will become liable to VAT.
countries. However, there are some notable Polish peculiari-
ties which are especially important in respect of international
transactions.We have given special emphasis in this article to C. Mechanism of taxation
cross-border leasing as this activity, significant in view of the
current state of the Polish capital markets, and the demands The general principles allow taxpayers to deduct input VAT
of a recovering economy, seems to be especially affected by from output VAT but no refund of VAT is available. If the
the introductionof VAT in Poland. amount of VAI incurred by an entity (input VAT) is higher

than the amount of VAT charged on sales by that entity (out-
put VAT), the entity may carry forward the excess of input
VAT to the following month and deduct this amount from

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES VAT payable in that month.

Subject to certain exceptions, VAT can be refunded by the taxA. Rate of tax office only if a taxpayer's sales are subject to a lower rate of
tax, i.e. either 7 percent or zero percent. In this case the

The basic rate of VAT is 22 percent and a reduced rate of 7 refund is limited to the amount of the excess of 22 percentpercent applies to certain goods and services. As in other nput tax paid in direct connection with sales of reduced rate
countries, agriculture, heating (energy), transport, telecom- items.
munications and most tourist services are all subject to the
reduced rate. Also products such as printed matter, children's The other special instance when a refund is available is where
goods, certain foodstuffs and farming items are subject to the VAT is paid on purchasesof assets which are classified by the
7 percent rate. A zero percent rate applies generally to taxpayer as fixed assets and intangible assets subject to

exports of goods and services. However, a zero percent rate depreciation. The refund mechanism is straightforward and
can also apply to the domestic sale of certain goods (books, allows the taxpayer to recover the surplus of input VAT paid
pharmaceuticals)or even to the import of certain items (pre- in purchasing the asset that could otherwise not be recover-

scription drugs, certain government supplies). Some goods able, using the general offset mechanism.
and services are also free from VAT for various social, polit- The amount of the differencewhich cannot be refundedon allical or technical reasons. Unprocessedfoodstuffsare general- other items is treated input tax operating expensesly free from VAT. as on

and s carried forward to the next month. The amounts of
In addition, certain types of transactions are specifically excess VAT can be carried forward but for no longer than 36
excluded from the scope of VAT Excluded from VAT, for months.
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Currently taxpayers.mustcalculate, file a reconciliation and or services) and payable abroad are regarded as import of

pay VAT each month by the 25th day of the month following. services and as such are subject to Polish VAT. If the foreign
However, after 5 July 1994 this deadline will be shortened to person does not register for Polish VAT and does not collect
the 15th day of the following month. Taxpayers are required VAT on the above- mentioned services, the tax obligation
to register for VAT purposesbefore starting taxable activities. passes to the recipient of the service in the form of a self-

a taxpayer on a
Because no group structure is recognized for tax purposes in charge. VAT paid by Polish the basis of self-

as case no
Poland the law provides unusually that, on permission from charge is treated output tax. In this the taxpayerhas

to recover tax as not
the tax office, divisions, plants or branches of a legal entity right the self-charged it is input VAT.

which prepare their own individual balance sheets may be The classificationof import of services for VAT purposes
taxpayers in their own right for VAT purposes. In these cir- clearly states that the services must be performed physically
cumstances, transfers between divisions are treated as tax- in Poland. This means that if a foreign person charges a Pol-
able sales. ish company for services performed outside Poland, such a

transaction is not treated as an import of services and is
free of Polish VAT.

D. Tax base Where a Polish companyhas the choice ofbuyingeither from
a foreign entity which is not registered for Polish VAT or

VAT is chargeable on the value of the considerationpaid for from a registeredPolish entity, for tax purposes the company
the product or service (exclusive of VAT). If excise duty is would be advised to buy from the domestic entity since 22
levied (for example, on cigarettes and alcohol), it is included percent non-recoverableVAT would need to be added were

in the tax base. The tax base for imported goods is the the purchase to be made from the foreign party.
dutiablevalue plus the customsduty and excise duty payable.
VAT must be calculated on transfers of goods or services for

promotionalpurposes made free or at reduced rates, using the B. Export of services
normal market price of these items. The personal use by an

entrepreneuror his employeesof company goods or services, The VAT law defines the export of services as services per-
the presentation of gifts and donatios and the cash-free formed by a taxpayer outside Poland. This can be disadvan-
exchangeof goods and services are all subject to VAT on the

tageous for many Polish service companies who sell to for-
basis of appropriatemarket values. eign customers since, in certain cases, even services con-

sumed abroad are treated as if they were services performed
in Poland. This restrictive approach creates an economically

E. Registration of foreign entities for VAT in Poland disadvantageousposition for Polish software, architecturalor

consulting companies which have to charge VAT at the full

Although the regulationsclearly provide that foreign entities rate to their foreign customers. Such a VAT charge is, in gen-
that undertake VATable activities in Poland are obliged to eral, non-recoverable.To benefit from the zero percent rate

register for VAT purposes, the current policy adopted by the applicable to exports, the Polish servicecompanywouldneed

tax authorities is such that the registrationof foreign compa- to physically perform work outside the country.
nies for VAT is in practice sometimes restricted. We know of There certain exceptions to this restrictive rule relating toare
cases where the tax offce has refused to register foreign services which are provided in direct connection with the
companies and required that additional documentation be of goods. Contract manufacturing services provided
presented evidencing formal registration in Poland as a legal export

by Polish companies to foreign registeredentities are treated
entity or branch office. The reason for this approach seems to

as export services. Such services are taxed at the same zero
be a certain misunderstandingon the side of the Polish tax

percent rate as the export of goods. In the case of export
authorities who imply that to register for VAT a foreign com-

agency services the cost for such services must be incorpo-
pany must have some local (Polish) business vehicle. This rated in the selling price of the exported goods. A similar
policy seems to contradict the provisions ofthe VAT law

principle applies to transport services, warehousing and
which clearly allow a foreign company to register even if it administrative services which directly support the export of
does not have any formal presence in Poland.

goods.
In view of the detrimental effect on the export of services of

Il. PECULIARITIESOF THE POLISH VAT the above regulation, the government recently decided to

SYSTEM change the ministerial decree regulating the rates of VAT.

According to these changes, with effect from 1 January 1994,
certain consulting legal and planning services have been zero

A. Import of services rated in cases where the buyer is a foreign domiciledcompa-
ny and not a Polish VAT taxpayer. In addition, to benefit from

Services performed in Poland by foreign persons (personally the zero rate, the services must be paid for in foreign curren-

or through an authorized person or employees or through a cy and such paymentmust be evidencedby appropriatedocu-

permanentestablishmentor a fixed place ofproduction, trade ments from the Polish foreign exchange bank. It remains to
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be seen how the seiler of services may apply the zero rate if In the case of financial leasing the amount of VAT levied on
he cannot be certain, at the moment of issuing the VAT imported leased goods shown n the customs clearance docu-
invoice, whether he will be paid in hard currency or, indeed ments will be treated as input VAT for the importer. As under
whetherhe will be paid at all. the VAT regulations, the tax treatment of financial leases is

similar to the purchaseof goods (acquisitionof title to them),Legislation regarding the place of supply of services has not
been brought fully into line with the EC 6th VAT Directive. input VAT charged on the import may be refundable to the

lessee according to the rules applicable to the purchase ofArticle 9.2(e) of this directive states that, in the case of, fixed assets. That is, refund is given by the tax office if thea
among others, advertising and consultancy services, when

amount of input VAT in part attrbutable to the purchase of aservices are performed for customers established outside the
fixed asset exceeds output VAT in given month.aCommunity or for taxable persons established in the Com-

munity but not in the same country as the supplier, the place
of taxation shall be that in which the customerhas established (2) VAT on cross-border lease payments- operating leases

Lease contracts concluded between a foreign lessor and ahis business or has a fixed establishmentto which the service
is supplied. In the absence of such a place, the place where he Polish lessee usually imply two types of transactions that are

has his permanent address or usually resides. subject to VAT, namely:
import of leased goods into Poland, and-

Poland has now signed an Association Agreernent with the - import of leasing services.
EC. In doing so Poland is obliged to bring its law into line
with EC legislation. It may be expected, therefore, that the The import of services rule requires that Polish entities that
definition of the place of supply of services will be amended import services payable abroad, in this case Polish lessees,
in accordance with the EC 6th Directive. must charge VAT on the consideration payable in retum for

the imported service. Consequently, where a Polish lessee
leases property from a foreign entity (that is, imports a VAT-

C. The effect of VAT on cross-border leasing able service), the lessee will be obliged to calculate 22 per-
transactions cent VAT on the consideration payable to the lessor (that is,

on lease payments) and to account for this amount as his out-

Due to the situation on the Polish capital market and the high put VAT. This is in keeping with the import of services rule

cost of local credit facilities, various leasing arrangements
which we described in the previous section of this article.

have become quite popular in Poland in the last two years. A According to this rule, the entire amount of lease rental

substantial part of these easing transactions take the form of payable under an operating lease, as a service charge, is sub-
a cross-borderlease where a foreign investor (producer) sup- ject to VAT In this case, a certain proportion of the payment
plies a local company with capital assets while retaining title stream resulting from this transaction will be subject to dou-
to the goods. The introduction of VAT has effected, in many

ble taxation at the moment of asset import and subsequent
instances, the economic or tax feasibility of leasing. rentals. Paradoxically, VAT charged will firstly be an input

VAT (import) and then output VAT (import of the service).
(1) VAT on the import of leased goods This disadvantageous VAT treatment will not arise if a for-
VAT on the import of leased goods is in most cases payable eign lessor registers for VAT in Poland and becomes entitled
regardless of whether the goods are imported temporarily or to issue a VAT invoice to the lessee. This enables the Polish
not. The basis for calculationof VAT payable on the import lessee to treat VAT shown in the invoice as standard input
of leased goods includes: VAT and to recover this against his output VAT.

only the customs value of the goods, if they are imported The law states explicitly that the import of services is subject
-

temporarily,or
to VAT and we maintain that international lease transactionsthe customs value of the goods plus customs duty-

concluded between Polish lessees and foreign lessors involvepayable, if the goods are to remain in Poland. the importof a service from abroad. However, existing regu-
In the case of a cross-border operating lease the law is not ations do not make any specific provisions related to VAT on

clear whether the VAT incurred on the import of an asset is ease payments. In other words, regardless of the fact that
deductible according to the standard procedures. This results ease payments payable to a foreign lessor are unquestion-
from the wording of the VAT law which speaks of the acqui- ably subject to VAT, there is no distinct mechanism (other
sition of goods or services as a base for the recovery of VAT than applicable to the general importof services) of charging
incurred. However, we note from practical experience that VAT on such payments. Therefore, in the case of operating
importers have treated this amount of VAT as recoverable. leases the same transaction is effectively double taxed.
The fiscal authoritieshave finally decided to clarify this point
and from 1 January 1994 VAT incurred at the moment of (3) VAT treatment of financial leases
import is recoverable according to the standard procedure. It The Polish fiscal authorities apparently consider that VAT
is, however, still uncertain how imports of equipment effect- should be collected only at the border during customs clear-
ed before 1 January 1994 should be treated since the VAT ance. The taxable base would be the entire value of leased
law, in its previous form, seemed to preclude the deductibili- goods increased by the value of any interest and profit ele-
ty of VAT on the import of assets not acquired by the ment payable under lease rates. The above interpretation
importer. predicates that in the case of financial lease transactions no
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VAT should be payable on the transfer of lease payments if service. However, the lessee would need to account for this

VAT has been paid on the full value of imported leased goods amount of VAT as his output VAT unless a foreign lessor

(that is, including interest and the lessor's profit element) agrees to register for VAT.in Poland in order to provide local

during the customs clearance. This approach results from a VAT invoices.

general rule found in the VAT legislation under which a In the case of operating leases VAT might be charged only at
financial lease transaction has a similar VAT treatment as a the momentof rental payment to the foreign lessor and, con-

purchase of a fixed asset. The dividing line in taxation
no at moment

between financial and operating leases is based on the sequently, there would be VAT charge the of

accounting status of the leased object. If the lessee accounts mportng an asset.

for the asset in its books and has a right to depreciate it, a Please note that the above considerations reflect our under-

lease is treated for tax purposes as a financial lease. standingofvery ambiguousprovisionsof the VAT law and as

such cannot be understood as a precise interpretaton of the
The above method appears to be a pragmatic solution to the legislation. However, the proposed solutions, in our view,
collection of VAT on lease payments and appears to be an

represent the most likely and logical alternative to the current

advantageous method of payment of VAT from the lessee's legal provisions.
point of view (as there is a possibility of a refund of excess

VAT paid during the import). In our view, in most cases, the
(5) Recoveryof VAT by foreign businesses

mechanism suggested by the fiscal authorities cannot be
Regardless of the Poland EC association treaty, the provi-

adopted in practice. sions of the EC 8th and 13th VAT Directives have not yet

The reason for this is that under most circumstances there been incorporated in the Polish VAT regulations. A foreign
will be no feasible method to calculatein advance the interest business can only recover VAT incurred in the course of its

element of lease charges. This results from the fact that the business if it is registered for Polish VAT and can effectively
lease rates denominated in hard currency (as required by the use either the general offset mechanism or special refund

Polish Foreign ExchangeLaw) become payable in the future methods offered by the law. At present, according to the law,

and it is impossible to assess their future value in Polish cur- a business may only register for VAT if it makes taxable sup-

rency at the date of customs clearance. Furthermore, as in plies in Poland. We expect that the Polish VAT system will be

most lease agreementsthe interestelement is settled with ref- brought into line with EC legislation over the next few years

erence to international interest rate indexes such as LIBOR and procedures for intemationalVAT recovery will be put in

and FIBOR. At the date of the customsclearance it is not pos- place. It remains to be seen how quickly these amendments

sible to establish the interest rate that will prejudge the are ntroduced.

amount of interest payable in the future.

To summarize, we note that if VAT is to be imposed on the

full value of the lease contract and collected at the date of Ill. AMENDMENTSAND DEVELOPMENTS
customs clearance, the current legislation provides no

method ofcalculating the VAT base. The VAT law as introduced in 5 July 1993 has been rein-

forced and extended over the past six months by some 30
Furthermore, as under Article 15.4 of the VAT Law the tax- ministerial decrees and ordinances. From 1 January 1994
able base for importedgoods is the customsvalue increased new amendments to the law itselfwere introduced resolving
by the customs duties, there are no legal grounds to impose some of the contentious issues that were not addressed or

VAT during the customs clearance on any excess of declared unclear in previous legislation. One of such issues was the
value of imported goods over the said limit, that is, customs question of whether VAT incurred when importing fixed
value of goods at the date of the clearance. assets in order to make an in-kind contribution by a foreign

shareholder to a Polish company's equity is deductible. Ini-

(4) Possible solutions tially, the fiscal authorities took a firm view that such VAT

In our view, the mechanism for charging VAT on financial may not be recovered according to the standard mechanism

lease payments should be based upon the distinction between but must increase the value of the asset to be subsequently
the principal value of leased property which is taxed at the depreciated.
border, and the value of the financial service that is provided
(which is subject to VAT at the time of paymentof each lease A debate ensued in which the legality of the position of the

instalment). Consequently, the amount of the lease rate
authorities was questioned by the legal profession and for-

shown on an nvoice issued by a foreign lessor should indi- eign investors. This has resulted in a recent change in the leg-
islation which provides for equal treatment of foreign and

cate, or should be divided nto, two elements which are to be
domestic shareholders. That is, that VAT incurred on the

paid by the lessee, namely:
principal value of the leased goods, and import of fixed assets as a contribution in-kind may be clas-

-

sified as normal deductible input VAT. We can only hope that
value of the service (interest plus any other fee charged the remaining peculiarities will also be subject to alterations-

by the lessor). in the not too distant future.

As the lessee has already paid VAT on the principal value of

the leased goods (collected on customs clearance) he will be

obliged to calculate 22 percent VAT only on the value of the
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BELGIUM

INTRODUCTIONOF THE 66ECONOMICREALITY TEST IN

BELGIAN TAX LAW: YEARS OF UXCERTAINTYAHEAD
Marc Dassesse

Professor, Free University of Brussels (ULB)

Until recently, one of the characteristics of Belgian tax law sidiary's taxable profit. Thus, the taxpayerallegedly commit-
was the strict adherence placed by the courts on the taxpay- ted a fraud on the tax law by entering into a transaction
er's right to fully utilize imperfectionsor loopholes in the law devoid of any economic objective for the sole purpose of
in order to arrange his affairs in the most tax efficient way. A putting himself outside the reach of the tax law that would
Belgian law of 22 July 1993, however, introduced a general have been applicable had he followed a more normal
anti-avoidanceprovision whereby the tax authorities may course to put funds at the disposal of the subsidiary compa-
recharacterze a transaction for tax purposes if it is estab- ny.2
lished that the transaction was motivated by tax considera- The Belgian Supreme Court reversed the decision of thetions, unless the taxpayer can show that the transaction is

Court of Appeal. It affirmed the principle that transactiona(also) justified by legitimate financial or economic reasons.
may not be treated as a sham, and, afortiori, does not amount
to tax evasion,when the parties with a view to putting them-
selves in a more favourable tax position, make use of their

I. BACKGROUND:THE BREPOLSAND THE right to freely arrange their affairs by entering into contractu-

VIEUXSAINTMARTINCASES al arrangements of which they accept all legal consequences
and which do not violate the law, even if the route thus cho-

In the past Belgium occupied a rather unique position nm the sen is not the most normalone.3

field of tax avoidance: contrary to the situation, for example, For the next 30 years, Belgian courts, as a rule, adhered strict-
in France, the Netherlands or the United Kingdom the courts ly to the principle laid down by the SupremeCourt in the Bre-
(in the absence of any legal provision to the contrary in the pols case, and the Supreme Court itself reaffirmed this prin-
tax code) took the view that a transaction,howevereconomi- ciple on a number of occasions.4 The Brepols doctrine was

cally abnormal,could not be set aside by the tax authorities also reflected in the very legalistic approach (rightly) taken
on the ground that it was (solely) entered into to avoid tax so by the Belgian courts when, after reforms introduced in
long as all legal consequences flowing from the legal route 1980/1981, they started to be confronted with the novel task
chosen were fully accepted by the parties to the transaction. of dealing with criminal prosecutions for tax fraud.5

This principle was established as early as 1961 by the Bel- With hindsight all too foreseeable, a result of this jurispru-
gian Supreme Court in the celebrated Brepols case.' The rel- dence was the developmentof ever more sophisticated legal
evant facts of the case were as follows: an industrial compa- constructions (largely) devoid of any economic justification,
ny converted itself into a financial holding company by con- save that of putting the taxpayer outside the reach of the tax

tributing its industrial activities to a newly incorporatedsub- law which would normally have been applicable to the (eco-
sidiary. It then extended a very large loan to the (thinly capi- nomic) end result of the transaction if a less legally convolut-
talized) subsidiary with the result that all profits of the indus- ed route had been followed to reach it.
trial subsidiary were eaten up by the interest payable to the The extreme point of that evolution was probably reached in
parent company in respect of the loan. 1990 in the Vieux Saint Martin case. In this case, the Belgian
The Brussels Court of Appeal upheld the decision of the tax Supreme Court reinforced the principle affirmed in Brepols
authoritieswhich had recharacterizedthe loan for tax purpos-
es as a contribution in capital giving rise to payment of non- 1. Supreme Court, 6 June 1961, Pasicrisie (hereinafter Pas.), 1961, I, at
deductible dividends (and not tax-deductible interest) by the 1082.

subsidiary to its parent. 2. Court of Appeal of Brussels, 25 March 1959, R.F., 1960, at 213 (author's
translation).

It should be stressed that the tax authorities n this case 3. Author's translation.

acknowledged that the loan was not a sham since all legal
4. Supreme Court, 19 October 1965, Pas. 1966, I, at 231; Supreme Court, 27
February 1987, Pas., 1987,I, at 777; Supreme Court, 29 January 1988, Pas.,

consequences flowing from the transaction had been accept- 1988, I, at 633.
ed by both lender and borrower. However, in the opinion of 5. Prior to 1980, criminal prosecutions for tax fraud were non-existent in Bel-

the tax authorities and the Court of Appeal, the loan could be gium (save for customs duties).The reason was that criminal prosecutionscould
at request tax who were of course moreignored as f it had been a sham because the transaction had only be initiated the of the authorities,

eager to reach a revenue-raisingsettlement than to initiate criminal proceedingsbeen entered into solely for the purpose of reducing the sub- against an insolvent taxpayer.
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by holding that even if a transaction (or series of transactions) If the taxpayerwishes to ascertain in advance that a proposed
is solely entered into for the purpose of reducing tax6 the transactionwill not be recharacterizedby the tax authorties,
tax authorities may not set the transactionaside as if it was a he may request a ruling. However, recourse to that procedure
sham. may well be viewedby the tax authoritiesas evidence that the

taxpayer himselfhas doubts about the existence of sufficient

legitimateeconomicor financial needs justifying the transac-

tion.
Il. LEGISLATIVE REACTION

The tax authorities may recharacterizea transactionwhich is
motivatedby tax considerationsunless the taxpayer is able to Ill. LIKELY IMPACT OF THE NEW LAW

prove that it was also entered into for legitimate economic
or financial reasons. The first commentatorson the new anti-avoidanceprovision

have been at pains to stress that it is of limited scope because:
As a result of a steadily worsening budgetary situation, the (i) it is only applicable to direct taxes, to the exclusion of
Belgian Government has come under increasing pressure indirect taxes such as stamp duties, death duties and
from various quarters to counter the Supreme Court's VAT;
approachwhich has been perceivedas the main reason for the (ii) the burden of proving that a transaction is tax-rnotivated
ncreasing number of high-tech tax-motivated schemes (and hence within the scope of the new anti-avoidance
marketed to the public over the last few years. provision) rests on the tax authorities; and

Initially, the reaction was limited in scope: Parliament voted (iii) it is sufficient for the taxpayer to prove that the

laws in 1991 and 1992 which substantially increased the transaction, even though tax-motivated, was also justi-
fied by legitimate economic or financial needs. In othernumberof cases where the tax authoritiescould set aside cer-

tain specifc transactions occurring under (legally specified) words, to remain outside the scope of the anti-avoidance

conditions which suggested that they may have been largely provision it will suffice to establish that one of the

tax-motivated,unless the taxpayercould prove that the trans- motives for the transaction is a legitimate financial or

economic need.7actions had another economic or financial purpose.
The authormust beg to differwith this optimistic assessment:

Along with this limited anti-avoidanceprovision,Parliament,
at the same time, introduced the possibility for the taxpayer,

- as to (i): at the time of writing, the Government has

before entering into such a transaction, to seek an advance already announced plans to extend the scope of the new

ruling from the Belgian tax authorities that a proposed trans-
anti-avoidanceprovision to encompass ndirect taxes;8

action meets a legitimate financial or economic requirement.
- as to (ii): in the recently published administrativecom-

If the ruling is favourable, the transaction (if carried out in mentary on the new anti-avoidance provision, the tax

accordancewith the facts disclosed in the ruling application) authorities take a minimalist view of its burden of proof,
may not later be set aside by the tax authorities on the ground i.e. when two (or more) legal routes are available to reach

that the transaction is purely tax motivated. If the ruling is a given economic objective, and the taxpayerhas chosen

unfavourable,the taxpayermay proceed with the transaction, the most tax efficient one without any - apparent -

but if it is later challenged by the tax authorities, the courts economicjustification, it is sufficient for the tax authori-

will be required to decide whether or not the transaction is ties to indicate the other, more normal but more tax-

purely tax motivated, and hence can be ignored by the tax onerous legal route which could have been chosen to

authorities. reach the same economic result in order to trigger appli-
cation of the new anti-avoidanceprovision and allow the

In practice, disclosing a proposed transaction to the tax tax authorities to assess the tax which would have been
authorities in order to obtain a ruling carries significant risks due had the other legal route been chosen;9
in that, if the ruling is unfavourable, the taxpayer is faced - as to (iii): it is true that, in the above-mentionedadminis-
with the alternative of abandoning the proposed transaction trative commentary, the tax authorities acknowledge that
or proceedingand facing the wellnigh certainty that it will be it is not necessary (n order to avoid recharacterizationof

challengedby the tax authorities (which might not have been the transaction) to establish that the sole motive for the
the case if no application for a ruling had been made in the legal route chosen is to meet certain objectivesof a finan-
first place). cial or economicnature. It is enough for the taxpayer to

prove the existence of an economic objective, even if
The law of 22 July 1993 has gone much further: under Arti-
cle 344, paragraph 1 (as amended) of the Belgian Tax
Code/1992, the tax authoritiesmay henceforthrecharacterize 6. Supreme Court, 22 March 1990, Pas., 1990, I, at 853; also published in

JournalDroit Fiscal (1990), at 110 and casenoteM.B.
for tax purposes any transaction or series of transactions 7. See, for example,J.P. Bours, Les personnesphysiques face la thorie de
entered into by the taxpayer if the authorities can establish la ralitconomique,Vanham & Vanhamconference(Brussels, 30 September
(by presumptionor other means of proof) that the transaction 1993); Th. Afschrift and R. Rayet, La loi du 22 juillet 1993, Journal des Tri-

has been structured to avoid tax, unless the taxpayer can
bunaux (1993), at 833.
8. See AFI (1993), at 41/1 referring to the so-calledglobalplan, announced

prove that the transaction was also entered into because of by the Belgian Governmenton 17 December 1993.

legitimate financial or economic needs. 9. AdministrativeCircularN 19/453.895 of 6 December 1993, at para. 22.
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there also exists a tax objective.]o However, the tax
- first few years of its entry into force with the ensuing need for

authorities go on to stress that the only motives which all Belgian taxpayers - including foreign firms operating in
-are acceptable are financial or economic ones.] This Belgium to observe extreme prudence before embarkingon

comment tends to suggest that the existence of a finan- any complex tax scheme until the dust has settled on the new

cial or economic motive, as opposed to motives of a anti-avoidanceprovision.
strategic, regulatory or political nature, maybe construed In the meantime, caution is certainly the watchword.
narrowly and, conversely aggravate the burden of proof
which rests on the taxpayer.

It is therefore likely, in the author's view, that the new provi- 10. At 24. Author's translation.sion will be used enthusiasticallyby the tax authorities in the
para.

I 1. At para. 24. Author's translation.
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CUBA

TAXATION OF FOREIGS INVESTMENT IN THE

REPUBLIC OF CUBA
Annette T. Johnson, LL M (Barrister)

Research Associate of the IBFD, Amsterdam

I. I INTRODUCTION II. EQUITY JOINT VENTURESAND
PARTNERSHIPCONTRACTS

The legal infrastructure for establishing Cuban and foreign Decree-Law 50-82 contenplates two types of collaboration

equity joint ventures in the Republic of Cuba was created 12 between Cuban State enterprises, consortia or other national

years ago by Decree-Law 50 of 15 February 1982 (Decree- organizations on one hand, and foreign legal entities or indi-
Law 50-82). This law is supplementedby the Commercial viduals on the other. The first is the equity joint venture

Code of Cuba and several resolutions issued by the relevant (EJV) which is a separate legal entity, in which the Cuban
State Central AdministrativeBodies. These laws and resolu- and foreign parties participate as shareholders. For the pur-
tions effectively created a distinct tax and commercial law poses ofCuban law, the EJV is regarded as a corporationwith

regime for the joint venture sector of the Cuban economy. registered shares and is subject to the provisionsof the Com-

Under the regime, joint ventures are governed by special tax nercial Code. An EJV is considered to be domiciled in Cuba

provisions, are permitted access to finance from foreign and with a Cuban address for its registered office and may estab-

domestic banks, to iniport necessary inputs and export final lish offices, representativeagents, branches and subsidiaries

products independentlyof the Cuban state and to remit prof- n any other country.4 The second type of joint venture is the

its in convertible currency. In addition, State entities' com- so-called partnershipcontract which is often used for shared-

mercial transactions with joint ventures are subject to special risk operations and other activities for which an EJV is not

price controls, the domestic legislation governing leases of necessarynor desired by the partners.5 A partnershipcontract

immovableproperty does not apply to joint ventures and for- does not constitute a separate legal entity from the parties
eign nationals employed by joint ventures are permitted to thereto.
remit up to two-thirdsof their salary abroad. Decree-Law 50-82 does not limit the period of existence of

As a result of the negative impactof the collapse of the Sovi- EJVs or partnership contracts: it merely states that the dura-

tion shouldbe sufficient to enable both parties to earn a return
et bloc on the Cubaneconomy,the 1990s have seen the enact-

ment of measures to compliment the economic re-orienta- on and recover the capital invested.6

tion, which many would argue, began with the joint venture

law. Of these, the most notable are the authorization of a
1 The Commercial Code of Cuba, a virtual replica of the Spanish Commer-

number of State entities to import and export inputs and final
cial Code of 1885, became effective in Cuba on 28 January 1886. Although the

Code has been amended by successive regimes between that date and the pre-

products independentlyof the State, the decriminalizationof sent, its basic substance very much resembles those operating in other Latin

foreign currency possession by Cuban citizens, the legaliza_ American countries. See Bundesstelle Fr Aussenhandelsinformation,Kuba

tion of self-employmentby Cuban citizens in over 100 occu-
Joint Venture-Gesetzgebung(Kln: Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndis-

chen Wirtschafts-undSteuerrecht,August 1992) 18.

pations and the reorganizationof the state agricultural sector 2. The decriminalization of foreign currency possession was enacted by

into self-managed, self-financed Basic Cooperative Produc- Decree-Law 140 of 13 August 1993. Under this law, Cuban nationals may

tion Units.2 exchange foreign currency for local currencyat preferential rates with designat-
ed banks, open foreign currency accounts, purchase foreign exchange certifi-

From the viewpoint of foreign investors, the most far-reach- cates or make foreign currency-denominatedpurchases in authorizedestablish-

ments, ironically referred to as dollar shops. The legalization of self-employ-

ing change was the Cuban State's formal recognition of the ment in numerous trades and professionswas enacted by Decree-Law 141 of 13

property rights of joint ventures. The recognitionof property August 1993 repealing Decree-Law 14 of 3 July 1978. Decree-Law 141 is sup-

rights was enacted by an amndment to the Constitution of plementedby Joint Resolution 1 of 8 September 1993 of the State Committeefor

the Republic of Cuba in August 1992.3
Labour and Social Security, which contains rudimentary provisions for levying
income taxes on the self-employed.
3. The Amendmentof the Constitutionof the Republicof Cuba was published in

Against that background, this article analyses the provisions the Oficial Gazette, Extraordinary Issue No. 7 of 1 August 1992.

of Decree-Law 50-82 since, for foreign investors, it repre- 4. Decree-Law50-82, Arts. 6 and 7.

sents the pivotal point of reference not only as regards taxa- 5. Decree-Law 50-82, Art. 1. According to official sources, partnershipcon-

tracts are the preferredvehicle for petroleumand mineral explorationcarriedout

tion but also as regards the creation of legal rights to proper- n collaborationwith foreign parties.
ty in Cuba. 6. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 4.
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The matters discussed below apply both to EJVs and, mutatis - in appropriate cases, the names of any subsidiaries or

mumndis, to partnerships contracts.7 branches in which the EJV has an interest or participa-
tion. 3

A. Pre-formationapproval
The contents of the Articles of Association which govern the
internal affairs of the enterpriseare not the subject of specific
provisions of Decree-Law 50-82. The Articles are usually

The formation of an EJV or conclusion of a partnershipcon- prepared by the parties themselves (or their advisers) and
tract must be authorized by an ad hoc Commission estab- should address matters such as the structure and power of the
lished by the Executive Committeeof the Council of Minis- board ofdirectors, the appointmentand removalofmanaging
ters (the Commission).8 In authorizing the participationof officers of the company, voting rights, quorum for rreetings,the Cuban party, the Commission may further approve its the precipitating events and procedure for liquidation of the
equity contribution to the Joint venture in the form of tempo- EJV. More importantly, the Articles should reflect the agree-
rary use of land, industrial or tourist installations and other ment between the parties for the computationand distribution
forms of immovable property which already exist or may be of profits between them.
constructed in Cuban territory. In such cases, the domestic
legislationgoverning leases will not apply and the EJV lessee All amendments to the Memorandum and Articles must be
will be required to insure the immovableproperty against fire registered in the Chamber of Commerce. Once the enterprise
and natural disasters in favour of the Cuban lessor.9 As has been established, the parties thereto cannot be changed
regards the foreign party, the Commissionwill in most cases except by the unanimous agreement of all the parties.'4 Any
require a guarantee (n cash or otherwise) that it will provide matters not covered in the constituentdocumentswill be gov-
its share of the joint venture capital.' Cash guarantees are emed by the Commercial Code, on a supplementarybasis.'5
returned on approval with interest at the going rate; should A partnership contract is created by registration of the con-
approval not be granted within 60 days of the application, stituent documents in the Registry of the Cuban Chamber of
cash guarantees are automatically returned with interest. The Commerce. These include the relevant details of the partiesCommissionwill also agree on the amount of the joint enter- including the corporate statutes of the foreign party, the
prse's mandatory contribution to the workers' incentive fund methods for profit computation and sharing and any other
as well as the purpose and operation thereof.

matters which are relevant to the proposed activities.

Public documentsexecutedunder the laws ofanothercountry
B. Incorporation, registration must be protocolled in Cuba and accompanied by a consular

certificate verifying their execution in accordance with the

An EJV is incorporated by subscribing to a Memorandum
and Articles of Association and acquires juridical status on

7. Some of the original provisions for the joint venture sector were not specif-

registration of these constituentdocuments in the Registry of ically applicable to the Cuban parties of partnershipcontracts but recent legisla-
ton has explicitly brought them within the ambit of the special measures for

the Cuban Chamber of Commerce. The Memorandum of EJVs. For example, Cuban parties no longer have to conform to the accounting
Association should reflect the basic agreement between the methods embodied in the National AccountingSystems Manual but rather to the

parties as to the development and operation of the venture accounting methods enshrined in the partnership contract (Resolution 24 of 5
May 1983 of the State Committee for Finances, amending Resolution 71 of 26

and should guarantee the participation of the Cuban partner December 1976).
in the managementof the company. Additionally, it should 8. Under the Cuban constitution, considerable executive power, particularly
contain a statement as to the market which each party is to in respect of foreign trade policy and the state budget, is exercised by the Coun-

cil of Ministers. The composition of the Council of Ministers is constitutionallyguarantee in respect of the EJV's product or service.12 Mech- determined and it is accountable to the elected National Assembly.
anisms for the resolution of internal disputes may be embod- 9. Decree-Law 50-82, Art. 18. See also Resolution 54-82 of the State Com-
ied in the Articles or the Memorandumof Association. mittee for Finances, published in the Oficial Gazette, Extraordinary Issue of I

October 1982.

Further contents of the Memorandumof Association include 10. Decree-Law 50-82, Arts. 2,3 and 17.

the usual information regarding shareholders, share capital,
I 1. Broadly, the workers' incentive fund is a formalized system of bonus pay-
ments to workers in recognition of fulfilment of production targets, improve-

corporate objects and corporate seat. Of these the most ment in efficiency or increases in productivity, especially in labour intensive
notable are: enterprises. EJVs which employ Cuban workers are required to establish such a

fund and the premiums payable are calculated on the basis of the workers' basethe name of the enterprise which must include the word salary. See further Decree No. 50 of 19 October 1979 of the Council of Minis-
-

SA (sociedadannima); ters.

the registered office of the enterprise which must be in Arts. 8 and 10.- 12. Decree-Law50-82,

Cuba; 13. The modalities of incorporation and registration are govemed by Resolu-
tion 6 of 15 September 1982 of the Chamber of Commerce of the Republic of

the name, nationality, citizenship, age, home address of Cuba, published in the OficialGazette, Extraordinary Issue of 1 October 1982.-

the signatories of the EJVs constituentdocuments and in 14. While Art. 162 of the Commercial Code explicitly permits shareholders to

some cases the nature and position of the same in respect
transfershares, this provision has been implicitly amendedby Art. I l of Decree-
Law 50-82 to the extent that the latter provision prohibits any change in the par-of the powers which they exercise; ties to the joint venture parties other than by unanimousagreement of he share-

the authorized capital, indicating the value which has- holders.

been attributed to corporate assets and the basis of their
1 5. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 10. Certain modifications,such as a capital reduc-
tion, must be effected by deed issued by the EJV's secretary certifying confor-

valuation; and mity with the procedure established in Art. 168 of the Commercial Code.
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laws of the country oforigin. In the absenceof a consularcer- Joint ventures may voluntarilycreate other reserves.

tificate, public documents may be accompaniedby a notarial
deed containing a sworn declaration as to their authenticity
by the party seeking to use them. Documents executed in a E. Accounting and audits
foreign languagemay only be registeredafter official transla-
tion. 16 The parties to the venture may freely determinethe system of

Registrationof an EJV is subject to a fee of 500 Cuban pesos;
accounting which best suits the purpose of the enterprisepro-
vided that it conforms to universally accepted standards and

400 pesos is payable on registrationof a partnershipcontract.

All modifications and substitutions of registered documents
meets the requirementsof Cuban fiscal law.23

are subject to a flat fee of 100 Cuban pesos. EJVs and the Cuban and foreign parties to joint venture

enterprises are required to submit financial statements in the

Spanish language to the State Committee for Finances (here-
C. Joint venture capital and finance inafter SCF) for each of the first three quarters of every

year within the one month of the end of each quarter. In addi-

Foreign participationin the capital of an EJV is limited to 49 tion, financial statements for operations carried out during
percent, though in exceptional cases the Executive Commit- the calendar year must be submitted within the first two

tee of the Council of Ministers may authorize greater partici- months of the following year in accordance with the period
pation.17 Contribution to capital may consist of cash and for the payment of taxes. Financial statements should be in
other assets, including the temporary usufruct of land and accordance with the form established for this purpose by the
other immovable property, raw materials and tools. All con- Vice President in charge of the SCF's revenue.24 Apart from
tributions to capital are quantified in freely convertible cur- its yearly official audit, the SCF may at any time require
rency and on the basis of valuation agreed by the parties.18 EJVs to provide financial statements within specified time

Joint venture enterprisesmay secure foreign currency financ- limits.

ng from domesticbanks or from credit institutionsoutside of
Cuba.j9 Loans from domestic banks are normally granted for

Ill. TAXATION OF JOINT VENTURES
periods of up to one year, although in specific cases and in
accordance with international practice and the merits of the

project, loans may be repaid over a longer period. In all appli- A. Taxpayer registration
cations, the domestic banks will attempt to ensure that the

amount of the loan bears an acceptableratio to the amount of All EJVs and parties to partnership contracts are required to

capital which the joint venture enterprise already possesses. register in the Registry of State Taxpayers. Registration
The law is silent on what constitutes an acceptable ratio in applications must be accompaniedby a certified copy of the
this regard.2o The National Bank of Cuba and other domestic corporate statutes, proof of registration in the Chamber of
banks are authorized to offer a guarantee in respect of for- Commerceand a certificatefrom the corporatesecretary with

eign-source loans in circumstanceswhere a guarantee would details of the EJV's directorsand their respectiveduties. Like
facilitate access to foreign-source financing. The National other taxpayers, EJVs are issued with a taxpayer identity
Bank or other domestic banks are able to provide credit to

joint ventures in order to assist their internationalsales and in 16. Resolution6-82, Arts. 15,16 and 17.

such cases, the norms regarding credit for state enterprises 17. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 15.

for external business would not apply to joint ventures. 18. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 14.
19. It should be observed that under Art. 11 of Resolution66 of 15 September

Interest is charged on loans at the going rates for the curren- 1982 of the National Bank of Cuba, domestic banks are not permitted to issue

cy in which the loan is denominated,but in appropriatecases
loans denominated in US currency, nor are parties operating in Cuba permitted
to obtain financing denominated in US currency. These provisions mirror US

preferential rates may be considered for specific operations. TreasuryDepartmentregulationson economiccontacts with Cuba and remain in
effect for the period of validity of the US provisions.
20. Art. 10 of Resolution 660-82 of the National Bank of Cuba prohibits the

D. Reserves National Bank or other domestic banks from providing loans to a foreign party
of a joint venture for its contribution to the share capital of the jointventure. This

Joint venture enterprises are required to create a contingency would indicate that the Cuban authorities wish to discourage heavily leveraged
or speculative investments.

reserve to which a minimum of 5 percent of the annual prof- 21. Resolution 23 of 5 May 1983 of the State Committee for Finances (pub-
its must be allocateduntil the reserve is equal to 15 percent of lished in the Oficial Gazette of June 22 1983) confirms that the provisions
the share capital in the case of manufacturingentities and 20 regarding contingency reserves in Resolution 53 of 15 September 1982 of the

percent for service entities. The contingency reserve may
State Committee for Finances, apply to both the Cuban and foreign parties of

partnershipcontracts.

only be used to cover losses and any amounts used must be 22. The, amounts carried to the contingency reserve and other voluntarily cre-

replaced by applying 10 percent of the profits obtained in ated reserves are tax deductible. See III.C.5.

subsequentyears.21 23. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 30. The accountingmethod is usually stated in the
Articles of Association,pursuant to the agreementof the parties.

On the liquidation of an EJV, amounts held in the contin- 24. Resolution52-82 of the State Finance Committee,Art. 31. That the Cuban

gency reserve are distributed to the parties in proportion to party of partnership contracts or shared risk operations is required to file state-

ments in the form prescribed for EJVs is confirmed by Resolution 24 of 5 May
their respective shares in the entity after payment of profit 1983 of the State Committeefor Finances and by Proceedings 11 of 5 May 1983
tax.22 (published in the OficialGazetteof 4 May 1983).
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number which must be quoted in all subsequent correspon- been incurred are deductible from gross income. An expensedence with the tax authorities.25 is necessary when it is appropriate as regards the type of
activity being carried on and is within the usual limits for
such activities. Dividends and discounts on the sale of theB. Tax legislation shares of the joint venture itself are not considereddeductible
expenses.29 The Resolution contains a large number of

The basic tax legislation of the Republic of Cuba is Law 998 specifically deductible items, the most notable of which are
of 10 January 1962 (Decree-Law 998-62) as amended, summarized below.
inter alia, by Law 1213 of 27 June 1967 and specifically
regarding joint ventures, by Decree-Law 50-82. Expenses of repairing the taxpayer's fixed assets, including

the replacement of spare parts, are specifically deductibleDecree-Law 50-82 creates a special direct tax regime for unless the repairs are such as to constitutenew assets or addi-joint venture enterprises, by exempting them from the taxes tions to existing assets.3o Sums for the rental of installationslevied by Law 998-62 and substituting a tax on annual net and other assets are deductibleas are the expenses of makingprofits and a payroll tax on the total amount of wages paid to improvements to rented property, as prorated over the num-the joint venture's Cuban staff.26 The regulations governing ber of years of the rental contract or the number of remainingprofit computation and compliance are contained in a Reso- years, up to a rnaxirnurn of five years.3' Any dirninution inlution of the SCE income resulting from decreases in productionand the deteri-
As regards indirect taxes, joint ventures remain subject to tar- oration of merchandise and raw materials is deductible as
iffs and other import duties, fees imposed on documents and long as this is within the normal limits for that business and
motor vehicles used for transportation purposes which are can be proved.32 A deduction is also allowed in respect of bad
levied under Law 998-62, as amended. debts. Expenses for foreign travel undertaken by the man-

agers of the joint venture in order to make arrangements on
its behalf are deductible. The expenses of offices maintained

C. Computationof net annual profits by the joint venture are deductible by the joint venture to the
extent that these expenses meet the usual criteria for

Resolution 52 of 15 September 1982 of the State Committee deductibility.33
for Finances (Resolution52-82) contains detailed rules for The salaries paid in any form to members of the board ofthe computationof annual net profits for the purposes of the directors or managers, including reimbursementof expensesprofits tax. Resolution 52-82 follows the computational and representation allowances are deductible from grossnotions in existence in most market-orientedeconomies,with income t the extent that in addition to meeting the generalspecific rules for the tax treatment of trading expenses, requirements, they agreed by the of theare competentorgansdepreciation, research and developmentexpenses and losses.

entity and are actually paid or credited to the recipients in the
period to which they correspond.34 Start-up costs are1. Gross income deductible, prorated over a period of five years. Interest on

Gross income, a defined term, includes all income in cash, in loans from foreign or domestic banks is deductible.35 The
kind or any other form which produces an increase in the tax- expenses of issuing or discounting bonds, promissory notes,
payer's wealth, of which it may dispose without a corre- etc. are deductible, prorated over the period that they remain
sponding obligation for restitution.27. As is the case in many

in circulation.36
other civil law territories, no distinction is drawn between
trading income and capital gains, so that gains realized on the All taxes paid to the Cuban state with the exception of the
transfer or sale of assets are considered to b income in the profits tax are deductible from gross profits, as are donations
taxable period of sale or transfer. Similarly,any gain accruing and gifts to the Cuban State.37
to the taxpayer as a result of a revaluation of assets iS treated
as income, unless the SCF specifically authorizes its exclu- 25. While Resolution 23 of the State Committee for Finances (see supra notesion from the tax base.28 2 I) confirms the application of several other provisions to the Cuban parties to

partnershipcontracts, it does not specifically state that the taxpayer registrationWhere the taxpayer cancels any debts owed to it, the amount provisions also apply to the individual parties to partnershipcontracts. Quaereof the debt is included in gross income in the taxable period whether for tax purposes, the partnership contract is considered to be fiscally
of cancellation. Premiums from bonds or promissory notes transparentor taxed separately as a conduit for the parties' profits.

26. Law 998-62 levies, nter alia, a tax on gross corporate profits and a trans-are prorated over the period during which they are in circula- fer tax on the transfer of real estate and commercial establishments.tion. Where a taxpayer reduces or liquidates any voluntary or 27. Resolution 52-82, Art. 2.

obligatory reserve, the amount appropriated is included in 28. Resolution 52-82, Art. 6.

taxable income for the year during which the reduction or li-
29. Resolution52-82, Art. 25.
30. Resolution 52-82, Art. 14.quidation is effected. 31. Resolution 52-82, Art. 12.
32. Resolution 52-82, Art. ll.

2. Deductions 33. Resolution 52-82, Arts. 17-20.
34. Resolution52-82, Art. 21.
35. Resolution 52-82, Arts. 22 and 23.All necessary expenses which are actually incurred, noted in 36. Resolution 52-82, Art. 24.the enterprse's accounts and which may be proved to have 37. Resolution 52-82, An. 28.
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3. Depreciation imputationor other means, do not arise in the Cuban context.

Taxpayers are granted a deduction for depreciation of tangi-
However, at the shareholder level the position may nt be

a taxa-
ble assets on a declining balance basis up to a maximum wholly advantageous since, barring claim for double

tion relief in respect of the underlyingnet profits tax, the div-
established in Article 13 of Resolution 52-82. Annual rates idends will bear the full rate of tax in the country of the share-
range from 25 percent for aircraft and agricultural vehicles, holder's residence, making gift of the Cuban with-a taxes not
20 percent for automobiles to 3 percent for buildings with a held the of the shareholder's of residence.
special 25 percent rate for hotels and other structures used in

to treasury country

the tourism sector.38 Land, wells, railways and manual tools The workers' payroll tax is levied at 25 percentof wages paid
are not depreciablealthough taxpayermay claim a deduction to Cuban workers. This tax is stated to be nclusive of all

where the former are damaged or physically lost.39 social security contributions so that joint ventures have no

All payments for the acquisitionof intangibleassets (patents,
additional social security liability in respect of their Cuban

copyright, trade marks and secret process, etc.) are deprecia-
workers.

ble on a straight line basis, i.e. the amounts expended are Import duties and tariffs are levied at various rates and are

deductible, prorating the costs (or the revalued cost if based on the HarmonizedCommodity Description and Cod-

declared as income in the taxable period of revaluation) over ing System which is recognized by over 150 countries. The

the number of years of validity of the agreement,4In special taxes on documents and motor vehicles are levied at rates

cases where the useful life of the patent or trade mark is less which are set periodicallyby the Central Planning Board.

than the legally binding useful life, an alternative amortiza-

tion formula may be adopted with the SCF's authorization. Joint ventures may enjoy partial or completeexemption from

net profits tax and import duties. No further guidelines have
Research and development expenses are depreciable on a been issued regarding the criteria for qualifying for such

straight line basis, i.e. expensesare declucted by prorating the exemptions, though Article 28 of Decree-Law 50-82 states

expenses over a maximum of five years. that joint enterprises active in areas designated as of great
importance to the tourism sector may benefit from a virtually

4. Losses tax-free environmentwith special labour regulations.44
Business losses may be carried forward for up to five years The managers and other officers ofjoint ventures are exempt
but must be deducted from taxable income in five equal por- from the individual income tax levied by Law 998-62 and
tions during the five fiscal years immediatelyafter the year in their Cuban-sourcesalaries are tax free.
which they are ncurred. Losses occasionedby physicaldam-

age are deductible in the period in which they occur after

deducting any amounts received under an insurance policy. E. Treaties
Where the precise amount of the loss and/or ndemnity is not

known at the end of the tax period, a provisionaldeduction is Cuba is not currently party to comprehensivebilaterala any
permitted, subject to a final adjustmentto be determinedsub-

sequently,41
agreements for the relief of double taxation of income.

AlthoughCuba was a memberof the now defunctCouncil for

Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), the records indi-
5. Reserves, reinvestmentand contribution to workers' cate that it was not a signatory to the CMEAmultilateralcon-

incentive fund ventions for the reliefof double taxation. However,Cuba has

After deducting specific expenses and allowable costs, the concluded Air Transportation Agreements with the Nether-

following amounts are deducted from the remainder to arrive lands and the Netherlands Antilles and these contain provi-
at taxable profits: sions for double taxation relief in respect of income and cap-

profits reinvested to ncrease the capital of the entity; ital gains from air transportation,45Cuba has also concluded
-

all amounts paid into a contingency reserve and such bilateral trade, investment and cooperation agreements with
-

other reserves as have been created including those
which are not obligatory by law; and 38. See Resolution No. 22 of the State Finance Committeeof 5 May 1983.

profits destined for economic incentives for Cuban work- 39. Resolution52-82, Art. 14.
-

ers.42 40. Much of Cuba's intellectual property legislation pre-dates the economic

and political re-orientationof 1959. The most important is the Law on Industri-

al Property of 1936, as amended by Law 618 of 1959, which established a sys-
tem of licences for the use of registered patents. In addition, Cuba is a party to

D. Tax rates the Paris Convention and the Madrid Agreement (suppressionof false or decep-
tive indicators of source), the Lisbon Agreement (protection of appellations of

The net profits tax is levied on annual net profits at a single
origin) and the World Intellectual Property Organisation.
41. Resolution52-82, Art. 26.

flat rate of 30 percent.43 No withholding taxes are levied on 42. Resolution52-82, Art. 29. See supra note 11 regarding the workers' incen-

the distribution of dividends or profit shares of parties to tive fund.

partnership contracts other than that levied at the corporate
43. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 26.
44. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 28

level. 45. The Agreements with the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles were

The result of levying no further taxes on distributions is that signed on 3 February 1993 and 7 October 1993, respectively. Both agreements
are provisionally applicable from the date of signature, pending ratification by

the complexities of mitigating economic double taxation by the contractingstates.
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numerous countries including Canada, Lithuania, Mexico, Joint ventures carrying out commercial exports are required
the People's Republic of China, the Republic of Namibia, to present the original export declaration, a copy of the
Switzerlandand the United Kingdom. invoice and waybill at the port or airport through which the

export is to be effected. For non-commercial exports, the
exporter is required to present authorization and an exportF. Tax compliance permit to the Department of Mercantile Clearance of the
General Directorateof Customs.

The tax year is the calendaryear and net profits tax is payable
on a current year basis. EJVs and partnership contracts are

required to submit returns in respect of their activities for the
first three trimesters of each year, within one month of the V. REMITTANCESAND EXCHANGE CONTROL
end of each trimester. The returns for operations during the
entire tax year must be filed in the first two months of the fol- Foreign parties to joint ventures are provided with a guaran-
lowing year and taxes due in respect of that tax year are tee for the remittanceofprofits and capital in convertiblecur-

payable within that period. rency from the Cuban state. In addition, foreign employeesof
joint venture enterprsesare permitted to make hard-currencyThe workers' payroll tax is paid by the joint venture to the remittances of up to two-thirds of their employment incomeCuban party with which the employmentof the Cuban work-
and benefits,48force has been contracted along with the total amount of

monthly salaries and remuneration paid to workers. The The official rate of exchange as determined by the National
Cuban entity has the obligation to pay the tax to the Central Bank of Cuba is applied to liabilities of joint venture enter-
governmentwithin ten days of receipt. prises such as wages, taxes and other transactions which are

denominated in Cuban pesos.49 The implementing regula-Joint venture enterprises which fail to make paymentof prof- tions contained in Resolution 229 of 22 July 1989 of theits or workers' payroll tax within the specified time limits are
National Bank of Cuba provide that the official rate is onesubject to a penalty equal to 10 percent of the outstanding Cuban US dollar, and for other currencies, thetoamount. Joint venture enterprises which are in arrears are peso one

also required to register in the Register of Taxpayers in the daily cross-rates quoted on the New York Exchange Market

municipality closest to their place of establishment, submit-
as re-published in local daily newspapers. These provisions

ting copies of their constituent documents and confirmation apply only to transactions by joint ventures as such; foreign
nationals who are non-residents or temporary residentsof their registration in the Chamberof Commerce.
remain subject the general regulations established forto

All taxes are payable in convertible currency, even if their domestic transactions.
amount is denominated in Cuban pesos.46

The salaries of foreign employees are deposited in a current
account in their names in the Cuban National Bank or another

IV. SPECIAL IMPORT/EXPORTREGIME domestic bank and the permissible amounts are transferred
abroad by completing the prescribed forms. The nterest and

Article 31 of Decree-Law 50-82 permits joint venture enter- principal on the amount deposited in the National Bank are

prises to import inputs and export final production indepen- freely at the disposal of account holders.50
dently of the Cuban state. Exporters and importers may make Exchange control permission is required by joint ventures
use of the consignment and bonded warehouses which have and foreign private companies engaged in business in Cubabeen established in Cuba since 1991.47

to open foreign and local currency accounts in the National
In order to carry out commercial imports, the joint venture Bank of Cuba or any other domestic bank. Requests for
must present the required documents to customs at the port approval for foreign currency accounts are submitted to the
where the goods are to enter Cuba, and these should include National Bank of Cuba on the prescribed form with proof of
the original copy of the customs clearance certificate and the incorporationand any other documents required in respect of
original invoice for the goods. Importers are required to pay the applicant. On approval, the National Bank will clearly
the appropriate customs duties on removal of the goods or indicate the transactions which are covered by approval and
alternatively,present a certificateofexemption from customs the payments and deposits to be drawn from and made to the
duties from the SCE Cargoes of dangerous or inflammable relevant accounts. Foreign currency accounts must be funded
goods must be removed from the customs site within 24 by transfers from foreign currency accounts situated abroad,
hours of clearance and all other goods must be removedwith- capital contributionsby Joint venture partners, overseas sales
in ten days of the determinationof applicable tariff and clas-
sification. Imports of specified goods such as explosives, 46. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 27.
arms and certain plants are prohibited. 47. The independent import and export regime is govemed by Resolution l of

15 September 1982 of the General Directorateof Customs. The establishmentofSpecial rules apply to imports by post, temporary imports of bonded warehouses is govemed by Resolution 61 of 1991 of the General Direc-
goods for repairs and re-export, and non-commercialimports torate of Customs.
of samples, donationS or gifts. A spec:ial regime governS

48. Decree-Law 50-82, Art. 23. Remittances of foreign employees are gov-
erned by Resolution 659 of 15 September 1982 of the National Bank of Cuba.imports of personal items such as motor vehicles by foreign 49. Decree-Law50-82, Art. 20.

employees of joint venture entities. 50. Resolution659-82 of National Bank of Cuba.
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of goods and services and other authoized deposits. Local Where a joint enterprise wishes to dismiss one or more mem-

currency accounts of joint ventures and foreign companies bers of its permanent staff because of prolonged absence

must be funded from amounts drawn down from foreign cur- from work, violation of work disciplineor otherjust cause, it

rency accounts, refunds denominated in local currency or must communicate the particulars to the Cuban employer
such other sources as may be authorized by the National which will then take appropriate action in accordance with

Bank of Cuba. Special authorization is required for joint ven- the provisions of the Labour Code. The Cuban employer is

tures, Cuban private companies and State enterprises to hold obliged to replace dismissed workers. Disputes regarding the

foreign currency accounts in banks outside of the domestic labour rights of those in the employmentof a joint enterprise
banking system. must be settled by the Cuban employer in accordance with

Cuban private companies and State enterprises may operate
the Labour Code. The joint enterprise is required to comply

foreign currency accounts with prior permission of the Gov-
with domestic legislation regarding work safety and hygiene,

ernment.
meeting any costs involved.53 The National Labour Inspec-
torate may inspect joint ventures' work sites in accordance

Joint ventures and foreign companies are not permitted to with the existing law.

charge for theirgoods and services in local currency. Howev-

er, payments of wages, salaries and other remuneration for The wages of the local worlforce should conform to the

work to certainCuban and foreign staff resident in Cuba, pur- scales establishedby domestic law except in the case of local

chases of goods and services in the national territory and managerial staff whose salares should accord with those of

taxes, duties and tariffs must be made in Cuban pesos. Excep- their foreign counterparts. Payroll procedures for the local

tions to the foregoing are the paymentof goods and services workforce are agreed between the Cuban employer and the

by State enterprises authorized to conduct transactions in for- joint enterpriseduring the nitial stages of negotiationand are

eign currency and the remunerationof a labour force recruit_ usually based on the tariffs and other regulations of the

ed through Cuban State Enterprises. national salary system. The Cuban employer receives work-

ers' wages and along with the 25 percent workers payroll tax

No exchangecontrolpermission is required for joint ventures from the joint enterprise on a monthly basis as a quasi-agent
and foreign private companies to draw on foreign currency of the workforce. The 25 percent workers' payroll tax covers

accounts for payments related to their foreign transactions as all social security obligations of the joint enterprise and the
weil as certain local transactions.These include payments for Cuban workforceenjoys all existing social security benefits.
goods, services, equipment, shipments, insurance, leases,
rentals, loans and nterest, remittances of profits and salaries Special labour regulationsand policy govern zones of special
of foreign staff temporarilybased in Cuba. nterest for tourism development and these take account of

Payments in Cuban territory must be made by cheque as cash the geographical,social and economic factors of each zone.

payments are specificallyprohibited. The directors and other

officers of joint ventures and foreign companies are person-
ally charged with ensuring that all parties with whom they Vil. PRICE CONTROLS
transactbusiness in foreigncurrency are in fact legally autho-

rized to do so. Joint ventures and foreign companies are pro- It should be observed that state enterprises are not subject to

hibited from carrying out foreign currency transactions with the price controls established by the State Committee for

the general public, peasant cooperatives and unauthorized Prices in their commercial supplies of raw materials, fuel,
State enterprises. telecommunicationservices, transportation, tools and equip-

ment, spare parts accessories and consumer goods to joint

VI. LABOUR RELATIONS
venture enterprises.54 The Foreign Sector Division of the

SCF, in consultationwith the relevant State entities proposes
methodological rules for the control of prices in convertible

With the exception of managerial, administrativeand highly for their transactions with joint enterpris-
specialized technical staff, all employees of joint enterprises

currency venture
55

es.
must be Cuban nationals. EJVs and foreign parties to part-
nership contracts may contract foreign administrative and

technical staff as required, subject to their meeting the condi- 51. Decree-Law 50-82, Arts. 36 and 43.

tions of domestic immigration laws.5,
52. Resolution 1647 of 15 September 1982 of the State Committee for Labour

and Social Security contains detailed provisions regarding labour policy in the

The requisite Cuban workforce is not employed directly by joint venture sector. Its provisions refect the policy orientation of Labour Law

49 of 24 April 1985. It should be noted that in cases where the joint venture

the joint venture itselfor by the parties to the partnershipcon- assumes control of a workplace already in existence, the selectionof staff must

tract: the Cuban party or an independent Cuban entity (the respect the pre-existingsalary and seniority scales.

Cuban employer)provides the joint enterprise with the nec- 53 Decree-Law50-82, Arts. 39 and 40.

essary number of temporary or permanent workers for each 54. Decree-Law60 of 19 April 1983 established the role of the State Commit-

tee for Prices in the direction,executionand controlof the State and Government

occupational category, subject to the agreement of the joint pricingpolicy. It should be noted that Art. 32 of Decree-Law50-82 gives Cuban

enterprise. The Cuban workforce maintains its contractual entities the first option on supplying joint ventures with raw materials, spare

relations with the Cuban employer but nevertheless remains parts and accessories, fuel, shipping and marine insurance services, provided

bound by the disciplinary and structural rules established by
that their prices and conditions are competitive with those prevailing on the

internationalmarket.

the joint venture in consultationwith the Cuban employer.52 55. Resolution 108 of 18 September 1990 of the State Committee for Prices.
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Vlll. ARBITRATION familiar to their international tax advisers. From the perspec-
tive of administration, the simplicity offered by a single flat

As party to Convention on the Acknowledgementand Exe- rate at the corporate level, as opposed to progressive rates,
cution of Foreign Arbitral Sentencesof 1958, Cuba is obliged provides the beginnings of a sound basis for an efficient tax
to recognize and enforce arbitral determinations issued with- system. In the long run, however, the Cuban revenue author-
in the territory of other states which have ratified the Con- ities may be forced to review the absence of withholdingvention.56 Moreover, foreign investors may submit disputes taxes on dividends and transfer pricing provisions if the
to the jurisdiction of the Foreign Trade Arbitration Court inevitable loss of revenue occasionedby these factors is to be
established in Cuba in 1976.57 contained within acceptable limits. In this regard, the experi-

ence of the People's Republic of China is perhaps instruc-
tive.58

IX. CONCLUSION

56. This Convention,also known as the New York Convention,was ratified byAlthough still in the process of evolution, the legal infras- the Cuban governmenton 3 February 1975 and became binding of the 13 Mayastructure for the joint venture regime of the Republic of Cuba 1975.
is well established.The fact that it draws on prerevolutionary 57. The Foreign Trade Arbitration Court was originally established by Law
legal structure confers the stability necessary for longer term No. 109 I of I February 1963 which also established the Cuban Chamber of

planning by EJVs and the parties to partnershipcontracts. As
Commerce.The rules goveming the operation of the Court are contained in Law
1303 of 26 May 1976, implementing the recommendationsof the Legal Affairsthis article demonstrates, the State has periodically reviewed Conferenceof the CMEA which was approved by the CMEA Executive Coun-

the legislation in order to eliminate some of the anomalies cil on 28 February 1974.
which so often beset processes of transition in both market 58. According to seniorofficialsof the Chinese Ministryof Finance, a transfer-

pricing clamp-down in the People's Republic of China has resulted in a 93%and centrally planned economies. increase in taxes from foreign-investedjoint ventures for the month of August
1993, compared with figures from the same month in 1992. At the end of 1992

The tax regime for the joint venture sector has many advan- over a third of the 84,000 foreign investment ventures in China were reporting
tages, the most imponantof which from the viewpoint of the losses, much of which has been attributed to transfer pricing manipulation.See

Around the World-China, 2 Tax Managenent Transfer Pricing Report (1foreign investor, is the use ofconcepts and notions which are December 1993) at 417.
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HONG KONG

RECENT DEVELOPMENTSREGARDINGTHE SOURCE OF PROFITS
Jefferson R VanderWolk

Lecturer, Fculty of Law, University of Hong Kong.

Hong Kong profits tax applies only to profits arising in or missioner assessed tax on the rebates relating to offshore

derived from Hong Kong. l Neither the taxing statute nor the transactions, saying that they arose in Hong Kong because

cases lay down a comprehensiveset of source rules to guide they constituted consideration for management services per-

taxpayers: the Inland Revenue Ordinance contains a limited formed in Hong Kong. WISL appealed to the Inland Revenue

number of deemed-sourcerules (for example, regarding cer- Board of Review.

tain royalties and rents) and the court decisions and adminis-

trative pronouncementson source questionshave lacked both Boardof Review decision

consistency and reasoned analysis.2 Therefore, source ques- The Board ofReview held in favourof WISL, noting that the

tions, which are crucial in determining tax liability, continue rebates represented an actual share of the overseas agent's
to be contentious. commission :

The operations from which this particular income arose were the

Two recent decisions concerning the source of profits illus- activities of overseas agents buying and selling investments in

trate the ongoing differences of opinion as to the proper their own overseas market places. To find that such income origi-

approach to the determinationof where profits arise for Hong nated in Hong Kong would be flying in the face of what a practical

Kong tax purposes.
man would regard as the real source of the income.4

The Board of Review rendered this decision shortly before

the Privy Council decided the landmark Hang Seng Bank

THE WARDLEY INVESTMENTSERVICES CASE case.5 The Board made the following comment concerning
the Commissioner'ssubmissions:

Facts
It appears to us that the stance of the Commissionerin Hong Kong
has substantially changed in recent years with regard to what he

In Commissionerof Inland Revenue v. Wardley Investment considers is profit arsing in derived from Hong Kong. Heor

Services (Hong Kong) Limited,3 the taxpayer (hereinafter appears to be very close to submittingthat'mindand management'
WISL) was a Hong Kong-based investment adviser or 'residence' as they are understood elsewhere in the world

engaged in managing investmentfunds for customers. All of should be the tests for our territorial tax system. However, the

its offices and employees were in Hong Kong. It bought and Inland Revenue Ordinance has not been amended and it is there-

sold securities on behalf of its customers using its own judg- fore difficult to understand what is the justification for this appar-

ment and discretionas though it were the beneficialowner of
ent change in attitude.6

the funds. Purchases and sales were made in Hong Kong and Soon after this statementwas made, the Privy Council decid-

also in overseas markets through stockbrokers.The stockbro- ed the Hang Seng Bank case in a manner which made it clear

kers' commissionswere paid by WISL out of the customers' that the Commissioner's stance was untenable. Not surpris-
funds.

WISL periodically received from each customer a manage-
1. Inland Revenue Ordinance (cap 112, LHK), Sec. 14(1).

ment fee equal to a percentage of the funds under manage-
2. See e.g. J.P. VanderWolk,Hong Kong Taxation of Profits from Interna-

tionalBusiness:RecentCases,44Bulletinfor jnt'l FiscalDocumentation(July

ment. In addition, WISL was permitted, under the manage- 1990), at 340 and J.P. VanderWolk,Hong Kong: The Privy Council Wanders

ment agreementsbetween it and its customers, to keep for its in the Wilderness,47 Bulletinfor lnt'l Fiscal Documentation (January 1993),

own benefit any rebates from stockbrokers employed by at 33.
3. (1992) 1 HKRC para. 90-061 (High Court); 1 HKRC para. 90-068 (Court

WISL to buy or sell securities. Often, portfolio managers of Appeal).
such as WISL are able to negotiate successfullyfor a share of 4. (1990) 5 IRBRD, at 224-25.

the commission charged by a broker whom they use. The 5. (1990) 3 HKTC 351 (Privy Council).The Hang Seng Bank decision estab-
a

rebate is essentiallya finder's fee or sales commissionpaid to
lished, beyond all doubt, that business which is managed and controlled in

Hong Kong can nevertheless earn profits which arise outside Hong Kong
the portfoliomanagerin exchange for sending business to the through operations conducted by independentagents offshore. The Privy Coun-

stockbroker. cil held that rofits of a Hong Kong bank from the purchase and sale of secur-

ties in the London and Singapore markets did not arise in Hong Kong, even

WISL reported rebates received from Hong Kong stockbro- though the trading activity was managed and funded from Hong Kong and the

kers as taxable ncome arising in Hong Kong, but claimed taxpayer had no employees or dependent agents in London or Singapore. See

I.W. Harris, Hong Kong's Source PrincipleEstablishedby the Privy Council,
that rebates received from stockbrokers elsewhere were not 45 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation(February 1991), at 67.

taxable because they did not arise in Hong Kong. The Com- 6. 5 IRBRD, at 222.
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ingly, the Board in WISL's case was chaired by the same were derived did not arise in Hong Kong, and Cons V-P
chairman who had presided in the Hang Seng Bank's appeal found it difficult to see what [WISL] has done vis--vis the
to the Board, rendering a decision in that case which was customer to earn that particular piece of remuneration.' He
fully supportedby the Privy Council. also was unable to accept that a profit which has never even

notionally reached the customer ... can be said in any way to
High Court decision emanate from him,j2 Therefore, he could not agree that the
The Commissionerappealed WISL's case to the High Court. rebates arose in Hong Kong; rather, they appeared to him to
In a perplexing decision by Godfrey J., who misunderstood have arisen from the offshore transactions.
the facts of the case and decided that the rebates in question WISL has appealed the Privy Council.did not constitute income, the High Court reversed the Board not to

of Review's decision, apparently on the basis that all off CommentaryWISL's remuneration for services rendered to its customers As suggestedabove, the operationsof WISL in relation to thehad arisen in Hong Kong. WISL then appealed to the Court profits in question were sufficiently similar to the operationsof Appeal. of the Hang Seng Bank in relation to the profits at issue in its
tax dispute that one would have expected the courts to upholdCourtofAppealdecision the Board of Review's decision in favour of WISL. More-In December 1992, the Court of Appeal held in favour of the over the Board's decision, based as it was on the tests ofCommissioner, with one judge dissenting. Each of the three source endorsed in the Dock case (i.e. the operations test andCourt of Appeal judges sitting in the case wrote an opinion. the practical-man test),13 clearly satisfied the standard ofThe first (Fuad V-P), in finding for the Commissioner, took appellate review, i.e. there was no apparent or implied rnis-as his touchstone for determining where profits arise the for- conceptionby the Board of the relevant legal principles to bemulation stated by Lord Jauncey on behalfof the Privy Coun- applied,a4 Thus the Board's determination should not havecil in Commissionerof lnland Revenue v. HK-TVB Interna- been disturbed. None of the Court of Appeal judges dis-tional Limited: One looks to see what the taxpayerhas done cussed the standard of review on appeal, even though Fuadto earn the profit n question and where he has done it.7 Fuad V-P acknowledged the argument of WISL's counsel to theV-P said that the Board of Review had erred in taking into effect that the test of source applied by the Board was legallyaccount the operations of the overseas brokers, notwithstand- correct.

ing that they were acting as WISL's agents in the foreign mar-
kets. Rather he felt that the Board should have looked solely The Court of Appeal's disregard of the acts of the overseas
at what WISL did: brokers - who, the Board found, were acting as agents of

WISL - is most troubling. Fuad V-P said:The Taxpayer, it seems to me, while carrying on business in Hong
Kong, instructed the overseas broker from Hong Kong to execute When addressing the question the Board had formulated for itself:
a particular transaction.... In my view, the Taxpayer did nothing where did the operations take place from which the profits in sub-abroad to eam the profit sought to be taxed.... The profit to the stance arise, in my respectful judgment the Board did not appearTaxpayer was generated in Hong Kong from [the management] to appreciate that t is the operations of the taxpayer which are thecontract although it could be traced back to the transaction which relevant consideration. If the Board had been able to benefit fromearned the broker a commission.8 the decisions of the Privy Council in the Hang Seng Bank and the

HK-TVB cases, I have little doubt the Board's general approach toFuad V-P did not attempt to distinguish WISL's case from the issues would not have been the same. I think that (counsel forthat of the Hang Seng Bank, which had also done nothing the Commissioner)was right when she submitted that the case stat-abroad itself but rather had instructed overseas brokers from ed clearly indicated that the Board had looked more at what theHong Kong to execute particular transactions. His failure to overseas brokers had done to eam their profits. ... The Taxpayerdo so was, perhaps, due to the failure of counsel for WISL to would be acting in precisely the same manner, and in the same

argue the point, but it is surprising nonetheless. place, to earn its profit, whether it was giving instructions ... to a
broker in Hong Kong or to one overseas,as

Penlington J. agreed with the analysis of Fuad V-P, adding
that, in his opinion, WISL did not receive the rebates from The Court of Appeal failed to recognize that this line of rea-
the overseas brokers but rather from the customers in Hong soning was equally applicable in the Hang Seng Bank case,
Kong. He said that the operation giving rise to the profit in yet the Privy Council had held that Hang Seng Bank's profits
question was the debiting of the full commission from the arose outside Hong Kong. Like WISL, Hang Seng Bank was
customer's account and the retention of a portion of the deb- merely instructing brokers from its offices in Hong Kong. It
ited amount. In effect, Penlington J. adopted a place-of-pay-
ment test for determining where profits arise. This was 7 (1992) 1 HKRC para. 90-064 (PC), at 100,540.
extremely surprising, as it was held in an earlier decision of 8 1 HKRC, at 100,602.

9. Commissionerof Inland Revenue v. Hong Kong & Whampoa Dock Com-the Court of Appeal that the act of payment is not a profit- pany Limited (1960) 1 HKTC 85.generating operation for purposes of determining the source 10. 1 HKRC, at 100,602.
of a profit,9 and the point has never been argued since. I 1. /d. at 100,603.

12. Id.
In dissent, Cons V-P argued that what WISL did to eam 13. Supra note 9.
rebates was to put business in the way of an overseas bro- 14. See Edwards v. Bairstow (1955) 36 TC 207 (HL), in which the House of

Lords articulated the standard of appellate review of decisions of tribunalsker.o This was obviously done from WISL's base in Hong regarding inferences of fact (such as the territorial source of a profit).Kong, but the brokers' commissions from which the rebates 15. I HKRC, at 100,602.
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would have acted in the same manner, and in the same place, Kong-basedbusiness arise outside Hong Kong] but also if applied

whether it was giving instructions to a broker in Hong Kong generally would mean that Hong Kong would have to have a series

or to one overseas.The Privy Council,however,did not make of worldwide tax treaties and would no longer be a safe haven for

the mistakeof ignoring the maxim ofstatutory interpretation,
the operations of multinationalgroups of companies....

quifacitper aliumfacitper se - hewho acts through another, ....Lord Jauncey does not appear to understand the international

acts himself. nature and flavour of the business transacted through Hong
Kong.19

Reinvoicing: D 59/92 The Board did not discuss the 1989 decision of the High
The Board ofReview decided a source case in 1993 which is Court in Exron Chemical InternationalSupply S.A.v. Com-

currently on appeal to the High Court. The case, D 59/92,6 missionerof InlandRevenue,2o which nvolved similar facts.

involved a Hong Kong company (HK Co.) which was Nor did the Board mention the practice note regarding the

wholly owned by a foreign manufacturer. HK Co. entered source of profits issued by the Commissioner in November

into distribution agreements with unrelated foreign parties, 1992.2' In fact, the Board did not set forth a reasoned analy-
under which HK Co. sold to the distributors certain products sis of the source of HK Co.'s income, based on the facts of

manufactured by affiliates of HK Co. outside Hong Kong. the case; rather, the Board merely stated its conclusion and

The distributors would place orders with HK Co. in Hong went on to criticize the Privy Council's decision in HK-TVB

Kong, and HK Co. would simply relay the orders to the sup- International.

pliers, who would ship the goods directly to the distributors.
HK Co. sent invoices to the distributors, received payment

The Commissionerhas appealed against the Board's decision

from them and made payments to the suppliers from its office in D 59/92. At the time ofwriting, the appeal had not yet been

in Hong Kong.
decided. In the author's opinion it would be a pity if the

Board's decision were reversed, for it seems clearly correct.

The Board held that HK Co.'s trading profits arose outside The only problem with it is that the Board did not expressly
Hong Kong, noting that the profits which arose from the dif- recognize that taxpayer did, in fact, conduct trading opera-
ference in the price at which the Taxpayer purchased the tions outside Hong Kong, through the medium of its agents,
goods from a group company in Country A and sold the the offshore suppliers who shipped the goods to the distribu-

goods to the exclusivedistributor in Country B have very lit- tors on the taxpayer's behalf.
tle to do with Hong Kong.17
Interestingly, the Board dilated at length upon the meaning
and effect of the Privy Council's decisions in Hang Seng CONCLUSION
Bank and HK-TVB International, as well as the Commis-

sioner's nterpretationof the charge to profits tax: The Privy Council, in its decisions in Hang Seng Bank and

Prior to the recent Hang Seng Bank case and TVB case we would HK-TVB International,did not discuss adequately the impor-
have had no hesitation on the facts before us in finding that the tant question of how to determine the locality of income of a

profits which are the subject matter of this appeal did not arise in Hong Kong-based business that arises through the activities
nor were derived from Hong Kong.... of agents or independentcontractorsoutsideHong Kong. The

It is quite apparent from this case, the Hang Seng Bank case, and Commissioner'spractice note on the locality of profits also

the TVB case, that the Commissionerof Inland Revenue is seeking fails to provide much, if any, guidance in this regard. There-
to give section 14 a much wider meaning than hitherto .. The fore, the Hong Kong courts and the Board of Review are still
question which the Commissionerseeks us to answer is wheredid

the operations of the taxpayer take place. Obviously the opera- wrestling with the question of the source of profits for tax

tions of the Taxpayer took place in Hong Kong. Hong Kong is the purposes,and will probablycontinue to do so during the fore-

only place where the Taxpayer had its operations. It did not have seeable future.

any branch or office outside of Hong Kong. If that is to be the test

then we have gone a long way away from asking the average per-
son in the street where he would see profits arising. The hard

practical matter of fact test of Lord Atkin [in Rhodesia Metals

Limited v. Commissioner of Taxation8l and the many previous 16. (1993) 1 HKRC para. 80-238.

decisions based on it would have little relevance any more....
17. 1 HKRC, at 91,457.
18. [1940] AC 774 (PC).

We find great difficulty in rationalizing the decision of the Privy 19. 1 HKRC, at 91,457-59.

Council in the Hang Seng Bank case and the decision of the Privy 20. (1989) 3 HKTC 57 (High Court). This case is discussed in J.P. Vander-

Council in the TVB case...
Wolk, Hong Kong Taxation of Profits from Intematonal Business: Recent

Cases, supra note 2.

...(The TVB case) is not only founded on aa fallacy [i.e. Lord 21. Departmental Interpretation & Practice Notes No. 21, The Locality of

Jauncey's view that only in rare cases will the profits of a Hong Profits, 1 HKRL para. 52-700 (CCH).
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ISRAEL

TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

This article is basedon informationcontained in the chapters persons or their relatives) may elect to apportion their incomeon Israeli taxation to be published in EuropeanTax Handbook directly to their shareholders; the Tax Commissioner is1994and SupplementaryService to European Taxation. The empowered to determine the method of apportionment.chapterwaspreparedby AvidorAvni and Leon Harrisof
Kesselman & Kesselman, Tel-Aviv.

Residence
l. INTRODUCTION

An entity, including a company and a partnership, will be
Corporate taxpayers in Israel are generally subject to compa-

deemed to be Israeli resident for tax purposes if one of the
ny tax on taxable income and gains. followingcriteria applies:

-

. the entity s registered in Israel, its principal activityThe basic goveming tax legislation is the Income Tax Ordi- being in Israel. However, if the entity is registered innance (ITO) and its subsidiary regulations. In addition, the Israel as a foreign entity, it will not be deemed residentIncome Tax (InflationaryAdjustments)Law, the Law for the under this crteron, unless it so elects. This election can-Encouragement of Capital Investments, the Law for the not be revoked for three years, unless the Minister ofEncouragementof Industry (Taxation), the Value Added Tax Finance so permits;Law and other laws also contain tax legislation. - the control and management of the entity's business are
Significant emphasis is placed on investment incentives as exercised in Israel.
outlined below, and foreign investment is actively welcomed. The taxation of non-resident companies is discussed in VII/Indirect tax benefits are available through Israel's free trade below.
agreementswith the United States, the EC and EFIA.

C. Taxable base
Il. CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Subject to the provisions of any applicable tax treaty, Israel
generally imposes taxation on Israeli-source income, i.e.A. Type of tax system income accruing or derived in Israel, or received in Israel
from abroad. Income from an overseas business that is con-The Israeli corporate tax system is essentially a classical sys- trolled and managed in Israel, is also taxable in Israel. More-tem, i.e. taxable corporate income is subject to company tax
over, Israeli residents are taxable on worldwidecapital gains.at applicable rates, and distributedprofits are again taxable in

the hands of individual and foreign shareholders.The regular In principle, the excess of income from taxable sources over
rate of company tax in 1994 is 38 percent, while the regular deductibleexpenses represents taxable incorne.
rate of dividend withholding tax is 25 percent. Expenses are generally deductible if they are incurred whol-
Regular branch operations of a foreign company are not, in ly and exclusively in the production of taxable incorne in a
principle, subject to any branch tax in lieu of dividend with- given tax year. Specific rules apply to certain expenses, e.g.holding tax. Special rules apply to approved enterprises research and development, vehicle and travel expenses.and approvedproperties (see below). There are also provisions whereby expenses should be allo-

cated between regular income, income subject to preferred
rates of taxation and exempt income.B. Taxable persons
The Israeli tax authorities accept and require the use of gen-
erally accepted accounting principles in the computation ofEntities subject to taxation in Israel include Israeli companies taxable income, except for items for which separate rules areand foreign companies that have a taxable presence in Israel.
expressly provided in the tax laws. In particular, the accrualNot-for-profitinstitutionsmay qualify for tax exemption sub- basis of accounting is generally required, and only in limitedject to conditions contained in the law. Israeli and foreign cases is the cash basis of accounting accepted.business partnerships are generally not assessed to Israeli

taxation, but rather, the partners are assessable on their
1. Depreciationrespective share of partnership profits (fiscal transparen-

cy). Family companiescontrolled by a single family may (a) Standarddepreciationrateselect to treat a family member with the largest (or joint
largest) right to profits as the taxpayer. Certain closely held The ITO and regulations issued thereto, prescribe standardreal property holding companies (controlled by five or fewer annual rates of tax depreciation on a straight-line basis for
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specific asset types, at rates ranging from 4 to 20 percent Provisions for bad debts are not deductible. A bad debt is

depending on the asset. Depreciation is only allowed for deductible in the year in which it has become irrecoverable.

assets used in the production of taxable income. Where a

Govemmentgrant has been obtained in respect of assets, the Employee-related severance pay, vacation pay, recreation

amount of the grant is deducted from their cost for deprecia-
pay, holiday allowances and sick pay are only deductible in

the year in which they are actually paid to the beneficiary or

tion purposes. to a recognized fund. Provisions for these expenses are not

deductible, even if there is an obligation to make these pay-
(b Special depreciationrates ments. Regularmonthly contributions to approved provident
Under the Income Tax (Inflationary Adjustments) Law funds are deductible according to detailed rules.

(IAL), special tax depreciation rates are available to busi- Reasonableexpense payments by an Israeli resident payer to

nesses which are primarily engaged in certain qualifying foreign resident that subject to withholding obli-

activities, namely, industry, agriculture, hotel operations,
a are a tax

software productionor construction.
gation (see VII) will generallybe deductible if the payment is

effected within the tax year. Alternatively, such payments

Furthermore, businesses that use, in a qualifying activity, may be deductible in a tax year if the applicable withholding

equipment that was first put into operation in Israel in the tax tax is deducted within three months after the tax year-endand

years 1993 or 1994, may elect to deduct tax depreciation remitted to the tax authoritieswithin seven days of the deduc-

thereon at 150 percent of the rates normally claimable under tion, together with ndex-linkage differences and nterest

the IAL or under the standard depreciation regulations. accrued since the year-end. Payments to affiliates should rep-

Therefore, subject to certain conditions, businesses in indus- resent a reasonable arm's length consideration.

try may claim depreciationat rates ranging up to 30-60 per-
cent per annum on a straight-linebasis, or up to 45-75 percent 4. Inflationary adjustmentsor dollar reporting
per annum on a declining balance basis, depending on the

number of shifts worked. Lower special rates apply to other
The IAL contains a comprehensiveset of rules which aim to

neutralize the effects of inflation on the profit or loss in
sectors. Israeli currency terms in a given tax year.

(c) Approvedenterprises A special election is availableto: companies in which the for-

Under the Law for the Encouragement of Capital Invest- eign nvestment exceeds 25 percent of the share capital and

ments, 1959, an approved enterprise (see II.E.1.) may opt for shareholders' loans, and foreignpartnershipscomprisedsole-

accelerated depreciation in respect of machinery and equip- ly of partners who are not residents of Israel, whose capital

ment forming part of an approved programme of invest-
and loans are provided in foreign currency and who are

ments, at double the standard rates described in (a) above, approved as such by the tax authorities. These entities are

during the first five years in which the assets are operated.
entitled: (a) to submit Israeli tax retums based on books of

Where there is unusual wear and tear on machinery or equip-
account maintained in US dollars, in accordance with the

ment due to operations on additional shifts or under extreme-
rules of translation as prescribed in the tax regulations,or (b)

ly difficult conditions, the tax authorities may grant depreci-
to adjust their taxable income based on changes in the

ation of 250 percentof the standard rate. In the case ofbuild- exchange rate of the US dollar vis-d-vis the shekel. Such an

ngs, depreciationof 400 percent of the standard rate may be
election is binding fr a period of three tax years.

claimed, but the rate is not to exceed 20 percent per annum.

Altematively,an approved enterprise may opt for the special D. Capital gairs
depreciationrates available to certain businesses as described

in (b) above. 1. Scope
Residentsand non-residentswho derive capital gains relating

2. Value of stock directly or indirectly to assets in Israel are generally liable to

The law does not prescribe rules for determining the value of Israeli capital gains tax, subject to any applicable tax treaty.

trading stock (inventory) for the purpose of computing busi- Israeli residents are also taxable on overseas capital gains.
ness ncome. The value at which stock is stated in the books

of account, if based on generally accepted accounting prin- 2. Computation
ciples in Israel, is usually acceptable to the tax authorities.

Therefore, stock is generally valued at the lower of cost or
For tax purposes, capital gains are split into their real and

market value, cost being determined by the FIFO (first in, inflationary components. Inflationary amounts are usually

first out) or averagemethodsbut not by the LIFO (last in, last computed by reference to the Israeli consumer price ndex

out) method.
(CPI). A real gain is added to regular ncome and taxed at

normal corporate or personal tax rates. An inflationary

3. Reserves and provisions
amount (or portion thereof) which accrues between the date

of acquisitionof an asset and 31 December 1993 is taxable at

In principle, accrued expenses of a revenue nature are a rate of 10 percent. An inflationaryamount (or portion there-

deductible, provided they conform to generally accepted of) which accrues on or after 1 January 1994 to the date of

accountingprinciples. disposal is generally exempt from Israeli tax.
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Non-residents who acquired an asset with foreign currency upon listing or upon the first sale thereafter, according to
may opt to use the relevant foreign currency exchange rate detailed rules; an exemption exists in the case of shares of
instead of the CPI; a nil rate applies to all of the resulting Israeli industrial companies which are retained for five years
inflationary amount if the asset concerned represents shares after listing, subject to conditions. However, proposals for
held by a non-residentin an Israeli company, other than a real the repeal of this exemption are apparently under considera-
estate entity (see D.5). tion.

In addition, in the case of a disposal of shares (except for real Dealers n securties are assessable on their dealings at the
estate entities), part of the gain based on the investor's share regular rates applicable to revenue income. Moreover, other
of the retained profits of the company is treated as an addi- persons doing business in Israel may be taxable on gains
tional inflationary amount. Residents and non-residents are derived from holding publicly-traded securities under
taxable at 10 percent on the entire inflationary amount relat- detailed provisions in the IAL.
ing to retained profits.

4. Capital losses
3. Capital gains tax reliefs

Capital losses may be set off against capital gains realized by
Various capital gains tax dferrals and exemptions are pre- the taxpayer in the current year or in the next seven years.
scribed, including: Alternatively, a capital loss (in historical cost terms) arising

from machinery and equipment used in a business, which
(a) Asset replacements was replaced in the tax year, may be deducted from income as

Capital gains tax may be deferred where a new depreciable a regular expense. The deduction may not exceed the cost of
asset (except fol a building) is acquired to replace a deprecia- the replacement machinery and equipment.
ble asset which has been sold, provided the new asset is
acquired within 12 months after, or four months prior to, the 5. Real estate
sale of the asset being replaced. Provisions broadly similar to those discussed above apply to

capital gains from Israeli real estate, and from real estate(b) Asset/shareexchanges entities whose principal assets consist of real estate, underA charge to capital gains tax may be deferred where a capital the Land Appreciation Tax Law. In addition, purchasers of
asset (including shares in a company) is transferred by any real estate interests may be liable to an acquisition tax (trans-
person or entity to a company in exchange solely for shares in fer fee) of up to 5 percent of the transfer value. Specialthe company. income taxation rules apply in the property construction and
The deferral rules provide, inter alia, that for at least two rental sectors.

years after the exchange, the transferor must hold at least 90
percent of all the rights in the transferee company and the
transferee company must retain the transferred asset.' New E. Tax and other incentives
share issues in the above-mentionedtwo year period general-
ly may not result in more than a 49 percent dilution in total, 1. Approved erterprises
or 25 percent for approved private placements, and must con-

form to other detailed rules. Transferee companies must be (a) Introduction
incorporated and resident in Israel, unless the Tax Commis- Under the Law for the Encouragement of Capital Invest-sioner approves otherwise. Special provisions facilitate asset

ments, 1959, the Investment Centre at the Ministry of Tradetransfers between fellow subsidiarycompanies with identical and Industry is empowered to grant the status of approvedownershipor an approved share transfer to a parent company. enterprise to projects that meet relevant criteria. In general,
Only a newly formed transferee company may be used to projects are approved if the enterprisewill lead to an increase
receive partnership or jointly owned assets, or depreciable in exports from Israel or, if they will generate a significant
assets owned separately by up to ten individuals; the market number of new jobs, especially for skilled immigrants from
value of one depreciable asset should not exceed four times the CIS. Thus, the focus is on developing Israel's industral,
the value of any other asset. technologicaland tourism sectors.

As a condition for receiving a tax deferral, the asset transfer- The Investment Centre's authority to grant approved enter-

or(s) must notify the Israeli tax authorities of the asset/share prise status and the various other provisions described herein

exchange within 30 days after the transaction. expire at the end of 1994, and various proposals to modify
and extend the benefits are understood to be under consider-

(c) Publicly-tradedsecurities ation. Readers are advised to ascertain the current situation in

Capital gains relating to Israeli securities traded on the Tel- specific proposed instances.
Aviv Stock Exchange or a recognizedoverseasexchangeare Taxable income derived from an approved enterprise owned
generallyexempt from Israeli capital gains tax where they are by a company is currently subject to company tax at a rate of
derived by private individuals or by foreign residents not

doing business in Israel. Holders of existing securities that 1. An article in an upcoming issue of the Bulletin will focus on this new leg-become listed on a stock exchange will generally be taxable islation.
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25 percent for a period of benefits of up to seven years. Div- (d) Accelerateddepreciation
idends paid to shareholdersof an Israeli incorporatedcompa-
ny from the profits of an approved enterprise, earned during See II.C.1.

the period ofbenefits noted above, are subject to withholding
tax of 15 percent if paid during the seven-yearperiod ofben- (e) Financial ncentives

efits r in the following 12 years. Various other incentive options are offered in respect of

Some of Israel's tax treaties contain a tax sparing clause approved enterprises, ncluding:

allowing treaty country taxpayers to claim a tax credit in their
- state-guaranteedloans of 66.67 percent of approved pro-

home country at regular Israeli tax rates rather than the ject expenditure comprising fixed assets and working
reduced rates actually imposed on income derived from capital; or

approved enterprises.
- fixed asset cash grants of up to 38 percent for approved

enterprises in certain areas (tourism enterprises - up to

29 percent); or

(b Taxationof foreign investors'company composite benefits comprising both grants and state--

A foreign investors' company (FIC) is essentially a com- guaranteed loans totalling66.67 percentof approvedpro-

pany more than 25 percent of whose share capital (in terms of ject expenditure.

rights to shares, profits, voting and the appointmentof direc- Loans guaranteedby the State (as collateral) are provided by
tors) and of whose combined share capital and loan capital is designated financial institutions on controlled terrns. The
owned by foreign residents. An FIC enjoys the following above-mentionedbeneficial tax rates also apply, but the last

special company tax rates applicable to its approved enter- two options involving grants may not be combined with the

prise income during a period of benefits of up to ten years: tax holiday outlined in (c) above.

Percentageof foreign ownership Companytax rate
2. Research and developmentOver 25% but less than 49% 25%

49% or more but less than 74% 20% Research and development(R&D) grants and beta site (for
74% or more but less than 90% 15% on-site production, prototypes) grants ranging up to 50 per-
90% or more 10% cent of approved expenditure (or 66 percent in certain

nstances) may be obtainable from the Offce of the Chief
Dividends paid by FICs from profits earned by an approved Scientist at the Ministry of Industry and Trade, or from bi-
enterprise during its period of benefits are subject to with- national research funds which Israel has or is finalizing with
holding tax of 15 percent. However, there is no time limita- Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Portu-
tion as to the date of distribution.Thus, the overall Israeli tax gal, Spain and the United States. If commercial products
burden on distributedprofits of a 90 percent-or-moreforeign- result from the research, sales royalties are generally payable
ownedFIC will be 23.5 percent (10 percentcompany tax plus up to prescribed limits.
15 percent withholding tax on the balance of 90).

For Israeli tax purposes, R&D expenditure, net of grants
Approved enterprise branches of foreign companies are sub- received is deductible from taxable income over one to three

ject to a 15 percentbranch tax in lieu of dividend withholding years, subject to certain rules. Such deductionsare also avail-

tax, subject to any applicable tax treaty. The Tax Commis- able to third party participants in R&D ventures. In addition,
sioner may allow payment of the branch tax to be deferred industrial enterprses may amortize their investment in
until the relevant profits are remitted from Israel. patents, copyrights and know-how at the rate of 12.5 percent

per annum on a straight-linebasis.

(c) Alternativesystemof benefits
3. Other incentives

Companies establishing an approved enterprise may elect to

forego any entitlement to government grants (see (e) below) (a) Industryand commerce
and to receive in lieu a total exemption (tax holiday) from

corporate taxes on retainedprofits frorn the enterprise for two An industrial company is entitled to a deduction of share

to ten years, depending on the location of the enterprise. issue costs in respect of public issues, in three equal annual

Thereafter the tax rates outlined in (a) or (b) above are appli_ instalmentscommencing in the year of issue.

cable in any remainingpart of the seven or ten year period of An overall tax rate of 15 to 25 percent for 30 years is avail-
benefits. able for an approved foreign-ownedCapital Intensive Com-

pany (CIC) and its shareholders, as well as exemption
Ifexemptedprofits are subsequentlydistributedas dividends, from capital gains tax upon a sale of shares in a non-resident

a liability to company tax and dividend withholding tax will CIC. A CIC must have a paid-up capital of at least USS 30
then crystallizeat the rates which would have been applicable million and undertake qualifying activities or investments
if these alternative benefits had not been elected. Certain relating to manufacturing, agriculture, tourism, transporta-
anti-avoidance rules apply to other payments to, or for the tion, construction,water, energy, communications infrastruc-
benefit of, shareholders. ture, computers or R&D in connectionwith any of these.
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Free port and free trade area status have been given to the (c) Other sectors
Red Sea city of Eilat in the south of Israel. Free export pro-
cessing zones elsewhere in Israel are also proposed. Tax deductions are available for investors in private and pub-

licly-traded film production partnerships and financial assis-
Exemption from tax for ten years may be granted for interna- tance for certain film productions.
tional trading companies engaged primarily in overseas

Preferential tax treatment for oil exploration and deduc-trade, as well as exemption for 20 years to non-resident tax
tions for investors in publicly-traded oil partnerships areshareholders thereof from Israeli taxes on dividends from the
available. Approved agricultural enterprises qualify for taxexempt income and on gains from the sale of shares in such
and financial benefits. Exemption from Israeli applies fortaxcompanes.
interest credited on a non-residents' foreign currency deposit

Various non-tax incentives are available, including working with an Israeli bank, if the recipient does not engage in a

capital finance for exporters, and support for export market- business or profession in Israel.
ing, small businesses and trade-exposedreviving industries.

Hybrid equity/loan finance of up to 1 million ECU is avail- F. Losses
able from the European Community Investment Partners
(ECIP) fund for EC-Israeli joint ventures. This finance Losses arising from a trade or business may be set off in themay be supplemented by loans from the finance institution year in which they arse against income from any sourcedesignated to administer the ECIP funding. (including interest, dividends and capital gains). Where loss-

es are carried forward to subsequent years, they may be setFor consolidatedtax returns by industrial groups, see I below. off without time limit against income from a trade or busi-
ness, or business capital gains and land appreciation, but not(b Real estate against income from any other source. Tax losses cannotgen-
erally be carried back. For the ruies on capital losses, seeReal estate incentives in Israel include the following: II.D.4. above.

(1) Approved properties
With a view to encouraging the construction of rental build- G. Rates
ings, The Law for the Encouragementin Capital Investments,
1959, enables the InvestmentCenter, in conjunctionwith rel- The prescribed rate of company tax on regular profits is 38evant government departments, to confer approved proper- percent in 1994, 37 percent in 1995 and 36 percent in 1996ty status. Approved properties span industrial, commercial and beyond.or residential projects or combinationsthereof, subject to cer-
tain conditions. Beneficial tax rates and other provisions apply to approved

enterprises (see II.E. 1.). For withholding taxes, see VIII.Beneficiai corporate tax rates apply to approved property
income, largely similar to approved enterprises, i.e. company
tax rates of 10 to 25 percent, and dividendwithholdingtax (or H. Assessment and collection of taxbranch tax) of 15 percent. Property tax exemptions may also
be available.

In general, taxpayersare required to report on a calendar-year
Additional approvedenterprise benefits apply to approved basis, but subsidiariesof companies traded on a foreign stock
rental factories includingstate-guaranteedloans and grants or exchange and companies whose shares are traded on the
the tax holiday option. Stock Exchange in Israel, or which are associated with such

companies, are permitted to apply for a different tax year.
(2) Foreign Investors' Real estate Association (FIREA) In principle, a form of self-assessment procedure applies.Foreign residents are exempted from land appreciation tax Companies rnust generally file a tax return within fiveand transfer fees (acquisition tax) on sales and purchases of months after the end of the tax year subject to obtaining anshares in a FIREA. A FIREA is a corporate real estate entity extension, accompaniedby any balance oftax payable.(see above), which is approved as such by the Income Tax
Commissionerand which satisfies the following criteria: Companies are required to make advance payments of tax in

the course of the year in which taxable income has beenthe FIREA owns at least 50 residential homes, and its
-

principal activity is the construction, rental or sale of earned. The advance payments are generally fixed as a per-
housing; centage of turnover, but sometimes are required for a fixed

amount. Tax also must be withheld at source from variousall the shareholdersare foreign resident individualswhen
to

-

domestic remittances suppliers in Israel. Such withhold-they acquire their shares;
ings may be set off by the income recipients against taxthere are at least 50 shareholders; advances in the following month. Supplementary

-

tax
none of the shareholders are classified as major (essen- advances are also payable when certain non-deductible

-

tially 5 percent-or-more)shareholders. (excess) expenses are incurred.
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Upon the sale of an asset chargeable to capital gains tax, an As to transactions entered into by Israeli residents with for-
.

advance of 30 percent of the (shekel) capital gain is payable eign residents, the tax laws refer to the profits eamed from

within 30 days of the transaction. The assessing oficer may the export of products manufacturedin Israel, and to the prof-

accept the actual amount of tax if this is lower, provided a its from business undertaken by an Israeli resident with a

detailed return and computationof the tax due are filed with- non-resident who effectively controls the Israeli resident. In

in that period. A 50-day limit for reporting and remitting tax practice, arm's length principleswill typically be applied and

due generally applies to gains from Israeli real estate. the terms of business in the sector concerned (or in other

countries) may be relevant.

I. Groups of companies
5. Reorganizations2
Effective 1 January 1994, specal new provisions in the ITO

1. Group treatment
facilitate tax-deferred reorganizations in certain circum-

stances. Stamp duties remain payable and acquisition tax of

Consolidated returns may be filed, subject to certain condi- 0.5 percent will be imposed on real estate transfers. Reorga-

tions, by an industrialholdingcompany and subsidiaries in nizations involving real estate entities, whose principal

the same line of production, and by a productiveparent com- assets consist of real estate, only qualify for relief in restrict-

pany and subsidiaries which are at least two-thirds owned by ed instances. Aspects of this legislation are summarized

the parent company and are in the same line of production. below.

(a) Mergers
2. Intercompanydividends Under the revised rules, there will be no immediatecharge to

Dividends flowing between two Israeli companies from reg- capital gains tax (or land appreciation tax) upon a sale of

ular profits are in principle exempt from company tax for the shares in, or assets of, a transferor company, pursuant to a

recipient company. Accordingly,exemption from the regular court-orderedmerger that results in the elimination, without

dividend withholding tax of 25 percent may be requested winding-up,of the transferorcompany(ies).
from the tax authorities. Bona fide commercial reasons for the merger should exist.

The holders of rights in the transferorand merged companies
Dividends paid by a company from profits of an approved to

enterprise or approved property are generally subject to
may only receive, in proportion the market value of their

pre-merger holdings, rights in the merged company, unless
ncome tax withheld at source at the rate of 15 percent, being the court allows a minority totalling up to 25 percent to be

the final Israeli tax thereon. In the case of a company receiv- bought out.

ing a dividend as above and distributing it onward, the 15

percent tax withheld from the dividendreceipt is recoverable. For two tax years after the merger certain limitations apply,
ncluding: rights holders in the merged company must retain

Dividends received by an Israeli company from abroad are at least 90 percentof all their rights therein; and overhalf the

generally taxable in Israel, subject to the provisions of any pre-merger assets (in market value terms) must be retained

applicable tax treaty, or special Israeli unilateral relief rules. and used in the norrnal course of the same actvity as before.

New share issues in the above-mentioned two-year period

3. Thin capitalization
may not result in more than a 49 percent dilution in total, or

25 percent for approved private placements, and must con-

There are currently no thin capitalization rules for Israeli tax
form to other detailed rules.

purposes, although normal arm's length principles should be Unutilized pre-merger losses will be pooled and may be set

observed in setting finance terms. Nevertheless, there is an off againstpost-mergertaxable income of the transfereecom-

equity requirementof 30 to 33.33 percent for approvedenter- pany, provided the amount set off in any tax year does not

prises and approvedproperties.Companiesare generallypro- exceed the lower of 20 percent of the losses of the transfer-

hibitedby company law from redeemingshare capital, except or(s) or 50 percent of the transferee's taxable income. In the

upon liquidation, but there are no such limitations on loan sixth year, any unutilized pre-merger losses may be set off

repayment. To obtain financing from non-residents, certain without limitation.Other detailed rules are prescribed,and an

conditions must be fulfilled for currency control purposes, optional advance ruling procedurehas been instituted.

relating to notificationand reasonablenessof finance terms.

(b) Divisions

4. Transfer pricing There are provisions facilitating tax-free corporate divisions

in certain circumstances. For these purposes, a division is

The governing principle of arm's length prices generally generally a transfer of assets and liabilities of the old compa-

applies to transfer pricing of goods and services. For exam- ny to one or more specially formed company(ies) which are

ple, the sale of capital assets and the transfer of goods from

inventory to fixed assets and vice versa is measured for tax

purposes at market value. 2. /d.
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(1) controlled by identical rights holders, or (2) 100 percent vately held foreign securities that are publicly traded on a

subsidiarycompany(ies).No consideration is permittedother recognized overseas exchange or from government
than rights in the resulting companies,proportionate to exist- issued or guaranteed bonds of certain countries, or from
ing holdings. Bona fide commercial reasons for the division units in mutual funds regulated in those countries; or
should exist, and each resulting company should be a taxable - Israeli tax that results in a combined rate of tax in Israel
business entity incorporatedand resident in Israel, unless the and abroad equal to the regular Israeli company tax rate
Tax Commissionerapproves otherwise. (38 percent in 1994) or the highest personal tax rate for

individuals (50 percent for 1994). However, this cannotFor two tax years after the division certain limitations apply,
including: the principal activity conducted by the old compa- give rise to a refund of excess foreign taxes.

ny in the two years preceding the division must continue; Separate unilateral provisions apply to Israeli residents who
rights holders in the resulting companies must retain at least work abroad for an Israeli employer for a continuous period90 percent of all their rights; over half the pre-division assets of more than four months.
(in market value terms) must be retained and used in the nor-

The MinisterofFinance discretionarybasis, permitmal course of each resulting company's business; and the may, on a

a partial or full refund of Israeli taxes where a foreign resi-companies involved in the division may not reallocatecash or
dent receives little double relief Israelior no tax on sourceassets nor give guarantees to conduct other transactions out-
ncome in his country of residence. In practice, if such reliefside the ordinary course of their business. Additional rules
s granted the resulting rate of Israeli taxation will not gener-govem new share issues in the two year period similarly to
ally be less than 25 percent.mergers.

Rules also govern the allocationof tax losses to post-division
companies, essentially on the basis of net assets. Building Ill. OTHER INCOME TAXESrental losses will be allocated to the company owning the
building. Loss utilization would generally be restricted in the

Financial institutions subject to 17 percent wage-and-are afirst five tax years similarly to mergers.
profit tax in lieu of value added tax.

Other detailed rules are prescribed, and advance consent
An annual 2.5 percent surtax (the immigration absorptionfrom the Tax Commissioner is necessary for the corporate

todivision to proceed on a tax-free basis. levy) is currently applicable loans and other credit
extended by a closely held company (controlled by five or

(0 Assetlshareexchanges fewer persons or their relatives) to its shareholders. Subject
to the foregoing, there are no other taxes on the income of

See above. corporations.

J. Double taxation relief IV. NET WORTH TAX

Israel has tax treaties with several countries which contain Israel does not have a general net worth tax. Property tax of
specific double tax reliefprovisions (credit or exemption) for 2.5 percent is imposed annually on vacant non-agriculturalcompanies and individuals. land, and land with a building the area of which does not
Where no treaty applies, an Israeli resident may generally exceed 20 to 30 percent (depending on building type) of the
claim unilateral relief for tax on foreign-source income total permitted building area. Land which is business inven-
which is taxable abroad and in Israel, and which stems from tory for income tax purposes is liable to property tax of 1.2
a business controlled or managed in Israel, or from a profes- percent of its value.
sion or occupation generally exercised in Israel. In such a In addition, municipal property occupancy taxes and levies
case, the Israeli tax is, in principle, the lower of: and other licence fees are levied annually according to the

25 percent of the taxable income before foreign taxes; or size and type of building.
-

Israeli tax that results in a combined rate of tax in Israel-

and abroad equal to the regular Israeli company tax rate

(38 percent in 1994) or the highest personal tax rate for
V. PAYROLL TAXESindividuals (50 percent for 1994). However, this cannot

give rise to a refund of excess foreign taxes.
There currently payroll taxes private sector busi-are no on

Foreign-source income of an Israeli resident which is assess- ness concerns. As mentionedabove, financial institutionspayable in Israel solely because it is received in Israel (remit- a 17 percent wage-and-profittax in lieu of VAT
tance basis) is, in principle, taxable at the lowest of:

Israeli tax at regular rates on the gross income, subject to
-

any applicable tax treaty relief; or VI. SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
a rate not exceeding 25 percent of the amount after for--

eign tax received in Israel, increasing to 35 percent in the National insurance (social security) contributions are gner-
case of Israeli resident individuals on income from pri- ally payable on monthly employment income of up to NIS
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10,359, for the first quarterof 1994, subject to the provisions derived, accrued or received in Israel. In addition, foreign
of any binational totalizationagreement. residents are generally liable to Israeli taxation on capital

Israel has social security totalization treaties with Austria, gains derived from the sale of assets situated in Israel, and the

sale of direct or indirect rights to such assets. Furthermore,
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, non-residents in principle, be liable Israeli in
Switzerlandand the United Kingdom.

may, to taxes

the event that an overseas business is controlledand managed
from Israel. In practice, this situation is not commonly
encountered.

Vil. WITHHOLDINGTAXES
Israel's tax treaties provide that the business profits of a non-

Israel has comprehensivewithholding tax provisions. resident may be taxable in Israel if such profits are earned

through a fixed base or permanent establishment in Israel.
Where no tax treaty applies, Israel recognizes the conceptual

A. Dividends distinction between doing business with Israel from abroad,
and doing business in Israel and will generally only tax

Subject to any applicabletax treaty, dividendwithholding tax income from business conductedin Israel.

rates are as follows:

regular profit distributions: 25 percent-

approved enterpriseprofit distributions: 15 percent. Withholding remittances
-

B. tax on overseas

These withholdingrates represent the final tax due in the case
Israeli commercial banks generally required withhold

of Israeli resident individual shareholders and foreign resi-
are to

dent shareholdersnot doing business in Israel. For intercom-
tax from remittances to non-residents (other than payments
for imported goods) at a rate of 25 percent for corporate

pany dividends, see II.I. recipients. The Israeli tax authorities may confirm a lower

rate or exemption,e.g. for non-Israeli-sourceincome, or pur-

B. Interest suant to the provisions of a tax treaty, or where Israeli taxes

are separately accounted for by a local branch or permanent

Interestpayments to foreign residents are generally subject to
establishment.

Israeli withholding tax of 25 percent of the gross payment in Reserve provisions exist for withholding tax at regular cor-

the case of corporate lenders. Reduced withholding tax rates porate tax rates from deemed Israeli-source remittances,
on interest payments may be permitted by the tax authorities including royalties (but not dividends). In practice, withhold-
in certain instances, such as: ing tax at 25 percent of the gross remittance abroad is nor-

pursuant to the provisions of a tax treaty, where applica- mally the final requested, provided the non-resident- tax

ble; and recipient is not deemed to have a taxable presence in Israel.
where the foreign lender can demonstrate that finance or-

other costs are incurred.

In addition, the Israeli tax authorities have adopted a special IX. VALUE ADDED TAX
policy with regard to loans from reputable overseas financial
institutions to projects of macroeconomicimportance.Under
this policy, the tax authorities may, in appropriate instances, A. Taxable persons
permit a tax withholding from interest remittances to over-

seas financial institutionsof only 15 percent of the excess (if Value added tax (VAT) in Israel follows broadly similar

any) ofactual interest payable over LIBOR, provided normal principles to VAT systems found in various other countries.

arm's length principles are upheld. Persons doing business in Israel are required to register as

taxable persons, issue VAT invoices, collect output VAT from

customersand report monthly to the VAT authorities.Taxable

C. Royalties persons can credit input VAT on expenditure in calculating
the amountdue to the VAT authorities,and can.claim a refund

Subject to any applicable treaty, royalty payments to non-res_
in respectof excess input tax paid over output VAT collected.

idents are subject to a withholding tax of 25 percent.
Non-residentswho carry on any part of their business activi-

ty in Israel must appoint a local VAT representative to act on

their behalf.

Vlll. NON-RESIDENTCORPORATIONS
B. Taxable base

A. Taxable presence
VAT is imposedon transactionsconducted in Israel. Transac-

In general, non-residents are only taxable in Israel to the tions, including imports, are generally considered to be con-

extent that income arises from sources in Israel, i.e. income ducted in Israel in the following instances:
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An asset is regarded as being sold in Israel if it is situated in X. CURRENCY CONTROL
Israel at the time of its delivery to the purchaser or if it has
been exported from Israel or, in the case of an intangible Israel has a system of foreign currency controls which is
asset, if the seller is a resident of Israel. gradually being liberalized. In brief, foreign currency remit-
A service is regarded as rendered in Israel in the following tances should be channelled through an Israeli commercial

bank. Foreign residents may freely invest in shares in Israelicases:

it is rendered by a person or entity whose business is in companies, and may repatriate abroad dividends and capital-

Israel; a person who has an agent or branch in Israel is, upon realizing their investment, after settling any Israeli
for this purpose, regarded as a person whose business is taxes due.

in Israel; Loans from abroad are generally permissible provided the
it is rendered to a resident of Israel, to a partnershipmost terms and repayment dates documented and

-

are appear rea-
of the rights in which vest in partners resident in Israel or sonable to the Israeli receiving bank. Loan principal may be
to a company which, for the purposes of the ITO, is repatriated abroad, and so may loan interest after deduction
regarded as resident in Israel; of the appropriatewithholding tax.
it is effectively rendered in relation to an asset situated in-

Israel or to Israeli residents or foreign residents in Israel. A foreign company may lawfully operate a branch in Israel
but requires a special permit from the Bank of Israel to repa-
triate surplus profits; this is normally forthcoming in bona

C. Rates fide cases. Investment in overseas ventures by Israeli resi-
dents usually requires a special permit from the Bank of

The standard rate of VAT is 17 percent. Certain transactions Israel, although exporters may open overseas sales offices in
are taxable at a zero rate - mainly export-relatedtransactions certain circumstances.

while certain other transactions are exempt from VAT.-
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INTERNATIONAL

THE STATE OF TAX POLICY IN THE CENTRALASIAN AND

TRANSCAUCASIANNEWLY INDEPENDENTSTATES
Parthasarathi Shome and Julio Escolano

ciency of resourceallocation,while bearing in mind its impli-ParthasarathiShomeand Julio Escolano, Division Chiefand cations for horzontal and vertical equity. The belief is thatEconomist, Tax Policy Division IMF, respectively. Opinions
expressedare thoseof the authorsand not necessarilyof the continued inefficiency of resource allocation as weil as
IMF. The authorswould like to thank Messrs. Dan Citrin, John unequal treatmentof comparabletaxpayerscaused by the tax
Odling-Smee, Emil Sunley, Alan Tait and Howell Zee for many system would be very costly in terms of loss in output. Thisinsightfulcomments that enabled the authors to reconsider

group also believes that the ideal tx structure would be sim-selected issues and reflect some of their thinking. However, the
overall view as well as remainingerrors are thesole ple and therefore easy to implement.
responsibilityof the authors.

The second line of thought reflects greater immediate con-
cern for the macroeconomic implications of continued large
fiscal deficits that could result from the first approach. The

I. INTRODUCTION preferred alternative is to close or reduce the fiscal deficit as
a first objective and then to think of tax reform in its purest
form. This is based on a fundamental opinion that the trajec-The objectiveof this paper is to assess whethera clear strate- tory to an ideal tax system would not be simple. Instead, it

gy over tax policy has developed in the Central Asian and would be time consuming and could lead at least to transito-Transcaucasian newly independent states (NIS).l The
ry loss in revenue.

paper begins by exploring the ideal form and components of
such a strategy. It then describes the state of tax policy in the The important features of the respective tax structurescan be
NIS, provides an assessinentand points to the gap from ideal spelled out as follows. The first would include:
tax policy norms. It concludes that the NIS have implement- (1) a broad-based and, preferably, a single-rate value added
ed neither an immediate shift to an ideal system nor a gradu- tax (VAT) that would be the mainstay of the tax systemal approach from the present system to the ideal, where the in terms of its revenue generation capacity founded on a
interim steps are chosen with a view to containing the fiscal wide base with as few exemptionsand as low a threshold
deficit. Rather, the NIS tax systems are rapidly acquiring as possible, with credit allowed for VAT paid on capitalcomplex, distortionary features which hinder tax administra- goods purchases, to minimize inefficiency in resource
tion without necessarily enhancing revenue-generating allocation; the VAT would be based on the invoice and
capacity. accruals methods, and be designed according to the des-

tination - as opposed to the origin - principle of taxation
to minimize tax competitionand to facilitate tax adminis-
tration;Il. A TAX REFORM STRATEGY

(2) a short list of traditional excises on alcoholic beverages,
petroleum products, tobacco products and a maximum ofMany articles have appeared in the literature proposing tax
two or threeOther products considered luxuries in a par-reform for economiesin transition(Tanzi, 1993). They can be ticular society;divided into two main groups: (1) those that recommend a

(3) a corporate income tax with a single rate, equal to the topone-shot transformationof a prevailing tax system with fea-
tax rate, taxtures found in a command economy to one that deals fully personal income clear accounting rules for

distinct from financial adequatewith the concerns of an optimal tax system in a market eco- purposes as purposes,
provisions against arbitrary burdens on the taxpayer ofnomy; and (2) those that recommend a step-wise approach inflation and equal treatment of domestic and foreignthat allows only broad approximations to an ideal tax struc-

ture to prevail during the transition to a market economy.2
Advic relatedto technical assistance to the NIS also reflects 1. They cover Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova,
these two views over tax reform. Tajikistan, Turkmenistanand Uzbekistan. The scope of the paper is not to pro-

vide a description of individual tax systems, which are continually changing;
The concerns of the two groups are relatively clearly dis- rather, it is to identify their policy content in an attempt to point toward neces-

cernible. The first stream of thought focuses on the need to sary improvements.
2. On related big bang versus gradualism issues for overall economic poli-get the tax structurequickly on the right track in terms of effi- cy, refer to Borensztein(1993). See Shome (1993) for fiscal issues in partcular.
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investors coupled with regulations to counter transfer to assess whether they adhere to eitherof the two approaches
pricing problems that are likely to arise with increased described in the previous section.

foreign investment;
(4) a personal income tax with a rate structure in the range of A. Value added tax

10 to 30 percent, high level of personal allowancein thea

range of two to four times per capita GDP and few or no A VAT was enacted in the NIS on 1 January 1992, replacing
additional deductions; most turnover taxes. When the VAT was introduced, a high

(5) a property tax to be instituted at the beginning in the rate - 28 percent - was considered necessary at least in the

urban areas as urban propertiesare privatized and to rural short term to sustain revenues at a level comparableto the old

areas as agricultural land is privatized; turnover taxes.6 The rate has been lowered recently in many

(6) customs duties rates within a low and narrow range of 10 republics, although it is still generally high. In Armenia,

to 30 percent- perhaps even a single rate - complement- Tajikistan and Turkmenistan the rate is still 28 percent;
ed with a minimumduty for purposes of revenue genera- Uzbekistan has reduced it to 25 percent; and Azerbaijan,
tion; and Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Moldova to 20 percent. In part,

(7) the abolition of all export duties because they inhibit the reductions have been obligated by initial moves by Rus-

international competitiveness as well as srnall nuisance sia. Most of the VATs are origin-based in the intra-NIS con-

taxes so that the tax administration can focus on the text (see below). It is not surprising, therefore, that a decrease

important taxes.3 in the VAT rate in one republic will prompt matching moves

In short, the first group espouses the ideal tax structure that by trade partners.

many market economies strive toward. This is based on the The generally high rate of VAT has led to multiple pressures
belief that, since the NIS are starting afresh, it would be eas- for exemptions and reduced rates. The pressures also stem

ier for them to aim directly at the ideal.4 from the inclination to use tax policy for the purpose of eco-

The second group finds fault with the above argurnent on nomic planning and income redistribution. As a result, the

mainly two grounds. First, the NIS are not beginning from a number of rates and exemptions have tended to increase

non-existent tax structure. In fact, the NIS have operated a across republics, with many variations in the combination of

mechanism for government revenue generation, however rates and exemptions.
inefficient, for decades. Second, dismantling that structure In general, technical assistance advice goes in favour of VAT
and replacing it with the ideal one would require, at least, a structures that allow credit for the VAT paid on capital goods
medium-termeffort. In the interim, in many cases, the prob- purchases. When the existing VAT does not possess this fea-
lem of an increasing ratio of fiscal deficit to GDP- revenues such recommendations generally allow transitionture, a

falling faster even as government spending is decreasing -

phase toward full implementationof credit for capital goods
needs to be addressed. Therefore, there have to be transitory purchases, keeping in mind revenue considerations. How-
tax packages that would definitely have a greater revenue-

ever, the prevailingVATs do not allow such credit. Also, they
generating capacity in the short run. They might include, do not have any phasing-inplan for such credit to be allowed.
among others:

(1) wide use of tax withholding from wages, interest and divi- The NIS have chosen the origin principle for trade among

dends, even with an underlyingglobalconcept-ifnot strict themselves. That is, exports are taxed and imports are not.

adherence to the concept- of personal ncome taxation; The standard international convention of destination-based

(2) extraordinary tax bases - for exarnple, one that ncludes taxation, with zero-rating of exports and regular taxation of

all or part of wages - for cornpanies in the absence of imports, makes the VAT neutral with respect to international

rapid privatization while keeping the tax simple and trade, effectively isolating domestic markets from foreign

widely based; VAT changes. Origin-based taxation, on the other hand,

(3) a long list of excises or production taxes; requires strong coordinationof domestic tax policies. In this

(4) a rudimentary production-typeVAT up to the importer- case, the tax content of virtually any commodity- tradeable

manufacturer level; or not - is determined by the taxes prevailing in its origin,

(5) relatively high rates of import duties and a temporary
embodied in its inputs (and inputs of its inputs, and so on).

continuationof export duties; and Thus, differences in rates and exemptions among republics

(6) land taxes that would cover rural as well as urban land. would tend to spread distortions in relative prces across bor-

Our objective is not to select one approach over another. 3. The area of intemational trade taxes needs much action as the NIS grapple
Rather, it is to identify whether the current tax structures of with as yet oper issues of intra-formerSoviet Union trade, trade with the rest of

the NIS fit within these two altematives.This is what we tum the world, and so on. In sum, their tariff policies are yet to be developed. This

to next.
area of taxation is not considered in the paper.
4. Some, for example, McLure (1991), have also used this argument to recom-

mend new or untried taxes such as the cash-flow tax for economies in transition.

5. The tax structures reflect those in existence in the early part of 1993. Sub-

Ill. NIS TAX STRUCTURESs
sequent changes may have taken place. The intention here is to provide a flavour

of the tax complexityand rapid changes that are taking place continuouslyin the

tax structures.

This section has two objectives: (1) to present the prevailing
6. Turnover taxes constituted a very important source of revenue - around

12% of GDP and 30% of total tax revenue - in the former Soviet Union. See

tax systems and offer comments on their suitability; and (2) Tanzi (1991).
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ders. In turn, the emergence of market-oriented economies B. Excises
should witness increasing attempts at export competition
through exempting, zero-rating or under-taxing exportable Excise taxation, like the VAT, appears to be origin based. In

goods. Corresponding matching moves in importing particular, exempting imports from within the NIS from

republics, under-taxing domestically produced goods, are excise taxation is the common practice. Turkmenistan
likely to multiply, eroding the VAT base and complicating extends the exemption to all imports. With respect to other
VAT administration.7 matters in the excise tax area, the list of excisable goods is

being reduced with time and most excises are now set at ad
Armenia and Azerbaijan apply the invoice-basedsystem for valorem rates.

tax computation. Moldova, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan Conclusion: Excises are a commonly used form of taxation
use a method based on the accounts of the firm. Kyrgyzstan and are rnoving in the right direction. However, there remains
applies different accounts-based systerns to manufacturers the possibility of greater revenue productivity by imposingand retailers: rnanufacturers are allowed credit for the. tax excises on the imports of excisable products. Also, excises
content of inputs effectively used in production while retail- should be imposed on the basis of the destination principle,ers compute tax liabilities as a perentage of mark-up. This since the same arguments apply here as in the case of the
requires the maintenance of detailed separate accounts and VAT.
keeping track of which inputs are used in the production of
individual outputs. Finally, Kazakhstan uses the invoice
method for manufacturersand the accounts-basedmethod for C. Enterprise profits tax
retailers.8 The known disadvantagesof accounts-basedVATs
are compounded by high inflation that demands frequent The NIS could still be characterizedby a high degree of state

computationof tax returns to minimize a fall in the real value ownership of enterprises commensurate with difficulties in
of revenue. None of the republics has developed specific rapid privatization.This might throw some light on the ratio-
accounting regulations to address inflation. nale behind certain common provisions found in the enter-

prise profits tax laws that appear to be tailored to public
Most NIS countries apply a cash-based VAT - in contrast enterprises and to heavily regulated markets. The develop-
with common internationalpractice, which is accruals-based. ment of market-oriented private sectors should eventually
It is usually recommended to switch to an accruals-based result in the revision of many segments of the present laws.
VAT as soon as possible. The issue is further complicated by
the existence of large volumes of inter-enterprisetax arrears. 1. Tax rate
These may significantlyerode the base of a cash-basedVAT.9

The central rate is comparable to intemational standards in
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan with 35 percent,The threshold and criteria for small businesses are also var-
Moldova with 32 percent, Armenia with 30 percent andied. Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan apply a thresh-
Azerbaijan with average rate of 28 percent. Uzbekistananold based on sales volume although in Armenia and Azerbai-
has a basic rate of 18 percent. Given the acknowledgedneedjan it has not yet been legislated. Kazakhstan and Tajikistan to generate moderatelyhigher rates could be consid-have establisheda thresholdbased on income.1 Moldovaand revenue,
ered.Uzbekistan do not provide a small business exemption.

Thresholds are generally restricted to individuals and do not The rate structures usually comprise some form of progres-
apply to companies. sivity. For instance, in Moldova extraordinary profits are

taxed at 80 percent. A firm is considered to have extraordi-
Conclusion: The VAT systems currently found in the NIS nary profits when the ratio of profits to costs is more than
have already become complicated- perhaps too complicated twice the average, which is administrativelydetermined. In

for the tax administrations.They generally operate beyond Tajikitan, extraordinary profits (above 50 percent of costs)
-

the manufacturer-importerstage; some have a multiple-rate are taxed at 90 percent. The average statutory tax rate can

structure; they allow exemptions of various sorts; they use reach 70 percent in Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan, and 60 per-
cash rather than the accrual method, and mixes of the
invoice- and accounts-based methods of tax computation; 7. Another disadvantageof origin-based taxation is that it will force differ-athey use the origin principle for intra-former Soviet Union ent treatment of trade among NIS countries as compared with the rest of the
trade (and, ncreasingly, the destination principle for trade world. Most of the republics do not yet have significant intemational trade with
outside the former Soviet Union). This has led to tax rate non-formerSoviet Union countries. Also, existing trade is handled by a handful

competition within the NIS with the likelihood of further
of public enterprises applying ad hoc rules. This situation should change in the
near future and a consistent tax treatmentof imports and exports under the VAT

problems and revenue ramifications in the future. will be needed.
8. In the present context, accounts-based VAT refers to the method used in

In the authors' view, the VATs are afait accompli since they
some NlS countries, mainly at the retail level. According to this method, VAT
liability is determined as a percentage of the mark-up on sales. It necessitatesare already advanced enough not to make it a realistic con- detailed accountingof inventories, sales ofdifferentproducts, and use of inputs.sideration to return to turnover taxes in any significant way. 9. For a detailed analysis of this and other characteristicsof VAT implemen-

Indeed, the VATs have become distortionary and are in need tation in NIS countries, see Silvani (1992).
of immediate reform. They, therefore, do not really conform

10. Since it is not uncommon for firms with a high sales volume to report Iow
profits or even losses, thresholds based on sales can be expected to be more rev-to either of the two - optimal or interim- approaches. enue productive.
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cent in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. In general, special - is a deductible business expense only to the extent that funds

higher-rates apply to banking, insuranceand financialnter- are set aside in a separate sinking fund or are used to repay
mediation. debt. In Tajikistan, the law allows immediate deduction for

new investmentexpenditure for the amount in excess of the
Despte particular motivations leading the NIS to introduce

original value of the capital goods which are being replaced
multiple enterprise profits tax rates, there are many argu- and, then, normal depreciation of the full value of the new

ments against progressivity. First, profits in some industries
capital goods is also allowed. Turkmenistanhas deduc-some

are intrnsically erratic, a year's high profits compensating tions that amount to a double depreciation deduction and ad
anotheryear's losses. This problem is furtheraggravatedby a

hoc depreciationschedules are issued every year. Uzbekistan
commonly found lack of loss carry-forwardprovisions. Sec- allows deductions for repayment of some loans used to buy
ond, the possibility of high profits could be a much needed
incentive for increased investment specially in risky sectors. capital assets, which again, amounts to double deprecation

deductions.Moldovaallows both accelerateddepreciationof
After the initial ground-breakerentrepreneurshave obtained

full value of the asset and tax credit for part of it.
significant profits, competition is likely to drive profits to

normal levels. Third, the lack of financiai intermediationand The issue is further complicated by high inflation, obsolete

mature banking sectors is an importantcause for minimizing equipment and the desire to give investment incentives.

discriminatorytax rates against the financial sector and prof- Some form of linear depreciation, to be applied within a

its obtainedby it. Indeed, the financial system may need to be shorter time frame (three to five years'for capital assets and

temporarily subjected to a preferential regime. ten years for buildings)has often been recommendedin tech-

nical assistance advice as a temporary measure.

2. Tax base
4. Multiple objectives

During the last few years, due to uncertain economic

prospects and weakened government control over public A common characteristic of all enterprise profits taxes sur-

enterprises, there has been a tendency among upper-level . veyed seems to be the spread ofexemptionsand special priv-

employees to award themselves disproportionately high ileges depending on a variety of - and, on occasion conflict-

salaries. In an attempt to curb this trend, the authorities, with ng - objectives. This feature tends to generate pressures to

the exception of Armenia, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan, have multiply further the numberof different rates. There is a clear

included wages (Uzbekistan)or excesswages (Azerbaijan, tendency to use profit taxation as an instrumentof economic

Kyrgyzstan, Moldova and Turkmenistan) in the base of the and social engineering. Sometimes the objectives themselves

enterpriseprofits tax. Excess wages are defined as that part of are outdated. For example, there is a general bis n favour of

the wage bill that exceeds four times (or six in Kyrgyzstan) manufactureand against production of services (unproduc-
the minimum wage multiplied by the number of employees. tive labour), especially financial services and entertainment

This provision, ntended to obviate a problem specific to the (other than culture and sports) through the use of differenti-

public sector, appliesnevertheless,to all enterprises. ated rates and exemptions. The efficiency of the market
mechanism for allocation of resources requires neutrality of

Even among public enterprises, the effectivenessof the mea- profits taxation. Furthermore,exemptions and multiple rates

sure may be questioned.Since excess wages are calculated in erode revenue, make tax administration difficult and facili-
comparison with the firm's average wage, the levy may tate tax avoidance and evasion.
encourage wasteful hiring of low paid employees.11 In any
event, the prospect of reduced after-tax profits is unlikely to Most of the special treatment provisions that beset all the

dissuade managers, who do not own the firrn, frorn awarding profits tax laws are intended as domestic and foreign invest-

thernselves higher wages. The issue should be considered ment incentives. Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Turk-

beyond the purview of fiscal policy and will only be solved menistan and Uzbekistan grant tax holidays (usually two

by strengthened,competent and independentcontrol of pub- years) for foreign or joint ventures. Some grant similar

lic enterprises, advances in the privatization process and exemptions for investment in the production of consumer

developmentof competitive labour markets. goods, non-traditional exports, etc. Temporary reduced tax

rates for new firms or exemption of profits obtained by
For private enterprises, the tax on excess wages penalizes increased production.arealso common.

firms that employ a work force with higher training and pro-
ductivity. In the case of Uzbekistan, where the entire wage Agricultural enterprises receive favourable treatment. In

bill is part of the tax base, the profits tax is equivalent to a Turkmenistan, collective and state farms are exempt from

standard corporate income tax plus a payroll tax. The uncon- enterprise profits taxation and new firms producing agricul-

ventionality of the tax base, when it applies to foreign com-
tural products are given a tax holiday of two years. In Kaza-

panies, also raises the issue of whether the tax can be credit- khstan and Uzbekistan, farms and agriculturalproductionare

ed against the corporate income taxes due in their home fully exempt from profits taxation. In Kyrgyzstan,they enjoy

countries.
11. Let WI be the wage bill such that W1 = w x n, where wis the averagewage

3. Depreciation
and n is the number of employees. Let W2 be the threshold such that W2 =4x
minimum wage. Then excess wages may be defined as:

Wl - W2 = (average wage- 4 times minimum wage) x n.

A point that remains to be resolved in muchof the NIS relates Thus, there would be a tendency to maintain an average wage near 4 times min-

to depreciation deduction rules. In Kyrgyzstan, depreciation imum wage in order to reduce the possibilityof incurring excess wages.
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a general temporaryexemptionand, thereafter, a reduced rate effects. The threshold is generally equal to the minimum
of 10 percent. In Moldova, the enterprise profits tax rate for wage. A packageof reform measures that could enhance rev-
farming is 1.5 percent (or 10 percent of ncome, including enues would include: (1) indexing brackets and the threshold
wages, if it is a cooperative). with inflation, (2) reducing marginal tax rates, (3) increasing

the minimum tax rate, and (4) reducing the size of the lower
5. Payment methods brackets, in such a way that the revenue gain of the last two

measures should offset the revenue loss from the first two.Advance payments are required once or twice a month and
retums are filed, at least, once quarterly, with the objectiveof Taxation of entrepreneurial income and the income of self-
reducing the erosion of real revenue in an inflationary envi- employed individuals is, arid will be, a delicate issue duringronment. There is no perfect solution to avoiding the Tanzi the transition to a market economy, and dificult even aftereffect -loss in the real value ofrevenuedue to lags in tax col- the transition. Since an important part of.the thrust of the
lection - short of attacking its cause, that is, reducing infla- transition lies in entrepreneurial activities, tax policy has totion. Nevertheless, the revenue loss can be minimized by avoid discouraging.themWithout creatingpossibilitiesfor tax
requiring frequent advance payments based on past returns avoidance. The problem is compoundedby the usual difficul-and updated by some index of inflation, and restricting the ties.in identifyingtaxpayersand assessingtheirincomes. The
return filing requirement to once or twice a year. Thiscould method of choice has been to establish licence fee payments .be specially relevant for small businesses who do not usually in lieu of ncome taxes..Although licence fees may be ade-
practice sophisticatedbookkeeping. quateduring the initial stges, with the development of a

toConclusion: The enterprise profits tax conforms to neither larger and diversified private sector, they Will .have be
the optimal nor the interim approach. In neftherapproach is a complemented with a more versatile and sensitive approach
multiple-rate tax recommended as is the common practice to income assessment.A possible intermediatemethod which

has been recommended in selected NIS s to complementcurrently. Neither approach favours the wide use of incen-
tives, causing widespread erosion of the base. as is the case

licences with a presumptivetax based on clear and objective
criteria (e.g. thsize of the business.premises, location andtoday in the NIS.2 The systems suffer from multiple - and
the number of employees). This could then constitute theconflicting- objectives,making the tax very complicatedand

distortionary. Technical aspects of the tax, such as deprecia- forerunner of a self-assessment return filing scheme' for
tion rules, and (the lack) of inflation adjustment,on the other entrepreneurswith income over a set threshold. However, an

hand, lend a rudimentary aspect to the tax. These need to be accunting-basedestimateof income might have to be com-

quickly correctedsince the problems they generateare imme- plemented with some form of presumptive taxation, such as

diate. Finally, while the interim approach would accommo-
the gross assets tax used by some Latin American countries.

date inclusion of wages in the tax base of public enterprises, As in enterpriseprofit taxation, the multiplicationof exemp-in practice the systems are quite complicated inasmuch as tions, special and privileges has be singled therates to out asthey are based on the excess over minimum wage, leading to main drawback of the personal income tax laws in the NIS.widespread distortions. Its application to the private sector Certain sectors, typically incomes from agricultural activi-also adds to anomalous complicationsof the particular con- ties, receive special treatment in different forms. For exam-struction of the tax base. Much remains to be improved, as a ple, in Moldova, farmers and farm workers are currentlyresult ofall these problems, in the area of the enterpriseprof- exempt from personal income taxation for five years.its tax.

In general, exemptions and special treatment provisions are

designed to protect low-income individuals, large families,D. Personal income tax the handicapped, etc. A minimum threshold and possible
A common feature is the schedular character of the income fixed allowances for dependents from the immediate family
tax (with the exception of Armenia). Generally, wages, divi- are a better and more efficient way of introducing these con-

dends and interest, and entrepreneurial income are taxed dif- cenas into the personal ircome tax. Exemptiorof a given pro-
ferently without global assessmentofoverall eamings. Taxa- Portion of income benefits higher-income households, with-
tion of wages is collected at source through withholding and out affecting the most needy, who would be below the exist-
provides the bulk of the income tax revenues. This is ade- ing threshold in any case. Therefore, lump-sum allowances
quate for it provides frequent and regular payments and sim. are to be preferred to exemptions of income. Programmes
ple administration. funded through the budgetcan better target and reach the sec-

tors needing special attention. Under the present system,The schedule for wage and entrepreneurial income is pro- income tax privileges overlap with existing welfare pro-gressive with a minimum rate of 12 percent and a maximum grammes in ways which are difficult to detect. Further, spe-of 60 percent in Azerbaijan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, cial rates and exemptions complicate administration of the50 percent in Turkmenistan, and 30 percent in Armenia
(global income), Kazakhstan and Moldova. In Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, most 12. Arguably, therecould be an interim role for narrowly targeted tax and non-

taxpayers tend to fall within the 12 or 15 percent tax rate tax incentives for important, engine-of-growth,sectors, as was the case for
bracket. Therefore, the high marginal tax rates do not provide post-World War II Japan. See Shome (1993) on this ssue. The nature of tax

incentives in the NIS does not seem to be confined to very few economic activ-significant revenue while still having negative incentive ities; their objectives are more broadly defined.
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personal income tax. In Turkmenistan,exemptions and low- the system of transfers typical of a command economy, it

rating rules have led to the requirement that bookkeepers of would be pertinent to note that NIS tax systems are rapidly
enterprisesbe trained and certifiedby the tax service in order acquiring complex, distortionary features. Most of the taxes

to implement the withholdingof taxes ofemployees. conform neither to an optimal tax structure design, nor to a

Conclusion: Existing personal income tax systems tend to simple- though distortionary- interim tax structure focused

fall in between the optimal and nterim approaches. On the
on closing the fiscal deficit. Needless to say, nascent tax

administrationscould hardly be expected to implement these
one hand, final withholdingof wages is common while with-

tax structures efficiently. As result, much remains to bea

holding of interest and dividends may still be mpractical improved in the tax systems.
(while financial earnings are still low and the nascent finan-

ciai sector cannot be discouraged). On the other hand, top While it is not the purpose of this paper to analyse the causes

marginal tax rates are very high; there is experimentation behind this situation, it may be worthwhile to list them if a

going on regarding the taxation of entrepreneurial income; correction is to be considered mportant. First, the NIS were

and there is a generally widespreadoccurrenceof privileges, operating their own complex tax/transfer mechanisms -

that is, the tax structure is encumbered by multiple objec- reflectingsocial considerationsas well as priority activities-

tives. Again, as in the cases of the VAT and the enterprise before the period of change. Some of the current practices-

profits tax, reform and simplificationof the personal income even though modified- reflect old centralized operations in

tax is already called for, even before the full developmentof favour of ntervention and differentiation. Effort has to be

a widely based global tax. made in steadily reducing such methods. Second, many NIS

are still in the phase of casting their tax policies in the model

E. Land and assets taxes
of (or as a reaction to) the Russian Federation.Third, the NIS

are receiving technicalassistancefrom diverse sources. Their

International experience reveals that taxation of agriculture, tax policies reflect a mix of such advice. For example, Euro-

except in the case of formal enterprises, is a difficult issue. pean thinking on the VAT with the accommodationof multi-

Land taxes may play a role in bringing agricultural income ple rates is different from that based on wider experience,
into the tax net, especially since land taxes could be conve- inclusiveofLatin America and Asia, which tends to ndicate

niently introducedat the momentof privatization.A cadastre that multi-rated VATs are diffcult to administer. Or, some

would exist immediately.Also, the sale of land need not recu- experts may think that a modified cash-flow tax may be ideal

perate immediatelythe present value of land. Instead, the lat- in a fresh environment while others may think it to be quite
ter could be divided into the sale value plus the present value complex as a starter (Tait, 1992). Therefore, the least to hope
of the stream of tax revenue from the piece of land. This for is that NIS tax policy might reflect the best of diverse

would facilitateparticipationby poorer farmers- who do not technicalassistance, rather than the worst. Fourth, experience
have access to credit- in acquiring land through the privati- in both West and East Europe reveals that tax reform is a

zation process while preserving government revenues. At complex process and nay be expected to be the same in the

present, land tax legislation is being drafted orhas been NIS. Long preparation is needed for major tax reform even in

enacted in most republics. industrialcountries,such as Germany and the Netherlands,to

A tax on fixed or book assets of state enterprises has been name just two, in terms of tax administrator and taxpayer

proposed as a means to obtain a minimumretum on past gov- education, as well as n terms of the fruition of the process -

emment investments. Such a tax exists in Armenia. Assets from tax policymaking, to giving it legal form, to putting it

taxes covering public and private enterprises exist in Turk- into action. In East Europe, such as in the Czech Republic,

menistan and Uzbekistan (1 percent rate). tax packages have had to be withdrawn after their announce-

ment and publication, to be ratified later in a modified form,
Conclusion:If, in the interimapproach, taxes such as the land through a referendun.'3 Similarly, in the NIS, already, tax

tax are to be used, there is great need for them to be quickly packages proposedby the executivebranch of government-

developed and implemented. On. the contrary, agricultural reflecting, for example, technical assistance recommenda-
income seems to be favourably treated in much of the NIS; it tions of multilateral institutions have not been accepted by--

does not seem, therefore, that much of a likelihood exists for the legislative branch. This simply implies that tax reform
the land tax to be utilized in a serious manner very soon. will be a slow process, as experienced in many countries in

However, there is some evidence of the utilization of an Latin America or East Asia where fundamental tax reform

assets tax to obtain a minimum return from past government can be said to be taking hold after decades of experirnenta-
investment.This tax could be transformed into a gross assets tion.
tax on all enterprises- public and private- with a credit for

profits taxes paid. It would function, therefore,as a minimum To conclude, tax policy education in the NIS needs to be con-

profits tax. Such a form of presumptive taxation has been tinuous, rather than in fits and starts, so that a smooth tax

successfullyused in Argentinaand Mexico. reform process may evolve. Complex tax policies should not

be contemplateduntil the preparednessof the new authorities
is readily apparent. However, external opinions can, at best,

IV. CONCLUDINGREMARKS influence but not necessarily change overnight their existing
and, often, firm convictions.A steady effort at such a modifi-

Even as modern tax policy is taking form in the N[S and,
while recognizing that they may have come a long way from 13. Also, see Gordon (1992) on Poland, and Kopits (1993) on Hungary.
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Tax Systems: Selected Features

COUNTRY VALUE ADDED TAX ENTERPRISE PROFITS TAX PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Armenia Rate 20%. Invoice-based system. The Progressive four-rate structure based on annual prof- Tax rates have been aligned with the
base includes goods and services and virtu- its. Rates: 12-18-25-30%.Banking and insurance: flat enterprise profits tax. Interest income is
ally all agricultural products (there is a list rate of 45%. Partnershipsand self-employed exempt. There are many other exemp-of exemptions). Excises are part of the entrepreneursare taxed under the personal income tions. Taxes on wages are withheld at
base. Exports outside the NIS are exempt tax. source.
(zero-ratingof exports and regular taxa-
tion of imports from outside the NIS is
under discussion).
VAT paid on capital assets is not Excess wages (part of the wage bill above five times
deductible. Although it is not stated in the the minimum wage times the number of employees)
law, a threshold for individuals based on are taxed through a separate tax.
sales volume is operative.

Azerbaijan Rate: 20%. Invoice-based system. The Three progressive marginal rates: 25-30-35%. Bank- Schedular, with three main types of
base covers goods and services with a list ing and insurance: 45%. Multiple special rates from income: Wages, royalties and
of exemptions. Excises are part of the 6% to 70%. A modified cash basis method is entrepreneurial. Rates range from 12%
base. There is a threshold based on sales employed. Foreign investors can get up to three years to 60%. Most taxpayers fall within the
volume that applies to self-employed indi- tax holiday under some circumstances. Deduction of 12% rate bracket. Entrepreneurial
viduals. excess wages (portion of the wage bill that exceeds income is taxed through fees in lieu of

four times the minimum wage multiplied by the num- income tax.
be of employees) is not allowed.

Kazakhstan Rate, 20% (10% for some products). Standard rate: 25%. Special rates range from 55% to Schedular. Rates range from 12% to
Exports outside the NIS, meat, butter and 70%. Profits derived from agricultural production are 40%. Taxes on wages are withheld at
many goods and services are zero-rated. exempt. Dividends and interest are subject to a with- source. The general deduction for
Excises are part of the base. The manufac- holding tax of 15%. Reserve formation (up to 50% of employees and deductions for depen-
turing sector applies an invoice-based profits or 25% of statutorycapital) and profits rein- dents are the minimumwage. Social
method. Credit for VAT paid on capital vested under some conditions are exempt. There is a insurance benefits are exempt. There are
assets is not allowed. There is a threshold two year tax holiday for investment in selected sec- many exemptionsand deductions. Spe-based on income that applies to self- tors. cial exemptionsand deductionsapply to
employed individuals. foreigners. Non-labour income of non-

residents s taxed at 20%.

Kyrgyzstan Rate: 20%. VAT paid on capital assets is Multiple rates centered around 35%. The base There are many exemptionsof particular
not deductible. In the manufacturingsec- includes excess wages (portion of the wage bill that types of income. Tax on wages is with-
tor, credit is allowed for VAT paid on pur- exceeds six times the minimum wage multiplied by held at source.
chases effectively used in the production the number of employees). Amortization is a
of sales. Retailers apply VAT on the mark- deductibleexpense only to the extent that funds are
up. set aside in a sinking fund or used for repayment of

debt. There are many investment tax incentives. There
is no loss carry-forwardprovision.
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COUNTRY VALUE ADDED TAX ENTERPRISE PROFITS TAX PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Moldova Rate: 20%. There s no zero-ratng for The man rate is 32%. Specal rates apply to farming Schedular. Rates range from 12% to

exports. Computationof liabilities is based (1.5%), enterprises providing communityservices 50%. Taxes on wage income are fully
on the substraction method.'There is no (25%) and cooperatives (from 10% to 50%). A spe- computed and withheld by the employ-
threshold for small business. cial rate of 80% applies to excess profits (when the er.

ratio of profits to costs exceeds some percentages There are many exemptions.
established by the law). The base includes excess

wages (portion of the wage bill that exceeds four
times the minimum wage multiplied by the number of
employees). There is a tax holiday of two years for
new small enterprises producing consumer goods,
enterpriseswith foreign participation and other. There
are many investment tax incentives.

Tajikstan Rate::20%. Exports outsde the NIS are Progressive rate structure around a basic rate of 45%. Schedular. Rates range from 12%to

exempted but not zero-rated. VAT paid on Banking and insurance: 45%. Agricultural enterprises: 60%. There is no minimum income

capital assets is not deductible. There is a 25%. If the ratio of profits to production costs is high- threshold except for wage earners. Tax
small business threshold based on income. er than 50%, a marginal rate of 90% may apply. Joint on wages is fully withheld by employers.

ventures: 30%. Joint ventures enjoy other tax advan- Social insurance benefits are exempt.
tages (loss carry-forward, deductibilityof interest paid, Income from interest is exempt but not

etc.). There is no loss carry-forward nor deductibility from dividends. Income used to buy
of interest on long-term loans for domesticenterpris- state properties is exempt.
es. There is immediate deduction for new investment
expenditures for the amount in excess of the original
value of capital goods replaced and depreciation
based on their full value. Certain loan repaymentsare

deductible. There are many investment incentives and
tax holidays for newly created enterprises. Amortiza-
tion rules are determined every year by the Gosplan
for each sector and type of good.

Turkmenistan Rate: 20%. No credit is allowed for amor- Rate: 25%. The base of the tax are profits after distri- Schedular. Workers: exempt minimum.
tizable assets. Computationof liabilities is bution of dividends and excess wages (portion of Rates rage from 12% to 30%.

based on the substraction method. There the wage bill that exceeds four times th minimum Entrepreneurs: no exempt minimum.
s a small busness threshold based on wage multipled by the number of employees). Divi- Rate range from 12% to 50%. Royal-
sales volume. dend and interest income is exempt and taxed apart ties: rates range from 4% to 90%. Tax

(15%). Some sectors are taxed at 60%. There are tax on wage income is fully computed and

holidays for new enterprises in agricultureand pro- withheld by employers. Many exemp-
duction of construction materials. Profits due to tions and deductions; among them, col-
increased production in food and other sectors are lective farm workers, small farmers, .

exempt. social insrance benefits, unemployment
benefits and severance payments.

Uzbekistan Rate: 25%. VAT extends only through the Tax on profits and wages. The basic rate is 18% but Schedular. Minimum exempt equal to

manufacturingsector. VAT is applied on specific rates by sector range from 12% to 60%. Joint minimum wage. Rates: from 12% to

imports outside the NIS. Corresponding ventures with more than 30% foreign capital have a 60%. For royalties, rates may be higher.
exports are exempt but not zero-rated. special rate of 10%. There are many exemptionsand Tax on wage income is fully computed
The base includes excises but not custom tax holidays affecting mainly foreign investment, new and withheld by main employer. Many
duties. Credit for VAT paid on capital enterprisesand the agricultural sector. Local councils exemptionsand deductions; among
assets is not allowed. may grant further privileges. them, collective farm workers, small

farmers and social insurance benefits.
Some types of interest income are

exempt, dividends are not.
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NEW ZEALAND

TAx IMPLICATIOXSOF THE _N'EW COMPAXIESAcT 1993
Adrian J. Sawyer

discussiondocument entitled: The Taxation ImplicationsofM. Com (Hons), LL B, A.C.A., Barristerand Solicitorof the Company Law Reform.High Courtof NewZealand, AdrianSawyersa lecturer in
taxaton and commerciallaw in the Departmentof The purpose of this article is to outline the principal recom-Accounting, Financeand Information Systemsat the mendations of this discussion document and analyse theUniversityof Canterbury, Christchurch. He specializes in tax

implications of the recommendations existing law incomplianceand administration, and effectivetax rate on tax
research, aswellas companyand insolvency law. He is a New Zealand. Essentially the document discusses the tax
consultantfor the NewZealandTreasuryon effective tax implicationsof four major areas of change in the Companiesrate research and is a memberof the NewZealand Society Act 1993; share repurchases, amalgamations,tax accountingof Accountantsand is on the Canterbury/WestlandBranch issues and miscellaneousissues relating mainly to terminolo-of the Socety'sTax Committee. Previouslyhe wasan

changes. Each of these four is reviewed and severalnvestigatingaccountantwith the NewZealand Inland gy areas
Revenue Department. of the more controversialaspects highlighted. The document

attempts to facilitate the development of the previous and
current Governments' objectives of a level playing field,
where taxation should not influence the decision-makingpro-

I. INTRODUCTION cess in favour of one approach over another.

This article is structured as follows. In Part II, the underlying
Recently the New Zealand Parliamentenacted one of its most philosophy of the discussion document is explored. Part III

dynamic pieces of legislation impactingupon the activitiesof reviews the core issues of the discussion document, with the
the commercial community in New Zealand: the Companies proposals for the tax treatment of share repurchases present-
Act 1993 (the Act). The previous legislative environment ed first. The tax implications for company amalgamationsare

for companieswas the CompaniesAct 1955, modelled on the summarized and an overview of the tax accounting implica-
1948 UK CompaniesAct. Company law in New Zealand has tions of the legislation are also set out. Several other minor

attempted to catch up with the demands and practicesof busi- issues are mentioned. Some overall conclusions are offered
in Part IVness in the 1980s and 1990s. The legislation has its founda-

tions in a Ministerial directive made during September 1986
when the New Zealand Law Commission was requested to
review the 1955 Act. In 1990 a Companies Bill was intro- Il. THE UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY:
duced to the New Zealand Parliament. Seven years after the INTEGRATINGAND BALANCING
initial directive was given to the Law Commission, a Law COMPANY LAW FLEXIBILITYWITH
Commission Report, discussion document, public submis- EFFECTIVETAX LEGISLATION
sions to Parliamentary Select Committees and widespread
concern from the business community over perceived dra- The discussion document assesses the implications of theconic obligations imposed upon directors (leading to a signi- company law changes for income tax rules. At the com-ficant number of resignations), th legislation finally mencementof the document, the purpose is clearly stated and
emerged in September 1993. The package has been described should be foremost in assessing the approach and commer-
as ajuggernautbythe currentMinisterof Justice, Hon. Doug cial desirabilityof the recommendations:'
Graham.

The purpose of this document is to put the Government'sperspec-
However, in spite of the widespreadcoverage of the compa- tive on the issues before the taxpaying community as part of the
ny law reform package and the measures to update related process of undertaking widespread consultation on tax policy

to ensure reasons taxlegislation, the taxation implications were not addressed in changes. The Government seeks that the for
policy changes are well understood and that, before they becomethe September 1993 package. With the effective date of the law, tax policy changes are properly worked through with those incompanies legislation set for 1 July 1994, a nine month time the private sector who will operate under them.

frame has been provided to discuss the taxation implications
of the company legislation and enact the necessary legisla- The sentiments of this statement are admirable; indeed Newtion (presuming the implementationdate is 1 July 1994). Just Zealanders' are frequently provided with the opportunity tobefore the Christmas break on 22 December 1993 (a typical make submissions on government policy recommendations,period for the release of important proposed tax legislation
changes in New Zealand, providing some vacation reading 1. New Zealand Government, The Taxation Implications of Company Lawfor practitioners and advisers), the Government released a Reform (Wellington, Decmber 1993), at 1.
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with varying levels of success. The history of recent tax commonality tests being satisfied). However, dispositions of

reform in New Zealand reflects a consultative approach.2 shares through an amalgamationwould remain assessable to

This discussion paper, while released by the Government revenue account shareholders.

rather than an appointedcommittee,neverthelessnvites sub-

missions from tax professionals and the private sector.3 The

document later emphasizes the balancing act between C. Tax accounting issues

increased flexibility for companiesand the need to protect the Issues considered include conversion of reserve accounts to

revenue base, highlighting the influence of the New Zealand satisfy the new environmentof shares and share capital with-

Treasury in preparationof the document:4 out the concepts of par value nominal capital or share
,

The Government desires to see taxation law integrate well with premium. Certain qualifying share premium will be per-
revised company law rules. While there is no desire to see taxation mitted to be distributed tax free. Provision for the tax treat-

provisions inhibit the willingness of companies to take advantage ment of the rare situation of recovery of excess distrbutions
of any increased flexibility that company law changes may confer, paid to shareholders is included in this chapter of the discus-
the need to maintain the integrityof the tax base must be given due

weight. It is unrealistic to assume that because company law sion document.

changes may increase the ability of companies to restructure or

return funds to shareholders, tax imposts on such activities should

be removed. Tax rules must be designed to achieve an appropriate D. Miscellaneous issues
balance between the competing considerations of maximising
commercial activity and maintainingrobust and fair tax rules. Fur- The impact of terminology changes in the Companies Act

thermore, the Govemment seeks rules that provide certainty and 1993 upon tax legislation is addressed, particularly that of

that impose as few as possible compliance costs on taxpayers in nominal and paid-up capital and removal of the often crucial

their day to day operations. public and private company distinction. In essence house-

Unfortunately, the balance in some areas is weighted too far keeping matters are given due consideration.

in favourof the tax base at the expense of the improved flex-

ibility soughtby the new CompaniesAct, as will be seen later Ill. THE TAX IMPLICATIONSOF COMPANY
in this article. The document is set out in two parts. Part One

contains the tax implications of the company law changes
LAW REFORM

and the tax policy proposed to address the issues. The second The discussion document is substantial in size, amounting to

part sets out the explanatory note and draft legislation, nearly 120 pages (including the draft legislation). While the

reflecting changes to the Income Tax Act 1976 (ITA), tenor of the document is generally positive and provides a

Goods and Services Tax Act 1985, Inland Revenue Depart- useful benchmarkupon which to base submissionsand refine

ment Act 1974, the Estate and Gift Duties Act 1968, and the the eventual legislation, nevertheless there are several pro-

Stamp and Cheque Duties Act 1971. posals that cause real concern. Two substantial areas which,

The four principal areas for discussion are each assigned a
if enacted, will detract from the commendable neutral

chapter in the first part of the discussion document. Dealing approach of the discussion document to the tax implications

with each of the four areas in the order they appear in the dis- of company law reform, have been termed by two commen-

cussion document.
tators as unavoidabledouble taxation,5 and the taxation of

unrealized capital gains where a company repurchases its

shares for a price in excess of net asset backing (as well as the

A. Share repurchases shortcomings in the proposed tax treatment of amalgama-
tions). Each of the four major reform issues will now be out-

determining the reserves from which tax-free distribu- comment on- lined with associated its expected implications
tions resulting from share repurchasescan be funded; for the business community.
determining when distributions by way of repurchases-

can be attributed to tax-free reserves;

the mechanism for taxing the dividend component of A. Share repurchasesand related issues-

share repurchases.
The taxation 'dividend' definition is revised to encapsulate The freedom granted to companies to repurchase their own

the share repurchase that will be treated to some extent as a shares is a major change in the underlying commercial phi-

dividend.
2. For example, the recent discussion documentsand consultativecommittee

reports of the 1990s addressing matters of tax simplification (Tax Sirnplifica-

B. Amalgamations
tion: Final Report of the ConsultativeCommittee: (Waugh Committee), Auck-

land, September 1990) and reforms to the Income Tax Act 1976, in a series of

Amalgamating companies, either utilizing the short form discussion papers released by the Consultative Committee on the Taxation of

procedure under Section 222 of the new Companies Act or
Income from Capital (Valabh Committee) throughout the period November

1990 to early 1992.

the traditional shareholder approved amalgamation proce- 3. The two-monthperiod for subrnissions(from 22 December 1993), is effec-

dure, would be permitted to utilize tax-free asset transfer tively reduced by half for the Christmas period, and closed on 21 February.

rules based on the existing consolidation regime, allowing 4. Supra note 1, at 2.

5. S. Titter and C. De Freyne, Taxpayers speak now or forever hold your

tax losses and imputation credits of the amalgamatingcom-

-

peace - Officials foresee 'unavoidable' double taxation in new regime, The

panies to be retained (subject to shareholder continuity and Independent(28 January 1994), at 17.
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losophy in New Zealand, representing the move toward a premise that tax legislation should be directed at reducing
North American approach to company law. The share repur- complexity and minimizing compliance costs for taxpayers
chase facility offers greater scope for funds to be returned to (in this situation, companies). Off-market repurchases are
shareholders other than by way of a dividend. Consequently subject to qualifyingcapital reductions,under which repur-
there are some restrictive rules proposed in the document to chases are able to be funded partly from tax-free funds. There
prevent issued capital being returned tax free in lieu of tax- are what is referred to as brightline tests that qualifying
able ordinary dividends. The rules are refined further through capital reductionsmust satisfy. These tests are ... designed to
distinguishingbetween on-marketand off-market repur- give a clear, objective determinationof when a distribution is
chases. The principal recommendations included in the dis- a qualifying capital reduction or a qualifying disproportion-
cussion document for the treatment of share repurchasesare: ate reduction as opposed to a deemed dividend.8Essentially

the tests involve two critical percentages:The Valabh Committee's recommendation6 that distrbu--

where repurchase offer is made basis, the. a on a pro ratations by way of share cancellationor repurchase funded from
amount distributedmust be at least 15 percentof the mar-realized capital profits be tax free is essentially adopted, so ket value of the company's shares;long as the distribution is not 'promoted' in substitution for a
where repurchase offer is made selective basis,. a on a adividend.
shareholder'sproportionate interest in the company after

Where a company purchases its shares on-market, essen- the repurchase must not exceed 85 percent of the share--

tially the proposal is for the company to be liable for the tax holder's pre-repurchase interest.
on the dividendcomponentof the purchaseprice, with a debit If the appropriate test in the circumstances is not satisfied,
to the imputation credit account (ICA); the calculation on then the repurchase price is a taxable dividend to the share-
the same basis as resident withholding tax (RWT) on a holder where the normal RWT and imputation credit provi-
non-cash dividend. Insufficient imputation credits must be sions apply. If the appropriatetest is met, then the slice rule
met by a further paymentof company tax. The vendor would applies. However, the slice rule is modified for the off-mar-
generally be exempt from tax on the dividend component, ket repurchase where the Commissionerof Inland Revenue
leaving the vendor in the same position as if the shares were may determine that the repurchase price is less than the mar-
sold to a third party. An on-market purchase arises when the ket value. In such event, the amounts of subscribed capital9
shares are acquired on a recognized stock exchange through and tax-free reserves returnable are reduced proportionately
a broker and the seller is unaware of the buyer's identity (a to reflect this under value.'o These brightline tests also
concept which is not clarified in the discussion document). apply to redemptionsand cancellationsof shares; hence there

are substantial changes proposed to the dividend rules con-To determine the taxable component, a slice rule is tained in the ITA.
-

applied, that is a portion of the repurchaseprice is deemed to
corne frorn any retained earnings and other taxable reserves Why have the magic figures of 15 percent and 85 percent
of the cornpany, and a portion from share capital and other been selected One objective of the new CompaniesAct is to

non-taxable reserves. For example, if a company has sub- facilitate downsizing of cornpanies,permitting one-offdistri-
scribed capital of $ 100 and retained earnings of $ 100, a butions to shareholders partly from tax-free reserves. In
share repurchase for $100 would have a taxable component terms of the underlyingobjective to protect the revenue base,
of $ 50. the 15 percent level for pro rata distributionshas been deter-

mined to indicate a situation where the repurchase is clearlyHowever, a major drawback of the proposal is the double in substitution for dividend. New Zealand listed
-

not a compa-taxation referred to by Titter and De Freyne.7 Two cate- nies tend to have a dividendyield in the region of 4-7 percent,gories of vendors will be unable to utilize the imputation and the 15 percent level clearly indicates a return of capital.credit. A corporate shareholder will not receive imputation However as Titter and De Freyne argue,t this 15 percent fig-credits to match the debit in the ICA of the repurchasing ure is excessivelyrigid and arbitrary. Should not a repurchase
company, limiting the opportunity of the corporate share- of 12 percent of the company which is a genuine capitalholder to pass on imputation credits to its own shareholders. reduction be permitted
Secondly, if the vendor is a share trader, tax may be payable
on any gain in value, without any relief for the tax already Titter and De Freyne advocate a discretion for the Commis-

paid by the buyer on the dividend component. Titter and De sioner to permit such repurchases to be classified as a quali-
Freyne suggest that the imputation credits, in limited circurn. fying capital reduction in spite of the brightline tests. This is

stances, be permitted to pass on to the seller, but with restric-
tive uses to which these credits may be applied. The argu- 6. Valabh Committee, The Taxation of Income from Companies (Welling-
ments of some other commentators to allow all on-market ton, July 1991)
purchases to be non-taxablecould be accommodatedwithout 1. Supra note 5, at 17.

8. Discussiondocumentsupra note 1, at 17.substantial pressure being applied to the underlying philoso- 9 Subscribedcapital is (transitional capital arnount [arising from the changephy of the discussiondocument, since general anti-avoidance between the old and new legislative regimes] + consideration received for all
rules are seen as being sufficiently robust to handle this situ- shares in the company of the same classes the shares being acquired- aggregate
ation. of subscribedcapital amounts previously retumed)/aggregatenumber of shares

of the same class on issue immediately before the time of cancellation.
10. The reduced amount is: (Subscribedcapital amount+ Capital gain amount)The off-market repurchase proposals are more intricate, x (Price paid/Marketprice).

-

complicated and somewhat contrary to the underlying I I. Supra note 5, at 17.
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an argument worthy of inclusion in the eventual legislative SHARE REPURCHASEALLOCATION CALCULATIONS
changes.This approach is justified in light of the residual dis-
cretion vested in the Commissionerto deem repurchases that A cornpany has 10,000 shares, and net shareholders' funds of
otherwise satisfy the brightline tests to be in lieu of a divi- $50,000. Shareholders' funds are represented by:
dend and be fully taxable to the shareholder. The brightline
tests are clearly one-sided. If a return of capital exceeds Subscribed capital $20,000

15 percent, the taxpayer cannot be certain that the Commis- Realized capital profits $15,000

sioner will agree with this interpretation.On the other hand,
Revaluation reserves $ 5,000
Revenue reserves $10.000

if the return is less than 15 percent, the taxpayer may not $50,000
argue that the distribution is not in lieu of a dividend (where that is $5.00 per share.
if this could be argued a portion could be returned tax free). The market price is $7.50 share. Suppose 40% (4,000) of
A case of the Commissionerbeing able to.hvehis cake and

per
the shares are to be repurchased at market value ($ 30,000, or

eat it too. $ 7.50 per share) equally from all shareholders. The relevant

brightline test is met (15%), that is the amount returned

The Slice Rule exceeds 15%.

The slice rule, however, applies. That is the subscribed capital,
realized capital gain and dividend components must be deter-

/ Reservesthat are: mined on a per share basis for the $ 30,000 repurchase. One
cannot take $15,000 realized capital.profits and $ 15,000 from

Retained Earnings rTaxableon Distribution
Unrealized Capital Gains subscrbed capital, all tax-free.
Other Revenue Reserves

Share price over NTA In this situation, the repurchase is allocated according to the
._ ,1 1,-- percentageof the componentsof shareholders funds (at market

Share Capitai Tax-free on Distribution value). At market value, there is:

Subscribed capital $20,000 (26.7%)
Realized capital profits $15,000 (20.0%)
Revaluation reserves $ 5,000 (6.7%)

-

Revenue reserves $10,000 (13.3%)
Slice Remaining Reserves NTA = Net Tangible Assets Excess of share price over

(Distributed Portion) net tangible assets $25.000 (33.3%)
$75,000 100.0%

There wl be deemed to be 26.7% ($ 8,000) from subscribed
When a qualifying capital reduction is achieved, application capital, and 20% ($ 6,000) from realized capital profits, 6.7%

of.the slice rule requires the dividend component(the portion ($ 2,000) from revaluation reserves (unrealized capital gains),
which is not the return of subscribed capital and tax-free 13.3% ($ 4,000) from revenue reserves, and 33.3% ($ 10,000)

reserves, such as capital gains) be taxable in the shareholders from the excess of the share price over net tangible assets (an

hands, to which imputationcredits (or if insufficient, resident unrealized capital gain). Thus $16,000 ($ 4.OOc per share)
would represent a dividend to which imputation credits may be

withholding tax be deducted) may be attached. An example attached (or RWT deducted), and only $ 14,000 ($ 3.50 per
may assist to illustrate the indirect taxing of unrealized capi- share) is tax-free.
tal gains. (see Share RepurchaseAllocation Calculations). The dividend component
The share repurchase proposals in the discussion document (taxable portion) comprises: $
are yet another example of an indirect capital gains tax in Revaluation reserves 0.50

New Zealand. While an explicit capital gains tax is not polit- Revenue reserves 1.00

ically palatable at present, neverthelessNew Zealand govern- Excess of share prce over net

ments have been prepared to consider ad hoc and often par- tangible assets 2.50

tially disguised taxation of capital gains. This approach frus-
4.00

trates the ability of companies to undertake efficient share

repurchases; tax policy yet again imposes unnecessary costs The Valabh Committee considered how the Treasury Stock
on the business community. method of accounting for repurchased shares may be treated

There are also proposals for the treatment of repurchases for tax purposes, but this is of academic interest only; the

from non-resident shareholders, where non-resident with- CompaniesAct 1993 has no provision for companiesto resell

holding tax (NRWT)will need to be deducted.A non-resi- their repurchased shares. Repurchased shares must be can-

'

dent would create divi- celled, with no provision for reissue. However, a company
company repurchasing off-market a

dend for the New Zealand resident shareholder under the could increase its share capital and/or use share splits to

existing rules and the Government wishes to maintain this increase the available share script.
position. Conversely, there would be no tax implications
where a non-resident company repurchases from a New

B. AmalgamationsZealand resident on-market, since the jurisdictional and
administrativedifficulties would outweigh any potential rev- The Companies Act 1993 sought to reduce the regulatory
enue gains. A summary of the tax treatment of the dividend impediments to amalgamations without creating any bias in

componentappears in Appendix 1. favour of amalgamations- a structurally neutral approach.
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The discussion document mirrors this approach in the taxa- For the non-qualifying amalgamation, some limitations to
tion context, in policy terms, with the proposed tax rules this broad principle are included to impose tax obligations
approximately the same as those affecting company and when an asset moves from revenue to capital account conse-
shareholder taxation. One provision of the Companies Act quent to an asset transfer, and where the transfer is made out-
1993 is to allow a short form amalgamation (Section 222) side of New Zealand. Assets are treated as being transferred
for companies within the same wholly-owned group. There- at marketvalue with any gains or losses included in the amal-
fore, unworkablecompany groups or companies which have gamated company's assessable income. In these situations,
outlived their usefulness may be amalgamated from 1 July tax would be permanently avoided if no limitations were
1994 without substantial cost and without he need to re-re- imposed. The Qualifying Company Regime philosophy is
gister each of the companies under the new Companies Act. maintained with the approach taken in the discussion docu-

ment.13The tax treatment of amalgamations is concemed with three
main issues: the position of revenue account shareholders,
the transfer of assets and the situation regarding tax losses 3. Tax losses and irnputation credits
and imputationcredits. Each issue is discussed in turn below.

The general principle is that the amalgamated company
should have access to the losses and imputationcredits of the1. Revenue account shareholders
amalgamatingcompanies, subject to ensuring that the share-

These shareholders are either share traders or purchasers of holder continuity rules and the limitationson group losses are
shares with the intention of resale for a profit (such as finan- not circumvented,t4 That is, there should be no favourable
cial institutions). In an amalgamating company, revenue treatmentarising through an amalgamation,whileat the same
account shareholders will realize assessable income or a time no adverse consequences when compared to alternative
deductible loss on the exchange of their shares in the amalga- comparable actions that may be implementedby companies.
mating company for shares in the amalgamated company. Unfortunately the proposed rules are extremely complex for
This reflects the existing tax treatment, and with no special shareholdercontinuity and loss carry-forwarddetermination.
features in the Companies Act for amalgamations, no The shareholder continuity rules require that 49 percent of
changes in tax treatment are proposed in order to minimize the shares are held by the same persons throughout the conti-
any further distortions to taxpayerdecision-making. nuity period (which translates to 49 percent of the shares in

the amalgamating company and 49 percent of the shares inUnfortunately, there is no rollover relief permitted for the
the amalgamated remaining in the ownershipof thecancellationof shares in the amalgamating (old) companies. company
same persons throughout the continuity period).The Governmentclaims that any such relief would only alter

the timing of income recognition, with delays in recognition The prerequisite to carry forward losses in a group is that 66
of any income expected. Furthermore, it is argued that any percent of the shares are held by the same group of personsdelay would be extended if the amalgamated(new) company throughout the period in the amalgamatedand amalgamatingis more efficient, thereby increasing its share price (market companies. Additionally, immediately prior to the amalga-value). Two other points are raised in a justification of the mation, the losses of the amalgamatingcompany must have
approach taken by the Government: any relief would require been able to have been grouped against income of all other
complex legislation and that with the absence of any capital amalgamatingcompanies. Losses must be utilized on a first-
gains tax regime (Australia, Canada and United Kingdom in-first-out (FIFO) basis; a requirement that will cause the
have such regimes and permit rollover relief), rollover relief forfeiture of losses where minimum shareholder continuityshould not be provided. Excessivecomplexityof the propos- levels are not maintained for the periods covered by the loss-
als follows precedent as complexityhas rarely caused unease es and their subsequent (potential) utilization. If more than
for New Zealand governmentson previous occasions. 2

one amalgamatingcompany has losses and these losses arose
in the same year, the new amalgamatedcompany should elect

2. Asset transfers which are offset, or in default of an election they will be off-
set in a pro rata manner. Losses of the amalgamatedcompa-Asset transfers to an. amalgamated company from the amal-

gamating company will be tax-free for qualifyingamalgama- ny must continue to be identified separately for each of the
weretions (ifall companiesare New Zealand residentand none are predecessor companies they inherited from where dif-

ferent shareholders existed for the period the losses weretax exempt), under rules similar to those applying to the con-
ncurred.solidation regime. The two regimes are able to be used to

achieve the same substantive effect and hence any influence
on the path adopted by companies (and their shareholdersand 12. See J. Doolan and M. Kogos, Treasury again undermines govemment'sdirectors) should not be driven by tax provisions. Trading best intentionson tax changes for company law, The Independent(4 February
stock is afforded concessionary treatment where it may be 1994) at 25.

transferredat opening book value where it was on hand at the 13. See K. Holmes, Taxation of Closely Held Companies: The New Zealand
Model, 46 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation (October 1992), atbeginningof the year and at cost where it was acquired dur- 506, for a discussion on this regime; a regime where certain companies are in

ing the year. Particularrules are also provided for transfersof effect taxed as if they were a parnership.
financial instruments under the accrual rules, with stringent 14. There is no reference made in the discussion document to the situation

conditions requiring satisfaction if the transfer is to be tax-
where one of the amalgamatingcompanies remains after the amalgamation. It is
presumed that the surviving company must satisfy the existing requirements tofree. be permitted to carry forward losses and mputationcredits.
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With imputationcredits, there must be shareholdercontinuity (ii) subscribedcapital representedby shares held by amalga-
in accordancewith the loss situationexcept that the threshold mating companies in each other would not be credited to

level is 66 percent (the group loss situation). However, with the subscribed capital of the amalgamatedcompany.

many amalgamations involving profitable companies with

significant levels of imputationcredits, they will fail to main-
An example of the applicationof the tax accounting rules to

tain a continuity of ownership of 66 percent and the imputa-
an amalgamationappears in Appendix 2.

tion credits will be lost. This approach in the document fails Subscriptions will be excluded from subscribed capital
to reflect the philosophy of the new amalgamated companY for tax purposes to the extent that they are attributable to div-

being treated as a continuation of the former amalgamating idends that were exempt from tax under Section63 of the ITA

companies. As Doolan and Kogos state, the New Zealand (a list of exempt income items); and were not fully imputed
Governmenthas the opportunity to avoid this level of com- (where an allocationrule applies to deternine the non-imput-
plexity and introduce a business test for determining loss ed amount).
continuity similar to those existing in Australiaand the Unit-
ed Kingdom:5

Where distributions are recoveredi7 from shareholders,
for example where the distribution breaches the solvency

Shewan identifies two major issues with respect to amalga- test'8 contained in the CompaniesAct 1993:

mations that are not dealt with in the discussion document.16 (i) a credit to the value of the imputation credits attached to

The normal exemption from stamp duty on intercompany the recovered dividend would arise on the date of recov-

transfers under a tax consolidation is presumably an over- ery in the ICA of the company that recovers the dividend;

sight. The second, and more fundamental issue, is whether (ii) the shareholder would be deemed not to have received

the transfer of property between amalgamating and amalga- that dividend, nor any imputation credits attached to it,
mated companies is a supply within the provisionsof Sec- and would be reassessed accordingly;
tion 5 of the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985. (iii) the Commissionerwould be required to refund any RWT

or NRWT that had previously been deducted from the

recovereddividend; and

C. Tax accounting issues (iv) where the recipient of the dividend was a corporate, the

repaying company would debit its ICA with an amount

This section of the discussion document covers the account- equal to the value of any RWT or imputation credits

ing questions associated with the transition between the attached to the recovered dividend.

existing and new companies regime, and company distribu-
tions other than by way of share repurchases.The document

sets out a numberof tax rules for companiesregisteringunder 15. Doolan and Kogos state: The business test recognizes companies are a

the new CompaniesAct:
separate legal entity and that, provided the same business is carried on by the

companies under the new shareholders, there is no commercial reason for for-

Subscribedcapitalwill includefor income tax purposes: feiting the company's losses just because the company's shareholding has

(a) existing paid-up capital reserves:
changed. If a loss company has not paid tax on its profits, the shareholderswill

when they receive the company dividends.See supra note 12, at 25.

(i) amounts subscribed by shareholders; 16. J. Shewan, Tax Implicationsof CompanyLaw Reform,a paper present-

(ii) where shares are partly-paidon subscription, the ed at The Company Law Conference 1994 (Wellington, New Zealand, 17-18
at

amount paid on subscription;
February 1994), 52-93, 75.
17. The discussion document presumes a full recovery of the distribution and

(iii amounts that have arisen from taxable bonus issues; fails to provide for a partial recoveryfrom shareholderswhich is permittedunder

(iv) amounts represented by ten-year bonus issues that
the new Companies Act 1993.
18. Sec. 4(1) of the Companies Act 1993 provides that ...a company satisfies

have reached their tenth anniversary; the solvency test if-

(v) amounts represented by both unexpired ten-year (a) The company is able to pay its debts as they become due in the normal

bonus issues and non-taxablebonus issues, that were
course of business; and

(b) The value of the company'sassets is greater than the value of its liabilities

sourced from either capital gain amounts or qualify- includingcontingent liabilities.

ng share premium. Sec. 4(2) requires that consideration in determining whether Sec. 4(1)(b) is sat-

(b) existing qualifying share premium reserves.
isfied require that regard be given to the most recent financial statements of the

companywhich comply with the FinancialReportingAct 1993, andall othercir-

In the situation where shares issued by
cumstances that directors know or ought to know affect, or may affect the value

. are one company of the items referred in Sec. 4(1)(b). Also, the valuations used must beto rea-

in exchange for shares in another (includingamalgamations), sonable in the circumstances,and that the likelihoodof contingenciesoccurring

several rules apply: and any claim the company is entitled to make and can reasonably expect to be

(i) the subscribed capital of the issued shares will be the
met to reduce or extinguish the contngent lability.
Directors may in certain circumstancesbe held liable for breachesof the solven-

lesser of the subscribed capital or market value of the cy test. However, recovery from shareholdersof any distribution (a distribution

shares received in exchange for the ssued shares, subject is any transferof money or property (or incurringof a debt), other than the com-

to an anti-avoidance rule which is aimed at preventing pany's shares, for the benefit of the shareholder) is likely to be rare since there

are three important exceptions to the company's right of recovery from share-

any tax advantage arising from inflating the subscribed holders:

capital of the target company prior to acquisition. This (i) the shareholderreceived the dividend in good faith and withoutknowledge

would apply where some or all of the capital is returned of the company's failure to satisfy the solvency test;
on

to the subscribing shareholders in some fom other than
(ii) the shareholderhas altered his position relying the validity of the distri-

bution; or

as shares in the amalgamatedcompany; (iii) it would be unfair to require repayment.
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Companiesmust also considerthe tax implicationsof deduct- smooth as possible. The areas noted by Shewan are:19 interesting RWT from dividends where insufficient imputationcred- deductibility and share repurchases; waiver of entitlement toits are available, and assessments by the IRD which are dis- dividend; deferredpayment for shares; deferred repaymentof
puted (requiring50 percent of the tax dipute to be paid pend- shares; deductibility of adviser's fees; the definition ofing the final outcome). director; deductibility of director's indemnity insurance;

and transfers of company registrations to and from overseas

jurisdictions.D. Miscellaneous issues

This section of the discussion document sets out the taxation IV. CONCLUSIONS
house-keepingissues arising from the new CompaniesAct.
The proposed changes reflect, in essence, changes in termi- New Zealand'scompany law reform will see the introduction
nology in the Companies Act and the removal ofcertain con- of momentouschanges in the structure of companies and the
cepts and the creation ofothers. activities they may undertake. Transitional provisions never-

The terms nominal capital, par value, issued capital, theless apply from 1 July 1994 for up to three years as the

paid-up capital, where these terms are used to measure regime is phased in. Tax issues form a significant compo-
shareholders' interests in a company, will be replaced with nent of he changes and are likely to influence accounting
the concepts of voting interest and market value interest treatment, yet these have been left to the last minute for
for measuring company ownership. The concept of a single completion. The discussion document provides the Govern-

closely-held company (excluding the qualifying company
ment's view on the necessary changes to taxation law to

regime) is used to replace the private company and propri- reflect these recent developments in company law. The mood

etary company references in the ITA. The public company
of the document must be seen as generally favourable as far

references will be replaced with a widely-heldcompany def- as companiesare concerned, subject to several areas of major
inition. Amendments, as appropriate, will be made to the concern in the areas of share repurchasesand amalgamations,
other Revenue Acts (Goods and Services Tax Act 1985, highlightedearlier. The Government'sstated philosophy is to

Inland Revenue Department Act 1974, the Estate and Gift see taxation law integrate well with revised company law
Duties Act 1968, and the Stamp and Cheque Duties Act rules. Taxation provisions should not inhibit the willingness
1971). The document lists sections requiring amendment. of companies to take advantage of any increased flexibility

that company law changes may confer.
The Companies Act 1993 introduces the concept of the 'one

The document is positive in ensuring that the improveda stepshareholder' company - the incorporated person. It also
new taxa-removes the need for a separate Memorandumof Association flexibility of the companies regime is reflected in

tion law, while at the same time providing some protectionand Articles of Association, replacing them with a single for the There ofdouble taxationConstitution in statutory form (which may be amended to suit revenue. are some aspects
for certain shareholders that should be eliminated, or at leasta particularcompany's requirements). Issues surrounding the
reduced, following the hearing of submissions. The docu-winding up, dissolution and strking-offof a company have

been replaced by the concepts of liquidation and removal ment covers the broad issues of share repurchases, amalga-
mations, tax accounting procedures and various miscella-from the register, and correspondingchanges are proposed to

the Revenue Acts to reflect this approach.The Commissioner neous issues relating mostly to general house-keeping. The
newwill remain a preferred creditor under the new Companies implementation date of the companies legislation is

1 July 1994. Before that date, legislation must be enacted toAct.
reflect the essential matters of issue in the discussion docu-

The final part of the document contains the explanatory note ment; an extremely short time-frame to produce well consid-
which is proposed to be attached to the draft legislation to be ered and effective legislation.
introduced to the New Zealand Parliament for consideration The desire by Government to provide tax rules that provideand eventual addition to the statute books. This explanatory certaintyand that impose few possiblecompliancecostsas asnote and draft legislation are open to submission before they on taxpayers in their day-to-day operations will come underare introduced to the New Zealand Parliament, and will be

with the recommendationscontained in the discus-open to further public submissions when they are referred to pressure
sion document. Nevertheless the document represents athe Finance and Expenditure Select Committeeafter the first
valiant effort to ascertain tax rules which designed toarereading of the Bill. Consequently there is considerablescope achieve balance between the competing considerationsoffor public input into the proposed legislative changes, be it

a

awithin a short time frame. It would appear that the Bill, when maximizing commercial activity and maintaining robust
and fair tax system. We await with interest the final legisla-drafted, needs to be operative law by 1 July 1994 to dovetail
tive approach that the New Zealand Parliamentwill take, andwith the implementationof the Companies Act 1993.
the level of success that public submissionshave achieved to

Unfortunately, the document fails to address several issues, alleviate the shortcomings of the discussion document, par-
which in Shewan's opinion, require action either by statutory ticularly with respect to share repurchases and amalgama-
means or a policy statement from the Commissioner. Thor- tions. There are shortcomings that need to be addressed (and
ough consideration of these matters is imperative to enable
the implementation of the new companies regime to be as 19. Shewan supra, note 16, at 87-89.
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indeed they should be if the Government's stated purpose sion document are numerous and fundamental. Further con-

underlying the discussion document is given full effect).2o sideration of the financial accounting treatment of the pro-
Furtheropportunitiesfor submissionsand considerationswill posals in the discussion document is imperative before any

provide the opportunity for the tax implicationsof the recent legislationemerges.

company law reform to be a major step forward, comple-
menting the new more flexible company law environment.

The financial accounting issues raised by the share repur-
chase, amalgamationand tax accounting issues in the discus- 20. Supra, notes 1 and 4.

APPENDIX 1

MECHANISMSFOR TAXING THE DIVIDEND COMPONENT

REPURCHASINGCOMPANIES

Resident Non-QualifyingCompany ResidentQualifying Non-ResidentCompany
Shareholder ., Company

On-Marketselec- Off-marketpro rata Off-marketpro rata On-market Off-market
tive only or selective or selective

Resident Dividend exempt to Ordinary dividend Ordinary dividend No Tax Ordinary dividend

Non-Corporate recipient. Debit to treatment. ICA, treatment. ICA, treatment

ICA RWT credts at- ' RWT credits at-

tached tached
J

Resident As above As above As above No Tax As above

Corporate

Resident ven- Asaboveplustaxon Asaboveplustaxon Asaboveplustaxon No Tax Asaboveplustaxon
dor taxable on gain gain over and above gain overand above gain overandabove

share gain dividend dividend , dividend

Resident Debit to ICA Ordinary dividend Ordinary dividend , No Tax Ordinary dividend
Tax Exempt treatment (exempt) treatment (exempt) treatment

Non-Residents No NRWT. Debit to Ordinary dividend Ordinary dividend No Tax No Tax

ICA NRWT deduction NRWT deduction

Source: Discussion Document: Annex 2.2, p. 28.

.
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APPENDIX 2
APPLICATION OF TAX ACCOUNTING RULES TO AN AMALGAMATION

Stage 1

Start position

ShareholderA Shareholder B

100% 40% ' 10% 100%

Company C Company D Company E'
'

Subscribed Capital $1,000 Subscribed Capital $100 Subscribed Capital $500
Market Value $3,000 Market Value $400 Market Value $1,000Shares on Issue 1,000 Shares on Issue 200 50% Shares on Issue 250
Sub. Cap per share '$1.00 Sub. Cap per share $0.50 Sub. Cap per share $2.00
Mkt Value per share $3.00 Mkt Value per share $2.00 Mkt Value per share $4.00

1

Stage 2

A and B agree to amalgamate C Co, D Co and E Co into a new In return for existing holdings in D Co and E Co, B is issued
company, F Co F Co issues 2,000 shares in total to A and B in shares in F Co With a market value of:
proportion to the market value of their direct holdings (double D Co's market value x B's shareholding, plus E Co's market
counting results if indirect holdings are included, as the value of value x B's shareholding, = $400 x 10% + $1,000 x 100% =

an indirect shareholding is counted once as the market value of $1,040
the subsidiary company, and again as a share investment form-

The subscribed capital of I Co is the subscribed capital of C, Ding part of the value of the shareholdingcompany). and E Co shares acquired by F Co in retum for the F Co shares,
In return for existing holdings in C Co and D Co, A is issued excluding holdings by any of the amalgamating companies in
shares in F Co with a market value of: each other =

C Co's market value x A's shareholding, plus D Co's market Subscribedcapital (C Co + D Co + E Co), less sub. cap. orD Co
value x A's sha.reholding, = $3,000 x 100% + $400 x 40% = held by E Co = S1,000 + $100 + $500-($100x 50%) = $1,550.
$3,160

J,

End position

ShareholderA Shareholder B
'

$ 3,160/$ 4,200 = 75% $ 1,04015 4,200 = 25%

Compny F
Subscribed Capital $1,550
Market Value $4,200 tt

Shares on Issue 2,000
Sub. Cap per share $0.78
Mkt Value per share $2.10

i

Source: Discussion Document: Annex 4. 1, p 47. i
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AUSTRALIA

CAPITAL GAINS TAX AMENDMENTS
Ann O'Connell

BA (Hons)/LL B (Hons), LL M (Melb), Senior Lecturer in Law, University of Melbourne.

The AuStralian Government has announced amendments to subsidiary. In both these cases, the excess of distributionpro-
.

some of the capital gains tax provisions of the Income Tax ceeds is treated as dividndsunder Australian law. However,-

AssessmentAct 1936. The aim of the amendments is to deal as explainedearlier, an incorporatedshareholderis entitled to

with emerging tax avoidance practices, redress certain a rebate for taxes otherwise payable on intercorporate divi-

unintended consequences of a number of provisions and dends. So, although the dividends are fully taxable, no tax

- reduce the compliance burden on Most of the is actually paid on them. However,because the dividends aretaxpayers.
amendmentsare effective from the date of the announcement taxable , they are subtracted from the consideration

by the AssistantTreasurer (12 January 1994), but draft legis- received for the disposal when calculating the capital gain
lation is not expected until later in the yar. derived by the taxpayer in respect of the disposal. The net

result is to reduce the capital gain to zero while no tax is paid
on the distribution because of the intercorporate dividend

I. COMBATING EMERGINGAVOIDANCE rebate. In this manner, the parent company can extract free of

SCHEMES tax retained profits that were not taxed at the subsidiary level.

The Australian Taxation Office had expressed the view that
The most important proposals in the reform package are

the general anti-avoidanceprovisions of Part IVA of the Act
those aimed at emerging avoidance schemes. These fall into

could apply to schemes of this sort (Taxation Ruling, IT
five groups: 2456). However, the anti-avoidance provisions only becan

applied on a case-by-case basis and the provisions will only

A. Rebatabledividend schemes apply if it can be shown that the sole or dominant object of

the arrangementswas the avoidance of tax. Accordingly, the

Intercorporatedividends in Australia are included in the tax- governmenthas decided to adopt specific counter measures.

able income of the recipient company. To prevent cascading
taxes as profits are distributed through a company chain, a

The proposed changes will modify Subsection 160ZA(4) so

rebate or tax credit is provided to incorporated shareholders
t does not reduce a capital gain where a company taxpayer
receives a rebatable dividend as a result of the liquidationof

to offset the tax otherwise payable on the taxable dividends.
This is to ensure that there is only one tier of tax on profits

a subsidiary or as a consequence of the cancellation or

derived at the corporate level. Thus, intercorporatedividends redemptionof shares in a subsidiary.

are effectively tax-free, notwithstandingthe fact that they are The modifications to Subsection 160ZA(4) are subject to a

nominally included in taxable income. safe harbour exception where distributions are paid out of

The Australian capital gains provisions were designed to
taxed profits. In such a case, the arrangements described

augment the ordinary income tax system by catching gains
above will not give rise to tax avoidance since company tax

will have already been paid on the distributed amounts prior
that would otherwise escape taxation because of the narrow

income concept adopted by the Australiancourts. The capital
to the distribution.

gains provisionswere drafted broadly to achieve this aim and In addition, the anti-avodance modifications will also not

in many cases they overlap with other inclusive provisions. apply to a distribution in specie to a company in the same

Double taxation is prevented in these cases by Subsection group where the transferorand transferee have elected to use

160ZA(4), which modifies the calculation of a capital gain the rolloverprovisions in respectof the transfer.The effect of

where the disposal of property generates a profit that is also the rollover provision is to transfer the future tax liability for

taxable under another provision in the Act. It operates by the unrealizedgain to the transferee, so tax will be paid on the

lowering the capital gain to the extent that the gain is also tax- unrealized gain when there is a disposal of the asset to a tax-

able under another provisionof the Act. payer outside the company group.

Some company taxpayers have entered into schemes

designed to extract from subsidiaries in a tax-free manner, B. Value shifting schemes
retained profits that were not taxed at the subsidiary level as

a result of concessions or tax preferences. The schemes When Australia included capital gains in the income tax base

involve the taxpayer liquidating a subsidiary or arranging for in 1985, it adopted a unique transition formula - gains on

the subsidiary to redeem most of the taxpayer's shares in the assets acquired before the commencement date of the new
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provisions were completely exempted from taxation. Tax- with the creation of incorporeal assets, only operates where
payers owning pre-capital gains tax shares and post-capital those rights vest in another person on creation. In the above
gains tax shares in the same company sought to avoid tax on example, they vest in the creator in his or her capacity as a

the sale of shares by means ofvalue shiftingarrangements. trustee. By contrast, where a person who is already a partner
These involved the alteration of rights attached to their post- assigns a share of his or her interest in the partnership, capi-
capital gains tax shares in order to devalue those shares while tal gains tax will apply in relation to the market value of the
causing a corresponding increase in the value of their pre- assigned share because the rights vest in the assignee. The
capital gains tax shares. Gains realized on a subsequent dis- governmentproposes to amend the Act to deem the creatorof
posal of the pre and post shares could thus escape taxation an incorporeal asset and the person in whom the asset is vest-

completely. Value could also be shifted from shares owned ed to be two separate persons for capital gains tax purposes
by one person into shares owned by another which could when the asset is vested in the crator as trustee. As a result,
achieve the efect of a disposal of the shares without actually in a prospectivepartnershipassignment, the partner would be
disposing of them for capital gains tax purposes. Clearly, subject to capital gains tax on the value of the share in the
only shareholderswho can exercise control of the company's partnership interest which is effectively assigned.
shares are able to exploit value shifting schemes.

The amendments will apply where a transacton results in a E. Transfer of property to a trust of which the
material shift in value of shares held by a person who con- transferor is trustee
trols the company. A materai shift in value will constitute a

disposal of those shares for market value to the extent that the Currently, property transferred by a person to a trust of which
shares value has been transferred to pre-capital gains tax another person is the trustee is generally treated as a disposal
shares or to shares in the company held by another person(s); of the property for capital gains tax purposes. However, if a

and the cost base of the shares will be reduced by the amount discretionary trust is created over property with the owner of
of value shifted to post-capital gains tax shares held by the the property as trustee, it is arguable that a disposal does not

controller. take place. In both cases the trust has similar effect.

The notion of when a shareholderhas a controlling interest It is proposed to treat the creation of a trust with the ownerof
in the cornpany will be defined but the question of what con- the property as the trustee n the same way as the transfer of
stitutes a material shift in value will depend on the cir- property to a trust of which a person other than the transferor
cumstancesof the case. is the trustee.

Each of the above amendments will have effect from
12 January 1994.

C. Disposal of assets without change in beneficiai
ownership

Subsection 160M(IA) provides that a change in the legal Il. EXTENDINGTHE SCOPE OF
ownership of an asset, without a change in beneficial owner- CONCESSIONALPROVISIONS
ship, will not be a disposal of the asset. Subsection
160M(IA) was necessary to ensure that a mere change of Several of the reform proposals are intended to extend the
trustee of a trust, without any change to beneficial interests, scope of the concessional measures in the capital gains tax
would not trigger capital gains liability. One example given by redressing certain unintendedconsequencesof a number
of potential avoidance under this provision is where a person of provisions and reducing the conplianceburden on taxpay-
transfers an asset to a unit trust in which he or she holds all ers.
the units, and then disposes of those units for an amount

equal to their cost base (the market value of the asset). Anoth-
er example concerns the transfer of assets between compa- A. In specie liquidation distributionsto a parent
nies in the same corporate group. The amendments are company
designed to ensure that Subsection 160M(1A) is not used to

One key proposal is the unintended over-taxationavoid tax and will ensure that the subsection does not apply
to correct

that can arise through the interaction of the intercorporatewhere assets are transferred to a unit trust or where an asset is
rollover provisions and the liquidation provisions. The inter-transferred between companies.
corporate rollover provisions enable a company to rollover
an asset to anothergroup company without recognizingcapi-

D. Assignmentsof prospective shares of interests in tal gains on the transfer. The transferor company is not

partnerships required to receive any consideration for the transfer. In the
absence of any anti-avoidance provision, a parent company

Where a person prospectivelyassigns a share of a partnership could therefore generate an artificial loss by effecting a tax-
interest before becoming a partner, for instance, by agreeing free transferof assets from one subsidiary to anotherand then
to hold on trust part of the partnershipshare for the benefit of selling the shares in the worthless transferor company at a

a numberof discretionarybeneficiaries (as in a family trust), loss. To prevent this, anti-avoidanceprovisions (in Division
the assignment might not attract capital gains tax because 19A of Part III of the Act) lower a parent's cost base in its
Subsection 160M(6), a key deeming provision which deals shares in a subsidiary by the value of assets that were trans-
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ferred out of the subsidiary in a tax-free rollover to another ferred by the sale of an intermediary (in other words, the two

group company. companies are subsidiaries of the intermediary company),
there is no opportunity.foravoidance as a result of the sale

The cost reduction provisions in Division 19A also operate since gain in the value of the transferred asset will ulti-
where assets are rolled over from a subsidiary to a parent any

company. It can cause problems,however, where the rollover mately be reflected in the value of the taxpayer'sshares in the

is used in conjunction with a distribution in specie. In this intermediary company. Accordingly, the government has

case, the subsidiary will avoid recognition of gain on the proposed to suspend the operationof Section 160ZZOA if the

transferredassets. However, the parent will be treated as hav- taxpayer sells a subgroup that contains both the transferor

ing received consideration equal to the transferred assets in company and the transferee company that utilized the inter-

return for its disposal of the shares in the subsidiary. If the corporate rollover provision to effect a tax-free intercorpo-
cost base of the shares in the subsidiary has been lowered by

rate asset transfer. The change will operate retrospectively
from 16 December 1992, the date of original application of

the operation of Division 19A, the parent may recognize a

large capital gain even though it is receiving nothing more
Section 160ZZOA.

than a retum of its original capital investment.To prevent this

result, the proposed amendments will suspend the operation C. Prerequisitefor rollover relief for transfer of
of Division 19A provided the liquidation proceedings are

completed within two years .of their commencement. The assets within company groups
amendmentswill have a retrospectiveoperation to 6 Decem- A prerequisite for obtaining rollover relief for transfers of
ber 1990, the date of applicationof Division 19A. assets within a wholly-owned company group is that the

transferorand transfereecompanies are group companies for
the whole of the year of income in which the transfer takes

B. Transfer of assets within company subgroups place. The proposed amendment will remove this require-
It was explained,in the previous section that a company need ment so that efficiency-motivatedcorporate restructures are

not receive considerationfor the transferof an asset to anoth- not unnecessarily impeded. The amendment will apply to

er group company in order to take advantage of the inter- disposals of assets in the 1993-4 ncome year and later

group rolloverprovision.There is nothing preventing it from income years.
taking consideration for the transfer, however. Commonly,
transferorcompaniesaccept shares in the transfereecompany
as considerationfor the transferred asset. D. Group companycapital loss transfers

The rolloverprovisionsdeem the transfereecompany to have The current provision dealing with transfer of capital losses
acquired the transferred asset for the same cost as the trans- between members of a company group provide for a reduc-
feror. No similar deeming provisions apply to the transferor tion of the cost base of the shares in the company that trans-

company, however, and the transferor can treat the market fers the loss without providing for the appropriate increase in
value of the transferredproperty as its cost base in any shares the cost base of the shares in the company to which the loss is
issued by the transferee as consideration for the transfer. transferred.They also do not take account of paymentsmade

Soon after the capital gains tax was introduced,some compa_ by the transfereecompany to the transferorcompany as con-

nies devised schemes that exploited these provisions to avoid sideration for the loss. The proposed amendment, which will

capital gains tax on the sale of assets. Rather than sell appre- apply to agreements to transfer losses entered into during the

ciated assets directly, the companies would establish a sub- 1993-4 or later incomeyear (even if he loss is incurred in an

sidiary and transfer the asset to the subsidiary in return for an earlier year), will ensure that these adjustments are made.

issue of shares. They would then sell the subsidiary to the

purchaser nterested in the underlying asset. Because their
cost base in the subsidiary's shares was equal to the value of E. Capital gains tax application to Rural Incentives
the asset held by the subsidiary, no capital gains were recog- Program and other government incentive schemes
nized on the sale. Section 160ZZOA was enacted to prevent Australia is highly urbanizedcountry and from time to timea
schemes of this sort. It requires a company to recapture an incentive schemes aim businessesgovernment to encourage
unrecognizedcapital gain when a company to which an asset and professionals to relocate to rural areas. Currently, gener-
has been rolled over is sold to a taxpayer outside the compa- al medical practitionersparticipating in the General Practice
ny group. Rural Incentives Program are reimbursed, up to certain lim-

The anti-avoidance provision achieves the correct result its, for relocation expenses. However, the amount of the

where the transferee company is sold directly. However, it reimbursementwould be liable to capital gains tax. This may
also operates where the transferee company leaves the com- also be the case with other Commonwealth,State and Terri-

pany group because an intermediarycompany is sold. That is, tory incentive schemes. The proposed amendment, which
where a taxpayer sells a subsidiary that owns a transferee will apply to all payments made under the prescribed
subsidiary, Section 160ZZOA will trigger a recognition of schemes, will exempt from capital gains tax amounts paid
gain by the taxpayer equal to the unrecognized gain on the under the Rural Incentives Program and other schemes that
transferredasset. If the transferorcompany and the transferee are approved by the Treasurer on a case-by-case basis, and

company belong to the same subgroup that is being trans- prescribed by Regulation.
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E Amendmentof assessments tralia. The tax liability is calculated by reference tO the total
period of the non-resident's ownership of the asset but doesSection 170 of the Act generally prevents the amendmentof
not seek to limit it to the perod ofuse in the permanentestab-an assessmentafter four years have passed from when the tax
lishment. The proposed amendment will that capitalensurebecame due and payable under the assessment. Three situa-
gains tax will be paid by reference only to the gains thattions identified in which the time limits imposed by Section
accrued during the period of use of the asset in the permanent170 can cause capital gains tax problems are the sale of land, establishment in Australia. This amendment, effective 12the compulsory acquisition of an asset and the voiding of a
January 1994, will apply only where the asset does not qual-contract from the beginning. This is because Section 160U, ify as a taxable Australian asset under any of the other cate-the general timing provision,departs significantly from prop- gories of taxable Australian assets.erty law prnciples as to when assets are acquired and dis-

posed of. The proposed amendment, effective from 12 Janu- The Press Release does not provide full details of the amend-
ary 1994, will ensure that nothing in Section 170 prevents the ments as the government has indicated that the precise form
amendmentof an assessment in these situations. of the amendments will be formulated in consultation with

taxpayer representatives and the tax profession. Legislation
to implement the proposed amendments will be introduced

G. Assets used by non-residents in Australian during 1994 as soon as possibleafter the consultationprocess
permanentestablishments is completed.

Currently, capital gains tax is payable on disposals of assets
used by non-residents in permanent establishments in Aus-
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UNITED STATES

How To AvoID US TRANSFERPRICING PENALTIES
Marianne Burge and Cym Lowell

tions. The Section 6662 regulations apply to taxable years
Marianne Burge, Price Waterhouse, New York, and Cym H beginning after 31 December 1993, and are thus already in
Lowell, Gardere& Wynne, Dallas. They are co-authorsof an

upcoming two-volumetreatseon internationaltransferpricing effect for calendaryear companies.
to be publishedby WarrenGorham& Lamont(NewYorkand It may be helpful to give the chronologyof events as regards
Boston), scheduledto appear in theautumn. these regulations. Section 6662 contains the provisions of the

accuracy-relatedpenalty. Penalties for the underpayment
of tax are imposed in certain circumstances, such as negli-

I. INTRODUCTION gence or disregard of rules or regulations, substantial
understatement of income tax and substantial valuation

On 27 January 1994, the US Internal Revenue Service misstatement...and other types of understatements.

(IRS) issued temporaryregulations,giving guidance to US

taxpayers on how to avoid transfer pricing penalties. In the Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1990, specific penalties

Although these regulations are issued under the penalty pro-
with respect to underpayments of tax as a result of transfer

visions of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), they in fact pricing adjustments were added to Section 6662(e) and (h).

give taxpayers importantguidance as to how to comply with Proposed regulations were issued on these changes on 13

the current US view of transfer pricing and so help them file January 1993. Of particular interest were the exceptions to

tax returns which may keep them out of trouble in the future. these penalties, which ncluded such tests as whether the tax-

payer had acted in good fath, etc.

The IRS has in recent years undertaken extensive efforts to

determine whether multinational corporations, both US and Then in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993

offshore based, have adopted appropriate transfer pricing (OBRA) Section 6662 was again amended, and the excep-

methodologies. The essential focus of these efforts has been tions to the penalties, which had previously been part of the

to defend the tax base of the United States. Similar initiatives proposed regulations, were codified and became part of Sec-

have been undertaken by the tax authorities of other OECD tion 6662. The penalty circumstances themselves were made

countries. more stringent. The current 1994 temporary regulations
replace the 1993 proposed regulations, which were thereby

One of the essential elements of this effort by the IRS, as well withdrawn, although the proposed regulations may be used
as the US Congress,has been to require the maintenanceand for taxable years ending after 5 November 1990 and begin-
disclosure of extensive information with respect to US and ning before 1 January 1994.
foreign corporationsdoing business in the United States. This
focus has, in part, resulted from the experience of the IRS The penalties themselves are-irtant, because they are

that many multinational taxpayers do not attempt to docu- extremely high and could easily apply in many cases now

ment their transfer pricing policies and methodologies used that the IRS is stepping up its examinations of transfer pric-
for tax reporting purposes until after an examination has ing, in both nbound and outbound situations. The penalties

begun. This means that both the taxpayer and the IRS are could be imposed in the following situations:

undertaking to determine the appropriatepricing approaches Substantialvaluationmissmtement:This exists if the net Sec-
after the fact, perhaps many years later. tion 482 transferprice adjustment' in the case of intercompa-
The so-called transfer pricing penalty (in Section 6662(e) of ny sales, etc. of goods or services, including licence fees,

the IRC of 1986) encourages taxpayers to maintain contem- claimed on a return exceeds the lesser of $ 5 million or 10

poraneous documentation relating to their transfer pricing percent of the taxpayer's gross receipts. This is known as the

matters (prepared by the time of filing the pertinent tax net adjustmentpenalty. All Section 482 adjustments must be

return), and imposes a Draconian (and perhaps career-ending aggregated to determine whether the threshold has been met.

for a tax executive) penalty on adjustments to such transfer

pricing methodology. Alternatively, a substantial valuaton misstatement exists if

the Section482 adjustment is 200 percent or more or 50 per-
The regulationsunder Section 6662(e) and (h) were issued as

cent less than the price in question. This is known as theor

temporary.This means that they expire within three years transactionalpenalty. Thus, the penalty could apply not only
after the date of issuance, by which time they could have

been replaced by final regulations, either in their temporary 1. IRC Sec. 482 authorizes the IRS to make adjustments to the taxable income

form, or amended. However, while they are temporary, they ofrelatedparties, where necessary to prevent tax evasionor to reflect the ncome

are in effect and in this way differ from proposed regula- of each of the parties.
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to a large adjustment ($ 5 million), but also to a smaller - the taxpayer provides the documentationwithin 30 days
adjustment where the pricing was out by 200 percent, etc. as in (3) above.
The penalty is 20 percent of the tax on the adjustment under A third exception applies to transactions solely between for-the Section 482.

eign corporations, unless the treatment of the transaction
Gross valuationmisstatements:These exist if the adjustment affects US-source income or income effectively connected
level is $ 20 million and is part of the net adjustmentpenalty. with a US trade or business.
In the case of transactions, the percentage levels are 400 per- These requrements must also be met if the taxpayer tries to
cent and 25 percent. In this case the penalty is 40 percent of

claim the reasonable cause exception under Section 6664,the tax on the adjustments. This is also part of the transac- mentionedabove. Thus, reasonablecause in the case of trans-tional penalty. fer prcing is now defined in Section 6662(e).
With potential penalties at these levels, it can readily be
understood that the tax departmentsof US multinationalsare

under notice to make sure that they will never be imposed. Ill. WHAT THE NEW REGULATIONSSAY
So, as noted above, the important question is: what are the

exceptions to the penalty in the event that a taxpayer is It should be remembered that the acuracy-related penalty
assessed adjustments under Section 482, which would other- applies only if the IRS has made a redermination of the tax-

wise fall within the penalty thresholds. payer's pricing, has assessed a deficiency amount and is now

considering whether to impose a 20 or 40 percent penalty on

top of the tax. However, although the stated purpose of these
Il. HOW TO AVOID THE PENALTY regulations is to explain how these penalties may be reduced,

the steps to be taken by a taxpayer with regard to prcingBefore the OBRA amendments, Section 6662(e) provided looks very similar to what is required in Section 482 compli-that the understatement (i.e. the adjustment, the tax on which ance in general.
was the subject of the penalty) could be reduced if there was

substantial authority for the tax treatment claimed by the The regulations provide for a two-part exception, depending
taxpayer, or if the relevant facts were disclosed in the tax on whether the taxpayerused a specified pricing method or an

return or an attached staternent. In addition, no penalty is unspecified method, as noted above. Regardless of the

imposed if the taxpayer can show that there was a reason- method, contemporaneousdocumentation is required, articu-
able cause for the tax position taken and the taxpayer acted lating the required analysis at the time the return was filed.
in good faith. The reasonable cause and good faith excep-

The taxpayerisencouraged to preparea factual and econom-

tions are contained in Section 6664, which provides certain ic analysis based on reasonably available related party and

definitions, applicable in general and not specifically to third party marketdata that substantiatesthe price chosen, and

transfer pricing deficiencies. to maintain appropriatedocumentationof that analysis.
The 1993 proposed regulations dealt with these exceptions The regulations note that the experience of the IRS has been
and provided guidance, which have now, for the most part, that the majority of taxpayers do not provide an explanation
been codified by the 1993 tax law, and are now the subject of of the prcing practices and often do not rely on comparables.
the recent temporary regulations. Amended Section 6662(e) The regulations are one more effort by the IRS to encourage
now provides that in determining the threshold amounts in compliancewith the arm's length standard.

cases of the net Section 482 transfer price adjustment,adjust- The regulations provide that specified methods for tangible
ments are to be excluded with respect to any increase in net property include the comparable uncontrolled method or
taxable income as a result of a price redeterminationif: CUP, resale price and cost plus methods, and the comparable
(1) the price was determined in accordance with a specific profits method or CPM.3 For intangibleproperty transfers the

pricing method prescribed in the Section 482 regulations2 methods currently include the comparable uncontrolled
and the use of the method was reasonable; and transactions method and the CPM. A cost sharing arrange-

(2) the taxpayer has documentation in existence at the time ment under the 1968 Section 482 regulations is considered a
of filing the return, which sets forth the determinationof specified method.
the prices in accordance with the method and which
shows that the use of the method was reasonable; and Unspecified methods are those which are not specified. The

(3) the taxpayer provides the documentation within 30 days profit split method and the new cost sharing arrangements
of a request by the IRS. under the proposed regulations will become specified if and

when those regulations are finalized.
If the price was not determined in accordance with a speci-
fied Section 482 pricing method, the understatementcan still
be reduced if: 2. Regulations under Sec. 482 were issued on 13 January 1993, in both tem-

the taxpayer shows that none of the specified pricing porary and proposed form, at the same time as the proposed regulations under
-

Sec. 6662.
methodswas likely to result in a price that clearly reflects 3. The comparable profits method or PM is a creation of recent Sec. 482
income, and the other method used was likely to so regulations and now embodied in the 1993 temporary regulations. The method

reflect; and looks at comparablecompanies and selects certain profit indicators from those
a taxpayerthe taxpayer has documentationas required in (2) above; comparable companies, with view to comparing the results of the

-

It is essentially results driven, rather thanwith those of the other companies.
and transactiondriven.
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IV. AVOIDING THE NET ADJUSTMENT - a descriptionof the controlled transactions and any inter-

PENALTY nal data used to analyse them;
a descriptionof comparables that were used, how evalu--

The regulations provide guidance with respect to the two ated and what if any adjustments;
requirements: the specified method requirementand the doc- - an explanationof the economic analysis and projections
umentation requirement. The unspecified method require- relied on in developing the method;
ment is a third part in the regulations. - a general index of the documents and a descriptionof the

recordkeepingsystem for accessing them.

A. The unspecified method requirement And in case these are not sufficient, background documents

The taxpayer must establish that the specified method was supporting these principal documents must also be main-

selected in a reasonable manner. Although he need not show tained and supplied on request. Documents of this kind may

that it was more accurate and arrn's length than any unspeci- include the items listed Regulation Section 1,6038A-3(c).
fied method, he must show that it was the best method in the These are the notorious safe harbour documents which are

circumstances.The reasonableness of his conclusion will be to be maintainedby foreign-ownedUS companies. It is inter-

judged on the following factors: esting to see that these have now expanded their scope to US

(1) the experience and knowledgeof the taxpayer, including as well as foreign-ownedcompanies!
all members of the related party group;

(2) the extent to which accurate data was available and anal- C. Unspecified method requirement
ysed in a reasonable manner. The taxpayer must engage
in a reasonably thorough search for data, and must use If an unspecifiedpricing method has been used, the taxpayer

the most current data or make appropriate adjustments. must show why the unspecified method was used. The tax-

The cost of collecting the data in relation to the dollar payer must establish that none of the specified methods was

amount of the transactions in question will be taken into likely to achieve an arm's length result, and that the unspeci-
consideration; fied method used achieved the most accurate measure of an

(3) the extent to which the taxpayer following the methods arm's length result. If the transaction is of a kind for which a

required by the Section 482 regulations will be consid- specified method was available, he must show why the

ered; unspecifiedmethod was selected and if no specified method

(4) the extent to which the taxpayer reasonably relied on was available, he must show why the method selected was

analyses or studies conducted by qualified professionals, reasonable. The same factors and documentation require-
including an attorney, accountant or economist, will be ments must be satisfied as for the specified method require-
taken into consideration.The professionalneed not be an ment discussed above.

outside advisor, but could be an employee, as long as the

study is objective, thorough and well reasoned .

V. AVOIDING THE TRANSACTIONALPENALTY
The preamble also suggests that an Advanced Pricing Agree-
ment (APA) from a prior year can be reasonablyrelied on in The transactionalpenalty can be avoided under the reason-
the current year, if the facts have not changed or the method- able cause and good faith exception of Section 6664, men-

ology has been adjusted, but one would have hoped that an tioned above. A taxpayer who meets the requirementsunder
APA would have precludedan adjustmentin the first place. the net adjustmentpenalty rules outlinedabove, will meet the

reasonable cause and good faith requirements of Section

B. The documentation requirement 6664, and will therefore also be able to avoid the penalty.
Thus, the requirements for all the Section 482 penalties are

The regulations hammer home the need to have supporting essentially the same.

documentationat the time of filing the return. The documen-
tation is divided into two categories: principal and back-

ground documents.The principal documentsmust accurately VI. CONCLUSION
and completely describe the basic transfer pricing analysis
conducted by the taxpayer. They include: These regulations demonstrate once more the determination

an overview of the taxpayer's business, including the of the IRS to increase taxpayer compliance in the area of

economic and legal factors that affect the pricing of its transfer pricing. The penalties are Draconian and apply both

property or services; to inbound and outbound companies. The emphasis on trans-

an organizational chart, covering all related parties fer pricing compliance has already had its effect on the way

engaged in transactions potentially relevant under Sec- US multinational companies approach this subject. Most

tion 482; companies have embarked on studies, either internally or

documents specifically required under Section 482 regu- with a mixture of internal and external expertise, in order to

lations; avoid costly and after-the-fact tax adjustments. That is bad

description of the specified method selected and why it enough. But the imposition of a penalty on top of an adjust-
was selected; ment would be what is euphemisticallydescribed as a career

a description of the unspecified methods that were con- limiting event for the tax department! Let us hope that the

sidered and why they were not selected; penalty will be a very rare occurrence.
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SWITZERLAND

LOW TAX OPPORTUNITIES
William Bush

William Bushworkedas Tax Inspectorwith the UK Inland DOMICILIARYAND AUXILIARYCOMPANIES
Revenue before hejoined Coopers & Lybrand n 1987. He is
now basedat Coopers& Lybrand, Reading in the United A domiciliary company was traditionally, in the majority ofKingdom. However, he spendsmuchof his time working on

cantons, a letter box company with no substance ininternationalprojects in the Genevaoffice.
Switzerland. The behind the domiciliaryconcept true compa-The views expressedn this article are those of the authrand that it had its address of convenience in Switzerlandare not necessarilythose of Coopers& Lybrand. ny was

but it had no activities there and therefore there was no eco-

nomic basis for it to be subject to direct taxes, least at can-
Swiss companis have always had a place in the armoury of tonal level. In a majority of cantons, therefore, a true domi-
the intemational tax planner. There is still a certain mystique ciliary company was only subject to tax at the federal level at
which surrounds a Swiss company especially when it is a rate between 3.6 and 9.8 percent.
owned by a non-Swiss shareholderor group. Tax authorities

Direct taxation at this rate is still competitive interna-throughout the world are often put on their guard when a very
to ratesSwiss company appears in the affairs of one of their taxpay- tionally, and when compared the prevailing in OECD

countries, ten years ago, interesting indeed!ers. However, now, with the advent of the single market in
Europe, and the appearance of constellations of tax havens The auxiliary company is only recognized in some cantons
and regions with special tax incentives across the globe, is and is really a domiciliary company which has some sub-
there still a place for the Swiss company in international tax stance and some Swiss-source income. Consequently, its
planning results have to be apportioned between normally taxed

income and income subject to domiciliary rules. It is prob-
lematic as to whether such mixed companies will continue

THE OLD... AND THE NEW... to exist once the cantons fully implement the harmonization
provisions contained in the federal tax reform due to come
into force before the end of the century.The intemational tax planning landscape has changed dra-

matically over recent years and the Swiss company is now What then were these companies used for
compared, frequently unfavourably,with other entities which
are able to benefit from tax advantages. However, as well as
the mystique and the undoubted tax advantages available to USE OF DOMICILIARYCOMPANIEScertain Swiss companies, there is also a certain respectability
about a Swiss company when it is compared to some of its

Domiciliary companies (and sometimes still are) usednewer rivals. were

to receive royalty income from outside Switzerland or in
Traditionally, Swiss companies were used as intermediate some cases, foreign-source interest income. Companiesused
holding companies or as companies able to benefit from low for this purpose are increasingly rare because of the famous
direct tax rates in certain cantons in Switzerland.Sometimes, (perhaps better infamous) 14 December 1962 decree. Cur-
these companies had little substance and, indeed, in the case rently, domiciliary companies are more often set up for
of domiciliarycompanies in some cantons, it was a condition rebilling activities or sales activities where sales are actually
of their favoured tax status that they had no establishment in concluded outside Switzerland. Such activities are not nor-
Switzerland. mally caught by the regulations brought in by the 1962

decree, but there can be other problems referred to later.At the other extreme, in the last ten years, tax incentives have
been made available in certain cantons, notably Neuchatel,
and latterly, Geneva for foreign companies creating real sub-
stance, and particulary jobs, in Switzerland. PROBLEMS WITH DOMICILIARYCOMPANIES
Between these extremes, certain cantons, such as Fribourg, The of rebilling companies foreign sales companies innow allow a domiciliary company to have employees and use or

Switzerlandsubject to Iow tax rates is not discouragedby theeven an office in the canton whilst still benefiting from the
1962 decree law but it is increasingly marginalized thefavoured tax status. to

proliferating international anti-avoidance tax laws imple-So what are these various tax advantages mented by many states, notably, the United States and states
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of the European Union. In broad terms, the trend in these tax direct tax. In other cases not involvingmanufacturinginvest-

jurisdictions is to examine economic substance rather than ments, a small cantonal tax liability remains which results in

legal form in arriving at the result, and consequentlydomicil- an effective tax rate of approximately 10 percent once the

iary companies are frequent casualties of these tax changes. federal direct tax is added.

The functionalanalysis approach to transfer pricing whose The requirements for such ncentives generally include the

most vigorous exponent is the United States, but other Euro- opening of offices and the employment of local staff in

pean jurisdictionsare following, determines the allocationof Neuchatel. Provided these conditions can be fulfilled, the

tax profits betweenmembers of an intemationalgroup on the canton of Neuchatel is prepared to ease the establishmentof

basis of the efforts they deploy and the risks they take in the a foreign company, assisting with work permits, premises
cross-borderbusiness. A pure domiciliarycompany involved and recruitmentofemployees.
in rebilling, which by its very nature cannot have much sub- This policy has been extremely successful recentover years
stance in Switzerland, is unlikely to justify more than a very and European and US companies have set in this
small margin on the transactions which it undertakes with many up

canton. Other cantons have followed in its footsteps. The
other group members. most notable in recent months has been that of Geneva where

The controlled foreign company laws enacted now by the a publicity campaign is being conducted by the economic

United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Ger- affairs departmentof the canton to attract foreign investment.

many and France, among others, also deems lightly taxed for- The campaignpoints out that Geneva's costs are no longer so

eign profits, typicallyearned outside the jurisdictionof incor- high by international standards nd offers ten-year tax holi-

poration of the company concerned, subject to the domestic days, at cantonal level only, for companies creating the

taxes of the parent company's state. appropriateeconomic activity in Geneva.

International tax planners in multinational groups should
therefore keep Switzerland on their list of possible locations

THE DAYS OF DOMICILIARYCOMPANIES for siting group companies to benefit from attractive direct

ARE NUMBERED tax rates. There is an importantshift away from the old domi-

ciliary companies to the new companies favoured by tax

It is clear therefore that groups operating out of developed ncentives in cantons like Neuchatel and Geneva.

countries with increasingly aggressive tax authorities are It is perhaps fortuitous that the tax incentives provided to

unlikely to be able to benefit greatly in practice from the use such companiesare conditionalupon the creationof real eco-

of a domiciliary companyin Switzerland. They will need to nomic substance in the canton concerned. This trend coin-

increasingly turn to the alternatives offered by the new tax cides with the increasing requirementsof tax authorities that
favoured companies which may be incorporated in certain a company must contribute significantly at the economic
cantons in Switzerland. level to the nternational business in order to be allowed to

retain significantprofits for tax purposes.

It therefore appears that the future is likely to belong to the

THE NEW PUSHES OUT THE OLD companies favouredby tax incentivesat cantonal level rather
than the old fashioned domiciliary companies. Already this

Following the damage inflicted on the watch industry in the process is under way with significantmoves by multinaton-

canton of Neuchatel. by Far East competition over recent als into the canton of Geneva following the success of

decades, Neuchatel canton adopted laws which provided that Neuchatel. Other cantons, such as Vaud and Valais, have

manufacturing companies set up in Neuchatel could benefit adopted similar measures, and so it appears that the Swiss

from a ten-year tax holiday at cantonal level. In some cases, company is back on the tax planners map, perhaps just as tax

it has even been possible to extend the holiday to the federal efficient as ever, and a great deal more respectable!
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PORTUGAL

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
William T. Cunningham

of the new assets was involved. In effect, the relief constitut-
Mr Cunningham is a partnerof ArthurAndersen& Co. ed an exemption,with no recapture provisions if the replace-He has been in chargeof the firm's Portuguese tax practice
since 1983. Previously he spent nine years in the Dublin office ment assets were subsequentlydisposed of.
of Arthur Andersen& Co., working on Irish, US and On 1 July 1989, the Tax Incentives Statute was exacted,internationaltax matters. He is a fellowof the Instituteof

retroactive to 1 January 1989. Article 18 of this law extendedCharteredAccountantsin Ireland, a memberof the Institute
of Taxation, the PortugueseFiscal Associationand IFA. the reinvestmentrelief to broaden the range ofassets eligible
Mr Cunninghamholds a degree in Commerce from the for the relief on disposal and qualifying as assets for rein-
National Uoiversityof Ireland. He has lecturedextensivelyon vestment purposes. Disposals of and reinvestment in shares
taxation matters for both Irish institutesand has co-authored and securities were also made eligible for the relief. Full flex-several Arthur Andersen& Co. publications. ibility existed to switch from fixed to financial assets and

vice versa. A minimum retention period of two years in
respect of reinvestmentin shares of Portuguese residentcom-

panies or Portuguesegovernment securities was introduced.
I. INTRODUCTION

During the expansionistyears from 1989 to 1992 many com-

The 1994 Portuguese State Budget' and the supplementary panies availed themselves of these provisions to make tax-

1993 Budget2 constitute the most extensive revision of the free disposals and restructure their holdings of fixed and

Portuguese tax system since the 1986 introduction of value financial assets. As a result, corporate tax revenues did not

added tax and the 1989 reform of direct taxation3 and related rise in line with corporate profits, which, particularly in 1992

incentives.4 Their combined effect has been to signal to tax-
were boosted by capital gains realized to offset declines in

payers a change of attitude in relation to incentives and the profits from trading and industrial activity.
renewed seriousness of the Government in relation to tax Article 7 of Law No. 71/93 puts an end to this liberal state of
evasion. However, the novelty of the concept of anti-avoid- affairs in three ways:
ance in Portugal means that the Government's measures are (i) the acquisitioncost of replacementassets is to be reduced
directed with equal force at traditional evasion practices and by the amount of untaxed capital gain on the original
at the emerging legitimate tax planning undertaken by both disposal;5
corporate and individual taxpayers. The result has been an (ii) the depreciation of the replacementassets for corporate
increased distrust between taxpayers currently within the tax tax purposes is to be computedon their cost as reduced in
net and those entrusted by the electorate with its operation (i) above; and
and maintenance. The retroactive nature of some of the pro- (iii) Article 18 of the Tax Incentives Statute is abolished.This
visions of the 1993 supplementary Budgt has angered tax- means that capital gains on the disposal of assets other
payers and undermined the confidence with which these than tangible fixed assets - i.e. disposals of shares or
undertake the rational planning of their tax liabilities. The securities - are no longer entitled to relief, and are fully
success of the measures in combating tax evasion remains to taxable regardless of whether the related proceeds are
be seen. reinvested. It also means that newly-limited relief in (i)

above applies only where reinvestment is in tangible
fixed assets.

Il. CORPORATETAXATION Under Article 7(4), the abolition of Article 18 of the Tax
Incentives Statute is withoutprejudice to the continuationof

A. Capital gains its applicability to capital gains and losses realized up to the
end of 1992, and to capital gains and losses realized and rein-

From 1 January 1989, Portugal has had an unusually gener-
ous system of relief from taxation of capital gains. Article 44
of the Corporate Tax Code provided that capital gains on the 1. Law No. 75/93 of 20 December.

2. Law No. 71/93 of 26 November.
disposal of fixed assets would not be taxable where the sales 3. See William T. Cunningham,PortugueseTax Reform: A Closer Look at

proceeds were fully reinvested in other fixed assets before the Portuguese Taxation, 43 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation

end of the second tax year following the year of disposal. No (March 1989), at 123.
4. See M.A. Garca Caballero, The New Tax Incentives Statute,' 19 Euro-conditions were imposed on the retention of the replacement pean Taxation (September 1989), at 299.

assets. No reduction of the tax-deductibleor depreciablecost 5. Art. 44(6) of the CorporateTax Code, as amended.
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vested between 1 January 1993 and the date of entry into ried forward for offset against consolidatedprofits of subse-
force of the new law. This results in the following transi- quent years.
tional situation:

Recapture of group relief is also introduced. Where autho-
rization for tax consolidation lapses,7 the taxable profits of

Table 1 the last year in which the consolidated tax return included

Capitalgains realized in Fully exempt if sales proceeds
'

that company are to be increased by one and one-half times
reinvested before the difference between the losses that were utilized against

1991 31 December 993 group profits and those that would have been considered for

1992 31 December '

994 tax purposes if its individual members had been taxed on a

1993 (pre-9 December) 9 December 993 stand-alone basis. This multiple is reduced to one where the

1993 (9 to 31 December) No exemption-newprovisions apply break-up of the tax consolidated group is attributable to the

expiration of the period for which tax consolidation was

The law entered into force five days after its promulgation. authorized.

Some controversy surrounds the definition of the date on To enable companies to renounce tax consolidation if they
which it was effectively promulgated, but 9 December 1993 find that the new rules (retroactive to 1 January 1993)
is the date most widely accepted as the date on which it adversely affect them, Article 5(4) of Law No. 71/93 permits
entered into force. The situation is further confused by care- the group parent to requestcancellationof the privilegeof tax

less drafting. For 1993 disposals before 1 December the consolidation within 90 days of the entry into force of the

exemption applies if the capital gain or capital loss is rein- legislation, i.e. 9 March 1994.
vested,not the entire sales proceeds. It is likely that this lack
of precision will be dealt with by administrative circular
rather than by new legislation to imposea requirementthat an C. Taxation of collective investmentundertakings
amount equal to the entire sales proceeds, rather than the

Portugal has not yet implemented the UCITS Directive.8
gain, be reinvested for full relief to apply, and to grant only Despite this, mutual funds have flourishedsince the 1989 tax
proportionalrelief if only part of the proceeds are reinvested. reform. They currently regulated by Decree Law No. 229are

C/89 of 4 July, which is due to be superseded shortly by a

B. Tax consolidation
new Decree Law implementing the Directive. Meanwhile,
this law and the related tax legislation - the Tax Incentives

In Portugal, companies within a 90 percent ownership group Statute - distinguishbetween various types of funds. For tax

may pool profits and losses. Since the introduction of this purposes the relevantdistinctions are between:

concept in 1988,6 access to this facility has been jealously (i) Real Estate InvestmentFunds (Fundos do Investimento

guarded. Initially, the tax authorities interpreted the require- Imobilirio- FI[s);
ment for consolidation- domnio total - or total control by (ii) Portfolio Investment Funds (Fundos de Investimento

the group parent, as requiring 100 percent ownership. Even Mobilirio- (FIMs);
with the acceptance of a 90 percent ownership relationship, (iii) Venture Capital Investment Funds (Fundos de Capital
access to consolidated tax reporting was on a case-by-case de Risco- (FCRs).
basis, with applications being .vetted by the Directorate The first type, FIIs, were exempt from tax on their income
General of Taxes in a highly restrictivemanner. For example, (usually from rentals or cash applications). Distributions by
subgroups within a larger qualifying group that chose not to FiIs to holders of participationunits were liable to a 20 per-
request maximum tax consolidationwere frequently refused cent withholding tax. For individuals and non-resident
authorization to file consolidated tax returns. The existence investors, this constituted full settlementof their Portuguese
of one ineligible member within a group - for example, a tax liability. For residentcompaniesand permanentestablish-
company enjoying a tax holiday or having a branch in ments of non-residents, it constituted a payment on account.
Madeira- was interpretedas justificationfor the denial of tax Article 34 of Law No. 75/93 amends Article 19 of the Tax
consolidationof all the other companies of the group. IncentivesStatute to invert this tax treatment.From 1 January
The limited number of companies that succeeded in over- 1994, the net rental income of FIIs is liable to tax at a rate of

coming these obstacles face new restrictions under the 1993 20 percent. Capital gains on the disposalofpropertiesare tax-

supplementary Budget. Article 5 of Law No. 71/93 amends able at 25 percent, but only 50 percentof the gain is to be tax-

the provisions of the Corporate Tax Code dealing with tax able.

consolidationto limit the offset of losses and profits ofmem-

bers of a qualifying tax consolidated group. It adds Article 6. Decree Law No. 414/87 of 31 December.

59-A which provides that, where the taxable profit computed 7. Eligibility for tax consolidationmay lapse if
the effective ownershipof any group member by the parent company falls

on a consolidatedbasis is less than 65 percent of the sum of
-

below 10%;
the taxable profits of the individual members of the group - any of the group members falls outside the general tax regime (e.g. by
computed without applying tax consolidation rules, and establishing a branch in the Madera Free Zone);

where this reductionresults from the offset of losses of any of
- any of the group membersbecomes non-residentin Portugal;

of wide of administratively imposed conditions is-

them, a minimum tax liability of 65 percent of that hypothet-
any one a range not met

by any group member.
ical liability is to apply, with any unutilized losses being car- 8. Council DirectiveNo. 85/611/EECof 20 December 1985.
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Other income and gains of FIIs are to be taxed as follows: gal supervision but also to Portuguese branches of EC-based
(a) Portuguese-sourceincome is to be taxed in the same way banks and financial institutions, which, since 1 January 1993,

as income of resident individuals, by deduction at source passed to the supervisionof the monetary authorities in their
where applicable. The withholding will constitute full home country.
settlementof tax liability;

(b) non-Portuguese-sourceincome is to be liable to tax at a

25 percent rate. The managementcompany that adminis- G. Regime applicable to Macau
ters the fund is liable for the payment of this tax to the
authorities by the 20th day of the month following The exemption from corporate tax and individual income tax

receipt of the income;9 n respect of profits of a Macau permanentestablishmentof a

(c) capital gains are taxable at 10 percent. The relevant man- Portuguese resident is removed in relation to profits from

agement company is liable to pay the tax to the State by Portuguese sources, except where the taxpayer proves that
the end of April of the year following that to which it such profits relate to assets allocated to a permanent estab-

lishment for valid economic reasons and not for tax reasons.relates.

The income and gains of FIMs and FCRs is taxable in the
manner outlined in (a) above in relation to FIIs. Individual H. Withholding tax
unit-holdersare exempt from further taxation on distributions
received from FIMs and FCRs unless they elect to include 1. Interest on Portuguese governmentsecurities
them in their reported taxable income, in which case the with-

The Government is authorized by Article 27 of Law No.holding tax suffered by the fund is creditable on a pro rata
75/93 to legislate to exempt non-residents from taxation'oofbasis against their tax liability. If they hold the units as busi-
nterest on public debt. The exemption is to operate byness investments,reporting is compulsory,as it is for compa- refund. However, Portugal will have make radical changesnies. Non-residents are exempt from tax on such distribu- to
to its present slow pace of refunding excess withholdingtions.
taxes. At present, many non-resident companies experience
delays of up to five years in obtaining refunds of excess

D. Anti-abuse provisions withholding taxes on interest and royalties. The right to a

refund will be conditional on the interest being subject to a
Article 28 of Law No. 75/93 contains two legislative autho- tax regime outside Portugal that is not more favourable than
rizations designed to enable the Govemment to introduce the Portuguese regime. The authorities will be empowered to
specific anti-evasion legislation for purposes of individual suspend or cancel refunds where they suspect the exemption
and corporate tax. is being availed of in connection with tax evasion or fraud.

The first of these iS to deny a tax deduction for amounts paid
or payable to non-resident individuals or companies that are 2. Garnbling winnirgs
subject to a tax regime that is clearly more favourable than

The flat rate of 25 percent applicable to winnings from lotter-that of Portugal, unless the taxpayer can prove that the
betting and sweepstakes is increased to 35 percent.expense relates to transactions effectively entered into, and es,

that the expense is not of an abnormal character or exagger-
ated amount. 3. Artistes and athletes

The second, when legislated, will attrbute to Portuguese res- The withholding of 25 percent is extended to payments of
ident shareholders of companies resident outside Portugal fees to non-residentcompanies in respect of performances in
and subject there to a tax regime that is clearly more Portugal by artistes or sportsmen, unless it can be demon-
favourable than that of Portugal, a proportional part of the strated that such persons do not directly or indirectly control

profits of those companies, where the taxpayerholds directly the company in question.
or indirectly 25 percent or more of the non-residentcompany.

E. Banks' pension liabilities
The period for banks to constitute tax-deductible provisions 9. Art. 91 (4) of the taxcode.
for pension liabilities in respect of personnel employed by 10. Text of the relevant article:

them on 31 December 1990 has been extended from five to The Govemment is authorised to adopt such legislative measures as are neces-

sary to grant exemption from individual or corporate taxation in respect of inter-seven years. est on negotiable Govemmentdebt held by individuals or entities not resident in
Poruguese territory and not operating here through a permanent establishment.
The exemption iS t0 operate by refund of tax paid or withheld. The right to

F. Tax-deductibleprovisions exemption is conditional on the taxation regime to which the interest is subject
outside Portugal not being demonstrably more favourable than it would have

There is a minor modification to the wording of Article been in Portugal [in the absence of the exemption - author]. The Portuguese

33(1)(d) to provide for the tax deductibilityof provisions set
administration may suspend or cancel refunds where it is presumed that the
exemption is being used is connected with evasion-related or fraudulent activi-

up not only by financial institutionssubject to Bank of Portu- ties.
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I. Unilateral credit for foreign taxes Maximum limit on home mortgage
interest or rental payments

The deduction previously available for foreign tax suffered under new (post-15 October 1991)
by Portuguese resident companies is replaced by a credit,u rental regme 260,000 270,500

regardless of the existence of a tax treaty. Personal tax credits:
Single, divorced or widowed
taxpayer 29,000 30,100

Ill. INDIVIDUALTAXATION
Married filing jointly 44,000 45,600
Each child 16,000 16,500

A. Individual tx rates
The minimum standard deduction (PTE 140,000 for married,
PTE 70,000 for single, taxpayers in 1993) is abolished for

The 1994 tax rate schedules are as follows: 1994 and future years. There is also a minor change to Arti-

(All figures n thousandsof Escudos) Rate
cle 55 of the tax code, to deny a tax deduction for the subsi-
dized part, if any, of rentals paid under rental agreements

Up to 930,2 15% entered into in accordancewith DecreeLaw No. 321-B/91 of
Between 930 and 2,170 25% 15 October.
Between 2,170 and 5,570 35%
Over 5,570 40%

E. Tax incentives

The exemption from tax on interest on deposits in home pur-
B. Rental income chase savings accounts is abolished for 1994 and later years.

In computing the amount of taxable income from the letting The exemption for interest on emigrants' deposit accounts is
of Portuguese immovable property, the 35 percent standard also abolished, with a special rate of 12.5 percent applying
deduction which was available in the absence of documented with effect from 1 January.
expenses of a greater amount is to be abolished. From 1994,
only documented expenses are deductible against rental The tax deduction for contributions to individual retirement

income. savings accounts is halved to the lesser of PTE 250,000 per
taxpayeror 20 percent of reported gross income.

C. Pensions F. Tax return filing dates
The first PTE (Portuguese Escudos) 1,200,000 of pension In place of the existing filing deadlines, a range of dates for
income is to be excluded from taxable income. However, filing tax returns is to be introduced as follows:
pensions that exceed the current salary of the Prime Minister - for individualshaving income only from employmentor

are to have the excluded amount reduced up to the amount of pensions: between 1 February and 15 March;
that excess. - forindividualshaving other sources of income: 16 March

to 30 April.
D. Deductible expenses G. Stamp tax
Deductibleexpenses have been increasedby between 3 and 4

percent, as follows: The amendments confirm that stamp tax at 0.5 percent

(Figures are in PTE, and relate to taxpayers who are married applies to the amountof guarantees granted on behalfofPor-

filing jointly. The figures in brackets are for single, divorced, tuguese resident entities, even where the guarantor is a non-

widowed or other taxpayers.) Portuguese credit institution or an overseas branch of a Por-

tuguese credit institution. The person obliged to present the

Table 2 guarantee is liable for paymentof the tax.

1993 1994 Stamp tax is also imposed at a rate of 0.5 percent on com-

missions payable by Portuguese resident entities in connec-

Deductions: tion with the above guarantees.
Earned income deduction 400,000 416,000
Overall limit on deductions 280,000 291,000

(140,000) (145,000) H. Special tax on theenhancementof property
Overall limit where insurance values as a result of EXPO '98 in Lisbon
premiums, social security
contributionsand university- The Governmentis authorized to legislate for a special tax or

level educational expenses are betterment levy on properties that enjoy appreciationin value

involved 320,000 333,000
(160,000) (166,500)

Overall imit where expendture
11. The anomaly remains whereby Portuguese resident individuals are not

entitled to a deduction or a credit for taxes suffered in a country that does not

on renewable energy equipment is have a tax treaty with Portugal.
involved 370,000 385,000 12. In the initial Budget proposals the PTE 930,000 figure was only PTE

(230,000) (239,000) 920,000.
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as a result of EXPO '98. The proceeds of this tax may be In addition, the omission in the 1989 tax reform of any provi-
passed to the company Sociedade Parque Expo '98, which is sions relating to the taxation of petroleum extraction (of
responsible for staging the IntemationalExhibitionof Lisbon which there is currently none in Portugal) is to be remedied,
in 1998. The Govemment is also authorized to grant exemp- with the Government being authorized to introduce a pro-
tions to that company in respect of municipal property tax, gressive tax of up to 10 percent on the value of production.
stamp tax, notary and registrationcharges, municipal proper- Natural gas production and deep-waterdrilling platforms are

ty transfer tax and gift and inheritance tax. excluded from the scope of this tax.

I. Value added tax K. Gift and inheritance tax

All of the proposed VAT changes will require specific legis- Tle tax rate schedules have been adjusted, approximately in

lation. Law No. 75/93 merely authorizes the Government to line with inflation since their last revision in 1989.
enact the necessary decree laws.

An exemption is to be introduced for the provision of inter- L. Municipal property transfer tax (Sisa)
national services in connection with movable property, car- The values in each of the bands liable to this tax on transfersried out mainly in Portugal for a customer who is a VAT-reg- of residential property increased.are
istered taxpayer in anotherEC memberstate, who in any case

could recovr that VAT by way of refund. This exemption is
also to be extended to transportation services in Portugal M. Large investment projects
directly connected with intracommunity transport, including
the provision of accessory services. This measure is intended The PTE 5,000 million ceiling for investment projects to

to avoid the administrative effort of collecting tax and then qualify for corporate tax, property transfer tax, municipal
refunding it under the provisions of the Eighth EC VAT property tax and stamp tax by means of a contract with the

Directive. Portuguese State has been extended to projects aimed at the
internationalization of Prtuguese companies. Previously,

The limit that must be reached before a refund of VAT may be this reduced ceiling applied only to projects aimed at the
claimed is to be increased from PTE 500,000 to restructuring of national industrial enterprises, and projects
PTE 1,500,000. aimed at the internationalization of Portuguese companies
The registration threshold of PTE 1,200,000 in turnover per

had to equal or exceed PTE 10,000 million to qualify. The
PTE 5,000 million ceiling may also be lowered for eligibleannum is increased to PTE 1,500,000. The PTE 1,700,000

threshold currently applicable to small retailers is to be projects on a case-by-casebasis.

increasedto PTE 2,000,000.

The facility available until now of effecting penalty-freecor- N. Mergers and concentrationsof enterprises
rections of tax in favour of the State in the VAT period (usu- The Govemment is authorized to extend to 31 December
ally the month) following that to which they relate is to be 1995 the provisions already in force, but due to expire at the
eliminated. end of 1993, under which exemption from Sisa transfer tax

may be requested of the Minister for Finance.14 The scope of
the exemption is to be extended to all acts and transactions

J. Excise taxes associated with such corporate reorganizations. The defini-
The alcohol tax of PTE 150 per litre of alcohol is purposes- tion of acts of concentrationfor of the exemption
increased to PTE 1,348 per litre.3 is to be redrafted, to include the following:

mergers of companies, nationalized corporations or-

The tax on consumption of alcohol-based products is cooperatives;
-

extended by broadening the definition of beverages cov- - the incorporationof companies by means of the absorp-
ered and by raising the rate schedules on average by 6 tion of all or part of the assets of an enterprise, whether
percent. operating in individual or corporate form, which from a

The tax on new motor vehicles is increased by around 10 technical viewpoint could be regarded as an autonomous-

business, provided that activity is discontinued by thepercent.
shareholdersand passes to the new company;

The annual municipal tax on motor vehicles is increased - the absorption, by already incorporated-

a company or to

by 6 percent. be incorporated,of all or part of the assets of other com-

The special tax on tobacco is increased by 15 percent,-

and stronger anti-evasion measures are taken to combat 13. Rectification No. 2/94 published n Dirio da Repblica of I February
the influx of contrabandcigarettes. 1994 corrected this figure to PTE 159 per litre of 100% alcohol at 209C.

14. As of the date of writing this article the Government has not yet issued the

The tax on petroleum-based products is to be revised, legislation to extend the mergers incentives to 31 December 1995. However, in-

a
with the government being authorized to introduce a

anticipation of delay in this regard, Art. 36(2) of Law No. 75/93 extends the
term of validity of the original incentives law, Decree Law No. 404/91 of 21

fixed-rate tax. December, until the date of entry into force of the authorized new legislation.
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panies or individually-run businesses, provided the and B. are retroactive to 1993. Other provisions will require
absorption includes all the assets of the activity or consti- the enactment of specific legislation. This usually takes sev-

tutes from a technical viewpoint a separate business and eral months, and frequently legislative authorization lapses
the companies or businesses absorbedcease to exist after before the drafting process is complete. Therefore, the anti-
the absorption; abuse measures and the exemption of non-residents from tax

demergers of companies,provided such operations result on Portuguese Government debt will be the subject of
in a concentration in one of the above forms. detailed future legislation that, when available, will merit

close attention from businesses and nvestors. The VAT
measures are easier to implementand shouldbe implemented

IV. CONCLUSION during February or March 1994.

Most of the above changes entered into force on 1 January
1994. More controversially,those outlined above under II.A.
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FRANCE

TRANS. OF THE AvoIR FISCAL TO NON--RESlDE_-TS:
NEW RULES, OPPORTUNITIESAND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Philippe Juilhard

to tax at the company level when the profits were realized.Mr Juilhard is Avocatat Bureau Francis Lefebvre, Londonand
also a memberof the NewYork bar. The mechanism implemented to mitigate the impact of dou-

ble taxation ofcorporate income was to grant the shareholder
an imputationcredit which is deducted from his final tax bill.

It is a well-known fact that the taxation of business profits, The avoir fiscal attaches only regular dividend distribu-where two differentpersons are taxable by reason of the same
to

tions made by French companies, as opposed to other typesincome, is the simplest example of economicdouble taxa-
of distributions, and it 50 of the dividendtion of income. Business profits are first taxed at the level of represents percent
distributed. Initially the avoir fiscal only accounted for 50the company, and again in the hands of the dividend recipi- of the underlying that its effectent. To mitigate this double taxation, many countries have percent corporate tax, so was

introduced specific provisions in their domestic legislation. to minimize the overall tax burden. With the gradual reduc-

In France, an imputation credit, i.e. the avoir fiscal, is tion of corporate tax from 50 percent to the current33.33 per-

granted to resident individual or corporate shareholders cent, the avoir fiscal represents a full refund of the upstream
receiving a dividend paid by a French company.' corporate tax and thus completely eliminates the double tax-

ation of dividends for both individualsand corporations.
This article analyses the peculiar situation of non-resident

The taxable dividend is grossed by the amount of the avoirtaxpayers in light of recent changes regarding tax treaty ben- up
fiscal credit, and the avoir fiscal is then deducted from theefits when the avoir fiscal is transferred, the situation con-
income tax computed the grossed-updividend. If the avoironcerning US pension funds and the Rglement mensuel mar-
fiscal exceeds individual's income tax liability, the indi-anket. It also appears that a new policy may be in the making vidual shareholder refund of the excess.3 Cor-whereby the tax authoritieswill extend the benefit of a partial may request a

are a sotransfer of the avoir fiscal to foreign parent companies, as is porate shareholders, however, not entitled to refund,
the case under the France-Italy treaty.2 If continued, this new

they may lose their right to the avoir fiscal. Example 1 shows,
in somewhat simplified form, the general mechanism of thetrend may have an impact on the organizational chart of
avoir fiscal for both corporationsand individuals.European groups with a French affiliate.

Before addressing these specifics, however, it might be of Exarnple 1
interest to overview the avoir fiscal and its counterpart, the Corporate Individual
prcompte, from both a domestic and an intemationalpoint shareholder shareholder
of view. Profit before tax 100 100

Corporate tax (33.33%) (33.3) (33.3)
Dividend 66.7 66.7
Avoir fiscal (50%) 33.3 33.3

I. BACKGROUNDOF THE AVOIR FISCAL Taxable income (66.7 + 33.33) 100 100
Corporate tax (33.33%) 33.3 -

A. General principle Income tax (56.8%)01 - 56.8
Avoir fiscal (33.3) (33.3)

Profits realized in France and distributed by a company sub- Corporate/personal income
tax due _Q_ 23.5ject to corporate tax are taxed twice - once at the company

level as corporate tax (at the rate of 33.33 percent), and at the Net after-tax ncome 66.7 43.20

shareholder level as distributed income tax (either personal (1) Maximum marginal income tax rate.

tax or corporate tax, depending on the nature of the share-
holder). As a general rule only French residents are entitled to I. French Tax Code (hereinafter CGI), Art. 158. Although Art. 158 pro-
the avoir fiscal, unless a tax treaty extends the benefit to non- vides that only resident shareholdersare entitled to the benefitof the avoir fiscal,
residents. some tax treaties extend the benefit to non-residents (see text below).

2. This treaty entered into force on 1 May 1992, and s currently the only
The avoir fiscal mechanism was introduced to take into treaty concludedby France under which Francegrants the avoir fiscal at one-half

of ts amount to a foreign parent companyholding 10% or more of the capital ofaccount the fact that the dividends distributed, and taxable as the French subsidiary.such in the hands of the shareholders,were originally subject 3. CGI Art. 158 bis.
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Certain conditions must be met in order to qualify for the Foreign corporate shareholderswho do not hold a substantial

avoir fiscal: participation in the French company may, depending on the

the distributingcompany must be treated as a corporation wordingof the tax treaty, claim the benefit of the avoir fiscal;-

for tax purposes (i.e. it must be subject to French corpo- withholding tax is levied at the treaty rate (generally 15 per-

rate tax) and not be exempt as are, for example, certain cent) on the aggregate amount of the dividend and the

investmentcompanies; attached avoir fiscal.

the distribution must be a true distribution (a regular- The availabilityof the avoir fiscal in the internationalcontext
distribution in cash or in kind, and not a deemed distribu- varies substantiallyfrom one country to another. A numberof
tion as, for instance, under transfer pricing adjustments); France's treaties limit the entitlement to the credit. Some
the distribution must benefit all shareholders pro rata treaties do provide for the benefit all, either indi-- not at to

based on their participation in the French company; vidual or corporate shareholders.5 Some treaties only grant
the distribution must result from a resolution reached by the avoir fiscal to individualshareholdersbut not to corporate-

a meeting of the shareholders; shareholders (regardless of their participation in the French

the dividends, grossed up by the avoir fiscal, must be distributing company).6 However, there may be a new trend-

included in the shareholder's taxable income in France. in French treaties to grant a partial credit to corporate share-
holders holding a substantialparticipation in the capitalof the

The Technical Amendment Law for 1993 has introduced French company. This situation will be examined in II.D
another condition for the avoir fiscal in the case of split own- below.
ership of shares between a bare owner and a usufruct owner.

This new provision, which aims to close a loophole n the Under current rules, a specific proceduremust be followed in

French tax legislation,will be addressed below. order to benefit from the avoir fiscal. The avoir fiscal is gen-

erally not payable before January of the year following pay-
ment of the dividend, i.e. for a dividend decided in July 1993

B. Internationalaspects of the avoir fiscal and paid in September, the avoir fiscal will only be paid as

from 15 January 1994 (generally May or June). Until recent-
At the international level, tax regimes applicable to share- ly, where a foreign shareholderwas entitled to the avoir fis-
holders vary widely since French domestic provisions may cal, the reduced treaty withholding tax rate would be granted
be limited by treaty law, in which case a non-residentshare- by the French tax authorities in two steps: the full 25 percent
holder's situation depends on the provisionsof the applicable rate would be collected upon payment of the dividend, and

treaty. when the French payor received the required documentation

Under French domestic law, dividends paid by a French cor- evidencing the recipient's eligibility for the avoir fiscal, the

poration to a non-residentndividual or corporate sharehold- excess withholding tax levied on the dividend was reim-

er are subject to a 25 percent withholding tax unless reduced bursed.

or eliminatedby a treaty or under the parent-subsidiarydirec- Example
tive.4 CGI Article 242 quater, however, provides that the

avoir fiscal may be granted to non-residentshareholders if a
Step 1

treaty so provides. Dividend 100

France's tax treaties generally reduce the 25 percent French Withholding tax (25%) (25)
Dividend paid 75

withholding tax on dividends and, under certain circum-

stances, extend the benefitof the avoir fiscal to non-residents. Step 2
Under France's most important treaties, the avoir fiscal is Avoir fiscal 50

extended to individuals resident in the treaty country, in Withholding tax on the AF

which case the French withholding tax is generally levied at (15% x 50) (7.5)
the rate of 15 percent (i.e. the treaty rate) on the aggregate Excess withholding tax

amount of the dividend and the attached avoir fiscal. on the dividend 10
52.5

The situation is more complex for non-resident corporate
shareholders,as the reduced withholdingtax rate may depend Total payment (75 + 50 - 7.50 + 10) 127.5

Total wthholding tax
on whether or not the dividend is paid to a parent company. (= 15% X (100 + 50) 22.5
The requisite shareholding to qualify as a parent varies from

treaty to treaty but is generally set at 10 percent.

In general, corporate shareholdersholding a substantialparti- 4. CGI Art. 119 bis-2. No such withholding tax is due on dividendsdistribut-

cipation in the French company; i.e. more than 10 percent, ed to resident shareholders. If the dividend recipient is located in a non-treaty

may not claim the benefit of the avoir fiscal but rather bene- country, the benefit of the avoir fiscal is not extended.

5. This is notably the case in the treaties with Algeria, Bangladesh, Bulgaria,
fit from a super-reducedrate of withholding tax (5 or 10 per- Canada, China, Cyprus, Congo, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, Equador,

cent). However, a recipient company which is not entitled to Hungary, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,Madagascar,

the avoir fiscal may be entitled to a refund of any prcompte Morocco, Monaco, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,

paid by the distributing company less withholding tax at the
Romania, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
6. This is notably the case of the tax treaties with Australia, Belgium, New

treaty rate (see below). Caledonia and St. Pierre et Miquelon.
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C. Prcompte the benefit of the reduced treaty rate (generally 15 percent)
will be granted immediately to non-resident shareholders

A special tax, known as the equalization tax (prcompte) is entitled to the avoir fiscal under a treaty.the counterpart to the avoir fiscal. The prcompte, which is
always equal to the avoir fiscal attached to a dividend, is due As from 1994, for a French-source dividend paid to a non-

on all distributionsof income which have not borne full cor- resident shareholder entitled to the avoir fiscal under a tax

porate income tax in France,7 and on income realized more treaty, the shareholderwill receive 85 immediatelyon a divi-
than five years before the date of distribution (regardless of dend payment of 100 (100 - 15, assuming a 15 percent with-
whether the income was subject to corporate income tax).8 In holding tax) instead of 75 under the oldadministrativepro-
the first instance, the rationale for the prcompte is to com- cedure (100 - 25, see I.B. above). Upon paymentof the avoir

pensate the French Treasury for granting the shareholder the fiscal in the year following the year of distribution, the for-
avoir fiscal in respect of dividends distributed from exempt eign shareholder will then receive an additional cash pay-
income or income subject to a reduced rate of tax, and in the ment of 42.5 (50 - 7.5) instead of 52.5. This communiqu
second instance, the prcompte appears to be a penalty for puts an end to the above-mentioned administrative practice
non-distributionof income. which, to a certain extent, was financially prejudicial to the

non-residentshareholder.
Where a non-residentcorporate shareholder is not entitled to

the avoir fiscal (e.g. because it is a parent company), it may Unfortunately, the non-residentshareholder will still have to

claim reimbursementof any prcornptepaid if it is located in wait for the transfer of the avoir fiscal until the year follow-
a treaty country, even if the treaty does not specifically pro- ing the year of the dividend payment. In the meantime, the
vide for such reimbursement.9 The rationale for this exact procedures and certification requirements remain
favourableposition is that the prcompteon tax-exemptprof- unclear. What is clear is that, for a dividend of 100 paid in
its is the corollary of the avoir fiscal, and it would be unfair July 1994, the net received should be 85 at paymentdate, and
not to reimburseprcomptepaid by the distributingcompany a supplementarypayment of 42.50 should be received at the
when the distributee may not be entitled to the avoir fiscal. earliest on 15 January 1995.

According to the tax authorities, a refund of prcompte may
only be granted to a non-residentshareholderwhere an effec- B. US pension funds
tive cash payment has been made by the distributingcompa-
ny to the French Treasury. As a rule of practice, the tax 1. General
authorities will agree to refund the prcompte when such The situation of collective investment entities (pensioncharge has been paid by the French subsidiary of the dis- funds) as regards treaty benefits, and particularly the transfer
tributing company. of the avoir fiscal, is rather vague. Pension funds generally
Notwithstandingthis rule of practice, the compatibilityof the enjoy a special tax regime for their investment income and it
tax authorities' position with treaty law may be questionable is therefore questionable whether they can be considered as

if the authorities refuse to refund the prcompte if such residentunder a tax treaty. As a general rule, the French tax

charge has been paid with the avoir fiscal. Accordingly, cer- authorities do not allow pension funds to benefit from the
tain tax treaties provide that, unless a non-residentsharehold- avoir fiscal. However, for certain institutional investors
er benefits from the avoir fiscal, the shareholder nay claim established in the EC, the French tax authorities have agreed,
reinbursementof the prcompte relating to dividends which subject to their prior authorization, to grant the benefit of the
were paid by the distributingcompany.io avoir fiscal credit.

It is interesting to note that new tax treaties appear to restrict Until 1991, it appeared that as a practical matter the transfer
the refund of prcompte to that which has been effectively of the French avoir fiscal tax credit to US pension funds did

paid (i.e. actually paid), rather than rnerelypaid (i.e. offset not create any particular problems. In 1991, however, the

againstavoir fiscal or tax credit). However using the avoir fis- French tax authorities suddenly refused to apply the reduced
cal to satisfy payment of prcompte may be sufficient for treaty rate or to grant the avoir fiscal to US pension funds on

claining the refund regardless of whether the treaty provides the grounds that such funds were not subject to US tax on

for a refund of prcompte merely paid, or whether it provides French dividend income so they could not benefit from the

for a refund of prcompte effectively paid. Such a position, reduced rate of withholding tax or the avoir fiscal. This

however, is contentious and the chance of success varies con- marked a dramatic change in the situation of US pension
siderably depending on the actual wordingof the treaty. funds. For example, a pension fund which received a gross

Il. TAX OPPORTUNITIESAND RECENT 7. For example, long-termcapital gains and foreign branch income.
8. Prcompte is due regardless of whether the shareholder is resident of

DEVELOPMENTSRELATING TO THE France.

AVOIR FISCAL 9. However, the reimbursementis subject to French withholding tax.
10. Some tax experts are of the opinion that, under such a provision, refund of

A. Avoir fiscal and treaty benefits prcompte should not depend on any actual disbursement by the distributing
company and should be allowed even if the prcompte is offset against the

In a communiqu dated 17 September 1993, the Minister n underlyingavoir fiscal.
I I. This position mainly concems pension funds in the Netherlands and Ger-

charge stated that, for dividends paid as from January 1994, many
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dividend of 100, only received a net income of 75 (100 - 25) draw general tax consequences from this purely legal princi-
rather than 127.5 (150 - 22.5) when the reduced treaty with- ple. As from 1 July 1994, a transferof ownershipof securities

holding tax rate and avoir fiscal applied. traded on a regulated market (as is the case with the Monthly
SettlementMarket (RMMarket))will operate at settlement

2

2. The revenue authoritiescompromise
date and not at trade date.

In an administrativecommuniquof 17 September 1993 the The settlementdate for the RM Market is only once a month,
so set-

French tax authorities agreed to a compromisesolutionof the generally around the 20th, that between trade date and

US pension fund issue pending renegotiation of the tlement date, a dividend coupon may be paid. Under these

France-US treaty. According to the compromise dividends circumstances, the issue arises as to whether the dividend

paid as from 1 January 1991 to US pension funds will be sub- belongs to the seller or the buyer. The uncertaintiessurround-

ject to the reduced treaty withholding tax of 15 percent, as ing this situation were exacerbated by the fact that a seller

well as a partial transfer of the avoir fiscal equal to the tax pays to the buyer an indemnityequal to the net amount of the

withheld. coupon.

Therefore, for a gross dividend of 100 which gives rise to a
This situation has led to discrepancies between the tax treat-

net payment of 85 after a withholding tax of 15, the US pen-
ment of dividends on RM market transactions.Practices var-

sion fund would receive a complementarypayment of 15, as
ied from one financial institution to the other. Some institu-

a partial refund of the avoir fiscal. As it appears that the par-
tions would consider that the buyer, because of the indemni-

tial avoir fiscal itself is not subject to withholding tax at the ty, was the ultimate beneficiaryof the dividend, which result-

normal withholding tax rate, the result is no withholding tax ed in an exemption for the seller. Other institutions would

on dividends. These benefits apply retroactively, so US pen-
consider that the seller was the actual beneficiaryof the divi-

sion funds which have receiveddividendssince January 1991 dend, which resulted in an exemption for the buyer. Finally,
are entitled to claim a refund of the avoir fiscal. The tax

some institutions did not consider either the seller or the

authoritieshave thereby clearlycompromisedbut the result is buyer to be taxable, since the seller only compensated the

not entirely satisfactory. buyer.

At law, a person either falls within the scope of a treaty or
The French tax authoritiesrecently issued a note on the pecu-

falls outside it, which leads first to the question of whether liar situation that exists on the RM Market. They made it

US pension funds are covered by the France-US treaty, and clear that the seller's indemnity to the buyer corresponds to a

second whether they are entitled to the avoir fiscal. As correctionof the price paid by the buyer in order to compen-

regards the first issue, Article 3(2) of the treaty defines the sate for the fact that the share is deliveredex coupon, and that

term resident of the US as a US corporation or a person
the indemnityas such may not be seen as a refund of the div-

which is resident in the United States for purposes of US tax. idend coupon from the seller to the buyer. This derives from

Therefore, assuming that US pension funds are corporations the principles set forth in the general regulationsof the Stock

or otherpersons for US tax purposes, even though they are Exchange Council which provide, inter alia, that deliveries

exempt from tax they should benefit from the treaty provi- of shares on the RM Market are made ex coupon. The pur-

sions since they should be considered as US residents for tx chaser of a share cum coupon is credited with an indemnity

purposes (depending on the precise characteristics of the equal to the net coupon, and correlativelythe seller is debited

fund).
from the same amount.

As regards the second issue, i.e. the transfer of the avoir fis- The tax authorities thereforeconclude that the seller receives

cal, Article 9 of the treaty does not make the avoir fiscal con.
the dividendat the time the coupon is paid, so he is taxable on

ditional on the US recipient being taxable on the grossed-up such dividend, increased (as the case may be) by the avoir fis-

amount of the dividends and the avoir fiscal, unlike the solu- cal. Thus if a share is sold on the RM Market at trade date for

tion adopted in other treaties. In particular, Article 9(6)(D), 105 and a coupon of 5 is paid in the interim period between

which provides that the competent authrities may prescribe trade date and settlementdate (a payment at record date), the

regulations to implement the provisions relating to the trans- buyer pays 105 but receives an indemnificationof 5 for the

fer of the avoir fiscal and further define and determine the loss of the coupon at the time of deliveryof the share, and the

terms and conditions under which such transfer may be purchase price for him is 105 -5= 100. For the seller who

made, does not appear to allow France to limit the transfer of receives 105, the sale price is reduced by the indemnity of 5

the avoir fiscal to a partial payment. (the sale price is 105 -5= 100), and in addition the seller

receives a dividend of 5, ncreased by the avoid fiscal, as the

case may be.

C. Monthlysettlement market This tax treatmentsolves the problemof the intrinsicvalueof

As a starting point it should be noted that the French Civil the share since the sale price is e4ual to the purchase price,
Code provides that a sale is realized between parties and while the other method necessarily leads to a discrepancy.
ownershipis transferredfrom a seller to a buyer at the time an

agreement is reached on the object and on the price, even

though the object has not been delivered or the price has not

been paid. However, the tax authoritieshave been reluctant to 12. Law of 31 December 1993.
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D. Possible new trend in tax treaty policy: the Administrativeviews Strict reading of

France-Italy tax treaty the Treaty and the Directive

Dividend 100 100The France-Italy tax treaty of 5 October 1989 (in force as 112 avoir fiscal 25 25
from 1 May 1992) provides for a specific mechanism to Grossed up dividend 125 125
transfer part of the avoir fiscal to Italian corporate sharehold- Withholding tax (5%) 6.25 5% WT on 1h AF( 1.25)
ers holding more than 10 percent of the capital of the French Net dvidend 118.75 123.75
distributingcompany.

Under Article 10(3) of this treaty, an Italian resident receiv-

ing a dividend which, if received by a resident of France, E. Investmentvehicles
would entitle such resident to the avoir fiscal, is entitled to: Specific rules for the transfer of the avoir fiscal apply where

a cash payment from the French Treasury subject to a 15 the non-resident shareholderdoes hold his investment in
-

not
percent withholdingtax when the Italian resident is either the French distributing company directly but rather through(i) an individual who includes the grossed-updividend in an investrnent vehicle. For purposes of this article, we will
his gross income for income tax purposes, or (ii) a con- limit our review to two types of investment vehicles: the
pany which includes the grossed-up dividend received ,'Fonds Commun de Placernent ((FCP) (investment fund)for corporate income tax purposes; and the Socit d'Investissement Capital variable
a cash paymentof 50 percent of the avoir fiscal subject to ((SICAV) (investmentcompany).

-

a 5 percent withholding tax when the Italian beneficiary
is a corporation which owns 10 percent or more of the 1. FCPs
share capital of the French distributingcompany.

FCPs do not have legal personality and are not subject to cor-
This treaty shows a possible new tendency of the French tax porate tax. They are generally not treated as persons or as
authorities not to limit the benefit of the avoir fiscal to indi- residentsunder treaty law. Accordingly,even if FCPs mayvidual shareholders or corporate shareholders that are not be treated as persons under those tax treaties which provide
parent companies, but rather to extend it to non-residentcom- that a body without legal personality qualifies as a person,
panies having a substantial holding in the French subsidiary. they could not qualify as French residents under said treaties
This new policy is probably conditionalupon reciprocity. because they are not liable for tax in Franceby reason of their

residence,place of managementor othercrteron of a similarHowever, it raises a dificulty with respect to the compatibil-
ity of the 5 percent withholding tax with EC law. Dividends

nature.

paid to qualifying EC parent companies (in particular the Given this pure flow-throughcharacteristicof FCPs, income
threshold of 25 percent) are exempt from any withholdingtax receivedand redistributedby an FCP keeps its original nature
in France. CGI Article 199 ter, however, reserves the right to as to source (French or foreign) and its qualification(interest
withhold tax where the qualifying EC parent company is or dividends).
entitledto a paymentfrom the FrenchTreasury equal to the

Therefore, foreign-sourceincome may not be subject to with-avoir fiscal or to part of it in excess of the withholding tax

provided for by the relevant tax treaty. The rationale for this holding tax in France and the FCP may not transfer to its
holders the tax credits since it is not entitled to benefit fromprovision is that the non-residentshareholderwill in any case
them. The benefit of the credits should therefore betaxreceive in the aggregatemore than is required under the 1990
claimed directly by the FCP holder.EC Directive. Accordingly, when a treaty provides for a

transfer of part of the avoir fiscal subject to a 5 percent with- For foreign investors with non-French assets, the interposi-
holding tax, the withholding tax exemption may not apply tion of the FCP is neutral. The question whether unitholders
since the payment received by the non-resident shareholder will be able to take advantageof the tax treaties between their
will exceed the withholding tax under the treaty provision. countries of residence and the country of source of the

income will depend upon the legislation of each of suchThe compatibilityof this domestic provision with the direc- countries.
tive is questionable,as the dividend distributed is still subject
to a withholding tax, even though all of the conditions of the For foreign investors with French assets, as the FCP is trans-
Directive are fulfilled. A strict reading of the Directive, com- parent, non-residentunitholders will be in the same situation
bined with such a treaty provision should, in theory, lead to a as if they owned the assets directly. Consequently, French-
levy of withholding tax only on the avoir fiscal transferred. source dividends and interest will be subject to the normal

withholding taxes provided for under domestic law, but
Under existing tax treaties with EC Member States, a refund unitholders resident in treaty countries will be able to benefit
of avoir fiscal is generally not granted to a qualifying parent from the relevant tax treaty and the correspondinglimitations
company,except under the new France-Italytax treaty. How- of withholding taxes and transferof tax credits, including the
ever, this issue goes beyond the scope of the Italian treaty avoir fiscal.
since it could perhaps be used as a model for new treaties or

for the renegotiationof existing ones. The foreign unitholder may only claim the benefit of the
treaty pro rata to his holding in the FCR In order to obtain

The following example may illustrate the issue: such treaty benefit, the foreign investor must file with the
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manager of the fund all necessary documentation to prove oped during the last few years, one purpose of which was to

that he is a residentof a treaty country. grant the avoir fiscal to non-resident shareholders who in

It should be noted that where an FCP's units are held by a principle were not entitled to the credit (because they were

located in a non- treaty country or located in a treaty country
large numberofunitholdrs and where the assets are interna-

but held 10 stock ownership in the French
tionally diversified, it is in practice very difficult to apply the

a percent or more

multiple tax .treaties that may be concemed. company).
The structure was based on the fact that certain administra-

2. SICAVs tive regulations and certain treaty provisions expressly
allowed the avoir fiscal to be reimbursed to foreign usufruct

Distributions made by a SICAV are subject to specific rules, holders. Therefore the of shares could establish tem-
the purpose of which is to place the beneficiary shareholders

owner a

usufructon such shares (allowing it obtain immedi-
in the same position as if they held the portfolio directly. porary to

ate cash for its own investment) for the benefitofa third party
A SICAV is not a tax transparentntity but is tax-exempt if it (i.e. the usufructholder) interested in obtaining a good return

distributes dividends (and interest) which it receives. Divi- on investment in the form of potentially high dividends, with

dend distributionsby SICAVs do not entitle the shareholders the attachedavoir fiscal, although with some degree of uncer-

to the avoir fiscal and other tax credits attached to the nvest- tainty since dividends are never assured. Apparently, rather

ment ncome the SICAVhas itselfreceived. Since a SICAV is than challenge these structures before the courts (which
a legal entity and not a flow-through entity, SICAV share- would be extremelydifficult in case of a true usufruct), the

holders are in principle unable to take advantage of a treaty French tax authoritiesprferred to propose an amendment to

on an individualbasis (unlike the case of FCP unitholders). the law and attack all existing structures immediately.
Whetheror not a SICAV falls within the scope of a tax treaty
must be examinedon a case-by-casebasis. If a treaty is appli- Since the amendmentonly applies where the bare owner is a

cable, foreign-sourceincomewill benefit from reduced with- non-resident, certain commentators see it as discriminatory.

holding tax rates and the related tax credits will be transfer- It is clear, however, that the usufruct holder itself is not sub-

able by the SICAV to the shareholders. ject to discriminationsince, whether French or foreign, it is
not entitled to the avoir fiscal if the orginal shareholder (the

Subject to double taxation agreements, dvidends paid to bare owner) was not entitled to the avoir fiscal in the first
non-residentshareholdersare liable to a 25 percent withhold- place. Foreign usufruct holders would have no claim under

ing tax under deductionof available foreign-sourcetax cred- treaty law since all of France's treaties which provide for the

its or tax credits related to certain French bonds.3 transferof the avoir fiscal limit this possibility to cases where

When the non-resident beneficiary is resident in a treaty
a French recipient would have been entitled to the avoir fis-

country, the reduced withholding tax rate will be applicable, cal.

still under deduction of the above-mentionedtax credits. The only indirect discrimination,if any, may be that non-res-

Certain tax treaties specificallyprovide for the transfer of the ident shareholdersare placed in a more difficultposition than

excess tax credits and avoir fiscal attached to French-source French shareholders as regards the splitting of ownership of

dividends collected and redistributedby the SICAV. the shares of their French subsidiary. However, this is a

remote argument whose chances of success are limited,
unless one considers that the entire avoir fiscal regime is dis-

F. Avoir fiscal and usufruct holders criminatory vis--vis non- residents. Actually, while French

shareholdersof a French company benefit from the avoir fis-
The Technical AmendmentLaw for 1993 (Article 45) intro- cal, non-resdentshareholders general rule do not unlessas a

duced an additional condition for granting the avoir fiscal to
treaty provides otherwise, which, in practice, imposes strict

non- residents where the ownership of the shares has been conditions the granting of the credit.
split between two entities into bare ownership and usufruct.

on

In any case Article 45 of the 1993 Technical Amendment
Under this amendment, where the bare owner is a non-resi-
dent the avoir fiscal may only be granted to the usufructhold-

Law will certainly operate as a strong deterrent against
usufruct structures. The scope of the provision, however, is

er (i.e. the entity entitled to the dividend)if the effectof split-
ting the ownershpbetween the two entitites was not to obtain

limited and the restrictionsonly apply to a splittingofowner-

the benefit of an avoir fiscal credit which would not have ship and similar transactions. This hopefully leaves some

been availablewithout the splittingof ownership.This provi- scope for other tax opportunitiesand tax planning.
sion applies as from 24 November 1993, and applies not only
to bare ownership/usufruct splits, but also to all kinds of

arrangementswith the same effect.

The tax authorities have explained that the goal of Article 45 13. Distributionsmade by a SICAV fully invested in bonds are treated as inter-

is to put an end to certain legal structures which had devel- est for treaty purposes.
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INDIA

1994/95 BUDGET
G.K. Kawatra

nies has been reduced from 40 percent to 30 percent in order
LL M International Tax Program (Harvard); Additional Secretary, to assist companies in restructuringand improving their com-Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry;
former Honorary Secretary, Indian Branch of IFA. petitive position in the market. Further, the rate for long-term

capital gains of foreign companies and non-residentnon-cor-

porate taxpayers has been reduced from 40 percent to 20 per-

I. INTRODUCTION cent.

No change is proposed in the case of non-resident individuals
The 1994/95 Budget was presented to the Indian Parliament who will continue to be taxed at the rate of 20 percent on

on 28 February 1994. The Budget, which has been welcomed long-term capital gains. There is also no change in the tax
for its bold initiatives on tax reforms, seeks to continue with rate applicable to foreign institutional investors, i.e. they will
the process of economic reconstruction which commenced continue to be taxed at 10 percent on such gains.
three years ago. The Ministerof Finance has gambled on fis-
cal deficit, and accordingly designed a Budget to stimulate
industrial growth in the economy. The Budget measures also Ill. INDIRECTTAXES
conform to the general proposals of the Chelliah Committee,
a tax reform committee.

A. Excise tax
The Budget proposals are generally effective from 1 April
1994. This article highlights the most important measures. The Budget proposes a major reform of the excise tax struc-

ture as part of the modernizationof the tax system. The prin-
cipal features of this restructuringare:

Il. INCOME TAX - the MODVATscheme has been extended to capital goods
and petroleum products;

= the bulk of excise taxes has been shifted from specific toA. Corporate tax rates
advaloremrates, which will ensure greaterbuilt-in buoy-

of. In India, different tax rates applied to widely-held and close- ancy revenue;

ly-held companies, i.e. widely held companies were taxed at - the total number of ad valorem tax rates have been
a rate of 45 percent, while other domestic companies attract- reduced to about half the existing number, which repre-
ed 50 percent. A 15 percent surcharge on income tax made sents a major step towards simplicity and transparency;
the effective rates for domestic companies 51.75 percent and - uniform rates apply to similar commodities in order to
57.5 percent, respectively. reduce classificationproblems and scope for misuse;
The Budget abolishes the distinction between widely-held

- the number of special exemption notifications has been

and closely-held Indian companies (for purposes of tax reduced by about half.

rates), and imposes a single rate of 40 percent for both types A fiscal innovation that may have received less notice than
of companies. The 15 percent surcharge, however, is warranted is the 5 percent service tax levied on the value of
retained. Accordigly, the effective tax rate for domestic certain taxable services. The tax is to be levied on services of
companies will now be 46 percent. telephones, stock brokers and general insurance.
The tax on foreign companies has been reduced from 65 per-
cent to 55 percent. B. Customs duties

B. Personal income tax rates Customs duties have been reduced in order to make key
imported raw materials and capital goods available to Indian

The income tax exemption limit for individuals has been industry at reasonable costs and to reduce unduly high levels
increased from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 35,000. In addition, the sur- of protection to industry. At the same time, the scale of duty
charge of 12 percent on non-corporate income has been abol- reduction has been calibrated to ensure that it does not place
ished, reducing the maximum marginal rate from 44.8 per- unreasonable pressure on domestic production of similar
cent to 40 percent. products. In this framework, the key features of the customs

tariff reform are as follows:
C. Capital gains tax

The tax rate for long-term capital gains of domestic compa- 1. No surcharge is levied on the income of foreign companies.
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the maximum importduty has been reduced from 85 per- V. PROCEDURALAMENDMENTS-

cent to 65 percent (with certain exceptions);
the duties on key raw materials, such as steel and chemi-

A. Presumptive taxation
-

cals, have been substantiallyreduced;
customs duties on project imports and general capital The Budget contains two new schemes for estimating the-

goods have been reduced (to 25 percent) to boost invet- income of taxpayers engaged in the business of civil con-

ment, combinedwith other incentiveswhich will help the struction and plying, leasing and hiring of trucks owned by
domestic capital goods industry; them. The new estimated scheme applies to contractors

anomalies caused by import duties on raw materials and engaged in the business of civil construction with a tumover-

componentsbeing higher than on finished products have of up to Rs. 4 million and to truck owners who own up to ten

been reduced or abolished; trucks. In the case of civil construction, the net profit will be

a systematic effort has been made to unify rates on simi- estimatedat 8 percent of gross receipts. In case of truck own--

lar products to serve both economic rationality and ers, the income from each truck, being a heavy goods vehicle,
reduce the scope for classificationdisputes; and will be estimated at Rs. 2,500 for every month or part there-

notifications including end-use exemptions, have been of, and Rs. 2,000 for another goods vehicle. No further-

reduced to about half their present number, thus limiting deductionon accountofdepreciation, interestor otherexpen-

discretionarypower and possibilities for disputes. diture will be allowed in either case, and in both cases the
scheme is optional.4

C. Expenditure tax
B. Withholding tax on rental incomes

With a view to meet the ambitious programme of attracting
tourists, the rate of expenditure tax on hotels is reduced from In order to broaden the tax base and the scope of deductionof

20 percent to 10 percent. income tax at source a new ITA Section 194-I has been intro-
duced providing for a withholdingtax on the paymentof rent.

Under this provision any person other than an individual and

IV. TAX INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGNERS
a Hindu Undivided Family must deduct tax at source at the
rate of 20 percent on the payment of rent exceeding Rs.
120,000 in a financial year.

A. Extension of benefit of weighted deduction

Under ITA Section 35 (2AA), any sum paid by an assesse
carrying on a business or profession to a National Laborato- C. Non-resident Inclians
ry2 for carrying out approved scientific researchprogrammes Non-resident Indians will retain their non-residency status
is eligible.for a weighted deduction of one and one-fourth during a stay in India of up to 181 days this has been-

times the amountpaid. To encouragescience and technology, increased from 149 days.
the definition of National Laboratory has been broadened to

include scientific laboratories functioning at the national
level under the aegis of the Department of Electronics, the
Defence Research and Development Organization, the VI. GIFT TAX

Department of Biotechnology and the Departmentof Auto-
matic Energy. The exemption-limitunder the Gift Tax Act on the marriage

of a dependent relative has been increased to Rs. 100,000
from Rs. 30,000.

B. Investment in backward states

As a stimulus to new investment in backward states, the

five-year tax holiday has been extended to industrial under-

takings located in such areas. The five-year tax holiday is
available to undertakings which begin production after 1 2. A National Laboratory is defined as a scientific laboratory functioning at

the national level under the aegis of the Indian Council ofAgriculturalResearch,
October 1994 but before 31 March 1999. Initially a 100 per- the Indian Council of Medical Research or the Council of Scientific and Indus-
cent deduction will be allowed for the first five years; for trial Research and which is approved by the prescribed authority for this pur-

subsequent assessment years the deduction is allowed at the Pose.

normal rate of 30 percent in the case of companies and 25 3. The incentivealready available to industrial units set up in States or Union
Territoriesspecified in the Eighth Schedule will continue.

percent in the case of non-corporateassessees.3 4. However, under this system a person can claim that his income in respect
of a specified business, i.e. civil construction or plying, leasing or hiring of
trucks, is lower than the specifiedestimate of income. In such a case the taxpay-

C. Export of computersoftware er must produce evidence to prove that his case is eligible for regular assess-

ment.

The exemption from tax of profits from the export ofcompu-
5. The expression 'rent' is defined to includeany payment under a lease, sub-
lease, tenancy or other agreementor arrangementfor the use of land or a build-

ter software has been extended for an additional year, i.e. up ing, including factory buildings, together with furniture, fittings and the land
to and including assessmentyear 1995-96. appurtenant thereto, whetheror not such building is owned by the payee.
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Vll. CONCLUSION

The overall impact of the Budget on the economy is likely to

be favourable. India is expected to achieve a growth rate of
about 5 to 6 percent and industrial growth of about 6 to 7 per-
cent while keeping inflation in the range of 8 to 9 percentdur-

ing 1994-95. The Budget has finally thrown the gauntlet to
the private sector which will have to rise to expectations in

performance.
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(USD 270).
.

___:..............: ....._ .......:......._...................................................-___
Cl Yes, I would like to receive copy(les) of the lATA List of Ticket and Airport Taxes and Fees.__

Payment 0 Cheque enclosed 0 CHF I:3 USD__ __

0 Please invoice me (publicationwill only be sent upon receipt of payment).
i

NAME

TITLE/DEPARTMENT

COMPANY/ORGANISATION

ADDRESS

TEL FAX

Mail or fax to: Charlotte Furusten,
Officer, Taxation

Industry Monetary Affairs Division,
INTERNATIONALAIR TRANSPORTASSOCIATION
Route de l'Aroport33, P.O. Box 672, CH-1215 Geneva 15 Airport, Switzerland
Tel: +41-22-799-2736/ Fax: +41-22-799-2683
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IFA NEWS

BRITISH BRANCH as an additional source of revenue, and as a replacement to

the current system.
Maarten Ellis from Loyens & Volkmaars and Ian McDadeof Ms Beerbower spoke candidly about the ITC's role in order
Price Waterhousespoke at the March monthly meetingon the to give the audience a sense of its extensive responsibilities.
US/NL double tax treaty. In addition to its role in negotiating tax treaties and drafting

regulations, the ITC is becoming more involved in trade
issues because of the increasing tax/trade overlap; assis-

NETHERLANDSBRANCH tance is requested on what are historically trade agreements,
such as airline/shipping agreements, and exchange of infor-

The Dutch and US branches are planning, a pre-IFA
mation agreements. As a result of its expanding role - and

Congress meeting, to be held 26-27 August 1994 in Nia- personnel constraints - the ITC must of necessity prioritize
gara-on-the-Lake.Topics to be covered include: the US/NL it tasks. Ms Beerbower specifically referred to the need to

tax treaty, Dutch-based headquarters companies, portfolio prioritize treaty requests, and to end customized drafting of

and real estate investment, with a special focus on pension
treaties - the US needs a model treaty (or several variations

fund nvestments and current and anticipated issues in thereof) and needs to adopt consistent positions in its treaty

US/Dutch taxation. Onno-Ruding, former Minister of negotiations so that treaties can b negotiated more quickly
and with fewer personnel.Finance for the Netherlands,will be among the list of distin-

guished speakers. With respect to the drafting of regulations Ms Beerbower
remarked that the Section 7701 regulations were difficult,
and that the Section 482 regulations were moving along but

US BRANCH probably would not be released until next quarter. She

emphasized that the ITC would be taking a close look at what
it was doing, and why. In conclusionshe encouragedthe par-The US branch held its annual meeting on 3-4March at the
ticipants to provide whateverassistancetheycould in the wayRitz-Carlton Hotel in Atlanta. The meeting was launched of relevant feedback.

with an impressive video montage of Atlanta, host to the
1996 summerOlympic games. Approximately200 members The topics covered during the two days were:

attended the meeting to listen to more.than 35 speakers and - Recent legislative, administrative and judicial develop-
panellists, which included acknowledged experts among ments;
practitioners,academicsand governmentofficials. - Recent treaty developments;

US Report on demergers;-

Peter V.Z. Cobb, Deputy Chiefof Staffof The Joint Commit- Use of holding companies for operations in the EC and-

tee on Taxation and Cynthia G. Beerbower, InternationalTax Eastern Europe;Counsel, Department of the Treasury spoke during the lun-
-. Use of special purpose entities in the Far ast and Latin

cheon sessions. Mr Cobb made some general observations
America;about the tax weather forecast , acknowledging that the
Joint venture planning and issues;-

budget would not be a vehicle for tax legislation. Althougha
-

number of tax initiatives are included in the budget they are
Hybrid entity planning and issues;

-

not principally tax legislation, i.e. initiativesrelating to health Intercompanytransactions;
- Section 482 rules on services; and

care reform, GATT, the environmentalsuper fund regime and
welfare reform. In the pure tax arena Mr Cobb intimated

-. Altemativedispute resolution of Section 482 issues.

there may be a simplification and corrections bill, a nanny A numberof the papers presented during the meeting will be
tax reform and some extenders.VAT is also being studied published in an upcoming issue of the Bulletin.
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INTERNATIONAL

IMPLICATIONSOF FREE TRADE ARRANGEMENTSFOR

I_XVESTMENT IN THE CARIBBEANBASIN
David A. Gantz

However, NAFTA and the US preferential initiatives are byAssociate Director, National Law Center for Inter-American Free
Trade and Visiting Professorof Law, College of Law, University

no means the only contemporary efforts to encourage free
of Arizona; Of Counsel, Reid & Priest, Washington, D.C. trade and economic integration throughoutthe region. In par-

ticular, Mexico, Venezuela and Columbia are in the processThis paper was presented at the Second Caribbean Tax
of creating sub-regional preferential trading blocConference, held 17 & 18 February 1994 in Cancun, Mexico. a .encom-

passing not only these three countries but the CARICOM
group and members of the Central American Common Mar-
ket. Mercosur (Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay) isFree or freer trade and the economic integration of national scheduled to eliminate intra-regional tariffs in 1995:0 Under

economies are ideas whose time has come for the Western the stimulus of Mercosur, Brazil's exports to the other three
hemisphere. The North American Free Trade Agreement members rose from 4 percent of total exports in 1990 to 12
(NAFA),establishing a free trade zone encompassingmore percent in 1992.' Colombia alone is reported to be negotiat-than 365 million persons and a gross national product of $ 6.5 ing with 22 other Latin American countries. ColombianFor-trillion, entered into force on 1 January 1994, among the eign Minister Noemi Sanin has stated, Before the end of theUnited States, Mexico and Canada. In 1993, trade between century, we aspire to achieve the planet's most importantMexico and Venezuelajumped to $ 2 billion, four times 1991 trading bloc - the American bloc.'/2
levels,' largely as a result of movement toward a free trade
area among Mexico, Venezuela and Colombia. Trade among Globally, 117 nations recently completed a comprehensiveLatin America's 11 largest nations reached $ 19.2 billion in revision and expansion of the world trading system, the Gen-
1992, an increase of 28 percent.2 The various intra-regionai eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATI).13 The
free trade agreements, discussed below, have lowered the
average tariffs charged by Latin American nations to 15 per-
cent in 1992, from 56 percent in 1985.3 1. New York Times,29 December 1993, at C2. For detailed statisticson Latin

American and Caribbean region trade, see U.S.A.I.D., Latin America and the
Caribbean Economic and Social Dam 129-88 (May 1993)(hereinafterNAFTA by its terms contemplatesadditional membershipby USAID).

countries within the Western hemisphere. Chile and Argenti- 2. Id.

na, along with Colombia, Venezuelaand several others in the 3. Id.
4. In this paper, North America means Mexico, Canada and the UnitedCaribbean Basin,4 are likely early candidates for NAFTA States. The Caribbean Basin means the island nations of the Caribbean sea, theaccession.5
seven nations of Central America (Belize, Guatemala, EI Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama) and the South American nations of

Independently of NAFTA, the United States has provided Venezuela, Colombia, Guyana and Surinam.
arepreferential access to the US market for the region through

5. The other most likely candidates in the region probably Jamaica,
Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, the Dominican Republic and Costa Rica,the Caribbean Basin Initiative since 1983,6 and it iS poSSi- depending on the willingness of the NAFTA parties to negotiate individually

ble, as discussed below, that this will evolve into a broader with smaller nations rather than with groups such as CARICOM or the Central

trading relationship. Since 1992 and in the case of Peru, American Common Market. With Argentina, there is a question as to whether
to or as par1993, similarprivilegeshave been provided to most members

Argentina will seek accession NAFTA alone of the Mercosur
group (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay). Bureau of National Affairs,of the Andean group (Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador and Colombia, InternationalTrade Reporter(23 December 1993), at I.

but not Venezuela.)7 6. Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act, P.L. 98-76,5 August 1993, as

amended, 19 U.S.C. 2701 et seq.

For the Clinton Administration, NAFTA (and the special
7. AndeanTrade PreferenceAct, Sec. 203, P..L. 102-82.19 U.S.C. 3201 et

seq.
tradng relationships)are only the beginning. As Secretary of 8. See supra note 1.
Commerce Ron Brown has stated, Most of it [regional eco- 9. Id.

nomic integration] could happen before the end of the centu-
10. Mercosurrecently reduced intemal tariffs to 18% of the extemal tariff rates

from 25% in 1993 and will eliminate intemal tariffs on 1 January 1995.-
-

ry.8 As one might have expected the United States has bene- Bureau of National Affairs, InternationalTrade Daily (13 January 1994), at 8.
fited enormously from the freeing of trade in Latin America; 11. Id.

US exports to Latin America increased by 25 percent in 1992 12. Seesupranote I.
13. See Final RoundAct Embodyingthe Resultsof the Uruguay RoundofMul-alone, and halfofLatin America's trade is now with the Unit- tilateral Trade Negotiations, MTN/FTA, 15 December 1993 (hereinafterFinaled States.9 Act).
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Uruguay Round agreements will further reduce tariff and businesses, eliminated double taxation,18 among others. In
non-tarff barriers worldwide, and extend GATT disciplines many instances, this has been a painful process, hurting inef-
to services, intellectual property and trade-related invest- ficient industries and ncurring the enmity of powerful inter-

ment, among others. est groups. Yet the result in each instance has been to stimu-

The movement toward freer trade is already having signifi- late trade, foreign investment and new economic activity.'9
cant impacts on investment throughoutthe region, particular- $ 19.4 billion worth of Latin American intra-regional trade

ly in the smaller nations of Central America and the was, after all, achieved in 1992, before any of the major intra-

Caribbean. The Inter-American Development Bank reports regional trading blocs, or NAFTA, had entered into force!

that the Latin American region has attracted $ 100 billion in
Third, regional trade agreementsoperate in part by establish-

net capital inflows over the past three years, a spectacular ing preferential trade within the reducing eliminat-
comeback from the 1980s, where the region was largely

group, or

absent from internationalcapital markets.l4 US direct invest- ng tariffs on originating products below each countries
most favoured nation (MFN) tariffs, those charged on

ment in Latin America increased from $ 71.142 billion in

1990 to $ 80.389 in 1991.I5 Eduardo McBride, president of imports from other nations, and by eliminating quantitative
restrictions which otherwise exist. Free trade agreements are

the PeruvianExportersAssociation,has predicted that almost
thus dependent differential between the MFN tariffs

all foreign investment in Peru over the next decade will be
on a

directed toward exports, particularly to the North American (and non-tariff barriers) determined by the GATT, and the

market being created by NAFTA.16 preferential rates offered within the arrangement. As MFN

tariffs decrease or are eliminated and non-tariff barriers are

What does this movement mean for the nations of the phased out as a result of GATT negotiations, the advantage
CaribbeanBasin and their efforts to achieve economicdevel- provided by the free trade agreement also decreases. US tar-

opment and a higher standard of living for their people iffs on most other goods average about 4 percent, and will

through the stimulus of trade and investmentflowsThis pre- decrease by 34 percent in the aggregate as a result of the

sentation first sets out several basic considerations that affect UruguayRound, to an averageofabout 3 percent, although
foreign investment driven by opening markets. Second, it tariffs on some sensitive items such as textiles and footwear

reviews the major arrangements seeking free or freer trade remain high.2o Also, the unilateral tariff preferences estab-

affecting the region - NAFTA, CBI, the Andean Initiative lished by the United States for Caribbean Basin and most

and its possible extension to NAFTA, the ntra-Caribbean Andean nations, discussed below, has reduced or eliminated

arrangementsnow being formed, and GATT. Finally, it seeks many tariffs on manufactured goods from the region. Thus,

to assess the impact of these trends on nvestment trends in the incrementa.l tariff benefits for the countries of the region
the region for the rest of the century. under an expandedNAFTAmay be less significant than other

factors.

In contrast, where the average MFN tariffs are 15 percent, as

I. KEY FACTORS AFFECTING INVESTMENT with Latin American generally,2' the advantage in free trade
for members of intra-regional trading blocs is substantial,

When considering the impact of free or freer trade on invest- particularly if the dynamics of free trade create increased

ment, it is useful to keep in mind several significant factors intra-regional demand for products produced within the

that in the final analysis may be as important as the provi- region.
sions of the trade agreements themselves. First, investors

thrive on predictability, rules of the game which once deter-

mined are not likely to be changed unilaterally, and security
for their investments and technology. When such rules are

embodied in an internationalagreement,whether a free trade

agreement such as the NAFTA or an accord such as the

bilateral investment treaties (BITs) concluded between the
14. FrederickZ. Jasperson,quoted in OAS Trade News (October 1993), at 5.

United States and many developing nations, investors enjoy 15. USAID, at 198.

an increased level of confidence.17 16. Bureau of National Affairs, International Trade Daily (22 December

1993), at 1.

Secondly, the process by which a country prepares itself to 17. For example, the United States and Jamaica executed a BIT on 4 February

participate in a free trade agreementcan be almost as impor- 1994. Bureau of National Affairs, InternationalBusiness & Finance Daly (9

tant as the agreement itself in improving the attractivenessof February 1994), at 10.
18. See Convention Between the Governmentof the United States of America

the country to new investment, both foreign and domestic. and the Governmentof the United Mexican States for the Avoidanceof Double

Mexico, for example, during the last eight years, and Chile, Taxation and the PreventionofFiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income

during the last five or six, have radically changed their of 18 September 1992, which entered into force on 1 January 1994. Commerce

economies in preparation for entry into NAFTA. Each has Clearing House, TaxTreaties 35,807 (1993).
19. See US InternationalTrade Commission,Review ofTrade and Investment

become a member of the GATT, reduced tariff and non-tariff Measures by Mexico and Prospectsfor Future US-MexicanRelations passim

barriers, introduced various domestic measures to encourage (USITC Publ. 2275, April 1990)

competitionand reduce government interferencein business, 20. Executive Summary, Results of the GATI' Uruguay Round of Multilateral

Trade Negotiations,at 7,58 Fed. Reg. 76268, 76274 (20 December 1993) (here-
enacted new legislation on investment and protection of inafter Executive Summary).
intellectual property, prvatized many govemment-owned 21. Seesupra note 1.
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Il. ARRANGEMENTSTHAT ENCOURAGE Secondly, NAFTA establishes extensive protection for for-
REGIONALTRADE eign investment,not unlike that provided in the series ofBITs

the United States has concluded with various countries.
A. North American Free Trade Agreement Chapter 11 of NAFTA provides for national treatment or

most favoured nation treatment for foreign investments;It is NAFTA, of course, that more than any other factor has eliminates most prior government approvals for investment;sparked the interest of the Western hemisphere n free trade. eliminates most performance requirements, such as mini-This is understandable, since NAFTA offers not only bene- mum levels or exports or use of local parts and raw materials;fits, but threatens serious adverse dislocations for manY assures repatriationof capital and profits; bars expropriationCaribbean Basin countries that are not part of the pact, as one
except under international law standards; and provides bind-knowledgeable observer, Jamaican Ambassador to the Unit- ing international arbitration for disputes between foreigned States Richard L. Bernal, has noted: investors and host governments.28 A new Mexican foreign

The structure of trade in the region, ensures that the impact of investment law already implements these provisions.29
NAFTA will be substantial. Fifty to 70 percent of exports of CBI
countries go to the three NAFTA countries. With such a significant Third, NAFTA provides unprecedented access to foreign-
proportion of the region's trade taking place with the United Owned services, including but not limited to financial ser-

States, and given the importance of trade to economic growth, vices (banks, insurance companies and brokerage houses)
there is concern that NAFTA could result in trade diversion and and transportation.3o It is anticipated that US and Canadian
not in trade creation.22 investment in the Mexican financial sector will increase the

The principal reasons for this, as we shall see, are NAFFA's supply of available credit for business, particularly small
investment provisions and elimination over time of all tariff business, and consumers in Mexico.31
and non-tariffbarriers, insofar as those provisions apply onlY Fourth, NAFTA provides a high level of protection for intel-
to Mexico, or to Mexico and certain other developingnations lectual property (patents, trade marks, copyright, tradewithin the region. secrets) and requires effectivemeasures to deal with infringe-
NAFTA is a cornprehensivetrade and investrnentagreement, ment and counterfeiting.32 Again, Mexican law already
covering, inter alia, elimination of tariff and non-tariff bar- implements these provisions through 1991 legislation.33
riers; foreign investment; services; governmentprocurement; Fifth, NAFTA opens the Mexican market to procurementby
protectionof intellectualproperty; customs procedures; reso- Mexican government entities, including Pemex, the
lution of trade and other disputes; and, with its side agree- petroleum monopoly, and Comision Federal de Electricidad,
nents, protection of the environmentand labour standards.23 which controls electric power production and distrbution,
While a full analysis of NAFFA's provisions is beyond the subject to certain minimum contracting thresholds.34
scope of this article, several highlights relating to investment Other NAFTA provisions provide for harmonized and sim-
require emphasis. plified customs procedures and various standards, as well as

First, NAFTA provides for elirnination of all intra-regional for settlernent of disputes over application of anti-dumping
tariffs. Tariffs on many products were eliminated or substan- and countervailingduty laws.35 While US and Canadian trade
tially reduced on 1 January 1994; others are removed over laws are not changed, Mexico has introduced a new Foreign
five, ten or fifteen years.24 The tariff reduction schedules are Trade Law that effects important procedural changes, guar-
implemented on a country-by-countrybasis; as between the anteeing a much higher level of transparencyand procedural
United States and Canada, the tariff reductions under the due process.36 Trilateral commissions created under the
US-CanadaFree Trade Agreement (providing for tariffelirn. NAFTA side agreements on the environment and labour,
ination in no more than ten years beginning 1 January 1989)
are unchanged.25 NAFTA also eliminates tariffs on textiles
and apparel over ten years. Textile quotas on products that 22. Statement submitted to the US House of Representativeshearings on The
meet NAFTA rules of origin (normally, the yam used in the Caribbean Basin Free Trade Agreements Act (H.R. 1403), 24 June 1993, at 3.

product must be of North American origin) are eliminated as
23. See David A. Gantz, A Preliminary Assessment of the North American
Free Trade Agreement, 46 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentationof 1 January 1994, and tariffs on Mexican textile products (September 1992), at 424.

that do not meet NAFTA rules of origin are phased out over 24. NAFTA, Arts. 102, 301, Annex 302.2
ten years.26 25. NAFTA, Annex 302.2.

26. NAFA, Ch. 3, Annex 300-B.
The only goods subject to free trade are those which originate 27. NAFTA, Ch. 4, Annex 401.

in North America. Normally, this means all materials and 28. NAFTA, Ch. 11, Sec. A. See David A. Gantz, Resolution of Investment

inputs are North Amencan, or a substantial manufacturing
Disputes Under the North American Free Trade Agreement, 10 Arizona J. of
lnt'l & Comp. L (1993), at 335.

process takes place within the region. However, in some 29. Foreign InvestmentLaw, Diario Oficiai, 27 December 1993.
instances, a minimum percentage of the cost or value of the 30. NAFTA, Ch. 14.

product must be of North American origin. For example, 31. See North American Free Trade Agreement: Mexican GovernmentKeen
to Increase Competition,FinanciaiTimes, 13 August 1992, at 3.55 percent of the net cost of most footwear must be of North 32. NAFTA, Ch 17

American origin if the footwear is to receive NAFTA bene- 33. Law for the Development and Protection of Industrial Property, Diario
fits.27 Finally, in a few cases, a particularcomponent, such as Oicial,27 June 199 I .

34. NAFTA, Ch. 10.the picture tube for large screen colour television receivers, 35. See NAFTA, Chs. 5,9,19.
must be of North American origin. 36. Foreign Trade Law of Mexico, Diario Oicial, 27 July 1993.
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will provide,mechanisms to assure that the individual mem- The Clinton Administration, perhaps reflecting domestic

ber countries effectively enforce their own environmental political concems, has not formally endorsed the Gibbons

and labour laws, with the possibilityof trade sanctions if such approach. However,PresidentClinton, meeting recently with

enforcementrequirementsare not met.37 the presidents of Central America, confirmed that he had

NAFTA specifically provides accession by additional coun- shared concerns about NAFTA's potential short-term effects on

tries or groups of countries subject to such terms and condi- the flow of trade and investment to Central America... and pledged
that my administration will work with Congress and Central

tions as may be agreed between such country or countries... American governments to design affirmative strategies to stimu-

and following approval in accordance with the applicable late regional trade.45

legal procedures of each country.38 However, NAFTA does

not specify the requirements for such accession beyond this More recently, the US Trade Representative,Mickey Kantor,

general statement, thus effectively leaving the terms of each who heads an nter-agencygroup studying the ways to expand

future accession to negotiationamong the affected nations. free trade in the hemisphere, has endorsed the concept of a

building block approach using interim bilateral agreements
with smaller nations - presumably including many in the

B. US trade preferencesfor the Caribbean Caribbeanand Central America- who do not and will not for

some time be in a position to accept the full obligations of

While the United States currentlyhas no free trade agreement NAFTA membership, to protect the region from trade and

with any nation of the Caribbean Basin, it has long main- investmentdiversions.46Under this approach, which might be

tainedpreferential trading relationshipswth most Caribbean incorporated in the US legislation implementing the

Basin nations (except Cuba). The Generalized System of UruguayRoundofGATTnegotiationsthat is expected to be

Preferences (GSP), a worldwide programme providing duty introduced late this spring, the CaribbeanBasin nations would

free entry to the US market for many manufacturedproducts, receive US market access equivalent to NAFTA, and would

has been in effect for 18 years.39 The current US GSP pro- be expected in return to agree to long term US access to their

gramme expires 30 September,but is likely to be renewed as markets, strong measures to prevent textile transshipment,
part of the implementing legislation for the GATI Uruguay and strengthened intellectualproperty legislation.47
Round agreements. It seems likely, therefore, at this writing (February 1994) that

The United States also has a special programme for the the Administrationwill work with Congress to deal with the

region, CaribbeanBasin EconomicRecoveryAct (CBERA), diversion problem, although whether the solution will be

nitiated in 1983 and expanded in 1991.40Unlike GSP, this is either effective or prompt remains to be seen.

a permanent programme,not subject to periodic reauthoriza-
tion. Under CBERA, duty-freeexports from the region to the

United States increasedfrom $ 8.2 billion in 1991 to $ 9.4 bil_ C. Intra-regionalpreferential trading agreements
lion in 1992, or by nearly 15 percent,4l There are, of course, two significant intra-regional trade

Both GSP and CBI are subject to a variety of conditions and agreements of long duration, the Central AmericanCommon

exceptions. With both programmes, articles must demon-
Market (CACM) and CARICOM. CACM was formed in

196048 by Costa Rica, Nicaragua,El Salvador, Honduras and
strate 35 percent local or regional content to be eligible for

duty-free benefits.42 GSP excludes many sensitive products,
Guatemala, and until 1969 achieved considerable success at

such as colour televisions.CBERAhas fewer exclusions,but removing trade barriers to manufactured products. Unfortu-

they are significant: textiles and apparel, footwear, tuna, nately, the Soccer War of 1969 between El Salvador and

petroleum, watches and watch parts.43 Unlike NAFTA, both Honduras, followed by civil strife in El Salvador, Guatemala

GSP and CBERA are unilateral programmes; the beneficiary
and Nicaragua,made the CACM moribundfor more than two

decades. However, as interest in regional integration and
countries are not required to open their markets to US goods
on a reciprocal basis.

NAFTAncreases within the region, efforts are being made to

resuscitate the CACM, in part because some suspect that the

Because of concerns that NAFTA will negate the benefits of

CBERA by diverting trade and investmentfrom the region to

Mexico, legislation has been proposed by the Chairman of
37. See North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, North

American Agreementon Labour Cooperation, 14 September 1993.

the Trade Subcommitteeof the House Ways and Means Com- 38. NAFTA,Art. 2204(1).

mittee Sam Gibbons that would give the Caribbean Basin 39. Title V, Trade Act of 1974, as amended, 19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.

temporaryparitywith NAFTA for a three-yearperiod, dur- 40. Title II, Customs and Trade Act of 1990, 19 U.S.C. 2401 et seq
41. Journal ofCommerce,29 November 1993, at 5A.

ing which time the nations of the region would be expected to 42. See Harmonized Tariff Schedules of the United States (1993), General

negotiate accession to NAFTA or separate free trade agree- Note 3(c)(v)

ments with the United States.44 Significantly, during the 43. 19 U.S.C. 2701.
44. CaribbeanBasin Free Trade AgreementsAct, H.R. 1403, 103rd Cong., 1 st

three-yeargrace period the free trade and other obligationsof
Sess., 18 March 1993.

NAFTA would not be reciprocal. In this sense, the Gibbons 45. Press Conference by President Clinton et al., The White House, Washing-
bill would simply be a furtherextensionof CBERA, although ton, D.C., 30 November 1993, at 3.

after the three-year period the nations of the region would 46. Inside US Trade, 28 January 1994, at 7-8.
47. Inside US Trade, 11 February 1994, at 6-7.

either be required to accept reciprocal obligations or lose 48. General Treaty for Central American Economic Integration of 13 Decem-

NAFTA benefits. ber 1960,455 U.N.T.S. 3 (1963).
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United States will not be willing to negotiate accession to Japan) agreed to reduce tariffs overall by approximatelyone
NAFAon a small country by small country basis. third, although the tariff reductions on specific items vary.
CARICOM was formed in 1973;49 its membership now

Those countries will eliminate tariffs entirely on pharmaceu-
tical products,- construction equipment, agrcultural equip-includes 13 English-speaking nations. CARICOM's objec-

tives include strengtheningthe respectiveeconomies through ment, medical equipment, steel, beer, distilled spirits, paper,
elimination of trade barriers and presenting a common front toys and furniture, and other countries' tariffs on such prod-
in intemational trade negotiations. However, repeated efforts ucts will also be reduced. Many other tariffs are reduced,usu-

to eliminate intra-regional tariffs have achieved only limited ally over a period of five years beginning 1 July 1995.54
success due in part to the competitive nature of many of the While the relatively high US textile and apparel tariffs are
Caribbeaneconomies. reduced by only about 12 percent, the US and other GAT'
More recently, Mexico, Venezuela and Colombia have parties agreed to eliminate textile quotas (through the Multi-

fiber Agreement) within ten years.55 This reduces, but by noactively pursued sub-regionaleconomic integration. A trilat-
eral free trade agreement among Mexico, Venezuela and means eliminates, the advantagesafforded to Mexican textile

Colombia was concluded in principle in October 1993 and is producers by the NAFTA.

expected to enter into force early in 1994. The agreement The new GATT agreement contains NAFTA-like provisions
contemplates the reciprocal eliminationof tariffs on virtually for the protection of intellectual property,56 and limited cov-
all products in intra-regional trade within a ten-year period erage of service industries.57 (Negotiations on the financiai
(12 years for automobiles).50 sector are continuing.)GATr investmentprovisions provide
Perhaps more significantly for the Caribbean Basin as a generally for national treatment and limit performance
whole, these three larger countries, led by Venezuela, are requirements, but the Trade Related Investment Measures

fall far short of the comprehensiveness of Chapter 11 ofseeking freer trade arrangements with the members of the
NAFTA, and are not likely in themselves to encourage for-Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM) and the Central

AmericanCommonMarket (CACM). Venezuelahas conclud- eign investment in GATT member states.58
ed an agreement in principle with CARICOMwhich provides Other provisions of the agreement are intended to reduce
CARICOMnations with preferentialaccess to the Venezuelan non-tariff barriers, revise the international rules relating to
market for specified lists of products for which duties would unfair trade (dumping, government subsidies), facilitate cus-
be eliminated either immediately or over five years; over a toms harmonization and provide more effective dispute set-
second five-year period, full reciprocity is to be achieved, tlement mechanisms.59
subject to certain exceptions. Venezuela would receive most In some respects, it is probably fortunate that the Uruguayfavoured nation tariff treatment and no new quantitative Round fall short of NAFTA in rnportantrestrictionswould be imposed on Venezuelangoods.5 agreements

respects. The interest in the United States ofobtainingbroad-
Discussions are now under way to formalize the CARI- er international acceptance of the more comprehensive
COM-Venezuelaarrangements and expand them to include NAFTA provisions, particularly in the investment, services
Colombia and Mexico. If these efforts are successful, they and intellectual property areas, should help to assure that
would give CARICOM access to a tri-country market of 160 NAFTA or its equivaent will remain open to other hemi-
million persons and an aggregate gross national product of $ spherc nations.
275 billion.52 Some discussions along the same lines are

apparentlybeing pursued with the nations of Central America.
Ill. IMPACT ON INVESTMENTDECISIONS IN

As noted earlier, several other regional economic integration THE REGION
movements exist, including Mercosur and the Andean Com-
mon Market. However, these have little practical impact on Foreign investment decisions other than those relating to

any of the Caribbean Basin countries, except for the Andean unique natural resources are almost always based on a multi-

Group, of which both Columbiaand Venezuela are parties.
49. Treaty Establishing the Caribbean Community of 4 July 1973, 10 I.L.M.
1033 (1973).

D. Conclusion of the Uruguay Round GATT 50. Journal ofCommerce, 15 October 1993, at A.

negotiations
51. 1993 Agreement on Trade and Investment Between CARICOM and
Venezuela.
52. Journal ofCommerce, 15 October 1993, at A.On 15 December 1993, seven years of trade negotiations 53. See Executive Summary,58 Fed. Reg. 67264 (20 December 1993).

were formally concluded, although work on specific tariff 54. Executive Summary, at 2-3,58 Fed. Reg. 67269, 67270 (20 December
reduction measures continues. When ratified by the member 1993).

55. Agreementon Textiles and Clothing, Final Act Embodying the Results ofstates, the revised GAT - a new Multilateral Trade Organi- the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, MTN/FA I-AIA-5,15zation (MTO) - will enter into force on 11 July 1995.53 Many December 1993; see ExecutiveSummary, at 7,58 Fed. Reg. 67274 (20 Decem-
of the GATT provisions,designed for worldwide application, ber 1993).
will affect trade and investment in the Caribbean Basin. 56. Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property, Final Act,

Annex IC.
A major feature of the Uruguay Round, as with the six earli- 57. General Agreementon Trade in Services, Final Act, Annex 1 B.

58. See Agreement on Trade Related Investment Measures, Final Act,er rounds, was tariff reduction. The major industrialized MTN/FA rI-A1A-7.
countries (United States, Canada, European Union and 59. See Final Act, passim.
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plicity of factors, including not only the investment climate production will be shifted from the CaribbeanBasin to Mex-

and access to the local market and importantexport markets, ico as a result of NAFTA, unless the United States quickly
but qualityof infrastructure;cost and skills of the local labour takes steps, such as those discussedearlier, to assure compa-

force; availabilityof parts and materiais; shipping distances; rable US market access.

local language and customs; stability and reliability of the US footwear tariffs also relatively high, ranging from
host country's legal and political systems; level of environ-

are

eightpercent to more than 67 percentad valorem.68The Unit-
mental regulation; availability of special tax holidays or ed States apparently unwilling to reduce most footwear
other benefits; availability of reliable joint venture partners,

was

tariffs as part of the Uruguay Round GATT negotiations.
etc. It is obvious that these factors differ significantly from

Thus, for rubber footwear, particularly, where US tariffs
country to country, and will be affected by the type ofnvest-

are often in excess of 20 percent, even the gradual, phased
ment, goods or product produced or services offered, etc. tariff reductions under NAFTA will make Mexico morea

It is evident, nevertheless, that the investment climate and attractive site for new production.
access to the large markets of North America and the For other products, the impact of NAFTA tariff reductions is
Caribbean Basin, particularly the United States, Mexico and. much less clear. The CaribbeanBasin nations already benefit
Canada, and to a lesser extent, Venezuela and Colombia, are from duty-free access to the US market for most products
likely to be major factors influencing investment decisions, under CBERA. Current producers of those products in the

particularly where there exist more potential projects than region have little incentive to shift production to Mexico. It is
there is capital to fund them. In this respect, in addition to also likely that US duties and non-taiffbarriers will be per-
NAFTA benefits for foreign investors, Mexico already manently reduced or eliminated under GATT for some addi-

enjoys significant advantages over many Caribbean Basin tional products, including agriculturalproducts, of interest to

nations with regard to the attractiveness of the internal mar- the region, although it will be difficult to assess the impactof

ket, size of the labour force, proximity to the United States, these reductions on the Caribbean Basin until the GATT tar-

availabilityof raw materials, etc., despite some drawbacks.60 iff reduction schedules are made public in March or April
In light of these apparent advantages, unless and until the 1994.

CaribbeanBasin nations are afforded the benefits of NAFTA It is more difficult at this time to determine to what extent

or their equivalent,NAFTA is likely to create investmentand Caribbean Basin access to the Venezuela-Mexico-Colom-
trade diversion from the basin to Mexico, at least in the short bian marketwill affect nvestmentdecisions, where the alter-
term. native is direct investment in one of those three nations with

In terms of investment, with two exceptions (Panama and
a manufacturing operation designed to allow the product to

be traded duty-free within the three country sub-group. Of
now, Jamaica)61 the Caribbean Basin nations have not con-

cluded BITs with the United States. This factor alone is like- course, where duty free access is granted to CARICOM and

CACM for agricultural and other products that are indige-
ly to weigh in favour of Mexico when investment decisions
are made by Canadianand US companies, simply because of

nous to the region, the impact on trade-driven investment
could be very beneficial. In any event, the rapid increase in

the additional assurance a binding nternational agreement
covering investment provides. To some extent this could be intra-regional trade suggests that these subregional agree-

remedied in the short term by concludingBITs with the Unit-
ments could be helpful, particularly to the smaller countries

ed States, without waiting for NAFTA, although to date few
n the region, in maintainingor increasingexports.

Latin Americancountries have chosen to do so.62 For those Caribbean nations whose economic activity is

focusedon the service sectors,particularlytourism and finan-
Trade barrier reduction is also important, particularly in the cial services, the impact of NAFTA is problematical. The
textile and clothing sector, which is very mportant to the removal of existing barriers to US and Canadian nvestment
Caribbean Basin. The fact that NAFTA provides both tariff

n the transportation, telecommunications, banking, insur-
elimination and quota elimination is significant. NAFTA

originatinggoods will enjoy quota-freeaccess to the US mar-

ket immediately, and quotas on Mexican and Canadian tex-
60. The recent peasantuprisings in SouthernMexicomay have some impacton

some investmentdecisions regarding Mexico, until and unless it becomes clear

tiles that do not meet the NAFTA rules of origin are liberal- that political stability will be speedily restored. See Tim Golden, Left Behind,

ized.63 In contrast, the GATT textile provisionswill not elim- Mexico's Indians Fight the Future, New York Times, 9 January 1994, at lE.

inate US quotas until the year 2005.64 US textile tariffs on Also, as was obvious to any participant in the Cancun, Mexico, conference for

NAFTA originating products are phased out by 1 January
which this article was prepared,Mexico's telecommunicationssystem is ineffi-

cient and expensive.
2004, while US MFN tariffs will remain indefinitely, only 61. US Dept. of State, Treaties in Force 195 (1993); Treaty Concerning the

12 percent on the average below current levels.65 Treatmentand Protectionof Investmentsof 27 October 1982 (entered into force

30 May 1991).

Many Caribbean Basin countries assemble garments made 62. Argentina,Panamaand Ecuadorare the principalexceptions. See US Dept.

from fabrics formed and cut in the United States; when such
ofState, Treates n Force, passim.
63. NAFTA, Annex 300B.

finished goods are re-exported to the United States, duty is 64. Art. 3, Agreementon Textiles and Clothing,Final Act, MTN/FA li-AlA-5.

paid only on the value added abroad.66 UndeNAFTA, how- 65. See Executive Summary, Results, at 7,58 Fed. Reg. 67274 (20 December

ever, US duties on such garments when finished in Mexico 1993).
66. Item 9802, Tariff Schedules of the United States (1993).

were eliminated on 1 January 1994.67 Given the mobility of 67. NAFTA, Annex 300B, App. 2.4.

textile production,it is reasonable to assume that some textile 68. Ch. 64, HarmonizedTariff Schedules of the United States.
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ance and construction sectors could provide a further incen- al property. In a highly competitive market for the foreign
tive for US investmentin tourism, although apparently these investment dollar, the NAFTA benefits of free access to the
measures have not significantly impeded US activity in this US market, protection of foreign investment and protection
sector.69 Nor is Mexico likely to offer competition as a tax of intellectual property will be difficult to overcome in situa-
haven. tions where investors have a choice of locations; parity in

terms of US market access alone may not be sufficient.For the more traditional foreign investor, an investmentdeci-
sion will require in the frst instance (a) assessment of the Access by the smaller countries to the markets of Mexico,competing investment climates, including the availabilityof Colombiaand Venezuela through the new free trade arrange-investment treaty protection; and (b) careful analysis of rele- ments currently being completed will be helpful, but proba-vant tariff levels and non-tariffbarriers underGATT, NAFTA bly not as significant as the access to the US, Mexican andand any regional free or preferential arrangements. Canadian markets offered by accession to NAFTA. It can

thus be hoped that both US and CaribbeanBasin nations' for-Under these circumstances, it seems evident that the coun-

tries of the CaribbeanBasin that are parties to NAFTA, or are eign and economic policies will make expansion of NAFTA

headed in that direction under the Gibbons parity approach to the Caribbean region a high priority.
or something similar to it, will have a decided advantage in
attracting new investment (or preventing shifts of existing 69. US International Trade Commission, The Likely /mpact the Unitedonproduction to Mexico), provided that they are prepared to Statesofa FreeTrade AgreementwithMexico4-41, fn. 178 (USITC Publ. 2353,offer equivalent protection for US investment and intellectu- February 1991).

TA T1 NN IN E T ENTA
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The following four articles were presented at the Sixth Annual Australasian Tax Teachers' Conference,
held 19,20 and 21 January 1994 in Sydney, Australia.

NEW ZEALAND

AN OVERVIEWOF THE AcCRUALPROVISIONSAND ISSUES
ARISING THEREUNDER*

Martin A. Smith

lighted the accruals area as an area of taxation law requiring
LL B(Hons.), LL M, Dip. Fin. Mgt., Director of Taxation Research, review. The Committee produced a discussion paper on the
Ernst & Young, New Zealand. operational aspects of the accruals regime in October 1991,
* This article is based upon a paper presented to the 1994 and its final report these (and other) matters releasedon was

AustralasianTax Teachers' Conference, but updated.for a more in October 1992.
recent Court of Appeal decision.

In brief terms, the structureof Sections 64B-64Mcan be

summarizedas follows:

I. BACKGROUND
Section 64B - Definitions;

Sections 64B to 64M were inserted into New Zealand's
Income Tax Act 1976 in March 1987, but with application Section 64BA - Meaning of the terms acquisition price and

core acquisition price [necessary for the
from the income year commencing 1 April 1985. The pro- purpose of the base price adjustment see-

posal to implement these accrual rules (as. they have Section 64F, below];
become popularly called) was announced by the Minister of Section 64C Methods of accounting for income and-

Finance in his 31 July 1986 Budget, in the following expenditureduring the term of a financial

terms: arrangement;

One of the most importantsources of domestic tax avoidancearis- Section 64CA - Treatmentof a financial arrangementthat

es from the mismatch between the time at which deductions are includes an excepted financial

allowed and income is recognized.... As a first move to overcome arrangement;
these problems, the Governmentwill introduce rules which bring Section 64D - Description of, and tax treatment to be
the tax treatmentof certain expenditureand income closer to nor- adopted by, persons who may account on a

mal accounting treatment. With respect to expenditure, the rules cash basis;
will be modelled on Canadian legislation.' Interest income and

other returns on debt securities will generally be assessable on a
Section 64E - Power for the Commissionerto issue

determinationson many detailed aspects of
yield to maturity basis. Details of the proposed changes will be methods and of information to be
published within a month and a consultative committee will be

sources

used under the regime;
establishedto examinethem. The new rules will apply in respectof

debt securities issued or acquired, and to certain categories of Section 64F - Calculation to be undertaken on the

expenditure incurred, after tonight, except where a binding con- maturity, remission or disposal of a financial

tract was entered into prior to tonight. arrangement [called the base.price
adjustment];

The promisedconsultativedocumentmaterializedin October Section 64FA - Special provisions dealing with rural debt

1986, and a consultativecommitteewas establishedunder the and 64FB restructuring and new start grants for
farmers;

chairmanship of Dr Donald Brash.2 The Consultative Com-
mittee on Accrual Tax Treatmentof Income and Expenditure
reported in April 1987, and produced a shorter, supplemen-
tary report on tax reform and interim solutions in June 1987.3

Subsequently, the government commissioned and received

special reports from consultants on Trusts and Estates and

the Accrual Regime,4 and The Effect of the Accrual
1. Resulting in the current Sec. 104A of the Income Tax Act (hereinafter
referred to as ITA).

Regime on Property Transactions(July 1988). 2. Now Governorof the Reserve Bank of New Zealand.
3. The Committee also produced a (different) supplementary report on the

In May 1990, the ConsultativeCommitteeon the Taxationof Bill introduced to Parliament, that was released in June 1987.

Income from Capital (chaired by Mr Arthur Valabh) high- 4. Not publicly released.
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Section 646 - Rules for the tax treatmentof amounts owing in respectof financial arrangementsare automaticallysubject
under a financial arrangement that are to the accrual provisions. As McClennan and Truman5 put it,
written off as bad debts; in November 1987:

Section 64H - Disclosure requirements in respect of inter-
related arrangementsthat together comprise Foreign exchangeare now assessable [sic] and losses deductible in

the year they occur, rather than at the end of the life of the arrange-a financial arrangement;
ment. The gain or loss resultant from conversion of the income orSection 641 - Power for the Commissionerto adjust the expenditure for that year, into New Zealand dollars, at balanceincome/expenditureof parties to a financiai date, is included as part of the total income or expenditure relatingarrangementwhere those parties are to the arrangement.associated and variations to the amounts

payable occurred in an attempt to defeat the
intent and application of the accrual This outcome was justified by the ConsultativeDocument as
provisions [such an adjustment being called a follows:
post facto adjustment];

The basic objective of the new accnal rules is to treat all forms ofSection 64K - Transitional provision regulating the
application of the accrual provisions with debt instruments in the same way, as far as possible, SO that the
regard to debt instrumentsthat expressly influence of the tax system on the form n which debts are struc-
involve a variable principal; tured is minimized. Consistent with this objective, it is necessary

in the case of foreign currency-denominated loans to take intoSection 64L - Regulation of the relationship between account exchange gains and losses accrual basis. Exchangeon ansections 648-64M and the rest of the Income gains and losses are as much a part of income or expense as isTax Act, and particularlyaccording the former interest.priority in relation to the calculation of
income and expenditure under a financial
arrangement; and But a strong argumentcan be put that foreign exchange fluc-

Section 64M - Exclusions from the operation of the accrual tuations are frequently not identical or analogous to interest.
rules, including transitional exclusions,
matrimonial agreements, non-resident Submissions received by the Brash Consultative Committee
withholding tax, and non-residentswhere the raised a number of arguments against bringing foreignfinancial arrangementdoes not relate to a exchangegains and losses within the accrual calculations,butbusiness carried on through a fixed the Committee found them unconvincing.6establishment in New Zealand.

According to Chapter 1 of the Consultative Document, the
objectives of the regime were as follows:

5. M. McClennan and P. Truman, The Accruals Regime, presented as part
(a) to remove deficiencies in the Income Tax Act 1976 which of the New Zealand Society of Accountants', Taxation: Accruals Workshop

allow expenditure to be deducted before the corresponding (November 1987), at 3.
6. The following passage appears in paras. 56 and 57 of the Committee'srevenue is assessable;
report:(b) to require income and expenditure to be recognized on an ...The arguments were:

accrual basis to minimize the scope for arbitrage between tax- 56.1 The taxation of unrealizedgains would cause cash flow problems for busi-
payers on different tax rates; and nesses required to make tax payments where there was no corresponding(c) to minimize the additional administrative and compliance income flow.
costs of the new provisions by rnaking them compatible with 56.2 Foreign exchange denominated instrunents are often 'hedged' - either by
accounting practices, except where this conflicts with the the existence of a forward contract, or a matching asset or liability. Such
other objectives listed above. matching assets or liabilities would often not be financial arrangements.

Unless the accrued gains on these items were also brought to charge, there
would be asymmetrical tax treatment.

The qualification to objective (c) is of great practical impor- 56.3 The application of an accrual regime to foreign exchange denominated
tance, because (as we will see) there are many instances transactions could easily produce substantial income tax losses which

could not be used in the current period of accrual or recognition.where a taxpayer's correct accounting treatment is not per- 56.4 A related argument to those presented in terms of paragraphs 56. 1 (cashmissible for tax purposes under the accrual rules, either by flow) and 56.3 (tax losses carried forward) was presented in terms of oat-
virtue of the manner in which the rules operate or as a result ing exchange rates, and the volatility of the market for the New Zealand
of a specific requirement within the subsections of Section dollar.

57. There is validity in the argument presented that the tax result of applying64C. It would be wrong to assume that the introduction of the accrual regime to foreign exchange transactions produces an asymmet-New Zealand's accrual legislation has contributed signifi- rical result. The reason that there is a lack of symmetry is that New Zealand
cantly to tax simplification. does not have a comprehensive definition of economic income which is

inclusive of the judicial/traditionalcapital gains and losses. The importantThe Minister's statement referred to interest income and point in reply is this: it is not the treatmentof financiai arrangements,inclu-
other returns on debt securities (emphasis added), and it sive of foreign-currency-denominated instruments, which is incorrect.

Accrued gains and losses on such instruments are measurableand clearlywould be expected that other types of fees, premiums and alter the wealth of the business; it is consistent over time to provide thesimilar profits from the provisionofcredit would come with- same income tax treatment in this context as is provided for other debt
in the regime. After all, there is nothing magical in the word instruments denominated in New Zealand dollars, where domestic interest

rates move. Accordingly, our conclusion is that the better focus is on anterest. But it is important to note that the regime goes comprehensivedefinitionofeconomic income, rather than preserving arbi-well beyond this, and that foreign exchange gains and losses trary distinctions based on the timing of realization.
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Il. DEFINITION OF FINANCIAL Time on the 18th day of June 1987 for private or domestic

ARRANGEMENT purposes only;
(k) A short term agreement for the sale and purchaseof property;
(1) A short term option;

Two choices existed in relation to legislationof this type. An (m) A private or domestic agreement for the sale and purchase of

attempt could be made to describe the various types of finan- property;
cial instruments and transactions to which the new tax (n) A farm-outarrangement,as defined in Section 214D(1)of this

accountingrules were intended to apply. Alternatively,a very Act.

wide-ranging definition could be adopted, with the express
exclusion of certain arrangements that were not to be target- Hire purchase agreements were previously treated as

ed by the regime. In light of the fact that the accrual provi- excepted financial arrangements,7but they are now subject
sions were to perform an anti-avoidance role, and of the to the accrual provisions (following the recommendationsof

propensity of the finance industry to continuallydevelop and the Valabh ConsultativeCommittee).

construct new synthetic instruments and arrangements Paragraph (h) refers to a lease, and the subsection 64B(1)
with commercial,accountingand taxationbenefits in mind, it definitionf that term directs attention to a lease within the
is hardly surprising that the latter route was adopted. Whether meaning of Section 222A(1) of the Act (and arrangements
that is the best alternative,however, is not beyond doubt. of the same nature that relate to real property, livestock or

Section 64B defines the term financial arrangement as bloodstock). Such leases are excluded from the accrual rules

meaning: because Sections 222A-222Edeal with specified leases8 in

a separate regime that deems ownership of the asset to pass
(a) Any debt ordebt instrument; and ..

and interest to be payable. The Valabh ConsultativeCommit-
(b) Any arrangement (whether or not such arrangement includes

an arrangement that is a debt or debt instrument,or an except- tee has recommended that specified leases also be brought
ed financial arrangement)whereby a person obtains money in within the accrual provisions, and this would seem to be a

consideration for a promise by any person to provide money logical rationalizationof treatments.

to any person at some future time or times, or upon the occur-

rence or non-occurrence of some future event or events In undertakingthe calculationsrequiredby the accrual provi-
(including the giving of, or failure to give, notice); and sions, it is intended to exclude the effect of excepted finan-

(c) Any arrangement which is of a substantially similar nature cial arrangements.To this end, Section 64CA provides:
(including, without restricting the generality of the foregoing
provisions of this paragraph, sell-back and buy-back arrange-

The amountof the income deemed to be derived or the expenditure

ments, debt defeasances and assignments of income), but deemed to be incurred by a person in respect of a financial

shall not include any excepted financiai arrangement that is arrangement under Sections 64B to 64M of this Act shall not

include the amount of any income, gain or loss, or expenditure,
not part of a financial arrangement. that is solely attributable to an excepted financial arrangement that

is part of the financial arrangement.
The term excepted financial arrangementis also defined, as

any of the following arrangements: However, as a practical matter, difficulties can often be

(a) An annuity for a term contingent upon human life or an annu- encountered in attempting to establish the amount of any
ity to which Section 204(2) of this Act applies; income, gain, loss or expenditure that is solely attributable

(b) A contract of insurance or membership of a superannuation to such an arrangement.Furthermore, it is not clear from the
scheme; section which of two possible slants or emphases is to be

(c) A debenture to which Section 192 or Section 195 of this Act
accorded to the words solely attributablewhere the except-

applies;...
(e) A short term trade credit; ed financial arrangement is part of a wider financial

(f) A specified preference share to which Section 194 of this Act arrangement.9
applies;

(g) In relation to a holder or an issuer, shares, other than with-

drawable shares (as defined in Section 194A of this Act), or 7. By former para. (d).
an option to buy shares, other than withdrawableshares (as so 8. A specified lease is essentially a lease with a guaranteed residual value,

defined), where those shares were or that option was acquired or one for a period in excess of 36 months where one of the followingapplies:

or issued by the person before 8:00 p.m. New Zealand Stan- (A) Ownership of the lease asset is to be transferred to the lessee at the end of

dard Time on the 18th day of June 1987; the lease term:

(ga) In relation to a holder or an issuer, shares, other than with- (B) The lessee has the option to purchase on the expiry of the lease term the

lease asset at a price which, in the opinion of the Commissioner, will be

drawable shares (as defined in Section 194A of this Act), or significantly lower than the value which will at the time of that expiry be

an option to acquire or to sell or otherwise dispose of shares, the market value of the lease asset:

other than withdrawable shares (as so defined), where those (C) The sum of the aggregate of the amounts of the lease payments and the

shares were or that option was acquired or issued by the per- amountof the guaranteed residual value, if any, exceeds an amount that is

son after 8.00 p.m. New equal to, or to a small extent less than, the cost price of the lease asset:

Zealand Standard Time on the 18th day of June 1987; (D) It is agreed between the lessor and the lessee that the lessee shall be liable

(h) A lease;
for the payment of all, or nearly all, expenditure incurred in respect of the

(i) A bet on any race, game of chance, lottery, New Zealand lot- costs of repair and maintenanceand any other incidental costs arising dur-
term respect use asset.

tery, New Zealand prize competition or prize competition; ing the lease in of the of the lease

9. The point is summarizedby D. Martin in Accrual Rules - Practical Prob-

(j) In relation to an issuer or a holder, an option to acquire or to lems, a paper presented at the Joint Tax Conference (of the NZSA and the

seil or otherwise dispose of property (other than an interest in NZLS) (October 1990), at 3-4, as follows:

a financial arrangement) where the option was issued or As has been noted by other commentators [see e.g.S. Glazebrook and

acquired by the person after 8:00 p.m. New Zealand Standard R. Oliver, The New Zealand Accrual Regime - a practical guide (CCH
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It is necessary to observe that another definition within sub- cleaning contracts and multi-ride bus tickets,12 travellers'
section 64B(1) is also likely to impact upon the meaning of cheques and employmentcontracts.
financial arrangement. The expression implementation
date, which is intended to perform a transitional function, However, this may depend upon the manner in which the
refers to a number of specific instruments and transactions (imperfectly drafted) definition of financial arrangement is
that were - presumably- thought by Parliament to be finan- approached. If paragraph (a) of the definition is seen as the
cial arrangements.The provision states: key concept, with paragraphs (b) and (c) being merely sup-

to a more'Implementationdate' means - plementary, this could lead restrictive interpretation
(a) In the case of- of the expression.3However, such a particular focus on para-

(i) Forward or future contracts including, but not limited to, graph (a), with a consequentialreadingdownof the plain
contracts for - words of paragraph (b), is not readily apparent from the draft-
(A) Foreign exchange; ing of the statutory definition,14 and the more generally held
(B) Commodities; view is that the wide meaning applies.15(C) Financial arrangements;
(D) Excepted financial arrangements; and Even the wording of paragraph (a) can give rise to questions.(ii) Futures contracts; and Given that the definition is attaching a specific meaning to a(iii) Trade credits; ard

(iV) Annuities; and type of arrangement (rather than any document), and that
vA) Agreement for the sale and purchase of property; and paragraph (a) refers to a debt, what is the purpose of also
(v) Convertiblenotes, - adverting to a debt instrumentThe answer is probably that

8:00 p.m. New Zealand Standard Time on the 23rd day of there is none, and the explanation would seem to lie in the
October 1986; and pre-legislativehistory. The original Income Tax Amendment

(b) In the case of debt defeasances and assignments of income, Bill (No. 2) 1986 referred only to any debt instrument,16

the 20th day of December 1986; and and the words debt or were subsequently added presum--

(c) In the case of variable principal debt instruments the 1 st day
of April 1987; and ably to ensure that undocumenteddebts were also covered.

(ca) In the case of a financial arrangement under which -

(i) The monetary obligations of the parties are expressed in
New Zealand currency; and New Zealand Limited, 1989), at 54-55], to make Section 64CA work in a

(ii) It is contemplated that the holder may, upon demand or meaningful way one must recognize that a strict or literal construction of
the statutory language (the approach which the courts suggest should nor-call, require the retum of sums advanced to the ssuer; mally be adopted as a starting point) i not sufficient in itself to avoid alland
ambiguity, the reason being that, at least on one view, income is never

(iii) It is not contemplated that the holder may advance fur- 'solely attributable' to an excepted financial arrangement where that
ther sums to the issuer upon demand or call pursuant to excepted financial arrangement is linked in a transactionalsense to an over-
the financial arrangement, - the l st day of April 1987; all financial arrangement. Accordingly, to make sense of the provision an

and approach must be adopted which almost reverses the statutory focus, viz.,
(d) In every other case 8:30 p.m. New Zealand Standard Time on that amounts should be automaticallyregarded as 'solely attributable' to an

the 31st day of July 1986. excepted financial arrangement unless one can disprove that position by
establishingwith certainty that the amount nm question was also attributable
to the overall financiai arrangement. While such an approach must be

Thus, it would seem relatively clear that the Parliament adopted in order to avoid rendering Section 64CA and the exemptionspro-
intended that the term financial arrangement should (sub- vided in the designated categories of excepted financiai arrangement

ject to the excepted financiai arrangement exclusions) redundant, it is most unfortunate that such a central and crucial feature of
the accrual regime requiresone to manipulate the statutory language in this

cover debts (including debentures and variable principal debt way to obtain a satisfactoryoutcome.

instruments), sell-back and buy-back arrangements, debt 10. The accounting treatment n relation to convertible notes s outlined n

defeasances, assignments of income, forward or future con- DeterminationG5C: MandatoryConversionConvertibleNotes,andDetermina-

tracts, futures contracts, trade credits, annuities, agreements
tion G22: OptionalConversionConvertibleNotes.
11. See Glazebrook and Oliver supra note 9, at 160.

for the sale and purchase of property and convertiblenotes,lo 12. See the Valabh Committee'sOctober 1991 Discussion Paper, at 1 1.
The expression also extends to (m)ost guarantees, letters of 13. This s the vew proposed by A. Nannestad n The Meaning of 'Financial

Arrangement' in the Accrual Rules, 35 New ZealandCurrentTaxation (1991),credit, underwriting agreements and indemnities ..., except at 134.where they are bets or contracts of insurance.H 14. Although it must be said that the draftsperson'sconjunction of the words

However, an examinationof the financialarrangementdef- means, and and is unhelpful in the extreme.
15. This led Glazebrook and Oliver, supra note 9, to conclude that paragraphinition suggests that the expression can extend well beyond (b) of the deftnition was likely to be he most critical. Those authors went on:

these types of arrangements.It will be recalled that paragraph A debt or debt instrument- definition (a) - is an unconditional liabilityto pay

(b) of the definition refers to any arrangement whereby a money. It is difficult to see how such a liability would not also constitute a

financial arrangementunder definition (b) Similarly, it is difficult to identi-
person obtains money in consideration for a promise by any fy an arrangement which would fall under definition (c) without previously
person to provide money to any person at some future time or being included under definition (b). Thus, the examplesgiven in the legisla-
times, or upon the occurrence or non-occurrence of some tion of seil-back and buy-back arrangements,debt defeasances, and assign-
future event or events (including thegiving of, or failure to

ments of income would appear to be clearly within definition (b) of finan-
cial arrangement. Therefore, financial arrangement definitions (a) and (c)give, notice). The word money is defined so as to include are probably redundant. It is definition (b) which determines whether an

money's worth (whetheror not convertible into money) and arrangementconstitutesa financial arrangement in terms of the legislation.
the right to money (including the deferral or cancellation of 16. This was seemingly derived from the terminology of the October 1986

Consultative Document. Chapter 4 of that document is entitled Instruments
any obligation to pay money, whether in whole or in part) . Subject To Ile Accrual Rules, and begins with the sentence: The Govern-
Consequently, the accrual rules may (strictly) extend to dry- ment's objective is to introduceaccrual rules for returns on all debt instruments.
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The fundamental nature of a financial arrangement was course as he considered that his findings of fact and views on

considered by Willy DJ. (of the Taxation Review Authority matters of law would be likely to assist a later court.

(TRA)) in Case Q2,t7 a decision that produced a satisfacto-
The conclusion of Willy DJ. that the commodity contracts

ry result for the taxpayerconcernedbut left many other issues

and difficulties unresolved. The taxpayer company was a
were not financiai arrangements was an interesting one,

commodity exporter which sold the commodity to overseas given the very wide definition of financial arrangement

buyers. As the contracts for sale were generally for subse-
and money in Section 64B of the ITA. Further, as we have

quent delivery and denominated in foreign currencies, the seen, the term implementation date in Section 64B is

defined with reference to a number of arrangementsaffected
taxpayer entered into foreign exchange hedging contracts to

protect itself against any fluctuations in currency values by the accrual provisions, including (f)orwardor future con-

which might occur between the contractand settlementdates.
tracts including ... contracts for ... (c)ommodities.

A number of these contracts remained uncompleted at the In effect, Willy DJ. held that sales of property could be

taxpayer's balance date, and, for income tax purposes, the financiaiarrangementsonly where there was an element of

Commissionersought to separate the two types of contracts. deferred settlement and a consequentialquasi-interestcharge

In simple terms, the relevant balance date saw the company
inherent in the terms agreed. In his judgment, Willy DJ. indi-

having unrealized gains of some $ 500,000 under the foreign
cated his opinion18 that there was a legislative intention with-

in the accrual regime that contracts for the sale of goods were

exchange contracts, and unrealized losses of the same order

under the relevant commodity contracts. The Commissioner only intended to be caught to the extent that, collateral with

sought to tax the unrealized profits under the accrual rules,
the contract for the sale and purchase of the goods, or as a

while maintainingthat the unrealized losses did not form part
term of the contract the vendor allows the purchaser time to

of the income tax computationsat year-end. This was so, the pay the purchaseprice, in retum for which the purchaserwill

Commissioner argued, because the accrual rules effectively pay interest, or something the equivalent of an interest pay-

did not operate upon the commoditycontracts until their par-
ment for the privilege of the deferral. Similarly, the learned

ticular delivery dates. On the taxpayer'spart, it was contend- judge referred19 to a crucial considerationnecessary to bring

ed that a year-end valuation should be undertaken for both the transaction within the accrual rules being that the ven-

dor charges the purchaser some money or money's worth for
types of contracts whenever the end of an ncome year
occurredbetweenthe dateonwhich the contractwas entered the privilege of the deferred settlement.

into and the date of payment. While there is no doubt that this reasoning has some logical

It is noteworthy that both the taxpayerand the Commissioner appeal, it seems to sit uncomfortablywith the extreme width

initially contended that the commodity contracts and the for- of the legislative wording. This is particularly so when, as an

eign exchange contracts were financial arrangements, but anti-avoidanceregime aimed at ensuring the consistent taxa-

this was not the approach followed by Willy DJ. His Honour tion of all debt-related- or equivalent- cashflows and non-

spent some time analysing the background to the enactment money equivalents, the accrual provisions might well be

of the accrual provisions, and subsequent reviews and com- expected to exhibit a vast initial scope (leaving the bases of

mentaries thereon, and came to the conclusion that only the computationto determinewhetherany interest-typefactors

foreign exchange contracts were financial arrangements. existed).

The learned judge then went on to hold that (in the absence of Thus, it will be seen that the actual result in Case Q2 was

any applicable accrual determination issued under Section misleadinglyattractivebecause, ifWillyDJ.'s analysis is cor-

64E) the relevant financial arrangements were only to be rect, the particular taxpayer's good fortune lay only in the

valued when they had matured (rather than at year-end), at absence of an issued determination.The judgment suggested
which time a base price adjustment under Section 64F was that the learned judge might have been far less comfortable

required. His Honour felt that this result accorded with the with the outcome had Determination G14 been a factor

approach adopted in New Zealand Statement of Standard before the Court, as the result would then seeminglyhave dis-

AccountingPractice No. 21 (SSAP 21), and also accorded played the very loss of symmetry which his Honour was

with the commercial reality of the transactions in question. clearly anxious to avoid.2o From this perspective,it may have

It is important to understand that, subsequent to the year in been preferable to treat the commoditycontracts as financiai

question in Case Q2 (on 4 May 1989, to be exact), the Com_ arrangements,and permit the taxpayer's accountingbasis as

missioner issued DeterminationG14, which (as one might satisfyingparagraph 64C(3)(b) of the ITA.

expect under such an accruals regime) does require unreal- In February 1994, the Court of Appeal delivered its judgment
ized gains or losses on foreign exchange contracts to be rec- n the appeal from Case Q2, by then called21 CIR v. Dewavrin

ognized for tax purposes at the end of a taxpayer's income Segard(NZ) Limited.22 Not surprisingly, the Court examined

year. Accordingly, the basis upon which the taxpayer in Case

Q2 escaped liability no longer applies.
17. (1992) 15 NZTC 5005.

Both parties appealed the case to the Court of Appeal, and the 18. /d. at 5019.

appeal was heard in December 1993. Interestingly, at the 19. Id. at 5027.

original hearing before the TRA both parties in the case 20. See e.g. id. at 5029-5030.
21. Cases in the TRA are named anonymously so as to conceal the objector's

requested that the matter be referred to the High Court by identity

way of a case stated, but Willy DJ. declined to follow this 22. (1994) 16 NZTC 1 1,048.
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the expandeddefinitionofmoney in Section 64B, and con- (c) Without limiting or extending paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
cluded that both forward foreign exchange contracts and for- definition, any arrangement whereby-

ward contracts for the sale of commodities were financial (i) Any person has an option to acquire or dispose of an

arrangements. The Court of Appeal rejected the finding of arrangement to which any of paragraphs (a) or (b) of this

Willy DJ. that an additional element of a return or quasi- paragraph of this definition applies; or

interest charge had to be present for the financial arrange-
(ii) A payment is to be made to a person the amount of which

is calculated by reference to the gain that would be madement definition to apply. if an option to acquire or dispose of an arrangement to

The definition was also the subject of substantial discussion which any of paragraphs (a) or (b) or this paragraph of
this definition applies were to be exercised, but doesand detailed recommendationsin the final report of the Con-

-

not include-

sultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital (d) Any excepted financial that is of(the Valabh Committee). arrangement not part an

arrangement to which any of the precedingparagraphs of this
The Committee has proposed a new definition that compris- definition applies:
es a primary debt category (paragraph (a)), a collection of (e) Any arrangement (other than a forward contract for foreign
other arrangements (paragraph (b)), special provisions exchange, an interest rate swap or an arrangement to which

paragraph (c) of this definition applies) under which all thedealing with options (in paragraph (c)), and a small number parties to the arrangement discharge their material respectiveof exclusions, as follows: obligationsat the same time or with a difference in time which
is not material:'Financiai arrangement' means -

(f) Any arrangement which involves only a person -

(a) Any arrangement whereby- (i) Disposing absolutely of any or all of the rights of that
(i) Any person (hereafter in this paragraph (a) referred to as person in relation to any other arrangement to which any'the first person') obtains money for a promise by any of paragraphs (a) to (c) of this definition applies; or

person to provide money to any person (ii) Obtaining an absolute release from any or all of the obli-(hereafter in this paragraph (a) referred to as 'the second gations of that person in relation to any such other
person') at some future time or times, or upon the occur-

arrangement,-for the provision in full ofconsiderationat
rence or non-occurrenceof some future event or events the time of such disposal or release or with a difference in
(including the giving of, or failure to give, notice); and time which is not material.

(ii) Either-

(A) It could reasonably be anticipated, at the time the
At the outset, it may be said that the definition is not veryarrangement is entered into, that the amount of

money to be provided under the arrangement to the much less complex than the existing provisions. It does, how-
second person will or is likely to exceed the amount ever, adopt the existing paragraph (b)'s approach as the cen-
of money obtained by the first person under the tral aspect of the financial arrangement concept, and also
arrangement;or benefits from not relying upon the definition of implemen-(B) All or any part of the money obtained or to be tation date in order to attract further specific financial
provided under the arrangement is expressed in which be encompassed with-arrangements may, or may not,a currency other than New Zealand currency: in the primary definition. However, the recommendeddefini-

(b) Without limitingor extending the meaningof paragraph (a) of tion is still a conglomerate of general attributes and specificthis definition,- inclusions, rather than presenting any cohesive underlying(i) Any forward contract for foreign exchange: policy.(ii) Any interest rate swap:
(iii) Any arrangementwhereby- A much more important weakness, however, lies in the fact

(A) A person (hereafter in this sub-paragraph (iii) that the Valabh recommendation requires (except in the casereferred to as 'the first person') obtains at some time of foreign currency transactions) that it could reasonably beduring the term of the arrangement money for the
anticipated, the time the is entered into, thatprovision at some time during the term of the at arrangement

arrangement by any person of money to any person the amount of money to be provided under the arrangement
(hereafter in this sub-paragraph (iii) referred to as to the second person will or is likely to exceed the amount of
the 'second person'); and money obtained by the first person under the arrangement.

(B) Two or more parties to the arrangement are to dis- Under subparagraph (i) of the primary debt category, the
charge some or all of their respective obligations first person is the person who obtains money at the start ofunder the arrangement at some time or times after the arrangement. Such money is obtained for a promise byentry nto the arrangement; and

(C) It could reasonably be anticipated, at the time the any person to provide money to the second person. The

arrangement is entered into, that the amount of financial arrangementdefinition is therefore limited to sit-
money to be provided under the arrangernent to the uations where it could reasonably be anticipated,at the time
second person will or is likely to exceed the amount the arrangement is entered into, that there will be a return
of money obtained by the first person under the or excess of money provided to the second person in the
arrangement; future. [It is interesting that (as we have seen) the decision of

(iv) Any arrangement involving money lent which would be Willy DJ. in Case Q2 turned, in part, upon his Honour's viewwithin paragraph (a) of this definition but for the fact that
that the meaning of financialarrangementunder thesome part or all of the money to be provided under the accru-

arrangement is payable only upon the occurrence or non. al rules already required this concept of a retum, but this
occurrence of some future event or events (including the approach was put to rest by the Court of Appeal in
giving of, or failure to give, notice): Dewavrinl.
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The policy difficulty with this approach is that many would neither the primary debt category definition nor subpara-
argue- with some force- that the accrual rules should seek to graph (b)(iii).
have most instruments which could involve a return encom-

A simpler alternative would be to combine these two provi-
passed within the financial arrangementsdefinition, so that

sions by making it clear that the money obtained by the
the calculations applied by Section 64B-64M will determine

first under the primary debt could include
whether or not income or expenditure arises. Many of the person category a

derivative financial instruments now in frequent use, such as promiseby any person to pay money, although this will prob-
use terms

swaps, forward rate agreementsand so on, involve no certain- ably necessitate the of contrasting (defined) - wth

the unavoidable increase in apparent complexity. The effect
ty whatsoever, at the outset, that either party will necessarily of the inclusion of promise to within the relevanta pay
get a return or, if a return does eventuate, which party will

money for the of the first within the defi-
receive it. The approach adopted by the Valabh Committee, purposes person

and that adopted by Willy DJ. in relation to the present legis-
nton,

. .

would mean that the first and second persons would
be interchangeablewithin the definitionand, in the event that

lation, will exclude many arrangementswhere no certainty of
the likely exceed criterion is maintained, least the sit-

return exists at the outset, without subjecting the question of
to at

uation ofeither party obtaining more than the other would be
any return to the accrual calculations. This would seem to. be

covered.
unsatisfactory, and is also seemingly inconsistent with the

Valabh Committee's subseqent inclusin of interest rate If an appropriatelydrafted definition is adopted, it should be

swaps within the specific provisions of the regime. unnecessary to make specific reference to interest rate swaps,
and the definition may weil be flexible enough to accommo-

Another difficulty with the primary debt category defini- date new synthetic instruments that may subsequently .be

tion is tbat the definition is not flexible enough to cope with invented by the financiai markets.

the situation where, for one reason or another, it is likely that If it is intended to assist taxpayercompliance,and tax simpli-.

th first prson' will receive more money than the second fcation, by excluding instruments where it is known that

person. There is no ability to interchange-theparties to an there will be no return, it may be more appropriateto do so by
arrangementas the first and second persons. The first person nstead adopting a negative approach, so as to expressly
must obtain money at the start of the arrangement, while exclude any arrangernent where its terms are such that it is

the second person receives only a promise. Although certain (at the tirne the arrangernent is entered into) that the

moneyncludes money's worth (whetheror not convertible amount or value of the consideration to be obtained will not

into money), the fact that the requirementfor the first person be greater or less than the amount originally provided.
to obtain money is directly juxtaposed with the promise to

provide money to the second person , arguably suggests
that moneydoes not include a promise to providemoney. If

this is correct, thefirstperson must actually receive money III. TAX ACCOUNTING METHODS DURING

or money's worth, not including a promise to pay money, at THE TERM OF THE FINANCIAL

the start of the arrangement, and it must be shown that the ARRANGEMENT
second person, to whom the promise to provide money is

made, is likely to receive more than the first person. The tax treatment of a financial arrangement during its
term is generally regulated by Section 64C.

Where the arrangement is such that each party provides a

promise to the other to provide money at some future time, In making the calculations under this section, all relevant

arguably there is no first person within the primary debt consideration passing is taken nto account, apart from non-

category under the arrangement, as no party has obtained contingent fees (up to a maximum of 2 percent of the core

rnoney at the outset. That this is the correct position is sup- acquisition price23 of the financial arrangement).24 The

ported by the Consultative Committee's inclusion of sub- background to this exclusion is found in the Brash Commit-

paragraph (b)(iii) within its financial arrangement defini- tee's Report25 (although it should be noted that the original
tion. That provision specificallyprovides for the situation of form of the legislation referred to the acquisitionprice):
mutual promises exchanged at the start of the arrangement Section 64C now begins by defining the contingent and non-con-

where money is not paid by either party until after entry into tingent payments that must be included in the calculation of the

the arrangement.However, in order to operate, subparagraph yield on a financiai arrangement. Contingentpayments (e.g. inter-

(b)(iii) still requires that the first and second persons obtain est instalments)are includedbecauseby definition they are paid as

money at some time during the term of the arrangementand a result of the financial arrangement being issued or transferred.
to extent

that the money provided to the second person will or is like- Non-contingentpayment (e.g. fees), the that they exceed

2 percentof the acquisitionprice, are included to prevent the return

ly to exceed the amount of money obtained by the first per- on the financial arrangement being disguised as a non-contingent
son. In a situation of a forward rate agreement, for example, payment, and therefore outside the accrual rules. The 2 percent

both parties will provide a promise to pay money to the other threshold follows the Consultative Document.

party at some time in the future. The party who will actually
receive the money will not be known until the rate is deter-

mined on the appropriatedate, and the party making the pay- 23. Defined in subsec. 64BA(2).
ment will never obtain any money under the arrangement. 24. See subsec. 64C(1).

Arguably, therefore, a forward rate agreement will satisfy 25. At 6.
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The Valabh Consultative Committee has now recommended methods is to apply the method prescribed by the determina-
that the distinction between contingent and non-contingent tion, subject to a proviso that
fees be dispensed with,26 on the basis that all fees increase
the cost of funds.27 . the Commissioner shall accept an altemative method to the

method prescribed in any such determination that has regard to the

By virtue of subsection 64C(2), the primary28 calculation principles of accrual accounting, and -

method to be applied is the yield to maturity method.(so (i) Conforms with commerciallyacceptable practice; and

as to result in the allocation to each income year of an amount (ii) Is adopted by the person and is or will be consistently applied
that is fair and reasonable),and the ordinary operationof the in respect of all such financial arrangements for financial

reporting purposes; andyield-to- maturity (or YTM) method has been outlined by (iii) Results in the allocation to each income of thatthe Commissioner in DeterminationG3: Yield To Maturity year amounts
are not materially different from the amounts that would beMethod (issued in May 1987). However, a proviso to subsec- calculated, but for this proviso.tion (2) requires the Commissioner to accept an alternative

method adopted by a taxpayer.oEthatmethod Provision isalso made for certain persons, and all persons inhas regard to the principles of accrual accounting; to a
-

certain circumstances, adopt market valuation method inconforms with commercially acceptable practice; respect of their financil arrangements at the end of each
-

is adopted by the person and is or will be consistently ncome year..
-

applied in respect of all such financial arrangements for
financial reporting purposes; and Subsectin 64C(4) permits a method that has regard to mar-

results in the allocation to each income year of amounts to a person
- ket valuation31 be applied by whose business ...

that are not materially different from amounts that would comprises dealing in such financial arrangements,0rby any
be calculated (under the YTM method). person where the relevant financial arrangement is a for-

ward or future contract for foreign exchange, or a futuresThe Commissioner has publicly considered two general contract. H,ever, a market value method may not be usedmethods in the context of this proviso, namely the' Rule of where an), two or more of the parties to the fnancial arrange-78 (or sum of the digits) and straight-line methods. In ment are associated persons,32 and it is also necessary thatTechnical Policy Circular (TPC) 88/2 (October 1987), the the relevant method conforms with commercially accept-Commissioner acknowledged that the Rule of 78 method able practice and is adopted by the person and is or will be
may be acceptable in some circumstances,but noted that it consistently applied in respect of all such financial arrange-may frequently fail the fourth requirementof the proviso as it ments for financial reporting purposes; and 6.the market, themay produce results materially different from YTM. The method, and the source of information used to determine the
materiality of the divergence from the results of the yield-to- market values have been approved by the Commissionerpur-rnaturity method was also stressed in relation to straight-line suant to a determination issued under Section 64E(1)(d) of
accounting,29 with the TPC.concluding that [w]hether this this Act.
difference is material is something that needs to be consid-
ered in relation to each particularcase. As has been mentioned previously, certain natural persons

are entitled to account for financial arrangements on a cashAs part of the tax simplificationprocess, subsection64C(2A) basis where they qualify as cash basis holders under Sec-now specifically permits certain persons to account for their tion 64D. Shortly stated, such persons must satisfy threefinancial arrangements on a straight-line basis, where the
requirements in this context, namely:total value3o of all their financial arrangements does not

their income from the financial under ordi--

exceed $ 1,000,000. The spreadingof finance charges in such arrangements
cases is regulated by Determination G24: Straight Line nary accrual rules calculations must not exceed $ 70,000

in the income year;Method.
the total value of financial arrangementsheld by them in-

Where it is not possible to use the YTM method (or the the income year must never exceed $ 600,000; and
straight-line method, if available) to calculate income or - the difference between their cash basis incorne, and
expenditure under a financial arrangement, subsection income that would result from a method available under
64C(3) provides an alternative. If the Commissionerhas not Section 64C, in respect of their financial arrangements in
issued a determination (under Section 64E) setting out a the income year must not exceed $ 20,000.
method to be used in relation to the financial arrangement, a

taxpayer may adopt a method that
conforms with commerciallyacceptable practice; 26. See the Committee'sFinal Report (October 1992),at 103.

-

is adopted by the person and is or will be consistently 27. See the Committee's Discussion Paper (October 1991), at 60.-

applied in respect of all such financial arrangements for 28. In Part II of the Report of the Consultative Committee on Accrual Tax
Treatment of Income and Expenditure (April 1987), the third major headingfinancial reporting purposes; and reads YTM is the general rule.

results in the allocation to each income year of an 29. As the TPC observes, in certain limited circumstances, the straight-line
-

amount that, having regard to the tenor of subsection (2) method can produce a result identical to YTM.
30. Ascertained in accordancewith subsec. 64C(2B)of this section, is fair and reasonable. 31. The potential width of the words has regard to ... is somewhat troubling
in this context, as it is possible that methods far removed from strict marking-to-If the Commissionerhas issued an applicable determination, market values could be seen as satisfying this description.

a taxpayer who is unable to use the YTM or straight-line 32. Within the meaning of ITA Sec. 8.
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Certain terms and expressions used in these provisions war- Anotherpossibilitymight be to classify such arrangements
rant more detailed consideration. by reference to accounting treatment, but this suffered from

being too subjective and (in the context under consideration)
giving rise to a nonsensicalcircularity.39

A. Consistentlyapplied ... for financial reporting Thus, the situation quite unsatisfactory, the statutory
purposes

was as

wording could operate so as to preclude taxpayers who were

Prior to an amendnent in 1993, the provisions contained an party to a numberof financiai arrangementsof the same type

unqualifiedrequirement that the relevant method is adopted from using an (otherwise) appropriatemethod wheneverthey

by the person and is or will be consistentlyapplied in respect (quite correctly)accounted for them in differentways in their

of all such fnancial arrangementsfor financiai reporting pur- financial statements. In recognitionof this practical anomaly,

poses. the IRD sought to have the legislation rectified.

It had been the view of the IRD's technical staff that the The Income Tax AmendmentAct (No. 3) 1993 addressed the

accrual provisions did not permit distinguishing between issue by adding an exception to the prerequisiteof consisten-

financial arrangements that are entered into for hedging pur- cy with financial accounting,where new subsection64C(4A)

poses, and similar financial arrangements that are entered is satisfied. That provision now deems a method to satisfy the

into for the purpose of trading or speculating- on the basis accountingrequirement where, instead, that method -

that the words such instruments is not sufficient to support (a) Appropriately reflects the dominant purpose for which the

a characterizationof this nature.33 That view was seemingly person acquired or issued the financial arrangement (or each

shared by the members of the Valabh Consultative Commit- such arrangement); and

tee, and it is noteworthy that that Committee recommended (b) Has been and will be consistently applied by the person in

against specifically permitting such a distinction due to the respect of the particular financial arrangement (or each such

technical and practical difficulties inherent in clearly distin-
financial arrangement) for the purposes of Sections 64B to

64M of this Act for every income year during its term (except
guishing between the two purposes and the manipu- to the extent that the Commissionerapproves or may approve
lation/avoidancedangers involved.34 a change in method under the circumstances or conditions

specified in a determination under Section 64E(1)(da) of this
The original (Brash) Consultative Committee certainly did Act); and

not believe that the regime, as designed, took hedging trans- (c) Is not adopted for purposes that include the purpose of tax

actions into account.35 avoidance (within the meaningof Section 99 of this Act); and

(d) Has been approved by the Commissionerfor adoption in the

The Valabh Committee's reservations were at least partly circumstances applicable to the taxpayer either by notice in

based on serious practical difficulties which also arise from writing to the taxpayeror in a determinationissued under Sec-

allowing the different For example, should this be tion 64E of this Act.treatments.

permittedonly in relation to perfecthedges (as specific legis-
lation in France has done), or (if not) how imperfect can the This would seem to have resolved the problem for taxpayers
correlation be Furthermore, what evidence should be whose only difficulty was that they were parties to a number

required of the hedging (or trading) purpose (especially of financial arrangementsof the same type that were entered

when, in the case of banks, the practical attribution of into for differentpurposes.

hedge and trade status is a very inexact matter) Can a

taxpayer change the purpose of the taxation treatmentduring 33. This was an important aspect in relation to Case Q2, as that case demon-

the term of the financial arrangementThese, and other, sim- strated that, unless the underlying transactionalso involves a financial arrange-

ilar, questions suggested to many that the matter was not at all ment, the accrual provisions are too specific to permit reference to be had to it

clear-cut, even from a policy perspective.
in the computations that must be undertaken at balance date.

34. See e.g. the October 1991 Discussion Paper, Operational Aspects of the

When used in a statute, the word such generally requires
Accruals Regime,at 42-43, and referencemay also be made to Glazebrookand

Oliver, supra note 9, at para. 804.
reference to a distinction or classification expressly stated 35. In ts supplementaryreport on the 1987 Bill, that Committeesaid:

elsewhere in the legislation or provision.36 Ordinarily, this A consequenceof the new regime is that the gain or loss on the financial

will be to an earlier description,37but in some cases the refer- arrangement (including the hedging contract) is brought to account on an

ence may be to a subsequent one.38 However, there was no
accruals basis while the gain or loss on the 'other leg' (the expected future

sale or purchase, the share portfolio value) is brought to account on a real-

distinction between hedging and trading instruments (or pur- ization basis or perhaps not at all. This was recognizedat the earliest stage

poses referable to them) outlined elsewhere in the accrual in our deliberations. We were not able to resolve the conflict that arises

sections. While it could be argued that Section 64C contained because it is a result of the piecemeal nature of tax reform: while financial
are to tax purposes to econom-

no relevant listing (referable to such)either, descriptionsof arrangements be treated for according their
ic effect, the same treatmentdoes not apply to other gains or losses. To deal

a number of financial arrangements did appear, by type, in with the problem we would have had to provide exceptions to the new

the Section 64B definitions of financial arrangement and regime (which, in view of the ease with which an exceptionmay be exploit-

66implementationdate. Further, if such was to be taken to
ed, was unacceptable),or to go far beyond our brief.

36. Re Godfrey [1921] SASR 148, at 152.
mean similar in some way, it could reasonably be asked 37. Re Ninnes [1920] SALR 480, at 488.

why purpose should be the fundamentalcriterion (particular- 38. Stolworthyv. Sancroft [1864] 33 UCh 708, at 710-711.

ly in view of the practicaldifficulties in establishingpurpose,
39. It would have reduced the relevant statutory requirement to one which

demanded that the method be consistently applied for financial reporting pur-
and the fact that quite different types of financial arrange- poses in respect of all financial arrangements to which that method was applied
ments can be used to achieve exactly the same purposes). for financial reporting purposes.
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It is also relevant to mention the Court of Appeal decision in A number of submissions made to the Brash Consultative
DewavrinSegard(NZ) Limitedin this context. In delivering Committee centred upon the vagueness of expressions such
the Court's judgment, Gault J. held the mark-to-market as has regard to the principles of accrual accounting, but
method of accounting to be available to the taxpayer under the Committee wished to leave them able to reflect account-
paragraph 64C(3)(b) of the Act40 irrespective of the method ing and commercial practice. In its supplementary report on
of accountingadopted in its financial statements. The learned the original Bill, the Committeesaid:43
judge said:41

Some submissions, includingsubmissionsfrom chartered accoun-
It wou d not be open for a taxpayer to avoid the operation of the tants, queried the meaning of the phrases has regard to the princi-
accrua rules by claiming to have adopted a different method of ples of accrual accountingand has regard to market valuation.
accrua accounting in its financial reporting and claiming that These queries surprised us because we are aware that accrual
therefore no altemativemethod provided for in Section 64C can be accounting and market-valuebased accounting methods are com-

adopted. mon practiceat any time. It is not our intention to provide guidance
in this matter because a fundamentalelementof the new regime is
its reliance on accountingand commercialpractice. In that contextWith the greatest respect, it is suggested that this attempt to
any attempt to codify practice is inappropriate, for accounting andapply an anti-avoidancegloss to the wording is inappropriate. commercialpractice is flexible and develops to fit circumstances.

The plain wording of the statute, and the relevant legislative
history, shows that the requirement in question was instead
aimed at easing taxpayer compliance in limited circum- Unfortunately, the reality is that the accounting writings do

stances. It was intended to allow taxpayers to put forward an
not necessarily provide an agreed precise meaning for the

alternative method of their choice, but only where they also expression accrual accounting either, and Tax Information
adopted it for financial reporting purposes.

Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 1 describes it as a widely used, but
largely unspecifiedconcept. The original ConsultativeDoc-

As will be mentioned later in this paper, the absence of any ument of OctOber 1986 definedaccrual basis in the follow-
method required by, or available under, Section 64C does not ing terms: taxationof income on an accrual basis means that
necessarily lead to any catastrophic outcome, as the drafting the income is taxed in the income year in which it accrues,
of Section 64L suggests that Parliament was, in such a case, and added that (t)his is generally the income,year in which it
willing to let the ordinary provisions of the Income Tax Act s earned and a legal right to receive it arises.44 Regrettably,
operate in the usual way. this is of no real assistance in giving meaning to the words

accrual accounting (and the latter of the foregoing quota-As we have seen, the same wording- requiring a method to tions would not the YTM approach in event).encompass anybe adopted for financial reporting purposes- also appears in
paragraph (b) of subsection64C(4). However, in that context, Perhaps the best that can be said is that an accrual account-
the Court of Appeal seemed to construe the requirement as ing method is one that accounts other than on a purely
being no more than a possibility:42 cash basis. This may suggest that a method based upon

market valuation might arguably qualify as a method thatIt is a method that meets the requirementsof Section 64C(4) in that
has regard to the principles of accrual accounting as someit ... can be adopted by Dewavrin and consistently applied in

respect of all such financial arrangements for financial reporting form of non-cash spreading of income and expenditure can

purposes. [emphasis added]. be achieved in this way. Certainly, the IRD has stated that it
considers that the reference to the principles of accrual

It is also relevant to brefly consider some of the other accounting contemplates a number of generally accepted
expressions used in Section 64C to describe the types of 'correct' ways in which a taxpayer might accrue income and

accounting methods permitted, the circumstances in which expenditureand a wide scope ofchoice on the part of tax-

they are available, and the taxpayers who may elect to use payers.45
them.

The approach of contrastingaccrual accountingwith actu-
al cash receipts is consistent with the following extract from
the judgment of Dixon J. (as he then was) in C of T (SA) v.

B. A method ... that has regard to the principles of Executor Trustee & Agency Co. of SA Limited [Carden's
accrual accounting casej:

46

This limitation appears in the proviso to subsection 64C(2) The distinction, if not opposition,between the mode of accounting
sometimes called the accrual system, and that based upon actualand the proviso to paragraph 64C(3)(a). This location - in
receiptsand disbursementsis widely known. The foundationof theprovisions concerned with methods not materially different accrual system is the view that the accounts should show at once

to YTM and similar - and the structure of subsections .

64C(2), (3) and (4) suggest that the expressiondoes not mean

precisely the same as either YTM or mark-to-market.As the 40. A conclusion that will be discussed further below.
41. At 11,057.draftsperson has used the phrases principles of accrual 42. At I I,056.

accountingand tenor of subsection (2) in the same provi- 43. See p. 49 thereof.

sion, it is difficult to equate the two in meaning. (The subse- 44. See Consultative Document on Accrual Tax Treatment of Income and
atquent insertionof a specific straight-linealtemative is also of Expenditure,Glossaryof Terms, 226.

45. See Tax /nformationBulletin, Vol. 3, No. 1 (July 1991), at 5.
interest in this context.) 46. (1938) 5 ATD 98, at 133.
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the liabilities incurred and the revenue earned, independently of commentatorshave noted the nebulous nature of this expres-
the date when payment is made or becomes due. sion in the context of financial arrangements.Does it require

an industry standard Is it a test of whether some other

The New ZealandSocietyofAccountants'Statementof Con- taxpayers account in the same way In some circumstances,

cepts (issuedrecently,but formallyapplicablefrom 1 January can it be commercially acceptable if only the taxpayer
1995) gives the followingexplanation (at para. 5.5): accounts in that way

Accrual Basis: Under the accrual basis, the effects of transactions TarInformationBulletin, Vol. 3, No. 1 acknowledgedthat the
and other events are recognized when they occur. They are then expressioncommerciallyacceptablepractice is imprecise
recorded in the accounting records, and reported in the financial and interpretation,but concluded that, in it
reports, of the periods to which they relate. The time that event or open to essence,

transactionoccurs may or may not coincidewith the time that cash means the commercial application of accounting princi-
is received or paid. Financial reports prepared on the accrual basis ples. Accordingly, it is seen as being closely linked to the

inform users not only of past transactions involving the payment statutory references to the principles of accrual accounting.
and receiptofcash, but also of obligations to pay cash in the future
and of resources that representcash to be received in the future.

D. Not materiallydifferent
Siegel and Shim'sDictionaryofAccountingTerms47 contains These words can be found in paragraph (c) of the proviso to
this passage: subsection64C(2), and in subparagraph(iii) of the proviso to

ACCRUALACCOUNTING recognitionof revenue when earned paragraph (a) of subsection 64C(3). Their purpose is to

and expenses when incurred. They are recorded at the end of an ensure that, where an alternative method to the one specified
accountingperiod even though cash has not been received or paid. is proposed, that method does not differ too radically from
The alternative is CASH BASIS ACCOUNTING. the specifiedmethod in its result. In Tax InformationBulletin,

Vol. 3, No. 1, the Commissionerhas indicated that, subject to
As to whethermarket valuation can be an accrual method, the circumstances of any particular case, a difference will
cases such as Pattison v. Marine Midland Ltd.,as Capcount generallybe regarded as materiallydifferentif it is equal to

Trading v. Evans49 and Bentley v. Pike5o are not particularly or greater than either 5 percent of the amount calculated
helpful, as they merely adopt market-type accounting under the specified method, or $ 500,000.
approaches in the contextof the relevantprovisions(general-
ly the UK capital gains tax). Some small supportcan, howev-

er, be gained from two passages in CanadianGeneral Elec- E. The allocation to each income year of an amount
tric Co. Ltd. v. MNR,51 where a method of revaluationat bal- that, having regard to the tenor of subsection (2)
ance date was upheld, and the judges referred (in passing) to of this section, is fair and reasonable
this as an accrualmethod. In that case, Martland J. (of the

majority) said:52 Ths wording appears as a requirement in paragraph
64C(3)(b) (and in paragraph64D(2)(a)),and (notably) is also

The expert accountants, who gave evidence for the appellant, were effectively a constraint upon determinations made under
all in agreementthat the'accrual' system was the only suitableone

for the appellant company and that, from an accounting point of paragraph 64E(1)(b). The issue that arises is what character-

view, it was properand necessary, in order to give a true picture of istics must be exhibited by a method that is fair and reason-

the Company'sposition, to revaluethe amount ofCanadiandollars able having regard to the tenor of subsection (2).
necessary at each balance-sheet date to pay off the outstanding The wording does refer the of the accrualnot to tenor sec-
notes.

tions (or even to Section 64C) generally,but to subsection (2)

Similarly, the dissentingjudge, Abbott J., said:53 only - which incorporatesYTM and not materiallydissimilar

methods.54 Furthemore, many commentators would nomi-
The fact that appellant used the accrual system of accounting in nate the mark-to-market method as being the most likely
calculating its trading profits for each year had no relevance to this

(objectively derived) alternative method, but subsection
purely bookkeeping operation. No doubt the entries made by
appellant in its books were proper fron an accounting standpoint 64C(4) specifically provides for market valuation-based

in order to present from time to time, as accurate a balance sheet as methods, and its limitations upon the circumstancesand per-

possible, but in my opinion they had no bearing upon the appel- sons that may justify such a method would suggest that it is

lant's liability for income tax. intended to act as a code for the adoption of mark-to-market

accounting.
Accordingly, it is the writer's view that a method will have

regard to the principles of accrual accounting if it adopts
some approachof attributing income or expenditureover the 47. J.G. Siegel and J.K. Shim, Dictionary of Accounting Terms, (Barron's),

at 12.
relevant period- including by reference to market valuation 48. [1984] STC 10.

as distinct from relying upon cash receipts and payments. 49. [1993] STC 11.
-

50. 1981] STC 360.
51. [1961 61 DTC 1300.

C. Commerciallyacceptable practice
52. At 1303.
53. At 1309.
54. Some may find this puzzling, however, as subsec. 64C(3) cannot even

Subsections 64C(2), (3) and (4) refer to a method that begin to apply unless it is not possible to utilize the YIM-or straight line

(c)onforms with commercially acceptable practice. Many methods (emphasisadded).
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This view of subsection (4), and the sequential structure of above, and the brevity of Gault J.'s discussion of this issue
subsections (2), (3) and (4), of Section 64C are supported by raises questions about the extent to which the matter of the
reference to the pre-legislative history. In the original Bill, correct nterpretationshould be regarded as settled.
the provisos to (what are now) subsections 64C(2) and (3)
permitted an alterative method to YTM or that provided for
in a determination, that has regard to accnal or market val- F. ,iBusiness ... comprisesi'

uation (emphasis added). Subsequently, the reference to
market valuation was removed, and subsection 64C(4) was Subparagraph 64C(4)(c)(i) refers to a taxpayer where (t)he

business of the person comprises dealing in such financialinserted, on the recommendationof the Brash Consultative
Committee. In its Report ofAprl 1987, the Committeenoted arrangements (and the same wording also appears in the
that the market value method had been removed from the proviso to subsection 64F(6), and in paragraphs 64G(2)(a)

and 64J(3)(b)). As a matter of strict statutory interpretation,itprovisos, and was now contained in subsection (4), and
is the writer's view that comprisesis withexplained the change as follows: not synonymous
includes, and this would severely limit the availability of

Because we accepted the submissions that 'marketvalue' could be the subsection 64C(4) method. In the context of bad debts,
quite different in result from a YTM/accrual analysis (e.g. where however the IRD has taken a concessionalview56 and treat-there is a move in the interest rate upwards, after the debt instru- ed comprises as (effectively) meaning includes (seement is issued, such a debt instrument will be discounted by the

Appendix C to Tax InformationBulletin No. 3). Neverthe-market to reflect the real loss in comparativeyield), we have sepa-
rated out the market value approach to avoid any confusion less, it is to be hoped that the matter will be clarified by the
between the different concepts. The market value rnethod effect- specific incorporation of the words or includes, and it is
ively allows a deduction for bad debts since the bad debt is reflect- noted that this was the subject of a specific recommendation
ed in a reduction of the market value. At present only dealers in by the Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income
financial arrangementsare able to claim a deduction for bad debts from Capital.57of both income and capital. Non-dealers are able to claim a deduc-
tion for income bad debts. To preserve this distinction, the market
value method is restricted in most cases to dealers in financiai

G. The market, the method, and the of thearrangements. However, there are some arrangements where the source
risk of bad debts is slight, and where a market valuation method is information ... have been approved by the
the only easily applied approach. This is the case with futures and Commissionerpursuant to a determination
forward contracts, where the 'mark to market' method is ubiqui-
tous. In respect of those contracts, Section 64C(4)(c)(ii) permits Paragraph 64C(4)(d) permits a market value method under
the market value method to be used by anyone who satisfies the subsection (4) only where: The market, the method, and the
other four criteria. The market value method is open to manipula- source of the information used to determine the market val-
tion, and this is the reason for paragraphs (d) and (e) of subsection ues have been approved by the Conrnissionerpursuant to a(4). determination issued under Section 64E(l)(d) of this Act. In

many situations, there has been no such formal approval byThis strongly suggests that a method of systematically the Commissionerof some or all of these matters, and this
spreading income or expenditure over the term of the finan- can frequently give rise to difficulties for taxpayers whocial arrangement is what is comprehendedby the expression would otherwisebe entitled to utilize a rnethod under subsec-tenorof subsection(2). If this is so, however, it would seem tion (4). As is discussed further below, these problerns arethat neither a mark- to-market method nor some full deferral rarely solved by the operation of Determination G12:
approach based on SSAP21 would be acceptable. Accounting For A FinancialArrangementInThe AbsenceOf
Nevertheless, the IRD has appeared willing to depart from A Determination.
this strct view in circumstances where a market-based It is noteworthy that the IRD itself made submissions to the
method stands out as the obvious (objective) altemative.55 Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from
For example, DeterminationG19. Exchange Traded Option Capital as regards the relatively inflexible nature of subsec-
Contractspermits a mark-to-marketmethod to be used by all tion 64C(4), which were endorsed by the Committee. The
taxpayers in relation to exchange traded options, ostensibly followingpassage appears in the Committee's final report..58

under subsection 64C(3). This pragmatic approach is to be
commended, as determinations in such cases would other- The Department in its submission to the Committee identified

what it considers to be a numberof defects in Section 64C(4), thewise have to ignore the existence of an organized and acces- market valuation provision in the accrual rules. The Departmentsible market, and instead outline fanciful and highly artificial recommendedhat Section 64C(4) should be amended to:
methods of tax accounting. It is hoped, however, that the leg-

taxpayers to to noislation will be amended so as to expressly allow the use of allow mark related markets if there is (or inad-
equate) market in the FA itself (for example,over the counter trad-market valuation methods in appropriatecases.

Unfortunately, the present position has also been clouded by 55. Arguably, this could be according with the ConsultativeCommit-seen asthe decision of the Court of Appeal in Dewavrin. In deliver- tee's desire to permit the mark-to-marketmethod in circumstances where it is
ing the Court's judgment, Gault J. held that a market valua- ubiquitous,provided there is no risk of manipulation.
tion method was available to the taxpayer at year-end under 56. Although it is understood that the IRD does not consider this to be a con-

paragraph 64C(3)(b) of the Act. This stands in stark contrast cessionary interpretation.
57. See the Committee'sFinal Report (October 1992), at 104.

to the statutory scheme and legislative history outlined 58. Id. at 99.
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ed options marked to the futures market and swaps marked to the the expiryof4 years from the notificationof, or publicationof, that

market in the indicator rates); fresh determination.

allow taxpayers to methods which have regard to such thingsuse

as volatility (provided that they satisfy the current paragraph (a) Where no determination exists covering a taxpayer's situa-
and (b) of Section 64C(4)); and tion, reference may be made to Determination G12. How-

remove the requirements for the Commissioner to approve the ever, the actual role and utility of that determinationis some-

market, methods and of informationused determine what doubtful. The example included within it62 might sug-source to mar-

ket values (as provided for in paragraph (d) of Section 64C(4)), gest that it is only intended to apply to natural persons, but

though the Department recommends that the Commissioner's this would leave corporate taxpayers who are not covered by
approval be retained as an alternative in order to provide certainty a determinationunaided.
in advance for taxpayers.

We agree with the Department in that Section 64C(4) is not suffi- If, however, Determination G12 is also ntended to relieve

ciently flexible, given the sophisticationof the taxpayers who are the situation of a corporate taxpayer, the extent of any such

most likely to avail themselves of the market value methods. relief is difficult to discern. For example, the wording of

Accordingly, we agree with the Department's recommendations, clauses 1(1)(c), 3(b) and 6(1)(b) is inconsistent, as the first
which will have to be implementedby way of amendments to Sec-

two refer to a taxpayer not reporting the income or expendi-
tion 64C(4). ture for financial reporting purposes, and the third refers to

It will also be anticipated that there may be cases where the not reporting the ncome or expenditure in financial reports
a to

terms of a financiai arrangement are amended prior to its using method that has regard the principles of accrual

maturity. If the variationis such as to effect a rescissionof the accounting.

original financial arrangement,a base price adjustmentmust Ofmore importance,however, is the fact that Determination
be undertaken under Section 64F (see further below). If, G12 only permits a method that--

however, the original arrangementcontinuessubject to varia-

tion,59 there will frequently need to be an adjustment to the (c) Has regard to the principles of accrual accounting; and

accrual tax calculationunder Section 64C (as a YTM compu- (d) Conformswith commerciallyacceptablepractice; and

tation, for example, has regard to figures derived - for the

whole period- from the original terms). This issue is addres- 59. A somewhat difficult distinction to draw, on occasions! The matter may

sed in Determination G25: Variations in the Terms of a sometimes have to be resolved by reference to contract law cases on variation,

Financial Arrangement issued by the IRD in May 1992. novation and rescission (and the Statute of Frauds requirements)such as Morris

v. Baron & Co. [1918] AC 1, UnitedDominionsCorporation(Jamaica) Ltd. v.

Shortly stated, that determinationrequires that a calculation Shoucair [1969] 1 AC 340 and Besseler Waechter Glover & Co. v. South Der-

adjustment be effected in the year of variation, so that the went Coal Company [1938] 1 KB 408. These issues are briefly adverted to in

total income or expenditureup to the end of that year is equal Susan Glazebrook and Marie Pallot, Tax Aspects of Insolvency and Restruc-

a paper at

to what would have been the case if the variations had been turing, presentedby Ms Glazebrook the Joint Tax Conference(of the

NZSA and the NZLS) (October 1990), at 11-12.

known at the beginning. 60. The list of general determinationshaving present effect is as follows:

GlA: Apportionmentof income and expenditureon a daily basis

G2: Requirementsas to precision
G3: Yield to maturity method

IV. DETERMINATIONS G4: Unit trusts with repurchaseobligations
G5C: Mandatoryconversionconvertiblenotes

G6D: Foreign currency rates

So as to facilitate practical solutions and flexibility, and to G7C: Futures and options markets

avoid the need to prescribe detailed methods and otherminu- G9A: Financiai arrangements that are denominated in a currency or

tiae in the statutory provisions, Section 64E empowers the commodityother than New Zealand dollars

Commissionerto issue determinatons prescribing methods,
GIOB: Present value calculationmethods
G 1 1 A: Present value based yield to maturity method

the manner of applicationof methods, and relevant markets G12: Accounting for a financial arrangement in the absence of a

and sources of information to be used under the accrual pro-
determination

visions. At the time of writing, there are 24 general determi-
G13A: Prices or yields
G14: Forward contracts for foreign exchange and commodities

nations on issue (some are revised versions of earlier deter- G15: Exemption from sec 64C for small debtors

minations),6o and a series of three determinations outlining G16A: Discountedvalue of amounts payable in relation to trade credits

the persons who are exempt from the disclosurerequirements
denominated in New Zealand currency

of Section 64H.61
G17B: Deferredproperty settlementsdenominatedin New Zealandcur-

rency

Determnations are deemed to be made when signed by the
Gl9: Exchange traded option contracts

G20: Discountedvalue of amounts payable in relation to trade credits

Commissioner (subsection 64E(8)), and they must then be denominated in a foreign currency

published in the Gazette within 30 days (subsection 64E(7)). G21: Discounted value of amounts payable in relation to deferred

Where a party has relied upon an issued determinationthat is property settlementsdenominated in a foreign currency
G22: Optional conversion convertible notes denominated in New

subsequently varied or repealed, it is important to note that Zealand dollars convertibleat the option of the holder

subsection64E(6) of the Act contains the followingproviso: G23: Specified rate

G24: Straight line method
Provided that no such fresh determination shall be required to be G25: Variations in the terms of.a financial arrangement

applied by any person in relation to financial arrangements G26: Variable rate financial arrangements

acquired or issued by that person prior to the notification of, or 61. See DeterminationsDl, D2, D3 and D4.

publicationby, the Commissionerof that fresh determinationuntil 62. An individual with a reviewable rate mortgage.
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(e) Results in the allocation to each ncome year of an amount itive amount, and to obtain an allowable deduction where it
that, having regard to the tenor of Section 64C(2) of the Act is gives a negative figure. An issuer, on the other hand, is
fair and reasonable. deemed to have derived income where the BPA produces a

negative amount, but a positive BPA amount is only deemed
The only obvious intent behind DeterminationG12 is to deal to be expenditure incurred by the issuer in the income year.with taxpayers who exhibit an inherent inability to comply Thus, an issuer will have to justify an allowablededuction for
with subparagraph 64C(3)(a)(ii), and therefore with that such deemed expenditure incurred according to ordinaryrequirement m paragraph 64C(3)(b). Accordingly, Determi- income tax principles.64
nation G12 may be seen as doing no more than waiving the
financial reporting requirement and reiterating ie other It is also important to note that the holder of a financiai

requirements under paragraph 64C(3)(b)- if the argument is arrangement(generally the creditororlender)will be deemed

accepted that the accrual accounting condition is implicit to have received any amounts remitted under the arrange-
in a method that satisfies subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of the ment, with paragraph 64F(1)(c) providing that:

proviso to paragraph (a) .... However, it is by no means cer- A financial arrangement shall be deemed to be remitted where -

tain that this iS the correct interpretation of paragraph (i) The issuer has been discharged from making all remaining
64C(3)(b), insofar as it refers to a method that satisfies sub- payments under that financial arrangement without fully ade-

paragraphs (i) and (ii) of the proviso to paragraph (a) (rather quate consideration;or

than to a method that otherwise satisfies paragraph (a)). (ii) The issuer has been released from making all remaining pay-
ments under that financial arrangementby the operationof theConsequently,the functionof DeterminationG12, in the con- Insolvency Act 1967 or the Companies Act 1955 or by any

text of corporate taxpayers, becomes somewhat indistinct. deed of composition with its creditors; or

(iii) All of the remaining payments under the financial arrange-It is now commonplace for practitioners and taxpayers to
ment have become irrecoverable or unenforceable by action

encounter instruments that cannot embrace a YTM or simi- through the lapse of time.
lar method under subsection64C(2). Frequently, the taxpay-
ers cannot qualify under subsection 64C(4), and no determi- Thus, no deduction will be permitted under the BPA calcula-
nation exists. Such taxpayers will generally, then, be adopt- tion in Section 64F for debts released, and the lender/creditor
ing a mark-to-marketmethod or an SSAP 21-type approach. must seek to separately justify any deduction under Section
Arguably, both these methods are prohibitedas a result of the 64G (see further below). However, the issuer's (debtor's)cumulative requirements of paragraphs (c) and (e) outlined BPA calculation under Section 64F does not take amounts
above, and so DeterminationG12 is of little or no real help to remitted into account, as subsection (2) refers simply to the
such taxpayers in any event. amount of consideration paid or payable by the issuer. Con-

sequently, a release of debt for less than fully adequate con-

sideration will effectively give rise to deemed income on the
V. THE BASE PRICE ADJUSTMENT issuer's part.

This economic income approach to the issuer of a financial
A taxpayer who has applied Section 64C (or Section 64D) arrangement whose debt is wholly or partly discharged has
during the term of a financial arrangement63 is required to given rise to numerous practical difficulties, and has frustrat-
perform a final calculation (the base price adjustment or ed many attempts at resolving receivershipsand insolvencies
BPA) when that financial arrangementmatures, or is remit- by way of schemes of arrangement.65 For these reasons, the
ted or disposedof, and this obligation is found in Section64F. Consultative Committee on the Taxation of Income from
In summary, that provision contains a formula that computes Capital has recommended that the accrual rules be amended
the taxpayer's ultimate gain or loss in respect of the financial so that no deemed income is derived by an issuer as a result
arrangement, compares this result with the income and/or of a debt remittance. In the Committee's view, the taxability
expenditurebrought to account in previous years, and makes of any economic advantage to such an issuer should be tested
the appropriateadjustment in the final year. according to the ordinary provisions of the ITA. Where these

provisionsdo not subject the issuer to tax, however, the Com-Fewer difficulties have arisen as a result of the wash-up mittee has suggested that there should be some clawback offunction performed by Section 64E However, it is notewor- the remittance amount. In view of the fact that the fungibilitythy that the timing of the BPA under that provision can be of money would make the precise tracing of deductions pre-very different from the non-tax accountingtreatment. In rela-
viously allowed virtually impossible, the Committee consid-tion to a forward rate agreement, for example, the financial
ered that this clawback should by of offset fromoccur way -

arrangement matures (and is cash settled) on the settlement the year following the remittance66 against the taxpayer's-

date, and a BPA is undertaken. The correct accounting in
carry-forward tax losses (if any) and future deductions. Tosuch a case (for non- dealers) is to spread the settlement pay-

ment over the (subsequent)contract period.
63. And even one who has not!

It should be noted, however, that a party to a financial 64. Principally by reference to ITA Secs. 104 and 106.
arrangement does not always automatically obtain a deduc- 65. A number of these ssues are discussed n S. Glazebrook and M. Pallot,
tion for a loss computed under the BPA. According to the Tax Aspects of Insolvency and Restructuring, (October 1990), and reference

also be made Tax Education Offce Newsletter71 (June 1993), 3-5.terms of subsection 64F(4), the holder of a financiai arrange-
may to at
66. The timing proposed is intended to reduce the extent to which clawback

ment is deemed to derive income where the BPA gives a pos- would interfere with commercial reconstructions
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date, the New Zealand govemmenthas yet to enthusiastical- or bad bargain68 obtained by each party. Consequently, the

ly embrace the Committee's recommendations on the treat- accrual provisions could play the part of a tax on unrealized
ment of debt remissionunder the accrual rules, but it is noted capital gains, and change the taxation timing in relation to

that the proposals announced by the Australian government ordinary assets on revenue account, rather than their intended
in December 1993 have picked up the clawbackapproach. role of determining the taxability and timing of income and

expenditure from debt arrangements.

VI. BAD DEBTS WRITTEN OFF
These (and related) concems led to the appointment of a

Committeeof Consultants on the Accrual Tax Treatment of

Property Transactions, and that Committee reported to the
Section 64F does not apply where a financial arrangement is Minister of Inland Revenue and the Commissioner in July
merely writtenoff as a bad debt,but the approach adopted by 1988. The Committee made a number of recommendations
that section to amounts remitted would suggest that the that were incorporated within the legislation ncluding defi-
accrual provisionsare likely to be wary of bad debt write-offs nitions of agreement for the sale and purchase of property
in relation to financial arrangements.Consequently,it will and property,69 a mechanism for determining whether a

come as no surprise to learn that deductions in such cases are deferredconsiderationcontainedan interestelement, and a

carefully limited by the terms of Section 64G. number of mportant exclusions (that became excepted
That provision basically operates in two parts. Subsection (1) financial arrangements).70
applies where there is an income amount written off that has

Following these changes, it is still the case that agreements
already been brought to account under any of ITA Sections

for the sale and purchase of property be subject to the
64C, 64D, 64F or 64I, and few complications arise in this

may
accrual rules where they satisfy paragraph (b) of the finan-

context. cial arrangementdefinition. It is clear from the definitionof

More importantly,though, subsection64G(2) applies where a implementationdate (in subsection 64B(1)) and the terms

party to a financial arrangementdesires to obtain a deduction of subsection 64C(4) that the rules apply to forward or

for a principal amount written off as bad, and in such a case future contracts and to futures contracts, although the

subsection 64G(2) expressly precludes any deduction where exact distinction between these terms is not entirely clear.

the parties are associated persons, except where an ordi- The Committee of Consultants considered that the term

nary trade credit is nvolved. This limitation can cause very future contract should be removed from the legislation as

significant mismatches in intra-group situations, and has there is no such contract in common commercialparlance''71

caused many such taxpayers to search elsewhere in the ITA (but this suggestion was not implemented by the govern-
for a bad debt deduction. In particular, the general bad debt ment). The Committee also expressed the view that the term

provision (paragraph 106(1)(b)) has been thought to offer futures contract has a generally accepted meaning as a

some satisfaction in this regard, and its potential application contract traded on a futures exchange, and this also appears

in an appropriatecase had been concededby the IRD.67 How- to be the meaning assumed to apply by tax practitioners and

ever, the Income Tax AmendmentAct (No. 3) 1993 has sub- the IRD. Thus, a forward contract will seemingly be regard-
sequently removed this possibility, and elevated Section 64G ed as a futures contract if it is traded on an organized
to the status of a code in relation to bad debt write-offs where exchangeand a forwardcontract if it is not, and the concept
financial arrangementsare concerned. of a futurecontractwill most likely remain a mystery to all.

As mentioned,certainshort term and privateor domestic

property agreements do not attract accrual tax accounting
Vll. PROPERTYTRANSACTIONS methods as they have been designated as excepted financial

arrangements.Other such agreementsfall within the accrual

As has been recognized in the Section 64B definition of provisions,but are not treated as agreementsfor the sale and

money, financial transactions can be readily undertaken purchase of property, as such (namely, options and futures

with property being substituted for monetary consideration. contracts). That said, other agreements for the sale of proper-
In light of this effective equivalence, it is not surprsing that ty which incorporate deferred payment terms are tested by
New Zealand's accrual rules may apply to many property
transactions where there is a question as to the timing of tax-

67. See Appendix C to Tax InformationBulletin No. 3 (issued in September
able receipts/gains or deductible expenditures/losses, or 1989).
where an

GGinterest component is inherent in an agreement 68. To borrow the terminology of the Committee of Consultants' Report (at

concerning the deferral of payment or settlement. 14).
69. Property, for these purposes, now means any capital asset that is not for-

Paragraph (b) of the definitionof firancial arrangement is eign exchangeor a financialarrangement,trading stock (including livestockand

clearly wide enough to catch virtually any agreement for the
real property), consumableaids, and private or domestic property.
70. These include short term agreements for the sale and purchase of proper-

sale and purchase of property where settlement (and pay- ty (where settlement is to take place within 93 days of agreement for real proper-

ment) is not immediate. However, a variation in the value of ty, and 63 days of agreement for other property) andprivateor domesticagree-

property sold from the consideration originally agreed may
ments for the sale of property (where the agreement is entered into for private or

domestic purposes, settlement is to occur within 365 days, and the purchaseprice
often be unrelated to any time-value-of-moneycomponent, is less than $ 750,000, for real property, and $ 250,000 for other property).
as it may merely reflect changing market factors or the good 71. See the Committee'sReport, at 42.
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the accrual rules to ascertain whether the agreed considera- standing the fact that delivery had not occurred (and, there-
tion contains any time-value-of-money(interest) element. fore, the first right in the propertyhad not passed). Gault J.
This is achieved, in essence, by comparing that consideration said..76

with what is called the core acquisitionpriceof the relevant
property,72 being73 the lowest prce that the parties would

We are unable to see how the words of Section 64C(1) can be con-

strued so as to exclude assessmentof the value of the considerationhave agreed upon for the property... at the time at which the expressed at the balance date even though possession of the wool
agreement for the sale and purchase of the property was had not passed. It follows that if there were fluctuations in value
entered into ... on the basis of payment in full at the time at between the date the contract was entered and the balance date
which the first right in the specified property is to be trans- there will be income or expenditure to be accounted for on an

ferred (Section 64BA). Thus, reference is to be had to the accrual basis. That the result might be modified when the base
lowest prce the parties would have agreed in the event that price adjustment is made subsequentlycannot affect that.

full payment occurred when the first right in the property
passed,74 and it should be noted that Section 64B defines If this conclusion is correct, many taxpayers with forward
right in the specified property as meaning: orders for commodities at balance date, and taxpayers who

have contracted to sell or purchase significant investment(a) The right to possession of the property; or
assets pror to year-end, will be required to apply the accrual(b) The right to any income or the right to control or influence the

disposition of income derived from the property; or provisions to those agreements. The fact that the impact of
(c) The right, directly or indirectly, to exercise, or to infuence the provisions (up to the date on which the first right in the

any other person in the exercise, of any decision-making in property passes) will be automatically reversed out by Sec-
respect of the property; or tion 64F later on is, according to the Court of Appeal, not a

(d) Any other right of a substantially similar nature: relevant consideration. In the writer's view, legislative inter-
Provided that the mere right to enforce any agreement for the sale vention is both necessary and likely.
and purchase of property or any specified option shall not of itself

To return to the real world once more, where the partiesconstitute a right in the specified property.
have agreed upon the lowest price for these purposes, the

According to Section 64F, the difference between this hypo- reciprocal tax impacts upon them will ordinarily mean that
thetical price and the actual consideration is to form the basis arm's length bargainingcan be left to dictate the result. In any
of the parties' accrual income/expenditure, and one might event, the decision of Maller J. in Industrial Steel and Plant
think it logical for such amount to be spread over the period Ltd. v. Smith77 has been seen by at least one commentator78as

from the date on which the first right in the property pass- suggesting that it may be difficult for the Commissioner to

es to the date of final payment. However, the actual tax overtum an artificial, manipulated agreed price.79 Neverthe-

accounting treatment of many arrangements, in the years less, it is the writer's view that a sham figure could be chal-

prior to the base price adjustmentbeing undertaken,has been lenged by the IRD on the simple basis that it was not the low-
thrown wide open by theCourt of Appeal's decision in est price the parties would have agreed upon in the circum-
Dewavrin. Because no specific wording linked Section 64C stances envisaged by Section 64BA,8o and so the ITA would

(regulating the accounting during the term of the arrange- proceed as if no such agreed figure existed. If the parties do

ment) with Section 64F (the wash-up computation at the not nominate an agreed lowest price for these purposes, ITA

end), the Court found that the terms of the latter sectioncould subsection 64BA(1) deems a price computedon the basis of a

not influence the manner of calculation adopted under the discounted value of the consideration payable as determined

former one. The scheme of the legislation and the intentions pursuant to a determinationmade by the Commissioner.
of the Committee of Consultants in 1988 were not seen as That determination is DeterminationG17B. DeferredProp-sufficient to outweigh the absence of explicit connecting erty SettlementsDenominatedin New ZealandCurrency,and
words in the provisions: it essentially requires that the discountedvalue be computed

The difficulty with this argument is that nowhere in Section 64C is using the specified rate, which (according to Determna-
there any reference to Section 64F nor any wording that incorpo- tion G23: SpeciiedRate) is derived from the equivalentbank
rates by reference the definitionof'coreacquisition price' which is bill rate (for financial arrangementsof up to 12 months dura-
the key to the base price adjustment.... While consistency is obvi- tion) or government stock rate (for financial arrangementsofously desirable, that cannot be achieved unless the words are rea-

sonably capableof construction to that end.75 over 12 months).

This staggering conclusion has very significant practical
implications, and effectively means that taxpayers can be 72. The acquisitionprice (for the purposes of the BPA) is the core acquisi-
required to adopt one basis of computing (and spreading) ton price plus non-contingent fees of up to 2%: subsec. 64BA(3)
income/expenditureover the term of a financial arrangement,

73. Plus any consideration provided by the vendor other than the specified
propertyand to apply an entirely new and inconsistent accounting 74. Aconceptborrowedby the Committee from the Credit Cona'acts Act 1981.

treatment in computing the total income/expenditureat the 75. At 1 1,054.
end. 16. Id.

77. [1980] 1 NZLR 545, at 550- a case under the Hire Purchase Act 1971.
In the case of the Dewavrin company, this meant that (in 78. See Martin, supra note 9, at 23.

79. For example, one party may have abundant tax losses, and be unconcernedaddition to the foreign exchange contracts) the wool con- about deemed interest income.
tracts had to be brought to account at balance date, notwith- 80. See also Tax EducationOfice Newsletter41 (June 1991), at 8-9.
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Determination G17B is also noteworthy in that (unlike its (b) The change in the amount or amounts payable under the

predecessor) it extends these principles to deferred property financial arrangementupon the exerciseof a discretionas pro-

settlements where the amounts payable or the dates on
vided for in paragraph (a) of this subsection does not reflect

or

which those amounts are payable are not known wth certain- changes in economic, commodity, industrial, financial
indices or banking or general commercial rates; and

ty at the first balance date after the transfer date.81 This (c) The making of such financial arrangements is not generally
aspect is relevant where, for example, a business or a build- accepted commercialpractice; and

ing is sold on a deferred basis with the considerationvarying (d) The effect of the arrangement is to defeat the intent and appli-
according to subsequent profits, takings or rentals received. cation of Sections 64B to 64M of this Act.

According to the determination, a best estimate method
must be utilized by the parties at the outset, with a re-estimate
and adjustmentbecomingnecessarywhen actual cash flows IX. INTERRELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THE
and/or factual circumstanceshave rendered the original esti- ACCRUAL PROVISIONSAND THE REST OF
mate (or previous re-estimate)no longer fair and reasonable . THE INCOME TAX ACT
This can give rise to significant practical difficulties in such

cases, and there is also the distinctpossibilityof taxation mis-
Subsection64L(1) of the Act is in the following terms:

matches as the parties' best estimatesare not required to be

the subject of mutual agreement,82 Notwithstandingany other provision in this Act, in an income year
in which a person is required to take into account income or expen-
diture in respect of a financial arrangement under Section 64B to

64M of this Act, that income or expenditure shall be calculated

Vlll. ANTI-AVOIDANCE pursuant to those sections.

Three provisions warrant brief mention for their (supposed) This would seem, at first glance, to be a relatively straight-
role in combating tax avoidance in the financial arrange- forward and uncontentious provision according priorities
ments context. within the statute. However, it is not completely devoid of

nterpretational issues.
Section 64H requires parties to a financial arrangement to

disclose various details to the Commissionerwhere a finan- First, subsection 64L(1) only operates where a person is
to account or

cial arrangement ... consists of 2 or more arrangements, required take into income expenditure ... under

whether or not those arrangements are themselves financial Sections 64B to 64M in the relevant income year. If the

arrangements.This requirement to disclose such inter-relat- accrual rules are applied in a particular year with the result

ed financial arrangements was intended to identify to the that there is no income or expenditure deemed to be derived

Commissionerany schemes that are structured to avoid the or incurred in that year, can the other provisions of the ITA

accruals regime, and any other sections of the legislation,83 operate so as to give rise to assessable income or allowable
deductionsIn the writer's view, the answer is a negativeone,

but its value is questionablegiven that - as a practical matter

it seems to be more honoured in the breach than the obser- as the taxpayer will still have been required to take into
-

vance. In addition, the Commissionerhas power (in subsec- account (in that year) whateveramountof income or expen-

tion 64H(2)) to exempt certain taxpayers from the disclosure diture the accrual calculations produced- in the nstant case

requirement, and has done so in DeterminationsDl to D4. being nil. If the answer was otherwise, subsection 64L(1) -

The Valabh Consultative Committee has recommended that and the other provisions- could oscillate between operation
Section 64H should be repealed, on the basis that the Com- and inactivity during the term of a financial arrangement,

missioner can request information from a specific taxpayer according to whether Sections 64B-64M gave rise to income

pursuant to Section 17 of the Inland Revenue Department or expenditure, or to a nil result, in any particularyear.

Act.84 Where, however, the accrual provisionsdo not require or pro-

The other two sections are actually anti-avoidance provi- vide a method of tax accounting for a financial arrange-

sions, rather than disclosure requirements. Section 64J per-
ment in any year, the wordingof subsection64L(1) arguably

mits the Commissioner to adjust the consideration for the permits the ordinary provisions of the Act to operate in the

issue or transferof a financiai arrangementbetween connect- usual way. In the final year, of course, Section 64F will still

ed parties, where he is satisfied that the parties were dealing apply, so as to reassert the priority of the accrual provisions,
with each other in relation to the issue or transfer in a manner dictating the overall quantum (rather than the timing) of the

that has the effect of defeating the intent and application of taxpayer's expenditure.85
Sections 64B-64Mof ths Act.

Section 64I implements what is termed a post facto adjust- 81. The transfer date is the date on which the first right in the property is
transferred.

ment in circumstanceswhere: 82. Although the Commissioner reserves the right to reject estimates he con-

(a) Any of the amount or amounts payable under the financial siders not to be fair and reasonable, and to re- estimate on hs own motion.

83. See McClennanand Truman, supra note 5, at 14.
arrangement are determined in the terms of the financial 84. See the ConsultativeCommittee'sFinalReport (October 1992), at 101.

arrangement,as to whole or part, at the discretionof either the 85. This analysis is admittedly inconsistentwith the approach of Gault J in the
issuer or the holder, or both of them, or at the discretionof any Dewavrincase, at 11,057. However, it is suggested that his Honour's comments

other person where either the issuer or the holderand the other are qute contrary to the plain words of subsec. 64C(3), and must be considered

person are associated persons; and in that light.
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Secondly, the subsection does not entirely exclude the other producing anomalies and the risk ofover-reach),or should
provisionsof the Act in any event- rather, it gives primacy to the regime focus tightly on the specific timing and
the accrual sections in relation to the calculation of the capital/revenue issues thought to prejudice the revenue
party's relevant income or expenditur.86

How flexibility be provided in theircan to taxpayers-

It is interesting to contrast the wording of the present provi- choice of accountingmethods (thereby assisting tax simplifi-
sion with that of subsection 64C(4) proposed in the orginal cation and taxpayercompliance)without permitting manipu-
Bill: lation and inconsistency

To the extent that any provision of this Act, other than Section Should accruals under the regime take foreign exchange-

99,87 conflicts with Sections 64B to 64J of this Act that provision gains and losses into account, and what should be done aboutshall apply subject to the treatment of income and expenditure in
relation to financiai arrangements prescribed by the said Sections hedging transactions
64B to 64J.

How should the regime approach remissions of debt (so-

The ConsultativeCommittee said of the change:
as not to unfairly complicate or discourage the resolution of
business insolvencieS)

The section places the treatmentof financial arrangements within
the scheme of the Act by stating that income or expenditure from - Should the regime seek to apply to non-residents (and
such arrangementsshall be calculatedpursuant to the provisionsof how would this interact with existing double tax treaties)
Sections 64B to 64M of the Act. The section still allows special How should deferred settlementproperty transactions betreatment for income and expenditure subsequent to its initial cal-

-

culation provided elsewhere in the Act to have effect; for example approached (and what will be the relationship with any pro-
Section 204 life insurancecompanies.88 visions taxing capital gains)

How should the regime be administered, so as to assist-

It should also be noted that non-residents are generally
excluded from the accrual regime. Section 64M provides that certainty of application,accommodatemarket developments,

and fill in the inevitable details (dealt with, in New Zealand,the accrual provisionsshall not apply to the determination
of income of or expenditure incurred by a person not resident by way of determination)
in New Zealand in relation to a financiai arrangementwhere The New Zealand provisions were a bold step into a haz-
and to the extent that the financial arrangement does not ardous arena, and there are important lessons to be learned
relate to a business carried on by that person through a fixed from their adventure so far- for both Australia and New
establishment in New Zealand. Non-resident withholding Zealand.
income is also expressly excluded from the operation of Sec-
tions 64B-64M.89

It is self-evident that the exclusionof non-residents from the
accrual rules may produce significant income/expenditure 86. Glazebrookand Oliver noted this issue, when they said ofsubsec. 64L(1):
mismatches where transactions occur between resident and That provision is not without some obscurity. However, the correct inter-

seem to means a con-non- resident parties. In some situations, these can be exploit- pretation would be that Sec 64L(1) that where there is
flict between timing and spreading under the accrual rules, and timinged as tax planning opportunities, but in others they can have under other provisions of the Act, the accrual rules override the other pro-

a seriously detrimental effect on a party's financial or com- visions. Sec. 64L(1) does not override other provisionsof the Act as far as

petitive position. they relate to deductibilityor assessability.
See supra note 9, at 78.
87. The ITA's general anti-avoidanceprovision.
88. Reportof theConsultativeCommitteeonAccrualTaxTreatmentof income
and Expenditure (April 1987), at 1 !.X. CONCLUSION Martin (supra note 9) describes the preceding interpretation as a calculational
approach,and (while he thinks it correct) notes that argumentscan be raised in

There are certain fundamental issues which require consider- support of a different view. For example, it could be said, with some force,
. that the line between matters of calculation and maters of, say, assess-ation, and resolution, before a comprehensive accrual taxa- ability is not necessarily that clear-cut since not only does the former task

tion system is implemented. Hopefully, the brief excursion in a loose sense merge somewhat into the latter but the accrual rules are not

through New Zealand'sSections64B-64Mundertaken in this purely calculational in themselves,Section 64F(4) giving rise to a deemed

paper may serve to highlightsome of those issues, their prac-
assessability in certain circumstances.

Martin also points out that many sections of the ITA have statutory objectivestical importance, and the benefits and pitfalls that different that go well beyond those involving the calculationof income, for example, tax
solutionsmay produce. avoidanceobjectives,and these objectivescould be frustrated by the operation

of subsec. 64L(1). This issue is of considerablepractical importance, as the cal-
Those seeking to regulate the taxation treatment of financial culational approach could in such cases permit the avoidance of tax where the

arrangements must give careful thought to the following accrual provisions and determinationsmade thereunderare deliberately attract-

(among other) questions: ed and applied. Nevertheless, it would seem from the words of the provision that
that approach is the correct one.

How should the regime be targeted Should an expansive
89. This approach avoids the difficulties inherent in having to deduct non--

resident withholding tax from deemed interest income, but related problemsdefinition be adopted (giving anti-avoidanceadvantages, but have emerged with the introductionof a resident withholding tax on interest.
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NEW ZEALAND

TAX SIMPLIFICATION:PROGRESS TO DATE
Lin Mei Tan and Stuart Tooley

Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand.

INTRODUCTION Such reforms, which have also been described as the most

far-reaching in New Zealand'shistory (Groenewegen, 1987),
rise to highly complex legislation. In addition, the

Tax simplification is usually advanced as the panacea to the gave esca-

lating speed in which the governmenthad enacted new legis-
growing concerns over the complexityof income tax and the lation made it difficult for witheven more taxpayers to cope
burden of compliancecosts on taxpayers that many of the tax

the rules. Hoare & Weston (1990, 36) reported thatnew p.
reforms imposed. Over the years, governments in several

these recent reforms rise to 77 Amending Acts (20 in
countries, such as Canada, the United States and Australia gave

the last two years) since the principal Act was updated in
have responded in one way or another to the call of simplifi- 1976. The govemment's concentration in closing loop-tax
cation. The approaches to simplifyinga tax system and struc-

holes to have bred further complexity it done
ture have been many and varied. Nevertheless, the main appears as was

thrust of most recommendations includes: making the law
on a piecemeal basis. As a result the Valabh Committee sug-

readily understandable, removing uncertainties, simplifying gested that many of the importantparts of the legislationdo

not work well togetherdue to the different terms and tax con-
record keeping requirements, user friendly tax system,
streamliningtax collection,productionof readily understand- cepts used (quoted in Weston & Hoare, 1990, p. 36). This

able educational material to help minimize learning costs,
was also supported by the Waugh Committee (1990) which

felt that parts of the tax legislationwere confusingand unclear
stability in taxation, simple tax structure, simple and easy to

making compliancedifficult for the ordinary
complete tax forms and simple and low cost appeal mecha-

taxpayer.

nisms (Sandfordet al. 1989; Sherbaniuk, 1988; Strain, Dodge Furthermore,small businesseswhich constituteabout 92 per-
and Peters, 1988; Stikeman 1975). cent of the business population in New Zealand, had lobbied

However, even though governments in various OECD coun-
for some time for a simpler tax system. The massive changes

tries have appeared to support tax simplification, not much since 1984 made it not only difficult but also costly for them

progress has been made in simplifying their tax system
to comply with the tax requirements. In addition, several

(Pechmann, 1987; Owens, 1990).
studies (for example, Sandford and Hasseldine, 1992) inves-

tigating tax compliance costs suggest that compliance costs

This article provides some nsights on tax sirnplification in are regressive as they tend to fall disproportionatelyon small

New Zealand and its effectivenessas perceived by tax practi- businesses. These findings provide further support that the

tioners. burden of compliance costs imposed on small businesses

resulting from the tax reforms ought to be addressed.

In response to the growing pressure over the increased com-

NEW ZEALAND TAX SIMPLIFICATION plexity of the tax system due to the radical reforms (Waugh
INITIATIVES- AN OVERVIEW Committee, 1990; Hasseldine, 1989), the (then) LabourGov-

ernment finally appointed the Tax Simplification Consulta-
tive Committee,more commonlyknown as the Waugh Com-

In 1989, the New Zealand governmentplaced tax simplifica- mittee to recommend measures which could reduce taxpay-
tion high on its agenda. Such a move was seen as necessary er's compliance costs but without diminishing the tax rev-

as the New Zealand tax system had become more and more
enue intake, unless there were significantsavings to the econ-

complex as the many tax reforms undertaken since 1985 whole.
began to take effect (Valabh Committee, 1989, p. 6).

omy as a

Stephens (1989) alluded that such comprehensivetax reform
Based on the submissionsreceived from the public, the Com-
mittee put forward a number of recommendations (176 in

was seen as necessary by the Labour government which had
total) based on the following key principles:

come into power as there was a perceived need to improve
the efficient use of resources and to ntroduce greater equity

-- it should be recognized that most taxpayers honour their

into the tax and benefit system. At the same time, the changes responsibilitiesand are honest;

were made to ensure the collection of the desired amount of - taxpayersgenerallyshould be able to understandand ful-

tax revenue in view of the deficit-ridden government's cash fil their own obligationswith a minimumofoutside help,
flow (Budget 1987, p. 28). and without fear of making errors;
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as many taxpayers as possible should be removed from ment tax, livestock valuation methods and depreciation rules.
-

the provisional tax system; These new rules further complicate compliance for small
tax rules should have empathy with good business prac- businesses, in particular, those who do not have the available-

tice; administrationand record-keepingstaff and procedures. The
there should be common approaches to problems general view is that the new rules do not seem to take into-

between taxpayerclasses and tax types; account compliance and collection costs. Taking these new

pay-n dates should be as standardized as possible, exist- rules into account, many respondentssuggested that the sim--

ing tax systems should be used for any new taxes; plification process had regressed. The overall perception is
thresholds should be seen to be appropriate; that there is considerable scope for further simplificationand-

the system for the payment of interest by or to the Inland that compliance issues must be considered on a pre-imple--

Revenue Department(IRD) should be made workable; mentation basis rather than post-implementation.
the penalty regime that applies should be accepted as rea--

sonable by the taxpayer;
the IRD should help to increase the level of taxpayer-

understanding by themselves maintaining a high stan- CONCLUSION
dard of knowledge and efficiency;
the impact of social welfare policies on the tax system In recent tax simplification to have become

-

years, seems a
should be minimized subject to delivering social welfare major objective of tax reforms. In 1991, a number of meas-
policies at minimum cost (p. 4). ures were implemented to simplify the tax system. This study

Many of these recommendationshave now been adopted by shows that tax practitionersgenerally perceived that most of
the Government.The governmentalso promised that tax sim- the measures have made compliance easier for taxpayers, in

plification would be an ongoing process. It is perceived that particular small businesses. However, the complexity of the
for small and medium-sizedbusinesses which were overbur- new rules has actually wiped out the benefits gained from the
dened with tax compliance obligations, these changes will changes.
save them money, time and inconvenience.

Although the results may not be generalizable beyond the
With the implementationof many of these tax simplification questions selected for use in the study, it does provide some
initiatives, the remainder of this article provides an analysis insights into the compliance complexity that taxpayers still
of a questionnaire which was sent to tax practitioners to have to face. First, although practitioners generally support
obtain their views as to the effectivenssof the tax simplifi- the removal of the needlesscomplexityof the tax system, it is
cation measures to-date. The suggestions together with the perceived that too frequent changes in the tax legislation
principles set out by the Waugh Committee in the Final make compliance difficult and therefore become an impedi-
Report were used as the framework for designing the ques- ment to tax simplification. Second, the tax legislation is still
tions. Tax practitioners were asked to give their views as to very difficult to read and understand and its intent remains
whether the initiatives implemented did make compliance unclear. Third, the IRD staff (especially the junior staff) still
easier for taxpayers, in particular for small businesses. lacks adequate technical and communicationskills necessary

to assist taxpayers with their compliancerequirements.Last-
ly, to achieve any progress in tax simplification, there is no

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION doubt that it should be viewed as an ongoing process. Other-
wise as this study shows, not much progress can be made

Out of a total of 37 initiatives put forward in the question- beyond the initial rhetoric stage if the govemment fails to

naire, the tax practitioners perceived that a majorty of the continually check the effects of tax reform against the need
for simplicity'.initiatives did make complianceeasier for taxpayers. Most of

the dissatisfactionwith the initiatives arises in the readability
of the tax legislation and determinations, the change in pay-
ment dates in particular for Goods and Services Tax and the REFERENCESIRD staff's technical and communication skills. Based on

comments received, a number of practitioners felt that there
are still too many dates for the various taxes and to make Cohen M.A. (1976): Tax Simplification: A Government
complianceeasier they should all be standardized. Perspective, 27th conference 1975. Report of Proceed-

ings of the Twenty-Seventh Tax Conference. Canadian
Tax Foundation, Quebec City, 10-12 November 1975.
CanadianTax Foundation 1976.OVERALL COMMENTS

Couzin, R. (May-June 1984): The Process of Tax Simplifi-Numerous comments were received regarding the number of cation, CanadianTax Journal,32, 487-500.
rules emerging at the same time. Positive comments received
include the improved record-keepingrequirements for small Creech, W. (1991): Tax Reform - Progress to date, New
businesses with the introduction of GST. However, many Zealand Society of Accountants Residential Taxation
expressed discontentmentover new rules such as entertain- Seminar, 1-2 November, 1991.
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AUSTRALIA

STATE FXCISE TAXES AND THE CONSTITUTION:
CAPITALDUPLICATORSPT. LTD. V. AUSTRALIANCAPITAL TTORY (1 & 2)

Abe I. Greenbaum

BA, LL B, LL M (Labour), LL M, Senior Lecturer ATAX Program,
University of New South Wales.

I. INTRODUCTION A. Constitutionalstatus of the legislator
In most situations this first point will be obvious. The legis-The High Court recently decided, in cases challenging the lature of State the Commonwealthwill clearly fall with-a or

Business Franchise (X Videos) Act 1990 (A.C.T), that an in their respectivecategories. In CapitalDuplicatorsthis wasAustralianCapital Territory (ACT) franchise fee on whole- not the case since the legislator was the ACT. The constitu-sale and retail sale of X rated videos was an unconstitu- tional status of the ACT for purposes of Section 90 of the
tional excise. The implicationsof this decision on State rev- Constitution was the issue before the High Court in the first
enue collection could have been dramatic. The High Court, Capital Duplicators case.5 Simply stated, the question con-however, averted severe political disruption by going on to sidered was whether the ACT, for the purposes of enactinghold that similar State-levied franchise and licence fees for excise legislation, was acting as a State or was it exercisingthe sale of liquor, tobacco and petrol would be permitted to delegated Commonwealthpowerscontinue, notwithstanding their holding regarding the ACT
tax. This article discusses the High Court decisions in Capi- In 1988 the constitutional status of the Capital Territory
tal DuplicatorsPty. Ltd. v. AustralianCapitalTerritory et al. changed. This change occurred with the enactment of the
(No. 1)2 and Capital Duplicators Pry. Ltd. v. AustralianCap- Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988
ital Territoryet al. (No.2),3 and their implications for tax law (Cth).6 The Australian Capital Territory self-govemment law
and policy as well as the AustralianConstitution. established the legislative framework to give the Territory

some governmentalresponsibility.Section 22 of this Act pro-
vided that the ACT Legislative Assembly would have the
power to make laws for the peace, order and good govern-Il. CONSTITUTIONALLAW BACKGROUND ment of the Territory.
Peace, order and good government is the terminologyusedAustralia has a federal constitutional structure. The Com- in many British Commonwealth constitutions to describe amonwealth Constitution (hereinafter Constitution)4 pro- plenary legislativepower, i.e. an all-encompassinglegislativevides the basic structure of the federal system and outlines

not constrainedby or answerable to, some other supe-which level ofgovernmentwill have legislativeand adminis- power,
rior legislature. The majority of the High Court in Capitaltrative power in which subject areas.
Duplicators(No. 1) concluded that the exerciseof legislative

Excises- taxes imposed on certain classes of goods based on Power forpeace,orderand good govemmentwas one inde-
their production or use - are controlled by Section 90 of the pendentof the CommonwealthParliamentand was not a del-
Constitution. Section 90, in part, provides:

On the imposition of uniform duties of customs the power of the
Parliament to impose duties of customs and of excise, and to grant 1. CapitalDuplicators Pty. Ltd. v. AustralianCapitalTerritory et al. (Vo. I
bounties on the production or export of the goods, shall become (1992) 177 CLR 248; 109 ALR 1 and CapitalDuplicatorsPry. Ltd. v. Austraan

exclusive. Capital Territoryet al. (No. 2) (1993) FC 93/053; 27 ATR 1.
2. (1992) 177 CLR 248; 109 ALR 1.
3. (1993) FC 93/053; 27 ATR 1.

Section 90 allows only the Commonwealth Parliament to 4 Commonwealthof Australia Constitution Act (63 & 64 Victoria, Ch. 12),
impose any excise. This means that any State which imposes as amended.

5. (1992) 177 CLR 248; 109 ALR 1. The specific question answered by the
an excise would be acting in violationof the Constitutionand court in Capital Duplicators Py. Ltd. v. Australian Capital Territory (No 1)
the law imposing the excise would be ultra vires and there- was: does Ch. IV of the CommonwealthConstitution operate so as to preclude
fore of no force or effect. the LegislativeAssemblyof the AustralianCapital Territory from exercising the

power to impose duties of excise within the meaning of Section 90 of the Con-
The operation of Section 90 turns on two points. First, the stitution

6. Self-govemment had already been granted to the Northern Territory ofstatus of the legislator- is it a State or the Commonwealth Australia (the only other territory Continental Australia) in 1978 under theon
Second, the nature of the tax - is it an excise or not Northem Territory (Self-Government)Act 1978 (Cth).
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egated power of the Commonwelth Parliament.7 The rea- where the Court concluded that certain taxes, when imposed

soningof the High Court was that the broad legislativepower
in a particularmanner, were not excises.

granted the ACT legislature was consistent with status as an The first of these cases was Dennis Hotels Pty. Ltd. v. Victo-

independentlegislature rather than a subsidiary legislatureof ria,t where the constitutionalityof the Licensing Act 1958
the Commonwealth exercising powers delegated by the (Vic) was at issue. The law provided that only persons
Commonwealth. licensed under the Act could sell liquor in the State. The

The High Court conclusion that the ACT was exercising le- licence fee for a hotel owner was 6 percent of the price of all

gislative power independentof that of the Commonwealth is liquor purchased by the hotel owner for a 12-month period

important to the final conclusion of Capital Duplicators ending 1 June prior to the date of licence application. The

(No. 2). If the High Court had found that the ACT was exer- plaintiff, a hotel owner, asserted that the licence fee amount-

cising legislative power as delegated by the Commonwealth ed to an unconstitutionalState excise.

Parliament, there would have been no need for the second The central question considered by the High Court was the

Capital Duplicators case because the ACT, exercising dele- scope of the definitionof the term excise. In Dennis Hotels,
gated power from the CommonwealthParliament, would be three judges (Dixon CJ., McTiernanand WindeyerJJ.) adopt-
considered to have all of the constitutional scope to legislate ed the broad view of the definition of excise in Parton and
as the CommonwealthParliament. found that the licence fee was an unconstitutionalexcise; two

The ACT legislaturecould have imposedan excise since they judges (Fullagar and Menzies JJ.) followed the narrow defi-

would have had power delegated under Section 90 of the nition of excise in Peterswaldand concluded that since the

Constitution. The High Court concluded, for purposes of tax was not a tax on local production it was not an excise; the

Section 90, that the ACT had the legislativepower of a State. final two judges (Kitto and Taylor JJ.) applied the broad def-

This meant that the High Court was faced with a furtherques-
inition of excise but held, however, that the licence fee was

tion: did the ACT legislation impose an excise or not not an excise since it was related to the holding of a licence
rather than being based on goods. Kitto J. seized upon the

idea that since the licence fee was based on sales in a past

B. Definition of excise period it was therefore a fee related to the licence rather than

the sale or distributionof goods.
As the term excise is undefined in the Constitution, the

High Court had to decide on its meaning. The meaning of This case, with its variety of minority judgments, has since

excise was considered by the High Court in an early case,
stood for the proposition that State licence or franchise fees

Peterswaldv. Bartley, where Griffith CJ. held:8 which were based on past sales were not unconstitutional

under Section 90. This reasoning was followed by the High
.. the conclusion is almost inevitable that, whenever it is used, it Court in relation to a tobacco tax in Dickenson'sArcade Pty.
is intended to mean a duty analogous to a customs duty imposed Ltd. v. Tasmania,12and in relation to a tax on the sale ofpetrol
upon goods either in relation to quantity or value when produced in H.C. SleighLtd. SouthAustralia.ntav.
or manufactured, and not in the sense of a direct tax or personal
tax. Reading the Constitution alone, that seems to be the proper
construction to be put upon the term.

Ill. THE HIGH COURT JUDGEMENT IN
The early view of the High Court was that excises had to be CAPITALDUPLICATORS(NO. 2)
related to goods being manufactured.

The High Courtprogressivelyexpanded the definition in sub_ The first plaintiff, Capital Dupcators Pty. Ltd., was a

sequent cases. In Matthews v. ChicoryMarketingBoard,9the wholesale distributorofX rated videos. The second plain-

majority of the High Court held that a Victorian tax of 1.1 for tiff was a retailer of similar videos. The plaintiffs challenged
every half acre of chicory planted was an excise. The High the constitutional validity of the Business Franchise (X
Court concluded that the tax was an excise because it was Videos) Act 1990 (ACT).
imposed on goods produced in Australia for sale within Aus- The legislation mandated thatX rated videos could not be
tralia. This conclusion was reached notwithstanding the fact distributed or sold without a licence. The legislation provid-
that the tax was not related to the quantityofchicory actually ed that the monthly wholesaler licence fee was calculated at

produced. In Parton v. Milk Board (Vic),j0 Dixon J., for the 40 percent of the wholesalevalueofvideos sold in the second
majorityof the High Court, held that any tax on commodities month preceding the month of the renewal. For example, the
which was charged at any time prior to final consumptionof June licence fee would be based on April sales.
the goods was an excise. Dixon was of the view that there

was no difference between a tax which was charged at some

point in the distribution process as opposed to a tax imposed 7. Brennan, Deane and Toohey JJ. CLR, at 281; Gaudron J. concurring, at

at the manufacturingstage. 284.
8. (1904) 1CLR 497.

This high watermark of Commonwealth excise power 9. (1938) 60 CLR 263.

would preclude any scope for State taxes on commodities. 10. (1949) 80 CLR 229.

11. (1960) 104 CLR 529.
State taxes are, however, levied on alcohol, tobacco and 12. (1974) 130 CLR 177.

petrol. This is explained by a sries of High Court decisions 13. (1977) 136 CLR 475.
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In the litigation surroundingCapital Duplicators, te defen- reopening the cases to narrow the definition of excise and
dant (the government of the ACT) and the interveners from return to the definition in Peterswald.17The High Court did,
each of the States and the Northern Territory hoped that the however, recognize that there was a problem with the rule in
High Court would conclude that the ACT legislation fell these cases. The High Court was concemed that the previous
within the category of constitutionallypermitted franchise or decisions of the court focused too heavily on form rather than
licence fees in the Dennis Hotel line of cases. This would substance,18 and granted that a strong argument could be
allow the ACT and any of the States to continue to impose, or made that a reconsiderationof this line of cases should take
impose new business franchise fees in the area of porno- place. The High Court Justices, however, concluded that the
graphic videos (or even videos generally). The plaintiff decisions in these cases should not be reopened. They stat-

sought to sell its product for as Iow a price as possible and ed:'9
saw the business franchise fee as interferingwith that goal. In

For thing, there grounds for treating tobacco andan attempt to improve its business environment, the plaintiff
one are some

alcohol products as constitutinga special category of goods for the
sought to have the tax declared unconstitutional.

purposeof consideringwhether what purports to be a licensing fee

The legislators must have been aware of the Dennis Hotels under a regulatory scheme should be characterized as a duty of
excise.line of cases which permitted certain State franchise fees

which were based on past sales. The ACT legislators decided
that if they were to frame the legislation in this manner they This passage refers with approval to the judgment of Taylor
would be able to avoid a constitutionalchallenge. The plain- J. in Dennis Hotels where he held that the tax structure could
tiffs sought to have the franchise fee declared an unconstitu. be justified because of the acceptanceof the need to regulate
tional excise since it violated Section 90 of the Constitution. the sale of liquor. The tax was justified on the grounds that
The Territory government argued that the fee was not an the tax revenue was necessary to fund the needed regulatory
excise and invited the High Court to follow Peterswaldand framework.associatedwith the sale of liquor.20
narrowly read the definition of excise so that it would only The Court eventually surpriingly candid andapply to taxes imposed on the manufactureof goods. gave a

unguarded explanation and would not reconsider the earlier
The majority of the High Court gave a detailed explanationof State franchise decisions. The majority said:21
the rationale for Section 90 and related sections of the Con-

In refusing to reconsider the franchise decisions relating to liquorstitution. They explained that not only was Section 90 neces- and tobacco, the Court has recognized the fact that the States (and
sary to prevent the States and Territories from counteracting the Territories) have relied upon the decisions in imposing licence
Commonwealth tariffs, but it was also necessary to ensure fees upon vendors of liquor and tobacco in order to finance the
that differential taxes on goods as between States did not take operations of government. Financial arrangementsof great mpor-
place and thereby distort local markets within the Common- tance to the governmentsof the States have been made for a long
wealth. These problems would be averted by granting the time on the faith of these decisions. If the decisions were to be

CommonwealthParliamentthe sole authority to impose taxes overruled, the States and the Territories would be confronted with
claims by the vendors of liquor and tobacco for the recoupmentof

on goods and so ensure that those taxes would be imposed licence fees already paid. That would certainly be the case if the
uniformly throughout the Commonwealth; this was arguably Court were to hold that such licence fees could not properly be
the intent of the framers of the Constitution in Sections 90 characterized as no more than the imposition of a licence fee for
and 99.14 the privilege of engaging in the relevant activity. Hence, consider-

ations of certainty and the ability of legislatures and governmentsThe Court reviewed the case law discussing the meaning of to make arrangements on the faith of the Court's interpretationof
excise. It considered whether a narrow view of the mean- the Constitution are formidable arguments against a reconsidera-
ing of the term (as taken by the early High Court decision, tionof Dennis Hotels and Dickenson'sArcade.

Peterswald)or the more expansive definition which the High
Court had developed in Partoni5 and cases following it The High Court held that the ACT Business Franchise was
should be taken. The majority of the High Court (Mason CJ., unconstitutional. However, they specifically stated that they
Brennan, Deane and McHugh JJ.) concluded that the weight would not reconsider the previous cases validating similar
of precedent was strongly in favour of continuing the broad- taxes on liquor, tobacco and petrol sales. They did not recon-
er reading of the meaning of excise. The majorty explicitly sider the other taxes because they were aware that these taxes
rejected the definition of excise in Peterswaldby endorsing
the judgment of Dixon CJ. and Windeyer JJ. in Dennis

14. FC 93/053, 7; ATR, 7. The CommonwealthParliament, in exercisingat at
Hotels. The High Court concluded that an excise was a tax its taxing power, may not discriminatebetween States or parts of States (Sec. 99
directly related to goods which is imposed at some point in CommonwealthConstitution).
the production or distribution process prior to the goods 15. (1993) FC 93/053 at 12; ATR at 11.

reaching the consumer.'6 The High Court held that the ACT
16. FC 93/053, at 10; ATR, at 9, per Gibbs CJ in Hematite Petroleum Pty. Ltd.
v. Victoria (1983) 151 CLR 599, at 615.

franchise fee was an excise. 17. FC 93/053, at 13; ATR, at I 2.
18. The cases were decided on criteria more related to the form of tax (the fact

The Court then addressed the issue of whether it would or that the tax was based on past sales) rather than its substance (whether the tax or

should reconsiderthe earlier High Court judgments in Dennis franchise fee was, in actuality, an excise).
Hotels and Dickenson's Arcade. The defendants sought that 19. FC 93/053, at 13; ATR, at 12, referring to the judgment of Taylor JJ. in

Dennis Hotels,at 576.both cases be reconsidered so that the definition of excise 20. This reasoning was extended to tobacco sales in Dickenson'sArcade.
could be narrowed. The Court said that it would not consider 21. FC 93/053, at 15; ATR, at 13.
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were important sources of State tax revenue and invalidating there were no controls on the sales or advertisingofX rated

these laws would have serious political repercussions. videos in the ACT and that as such it was not possible to

argue that the taxes were made to support a regulatory
scheme and thereforejustify the excise.23Even if one were to

IV. THE IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX AND accept the regulation argumentof the High Court for the con-

CONSTITUTIONALLAW stitutionalityof State taxes on liquor and tobacco, this justifi-
cation cannot be sustained in relation to State petrol taxes.

CapimlDuplicatorshas mportant implicationsfor both con-

stitutional and tax law. First and foremost, the High Court The lack of justification for petrol taxes is the second prob-

ignored the rule in Section90 of the Constitutionand allowed lem with the rationale used by the High Court. State taxes on

State taxes to stand which should have been struck down as petrol had been approved by the High Court in H.C. Sleigh
unconstitutional.Two constitution law implicationsarise out Ltd. v. Smte ofSouth Australia.24 Arguments about the need

of this. First, by ignoring the Constitution, the High Court is for regulationof petrol distribution and sale are. much weak-

engaging in constitutional amendment, something which it er than those in relation to the pornographicvideo industry. It

has no legal power to do. The High Court role is to interpret iS therefore difficult to sustain an argument that under the

the Constitutionnot to effectively redraft it. The High Court Dennis Hotels line of decisions, video licence fees are an

has implied a new proviso in constitutional interpretation,i.e. excise, and liquor, tobacco and petrol licence fees are not. It

constitutionally invalid laws will be struck down unless the should also be noted that in an earlier excise case, Matthews

mpact of doing so would cause too much political disloca_ v. Chicory Marketing Board,25 Starke J. explicitly rejected
this argument. He was of the view that the use that the rev-

tion.
enue was to be put had no bearing on whether it should be

The fact that the High Court has failed to follow the Consti- characterizedas an excise or not.

tution leads to the second main impact. If the High Court
does not follow the rules outlined in the Constitution, there
will be considerable.uncertaintyabout High Court judgments
in the future. If litigants cannot be certan the rules are not

going to be changed in mid-case they will be less likely to V. CONCLUSION
settle matters and instead take a punt on the High Court
roulette wheel.

The High Court did more harm than good with its decision in

The implications for tax law and the fiscal relations between Capiml Duplicators (No. 2). It avoided political dislocation
the States and the Commonwealth are minimal because in the short term by refusing to reconsider the State taxes on

despite the decision on the ACT tax, the High Court refused liquor, tobacco and petrol; however, it has by no means pro-
to reconsider the State liquor, tobacco and petrol taxes. The tected these sources of State tax revenue in the longer term.

decision, however, created much uncertainty. These State The High Court admission that these taxes are supported by
taxes have a very uncertain future. The majority comments dubious constitutionalreasoningwill ensure that they will be
about the weak legal basis ofDennis Hotels are an invitation challenged in the near future.
for a direct challenge to any or all of the three taxes.22

The Capiml Duplicators decision also created problems in By refusing to reconsider the Dennis Hotels line of cases the

the interpretation of the term excise. The tax in Dennis High Court has merely delayed briefly another better target-
Hotels was justified on the basis that regulationof the liquor ed constitutional challenge and they have secured this small

industry was accepted practice and that the tax revenue was victory for State revenue collection at the cost of their credi-

used to fund this regulation. There are two problems with this bility as the interpreterand protectorof the Constitution.This

rationale. First, when considering the mportanceofhaving a a price which the High Court can ll afford to pay.

regulatory infrastructure,can a distinction be made between
the sale of liquor or tobacco and the sale of pornographic
videos Arguably there is no difference because the per-- 22. Challenges have already been commenced which question the validity of

ceived harm to society is great in all three instances. If no the New South Wales petrol tax. Doubtless,challenges to State liquor and tobac-

such distinction can be sustained, why didn't the High Court co taxes will soon follow.
23. FC 93/053, at 18-19; ATR, at 15-16.

justify the franchise fee on the basis of requiring a regulatory 24. (1977) 136 CLR 475.

scheme The Court argued that unlike tobacco and liquor, 25. (1938) 60 CLR 263.
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AUSTRALIA

FOREIGN BAXKS: DEFINING THE PFRSOXAI.ITY*

Michael Kobetsky BEc (Syd) LLB (ANU)

This approach treats a branch of a foreign bank as though itExecutive Officer, Legislative Services Group, Australian Taxation
Office and Visiting Fellow (Teaching), Faculty of Law, Australian

were separate and independent from the rest of the bank for
National University taxation purposes. Thus intrabank interest is recognized for

the purpose of determining the profits of the branch. Howev-* The views expressed in this article are the views of the author
and are not the official views of the Australian Taxation Office. er, on the applicationofnon-residentinterest withholding tax

(IWT) to intrabank interest either paid or creditedby a

branch to its head office or overseas branches, the OECD
reverts to a single entity approach, arguing that IWT

I. INTRODUCTION should not be applied to intrabank interest. It is asserted that
applying IWT to intrabank interest will deny the fact that a

The problems faced by national tax agencies in taxing multi- branch, its head office and overseas branches are merely parts
national corporationswere described by the Organisation for of the same enterprise.
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Com- In this article I will firstly examine the deductibilityof intra-mittee on Fiscal Affairs in 1979 in the following terms: bank interest and the applicationof IWT to intrabank interest

While taxation problems arising from international investment are paid overseas under the new Australian regime for the taxa-
not new, they have becorne more important in recent years as a tion of Australian branches of foreign banks. Then I will
consequence of the growing internationalization of economic examine the correspondingOECD approach contained in the
activities. One characteristicof this process iS the developmentof 1984 Report. Finally I will discuss the similaritiesand differ-
so-called multinational enterprises which have ncreasingly ences between the Australian and OECD approaches.become powerful economic entities each with a large degree of
common strategy. However, such an intemational economicentity
generally operates in a legal framework which has remained
national; it has therefore to conform with the varied and sometimes Il. BACKGROUNDTO THE AUSTRALIAN
conflictingnational laws of the countries in which it operates. This FOREIGN BANK BRANCH TAXATIONincreasinglycommon phenomenonof related companies operating MEASURESin a group with some degree of centralized management, yet with
the individual members of the group operating under different
national laws, has given rise to important problems regarding the On 25 October 1990 the Commonwealth Government
taxation of corporate profits.' referred an inquiry into the Australian banking system to

the House of Representatives Standing Committee on

On 18 June 1993, the Treasurer, the Hon. John Dawkins MP, Finance and Public Administration, then chaired by
announced in the Banking Policy Statement (BPS)2 a new Stephen Martin MP (Martin Committee). The report of
tax regime for foreign bank branches3 operating in Australia.
The BPS stated that as a legal principle, a foreign bank 1. OECD, Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of thebranch is part of a single banking entity which includes its OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs (Paris: OECD, 1979), at 7.
head office and other branches. This is called the singleenti- 2 Banking Policy Statement, statement by the Treasurer, the Hon. John

ty approach under which intrabank loans4 are generally not
Dawkins MP, 18 June 1993. The statement outlines a number of important
aspects of Governmentpolicy for the banking industry, including the taxation ofrecognized for tax purposes. However, for Australian tax pur- foreign bank branches in Australia. These proposals will require amendments to

poses, it is necessary to determine the Australian taxable the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (ITAA). It s expected that the legisla-
income of a branch; to do this in an efficient and precise man- tion giving effect to the BPS will be introduced into Parliament in the 1994 Bud-

ner, the Commonwealth Government decided to use the get Sittings
3. In this article I will use the term foreign bank branch or branch insteadbranch'sbooks5 as a starting point for the allocationof certain of the term permanent establishment used in the OECD Model Tax Conven-

income and expenses. The practical effect of this approach is tion on Income and on Capital (Paris: OECD, 1992). (OECD Model).
that transactions between the Australian branch and its head 4. Intrabank transactions are transactions between a head office and its over-

seas branches or between the overseas branches.office or non-residentbranches are notionally recognized for 5. The branch's financial records.
Australian tax purposes. 6. OECD, Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises: Three Taxation

Issues, Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs (Paris: OECD, 1984).The approach taken in the BPS on its face differs from the The second paper in this publication is entitled The Taxation of Multinational
separate entity approach on intrabank interest adopted in Banking Enterprises,and Chapter III Bankingand Financial EnterprisesOper-
the OECD 1984 report titled Transfer Pricing and Multina- ating Through Branches (at 55-69) describes the method by which branches of

ntemational banks should be taxed. This iS the only part of that report that I willtional Enterprises: Three Taxation Issues ('1984 Report).6 be examining in this article.
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the Martin Committee, titled A Pocket Full of Change''7 required to have a certain level of equity funding23 in their

was tabled in November 1991. The Martin Committee rec- Australian operations24. The proposal is to treat a portion of

ommended that foreign banks be permitted to operate in an Australian branch's funding as equity funding. The bank-

Australia as branches.8 ing industry submitted that the Australianbranches of foreign

In the 1992 One Nation9 statement, the Prime Minister. the banks would be funded exclusively from debt. In addition,

Hon. Paul Keating MP, announced that the Commonwealth Australian branches of foreign banks are not required to

Government had taken the opportunity to address some of maintain the same level of equity capital in Australia as sub-

[the Martin Committee's] major findings, so as to continue sidiaries of foreign banks.25 After considering the banking
the process of making the financiai sector more compettive industry submissions,26 the Commonwealth Government

and more flexible,loThe statementtl allows foreign banks to decided to give effect to the notional equity requirement by

operate wholesale banks2 in the form of branches in Aus- treating part of the branch's debt funding as equty and

tralia. Prior to this statement, wholesale banking business accordingly denying a deduction for the interest on this

could only be carried on in Australia through an Australian notional equity component.
subsidiary'3with a banking authority.14The 1992 One Nation

statement did not however, deal with the taxation of foreign
bank branches. As stated above, the Treasurerannounced the

tax treatmentof foreign bank branches in the BPS.5
7. Parliamentof the Commonwealthof Australia, The House of Representa-
tives Standing Committee on Finance and Public Administration,A Pocket Full

Ill. THE AUSTRALIAN FOREIGN BANK ofChange Banking and Deregulation (Canberra: AGPS, 1991).

BRANCH TAXATION MEASURES
8. Id. (Recommendation11), at 160.
9. One Naton statement by the Prime Minister, the Hon. Paul Keating MP,
26 February 1992 (Canberra: AGPS, 1992).

The measures I will be dealing with in this article are those 10. Id. at 68.

described in the BPS6 as the ongoing taxation measures.7 11. Id. at 69.

These measures provide the mechanisms for determining the 12. Under the wholesale bank requrement, a branch of a foreign bank will be

Australian taxable ncomeof a branchof a foreign bank oper-
permitted to accept deposts and any other funds in any amount from: incorpo-
rated entities, non-residentsand employees of the bank. The branch will not be

ating in Australia. In this article I will examine the following allowed to accept initial deposits for amounts which are less than $ 250,000.For-

taxation aspects of the BPS: determining a branch's deduc- eign bank branches are also required to-disclose to their customers that the

tion for intrabank interest, the notional equity requirement depositor protection provisions, Secs. 12-16 of the Banking Act 1959, do not

and the applicationof IWT to intrabank interest.
apply to them. (Reserve Bank of Australia, Policy Details on Foreign Banks,
Press Release,No 92-13, issued 21 May 1992.)
13. Many aspects of wholesale banking may be undertaken by Australian sub-

A. Calculation of the intrabank interest deductions sidiaries, known as merchant banks, without a banking authority and not sub-

of the Australian branch of a foreign bank ject to the supervisionof the Reserve Bank of Australia. This article will not be

focusing on the tax treatmentof merchant banks.

The BPS stated that an important element in the calculation 14. Banking authorities are issued under Sec. 9 of the Banking Act 1959.
15. See supra, note 2.

of a foreign bank branch's profit is its interest expense8. If a 16. BPS, supra note 2, AttachmentA, at 4-6.

foreign bank provides funds for use in its Australian branch, 17. The BPS also sets out the transitional taxation measures dealing with

the branch will be allowed a deduction against its assessable special rules for an existing subsidiary transferring its business to an Australian

income in Australia, for interest on those funds. It was ini- branch of a foreign bank. These transitional measures have already been enact-

ed in the Financial Corporations(Transferof Assets and Liabilities)Act 1993.

tially thought that this allocation to the Australian branch of 18. BPS, supra note 2, AttachmentA, at 4.

part of the foreign bank's interest expense could be achieved 19. The concerns of the banking industry with the formula approach were

through a statutory formula. The formula approach was expressed in two press articles on a speech I presented to the Foreign banks in

rejected after the banking industry stated that because of the
Australia conference, 10-11 September 1992, Sydney, organized by AIC Con-

ferences. (Comments by tax officer send temperatures rising, The Australian

complex nature of their worldwide operations,such a system FinancialReview (11 September 1992), at 32 and 'New Wave' banks tipped to

would not be commercially feasible and would be adminis- woo disgruntled business, The Australian Financial Review (14 September

tratively complex. 9 1992), at 30).
20. BPS, supra note 2, AttachmentA, at 4.

The BPS stipulatedthat the CommonwealthGovernmenthad 21. LIBOR is a benchmarkoffer rate. The rate is usually set daily by sampling

decided to accept a branch's books as a starting point for the the offer rates of a number of referencebanks in London. LIBOR is used as the

main interest rate benchmark in the Eurodollarmarket. While there is no single
calculation of a branch's interest deduction.2oThe intrabank official LIBOR, informationservices, such as Reuter MonitorMoney Rates Ser-

interest expense shown in a branch's books is subject to a vice, quote a LIBOR.

ceiling deduction of the London inter-bank offer rate 22. The BPS referred to the ceiling of LIBOR and the London interbank bid

(LIBOR)2prevailing at the time of the transaction.22 Intra-
rate. Following submissions from the banking industry that LIBOR iS the appro-

priate ceiling, it is anticipated that this will be accepted by the Commonwealth

bank interest up to, and at, LIBOR is an allowable deduction Government.

against the gross income of the branch. Any intrabank inter_ 23. Also called shareholders'equity or owners' equity.

est paid by a branch that exceeds the LIBOR ceiling will be 24. BPS, supra note 2, AttachmentA, at 5.

25. In satisfying the ReserveBank'songoingprudentialrequirements,foreign
disallowedas a deduction. bank branches will not be required to maintain endowed capital in Australia

and, consequently, the [Reserve] Bank will not impose any capital-based large
limits. These will be the responsibility of the home supervi-

B. The notional equity of the Australian branch of a
exposure country
sor, (Reserve Bank of Australia, Policy Changes on Foreign Banks, Press

foreign bank Rlease No 92-06,26 February 1992).
26. Three written submissions on the taxation of foreign bank branches were

The BPS stated that branches of foreign banks will be made to the CommonwealthGovernment.
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The basis for the notional equity requirement is that as a countries the Australian IWT may be either a creditable tax
branch is part of a foreign bank, the branch should have the for foreign tax credit purposes or a tax deduction. In the fol-
same proportion of debt and equity capital as the rest of the lowing example I will illustrate how IWT will be applied to
bank. The cost of debt is an allowable deduction against the interest paid by a branch to its head office or overseas branch-
income of a branch whereas a deduction is not available for es of the bank (intrabank interest):
the use of equity capital. Consequently if the Australian
branch is funded wholly by debt from its head office, the Example 2
branch's intrabank interest deduction will be larger than if it

on a
was allocated equity capital. Expanding the facts in Example 1, where branch paid interest

of $150 million to non-resident lenders through the head office of
The Commonwealth Government accepted that it would be the bank (intrabank interest), the notional equity requirement dis-

very difficult to precisely determine the foreign bank's equi- allows as a deduction 4 percent of the $ 150 million. Thus the
branch's interest deduction is reduced by $ 6 million to $144 mil-

ty attributable to its Australian branch. To overcome this lion. IWT is applied to half of the deductible interest paid to the
problem the Commonwealth Government decided to use a head office, and consequently$ 72 million will be subject to IWT
simplified system and treat 4 percent of the cost of a branch's at a rate of 10 percent. This will require the branch to pay $ 7.2 mil-
funds from all sources as equity capital. This is called the lion IWT.
notional equity requirement and applies only for tax purpos-
es. This rule will apply to funding from related parties and
third parties. It will also apply to funds obtained from either IV. THE 1984 REPORT: TAXATION OFoffshore or onshore sources. The notional equity rule MULTINATIONALBANKING ENTERPRISESreplaces the thin capitalization rules27 of the income tax law
for foreign bank branches. I will illustrate the application of
the notional equity requirement in the following example:

As internationalbanking enterprises prefer to operate around
the world through branches rather than subsidiaries, the
OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs issued the 1984 ReportExample 1
dealing with, interalia,he problems that arise in the taxation

Assume that under the new Australian measures the Australian of international bank branches.3o The parts of the 1984
branch of a foreign bank s entitled to an interest deduction of Report that I will be examining are the application of the$ 200 million. Assume further that this interest expense is com-

arm's length principle to intrabank interest paid by branchprised of interest paid to resident third party lenders of $ 50 million a

and nterest paid to non-resident lenders through its head office to either its head office or overseas branches and the applica-
(intrabank interest) of $150 million at LIBOR. The notional equi- tion of IWT to intrabank interest.
ty rule will disallow4 percent of the branch's total interest expense
that would have otherwise been an allowablededuction. Under the
notional equity rule, $ 8 million is disallowed as a deduction, A. Background on the developmentof the arm's
reducing the branch's deduction to $192 million. length principle by the OECD

In 1979 the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs published a

C. Interest withholding tax on intrabank payments report titled Transfer Pricing and MultinationalEnterprses
of interest (1979 Report)31 on establishing an arm's length price for

tax purposes for transactions between associated enterprises.
A major aspect of the new branch banking measures is the The 1979 Report expressly stated that it did not deal with
payment of IWT28 by foreign bank branches on interest pay- loans between enterprises engaged in banking or financing
ments paid indirectly to a non-residentthrough its head office activities as part of their ordinary business.32 The purpose of
or other overseas branches of the bank (intrabank interest). the 1984 Report is to supplement the 1979 Report by provid-
This approach relies on the notion that interest payments by a ing a detailed consideration of the treatment of intrabank
branch to other parts of the bank will ultimatelybe paid to the interest for tax purposes in relation to internationalbanks and
bank's non-residentthird party lenders. The banking industry financial corporations.
submitted that these interest payments should not be subject
to IWT or altemativelythatforeign bank branches should be
able to use the Section 128F exemption.29 In relation to Sec-
tion 128F there was no satisfactory way of providing the
exemption to foreign bank branches without placing at risk
Australia's IWT revenue. 27. Division 16F of Part III of the ITAA.

28. BPS, supra note 2, Attachment A, at 4-5.
As a compromise, the CommonwealthGovernment decided 29. Sec. 128F of the ITAA exempts from IWT the interest paid to non-resi-
that foreign bank branches will pay IWT on only 50 percent dents on certain widely distributeddebentures issued overseas by companies res-

of interest paid to non-residentsthrough their head office and ident in Australia. The requirement that the borrower be a resident of Australia
foreign bank branches, which non-residents for from

overseas branches. In addition, a branch's intrabank interest
prevents are tax purposes,
having access to this exemption.

expense that is disallowed as a deduction under the notional 30. 1984 Report, supra note 6, The Taxationof Multinational Banking Enter-

equity requirement (discussed above) will not be subject to prises, Chapter III Banking and Financial Enterprises Operating Through
atIWT. The IWT will be applied at a rate of 10 percent to the Branches, 55-69.

31. 1979 Reportsupra note I
intrabank interest charged in the branch's books. In other 32. /d., at paras 181 and 198.
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B. Arm's length profit: Article 7 of the OECD Model there is every reason to suppose that by far the greater part of

money lent by head office to a branch and vice versa and money
The 1984 Report commences with the general procedure lent by one branch to another will in fact have been borrowed at

contained in Article 7 of the OECD Model for attributing the some stage from an independent third party and will be lent even-

profits of an international enterprise to a permanent estab- tually to independent third parties. Thus, the interest taken into

lishment (branch). Article 7(2) and (3) state that:
account can be regarded as representing real outgoings or receipt
of the enterprise as a whole and from the pragmatic point of view,

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, where an enterpiseof to take account in this contextof all intrabank interest payments ...

a Contracting State carries on business in the other Contracting produces a result consistent with that spelled out in the Commen-

State through a permanent establishment situated therein, there tary on Article 7 in the case of enterprises not carrying on the busi-

shall in each Contracting State be attributed to that permanent ness of borrowing and lending money. These are the special cir-

establishment the profits which it might be expected to make if it cumstances related to banking activities, which have also been

were a distinct and separateenterpriseengaged in the same or sim- characterized in paragraphs 21-2336 above.37
ilar activities under the same or similar conditions and dealing
wholly independently with the enterprise of which it is a perrna- The 1984 Report does not state in detail why bnk branches
nent establishment.

are entitled to receive a deduction because of these special
3. In determining the profits of a permanent establishment, there circumstances.It may be argued that the treatmentproposed
shall be allowed as deductionsexpenses which are incurred for the in the 1984 Report s merely a normal applicationof Article
purposes of the permanentestablishment, including executive and

7(3) of the OECD Model. Under Article 7(3) where branch
general administrative expenses so incurred, whether in the State

a

in which the permanentestablishmentis situated or elsewhere. has used funds borrowed from third parties by anotherpart of
the bank it should bear the interest paid by the bank to these

The Commentary to the OECD Model says that there are third parties:
some classes ofpaymentsbetween branches and head offices The only difference.., is that for banks, for pragmatical reasons,

that require special treatment.33 In relation to interest, the it is supposed that no artificial loans within the enterprise- loans

OECD commentary ndicates that special considerations that do not stem from loans from third parties - are made. Funds

apply to payments of interest made by different parts of a used by the permanent establishment are supposed to be either

financial enterprise (e.g. a bank) to each other on advances, money lent from third parties or capital.36

etc. (as distinct from capital allotted to them), in view of the The difference between the treatment of bank and non-bank
fact that making and receiving advances is narrowly related enterprises is that bank enterprises are allowed to make a

to the ordinary business of such enterprises.34The Commen- profit on intra-corporate loans. This issue is discussed in

tary then states that if an enterprise makes payments of inter- paragraphs50 and 51 of the 1984 Report. In the case of non-

est to a third party and the paymentsare in part attributable to bank enterprises, if another part of the enterprise borrows
the activities of a branch, then a proportionate share of the funds from third parties for use in one of its branches, only
cost should be taken into account in calculating the branch's the actual cost of the funds can be attributed to the branch.

profits. The Commentarydoes not cite any other reasons for

taking this approach. For example, if the head office of a foreign bank borrows
funds for use by a branch of the bank, the 1984 Report states

C. The OECD approach to determining a branch's
intrabank interest deduction 33. Commentaryon Art. 7, OECD Model supra note 3, at C(7)-8 to 9.

34. Id.

The 1984 Report states that the majority of OECD Member 35. The 1984 Report states that the United States and Japan did not accept the

recogrition of intra-bank transactions for tax purposes (para. 52). In the case of

countries35 take the view that intrabank payments of interest the United States the position is unchanged: current IRS rules completelydisre-

must be taken into account in calculating the arm's length gard the cross-border interbranch trading transactions of international banks

profits of a branch of an internationalbank. It is argued that even though these transactionsare conducted on an arm's length basis (See e.g.

this treatmentof interestensures that the taxationof the prof-
Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.863-7(a)(1); Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.988-1(a) (10)). In other

words, instead of applyingan arm's length standard to interbranch trading trans-

its of a foreign bank branch is consistent, in principle, with actions, the IRS currently treats the bank as if these transactionshad never hap-
the taxation of the profits of branches of other international pened. The result is a discrepancy between tax and economic income that can

companies. The reasons for the majority of OECD Member lead to whipsawofeither the taxpayeror the government. (L.R. Uhlick, Inter-

national Bankers Present Position Paper on Cross-BorderInterbranchTrading,
countries taking this view of intrabank interest are stated in 93 TNT 202-29 (30 September 1993) Submissionat 3.)

paragraphs48 and 49, of that report. 36. Paras. 21-23 of the 1984 Report deal with the difference between the loan

capital of intematonal banks and non-bank enterprises. In general, commercial

Paragraph 48 states that banks dealing independently with enterprises borrow money to acquire assets such as premises and equipment. In

third parties pay interest to customers and receive interest these enterprises the money borrowed is absorbedinto the working capital of the

from customers as an essential part of banking business. In enterprise.
On the other hand, it is contended that a bank acceptsdeposits from its customers

this situation Article 7 requires intrabank payments of nter- and pays interest on these deposits as part of its normal trading business. The

est to be taken into account in assessing the profits of a funds of the bank are used to make loans to its customers to generate interest

branch. income. The profit margin of the bank on these transactions iS the difference
between the interest received and the interest paid. Consequently, interest paid

Paragraph 49 states that the second reason for this approach by a bank is a fundamental outgoing just as interest received is its business

is because of the nature of banking business. As the nature of income.
37. 1984 Report, supra note 6, at para 49.

banking is to borrow and lend money for profit making pur- 38. I.J.J. Burgers, Taxation and Supervision of InternationalBanks (Amster-

poses: dam: IBFD Publications, 1991), at 456.
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that the head office is entitled to transact with the branch at D. The specific payments approach - the tracingarm's length rates as it would with an independentparty: method
The deduction of interest expense calculated by reference to the The 1984 Report indicates that the United States and Japanarm's-length rate of interest for such a loan as if the branch and the do not accept the conclusions reached by the majority of thehead office were independententerprises would, of itself, produce OECD Membercountries that intrabank payments of interesta figure of profit or loss attributable on the arm's-length basis to
the branch, leaving to the head office, where appropriate, its own

should be taken into account in determining the profits of a

arm's-lengthelement of the total profit or loss.39 bank branch. The United States and Japan take the view that
the majority approach does not reflect the words or apparent

Under this approach the head office is entitled to charge the intent of paragraph 17 of the Commentary to Article 7 of the
branch a margin in addition to the cost of funds. This point is OECD Model. This paragraph states that, in general, interest
illustrated by the followingexample: payments between a branch and a head office should not be

taken into account and that special considerations apply to

Example 3 intrabank payments of interest.

Assume that a branch of a foreign bank borrows from a third party
The approach taken by the United States and Japan strictly

at 5 percent and lends the entire amount to its head office at 6 per. applies Article 7(3) where only the cost of funds incurred by
cent. Assume further that 6 percent is the LIBOR and thus an arm's the bank to third parties on behalfof the branch and any inci-
length rate. In this situation the branch is operating as a separate dental costs, may be allocated to the branch. This approachprofit centreof the bank and in the same manner as any other inde- necessarily requires the tracing of fund flows within a bank.
pendent bank. The branch's profit from this transaction is 1 per- The head office must identify both the source and amount ofcent and this amount should be included in its assessable income.

funds lent to its branch. It is however, recognized by theseIf the head office lends these funds to a third party at 8 percent, it
will mae a 2 percent profit on the transaction. The profit of the countries that because of the complx nature of a bank's
bank on this transaction is 3 percent - the difference between the transactions and because money is fungible, the identifica-
borrowing and lending rates. In this example, under the separate tion may be difficult.
entity method the profit of the branch is 1 percent.

An international bank would only be able to trace funds in
exceptionalcircumstances.In the course of normal trading anThe same approach iS taken where the head office borrows intemationalbank has a pool of funds, consistingof loan andand lends the money to the branch at arm's length rates which
equity capital, to use in operating its banking business. Theincorporatea profit margin. The 1984 Report reveals that the
pool of funds has numerous sources of debt funding in differ-majority of OECD Member countries allow international
ent currencies at different rates of interest. The advent ofbanks to allocate to their branches the cost of funds provided derivative products4o adds a further level of complexity byto the branches together with a profit margin that the bank
allowing the bank to convertunderlyingobligationsfor eitherwould have charged a third party borrower. Under this
hedging or trading purposes. Therefore it will generally beapproach the head office and branch are treated as notionally impossible for an intemational bank to know precisely theindependent third parties dealing with each other at arm's
source and cost of funds required under the tracing method.length rates. In the case of many banking enterprises the head Consequently, under this approach simplification methodsoffice and worldwide branches of a bank are separate profit are used to estimate the cost of funds provided to a foreigncentres and individually accountable. In these circumstances bank branch. Some of the simplification methods look atthe separate entity method recognizes the economic indepen- groups or categories of transactions rather than individualdence of the branch for tax purposes. transactions.4

In Article 7(3) of the OECD Model, a deduction is allowed to Another simplification method is to use average rates of
a branch for the costs incurred by other parts of an enterprise interest paid to unrelated parties in comparable situations.
on behalf of the branch. This includes any incidental costs. The 1984 Report states that the problems with the tracingArticle 7(3) allows only the actual third party cost and this approach cannot be ignored and the need for compromise is
would obviously exclude the scope for the head office or acknowledged, however the majority of OECD Member
other branches of an enterprise to include a profit margin in countries are convinced that it does not follow that it is, in
excess of the actual cost and incidental expenses. In the case principle, permissible to ignore the actual payments of inter-
of Example 3 above, the entire profit on the transaction est by the branch.42 I assume that the actual payments of
would be attributed to the head office without any allocation interest refers to the actual amounts of interest paid by a
to the branch. In effect the branch in this example would be branch to other parts of the bank rather than the mere reim-
entitled to be reimbursed for its interest cost but not entitled bursement by the branch to the bank for interest payments to
to a portion of the profit made by the foreign bank on the third parties for funds used by the branch. This interpretationloan. This result is problematic as the branch in the example is confirmed by the fact that the latter alternative is the
has contributedto the profit marginof 3 percent and arguably
should have been allocated an appropriate share of that prof-
it. The branch does not receive an economic reward for its 39. 1984 Report, supra note 6, at para 50.
contribution to the bank's profits on the particular loan. This 40. Derivative products are constructed from existing financial products,

including loans, options, futures or forward rate agreements.in turn disentitles the country in which the branch is located 41. 1984 Report, supra note 6, at para 53.
to tax the branch's notional share of the profits. 42. Ibid.
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approach taken by the United States and Japan- that a branch the payments are not real but merely fund transfers within an

can only have attributed to it the actual costs incurred to third intemationalbank.

parties on its behalfby other parts of the bank.

Where an international bank is required to use a simplifica-
tion of the tracing system, the actual result will vary depend- V. COMPARISONOF THE AUSTRALIAN
ing on the system used by the bank. It would appear that re- MEASURES AND THE 1984 REPORT
cognizing intrabank transactions is the better approach. It

may also be argued that there is a higher degree of precision In this part of the article I will compareand contrast the Aus-
in recognizing intrabank transactions that are at arm's length tralian approach to the taxationof foreign bank branches out-

rates. Moreover, recognizing intrabank transactions is an lined in the BPS and the approach of the majority of the

acceptanceof the economic independenceof a branch. OECD Membercountries stated in the 1984 Report.

E. OECD comments on the application of IWT to A. Intrabank interest deduction
intrabank interest

Under the BPS intrabank interest is recognized for taxation

The last paragraph43of the 1984 Report directs that the arm's purposes. In the majorityofcases ntrabank loans will be pro-

length principle only applies to the determinationof the prof- vided by the head office to the Australianbranch. The reason

its of a bank branch. The arm's length principle does not for this is that the head office will generally be able to obtain

require a branch to deduct IWT from any intrabank interest funds more cheaply. An Australianbranch of an international

paid or credited to its head office or overseas branches. It is bank that obtains a loan from its head office will be able to

argued that the application of IWT to intrabank interest obtain a deduction for the cost of funds shown in its books.

would result in the whole banking enterprise being taxed in For this purpose the branch of the bank is treated as being an

the country of the branch. The branch would be taxed on the entity separate from the rest of the bank. This notional sepa-
arm's length profit attributable to the branch and any intra- rate entity treatment recognizes the economic independence
bank interest would also be taxed. To require a deduction of of a branch of an international bank. The maximum rate of

IWT on intrabank interest would be to deny the fact that interest allowed as a deductionis LIBOR. Generally the head

both parties to the deemed payment are merely parts of the office will be able to borrow at a rate below LIBOR. There-

whole enterprise!44 The 1984 Report does not offer further fore if the branch obtains the funds at LIBOR the head office

reasons in support of its approach. will be able to make a profit when lending to its Australian
branch.

The OECD approach to IWT requires the country in which a

branch is located to provide a deductionfor intrabankinterest The approach outlined in the 1984 Report is in effect the

in allocating profits to the branch. The denial of a country's same. In paragraph 47, the majority of the OECD Member

right to apply IWT to ntrabank interest results in a break of countriesaccepts that it is necessary to take accountof intra-

tax symmetry. It also places banks operating through branch- bank payments of interest in ascertaining the arm's-length
es in a preferential position to foreign banks operating profits of a branch of a bank.45 Under the OECD approachif

through subsidiaries in that country. The OECD approach a branch of an internationalbank pays interest to other parts
denies a country the right to tax interest sourced in that coun- of the bank, it is entitled to a deduction for these payments.
try and paid overseas in the form of intrabank interest. The The qualification for recognizing intrabank transactions is

OECD acknowledgesat paragraph49 of the 1984 Report that that the loans must be at arm's length rates of interest. Intra-

the bulk of a branch's funds provided by its head office will bank loans at arm's length rates of interest allow the lending
be sourced from loans from independent customers of the part of a foreign bank to produce a profit or loss on these

head office. If we assume that the branch were to pay interest loans.

directly to the head office's lenders and that banks are not

exmpted from IWT, then IWT would be applied to these

interest payments. Under the OECD approach, routing the B. Applicationof interest withholding tax to
interest through the head office of the bank will allow a bank intrabank interest
to avoid a country's IWT. The OECD approach denies a

country the right to tax by IWT ntrabank interest interest There is a marked difference between the Australian and

sourced in that country. OECD approaches to the application of IWT to intrabank
interest. Under the Australian approach if an intrabank inter-

The OECD separate entity approach in the case of ntrabank est deduction is allowed to the branch, IWT should also be

interest deductions attributable to a branch and the single applied. The concession given to foreign bank branches is

entity approach in the case of IWT appear to be contradicto- that only half of a branch's ntrabank interest will be subject
ry. The OECD has argued that any intrabank interest paid or to IWT. The OECD does not accept a country's rght to tax

credited should be allowed as a deduction as though the

branch were a separate entity. On the other hand, in relation
43. Id. at para. 87.

to IWT on intrabankinterest the OECD changes to the single 44. Jbid.

entity approach and says that IWT cannotbe applied because 45. /d. para. 47.
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intrabank interest sourced in the country on the basis that this LIBORceiling- which is internationallyrecognizedas being
would subject intrabank fund transfers to tax. an arm's length rate. At a conceptual level, the Ausfralian

approach is at odds with the OECD separate entity approach
stipulated in the 1984 Report. Under the separate entity

VI. CONCLUSION approach intrabank loans must be at arm's length rates and
consequently it is accepted that a branch may be charged a

as any party.The new Australian regime for the taxation of foreign bank profit margin would third The result is that in
effect there is little difference between the Australian andbranches uses the single entity approach and does not formal-
OECD approaches.ly recognize intrabank transactions.The Australian branch is

not treated as being separate and distinct for tax purposes. In The major difference between the OECD and the Australian
effect the Australian branch's payments of intrabank interest regime in relation to interest is that Australia asserts the
are recognized on the basis of being the only objective and right to apply IWT to any payments of interest by an Aus-
efficient method of allocating to the branch its share of the tralian branch to either its head office or an overseas branch.
bank's worldwide cost of funds. This recognition of intra- On the issue of IWT the OECD reverts to a single entity
bank interest allows other parts of the bank to charge the Aus- approach and argues that IWT cannot be applied to intra-
tralian branch a margin on the loans as they would any other bank interest because this would subject intrabank fund
borrower. The branch may pay an interest rate up to and at the transfers to taxation.
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

IMPLEMENTINGREGULATIONSFOR THE

NEW ISDIVlDUALIxcOME TAX LAW
Jinyan Li

for a full year or derives income from Chinese sources. The
Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law, Universityof Western terms domicile, residence and source of income are
Ontario.

now, to some extent, defined under the New IIT Regulations.
The author wishes to thank ProfessorTim Edgar and Carol
Hargreaves for their comments on the earlier drafts of the
article. 1. Domicile (zhu suo)

An ndividualdomiciled in China is liable to tax on his or her

I. INTRODUCTION worldwide income.5 Under Article 1 of the New IIT Regula-
tions, the concept of individuals domiciled in China is

The regulations for the implementationof the new individual defined as individualswho, as a result of household registra-
income tax law (the New IIT) were introducedon 29 Jan_ tion, family or economic interests, habitually reside in

uary 1994.2 The new IIT regime replaces three previous taxes China.6 Domicile thus refers to habitual abode or perma-

levied on individuals.3 nent place of residence. Intention or reason for keeping a

domicile in China also seem to be relevant in determining
An article analysing the New IIT Law was published in the whether a person is domiciled in China.
Bulletin.4 As discussed in the article, the New IIT law is a

brief statute that, like many Chinese laws, leaves most key Chinese citizens: Although citizenship or nationality is not

issues of interpretation to implementing regulations. The directly used as a basis for taxation in China, it is a very
New IIT Regulations deal with many of the important ques- important factor in determining whether an ndividual is

tions, while leaving some unanswered.This article discusses domiciled for purposes of the New IIT. Chinese citizens are

major provisions under the new regulations. generally required under law to maintain a household regis-
tration in China and are consequentlydomiciled in China by

Il. MAJOR PROVISIONS
1. Individual IncomeTax Law of the People'sRepublicof China, adopted by
the 4th Session of the Standing Committee of the 8th National People's

Chinese tax legislation generally takes two forms: statutes Congress on 31 October 1993 and promulgated by the President on the same

passed by the National People's Congress and implementing date (hereafter the New liT Law).

regulations adopted by the State Council. In China, imple_ 2. ImplementingRegulations for the Individual Income Tax Law of the Peo-
on

menting regulationsare generally drafted in more detail than ple's Republic of China, issued by the State Council 29 January 1994 (here-
after the New IIT Regulations).

the law itself; they constitute as important a part of the taX 3. The New IIT was intended to consolidateand replace three previous taxes

legislation as the tax statute. The State Council is generally on personal income:

authorized not only to interpret the law, but to introduce new
(a) the Individual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China, adopt-
ed by the 3rd Sessionof the 5th NationalPeople's Congressand promulgated 10

provisions within the legislativepurposes of the law. September 1980 (hereafter the Old IIT Law); Detailed Rules and Regulations

In keeping with the style of Chinese legislation, the New IIT
for the Implementation of the Individual Income Tax Law of the People's
Republic of China, approved 10 December 1980 by the State Council and pro-

Regulations contain 47 articles, whereas the New IIT Law mulgated 14 December 1980 by the Ministry of Finance (hereafter the Old IIT

has only 14. The New IIT Regulations flesh out the provi- Regulations);
sions under the New IIT Law with respect to who is liable to (b) Interim Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Individual

Income RegulatoryTax, promulgatedon 25 September 1986 by the State Coun-
tax, what income is taxable and what expenses are deductible cil (hereafter the IIRT Law); Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Imple-
in computing taxable income. As requiredunder the New IIT mentation of the Interim Regulationsof the People's Republic of China on Indi-

Law, the New liT Regulations also specify the rate of surtax vidual Income Regulatory Tax, promulgated by the Ministry of Finance on 10

applicable to income from personal services and the amount
December 1986 (hereafter IIRT Regulations);
(c) Household Income Tax (1986) imposed on business income derived by

of additional deductions in computing income from wages industrial and commercial proprietorshipsoperated by individuals Interim Reg-
and salaries. ulations of the People's Republic of China Concerning Income Tax on Individ-

ually-Operated Industrial and Commercial Households, promulgated by the
State Council on 7 January 1986.

A. Liability to tax
4. Jinyan Li, New Individual IncomeTax -Unified Taxationof Citizensand

Foreigners', 48 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation (February
1994), at 64.

Article 1 of the New IIT Law provides that an individual is 5. New IIT Law, Art. 1.
liable to tax ifhe or she is domiciled in China, resides in China 6. New UT Regulations,Art. 2.
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reason of the place of household registration. However, since Foreigners who stay in China for more than five years are
the definition of domicile requires that a person domiciled in taxable on their worldwide income, with no exceptions and
China habitually resides in China, citizens who live perma- irrespective of the reason for the long-term residency.2
nently outside China will not be considered domiciled in Under the Old IIT system, foreign-source income was
China. Citizens who work or live in a foreign country for a exempt from tax if the foreigner's presence was attributable
period of time while maintaining economic and family con- to his or her employment by a foreign enterprise, joint ven-
nections with China, and who live in China from time to ture, cooperative joint venture or wholly foreign-owned
time, may be considered to be domiciled in China. Whethera enterprise in China, and if the individual had no general
Chinese citizen is taxed as a domiciliary depends on the intention to take up long-term residency in China.13 The new
meaning of habitual stay, which is undefined under the rule may force foreign individuals to limit their stay in China
New IIT Regulations. to a maximum of five years in order to avoid taxation on

worldwide income in China.
Foreigners: Foreigners may be considered to be domiciled in
China if they make China their permanent home, rather than
a place of work or temporary stay. To date, the Chinese gov- (b) 90-day rule
ernment has not granted permanent residence status to many
foreign individuals. Foreigners are normally issued a visa or The New IIT, like the Old IIT, taxes individuals whose resi-
residence permit to visit or stay in China, and are generally dency in China is less than one year only on Chinese-source
taxed on the basis of residency rather than domicile. income. The special rule for those who stay in China for no

more than 90 days - the 90-day rule - will continue under the
2. Residence (ju zhu) new system. Under this rule, individuals resident in China for

an aggregate of 90 days or less during the year are taxed on
Under the New IIT regime, individuals are also liable to tax their Chinese-sourceincome, but are exempt from tax on any
on the basis of residency. The concept of residence is not compensationpaid by an employeroutside China for services
defined under the New IIT legislation. The term has been performed within China as long as the compensation is not
interpreted to mean physical stay for the purposes of the borne by the employer'sChina establishment.This exception
Old IIT. The period of residency is calculatedby counting the applies to Chinese-source wage and salary income earned
number of days of actual presence in China.7 Where a tax- during the stay in China.14 Since the 90-day rule is limited to

payer's stay in China straddles two tax years, the stay for wage and salary income, it obviously does not apply to for-
each year is calculated separately. eigners who eam other types of income that are considered to

be from Chinese sources under the Chinese source rules.
The tax liability of foreign individuals depends on the length
of their stay in China. Foreigners who live for one year or The 90-day rule is commonly rnodified by tax treaty. In that
more in China are generally subject to Chinese tax on their case, if the employer is a non-residententerprise and the tax-
worldwide income. Non-residentsand individualswho reside is not present in China for more than 183 days in a cal-payerin China for less than one year are taxed only on Chinese- endar year, his or her employment income is not taxable in
source income (the one-year rule). Certain exceptions to China.15 Therefore, the 90-day rule will apply only to resi-the one-year rule were provided under the Old IIT regime,
not all of which will continueunder the New IIT Regulations. 7. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 5(1).

8. New IIT Regulations,Arts. 3 and 44.
(a) One-year rule 9. New IIT Regulations, Art. 3. Temporary absences from China during the

taxable year were subtracted in calculating the period of stay in China for pur-
An individual is considered to have stayed n China for one Poses of the one-yearor more residency provision. Prior to 1988, however, for-

year if he or she stayed in China for 365 days in a tax year. A eigners with one-year residence permits or visas who left China and returned
during the effective period of their permits or visas (including extensionstax year is defined to be a calendar year.8 For the purposes of approved after entry) were considered residents of China for one full yearthe one-year rule, temporary absences, which are defined as regardless of the amount of time actually spent abroad. See Ministry of Finance

absences not exceeding 30 days at any one time, or an aggre-
Notice (81) Cai Shui Zi No. 185 of 2 June 1981.
10. New IiT Regulations,Art. 6.gate not exceeding 90 days in a tax year, are not subtracted in 11. /d.

computing the period of stay.9 12. Id.
13. This exception was contained in an interpretive notice issued by the Min-

Individualsstaying in China for one year or more will be sub- istry of Finance. See Ministry of Finance Notice Regarding the Exemption from

ject to a different regime under the New IIT than in the past. Reporting and Payment of Individual Income Tax for Income Gained Outside
China by Personnel of Foreign Nationality Working in China, (83) Cai Shui ZiRegardless of whether or not they remit non-Chinese source No. 62 of 7 March 1983.

income to China, their worldwide income will be taxable. 14. Old liT Law, Art 2; Old IIT Regulations,Art. 4(4).
However, as was the case under the Old IIT regime, those 15. See, for exarnple, Agreernent between the Govemment of the People's
who stay in China for one year or more, but not more than Republic of China and the Governmentof the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland for the Reciprocal Avoidance of Double Taxation and thefive years, may, upon approval by the tax authorities, pay Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and CapitalChinese tax only on non-Chinese-sourceincome that is paid Gains, signed on 26 July 1984 (hereafter the China-UKTreaty), Art. 16; and

by a company, enterprise or individual in China.o Under the Agreement between the Govemmentof the People's Republic of China and the
Govemmentof the United States of America for the Avoidanceof Double Tax-one-year rule, income received from companies or institu- ation and the Prevention of Tax Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income,tions outside China, if not remitted to China, is not taxable. signed on 30 Apnl 1984 (hereafter the China-US Treaty), Art. 14.
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dents of countries or regions that have not concluded tax Income from wages or salary is taxed at progressive rates

treaties with China, such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macao. ranging from 5 to 45 percent.22 Taxes are generally withheld
on a

Individuals who reside in China for more than 90 days, but by employers monthly basis. An exception is provided
for wages and salaries derived from industries such as min-

less than one year, are taxable on income from Chinese
sources, regardless of where the income is paid. ing, ocean shipping and fishing. Taxes on these salaries and

wages may be levied on an annual basis and paid by monthly
instalments.23 Since wage income is taxed monthly at pro-

3. Dual residency gressive rates, income averaging during a tax year is permit-
The problem of dual residency and double taxation may ted in computing the monthly tax liability.
occur where foreign individualswho reside in China for more

than one year are taxable on their worldwide income both in 2. Income from production and business
China and in the home country, if the home country imposes
taxes on the basis of residency. The problem can be resolved IIT is imposed at progressive rates ranging from 5 to 35 per-

where the individual's horne country has a tax treaty with cent on income from business and production. The New IIT

China. Under the standard tiebreaker rules contained in tax Regulations define income from production and business

treaties, an individual is generally deemed to be resident in earned by individual households as income derived from

the country in which he or she has a permanent home or activities in industry, handcrafts,construction, transportation,
maintainscloser residential ties.16 Becausemost foreign indi- commerce, catering, services, repair and maintenance, and

viduals working in China do not take up permanent residence other businesses such as education, health care and consult-

in China and maintain residential ties with their home coun_ ng.24
try, under the tax treaties, these individuals will not be con-

Costs, expenses and losses are deductible in computing tax-
sidered to be resident in China and will thus be taxable only able income from production and business. The concept of
on their Chinese-sourceincome. costs and expenses is defined as costs and expenses related

to production and business, including marketing, manage-
4. Source rules ment and administrativeexpenses.The term loss is defined

Chinese-sourceincome earned by foreigners is subject to tax as additional expenses incurred in the course of production
under the New IIT. The New IIT Regulations have re-enact- and business, rather than as business losses sustained in other

ed the source rules under the Old IIT. These source rules are tax years.25 Unlike the income taxes applicable to enterprises
similar to those adopted in other countries. Chinese-source that allow a five-year loss carry-forward,26 the IIT regime
income is defined to include the following.17 does not permit any loss carry-over for individuals.

ncome from office or employmentand compensationfor Where a taxpayerkeeps no or inadequateaccounting records,-

services performed in China; the tax authorities authorized to assess the taxpayer's tax-are

rent for the lease of property for use in China; assessment on aver-- able income.27 The is generallybased the

gains from the transfer of buildings, land-use rights and- profit made by similarbusinessesduring the period
other property that are situated in China, and gains from

age same

of time.
the transfer of other property in China;
fees for the use of proprietary rights in China; and-

nterest, dividends and bonuses paid by companies, 3. Managementor contractual fees
-

enterprises and other economic organizations in China. Management fees from contracted operations or leasing of

Chinese source incorne is considered to have been gained enterprises and institutions refers to compensation in the

in China regardless of actual payments being made in China nature of salaries or wages, paid on a monthly basis or

or abroad.18 Chinese-source incorne is computed separately according to each performance,received by an individual for

from foreign-sourceincome.19 contracting, or sub-contractingwith an enterprise or institu-

B. Taxable income
16. China-US Treaty, Art. 4.

17. New IIT Regulations, Art. 5; Old IIT Regulations,Art. 5.

18. New IIT Regulations,Art. 5.

Under the New IIT Law, nine categoriesof income are spec- 19. New IIT Regulations, Art. 30.

ified as taxable.2oThe scope of each category is defined under
20. New IIT Law, Art. 3.

21. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(1)
the New IIT Regulations. 22. New IIT Law, Art. 3(1).

23. New IIT Law, Art. 9, para. 2; New IIT Regulations,Art. 38.

1. Wages and salaries
24. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(2).
25. New IIT Regulations,Art. 17.

26. Provisional Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Enterprise
Wages and salaries is defined to refer to wages, salaries, IncomeTax adopted by the State Council 26 November 1993 and promulgat-on

bonuses, year-end extras, labour dividends, benefits, ed on 13 December 1993, Art. 11; Law of the People's Republic of China con-

allowances and other income earned by an individual from ceming Income Tax on Foreign InvestmentEnterprisesand Foreign Enterprises

office or employment.2No further interpretationof the terms passed by the 4th Session of the 7th National People's Congresson 9 April 1991

and promulgated on the same date, Art. 11 (hereafter Foreign Income Tax
labour dividends , benefits and allowancesis provided Law).
under the New IIT Regulations. 27. New IIT Regulations,Art. 17.
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tion, to manage or operate the business of the enterprise or gated with respect to all such payments received within a

institution.28 month and counted as a single payment.36
Income from management or contractual fees is taxed on an Whereas wage income, business income and management
annual basis net of related expenses. Unlike income from fees are subject to progressive taxation, income from profes-
business and production, however, expenses deductible in sional services is taxed at a flat rate of 20 percent.37 In order
computing income from management or contractual fees are to make the taxes on professional income more progressive,a

not considered to be business expenses, instead, it refers to surtax is imposed where a particularpayment is abnormally
the amount of monthly deduction of 800 yuan that is high. The New IIT Regulations provide that a payment is
allowed for computing taxable income from wages and considered abnormally high if the taxable amount (net of
salaries.29 In other words, in computing taxable income, an the statutory deduction) exceeds 20,000 yuan.38
aggregate of the 12-month deduction of 800 yuan (annually
9,600 yuan) is allowed regardless of the actual amount of Additional tax is imposed at the following rates:

-

expense incurred in earning such income. 50 percent of the regular tax payable on taxable income

exceeding 20,000 yuan, but not more than 50,000 yuan;
The treatment of managementfees under the New IIT differs 100 percent of the regular tax payable on any amount of-

from the treatment of both wage income and business taxable income exceeding 50,000 yuan.39
income. With respect to the deduction for expenses in com-

puting taxable income, management fees are treated the same In other words, where the amount of taxable income from a

as wage income, and the.deduction is limited to 800 yuan per single payment of professional income is more than 20,000
month; whereas in computing taxable income from business, yuan, but less than 50,000 yuan, tax is levied at a combined
all costs and expenses incurred for the purposes of earning rate of 30 percent (20 percent regular tax plus 50 percent of
income are deductible and the amount of the deduction is not the regular tax); where the taxable amount exceeds 50,000
limited. With respect to the calculation of tax liability, how- yuan, tax is levied at a combined rate of 40 percent (20 per-
ever, management fees are treated the same as business cent regular tax plus 100 percent of the regular tax). The tax

income: taxable ncome is computed on an annual basis and burden on professional income is thus higher than the tax

taxed at the same progressive rates ranging from 5 to 35 per- burden on wage income and business income: wage income

cent,3o whereas wage income is taxed on a monthly basis at is not taxed at 40 percent unless the taxable amount exceeds

higher rates. 80,000, and business income is taxed at the marginal rate of
35 percent.

Currently, individuals who enter into management contracts
with the responsible government department to manage a

state enterprise are generally former employees of the enter-
5. Rent and royalties

prise. It is therefore reasonable to apply the same rules with The definition of rental income includes amounts received
respect to deductions to wage income and management by individuals for the lease of buildings, land-use rights,
income. It is not clear from a policy perspective why man- machinery and equipment, vehicles and vessels and other
agement fees are taxed at lower rates than wage income. property.4o Rental income is taxed on a single-paymentbasis.

A single payment for rental income refers to income from
4. Remuneration for personal services amounts paid during a month for the use of the rental proper-

Remunerationfor personal services refers to remuneration ty.4' A statutory deduction of the lesser of 800 yuan or 20 per-

received for providing designing, decorating, installation,
cent of each payment is allowed in computing the taxable

drafting, testing, medical treatment, law practice, accounting,
ncome. Taxable income is taxed at the flat rate of 20 percent.42

consulting, lecturing, news reporting, broadcasting, interpre- Royalties include both authors' royalties and royalties for the
tation, editing, calligraphy and painting, sculpture, cinema, transfer or licence of technology or other proprietary rights.
audio recording, video recording, performance, advertising, Authors' royalties refers to remuneration received by indi-
exhibitions, technical services, intermediary services, agen- viduals for the publication of their works in books, journals
cy, brokerage and other services.31 or magazines.43
Remuneration for personal services performed in China is
taxable irrespectiveof the place of payment,32 and is taxable 28. New lIT Regulations,Art. 8(3)

29. New IIT Regulations,Art. 18.
on a per-payment basis.33 Certain statutory deductions are

30. New IIT Law, Art. 3(2).
allowed. If a single payment is 4,000 yuan or less, the deduc- 31. New IIT Regulations, Art. 8(4).
tion is 800 yuan; for a single payment exceeding 4,000 yuan 32. New IIT Regulations,Art. 5(1)
the deduction is 20 percent of the payment.34 Therefore, the 33. New IIT Law, Art. 3(4).

34. New IIT Law, Art. 6(4).
amount of deduction is the lesser of 800 yuan and 20 percent 35. New IiT Regulations,Art. 21(I).
of each single payment. 36. Id.

37. New IIT Law, Art. 3(4).
A singlepaymentofremuneration for professionalservices 38. New IIT Regulations, Art. 11.

is defined as income from a lump-sum payment or income 39. Id.

earned from performing a single piece of work.35 Payments 40. New IIT Regulations, Art. 8(8).
41. New liT Regulations,Art. 21(4)of a continuing nature relating to the same item of income 42. New IIT Law, Art. 3(5). This rate is normally reduced under tax treaties.

that cannot be divided into separate payments may be aggre- 43. New IiT Regulations, Art. 8(5)
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The term fees for the right to use proprietary rights s sim- individuals from the transfer of securities, shares, buildings,
ilar to the concept of royalties used in tax treaties. It is land-use rights, machinery and equipment, vehicles, vessels
defined to include income received for the transfer of the and other property.6o
right to use patents, trade marks, copyrights,44know-howand
other proprietary rights.45

The terms gains or income from the transfer of property
refer to proceeds from the transferofproperty in excess of the

Both authors' royalties and fees for the right to use proprietary original cost of the property and reasonable expenses.61
rights are taxed on a single-payment basis.46 A single pay- Original cost of the property is defined to mean:

ment for authors' royalties is defined as income from each - for securities, the purchase price plus any expenses
payment for each publication; a single payment for fees for incurred in relation to the purchase;
the use of proprietary rights refers to income from a lump- - for buildings, the cost of constructionor acquisitioncost
sum payment for each transfer of the right to use proprietary plus relevantexpenses;
rights.47 As is the case with income from personal services, a

- for land-use rights, the aggregate of the amount of cost
deduction of the lesser of 800 yuan and 20 percent of each incurred on obtaining the right to use the land, cost on

single payment is allowed in computing taxable income.48No land developmentand other relevant expenses;
deduction is allowed for related costs and expenses.49Unlike

- for machinery, equipment, vehicles and vessels, the
income from personal services, no surtax is imposed. Where

aggregate of acquisition cost, transportationcost, nstal-
rents and royalties are paid to non-residents, tax is generally lation cost and other relevant expenses; and
withheld by the payer on the gross amount.50 for otherproperty, the cost determinedby reference to the-

above methods.62
6. Interest and dividends

Under the New IIT Regulations, the concept of reasonable
Under the New HT, income from property is taxed different- expenses for the purposes of calculating capital gains is
ly, dependingon whetherthe income is from the use of tangi- defined as selling expenses that must be paid according to
ble property or from the use of money and intangibleproper- relevant laws and regulations.63
ty. As discussed above, rental and royalties are taxed at a flat
rate of20 percenton a net basis. Interest and dividendncome (b) Gains from the sales ofshares
is taxed at a flat rate of 20 percent5 of the gross amount

received.52 No deduction is allowed for carrying charges and Gains from the transferof shares and real estate may be taxed

other costs of earning such income. separately. The New IIT Regulationsprovide that gains from
the transfer of shares will be taxable under special rules to be

Interest, dividends and bonus dividends is defined under
ntroduced by the Ministry of Finance.64

the New IIT Regulations as amounts received by individuals
for their debt or equity investment.53Tax on interest and div-
idends is levied on the basis of each single payment. A single (c) Gainsfrom the salesof real estate

payment for interest and dividends refers to every payment Gains from the transfer of real estate are taxable under the
received by the taxpayer.54 New IIT. These gains may also be taxable under the newly-
Certain types of interest are specifically exempt from tax,
such as interest on savings deposits, govemment bonds and
financial bonds issued by the State.55 The New IIT Regula- 44. Fees from the transfer of copyright do not include authors' royalties; New

tions provide no further exemptions.56 Dividends paid by a IIT Regulations, Art. 8(6)

joint venture or wholly foreign-ownedenterprise are exempt
45. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(6).
46. New liT Law, Art. 6(4).

from tax under the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax.57 Divi- 47. New IIT Regulations,Art. 21(2) and (3).
dends from joint ventures were also exempt from tax under 48. New IIT Law, Art. 6(4)
the Old IIT Regulations.58It has been reported that non-Chi_ 49. In practice, the Chinese tax authorities may allow deductions for property

taxes, maintenanceand repaircosts. See State Tax Bureau Notice Guo Shui Han
nese residents who purchased shares of Chinese companies Fa (1990) No. 1236 of 10 October 1990.

through the Hong Kong stock exchange were exempt from 50. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 11.

the 20 percent withholding tax under the Old IIT. It is not 51. New IIT Law, Art. 3(5). Tax treaties normally reduce the rate to 10 or 15%.

clear why the New IIT Regulationsprovide no exemption for 52. New IIT Law, Art. 6(6).
53. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(7).

dividends paid to foreign nvestors. It is likely, however, that 54. New IIT Regulations,Art. 21(2)-(6).
the State Council or the Ministry of Finance will introduce 55. New IIT Law, Art. 4(2); New IIT Regulations, Art. 12.

similar exemptions in the near future in order to encourage 56. See South China Sunday Morning Post (China Business Review), 26

foreign nvestment in Chinese enterprises, especially state- September1993, at 1. TsingdaoBrewery,ShanghaiPetro-Chemical,Guangzhou
Shipyard and Beiren Printing have all listed shares in Hong Kong. Maanshan

owned enterprises that are seeking to attract equity invest- Iron and Steel Company and Kunming Machine Tool Plant are expected to do

ment from abroad. the same.

57. Foreign Income Tax Law, Art. 19(1).
58. Old IIT Regulations,Art. 5(2).

7. Capital gains 59. New HT Law, Art. 3(5).
60. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(9).

(a) General 61. New IIT Law, Art. 6(5).
62. New IIT Regulations,Art. 19.

Capital gains are taxed at the flat rate of 20 percent.59 Gains 63. New IIT Regulations,Art. 20.
from the transfer of property refers to income received by 64. New IIT Regulations,Art. 9.
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introduced Real Estate Value Added Tax (REVAT).65 the additional deduction will be increased as the cost of liv-

REVAT is similar to a tax on excessive profits from land ing for foreigners increases in the future.

speculation, and was introduced to regulate the growing real
estate market in China. It applies to all individuals and enti-
ties that realize gains from the transfer of real estate.66For the D. Foreign tax credit
purposes of the REVAT, real estate includes land-use rights As the final step in the calculationof a taxpayer's tax liabili-
and buildings. Under the Chinese Constitution, land is pub- ty, the taxpayer may take a credit for income taxes paidlicly owned and land ownership cannot be transferred; the abroad on income earned outside China. The credit cannot
right to use land, however, can be transferred. exceed the Chinese tax otherwise payable on the income
Gains realized from the transfer of real estate are taxed at earned abroad.76 The amount of Chinese tax otherwise
rates of 20 to 60 percent.67 The amount of gains is the pro- payable is defined as the amount of tax computedunder the

ceeds of transfer less the cost of acquiring the property, New IIT taking into account the following:
development expenses, repair and maintenance expenses,

- the country n which the income is earned;
relevant tax payment and other amounts that the Ministry of - the type of foreign source income;
Finance considers to be deductible.68If the taxpayer has com- - the amount of deductions allowed under the new IIT le-
mitted fraud or sold a property at a price below the reason- gislation in computing taxable income; and
able price, REVAT is assessed on the estimated value of the - the applicable rates under the New IIT Law.77
property. The amount of foreign tax credit on income derived from aTaxpayers must complete tax registration with the local tax

office within seven days of the date on which a real estate foreign country is the aggregate of the amount of foreign tax

payable on each categor of foreign-source income derivedsales agreement is signed. Tax must be paid within the time in that country.78 A taxpayer must submit original ofan copylimit specified by the local tax office. If a taxpayer fails to
the certificate evidencing the payment of taxes to a foreignpay tax as required by the REVAT Law, the departments of
govemment.79land management and housing administrationwill not allow

the transfer of the title to the property concemed.69 Where the foreign income tax paid is less than the amount of
Chinese tax otherwisepayable, the taxpayermay deduct only

8. Incidental income and other income the amount of foreign tax paid.8 If the amount of foreign tax

paid exceeds the amount of Chinese tax otherwise payable,
Under the New IIT, incidental income (windfall gains) and the excess portion cannot be deducted as a tax credit; it can,
other income are taxable. Incidental income is defined as however, be carried forward for five years,s
income received by individuals from awards, lotteries and
other incidental income.7oThe scope ofother income is not
defined under the New IIT Regulations.

65. Provisional Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Real Estate
Value Added Tax adopted by the State Council on 26 November 1993 and pro-

The New IIT Regulations also provicle that where the nature
mulgatedon 13 December 1993 (hereafter REVATLaw).
66. Tax is exernpted where a taxpayer constructs standard accornrnodation

of an item is unclear, the tax authorities are authorized to buildings for sale and the amountof gains does not exceed 20% of the deductible
determine under which category the item is taxable.71 Where costs and expenses, or the property s appropriated by the State. REVAT Law,
income is received in kind or in marketable securities, the Art. 8.

67. REVAT is imposed at progressivemarginal rates based on four-brackets:
amountof taxable income is generally the market value of the 3090 on the portion of the value-addednot exceeding 5090 of the deductible-

property or securities.72 Where two or more individuals are amounts;

jointly paid a lump sum, each individual is taxed on his or her - 40% on the portion of the value-added that exceeds 50% but not 100% of

share of the amount, net of the statutory deduction.73
the deductible amounts;
50% on the portion of the value-added that exceeds 100% but not 200% of-

the deductible amounts;
60% on the portion of the value-added that exceeds 200% of the deductible-

C. Additional deductions in computing income from amounts.

REVAT Law, Art. 7. These rates may be reduced as a result of the pressure from
wages and salaries the business community.

68. REVAT Law, Arts. 5 and 6.
Tax on employmentincome is calculated on a monthly basis. 69 REVATLaw, Arts. 10and 12.

In calculating taxable income, a standard monthly deduction 70. New IIT Regulations,Art. 8(IO).
of 800 yuan (USS 90) is allowed.74 In addition, the New IIT

71. New lIT Law, Art. 9.
72. New IiT Regulations, Art. 10.

Law provides that individuals without a domicile in China 73. New liT Regulations, Art. 23.
who earn wages and salaries from Chinese sources are 74. New IIT Law, Art. 6(1). When the New IIT Law was introduced last year,
allowed an additional deduction.75Similardeductions may be the official exchange rate was USS 1 = 5.8 yuan, while the market rate was about

USS 1 = 8.8 yuan. Since 1 January 1994, the official exchange rate has been hov-allowed for Chinese citizens who derive employment income ering around USS 1 = 8.7 yuan.
from foreign countries. 75. New liT Law, Art. 6.

76. New IIT Law, Art. 7.
The New IIT Regulations provide an additional deduction of 77. Id.

3,200 yuan. This amount is less than had been hoped for, and 78. Id.
79. New IIT Regulations,Ar. 33.the New IIT Regulations do not offer the possibility of any 80. New IIT Regulations,Art. 32.

further deductions. It is likely, however, that the amount of 81. Id.
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Ill. CONCLUSIONS stayed in China for more thanfive years. That change may
increase the tax liability of foreigners whose home country

The New IIT Regulations consolidate many of the rules fr does not have a tax treaty with China. Second, the Regula-
the implementation of the taxes that were replaced by the tions fail to specify whetherdividendspaid by Chinese enter-
New IIT; they also provide some guidance with respect to the prises to foreign individuals are exempt from tax. Third, the
interpretationof the New IIT Law. However, there are some addtional monthly deduction of 3,200 yuan to foreign.indi-
basic issues that require further clarification, such as the viduals wrking in China may be nsufficient to offset the
scope of income from wages and salaries and the determina-
tion ofresidency.

ncrease in cost of living in China. Finally, the Regulations
make no attempt to achieve more horizontal equity. On the

From the taxpayer's perspective, the New IIT Regulations contrary, as a result of the provisions with respect to the com-

are disappointing in several aspects. First, the Regulations putation of taxable income from business and management
have eliminated the previous rule that exempted from tax for- fees and the surtaxes on ncome from personal services, the

eign-source income derived by foreign individuals who regulations make the IIT regime less equitable.
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HONG KONG

BUDGET BoSA-zA
lan Harris

Group Tax Adviser, HSBC Holdings plc.

I. INTRODUCTION - in a year of buoyant revenue the opportunity should be
taken to leave money where it can do the most good, i.e.

When the Financiai Secretary of Hong Kong Sir Hamish in the pockets of taxpayers;
Macleod rose to present his 1994/95 Budget on 1 March - the Governmentshould continue to battle inflation which

1994, more correctly entitled the Appropriation Bill 1994, while comfortably down from the double digit figures of
members of the Legislative Council and other commentators previous years is still an unacceptable8.5 percent.
were hardly surprised when he announced that the estimated
1993/94 deficit of HK$ 3.4 billion was now expected to
become a surplus of HK$15.1 billion. Unlike previous years Il. INFLATION
when the under-estimate of Budget surpluses or over-esti-
mates of deficits mainly arose through under-spending, the In respect of inflation Sir Hamish said that he would like to
1993/94 surplus arose from an under-estimate of revenue. set the record straight by saying that inflation is not imported
Stamp duty from both stock market and property transactions but is home grown and in this connection import prices have
and income from sales of land produced an additional HK$ only increased by an annual average of about 1 percent over
14 billion above the original estimate. It is against this back- the last five years. In no way was inflation the result of the
ground that the Financial Secretary was able to produce a Hong Kong dollar being linked to the US dollar and nor have
Budget which not only cut taxes but also increased spending, wages not kept ahead of inflation. The two prime causes of
a position which many other Ministers of Finance and their nflation he said are the rapid increase in property prices
equivalentselsewhere in the world will surely be envious. which is due to two main factors. Firstly the natural shortage

of land in a territory of only 400 square miles, and secondlyDespite the prophets of doom and gloom outside of South
the rise in standardof living which peopleEast Asia the economy of Hong Kong as with many other encourages to own

their own homes and at the same time to seek better accom-countries in the region continued to grow in 1993/94. Sir
modation. The other main for inflation is the rise incauseHamish said that 1993 was the 27th successiveyear in which

due to the shortage of labour in conjunction with thethe Hong Kong economy had grown in real terms, and said wages

that in real terms GDP per head had more than trebled since growing economy. Despite the loss of some 850,000 manu-

1970. Reflecting that the current population of Hong Kong facturing jobs the increase in jobs in the service industry has

takes for granted that enterprise, education and personal
more than offset this and despite a limited amount of labour
being imported the shortages remain.endeavour brings improved personal incomes and a better

quality of life year by year, the Financial Secretary said that
GDP per head in 1993 reached USS 18,500 and with a further III BUDGET STRATEGY
growth of 5.5 percent expected in 1994, GDP per head is
expected to reach USS 20,600 by the end of the current year. The Financiai Secretary said in setting his Budget strategy it
This ranks Hong Kong among the major economies of the would be useful to restate the four prnciples fundamental to
developed world. the economic success of Hong Kong:
Following the pattern of the previous year the Financial Sec-

- free trade and fair markets, which remain the best guar-
retary once again entered into extensive pre-Budgetdialogue antees ofeconomic efficiency;
with not only members of the LegislativeCouncil but profes-

- a stable currency and a sound financial system, both
sional bodies, commercial associations, labour and welfare essential for business confidence;
groups in formulating his proposals. Out of this dialogue the

- low and predictable taxes, to minimize the burdens on

Financial Secretary determined that the Hong Kong commu-
those who create wealth and encourage new investment;

nity expects the Government to meet four expectations in and

that: - prudent budgets, so that public spending does not out-

standards of Government services will continue to be strip the rate of economic growth.-

raised; Sir Hamish referred to his budget strategy that had been set
the social and physical infrastructurewill continue to be out in his two previous Budgetsand said that there were three

-

improved; points to be made in respect of 1994/95:
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despite surpluses there must always be a constraint on haul of the companies legislationas the existing legislation is-

Government spending and to ensure that it grows no based on a very old UK model.
faster than the economy as a whole. In Hong Kong as a

percentageof GDP, public expenditureis typicallyhalfof
that in other advanced economies; VI. SPENDING PROPOSALS
adequate reserves must be maintained to meet known-

commitmentsand to guard against future uncertainties; The chiefbeneficiaries in the social area in respectof increas-
spending or concessions should not reverse the down- es in expenditureand in real terms are:- recurrent
ward trend in inflation.

Social welfare 8.4%
Health 6.9%
Education 6.5%

IV. PROSPECTS FOR 1994
In addition, the major capital projects concemed with border

The Financial Secretary said that the four major factors links are:

affecting the expected performance in 1994 were:
- a new bridge to avoid congestionat the Cantoneseport at

the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round which a cost of HK$ 3.7 billion;
-

has boosted trade potential and blunted protectionist
- an additional section of a new route to the border;
-

pressure;
a major expansionof the ranking status at the border.

prospects in Hong Kong's major overseas markets have-

improved with the US and UK economies being set to

grow by around 3 percent in the year ahead; Vll. TAXATION PROPOSALS- SALARIES TAX
the Chinese economy should have little difficulty in con--

tinuing to achieve an annual growth of about 10 percent The Financial Secretary said that in his discussions with

in real terms; members of the Legislative Council he considered the high-
Hong Kong's other neighbours in East Asia are likely to est priority should be given to concessions against Salaries

-

maintain their dynamic growth, with trade within the Tax particularly for those who pay below the standard rate of

region expandingby around 15 percent in 1994. 15 percent. These are largely the middle class employees
who do not benefit from the protection of the public housing

The key is of course the Chinese economy which is consid- and yet are faced with the increased costs of private accom-

ered ncreasingly important to Hong Kong's future economic modation. In setting his concessions he said that half the
success and where China accounted for 35 percent of Hong workforcepays no direct personal tax of any kind and that the

Kong's extemal trade in 1993 Hong Kong in turn accounted effective tax rate paid by those who do averages only 8 per-
for around two-thirdsof the extemal investmentin China. At cent. This of course is only on salaries earned in Hong Kong .

the same time China is probably the largest external investor as there is no comprehensivetax in Hong Kong let alone tax-
in Hong Kong. An indicationof the closeness of the econom- ation of overseas income.1
ic relationship and that it is not solely related to the passage
of goods and services between Hong Kong and China is the The Financial Secretary said that as a result of the proposals
enormous flow of people as indicatedby the following statis- a single income family of four would have to earn more than

tics for 1993: HK$ 184,000 before paying any tax and if they had two

Hong Kong residents made no less than 23 million visits dependant parents or grandparents they would have to earn
-

to Chinese destinations; more than HK$ 224,000. This same family would have to

nearly two million foreign visitors used Hong Kong as
earn at least HK$ 892,000 before paying tax at the standard

-

their gateway to China;
there were 7.4 million border crossings by cars and lor--

ries;
1. The proposed increase in allowancesare as follows:

Hong Kong handled 34,000 flights to and from China. 1994195 1993194
-

rate 15%
In the spending measures announced the servicing of this

Flat 15%

flow is given priority.
Allowances: HK$ HK$
Basic 72,000 56,000
Married Person 144,000 112,000
Child : Ist 20,000 17,000

V. REGULATORYENVIRONMENT
2nd 20,000 17,000
DependentParent 20,000 17,000
Single Parent 32,000 27,000

Turning to the regulatory environment Sir Hamish Macleod Grandparent 32,000 Nil

said that the importanceof integrity of Hong Kong's markets Tax Bands:

was essential. He said that he was determined to continue 1994195 1993194

improving the regulatoryenvironmentand proposed to tack- HK$ 20,000 @ 2% HK$ 20,000@ 2%

HK$ 30,000@ 9% HK$ 30,000@ 9%
le both insider dealing and the managementof risks relating HKS 30,000@ 17% HK$ 30,000@ 17%

from financial innovation. He also announced a major over- Balance@ 20% Balance @ 25%
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rate. The corresponding figure for the single taxpayer is now X. TAX AVOIDANCE
HK$ 444,000. As a result of the proposals there are the fol-

lowing consequences: The present Financial Secretary and his predecessor have
about 420,000 taxpayers, or a quarter of the total, will both referred to unacceptable tax avoidance in recent Budget

-

drop out of the tax net entirely; speeches and this year was no exception. The Government
a further 1.13 million taxpayers will pay less tax; view is that Hong Kong has low of taxation and there-

-

a rate
the number of standard rate taxpayers will drop by 60 fore taxpayers should be prepared to their full dues with-

-

pay
percent. out resort to artificial transactions or shams. Tax revenue in

Hong Kong at only 11.25 percent of GDP is the lowest per-
centage out of a total of 36 economies surveyed in a recent

Vlll. PROFITS TAX study.
The target for this year is the service companies created byThe Financial Secretary proposes to cut the standard rate of many professional firms nd others to provide benefits which

profits tax from 17.5 to 16.5 percent at a cost of HKS 1.6 bil- would normally be denied as a deduction to an individual or
lion in 1994/95. He considers that the reduction will enhance a partnership. Sir Hamish said that these devices are clearlyHong Kong's competitiveness as a regional business centre. wrong n equity and have little or no commercialjustificationThe proposal also complies with the Governmentpolicy that and indeed are promoted by tax advisers who were quoted in
it only raises taxation to the extent that finances are required a recent press headline use service companies to unlock tax
for agreed policies and programmes. bonanza. He commented that he was not in the business of

tolerating tax bonanzas! It s very clear that the Government
is determined to wage a steady war against what they consid-

IX. OTHER TAXES er unacceptable tax avoidanceeven though the arrangements
made by taxpayers are strictly within the letter of the law.

A. Estate duty Perhaps it is a way of creating level playing fields but what is
certain is that where the spirit of the law is seen to be broken

Various changes and reliefs have been proposed. The rates of suitable legislation will be introduced.
charge will be:

Where the Principal Value Rate of XI. CONCLUSIONof the Estates Estate Duty
Does not exceed HK$ 5.5M Nil
Exceeds HK$ 5.5M but does not Despite tax cuts and real increases in expenditurethe reserves
exceed HK$ 6.5M 6% of Hong Kong are expected to continue to increase in the

Exceeds HK$ 6.5M but does not period up to 30 June 1997 after which Hong Kong becomes a
exceed HK$ 7.5M 12% Special AdministrativeRegion of China and are now expect-Exceeds HK$ 7.5M 18% ed to be HK$ 120 billion at 31 March 1997, a substantial

improvement in the forecast of HK$ 78 billion made at the
time of the 1993 Budget. In addition the land fund is expect-

B. Stamp duty ed to reach HK$125 billion by 1997.

Stamp duty rates on real property transfers have been revised In summary, despite the uncertainties of the future Hong
to bring them back into line with the increase in property Kong's finances are in excellent shape.
prices.2

C. Indirect taxes

An increase in duty on fuel of 8.5 percent in line with infla- 2. The new bands and rates are to be:
tion is contrastedwith a freeze on tobacco duty and a tax neu-

Propertyconsideration Existing Proposedtral rationalizationof alcohol duty. Up to $ 250,000 $ 20 $ 100
toNo increase in general rates on property was proposed but the $ 250,001 $ 500,000 0.75% $ 100

$ 500,002 to $ 1,000,000 1.50% 0.75%
recent revaluation exercise would have increased rates by $ 1,000,001 to $ 1,500,000 2.00% 1.50%
some 30 percent. A phasing-in will be achieved by capping $ 1,500,001 to $ 2,000,000 2.75% 1.50%

the increase in the first and second years to 20 percent. $ 2,000,001 to $ 3,000,000 2.75% 2.00%
Over $ 3,000,000 2.75% 2.75%
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IFA NEWS

BELGIAN/LUXEMBOURGBRANCH SWISS BRANCH

Prof. Ch.RA. Geppaart discussed Evasion in Dutch Tax The annual general meeting will be held in Zurich on 2 June

Law at the 27 April 1994 meeting. 1994, and an extraordinarymeeting will convene in Bern on

3 November 1994.

DUTCH BRANCH
UK BRANCH

A joint meeting with the US branch is scheduledto take place
at Niagara-on-the-Law, Canada, prior to the annual IFA The topic of the April meeting was RecentTax Cases, with

Congress. Topics will include the new US/Netherlands tax Michael Flesch QC as speaker. The May meeting focused on

treaty. two topics, Privilege in Common Law Countries and

Holding Companies in DifferentTrading Blocs.

GREEK BRANCH
US BRANCH

On 17 March 1994 a seminar was held in Athens on VAT
Harmonization in the EU and Greece. Among the distin- See Dutch Branch.

guished speakers were Mr Peter Wilmott, DirectorGeneralof
the EC and Mr John Kallergis, Director, VAT Division of the
Greek Ministry ofFinance. ANNUAL IFA CONGRESSES

The scientific programme for the Toronto Congress (28
August - 2 September 1994) is:

KOREAN BRANCH Subject I: Deductibility of interest and other financing
charges in computing income

On 7-8 April 1994 an informal OECD workshopwas held on SubjectH. National and international tax consequences of
Transfer Pricing: the Allocation of Income and Expenses, demergers
the Experience of the OECD and Dynamic Non-Member
Economies. SEMINARS:

Harmonizationof tax under NAFIA-

SINGAPORE BRANCH - Secondary adjustments and related aspects of transfer

pricing corrections

A branch meeting was held on 12 April 1994 to discuss the - How domestic anti-avoidance rules affect double taxa-

deductibility of nterest, with Ms Teoh Lian Ee (Drew & tion conventions

Napier) and Ms Muthu Raman (Singapore Polytechnic) as - Recent international transactions of nterest

speakers. - The OECD Model Treaty - 1994 and beyond.
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Taiwan
The publications listed n this bibliographyhave recently been acquiredby the

Bureau's library which will gladly supply further informationupon requ,est (please GORDON, Richard; SUMMERS,Victoria.
quote the reference numbers). They should, however, be ordered through a Taxation of investment funds in emergingbookselleror direct from the publisher indicated, and not through the Bureau. capital market: theory, problems and solutions

To facilitateordering, a listof addressesof the main publishing houses is included on in the case of Taiwan.

pages 51-55 of the January 1994 issue. Addressesof publisherswhich do not appear Cambridge, Harvard University. 1992.
in this list are indicated in the item concerned. Taxation Research Series No. 2, pp. 27.

(B. 57.944)

Books Malaysia Vietnam
BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES: MALAYSIA.
7th Edition. JENKINS,Glenn P.; TERKPER,Seth E.

ASIA & THE PACIFIC Hong Kong, The Hongkongand Shanghai Vietnam's tax reforms: policies in transition

Banking Corporation Ltd. 1993, pp. 56. economies.

Australia Introductoryguide covering foreign Cambridge,Harvard University. 1992.

investment, foreign exchange, social security, Taxation Research Series, No. 7, pp. 33.
AUSTRALIANTAX REPORTS. Tax reform considerationswithindividual income tax, corporate income tax, respect to
Volume 24. Court/AAT. customs duties, intellectual property and other taxes imposed on state-ownedenterprises as
North Ryde, Butterworths. 1993, pp. 1245. taxes. well as taxes on foreign entities and
Reports of cases heard before the (B. 57.935) Vietnameseprivate enterprises.Tax
AdministrativeAppeal Tribunal for the year of unification is also covered.
decisions 1992-93 (B. 57.945)
(B. 57.961) Micronesia
THAMPAPILLAI,Dodo J. CARIBBEAN
Taxation and the environment. Papers INVESTMENTIN MICRONESIA.

presented at a conference organized by the Amsterdam, KPMG Peat Marwick. 1993,
THE CARIBBEANHANDBOOK 1993/94.Australian Tax Research Foundation at the pp. 45.
Editor Lindsay Maxwell.

Sheraton Sydney Airport Hotel on 17 February General guide to the regulatory and tax aspects
1993. Sydney, AustralianTax Research of investments and business activities within St. John's, Fl Caribbean, P.O. Box 1037, St.

the five distinct jurisdictionsof Micronesia John's, Antigua, West Indies. 1993, pp. 245.
Foundation. 1993. ConferenceSeries, No. 14. USS 75.-
pp. 130. (Northern Mariana Islands, Federated States of

(B. 57.951) Micronesia, Marshall Islands, Republic of The Caribbean Handbookoffers country-by-
Palau, Territory of Guam). It reflects country profiles of all the region's island
informationavailable at 30 September 1992. states, together with the mainland states. As

ROSS, Stan. well basic data each it givesEthics for tax practitioners. (B. 57.934) as on state, a

tightly presented summary of the economic
Sydney, AustralianTax Research Foundation. and political situation and the business climate1993. Research Study No. 18, pp. 106. in each country. It outlines everything from the
(B. 57.952) Papua New Guinea most recent budget detail, trade data,

investmentpolicy and incentives, to
MCGAVIN,P.A. and private organizations.Hong Kong Connections: the process of enhancing

govemment sector

Specialistarticles describe the major regionalproductivitychange in Papua New Guinea. developmentsof the preceding year andTAXATION IN HONG KONG. Port Moresby, Institute of National Affairs. analyse key (such tourism, aviation,sectors asAmsterdam, KPMG Intemational 1993. INA Discussion Paper No. 59, pp. 112. trade and shipping). The book also beHeadquarters. 1993, pp. 78. Study describing the practical applications
can

obtained from the European Representative:Informationon property tax, salaries tax, involved in making linkages or connections FI Caribbean, 3A Sloane Ave. London, SW 3profits tax, interest tax, personal assessment, between productivity improvementand JD, England the price of 50.-atestate duty, stamp duty, depreciation response to changing market conditions, and (B. 18.808)allowancesand financial institutions in Hong between productivity improvementand the
Kong. welfare of employees.
(B. 57.947) (B. 57.928) EUROPE

Japan MAITLAND-WALKER,Julian.
Philippines Guide to Europeancompany laws.

ISHI, Hiromitsu. London, Sweet & Maxwell. 1993, pp. 499.
The Japanese tax system. 2nd Edition. BUSINESS PROFILESERIES: £48.
Oxford, Oxford University Press. 1993, PHILIPPINES. Short commentarieson the domestic company
pp. 421. 7th Edition. law ofeach of the EC and EFTA member
Revised and updated edition on introduction Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai states (except Iceland), together with an
to the Japanese tax system. The book covers Banking Corporation Ltd. 1993, pp. 48. overview of developments in the EC company
individual income tax, corporate income tax, Informationguide on the economic and law harmonizationprogramme.The guide will
inheritanceand gift taxes, local taxes, investmentclimate in the Philippines, be of interest to anyone studying comparative
consumption tax and land tax. including taxation. commercial law.
(B. 57.953) (B. 57.936) (B. 113.345)
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Austria SCHELFHAUT,Gonda; SPRUYT, Eric. EEC
B.T.W. & successie-, registratie-, hypotheek-,

MULLER, Eduard. griffie- en zegelrechten. LIER, A.P.; VLIET, D.G. van; HEERING,
Steuersparbuch93. Diegem, CED Samsom. 1993, pp. 377. A.D.C.; ZEVENBOOM,G.H.

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1993, 860.-Bfrs. Tax and legal aspects of EC harmonisation.

pp. 152. VAT and succession, registration, mortgage Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation
Tax saving book 93. Short guide to wage and stamp law. Part one is an outline of the Publishers. 1993, pp. 195.105.-Dfl.

tax and the possibilitiesof reducing the basic VAT law and Part two deals with each of Complete overview of the tax aspects related

individual tax burden. the specific types of law referred to above. to increasingeconomic.and monetary
(B. 113.252) (B. 113.256) integrationwithin the EC. The harmonization

of both direct and indirect taxes is discussed in

KODEXDES STERREICHISCHEN ANNUAIREFISCAL 1993.2. depth and relevant historical developmentsare

Rechts: Sozialversicherung.Stand 1.10.1993. Diegem, CED Samsom. 1993, pp. 697. also highlighted.
Mit der Pensionsreform. 14. Auflage. Quick annual tax reference manual (B. 113.404)
Bearbeitetvon Franz Marhold. summarizingrelevant tax information
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1993, (corporateand individual income taxes, VAT, EASSON, A.J.

pp. 700.295.- S. similar taxes and death duties) from July 1993. Taxation in the European Community.
Sourcebookon Austrian social security laws Relevant addresses, names and telephone London, The Athlone Press, 1 Park Drive,
effective as of 1 October 1993. numbers of tax administrationoffices are London NWl1 7SG, England. 1993.

(B. 113.370) appended. European CommunityLaw Series, No. 5,

(B. 113.368) pp. 322, £ 45.-.
Taxation is in importantaspect of the financial

Belgium LIEVENS, Stefan. operationsof the European Community.
Harmonisatie tussen boekhoudrechten fiscaal Although there is not a Community tax system

LIEVENS,Jozef; BROE, Luc de; MASELIS, recht (as the Communitydoes not have its own tax

Paul. Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1993. administration)the Communityhas its own

Fusies & Splitsingen. Juridisch, fiscaal, Fiscale Praktijkstudies,No. 15, pp. 248. budget and resources. VAT may be considered

draaiboekenen modellen. 2858.- Bfrs.
as a genuine Communitytax and not simply
as a share of national tax. The harmonization

Gent, Mys & Breesch Uitgevers. 1993, Extensive monographon the harmonizationof of direct taxation has already lead
pp. 200. 1950.- Bfrs. tax law and accounting law in Belgium.

to a merger

Discussionof the new merger legislation, (B. 113.343)
and parent-subsidiarydirective. The

including legal and tax aspects, scenarios
harmonizationof tumover taxes is extensively

and models. HOFMANS,H.; SCHELFHAUT,G.;
discussed, along with excise and other indirect
taxes.

(B. 113.306) BRUEL, L. van den. (B. 113.254)
Fiscaal praktijkboek '92-'93. Indirecte

CROMBRUGGE,S. van. belastingen. Editor: W. Maeckelbergh. TERRA, Ben; WATTEL, Peter.
Beginselenvan de vennootschapsbelasting. Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1993, European Tax Law.
2nd Edition. 448. 1850.- Bfrs. Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxationpp.
Kalmthout,Biblo. 1993, pp. 165. 1590.- Bfrs. Book containing several contributionson Publishers. 1993, 445. 100.- Dfl.pp.Handbookon the principlesof Belgian relevant indirect tax issues. Survey of the tax implicationsof European
corporate income tax. (B. 113.333) integration and discussionof the Community
(B. 113.362) tax rules in force and pending. Chapters

ORSHOVEN,Paul van. include: taxes in the EC Treaty, harmonization
1993 BELASTINGEN Fiscolex 1993. Regionaleen provinciale bases; impact of general Community law on

beleggingsgids. belastingen. Impts rgionaux et provinciaux. national tax law; European tax harmonization
Antwerp, De Financieel EkonomischeTijd. Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1993, policy; CommunityCustoms Code; VAT;
1993, pp. 430.545.-Bfrs. 640.2350.-Bfrs.pp. excises; capital duty; the Parent-Subsidiary
Practical tax guide for individuals and Compilationof the regulatory legislation on Directive; the Merger Directive; the
companies in filing their income tax returns. local taxes in Belgium. Arbitration Convention; tax aspects of the
(B. 113.174) (B. 113.307) European Economic Interest Grouping;

proposed Direct Tax Directives and mutual
WETBOEKVAN DE assistance through exchangeof information.
inkomstenbelastingen. (B. 113.413)
2nd Edition. Gecoordineerdtot en met de Czech Republic
nieuwe fiscale regeling inzake fusie en INTERNATIONALTRADE RESOURCES
splitsing van vennootschappen. DOING BUSINESS IN THE CZECH AND from the CaliforniaChamber: European
Kalmthout,Biblo. 1993, pp. 289. Slovak Republics. Communityand Europe. A legal guide to
Consolidatecltext of the 1993 income taxes Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse. 1993, pp. 161. business development.
(individual income tax, corporate income tax). Informationguide for those interested in doing London, CaliforniaEuropean Trade and
Includes the new merger legislation. business in the Czech and Slovak Republics. InvestmentOffice, 27 Dover Street, 2nd Fl.,
(B. 113.361) The material contained in this guide was London W1X3PA, United Kingdom. 1993,

assembled in March 1993. Chapters include: pp. 376.
WETBOEKVAN DE foreign investmentand trade opportunities, US tax considerations for accessing the EC

investment incentives, banking and finance,inkomstenbelastingen Market. Articles by attorneys and accountants

1992 (Uitgave 1993.2). exporting to the Czech and Slovak Republics, summarize important legal and financial

Diegem, CED Samsom. 1993, pp. 724. labour relations and social security, audit and considerations for companies doing business in
Consolidated text of the Income Tax Code accounting, taxation of corporations and the European Communityand Europe.
implementingstatutes, for purposes of the individuals, taxation of foreign companies, Includes overview of the creation of the EEC,
1992 assessmentyear, updated as of 6 partnershipsand joint ventures, trusts and mergers, joint ventures, distributionand
October 1993. estates, VAT and other indirect taxes. franchisingagreements,commercial law, tax

(B. 113.391) (B. 113.143) considerations,finance,employment law,
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standards, exporting requirementsand other MAI, Thomas R. Deventer, Fed. 1993. Fed Fiscale Brochures,
business concems. Also covers major sectors, Rechtsverhltniszwischen Abschlussprfer pp. 144.40.-Dfl.
including public procurement,high teChno- und prfungspflichtigerKapitalgesellschaft. Addresses the question of which subsidies are

logy, environment, telecommunications, Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1993, liable to VAT with reference to case law. An

pharmaceuticals,energy and utilities. Country- pp 303.98.- DM. overview of the general rules governing VAT,
specific chapters highlight requirements Explanationof the particularcharacteristicsof subsidies and case law is also given.
unique to individual nations in the EC and the contract and the other legal relations (B. 113.419)
Europe. between auditor and audited corporation and
(B. 113.363) their responsibilities. STEVENS, L.G.M.

(B. 113.188) Pensioen in de winstsfeer. 3rd Edition.
FIERSTRA, M.A. Deventer, Fed. 1993.
Europees meddingingsrecht.2nd Edition. WICHTIGEUMWELTGESETZEFR Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 210.55.- Dfl.
Deventer, Kluwer; The Hague, Fenedex. 1993. die Wirtschaft. Discussion of pension commitmentsmade by
Fiscale en juridische documentatievoor 3. Auflage. businesses engaged in for-profit activities.
intemationaal zakendoen, No. 21, pp. 283. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe. ntegrates the case law up to March 1993 and
Descriptionof the various aspects of compe- 1991,pp. 454. the bill concerning Brede HerwaarderingII.
tition law in the European Single Market. Important environment laws. A collection of (B. I 13.420)
(B. 113.409) legal texts including a short introduction by

Rolf Stober. The texts refer to nuisance, waste, NEDERLANDSEJURISPRUDENTIE
INTERNE MARKT. STAND VAN ZAKEN medicinal and chemical products, water, inzake internationaal belastingrecht. Directe
op 1 januari 1993. Voorwaardenvoor liability and criminal law. belastingen van internationaalopererende
samenwerking tussen ondernemingen;Een (B. 113.340) ondernemingen.
gemeenschappelijkemarkt voor overheids- Groningen, Vereniging AIJB. 1993,195 Dfl.
opdrachten; Inteme markt voor energie. Loose-leafpublication based on.a research
Brussels, EGKS-EEG-EGA. 1993. project of the Universityof Groningen on

Voltooiing van de inteme markt - Deel 3, Greece Dutch case law regarding important
pp. 116.19.- ECU. intemational tax law topics, including:
The situation as of 1 January 1993 with respect INVESTMENTIN GREECE. residence of companies, permanent
to the following subjects within the EC: the Amsterdam, KPMG Peat Marwick Kyriacou. establishments,permanent representativesand
Intemal Market; conditions for cooperation 1993, pp. 85 the fixed base, allocationof ncome to a

between companies; company law, intellectual An overview of matters to be considered by permanent establishments,arm's length
property and company taxation; a collective those contemplating nvestment in Greece. dealings between dometic and foreign group
market for govemmental projects ard an Information is given on opportunities for companies and procedural aspects. With
internal market for energy. intemational investors, exporting to/from regard to each subject, the case law is analysed
(B. 113.068) Greece, business entities, business taxation, and all cases are summarized.

taxation of individuals, labour and acquisition (B. 113.336)
of property

Germany (B. 113.291) FISCAL JURLDISCH MEMO 1993.
Deventer, Kluwer. 1993, pp. 152.
Fiscal Legal Memo 1993 aims to provideFINANZGERICHTSORDNUNGMIT

Nebengesetzen.3. Auflage Bearbeitetvon R. Ireland summaries on a number of civil legal issues
which are important n financial and tax advice

von Groll, Hanns-ReimerKoch und Reinhild
Ruban. O'CALLAGHAN,J.M. practice, including contract law, company law

and labour law.Munich, C.H. Beck'sche Taxation of estates. The law in Ireland. (B. 113.172)Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1993, pp. 1158. Dublin, Butterworth (Ireland) Ltd. 1993,
188.- DM. 410. £ 39.50. REUVERS, M.R.pp.
Tax procedure and organizationof tax courts Detailed description of the taxation of personal Fiscale filosofie. Goed kwaad de burgerin Germany. representativesand beneficiaries. Topics

en van

en de overheid.(B. 113.321) covered include succession law, income tax, Duivendrecht, Reuvers & Co. 1993, pp. 68.
capital gains tax and capital acquisitions tax. A personal view of the author on fiscalKIRCHHOF,Paul; SHN, Hartmut. Sets forth the law as of 31 December 1992. philosophy the good and evil of citizens andEinkommensteuergesetz.Kommentar. (B. 113.243)

-

the government. Included are comments on the12 Volumes.
Cologne, C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag,

administrationof the state, the justificationof

Postfach 102640, W-6900 Heidelberg 1,
the tax burden imposed on citizens within a

Germany. 1993,398.- DM. state and how individuals experience fiscal

Loose-leafservice in 12 volumes. Price of Netherlands matters.

basic work DM. 398, supplemented6 times a (B. 113.314)

year. Detailed analysis and practical article-by- LEEUWEN, M. van.

article commentary on the German Individual Belastingrecht in hoofdzaken. Leidraad en

Tax Act. Includes ministerial rulings, examentrainingvoor MBA Poland
regulations, tax court decisions and Belastingwetgeving
bibliographicsurveys of many articles. Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1993, pp 123. POLISH TAXATION 1993. PART II.
Contains an extensive keyword index. 35.- Dil. Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation
(B. 107.286A) Tax manual containing explanationof the tax Publishers. 1993.

laws, including questions and answers The Polish Economic Law, pp 141.80.-Dfl.
RECHTSBEHELFSEMPFEHLUNGEN. necessary for the MBA examination (business This volume reflects the rapid transformation
(Streck, Rainer, Mack, Schwedhelm). administrationstudy). of the Polish economy and the modernization
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1992, pp. 111. (B. 113.292) of the taxation system in its transitional period.
Suggestions for appeal procedures in fiscal Contains an English translation of the Goods
matters. LENGKEEK, L.J.; SANDERS,J.T. and Services Tax Act; Natural Persons'
(B. 113.339) Subsidies en BTW. Income Tax Act; Legal Persons' Income Tax
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Act; and Amending Act. The law is stated as HOMER,Amold; BURROWS,Rita; UNITED KINGDOMNATIONAL
of 1 August 1993. GRAVESTOCK,Peter. Accounts.

(B. 113.405) Tolley's Taxwise I 1993-94. Income tax & The CSO Blue Book, 1993 edition. Editor
national insurance, corporation tax, capital David Ruffles.

GTUCHOWSKI,Jan. gains tax. London, HMSO. 1993, p. 168.

Polskie prawo podatkowe. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Co. Ltd. 1993, (B. 113.150)
Warsaw, WydawnictwoNaukowe PWN. pp. 850. £ 24.95.

1993, pp. 170. Covers tax administration, 100 examples covering income tax and

individual income tax, corporate income tax, national jnsurance, corporation tax and capital INTERNATIONAL
VAT, excise duty, death duties and taxation of gains tax. Fully updated to include the relevant

hidden profits. changes brought about by the Finance Act ESSAYS ON INTERNATIONAL
(B. 113.253) 1993. taxation in honor of Sidney I. Roberts. Editors

(B. 113.385) Herbert H. Alpert and Kees van Raad.

Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation
PRITCHARD,W.E. Publishers. 1993. Series on Intemational

Russia Tolley's tax planning for new businesses. 4th Taxation, No. 15, 466. 185.- Dfl.
Edition. A practical guide to the tax planning

pp.
A compilationof essays dealing with aspects

ROMANOVSKY,M.V.; VANISTENDAEL,F. opportunitiesand pitfalls of starting a new of intemational taxation, either from the
Taxation policy and principles of taxation in business. perspectiveof a particularcountry's tax
Russia. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd. system or at a more general level.
Leuven, Leuvens Instituut voor Centraal- en 1993, pp. 130. £ 24.95. (B. 113.428)
Oost Europa Studies, Europahuis, Blijde Includes a discussion ofthe Finance Act 1993.
Inkomststraat5, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium. (B. 113.383) TOLLEYSTAX HAVENS. 2ND EDITION.
1992, pp. 44. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd.
(B. 113.347) BUDGET,AUTUMN 1993. 1993, pp. 650. £ 50.-

London, Touche Ross & Co. 1993, pp. 16. A practitioner'sguide to the leading tax

(B. 113.313) havens of the world.
(B. 113.412)Slovak Republic TAYLOR,Anthony; STEWARD,Clive.

The equitable life tax guide 1993. (formerly
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CZECH Smit's Taxation)
and Slovak Republics. DevelopingCountries

Oxford, Basil Blackwell Ltd. 1993, pp. 485.
Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1993, pp. 161. Comprehensiveup-to-dateguide to personal
Informationguide for those interested in doing and business taxation covering existing law

BIRD, Richard M.

business in the Czech and Slovak Republics. and practice relating to income tax, capital
Tax policy & economicdevelopment.

The material contained in this guide was gains tax, corporation tax, VAT, council tax
Baltimore/London,The Johns Hopkins

assembled in March 1993. Chapters include: and other related subjects.
University Press Ltd. 1992, pp. 270.

foreign investment and trade opportunities, (B. 113.335)
Evaluation of the unique conditions that apply

investment incentives, banking and finance, to developing nations and an examinationof

exporting to the Czech and Slovak Republics, ANDERSEN,ARTHUR.
their impact on both the kinds of taxes that

be raised and the effective administration
labour relations and social security, audit and Tolley's personal tax and investmentplanning.

may
of tax policy.accounting, taxationof corporationsand Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompany Ltd. (B. 113.424)

individuals, taxation of foreign companies, 1993, pp. 214. £ 29.95.
partnerships and joint ventures, trusts and Clear and comprehensiveguide to personal tax
estates, VAT and other indirect taxes. and investment, includingprovisionsof the
(B. 113.143) Finance Act 1993. OECD

(B. 113.384) THE TAX/BENEFITPOSITIONOF

Switzerland RESIDENTSAND NON-RESIDENTS. production workers; la situation des ouvriers

Liability to tax in the United Kingdom.
au regard de l'impt et des transferts sociaux
1989-92.

BERNARDONI,Norberto; DUCHINI, London, Inland Revenue. 1993, pp. 44.
Paris, OECD Organisationfor EconomicCo-

Giorgio. Explanationof what is meant by residence, operation and Development. 1993, 257.pp.
La fiscalit dell'azienda.Nel diritto federale e ordinary residence and domicile, and how This report examines the income tax and social
cantonaleTicinese. these factors affect how much income tax and

security contributionspaid and family benefits
Bioggio, Arti Grafiche Bernasconi S.A., capital gains tax must be paid in the United received by taxpayers at the income level of a

Casella postale 168,6934Bioggio. 1993, Kingdom.The booklet is only concerned with
production worker for the 1989-92. Ityears

pp. 768. 98.- Fr. individuals. also provides standardizeddescriptionof thea

Federal and cantonal taxation in Ticino of (B. 113.395) personal income tax and social security
private and corporate businesses. systems in each OECD country. In this edition

(B. 113.389) HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS,Rita; a special feature is included on Mexico.
GRAVESTOCK,Peter. (B. 113.400)
Tolley's Taxwise II 1993-94. Value added tax,
inheritance tax, taxation of trusts, tax planning.

United Kingdom Croydon, Tolley PublishingCo. Ltd. 1993,
pp. 800. £ 23.95. LATIN AMERICA

TAX ASSESSMENT:TAXATIONOF 88 examples covering value added tax,
financial instruments. inheritance tax, taxation of trusts and tax Brazil
London, Ernst & Young, Chartered planning Fully updated to include the relevant

Accountants,Rolls House, 7 Rolls Buildings, changes brought about by the FinanceAct Attila de SOUZA LEAO ANDRADEJr.
Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1NH. 1993, pp. 21. 1993. Guidelines on Brazil's Foreign Investment

(B. 113.089) (B. 113.386) Law. 2nd Edition.
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Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation provincial courts on taxation matters reported Textbook on the US federal income taxation of
Publishers. 1993, pp 110.50.- Dfl. by Canada Tax Cases from January to June corporationsand shareholders with reference
Description, analysis and interpretationof the 1993 inclusive. 1993. Volume 1. Editor-in- to case law. Will be updated by future
laws goveming foreign investment n Brazil. Chief H. Heward Stikeman. supplements.
Topics covered include: the legal concept of Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional (B. 113.390)
foreign capital pursuant to Brazilian law; Publishing. 1993, pp. 2270.
principles and procedures of foreign capital (B. 113.334) INTERNATIONALTRADE RESOURCES
registration with the Central Bank of Brazil; from the Califomia Chamber: European
the registrationof and tax law on the PERSONALTAX STRATEGY. 1994 Communityand Europe. A legal guide to
remittanceof profits, dividends and royalties Edition. business development.
abroad; the registrationof foreign loans; and Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1994, pp. 232. London, California European Trade and
Brazil's exchange control. Complete tax information and reference guide Investment Office, 27 Dover Street, 2nd Fl.,
(B. 18.816) for 1993, as well as a planning guide for 1994 London W1X3PA, United Kingdom. 1993,

and beyond for individual taxpayers. pp. 376.
OS NEGOCIOS E O DIREITO. (B. 113.423) US tax considerations for accessing the EC
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US IFA ANNUAL MEETING

This issue features nine of the papers presentedduring the Annual Meetingof the US IFA branch, which was held on 3-4 March
1994 in Atlanta, Georgia. Approximately200 IFA members attended the meeting to listen to more than 35 speakers and pan-.
ellists, which included acknowledgedexperts among practitioners,academics and govemmentofficials.

One of the more extensivelycoverd topics during the meeting was the use of holding companies. Five of the papers deal with
the use of holding companies in France, the Benelux, Switzerland,Germany and the United Kingdom. Experts from both sides
of the Atlantic discussed and debated the pros and cons of locating holding companies in these countries.

Other subjects discussedduring the meeting were recent treaty developments,the US IFA Report on demergers, use of special
purpose entities in Latin America, joint venture and hybrid entity planning and issues, intercompany transactions and alterna-
tive dispute resolution of Section 482 cases.

USE OF HOLDING COMPANIES
These papers discuss the implications of setting up an international holding company in the respective countries. Certain fea-
tures of the individual corporate tax systems are outlined, which are likely to affect the decision to locate.

BENELUX: Paul Sleurink, Hans Decleir and Veronique Sway 271
FRANCE: Olivier Delattre and Clotilde Fournier 281
GERMANY: Dr Thomas Tben 285
SWITZERLAND: Dr Nico H. Burki 292
UNITED KINGDOM: Michael McGowan 296

LATIN AMERICA:
SELECTEDTAX ASPECTS OF INVESTMENT 3O6
Ruben Diaz, Jr.

US businesses have long recognized the tremendous potential of Latin American economies
and markets. For many years, however, the combination of state control of important eco-
nomic sectors, complex regulations restricting foreign investment and unstable political sys-
tems had severely limited US investment in the region. Most Latin American countries have
now opened their economies to foreign investment and embarked on a privatization pro-
gramme, thus stimulating US investment.

UNITED STATES:
DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTERESTAND OTHER FINANCING CHARGES IN COMPUTING INCOME 310
David M. Benson and Matthew M. McKenna

The authors take a look at the Internal Revenue Code sections which deal with the deductibil-
ity of interest expense. Although the general principle starts out in a simple manner, several
pages of the code then describe various limitations to the general rule, and other code sec-
tions prescribe additional limitations on the deductibility of interest expense.

UNITED STATES:
HYBRID ENTITIES 315
James J. Tobin and William R. Seto

The focus on hybrid entities by US multinationalshas increased dramatically in recent years.
Correspondingly, the level of ruling activity and IRS considerationof the area have increased
as well. This article takes a look at the US tax treatment of hybrids, both inbound and out-
bound, as well as the advantagesand disadvantagesof using hybrids.
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UNITED STATES:
NEW IRS TRANSFER PRICING DOCUMENTATIONREQUIREMENTS 321
Kenneth J. Krupsky, Esq.

This article reviews the new IRS transfer pricing documentation requirements, identifies key
issues and unanswered questions and provides recommendations for compliance with the
new rules.

INTERNATIONAL:
A PRIMER ON TAX EVASION 328
Vito Tanzi and Parthasarathi Shome

Tax evasion is universal. It depends on the economic and tax structures, types of income and
social attitudes. The theory of tax evasion has limitations since it depends solely on the atti-
tude toward risk with full information regarding the tax administration'sbehaviour. Methodolo-

gies for estimating tax evasion include predominantlyestimating the underground economy,
and comparing taxes declared with potential tax revenue calculated from national accounts.

Actions in addressing tax evasion include use of withholding, presumptive and minimum
taxes, selective auditing, penalties and cross-checksbetween taxes.

RUSSIA:
RESULTS OF INITIAL IMPLEMENTATIONOF TAX REFORM 338
Dr Elena Markina

Transition to a free market economy required radical changes in the Russian tax system as

the system used under the centrally planned economy discouraged the transformation pro-
cess. A package of new laws, which abolished the former tax legislation, was adopted by the

Russian Parliament in 1992. The article describes the basic characteristics of the new Rus-
sian tax system and analyses its advantagescompared with the previoussystem. It then ana-

lyses the first results of the initial tax reform and subsequent amendments in tax legislation
according to the present situation. Finally, the possibility of bringing the Russian tax system in
line with the Western model js dis'cussed.

SINGAPORE:
1994 BUDGET 347
Lee Fook Hong

This article highlights the proposals contained in the 1994 Budget.

INTERNATIONAL:
PUBLIC INTERNATIONALLAW ASPECTS OF SOME TRANSFER PRICING ISSUES 351

Lynette V. Eastmond
Ms Eastmondexamines from a public international law perspectivecertain aspects of transfer

pricing which do not concern the determinationof an arm's length price.
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BENELUX

HOLDING COMPANIES
Paul Sleurink, Hans Decleir and Veronique Sway

The authors are all attorneys in the New York office of ranging from 28.8 to 42.2 percent for certain companies
Loyens & Volkmaars. whose total taxable income does not exceed Bfrs. 13 million,

Non-residentcompanies are generally taxed at a rate of 42.2This article highlights the characteristicsof holding
companies in Belgium, Luxembourgand the Netherlands. percent, although this rate is reduced under most tax treaties

to the domestic rate of 40.17 percent on the basis of the non-

discriminationprinciple.
Resident companies must withhold tax at 25.75 percent onBELGIUM
dividends distributed to resident and non-resident sharehold-
ers, although most tax treaties reduce this withholding tax toBelgian tax law does not provide for any special holding 15 or 5 percent if paid to residents of treaty countries. Under

company status (such as, for example, the 1929 Luxem- the EC parent-subsidiary directive dividend distributionsbourg holding company). However, all Belgian resident com- paid by a Belgian resident company to a qualifying EC com-panies that are subject to Belgian corporate income tax
pany are exempt from dividend withholding tax. Under Bel-(CIT)and all Belgian permanentestablishments(PEs) of gian domestic tax rules, the proceeds distributed to the share-foreign companies can benefit, under appropriate circum- holders upon liquidation of a Belgian company, or proceedsstances, from favourable tax treatmentof dividends and cap- distributed as a result of a repurchase of shares by a Belgianital gains. As in the Netherlands and Luxembourg, a Belgian company, are not subject to Belgian withholding tax.

company can combine a holding function with other activ-
ities.J

lI. TAXATION OF DOMESTICAND FOREIGN-
SOURCE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY AI. CORPORATETAX SYSTEM
BELGIAN HOLDING COMPANY

Belgian CIT is levied on the worldwide income of resident
companies. Non-resident companies (i.e. foreign companies

In general, the participation exemption for dividends
with their place of effective management outside Belgium) received does not distinguish between the origin of the divi-
are taxed on certain Belgian-source income and on foreign- dend income (domestic or foreign), or between dividends

derived from EC or non-EC companies.source income to the extent that the latter income is effect-
ively connected with a Belgian PE of the non-residentcom-

pany.
A. General rule

Taxable income is determinedon the basis of the commercial
accounts, unless specific tax rules provide otherwise. Gener- Dividends received by a Belgian parent company from a res-

ally, a Belgian company's taxable income is equal to.the sum ident or non-resident subsidiary enjoy a 95 percent exemp-
of: tion from CIT, provided the conditions for applicationof the

the increase in taxable reserves during the fiscal year participation exemption are met.-

concerned;
the total amount of non-deductibleexpenses, such as the-

CIT, commissions and fees in certain circumstances,
excessive interest charges, etc.; and
dividends distributed. I. A Belgian company (or a PE of a foreign company) can also benefit from-

the special coordinationcentrestatus if certain requirementsare met. lfa com-
This total is then reduced by certain deductions,such as prof- pany qualifies as a coordinationcentre it can benefit from a very favourabletax

its attributable to foreign PEs located in countries which have regime. However, since a coordinationcentre cannot hold shares this regime will
not be addressed in this article.

concludeda tax treaty with Belgium, certain tax-allowedpro- Belgian tax law also contains specific provisions for collective investmentcom-
visions, loss carry-forwardsand most importantly the 95 per- panies (SICAF/Vs, comparable to the Luxembourg SICAV/F or the Dutch
cent deduction for dividend income (i.e. income falling with- investment institution). Due to the comprehensive requirements that need to

in the participationexemption).2 be met (publicly traded, specific investment pattem, etc.), the tax regime appli-
cable to such institutions will not be discussed.
2. As explained below, the Belgian participation exemption system operatesCIT is presently levied at a general flat rate of 40.17 percent as a deduction system, i.e. intercorporatedividends are first included in a com-for Belgian resident companies, with l0Wer progressive rates pany's total taxable income and are later deducted.
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B. Method of exemption (2) companiesestablished in a jurisdiction where the tax sys-
tem, although similar to the Belgium CIT, is significant-

The participationexemption exempts 95 percent of the divi- ly more advantageous than in Belgium;'o
dend income; the remaining 5 percent is subject to CIT. The

(3) holding finance companies which are established in aor

exemption of intercompany dividends is granted as follows. jurisdiction where all or certain types of such companies
Dividendsreceivedor accrued3are included in full in the tax-

are subject to a corporate tax which differs from the nor-
able income and then 95 percent is deducted from the calcu- mal tax regime;
lated base in order to determine the amount of income on

which the tax rate is applied, but only if the initial computa-
(4) investmentcompanies;12

tion results in a positive amount. Therefore, if the net result (5) foreign companies distributing dividends out of (divi-

of the Belgian company's other activities in the current year
dend) income which does not fulfil the subject-to-tax

(i.e. not includingqualifyingdividends) is a loss, all or part of requirement.
the qualifying dividends cannot be deducted. The reason for Dividends distributed by conpanies described under (3) and
this is that dividendsreceivedare only included in the taxable (4) may nevertheless qualify for the participation exemption
base after the net result of the company's other activities in if it is demonstrated that the dividends received by those
the current year. Since loss carry-forwards from previous companies fulfil the subject-to-tax requirenent (i.e. the divi-

years are deducted after the deductionfor dividends received, dend income would qualify for the participationexemption if
the loss carry-forwardscannot have an adverse effect on the it were paid directly to a Belgian company). However, this
deductible amount of dividends received. It should be noted look-through rule does not apply if the excluded holding,
that the dividends (or part thereof) which cannot be deducted finance or investmentcornpany is established in jurisdictions
are not available for cary-forward,and therefore are perma- described under (1) and (2).
nently lost.4

The scope of the anti-abuse provision described under (5),
which applies only to foreign intermediate companies, may

C. Conditions for application of the participation be limited because it conflicts with the equal treatmentclause

exemption contained in several of Belgium's tax treaties.'3 This clause

requires that Belgium treat dividends derived from a compa-
The participation exemption applies to dividends, i.e. all resident in the other contracting state in the
income (as opposed to capital gains) derived from shares or

ny same manner

as dividends derived from a similar Belgian company.
14

profit certificates from companies. As a result, dividends in

kind, stock dividends, bonus shares,5 interim dividends, etc. The fact that dividends distributed by a Belgian intermediate

qualify for the participation exemption. Under Belgian tax company to its Belgian parent out of non-qualifying divi-

law, the proceeds from the liquidation or redemption6 of
shares of a company are taxed as a dividend, so the participa-
tion exemption for dividends received may apply to such dis- 3. I.e. the net dividend received (gross dividend minus e.g. foreign withhold-

ing tax). The dividend is included in the tax base of the Belgian company at the

tributions:.7 time the dividend is at the disposal of the shareholderor made payable, whichev-
er comes first.

At the moment the dividend is paid or becomes payable, the 4. However, this adverse effect will not arise if the company is a pure hold-

Belgian company must own at least 5 percentof the capital of ing company with no other activities that may give rise to losses.

the subsidiary, or the participation must have an acquisition 5. Insofar as bonus shares constitute taxable income, which is usually not the

price for the Belgian company of at least Bfrs. 50 million. case.

6. With respect to liquidation proceeds and proceeds of a redemption of

No minimum holding period for the participation is required shares of foreign companies, Belgian tax law requires that the

for applicationof the participationexemption.
liquidaton/redemptionbe treated likewise in the foreign jurisdiction (i.e. as a

distribution to the shareholder).

It is not necessary to hold the participation in full ownership,
7 Assuming that the foreign jurisdiction would treat the liquidation/redemp-
ton as a capital gain (e.g. United States), then the (100%) exemption for capital

so dividends received from derivativeownership rights of gains should in principle apply. This point of view is not clear, however, under

shares, such as usufruct, may qualify for the participation Belgian tax law.

exemption.
8. Belgian Income Tax Code (ITC) Art. 203.
9. The Belgian tax authorities have published an official non-exhaustive list

A participationwill only qualify for the participatio.nexemp- of these jurisdictions (e g Bahamas, Bermuda).

tion when the subject-to-tax requirement is met, i.e. the sub- 10.. These jurisdictions also appear on the list (e.g Aruba, British Virgin
Islands, etc.).

sidiary must be subject to Belgian CIT or a similar foreign 11. According to the list, such jurisdictions includeJersey, Liechtenstein,Lux-

tax (see below). An advance ruling may be obtained from the embourg, the Netherlands Antilles and Uruguay.
tax authorities as to whether the subject-to-taxrequirement is 12 Since this concept is not explicitly defined in the ITC, other legislation,

such as the Law on Financial Transactions and Financai Markets of 4 Decem-
fulfilled. ber 1990, may provide guidance as to which companiesare specificallyexclud-

ed. The above-mentionedlaw applies to collective investment institutionswhich

invest funds obtained from the general public (such as SICAVs and SICAFs).

D. Anti-avoidanceprovision According to Parliamentarydocuments this provisionalso applies to similar for-

eign collective investmentvehicles (e.g. Irish UCIT's, LuxembourgSICAV/Fs).
The participation exemption does not apply to dividends 13. Each provisionof the relevant tax treaty must be carefullyexamined in this

derived from shares in the following companies:8 respect (e.g. only applicable to certain types of companies).
14. Such a clause can be found in the treaties with inter alia, Austria, Canada,

(1) companiesestablished in a jurisdiction where the tax sys- Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal,
tem is not similar to the Belgian CIT system;9 Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
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dend income qualify for the participation exemption, while incurred in connection with the liquidation of a subsidiary
such dividends distributed by a foreign intermediate compa- company, i.e. the liquidation distribution is less than the pur-
ny would not qualify, is not compatible with the equal treat- chase price of the shares, such loss is deductible, but only to
ment clause. the extent that the liquidation distribution is less than the

amount of the paid-up share capital on the shares.

Ill. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DIVIDENDS PAID
TO THE UNITED STATES V. DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST EXPENSE

Under the Belgium-US income tax treaty, the dividend with- Arm's length (i.e. financial other) incurred withholding tax is reduced to 5 percent if the beneficial owner of expenses or

respect to a participationare fully deductible. Belgian tax lawthe dividend is a company which owns directly at least 10 does not contain formal thin capitalization rules, r8

percent of the voting stock of the company paying the divi- any so a

Belgian company can be leveraged to a very high extent,dends, or to 15 percent in all other cases. The treaty contains
whereby the deductible interest be used offseta limitation on benefits provision (Article 12A), which is far expense can to
the 5 percent taxable portion of a dividend received, as wellless comprehensive than Article 26 of the US-Netherlands
as any taxable profits from other activities. Furthermore, iftax treaty. structured'9 the deductible interest sub-properly expense can

stantially reduce a future dividend withholding tax claim
upon redistributionof the profit of the Belgian holding com-

IV. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS/LOSSESON pany.
SHAREHOLDINGS

A. Realized capital gains VI. ANTI-DEFERRALREGIME RELATING
In principle, gains realized on the disposal of a company's TO CFCS
assets are considered profits and therefore subject to CIT.

Under the participationexemption,capital gains realized by a
In general, there are no such rules under Belgian tax law.

Belgian company in respect of shares in a Belgian or a for- However, under ITC Article 344, the Belgian tax authorities

eign subsidiary company are fully exempt from CIT provid-
can disregard certain transfers of assets, contributions of

ed the dividends on the shares would qualify for the partici- stock, etc. by a Belgian company to a tax haven company

pation exemption for dividends.t unless,theBelgian companydemonstratesthat the transaction
has legitimate business purposes, or that the taxpayer

Unlike the participation exemption for dividends,16 no mini- received a countervalue which gave rise to income subject to
mum participation (or acquisition value) is required for the a normal effective tax burden in Belgium comparable to the
capital gains exemption. However, the exemption applies tax burden which would have applied in the absence of said
only to the extent that the capital gains realized on the shares transaction.
exceed the net amount of the previous write-downs on the
book value of these shares to the extent deducted, and the
previous capital gains to the extent taxed.

Vll. CAPITALTAXThe capital gains exemption is granted by a direct elimination
of the gains from taxable income, so that the limitation con-

nected with the method used for granting the deduction (max-
In general all contributions to the capital of a Belgian compa-

imum 95 percent) of intercompany dividends does not come ny are subject to a 0.5 percent capital tax. The taxable base is

into play. the nominal value of the shares issued in considerationfor the
contribution, or the fair market value of the contribution,
whichever is higher.

B. Unrealized capital gains
Unrealized capital gains are not taxable if the capital gain is 15. Realized capital gains also include gains realized in Bfrs. as a result of the
not expressed in the accounts. If the capital gain would be appreciation of the currency of the country where the foreign subsidiary s resi-
expressed in the accounts, said gain is not taxable to the dent.

extent it is booked and remains booked on a blocked reserve
16. For dividends received, a 5% participationor acquisition value of Bfrs. 50
million applies.account,j7 17. This rule also applies to unrealized capital gains resulting from apprecia-
tion of the currency of the country where the foreign subsidiary is resident.
18. Apart from certain rules which, under specific circumstances, recharacter-

C. Losses ize interest payments as dividends if a director or partner of a Belgian company
grants a loan to that company.

Capital losses on both realized and unrealized shares are not 19. Interest payments are in principle subject to a 13.75% interest withholding
tax deductible (regardless of whether the underlying shares

tax. Therefore, the leveraging must be structured via an entity resident in a treaty
country, so that the withholding tax can be reduced to zero (e.g. the Netherlands,

qualify for the participationexemption). However, if a loss is Luxembourg)
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An exemption from capital tax is granted, inter alia, in the mined only at the time dividendsaredistributed or capi-
following cases: tal gains realized.

a contributionby an EC-companyof all its assets and lia- In addition, the exit possibilitiesvia liquidationor repurchase
-

bilities to a Belgian company in consideration solely for of shares (which do not result in dividend withholding tax)
shares in the Belgian company, or in consideration for

create tax
both shares and cash so long as the cash paymentdoes not

may interesting planning possibilities. As noted

above, the tax authorities can issue an advance ruling with
exceed 10 percent of the par value of the shares received; respect to the subject-to-taxrequirement.Whether this ruling
a contrbutionby an EC-company to a Belgian company practice provides sufficient flexibility for the taxpayer

-

of an independentpart20 of its enterprise where the com- remains unclear.
pensation received by the contributingEC company con-

sists solely of shares in the Belgian company, or in con-

sideration for both shares and cash so long as the cash

payment does not exceed 10 percent of the par value of NETHERLANDS
the shares received.

For many years, Dutch residentholding companieshave been

among the standard tools of the international tax practitioner.
Vlll. SUBSTANCE REQUIREMENTS It should be noted at the outset that the Netherlands does not

have a special holding company regime, i.e. a Dutch com-

According to ITC Article 2 paragraph 2(2), a resident compa- pany acting as a holding company is subject to CIT in the

ny is a company incorporatedunder Belgian law or a company same manner as any other company, and dividends distribut-
that has its statutoryseat, its principalestablishmentor place of ed by its subsidiaries and capital gains derived from the dis-

effective management in Belgium. Authoritative sources2 posal of subsidiariesmay be exempt from CIT in the hands of

agree that a company with only its statutory seat in Belgium, any Dutch corporate taxpayer by virtue of the participation
but with its place of effective management outside Belgium, exemption (see below). Therefore, a Dutch company may
cannot be taxed as a Belgian resident company. As in the very well combine a 'holding-function'with other activities,
Netherlands and Luxembourg, Belgian holding companies such as for example (but not limited to), financing, licensing
have a variable amount of substance (management by trust and commercial and industrial activities.

office, etc.). The same caveat applies as in the Netherlands
with respect to the declarationof residence.in the case ofa dual

resident receiving income from a third country (see below). I. CORPORATETAX SYSTEM

The Netherlands imposes an annual CIT on both resident and
IX. TREATMENTOF EXCHANGE GAINS AND non-resident corporate entities. Resident corporate entities

LOSSES ON ACQUISITION DEBT are subject to CIT on their worldwide income, while non-res-

ident corporateentities are subject to CIT only with respect to
Such gains and losses are not treated as forming part of the certain Dutch-source profits. The 1969 Corporate Income
shareholding, so they will be included in or deducted from Tax Act (CITA) does not distinguish between ordinary
the tax base of the Belgian holding company. It is advisable ncome and capital gains/losses, i.e. both are included in tax-
to fund the holding company with a Belgian franc-denomi- able profits. CIT is levied on taxable profits, as adjusted by
nated debt. loss carry-forward(eight years) and carry-back (three years).

The standard rate of tax is 35 percent; the rate of CIT on the
first Dfl. 250,000 of profit is 40 percent (the Dfl. 250,000

X. INTEGRATION SYSTEM may be reduced to Dil.100,000 in July 1994).

Such a system is not known under Belgian tax law.

Il. TAXATION OF DOMESTICAND FOREIGN-
SOURCE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY A

XI. OTHER TAX CONSIDERATIONS- FUTURE DUTCH HOLDING COMPANY
DEVELOPMENTS

A. Domestic dividends
For certain structures, the Belgian holding company regime,
with its peculiarities, offers a very interesting alternative to In principle, dividends derived by a Dutch (holding) compa-
the traditional Dutch and Luxembourg holding company ny from a shareholding in a Dutch resident company are

regimes because:
interest and other costs to acquire the participation are-

fully deductible; 20. Under certain circumstances,a 100% shareholdingcan qualify as an inde-

there are no debt-to-equityratios; an
-

pendent part of enterprise.
2.1. The Belgian tax authorities consider a company with its statutory seat in

there is no compartmentalizationtheory, i.e. fulfilmentof to to as a company, a
-

Belgium always be subject CIT Belgian resident unless

the requirementsfor the participationexemption is deter- tiebreaker rule in a treaty provides otherwise. There is case law to the contrary.
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included in the recipient's taxable profit. In general, divi- III. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DIVIDENDS PAID
dends paid by a resident company to residents are subject to TO THE UNITED STATES
a withholding tax of 25 percent. This withholding tax may be
credited by resident recipients against their income tax liabil- Under the 1992 Netherlands-USdouble tax treaty, the statu-ity; in the case of non-residents the withholding tax is final.

tory Dutch dividend withholding tax rate of 25 percent is
If a company owns substantial shares in another company it generally reduced to 15 percent; a further reduction to 5 per-
may be eligible for applicationof the participationexemption cent is granted if the beneficial owner of the dividends is a

(or affiliation privilege). The participation exemption company which holds directly at least 10 percent of the vot-

exempts from tax all intercompany dividends or other profit ing power of the company paying the dividends. Dividends
distributions (and capital gains on the disposal of all or part paid by a Dutch company which is an investment institution
of the shares; see below). If the participation exemption always are subject to a withholding tax rate of 15 or 25 per-
applies the dividendsare also exempt from the dividend with- cent. The reduction will apply only to the extent that the US
holding tax. To qualify for the participation exemption the recipient is a qualified resident under Article 26 of the
following conditions must be fulfilled: treaty.

the taxpayer must hold at least 5 percent of the nominal-

paid-up capital of the distributingcompany;22
the shareholdingmay not be held as inventory;23 IV. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS/LOSSES

-

the distributing company must not have elected to be REALIZED ON SHAREHOLDINGS
-

taxed as an investment institutionunder CITA Article 28.

Capital gains derived from disposals of qualifying sharehold-
B. Foreign dividends ings in both domestic and foreign companies are exempt

from Dutch CIT under the participation exemption rules as
As a result of the implementationof the EC parent-subsidiary summarized above.25
directive, a distinction has to be made between dividends
received from EC resident companies and dividends received Capital losses sustained on the disposal of a qualifying par-
from non-EC resident companies. ticipation are not deductible unless the subsidiary is formally

liquidated, and CITA contains a number of provisionsDividends received from non-EC resident companies will be restricting the deduction of liquidation losses in the case of
exempt from CIT only if in addition to the conditions set abusive practices.
forth above, the following two conditions are also met:

the shares in the distributing company are not held as a
-

portfolio investment but rather business investment;as a
V. DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST EXPENSEand

the non-residentcompany is subject to a tax on its profits-

in its country of residence. Expenses related to a participation are not deductible unless
Under the parent-subsidiary directive dividends received they contribute directly or indirectly to taxable income in the
from EC resident companies will be exempt from CIT only if Netherlands. Therefore, interest incurred by a Dutch holding
all conditions mentioned above are fulfilled. However, the company to acquire a participation in a non-resident sub-
non-portfolio investment criterion will not be applied if the sidiary (where the participationexemption applies), or inter-
Dutch company: est incurred by a Dutch subsidiary which in turn carries on its

has an intrest of at least 25 percent of the paid-up capi- a not- business through PE outside the Netherlands, is
tal of the distributing company resident in another mem- deductible. Since taxpayers have attempted to confuse the
ber state;24 allocation between the interest expense and investment,
both companies take one of the legal forms as listed in CITA Article 13(1) provides that interest incurred on loans-

the Annex to the directive; made in the six months preceding the acquisitionof a partic-
neither the parent nor the subsidiary are resident for tax to made in connection with that partici-- ipation is deemed be

purposes outside the EU under a tax treaty with a third pation unless the taxpayer proves otherwise.

country; and Other than the above rules, there are no statutory thin capital-the company in which the participation is held has no ization rules in the Netherlands. Under the advance ruling
-

possibility in its country of residence to opt for taxation practice, however it is customary for the tax authorities to
or being exempt.

As is well known it is possible to request an advance ruling
frorn the Dutch tax authorities regarding the tax treatment of 22. A smaller participation may qualify in certain circumstances.

to cases companya particular transaction. In particular, such a ruling will con-
23. This provision is limited where the distributing has
exclusively liquid assets, i.e. cash companies.firm that the shareholdingby the Dutch company in a foreign 24. The 25% ownership of the paid-up capital in the EC distributingcompanysubsidiary cannot be considered a portfolio investment, so s replaced by a requirement to own at least 25% of the voting shares under

that if all other requirements are met, eligibility for the par- treaties where this criterion is used, i.e. see the treaties with Germany (by elec-

ticipation exemptionwill be binding on the Dutch tax author- tion), Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom.
25. Capital gains include gains realized as a result of the appreciation of theities.
currency of the country in which the foreign company is resident.
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require a maximum 85/15 debt-to-equity ratio. While the independent part of its enterprise, in return for the issue of

legality of this requirement is debatable, it has been standard shares, the contribution is exempt from capital duty.26
practice for many years.

Finally, the Dutch Ministry of Finance has announced that it C. Group reorganizationexemption
is considering measures against the virtually unrestricted
base erosion that takes place when a Dutch target company is Where a Dutch company which belongs to a group acquires
acquired by a highly leveraged Dutch acquistion company, all of the business assets of a similar kind from the other

followed by tax consolidationof the two Dutch companies. group companies in return for the issue of shares, the contri-

bution is exempt to the extent that the assets were received
from EC resident members of the corporate group.27

VI. ANTI-DEFERRALREGIMES RELATING
TO CFCS

Vlll. SUBSTANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Dutch corporate anti-deferral regime is limited to a sin-

gle provision. Under CITA Article 28b, a Dutch company
Dutch tax law does not contain any specific substance

which owns alone, or together with its related entities, an requirements that need to be met in order to benefit from the

interest of at least 25 percent in a non-resident entity, must participation exemption. In practice, many Dutch resident

value that interest annually at the fair market value if the holding companies have very little substance and are man-

assets of the non-residententity consist of at least 90 percent aged locally by a trust company without having substantial

(directly or indirectly) of portfolio investments. This provi- assets and/or activities in the Netherlands. The CITA pro-

sion must be applied in conjunction with the participation vides that any company incorporated in the Netherlands is

exemption. While an increase in the fair market value of the deemed to be a Dutch resident company regardless of where

interest held by a Dutch company in principle will currently the place of its effective management(which otherwiseis the

result in taxable profit, such deemed gain may very well be decisive factor) is located. This deeming provision can be

exempt from CIT if the conditions discussed above for the overridden by a tiebreakerrule in a tax treaty.

participationexemption are fulfilled. Substance in the Netherlands should nevertheless be a point
ofconsideration.Modern tax treaties generally contain a pro-
vision identical to Article 4, paragraph 1, second sentence of

Vll. CAPITALTAX ON FORMATION the 1992 OECD model treaty. With respect to the interpreta-
tion of this provision, the Dutch Ministryof Finance has pub-

In general, any contributionof equity to a Dutch company in licly announced that wheneversuch a provision is included in

exchange for shares is subject to capital duty at the rate of 1
a treaty between the Netherlands and the source state of for-

percent, based on the higher of the fair market value of the eign income, and the Dutch company is deemed to be a resi-
dent of a third state as a result of a tiebreaker provision, the

contribution or the nominal value of shares issued. A contri-
bution of equity may take place on the issuance of shares, as

issuance of a declaration of residence, necessary to obtain a

nominal capital plus possibly share premium, or as informal reduction of withholding taxes in the source state, may be

denied. While this position is widely attacked, it should still
capital. be consideredwheneverthe substanceof a Dutch company is

Three exemptions are important in connection with the for- at issue.
mation of a Dutch holding company, i.e. an exemption from

capital duty is available in respect of shares issued on the

occasion of a share merger, an enterprise merger or a group IX. TREATMENTOF EXCHANGE GAINS AND
reorganization. LOSSES ON ACQUISITION DEBT

A. Share merger exemption Unlike the rules relating to current expenses incurred on for-

eign participations, capital gains and losses on acquisition
In principle, when a Dutch company receives by way of cap- debt form part of the taxable profit of a Dutch holding com-

ital contributionat least 75 percent of the shares of an EC res- pany, so it is generally recommendedto fund a Dutch holding
ident company or, alternatively, an existing participation of company with a (notional) Dutch guilder-denominateddebt.

75 percent or more is increased, the capital contribution is

exempt from the 1 percent capital duty. The residence of the
26. This exemption is of particular interest since in circumstancessome a

contributing entities/persons is not relevant for purposes of 1009b subsidiary can qualify as an independent part of an enterprise, so that for

this exemption. example, the contribution by a UK company of a Japanese company to a Dutch

company may be exempt from capital duty.
27. The Dutch Supreme Court recently ruled that capital tax incurred by a

B. Enterprise merger exemption
Dutch company in relation to an equity investment in a non-residentsubsidiary
is deductible when the participationexemptionapplies. The Revenueargued that

based on such ruling, the same rule would apply to interest. The Supreme Court
If an EC resident company contributes to a Dutch company based its decision on the fact that the capital tax was a cost of the company as

all of its assets and liabilities, or its entire enterprise or an such, regardless of the use of the proceeds.
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X. INTEGRATION SYSTEM Benefits (both dividends and capital gains) from shares in
non-resdent companies that do not meet one or more of the

The Netherlandsdoes not provide for any form of integration above requirements would not qualify for the participation
between taxation at the level of a company and its sharehold- exemption and would therefore be subject to Dutch CIT. As a

ers. result of the Bill, the participation exemption no longer
applies to group financing and licensing companies that are

subject to a special tax regime or to a tax at a rate of less than
15 percent, or that have the option to choose whether or notXI. OTHER TAX CONSIDERATIONS- FUTURE to be taxed at rate of at least 15 percent.a

DEVELOPMENTS
The Bill introduced a two-tier indirect foreign tax credit with

On 16 July 1993 the Dutch Ministry of Finance released a respect to benefits that do not qualify for the participation
draft bill (the Bill) which contained new anti-tax haven exemption under the new requirements. No refund is granted

for an excess foreign tax credit in any taxable year.measures and certain other amendments to the CITA.
The foreign tax credit is in principle fixed at 20 percent of theThe Bill addressed the following issues:
benefits derived from shares in the non-residenta limited deduction on interest paid to a subsidiary resi-
minus attributable Upon the credit is

- company
dent in a low-tax jurisdiction; expenses. request,

increased to the CIT due by the non-residentcompany (first-non-applicability of the participation exemption with
tier subsidiary) attributable the benefits derived from the

-

respect to income and capital gains derived from certain to

shares plus the attributable tax due by second-tier sub-companies resident in low-tax jurisdictions (the Bill
sidiaries. However, the credit exceed 35 ofintroduced an indirect foreign tax credit for dividends may never percent
the benefits derived minus attributable expenses (the 35 per-which did not qualify for the participation exemption);
cent limitation does not fully take into account the fact thatand
the Dutch CIT rate structure is degressive, i.e. 40 percent ona limitationof the deemed residence rule for corporations the first Dfl. 250,000 of taxable profit and 35 the

-

organized under Dutch law. percent on

excess). Foreign tax that cannot be credited due to the 35 per-
The Bill was released in the form of a draft because its main cent limitation may be credited against CIT payable in one or

purpose was apparently to generate discussion, in particular more of the succeedingeight taxable years.
from the business and legal community. After ferocious
attacks from almost all sides, the Ministry of Finance with-
drew the Bill to further study the various proposais. The LUXEMBOURG
Under-ministerof Finance also announced that the form of
the Dutch participationexemption will not be the subjectof a A Luxembourg holding company (often referred to aS
new bill, but that implementationby the Dutch tax authorities SOPARFI), is a company subject to normal Luxembourg
may be reconsidered.This vague remark has not been further CIT, and it is eligible to benefit from the Luxembourgpartic-
explained. ipation exemption.28 As is the case in Belgium and the

Netherlands,a Luxembourgholding company can combine aAlthough the Bill has been withdrawn, the following holding function with other activities.overviewof the proposals regarding the participationexemp-
tion are important because they provide an insight into the
policy and thinking of the Dutch tax authorities in this area. I. CORPORATETAX SYSTEM
Under existing law, a non-residentsubsidiarymerely needs to
be subject to a tax on its profits in its country of residence _ Corporate income taxpayers are subject to national CIT at a

the rate of tax is irrelevant. Under the Bill, a non-resident general rate of 33 percent (increased by a 1 percent surcharge
company would be considered subject to a tax on its profits in for the unemployment fund) and a municipal business tax on

its country of residence only if one of the following condi- income at a rate of 10 percent. The municipal business tax is
tions is met: deductible from the taxable base for purposes of both the

the non-residentcompany is subject to a tax on its profits municipal and the national CIT. As a result, the general- tax

at a (in principle, statutory) rate of at least 15 percent effective CIT rate, which applies to taxable profits exceeding
without the possibility of opting for exemption or of approximatelyLfrs. 1.3 million, is 39.39 percent.
being subject to a special regime, under which tax is
levied at an (effective) rate of less than 15 percent; or CIT is imposed on all entities which have a capital divided
the non-resident company is subject to tax in its state of into shares and which have income that cannot immediately-

residence and it is engaged mainly in activities other than be taxed in the hands of the beneficial owners. For purposes
the following: of this article, the most importantcorporate income taxpayers

the non-residentcompany is a credit institution; or are the corporation (SA), the limited liability company-

the non-residentcompany is primarily (i.e. more than (SARL) and the partnership limited by shares (SCA).-

50 percent) engaged in activities other than lending
to related companies, portfolio investments or simi- 28. The 1929 holding company, which is granted a special status whereby it
lar activities, or activities generating royalty income. is not subject to LuxembourgCIT, will not be addressed in this article
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Corporate income taxpayers are hereafter referred to as - the SOPARFI continuously held the shares from the

companies. beginning of the accounting year in which the dividends
were received, and continuously during at least 12

Luxembourgoperates a classical system of taxation, i.e. CIT months immediately preceding the end of the taxable
is levied at the level of companies and distributed profits are in which the dividends received.
fully taxed again in the hands of the shareholders. Distribu- year were

tions such as dividends are not deductible in computing tax- As mentioned above, in order to qualify for the participation
able income. exemption, a non-resident subsidiary must be subject to a

comparable tax in its country of residence. The Luxembourg
A resident company, i.e. a company incorporatedunder Lux- tax authorities generally consider a foreign tax to be compa-
embourg law or a company having its principalplace of man- rable to the LuxembourgCIT if it is levied at a rate of at least

agement in Luxembourg, is subject to CIT on its worldwide 15 percent. For subsidiaries established in treaty countries,
income, which includes capital gains and other benefits. A the 15 percent requirement is generally deemed to have been
non--residentcompany is only subject to Luxembourg CIT if automatically fulfilled.
it has received certain Luxembourg-sourceincome. Taxable

income is computed according to the net asset value com- One of the requirementsof the participationexemption is that

parison. Generally, all expenses that relate to the business the shares must have been held for a certain period of time,

activities of the company are deductible for CIT purposes which differs for dividends and capital gains (see below for

with the exception of certain expenses, such as CIT, net capital gains). As a general rule, the minimum holding peri-
worth tax and most fines and penalties. The deductibility of od must be met with respect to each individual share. Conse-

financing expenses connected with a participation is dis- quently, in the case of an acquisition of additional shares or

cussed below. an issue of new shares, the holding period commences with

respect to the new shares. The new minimum holding period
In order to mitigate the double taxation resulting from the does not apply if shares are issued to a 100 percent parent
classical system, dividends received and capital gains real- company, or if shares are issued to existing shareholders in

ized by a company with respect to (qualifying)shareholdings proportion to their shareholdingsbefore the new issue.
in other (resident or non-resident) companies are exempt
from Luxembourg CIT (both national and municipal). This

exemption is subject to certain conditions, discussed below.

Most tax treaties contain less stringent conditions for the Ill. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DIVIDENDS PAID

exemptionofdividends. TO THE UNITED STATES

Losses (incurred after 1 January 1991) may be carried for- Under the US-Luxembourgtax treaty, dividends distributed
ward indefinitely, but no carry-back of losses is allowed. by a Luxembourg holding company to a US shareholder are

Dividend distributions by a Luxembourg company are in subject to 7.5 percent dividend withholding tax, which is fur-

principle subject to a dividend withholding tax at a rate of 25 ther reduced to 5 percent if the recipient is a corporationand:

percent; the rate may be reduced in certain cases under Lux- - during the part of the payer corporation's taxable year

embourg domestic law or by tax treaties. which precedes the date of payment of the dividend and

during the whole of its prior taxable year, at least 50 per-
cent of the voting stock of the payer corporation was

owned by the recipient corporation either alone or in

Il. TAXATION OF DOMESTICAND FOREIGN associationwth no more than three other corporationsof

DIVIDENDS the other state, and at least 10 percent of the voting stock
of the payer corporation was owned by each such corpo-

According to CITA Article 166, as amended by the Grand ration of the other state; and

Ducal Decrees of22 April 1986 and 27 May 1988, dividends - not more than 25 percent of the gross income of the payer

(including liquidationdividends) receivedby a SOPARFI are corporation (other than a corporation whose principal
exempt from LuxembourgCIT if the following requirements business is the makingof loans) for such prior taxableyear

are met: was derived from nterest and dividendsother than nterest

the SOPARFI is fully subject to Luxembourgtax, i.e. it is and dividendsreceived from its subsidiarycorporations.
-

not an exempt holding company under the law of 31 July Note that liquidationproceeds and the proceeds derived from
1929; a repurchase of shares may not be subject to dividend with-
the SOPARFI holds at least 10 percent of the issued cap- tax- holding (see below).
ital of the subsidiary (resident or non-resident), or the

participationhas an acquisitionprice for the SOPARFIof

at least Lfrs. 50 million;
the subsidiary is either a resident of Luxembourg and-

IV. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS/LOSSES

fully subject to LuxembourgCIT, or in the case of a non- REALIZED ON SHAREHOLDINGS
resident subsidiary, is subject to an income tax compara-
ble to the Luxembourg CIT in its country of residence; On 24 December 1990, a Grand Ducal Decree extended the

and participation exemption to capital gains realized on the dis-
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position of shares in a qualifying subsidiary, if the following accepted. Currency gains and losses on the investment itself
requirementsare met: are exempt by virtue of the participationexemption.

the SOPARFI is fully subject to Luxembourg CIT (i.e. it-

is not an exempt holding company under the Law of 31
July 1929); VI. ANTI-DEFERRALRULES RELATINGthe subsidiary is a resident of Luxembourgand fully sub- TO CFCS

-

ject to Luxembourg tax or, in the case of a non-resident
subsidiary, it is subject in its country of residence to an Luxembourg legislation does not contain any such rules.
income tax which is comparable to the LuxembourgCIT;
the SOPARFI holds 25 percent or more of the issued cap--

ital of the subsidiary or the participation has an acquisi- Vll. CAPITALTAX ON FORMATIONtion price of at least Lfrs. 250 million; and
the shares must have been held directly and continuously-

for a period of at least 12 months immediatelypreceding A non-recurrent capital duty of 1 percent is levied on any
the beginning of the accounting year in which the shares contribution to the capital of a company in exchange for

shares of stock. The taxable base is either the par value of thewere alienated.
shares received or the fair market value of the contribution,

If the value of a participation is written down, a tax- whichever is greater. Conversion of retained earnings to for-
deductible reserve may be created, but this reserve is to be mal capital is not subject to capital tax.
offset against any exempt capital gain arising on a subsequent
alienation of the shares (so-called recapture rule). The An exemption (based on the EC directive) from capital tax

same applies to the writing down of a receivable on the sub- applies where:

sidiary and negative income from the subsidiary that has been
- a Luxembourgcompany acquires all of the assets and lia-

bilities or one or more branches of activities from anoth-deducted from taxable income from other sources.
er EC-company in exchange for shares;

It should be noted that Luxembourg does not have a non- - a Luxembourg company acquires at least 75 percent of
portfolio requirement, although an active participation in the another EC company in exchange for its newly issued
subsidiary is required, at least for the exemption of capital shares. This exemption is granted to the extent (i) the
gains. The Luxembourg legislature has decided that a partic- acquired shares are not transferred within five years,
ipation of at least 25 percent or Lfrs. 250 million is by defini- unless the Luxembourgcompany or the contributedcom-
tion active. pany29 is liquidated, or unless the disposal of the shares

Capital gains also include gains realized in Lfrs. as a result of occurs in connection with a transaction for which an

the appreciation of the currency of the country in which the exemption from capital tax applies; and (ii) the Luxem-

foreign company is resident. bourg company holds all of the shares it acquired upon the
share merger continuouslyduring this five year period.

V. DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST EXPENSE
Vlll. SUBSTANCE REQUIREMENTS

Financing expenses connected with a participation are tax

deductible insofar as they exceed revenue from the participa- The same requirements and caveat as in the Netherlands and

tion in a given year. After the expiration of a tax year, the Belgium apply.
expenses lose their link to a participation. Expenses are allo-
cated to the extent possible on a historical link basis and oth-
erwise on a pro rata basis (e.g. divided over the number or IX. TREATMENTOF EXCHANGE GAINS AND
the value of the participations). The above implies that the LOSSES ON ACQUISITION DEBT
expenses may create or increase a tax loss, which may be car-

ried forward indefinitely. The same treatment as in the Netherlands and Belgium
In general, there are no prescribed debt/equity ratios. Based applies.
on discussions with the Luxembourg tax authorities, a

debt/equity ratio in excess of 85:15 should be avoided, in

general. If a higher ratio is maintained, then part of the inter- X. INTEGRATION SYSTEM
est payments may be considered a constructive dividend,
resulting in such part not being deductible for Luxembourg Luxembourg does not have any such system.
tax purposes and, depending on the case, Luxembourgdivi-
dend tax becomingdue.

Currency gains and losses on loans to finance the acquisition 29. In case of liquidationof the contributedcompany, the exemption neverthe-
of a subsidiary or operating loans are taxable/deductible. less remains applicable, provided that as a result of the liquidation, the Luxem-

Therefore, currency exposure should be avoided, preferably bourg company receives a percentageof the assets of the contributed company,
which equals at least the percentage that the Luxembourgcompany previouslyby denominatingsuch loans in Lfrs. Hedging agreements are had n the contributedcompany prior to the liquidation.
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XI. OTHER TAX CONSIDERATIONS- FUTURE non-resident holders of a substantial interest are subject to

DEVELOPMENTS Luxembourg income tax on such liquidation dividend repur-
chase proceedsonly in case they were a Luxembourgresident

Under Luxembourg law, a liquidation dividend is not subject taxpayer for more than 15 years and have become a non-Lux-

to dividend withholding tax; however, such a distribution embourg taxpayer less than five years before the liquidation

will in principlebe subject to Luxembourg income tax ifpaid dividends/repurchaseproceeds are paid. As a result, in most

to a holder of a substantial interest. The same applies to a
cases liquidation proceeds/repurchaseswill not be subject to

repurchaseby the company of shares from one or more share- any Luxembourg tax implications by liquidating the

holders who thereby cease to be a shareholder. Other capital SOPARFI.

reductions may give rise to Luxembourgdividend withhold-

ing tax. In very broad terms, a substantial interest exists if a Note that the current US-Luxembourg tax treaty does not

shareholder, either alone or together with certain related par- contain a limitationon benefits clause. At present, the current

ties, has held a shareholding of more than 25 percent in a treaty is under renegotiation. It is very likely that the new

Luxembourgcompany at any time during the five-year peri- treaty will contain a (comprehensive) limitation on benefits

od preceding the liquidation/repurchaseof shares. However, provision.
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FRANCE

TAX REGIME OF HOLDING CORPORATIONS
Olivier Delattre and Clotilde Fournier

If the parent/subsidiary regime of Section 145 is not avail-Olivier Delattre is a tax partner at Bureau Francis
Lefebvre, the Paris-based law firm. Mr Delattre holds a able, the French parent corporation may obtain the same

Diplme d'Etudes Suprieuresde Fiscalit from the result through the avoir fiscal (a tax credit in the amount of
Universitde Paris. He furthered his studies of international half the dividend received), although only with respect to its
tax law at the Boston University Law School for one year French-sourcedividends. The combinationof the avoir fiscalafter which he joined the New York law firm, Davis Polk &
Wardwell. In 1983, Olivier joined the international tax and the 33'b percent corporation tax rate results in a total
departmentat Bureau Francis Lefebvre in Paris, and in 1987 neutralization of the corporation tax that is due upon receipt
established their New York branch. He holds membership of the French dividends.
in the International Bar Association, the French branch of
IFA and the American Tax Institute.

Clotilde Fournier, a memberof the New York bar, has
been a tax associate at the New York office of Bureau Ill. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON DIVIDENDS PAID
Francis Lefebvresince 1991, and was a tax associate at the TO THE UNITED STATES
New York law firm of Davis Polk & Wardwell for two years.
Clotilde received a Diplme d'EtudesApprofondiesfrom
the Universityof Paris, an LL M from the London School of The 25 percent rate of withholding tax that is normally levied
Economicsand Political Science and an LL M from Cornell on French-source dividends paid to non-residents of France
University Law School. is reduced under Article 9 of the France-US tax treaty to (i) 5

percent when the recipient is a US corporation that holds at

I. CORPORATETAX RATES least 10 percent of the voting stock of the French distributing
corporation, or (ii) 15 percent otherwise (i.e. individuals and
less-than-10percent corporate shareholders).Effective for 1993, there is a single corporation tax rate, i.e.

33 1/3 percent, on ordinary income. Long-term capital gains, In addition to the reduced rates of withholding tax, Article 9
however, benefit from a reduced rate, as discussed below. of the treaty grants either the payment from the French Trea-

sury of the avoir fiscal' or the reimbursement of the pre-
compte2 less the French withholding tax, to a resident of the
United States who is not entitled to the avoir fiscal (becauseIl. TAXATION OF DOMESTICAND FOREIGN- it is a corporation which holds at least 10 percent of theSOURCE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY A French distributingcorporation).The avoir fiscal is designedFRENCH HOLDING CORPORATION to alleviate the fact that taxation is imposed at the level of the

distributing corporation and at the level of the shareholder.
Dividends from any source received by a French corporation When corporation tax has been imposed on profits which are
are taxable in France at the standard corporation tax rate but distributed as dividends, there is no other imposition and the
with the following adjustments. avoir fiscal will be available to the resident French share-
Under French Tax Code (CGI) Section 145 a French parent holder, and possibly to a non-residentof France as well if the

company may be exempt from corporation tax on dividends provisions of the applicable tax treaty provide for such bene-

received from a qualifying French or foreign subsidiary. This fit. If corporation tax has not been levied on the distributed
tax regime, which is optional, is available upon satisfaction profits (e.g. the parent-subsidiaryregime of dividend exemp-
of the following requirements: tion applies), the avoir fiscal will still be available under the

the parent corporation must be subject to corporation tax
above conditions, but the prcompte will then be due by the-

at the standard rate; distributingcorporation.
the shares of the subsidiary must be in registered form or The impact of the prcompte, which when refunded is

-

even a

deposited with one of the financiai establishments listed cash flow burden, can be lessened by two mechanisms:
by the tax authorities;
the parent corporationmust own at least 10 percent of the

I. For individuals, residents of the United States and US corporations with
-

avoting stock of the subsidiary or rnust have acquired the less-than-1090 stock ownership in the distributingcorporation.
participation for at least FF 150 million; and 2. The prcompte is an equalization tax in the amount of half of the dividend

the parent corporation must commit to keep the shares a out of profits which- distributed.The prcompte is levied when dividend is paid
have not borne corporation tax at the standard rate (e.g. the distributingcorpora-for at least two years unless the shares were acquired tion was exempt under the parent-subsidiaryregime) or out of profits that were

upon issuance. realized more than five years pnor to distributionof the dividends.
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an exemption from the prcompte is available when the (unless the transfer is part of a qualifyingexempt reorganiza--

French parent corporationqualifies for the foreign partic- tion in France or within the EC).
ipation regime. Upon satisfaction of certain require- However, general rule long-term capital gains, i.e. capi-as a

ments,3 dividends received by the French holding com- tal gains realized by corporations assets such ason stock,5
pany from its foreign subsidiaries are not subject to the held for at least two years prior to disposition, benefit from a

prcompte on redistribution and any foreign tax credit reduced rate of taxation, i.e. 18 percent, provided the balance
attached to the dividend redistributed is passed through of the gain is set aside in special Amounts subse-
to the shareholders of the French holding. Correspond-

a reserve.

quently distributed from the special reserve are subject to an

ingly, the shareholders are not entitled to the avoir fiscal additional tax to raise the level of effective taxation up to the
or any refund under the applicable tax treaty; and standard corporation tax rate. Capital gains that do not meet
under CGI Section 146, the French distributing corpora- one of these criteria, i.e. short-term capital gains, are taxable-

tion is entitled to deduct from the prcompte any tax
at the standard corporation tax rate.

credits for foreign withholding taxes levied on the dis-

tributed dividends by tax treaty countries. Long-termcapital losses are deductible from other long-term
capital gains realized over the next ten years or from the spe-

Finally, an interesting possibility regardingdividend redistri- cial reserve. Short-term capital gains are deductible from
bution resides in the fact that when the French company ordinary income of the current taxable year, and if such
redistributes foreign-source dividends to a non-resident of

ncome is not sufficient it can be carried forward over the
France, the foreign withholding tax that had been imposed on

next five years or carried back over the preceding three years.
these dividends can be used as a tax credit to offset the

French withholding tax that is imposed upon redistribution.
This tax credit can only be used with respect to the same div-

idends to which it is attached. VI. DEDUCTIBIILITYOF INTEREST EXPENSES

Interest paid on a debt owed to third parties is deductible on

IV. TREATY NETWORKWITH OTHER an accrued basis, provided the loan has been incurred in the

EUROPEAN AND EASTERN EUROPEAN interest of the borrowing corporation and is accounted for in

COUNTRIES
its balance sheet.

However, when the lenders of the corporation are its share-

France has an extensive tax treaty network (about 84 tax holders, some limitations apply under CGI Sections 39-1-3Q

treaties), in particular with European (EC or non-EC) coun- and 212, as follows:
tries. The tax treaty of 4 October 1984 with the then USSR (i) the share capital must be fully paid up;
remains in force as to Russia and the other Republics but not (ii) interest is deductibleonly up to the average annual rate of

with respect to the Baltic Republics. private bond issues in France (e.g. 7.19 percent for

Tax treaties with Eastern European countries (except for 1993); and
6

Romania and ex-Czechoslovakia) provide usually for an iii),
if the lender is de jure or de facto managing the compa-

alternative reduced rate of withholding tax on dividends, i.e. ny or holds more than 50 percent of the stock in terms of

5 and 15 percent according to the shareholder,and a refund of financial rights or voting stock of the borrowingcorpora-

the prcompte (except for the tax treaty with Russia) but not tion, interest relating to that part of the shareholder loan

for the avoir fiscal. exceeding 1.5 times the share capital of the corporation is
not deductible.7

In addition to the tax treaty benefits, the EC directive of 23

July 1990, regarding the taxation of dividend distributions 3. The distributingcorporation must satisfy the following conditions both on

between parent and subsidiary companies located in different the day of distributionand at the end of the taxable year during which the distri-

EC states, has now been implementedby memberstates. As a bution occurs: (i) at least two-thirdsof its assets must consistof interests in com-

result, instead of the reduced rate of withholding tax provided panies locatedoutside France which are coveredby the parent-subsidiarysystem
of dividend exemption, (ii) at least two-thirds of its income (excluding capital

by the applicable tax treaty, a dividend distributionby a qual- gains) must come from the foreign subsidiaries,and (iii) its sole activity must be

ifying company located in one memberstate to a French hold- the administrationof its interests.

ing is subject to a zero percent withholding tax. On the French 4. The French holding must be subject to corporation tax without exemption

side, the zero percent withholding tax rate on a dividend dis- and be organized as a socit anonyme, a socit responsabilit or a

socit en commandite par actions. The EC receiving corporation must (i)
tribution by the French holding to another EC company is have its actual head office in one of the EC member states; (ii) be organized
available under the provisions of CGI Section 119 ter.4 under one of the specified forms listed in the Annex to the directive; (iii) be sub-

ject to corporation tax in the state where its actual head office is located; (iv) own

at least 25% of the French subsidiary; and (v) not be entitled to an avoir fiscal

under an applicable tax treaty in an amount that exceeds the withholding tax

V. TREATMENTOF CAPITAL GAINS AND specified by the tax treaty.

LOSSES ON DISPOSAL OF SHARES OF
5. Gains from portfolio investments are excluded from the long-term capital
gains regime, and hence are subject to the standard corporation tax rate.

OPERATING COMPANIES 6. Unless the lender is a parent company that meets the requirements for the

parent-subsidiaryregime of CGI Sec. 145, i.e. a French parent company with a

10% stock holding in the borrowingcorporation.
The transfer of the stock of a subsidiary does not give rise to 7. Interest which is not deductible because of these limitationsmay not be

any specific exemption from tax of the resulting capital gains deducted in the future and is considered a deemed dividend.
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On the other hand, there are interesting opportunities for exchange for its stock is in principle subject only to a fixed
interest deductions when the acquisition of a subsidiary is registration duty of FF 500.
debt financed. A French parent company that acquires a for-

Reorganizations(merger, division and transferof assets) real-
eign subsidiary through indebtedness is entitled to deduct ized since 15 October 1993 subject fixed ofare to a paymentfrom its income the interest on such loan even though it also FF 1,220,12 while increases of capital realized after thatbenefits from the parent-subsidiary regime of dividend

on or

date through an incorporation of reserves, profits or provi-exemption. In addition, if the French parent company is con- sions subject to fixed paymentof FF 500.'3are a
trolling other French subsidiaries and these French corpora-
tions are part of the same tax consolidated group, interest on

loans incurred to acquire a French or foreign target from a

non-member will be deductible from the group's taxable IX. SUBSTANCE REQUIREMENTS
profits. On the other hand, under the so-called Charasse
amendment,debt financing should not be used when acquir- A French holding company can take various forms such as a

ing the stock of a corporation that will become a member of socitanonyme, a socit en commanditepar actions or

the consolidated group from (i) individuals or corporations more recently, a socit par actions simplifie.For that pur-
that control directly or indirectly the purchasing corporation, pose, the corporate requirements relating, among other
or (ii) from corporations controlled directly or indirectly by things, to meetings or accounting must be respected.
the shareholders in (i). In such a case CGI Section 223 B From a tax point of view, a corporation that is organizedprovides that part of the financial expenses incurred by the under French corporation law is treated as a resident of
group must be added back to the overall income of the group France, and as such subject to French taxation. The French
by fractions over a 15-year period. tax administration would not challenge the existence of the

corporation unless it is fictitious and its existence gives rise
to a favourable tax treatment which is abnormal. In such a

Vll. ANTI-DEFERRALREGIMES RELATING TO case, the tax administration would recharacterize the struc-

CONTROLLED FOREIGN COMPANIES ture on the basis of abuse of law under Section L 64 of the
Code of Fiscal Procedure.

The French equivalent to the US controlled foreign corpora-
tion rules are contained in CGI Section 209 B. Section 209 B
has been the focus of important changes in 1993 which have X. TREATMENTOF EXCHANGES GAIN/LOSS
given rise to new Section 209 B-I bis. ON ACQUISITION DEBT

Effective for structuresestablishedas of 30 September 1992,8 Mark-to-market rules have progressively been introduced
a French corporationsubject to corporation tax will fall with- nto French law over the past years.in the scope of new Section 209 B-I bis if (i) it has a foreign
establishment9or holds directly or indirectly at least 10 per- Under CGI Section 38-6--1, French or foreign term instru-
cento of the stock, shares, financial rights or voting rights of ments that are listed on a market are in principle subject to the
a corporation or association established outside France or mark-to-market rule. These term instruments include con-

holds a participation in such corporation or association val- tracts, options and other financial instruments. Pursuant to

ued at least FF 150 nillion, and (ii) such foreign permanent the mark-to-marketrule, the gain or the loss realized at the

establishment,corporation or association is subject to a priv- end of every taxable year is immediately recognized.
ileged tax regine, As a practical rule, the French tax admin-
istration presumes that the tax regirne is privileged when the When these term instruments are involved in symmetrical
rate of tax levied in the foreign country is at least one-third Positions, however, recognition of losses on one position is
less than the rate of tax that would be imposed in France. limited to the amount which exceeds the non-taxedportion of

the gain realized on the other position. For that purpose, posi-
If the ownership and privileged regime requirementsare met, tions are symmetrical if they are affected by variations in
the French corporation is taxed in France on the profits of the value or return which are related and inverse.
foreign structure, which must be determined separately from
its other profits and according to French tax rules. To avoid
this immediate taxation, the French corporationmust demon-

8. That iS, (i) the creation on or after that date of a foreign establishment,(ii)strate that the foreign structure is primarily engaged in an the acquisition issuance after that date of stock, shares, financial rightsor on or
effective industrial or commercial activity and that this activ- or voting rights, resulting in the 10% ownership threshold being reached or oth-

ity is exercised primarily on the local market. erwise maintained or increased, and (iii) the acquisition or issuance on or after
that date of a participationresulting in the FF I 50 million participation threshold
being reached or increased.
9. In contrast, foreign establishmentsdo not fall within the scope of Sec. 209 B.

Vlll. CAPITALTAX ON FORMATION
10. 25% under Sec. 209 B.
11. Currently, Sec. 209 B focuses on whether the country's overall tax regime
is privileged.
12. Before that date, it is imposed at the rate of 1.2% computed on the excessAt the time a corporation is constituted, the contribution by a of the merged corporation'snet assets over its paid-in capital.

foreign corporationof cash or shares to a new corporation in 13. 3% before that date.
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XI. EFFECT OF CONSOLIDATIONSYSTEM ON accounting value of the liquidated shares over the amount

DISTRIBUTION OF FOREIGN PROFITS TO contributed or the excess of the accounting value of these

THE UNITED STATES shares over the amount received in liquidation. In such a

case, the non-residentof France would in principlebe taxable

The French consolidation tax regime does not entail specific in the state of its residence under the applicable tax treaty

tax consequences for foreign-sourcedividends. (such as under the France-US tax treaty).
The French Parliamentrecently enacted a law that introduces

A. Receipt of foreign-sourcedividends by a French a new type of company, the socit par actions simplifie
consolidatedcorporation (SAS). It purports to bring some needed flexibility to

French corporate law, and to induce multinational groups to

As a general rule, earnings that have been included in the establish their holding in France rather than in traditionally
overall profits of the consolidatedgroup are exempt from the more flexible EC countries. The main characteristic of the

prcompte when they are distributed within the consolidated SAS is the contractual freedom that the parties will have to

group, and hence do not give rise to the avoir fiscal. This tailor the by-laws to their needs.

exemption also applies to distributions out of eamings real-
From legal point of view, such corporation be constitut-

ized outside France.
a can

ed with a capital of as low as FF 250,000 and with only two

shareholders, but which must be French or foreign corpora-
B. Distribution of dividends to a resident of the tions with a capital of at least FF 1.5 million. The sharehold-

United States ers will have limited liability. They will be able to determine

Upon redistributionby the parent corporation,dividendspaid freely the conditions for meeting and voting. A more signifi-

out of the net (after corporation tax at the standard rate) over-
cant departure from general principles is that the by-laws may

all profits of the affiliated group will be subject to the 5 per-
(i) suspend the right of shareholders to sell their stockfor a

cent withholding tax (15 percent for individuals, residents of period not exceeding ten years, (ii) subject all transfers of
stock to the prior agreementof the parties, (iii) provide for the

the United States but with the benefit of the avoir fiscal) but

will not be subject to the prcompte. The prcompte will be suspensionof a shareholder'sright to vote in case of a change
of ownership affecting that shareholder, and (iv) provide for

due when the dividendsare distributedout of untaxed profits. the exclusionof shareholdersunder certain conditions.
In such a case, the parent corporation is entitled to deduct

from the gross amount of the prcompte the aggregate of all From a French tax point of view, this new entity will be treat-

avoir fiscal and tax credits normally attached to the dividends ed as a corporation subject to corporation tax. The Technical

received by the group. Correction Law for 1993 expressly provides that the SAS
must be assimilated to a socit anonyme for purposes of

applying the provisions of the CGI. Regarding the zero per-

XII. OTHER TAX CONSIDERATIONS
cent withholdingtax pursuant to the EC directive (see supra),
however, it will apply to distributions by the SAS but not to

distributionsfrom other EC subsidiairiessince the actual lan-
With respect to the liquidatedcorporation,distributions out of of the list of categories of corporations that fall within
the special reserve for capital gains (see supra V) do give rise guage

the scope of this exemptiondoes not permit an implied inclu-
to the additional taxation that would normallybe due and long- sion of the SAS.
term capital gains that may be realized in the course of the liq-
uidationdo not have to be set aside in the special reserve. How-

ever, the effective distribution of the long-term capital gains
realized in the course of the liquidationwill normallyentail the XIII. OTHER LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL

impositionof the prcompte, refundable under the France-US CONSIDERATIONS
tax treaty when the distribution is made to a resident of the

United States not entitled to the avoir fiscal. The exchangecontrol rules that until recently were restricting
foreign investments by residents of France have been lifted.

Regarding the shareholdersof the liquidated corporation, the Thus, such investments can generally be made without
liquidation of the French holding corporation is a taxable

any

requirements for prior administrativeauthorization.The only
event to the extent of the difference between the amount dis- formalities may take the form of an information retum in
tributed in liquidation and the amount contributed by the

shareholder(boni de liquidation).
cases of investments by foreign persons in France or by res-

dents of France outside France, and in cases of liquidationof

The boni de liquidation is considered a dividend distribution these investments.

by the tax administrationthat may give rise to the imposition
of the prcompte at the level of the distributing corporation.
When received by a non-resident of France, it is subject to

French withholding tax with the eventual benefit of the avoir 14. The tax administration's position is not without criticism as regards the

fiscal under the applicable tax treaty.14 For a corporate share- treatmentof the boni de liquidationas a dividend rather than capital gain. In this

sense, a decision of the Conseil d'Etat on the treatmentof redemptionsmay pro-
holder, a liquidation can also give rise to a capital gain or a vide some grounds to challenge the dividend treatment (CE 7/8/92, n- 88734,

capital loss in the amount of, respectively, the excess of the Gardet).
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GERMANY

HOLDING COMPAYIES
Dr Thomas Tben

Rdler Raupach Bezzenberger, Berlin/New York

Two major tax laws were enacted in 1993, i.e. the 1994 Tax exempt foreign-source income (e.g. income exempt under a
Reform Act (the Business Location Improvement Act, tax treaty). When such income was redistributedby the Ger-
BLA) on 17 September 1993,' and the Anti-Abuse and man company the distribution tax of 36 percent was applied
Technical CorrectionsTax Act on 30 December 1993.2 Some until the end of 1993 (in addition to the dividend withholding
of the new provisions affect German international tax law, in tax of 25 percent). Although non-resident recipients of tax-

particular the tax treatment of German holding companies. exempt foreign-source income redistributed by a German
For the most part, the changes are applicable as of 1 January company had the right to a refund of the German tax (36 per-
1994 or for fiscal years which commenced or ended after 31 cent), the refund procedure was cumbersome, and the divi-
December 1993.3 dends were subject to German withholdingtax (between zero

and 25 percent, depending on the applicable tax treaty).
Furthermore, capital gains realized from the disposition of

I. CORPORATE INCOME TAX shares in foreign subsidiaries were subject to German CIT at

general rates (50 percent or 36 percent with no tax credit or
A. General tax refund).
Resident companies, i.e. companies with their legal seat or

principal place of management in Germany, are subject to
B. Tax reformcorporate income tax (CIT) on their worldwide income.

Non-resident companies are only subject to CIT if they The BLA is designed to promote economic growth by facili-
receive income from German sources. tating investment activities, maintaining the international
The German corporate tax system is a full imputation system competitiveness of the German economy and ensuring the

which completelyeliminates the economicdouble taxation of attractiveness of Germany as business location for foreign
distributed profits for resident shareholders. Under the impu- investors.

.

tation system, which was introduced in 1977, different CIT The most important measures of the new law include the fol-
rates apply for retained and distributed profits, i.e. a flat rate lowing
of 45 percent is imposed on retained profits and distributed
profits are taxed at a rate of 30 percent (as from 1994).4 In

- CIT rates have been lowered:

addition, a 25 percent dividend withholding tax is also levied,
- from 50 to 45 percent on retained profits;

although this tax is frequently reduced under tax treaty provi- - from 36 to 30 percent on distributed profits;
sions. - from 46 to 42 percent on the profits of a German

branch of a foreign corporation.For German shareholders (both individualsand corporations)
the imputation system is basically neutral with respect to its - The top personal income tax rate on income from busi-
effect on financing, legal form and profit distribution. Divi- ness activities is reduced from 53 to 47 percent.
dend income distributed by German corporations is grossed An exemption from CIT on the distribution of foreign--

up at the level of the German shareholders in order to deter-
source treaty-exempt income if such income is redis-mine the tax base, and the grossed up amount is subject to tax tributed to German corporate shareholder toa or a non-

at the shareholder level. The tax rate depends on the rate to be resident corporate/individualshareholder.6
applied (i.e. 45 percent as from 1994 for corporate taxpayers,
progressive rates up to 53 percent for individuals),5 although
the shareholder's tax burden will be reduced by a tax credit
equalling the distribution tax already paid by the corporation.

I. Bundesgesetzblatt(BGBI.) 1993 I, at 1569.
2. Id., at 2310.

In the intemational context, however, the system is not neu-
3. For further details see Blumenberg, Recent Developments in German
IntemationalTaxation, The InternationalTax Journal (forthcoming)tral. In particular, the imputation credit mechanism is not 4. The rates were previously 50% for retained profits and 36% for distributed

available to non-resident shareholders. Compared to other profits. For resident corporations the reduced rate of 30% applies to dividends

locations, Germany has been rather unattractive as a holding paid after 31 December 1993.
5. Beginning in 1995 a solidarity surcharge will be re-introducedat a rate oflocation for multinational enterprises. This was especially 7.5% of the income tax liability.

true to the extent that German holding companiesearned tax- 6. Corporate IncomeTax Act (CTA)Sec. 8b(1).
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The dividend particpation exemption under tax treaties the 30 percent imputation tax credit for the underlying CIT
-

has been extended to capital gains derived from the dis- on the distribution of profits and the withholding tax of 25

position of shares in a foreign subsidiary. percent, constitute taxable income of the recipient holding
Both the imputed tax credit and the withholding

German PEs of non-resident corporations are entitled to-

company.

the latter two exemptions if shares in foreign subsidiaries
tax may be credited against the recipient's final CIT liability.

are attributable to the German branch.7

D. Redistributionof income

Il. TAXATION OF DOMESTICAND FOREIGN- Prior to the BLA when a German corporation redistributed

SOURCE DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY A income, a 36 percent (30 percent since 1994) distribution tax

GERMAN HOLDING COMPANY was imposed regardless of whether the redistributed income
had been earned in Germany or abroad. Distribution tax

A. General levied on non-taxed foreign-sourceincome redistributedby a

German corporation out of the EK 01 basket to its non-resi-
The taxation of dividends received and redistributed by a

dent shareholder refunded according burdensomewas to a
German holding company depends on a number of factors, refund procedure. (To the extent that German
including whether:

a company
receives tax-exempt foreign-source income or that foreign-

dividends are received from a foreign or domestic-

source income is deemed to be tax-exempt, that income must
source; be allocated to the EK 01 basket).8 Although German with-
treaty provisions apply;-

holding tax was levied not only on the cash dividend paid but
the applicable tax treaty contains an activity clause; also the tax refund, ultimately the tax-exempt foreign--

on
the parent company has a substantial shareholdingof at

source income earned by a German holding company was-

least 10 percent; only subject to German dividend withholding tax (between
the shareholding is held for at least 12 months prior to- and 25 depending whether
distribution;

zero percent on a tax treaty
applied).

redistribution by the German holding company is made-

to a resident corporate shareholder, a resident individual The BLA has eliminated the requirement to pay equalization
shareholderor a non-residentshareholder. tax on the redistribution of tax-exempt foreign-source

income, i.e. no CIT is levied on distributionsout of the EK 01

basket.9
B. Dividends received from non-residentcompanies

If the recipient is a German corporation or non-residentcor-

In principle, dividends received from a non-residentcompa- poration/individual,the tax exemption applies to each redis-
ny by a German holding company must in general be includ- tribution of tax-exemptdividend income.'oAs a result, a 100
ed in taxable income. However, many treaties provide that if

percent exemptionprivilege is granted for intercompanydiv-
the German company owns a substantial interest in the non- idends financed out of tax-exempt foreign-source income
resident payor company, then such dividends are exempt (e.g. tax-exempt foreign-sourcedividends). The refund pro-
from German tax. A substantial interest is generally set at 25 cedure for dividend payments to foreign shareholders out of
percentof the capitalof the foreigncompany (although this is

foreign-source income (EK 01) has been abolished.
reduced to 10 percent under German corporate tax law). In

case of a treaty exemption, no credit is available for any for- However, such redistributions of tax-exempt dividend

eign dividend withholding tax. income are still subject to German withholding tax at the rate

The benefit of the participation exemption may be denied of 25 percent, subject to a reduced rate under EC law or tax

under a tax treaty if the income is not earned by an active treaty law.12 For resident corporations, withholding tax is

treated as dividend income within the meaning of ITC Sec-
business. tion 20(1) No. 1 and is therefore tax-exemptunder CTA Sec-

Foreign-sourcedividend ncome is subject to German tax if tion 8b(1); the withholding tax is credited against German
there is no treaty. The foreign tax, including the underlying income tax on other taxable income, or refunded.3However,

foreign CIT attributable to the German holding company, is for foreign parentcompanies and individuals the withholding
creditable if certain requirements are met (e.g. 12-month

holding period, active business of the foreign subsidiary,
etc.). Foreign-source dividends, which are tax-exempt or 7. CTA Sec. 8b(4)

deemed to be so (after taking into account the tax credit), are
8. A thorough discussion of the equity basket system is beyond the scope of

this article. It is suffcient to say that net equity availablefor distributionis divid-

attributed to the EK 01 basket (see below). ed into several classes, which are prioritized for purposes of dividend distribu-

tions. The EK 01 basket is comprised of foreign-source income bearing no Ger-

man CIT, e.g. either as a result of the participationexemption or of the indirect

C. Dividends received from residentcompanies tax credit.
9. CTA Sec. 40 sentence 1 no. 1.

Dividends received by a resident holding company from 10. CTA Sec. 8b(l) sentence 1.

11. ITC Sec. 44d.
anotherresidentcompanyare treatedas taxable income of the 12. ITC Sec. 43(I) No. 1.

recipient (except see below). The net dividend, grossed up by 13. ITC Sec. 36(2) No. 2.
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tax (up to 25 percent, 5 percent under the parent-subsidiary republics of Georgia, Kyrghystan, Kazakhstan, Armenia and
directive until mid-1996) represents an effective tax burden. Uzbekistan. The 26 March 1987 treaty concluded between
If the recipient is a German indvidual the net amount of the Germany and the former Yugoslaviaapplies to the Republics

of Bosnia-Herzegovina,Croatia and Slovenia. The treaty ofdividend received, including a tax credit for the dividend
19 December 1980 between Germany and the CFSR applieswithholding tax on tax-exempt foreign-source dividends
to the Czech and Slovak Republics. Germany has alsoreceived and redistributedby the holding company, is subject con-

cluded income tax treaties with Hungary, Poland and Roma-to German personal income tax at the individual's marginal nia.rate. However, no imputation tax credit is granted for the for-
eign tax paid on the foreign-source income, so the tax burden All of these treaties (except the treaty with the USSR) contain
remains the same as before - it has merely been fully shifted a participation exemption for dividends received by a Ger-
from the corporate level to the level of the resident individu- man corporate shareholder holding a qualifying interest.
al shareholder. Most of the treaties also contain an activity clause, i.e. the

participationexemptionwill only be granted if the dividends
are paid by subsidiarieswith an active business. Distributions

Ill. TREATY NETWORKWITH OTHER made by a Russian corporation are only eligible for a tax

EUROPEAN COUNTRIESAND EASTERN credit (including an indirect tax credit).
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES Having a German (as opposed to a foreign based) corporation

as the shareholder in an East European corporation (sub-
Germany has an extensive tax treaty network, includingmore sidiary) may offer some advantages in respect of host-coun-
than 60 income tax treaties, five treaties on inheritance tax try losses (subsidiary's losses). For example, if the German
and seven treaties concerning income from shipping and air- parent company, as shareholderin a Russian corporation,can
craft transportation. Negotiations are underway to conclude establish a non-typical silent partnership together with the
income tax treaties with new Eastem Europeanstates, such as Russian corporation (subsidiary), the subsidiary's losses
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, or to renegotiate or amend attributable to the German parent company as the silent part-
existing treaties,j4 ner may be covered by a special provision in the ITC, accord-

ing to which the German-basedsilent partnermay deduct for-
eign-source losses from other German (source) taxable

A. Treaties with EC and other Western European income.J6
countries

Following implementationof the parent-subsidiarydirective
in the various EC countries, dividend withholding tax on IV. TREATMENTOF CAPITAL GAINS/LOSSES
qualifying shareholdingshas generally been abolished with a ON DISPOSITION OF SHARES IN
few exceptions. One of these exceptions is that Germanymay OPERATING COMPANIES
levy a reduced dividend withholding tax of 5 percent until
mid-1996; thereafterdividends distributed by a German resi- A. Capital gains
dent company to a qualified EC parent company will not be
subject to any German withholding tax. The tax treatment depends on whether the German holding

company holds shares in a residentor a non-residentcorpora-The following rates apply to portfolio dividend distribu- tion.
tions/intercompany dividends in other western European
countries:

1. Shares in a German resident subsidiaryAustria: 5/15%
Switzerland: 5/15% Capital gains resulting from the disposition of shares in a

Finland: 10/15% German corporation increase the taxable income of the Ger-
Norway: 0/15% man parent company. There is no preferential tax rate, i.e. the
Sweden: 5/15% normal CIT rates apply.

2. Shares in a non-residentsubsidiaryB. Treaties with Eastern European countries
Until the end of 1993, capital gains realized by Germana

The German government has reached agreement with most company on the disposition of shares in a foreign subsidiaryof the tax treaty partners of the formerGDR to the effect that were subject to full German tax. 17 Under the BLA, capitalthe old GDR treaties are applicable only until the end of gains realized by a German corporationon the dispositionof
1990.j5 Following the political changes in the former Soviet
Union, Yugoslavia and the former CSFR, Germany has
reached agreement regarding the application of old treaties
concluded by (West) Germany with the following results.

I 4. See Federal Tax Gazette (1994) I, at 7.
15. See Ministry Ruling of 4 January 1993, FederalTax Gazette (1993) I, at 4.

The 24 November 1981 treaty concluded between Germany
16. ITC Sec. 2a.
17. According to Art. 7(l), 13(4) OECDModel Convention the countryof res-and the USSR applies to the Russian Republic and the idence of a seller has the right to tax.
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its shares in a foreign subsidiary (or on the liquidation or V. DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTEREST EXPENSES
reduction in the nominal share capital of such a corporation)
are exempt from tax under certain conditions.,8 A discussion has been ongoing since the early 1970s about

The capital gains exemption is designed to remove the disad- whether interest expense is deductible for tax purposes if the

vantages of German holding companies and make Germany interest is effectivlyconnected with the acquisitionof shares

more competitive with other EC countries which offer simi- in a foreign subsidiary, the dividends of which are tax-

lar benefits, such as Austra, Belgium, Luxembourg and the exempt under a treaty and/or according to national rules.

Netherlands. This dispute may be summarizedas follows:

To be eligible for the capital gains exemption the dividend (1) According to several Federal Tax Court decisions, inter-

distribution of the foreign corporation must qualify for the est expenses have been held non-deductibleto the extent

intercorporate participation exemption under the relevant that the German corporation receives tax-exempt for-

treaty, i.e. the German corporationmust own least 10 percent eign-source dividend income. If there has been no tax-

of the capital of the foreign company (even if the treaty pro- exempt foreign-sourcedividend income (no distribution
vides for a higher percentage), and if the treaty contains an by the foreign subsidiary), and/or to the extent interest

activity clause, the requirements of that clause must also be expenses exceed the tax-exempt foreign-sourcedividend
met. in a year, this interest (or a portion of it) was considered

If there is no treaty betweenGermany and the source country,
deductible.

such capital gains are exempt if the requirementsfor the indi- (2) Sorne Ministryof Finance officials argued in literature in

rect tax credit under German domestic law are met,19 i.e. the the early 1970s that the tax exemptionunder treaty doesa

income of the foreign subsidiary must be derived exclusive- not include gross dividend income but rather only net

ly, or almostexclusively,from active sources and the German income, i.e. gross dividend income reduced by effective-

company must have a participation of at least 10 percent in ly connected expenses. As a result, all interest was con-

the nominal share capital of the foreign subsidiary for an sidered non-deductible for German tax purposes regard-
uninterrupted 12-month period before the end of the fiscal less of whether there was a dividend and/or whether the

year. interest exceeded tax-exempt foreign-source dividends

The tax-exempt income (i.e. capital gains) will be allocated
received.

to the equity EK 01 basket,2oand in case of redistribution,no (3) A 1992 decisionby the Tax CourtofBaden-Wrttemberg
equalization tax is levied on this income. If the recipient is a supported the line of reasoning mentioned under (2).
German corporation, the tax exemption for intercompany That decision also held that participation write-downs

dividends applies. Thus, the same treatment applies as for regarding shares in foreign subsidiaries, the dividendsof

intercompany dividends paid out of tax exempt foreign- which were tax-exempt, cold not lead to a reduction in

source dividends. the German tax base.

Specific anti-tax-abuseprovisionshave been included to pre- (4) Following the new capital gains exemption, the argument
vent participations in a German corporation or branch from was put forward that in future interest, and probably par-

being sold in a tax-free share exchange transactionunder the ticipation write-downs and losses from the disposal of

German provisionsof the EC merger directive. the shares, may no longer be deductible.

However, as stated above a participation write-down and

B. Losses on shares in foreign corporations losses are deductible based on the wording of the capital
gains exemption provision. Interest expenses should be

1. Participationwrite-down deductible for German tax purposes,provided there is no div-

idend income, or to the extent that interest expense exceeds
Losses resulting from a write-down to a lower market value tax-exempt foreign-source dividends received. This is the

of a particpation in a foreign corporation may be set off view now also expressedby the MinistryofFinance in a draft

against taxable income, unless the write-down is directly ruling which is still under discussion. If the draft ruling
connected to previous tax-exempt dividend distributions. should be confirned (which is not yet clear), Germany will

Consequently, capital gains exemption will be denied to the be one of the most attractive locations for holding companies
extent that there has been a tax-effective write-down of taking into account not only the capital gains exemption and

shares in a foreign subsidiary. the interest deduction, but also the advantages described

Losses resulting from the disposal of shares in a foreign sub- below (in particular no capital tax and the 9:1 debt/equity

sidiary lead to a reduction in taxable income, unless such ratio for holding companies.

losses are directly connected to prior tax-exempt distribu-

tions. The main idea is that losses resulting from the disposal 18. CTA Sec. 8b(2). Capital gains on the disposition of foreign shares

of shares in a foreign's'ubsidiaryare to be treated as participa- attributable to a German branch of a foreigncorporation are similarly exempt

tion write-downs which may be reflected tax-effectively. from German tax, so a German branch will be treated the same as a German cor-

This rule also applied when dividendsand/orcapital gains are
poration. CTA Sec. 8b(4).
19. CTA Sec. 26(2) or (3)

or would have been tax exempt. 20. CTA Sec. 30(2) No. 1.
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VI. CAPITALTAX ON FORMATION Vlll. TREATMENTOF EXCHANGE
GAINS/LOSSESON ACQUISITION DEBT

The 1 percent capital tax on formation was abolished in 1992,
so no capital tax is levied on shareholder equity contribu- Under current law there is in general no restriction. Exchangetions. gain/losses are recognized in determining German taxable

income regardless of whether the participation in a foreign
subsidiary would lead to tax-exempt foreign-sourcedividend

Vll. SUBSTANCE REQUIREMENTS income or tax-exemptcapital gains in case of a share disposi-
tion.23

As mentioned above, preferential tax treatment is only grant- For example, a German holding company may write down
ed where the requirements for the participation exemption the participationheld in a foreign subsidiary if the going con-
are met under a tax treaty, or if there is no treaty between Ger- cem value has decreased as a result of a currency change or
many and the source state, where the requirements to obtain other reasons. If a currency change led to a loss regardingthe indirect tax credit are fulfilled. In other words, the Ger- acquisition debt, this loss, under special circumstances, may
man holding company must either have a qualifying interest be reflected in the German tax books, even if not actually(more than 10 percent) in the foreign company, and if realized.
required by a treaty, the foreign subsidiary must have an

Non-realized gains result of change notas a a currency mayactive business; if there is no treaty the German holding be reflected immediately,but only when actually realized.company must have held the shares (at least 10 percent) for
more than 12 months and the foreign subsidiary must have an

active business.

Substance requirements (with respect to a foreign sharehold-
21. For example, a non-treaty-protetedinvestor holds shares in a Dutch com-er company)may have an impact on the reduction of the Ger-
pany which itself holds a substantial interest in a German holding company.man dividend withholding rate in respect of redistributions Under the Dutch/German tax treaty the withholding tax on dividend distribu-

made by a German holding company to a foreign sharehold- tions by a German corporation to a qualifying Dutch shareholder is 5%. Howev-
er. A 1993 provision, i.e. ITC Section 50d, denies treaty ben- er, if the shareholderof the Dutch company is not eligible for treaty benefits, the

German withholding tax should not be reduced if there are no business or otherefits (in this case, a reduced rate of dividend withholding tax) justifiable reasons for the interpositionof the foreign company, and if this com-where the shareholders of the foreign company would not pany does not conduct business activities of its own. This would probably also
have been entitled to treaty benefits if they had received the be the case if the shareholderof the Dutch company was treaty protected had he

income directly rather than through the foreign company.21 eamed the income directly. For example, f the shareholderof the Dutch compa-
ny is based in Japan, the rate under the Japan/Germany treaty may be 15%, but

The wording of ITC Section 50d is broad enough to deny a under Sec. 50d, the German tax rate would be 25%.
tax exempt,reduction of dividend withholding tax as well as other treaty

22. Generally, these capital gains are but if the shareholderof the
Dutch company in note 21 is not treaty-protectedthis exemption may be denied.benefits, such as the tax exemption of capital gains, realized 23. See Schmidt/Glanegger,Comnentaryon German IncomeTax Act, Sec. 6,

by a foreign shareholdercompany as a result of a disposal of annotation 90e (foreign currency debt), annotation 62 (participation in foreign
shares in a German corporation.22 subsidiaries)and annotation 86a (receivables to be repaid in foreign currency).

24. See Hundt, Der Betrieb 1993, S. 2048 ff.

IX. COMPARISONOF EC HOLDING LOCATIONS24

Netherlands Luxembourg Belgium France Germany
Treaty protection yes yes(1) yes yes yes

Participation exemption yes yes 95% yes yes
Tax-exempt redistributioh
of tax-exempt foreign-source
income (except DWT) yes yes yes yes(2) yes

Deductibilityof interest, etc. none partly yes yes yes
Capital gains tax exemption yes yes yes none(3) yes

Participationwrite-down none none none yes (18%) yes
Losses from share disposal none none none yes(3) yes

(except for (except for
liquidation) liquidation)

Capital tax 1% 1% 0.5% none none

(1) So-called 1990 holding.
(2) Prcompte (33 %) refundable, not due if 100% of assets are foreign subsidiaries.
(3) After two-year holding reduced rate of 18% (rather than 33 %) and net capital gain stays with the holding company.
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X. OTHER TAX CONSIDERATIONS - Third-party loans: Interest may also be reclassified as a

constructive dividend if the loan is granted by a third

party, and that third party (regardless of residence) has

A. Debt/equity rules recourse to the shareholder or a person related to the

shareholder.
At the end of 1993, German finally enacted a thin capital-
ization rule in the CTA.25 The rule is contained in new Sec- - The thin capitalization rule does not affect net worth

tion 8a, and it allows interest expenses on loans to be rechar- tax/trade tax on income/cpital, i.e. if an amount is

acterized as constructive dividends under certain circum- recharacterizedas a constructivedividend it will only be

stances. The main elements of the thin capitalizationrule are subject to GermanCIT and dividend withholding tax, not

as follows: net worth or trade tax.

New thin capitalizationrules are applicable to sharehold-
--

-

Section 8a also applies to situations where foreign share-

ers not entitled to the imputation tax credit, including holders try to circumventthe rules by using certain inter-

non-resident shareholders as well as German-based tax- mediate non-corporate holding entities, i.e. certain

exempt organizations and public institutions. These branch and partnership structures.

shareholders must have a substantial (direct or indirect, _ As noted above the new rule applies to accounting peri-
ncluding through an interposed partnership) sharehold- ods which begin after 31 December 1993. Transitional

ing in the German subsidiary's stated capital, or if less, rules, however, apply to long-term hybrid agreements,
this shareholder, either alone or in conjunction with oth- i.e. to hybrid debt that was injected before 9 December
ers in effect exercises controlling influence over the 1992 (the date on which the federal government
debtorcorporation. announced the new legislation). Under the transitional

rules, the debt/equity ratio for hbrid debt for business
Debt ncludes all debt obtained from the above-men--

toned affiliates or third parties having recourse to the years ending before 31 December 1997 is 1:1 rather than

0.5:1. In addition, the bok value of investments in sub-
shareholder/ affiliates. Equity ncludes all equity pur- sidiaries need be deducted when determining thenot
suant to the German commercial balance sheet of the

borrower, ncluding 50 percent of the special accounts equity. The transitional rules are restricted to hybrid debt,
because in the case of fixed interest loans the taxpayer

with a reserve portion at the end of the preceding fiscal
has the option of rebutting the presumption that share-

year allocable to the shareholder on the basis of the
holder debt inancing in excess of the stated ratios is abu-

shareholder's proportionate interest in the company. sive by establishing that the loan could have been
According to a draft ruling, so-called Genussrechte

obtained from third party the terms.a on same
should be treated as debt, even if shown as equity in the

commercialbalance sheet. As a result of the new rule, foreign shareholdersmust evalu-

ate the financingof their German subsidiaries (corporations).
Safe harbour amounts permit loans up to certain percent- Strategies avoid the adverse impactof the debtkquity rules- to

ages of equity without adverse consequences: include:
A 3:1 debt/equity ratio generally applies for fixed - all meaures aimed to achieve increase, at least- an or

nterest loans. Shareholder debt exceeding three avoid a decrease, in the commercialbalance sheet equity,
times the equity will be treated as a constructivediv- which is the basis for determining the relevant safe har-
idend unless it is shown to be at arm's length, i.e. that bours, such as dividend policy, avoiding write-downs of
the loan would have also been granted by an unrelat- assets, avoiding long-term (book) losses reducing equity,
ed third party on the same terms, or if the loan is used etc.;
to finance ordinary banking business. - restructuring measures to increase the German corpora-
A 0.5:1 debt/equity ratio applies to profit-participat- tion's commercial balance equity and the relevant basis-

ing loans (i.e. hybrid nstruments), i.e. loans related for determining the safe harbour, such as the tax-neutral
to a share in the borrower'sprofit and/or sales which drop-downof assets nto a 100 percentpartnershipand/or
do not exceed 0.5 times the equity are not recharac- corporation or the tax-neutral realization of unrealized

terized as a dividend. Any excess is reclassified appreciationofparticipations in foreign subsidaries;
(regardlessofwhether it would have also been grant- - restructuringto qualify for the holdingcompany safe har-

ed by an unrelated third party or that the loan was bour of 9:1;
used to finance ordinary banking business). - interposing German holding partnerships which itself

Combinedfixed interestand hybrid debt financing: in may be debt-financed via foreign-based affiliates and/or
-

this case it must first be determined whether the safe third-party bank loans;
harbourfor hybrid debt (i.e. 0.5:1) has been exceeded - financing the German subsidiary through lease arrange-

(i.e. whether the hybrid debt capital is less than 50 ments rather than debt cash financing because the thin

percent of the prorated shareholder's equity); if not capitalization rules only apply to shareholderdebt (cash)
then the shareholder may use the safe harbour for finance structures;
fixed interest loans according to a specific formula.

A special safe harbour f 9:1 applies to German-

holding companies. 25. CTA Sec. 8a.
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reducing to 25 percent the foreign shareholderparticipa- many as from mid-1996, the overall CIT burden on German-
tion in the subsidiary's stated capital combined with vot- source income is substantially lower for a German subsidiary
ing shares/preferred shares the rights of which differ as compared to a German branch/permanentestablishment.
from the participation in the German sub's stated capital. Therefore, foreign investors should evaluate whether trans-

ferring their German branch activities to a German subsidiary
would offer more advantages in the long run, whereby theB. Branch vs. subsidiary German taxation of unrealized appreciation of branch assets

As a result of the reduction of the tax on distrbuted profits (to be transferred to a German corporation) must be taken
from 36 to 30 percent, and the reduction of the withholding into account and compared to the reduced overall German
tax on intercompany dividends within the EC to nil in Ger- taxation of subsidiaries.
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SWITZERLAND

HOLDING COMPANIES
Dr Nico H. Burki

The FDTL has retained the classical system of taxation pro-
Dr Burki is a partner at the law firm of Br & Karrer in viding for economic double taxation of a corporation and its
Zurich, Switzerland. He graduated from the University of

shareholders. A dividend distributed by corporation is first
St. Gallen for BusinessAdministration,the Universityof

a

Basel and was admitted to the Zurich bar in 1979. subject to corporate income .tax, and subsequent to its distri-

bution, also subject to income tax at the level of the share-
holder. Relief is only granted to corporate shareholdershold-

ing substantial participations (see below).

I. GENERAL RULES APPLYING TO THE Corporate income tax is levied at progressive rates ranging
INCOME AND CAPITAL .TAXATION OF A from 3.63 to 9.8 percent of a corporation's after-tax income.

CORPORATION Losses may be carried forward seven years,,but they may not

be carried back.

A. Introduction

Swiss resident corporationsare liable to federal, cantonaland C. Cantonal income taxes

municipal taxes on their worldwide income, except for
income attributable to a foreign permanent establishment or At present, the 26 Swiss cantons each have their own tax

foreign immovable property which is exempt from Swiss laws, which differ considerably from each other, and which

taxes (however, this income is taken into account in deter- differ substantially from the FDTL. With a view to harmo-

mining the tax rate). A corporation is considered resident in nizing the federal and cantonal direct tax systems, the Feder-

Switzerland if it is incorporated in Switzerlandor if its place al Law on the Harmonizationof the Direct Taxes of the Can-

of effective managementis in Switzerland. tons and Communes (FLH) of 14 December 1990 was

approved by Parliament after about 30 years of preparation.
The income tax is calculated based on the profit as shown in The FLH came into force on 1 January 1993. All cantons

the statutory financiai statements of Swiss corporations. must adapt their laws to conform to the provisionsof the FLH

Group consolidationfor tax purposes is not permitted.Profits within eight years, i.e. by the year 2001.2 After 2001, the

are taxed at progressive rates under both the federal and can- FLH will directly apply to cantonal taxation whenever the

tonal systems; federal taxes amount to approximatly one- respective provisions of the cantonal tax laws are not in con-

third, and the combined cantonal and communal taxes formity with the FLH.

amount to approximately two-thirds of the total tax burden,
depending on the corporation'scanton of residence. For fed- Cantonal income tax rates currently range between approxi-
eral tax purposes all direct and indirect taxes are deductible. mately 12 and 35 percent, and as stated above taxes may or

Under the cantonal .tax systems, the deductibility of taxes may not be deductible depending on the canton. Cantonal

varies.
taxes are normally calculated on the same basis as the feder-

al tax, i.e. the rate is determined by reference to profits
In addition to income tax, an annual capital tax is levied at the expressed as a percentage of net worth. However, cantonal

federal level at a rate of 0.0825 percent of a corporation's laws provide for maximum and minimum tax rates. If the cal-

equity (as of 1 January 1995: 0.08 percent). Each canton also culation based on the above formula results in a higher or

levies an annual capital tax, the rate of which (depending on lower tax rate than the minimum or maximum rate provided
the canton) is based on the paid-in share capital or total equi- for in the law, the minimum or maximum rate will apply
ty. Cantonal rates range from 0.05 to 1 percent. rather than a rate resulting from the above calculation.

B. Federal income taxes

A revised Federal Direct Tax Law (FDTL) dated 20
1. There are approximately 3,000 municipalities in Switzerland, many of

which may levy taxes based on delegated powers from the cantons. A discussion

December 1990 will enter into force as from 1 January 1995. of these taxes, however, is beyond the scope of this article.

The following comments on federal taxation will therefore 2. The cantons are still competent to set their own tax rates, tax tariffs and tax

focus on the rules under the FDTL rather than on the Federal exemptions.However, the principlesof taxation, taxableobjects, tax periods and

procedural provisions of cantonal tax laws must conform to the.FLH in the
Direct Taxes Decree of 9 December 1940, which is still in future. As the FLH has been promulgatedwith the FDTL,care has been taken to

force in 1994. harmonize the two laws as much as possible.
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Il. TAXATION OF THE INCOME OF A SWISS C. Cantonal income tax
HOLDING COMPANY

As mentioned above, Swiss resident companies are subject to
cantonal tax in addition to federal tax.

A. Federal income tax

1. Holding company privilegeNo special tax status is conferred on Swiss holding compa-
nies for federal tax purposes, i.e. all resident companies are A special holding company regime applies for cantonal tax
subject to federal income tax at progressive rates ranging purposes. Pure holding companies are generally defined as
from 3.63 to 9.8 percent dependingon the company's earning companies whose primary or exclusive purpose is to acquirecapacity. and hold a certain percentage of shares in the capital of other

companies on a permanent basis, although the requisite hold-
1. Dividend income from Swiss and foreign sources ing varies from one canton to another. Generally speaking,

the income from a holding company's participations in other
Dividends received by a resident corporation from Swiss and corporations must constitute a major part (50 to 75 percent)foreign sources are considered normal income and are there- of its total income and/or the fair market value of the holdingfore included in the recipient's taxable income. However, a company's investments in the capital of other corporationsspecial rule applies to dividends received from a qualifying must represent the major part of its total assets (50 to 75 per-participation, which is defined as a participation in a compa- cent).
ny which amounts to at least 20 percent of the capital of a

participation or a participation whose value equals at least Like the FDTL, the FLH and most of the cantonal tax laws
Sfrs. 2 million. Such dividends must be included in taxable currently in force impose a substantial participation require-
income, but the company can benefit from a reduction in ment, i.e. dividends received from substantial investments
income tax. This reduction is computed based on the ratio representing at least 20 percent of the capital or stock the
that the net dividend income from a substantial participation value of which equals at least Sfrs. 2 million are subject to

bears to the total net profits of the recipient corporation. income tax, but may benefit from the reduction in income
tax. This provision is of relevance in cases where the canton-

For purposes of this formula, net dividend income from a al holding privilege is not available. Companies qualifyingsubstantial participation is defined as the dividend received for the holding company regime are also exempt from can-
after deduction of costs related to financing the participation, tonal income tax on any other income, such as interest from
and 5 percent of the dividend received to cover presumed bonds, government securities, royalties and managementadministrative costs incurred in managing the holding com- fees.
pany. The total net profit of the corporation corresponds to
the net profits as per the statutory financiai statements. The FLH mandates harmonization of the special holding

company regime, i.e. the cantons must grant the holding prv-
The dividend income only qualifies for the reduction to the ilege if the total income of a holding company or the fair mar-
extent that no write-offs have been made on the participation ket value of the holding company's investments in the capital
in connection with the dividend. Repayments of capital, cap- of other corporations representsat least two-thirdsof the total
ital gains, appreciation gainsand income qualifying as a income or the total assets of the holding company, respec-
deductibleexpense at the level of the payor do not constitute tively; the company may not be actively engaged in business;
dividend income, so they do not benefit from the reduction- and the company's primary purpose must be the holding of
these types of income are subject to ordinary federal taxes. shares of other companies. As mentioned above, cantonal

law must conform to the FLH by the year 2001. Many can-

2. Other income tons, however, already apply the above-mentioned holding
company test in accordancewith the FLH.

All other income of a Swiss corporation, including capital
gains, interest, realized exchange gains and royalty income,
is subject to ordinary federal income tax. Unrealized D. Cantonal capital tax
exchange gains, as weil as any other unrealized income, is
not subject to Swiss income tax, as unrealized income must In addition to exemption from income tax, holding compa-
not be accounted for under Swiss corporate law principles. nies also usually benefit from preferential rates for capital tax

purposes, i.e. they only pay capital taxes in the range of
Capital losses and interest expenses, as well as realized and 0.05-.2 percent of the paid-in capital or total equity, depend-
unrealizedexchange losses, are deductible for federal income ing on the applicable cantonal tax law.
tax purposes.

B. Federal capital tax Ill. WITHHOLDINGTAXES

A tax of 0.0825 percent is levied at the federal level on the net A. Swiss Unilateral Tax Lawworth (i.e. paid-up capital and reserves) of Swiss resident
corporations. Switzerland levies a withholding tax of 35 percent on:
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dividends, including constructive and liquidation divi- D. Swiss decree against treaty abuse5
dends, distributed by a Swiss corporation to its share-
holders (or related parties);3 In response to some international pressure and to prevent

interest paid on publicly-offered bonds, debentures and abuse of the extensive Swiss tax treaty network (particularly
other instrumentsof indebtedness issued by a Swiss resi- the reduction or exemption of withholding tax on dividends,

dent borrower; interest and royalties) Switzerland enacted the anti-abuse

distributionsby a Swiss investment fund; and decree in 1962. The decree basically attacks the practice
interest on customers' bank deposits. whereby non-residents who would ordinarily not be entitled

to treaty benefits would channel payments through Switzer-
Tax must be withheldby the payor of the dividendor interest, land or accumulateincome in Switzerland.
as the case may be, and charged to the recipient of income. It

should be noted, however, that there is no Swiss withholding Foreign controlled Swiss holding companies are entitled to

tax on interest paid in connection with straight loans as well benefit from double taxation treaties in the same manner as

as on rents, royalties, licence, management and technical other Swiss companies.However, they can only obtain treaty

assistance fees, etc.
benefits if they conform to the decree against treaty abuse
and meet the following requirements:

Swiss residents receiving such dividends and interest from - not more than 50 percent of the treaty-benefited income
Swiss sources are entitled to a full refund of the withholding iS paid out in the form of charges such as interest or roy-
tax. Non-residents are entitled to a (full or partial) refund of alty payments to non-qualifiedpersons (non-residents);
the Swiss withholdingtax in accordancewith a tax treaty pro- at least 25 percent of the treaty-benefited income is dis--

vision.4
tributed by the Swiss shareholders in thecompany to

form of a dividend;
the total interest-bearing debt of the company does not-

B. US-Switzerlanddouble taxation treaty bear more than an arm's length nterest rate and does not

Article VI(l) of the US-Switzerland treaty provides that the exceed six times its equity capital, i.e. the Swiss compa-

withholding tax on dividends distributed by a resident of one ny is properly capitalized;
contracting state to a recipient in the other contracting state - expenses related to income other than treaty-benefited
may not exceed 15 percent. Article VI(2) provides that the income are covered by other income.

tax rate may not exceed 5 percent if the shareholder is a cor-
A company which fails to meet these requirements will be

poration controlling directly or indirectly at least 95 percent regarded as being in abuse of a treaty, and thereforewill be
of the voting power of the payor corporation, and if not more

denied treaty benefits in the form of reduced exemptedor
than 25 percent of the gross income of the payor corporation withholding taxes. A number of Switzerland's tax treaties
is derived from dividends and interest, other than dividends have incorporated (some form of) the decree, i.e. thesee
and interest received from its own subsidiary corporations. treaties with Belgium, France, Germany and Italy.
The treaty further provides that the reduced rate of 5 percent
will not apply if the relationship between the two corpora-
tions has been arranged or is maintained primarily with the

intention of securing the reduced rate. IV. STAMP DUTIES

Article VII provides that the withholding tax on interest may A. Securities issuance tax
not exceed 5 percent, whereas Article VIII provides for a

total exemptionof royalties from withholding taxes. The issuance of shares, participation certificates and profit
sharing certificates by corporations and similar entities in
connection with the incorporation or increase of capital is

C. Treaties with European countries, including subject to the securities issuance tax at a rate of 3 percent of
Eastern European countries the par value of the shares or the fair marketvalue of the actu-

al contribution,whichever is higher.Switzerland has concluded comprehensive double taxation
treaties with all the EC countries (see chart). As Switzerland Participation rights created or increased pursuant to resolu-
is not part of the EC, it is important for Switzerland that the tions regarding mergers, merger-like reorganizations, trans-

treaties with the Netherlands and, as of 1 January 1994, with formations and spin-offs of corporations, however, are

Luxembourgprovide for a total relief from withholding taxes exempt from the securities issuance tax. No securities
on dividends from substantial participations, thus bringing issuance tax is levied if the seat of a foreign corporation is
the withholding tax in line with the parent/subsidiary. It is transferred to Switzerland without liquidation.
expected that the Germany-Switzerland treaty will be
amended in 1996 to provide for a zero percent withholding
tax rate on dividends from substantial participations.
Switzerlandhas not concluded many double taxation treaties 3. No withholding tax is levied by the cantons on dividend distributions.

with Eastern European countries, but this situation should 4. Thus the withholdingtax is levied even if there is a treaty between Switzer-
land and the non-resident'scountry of residence. In order to obtain the refund,

change in the next few years, as negotiations are currentlY the non-residentmust make a claim to the Swiss tax authorities.

taking place with most of the Eastern European countries. 5. Decree of 14 December 1962.
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B. Securities transfer tax 6. The term securities dealer comprises:
Swiss banks and bank-like financial institutions;A securities transfer tax is levied on the transfer of title to

-

traders of securities for the account of third parties and investmentadvisors-

debentures, shares, similar instruments and investment fund acting as intermediaries in the purchase and sale of taxable scurities;
certificates issued by a Swiss or foreign entity if one of the - boards of investment funds;

parties to the transaction or one of the intermediaries is a
- corporateentities whose assets, as per the last balance sheet, consist of tax-

able securities in excess of IO million Sfrs.
Swiss securities dealer under the Swiss Starnp Tax Law.6 The The provision qualifying all corporate entities holdng a securities portfolio
securities transfer tax is levied at rates of 0.15 percent for exceeding Sfrs. 10 million as securities dealers has the effect that most of the
Swiss securities, and 0.3 percent for foreign securities. larger Swiss holding companies and other corporations qualify as securities

dealers, and are therefore subject to the securities transfer tax.

DOUBLE TAXATION TREATIES
(Europe, including former Eastern Bloc Countries)

Dividends
(%)

Source Country Rate Subsidiaries Interest Royalties
(%) (%)

Rate Shareholding
(%)

Austria 5 5 5 5
Belgium 15 10 25 10 0
Bulgaria 15 5 25 10 0
CIS') _ _

- O
Denmark 0 0 0 . 0
Finland 5 0 20 0 0 .

France I 5 5 20 10 5
10 5 20 0 0

GreatBritain 02) 52)3) 10 0 0
Greece 02) 02) 10 5
Hungary 02) 021 021 0
Ireland 021 021 25 0 -. 0
Italy 15 15 12,5 5
Luxemburg , 15 04) 25 0 0
Netherlands 15 0 25 5 0
Norway 15 5 25 0 0
Poland 15 5 25 10 0
Portugal 15 10 25 10 5
Spain 15 10 25 10 5
Sweden 15 0 25 02) O

1) Not applicable with respect to the Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania).
2) No withholding tax based on unilateral tax laws.
3) Treaty gives a half tax credit to non-resident companies possessing 10% or more of the voting power of the company paying the divi-

dend, subject to a 5% withholdingon the total of the dividend and the tax credit.
4) Permanent shareholding for 2 years.
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UNITED KINGDOM

SETTING UP A UK INTERNATIONALHOLDING COMPANY
Michael McGowan

Solicitor, Linklaters & Paines, New York

2. Foreign-sourcedividends
The author wishes to thank Guy Brannan and Neal Todd
(Linklaters & Paines, London) and Stef van Weeghel Foreign-source dividends are subject to corporation tax, but
(Stibbe Simont Monahan Duhot, New York) for their this is usually reduced by UK double taxation relief in the
commentsand assistance. form of foreign tax credits. The foreign tax credit rules are

outlined below.

The United Kingdomwill generally grant a foreign tax cred-
This article discusses the implications of setting up an inter- it for foreign dividend withholding tax which is otherwise
national holding or headquarters company in the United irrecoverable.4 Several features of the UK foreign tax credit
Kingdom. It is divided into two main parts. Part I outlines rules should be noted:

:

certain features of the UK tax system which are likely to
Excess foreign credits automatically lost

-

theytax are
affect a UK-resident international holding or headquarters

-
-

company, especially if that UK company is controlled from
cannot be carried forward or backward.

the United States. Part II discusses the maturity of the United
- It is only possible to credit foreign tax against income

Kingdom as a holding company jurisdiction by comparing it from the samesource.Therefore,excesscredits from

with the Netherlands, the best-known European jurisdiction
one source cannot be cross-creditedagainst income from

for setting up an internationalholding company.
another foreign source. This can lead to excesscredits.
In order to sidestep these limitation rules, UK companies
have often streamed foreign-source taxed income

through a Netherlands mixer company owned by the

I. FEATURES OF THE UK TAX SYSTEM UK company. Because of the Dutch participation
exemption, and reduced or nil rates of Dutch withhold-

A. Corporate tax rate ing tax on dividendpayments from the Netherlands to the

United Kingdom, there is usually little extra tax cost in

Companies resident in the United Kingdom pay corporation streaming foreign-source taxed income through such a

tax at 33 percent on their worldwide income and gains. The company. This is particularly true since the EC parent-
company's basis in capital assets is indexed by reference to subsidiarydirectivewas implementedin the Netherlands,
movements in the UK retail prices index. However, anti- thereby eliminatingDutch withholdingon dividendspaid
avoidance rules may limit indexation relief where one com- in respect of major share participations in Dutch compa-
pany holds shares and debt in an affiliated company.' Fur- nies which are owned by taxpaying companies in other

thermore, once the UK Finance Bill 1994 comes into force, EC jurisdictions. The UK company receives a single
indexation relief will generally only be available to reduce blended dividend stream from the Dutch mixercompa-
capital gains, not to create or increase capital losses. ny. Income from this single source shouldcarry a UK for-

eign tax credit for the entire underlying foreign tax borne
UK-residentcompanieswith relatively small profits are eligi- on the Dutch company's income. The net effect is that
ble for a reduced corporation tax rate of 25 percent. cross-crediting is achieved, and excess UK foreign tax

credits reduced, by mixing income in the Dutch com-

B. Taxation of domestic and foreign-sourcedividends
pany.
Subject to certain fairly restricted anti-avoidancerules, a-

received by a UK resident holding company UK-resident company may allocate its deductible

1. UK-source distributions expenses as it pleases between UK-source and foreign-
source income. Therefore, if a UK-residentcompany has

A UK:-residentcompany is not subject to corporation tax on fully taxable UK-source income (e.g. interest), as well as

dividends and other income distributions received from foreign-source dividend income carrying tax credits, it

another UK-residentcompany.2 Distributions3include div-
idends as well as a range of payments.and transfers of value

by a UK-resident company all of which are taxed as if they 1. Secs. 182-184 Taxation of ChargeableGains Act 1992 (TCGA 1992).
2. Sec. 208 Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (Taxes Act 1988).

were dividends (see C.1). These include interest paymentson 3. Secs. 209 and 418 Taxes Act 1988.

certain forms of hybrid debt. 4. Part XVIII Taxes Act 1988.
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will usually seek to allocate its deductible expenses it less a withholding.This withholding is 15 percent of the
(notably, interest and managementexpenses) against the aggregate of the cash dividend and the credit to which a UK-
fully-taxable income.5 This enables it to maximize the residnt individual would have been entitled. In short, a divi-
benefit of its deductibleexpenses and foreign tax credits. dend of £ 80 paid to a US portfolio investor will give rise
The United Kingdom has relatively generous rules for to a refund of£ 5 (£ 20 minus 15 percent of£ 100).

-

granting credits in respect of underlying foreign taxes
Where the US investor is corporation which, either alonea orwhere dividendsare paid to a UK-residentcompany from
together with associated companies, controlsone or more atits foreign affiliates.6 Generally, a credit for underlying least 10 percent of the voting stock of UK-residenta compa-tax is available if the UK company controls directly or

the refund is calculated differently. It is half of the creditindirectly, or is a subsidiary of a company which controls ny,
to which a UK-resident individual would have been entitled,directly or indirectly, not less than 10 percent of the vot-
less withholding of 5 percent of the of the casha aggregateing power of the foreign company paying the dividend.
dividend and that half-credit. Therefore, in the of divi-Broadly speaking, credit for underlying tax is available case a

dend of£ 80, the cash refund is £ 5.50 (i.e. £ 10 minus 5 per-regardless of how many corporate tiers separate the UK-
cent of £90).resident company from the non-UK affiliate whose tax-

able profits ultimately fund the dividend.7 These treaty-based refunds reduce the effective rate ofunder-

The availability of UK credits for underlying foreign tax is lying UK tax on the profits distributed to the US investor.
This is an important consideration for US tax-exempts andthe primary cause ofsurplusACT (see K. below). US investors with excess US foreign tax credits.

The United Kingdom has set up procedures for refunds to be
C. Treatmentof dividends paid from the United made available at source. These proceduresvary. For exam-

Kingdom to the United States ple, theHArrangementapplies to dividendspaid on Amer-
ican Depositary Shares issued by UK companies and held by1. ACT and tax credits
portfolio investors. The P Arrangement applies to divi-

There is no UK domestic withholding tax on UK-source div- dends paid to a non-UK corporate investor which controls at
idends. However, dividends paid by a UK-residentcompany least 10 percent of the voting stock of the UK company.
are non-deductibleand they also give rise to advancecorpo- However, the Inland Revenue consider that no refund canration tax (ACT). ACT is a liability of the paying compa- ever be available under a UK tax treaty where a treaty-pro-ny.8 With effect from 6 April 1994, the rate of ACT is 25 per- tected non-UK resident receives a foreign incomedividendcent of the dividend. For example, a dividend of £ 80 will

(see K.2.).give rise to ACT of £ 20. ACT is in theory only a cash-flow
cost because it can be offset against mainstreamcorpora-
tion tax of the paying company and/or certain UK-resident 3. US-UK treaty Article 16

affiliates. However, there are complications (see K. 1. below). No refund ofACT will be available to US corporationswhich
ACT is a key feature of the UK imputation system of cor- fall within Article 16 of the US-UK treaty. This article is tar-
poration tax. In particular, it provides the Inland Revenue geted at certain cornpanies which enjoy preferential tax treat-
with the resources to fund a tax credit to UK-residentswho ment, and which are potentially vehicles for treaty shop-are entitled to the dividend which gives rise to the ACT.9 ping. However, Article 16 is much narrower in scope than
From 6 April 1994 this tax credit equals 25 percent of the equivalent provisions in more recent US treaties (e.g. those
dividend received (£ 20 in the case of a dividend of £ 80). A with Germany and the Netherlands). Therefore, although it
UK person grosses up his dividend income by the arnount of rnust be considered, it is unlikely to affect a US companythe credit, but can set the credit against UK income tax on which controls a UK holding cornpany. Article 16 is also rel-
this grossed-up arnount. Where the credit exceeds tax evant where UK companies invest in the Unites States, and is
payable by the UK person (e.g. where the recipient is a UK referred to further in Part II.
tax-exempt), the credit is refundable in full (although there
are restrictions on the ability of UK-resident companies to In practice, it has proved relatively easy to structure transac-
obtain a cash refund of the tax credit). tions so as to avoid Article 16. The same cannot be said of the

UK retaliatory legislation regarding unitary taxation.!2 If

2. Availabilityof UK tax credits to non-UK residents invoked, this could deny US corporate investors the treaty-
based refund for investors which control 10 percent of the

Generally, refundable tax credits are only available to UK-
residents (subject to limited exceptions, e.g. for Common-
wealth and Irish citizens). However, certain UK tax treaties

5. Secs. 797(3) Taxes Act 1988.
6. Secs. 800 and 801 Taxes Act 1988.

(notably the UK-US treaty) make available a limited cash 7 In this respect, the UK rules are more generous than Sec. 902 Intemal Rev-
refund to treaty-protectednon-UK residents. This refund is a enue Code.

proportionof the credit available to a UK-resident individual 8. Sec. 14 Taxes Act 1988.
9. Sec. 231 Taxes Act 1988.in respect of an equivalent distribution.'o 10. Art. 10(2) UK-US treaty.
11. Double Taxation Relief (Taxes on Income) (General) (Dividend) Regula-A treaty-protected US portfolio investor is entitled to a tions 1973.

refund which is equal to a UK-resident individual's tax cred- 12. Secs. 812-815 Taxes Act 1988.
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voting stock of a UK company. This legislation was enacted The parent-subsidiary directive is an extensive topic in its

in retaliation for what the United Kingdom regarded as the own right and is not discussed in detail in this article. How-

unfair treatment of foreign multinationalsunder the Califor- ever, if a UK holding company seeks to rely on the directive

nia worldwide unitary taxation system. In the summer of to avoid dividend withholding in respect of shares held in a

1993, the United Kingdom threatened to invoke this legisla- European company, it is essential to consider carefully the

tion. However, followingchanges in Califomia law, the Unit- manner in which the investee member state has implemented
ed Kingdom announced, in September 1993, that it would the directive. Memberstates are allowed some latitude by the

defer implementing this legislation indefinitely. The debate directive, especially regarding anti-abuse provisions. In par-
in the United States on the constitutionalityof the California ticular, France has introduced a provision which denies

system of unitary taxation is of course very much in the exemption from French dividend withholding tax under the

news. The US Supreme Court is expected to deliver judg- directive where an EC company controlled from outside the

ment this month in the long-running litigation between Bar- EC is set up in order to take advantage of the directive.

clays Bank, Colgate-Palmoliveand the California Franchise
Tax Board. 2. Treatieswith Eastern European countries

The UnitedKingdomhas concludeda numberof treaties with

D. UK tax treaty network former members of the Eastern Bloc. The former East Ger-

many now benefits from the existing UK treaty with Ger-
1. Treaties with EC member states many. There are treaties with Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

The United Kingdom has income tax treaties with all of its Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria and (most recently) the Ukraine

EC partners. Many of these treaties have been renegotiated
and Uzbekistan. The United Kingdom aims to conclude

fairly recently and enable non-UK investors to obtan partal ongoing negotiations with Belarus (Belorussia) and the

refunds of ACT (see for example, the treaties with the Baltic States, and is conducting,negotiationswith the Russian

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark and Italy).
Federation.The Inland Revenue will apply the old UK treaty
with the Soviet Union to the constituentrepublics of the for-

The treaties with France and Ireland only provide refunds to

portfolio investors. The treaty with Germany provides for mer Soviet Union until such time as new agreements take

no refund at all, but is being renegotiated,as is the treaty with effect with particularcountries which belonged to the former
Soviet Union.

France.

Those treaties which provide for a partial refund of ACT usu- Following the dissolutionof Czechoslovakia, the treaty with

ally contain anti-treatyshoppingprovisions.However, UK Czechoslovakia remains in force between the United King-

tax treaties (apart from the UK-US treaty) tend to be based
dom and the Czech and Slovak Republics. Currently, the UK

on the 1977 OECD model tax treaty and thereforedo not con-
tax treaty with Yugoslavia is only in effect as regards Croatia

tain extensive US-style limitationof benefitsprovisions.
and Slovenia.

These treaties are normally less generous than the UK's
The UK's tax treaties with France, Ireland and Italy (but not

Germany) entitle UK residents to refunds of tax under those
treaties with the United States and EC member states. In par-

countries' integration systems. However, under the treaties ticular, it is fairly unusual for partial refunds of ACT to be

with France and Ireland, refunds are only available to UK-
made available (although there are exceptions; see the

resident portfolio investors. In particular, no refund will be
treaties with Poland, Rumaniaand Yugoslavia).Furthermore,
residual rates of withholdingtax on interestand royalties tend

available to a UK-resident company which controls directly
or indirectly at least 10 percent of the voting power in the

to be higher.
French/[rishcompany.

The EC parent-subsidiarydirective eliminates intra-EC with- E. Capital gains/losseson disposal of shares of

holding taxes on dividendpaymentsbetween taxpayingpar- operating companies
ent and subsidiary companies in different EC states.

Broadly speaking, the parent must hold directly at least 25 Subject to indexationrelief, UK corporationtax is chargeable
in full on any capital gain realized on such a disposal. A for-

percent of the capital of the subsidiary.The directive elim-
tax

inates any Dutch withholding tax on dividend payments to eign credit will normallybe available for any overseas tax

on can
the United Kingdom from a Dutch mixer company. How- charged the gain. Capital losses are allowable, but

only be offset against capital gains of the accounting period
ever, it has no impact on dividend payments from the United of the in which the disposal arises, of subse-
Kingdom because such payments do not suffer any UK company or a

domestic withholding tax.
quent accountingperiod.

Furthermore, the directive does not improve existing entitle-
ments to treaty-basedtax refunds where dividends are paid to F. Deductibilityof interestexpenses
non-residents from the United Kingdom or from those other 1. General rules
EC jurisdictions (e.g. France, Germany, Italy and Ireland)
which operate an integration system of corporation tax. In Generally, a UK-resident company which is not a bank or

other words, the directive only affects dividend withholding financial trader can only deduct interest when it is paid,
taxes. rather than when it accrues (although the Inland Revenue
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announced in November 1993 a major review of the taxation is automatically recharacterizedas a non-deductibledis-
of interest in the United Kingdom). Furthermore, the United tribution.This distributionalso gives rise to ACT.16 In
Kingdom draws a fairly firm distinction between interest many UK tax treaties (notably the UK-US treaty), this
and original issue discount (discount). Discount is general- recharacterization is overridden and the interest is
ly not deductible by a UK-residentcompany which is neither deductible in the normal way. However, the override is
a bank nor a financial trader. There is an importantexception only effective to the extent that the amount of interest
for deep discount securities, which are non-convertible paid by the UK borrower does not exceed the amount
debt securities which are issued at a deep discount and which would have been paid if there had been no special
which provide a fixed yield to redemption. The issuer can relationship between the borrower and the non-UK
usually deduct this deep discount as it accrues. Normally, affiliate, nor between both of them and a third party. This
investors who hold deep discount securities as capital proviso is interpreted not only as a curb on excessive
assets will only pay tax on their discount income when they interest rates but also on thin capitalization.
dispose of the bonds (e.g. at redemption). The proviso will also deny relief from UK with-treatyThe UK approach to characterizing debt and equity is more holding tax, to the extent that excess interest is paidformalistic than the US approach. Therefore, undated heavi- because of a special relationship.ly-subordinated debentures will usually be regarded as

debt. However, in some cases, interest will be recharacter- The proviso usually only applies where the amount of
ized by statute as a non-deductibledistribution,which will interest paid is excessiveowing to a special relationship
give rise to ACT. This is generally true of profit-related inter- between the payer and the person deriving the interest or

between both of them and some other person. This lan-est, interest in excess of a reasonable commercial return ,

interest on some kinds of convertible debt and interest on guage seems to be too narrow to affect automaticallyany
long-dated or undated equity notes. It is also true in respect

interest paid by a UK company to a non-UK lender in
of interest on debt owed to certain non-UK resident compa- respect of debt guaranteed by the borrower's non-UK
nies affiliated with the UK borrowing company.!3 parent.

The UK's transferpricing legislation (see L. 1.) is prob-
2. Withholding tax ably not drafted sufficiently widely to provide the basis

for a thin capitalization attack (although the Inland Rev-There is no UK domestic withholdingtax on paymentsof dis-
enue may disagree!).count. By contrast, UK-source interest payable on debt which The UK's thin capitalization rules are therefore of prima-is likely to be outstanding for at least a year is generally sub-

ject to 25 percent withholding tax. An interest deduction will ry importancewhere interest is paid to a non-UK affiliate
and/or the lender seeks treaty relief from UK interestbe denied if the appropriate amount of tax is not withheld.
withholding.These rules should not affect debt issues byApart from tax treaties, there are two principal domestic UK companies to third parties in the capital markets,exemptions from withholdingon UK-source interest:
where the quoted Eurobond exemption is normallyan exemption for interest paid on an advance made by a

upon to
-

relied avoid UK interest withholding.bank recognized in the United Kingdom.14A bank will Where the Inland Revenue mount a successful thin capi-not be recognized unless it is carrying on a bona fide talization attack, there are no statutory debt:equity ratios.banking business in the United Kingdom. Even if the However, the Inland Revenue generally require abank is recognized,the exemptionwill not be available debt:equityratio of no more than 1:1 and interest coverofunless the interest is brought into account in calculating at least 3:1.the bank's UK taxable profits;
the quoted Eurobondexemption.15This applies to inter--

est-bearingsecurtes issued by a company in bearer form, G. Anti-deferral regimes relating to controlledwhich are quoted on a stock exchange recognized by foreign corporations (CFCs)the Inland Revenue. A numberof stock exchanges world-
wide are recognized by the Inland Revenue (notably 1. CFC rules
London, Luxembourg, Paris and New York). In practice, The UK CFC rules of particular relevance to UK-resi-are aif the exemption is to be available, interest must either be dent holding They enable non-UK profits to bepaid through a non-UK paying agent or the securities company.

attributed to UK-resident companies which have an inter-must be held in a recognized clearing system (notably est in a non-UK company which is controlled from theEuroclearor Cedel, but not DTC). United Kingdom. 7 Control is widely defined but essential-

3. Thin capitalization
13. Secs. 209(2)(d) and (e), and 212 Taxes Act 1988.

The United Kingdom does not have comprehensive thin 14. Sec. 349(3)(a) Taxes Act 1988.
15. Sec. 124 Taxes Act 1988.capitalizationor earnings stripping rules. However, there 16. Sec. 209(2)(e)(iv)Taxes Act 1988.

are various techniques available to the Inland Revenue for I 7. Secs 747-756 and Schedules 24-26 Taxes Act I 988. As n the United
combating thin capitalization: States, there are other sets of rules (notably, the offshore fund rules and Secs.

739-745 Taxes Act 1988) which also deal with tax deferral through offshoreInterest paid to a non-UK-residentcompany which is 75 vehicles. These other regimes are of less immediate relevance to a UK holding
-

percent affiliated with a UK-residentcorporate borrower company and are not discussed further.
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ly means that UK-resident persons and related parties meet the acceptabledistribution test if not less than 90 per-

(whetherUK-residentor not) hold or can acquire the greater cent of its profits (calculatedaccording to UK tax principles)
part of the voting power, income or assets of the non-UK are distributed to UK-resident persons within 18 months of

company. It is important to note that the non-UK profits the end of the relevant accounting period of the CFC. In

which can be taxed under the CFC rules do not include capi- ascertainingwhether there is a 90 percent distribution,profits
tal gains of the non-UK company which would be taxable if are reduced by UK and foreign tax actually suffered by the

it were UK-resident. CFC in respect of the distributedprofits. By basing the distri-

bution test for non-trading companies on profits computed
A non-UK company is only a CFC if the effective rate of tax

on its income profits is less than 75 percent of the effective according to UK tax principles, the 1994 changes counteract

various techniques for making minimal acceptabledistribu-
UK rate which it would suffer on those profits if it were UK-
resident. When calculating the non-UK company'shypothet-

tions by manipulatingaccountingprofits.

ical UK tax for the purposes of this comparison, one ignores Fifthly, there will be no CFC direction if the CFC carries on

UK foreign tax credits which would have been available for exempt activities in the relevant accounting period. Leav-

foreign tax suffered by the non-UK company in the jurisdic- ing aside holding companies (which are discussed below), a

tion where it is resident. CFC will only be engaged in 66

exempt activities if:

If a non-UK company is a CFC, the Inland Revenue can (i) its affairs are effectively managed from a business

make a direction apportioning an approriate amount of its establishmentin the territory in which it is resident;

income profits to UK-resident companies which have an (ii) its principal activity does not consist of leasing; dealing
66.interest in it. Apportionmentis made on a just and reason-

in securities (other than as a broker); holding securitiesor

able basis. Profits apportioned to UK-resident companies
intellectualproperty; certain kinds of fund investment; or

are then taxed at the normal corporation tax rate, but there is dealing in goods for delivery to or from the UK or to or

a credit for UK and foreign tax already suffered by the CFC from related parties; and

on the apportionedprofits. (iii) if the CFC is mainly engaged in wholesale,distributive
or financial business (e.g. shipping, air transport, bank-

2. Defences to a CFC assessment ing, insurance, commodities and futures dealing), most

of that business is conducted with unrelated parties.
There are a number of defences to a CFC assessment.

There are special rules for exempting CFCs which are hold-

Firstly, a UK-residentcompany cannot be assessed under the
ng companies.Such CFCs must comply with (i) above. They

CFC ruies unless at lest 10 percent of the profits of the CFC must also invest, in essence, in other companies carrying on

for the relevant accounting period can be attributed to that exemptactivities. The protectionoffered to certain holding
UK company or persons related to it. companies is highly relevant to Dutch mixer companies

Secondly, no CFC direction may be made where the income which are owned by UK companies, especially given the

profits of the CFC for the relevant accountingperiod do nbt changes to the rules regarding an acceptable distribution

exceed £ 20,000 or (if that period is less than 12 months) a policy. A Dutch mixer company should be regarded as car-

proportionately reduced amount. UK tax rules are used to rying on exempt activitiesif at least 90 percent of its gross

calculate income profits for this purpose. income in the relevant accounting period is derived directly
from non-Dutch companies which it controls, and which

Thirdly, no CFC direction may be made if, throughout the themselves carry on exempt activities. A company con-

relevant CFC accounting period, the public beneficially trolled by the mixer company may itself be a holding compa-
owns shares or stock (other than fixed-rate dividend shares)
which carry at least 35 percent of the CFC's voting power.

ny (a local holding company) without prejudicing the

exempt status of the mixer's activities for UK CFC purposes.
Those shares or stock must be quoted during that period in

However, if the mixer is to remain protected from the UK
the official list of a Revenue-recognizedstock exchange in CFC rules, at least 90 percent of that local holding company's
the territory where the CFC is resident, and must also be dealt income must.in tum be derived directly from
in on such an exchange.There are further rules which prevent

gross compa-
nies which the local holding company controls, which are

this exemption being available where, in substance, the resident in the territory the local holdingsame as company,
shares, stock or voting powerof the CFC are not widely held. and which (without being holding companies themselves)

Fourthly, there will be no CFC direction f the CFC pursues carry on exemptactivities.

an acceptable distribution policy for the relevant account-

ing period. If the CFC is a trading company, its distribution

policy will be acceptable if, within 18 months of the rele- H. Capital tax on formation and transfer of securities

vant accounting period ending, at least 50 percent of its
Apart from company registration fees, there is currently no

accounting profits for that period (ignorng capital gains and capital tax on company formation in the United Kingdom.
losses) are dividended (directly or indirectly) to UK-resident There UK worthare no net taxes.

persons. However, if the company is not a trading company,
the rules are more stringent. In particular, the UK Finance UK stamp duty or stamp duty reserve tax (SDRT) is usual-

Bill 1994 imposes further restrictions (with effect in relation ly payable (at A percent) where shares of a UK company are

to CFC accounting periods ending on or after 30 November transferred on sale. Special 1 percent stamp duty/SDRT
1993). Once the Bill is in force, a non-trading CFC will only charges can apply if the shares of a UK company are issued
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or transferred into a clearing system or a depositary receipt of US tax by means of multiple-party financing transac-

facility. tions. These include not only back-to-back loans but also
orGenerally, stamp duty and SDRT do not affect the issue or

multiple-party transactions involving debt guarantees
totransfer of corporate debt securities (although there are some equity investments. Section 7701(1) is designed reinforce

the IRS campaign against conduit entities.
notable exceptions).

Stamp duty and SDRT on securities transactions have been
scheduled for abolition since 1990, but the abolition date has J. Treatrnentof exchange gains and losses on
been repeatedly postponed. acquisition debt

Historically, the UK tax rules regarding foreign exchange
gains and losses have been defective. In particular, post-tax

I. Substance requirements mismatches were likely to arise as a result of foreign
exchange fluctuations where a UK-resident companyA compositetransaction is to be taxed in the United Kingdom incurred non-Sterling debt in order to acquire non-Sterlingby reference to its end result, if it contains steps which have assets.

been artificially inserted for purposes of tax avoidance.isThis
doctrine is still evolving.'9However in the internationalcon- The UK Finance Act 1993 contains new rules to cure these
text, its impact to date has been fairly lirnited. Except in fair- anomalies. These rules are not expected to come into force

ly extreme circumstances, it is doubtful whether an English until late 1994/early 1995. Key features of the new rules are

court would rely on this doctrine to disregard a conduit as follows:

company used for treaty-shopping into the United King- (a) Exchange gains and losses on qualifying assets and
dom: compare the US approach in Aiken Industries Inc. v. qualifying liabilities, and on forward contracts to buyCommissioner(1971) TC 925. The Inland Revenue are much or sell currency, are recognized as they accrue between
more likely to invoke anti-treaty shopping rules in particular one translation time and the next. Qualifying liabili-
tax treaties. ties include debts. Generally, shares are not qualifying
Similarly, although the concept of beneficial ownership is assets.

known to UK law, it is fairly narrowly defined. Therefore, an (b) Exchangegains arising on such periodic translation are to

English court is currently fairly unlikely to rule that a con- be taxed as income. Exchange losses arising on transla-
duit company investing into the United Kingdom lacks ben- tion are offsetable against income. Exchange gains on
eficial ownership of the income which it receives (although qualifyingassets are no longer taxable as capital gain.
the Inland Revenue have attempted such arguments). Specif-
ic UK treaties should be checked for anti-treaty shopping (c) There is scope for matchingexchange differenceson

rules (e.g. language which denies refunds of ACT). borrowings and forward currency contracts with

exchange differences on certain non-qualifyingassets.
On a more mundane level, a UK holding company may This should help, for example, to prevent translationmis-

require a substantial presence in the United Kingdom if its matches arising where non-Sterlingdebt finance is used
non-resident shareholders are to enjoy treaty benefits. For to acquire assets (e.g. most shareholdings)which are not

example, if a US investor in a UK-resident company iS to qualifyingassets under the new rules.
obtain a refund of ACT (see C.1.), that company must be The new rules should make it easier to run intemational trea-
managed and controlled in the United Kingdom. Incorpo-
ration is not enough, even though incorporation makes the sury operations from the United Kingdom, especially as the

United Kingdom is also reforming the tax treatmentof instru-
company UK-resident under domestic law. A dual-resident

ments for managing interest rate and exchange rate risk. The
company resident in the United Kingdom is also likely to be

new tax regime for such instruments is expected to come into
subject to restrctions. For example, a company resident in

force at the same time as the new rules regarding exchangeboth the United States and the United Kingdom can only gains and losses.
claim very limited benefits under the UK-US treaty (see
Article 1(2)).

K. UK integration system and the distribution by UKOf course, if a UK holding company is set up to invest in
companies of foreign-sourceprofitsother jurisdictions, substance issues in those jurisdictions

must also be considered carefully. This is particularly true of 1. Surplus ACT
the United States, where conduit companies have been
attacked in the Aiken Industries decision referred to above, Dividends paid by a UK-resident company give rise to ACT
and also in a series of IRS rulings in the 1980s. This US (see C. above). Foreign-source income of a UK-resident
offensive against conduit entities looks likely to continue,
following the entry into force of the new US-Netherlandstax

treaty (with its extensive limitation of benefit provisions) 18. W.T. Ramsay Ltd. v. IRC [1981] STC 174; Furniss v. Dawson [.1984] STC
and the 1993 enactmentof Section 7701(1) Intemal Revenue 153; Craven v. White [1988] STC 476.

\9. Ensign Tankers (Leasng) Ltd. v. Stokes [1992] STC 226, CountessCode. Section 7701(1) is a rule-making provision which Fitzwilliam v. IRC [1993] STC 502; and the speech of Lord Templeman in
authorizes the IRS to write regulations preventing avoidance Matrix SecuritiesLtd. v. IRC [1994] STC 272.
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company is subject to UK corporation tax, but is likely to liable for ACT when the FID is paid. Broadly speaking, a

attract UK foreign tax credits. In particular, foreign-source company will be an IHC if none of its shareholdersowns less
dividend income may give rise to UK credits for underlying than 5 percent of its share capital and at least 80 percent of its
taxes which largely eliminate any UK mainstream tax lia- share capital is ultimately owned by non-UK residents. Per-

bility on that income. When foreign-source income is dis- centage ownership of share capital of an IHC is generally to

tributed by the UK company, ACT remains payable even if be determinedby reference to voting rights in a general meet-

that income gives rise to UK foreign tax credits. This ACT is ing.
technically offsetable against any mainstreamcorporation Most importantly, UK-resident will in bea company any case
tax liability of the distributingcompany or certain of its affil-

an IHC if it is wholly-owned(directly or indirectly)by a non-
iates. In practice, the scope for offsetting this ACT may well

UK resident whose shares quoted and dealt in
be minimal if little or no mainstream corporation tax is company are

on a non-UK stock exchange recognized by the Inland
payable by the distributing company because of foreign tax

Revenue. Generally, the non-UK resident company's shares
credits. Surplus ACT therefore arises where no offset is

must not be quoted UK stock exchange, although UKon a a
possible. Surplus ACT is often in effect an altemativemini-

a
mum tax on distributed foreign-sourceprofits. Historically, secondaryquotation is permitted (i.e. share quotationwhich

is not subject to the full requirements of the UK listingsurplus ACT has been a major drawback to setting up inter-
rules).nationalholding companies in the United Kingdom (although

there have been other drawbacks as well, such as the lack of An IHC may subsequentlyhave to account for ACT if it tran-

a UK exemption from tax on capital gains when a share par- spires that it was not an IHC or that any FID which it has paid
ticipation in a non-UK company is disposed of). cannot be fully matched with highly-taxed non-UK source

profits.
2. Foreign income dividends and international There is no procedure for the Inland Revenue to rule in

headquarterscompanies advance on whether the conditions for IHC status are satis-

The UK Finance Bill 1994 contains detailed legislation fied. The absence of a ruling procedure is a significantdefect
which aims to alleviate the problem of surplus ACT2o where in the new rules. The IHC definition is intricate and the UK-

a UK-residentcompany pays dividends out of taxed non-UK resident company must determine, for each accounting peri-
source profits. The new rules are capable of applying to divi- od, whether it satisfies the definition. Certainty would be

dends paid on or after l July 1994, provided they are paid out enhanced if it were possible to obtain a formal ruling that a

of non-UK-source profits for accounting periods beginning company was or was not an IHC.
on or after 1 July 1993. The Finance Bill 1994 proposals aim to eliminate surplus
Under the new rules, any UK-residentcompany can elect to ACT when highly-taxed non-UK source income is distribut-

pay in cash a foreign income dividend (FID). A FID will ed in the form of a cash dividend by a UK-residentcompany

carry no refundable UK tax credit (and therefore, no entitle- (particularly a foreign-controlled holding company). The

ment to a refund of ACT under a UK tax treaty). new rules do not and are not intended to create a participa-
tion exemption; non-UK source dividend income remains

Initially, ACT must be accounted for in respect of a FID. taxable in the United Kingdom (subject to foreign tax cred-
However, if the FID can be matched with non-UK source its), and there is no exemption from UK tax on capital gains
profits which give rise to UK foreign tax credits, that ACT when a UK-resident company disposes of a share participa-
may be repayable in whole or in part (although generally tion. However, the new proposals may enable highly-taxedwithout interest). non-UK source dividend income to be paid to and distributed

In order to be in a position to recover any of the ACL the by a UK-resident holding company with little or no UK tax

UK-residentcompany must pay a FID out of non-UK source cost, because of the absence of any UK domestic withholding
profits of its current or immediately preceding accounting tax on dividends, and the ability to avoid or recover any ACT

period or, if those profits are insufficient, out of the non-UK liability. Furthermore, there are a number of techniques
source profits of any subsequentaccountingperiod. Alterna- which may help to remedy the lack of a UK exemptionfor tax

tively, it can treat an FID as having been paid out of the non- on capital gains. One such technique is discussed in Part II

UK source profits of any of its 51 percent UK-resident sub- below.
sidiaries. There are very detailed rules for matching an FID
with non-UK source profits, and for determining the amount

of refundable ACT. The higher the foreign tax bill on the L. Other UK tax considerationswhen setting up a UK

company's non-UK source income, the greater,the potential holding company
ACT recovery. 1. Transfer pricing
There are anti-streaming rules designed to restrict the scope A UK-resident is subject to the UK's transfer pric-for shareholders to choose, in the light of their own tax posi- company

rules.2t These much less detailed than those in the
tion, whetheror not to receive dividends in the form of FIDs. ng are

A particularly importantfeature of the new rules is that a UK-
resident company which is an intemational headquarters 20. Schedule 14 Finance Bill 1994.

company (IHC) may elect to pay an FID without being 21. Notably, Secs. 770-3 Taxes Act 1988.
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United States and, in some respects, are less stringent. In par- However, these restrictions have been relaxed considerably
ticular, these rules are generally invoked only by Inland Rev- in recent years, especially in relation to intra-EC transac-
enue direction and there are no special valuation misstate- tions,24 which have been liberalized pursuant to EC Directive
ment penalties for non-compliance.However, these rules still 88/361.
enable the Inland Revenue to tax transactions between cer-

London is a, if not the, major financial centre in Europe andtain related parties as if they had taken place for an arm's is increasingly well connected to mainland Europe.length consideration. In determining an arm's length con-

sideration, the Inland Revenue has tended to adopt the four
valuation methodologiesset out in the 1979 and 1984 OECD
Reports on transfer pricing. The United Kingdom has no Il. MATURITY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AS
equivalentto the US procedure for concludingadvance pric- A HOLDING COMPANY JURISDICTION
ing agreements.

This part highlights the principal strengths and weaknessesof
2. VAT the United Kingdomas a location for an internationalholding

company, in the light of recent developments. In particular,Supplies of goods and services made to and by a UK-resident cornparisons are made between the UK position and the tax
company potentially attract VAT at 17.5 percent. In principle, treatment of a Dutch international holding cornpany.VAT incurred on supplies made to a VAT-registeredcompany Inevitably, the comparison oversimplifies the position in
can be recovered if and to the extent that the company uses practice. Although the Netherlands is a very well-recognizedthe VATable supplies which it receives in order to make its and old-established location for an international holdingown VATable supplies. Despite this basic principle, a 1992 company, other jurisdictions are now competing with both
decision of the European Court of Justice in relation to a the Netherlands and the United Kingdom as locations for
Dutch holding conpany22caused considerableconcern about such cornpanies (notably Luxembourg, France, Gerrnany,the ability of EC holding companies to recover VAT. Howev- Belgium and Austria). A decision to set up a holding conpa-
er, after consultation, the UK authorities announced that theY ny in any of these jurisdictions requires detailed considera-
would interpret the Court of Justice ruling narrowly. There- tion of the circumstances surrounding the decision to estab-
fore, it should be of limited impact if a UK-resident holding lish a holding company.
company is more than merely a passive investment vehicle
and provides genuine managementservices to operating sub-

A. Basic comparison with the Netherlandssidiaries. A UK-resident company providing management
services to non-UK subsidiaries should ensure that its super- United Kingdom Netherlands
vision is not so intrusive that the Inland Revenue can argue
that those subsidiaries are centrally managed and con- 1. Participationexemption: Dividends

trolled (and therefore, tax-resident) in the United Kingdom. No - although foreign tax credit Yes. A Bill restrctng the exemption
rules can produce a similar result was dropped in December 1993.
where a UK-resident company recei-

3. Personal taxation ves highly-taxed non-UK-sourcedivi-
dend income from a shareholdingNowadays, there are few special UK tax incentives for expa- carryng 10% of the voting rights in

triates working in the United Kingdom, although there are the distributing company (cf 5%

tax-deferral possibilities for UK-residentexpatriates who are shareholding required in most cases
to qualify for the Netherlands partic-not domiciledin the United Kingdom. In recent years, pro- ipation exemption).

posals have been put forward for reforming the UK law of
domicile. If implemented, these proposals could make it 2. Participationexemption:Capital Gains
harder for UK-residentexpatriates to qualify for these reliefs. No - normal CGT rules and rates Yes
However, at present, these proposals for reforming the law of apply
domicile have been postponed indefinitely.

3. Capital DutyThe United Kingdom also provides relatively generous
reliefs to UK-resident employees who acquire share options

No. Yes - 1%, although there are

exemptions for certain types of cor-
or shares under Inland Revenue-approved share option or porate reorganization. Capital duty
profit-sharing schemes. Finally, UK tax reliefs are available is deductible for Dutch corporate
to employees who receive profit-relatedpay underarrange-

income tax purposes, even if funds
are used to acquire foreign partici-ments approved by the Inland Revenue.
patons.

M. Other legal and commercial considerations
22. Polysar Investments Netherlands BV v. Inspecteur der lnvoerrechten enThere are no longer any exchange control restrictions in the Accijnzen, Arnhem [1993] STC 222.

United Kingdom. Certain transactions involving shares and 23. Sec. 765 Taxes Act 1988.

debentures of non-UK-residentcompanies require UK Trea- 24. Sec. 765A Taxes Act 1988. From 1 January 1994, these relaxationsextend
to transactions involving Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Wheresury Consent,23 if those companies are controlled by UK-res- it applies, Sec. 765A removes the requirementof Treasury Consent. However, it

ident companies (e.g. a UK intemational holding company). may still be necessary to comply with fairly detailed reporting requirements.
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United Kingdom Netherlands United Kingdom Netherlands

4. Dividend withholding 11. VAT recovery

No. Yes - although often reduced/elimi- Adverse impact of Polysar (but Cus- Adverse impact of Polysar (especial-
nated by tax treaty/EC parent-sub- toms & Excise have indicated a ly in relation to a classic Dutch

sidiary directive. readiness to interpret that decision holding company whose activities

narrowly). are very limited).
5. Ruling procedure to confirm availabilityof certain tax reliefs

No. Yes. 12. Thin capitalization
Most UK tax treaties deny treaty Interest and royalties can be

6. Equalizationtax on dividend distributionsby the holding company relief in respect of UK-source inter- deducted and paid gross, with little
est in cases of thin capitalization.A or no restriction. The Netherlands is

Yes - ACT, which, historically, has No. The Netherlandshas a classi- debt:equity ratio in of 1 :1 considering to restrictexcess measures
been an additional tax cost of utiliz- cal corporation tax system. Tax and interest cover of less than 3: 1 is earnings stripping where a Nether-
ing a UK nternatonal holdng com- paid at the level of the Dutch com- prima facie evidence of thin capital- lands company is acquired by
pany. Note the Finance Bill 1994 pany is not imputed to its share- ization. However, these treaty- another highly-leveraged Nether-
ACT relief for international head- holders. Therefore, there is no need based restrictions should not be rel- lands company.
quarter companies which pay divi- for an equalization tax to ensure evant if the UK company can raise
dendsfrom highly-taxed non-UK that tax imputed to shareholders debt finance without resorting to
source income. The rules governing has in fact been paid by the Dutch UK tax treaty relief.
this relief are complex. company.

13. Withholdingon liquidationof holding company

7. Tax treaty network No. Yes.

Extensive. Extensive.
14. Anti-deferral rules relating to CFCs

8. Anti-treatyshopping rules in tax treaties with US Extensive anti-deferral rues. No anti-deferral rules, unless shares

In principle, a UK international A Dutch holding company is vulner- are held as a portfolio investment.

headquarterscompany should not able, under Art. 26 US-Netherlands
fall foul of the limitation of bene- treaty, to the denial of treaty reliefs
fits provisions in Art. 16 US-UK in respect of US-source interest, div-
Treaty idends and royalties. Art. 26(7)

allows the US to extend the bene- B. Drawbacks in using an IHC as a European holdingfits of that treaty to Netherlands
entities which would not otherwise company
qualify. In extending such benefits,
the US is to be guided by whether There are therefore a number of drawbacks in using an IHC
one of the principal purposes for as a European internationalholding company. In particular:
setting up, acquiring or maintaining (a) There is capital gains tax exemption when share
the Netherlandsentity was the no par-

obtaining of benefits under the ticipations are diposed of.
treaty. It is not entirely clear how
the US will nterpret Art. 26(7). Cur- (b) The UK credit method of double taxation relief has two

rently, there seems to be some hesi- major drawbackscomparedto the exemptionmethod (of
tation about applying Art. 26(7) in which the Dutch participation exemption is an exam-
favour of Netherlands mixer compa-
nies owned by UK publicly-quoted ple):
companies, even though mixer - low-taxed foreign-sourceprofits will still give rise to

companiesare set up in order to residual UK tax even after foreign tax has been cred-
achieve tax benefits in th UK, not

the US; and are usually owned by ited;
UK companieswhich would be fully - UK foreign tax credit limitation rules. The UK
entitled to the benefits of the does not permit the cross-crediting of excess tax
UK-US treaty if they invested direct- credits from income against UK
ly in the US.

one source tax on

income from another foreign source. Excess UK
9. Foreign exchange gains and losses

foreign tax credits are therefore effectively lost
Old rules used to cause tax mis- Exchange gains or losses that affect because they cannot be carried forwards or back-
matches, especially where non-ster- the value of a share participation
ling debt finance was used to are exempt. However, mismatches wards. The overall result is that UK foreign tax cred-

finance acquisitions. Finance Act can arise if non-guilderdebt is used its are used inefficiently, and the UK tax burden on

1993 improves the position to acquire a share participation foreign-source income is increased.
(although not yet in force). qualifying for the participation

exemption from Dutch tax on (c) An IHC is a UK-resident company subject to the UK's
gains. CFC rules. These can restrict the scope for tax-free roll-

10. Relief for costs of financing share participations up of income in non-UK companies whose shares are

held by the IHC. In practice, if the IHC holds share par-
Generally, interest costs can be set Generally, no deduction for interest

against any income of UK holding costs incurred in financing a non- ticipations in operating companies in taxpayingjurisdic.
company (although it tends to be Dutch participationwhich gener- tions, or in certain kinds of holding company, the impact
inefficient to set interest against ates tax-exempt dividend income. of the UK CFC rules should be limited because of the
non-UK-source income which gives sfe harbour for exempt activities and/or the effective
rise to UK foreign tax credits)

rate of tax suffered by the non-UK companies. However,
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the UK CFC rules pose a significant compliance burden ensure that central management and control of the Dutch
and they have become more restrictive in recent years. and operating companies remains outside the United King-

(d) A non-UK-incorporated company will nevertheless be dom.

UK tax-resident if it is centrally managed and con- If this alternative structure is used to invest into the United
trolled in the United Kingdom. The central manage- States, the Dutch companyrrwell be ineligible for reduced
ment and control test focuses on the highest level of rates of US withholding on dividends, interest and royalties
control of the company. If a UK IHC is a headquarters because of Article 26 of the US-Netherlands treaty. It is
company for non-UK-incorporatedsubsidiaries, there is doubtful whether the United States will extend the benefits of
a risk that its supervisory role may lead to those operat- the US-Netherlandstreaty to the Dutch company under Arti-
ing companies becoming UK-resident. In most cases, it cle 26(7). At the very least, the United States would no doubt
should be possible to formulate supervisory and operat- wish to examine which parties ultimatelyown and control the
ing procedures which minimize this risk. UK IHC (and hence the Dutch company).

On the other hand, if this altemative structure is used for
C. Combining the benefits of Dutch and UK holding investment into Europe from the United States, the limita-

companies tions on US credits for underlying foreign tax need to be
borne in mind. Section 902 of the Internal RevenueCode will

There are therefore complicationsif a UK IHC holds foreign deny a credit in the United States for underlying foreign taxshare participationsdirectly. In order to reduce these compli- of a fourth-tier foreign affiliate. Section 902 may pose prob-cations, it may be advisable for share participations in non- lems if a European operating group is owned by a Dutch
UK operating companies (assuming that they carry at least 10

company, held in turn by a UK IHC which is itself owned
percent of voting rights) to be held by a Dutch company from the United States. To avoid problems under Sectionwhose income and gains from share participations benefit 902, it may be advisable to structure the intermediate Dutchfrom the participation exemption. This Dutch company company as a partnership for US tax purposes, therebywill in turn be wholly owned by a UK IHC. Dividend income eliminating one foreign corporate tier for US foreign tax
can be paid gross between the Dutch company and the IHC credit purposes. One should not underestirnate the problernsbecause of the EC parent-subsidiary directive. Dividends n structuring a wholly-ownedDutch company as a partner-paid by the IHC do not attract withholding, nor should theY ship for US tax purposes.25give rise to ACT once Schedule 15 Finance Bill 1994 is in
force, provided the underlying non-UK source income of the
Dutch company is highly taxed. Under this modified struc-
ture: Ill. CONCLUSION

there is effectively no withholdingor other tax on income-

received and dividends paid by either the Dutch compa- Recent changes in UK domestic tax rules have made the
ny or the UK IHC; United Kingdom a more attractive jurisdiction (in tax terms
no Dutch capital gains tax is realized when the Dutch at least) in which to locate holding company, headquarter

-

company disposes of a share participation.Generally, the company and group treasury operations. Furthermore, the
gains realized by the Dutch company should not be sub- United Kingdom may, for the time being, have particular
ject to UK tax in the hands of the IHC, provided the advantages as a base for investing into the United States
Dutch company would not be a close company if it given the extensive limitationof benefits provisions in, for
were UK-resident; example, the new US treaty with the Netherlands, and the
non-UK-sourcetaxed income can be mixedat the level much more limited scope of Article 16 of the US-UK treaty.

-

of the Dutch company, thereby reducing the risk of Nevertheless, in a world which is increasingly hostile to
excess foreign tax credits in the United Kingdom.

66

treaty shopping, and in which a number ofjurisdictionsare

This alternative structure will not entirely eliminate the UK offering tax benefits to international holding companies, the
choice of location for such a vehicle needs to be consideredholding company's potential exposure under the UK CFC

rules. However, if the Dutch mixer company owns control- very carefully and, above all, in the light of the controlling
investor's particular requirements.ling participations in non-Dutch operating companies, both

the Dutch company and those operating companies should in
most cases fall within the exempt activitiesexclusion from
the UK CFC rules. Procedures can also be put in place to 25. See US Rev. Rul. 93-4.
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LATIN AMERICA

SELECTED TAX ASPECTS OF INVESTMENT
Ruben Diaz, Jr.

Steel Hector & Davis, Miami, Florida

I. INTRODUCTION Latin American investment, at this stage it is important to

focus on some important general principles of local taxation,
US businesses have long recognized the trernendous poten- as any investment structure is proposed and analysed:
tial of Latin American economies and markets. For many

years, however, the combination of state control of impor- 1. Territorial taxation
tant economic sectors, complex regulations restricting for-

eign investment and unstable political systems in many
Latin American countries generally have territorial systems

countries of Latin America, had limited severely US invest- of taxation; that is, they impose tax on economic activity tak-

ment in the region. As almost every country in Latin Ameri- ing place or income arising within their borders, but do not

ca has opened its economy to foreign investment and impose tax on the extra-territorialactivities of their residents.

embarked on an ambitious privatization programme during
the last few years, US investment into Latin America has 2. Levels of tax

increased dramatically. Several important Latin American countries do not impose
US investment in Latin America almost always includes - tax on the distribution of dividends to foreign shareholders.

indeed, requires - the participatonof foreign partners. The For example, Venezuela does not impose a tax on dividend

foreign partners at times are regional, in the sense that their distributions to foreign investors. Mexico similarly imposes
local market expertise extends beyond the borders of a single no tax, provided the dividend is distributed from the local

country, and, at times, are purely national in providing access company's net after-tax profit account. Colombia does not

to a local distribution network and employment base. In all impose a tax, although at the present time Colombian law

cases, the foreign partner's planning concerns must be taken provides for a temporary surcharge which is equivalent to

into account. a dividend withholding tax. The single level of tax makes the

decision of whether to invest through a branch or subsidiary
Each country in Latin America is, of course, different, with

depend more importantly on liability issues and other non-
its own regulationsgoverningforeign investmentand rules of tax considerations.
taxation. It is impossible to generalize the approach for tax

planning in Latin American investment. But it is possible to

draw some conclusions that can be applicable to more than a 3. Anti-deferral provisions
single country, or that may be applicable to the countries of Latin Amercan .investors can gain some mportant benefits

greatest interest to US business, by reviewing specific exam- fron forming offshore tax haven holding companies for their

pies of recent transactions. Although foreign investment nvestments, because the tax laws of Latin American coun-

planning issues generally can be analysed at three different tries generallydo not have anti-deferralprovisionsequivalent
stages - the investment structure stage, the income genera- to US rules applicable to controlled foreign corporationsand
tion stage and the asset repatriation stage - the free repatria- foreignpersonalholding companies.The forrnationof an off-
tion of investments currently permitted under the laws of shore holding company in a tax haven jurisdiction can often
most Latin Americancountries leads us to focus on the other provide significant benefits to the Latin American investors
two stages of investment. The examples discussed below without significant negative consequences to the US
illustrate some approaches to issues commonly encountered nvestors.
when an investor from the United States is structuring an

investmentinto Latin America or is planning for minimizing 4. Patents, know-howand similar intangibles
the tax burden on income generated in the region.

US investment into Latin America often involves the contri-

bution of patents, trade marks, trade secrets, technicalknowl-

Il. STRUCTURINGTHE INVESTMENTVEHICLE edge, know-how or similar intangibles by the US investor
into the local economy. Accordingly,US tax rules goveming

A. General principles
1. Although Value Added Taxes are an importantelement of the tax struc-

The first planning stage for any foreign investment, is, of ture of many Latin American countries, the discussion here focuses on income

course, the investment structure stage. With respect to tax issues.
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gain on the transfer of intangibles play an important role in 3. Proposed structure
tax planning, particularlyat the initial stage of structuring the

(a) Basicstructureinvestment.

Figure 1

US Investors
B. Example: entity selection with patents and similar 1intangibles USCO Regional Partners

When patents, know-how and similar intangibles are a cru-

cial elementof an investment into Latin America, the rules in
both the United States and Latin America require careful --1 I--
planning. The US investormay have a valuable intangible for
the production of a specific product, while the Latin Amer- Local Partners USLLC
can investor may have the distribution channels necessary to
make the local business successful. The sometimes compet- I

ing interests of both must be protected. Other Countries
I --1

ACo. BCo.
1. US rules

US law provides generally that a US person transferring Local Business Local Business

intangible property to a foreign corporation as a capital con-

tribution is treated as selling such property for payments
which are contingent upon the property's productivity,use or Figure 1 shows an investment structure which may be appro-
disposition.2If the intangibleproperty is not to be resold sub- priate to deal with the various concerns outlined above. In the

sequently by the transferee foreign corporation, the US trans- investmentstructure shown, US investors own a US corpora-
feror must include the incorne annually over the useful life of tion (USCO) which holds intangible property rights which
the intangible property in arnounts that reasonably reflect the are crucial to the production and distributionof certain prod-
amounts that would have been received had the US person ucts in Latin America. USCO and a group of Latin American
entered into a contract for the sale of the intangible property regional investors form a limited liability company
in exchange for annual, contingentpaynents.3The amount of (USLLC) in the United States, to which USCO contributes
the income included in the US transferor's income pursuant the appropriate regional intangible property rights. USLLC
to these provisions is treated as ordinary income fron sources in turn forrns a corporation or partnership (ACo., BCo.,
within the US, although the foreign corporation can reduce etc.) in each country of Latin America in which it will do
its earningsand profits by a correspondingamount in the year business. Local investors may participate in the investment in
income is recognized to the US transferor.4 If a US person ACo., BCo., etc. USLLC licenses its intangible property
licenses rights to intangible property to a foreign corporation rights to each company of ACo., BCo., etc., as appropriate, in
or transfers intangibleproperty to an entity which is not treat- exchange for royalty payments.
ed as a corporation for purposes of US tax law, the rules of
IRC Section 367(d) should not apply, and the incorne (b) Consequencesto US investor
received as a royalty or licence fee should be treated as for- The proposed structure allows the US investor to avoid the
eign source income of the US person. tax consequences imposed by IRC Section 367(d) as dis-

cussed above. The IRS has taken the position that it may
2. Latin American rules challenge this structure, particularly after it issues appropri-

ate regulations this year.5 But based on the existing provi-
The laws of most Latin American countries present special sions of the law, the transferof intangibleproperty rights to a

challenges to the protection of intellectual property rights, limited liability company should not be subject to the provi-
because the process for registering trade marks and patents is sions of IRC Section 367(d), provided the limited liability
as cumbersome as the process for enforcing rights against company complies with the appropriate requirements for
potential violators. Accordingly,US investors should be hes- being classified as a partnership for purposes of US tax law.
itant to give Latin American investors any rights in the US Payments of royalties to the limited liability company by the
business, even if they may be willing to grant to the Latin
American partners rights over intangible property regionally
or within a specific Latin American country. Most Latin 2. IRC Sec. 367(d)(2)(A). Intangible property is generally defined for these

American countries treat technology payments differently pur'poses to include any patent, invention, formula, process, design, pattern,
know-how, copyright, literary, musical, or artistic composition, trade mark,from many other distribution rights payments, because spe- trade name, brand name, franchise, licence, contract, method, programme, sys-

cial registration requirements apply to technology transfer tem, procedure, campaign, survey, study, forecast, estimate,customer list, tech-

contracts. Royalty and licence fee payments are generally nical data or similar item. See IRC Sec. 936(h)(3)(B).
3. IRC Sec. 367(d)(2)(A)(ii)(I)deductible to the company making the payments and subject 4. IRC Sec. 367(d)(2)(B)and (C)

to withholding tax in each country of source. 5. See IRC Secs. 704(c) and 721.
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local companies in each country should be subject to with- investor will benefit from payments which are deductible to

holding tax in each country, but should be treated as foreign the Latin Americanbusinessand subject to a low withholding
source income of the US company. Foreign source income tax when paid.
characterizationis important for the availabilityof tax credits
for the foreign taxes paid by the local companies. 3. Equipment purchases and operations

(c) Consequencesto the Latin American investors US investment into Latin America often involves the sale of

specialized industrial equipment, together with assistance in

The formationof a limited liability company allows the Latin the operation of such equipment. Accordingly, Latin Ameri-
American regional investors to participate in the business can tax rules on the territorialityof taxation on sales income

regionally, without having to acquire an interest in the US and withholding taxes on payments for technical assistance

company. However, the regional investors should not be and similar consulting services play an important role in tax

deemed to be engaged in a trade or business in the United planning, particularly as the Latin American investment

States, since the limited liability company should not be so begins to generate significant income.6
engaged. The formation of local country companies permits
each country to have local investors participating in the busi-
ness. As a practical matter also, the formation of local coun- B. Example: paymnt for equipmentand for
try companies avoids an attempt to register locally a foreign technical assistance
investment vehicle, such as a US limited liability company, US business activities in Latin America often consist of
with which local authorities may be unfamiliar. The forma- pro-

tion of local country companies allows each country's invest- viding equipment of a specialized nature, together with tech-
nical assistance for the operation of the equipment. Such

ment to be isolated from the applicability of often unpre- business activities often do require investmentan
dictable intellectual property protection laws in other coun-

not struc-

tries. Finally, royalty and other distribution payments made
ture of holding companies, subsidiaries, and branches.

Instead, they require a business plan which minimizes Latin
by each local country company should be deductible to each

American taxation goods and services provided from the
company in the determinationof its own local taxes.

on

United States.

1. US rules
Ill. MINIMIZINGTAX ON INCOME

GENERATED IN LATIN AMERICA US companies which provide goods and services in Latin

Americancountries will be subject to tax on net income from

A. General principles such goods and services, and will be entitled to foreign tax

credits for income taxes paid to the various Latin American
Once an investment structure has been selected, it is impor- countries on foreign source income. US companies may not

tant to continue planning for minimizing the taxation of defer taxation until income is repatriated into the United
income generated by the local business. Although US States, and will not be able to avoid taxation on income trans-

investors will not have the benefits of deferral through the ferred temporarily to holding companies in third countries
use of holding companies in tax haven jurisdictions, largely (particularly tax haven jurisdictions).
due to the controlled foreign corporation and similar provi-
sions ofUS tax law, they will obtain significantbenefits from 2. Latin American rules
planning to ensure that foreign taxes are creditable against
US taxes, and that the highest marginal tax rate outside the (a) Foreign sales
United States is not greater than the marginal tax rate The laws ofmost Latin Americancountriesdo not impose tax

imposed within the United States on the same income.
on income from sales which take place outside their bound-

aries, even if the sales are made by local companies.
1. Territorial taxation

The principleof territorial taxationmentionedaboveplays an (b) The case of foreign technicalassistanceto Venezuelans

important role in tax planning in this context. The US In some countries, payments made abroad for provision of
investor often may need to ensure that sales of products into technical assistance services are treated in a special manner

a Latin American country take place outside such country. which provides tax planning opportunities. Under Venezue-
The US investor will be subject to tax on the income from lan law, for example, income realized by non-residents for

any sale of his products, but such investor and any Latin non-commercialprofessional services (i.e. scientific, tech-
American partners will benefit from making sure that no tax nical, artistic and similar services, such as services rendered
on sales is paid outside the United States. by doctors, lawyers, engineers, accountants and similar pro-

2. Levels of tax

Although the single level of tax enjoyed in most Latin Amer- 6. Lease financing regulations are complex and varied throughout Latin

America. Accordingly, opportunities for planning through leasing and similar
ican corporate structures can simplify the decision between transactionsare not discussed here, but should be carefullyconsidered as equip-
doing business as a branch and as a subsidiary, the US ment is supplied to Latin America.
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fessionals) is taxed on the basis of 90 percent of the gross ed technical assistance. USCO enters into two contracts with
income realized (i.e. it is assumed that deductible costs relat- independent Venezuelanpurchasers,one contract for the pur-
ed to the services are equal to 10 percent of income). Since chase of equipment, and a second contract specifically
the applicable tax rate is 30 percent, the effective tax rate is designed for providing technical services in connection with
27 percent of gross income (i.e. 30 percent of 90 percent). the operation of the equipment. USCO also forms a local
Income realized by non-residents for foreign technicalassis- company (VenCo.) with local investors. VenCo. does not
tance (i.e. services rendered by technicians in industrial and sell equipment manufactured by USCO, but does provide
management matters, broadly defined) is taxed on the basis technical services within Venezuela in certain cases. VenCo.
of 30 percent of gross income realized (i.e. it is assumed that itself received technical services from USCO, and pays
deductiblecosts related to the services are equal to 70 percent USCO for such services.
of income. Since the applicable tax rate is also 30 percent, the
effective tax rate is 9 percent of gross income (i.e. 30 percent (b) Consequencesto US investor
of 30 percent). A non-Venezuelancompany can render tech-

The proposed structure allows USCO to sell its equipment innical services from abroad, even if the company sends
Venezuela without paying tax in that country, since the salesemployees to Venezuela to render such services from time to
take place outside Venezuela.7 The income received bytime in a limited manner.
USCO for technical services rendered outside Venezuela is

subject to a flat 9 percent withholding tax in Venezuela,3. Proposed structure assuming it is not characterized as income from non-com-
(a) Basic structure mercial professional services. VenCo. allows the provision

of services in Venezuela, to the extent it would be more

Figure 2 advantageous to do so, in which case the income for the ser-

US Investors vices will be taxed at the rate of 30 percent on net income,
and no additional withholding tax will be imposed on distri-
butions of dividends from VenCo. to USCO. If VenCo. is par-

USCO Foreign Partners tially capitalized with loans from USCO, interest payments
to USCO will be subject to a 5 percent withholding tax, but
will be deductible to VenCo.

(c) Consequencesto Latin American investors

The proposed structure allows the Latin American investors
Holding Co.

to avoid the payment of tax on sales in the terrtory. If, as a

business matter, they must obtain a portion of the profit from
the sales of the equipment, it would be possible to create an

Local Co. interim entity, between USCO and VenCo., in which the
Technical Services Latin American investors would have an interest and to
from Abroad which sales from USCO are made initially. It would not beTechnical Services__

inappropriate for the Latin Amercan investors for such inter-
Direct Sales Locally Provided

im entity to be created in an offshore tax haven. Finally, thefrom Abroad
structureof the transaction allows for the paymentof income
from VenCo. in deductible payments. Once again, an interim
entity could receive some of the foreign technical assistance

Figure 2 shows an transaction structure for the sale of techni- payments in a manner that would benefit the Latin Amercan
cal equipment to Venezuela, together with the provision of
technical assistance to the equipment purchasers and others.

If the sales are deemed to take place in the United States, the income gen-In the investment structure shown, US investors own a US
7.
erated by the sales should be deemed to be income from US sources, and will not

corporation (USCO) which provides equipment and relat- be available to increase applicable foreign tax credit limitations
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UNITED STATES

DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTERESTAND OT FINANCING CHARGES
IN COMPUTING INcOME

David M. Benson and Matthew M. McKenna

David Benson is the partner in charge of International may not claim a deduction until the interest is actually paid.
Tax Services at Coopers &Lybrand Washington National This will be the case when the related person is not taxable

Tax Office. His responsibilities include analysing and until actually receiving the interest; for example, where the

disseminating international tax planning ideas and recipient is a foreign person not subject to US taxation on its
developmentsto the practice, providing technical business income.
consulting to Coopers' offices on international tax issues
and assisting the practice offices in providing To be deductible as interest, an amount need not be designat-
international tax services to clients. ed as such. Thus, amounts paid in lieu of interest whether-

Previously, Dave was a tax partner in the Boston office of called dividends, commissions, service charge, points, com-

Coopers & Lybrand and Director of InternationalTax mitment fees, guarantee fees or otherwise - will be
Services for New England. deductibleas interest if there is a legal obligation to pay inter-

Dave, who is a frequent author and speaker on est to a creditor.2 Similarly, loan discount, including original
international tax subjects, is an attorney and a member of issue discount (subject to certain limitations) that is the
the District of Colombia Bar. He is Chairman of the OECD
Model Treaty Committeeof the IFA and a member of the agreed charge from the use of money, is deductible interest.

AICPA InternationalTax Committee. On the other hand, the mere designation of an amount as

interestwill not make it deductible as interest if, in substance,
MatthewMcKenna is Vice President, Taxes at PepsiCo,
Inc. Prior to this position he had been a tax partner at it is a paymentof anotherkind.3 This might be the case where

Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam and Roberts since 1984. He is an amount designated as interest is actually a payment of
a graduate of Georgetown University Law School, where additional principal, a share of profits, capital gains or a pay-
he received his JD in 1975, and a Masters in Taxation in ment for services. Thus, all of the facts and circumstancesof
1978.

a purported borrowing must be examined to determine if the
amount sought to be deducted as interest is actually for the

I. OVERVIEW- GENERAL DEFINITIONS use, forbearanceor detention of money,4 and thus properly
characterizedas interest expense for US tax purposes.

A. Definition of interest
B. Debt v. equityInternal Revenue Code Section 163(a) provides simply that,

There shall be allowed as a deduction all interest paid or As mentioned above, an amount designated as interest may,
accrued within the taxable year on indebtedness. Thus, in in fact, be a dividend, while in other instances a purported
general, in determining taxable income a taxpayer may dividend may, in fact, be a payment of interest. The signifi-
deduct the interest expense incurred during the year. From cance of the distinction lies in the fact that interest, as dis-

this simple beginning, however, Section 163 then goes on for cussed above, is deductible in determining taxable income

several pages to describe various limitations on the general while the paymentof a dividend is non-deductibleunder US

rule. Other Code sections prescribe additional limitations on tax principles.
the deductibilityof interest expense, as well. Code Section 385(a) authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury
Section 163 does not actually define the term interestbut it (and, thereby, the IRS) to issue regulations addressing
is understood to mean a charge for the use of mney. Thus, whether an interest in a corporation is to be treated for tax

interest has been held by the courts to mean the amount purposes as shares in the corporation or as indebtedness, or

which one has contracted to pay for the use, forbearance or partially as shares and partially as indebtedness.5
detention of money: To be deductible, interest must be

incurred in connection with a legally enforceable obligation 1. old ColonyRailroadCo. v. Commissioner,284U.S. 552 (1932).
to pay a principal amount and interest on that amount. 2. A.R. Jones Syndicate v. Commissioner,23 F.2d 833 (7th Cir. 1927).

3. Bush TerminalBuildings v. Commissioner,204 F.2d 575 (2nd Cir. 1953).
In general, a taxpayer's usual method of accounting will 4. For example, Rev. Rul. 82-94, 1982-1 C.B. 31; Rev. Rul. 83-51, 1983-1

determine the timing of an interest deduction. However, in C.S. 48, CommercialCapitalCorp. v. Commissioner,27T.C.ff.897 (1968).
5. The use of thephrase.interestn a corporationmight itselfseem confusing.

the case of certain interest accrued to a related person by a The term interest is used in Sec. 385(a) to refer to a holding, rather than as

taxpayer using the accrual method of accounting, a taxpayer interest incurred on indebtedness.
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Section 385(b) requires that such regulations set forth factors that among the factors that may be considered in making a

that are to be taken into account for purposes of determining determination as to whether an instrument represents indebt-
in a given situation whether a debtor-creditor relationship edness or an equity investment for tax purposes are:
exists or whether a corporation-shareholder relationship - whether there is a written unconditional promise to pay
exists instead. Among the factors that may be included in the on demand or on a specific date a sum certain in money
regulations, according to Section 385(b), are: in return for an adequate consideration in money or

whether there is a written unconditional promise to pay money's worth;-

on demand or on a specified date a sum certain in money - the intent of the parties in creating the instrument in ques-
in return for an adequate consideration in money or tion.
money's worth, and to pay a fixed rate of interest; Whenever determination based analysis of all factsa on anwhether there is subordination to or preference over an

and circumstancesand applicationof the various factors
-

indebtednessof the corporation;
an to

be considered under the court decisions and IRS rulings isthe ratio of debt to equity of the corporation; inconclusive as to whether the instrument is debt or equity,
-

whether there is convertibility into the shares of the cor- the IRS typically will consider the intent of the parties to be
-

poration; and
the crucial, determining factor.

the relationship between holdings of shares in the corpo-
-

ration and holdings of the interest in question. In light of the difficulty that the IRS has experienced in pro-
mulgating workable regulations under Section 385, and the

Notwithstandingthat Code Section 385 was enacted nearly a inherently factual nature of the inquiry, as well as the oppor-
quarter century ago,

6 the IRS has never succeeded in issuing tunity for abuse in situations requiring debt-equitydetermi-a
the regulations authorized by Section 385(a). Although regu- nation, a provision added to Section 385 in 1992 is particu-lations were issued in 1980, they were subsequently with- larly interesting.drawn by the IRS in 1983.7 Perhaps the job of the IRS in issu-
ing workable regulationsunder Section 385 was complicated Section 385(c) provides that the characterization as of the

by the Congressionalcommittee report language that accom- time of issuance by the issuer of an instrument as to whether

panied Section 385 as it was considered in its proposed form the interest created by the instrument is indebtedness or

by the Congressional committees. This language indicated shares in a corporation is generally binding on the issuer and
that it was not Congress's intent to require that the five fac- all holders f the instrument. The characterization by the
tors set forth above and in Section 385(b) be included in the issuer is not, however, binding on the IRS. In addition, there

regulations prepared by the IRS or to limit the regulations to is also another specific exception to the general rule of Sec-

only these five factors or, indeed, to give any of the factors tion 385(c) in the case of any holder of an instrument. In this
included in Section 385(b) more weight than any other fac- connection, the holder may treat the instrument in a manner

tors that might be added by regulations.8 Whatever the rea- inconsistent with the characterization made by the issuer if
sons for the IRS' failure to provided regulatory guidance, the holderdiscloses such inconsistent treatmenton its income

taxpayers must look to the decided court cases for guidance tax retum. This provision may prove problematic in, among
on this issue in the continuedabsence of regulatory guidance. many other instances, situations involving so-called hybrid

instruments used in certain cross-borderstructures.
On this point, the courts have actually been somewhat more

helpful. Over a period of years, several cases have cited a list Finally, Section 163(i)j2 provides that a portion of original
of 11 factors that the courts believed needed to be considered issue discount (which, as noted previously, is generally
in making a debt-equity determination.9These factors are: deductible as interest expense, subject to certain limitations)

the names given to certificates evidencing the indebted- on certain high yield discount obligations issued by corpo--

rations may not be deducted as interest. In addition, theness;
whether or not there is a stated maturity date; remainderof the discount on such obligations that is not dis--

allowed in this manner cannot be deducted until paid. n13
the source for the payments required by the instrument;-

the right to enforce payment of principal and interest; An applicable high yield discount obligation is a debt instru--

whether there is participation in the corporation's ment that meets all three of the following requirements:-

management; - its maturity date is more than five years from its date of
whether the status of the holder is equal to or inferior to issue;-

that of regular corporate creditors; - the yield to maturity on the instrument exceeds the
the intent of the parties; applicable federal rate at the time of issuance by five-

whether there is thin or adequate capitalizationof the percentage points or more;-

corporation;
identity of interest between creditor and shareholder; 6. F.L. 91-172, the Tax Reform Actof 1969.

-

whether interest arising under the instrument.is paid out-

7 T.D. 7920, effective 5 August 1983
of dividendmoney; 8. Senate Committee Report, F.L. 9 1-172.

the ability of the corporation to obtain loans from outside 9. See Hardman v. US, 827 F.2d 1409 (9th Cir. 1987), and the long line of-

lending institutions.
cases cited therein.
10. Rev. Rul. 83-98, 1983-2 C.B. 40.

Added by P.L. 102-486.In a 1983 published ruling dealing specifically with the treat-
I I.
12 Added by F.L. 1OI-239, Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1989

ment of adjustable rate convertiblenotes,o the IRS indicated 13. Code Sec. 163(e)(5) .
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the instrumenthas significantoriginal issue discount. Similarly, under Section 246A, corporate investments in pre--

The applicable federal rate is an interest rate determinedperi-
ferred stock could not qualify for a related double dip of

odically by the Treasury Department with respect to short- using borrowed funds to acquire such shares with the associ-

term, mid-term and long-term federal obligations.4 These
ated dividends receiveddeduction.

rates are published regularly by the IRS. Section 172(h) limits an interest deduction for funds either in

Whether an instrument has significant original issue dis-
a major stock acquisition or a significant dividend distribu-
tion or stock redemption. Thus, the associated interest

count is determined by comparing the aggregate amount

that would be includible in income with respect to the instru- expensecannotbe used to generate a net operating loss which

could then be used to generate a refund claim.
ment for certain periods ending more than five years after its
issuance with the aggregate amount of interest to be paid Section 279 limits the deduction for interest on indebtedness

under the instrument during that period plus the product of incurred by a corporation to acquire the stock or assets of
the issue price of the instrumentand its yield to maturity. another corporation. For these purp.oses, corporate acquisi-

tion indebtedness is defined very narrowly to include only
In general, the disqualified amount under Section 163(i) is

debt which is either subordinated the claims of trade cred-
treated as a distribution of shares.

to

itors or expressly subordinated to any substantial amount of
unsecured indebtedness. In addition, the indebtedness must

C. Tracing rules be either convertibleor issued as a part of an investmentunit
which includes the rights to acquire stock of the issuer. Final-

A variety of US tax rules disallow or limit the interest deduc- ly, the lirnitation would not apply unless either a debt:equity
tion where the interest expense is attributable to borrowed ratio or an earnings coverage test is also met.

funds used for certain purposes. In general, these provisions
reflect a legislative policy decision that certain activities
should not be encouraged by the tax law and the associated

Il. PAYMENTSTO NON-RESIDENTS
interest deduction.

Section 163(d) limits an nterest expense by ndividuals The norrnal method of taxation for interestpayrnents rnade to

where the borrowed funds relate to investment activities as non-residents is either on a withholding basis, subject to

opposed to more active business transactions. treaty reduction, or on a net income basis, where the interest

Section 163(e) relates primarily to the computation of the income is effectively connected to conduct of the trade or

amount of interest to be allowed for tax purposes with respect interest in the United States.

to discount obligations (i.e. obligations either issued or sold Section 163(0 disallows an interest expense on certain obli-
for a value less than their face amount.) gations issued in bearer form unless the issuer has undertak-

The general original issue discountprovisions added in 1982 en arrangementsreasonablydesigned to insure that such obli-

requireda calculationof interestexpensebased upon the time gations will be sold to only non-residents.

value of money, which attempted to approach a more accu- Section 363(e)(3) defers an interest expense accrued on dis-
rate view of money lending. count obligations until the interest payment is actually made.

This general concept was followed by addressing the particu- This provision applies only to interest received by parties
lar concerns for abuses made possible through the separation related to the US issuer.

of the accrual of interest and the ultimate payment of such The IRC has recently been amended to provide for a limita-
amounts. tion on the ability of the US corporation to deduct interest

Section 163(e)(5) applies to discount obligations that bear a paid either to related parties organized outside the United

yield in excess of the applicable federal rate (AFR) plus States or on debt to third parties, where a related party has

five percentage points and are described in Section 163(i) provided credit support. Section 163(j) is triggered only
(discussed above). Generally, discount attributable to a yield where the taxpayer is unable to meet either an earnings cov-

in excess of the AFR plus six percentage points is not erage test or an equity capitalization standard. In several

deductible (but corporate recipients thereof may be eligible areas, the regulations for these so-called earningsstripping
for the dividends-receiveddeduction), and the deduction of provisions remain to be finalized.

the remaining discount is deferred until payment in cash or

qualified property is made.

Section 1277 provides a limitation for an interest deduction Ill. US ALLOCATION RULES
on funds used to acquire funds acquired at a market discount.

A. Interest payments by residents
Thus, if the bondholderchooses to defer the discount ncome
associated with such an investment, the associated nterest Under the US tax rules, a US citizen or resident individual

expense must also be deferred. and a US corporation is subject to US income tax on its

Section 265 has long restricted the ability of a tax-exempt
worldwide income, irrespectiveof its geographicalsource or

bond (i.e. a bond whose interest is not taxable income) to

qualify for both an interest expense and tax-exempt income. 14. Code Sec. 1274(d)
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type.5 To the extent that income from sources outside the
- compensation for labour or personal services performed

United States (hereafter referred to as foreign-source outside the United States;
income) is subject to income tax in another jurisdiction, a

- rents or royalties from property located outside the Unit-
credit is allowableagainst the US tax that would otherwisebe ed States or from the right to use intangible property out-

imposed on that income subject to certain limitations.16 A side the United States;
credit is also allowed for a portion of the foreign income tax - gains and other income from the purchase of inventory
incurred by a foreign corporation, the voting shares of which property within the United States and its sale outside the
are at least 10 percent owned by a US corporation upon United States;
receipt by the US corporation of a dividend from the foreign - income from the sale of certain other personal property,
subsidiary or upon the inclusion in the US corporation's including shares of affiliated corporations, outside the
income of a deemed dividend under certain anti-abuse United States if certain requirementsare met.23
regimes.'7

Interest expense is allocated against foreign-source gross
While the determination of these limitations is beyond the income on the basis of the geographic location of the taxpay-
scope of this article, it may be said generally that the amount er's assets. Thus, the taxpayer must dentify and value its
of the credit may not exceed the amount of US income tax assets that generate US-source income and assets that gener-
that would be imposed on the foreign-source taxable income ate foreign-source income. In general, tax book values are
of the taxpayer. For this purpose, foreign-source taxable used in determining asset values for this purpose, although a

income is determined with reference to US tax accounting taxpayer may elect to value assets on a fair market value
principles. basis.

In general, in determining foreign-source taxable income, a Deductible interest expense of the taxpayer- or of the affiliat-
deduction is allowed for all expenses, losses and otherdeduc- ed group in the case of an affiliated group of corporations- is
tions properly apportioned or allocated to income from then allocated to foreign-source income based on the ratio of
sources outside the United States, as well as a ratable part of the taxpayer's, or group's, foreign assets to its total assets.24
any expenses, losses or other deductions which cannot defi-

US taxpayers having relatively high levels of deductiblenitely be allocated to some item or class of gross income.18
interest accordinglywill find that they have relative-expenseInterest expense that must be taken into account in determin- ly lower levels of foreign-sourcetaxable income after takinging foreign-sourcetaxable income must, in the first instance, into account interest expense (as well as certain otherexpens-be deductible as interest under Section 163. In general, for es) allocable to foreign-source income. This result is, of

purposes of allocating US interest expense to foreign-source course, magnified when the taxpayer's foreign assets com-income, US rules take the view that money is fungible, so prise a substantialportion of the taxpayer's worldwideassets.that with certain exceptions, interest expense is considered to The effect of using tax book values for purposes of valuingbe attributable to all of the taxpayer's activities and property assets for interestexpenseallocationpurposes may be to evenregardless of any specific purpose for which an obligation further exacerbate this effect if the taxpayer's foreign assets
may have been incurred. Thus, the aggregate deduction for

are, for example, newer (and thus have been subject to lessinterest claimed by a taxpayer will be considered related to depreciation or amortization) than its US assets.all income-producingactivities and assets of the taxpayer. As
such, the aggregate interest expense is allocable to all of the In certain instances in which a US parent or group increases
gross income that the taxpayer's assets generate, have gener- its levels of borrowing and on-lending of borrowed funds to
ated or could reasonably have been expected to generate.m9 its foreign subsidiaries, this will be considered to have been

undertaken for tax avoidance reasons. If there were noFurthermore, for interest expense allocation purposes, the restriction on such borrowing and on-lending, the US groupaggregate interest expense of all the members of an affiliated
or parent would potentiallygain an advantage in determininggroup of corporations must be considered to be allocable to its foreign-source taxable income. This is because it wouldall of the gross income of the members of the group.2o For have to reduce its foreign-sourceincome by only an allocablethis purpose, an affiliated group is one or more chains of portion of the increased US interest expense, but would haveincludible corporations connected through 80 percent share foreign-source taxable income on an undiluted basis in the

ownership with a common parent corporation that is also an form of interest income received from its foreign sub-includible corporation.2' In identifying all the members of an sidiaries. To restrict this perceived abuse, interest nettingaffiliate group, the term includible corporation does not rules apply which require the US borrower to allocate a por-include a foreign corporation.22 Thus, in general, a group of
US coporations having a common US corporate parent
(using the 80 percent test) must allocate interest expense for 15. Code Sec. 61(a).

purposes of determining foreign-source income on an over-
16. Code Secs. 901 and 904.
17. Code Secs. 902 and 960.all, affiliated group basis. 18. Code Sec. 862(b).
19. Treasury Regulation 1.861-9T(a).A US taxpayer's foreign-sourcegross income includes: 20. Code Sec. 864(e); Treasury Regulations I.861-9T(a)and 1.861-1IT.

interest income not derived from US sources; 21. Treasury Regulation 1.861-11T(d)(1).-

22. Code Sec. 1504(b)(3)dividends derved from a foreign corporation (with cer- 23. Code Secs. 862(a) and 865.
-

tain limited exceptions); 24. Treasury Regulation 1.861-9T(g).
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tion of its third party borrowing to interest income received allowances between or among affiliated organizations,
from the foreign subsidiaries.25 A reduction of a taxpayer's trades or businesses as necessaryto preventevasion of taxes

foreign-source taxable income will have the effect of reduc- or clearly to reflect the income of such persons. This provi-
ing the taxpayer's foreign tax credit limitation. In general, sion extends to loans or advances between affiliates where

this makes it more difficult for a taxpayer to obtain a US either no interest is charged or the rate of interest charged is

credit for all of the foreign income taxes paid on its foreign- not equal to an arm's length rate.28
source income. Thus, under US tax rules, for example, a zero rate of interest

As discussed previously, all interest expense that meets the would not be allowableon loans between affiliated enterpris-
Code Section 163 definition of interest is deductible by the es unless a zero rate were in fact the arm's length rate under

taxpayer. The allocation of interest expense that must be the particular facts and circumstances being analysed. In

made for purposes of determining the taxpayer's foreign- practice, this is highly unlikely.The rules go on to address the

source taxable income for foreign tax credit purposes, period for which interest must be charged, as well as the

described immediately above, does not affect the amount of acceptable rate of interest given the prevailing rates of inter-

interest expense that may be deducted by the taxpayer in est in the currency and at the situs of the loan.

determining its overall taxable income on its return.
In general, interest must be charged beginning the dayon

In some cases, the taxpayer may be able to deduct the same after the indebtednessarises. With respect to trade credits, for

nterest expense in another jurisdiction, as well as in the Unit- intercompany trade receivablesarising in the ordinary course

ed States, thus obtaining a double dip. This would be true, of business of a non-US affiliate debtor, in general interest

for example, in the case of a US corporationthat is also taxable need not be charged until the first day of the fourth calendar

in another jurisdictionon a residence basis. This would be the month following the month in which the receivable arose.

case, of course, for the foreign branch of a US corporationthat
The appropriate interest rate to be charged, noted, is theas

constitutes a permanent establishment in another country. It
arrn's length interest Under regulations, this is definedrate.

would also be the case where a US corporation is taxable in

anotherjurisdictionbecause its place of management is in that
as a rate of interest which was charged, or would have been

at arose,
jurisdiction,making it a so-called residentcompany.

charged, the time the indebtedness in independent
transactions with or between unrelated parties under similar

US tax rules limit, however, the ability of a US company to circumstances.
take advantage of such a double dip if the benefit of the

deduction in the foreign jurisdiction can ever be used to off- Safe Harbour: US rules also provide safe harbour interest
rates that will be treated as arm's length in the case of term

set the income of an affiliate in that jurisdiction. Under these
loans, demand loans advances made between affiliates.

dual consolidated loss rules, the US deduction will not be
or

The safe harbours are actually the upper and lower bound-
allowed if any loss generated as a result of that deduction

aries of against which related party loan will bea range a

may be used in this manner in the other country.26 measured. The is 100 130 of the AFR whichrange to percent
was described above. If the interest rate actually charged is

B. Interest payments by non-residents less than 100 percent of the AFR - or if no interest is charged

If a foreign corporation is engaged in a trade or business in
- then .the arm's length rate is to be 100 percent of the AFR,

the United States (such as through a branch) special rules compoundedsemi-annually (unless a more appropriatecom-

apply to interest expense attributable to that trade or business pounding is demonstrated). If the interest rate actually

(generally referred to as the branch interest tax). Section charged exceeds 130 percent of the AFR, then the arm's

884(f)(1)(A) provides that any interest paid by the branch is length rate is to be 130 percent of the AFR (again, generally

deemed to be US source, and, if paid to a foreign person, is compoundedsemi-annually).

subject to the US 30 percent withholding tax on interest If a US borrower is found to have been charged a lower inter-

(which may be reduced or eliminated in certain cases). Sec- est rate than is required (or if no interest was charged) on a

tion 882 and the regulations thereunder permit the foreign particularintercompany loan or advance, the IRS may impute
corporation to take deductions for the branch's interest additional interest expense to the US borrower. This will

expense. However, to the extent that a branch has been allo- have the effect of imputing an interest expensedeductionand

cated interest deductions under Section 882 in excess of thereby reducing the lender's taxable income just as if the

interest paid by it as determinedunder Section 884(f)(1)(A), interest had actually been paid or accrued.

such excess is treated as interestpaid to a foreign corporation
by its wholly-ownedUS subsidiary.27That deemed payment
also is subject to the 30 percent withholding tax (which again
may be reduced or eliminated in certain cases).

IV. INTEREST-FREELOANS AND
INTERCOMPANYPRICING

25. Treasury Reg. 1.861-10(e).

In general, US tax law authorizes the IRS to distribute,
26. Code Sec. 1503(d).
27. Code Sec. 884(f)(1)(B)

apportion or allocate gross income, deductions, credits or 28. Code Sec. 482; Treasury Reg. 1.482-2(a)(1)(i)
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UNITED STATES

HYBRID ENTITIES
James J. Tobin and William R. Seto

1I I. HYBRID ENTITIESJames Tobin is Ernst & Young's Director of International I
Tax, where he is responsible for coordinating /

international tax services within the United States and
with Ernst & Young's practice overseas. He is also the From the perspective of the country in which it is organized,
chairman of Ernst & Young International'sworldwide a hybrid entity does not differ for tax purposes from other
Taxation Committee. entities of the same form created n that country. A hybrid
A CPA and attorney, Jim became a partner of the firm in entity is a hybrid solely by reason of being viewed different-
1983. From 1983-1986, he was based in Brussels, where he ly for tax purposes in a second jurisdiction. Thus, for exam-
served as the Director of European Tax Services for US ple, a German Gesellschaft mit beschrnkter Haftungmultinational clients. He transferred to New York in 1986 (GmbH) is taxed in Germany as a corporation, regardlessto assume his current position. of the provisions of its memorandumof association. For US
Jim has written or co-authored many articles and books in tax purposes, however, that same entity may be viewed as a
the international tax area and is a frequent lecturer at partnership if certain conditions are met. In such a case, thevarious international tax conferences, and a contributor
to the internationaltax journals of various organizations. GmbH is a hybrid for US/German purposes. That same enti-

ty, viewed through Canadian eyes, would be viewed as a cor-William Seto is a tax partner in Ernst & Young's Atlanta
office and Director of InternationalTax Services for the poration. Accordingly, for Canada/German purposes, the
firm's Southeastarea where he heads up a group of Ernst entity would not be a hybrid. Thus, the ability to create
& Young tax professionalsdedicated solely to hybrid entities depends on divergence between two countries
international tax consultation. Prior to moving to Atlanta in determining an entity's tax status.'
Bill spent nine years in Ernst & Young's internationaltax
department in New York. Bill has a B.S. in economics from
the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvaniaand
a J.D. from Cornell Law School. He is a member of the
AICPA, ABA, New York State Bar Association, IFA and the Il. ENTITY CLASSIFICATIONIN THE
Society of International Business Fellows. He is also a UNITED STATES
member of Ernst & Young's InternationalTax Committee,
Section 482 Task Force, and Multinational Partner Group,
and was appointed to the firm's first Partners Advisory US tax rules are amenable to the use of hybrid entities, in that
Council.

the tax status of the entity in its home jurisdiction is essen-
Bill has authored numerous articles and s a frequent tially irrelevant to the determinationof the entity's tax status
lecturer at programmespresented by the World Trade in the United States. Rather, the United States bases the taxInstitute, Tax Executives Institute and at other outside and
Ernst & Young sponsored programmes.

status of an entity on what it most closely resembles in US
terms.2 A foreign corporation is classified as either a partner-
ship or a corporation for US tax purposes according to which
of the two entities it more closely resembles. That resem-

blance is determinedby reference to six attributes of a pure
The focus on hybrid entities by US multinationals has corporation enumerated in regulations: (1) associates, (2) an

increased dramatically n recent years. Correspondingly,the objective to carry on business and divide the profits there-

level of ruling activity and IRS considerationof the area have from, (3) limited liability, (4) centralizationof management,
increased as well. (5) continuity of life, and (6) free transferabilityof interests.

Of these, the first two are consideredcommon to partnerships
As a general rule, the use of a hybrid provides significant and corporations, and so are disregarded. If a foreign corpo-
commercial flexibility to US multinationals. It enables them ration possesses a majority of the remaining four characteris-
to achieve a desired tax objective without being restricted as

tics (i.e. three or four of them), it will be classified as a cor-

to the legal form ofoperation which they need to use in a for-
eign jurisdiction. It is the rare case where a US tax objective, 1. For the sake of convenience, an entity taxed as a corporation in ts home

which can be achieved by use of a hybrid, could not have jurisdiction but viewed as a flow-through entity in another jurisdiction will be
referred to as a hybrid. An entity treated as a flow-through in its home jurisdic-been achieved directly by use of a branch or partnership legal tion but considereda corporation by the second jurisdiction will be referred t0 as

form. Rather, the ability to hybridize an entity allows a US a reverse hybrid.
company to use a more convenient legal form in the foreign 2. The entity classification regulations and case law generally divide entities

into three broad classes: trusts, partnershipsand associations taxable as corpora-jurisdiction, and in some cases, achieve foreign tax savings tions This discussion will concern only the distinction between partnershipsand
which a branch or partnershipcould not provide. corporations.
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poration for US tax purposes. If it possesses fewer than three, each of its members (or those owning substantially all of the

it will be considereda partnership for US tax purposes. interests in the entity) can, without the consent of the other

Interestingly, the home jurisdiction status of the entity as a
members, substitute for themselves in the same organization

taxable body separate from its members is not considered a
a person who is not a member. The members must be able to

relevant corporate characteristic, let alone a controlling one.
confer on their substituteall of the attributes of their interests

However, local corporate law is relevant for determining
n the organization. Thus, if a transfer without consent con-

fers only a right to share in the profits of the entity, and not a
which if any of the corporate characteristicslisted above are

present. Regulations and case law define each of the charac- right to participate in the management, the entity does not

teristics in detail. As a general rule, limited liability and cen- possess the corporate characteristic of freely transferable
interests. Furthermore, if the transfer of a member's interest

tralized management are the characteristics which are least

easy to manipulate,because they are usually consideredcom-
will cause a dissolution under local law, free transferability
will not exist. If a member may transfer his interest subject

mercially necessary, and because they are often mandated
(for entities most conducive to hybridization)by local law. only to the restriction that the other members have a right of

first refusal, a modified form of free transferability exists

(counting as a corporate characteristic for purposes of classi-

A. Limited liability fying the entity). Freely transferable interests is generally a

characteristic which may be restricted by the members of an

According to Treas. Reg. 3301.7701-2(d)(1),an entity pos- organization by agreement amongst themselves. In many
sesses the corporatecharacteristicof limited liability if, under countries,a corporationis governedboth by local law and the
local law, there is no member who is personally liable for the organization'sarticles of associationor other governing doc-
debts of or claims against the entity. The regulation defines ument. Local law frequently allows some latitude in the pro-
personal liability to mean that a creditor of the entity may visions which may be adopted in a company's articles, and it
seek personal satisfaction from a member to the extent the iS often possible to includeeither a total ban on the transferof
entity's assets are insufficient to satisfy the creditor's claim. interests or provide that a transfer of a member's interest will
Regulationsprovide that a limited partnershipwillbe consid- cause a dissolution of the entity. Revenue Ruling 93-4
ered to possess limited liabilitynotwithstandingthe existence emphasized that where an entity is controlled by related par-
of a general partner, provided the general partnerhas no sub- ties, the consent of other members must be obtained before
stantial assets, other than its interest in the partnership, that transferring shares, as there would be no separate interests to
could be reached by creditors and is merely a dummy acting create an impediment to a transfer. Where there is a third
as the agent of the partners. Generally, limited liability is con- party member of the entity, it may still be possible to limit
sidered commerciallynecessary to insulate a foreign investor transferability of interests by requiring the consent of all
from legal liability in the nvestee country. Thus, even where members to a transfer.
it might be legally possible to provideunlimited liability (e.g.
in the United Kingdom it is possible to form an unlimited

company, which is a corporation for UK purposes, but which
D. Continuityof life

lacks limited liability), it is often not commerciallyviable.

Treas. Reg. 301.7701-2(b) provides that an entity has the

B. Centralized management corporate characteristic of continuity of life if the death,
bankruptcy,retirement,resignationor expulsionof any mem-

Treas. Reg. 301.7701-2(c)provides that an entity possesses ber will not cause a dissolution of the entity. On the other
the corporate characteristicof centralized management if any hand, if one or more of these events will, without further

person, or any group of persons which does not include all the action, cause a dissolution of the entity, continuity of life

shareholders of the entity, has continuing authority to make does not exist. This is the case notwithstanding that the

management decisions necessary to the conduct of the busi- remaining members may, by majority vote, elect to continue
ness for which the entity was formed without the ratification the entity. Rev. Rul. 77-214 held that where all interests in an

of such decisions by the members. Thus, the persons who are entity were held by persons under common control, there
vested with such management authority resemble in powers were no separate interests which could compel a dissolution
and functions the directors of a statutory corporation. Gener- and thus the entity must have continuity of life. This ruling
ally, centralizedmanagementis difficult to avoid. Often, local was superseded by Rev. Rul. 93-4, which held that the exis-

corporate law will dictate that a company must have a bodY tence of separate economic interests was not relevant to

akin to a board of directors. In recent rulings on US limited determining continuity of life where upon one of the speci-
liability companies (LLCs), a US reverse hybrid entity, the fied events the entity will dissolvewithout further actionby
IRS has held that centralizedmanagementwill exist even if all the shareholders. The IRS has indicated informally that this
members of the company are elected managers, since they are principle will also apply outside the commonly controlled

acting in a representativecapacity, rather than as shareholders. area. This position makes it virtually impossible to lack con-

tinuity of life in those jurisdictions that require shareholder

C. Freely transferable interests
action (such as a vote) to dissolve an entity following the

occurrenceof a dissolutionevent. It may be possible to struc-

According to Treas. Reg. 301.7701-2(e),an entty possesses ture an entity in such a way that all shareholdersare bound to

the corporate characteristic of freely transferable interests if take whatever action the law requires to dissolve the entity
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upon the occurrence of a dissolution event. It could then be ments than a Subchapter S corporation or a limited partner-
argued that such action was ministerial in nature and that the ship and is thus a more flexible entity to use when flow-
entity's fate was sealed by the occurrence of the dissolution through treatment is desired. Any ruling on a single owner
event. However, this approach is untested and may not be LLC would also be applicable to single owner foreign enti-
effective. The IRS has indicated that it will publish a ruling in ties.5 According to one IRS official, there is an internal dis-
this area, but will refuse to rule privately on the issue. pute at the IRS. Some IRS officials think that because an

LLC shields its owner from liability it should be treated as aThe IRS has issued rulings on several common foreign ent-
a con-ties which may be used as hybrids. The GmbH, Germany; separate entity (i.e. corporation) in the single-owner

Societ a responsabilit limitata (S.r.l.), Italy; Societ per
text, while others would permit flow-through treatment. In
view of the uncertainty in this area, it may be prudent to useAzioni (S.p.A), Italy; and Socit responsabilit limite

(S.a.r.l.), France, have all been held to be partnerships in cer-
more than one shareholder in establishing a hybrid entity.

tain circumstances for US purposes. Each of these entities is Revenue Ruling 93-4, cited above, contains several caveats
treated as a corporation for tax purposes in its home jurisdic- with respect to shareholdersall of which belong to the same

tion. Each of them may also be structured so as to be consid- consolidated group. Specifically, in establishing whether an

ered corporations for US purposes. Generally, hybridization entity has the corporate characteristic of freely transferable
is accomplished by restricting the transferabilityof interests interests, a provision requiring consent of all other members
in the entity and providing for a finite life by altering the arti- is not considered to restrict transferability, as there are no

cles of association such that the bankruptcy of a shareholder separate interests to create a realistic impediment to a trans-
will cause dissolution. fer. Thus, in order to insure that the entity will not have freely

transferable interests, either local law or the organizing doc-
uments of the entity (articles of association, by-laws or other
document which legally binds the entity) must either containIll. TAX BENEFITS OF HYBRID ENTITIES
an outright ban on the transfer of an interest in the entity, or

A. Foreign tax credit planning provide that the transferof an interest will cause the entity to
dissolve.6 Such a provision must be binding and fully

The US foreign tax credit regime is extremely complex, and enforceableunder local law.7

can result in double taxation of foreign-source income. The transfer to a second shareholderof shares in the hybrdAmong the pitfalls of the system are the limitation of also creates the potential for gain recognition the transfer.ondeemed-paid credits to the first three tiers of foreign sub- It must be structured carefully to avoid potential dividendsidiaries (which often necessitates costly restructurings of
acquired groups), the 10-50 basket (which allows foreign

ncome in a Section 304 transactionor gain recognitionunder
Section 367.

tax credits only on a subsidiary- by-subsidiarybasis if certain
ownership thresholds are not met), and restriction of the The hybridization of the foreign entity (generally accom-

deemed-paidcredit only to corporate investors. Hybrid enti- plished by a change in the entity's articles of association or

ties may be used to avoid each of these problems. other governing document) will generally be treated for US
tax purposes as a liquidation followed by a contribution of
the property received in liquidation to a newly formed for-

B. Foreign tax credit tiers eign partnership. The deemed liquidation, often a foreign-to-
foreign Section 332 liquidation, will be generally tax-free.The United States grants a deemed-paid credit only for the However, where two shareholders involved, there is thefirst three tiers of non-US subsidiaries. Frequently, for for-

are

possibilityof gain recognition to the minority shareholder, aseign tax or legal reasons (or in an acquisition setting), it is well as to the liquidatingcorporation. Such gain could bedesirable or unavoidable to use fewer than four foreign tiers. Subpart F income. Accordingly, the choice of which entity inHybrid entities, because they are considered partnerships for
a chain of more than three tiers to hybridize may depend onUS purposes, do not count as a tier in the chain of ownership which entity would be least impacted by these(rather, they represent branches of their shareholders).Thus, consequences.

each entity in a direct chain of ownershipwhich is hybridized The choice of entity to hybridizewill also depend on the E&P
eliminates a tier. This can be a relatively inexpensive way to profile of the companies in the chain. As a general rule, a for-
restructure an acquired foreign target with several tiers eign company receiving a distribution in complete liquidation
already in place.
In analysing a group with more than three foreign tiers, sev- 3. GCM 39395 (6/24/83) holds that a trust with a single beneficiary is not a

trust for tax purposes under the 7701 regulations. In determining its character-eral issues arise in connection with hybridization as a solu- ization, the GCM held that the trust rnore closely resernbled a partnership than a
tion. First, if the entity to be hybridized has a single owner, corporation,but for the sole owner. Thus, the GCM held the trust to be n exten-
there is an issue with respect to whether the entity will be sion of the beneficiary, i.e. a sole proprietorship. By analogy, it may be argued
treated as a separateentity for US tax purposes or as a branch that a corporation which is the sole member of a foreign entity which would be

a partnership but for the sole owner, is in effect operating a foreign branch.of its shareholder.3 The IRS currently has an open project on 4. See e.g. Rev Rul. 88-76, 1988-2 CB 360, holding a Wisconsin limited lia-
the subject of single owner LLCs. An LLC is a US entity bility company to be a partnership for federal tax purposes
which has been ruled to be a partnership in certain contexts 5. See Karls, Hybridizing Foreign Entities Can Cause Disaster, 4 J. Int'l

Tax'n (1993), at 340,347.for federal tax purposes.4 An LLC is generally a more flexi- 6. Rev. Rul. 93-4.
ble entity in terms of administration and ownership require- 7. Reg 301.7701-1(c)
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of a foreign subsidiary will succeed to and take into account a direct credit. That is, since a partnership is fiscally trans-

the E&P of the liquidating company as if it had earned the parent, the partner is considered to have paid the foreign
E&P itself.8 The E&P of the subsidiary are thus not segregat- taxes directly. Thus, a US individual investing in a foreign
ed from that of the parent. When the property received in the corporation will suffer a very high rate of tax on distrbuted

deemed liquidation is recontributed to the hybrid, the E&P profits from the foreign company. Only withholding taxes

remain with the shareholder. The hybrid, now a partnership imposed on dividends will be creditable. A US individual
for US purposes, has no E&R In analysing which tier to investor in a foreign partnership, however, is considered to

hybridize, considerationshould be given to the impact on the have paid directly his pro rata share of taxes imposed on the

E&P pools of the resultingstructure.For example, ifone com- partnership. Thus, foreign taxes paid by the partnership will

pany in the chain offsets Subpart F ncome with non-Subpart be creditable by the US partner. Often, the tax credit benefits
F losses on an ongoing basis, it would generally be inadvis- of a partnershipand the commercialadvantagesof a corpora-
able to hybridize the tier below if it generates substantialnon- tion can be combined through the use of a hybrid.
Subpart F E&P on an ongoing basis, as this may result in the

For example, where US SubchapterS corporation 79
recognitionof Subpart F income by the combinedentity.

a owns

percentof a foreign subsidiary (and the US shareholderowns

the remaining 21 percent), the foreign taxes paid by the sub-
1. Avoiding the 10-50 basket sidiary are generally not creditable. However, if the foreign
A US shareholderwhich owns at least 10 percent of any for- subsidiary is hybridized, the US shareholder should be able

eign corporation and which it receives a dividend from is to obtain credits under Section 901 for the taxes paid by the

allowed a credit for foreign tax paid by that subsidiary.9 If the foreign subsidiary. By structuring the foreign investmentas a

foreign company is a controlled foreign corporation(CFC, hybrid, it may even be possible to have the S corporationown

those foreign tax credits may be blended with credits from 100 percent of the foreign entity, as there is no restriction on

other foreign subsidiaries. If the company is not owned 50 partnership investments by S corporations. However, this

percent or more by US shareholders (i.e. a 10-50company), structure would risk terminating the corporation's S election

credits from that subsidiary may be used only against the US if the IRS were to determine that the foreign investment

tax on income from that subsidiary.lo This can be very inefi- should be treated as a corporation for US purposes. In a sim-

cient in terms of the US parent's worldwide effective rate. ilar vein, this structure would also fail if the IRS were to rule

Generally, however, when a US company has a 10 percent or adversely on the single owner hybrid issue discussed above.

greater interest in a foreign partnership, look-through treat-

ment generally applies to income from the partnership- that C. Foreign loss utilization
is, the foreign taxes may be blended with credits from other
sources. Furthermore, if the foreign company is a 10-50 com- 1. High tax foreign jurisdictions
pany and receives ncome which would otherwise fall into the A US company cannot use the losses of its foreign sub-

high withholdingtax interestbasket (generally, interest sub- sidiaries to offset its own income. In jurisdictionswhere con-

ject to a withholding tax of at least 5 percent),H any foreign solidation or carry-over of losses is not permitted, there is
taxes paid with respect to this income are not creditable.12 effectively no tax benefit for such losses. If, by contrast, the

Often, a US company engaged in a foreign joint venture is foreign subsidiary is a hybrid, it will be considered for US

unable to have the vehicle qualify as a CFC, either for com- purposes to be a partnership or a branch of the US company.

mercial reasons (the joint venture partner is unwilling to give As such, any losses it generates will be includible in the US

the US partner majority ownership) or for legal reasons (e.g. consolidatedreturn. However, under the US dual consolidat-

local partner must have at least 50 percent ownership). As ed loss rules, the US company generally must certify that the

noted above, the joint venture company would thus be a 10- losses will not be used in the foreign jurisdiction to offset the

50 company.This would result in the loss of foreign tax cred- income of another party.14 If in the future the losses are so

its with respect to high withholding tax nterest and possible used (or another triggeringevent occurs), the US company

generation of excess credits on other ncomeof the joint ven-
must recapture the previously deducted losses, incurring an

ture. By using a hybrid entity as the joint venture vehicle in interest charge on the deferred tax.15 Generally, de-hybridiz-
such situations, these effects can be avoided. Generally, a US ing the subsidiary would be such a triggering event.16 Fur-

company with a 10 percent or greater nterest in a foreign
partnership is entitled to look-through treatment on its 8. Reg. 7.367(b)-3(e)

income from the partnership.13Thus, a US company may be 9. IRC Sec. 902.
10. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(E).

able to substantiallyimprove its foreign tax credit result from 11. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(B).
foreign joint ventures in which it is a minority partner by 12. IRC Sec. 904(d)(2)(E)(ii)

using a hybrid entity as the joint venture vehicle. 13. Reg. 1.904-5(h).
14. Reg. 1.1503-2.
15. Id.

2. Availabilityof foreign tax credits to non-corporate 16. De-hybridizinga foreign corporation so that it is considered a corporation

investors for US purposes as well would be deemed the incorporationof a branch (or the

terminationof a partnership)and the contributionof the assets to a newlyformed

Deemed paid credits are available only to corporate share- corporation. Because for foreign tax purposes the same entity is continuing, the

losses generally survive the transaction. When they are then used in the foreign
holders of a foreign company. By contrast, a US partner in a jurisdiction, for US purposes they will be consideredused by a person other than

foreign partnership does not claim a deemed-paidcredit, but the person who incurred them.
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thermore, the de-hybridization would also be subject to the the actual Subpart F income would be subject to inclusion in
branch loss recapture rules of Sections 367 and 904(f)(3). the US company's return.

Thus, de-hybridizing the foreign subsidiary will generally
carry a high US tax cost, unless the de-hybridization is
deferred until the foreign subsidiary has contributed an IV. PFIC PLANNING
amountof income to the consolidatedreturn equal to the loss-
es it has generated. Thus, the cost of hybridizing a loss-mak-
ing subsidiary is that when the subsidiarybecomes profitable, A foreign company will be considered a passive foreign
its income is also includible in the US consolidated return.

nvestment company (PFIC) if either its income or ts
assets are excessively passive (passive income in excess of

That cost, however, is bearable if the subsidiary is located in 75 percent or passive assets in excess of 50 percent, broadly).
a high-tax jurisdiction, as the income it generates may be The tax consequencesof PFIC status to a US shareholderare
covered by foreign tax credits. One caveat here is the overall either current taxation of the shareholder's pro rata share of
foreign loss recapture rules. 17 If the hybrid is the sole source PFIC income or deferred taxation with interest charged on
of foreign-source income, at least 50 percent of its income in the deferral when an event occurs which triggers taxation.
profitable years will be recharacterized as US source to the Where a company is in dangerof becominga PFIC, hybridiz-
extent its losses have offset US-source income in the past. ing it may avoid PFIC classification. As a hybrid, the entity
The strategy is thus not appropriate except in circumstances would be considered a branch of its parent company. Thus,
where the US company's foreign operations are diversified. the PFIC test would be based on the assets of the combined

entity. Where the active assets and income of the parent are

2. Low-tax jurisdictions sufficiently large, the combined entity would not be a PFIC.

Hybridizingmay make sense in low-tax jurisdictionsas well,
as a means of sheltering Subpart F income. The appropriate
scenario is one in which a foreign subsidiary with Subpart F V. INBOUND HYBRID
income has a subsidiary with non-SubpartF start-up losses. If
the loss company is hybridized, then for US purposes its It is also possible to use hybrids (or reverse hybrids) for

earnings will be combined with those of its parent. Subpart F investment into the United States. For example, a German
income is limited to current E&P of the company.18 Accord- individual investormay establisha KG, considereda partner-
ingly, the losses of the hybrid will offset Subpart F income ship for German purposes, but a corporation for US purpos-
dollar for dollar. Many of the complicationsdiscussed above es. Such a structure may make it possible to obtain the lower

relating to recapture of losses are not relevant in this context. treaty rate of withholding (5 percent vs. 15 percent) afforded
The dual consolidated loss rules, as well as the branch loss to corporate investors with at least 10 percent ownership in

recapture rules of Section 367(a)(3), are inapplicable in for- the payor ofdividends. This is subject to the interpretationof

eign-to-foreign transactions. However, future profits of the the definition of company in the treaty. The treaty defines
loss company may be recaptured as Subpart F income. '9 company as any entity treated as a body corporate for tax

Depending on the US company's foreign tax credit profile, purposes.2' Clearly, for US purposes, the KG if properly
such recharacterizationmay have little impact. organized is considered a corporation for US tax purposes.

However, for German purposes the KG is not considered a

3. Avoidance of 70 percent full inclusion rule corporation. Arguably, since treaty benefit is sought from the
United States in this instance, it is the US perspective that

Subpart F provides that where 70 percent or more of a foreign matters. However, there is no authority on the entitlementof
corporation's gross income is Subpart F income, all of its hybrid entities to treaty benefits under the US-Germany
income will be considered Subpart F income.2o Where a for- treaty.
eign subsidiary would fall afoul of this provision,hybrdizing
can be advantageous. In a situation, for example, where a for-
eign holding company has two subsidiaries, one of which

VI. REVERSE HYBRIDS OUTBOUND-

generates at least 70 percent Subpart F income (Sub 1), while
the other (operating) subsidiary generates non-Subpart F INVESTMENT
income (representing the larger part of the group's income as

a whole), each of the foreign subsidiaries is tested separately It may be possible to use a reverse hybrid to enhance a US
for purposes of the 70 percent full inclusion rule. Thus, even corporation's foreign tax credit position where the US com-

though the group as a whole may generate less than 70 per- pany is in an excess limitation position. The US company
cent, all of Sub l's income would be includible in the US would organize its foreign subsidiary in such a way that the

company's retum. By contrast, if the two subsidiaries are entity is considered a corporation for US purposes but a part-
hybridized, the entity to be tested for purposes of the 70 per- nership for foreign purposes. In that case, the US company
cent full inclusion test (and all other Subpart F purposes)will
be the holding company, the sole remaining foreign corpora- 1 7. IRC Sec. 904(0(5)
tion for US purposes. Its earnings will include those of both I 8. IRC Sec. 952(c).

19. IRC Sec. 952(c)(2)of its subsidiaries. Since the Subpart F gross income of Sub 1 20. IRC Sec. 954(b)(3)(B).
is less than 70 percent of the total earnings of the group, only 21. US/Germany income tax treaty, Art. 3( 1)(e)
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becomes directly liable for foreign tax. However, the income poration. There is some authority which casts doubt on the

of the foreign subsidiary, since it is a corporationfor US pur- viability of the strategy.22 However, in that case, the determi-

poses, is not includible in the US company's return. Thus, the nation was based largely on a finding that the US company
US company has available additional foreign tax credits did not actually pay the tax in question. Thus, there may be

without additional foreign-source income. The primary US some scope in a jurisdiction with a partnership taxation

tax issue to be addressed is whether the US company is pay- scheme akin to that of the United States to use this structure.

ing its own tax liability or that of anotherperson. Clearly, for

foreign law purposes, the tax liability would be on the US

company where the reverse hybrid is a partnershipfor foreign
v.

tax purposes. However, from the US perspective, the US
22. Abbot Laboratories United Smtes, 160 F. Supp. 321 (N. D. Ill., 1958),
Aff'd per curiam, 267 F. 2d 940 (7th Cir, 1959). [58-1 USTC 9454; 59-2 USTC

company is paying foreign tax on the earningsofanothercor- 9543].
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UNITED STATES

NEw IRS TRA_-SFIPRICING DOCUMENTATIONREQUIREMENTS
Kenneth J. Krupsky, Esq.

Ken Krupsky is a tax partner in the Washington, D.C. law initially reported.' The taxpayerand the IRS typically would
firm of Arnold & Porter. He has practised for over 20 years develop sharply contrastingpost hoc data and analyses, to
in all aspects of tax law, with particular emphasis on the support extremely different positions. On occasion, both
planning and negotiation of international and domestic sides would prepare complete and careful analyses only inbusiness transactions;general corporate and financial tax

preparation for trial, often abandoning the positions original-counselling; representationof taxpayers in administrative
proceedingsand litigation against the IRS; and ly taken in the audit or even the appeals process. Documenta-
representationof industries, trade associationsand tion prepared for submission to the Tax Court is hardly con-
companies on tax legislative and tax policy issues before temporaneous.
Congress, the White House, the Treasury Departmentand
other federal agencies. The 1994 rules drasticallychange the playing field for both
Mr Krupsky works extensively in the internationaltax taxpayers and the IRS. Under these rules, the IRS interna-
area, advising US companies and individuals doing tional examinerwill request, and will expect to receive with-
business abroad and foreign persons doing business in the in 30 days, a complete file of documents, including (i) docu-
United States. He regularly represents taxpayers in cross- ments prepared when transfer prices were first set, typicallyborder mergers and acquisitions, financial transactions before the taxable year began; (ii) documents prepared whenand tax controversies involving the IRS and foreign taxing
authorities, including transfer pricing, IRS APAs and prices were reviewed and perhaps changed, during the year;
government-to-governmentcompetent authority (iii) documents prepared when the final results of the prices
proceedings under tax treaties. (i.e. income for the year) became known, after the year

ended; and (iv) in some cases, documents prepared when
This article reviews the new IRS transfer pricing documenta- compensating adjustments were made, to change the
tion requirements, identifies key issues and unanswered results after the year ended but before the tax return was filed.
questions and provides recommendations for compliance This thick file may include business documents and corre-

with the new rules. Section I provides an overview of the spondenceof the affiliated companies,data and analyses pre-
general problem. Section II provides recommendations.Sec- pared by in-house tax managers, expert reports and studies
tion III reviews the new 1994 transfer pricing penalty rules, prepared by independent qualified tax economists and even

including the 27 January 1994 temporary regulations. Sec- legal opinions by outside counsel.
tion IV descrbes the penalty rules applicable prior to 1994. In many cases of smaller or mid-size companies, the taxpay-Section V discusses documentation requirements under the er's thick file, if properly prepared, may satisfy the interna-
substantive Section 482 regulations. tional examiner and end the transfer pricing examination, lit-

erally before it begins. However, for major multinational
companies with large amounts potentially at stake, the IRSI. INTRODUCTIONAND OVERVIEW may brng in its own economists to develop sophisticated
refutations of the taxpayer's approaches. The IRS can pro-

In 1994, controlled taxpayers and their professional advisers duce comparable third-party data, obtained by summons,
must address significant new US statutory and regulatory which were unavailable to the taxpayer during the tax year
requirements for documenting compliance with the arm's (and the IRS may refuse to disclose the details of the data
length standard for transfer pricing. The new rules create prior to litigation). On the other hand, if a controversyarises,
major risks of internationaldouble taxation, including severe it may be more dificult for the taxpayer to justify new post
US penalties, unless taxpayers prepare extensive contempo- hoc analyses, which differ significantly from the thick file
raneous documentation - before, durng and after the tax- originally given to the examiner. Thus, as a practical matter,
able year - to demonstrate their efforts to set arm's length the new rules may commit the taxpayer to the positions
prices and to achieve an arm's length result on the tax return. which it was forced to adopt during the tax year and when it

files the retum.In the past, many taxpayers set transfer prices based on a

variety of their own business, legal and tax considerations, These rules obviously raise serious legal and business prob-
including requirements of law and practice in relevant for- lems for companies, and also for the taxing authorities of
eign countries. The taxpayer, not having attempted to struc- interested foreign governments. For example, foreign tax
ture the transaction in accordance with the arm's length stan- systems may be unable to accommodatethe IRS concept that
dard, seeks to defend its position on examination by finding
whatever uncontrolledtransactionor transfer pricing method l. IRS preamble to the 27 January 1994 temporarypenalty regulations,Treas.
provides a result that most closely approximates the result Reg. 1.6662-5Tand -6T, 1.6664-4T(d)
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the income results for the year can or should be changed by - Taxpayers should seriously consider retaining a qualified
compensating adjustments, after the year is over. (Some tax economist and/or other experts to provide indepen-
foreign systems would question ex post facto changes to the dent reports or studies of the taxpayer's transfer pricing
tax result of a particular transaction, even within a tax year.) methods, before they are adopted for the year, and of the

Of course, foreign authorities may not object to the taxpay- actual results achieved, after the year is completed.
er's creationofextensivedocumentation,which will enhance The experts should be retained by outside legal counsel-

foreign as well as US tax audit processes. The competent under the attorney-clientand attorney work-productpriv-
authority process will have an even more importantrole.

ileges. This procedure should allow the company to

The documentationprocess will be expensive and, as noted, avoid disclosure of a particular expert's reports or stud-

will create new kinds of risks. The IRS recognizes that the ies, if that is desirable.

taxpayer's level of effort may reasonably depend upon the All relevant internal taxpayer business documents, and-

amounts potentially at stake (see III.E. below). Multinational additional documentation and analyses prepared for
taxpayers must allocate appropriate effort and resources to

any
tax purposes, should be carefully reviewed before the tax

facing these new challenges. Professional tax advisers will
return is filed.

bear even more responsibility than previously, to assure that

their clients are thoroughly and properly advised in advance - Based on all of the above documentationand prior to fil-

and to prepare for defending against a subsequent IRS audit, ing the retum, the taxpayer should consider obtaining a

if necessary. final legal opinion from outside tax counsel.

II. RECOMMENDATIONSFOR REDUCING THE Ill. TRANSFER PRICING PENALTIES: TAXABLE

RISK OF PENALTIES YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 31 DECEMBER
1993

The focus of many companieswill be on complying with the

new documentationrules, in order to reduce the risk of major Under amendments to Section 6662 enacted by Congress in

US transferpricing adjustmentsand penalties. Assuming that the 1993 Omnibus ReconciliationAct:

compliance is the taxpayer's objective, this section provides
some initial recommendationson how to proceed. A. The 20 percent substantial valuation
In general, in determining whether a penalty should be misstatementpenalty2 is automatically imposed if:
imposed, the IRS and the courts will evaluate the extent of

the taxpayer's efforts to apply Section 482 properly. There-
- the value or the adjustedbasis of any property is 200 per-

fore, I recommend the following:
cent or more of the correct amount; or

the price for any property or services, or for the use of-

Initial pricing recommendationsfor a tax year should be property, is 200 percent or more, or 50 percent or less, of-

based on the most complete data and analyses available the correct amount; or

prior to setting prices. This will typically occur at the - the net Section 482 transferprice adjustment for the year

beginning of the year, prior to the first ntercompany exceeds $ 5,000,000or 10 percent of gross receipts.
transaction.

At the beginningof the year, the taxpayer should adopt a B. The 40 percent gross valuation misstatement-

transfer pricing method for each relevant transactionand penalty3 is automatically imposed if:
apply that method as completely as possible to conform
with the substantiveSection 482 regulationsand the Sec- - the value or the adjustedbasis of any property is 400 per-

tion 6662 penalty regulations, including the new require- cent or more of the correct amount; or

ments for contemporaneousdocumentation. - the price for any property or services, or for the use of

property, is 400 percent or more, or 25 percent or less, of
During the year, the taxpayer should review the actual correct amount; or

-

the
results of its transfer pricing methods, any changes in the net Section 482 transfer price adjustment for the year-

critical assumptions (e.g. changes in economic condi- exceeds $ 20,000,000 20 percent of receipts.or gross
tions) and any new comparabledata which become avail-
able. Changes in transfer pricing may be required for

business or tax compliance reasons. These reviews and C. Defense based on regulatory methods
any changes in pricing should also be documented.

The taxpayermay prevent impositionof the penalty if:4
After the end of the year but before the tax return is filed, it is established that the determined the transfer- taxpayer-

the taxpayer's final tax results and any newly-available price using a specific pricing method under the Section
data or analyses should again be reviewed. Compensat-
ing adjustments to reduce the risk of major tax contro-

2. IRC Sec. 6662(e)).
versy should be considered. Final documentationfor the 3. IRC Sec. 6662(h)).
year should be prepared, before the tax return is filed. 4. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(B)(i)and (D)).
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482 regulations and the taxpayer's use of such method year is acceptable (as a defense to the penalty), unless
was reasonable; more current reliable data become available prior to fl-
the taxpayer has documentation at the time of filing the ing the tax return (emphasis added).-

return which sets forth the determination of the price
using a method under the Section 482 regulations and
which establishes that the use of such method was rea- E. New January 1994 temporary penalty regulations
sonable; and New regulations under the 1993 amendments to the statute
the documentation is provided to the IRS within 30 days were temporary on

-

issued in (and proposed) form 27 Januaryof an IRS request. 1994.6 They apply to taxable years beginning after 31
The legislative history states that: December 1993, and they went into effect upon publication

in the Federal Register (2 February 1994). A hearing isSpecific regulatory methods include only CUP, RPM, scheduled for 2 June 1994. The proposed regulations issued
-

cost plus and the comparable profits method. Profit split n January 1993 were withdrawn (but see below concerningis an other method (i.e. until new profit split regula- prior tax years).tions become effective).
The preamble states that the failure by a majority of taxpay-All the procedural or other requirements of the regula- ers to contempora-

-

analyse their transfer pricing, and providetions must be satisfied, including the best method rule
under Temp. Reg. 1.482-1T(b)(2).

neous documentation explaining the application of arm's
length standards, prior to audit, increases controversyand the
time and expense incurred by both taxpayers and the IRS.

D. Defense based on an other method Thus, the regulations were designed to encourage taxpay-
ers to make a seriouseffort to comply with the arm's length

The taxpayer may also prevent impositionof the penalty if:5 standard, report an arm's length result on their tax returns,
the taxpayerestablishes that none of the regulatory meth- document their transfer pricing analyses and provide the doc-

-

ods was likely to result in a price that would clearly umentation to the IRS upon request.
reflect income, the taxpayer uses another method to
determine the price and such other method was likely to Following the statute, the regulations provide a two-part
result in a price that would clearly reflect income; exception to the imposition of the penalty, depending on

whether the taxpayer used a specified or unspecified methodthe taxpayer has documentation at the time of filing the
under the substantive Section 482 regulations.

-

return which sets forth the determinationof the price in
accordance with such other method; and If the taxpayer used a specified method, the taxpayer must
the documentation is provided to the IRS within 30 days have reasonably concluded, based on the available data and-

of an IRS request. the potentially applicable alternative specified methods, that
its application of the selected method resulted in the mostThe legislative history states that:
accurate measure of an arm's length result (under the princi-

Unavailabilityof data on comparableuncontrolled trans- ples of the best method rule). The applicationof the specified
-

actions can be one basis to establish that a specified method must producea more accurate measureof an arm's
method likely would not result in a clear reflection of length result than any alternative specified measure and any
income. alternative application of the method chosen. Whether the

One reason that an other method would be likely to
was must- taxpayer's conclusion reasonable be determined

result in a clear reflection of income might be that it from all the facts and circumstances.

properly took into account the significant factors which Comment: The proposed profit-split and qualified cost shar-
unrelated parties engaged in transactions at arm's length ing arrangement methods will become specified methods if
would have considered, and accorded appropriateweight and when regulationsdescribing those methods are finalized.
to such factors.

If the taxpayerused an unspecifiedmethod, the taxpayergen-
Another reason for use of an other method might be erally must have reasonably concluded, based on the avail-

-

prior developmentby the IRS and the taxpayer (e.g. in an able data, that none of the specified methods was likely to
APA) of a particularother method. The taxpayer's docu- provide an accurate measure of an arm's length result and
mentation must establish that the taxpayer applied the that the method used was likely to achieve such a result. The
agreed method reasonably and consistently with its prior taxpayer's conclusion must be based on all the facts and cir-
application and that the facts and circumstances sur- cumstances.
rounding the use of the method have not materially The regulationsprovide that taxpayer'sanalysis of itschanged since the time of the agreement.

a trans-
fer prices must include the most current data that are avail-

Importantly, the legislativehistory also states that the use able at the time the taxpayer files its tax return. Accordingly,of either a specified regulatory method or an other it may be necessary for taxpayers to make compensating
method will not be reasonable if the taxpayer became adjustments to reflect changes in the data between the time
aware, pror to filing its retum, that such application
more likely than not did not result in a clear reflectionof 5. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(B)(ii)and (D)).income. Sole reliance on data from a preceding taxable 6. Treas. Reg. 1.6662-5T,-6T, 1.6664-4T(d).
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that prices were established for the year and the time the - a general index of the principal and background docu-

return is filed. ments and a descriptionof recordkeepingsystem used for

cataloguingand accessing those documents.
Comment: The requirement for possible compensating
adjustments after the end of the tax year is highly controver- A District Directorhas discretion to extend the 30-day period
sial. Several foreign taxing authorities have indicated that for producing principal documents only if the taxpayer has

they will not recognize such adjustments, thus increasing the made a minor or inadvertent failure to provide the required
chances of double taxation. Also, such adjustments may documents,has otherwisemade a good faith effort to comply
cause serious business and managementproblems. and remedies the failure when it becomes known.

The regulationsdiscuss four non-exclusivefactors that are to Background documents are documents that support the

be taken into account in determining whether a taxpayer rea_ assumptions,conclusionsand positionscontained in the prin-
sonably concludedthat its applicationof the rnethod selected cipal documents. A District Directorhas discretion to extend

would provide the most accurate rneasure of an arm's length the 30-day productionperiod for background documents for

result: a short period.

The experience and knowledge of the taxpayer (includ--

ing all members of the taxpayer's controlledgroup). IV. TRANSFER PRICING PENALTIES: TAXABLE
The extent to which accurate data were available and YEARS ENDING AFTER 5 NOVEMBER 1990-

were analysed in a reasonable manner. A taxpayer must AND BEGINNING ON OR BEFORE 31
engage in a reasonably thorough search for the necessary DECEMBER 1993
data. The expense of collectingdata relative to the dollar
amountof the transactions in question is a factor in deter-

A. 20 percent substantial valuation misstatement
mining the scope of a reasonably thorough search for

penaltydata.
The 20 percent substantial valuation misstatementpenalty is

The extent to which the taxpayer followed the relevant-

requirementsset forth in the Section 482 regulations. automatically imposed if:7
the value or the adjusted basis of any property is 200 per--

The extent to which the taxpayer reasonablyrelied on the cent or more of the correct amount; or-

analysis of, or a studydne by, a professionalqualified to - the price for any property or services, or for the use of

conduct such an analysis or study, including either an property, is 200 percent or more, or 50 percent or less, of

independent or an employee attorney, accountant or the correct amount; or

economist.The analysis or study must be objective, thor- - the net Section 482 transfer price adjustmentfor the year
ough and well reasoned, and all relevant nformation exceeds $ 10,000,000.
must be disclosed to the professional.

The regulations describe two classifications of documenta- B. 40 percent gross valuation misstatementpenalty
tion that must be maintained.

The 40 percent gross valuation misstatementpenalty is auto-

Principal documents must accurately and completely matically imposed if:8
describe the basic transfer pricing analysis conducted by the the value or the adjusted basis of any property is 400 per--

taxpayer. The principal documents must include the follow- cent or more of the correct amount; or

ing: - the price for any property or services, or for the use of
an overviewof the taxpayer'sbusiness, including an anal- is 400 or more, or 25 or less, of-

property, percent percent
ysis of the economic and legal factors that affect pricing; the correct amount; or

an organizational chart and description covering all par- - the Section 482 transfer price adjustment for the year
- net

ties and transactionspotentially relevant under Section exceeds $ 20,000,000.
482;
any documentationexplicitly required under the Section-

482 regulations; C. Defense
a descriptionof the specified method, if used, and why it-

was selected;
The taxpayermay prevent impositionof the penalty by show-

ing that there was a reasonablecause for the taxpayer'sdeter-
a description of the unspecified methods that were con- mination of the transfer price and that the taxpayer acted in

-

sidered and an explanationof why they were not selected; good faith with respect to such price.9
a descriptionof the controlled transactions and any nter--

nal data used to analyse them;
a description of the comparables used and adjustments-

made;
7. IRC Sec. 6662(e).

an explanation of the economic analysis and projections- 8. IRC Sec. 6662(h)).
relied on; and 9. IRC Secs. 6662(e)(3)(B)and 6664(c)(1)).
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D. General meaning of reasonable cause and good mentation, not later than the filing of the return, demon-
faithlo strating that the taxpayer made a reasonable effort to

accurately determine its tax liability, including an analy-Determined on a case-by-case basis, taking into account-

sis indicating that the result arm's length resultall pertinent facts and circumstances.
was an

under the Section 482 regulations. Such documentation
The most importantfactoris the extent of the taxpayer's must be provided to the IRS within 30 days of an IRS-

effort to assess the taxpayer's proper tax liability request.
(emphasis added). Reasonable belief in arm's length result: the determina-
Circumstances that may indicate reasonable cause and tion of whether the taxpayer had a reasonable belief is

-

good faith include an honest misunderstandingof fact or made in light of the experienceand knowledgeof the tax-
law that is reasonable in light of the experience, know- payer. Use of a Section 482 pricing method (but not
ledge and education of the taxpayer. including other methods) is a factor to be considered.
Reliance on the advice of a professional (appraiser or

In addition:
-

attorney), or on facts which unknown to the taxpayer are

incorrect, do not necessarily demonstrate reasonable (a) Result to be sustainedon merits
cause and good faith. Such reliance is a good defense if, The taxpayer must show that at the time the return was filedunder all the circumstances,reliance was reasonable and the taxpayerreasonablybelieved that the result wouldmorethe taxpayeracted in good faith. For example, a corpora- likely than not be sustainedon the merits.Thistest is met if:tion should employ internal controls and procedures, rea- (1) the taxpayer had a reasonable belief at the time the pricessonable under the circumstances, designed to identify were established that the methodology would produce an
any factual errors. arm's length result and that the underlying critical assump-
Reasonable cause and good faith ordinarily is not indi- tions would not change during the year, and (2) the assump-

-

cated by the mere fact that there is an appraisal of the tions had not changed by the time the retum was filed. If a

value of property. Other factors to consider include the critical assumptionchanges before the return is filed, the tax-

methodology and assumptions underlying the appraisal, payer has an obligation to review the reasonableness of its
the appraised value, the relationship between the initial result. If before the return is filed, the taxpayer has
appraised value and the purchase price, the circum- actual knowledge that an assumption changed and that the
stances under which the appraisal was obtained and the methodologydid not produce an arm's length result, then the
appraiser's relationship to the taxpayer. taxpayer is obligated to review the reasonableness of its ini-

tial result and make any adjustments necessary to reflect anComment. There is no specific IRS guidance and no case law
arm's length result.

on the question of how to evaluate the extent of the taxpay-
er's effort in applying Section 482 properly.

(b Relianceon adviceof a professional

E. January 1992 Proposed Regulations1
Reliance on the advice or study of a professional (attorney,
accountant, economist) is relevant to the taxpayer's reason-

1. Effective date able belief, but only if the reliance is well-founded. Factors
include the professional's relevant experence and expertise;The regulations were originally proposed to be effective for whether all relevant information has been disclosed to the

taxable years beginning after 21 April 1993. For returns filed professional; the methodology and critical assumptionsprior to 21 April 1993, any reasonable interpretationof Sec- underlying the advice or study; and the quantity and qualitytion 6662(e) is acceptable. The IRS considers these pro- of data used in the study relative to the quantityand qualityof
posed regulations to be a reasonable interpretationof Sec- data available in the industry.tion 6662(e), except that no requirementofcontemporaneous
documenmtion is imposed for past transactions (i.e. trans-

(c) Defense based on methodologyother than that used inactions prior to 21 April 1993).12 However,contemporaneous preparing returndocumentation may be helpful in establishing reasonable
cause and good faith. Taxpayers may elect to apply the pro- A taxpayermay defend its tax return results with a methodol-
posed regulations to prior years. ogy different than that used in preparing its retum, provided

that the reliance on the initial rationale was reasonable at the
2. Reasonable cause and good faith time the return was filed.

Reasonable cause and good faith are determined by taking Comment: For taxable years beginning after 31 December
into account all relevant facts and circumstances. 1993, the more likely than not proposed regulatory stan-

dard has been replaced by the statutory (and regulatory)
3. Elements

Two elements must be satisfied in all cases: 10. Treas. Reg. 1.6664-4.
l I. Prop. Reg. 1.6662-5.Reasonableeffort to accurately determineproper tax lia- 12. The preamble to the January 1994 temporary regulations repeats the same

-

bility: the taxpayer must have contemporaneous docu- effectivedate rule for the January 1993 proposed regulations.
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specifiedmethod standard. The IRS says the two standards Comment: Although the IRS may disregard a nominal

are different. Which test is harder to meet assumptionof a risk, presumably the IRS must respect the

actualassumptionof a risk, as reflected in the actual conduct
of the parties.

F. Case law interpreting reasonablecause Query: How should the IRS treat currency risk sharinga

There are numerous cases generally interpreting the reason- arrangementwhich is evidenced in consistentpractice among
able cause standard in situations not involving transfer pric- the controlled taxpayers over several years, but has not been

ing. reduced to a specific written agreement

In evaluating a professional's qualifications, courts have
looked to: (1) the professional'seducationalbackground,see B. Contractual arrangements
e.g. Estate ofHatchettv. Commissioner;1Frazeev. Commis-
sioner;14 (2) years of professional experience, see e.g. Estate The District Directorwill ordinarily respect the terms ofcon-

of Jung v. Commissioner5 (3) experience in performing tractual arrangements between controlled taxpayers if such

analyses in the specialized area at issue, see e.g. Frazee,6 terms are consistent with the economic substance of the

Hatchett (while expert performed hundreds of real estate underlying transactions and the actual conduct of the par-
ties.26

appraisals, court noted that he had never before valued type
of farmland at issue);j7 Schacter v. Commissioner (expert Query: Suppose the controlled taxpayers have a written cur-

found to be qualified gem appraiser but not a specialist in rency risk sharing agreement, but in actual practice they
valuing opals);18 and (4) membership in professionalassocia- share the risk on a different basis (i.e. using a different for-

tions, see e.g. Frazee)9 mula)

Taxpayers have been held liable for accuracy-relatedpenal-
ties where they asserted reliance on an accountant, attorney C. Compensatingadjustments
or other professional but could not show that they provided
all relevantand necessary information.2o The District Director will take into account the effect of an

arrangement among controlled taxpayers for reimbursement
Courts have noted that a professional'sanalysis must be well-

or other compensating adjustments only if the adjustment is
reasoned and must utilize the most appropriate methodolo- made pursuant to a written agreement.27
gy.21

Query: Is this test satisfied by an ad hoc written agreement,
Experts must not act as advocates in performing analyses.22 enterednto immediatelybefore the payrnentof a compensat-
(expert's report was result-orientedand lacking in objectiv- ing adjustmentfor a particular tax year and which is based on

ity); EstateofHalas v. Commissioner(courtwill rejectexpert a methodologyand data applicable only for that year
testimony on valuation where methods opined by an expert
constitute advocacy).23

D. Small taxpayersafe harbour election
Importantly, the taxpayer mustfully comply with the advice
of the professional on whom the taxpayer claims to rely to An eligible taxpayer may elect the small taxpayer safe har-

support a finding of reasonable cause. In several accuracy- bour by attaching a written statement to a timely filed tax

related penalty cases, the courts concluded that the taxpayer return.28
did not follow the advice given or that the professional did
not offer any opinion on the matter.24

E. Deferred income method of accounting
Under proposed regulations, if certain requirements involv-

V. SUBSTANTIVE SECTION 482 REGULATIONS ing foreign legal restrictions are satisfied, a taxpayer may

(JANUARY 1993)
13. 58 T.C.M. (CCH) 801 (1989).

A. Assumption of risks 14. 98 T.C. 554 (1992).
15. 101 T.C. No. 28 (1993).

The District Director may disregard the nominal assumption 16. 98 T.C. at 554.
17. 58 T.C.M. at 804.

of a risk by a controlled taxpayer, unless (i) documentation 18. 51 T.C.M. (CCH) 1428, at 1431 (1986).
reflecting the allocation of risks among the controlled tax- 19. 98 T.C. 554.

payers was executed before the results of such rsks were 20. See e.g. Esmte ofReinke v. Commissioner,63 T.C.M. (CCH) 2570 (1993).

known or reasonablyknowable, and (ii) the actual conductof 21. See e.g. Estate ofJung, 101 T.C. No. 28 (1993); Frazeev. Commissioner,
98 T.C. 554 (1992).

the controlled taxpayer is consistent with such documenta- 22. See e.g. Esmte of Mueller v. Commissioner, 63 T.C.M. (CCH) 3027

tion.25 (1992).
23. 94 T.C. 570 (1990).

This rule does not apply to routine risks that are assumed by 24. See e.g. Loftus v. Commissioner,63. TG.M. (CCH) 2944 (1992).

a controlled taxpayer under normal commercial practices 25. Treas. Reg. 1.482-1T(c)(3)(ii)(C).

(e.g. where risk of loss during shipment is assignedunderthe
26. Treas. Reg. 1.482-1T(d)(3)(ii).
27. Treas. Reg. 1.482-IT(e)(2).

UCC). 28. Treas. Reg. 1.482-IT(f)(1)
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elect the deferred income method of accounting on a written I, Proposed profit split election
statementattached to a timely filed tax return, filed before the

Under proposed regulations, a controlled taxpayer which isIRS first contacts any member of the controlled group con-

cerning an examination of the return for the taxable year to eligible to use a profit split method may elect to apply the

which the foreign legal restriction applies.29 method by including a written statement in a timely filed tax
return.34 Prior to making this election, the controlled taxpay-
ers must have executed a written profit split pricing agree-

F. Costs or deductionsof rendering services ment describing the relevant business activity and the mech-
anism under which each participant's share of the combined

Where an arm's length charge for services is determinedwith proft or loss will be determined.35 Once rnade, an election
reference to costs or deductions, and a controlled taxpayer applies to the current tax year and all subsequent years and
has allocated and apportioned costs or deductions to reflect may be revoked only with the consent of the IRS.36
arm's length charges by employing in a consistent manner a

method of allocation and apportionment that is reasonable Comment: If profit split calculations are used by the taxpayer
and in keeping with sound accountingpractice, such method as a secondary test of reasonableness,rather than as a pri-
will not be disturbed.30 mary prcing method, a written profit split agreement proba-

bly is not necessary. However, contemporaneousdocumenta-
tion of the taxpayer's reliance on the test may be necessary

G. Other transfer pricing methods to avoid a penalty.
A taxpayer may use an other pricing method for transfers
of tangible property only if the taxpayer discloses the use of J. Cost sharing arrangementsthe method by attaching an appropriate disclosure statement
to the timely filed tax return and prepares contemporaneous

Under existing regulations,a bona fide cost sharing arrange-
supporting documentation.3' A taxpayer may use an other ment must be n writing.37 Under proposed regulations, a

pricing method for transfers of intangibleproperty only if the qualified cost sharing arrangement also must be in writ-

taxpayer discloses the use of the method by attaching an ing.38
appropriatedisclosure statement to the timely filed tax return
and prepares contemporaneoussupportingdocumentation.32

29. Prop. Reg 1.482-1(f)(2)

H. Periodic adjustments for intangibles
30. Treas. Reg 1.482-2T(b)(6)
31. Treas. Reg. 1.482-3T(e).
32. Treas. Reg. 1.482-4T(d)If controlled taxpayersenter into a written agreement satisfy- 33 Treas. Reg. 1.482-4T(e)(2).

ing certain detailed requirements, they will not be subject to 34. Prop. Reg 1.482-6(d)(I)
the general periodic adjustment rule for transfers of intangi- 35. Prop. Reg 1.482-6(d)(2)(ii)

36. Prop. Reg 1.482-6(d)(1)bles that cover more than one year.33 This exception is narrow 37. Treas. Reg. 1.482-7T.
in scope and probably will not be used frequently. 38. Prop. Reg. 1.482-2(g).
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INTERNATIONAL

A PRIMER ON TAX EVASIO_
Vito Tanzi and Parthasarathi Shome

Vito Tanzi is Director of the Fiscal Affairs Departmentof up paying very different taxes because of different possibili-
the IMF. He received his Ph.D. in economicsfrom Harvard ties of tax evasion, led many governments to worry about the
University. He has also been on the faculty of various implications of tax evasion. Also, a growing concern about
universitiesand a consultantfor the World Bank, the
United Nations, the Organizationof American States and undergroundeconomic activities and how these affected eco-

the Stanford Research Institute. He has written numerous nomic policies, and the realization that the underground
books and articles. His major interests are public finance, economy was often the other face of tax evasion, led in the

monetary theory and macroeconomics.He is currently the 1980s to increasing attention being paid to tax evasion.2This
President of the International Institute of Public Finance. is certainly true of Latin America where the authorities, after
Partho Shome is Division Chief for Tax, Fiscal Affairs introducing major tax policy reforms, have demonstrated
Department, IMF. He received his Ph.D. from Southern increasing interest in the measurementand diminutionof tax
Methodist University and Masters degrees from the evasion in both income taxes and consumption taxes.3
University of Rochesterand the Delhi School of
Economics. Earlier, he was Professorat American In what follows, Section II surveys some of the sources of tax
University, Washington, D.C., Visiting Fellow at Australian evasion and recounts how economistshave attemptedt pro-National Universityand Delhi School of Economics,
AcademicVisitor at London School of Economics, and vide a theoretical underpinning to them. It also discusses

Consultantat the World Bank. He has published a book some of the limitations of this theoretical literature. Section
and articles in international journals in the area of public III reviews the role of tax administration and sanctions in
finance. limiting tax evasion, and mentions, briefly, the relation

between society at large and tax evasion. Section IV provides
some concluding remarks. They are followed by an appendix

I. INTRODUCTION that lists some of the methodologiesdevelopedfor estimating
tax evasion.

Tax evasion is a universal phenomenon. It takes place in all

societies, in all social classes, in all professions, in all indus-
tries, in all religions and in virtually all economic systems. Il. THEORETICALUNDERPINNINGSFOR
Two thousand five hundred years ago, Plato was already CAUSES AND EFFECTS
writing about this phenomenon, and on the Ducal Palace of
Venicebuilt many centuries ago there is a stone with a hole in A. Sources and implicationsof tax evasion
it, through which people who knew about tax evaders could

Tax evasion in different forms. It for example,inform the Republic about the culprits. The only surprise is
comes comes,

how little attention this phenomenon had received in some
through the non-declaration of ncome; through the under-

or
places and especially in the United States until recent years.

reportingof income, sales wealth; through the over-report-

For example, there is no reference to it in the index to ing of deductibleexpenses; through smugglingactivities; and
tax

Richard Goode's (1964) classic Individual Income Tax; none
through many other forms. In fact, the variety of evasion
is truly remarkable,and one finds always new ways by which

in Richard Musgrave's (1959) The Theoryof Public Finance; reduce their burden.4 Many authors
and none in Joseph Pechman's (1966) Federal Tax Policy. taxpayers attempt to tax

have reviewed these matters including Sisson (1981) and
These authors either did not think that tax evasionwas impor- more
tant or opted to ignore it. Richupan (1987), among IMF studies, and recently,

In recent years, however, there has been growing attention

paid to this phenomenon.In the United States the attention to 1. The tax gap is the measureof tax evasion that emerges from comparing tax-

it may have started with a somewhat political view that the able income declared to tax authorities with taxable income calculated from
other and presumably more accurate sources.

problem of the rising fiscal deficit could be solved by reduc- 2. Scholars have often made a distinctionbetween tax evasion and tax avoid-

ing the so-called tax gap rather than by raising tax rates or ance. In theory tax evasion implies violation of the law whereas tax avoidance

cutting public spending.1 Because of its policy of reducing implies the taking advantage of ambiguities in the law to reduce the tax burden.

tax rates and its inability to reduce public spending, the Rea-
This distinction,however, is not always easy and in fact in some countries, such
as India, the courts have considered tax avoidance with the intention of evading

gan administration promoted the idea that the fiscal deficit taxation as tax evasion.

could be reduced by reducing or eliminating the tax gap. In 3. Several requests by Latin Americancountries for IMF technical assistance

other countries, the concern for tax evasion was in part
have had the objectiveof measuring tax evasion.
4. In recent years new developments in industrial organization and in tech-

promptedby a growing preoccupationwith horizontalequity. nology have introduced totally new ways ofevading taxes, for example, through
The realization that people with similar ncomes often ended transfer pricing and thin capitalization.
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Cowell (1990) and Webley et al. (1991). Evidence of empiri- that the tax laws begin to anticipate the tax evasion by partic-
cal findings are often of a confidential nature, as they are the ular groups and try to penalize tax evasion by increasing the
work of technical assistance to countries or of the technical tax rates for those particular groups. This often results in
staff of Ministres of Finance. increased horizontal inequity since not all the taxpayers in

those groups behave like the average.The opportunity for tax evasion vares between sectors, and
this may lead to social turmoil. In Italy, for example, salaried
workers have demonstratedin large numbers in the streets to B. The theory of tax evasion and its limitationscall for reduction in tax evasion by independentprofessionals
and other groups. Activities in which tax evasion is easier are Since Allingham and Sandmo (1972) wrote a classic theoret-
those of independent contractors; of professionals such as ical paper on tax evasion, the problem of tax evasion, seen

doctors, lawyers, architects, etc.; and of those who engage in from the point of view of the taxpayer, has been discussed as

agricultural activities. There is inreasing evidence that a kind of game theory.6 The taxpayer is faced with the deci-
enterprises that operate in different countries can also reduce sion whether to evade or not to evade. In other words, the
their tax burden through the judicious use of transferprcing.5 decision on whether to pay the tax becomes similar to play-

a one to or not to aTax evasion has much to do with the structure of the econo-
ing lottery where is free buy buy lottery
ticket. For a rational individual, the choice will be made on

my. The more atomized is production, the more likely it is
the basis of the expectations of gains losses associatedorthat tax evasion will flourish. A country where much produc- with the decision made. The objective is to maximizethe util-tion takes place in large enterprises or establishments is

unlikely to have a lot of tax evasion. However, a country
ity of the taxpayer.7

where much economic activity takes place in small shops, in The benefit derived from tax evasion is related to the expect-
small farms and on the part of single individuals, is likely to ed value of the money (and thus to the utility of the money)
experience a lot of evasion. that the individual does not pay. The cost of tax evasion is

connected to the probability of being caught and the conse-Tax evasion is also strictly cornected with the structureof the
of this outcome. These in the Alling-tax system. It is likely to vary according to the use ofdiffer- quences consequences,

ham and Sandmo model, are associated with fines which canent tax bases. For example, in the case of income taxes it is
taxlikely to vary between dependent and non-dependent income considerably exceed the original due. But, of course, the

probability that the individualwill pay these fines depends on
sources; as well as between large, small and multinational

the probability of being caught and that probability becanenterprises. In the case of sales taxes, it is likely to be con-
low.nected with the under-reportingof sales or the over-reporting very

of purchases. In theory, at least, tax evasion is connectedwith The Allingham and Sandmo theory has some important
the accounting concepts of tax liabilities. When a country implicationsfor tax administration.In fact, the theory implies
relies on presumptive concepts of taxation, tax evasion is that tax evasion can be reduced by either increasing the
likely to be more limited unless there is hiding of the assets penalties associated with it, or by increasing administrative
on which the presumptive estimate of the tax payment is expenses, assuming that this increase raises the probability
based. The tax structure will also influence tax evasion by its that the tax evader will get caught.8 In an extreme interpreta-
number of taxes. At times governments introduce additional tion of the Allingham and Sandmo theory, it has been argued
taxes in order to neutralize the losses connected with tax eva- that the penalties should become so high and the cost of
sion associated with existing taxes. However, an increase in administrationso low that at the limit the tax evader who gets
the numberof taxes will produce inefficiencies in the tax sys- caught should be hanged but that the probability of being
tem and will facilitate for taxpayers the search for new ways caught would approach zero.

of avoiding paying taxes.
The theoretical and especially the practical limitations to the

The policy implicationsof tax evasion would be quite differ- theoretical literature have not received the attention they
ent depending on whetherevasion is an individual or a social deserve. But some of these have been discussed by various
phenomenon. A single tax evader in a country of honest tax- writers. A first limitation has to do with risk aversion which
payers typifies the behaviourofjust that individual. However, may vary among individuals and may depend on the level of
a tax evader in a country where tax evasion is a national sport the taxpayer's income or wealth. In the more recent theoreti-
is a somewhat different phenomenon. Tax evasion has impli- cal advances, the taxpayer's behaviour toward tax compli-
cations for the equity of the tax system, for both its horizontal
and its vertical equity. It has implications for the eficiencyof

5. During the electoral PresidentClinton argued that the reductionthe tax system and even for the competitive market frame- campagn,
of tax evasion by multinationalscould generate a lot of revenue. Recent work bywork. For example, it is impossible to have pure competition the US Internal Revenue Service has given some support to this view (see US

when some of the sellers can evade taxes, while others cannot. Treasury (1992))
In this case the former will be able to undersell the latter. Tax 6. There is actually a close relationship between Allingham and Sandmo's

theory of tax evasion and Becker's theory of crime (1968).evasion affects the productivityof the tax system reducing the 7. Becker's theory assumes that individuals evaluate the expected benefits
amountof revenue that could be raised given the statutorysys- and costs of varous activities includingcriminal activities and choose those that
tem. It affects the general attitudeofcitizens vis--vis the gov- provide the highest income.

ernment, often building cynicism about the role of the public
8. The theory assumes a close relationship between increasing costs of
administration and increasing the probability of catching tax evaders. The

sector. Often it affects even the statutory system in the sense mportanceof this assumptionhas to be kept in mind.
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ance turns entirely on his attitude toward risk. For example, ing the imposition of penalties. Many societies would feel

treating tax evasion in the context of intertemporal choice uncomfortable about singling out and punishing particular
models, Banerji (1991), concludes:9 individuals, almost by a lottery process, when many other

Is there a more subtle way of enforcing compliance without such individuals may have committed the same offenses. Second,

elaborate calibration - by simply increasing the risk of detection for the penalties to be effective, they must be applied quickly.
for the evader, and thereby making him or her switch from the A penalty that is delayed for years, because of appeals on the

riskier asset to the safer one of declared income Unfortunately, part of the taxpayer, is unlikely to have the same effect as a

this plan would work with certainty only if we were willing to deterrent to evasion, as one that is expected to be applied
assume that all possible evaders in the economy had constantabso- immediately.In some legal systems, as for example the Italian
lute risk aversion, i.e. that their willingness to take risks did not and Tunisian it has times been possible
depend upon their level of income or consumption.

ones, at to postpone
for many years, through appeals, the applicationof the penal-

A second limitationhas to do with the use of penalties .which ties. The impact of penalties on tax compliane may not

are applied to only those unfortunatefellows who get caught. always be great under the circumstancesdescribedabove. For

In other words, there are many tax evaders who should be example, using a model of varying attitudes toward risk and

penalized but who do not get caught and who are, thus, not applying econometric estimation techniques to Mexican data

affected by those penalties. This raises the question of for 1982-89, Dunn (1992), concludes:'2
whether the judiciary system and the communityat large will
be willing to penalize fully the unlucky few individuals who large changes in the odds of being detected and the penalty for ille-

gal evasion are required to even modestly alter compliance...a
get caught when many more individuals are committing the doubling of the fines for tax evasion would increase declared tax-

same offenses but are not being punished. Anecdotal evi- able income by about 10 percent. Similarly, a large increase in the

dence from many countries indicates that the judiciary sys- number of audits would achieve only a modest rise in compliance.
tem is unwilling to fully apply the penalties under these con-

ditions. This means that one of the basic conclusions of the Of course, in the pre-penalty period, the appeal may be suc-

theoretical literature is unlikely to fully hold if the penalties cessful or a tax amnesty may come along.13 Appeals mecha-

actually implemented differ from those which are in the nisms and tax amnesties bring a lot of confusion in the theo-

books. ry which assums that the probability of application of the

Third, the theory assumes that the taxpayers know precisely penalty and the penalty itself are known and are precisely
the probability of being caught and the penalties that they

defined. The theory is also affected by the existence of

administrative corruption. If the individual who gets caught
will receive'so that they can make the cost-benefit calcula-

tions. However, tax administrationsoften keep this informa-
can bribe some tax officials, and if the bribe is less than the

tion highly confidential so that for most, if not all, taxpayers penalty, then the theory becomes ambiguous. Tax amnesties

the probability of being caught is an unknown. And the which continue to be used in some countries also have impor-

penalties may be highly uncertain.1
tant implications for tax evasion because in many ways they
encourage tax evasion at least over the longer run and, by so

Fourth, the theory ignores costs in terms of embarrassment, doing, they have an impact on the equity of the tax system, on

loss of self-esteem and social status, etc. experienced by tax revenue, on the future of the tax system and on the tax

those who get caught. These costs vary from society to soci- administration.For example, using a game-theoreticapproach
ety and from individual to individual. In a society where tax to an economic analysis of tax amnesties, Stella (1989), con-

evasion is condoned because of the unpopularityof the gov- cludes:14
ernment, tax evaders may be admired and the social costs

while in general it may be correct to impose a reduced penalty on

associated with tax evasion are, consequently, low or even individuals who voluntarily disclose tax evasion, short-lived

negative. In a society where tax evasion is taboo, these costs amnesties of the type most frequently observed in practice are

can be very high. unlikely to generate significant revenue when judged against the
.

tax

Finally, many countries rely on means-testing based on
potential danger of reducing future compliance.

declared income for determining access to many govern-
ment-providedbenefits such as food stamps, free health care,

Also, analysing the sustanabilityof revenue intake from tax

free education or scholarships, and so forth. Therefore, the amnesty experiences in different countries, including

advantages from tax evasion may far exceed those measured Argentina, Colombia and India during the 1980s, Uchitelle

by the non-paymentof the tax. (1989), concludes:I5

9. At 98.

C. The role of penalties and amnesties 10. In some cases they may be so delayed in time that they lose their deterrence

effect.

Perhaps a few comments on the penalties themselves would 11. Sometimes the taxpayers benefit from the delay due to the low interest

be approprate. Some of these comments have relevance for rates chargedon the taxes that were due. Some countries requirean advancepay-
ment of the tax assessed after the tax evasion is discoveredeven when the tax-

the theoretical literature on tax evasion. The higher the penal- payer contests the assessment.

ties, the more probable it is that they will not be applied to 12. At. 14.

those who get caught. If the high penaltieshave led to a reduc- 13. However, appeals are not costless in terms of time, worries, and lawyers'

tion in the cost of administration,this would have reduced the
and other fees.
14. Ati.

probability of detection and thus the number of cases requir- 15. At 53.
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most of the programmes have not led to a widening of the overall marginal dollar raised by the US tax administrationmay have
tax base, and many have failed to produce even very large one- cost the country more than $ 1.50. Usher has discussed the
time revenue gains. marginal cost of taxation in the presence of tax evasion (see

Usher (1986)). Clearly, the above estimates indicate that the
tax system is far from optimal. These welfare costs are often

Ill. TAX ADMINISTRATIONAND TAX EVASION imposed by the particular tax policy followed by the country.
However, attempting to make the system optimal may raise

The tax administrationof a country plays an importantrole in other costs such as administrative and compliance costs.
the extent to which tax evasion prevails in that country. To These latter costs have not received much attention by
the best of our knowledge the theory of the firm has not yet economists. There is still no literature that has attempted to
been applied to the activities of a tax administration.16But a deal with the administrativeand compliancecosts of trying to
tax administration is not very different from a firm even pursue optimal tax policies.'9 However, some recent litera-
though it should be compared to a monopolistic firm. The tax ture has been trying to assess the implicationsof tax evasion
administrationhas a given budget assigned to it by the state for optimal taxation (see Cremer and Gahvari (1993)).20
and with this budget it has the task to maximize an output, ,The compliance costs closely associated with theare morethat is, .tax revenue, taking into account certain important behaviourof the tax administration,and likely to beare moreconstraints.The allocationof resources within the tax admin-

connected with tax evasion. These compliance costs refer toistration is obviously very important for determining the out-
the cost to the taxpayers in terms of lost time, payments to tax

put. Under optimal conditions the tax administration would
accountants and lawyers, trips to the tax office and forth,not be able to increase its output by shifting resources within so

associated with a given tax payment.2' In some countres, andits various activities such as assessment,collection, auditing, for these compliance beetc. 7 some taxes, costs can enormous,
especially if the taxpayers have to stand in line for hours and
sometimes for days, and perhaps several times a year, in

A. Size and targeting of administrative resources order to meet their tax obligations.They are also likely to be

extremely high when the tax laws are so complicated that the
Some of the constraintson the tax administrationare imposed taxpayer has to rely on experts' advice, or in the case of
by tax policy, others are objectives that the tax administration enterprises,has to hire experts whose only function is to com-
needs to take into account (i.e. equitable treatmentof taxpay- ply with the tax obligations. There have been reports from
ers). How much revenue should a country allocate to the Latin Americancountries that even relatively small enterpris-
administrationof taxes remains a subject that has received lit- es sometimeshave had to establish sizable tax departments to
tie attention. There is a remarkablevariance among countries simply find their way through the jungle of fiscal laws and
in both the share of resources allocated to tax administration regulations. When this situation prevails, the tendency to
in the national income of the country and the share of these begin to evade taxes is likely to rise. There must be a direct
resources in the total tax collection by the tax administra- and positive relationship between the size of tax evasion and
tion.8 It should not be concluded that a low share of the cost ofcompliance. When firms create tax departments to
resources to either of those two denominators is necessarily comply with existing tax obligations, those same depart-
good. In fact, a country that wanted to minimize collection ments will be used to scrutinize the laws for any possible
costs would simply collect the taxes which are easiest to col- loopholes or for any ambiguity that might justify tax avoid-
lect and collect them from the largest taxpayers. This ance.
behaviourwould condone a lot of tax evasion and would gen-
erate tax revenue in a way that would be far from optimal. It
would also conflict with other objectives of taxation such as C. Public relations
neutrality and equity.

Let u's now tum briefly to what could be called good rela-
A tax administration should be careful to minimize not onlY tions costs. This is essentially the public relations activity of
the explicit costs borne by itself (its collectioncosts) but also a tax administration.This public relations activity is connect-
the costs borne by the taxpayers and by the economy. These ed with the way in which tax administrationsare organized,
latter costs do not show up in the balance sheet of the admin- with. the number of employees and with the use of these
istration and thus, often, tend to be ignored. These are essen- employees, with the level of their salaries, the quality of their
tially welfare costs, compliancecosts and perhaps those that working conditions and the controls that the tax administra-
could be called good relations costs. tion is able to extend on the behaviour of the tax inspectors.

B. Welfare and compliancecosts
16. But see Goode (1981).
17. For a recent important contribution to the literature on tax administration,

The welfare cost per dollar collected can be defined as the see Bird and Casanegra (1992).
18. See Sandford, et al. (1989)

excess cost to society of collecting $1 of tax revenue. These 19. However,see Slemrod (1990).
are the costs that have attracted the attention of economists. 20. This literature concludes that in the presence of tax evasion some of the

These costs have been estimated by various authors for the standard conclusionsof optimal taxation do not hold.
21. Thus, the compliancecost per dollar paid can be defined as the excess costUnited States, such as Ballard, Shoven and Whalley (1985, to the taxpayer in terms of lost time, payments to lawyers and accountants, etc.

1985), Hansson (1987), and others. They have shown that the of $ 1 of tax payment.
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These controls are necessary to minimize or eliminate the phenomenon becomes much more widespread. Citizens at

possibility that these inspectors, or other tax administrators, large should have a responsibility in preventing tax evasion.

will take advantageof their positions for their own benefits.22 Since tax evasion is often facilitated by the acquiescence on

the part of some citizens vis--vis the tax-evading behaviour
A tax administrationthat wants to improve taxpayer compli- of other citizens, laws should be passed that penalize not just
ance and minimize tax evasion must be available to the tax-

the tax evaders but also those who collaborateeither passive-
payer who needs information, forms, specific instructions

and so forth. It must show courtesy toward the taxpayers ly or actively in the tax-evading activities of other individu-
als. For example, in many countries, the tax evasion of pro-

since on their is likely lead a lowerresentment part to to
fessionals, such as doctors or of independent contractors, is

propensity to pay taxes. It must also show punctuality in
facilitated by their the of these

sending refunds to those who have overpaid since a taxpayer
requests to customers on part

individuals that payments should be made in cash or by the
who expects to wait for years to get a refund is likely to begin
to underpay.

acceptance, on the part of those who buy the services, of
invoices given by these professionals which underestimate
the payment. Also the examples provided by those who gov-

D. Use of withholding, presumptiveand minimum ern are very important. When those who govem themselves

taxes, and cross controls engage in tax evasion or similar activities, they send an

unmistakable signal that non-compliance with the law is
Collection systems are also important for minimizing tax acceptable.
evasion. There is now overwhelmingevidence that evasion is

minimized whenever there is withholding at source. In the

United States, for example, the difference in tax evasion F. Penalties
between independentcontractors, for which there is no with-

holding at the source, and dependent workers, whose taxes
As can be anticipated from the preceding discussions, the

are withheld by enterprises, is enormous. The same evidence severity of the penalties would have some impact on the

isavailableon taxes on interest income and dividends. extent and spread of tax evasion. Taxes may be paid in arrears

without the intention to evade them especially if the interest
Various countrieshave tried to minimizeevasion by resorting charges are low. Usually, interest charges and pecuniary
to minimum taxes or to presumptive methods of taxation. In penalties are applied to any tax in arrears which does not

the presumptive methods now in use in a large number of reflect tax-evading motivation. Tax evasion or fraud, how-
countries, the government tries to assign a particular income ever is a more serious matter and, at least in the tax laws, car-

to taxpayers on the basis of their standard of living, the value ries much heavier sanctions against it.
of the houses in which they live, the value of the cars they
drive and so forth.23 It also tries to estimate, for example, the 1. Interest on and penalties for tax arrears
value added of a company on the basis of sales statistics or

other criteria (employees, floor space, etc.). The minimum Usually, the amount of interest charged on taxes paid in

income tax of a company or individual can also be based on arrears is calculated in one of two ways: (1) either fixed per-

their gross assets, a system that has been introduced, for centage points above some key central bank rate or above the

example, in Argentina and Mexico. average of bank rates; or (2) a specifiedpercentageper month
of amount due in taxes up to a maximum amount. In some

Tax administrationsutilize various instruments of control to countries, additional surcharges are also applied.
limit tax evasion. For example, cross controls between the

information available to the tax administration, to the social Penalties on taxes paid in arrears vary depending on whether

security institution and to the customs administration, can the cause is late filing of returns, failure to file returns at all

play a very imprtant role. The assignment of a taxpayer or filing incorrect returns. In the case of taxes withheld at

identificationnumber which can be used in this cross control source, penalties depend on the type of infraction. For exam-

is extremely important since it facilitates the use of comput- ple, penalties differdependingon whether the correctamount

ers. Instrumentsof control which also play a role are: (1) the has been withheld or whether the amount withheld has been

government'sability to access the accounts of individuals or surrendered to the tax authorities. In all cases, repeated
companies in the banks; (2) detailed audits of taxpayers; and offenses or offenses not corrected or admitted within a speci-
(3) reporting requirements by employers or by those who fied time period are subject to higherpenalties. Sanctions are

make payments. often in the form of a percentage of the tax due and range
between 25 and 100 percent; several countries also charge
penalties fixed in nominal terms.

E. Social ethics

Before leaving the section dealing with the role of the tax

administrationvis-d-vis tax evasion, it may be worthwhile to

refer to anotherrelationship,that between society at large and 22. Anecdotal reports have referred to countries where some key posts in the

tax evasion. Tax evasion prospers when society condones it. tax administration have been in high demand by those who took civil service

In a society that does not condone tax evasion, this phe- exams or have even been sold to the highest bidders. Obviously these posts

nomenonwill remain isolated and will concern relatively few provided possibilitiesof high incomes.
23. Italy has been, perhaps, the most imaginative in the use of presumptive

individuals. When, however, society condones it, then the taxes in recent years.
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2. Sanctions for evasion or fraud Given their limitations, methods of estimation include the
matching of information from tax declarations with either

Sanctions for tax evasion and tax fraud are much more severe national accounts data or survey (or sample) data blown up to
with higher penalties (up to 15 times the amount of the population levels. Because of the lack of reliability of sur-
defrauded amount), possible closure of establishments for a veys (e.g. respondentsnay not reveal the truth regarding tax
specified time period, and/or jail sentences ranging from a evasion even in surveys) and because of their cost, the nation-
few months to several years. Giving the tax administration al accounts approach is more commonly used. If the objec-the power to close establishments for a few days without the tive is to estimate evasion of the VAT, however, a national
possibility of appeal has been an effective deterrent to tax nput-output framework has to be utilized because of the
evasion in Argentina and in other Latin American countries. VAT's nethod of collection at different stages of production,

some of which may be exempted from the VAT base. An indi-
rect way of estimating tax evasion has been to estimate the

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS extent of the underground economy and, once that has been
done, to estimate the taxes that should have been paid. It
appears from the published literature that perhaps a third of

This paper has surveyed the factors that give rise to tax eva- potential tax revenue may be evaded in selected Latin Amer-
sion as well as its ramifications.Tax evasion varies by sector ican and in some Mediterranean countries. Some estimates
(agriculture, industry,commerce),organizationof production would indicate even higher percentages. These estimates,
(small trader or business, companies) or type of economic however, must be taken with a grain of salt since they would
agent (salaried, self-employed, capital owner). It is also at times imply very high tax burdens in the absence of tax
affected by social ethics and the standards set by those that evasion.
govern. Given those standards, it is further affected by the
attitude toward risk of a potential taxpayer. If tax evasion is so high, the role of tax administration

becomes doubly important. The size of tax administration
Tax evasion affects the horizontal and vertical equity of a tax resources, the rnain target groups (large enterprises or all tax-
system, as well as the efficiencyof the free market in general payers), the efficiency with which the resources are utilized
and of its tax system in particular. It certainly affects the rev- (collection costs), the ease with which taxpayers can pay
enue productivityof the tax system. Unchecked or deficient- taxes (compliancecosts), the relation between the tax admin-
ly controlled tax evasion builds cynicism about the role of the istration and the taxpayer (good public relations rather than
public sector. It tends to complicate the tax structure as legis- the spreading of fear) and the methods of tax collection
lators begin to anticipate tax evasion through the tax legisla- (withholding, presurnptive taxes, minimum taxes and cross
tion. The use of effective and quickly applied penalties to controls) all play a role in determining the level and lowering
counter tax evasion has an impact on its extent and spread. of tax evasion.
However, their applicationdoes not necessarily imply even a

second-bestsolution for the correctionof inequitiesor for the Finally, one interesting aspect of the evasion phenomenon is
efficiency of the competitivemechanism if many tax evaders that it has a counterparton the expenditureside of the budgetdo not get caught and remain unaffected by penalties.24 but the counterpart has not as yet received the attention that

tax evasion is receiving today.25 While tax evasion is the non-The theoretical foundation for modelling tax evasion remains of duly owed the the equiva-payment taxes to government,somewhatwanting. It is really too simple to be of much prac- lent phenomenon on the expenditure side is the abusivetical use. The theory relates the taxpayer's behaviour toward
receipt of governmentpayments. In a way, one finds a paral-tax compliance to his attitude toward risk, while ignoring lel in a comparisonbetween indirect taxes and consumersub-other factors that influence tax evasion. The theory assumes sidies, one being the negative of the other. Activities con-that taxpayers know precisely the probabilityof being caught nected with the illegal receipt of government expendituresand the consequencesof such an event; however, tax admin- be those associated with corruption. For example, themayistrators often keep this informationconfidentialand the con-
receipt of a percentage of government contracts; the receiptsequences of being caught may not be fully predictable. of pensions not deserved, for example, by claiming disability

Estimates of tax evasion of income and consumption taxes when one is not disabled; the payment of wages to so-called
have been selectively reported in the published literature for ghost workers, a phenomenoncommon in several develop-
many countries. More information of a confidential nature ing countries; the taking of leave on the basis of fictitious ll-

exists as a result of exercises carried out by tax authorities or nesses; and so forth. This is the other side of the coin of tax

in the context of technical assistance by internationalorgani- evasion; the government loses when taxes are not paid, but it

zations. The methodologiesutilized leave much to be desired also loses when payments that should not have been made are

because of lack of data but, more importantly, because of made. Economic theory and the law should treat the two phe-
what the data are able to capture. The data may only partially nomena in the same way and economistsshould pay the same

capture the effects of tax evasion while including the effects attention to both.

of other leakages (e.g. legitimately used tax incentives or

deductions whose total effect may be difficult to remove). 24. In fact, the theoretically advocated and practically followed procedure of

Thus, it would not be prudent to base economic policy solely selecting taxpayers through audits to detect tax evaders raises serious questions
of equity when many other tax evaders remain undetectedand unpunished.

on the results that emerge from these estimations. 25. For some discussion of this issue, see Chapter 8 of Smith (1986)
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APPENDIX The differencebetween the base as reported to the tax author-
ities and the base as estimated by the national accounts

EstimatingTax Evasion authorities gives an indication of unreported income. If the

In recent years, many scholars and governments have tax is a fully proportional one, then this unreported income

attempted to measure the size of tax evasion in particular automatically and drectly provides an estimation of the

countries, either for specific taxes or for the whole tax sys- unpaid tax. If the tax is progressive,as would be the case with

tem. The measurement of tax evasion is obviously fraught income taxes, then the estimation of the unpaid tax becomes

with difficulties. Many of thse difficulties have to do with more complex since one would have to make assumptions
the fact that the information available is, by its very nature,

about the effective tax .rate at which the unreported tax base

limited an often unreliable. However, there is a more philo- would have been taxed. In other words, the unreported
income must be allocated the tax brackets. It would

sophical difficulty often not acknowledged - namely, the among

problem that the smtutory tax system that exists in a country
also be necessary to reinstate, into the information based on

that has a lot of tax evasion has been contaminatedor influ- data from income tax declarations, the various exemptions
enced by the existenceof the tax evasion. In other words, it is and deductions at the different tax brackets in order to make

not the system that would exist in the absence of tax evasion: that data comparable to the national accounts data.

statutory rates have often been increased to compensate for
the revenue losses associatedwith tax evasion.26But if this is (a) Individual income tax

true, then when one uses the current statutory rates to mea- In the context of the individual ncome tax actual frame-an

sure tax evasion, one exaggerates the size of the evasion, work, for be described follows. To
since the rates would have been lower if the evasion had not

non-wageearners,may as

the declared personal income, adjustments should be made
been there. for those componentsof income that are included in the con-

Various methods have been used to neasure tax evasion. cept of income in the national accounts but are deductible for

Some of these try to measure it directly, some indirectly. tax purposes.27 These include personal exemptions, deduc-

Among the direct methods one can identify: (1) the use of the tions, investment allowances and other deductible direct

national accounts; (2) the use of direct controls; (3) the use of taxes paid. The adjustments need to be made for indvdual

household budget surveys; and (4) direct surveys of taxpayer tax brackets if the tax structure is progressive. The result of

behaviour. The indirect methods are largely related to esti- the exercise would be a series for gross taxable, declared

mates of the underground economy. Once the size of the income (by income class). A comparison with gross, taxable

underground economy has been measured, the extent to income from the national accounts would yield an estimate of

which the existenceof the undergroundeconomy has implied undeclared non-wage income.

tax revenue losses to the government must be assessed. In Tax evasion among wage earners is often limited because of
other words, undeclaredincome or some otherunreported tax withholding at source and also because wages are an impor-
base must first be measured. Subsequently, an estimation of

tant cost to the enterprises. To claim this cost they need to
the unpaid tax must be made. the paid. However, the obvious,report wages contrary to

there may also be some difficulties in estimating tax evasion

1. National accounts method by wage earners. Information on tax withheld by employers
may not be readily available since this is not the form in

Perhaps the commonest and most often used method for which wage income is usually declared for tax purposes. It
assessing the size of tax evasion is by comparing the estimate be difficult to obtain this kind of information
of the base of a particular tax made by the national accounts

may even more

b bracket by Small- and medium-sized firms thator sector.
authorities and the base as reported to the tax authorities after do not pay profits taxes would also tend to under-report tax

making approprateadjustments.An early study that attempt- withheld on wage income or may actually withhold less than
ed this technique for several industrial countries was that required by law. However, the overall revenue loss from
Tanz's (1969). A similar one for Argentinedata was by Her- this source should not be significant due to the small firm
schel (1978). The Internal Revenue Service of the United size. In general, estimates of tax evasion from wage earnings
States has been following this approach routinely for the would be attempted through sampling techniques.
income tax; various other authoritieshave used it for measur-

ing the base of the VAT and other taxes. Given that the VAT
is collected at varous stages of production, a careful use of (b) Corporate incometax

infornationbased on a sectoral input-outputtable would alsO Similar techniques as used in the case of the individual
be necessary. This was initiated by Aguirre and Shome income tax may be applied to the corporate income tax,

(1988) for the case of Mexico, who developed a methodolo- adjusted for the kinds of deductionsand incentives that apply
gy for constructing the VAT base on a sectoral basis while

allowing for differential tax rates for the VAT. It was applied
by Serra (1991) for Chile, and clarified by Mackenzie (1993) 26. This point was clearly recognizedby Luigi Einaudi, the prominent public
on methodologicalissues. It has since been attempted in vari- finance scholar who became President of Italy. Once he remarked that if all the

ous unpublished technical assistance studies by IMF staff, Italian tax laws on the books were fully enforced, the Italian level of taxation

and is being used by technical units in the Ministries of
would be 120 percent of national income.
27. The reverse is also true for capital gains which may be in the concept of

Finance, for example, in many Latin American countries. taxable income but are not in the national accounts.
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specifically to the corporate sector. The task is not easy, how- Some economists have sharply crticized the national
ever, since over and above the kind ofproblems discussed for accounts approach on the grounds that if tax evasion is sig-
the individual income tax, corporate sector tax incentives nificant, the national accounts are also likely to be underesti-
would have to be accounted for. These can be used legiti- mated. Therefore, the calculation described above may
mately or otherwise, making the task of adjustmentdifficult. become meaningless. However, these economistshave failed
One redeeming feature in the case of corporate income tax to realize that often the information that the national accounts
evasion is that the corporate form of business in developing offices receive from the tax authorities contributes very little
countries is often primarily confined to large and/or easily to the estimation of the national accounts since the national
identifiable firms which are under more consciousscrutiny of accounts authorities often rely on other methods for measur-
the tax authorities. It is common in developing countries for ing production. For example, the agriculturalsector's income
tax adm'inistrations to establish special units to control large is often under-reported to the tax authorities because of tax

taxpayers which are mainly big - and often foreign - corpo- evasion. However, the estimations for the national accounts
rations. are made on the basis of sampling or surveys of directly

observed average productivity per acre and the average
(c) VAT prices at which the crops are sold.29

The VAT has emerged as the most important revenue eamer 2. Sampling method
in many countries and attempts to estimate its evasion have
become relatively commonplaceover the last few years. The The second method of estimation, the tax compliance mea-

widest VAT base is all purchasable goods in the economy, surementmethod,has been used largely by the United States.
that is, GDP plus imports minus exports. Thus, again, the In this method, a random sampleofabout 55,000 taxpayers is
starting point is the national accounts. However, the estimate selected from data available to the IRS and to the social secu-

can be made either from the expenditure side or from the sup- rity administration.This sample is subject to close scrutiny in
ply/productionside. order to detect tax evasion for the taXpayers chosen.3o The

average tax evasion for the sample is then blown up to pro-The expenditure side method could be summarized as fol- vide results for the whole population. The results, called the
lows. To total domestic expenditure (including imports), add gross gap, or the tax gap, represent the unpaid income taxes
net private expenditure from abroad, subtract non-taxed on legally earned individual and corporate income. For 1987,
expenditure (typically, government expenditure on wages the last year for which this information has been published,and salaries, fixed capital formation - except private expen- the tax gap amounted to $ 85 billion of which $ 63.5 billion
diture on new houses - and change in inventories), to obtain was tax evasion of individuals,$ 21.4 billion was tax evasion
taxable expenditure. Adjust for taxes on expenditure, to of corporations,and $1.1 billion was tax evasion by non-fil-
obtain adjusted taxable expenditure. Further, subtract ers. Those who generate the data have expressed scepticism
exempted expenditures (typically, the financial sector, non- that this money could actually be collected.
profit and social organizations, small businesses below a

legally defined threshold and gross rents paid) but add back 3. Budget survey methodtaxable inputs and capital purchases of exempt sectors, to
obtain the potential VAT base. The third direct method relies on household budget surveys.

These surveys show the relationshipbetween the spending ofThe VAT base calculation from the production side is quite families and the income declared. A family that earns its
similar, except that zero-rated exports have to be subtracted declared income and spends much more than that income can
and imports added.28 It is more convenient to use the produc- be expected to have engaged in tax evasion unless other fac-
tion side method whenever the VAT contains many exemp- tors, such as accumulatedwealth or borrowingagainst futuretions by economic sectors rather than by products for final income, account for these differences. The results from this
consumption. Sectoral data are more amenable to production method are not very reliable and they can only provide a
side estimates, while exemptions specified for particular gross order of magnitude. The rationale behind this method
products would be more amenable to expenditure side esti- has been used by the Italian authorities in the developmentof
mates. Further, given the nature of the VAT, that is, collection the redditometro, an index that established a minimum tax-
based on stages of production, sectoral data are again more able income for taxpayers on the basis of external indices of
amenable to base calculations. wealth such as expensivecars, second houses, etc.

Using the above-mentioned methodologies, IMF staff have
made some interesting inferences regarding the relationship
between the VAT rate and the ratio of VAT revenue to GDR
For example,Table 1 introduces the concept ofrevenuepro-

28. In the expenditure side method, exports are already excluded from theductivity ratio- the amount of revenue raised per point of the
domestic expenditure base.

VAT rate. The last column of Table 1 indicates that the aver- 29. For a discussion of this point, see the paper by Reuter in Tanzi (1982).
age amount of revenue per point of the VAT rate is 0.37 per- 30. See Internal Revenue Service (1979). This method is different from that
cent of GDP for 22 countries in the sample. A country whose outlined for estimating evasion by wage earners in the previous section. The

ratio approaches0.5 percentcould be said to be performingat sampling method that is being described here is based on a sample selected for
special scrutiny on a continuingbasis, and is used in lieu of the national accounts

a high VAT effort. method.
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Table 1. Value-AddedTax Data Series, 1988 not paid, in other cases they refer to the alleged under-esti-

(Countrieswith single rate VATs) mation of the national accounts, and often they do not speci-
Country Actual VAT VAT Rate Revenue fy which of these two definitions they have in mind. The

Revenue: GDP Productivity problem is that, in many cases, one could have tax evasion
Ratio Ratio

without under-estimationof the national accounts, or little or
Bolivia 2.6 10.0 0.26
Chile 8.8 6.0 0.55 no tax evasion with under-estimation of the national

Costa Rica 3.8 10.0 0.38 accounts. A further confusion comes from the fact that the

Denmark 9.5 22.0 0.43 attempt to evade taxes is not the only cause for the existence
Dominican Rep. 1.6 6.0 0.27 of the underground economy, since corruption, regulations
Ecuador 2.5 1'0.0 0.25 and various forms of prohibitions, are also important factors.
Finland 8.4 19.1 0.44 Despite these questions, as already indicated, the under-
Grenada 4.5 6.0 0.75

ground economy is often taken as a proxy for tax evasion.
Guatemala 2.4 7.0 0.34
Guinea 0.6 13.6 0.05 Discussion of the various methods used for the measurement
Haiti 1.8 10.0 0.18 of the undergroundeconomy would require extensive elabo-
Indonesia 4.5 10.0 0.45

ration. Perhaps it would suffice just to mention the methods
Israel 9.8 15.0 0.65
Korea 3.3 10.0 0.33 used.32 The first method is the so-called expenditure and

Madagascar 1.5 15.0 0.10 income discrepancymethod, which assumes that the incomes
Mauritius 2.1 5.0 0.41 which are hidden will show up as expenditures, so that the
New Zealand 6.7 12.5 0.54 differencebetween national accounts measured from income
Norway 9.4 20.0 0.47 flows and national accounts measured from consumption
Panama 1.1 5.0 0.22 flows can give an indication of the size of the undergroundPeru 2.0 13.0 0.15
Taiwan 2.6 5.0 0.52 economy. This method was first applied to the United King-
United Kingdom 6.0 15.0 0.40 dom. A second method is the employment census method,

which tries to compare measured unemployment with the

Average 4.3 11.6 0.37 probable participation rate for the population in certain age
classes. This method has been applied to Italy, Spain and

Source: Carlos Silvani, unpublished memorandum, Fiscal Affairs Depart- some other countries. Third is the physical input method,
ment, IMF, September 1992. which is based on the idea that there is a predictablerelation-

ship between the use of some inputs, such as electricity, and
the value of the output. Finally, there are various versions of
the so-calledmonetaryapproach,an approach that associates

4. Direct taxpayer survey evasion with currency or money holding. This monetary
A few countries, especiallyNordic countries such as Sweden approach, developed in various forms by Guttman (1977),
and Norway, have used direct surveys of taxpayers. A ran- Feige (1979) and Tanzi (1980), has been widely used in a

dom sarnple of taxpayers is chosen and, anong other ques- large number of countries to estimate the size of the under-

tions, they are asked to describe their tax reporting ground economy.33 All of the above approaches have prob-
behaviour.31 This approach has been subjected to several lems. It would, therefore, be prudent not to base economic

criticisms whch range from whether individuais remember policy, or even estimates of tax evasion, solely on the results

how they behaved as taxpayers in years past, to whether an that emerge from these estimations.

individual would be willing to convey accurate information To conclude, there are many methods that have been usedto
about an activity which may be considered anti-social even. estimate tax evasion. In recent years, IMF technical assis-
when he/she is assured anonymity.The commonbelief is that tance missions have routinely calculated the potential yield
tax evasion is often under-estimatd by these surveys even of selected taxes using some variant of the national accounts
when they try to guarantee anonymity for the taxpayers. method. Unfortunately, these results cannot be provded

because of the confidentialityof the reports.
5. Indirect methods

Indirect methods essentially relate to the quantificationof the
so-called underground economy, which has been attempted REFERENCES
for various countries. The connectionsbetween this quantifi-

C.A., and Shome, R, The Mexican Value-Addedcation and the size of the tax evasion are often ambiguous Aguirre,
and difficult to establish, especially when taxes are progres-

Tax: Methodology for Calculating the Base, National

sive. For example, if those who participate in the under- Tax Journal, Vol. XLI, No. 4 (December 1988), pp. 543-

ground economy are mostly people with very low incomes 54.

who would have paid very little taxes, then the existence of
an undergroundeconomy may not imply the existenceof sig- 31. See Norway, by Isachsen, Klovland, and Strom, and
nificant tax evasion.

paper on paper on

Sweden by Hansson in Tanzi (1982).
32. These methods are discussed in Tanzi (1982).

There is often a lot of confusion in the way people define the 33. Tanzi used this method to first estimate the size of the undergroundecono-

underground economy. In some cases, people refer to taxes my in the United States and then to estimate tax evasion (1980 and 1983).
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This research was sponsored by the Foundation for Law A. Structure of the present system
and Public Administration (REOB), which is a part of the
NetherlandsOrganization for Scientific Research (NWO). In 1992 - for the first time in the historyof taxation in Russia

a tax system was created. Until this time taxes (which were-

taxes in name only), and numerouscompulsorycontributions
to the budget were levied on the basis of. instructions of the

I. INTRODUCTION Ministry of Finance and Decrees of the former USSR Gov-

ernment.

Transition to a free marketeconomy requiredradical changes A package of new tax laws provides the main types of taxes,

in the Russian tax system as the system used under the cen- which are similar to taxes used in Western countries. The Act

trally planned economy discouraged the transformationpro- Concerning the basic principles of the tax system n the

cess. A package of new tax laws was adopted by the Russian Russian Federation contains definitions of tax, tax system
Parliamentin 1992. These laws completelyabolished the for- and taxpayers, the objects of taxation (in general), and the

mer tax legislation. rights and liabilities of taxpayers and the tax administration.
The kinds of taxes to be levied at federal, republic and local

The tax legislation of Western countries has been used as a (such as regional, municipal,district, etc.) levels are set out in.
model in desgning the new tax system. However,none of the this Act.
Western systems was fully copied, as the economic circum-
stances of the transitional period in Russia, under which tax The most significant taxes levied are the following:
reform is being implemented, are very specific and differ - Tax on profits of enterprises and organizations
from the circumstancesin Western countries (and even from - Tax on income of banks

those in other Central and Eastern European countries). - Tax on income from insurance activities
These economic circumstances include not only an increas- - Individual income tax

ing budget deficit, monetary expansion and growing infla- - Value added tax

tion, but also continuing decreases in production, shortages Excise duties-

and disintegrationof distribution. Propert tax on ndividuals-

Under these conditions of instability and economic crisis the - Property tax on enterprises
state tries to maintain a certain control over money supply, - Inheritance and gift tax

using various means, including taxation, to limit the expendi- - Tax on security transactions

ture on consumption, to restrain the inflationary process and - Land tax

to encourage the rational use of limited natural resources. - Tax on the use of natural resources

Specific tax measures have been adopted to achieve these - Tax on the use of forestry resources

goals. Therefore only main principles of taxation in Western _ Payments for use of water resources by ndustrial enter-

countries have been implementedin the new Russian tax leg- prises
islation. However, peculiarities of the present legislation, Registrationduty individualsstarting business activ-on a-

caused by the features of the transitional period, should be ity
graduallyabolishedin line with furthermoves towards a mar- State duty-

ket economy. Customs duty-

This article concentrateson three main issues. It describes the In addition, local government authorities may levy certain

basic characteristicsof the new Russian tax system and anal_ types of local taxes, defned in the federal Act, including tax

yses its advantages compared with the previous system. It on trading activity (in the form of patent), clean street tax,

then analyses the first results of the initial tax reform and sub_ duty on dog owners, parking duty, etc. A detailed description

sequent amendments in tax legislation according to the pre-
of each tax is beond the scope of this article, but a brief

sent economic situation. Finally, the possibility of bringing
the Russian tax system in line with the Westernmodel will be 1. The objectofeach tax and the definitionof taxable base are given in the rel-

discussed. evant tax law (profit tax law, individual income tax law, etc.).
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explanation is given of those taxes which are usually not Paymentsfor the use ofdfferent kinds of natural resources,
levied in Western European tax systems. such as gas, oil, mineral ore (on extraction); payment for the

felling of wood and charges for use of water are levied onTax on profits ofenterprisesand organizations,having much
legal entities.

in common with the corporation tax, is levied on taxable

profits of legal entities.2 In 1992 and 1993 banks and legal Registrationduty is levied only upon registrationof individ-
entities carrying on insurance activities were not subject to uals starting a business (not in the form of a legal entity). The
the tax on profits, but wre subject to specific taxes on rate is fixed by the local government,but may not exceed the
income. The main distinction in the definition of taxable amount fixed by the federal tax law.

profits was whetherwages and salaries are deductibleor non-
State duty is paid for the services of courts, notary offices anddeductible items in achieving the object of the tax. Banks and
executive bodies.

legal entities carrying on insurance activities were not enti-
tled to deduct wages and salaries in calculating the tax base, Customs duty is paid by either legal entities or individuals
whereas for all other legal entities this deduction was allowed upon the importation of goods. Customs duty is levied as a

(although restricted by a normative amount based on four percentage of the import value.
times the minimum monthly wage fixed by law). Therefore
the tax rate on the income of banks and from insuranceactiv-
ities was lower, i.e. 303 and 25 percent,4 respectively, where- B. Classificationof taxes levied at different
as for other legal entities it was 32 percent.5 From 1 January governmental levels
1994,6 the taxation of banks and insurance organizations
became the same as for other legal entities. Taxable profits

Taxes levied in the territoryof the Russian Federationare dis-

and the rate of tax on profits (i.e. 32 percent) is now the same tinguished as:

for all legal entities. Under this Decree the normative
- federal taxes;

deductible amount of wages and salaries has been increased
- taxes levied by autonomous republics within the Russian

from four to six times the minimum monthly wage per Federation; and

employee. There is no separate dividend tax in the Russian
- local taxes levied by territories, regions, municipalities,

tax system, but a tax on dividends is provided by the Act con- etc.

cerning the tax on profits of enterprises and organizations. Property tax on enterprises, tax on the use of forestry
Legal entities paying dividends must withhold the dividend resources and payrnents for the use of water are levied by a
tax at a rate of 15 percent.7 memberof the Russian Federation. Property tax on individu-

Individual income tax is imposed on the annual aggregate als, land tax and registration duty on individuals starting a

income of individuals derived from different sources at pro-
businessare levied by the local authorities.All other taxes are

gressive rates (ranging from 12 to 30 percent). The system of levied by the Federation. The existing budget regulation sys-
taxation on individuals is similar to that used in Western coun- tem, however, provides for a partial redistribution of these

tries. Only one variation should be pointed out: under the Indi- tax receipts to separatebudgets. Part of the main federal taxes
is being passed to the republic and local budgets in order tovidual Income Tax Act, the procedure for tax calculation and

the terms of payment depend on the sources of income strengthen their revenue basis. For example, in 1992 100 per-

(income from employment and business income), although cent of revenue from income tax on individuals,20 percentof

equal rates are used for income derived from these sources.
revenue from value added tax, and 50 percent of revenues

Tax on income from employment is similar to wage tax, as
from certain excises8 had to be passed to the republic and

applied by Western European tax systems. This tax is with- local budgets. The appropriatepercentage of the various fed-

held monthly by the employer and is transferred to the tax eral taxes to be passed to the different governmental levels is

administration.If the individualhas only one placeofemploy- determined annually in the adoption of the budget for the

ment and one source of income, the income tax is final, and next year. The amount of federal taxes to be passed to the

the employee is not obliged to file an income tax declaration. local budgets is defined as the difference between.proposed
In all other cases, the taxpayer must file an income tax return public expenditure and local taxes to be levied during the

and will have to pay tax upon receiptof an assessment.

Property tax on enterprisesis imposed on all legal entities,
2. According to Russian legislation legal entities for tax purposes are state

and organizations, corporations, joint stock companies, limited lia-
except social institutions and municipal organizations (non-

enterprses
bility companiesand limited partnerships.

profit organizations receiving subsidies from the State) at a 3. The Act of the Russian Federationof 12 December 199 1 Conceming tax-

flat rate of 2 percent of the book value of the enterprise's ation of banks' income, Art. 5.
4. The Act of the Russian Federationof I 3 December 1991 Concerning tax-

property. ation of income from insurance activities, Art. 4.
5. The Act of the Russian Federation of 27 December 199 1 Conceming taxTax on security transactionsis charged on the issue of secu- on profits of enterprises and organizations,Art. 5.

rities (in the form of a registrationduty) and on the purchase 6. President's Decree of the Russian Federation No. 2270 of 22 December
and sale of securities. I 993 Concerning some changes in the taxation and interrelations between the

budgets of the different levels, Art. I.

Land tax is paid by both the owners and users of land; thus an 7. The Act of the Russian Federation of 27 December 1991 Concerning tax
on profits of enterprisesand organizations,Art. 10.owner-occupierpays under both heads. The taxpayer may be 8. The Act of the Russian Federation Conceming the budget system of the

a legal entity or an individual. Russian Federation in 1992, Art. 4.
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next financial year. The reason for this distribution system is In the former planned economy, individual taxation was

that the greater part of public expenditure, especially social based on schedular taxes, whereby each source of income

expenses (such as public health, education, pensions, etc.) is was subject to a separate rate schedule, and generally to a

incurred at the local level and these expenses cannot be cov- separate set of tax allowances. Steeply progressive tax rates

ered by local taxes alone. were applied to certain groups of the populationemployed in

the private sector (doctors, lawyers, etc.) and to certain pro-
fessions (authors, writers, artists, etc.). For other groups of

C. Advantagesof the new tax legislation taxpayers a relatively low flat rate was applied. This schedu-

The tax system prior to 1992 was incompatiblewith a system. lar system has been replaced by a synthetic income tax sys-

of a market-oriented economy. This explains the attempt to tem under which differentsources of income are aggregated.
introduce a new tax system more in line with that of devel- The total income is subject to a single progressiverate sched-

oped countries. The following main features distinguish the ule. Tax liabilitiesofall categoriesof taxpayershave been put
new tax system from the former one. on an equal basis.

First, the arbitrariness of the former system has been Thirdly, the new tax legislationcontains provisions,designed
removed. Numerous compulsory payments by enterprises to raise funds, aiming at macroeconomicstability, and at the

(including the payment on fixed and working capital,9 rent same time to influence economic development. Many incen-

payments,j0 payments on the unused part of the depreciation tives have been ntroduced to promote investment, modern-

fund,it etc.) have been replaced by a single tax on profits. ization, reconstruction and infrastructure development, eco-

These compulsory payments were the result of negotiations logic protection measures, etc., which will be described in

between enterprises and local organs of the Ministry of detail below.

Finance on the basis of a financial plan, which was worked
Finally, an attempt has been made to solve the problems of

out by every enterprise for the next financial year. This finan-
revenue distribution between the central and local

cial document consisted of four parts: revenues; expenses;
govern-

ment. The problem of fiscal decentralization is especially
loans and interest payments; and compulsory payments for

acute for Russia, which has complex federal state system.3a
the budget and subsidies. On the basis of an analysis of the

The legislation provides that federal government andnew
financiai plans two main aims were pursued: ensuring that republic taxes are being shared between the federal, the
the financial needs of the state were met and that all neces-

republics and the local governments. At the time localsame

sary expenses of the enterprises were covered. As a result of
are entitled raise their own revenue by levy-

such negotiations, the tax rate and the planned amount of governments to

ing local taxes. A clear distinction between state and local
compulsory payments were established. Under such a sys-
tem, including changes of tax rates from year to year, enter-

prises have no incentive to raise their revenues. Increasing
income led in most cases to larger payments having to be 9. This payment was imposedon the average annual fixed assets and working

made to the budget in the following financial year, while the capital of enterprises and other legal entites (in percentage) in order to ensure a

better use of machinery and equipment and to prevent the accumulation of
amount at the disposal of the enterprise was not being unused fixed assets and inventory.
increased at all. The arbitrariness of these tax obligations 10. Rent payments were made by the enterprises of differentbranches of min-

must be imputed to the absence of tax laws in the USSR at ing industries,having more favourableconditionsofexploitationof coalfieldsor

that time. Tax liabilities were defined by the numerous
oilfields, for instance.

instructions of the USSR Ministry of Finance which provid-
11. Part of the depreciation fund, which according to the financial plan of

enterprises exceeded the planned amount needed for repair of the equipmentor

ed the typical definitionsof taxable profits, depending on the its renewal, was transferred to the state budget.

branch of industry concerned. In a market economy one of 12. Under a centrally-plannedeconomy the managementof the economy was

the main tasks of the tax system is to establish an equitable accomplished through the ministries of the different branches of the economy.
The state enterprises and organizations were subordinated to a particular Min-

treatment based on explicit tax laws. Under the present new istry, created on the basis of the classification of the branches of the national

Russian legislation, tax treatment no longer depends on the economy (e.g. Ministry of the gas and oil industry, Ministry of the chemical

type ofenterprise,property form, kind of industryor sectorof industry,Ministry ofmachine-building,Ministry of trade, Ministry ofeducation,
etc.).

the economy. Each ministry fulfilled the following main functions:

Secondly, tax rates have been unified for enterprises. In the
- planned the output of the main kincls of production needed by society and

the financial resources through the adoption of financial plans, worked out

former planned economy the applicable tax rates differed by every enterprise;
from sector to sector. Furthermore, the rates were differenti- - organized the continual supply of raw materials to the enterprises under its

ated not only by ministries for the different industries,12 but supervision and promote the sale of their production;
-

also between the various enterprises under the supervisionof
controlled the fulfilmentof the financial plans.

During the processofplanning the ministryalso redistributed financial resources

each ministry. More efficient enterprises were taxed at a between enterprises. The main instrumentof such redistributionwas compulso-

higher rate in order to subsidize the less efficient and even ry payments to the budget. The Ministry of Finance fixed certain rates of the tax

loss-makingenterprises.The tax system provided for various on profits for the relevant Ministry. But the latter was given the right to differ-

entiate this rate between enterprises in order to provide for a certain level of

allowancesand subsidies for the producersofcertainkinds of profitability for each enterprise.
production and services (e.g. food, children's clothes and 13. According.to the Constitutionof the Russian Federation (Art. 65) the Rus-

shoes, etc.). Now the differentiation of tax rates between sian Federation includes: 21 autonomous republics, 6 territories, 49 regions, 2

federal cities, 1 autonomous region and 10 autonomous districts. Furthermore,
ministrieshas been abolishedand the numberof tax rates and there are thousands of districts, towns and villages. The population of the Rus-

tax allowanceshas been reduced considerably. sian Federation is 148.3 million.
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taxes has been made, and the tax law now contains direct vatization process is further hampered by the excessively
instructions, specifying to which budget (federal, republic or monopolized structure of the economy, the result of former
local) these taxes should be allocated. state policy, namely concentration and specialization in pro-

duction; gigantic enterprises were considered to be more effi-
cient. Thus it would be difficult to expect the immediate cre-

Ill. TRENDS IN THE ADAPTATION OF THE ation of conditions for real competition between enterprises.
The absence of a competitive environment may be consid-INITIAL TAX LEGISLATIONTO THE
ered the most important factor constraining the implementa-PRESENT ECONOMIC SITUATION
tion of tax reform.

A. Main economic factors constrainingthe tax Secondly, the Russian economy is confronted with a steeply
reform reduced output. In 1992 the fall in output reached 19 percent

compared to the previous year.16 This process is aggravatedWestern observers4 have of course noted peculiar provisions by the existence of loss-making state enterprises. At thelaid down in Russian tax legislation. These peculiarities are beginningof 1993 such enterprises represented 21 percent ofexplained not only by the lack of experience of Russian tax all state enterprises, an increase of 300 percent compared tospecialists in implementing tax reform, but to a greater the previous year.
17 Application of the recently adopted law

extent, by the specific economic and social conditions in
concerning bankruptcy has been delayed ntil a bankruptcywhich the economic reforms are being undertaken. Econom- mechanism (critera, procedures, etc.) has been established.ic processes in Russia will be briefly explained below in

order to make these peculiarities in the present tax system Thirdly, a typical feature of the present economic develop-
comprehensible. ment is fast growingand protracted inflation. In August 1993

inflation had reached 30 percent monthly,18 which created aOn the one hand, with the announcement of economic free- real danger of hyperinflation. This situation is the result ofdom of enterprise and price liberalization, state control over
governmentpolicy of further monetary expansion, and subsi-the volume of production and prices became almost negligi- dizing different enterprises, particularly agriculture, which

ble. The system of state order, which functioned at the radically derogates from market behaviour. As a result, under
beginning of the economic reforms, under which the state the conditionof falling output, the gap between goods supplyestablished for an enterprise assignments for certain types of and money supply is increasing, threateningly in favour of
necessary public production, has been abolished. On the the latter. Shortagesof goods lead to a prevalenceof less effi-
other hand, a market mechanism of regulation of production cient models of distribution, such as barter trade and theis still not functioningsufficiently in Russia. Any real change direct exchange of goods between enterprises. When suchin the economic structure takes place slowly. There is still no conditions prevail, enterprises have the opportunity to earnfree labour market or sufficiently functioningcapital market, ncome to a greater degree at the expense of increased prices.nor is there privately owned land to any extent. According to When there is a considerable excess of money supply overofficial data of the Statistics Committee of the Russian Fed- goods supply enterprises sell their goods, even if the cost oferation the level of unemployment equals 1 percent of the production, including wages, constantly increases. Classic
economically active population,r5 There is unemployment market mechanisms based on real competition restrainingmainly in the unproductive sectors (state organizations, ser- production cost do not function in such unreal market con-
vices, etc.). The Iow level of production technologyby enter- ditions. So, due to these specific features of the Russian econ-
prises demands additional workers. Furthermore, the con-

omy in the transitionalperiod, the state, by means of taxation,tinuation of loss-making enterprises, which are still support- tries to eliminate these negative tendencies by using specificed by the state, constrains the creation of a free functioning taxes (such as taxes on the use of gas, oil, wood, water) andlabour market. The present capital market is characterizedby through specific provisions in the definition of taxable prof-an acute shortage of money resources because of consider- ts, concerning expenses which could be deducted from theable excess of demand over supply. This process is reflected taxable base.
in the rapidly-growing interest rates of commercial banks
(300-400 percent a year). At the same time the low level of
interest rates offered by saving banks, which is defined by the 14. Tanzi, V., Tax reform and the move to a marketeconomy: overviewof the
Govemment, and the high rate of inflation discourage sav. issues, in The Role of Tax Reforms in Central and Eastern European
ings, limiting intemal sources of accumulation and invest- Economies(Paris, 1991); Andersson, K., Efficiencyconsiderations in tax poli-
ment. Finally, despite the adoption of the President's Decree

cy, in Fiscal Policies in Economies in Transition (IMF: Washington, 1992);
Riordan, J. and McLureJr., Ch.E., Tax aspects of irnproving the investrnentcli-

concerning the sale of land owned by the state, the procedure mate in Russia, 47 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation (January
for its realization has not yet been finalized. 1993, at 17); McLure Jr., Ch.E., Tax Foundation signs agreements with Kaza-

khstan and Russia, 47 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation
Several reasons can be identified for the relatively slow (July/August 1993, at 444); Erds, G., Trends in the taxation of profits, 33

changes in the economic structure. Firstly, the privatization European Taxation (June/July 1993, at 214); Holzmann, R., Tax reform in
countries in transition: central policy issues, in Public Finance in a World ofprocess is proceedingvery slowly in the fundamentalbranch- Transition (St. Petersburg, 1991).

es of heavy industries; state restrictions on privatization of 15. Izvestiya (Official Russian newspaper, Moscow),21 December 1993.
such enterprises still exist. In fact, privatizationcovers main- 16. Izvestiya, 8 September I 993.

I 7. Financial weekly international (joint publication by the Financial Timesly the trade and services sectors. Moreover, privatizationcan and Izvestiya, Moscow), 1993, No. 12.
not be expected to have an immediatepositive effect. The pri- 18. Izvestiya, 18 September 1993.
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One of the main constraintsof tax reform is the need to reduce stability may have negative effects on timely solutions to

the rapidly growing budget deficit. The solution to this prob- economic and social problems. Hence, the tax system must

lem necessitates changes in the tax system, which without a be flexible during the period of instability and must be able to

doubt, will have a negative influence on achievement of the react to the changes in economic conditions. However, it

final goal of tax reform. The planned size of the budget deficit should be kept in mind that flexibilitydoes not imply too rad-

in 1993 adopted by the Russian Parliament is estimated at the ical changes in a tax regime, such as the replacementof basic

astronomical sum of 21.8 billion roubles,19 which represents types of taxes. The implementation of tax reform, based on

almost 50 percent of the total expenditurebudget.2o The deep- the major features of the Western tax model, revealed dis-

enng economc crisis, with the fall in production, produces a crepancies between new tax legislation and the actual condi-

trend of declining tax revenues. But the reduction in public tions and tendencies of economic development, especially
expenditure cannot be made as rapidly during the period of after price liberalization.On the one hand, tax legislationwas

transition. Despite the reduction in certain expenditure, such too severe for taxpayers, discouraging investment and busi-

as capital nvestments, defence, direct subsidies to loss mak- ness activity, making the problem of tax evasion more acute.

ing enterprises, foreign aid and administrationcosts, the eco- On the other hand, some vague provisions in tax laws

nomic reforms call for significant additionalpublic outlays in allowed enterprises to reduce their taxable base and to avoid

the short run. For example, expenses connected with the con- taxation legally. Taking these tendencies into account,

version of complex military enterprises, the development of numerous amendments to the initial legislation were adopted
an economic infrastructure, the restructuring of industrial by Parliament.An analysisof these amendmentsallows some

enterprises, social expenses for education, public health and identificationof the main trends in improving tax legislation.
welfare (to avoid social tensions and to cushion the transition
to a market economy) are simply essential for the successful Firstly, the amendments provided for a reduction in the tax

implementation of economic reforms. Consequently, the burden, especially for individuals. In 1992, the marginal rate

urgent need to reduce the budget deficit does not allow any
of individual income tax was reduced from 60 to 40 percent.

reduction in the tax burden. By mid-1993 the rate of inflation Additionally, the amount of income, above which the pro-

and the budget deficit had become sharply aggravated. With gressive rates are applied, was considerably increased from

growing inflation, the budget deficit amounted to 14 percent 42,000 to 200,000 roubles.23 Under the President's Decree in

of the GDP at the end of 1993.21 An important factor in this 1993,24 this amountwas further increased to 3 millionroubles

situation was the continuing subsidy of enterprises in the coal and the marginal rate was reduced to 30 percent. With infla-

industry and grain purchases in agriculture. Subsidies to agri- tion of 30 percent a month and a corresponding growth of

culture represent 15 percent of GDR22 The recent decisions of wages and salaries, a situation was created where average

the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank to stop
incomes and even below-average incomes became the object

granting international credit to Russia until the Government of progressive taxation.

stabilizes the financial situation confirm the almost total loss The loweringof the tax burden was also achievedby a reduc-
of state control over the inflationary process. Consequently, tion of tax rates in value added tax from 2825 to 20 percent26
the Government intends to pursue a stricter financial policy, in 1992. With a shortage of goods, the new tax (VAT) was

reducing monetary expansion and cutting part of public expected to constrain consumer demand. But in the early
expenditure, including the periodic indexation of salaries of

stages of the price liberalization process, actual growth of
civil servants and pensions due to inflation. Such a policy prices on goods surpassed the proposed estimates. VAT
would withoutdoubt not be popular,but is the only way out of increased the prices of goods almost by one-third. Conse-
the crisis situation. quently, settlements between enterprises (e.g. payments for

Bearing in mind the above, under current circumstances the goods supplied) have been impeded. Buyers were unable to

function of taxation in raising funds for public expenditure is afford purchases ncluding VAT because of shortages of

paranountfor stimulatingecononicdevelopment.Neverthe- financial resources. Such a situation demanded urgent

less, in pursuing this policy, the Governrnent, understanding changes in the VAT rates; otherwise, the high rate would have

the significance of such stinulation and its close connection led to bankruptcy for the majority of enterprises, and would

with the taxation, is searching for a compromise between have demandednew subsidies from the state.

strengtheningthe tax revenuebasis and the encouragementof

capital investmentand business activities. It is also searching
for a compromisebetween the desire to restrain inflation, and 19. USS 1 equalled 1742 roubles in March 1994 (for comparison, in July 1993

it was 1059 roubles, and in January 1993, 417 roubles), an increase of 418%
at the same time to support low income groups. Understand- from the previous year.

ing the need for such compromise is reflected in the character 20. Izvestiya, 31 August 1993.

of the 1992-93 amendments to the new tax legislation. 21. Izvestiya, 12 November 1993.
22. Izvestiya, 21 September 1993.
23. The amendmentsare defined by the Act of the Russian Federation from 16

July 1992 Concerningamendmentsand additions to the tax system of Russia,

B. 1992-1993 amendments Art. 6.
24. The Russian President'sDecreeo. 1430 of 13 December 1993 Concern-

An unstable tax system discourages domestic and especially ing the regulationof the taxation of individuals.

foreign investmentsand saving. However,during a transition 25. The Act of the Russian Federation of 6 Decembr 1991 Concerning the

period, where the main tendencies for economic develop-
value added tax, Art. 6.
26. The Act of the Russian Federation of 16 July 1992 Concerning amend-

ment are not always predictable, adhering to the principle of ments and additions to the tax system of Russia, Art. 6.
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Secondly, amendments to the tax legislation provided for of the Central Bank of Russia increased by three points. At
new tax incentives to encourage the technical reconstruction the end of 1993 the Central Bank discount rate was incresed
and re-equipmentof enterprises; additionally, new construc- considerably from 80 to 210 percent in order to bring it near-

tion and reconstructionof social infrastructuresuch as public er to private commercial bank rates, which are established
health, education, culture and sports institutions (which are according to credit supply and demand. Nevertheless, com-
on the enterprises' balance sheets) was encouraged. Now mercial bank rates are still double the Central Bank discount
actual expenses made for these purposes may be deducted rate. In a situation where the majority of enterprises is forced
from the taxable profits of enterprises of all industries. Fur- to take credit from commercial banks, this measure may be
thermore, new tax exemptions are granted to enterprises car- considered discriminatory, but it is justified to a certain
rying out the conversionof production, to state and municipal degree by the vast shortage of money resources. Deductibili-
educational institutions, to enterprises and organizations ty of interest payments at the rate ofcommercialbanks would
relating to the liquidationof consequencesofChernobyl,etc. considerably reduce state tax revenues. This contradiction

Thirdly, taking into consideration the need to reduce the fast may not be easily solved in the present crisis situation.

growing budget deficit, Parliament has adopted amendments Anotherexample of peculiarities in the Russian tax system is
designed to increase tax revenue. The broadening of the the tax provisions with regard to the partial deductibility of
scope of enterprises subject to tax on profits is among such wages. These provisions, which were adopted in the initial
measures. For instance, agriculturalenterprises of an indus- tax legislation, are the object of much criticism by Western
trial type27 (which were previously exempt from taxation) observers and experts. In Western countries wages and
are now subject to profits tax. The other enterprises in agri- salaries are deductible without lirnit. According to Russian
cultural production, including kolhozy, sovhozy and legislation actual labour expenses not exceeding the norma-
farms, are still exempt from taxation. Such exemption is one tive amount established by the Government are fullyof the elements of the state support of agriculture. The deductible. Russian enterprises whose actual wages and
amendments concerning the increase of tax rates on certain salaries exceed this amount must pay additional tax on this
kinds of activities with excessiveprofitabilityalso resulted in excess. In 1992 the norrnative amount initially equalled four
the growth of tax revenues. In particular, income from casi- times the minimum monthly labour payment per employee,
nos, other'gambling-houses and gambling business is now established and revised periodically, taking account of infla-
taxable at a rate of 90 percent rather than 70 percent. tion. In 1992 the amount of actual labour expenses exceeding
Fourthly, some amendments were aimed at achieving a more

the normative amount was taxed at the basic profit tax rate of

accurate definition of deductible expenses of profits for tax 32 percent. In 1993, enterprises whose actual labour expens-
purposes. In Russia, definitions of profits for tax purposes

es exceed double the normative amount paid tax on the sum

have a number of peculiarities; for instance, not all expenses
of excess at the rate of 50 percent. If the sum of excess was

connected with business are deductible. There is a particular- within double the normative amount, the basic rate of 32 per-

ly comprehensive list of deductible expenditure.28The main cent was applied.3o In accordance with the President's
deductibleexpenses are: Decree31 in 1994 the normative amount was increased from

raw materials used in production; four to six times the minimum monthly labour payment. At-

wages expenses within fixed normative amount; present the latter is 14,620 roubles and accordingly, the nor--

mative amount equals 87,720 roubles. This sum approxi-depreciationof fixed assets according to set depreciation to the end
-

rates; social insurance expenses (including obligatory mately corresponds the average monthly wage (at
of 1993 it equalled 93,000 roubles).32The excess amountwillmedical insurance); be taxed.

property insurance expenses;-

interest payments within fixed normative amount; These tax provisions must be understood the peculiarities
-

as

repair of equipment; of the transitional period, where wages are not yet formed
-

business travel expenses up to a set limit;-

rent expenses, etc.-

27. Generally speaking, the larger agricultural enterprises, the list of which is
Other expenses, which are not enumerated in this list, must set by the Governmentof Russia.

be financed by profits after tax. A detailed analysis of the
28. The Statute conceming the compositionof expendituresrelating to the cost
of production (work, services) was approved by Decree No. 552 of the Govem-deductible and non-deductible expenses, the need for such ment of the Russian Federation of 5 August 1992. Until this date an analogous

control and its drawbacks is beyond the scope of this article. statute approved by the State PlanningCommitteeof the USSR, the Ministry of

The main reason for this specific provision is that the state Finance of the USSR, the State Price Committee of the USSR and the State

tries to restrict the growth of certain elements in the cost of
Statistics Committeeof the USSR, of 30 November 1990, was used.
29. Amendmentsconceming the interest payments were approved by Decree

production. Otherwise, with excessive money supply over No. 3251-I of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation of 1 0 July 1992

goods supply the absence of such control will lead to new Concemingthe introduction of amendments to Degrees of the Supreme Soviet

spiralling of prices and inflation. But at the same time, it is of the Russian Federation relating to issues of taxation.
30. Instruction No. 4 of the State Tax Service of the Russian Federation of 6difficult to deny that another purpose of this tax regulation is March 1 992 Conceming the Procedure for the calculation and payment to the

to raise funds for public expenditures by increasing the tax- budget of tax on the profits of enterprises and organizations,Art. I1.
able base in a time of a fast-growing budget deficit. For 31. President's Decree of the Russian Federation No. 2270 of 22 December

1993 Concerning some changes in the taxation and interrelations between theexample, interest payments made by enterprises29 are now budgets of the different levels, Art. 3.
deductible. However,deduction is limited to the discount rate 32. Izvestiya, 22 December 1993.
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through a market mechanism of supply and demand. Enter- duction. The equivalent amount of tax paid on raw materials

prises tend to increase the cost of production including accumulatedin the warehouse is not deductible.

wages, in order to attract the skilled employees in conditions
of low unemployment.Thus this tax measure was adopted to Understandingthe contradictions in some amendments to the

halt the process of wage inflation. It should be added that principle of taxation used in a market economy, Russian tax

these tax provisions are not an essential characteristicofRus- specialists realize that these measures are extraordinary,due

sian tax reform but are only temporary measures in a crisis to a crisis situation. When the Russianunreal market econ-

situation, which might be considered softer than freezing omy is transformedto an economy based on real competition
and a developed labour, land and capital market, such mea-

wages - a measure sometimes used by other countries with
will most likely be gradually removed. At the

high levels of inflation. Until wages are formed on the basis sures same

of supply and demand, this artificial interference in the pro-
time, it may be said that the implementationof a tax reform

cess of consumption and accumulation is justified from the under such conditionsof severe economic crisis may be con-

economic point of view. Unfortunately, the adoption of the sidered as an original and peculiar contribution to tax law

laws concerning privatization and free business does not theory and practice.
mean the immediate creation of a labour market. It is likely
that this will demand a long period. Certainly, it is clear that

this most specific element of the Russian tax system will IV. CONSTRAINTSOF THE TAX REFORM AND
have discouraged the economicactivity of foreign companies TRENDS IN MODIFICATIONOF THE TAX
and particularly the process of technological transfer. There- SYSTEM
fore, in 1992 tax law was amended to attract foreign capital
investment so that foreign companies were granted the right A. Difficulties in the implementationof the tax
to deduct wages and salaries in full from the tax base. reform

Fifthly, some provisions were added to the legislation, pre- The tax reform in Russia is rnoving in parallel with the fun-
venting a dual interpretation of the definition of the taxable danentalchanges in the econonicbasis, particularly in prop-
base (either of VAT or tax on profits). Imprecise formulas in erty relations. But insufficientspeed in the privatizationpro-
the initial legislation afforded taxpayers the opportunity to cess and slow structural changes in the econony create diffi-
avoid taxation legally. Insufficient supply and shortages of culties in the implementationof tax reform.
finished goods and raw materials led to the widespread
increase of prirnitive forms of distribution, such as barter During the transitional period policymakers have two main

trade and direct supplies of goods between enterprises. tasks, which to a certain degree are contradictory. The first
task concerns the creation of a favourable tax climate for eco-

Enterprises engaged in a very specific method of tax avoid- nomic development, and nvestments and savings, mainly
ance. Under private agreements between suppliers and buy- through a reduction in the tax burden. The second task is to

ers, the latter paid the supplier of goods at a reduced price, enable the government to restrain negative tendencies in an

but the difference between the market price and the reduced economy which has the rudimentary characteristicsof a cen-

price was subsequently transferred to the supplier's own trally-planned economy. It also implies the reduction of the
funds. In this case the differencewas previously non-taxable. budget deficit. This task is very difficult to accomplishsole-
In the transfer invoice the differencebetween these sums was ly through the use of taxes. Taxes should be used in close
not reflected as a purchase of goods, but rather as financial cooperation with other economic instruments (credit, prices,
aid, for instance, or replenishingof social funds. The amend- etc.) in creating the real basis of a market economy. The cre-

ments prevented this unintended use of tax legislation and ation of a favourable tax climate is being soughtby the appli-
now these types of transfers are included in the taxable base. cation of a wide range of tax incentives, which provides dif-

Additionally,when a direct exchange or sale of goods is car- ferent tax treatmentsdependingon the sectorof the economy,
ried out at prices which are not higher than the cost of pro- the type of activity and investment, group of population,
duction, the amount of the transaction (for tax purposes) will kinds of investors, etc. Some incentives are economically
be determined on the basis of market prices. Thus, for the justified, such as those connected with the encouragementof
first time, an attempt is made in the tax legislation to create a small business, those promoting a competitive environment
mechanism comparable to the Westem style transfer pricing and those aiming at the encouragement of investment and
mechanism in related party transactions. savings. But the majority of tax incentives should be revised

as their use leads to a less efficient allocationof resources; it
Finally, some amendments overcome distortions in the eco- also makes the tax system more complex and collectionmore

nomy under conditionsof fast-growinginflation. It may seem expensive. In future, a detailed analysis should be made to

strange, but enterprisescontrived to receive gains from rapid- define the efficiencyof such tax incentivescompared to loss-
ly-changing prices. They tried to accumulate raw materials

es in tax revenue. Furthermore, with the stabilizationof the
and finished goods in order to sell them later at higher prices. and the growth of internal of investment,
After this practice became widespread, an amendment was

economy sources

uniformity in the treatment of domestic and foreign compa-
made to the calculationof VAT. Now the equivalent amount nies for tax purposes should be reached.
of tax paid to th suppliers of raw materials may be deducted
from the amount of tax due to be paid by the purchaser of One of the main requirementsof tax reform is its administra-

goods, but only if the raw materials are actually used in pro- tive feasibility. Russia has faced administrativedifficulties in
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the implementationof tax reform due to the limited capacity tem, including thousands of separate budgets, and due to the
of the tax administration. The State Tax Service was created existing system of revenue distribution to different budgets.
in 1992 through a special law. The staffof the newly created
tax administration was formed mainly from the officials of The unity of the tax system is infringed by the incompetent
the Ministry of Finance and the local fiscal authorities. Sev- actions of local governments, including local tax authorities.
eral significant factors lie behind the administration's limited They deviate from the laws and the normative acts adopted
capacity: by the Russian Government or change them unilaterally. In

the increase in the number of taxpayers due to the adop- particular, in order to reduce their budget deficits, local gov--

tion of laws allowing free enterprise; emments adopt their own laws, according to which all federal
the introductionof VAT, demanding regular inspection of taxes collected in their territories through local banks, should-

a growing number of tax declarations; and be passed to the local budgets. As a result, the federal budget
insufficient computer technology facilities. deficit increases in spite of federal taxes being levied and-

even collected, because they are not in fact transferred to the
A particularly critical situation occurred in 1993 when as a federal budget. Moreover, numerous local taxes, contradict-
result of the new act Conceming Individual Income Tax, ing federal tax legislation, have been introduced. Local
the tax administrationfirst faced difficulties in verificationof authorities are entitled to levy only local taxes which are pro-
individuals' declarations.33 Due to the inability to cope with vided for by federal law. But in fact local governments levy
the growing flow of tax declarations, an amendment was taxes in addition to the list of local taxes defined by federal
adopted by Parliament establishing a base income which did law n order to bolster the revenue basis of their local bud-
not need to be declared.34 Initially, the amount which was gets. For example, some local authorities illegally levy tax on

exempt from declaration was fixed at a rather high level, cars used for business purposes, tax on information and cer-
200,000 roubles a year (by comparison, the average monthly tificates given by local authorities, etc. Such actions lead to
wage at the end of 1992 equalled 10,000 roubles). It was an uncontrolled growth in the total tax burden. Solutions to
increased twice - from 1 to 3 million roubles a year - due to this problem have not yet been found, but will have to be
inflation in 1993. The average monthly wage at the end of found as soon as possible in order to prevent the destruction
1993 amounted to 93,000 roubles. This means that individu- of the single tax system and to remove the threat to the conti-
als with average or even above average income are outside nuity of tax reform.
the control of the tax administration.This illustrates the pre-
sent incapacityof the tax adrninistrationto implement the law Finally, one of the major constraints of the tax reform is the
as regards verificationof tax declarationsof rnore individuals need to solve the complex of social problems. There is a fla-
liable to pay income tax. grant contradiction between the economic and social aspects

of the tax reform. The funds which are necessary for the
The problems concerning the efficiency of the tax adminis- social support of the population may be raised by increasingtration could be solved by increasing staff members (espe- the tax burden. With the intensificationof economic restruc-
cially at the local level) provided by the expansion of tax law turing, price liberalization and increasing inflation, social
education in Russian academies, institutes and universities. problems are becomingmore acute. In Russia the loweringof
Currently, only a few higher education institutions prepare living standards is accompaniedby substantial differentiation
tax specialists.35Further training is also needed for a new pro- in the revenues of different groups. Under such conditions, a
fession of specialists already employed in financial and bank- tax system airned at defending the interests of Iow incorne
ing enterprises. Furthermore,computer technology should be

groups maintains the features of a social justice system, and
introduced to promote efficiency in tax administration.

may be considered as backward, but necessary in the transi-
Employees of the State Tax Service should no longer fulfil tional perod. Also, one of the main tasks of such a system is
the triple function of tax inspector, tax collector and tax to avoid social tensions by using a rather Iow income tax rate
adviser. At the moment they are compelled to give advice. for the majorityof taxpayers and the applicationof numerous
The services of the small number of private tax advisers are tax exemptions for different taxpayers. Many tax exemptions
too expensive for the majority of taxpayers,either individuals have a historical character (e.g. for veterans and invalids of
or companies. In order to improve the irnplernentationof tax World War II) and it is unlkely that these will be rernoved
legislation, legally binding advance rulings interpreting the quickly. But in future, exemptions on income tax could be
tax law in cases brought to the tax officials should be issued. replaced by direct subsidies to individuals granted frorn the
This would assist taxpayers in better understanding the law, funds of the social programmes. As a market economyand simultaneously relieve the tax administrationof a signif- approaches the social demands on the tax systern should be
icant burden. These measures would also ensure that full reduced.
attention was paid to the levying and collection of taxes.

Finally, no less important, is the simplificationof tax legisla- An analysis of the implementationof tax reform shows that a

tion and accountingby reducing the numberof specific taxes, first step towards the creation of a tax system compatible
special incentives, tax exemptions, etc. The implementation
of tax legislation is further complicated by the existing prob- 33. These are analogous to tax retums in Westem countries
lem offiscal federalism,defined as a struggle between fed- 34. Individuals who received ncome within this minimum amount are not

eral and local governments over the degree of decentraliza- obliged to fill in a tax declaration.
35. The Financial Academy under the Govemment of Russia situated intion of their power over tax collection and expenditure. This Moscow is the main educational institution in the sphere of taxation. The Insti-

problem is especially acute due to the complex budget sys- tute of taxaton was created n 1992 within the frameworkof the Academy.
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with a market economy has been made. At the same time, it be eliminated. Now, for example, the profits generated from

is clear that a tax system is being developed. In future, tax intermediary transactions,36casinos and other gambling busi-

legislation should be consistent with the long-term goals of nesses considered to be excessively profitable is taxed at

tax policy, including stability, fairness, certainty, economic higher rates than profits generated from other business activ-

neutrality and simplicity. But the approach to these funda- ities. Under conditions of great divergence between supply
mental principles of tax policy should be gradual as far as and demand of goods in favour of the latter, intermediaries

economic, political and social conditions permit. now have more favourable conditions for eaming income

than producers of goods, and are being taxed at a higher rate.

But as the consumer market becomes satiated, equal rates

B. Main trends in bringing the Russian tax system in should be applied. This will promote the free flow of capital
line with the Western model within the economy.

In order to move the Russian tax system towards a system Fourthly, numerous and rapidly expanding tax incentives

based on standards generally accepted in a market economy a should be analysed and considerably reduced. The experi-
number of changes are necessary. First, in order to ensure the ence of Western countries confirms the argumentsagainst tax

stability of the tax system in a marketeconomy it is necessary incentives. They lead to a less efficient allocation of

that tax provisions defining, for instance, calculation of tax- resources, and to compensate for losses in revenues, higher
able profits be part of the tax laws. Now they are still defined taxes have to be imposed on other sectors of the economy.
in many cases by the instructionsand special normative letters Tax incentives do not on their own have an essential impact
from the Ministry of Finance, which sometimes deviate from on the level and structure of investment. Radical changes in

the frameworkof the law. This may lead to arbitrarydecisions investment policy also depend to no small degree on credit

of the tax authorities and infringe the rights of taxpayers. and price policy. The implementationof tax reform in Russia
showed that enterprises did not invest profits released from

Secondly, the definitionof profits for tax purposes should be the reduction in taxation,but used them for consumption.The
based on Westem accounting standards and should include main reasons include the instability of the economy, exces-
the deduction of all reasonable and necessary expenses of

sively high bank interest rates, rapidly increasing prices of
earned income. Basically, this demand requires the removal

raw materials and equipment, and fast decreasingof depreci-
of three main restrictions included in the present legislation ation funds due to inflation. These factors create obstacles to
with regard to the deductibilityof labour payments, depreci- the development of small business, and to the attraction of
ation allowancesand interestpayments.To preventdistortion foreign investors; both of these groups enjoy preferential tax
of the tax base, wages and salaries should be deductiblewith-

treatment.
out any limitation. Depreciation allowances are deductible
from the taxable base, but the tax legislation provides rela- Additionally, tax incentives make the tax system more com-

tively conservative depreciation rules for tax purposes, and plex. The low capability of the tax administration does not

depreciationallowances are calculated by using the straight- permit the audit of all taxpayers having preferential tax treat-

line method based on historical costs. ment, thus facilitating tax avoidance. SO the negative effects
of tax incentives and losses in the state revenues might be

Furthermore,the useful lives of assets assumed in calculating eliminated by broadening the tax base by lower tax rates.

depreciation allowances are presently too long to ensure Regarding exemptions from individual income tax which are

timely recovery of capital invested. For example, the useful granted to certain groups of taxpayers (such as World War II
lives of different equipment range from six to 20 years and disabled persons and veterans, victims of the Chernobyl dis-
may even reach 30-40 years. Accordingly,depreciation rates aster, and parents and spouses of serving soldiers or state
are too low. This situationconstrains the renovationof equip- employees killed in the execution of their duties) may be in
ment and modemization of the technological process. This future substituted by subsidies from within the frameworkof
problem is aggravated by inflation, which reduces the real the state social welfare programme.
value of depreciationallowances.With regard to interestpay-
ments, any limits in the deductibilityof these expenses estab- Finally, it will be necessary to separate wage tax and dividend

lished by the Governrnent should be removed with the cre_ tax from individual income tax and profits tax, respectively,
ation of a developed capital market. All of these measures, as is generally accepted in Western countries. The need for

providingfull deductibilityofall reasonableexpenses, would such separation is stipulated by the difference in nature of

reduce the effective tax rates on the profits of enterprises. It is these taxes, in the kinds of taxpayers, and in the procedureof

true that the statutory tax rates of the profits tax are lower in levying and payment to the tax collector. In addition, the suc-

Russia than in Western countries. But unjustifiably long use- cess of the implementationof the tax reform will depend to a

ful lives of depreciable assets, and the disallowances of considerable degree on adequate changes in the economic

deduction on some reasonable business expenses mentioned structure which stimulate or constrain its course. The effi-

above, lead to an increaseof the effective rate comparedwith ciency of the tax reform will be defned by the state's ability
the statutory one. A reduction in the tax burden is necessary to halt the fast-growing inflation and the fall in output, and to

to encourage both domestic and foreign investment needed create favourable conditions for the development of a com-

for economic reform. petitive environment.

Thirdly, with the development of the market, the use of dif- 36. Transactionscarriedout by mediators legal entities, providingcirculation-

ferent tax rates applied to different types of activity, should of goods from a producer to a customer.
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SINGAPORE

1994 BUDGET
Lee Fook Hong, MBA FCIS FAIA ACIArb

The 1994 Budget Speech was delivered by the Minister of In the third and final part of his speech, the Minister
Finance, Dr Richard Hu, in the Singapore Parliament on 23 announced the proposed tax changes. This article highlights a

February 1994. It comprises three parts: economic perfor- number of those changes.
mance in 1993; the financiai year 1994 budget; and the fiscal
position and proposed changes.
The Minister reported that the Singapore economy grew by I. TAX CHANGES FOR COMPANIES1
9.9 percent in 1993 and that such growth resulted in a healthy
budget surplus. The growth was broad-based, with all major A. Tax incentivesto promote securities lending and
sectors performing well and such growth was mainly due to borrowing
buoyant activity in the stock market and foreign exchange To facilitate the growth of international derivatives tradingtrading. and arbitrage activities and the trading of regional securities
On the economic outlook for 1994, the Minister said the in Singapore, the Asian Currency Unit (ACU) and
external environrnenthad irnproved, and growth would con- Approved Securities Companies (ASC) schemes will be
tinue in Asia at a brisk pace as domestic consumption and extended to include foreign securities lending and borrowing
investnentboost demand, and Singapore would benefit frorn activities. With this extension, ACUs and ASCs will enjoy a
the improved prospects in the world. The Ministry of Trade concessionary rate of 10 percent on income derived from
and Industry hasforecast 1994 growth to be 6.8 percent. lending and borrowing foreign securities with another ACU,

ASC or a non-resident person. Additionally, the fee incomeOn longer-term issues in economic management, the Minis- derived by approved fund managers from arranging securi-
ter urged Singaporeans to prepare for the future. Having ties lending and borrowing transactions on behalf of foreignbecome a Newly Industrialized Economyand being on the investors will also enjoy this concessionary 10 percent tax
threshold of the First League of Nations, Singapore is now at rate. The securities lending fee, manufactured dividend2 and
a turning point. In the new phase the role of the Singapore interest paid by an ACU or ASC to a non-residentwill also beGovernment in economic management will be more impor- exernpt from tax. To qualify for the tax exemption, the non-
tant than the take-offstage. The Governmentwill continue its resident nust not have a permanent establishnent in Singa-involvement in the following areas: pore unless it is in the form of a bank or a branch of a bank.

providing a conduciveenvironmentfor economic growth-

and social stability; With immediate effect, no stamp duty will be levied on doc-

maximizing the employment potential of Singaporeans uments executed under seal, and agreements in respect of-

such securities lending and borrowing transactions. Thesethrough a practical and vigorous education system; incentives will help international financial insti-upgrading economic structure through selective direct
attract more

-

tutions to use Singapore as a securities lending and borrow-investments in strategic projects; and
ing centre.

ensuring that Singaporeans have relevant skills by pro-
-

viding up-to-date training and skills upgrading pro-
grammes. B. Incentivesto promote silver and platinum trading

In the second part of his speech, the Minister dealt with the Presently, ACUs enjoy a concessionarytax rate of 10 percentGovernment's expenditure policy, which will continue to on incorne derived from trading in gold, but not other pre-focus on areas that support and promote Singapore's eco- cious metals. As there is growing market interest in the trad-nomic growth. Government's role is to put the necessary ing of silver and platinum, income frorn spot and physicalinfrastructure in place, provide a clean and safe environment, trading in silver and platinum with approved parties is also toand train the people to the best of their potential. be taxed at the concessionary rate of 10 percent.
The Financial Year 1994 budget spending will focus on edu-
cation, sound economic infrastructure,affordablehealth care,
good public housing and national security, while budgetary
surpluses will build up the assets of Singaporeans through I. Unless otherwise noted the changes will take effect from year of assess-

grants and purchasingquality shares such as SingaporeTele- ment 1995.
2. A dividend declared in respect of shares borrowed for use during a periodcoms shares. A pension fund for public officials will also be of time; such shares are registered in the name of the borrower until they areset up. returned to the lender who s the beneficial owner.
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C. Extension of incentives for transactions in G. Corporate tax rate

non-Singaporedollar securities The corporate tax rate will remain unchanged at 27 percent.

Currently,ACUs and ASCs enjoy a 10 percent concessionary
rate of tax on income, and exemption of contract note stamp
duty when they transact in non-Singaporedollar securities on Il. TAX CHANGES FOR INDIVIDUALS
their own account or on behalf of non-residents with other

A. Income tax rebate4
ACUs, ASCs or non-residents.To further promote Singapore
as a regional securities trading centre as well as a fund man- An across-the-boardone-off rebate of 5 percent on individu-

agementcentre, the 10 percent tax concessionwill be extend- al income tax will be granted to individual taxpayers.
ed to ACU and ASC transactions with approved fund man-

agers in respect of funds managed for foreign investors by
such fund managers. The exemption of stamp duty will also B. Rebates on service and conservancyand rental

be extended to such transactions with immediate effect. chargess
To offset the impact of Goods and Services Tax (GST),
additional rebates will be granted on Housing & Develop-

D. Further incentive for Approved Secutiries
Companies (ASCs)3

ment Board Service and Conservancy charges and rentals.
The rebates will vary according to the type of flat.

Presently, the tax exemption scheme for syndicated offshore
credit and underwriting facilities is only open to ACUs..To

C. Higher interest rate for the CPF retirementand
encourage non-bank financial institutions, such as securities

companies, to expand their operations and conduct syndica- special accounts6
tion business in Singapore so as to further enhance Singa- The Central Provident Fund (CPF) minimum sum is

pore's position as a leading syndicationcentre in Asia, the tax expected to be raised from $ 34,600 to $ 80,000 over the next

exemption scheme will be extended to ASCs. ten years. Half of the CPF minimum sum iS to be kept in the

form of cash. To compensate individuals who are required to

hold 50 percent of the minimum sum in cash, the Govem-
E. Extension of relief periods for tax incentives ment will pay a higher interest rate on cash savings held in

Since the 1960s, a number of tax incentives have been intro- the CPF Retirement and Special Accounts (from 2.5 to 3.75

duced under the Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief per annum).
from Income Tax) Act to promote the developmentof Singa-
pore's manufacturing and services sectors; such incentives

D. CPF share ownership top-up scheme (SOTUS)7
include expansion of established enterprises and service

companies,export of services, warehousingand servicing. In addition to SingaporeTelecom, the Governmentexpects to

Since these incentives provide for an initial tax relief period privatize other major Government-owned companies and

of five years or less, companies have not been encouraged to statutory boards. To help Sngaporeans build up enough CPF

expand after expiration of the initial incentive period. To savings to buy shares in SingaporeTelecom, the Government
will implement a second SOTUS to top-up CPF accounts of

enhance these incentives, the initial incentive period will be
citizens aged 21 and The Govemment will $ 300over. pay

extended to not more than ten years, and companies can
into the of CPF member, provided he hisaccount a or

thereafterapply for an extension of the tax relief period. The

period for each extension will not exceed five years, subject employer contributes at least $ 750 during the 18-month

to a maximumrelief period of 20 years for each incentive. period from 1 March 1994 to 31 August 1995. The qualifying
period will be extended from six to 18 months, to make it eas-

ier for Singaporeans to meet their co-payment requirement.
F. Reduction of time limit to issue assessments Members who pay in less than $ 750 will receive a prorated

contribution from the Government.
Currently, the Comptroller of Income Tax is empowered to

raise assessments or additional assessments on taxpayers
within 12 years after the year of assessment concerned. E. Extension of claim period of procreation
Accordingly,taxpayersare effectively required to retain their incentives8
records of ncome and deductions for 13 years as the Currently, the period within which the special and additional
Comptroller has 12 years to make assessments, and tax is

tax rebates can be absorbed is seven years. When GST was

assessedon a precedingyear basis. However, under the Com-

panies Act, companies are required to retain their accounting
and other records for seven years. The current 12-year statute

3. The expansion of the scheme will take effect from 1 March 1994.
4. This is effective for year of assessment 1994, as announced in the previous

of limitations to issue assessmentsfor non-fraudcases will be year's Budget Speech.
reduced to six years so that accounting and other records 5. These rebates will be additional to the GST offset rebates which take effect

relating to such assessments are to be retained for seven from 1 April 1994.
6. The increase in the interest rate will be effective from 1 July 1995.

years. Where fraud or wilful default has been committed, 7. The second SOTUS scheme will be implemented in 1994.

assessmentcan still be raised at any time. 8. This change will take effect from year of assessment 1994.
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implementedon 1 April 1994, personal income tax rates were I, Payment of life and personal accident policy
cut and a tax rebate of $ 700 granted. As a result, some tax- proceeds without probate or letter of
payers who were entitled to the special and additional tax administrationlo
rebates were not able to fully utilize the rebates within the

seven-year claim period. To assist taxpayers to better enjoy Death benefits from a life insurance or a personal accident

the procreation incentives, the claim period for the special insurance policy are subject to estate duty. The InsuranceAct

and additional tax rebates are extended from seven to nine (Chapter 142) currentlyallows up to $ 50,000 of death claims

years. to be paid by insurancecompanies without having to wait for
clearance from the Inland Revenue. This $ 50,000 is inade-
quate. To restore the adequacy of the financial relief, the

F. Tax changes to encourage Singaporeansto $ 50,000 will be increased to $ 150,000.
venture overseas

To encourage Singaporeans to venture abroad, with effect J. Tax deduction for CPF contributionsby the self-
from year of assessment 1993, Singaporeanscan choose to be employed
non-residents for tax purposes if they have worked overseas

for at least six months in any calendaryear. As non-residents, Self-employed persons who contribute to the CPF are cur-

they will not be taxed on their foreign income remitted to rently allowed to deduct contributions, inclusive of compul-
Singapore. In addition, these non-resident Singaporeans can sory Medisave contributions, from their assessable income.

The limit for such deduction is 18 percent of assessableclaim special non-resident relief under ITA Section 40 on

their Singapore-sourceincome. income from self-employment, subject to a maximum of
$ 12,960. As the employer's CPF contributions rate was

However, many Singaporeans working overseas who declare increased to 18.5 percent with effect from 1 July 1993, the
non-resident status for tax purposes are unable to enjoy the limit for the tax deduction will be raised to 18.5 percent of
non-resident relief because Section 40 relief is based on the assessable income from self-employment,subject to a maxi-
tax rates set out in Part B of the Second Schedule to the ITA, mum of $13,320.
according to which the top rate is 55 percent on chargeable
income in excess of SS 100,000. To encourage Singaporeans
to venture overseas, the tax rates used to compute non-resi- Ill. OTHER TAX CHANGES
dent relief will be reduced.

A. Reduction in property tax ratell

G. Tax deduction for voluntary contributionsto The property tax rate for industrial, commercial and leased
the CPF residential properties was reduced from 23 to 16 percent in

1990. To help reduce business costs and enhance Singapore's
Employees are often reluctant to accept overseas postings as competitiveness in attracting foreign investment, the proper-
they are unable to enjoy a tax deduction for voluntary CPF ty tax rate will be reduced in stages to 12 percent over the
contributions. Presently, a tax deduction is allowed for con- next four to five years. As a first step, the property tax rate of
tributions by employees to the CPF which are obligatory by 16 percent will be reduced across the board to 15 percent of
contract of employment, if they are Singapore residents. The annual value.
tax deductibility for these contributions, as well as contribu-
tions to other approved pension and provident funds, will be
capped at the compulsory CPF limit. B. Duties on cigarettes, tobacco and liquor
The employer's contributions in respect of ordinary wages There will be no increase in duties on cigarettes, tobacco or

will be exempt from tax, up to the statutory limit for compul- liquor.
sory CPF contributions by employers.

C. Duties on motor vehicles2
H. Earned income relief for taxable retirement Import duties on motor vehicles will be reduced to neutralizebenefits9 the effects of GST. With effect from 1 April 1994, import
In 1993, the Minister announced that all retirement benefits, duties on cars, taxis and motorcycles will be 41 percent, 17

other than compulsoryCPF, received from private employers percent and 12 percent, respectively.
will be taxable. These taxable retirement benefits can be paid
out in several ways: as a lump sum, an annuity over five years
or a life pension. There has been some uncertainty as to

whether earned income relief can be claimed for all taxable
retirement benefits. The Minister announced that as retire-
ment benefits are eamed, income relief will be allowed in 9 This change will take effect from year of assessment 1994.

respect of all taxable retirementbenefits received by employ-
10. This change will take effect from I April 1994.
ll. The reduction will take effect from 1 July 1994.

ees from their employers. 12. This change will take effect from I April 1994.
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D. Duties on petrol13 from 18.5 to 20 percent, as such increase will drive up busi-
ness costs. The Government back-benches chided the busi-

To neutralize the effects of GST, excise duties on petrol will nessmen for wanting more. As enough goodies had been
also be reduced. Duties on kerosene, lubricating oil, liquified given in 1993, businessmenshould not expect more and more

petroleum gas and aviation spirits will be suspended. rebates and incentives, year after year.

Non-businessmen, however, feel that the Budget on the

IV. CONCLUSION whole is fairly neutral and that it provides more rebates and
incentives for the man-in-the-streetand the less well-offSin-

It is the common-man's budget, and people'sIn concluding the Budget Speech, the Minister said he was
gaporeans. a

budget as it helps the ordinary people.confident that Singapore could prosper and grow together
with its neighbours and trading partners, provided Singapore Although there are some incentives for the financial services
remained competitiveand productive. sector, they seem to be very industry specific and exclusive.

As such, the incentives do not benefit ordinary individualsor

Post-Budget reaction indicates that there have been mixed the business community at large. Smaller businesses with an
feelings about the Budget. Most Members of Parliament annual turnover of less than $ 1 million will be affected.
accept the Budget as sound and prudent, whilst most busi- These small businesses, which are not registered with the
nessmen regard it as disappointingand unexciting. As for the

Comptroller of Goods and Services Tax, will not be able to
ordinary Singaporeans, they welcome the Budget as it pro- claim the input GST but will have to increase the employer'svides more goodies to offset the GST which was introduced CPF contribution to 20 percent which will increase their cost
with effect from 1 April 1994. of business operations.
The business community is disappointed that the corporate However, the introduction of GST with effect from 1 April
tax rate of 27 percent remains unchanged. Most businessmen 1994 is timely because rising business costs can be offset by
expected the tax rate to be reduced by 1 or 2 percent. They the additional revenue resulting from the positive growth in
feel somewhat let down by the Budget which they considera 1993 and 1994.
non-event for business and which offers nothing much to

benefit the business community. They are unhappy over the

proposed increase in the employer's CPF contributions rate 13. The revised duty rates will come into effect on 1 April 1994.
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INTERNATIONAL

PUBLIC ISTER-ATIOSALLAW ASPECTS OF SOME
TRANSFERPRICING ISSUES

Lynette V. Eastmond

1993 Research Associate, International Fiscal Association

I. INTRODUCTION reflects, as far as the RAs of the taxing state are concerned,
the true price of the goods or services provided.

Transfer Pricing is currently one of the more frequently dis-
The preoccupation with transfer pricing has, however,cussed topics in international tax circles. This article is a
focused primarily the prevention of initial adjustmentmodest contribution to the discussion of some of those on an

in potential transfer pricing situations. This is understand-aspects of transfer pricing which do not strictly concern the
able, but it would be imprudent that if fol-to suggest statesdetermination of an arm's length price. It is an attempt to
lowed the arm's length criteria in the 1979 OECDset outplace those aspects in a more general domestic and interna-
transfer pricing Report3 and endorsed in the 1984 Transfertional legal framework with emphasis on the position of the

anmultinational enterprise (MNE) as taxpayer.' This Pricing Report,4 correspondingadjustments would not be

approach has been taken since the view has sometimes been
area for concern. It is after all more often the case that legal

not concem transactions enteredexpressed that intemational tax practitioners suffer from an disputes do the majority of

inability to distance themselves from the particular issues
nto by persons, but rather concern hard cases which are not

towith which they are concerned and are therefore unable to easily solved between the parties the dispute. It is because
of the intemational nature of transfer pricing that manyplace those issues in a broader legal context.2
important issues peculiarly relevant to public international
law (PIL) acquire a heightened significance, and it is PIL

A. Transfer pricing
no less, which is required to provide some recourse for tax-

payers through which these issues may be settled.
A typical transfer pricing situation may occur where a parent
company of State A receives goods or services from a sub-
sidiary located in State B at a price considered to be greater B. Public international law
than arm's length, resulting in a greater claim for deductible
expenses and a decrease in declared taxable income in State Transfer pricing disputes potentially concern at least two
A. The revenue authorities (RAs) in State A may make an states which may or may not have tax treaty obligations with
upward adjustment in order to reflect the newly recognized each other. In addition, each state brings to any dispute its
taxable income. Where State A makes this initial adjustment own domestic legal rules which must be accommodated
under its transfer pricing rules, the RAs of State B may make within the frameworkof PIL. Issues which may arise concern
a corresponding adjustment in the case of the subsidiary n the role of tax treaties, sovereignty, the taxing jurisdictionState B. Where a correspondingdownward adjustment is not and the MNE as a subject of PIL. At least one commentator
made, however, this may give rise to economic double taxa- has lamented the fact that so little attention has in the past
tion, the same income being taxed twice, but in the hands of been paid to PIL as a focus of study in international tax mat-
different juridical persons. ters.5 Perhaps this stems from the fact that PIL is perceivedas

providing few clear answers to questions which arise in taxThree factors give rise to the peculiarities associated with disputes, but the same may be said of domestic law whenevertransfer pricing. Firstly, MNEs are structured in such a way new issues arise which the legislativeand judicial arms of thethat a parent company may have subsidiaries, sister compa- state have had little experience with. However, this does notnies and permanentestablishments in more than one jursdic-
tion. Secondly, MNEs frequently enter into transactions
across borders and are therefore simultaneouslysubject to the I. MNEs in this context are considered to be enterprises with operations in

taxing jurisdiction of more than one state. Thirdly, the trans-
more than two states.
2. See Martha, R.S.J., The Jurisdiction to Tax in International Tax Lawactions under consideration take place between related par- (Deventer: Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, 1989), at 1

ties as defined by the relevant tax legislation of the state 3. OECD, Transfer Pricing and Multi-National Enterprises, (Paris: OECD,
reviewing the transaction. The question therefore naturally 1979).

4. OECD,Transfer Pricing and Multi-NationalEnterprises:Three Taxationarises as to whether any given transaction has in fact been Issues (Paris: OECD, 1984).concluded at arm's length and whether the price in question 5. See Martha supra note 2, at Il.
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prevent the state from developing and refining appropriate One of the most obvious forms of recharacterization is the

legal rules. recognitionof a price considered to be the arm's length price
as opposed to that agreed between the parties. The result is

either the increase in profits or the decrease in losses in one

Il. TRANSFER PRICING ISSUES jurisdiction and the corresponding decrease in profits or

increase in losses in the other. Much more far reaching is the

A. Recharacterizationof transactions recharacterizationof entire transactions. For example, where

there are package deals between one part of the enterprise
One of the incidents of an initial adjustment under Article and another, there may be a transfer of goods in the form of

9(1) may be the recharacterization of transactions. Here the plant and machinery along with intangible property such as

RAs may consider that regardless of the commercial nature know-how and patent rights. The value of these components
of a contract and the legal obligations created thereunder, seen as a whole may be perceived rather as akin to an invest-

such characterizationis not appropriatefor tax purposes. This ment in real estate (capital expenditure) as opposed to a

in itself raises basic issues as to the right of the national of a deductble revenue expense. Such disregard of transactions

state (outside any criminal activity) to contract with a person may also arise in what are referred to as round trip transac-

of another state in a manner suitable to itself. It has been sug- tions involving the licensing by a US corporation of an off-

gested that the doctrineof freedomofcontracthas rather out- shore company to manufacture a product and then the pur-

lived its usefulness and is now outdated, this doctrine being chasing by the US corporation of substantially all of that

characteristic of an epoch when the state endorsed a much product. In the past the IRS assumed the right to disregard the

more laissez-faire attitude towards its nationals; the essence contract entered into with the offshore company.13
of the concept being that if individuals are given the maxi-

mum freedom to pursue their economic interests, the result
will enure to the benefit of the general good.6 In modern B. Classification of income after an initial adjustment
times, however, the state has taken on a more regulatory This is of recharacterizationand the OECD Com-one aspect
functionand through legislationand case law has indicated to

its nationals that freedom of contract, in many situations, no
mentary expressly states that it is not concerned with sec-

ondary adjustments under Article 9(2). Pagan and Wilkie
longer serves state interests. It should not be surprising there-

have expressed the view that the question of secondary
fore that the revenue law should seek to make further inroads

into an area which has been frequently traversed by other adjustments is far too complex an area to be dealt with under
this Article.'4 It has further been suggested that the object of

branches of the law.
a secondary profit adjustment is to have such sums taxed in

The situation becomes potentially even more complex since line with the model conventions,5 and some RAs have for-

the attitude towards recharacterizationmay vary from state to mulated methods by which that additional income is to be

state. This divergence is generally seen as a reflection of the classified and recognized.The practice, however, varies from

differing treatment of transactions by common law and con- country to country.
tinental civil law systems, and was considered in 1989 IFA

discussions under the subject, The disregard of a legal enti- 1. No reclassification
ty for tax purposes.7 The flexibility which has been dis-

played by common law courts to disregard the transactionsof In some states, such as the United Kingdom, there is no such

taxpayers has been recognized as stemming frorn historical provision with respect to reclassification. The general prac-

developmentsin the common law of the UnitedKingdomand

those countries which derive their juridical system there- 6 Contract Conflict, ed. P.M. North (North-Holland Publishing Company,

from.8 One analysis describes this divergence as arising from 1982), at 111.
7. See The Disregard of a legal entity for tax purposes, Vol. LXIVa,

the fact that the common law system involves a limited num- Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International (Deventer: Kluwer Law and Taxation

ber of statutes supplementedby a large volume of case law, Publishers, 1989), at 21.

whereas continental systems are based generally on a civil 8. Such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States.
9. Nobbes, C.W., Harmonisationof Accounting Within the European Com-

code which is prescriptive in a much more detailed manner munity: the Fourth Directive of Company Law, Vol. 15 InternationalJournal

than the common law system.9 ofAccounting (Spring 1980), at 1-16.
10. Pagan and Wilkie suggest that there are potentially four different ways in

Nevertheless, recharacterization of tranSaCtiOnS remains a which an initial adjustmentmay be made under TP provisions: (i) the transaction

feature of transfer pricing under both common law and civil is respected and only the price is changed; (ii) the transaction is recategorized for

law systems,10 One should note that the 1979 OECD Report purposes of determiningwhat a fair price would be; (iii) the pricing adjustment
is made in the form of a constructive dividend or regarded as a contribution to

declares, as one of the prnciplesn determiningarm's length capital (iv) non-arm's length payments may be disallowed as deductions, or

price, that the legal effects of the actual transaction should additional income may be required to be recognized under other provisions in

not be disregarded unless the particular situation is excep- the tax law. See Pagan, J.C. and WilkieJ.S., TransferPricingStrategy in aGlob-

tional. It is interesting therefore that the US 1993 revised
al Economy (Amsterdam: IBFD Publications, 1993), at 60.
11. See supra note 3, at para. 23.

transfer pricing regulations provide that the RAs must now 12. See Morrison, P., New Section 482 Regs Abandon Commensurate-With-

respectcontractualarrangementsbetween the relevantparties Income-Focus,6 Tax Notes International(April 1993), at 857.

if the contractual terms are in keeping with the economicsub- 13. See supra note 10, at 61.
14. ld. at 64.

stance of the underlying transactionand the actual conduct of 15. Vogel, K., Vogel on Double TaxationConventions(Deventer: Kluwer Law

the parties:2 and Taxation Publishers, 1991) at 452.
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tice appears to be that the RAs will adjust the UK company's as a contrbution to capital or it may treat the entire loan as
taxable profit, and having made such an adjustment,will not such. This will raise the issue of the applicabilityof the thin
require any increase in the transfer prce to be paid to the UK capitalization rules of the particular state and it should be
taxpayer or any reduction to be refunded to it. 16 Similarly in noted that the OECD Commentarydoes recognize the appli-
the United States, in most cases the difference between the cation of thin capitalization rules in this context.23
transaction price and the arm's length prce is treated by the

The haste with which the RAs seek recharacterizeRAs as an adjustment to taxable profits without conse- may to

quences for dividend or capital.'7 This also appears to be the transactionsand reclassify income is rooted essentially in the

case in Italy and Belgium.8 competing claims of states upon the wealth generated by tax-

payers, especially when those taxpayers exist in the form of
MNEs. The historcal competton amongst states for the2. Hidden profit distribution acquisition of territory is now fought at a more sophisticated

In some states a payment which is considered to be less than level through a relatively recent upsurge in tax phenomena
arm's length nay be treated as a hidden profit distribution such as transferpricing. This was clearly illustrated in an arti-
frorn the parent in State A to the subsidiary in State B, there. cle by Philip D. Morrison concerningUS transferprcing pol-
by conferring a benefit on the latterparty. Such is the practice icy where he states in his conclusion:24
in Austria, where such a secondary adjustment will be made a central piece of the Clinton economic plan is the $ 45 billion..

only where there is a deliberate deviation from the arm's (over four years) in increased revenues from foreign-controlledUS
length principle.19 corporations....[t]hefact also remains that Clinton and his closest

advisors, as well as much of the American public, believe that
there s a problem wth foreign-controlledUS corporations under-3. Constructive dividend
paying their income tax due chiefly to transfer pricing abuses.

Income may be classified as a constructive dividend where
one memberof the MNE is deemed to have conferreda bene- These attitudes can not be considered to be purely political,
fit on the other. This approach may be taken with respect to and issues of sovereignty25and its seeming inviolable nature
loans where a deficiency in interest income arises from the dominate. However, there are PIL lawyers who question the
fact that a loan made by the State A company to the State B manner in which sovereignty is now viewed. Akehurst states

company has been made for a consideration which is less that it is doubtful whether any single word has caused so
than arm's length.20. In Germany, where the domestic taxpay- much intellectualconfusion and international lawlessness.26
er's taxable income is to be increased such increase is calcu- After reviewing the development of the concept of
lated by the market value of the benefit conferred on the sovereigntyhe states:

shareholder, and the shareholder is treated as having made a When intemational lawyers say that a state is sovereign all thatconstructive dividend distribution. This constructive divi- they really mean is that it is not a dependencyof some other state.
dend distrbution is treated in the same manner as an ordinary They do not mean that it is in any way above the law. Everyone
dividend distribution.2 Similarly, in Canada an excess pay- knows that states are powerful, but the emphasis on sovereignty
ment made to a foreign parent may be treated as a dividend exaggerates their power and encourages them to abuse it; above

payment. The Canadian RAs are in practice willing to pro-
all, it preserves the superstition that there is something in intema-

vide the taxpayer with the option of incurring the secondary
tional co-operation as such which comes near to violating the
intrinsic nature of a sovereign state.

tax adjustment or avoiding it by having the foreign person
pay to the Canadian corporation the excess price.22

4. Interest 16. IBFD, The Tax TreatmentofTransferPricing (Amsterdam: IBFD Publica-
tions, 1993), chapter United Kingdom, at 20a.

The situation as regards interest may arise in at least two con-
17. Id. United States, at 16.
18. Id. Belgium, at 3; Italy, at 15.

texts. Firstly, in commercial terms there may have been a 19. Id. Austria, at 1 I.
loan made by the State A company to the State B company at 20. See for example UK ICTA Sec. 209.
a rate of interest which the RAs consider to be too low and an 21. See supra note 16, Germany, at 21.

adjustment is made to reflect increased interest paid and
22. Information Circular No. 87-2, Intemational Transfer Pricing and other
international transactions (27 February 1987), at para. 49.

income received. Secondly, there may be a pricing adjust- 23. See ModelTaxConventionon lncomeandonCapital, OECDCommentary
ment and the RAs may deem that the income remaining in the on Art. 9 Concerning the Taxation of Associated Enterprises, para. 1(2) (Paris:
hands of the State B company constitutes a loan and that the OECD, 1992).

24. Morrison, P.D., US Transfer Pricing Policy: Prospects for ContinuingState B company is deemed to have made interest payments Controversy, Intertax (February 1993), at 74; see also Denhem, P.H. and
to the State A company. Rhines, R.A., German Transfer Pricing Rules and Practices, Tar Planning

InternationalReview (November 1993), at 3.
25. See supra note 2, at 23. Sovereigntyconnotes absoluteness, and therefore5. Contribution to capital sovereign states are congruent counterparts, meaning that states can not legally
co-exist for the purpose of law at the same time in the same space governing theIncome may be considered as a contribution to capital where same people (and regulating the same subject matter). It necessarily follows that

there is a benefit conferred on a member of the MNE which for the concept of sovereignty to make sense at all, a body of principles must

is capable of being treated as an asset. I the case of a loan, exist with the essential function to delimit time, space, people and matters over

which sovereign states are supreme.where there is a lower than arm's length interest rate the RAs 26. Akehurst, M., A Modern Introduction to InternationalLaw, 6th. ed. (Lon-
may consider the amountof interest income actually payable don: George Allen & Unwin (Publishers)Ltd, 1987), at 15.
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Clearly, Akehurst's view is not necessarily the right view - The Treaty and Domestic Practice of States

whether or not it is the better viw is debatable. It is another
view which illustrates that PIL thinking on this matter Country Treaties contain Domestic Reservation

remains controversial. article 9(2)* practice

The jurisdiction to tax is considered one of the attributes of Australia yes yes (where the ini- no

tial adjustment is

sovereignty.27 Unlike other aspects of PIL the jurisdiction to made by the RAs &

tax appears to have very few limits and in a sense lacks defi- it is fair & reason-

nition. One school of thought suggests that limitations lie in a able)

link between the state and the object of taxation.28 However, Austria no (37) no no

there are those who argue that the limitation is that of Belgium no (38) no yes, not to insert

enforcement and a minimum standard afforded foreigners.29
Art. 9(2)

In the transfer pricing context both schools of thought give Canada yes no (normally no

CA
the state of incorporation, the state of residence or the place

through proce-
dure

where the taxpayeror source of income is physically located Denmark no (27) no no

the right to tax the entity in the manner which it chooses, Finland no (25) no yes, not to insert
since it can claim a connection through nationality or ternto- Art. 9(2)

riality and also may have the power to exercise enforcement France no (55,1 excep- yes (case law holds yes (right to speci-
jurisdiction. Thus an initial adjustmentprescribed by domes- tion) TP can file claim to fy in its conven-

tic legislation seems justified.
obtain adjustment) tions that it will

I
proceed to a cor-

With regard to corresponding adjustments, this leads one to
relative adjustment
if justified)

consider the enforcementjurisdictionof states and their will-
Germany no (52,6 excep- yes no

ingness to recognize the fiscal laws of other states.3 It is true tions)
that one can discern a softning of attitude towards this rule, Italy no (40, 1 excep- no no

acceleratedby the conclusionof tax treaties for the reciprocal tion)

enforcementofcertain tax claims and the case law ofcertain Netherlands yes (almost all yes (RAs may no

states. However, in many states the rule is still firmly treaties after 1977) authorize adjust-

entrenched.It is thereforearguable that to seek a correspond-
ments)

ng adjustmentoutside of treaty or legislationwill amount to Norway no (2 exceptions) no yes (not to insert
Art.9(2))

at least an indirect enforcement of the tax law of another
Sweden yes no no

state. Thus, it would be difficult for a taxpayer to argue for a
no no yes to

correspondingadjustmentor the recognitionof the consistent Switzerland (2 exceptions) (not insert
Art. 9(2))

treatment of a transaction or income without the support of
UK no (52, 10 excep- no (relief discre- no

legislation or treaty. tions) tionary)
US yes (11 exceptions) yes (express provi- no

sion)

C. Article 9(2) * Table shows the general practice of states with indication of the number
of treaties which do not include Article 9(2) and the exceptions to the gen-

Article 9(2) of the OECD model convention is the tax treaty eral practice.

answer to the economic double taxation which may arise
after an initial adjustmentpursuant to Article 9(1); secondary
adjustments are, however, not considered specifically.3 This

provision is reproduced in the UN model treaty with very lit-
tle additionalcomment.Thus where there is a double taxation

treaty between the two states in conformity with the OECD
and UN models relief my be found under Article 9(2) of

those models. With respect to correspondingadjustmentsit is 27. See supra note 2, at 59.

interesting to take note of the number of countries which 28. Brownlie, I., Principles of Public International Law, 4th ed. (Oxford:

have actually included Article 9(2) in their double taxation Clarendon Press, 1990), at 298.

treaties, those which have made reservations with respect to
29. Quereshi, The Freedom of a State to Legislate in Fiscal Matters under
GeneralIntemationalLaw,41 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation

Article 9 and those which have domesticprovisionsconcem- (January 1987), at 14.

ing correspondingadjustments.32 30. HMThe QueenofHolland(MarriedWoman) v. Drukker LR [19281 1 Ch.

Div. 877.

The general practice of states as illustrated in the table raises 31. See Baker, P., Double Taxation Agreements and International Tax Law

the issue as to the usefulness of Article 9(2) in view of the (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1991), at 156. The drafting of the provision is

described as astonishinglyopaque.
fact that a significant number of treaties signed exclude it.33 32. See Transfer Pricing in the absence of comparable market prices, Vol.

This reflects a marked divergence in attitude towards Article LXXVIIa, Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International, (Deventer: Kluwer Law and

9(2) and it will furtherbecomeclear that even though the pro-
Taxation Publishers); The Tax Treatment of Transfer Pricing (Amsterdam:
IBFD Publications, 1993); Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital

vision is ncluded in treaties by some states, it is far from (Paris: OECD, 1992); Vogel supra note 12, at 453.

effective. For those states which do include a provision simi- 33. See supra note 31, at 159.
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lar to Article 9(2) of the models, the OECD Commentary is 3. Methods of giving effect to corresponding
mportant. adjustmentsthrough domestic legislation
Some of the issues raised by the Commentaryare as follows: Some states provide for the means of effecting a correspond-

where there is a rewriting of transactions giving rise to ing adjustmentunder their domestic legislation. For example,
-

economic double taxation, State B shall make an appro- there is express provision in US law for appropriate correla-
priate adjustmentso as to relieve the double taxation; tive adjustments to be allowed any member of a group where
this adjustrnent becomes nandatory only in situations tax to a- it would affect its US liability. Further this domestic
where State B considers that the initial adjustrnent made parent corporation may request permission from the RAs to

by State A is justified both in principle and amount; receive from a foreign subsidiary, payment of all or part of

the method by which this adjustment may be carried out the amount made under the initial adjustmentwithout further-

is left to bilateral negotiations; tax consequences. A similar provision exists for domestic
subsidiaries of foreign corporations.36 In contrast, where thethe purpose of the provision is not to deal with secondary profits of associated have been adjusted under

-

an companyadjustments where after a corresponding adjustment anotherstate's transferpricing rules, UK law does not requiremoney representing the profits which have been taxed in
State A are left in the hands of the State B enterprise; any correspondingadjustment to be made to the UK compa-

ny's taxable profits, and the UK RAs are not bound to acceptprovision for secondary adjustrmentsmay be made under
as cor-

-

the amount of the other country's adjustment beingdomestic legislation; and rect. Where however, the UK taxpayer requests an adjust-
the mutual agreementprocedure may be utilized.34 ment or relief from any consequentdouble taxation it may be

allowed, depending on the circumstancesof the case.37
1. The mandatorynature of the corresponding

adjustment
One of the more significant aspects of the Commentary is the Ill. TAX PLANNING
fact that the correspondingadjustment, although couched in
mandatory terms, is considered in effect discretionary since The reluctance to embrace Article 9(2) may be partly
the RAs must be satisfied as to the initial adjustmentboth in attributableto the fact that transferpricing disputes are some-
terms of principle and amount. One would hope that in the times seen as a result of international tax planning schemes.
nterest of the taxpayer the RAs would consider the view States are concerned, sometimes justifiably, that MNEs are

adopted by the Dutch RAs and allow a correspondingadjust- playing the domestic legislationof one state against the other
ment even where the method can not be agreed upon and perhaps this is in part responsible for the shift in attitude
(although the amount can be). The 1984 OECD Report dis- over the years towards international tax planning. The tradi-
cusses this issue and concludes that the RAs can not be tional view is illustrated in the case of IRC v. The Duke of
expected to operate in a fashion which would amount to sign- Westminster,38decided in the 1930s and concerninga domes-
ing a blank cheque. The exception taken to an automatic cor- tic case of tax avoidancen the United Kingdom. In that case

respondingadjustmentby states seems justified since the ini- Lord Tomlin in an oft-quoted dictum stated.39

tial adjustment may indeed be incorrect. However, at another
level it may appear to be a rather simplistic view of the pro-

Every man is entitled if he can to arrange his affairs so that the tax

attachingunder the appropriateActs is less than it otherwisewouldcedure. Certainly it must be the basis of any administrative be. If he succeeds in ordering them so as to secure that result, then,action that that action be justified, otherwise Article 7(2) of however unappreciative the Commissionersof Inland Revenue or
the models can also be brought into question on similar his fellow taxpayers may be of his ingenuity, he can not be com-

grounds. pelled to pay an increased tax.

2. The method by which a correspondingadjustment is Even though that dictum is still considered to be good law it
effected seems very much like a relic of those days when the phe-

nomenon now described as global trading was still awaiting
The OECD Commentary does not make a recommendation recognition. The case of IRC v. BurmahOil Co. Ltd.4o is per-
as to how the adjustment should be made but suggests either haps more reflective of the current attitude towards tax plan-
re-opening the assessmentof the enterprise in order to reduce ning. Lord Diplock in that case stated that the:41
its taxable profits or applying Article 23 of the models
mutatis mutandis. Similarly the 1984 OECD Report, while
not making specific recommendationswith respect to how a 34. One may be tempted to argue that Art. 9(2) raises more problems than it

corresponding adjustment should be effected, does suggest actually solves.

that such an adjustmentmay be made either by recalculating 35. See supra note 4.
36. See supra note 16 United States, at 17.the profits using the relevant revised price or by leaving the 37. See supra note 16 United Kingdom,at 20a.

calculation ntact and granting the taxpayer relief against its 38. 1936 AC I.

own tax for the additional tax charged by the adjusting state.35 39. This issue is discussed further in ButterworthsUK TaxGuide 1992-93,ed.
It does not appear, however, that treaty practice has moved

J. Tiley (London: Butterworths, 1992), at 7.
40. /d. at 10.

towards implementingthese or similar provisions. 41. Id. at 32.
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IIRC v. Duke ofWestminstercase] was about a simple transaction was mandatory in the absence of a settlementwithin a specif-
entered into between two real persons,each with a mind of his own ic period, the taxpayer would be provided with the certainty
... The kinds of tax avoidance schemes which have occupied the of a decision and a reduction in delay. The Committee was
attention of the courts in recent years, however involve inter-con-

also of the view that the arbitration proceedings themselves
nected transactions between artificial persons, limited companies
without minds of their own but directed by a single master mind. could be expected to be more expeditious.

Such a process which allowed the taxpayera full right to pre-
This judicial observation sounds more in keeping with the sent evidence and arguments would give it the opportunities
way in which issues concerning transferpricing are currently excluded in its limited access to the corrpetentauthority pro-
viewed, including the scope allowed the tax planning activi- cedure. In practice it has been suggested that arbitrationdeci-
ties of MNEs which are viewed by some as abusing their sions could be expected to be based less on a strict interpreta-
somewhatprivilegedpositionofbeing able to shop aroundon tion of national pricing rules and regulations and more on

a global scale. It is perhaps not surprising then that the fol- what the arbitratorconsidered to be a fair and equitable solu-
lowing comment should have been made by the OECD Com- tion. Further an arbitration system would avert the danger
mittee on Fiscal Affairs regarding corresponding adjust- that the merits of a taxpayer's case would be ignored and its
ments:42

claim abandoned by the RAs grounds of expediency. Theon

The Committee took the view, moreover, that Article 9(2) did not EC Arbitration Convention is geared towards reconciliation
in fact impose any obligation to match a correspondingadjustment of tax claims in transfer pricing. The Advisory Commission
where the original adjustment was made to correct the deliberate may be required to give an opinion, but the final decision is
manipulationof a transferprice by the enterprise for the purposeof left with the competentauthoritiesunless they fail to reach an

gaining a tax advantage. agreement, in which case the opinion becomes binding. It

should be noted, however, that even here MNEs are not prop-
The Committee's statement may provide some clue as to the

general attitude of the RAs to the resolution of transfer pric-
er parties to the proceedings.46

ing conflicts.

B. Public international law considerations

IV. SOLVING TRANSFER PRICING CONFLICTS 1. International tax tribunal

A. Treaty considerations The idea is certainly not new, although it would not be unfair

to suggest that little progresshas been made in this area at the

1. Mutual agreement procedure international level and the disadvantagesresulting to the tax-

Article 9(2) of the OECDmodel recognizes that there may be payer remain. The view seems to be held that since states are

a need to have resort to the competentauthority in determin- the primary possessors of rights and duties under PIL, any

ing an appropriate adjustment. Between treaty states with a rights to which the person may be entitled are derived from

provision similar to Article 25 of the OECD and UN models the state of which they are nationals. Thus individuals or

this procedure may be used in obtaining a corresponding enterprises may only be representedat the intemational level

adjustment, a refund or the payment of interest. Under this with the leave of the state. Brownlienotes that there is no rule
that individualscan not have proceduralcapacity, but acceptsArticle the competent authorities are not bound to come to

any agreement. The competent authority procedure is essen-
that current thinking does not acknowledge the ability of

tially concernedwith negotiationand may or may not include enterprises to act independently of the state.47 There are,

input from the taxpayer. The taxpayer's rights are limited to however, other jurists who consider that the state is to be dis-

initiating the procedure. Indeed, the practical experience of trusted as a vehicle for maintaining the rights of individuals,

MNEs suggests that the mutual agreement procedure is nor-
so that PIL is seen as the best available moderator of human

mally time consuming and uncertain in its results.43 affairs. Thus we see a growing trend towards the recognition
of individuals as subjects of international law where crimes
of particular international significance are concemed. Since

2. Arbitration international law is continuing to develop it is possible that

The shortcomingsof the competentauthority procedurehave refinements may continue along these lines so that eventual-

contributed to a shift in focus to the utilization of a binding
arbitration procedure.44 The OECD Committee on Fiscal
Affairs suggests that such a procedure would have a number 42. See supra note 31, at 157. Baker draws readers' attention to the comment

of important advantages. One of the arguments canvassed
of the Committee on this matter and describes it as ominous, unwarranted and

extremely dangerous since it can only encourage the general tendency of RAs

against a binding arbitration procedure is the infringementof to assume that TP has been manipulated for the purpose of gaining a tax advan-

state sovereignty,but one should note the position of the Per- tage...

manent InternationalCourt of Justice on this matter. It stated: 43. See supra note 4.
44. Arbitration clauses in recent double taxation treaties include the

The court declines to see, in the conclusion of any treaty bY Germany-Sweden, Germany-France, US-Germany, US-Mexico and the

which a state undertakes to perform or refrain from perform- US-Netherlandstax treaties.
45. Wimbledon PCIJ, Series A, No. 1, 25.

ing a particular act an abandonment of sovereignty ... [T]he case, at

46. See Killius, J, The EC Arbitration Convention, Intertax (October 1990),
right of entering into international engagements is an at 437.
attribute of state sovereignty.45 If a recourse to arbitration 47. See supra note 28.
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ly the taxpayer may have direct access to international tri- such a manner that it will deprive other states of revenue
bunals. It has been noted by von Glahn that the interest in which is rightfully theirs, thereby causing injury to those
human rights is characteristic of a modem disposition to states and their nationals, this may create a basis for judicial
enlarge the concept of what is of international interest or con- scrutiny. One would hope that double taxation concerning
cern, it is not unreasonable to suggest that tax matters may MNEs may be solved through a procedure other than negoti-
develop in that direction.48 ation; otherwise one can very well imagine that it will be the

more powerful states which will emerge with the bigger tax

2. Abuse of right share. However, with political leaders arguing that for their
fair share of taxes (no longer a banner waved only byPIL does not presently recognize an obligation to avoid dou- developing countries), unless these issues are going tobe

ble taxation,49 but this is arguably attributable to the fact that solved exclusively at the political level concepts such as an
this aspect ofPIL requires furtherdevelopment.If we were to abuse of right may very well fnd a place in international tax
take an example from domestic law we see that it has recog- law.
nized that individuals have a right to the enjoyment of their

property, but this is coupled with a duty not to perform acts

on that property so as to cause injury to neighbouringproper-
3. Treaties negotiated in good faith

ty. The sensible nature of this solution leads one to imagine It has been argued that in a sense treaty clauses providing forthat civilizednations would be anxious to develop the con- the application and implementation of the measures agreedcept of fiscal duties amongst states under PIL.
upon good faith may be considered as involving the prohibi-

Elements of this principle may be seen in the concept of tion of any abuse of right which those treaties confer on the
abuse of right. The question which then arises is whether, contracting parties. In this connection it should be noted that

given the appropriate circumstances, transfer pricing adjust- Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
ments can be considered an abuse of right.5o In PIL, abuse of declares that every treaty in force must be performed in good
right refers to a state exercising a right which prevents other faith by the parties. Finally, where a double taxation treaty is
states from enjoying their own rights or rights exercised for concluded, the express object of which is to relieve double
an end different from that for which the right was created, taxation of the taxpayer, it is arguable that when a state refus-
resulting in injury to the other state. The concept of abuse of es a corresponding adjustment or refuses to deal adequately
right is not, however, clear. with any other matter which results in the double taxation of

the taxpayer then there may be a breach of good faith, so that
Unfortunately,even amongst writers who accept the principle both states have an obligation to have the matter resolved.52
of the prohibitionof the abuse of right, there is no agreement
on the analysis of its significance and theoretical basis. The
divergence of opinion results to some degree from the differ-
ent forms in which the exercise of an existing right can cause V. CONCLUSION
injury to another state. The importance of the principle in
international relations has certainly been questioned. Some Intemational tax law has considerablescope for developmentcommentatorshave objected to its lack of precision for prac- through PIL. The work of various bodies, most outstandinglytical use and others that it is lacking in value as an indepen- the OECD, have assisted greatly in the harmonization ofdent rule, concluding that it consists primarily of an applica- treaty practice. Treaties are, however, inadequate in deter-tion of other uncontested concepts such as good faith, rea-

mining all issues which may arise as seen specifically in the
sonableness,good neighbourlinessor equity. case of corresponding adjustments in transfer pricing. The
There is some explicit recognition of an abuse of right found provision in the model conventions is deficient and state
in the Convention adopted in 1982 by the Third United practice is inconsistent. It is true that MNEs are powerful and
Nations Conferenceon the Law of the Sea in Article 300:51 are capable of engaging in sufficient lobbying to minimize

the harmful effects of the current status quo. Certainty and
parties shall fulfil in good faith the obligationsassumed under this
Conventionand shall exercise the rights, jurisdictionand freedoms consistency may only be developed where they are derived

recognized in this Convention in a manner which would not con. from PIL principles applicable to all MNEs and all states.

stitute an abuse of rights.

48. Von Glahn, G., Law Among Nations: An Introduction to Public Interna-
One can well imagine the difficulty in proving that an abuse tional Law, 5th. ed. (New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1986), at 180.
of right has occurred. However, it has always been the view 49. See Martha supra note 2, at 141.

ofjudicial bodies that a right was nonethelessworth pursuing 50. Id. at 86 where abuse of right is discussed in the context of legislativejuris-
diction and unitary taxation.because of difficulties in adjudication. If a state will seek to 5 I. UN Doc. A/CONF. 6U122.

exercise its taxing jurisdiction (which it has a right to do) in 52. See Killius supra note 46, at 438.
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Delhi, Taxmann Publications Ltd. 1993, Part II.

GUNASEKARAN,T. (B. 57.964)pp. 366.
MODVATManual 1993-94.3rd Edition.A practice manual to law of income tax. This

book explains the entire gamut of law using Bombay, Snow White PublicationsLtd., Jer
Mahal, 532, Kalbadevi Road, Bombay 400

charts and tables.
002, India. 1993, pp. 539.

(B. 57.967) Reference manual for industries, Departmental Taiwan
Officers, advocates and consultantsdealingCOMPANIONVOLUMEOF with MODVAT- modified value added tax. GOVERNMENTFINANCE OF THE

notifications referred to in Income Tax Act. There are new chapters on advance licence and Republic of China.
Delhi, Taxmann Publications Ltd. 1993, MODVATand a commentaryon the Chelliah Taipei, Ministry of Finance. 1993, pp. 90.
PP. 100. Committee'sReport pertaining to MODVAT This bilingual Chinese and English text
Text of relevantnotifications referred to in which give this third edition an added feature provides figures describing the organization
Taxmann's Income Tax Act, 1993 edition. (with reference to case law). and functions of the Ministry of Finance and
(B. 57.966) (B. 57.971) the activities relating to the treasury, taxation,

banking, insurance and securities.
TAX REFORMSCOMMITTEE. SRINIVASAN,K. (B. 57.954)
Final Report, Part I. Guide to double taxation avoidance
New Delhi, Ministry of Finance. 1992, agreements. Edited by B.P. Bhargava.
pp. 207. New Delhi, VIDHI Publishing, 7/22B, Ansari
This report covers issues in five broad areas Road, Darya Ganj, New Delhi 110 002, India. EUROPE
and makes recommendationson these issues: 1993, pp. 1073.
1) problems of direct taxes not considered in (B. 57.974) FINE, Frank L.
the Interim Report, namely, corporate profits Mergers and joint ventures in Europe. The law
tax including the taxation of foreign entities, and policy of the EEC. 2nd Edition.
problems relating to business taxation, the Indonesia London, Graham & Trotman Limited. 1994,
interest tax, taxation of agricultural income pp. 778. £ 125.-
and gift tax; 2) further reform of the system of HEIJ, Gitte. The book examines the applicationof the EEC
domestic indirect taxes, more details regarding Doing business with Indonesia. A tax guide for competition rules to changes in corporate
the extensionof modified value added tax Australian investors. structure and to all forms of permissible
(Modvat) and conversion of Modvat into Murdoch, Asia Research Centre on Social, industrial cooperation. The book provides an

VAT; 3) improvements in procedures, Political and Economic Change, Murdoch in-depth analysis of the Merger Regulation and
including appellate procedures; 4) problems of University, Westem Australia. 1993. Policy

the Commission decisions during the first two

administration;5) revenue auditing Paper No. 9, Volume I, pp. 68. years' operation of the Regulation.
(B. 57.813) The aim of this publication is to inform (B. 113.591)

Australians who do business in Indonesiaor FINANCIALREPORTINGBY THE
DIRECTTAX LAWS MANUAL. intend to do so. This book is Volume I (of two) EUROPEAN
Volume II: The Income-Tax Rules, 1962 and on Indonesian Tax Law and deals mainly with oil industry.
the Wealth-Tax Rules, 1957 & Gift-Tax Rules, corporate income tax and individual income London, Arthur Andersen & Co. 1993,
1958.1992 Edition. Edited by O.C. Tandon. tax. The double taxation treaty between pp. 150.
Allahabad, Law Publishers. 1992, pp 610. Australia and Indonesia is dealt with, and an This guide contains the results of a review of
Texts of Income Tax, Wealth Tax and Gift English version of the Indonesian Income Tax several oil company accounts published in
Tax Rules as amended up t0 20 May 1992. Law is appended. Volume II, Tax Europe during the past year. It analyses what
(B. 57.969) Administrationand Compliance in Indonesia, companies are currently doing and reviews

gives information and guidelines regarding the levels of compliancewith the
MATTA, Ali Mohammad. tax administrationsystem in Indonesia. recommendationsof oil industry SORPs.
Taxation of foreign investments in India. (B. 57.956) (B. 113.511)
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Austria Czech Republic TAKENS,J.W.; WAGENAAR,H.A.; WIT,
J.P. de.

NEUE WETI'BEWERBSFAKTORENIN INTERNATIONALBANKING IN THE Douanememo.

der Weiterbildung.Herausgegebenvon Czech Republic. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp. 225,42.- Dfl.

Norbert Kailer und Hubert Regner. Prague, Price Waterhouse. 1993, pp. 47. Customs memo providing summary on

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1993, Overviewof the bankingenvironment in the customs regulations within the EC as of 1

240 pp. 352.- S. Czech Republic. This brochure describes the January 1994.
This book contains informationon education legal, accounting and tax framework and (B. 113.504)
and is not dealing with taxation. Items dealt outlines the requirementsand procedures for
with are: the increase involvementof clients in setting up a bank. COEN, M.; HLSCHEIDT,S.; PIEPER, S.U.

the developmentof measures to stimulate the (B 113.506) Europa '93. Aufdem Weg zur Europischen
educationof adults, evaluation and studying Union. Festschriftfr Prof. Dr. Dr. Albert

the needs for further educationof adults, the Bleckmannzum 60. Geburtstag.
transparencyof education. Various articles by EEC Heme/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.

practicians and scientists dealing with special 1993, pp. 332, 98.- DM.

topics and examples and training courses of GEIE. ASPECTS PRATIQUESFRANCEET Europe '93 on the way to the European Union.

companies iff Germany, Austria and autres pays de la Communaut. Compilationof essays on various European
Switzerland. Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1993, topics, such as exise duties within the internal

Dossiers Europens Francis Lefebvre, pp. 250. market, tax harmonization, international
340.- Ffrs. private law and community law.

Belgium In-depth study of the European economic (B. 112.949)
interest grouping.

BEHAEGHE, I.; CAUWENBERGH,P.; (B. 113.329)

CLAES, MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS FranceS.; DEFOOR, W.; a.o. Lefebvre:
Vennootschapen belastingen.Fiscaal

jaaroverzicht 1993.
CommunautEuropenne 1994-1995. GEIE. ASPECTS PRATIQUESFRANCEET

Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1994, Juridique, fiscal, social, comptable, financier. autres pays de la Communaut.

pp. 182. Ajour au ler septembre 1993. Paris, Editions Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1993,
Francis Lefebvre. 1993, pp. 1706. 592.- Ffrs.

Overview of modifications introduced in Dossiers EuropensFrancis Lefebvre, pp. 250.

Belgian tax legislation in 1993. Monographon EC law covering the legal, tax, 340.- Ffrs.

(B. 113.484)
customs, social and accounting aspects. The In-depth study of the Europeaneconomic
French version of the Treaty of Rome and the interest grouping.

TILQUIN,Thierry.
most significantdirectives to date are (B. 113.329)

Trait des fusions et scissions. appended.
Deurne, Kluwer Editions Juridiques Belgique. (B. 113.411) CODE LOCALDES IMPOTS.

1993, pp. 657.6450.-Bfrs. JURGENS,E.C.M.; VERMEEND,W.A. Rglementationfiscale et para-fiscale, 1993.

Extensivemonographon all the legal aspects Een onparlementairstelsel; Het Europees Paris, ImprimerieAdministrative. 1993,
of national and cross-bordermergers and belastingrechtna Maastricht. pp. 175.

divisions before and after the 1993 legislation. Deventer, Kluwer. 1993, pp. 47.32.50 Dil. Tax Code of the French overseas territory of

(B. 113.311) Booklet containing two speeches: one by Saint Pierre et Miquelon.
E.C.M. Jurgens made on the occasion of his (B. 113.359)

R-2265. ARRETEROYALD'EXECUTION acceptance of a visiting professorshipin
du Code des impts sur les revenus, 1992; ParliamentaryLaw at the RU in Maastrichton KAMBER,A.; RICCI, G.; O'BRIEN,M.J.;

Koninklijkbesluit tot uitvoering van het 27 May 1993. This speech deals with the JACOBS,R.C.
Wetboek van de inkomstenbelasting,1992. aspects of control of policy and jurisdictionof Socits de domicile et mesures en vue de

V-2265. the EC by national parliaments: constitutional contrer l'vasion fiscale en Suisse et en

Brussels, Ministryof Finance. 1993, pp. 290. problems, legitimacy in a pre-federal structure; France. Base companies and anti-avoidance

Royal Decree implementingthe consolidated lack of democracy and supplementary tax rules in the United Kingdom and the USA.

Income Tax Code. legitimazation;national options and Zurich, Chambre Fiduciaire, Limmatquai 120,
(B. 113.466) cooperationbetween parliaments.The second 8001 Zurich. 1990. Publicationde la Chambre

speech, by W.A.Vermeendmade on the fiduciaire, Volume 91, pp. 117.

VENNOOTSCHAPIN POCKET, 1994. occasion of his acceptance of the office of a The authors describe the unilateral, bilateral

Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 700. visiting professorof EuropeanTax Law at the and multilateralmeasures to fight tax

Overviewof legislation applicable to RU in Maastrichton 27 May 1993, dealt with avoidance resulting from the setting-upof

companies. the harmonizationof direct taxes and offshore companies in Switzerland,France, the

(B. 113.410) European tax law after Maastricht. United Kingdom and the USA.

(B. 113.439) (B. 111.715)

Bulgaria DOSSIERMAASTRICHT.VERDRAG PRATIQUELAMY COMPTABLE1994.
betreffendede Europese Unie. Paris, Lamy SA. 1993, pp. 924. 465.- Ffrs.

GONGALOVA,Eleana. The Hague, SDU Uitgeverij. 1993, pp. 642. Completeguide to French accountingnles.

Investitionen in Bulgarien. 119.- Dfl. (B. 113.441)
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien. 1993, pp. 270, Offcial documents dealing with the Treaty of
740.- AS. Maastricht.A reprint of the official text of the

Investing in Bulgaria. The author describes the treaty and its explanatory memorandumas Germanymacro-economicdevelopment, the forms of published in Tractatenblad,Stadsbladand

doing business and the tax system in Bulgaria. ParliamentaryDocuments.The book is a BOVELETH,BRAMBRING,CLAASSEN,
The book also contains laws on foreign source of information,from a Dutch point of COEN, DORNFELD,u.a.

investmentand privatizationas well as view, on the steps leading up to the treaty's Handbuchder Bauinvestitionenund

statistical information. conclusion. Immobilienkapitalanlagen.Stand: Oktober

(B. 113.529) (B. 113.450) 1993.
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Heidelberg, C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag, KALABUCH,Jutta. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1994.
1993. Der Stetigkeitsgrundsatzin der Einzelbilanz Steuer-Telex Sonderinformation,pp 74.
Handbookof taxation of capital expenditure nach Handels- und Ertragsteuerrecht. 38.80 DM.
on building and investment in real property. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, Updated edition of a survey on all the tax
Loose-leafpublication providing a detailed pp. 441.98.- DM. ncentives available within the five new

commentary on the various tax aspects of The principle of continuity. The author Lnder.
investment in houses and real property in discusses the application of the continuity (B. 113.403)
Germany or participate in a fund investing principle in the single balance sheet under

mainly in immovableproperty. The book is commercial and tax law. ERTRAGSBESTEUERUNG.FESTSCHRIFT

updated regularly. (B. 113.416) fr Ludwig Schmidt zum 65. Geburtstag.
(B. 104.647) Herausgegebenvon Amdt Raupach und

STEUERBERATER Adalbert Uelner.
75 JAHREREICHSFINANZHOF- Branchenhandbuch. Munich, C.H. Beck'sche
Bundesfinanzhof.Festschrift. HerausgeberDer Gewerbliche und berufliche Besonderheitenzu Verlagsbuchhandlung.1993, pp 912.
Prsident des Bundesfinanzhofs. Steuern - Wirtschaft- Recht. 168.- DM.

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993, pp. 764. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993,248.- DM. Jubilee edition on the occasion of Ludwig
398.- DM. Tax advisor's handbook. The authors describe Schmidt's 65th birthday Taxation of income.
Compilationof essays, comments and critique specific aspects of various branches of Various authors contribute to the topic income
on the 75 years of jurisdictionof the Supreme industry for tax law purposes. taxes.

German Tax Court. (B. 113.159) (B. 113.448)
(B. 113.371) KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
SAUER, Otto. Handausgabe 1993. Gewerbesteuer

Allgemeines Steuerrecht. Krperschaftsteuergesetzmit fr 1993.43. Auage. Bearbeitet von Horst

Hamburg, Steuer- und Wirtschaftsverlag Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien, Eversberg.
1994, pp. 425.39.80 DM. Nebenbestimmungenund Rechtsprechungin Dsseldorf, LDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,

Leitstzen. Bearbeitet von Ewald Dtsch und 566.36.- DM.General Tax Law. Explanationof the basic
Hans Singbartl. Ausgabe Februar 1994.

pp
principles of German tax law. 1993 business tax assessment. Annual updatedBonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 624.(B. 113.515) 65.80 DM. guide containing the texts of the Business Tax

Law, the regulatory ordinance to it, case law
German Corporate Income Tax Law 1991 of and other relevant material for the 1994LANG, Joachim.
11 March 1991 as last amended by the Anti-Entwurfeines Steuergesetzbuchs. Abuse and CorrectionsTax Act of 21

assessmentyear.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993, Schriftenreihe December 1993. ImplementationDirective, (B. 113.570)
des Bundesministeriumsder Finanzen, Heft administrativeguidelines, related provisions49, pp. 475. and jurisprudence.

VERANLAGUNGSHANDAUSGABEN
Draft of a tax code. The author prepared a (B. 113.534)

1993.
model tax code for East European countries, Sammelband. Einkommensteuer,Krper-
which covers all aspects of taxation and recent HAMBITZER,Rolf. schaftsteuer, Gewerbesteuer,Umsatzsteuer.
developments in tax law in a state in which the Verdeckte Gewinnausschttung.Verdeckte Mit Richtlinien,Gesetzen, Durchfhrungs-
rule of law prevails. The book contains the text Einlage. verordnungenund Nebenbestimmungen.
of the draft as well explanationsof the most Hamburg, S+W Steuer- und Wirtschaftsverlag Ausgabe Februar 1994.
important provisions. 1993, pp. 204.48.- DM. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 2650,
(B. 113.540) Hidden profit distribution- hidden capital 169.- DM.

contribution.The author describes these terms Extensivedocumentationof the Individual
SCHMIDT-TROJE,Jrgen. as they appear in the recent German Income Tax Act, Corporate Income Tax Act,
Der Steuerprozess. Ratgeber fr das jurisprudence. Business Tax Act, Value Added Tax Act and
finanzgerichtlicheVerfahren. (B. 113.407) all administrativeguidelines thereto.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993, pp. 200. (B. 113.607)
45.80 DM. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
The tax trial. Guide explaining the principles, Krperschaftsteuerfr 1993. 44. Auflage ROSE, Gerd.
the risk and the necessary formalitiesof a Bearbeitet von Horst Eversberg. Die Substanzsteuem.9. Auflage
proceeding in a German tax court. Statement Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, Wiesbaden, Verlag Dr. Th. Gabier GmbH.
of case, request for suspension, time limits, pp 1519,47.-DM. 1993.
etc. 1993 corporate tax assessment.Texts of laws Betrieb und Steuer, 3. Buch, pp. 194.
(B. 113.408) including ordinances,guidelines and Taxes on net worth. Introduction to German

jurisprudenceof the Supreme Tax Court. valuation law, net wealth tax, real estate tax,
EBERL, Christina. (B. 113.571) business tax on capital, inheritanceand gift
Rechtsfragender Bankgarantie im

LOOSE, Matthias. tax.
internationalenWirtschaftsverkehrnach (B. 113.447)
deutschem und schweizerischemRecht. Rckstellungenfr Umweltverbindlichkeiten.

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG. 1993.
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Der Rechts- und Steuerdienst,Klner WAGNER,Klaus-R.
1992. Managementbuy-out.Schriftenreihe,Heft 78, pp. 191. 56.- DM.
Studien zum Bank- und Brsenrecht, No. 24, Reserves for environment-relateddebts. The Fhrungskrftebeteiligung/Arbeitnehmer-
pp. 140. 46.- DM. author discusses the problems arising from the beteiligung
Legal questions with regard to bank guarantees creation of reserves for debt resulting from Neuwied, Hermann Luchterhand Verlag. 1993,
in intemational business according to German liability for environmentaldamage pp. 250.68.- DM.
and Swiss law: the bank guarantee in cross- (B. 113.468) The book gives advices to entrepreneursand
border business; legal qualification;distinction managers about MBO strategies. Basic
between bank guarantee and suretyship; STUHRMANN,Gerd. principles, model structures, former East
applicable law. Die neue Investitionsfrderungin den neuen Germany, law policy, corporate law and labour
(B. 112.338) Bundeslndem.2. Auflage law aspects, participationof employees and
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management in the corporation,and related
risks. GRUBER, Thomas. PAUS, Bernhard.

(B. 113.376) Der Bilanzansatzin der neueren BFH- Erben, vererben und das Finanzamt.

Rechtsprechung. Steuerstrategienund -tips zur Verminderung
LENNARDT,Jrg; STEFANOVIC,Milos. Stuttgart, SchfferVerlag. 1991. der Einkommen-,Erbschaft- und

Managementbuy-out. Vorbereitungund Schriften zur Bilanz- und Steuerlehre,Band 7, Schenkungsteuer.
Umsetzung in den neuen Bundeslndern.Ein pp. 272.64.- DM. 2. Auflage.
Leitfaden. The entry in the balance sheet under recent Planegg, WRS Verlag Wirtschaft Recht und

Dsseldof, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, jurisprudenceof the Federal Tax Court of Steuern, Postfach 1363, 82142 Planegg,
pp. 218,78.- DM. Germany. The author discusses the application Germany. 1993, pp. 116, 19.80 DM.

The book advices entrepreneursand managers of general valuation principles by the higher To inherit, to leave and the tax administration.

about MBO strategies with special reference to German tax courts. Tax strategies to lower the burden of income,
the situation in East Germany. Basic (B. 111.457) inheritanceand gift taxes.

principles, model structures and samples, law, (B. 113.431)
financing,policy, and special industries. BALS, B.

(B. 113.415) Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen-und ABC DES LOHNBROS.ARBEITSLOHN-

Lohnsteuer 1994. Lohnsteuer- Sozialversicherungvon A bis Z.

WP-HANDBUCHDER Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co Bearbeitet von WolfgangSchnfeld.

Untemehmensbesteuerung.2. Auflage. KG., Einsteinstrasse 172, 81675 Munich, (Rechtsstand: 1. Januar 1994.)
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag. 1994, pp. 2832, Germany. 1994, pp. 288. 41.80 DM. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 440.

250.47 DM. Income tax/Wage tax 1994-Guidebook. 54.30 DM.

Auditor'shandbook of corporate taxation. Compilationof all relevant laws and Explanationof the most relevant topics
Various authors describe in 22 comprehensive explanations to the amendments in 1994. relating to wages, wage tax and social security.
chapters all topics of German corporate (B. 1.13.512) (B. 113.462)
taxation. Basic principlesof income taxation, EINKOMMENSTEUERHANDAUSGABE HAHN, Volker; KORTSCHAK,Hans-Peter.
balance sheet, taxation of business income and

partnerships, income of leasing and rent,
1993. Lehrbuch der Umsatzsteuer.6. Auflage
Richtlinien mit Einkommensteuergesetz, Heme/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.

capital income and withholding taxes, wage
tax, corporate income tax, business tax, foreign Duchfhrungsverordnung, 1993, pp. 444. 58.- DM.

tax law, valuation, net worth tax, inheritance Nebenbestimmungen. Explanationof the German VAT law,

and gift taxes, VAT law, subsidies, employer Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 960. 59.80 DM. including the European single market.

provided security schemes, losses, Comprehensivecompilationofall relevant (B. 113.453)

organization,group taxation, examinationfor laws, implementationprovisions and DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
administrativeguidelines relevant for income

tax purposes, donations law, procedure, UMSATZSTEUER

penalties, legal protection in tax law. tax assessment 1993. fr 1993.36. Aufage Bearbeitet Werner
(B. 113.530)

von

(B. 113.377) Widmann.

GEWERBESTEUERHANDAUSGABE Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,
FISCHER, Lutz. 1993. pp. 1858, 65.- DM.

Besteuerung internationalerKonzerne. Richtlinienmit Gewerbesteuergesetz, Annual guide containing the texts of the VAT

Qualifikationskonflikte,Verluststrategien, Durchfhrungsverordnung, Law, regulatory ordinance to it, case law and

GrenzberschreitendeSpaltung,Einbringung Nebenbestimmungen,BFH-Rechtsprechungin other relevant material for the 1994 tax

von Betriebssttten,Rechtsschutzbei Treaty Leitstzen. Bearbeitet von Dietmar Pauka. assessmentyear.
Overriding, Unternehmenssteuerreform. Bonn, StollfussVerlag. 1994, pp. 239.45.80DM. (B. 113.572)
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG. 1993. Comprehensivecompilationof all relevant UMSATZSTEUERHANDAUSGABE
Forum der IntemationalenBesteuerung,Band laws, implementationprovisions, 1993/94.
3, pp. 139.58.- DM. administrativeguidelines and jurisprudence Bearbeitet C. Forst, H. Treptow und M.von
Taxation of international groups. Various relevant for business tax assessment. Langer. Ausgabe Februar 1994.
authors discuss the followingtopics: (B. 113.531) Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, 815.
qualificationconflicts, loss strategy, cross-

pp.

border spin-off, transferof permanent RICHTER,Heinz; BOVELETH,Karl-Heinz.
VAT handbook 1993/94.

establishments, treaty overrides and legal Die neue steuerlicheFrderungdes (B. 113.608)

protection. Wohnungsbaus.4. Auflage. KUSSMANN,M.
(B. 113.469) Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1994. Schenken, Erben, Steuem. 3. Auflage.

Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 100. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 230. 37.80DM.

HAARMANN,Wilhelm. The new tax incentives for dwelling-houses. Revised and updated third edition of book
Die beschrnkteSteuerpflicht.Aktuelle The authors describe all importantprovisions discussing tax-favourabledevices for gifts and

Schwerpunkte in der Diskussion: with regard to dwelling constructionas well as inheritances under general tax law, civil law

Betriebssttte,Grenzberschreitende the relevant tax incentives and their effects. and company law.

Betriebsaufspaltung,Diskriminierung,Treaty (B. 113.442) (B. 113.588)
Shopping,Knstler und Sportler,
Zinsabschlagsteuer,Verfahrensprobleme. LOHNSTEUERHANDAUSGABE1994. SCHN, Wolfgang.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto S chmidt KG. 1993. Einkommensteuergesetzmit Die AuslegungeuropischenSteuerrechts.Das

Forum der InternationalerBesteuerung,Band Durchfhrungsverordnungen,Richtlinien, harmonisierteSteuerrechtzwischen

2, pp. 162. 68.- DM. ErgnzendenHinweisenauf nationalemZivilrecht und europischem
The following topics are discussedby various Verwaltungsanweisungen,rechtsprechungin Gemeinschaftsrecht.

authors: procedural problemsof non-residents, Leitstzen, Anhangmit ergnzenden Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1993.

treaty shopping,permanentestablishments, Gesetzestexten.Bearbeitetvon Robert Hanke. Rechtsordnungund Steuerwesen,Band 20,
artists and professional sportsmen, cross- Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 1072, 77.- DM. pp. 84. 42.- DM.

border spin-off,discriminationagainst non- 1994 Wage Tax Manual containing rulings, the The interpretationof European tax law. The

residents, and withholding taxes on interest Income Tax Ordinance, regulations,and juris- harmonized tax law between national civil law

derived by non-residents. prudenceof the German SupremeTax Court. and Europeancommunity law. The author

(B. 113.470) (B. 113.535) discusses the triangular relation between
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national civil law, national and international CAPITALTAX ACTS 1993-94. STAMP opzichte van eigen vermogen binnen
tax law and community law. duties, capital acquisitions tax, residential concemverhoudingen.
(B. 113.397) property tax, probate tax. Edited by Tom Deventer, Kluwer, 1994. Fiscale

Boland and Alan Moore. Monografien,No. 67, pp 345.97.50 Dil.
GROSSFELD,Bernhard. Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1993, Dissertationon thin capitalization in tax law.Unternehmens-und Anteilsbewertung im pp. 601. Discusses the business and civil law aspects ofGesellschaftsrecht.Zur Barabfindung This handbook contains the Stamp Act 1891 corporate financing, thin capitalization rules ofausscheidenderGesellschafter.3. Auflage (as consolidated to Finance Act 1993), the EC member countries, debt and equityCologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG. 1994, Capital AcquisitionsAct 1976 (as consolidated financing, limitation on interest deductions and
pp. 182.92.- DM. to Finance Act 1993), the new Probate Tax the extent to which the EC law can protectValuationof enterprises and shares under legislation, and the Residential Property Tax taxpayers against double taxation.
corporation law. The author explains various legislation (as consolidated to Finance Act (B. 113.477)topics, including methods for the valuation of 1993) together with the related non-amending
enterprises and methods for the valuation of sections of the Finance Acts from 1892 to AARDEMA, E.
shares. 1993, and the major statutory instruments for De directeur-grootaandeelhoudermet zijn BV
(B. 113.516) each tax. The book is a companion volume to en de fiscus. 3rd Edition.

Butterworth lreland Tax Acts 1993-94 and Deventer, Kluwer. 1993. Kluwer
WEHMEIER,Wolfgang. Butterworth Ireland VAT Acts 1993-94. Bedrijfswijzers,No. 14, pp. 212.59.50Dfl.
Praxisbertragungin wirtschaftsprfendenund (B. 113.505) Third revised and updated edition ofmonographsteuerberatendenBerufen. 2. Auflage. on the tax aspects of the director-shareholderof
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993, pp 240, a limited liability company with reference to
52.80 DM. case law (updatedas of 1 August 1993)Transferof an auditor's or tax advisor's Italy

(B. 113.429)
practice. A guide for professionalswho intend FICHERA, Franco.
to set up, sell or buy a tax advisor's or an Le agevolazioni fiscali. BLOKLAND,Thomas.
auditor's practice in Germany. Milan, CEDAM - Casa Editrice Dott. Winst uit aanmerkelijkbelang. De
(B. 113.399) Antonio. 1992. aanmerkelijk-belangregelingin de Wet op de

Il DirittoTributario, Serie I, Volume LXXIX, inkomstenbelasting 1964. 2nd Edition.
BERANEK,Axel.

pp. 323. Deventer, Kluwer. 1993. FiscaleDie steuerlicheoptimale Rechtsformder Analysis of the general theory of tax Monografien,No. 19, pp 337.99.- Dfl.
Untemehmung allowancesand incentives, also with respect to Revised edition of monographdescribing the
Hamburg, S+W Steuer- und Wirtschaftsverlag constitutionaland EC law. taxation ofgains derived from sale of a1993. (B. 113.541) substantial interest in a company under the
Betriebswirtschaftaktuell, Band 1 1, pp. 268. Dutch Individual IncomeTax Law of 1964.
78.- DM. FRIZZERA, Bruno. (B. 113.435)The author describes a computer-aided Guida pratica fiscale. Vol. 1. Imposte indirette.
decision-makingmodel to optimize the legal Milan, 11 Sole 24 Ore. 1994, pp. 216, 34,000 MEERING,A.; JONKER, E.N.; BUIS, W.;
form of an enterprise for tax purposes. A Lrs. LOON, P.M.F. van; a.o.
special feature is that the software allows the Practical handbook explaining all items of Elseviers Belasting Almanak. 39th Edition.
particular risk rates of transactions to be taken indirect taxation in Italy, including a section Amsterdam, Bonaventura. 1994, pp. 448.into consideration.

on local taxes. Updated to January 1994. 27.50 Dfl.
(B. 113.406) (B. 113.548) Annual edition of guide for filing 1993
BESGEN, Dietmar; JNGST, Manfred. individual income tax return and 1994 net

ABC der Kndigungund anderer Formen der wealth tax return.

Beendigungdes Arbeitsverhltnisses.2. Netherlands (B. 1 13.482)
Auflage.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1993, pp. 352. FETERIS, M.W.C. BAARD,C.B.

53.80 DM. Fiscale administratievesancties en het recht op
De particulierebeleggeren de fiscus. 2nd

ABC of dismissal and other kinds of een behoorlijk proces. Edition.

terminationof an employmentcontract. This Deventer, Kluwer. 1993. Fiscale Deventer, Kluwer. 1993. Kluwer

guide explains the basic principlesof a Monografien,No. 66, pp. 814. 170.- Dfl. Belastingwijzers,No. 21, pp. 91. 34.- Dfl.

procedurallycorrect dismissal and contains a Dissertationon fiscal and administrativefines Fiscal consequencesof the different forms of

comprehensive list of reasons for termination. and the right to a fair hearing, as provided for private investment in savings, bonds, shares,
(B. 113.398) by the Convention for the Protectionof Hurnan options, immovableproperty, life insurance

Rights and Fundamental Freedom, Rome 1950, and investment funds. Financingof investment
and by the IntemationalConventionon Civil is also dealt with.
and Political Rights, New York 1966. A special (B. 113.437)

Ireland chapter is devoted to the conflict between the BROUWER,J.Th.L.
domestic law and treaty law. Het begrip levensverzekeringin deJUDGE, Norman E. (B. 113.432)

Irish income tax 1993-94. Edited by Susan inkomstenbelastingna de Brede

Keegan MODELRULINGS. herwaardering.
Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd., 26 Upper Rotterdam, Belastingdienst/Grote

Deventer, Kluwer. 1993, pp. 250.69.50 Dfl.
Dissertationdealing with the conceptof lifeOrmond Quay, Dublin 7, Ireland. 1993, ondememingenRotterdam. 1993, pp. 25. insurance used in the income law afteras taxpp 2476. £ 70.-. Models for rulings used by the tax adminis-

The book is primarily concemed with the tration. Directions for filing the corporate
the Brede herwaarderinglegislation.

system of income tax in the Republic of income tax form by the ruling corporations.
(B. 113.436)

Ireland. This bound edition, which replaces the (B. 113.449) VOLLEBERGH,H.R.J.
1985 loose-leafpublication,will be published Energieheffing:melkkoe of krachtvoer
each autumn and will contain all the relevant MICHIELSE,G.M.M. Gezocht: energiekeenergieheffingen.
provisionsof the latest Finance Act. Thin capitalisation in het fiscale recht. Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1992. Reprint
(B. 113.461) Afbakeningvan vreemd vermogen ten No. 9206, pp. 8.
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Article considering the question of whether the BOSMA, S. DIETVORST,G.J.B.

energy tax in the agricultural sector should be Baatbelastingen bouwgrondbelasting. De drie pijlers van toekomst-voorzieningenen

imposed on cattle or on fodder and how this Deventer, Fed. 1993. Serie belastingen.
tax would attent the agricultural industry Belastingminiaturen,No. 11, pp. 58. 35.50 Dfl. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, Fiscale

(B. 112.797) Descriptionof the local benefit tax and Monografien,No. 68, pp. 465.

building sites tax which are levied to finance Commercialedition of dissertationconsidering
KOUWENHOVEN,F.D. expenditures for public welfare on the local the three pillars in future pension schemes and
BTW in kort bestek. level. The booklet explains the general taxation,which are: legal old-age provisions
Deventer,Fed. 1993, pp. 144.57.50Dfl. principles of the levies and who is responsible establishedby the authorities, supplementary
Handbook dealing with VAT (before and after for payment of the tax. provisions related to specific profession, anda

1992) for the daily use of accountants and tax (B. 113.418) personal provisions undertakenby individuals.
advisers. With reference to case law. The authordescribes the fiscal aspects of these
(B. 113.426) BERG, P. van den. three pillars in the Netherlandsand in other

Rioolrechten. European countries and
PLANTE-FAIL,M. proposes a new

Deventer, Fed. 1993. Serie integrated system for future pension schemes.
Toeristenbelasting. Belastingminiaturen,No. 9, pp. 52.35.50Dfl. (B 113.603)
Deventer, Fed. 1993, Serie Brochure describing the sewer tax. It explains
Belastingminiaturen,No. 7, pp. 52.35.50 Dfl. what a sewer tax is, who the taxpayers are, VERMEEND,Willem; BALLEGOOIJEN,
Booklet describing the tourist tax which can be how to determine the tax amount and how Kees
levied on tourists or on those offering tourist taxpayerscan appeal against assessment.

van.

accommodations.This brochure is specially (B. 113.490)
Belastingvoordelenen vrijstellingenvan

designed for the tourist industry and the local sociale premies voor werknemersen

authorities. ROMYN,M. werkgeversvolgens de wet

(B. 113.492) Intemationaalbelastingrecht.4th Edition. Vermeend/Vreugdenhil.Belasting- en

The Hague, M. Romyn. 1991, pp. 182. premievoordelenvoor werknemersspaar-
KOSTERS, E.B.G. 59.- Dfl. regelingen,winstdeling, werknemersaandelen

Parkeerbelastingen.Een klemmetje onder het
Fourth edition of intemational tax law in the en aandelenoptieregelingen.

gemeentegras Netherlandsdealing with: double taxation Deventer, Kluwer. 1994.

Deventer,Fed. 1993. Serie Fiscaal Actueel,pp. 102. 25.- Dfl.
and unilateral regulations,

Belastingminiaturen,No. 8, pp. 52.35.50Dfl. agreements In the law of Vermeend/Vreugdenhilthe

Discussionof motor parking duties levied by including taxation of non-residents.
regulationsfollowing new have been

local authorities,such as tax on parking, (B. 113.427) introduced: (1) regulations;save-as-you-earn
parking ticket, automobilewheel locks and WESTEN, G.W.B. van. (2) premium savings regulations; (3) profit
towing Fiscaal proces dossier. 6th Edition. sharing regulations; (4) option to purchase
(B. 113.491) Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1993, pp. 90. shares regulations. Apart from the introduction

SONNEVELDT,F.; ZUIDERWIJK,J.C.L. Sixth revised edition of monographon describing the conditions for participationand

Internationaleaspecten van schenkings-en objection and appeal procedures, with detailed the four regulations, 50 questions and answers

successierecht. J
forms and examples. concerningpremium saving and savings from

Deventer, Fed. 1993. Fed Fiscale Brochures, (B. 113.421) gross-salaryare included in this book.

pp. 272.77.50Dfl. VOLLEBERGH,H.R.J.
(B. 113.513)

General view of Dutch succession law and Vervuilen schaadt, betalen baat. Het beginsel BLIJSWIJK,J.A.M. DIJKHUIZEN,F.J.;
international aspects of gift and succession de vervuilerbetaalt publieke heffingen.

van;

duties. Attention is paid to the OECD Model
en LENGKEEK,L.J.

Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1992. Reprint Elseviers almanak de BTW 1994.
Conventionon Estates and Inheritancesand on

voor

No. 9207, pp. 12.
Gifts and a numberof succession treaties Handleidingvoor de aangifte omzetbelasting.

Pollution is harmful and payment is profitable. 13th Edition.
between the Netherlandsand other countries
(Switzerland,Sweden, Finland, USA, Israel,

An article dealing with problems of protecting Amsterdam, Uitgeversmij Bonaventura. 1994,
the environmentand the principleofthe 400.

UK). Includes a survey of the principles of
polluter should pay.

pp.

succession law in Belgium, Germany, France, VAT Almanac 1994 giving information for

Luxembourg,Monaco, NetherlandsAntilles, (B. 112.798) filing VAT returns, intercommunity
transactionsand services, administrative

Spain, the United Kingdom and the USA. FISCAALPENSIOENRECHTIN
(B. 113.445) procedure, exemptions for services.

beweging. Verslag van het symposium (B. 113.522)
ARRESTENLOKALEBELASTINGEN. gehouden te Maastrichtop 5 november 1993.

2nd Edition. Samengestelddoor J.L.M. Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1994. Maastrichtse TAKENS, J.W.; WAGENAAR,H.A.; WIT,
Govaarts-Renne. fiscale symposiaNo.3, pp. 89. J.P. de.
Deventer, Fed. 1993, pp. 207.44.50Dfl. Speeches and debates held during the third Douanememo.
Second edition of a collectionof summariesof Maastricht tax symposiumon 5 November Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, 225,42.-Dfl.
cases on local taxes, updated to 1 June 1993. 1993 dealing with tax and legal aspects of pp.

Customs memo providing summary on

Subjects dealt with are: property taxes, local pensions. Contributions:De toekomst van het regulations within the EC of 1
benefits tax, constructionsites tx, dog tax, pensioenbegripby E. Lutjens; De pensioen-

customs as

January 1994.
commuter tax, tourist tax, local duties, BV by J.Th.L. Brouwer; Fiscalebegeleiding (B. 113.504)
waterschapduties and others. van oudedagsvoorzieningenvoor ondernemer

(B. 113.425) en werknemerby R.E.C.M. Niessen. REEHUIS,W.H.M.; SLOB, E.E..
(B. 113.503)

BORGHOLS,E.G. ParlementaireGeschiedenisvan het Nieuwe

Reinigingsheffingen. BELASTINGINDEX 1994. Burgerlijk Wetboek. Invoering boeken 3,5 en

Deventer,Fed. 1993. Serie The Hague, SDU Juridische& Fiscale 6. Voortgang.
Belastingminiaturen,No. 10, pp. 54. 35.50 Dfl. Uitgeverij. 1994, pp. 150,22.50 Dr. Deventer, Kluwer. 1993, pp. 828.

General principlesof the sanitory levy, levy on Overviewof the taxes and social security Bound volume in the serie Parliamentary
residual products and the new possibilityof the premiums levied in the Netherlands in 1994, as History on the introductionof the New Civil

sorting of waste and different systems of well as legislative proposals and relevant Code, systematicallyarranged and annotated

tariffs. references to the Parliamentarydocuments. documents with respect to Books 3,5 and 6

(B. 113.417) (B. 113.489) dealing with general property law, proprietory
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law and general contract law, respectively, France. Base companies and anti-avoidance Bicester, CCH Editions Limited. 1993,
which came into effect on 1 January 1992. tax rules in the United Kingdom and the USA. pp 175.
(B. 113.349) Zurich, Chambre Fiduciaire, Limmatquai 120, Handbook on how the theory of transfer pricing

8001 Zurich. 1990. Publication de la Chambre is put into practice. Guidance through the
fiduciaire, Volume 91, pp. 117. methods used by multinationalcorporations to

Norway The authors describe the unilateral, bilateral construct workable, secure and defensible
and multilateral measures to fight tax positions.

JARY, Jacob. avoidance resulting from the setting-upof (B. 113.471)
Norsk skattelovsamlingfor inntektsret 1993; offshore companies in Switzerland, France, the
forskuddet 1994. United Kingdom and the USA. HORWATH INTERNATIONAL.
Skien, Jacob Jary (Eget Forlag). 1994, (B. 111.715) Intemational tax planning- Real estate

pp. 1032 transactions.
Annual bound compilationof Norwegian tax North Ryde, CCH Australia Limited. 1993.
laws conceming the filing of 1993 tax returns United Kingdom This manual outlines the tax position of a

and 1994 advance payments. The laws relate to foreign investor wishing to acquire real estate
income and net wealth tax, petroleum tax, social HANCOCK, Dora. in a number of countries of special interest to

security contributions,VAT, investment law, An introduction to taxation. foreign real estate investment.Particular
local income and net wealth tax, inheritance and London, Chapman & Hall, 2-6 Boundary Row, emphasis is given to different ways of
gift tax, and assessment of collectionof tax. London SE 1 8HN, England. 1994, pp. 364. structuring the most tax-effcientvehicle for
(B. 113.440) Textbook providing students with a thorough foreign real estate ownership as well as to tax

understandingof the principles of taxation. It planning strategies for themost effective way
combines a detailed conceptual framework of eventual disposal of the investment.

Switzerland with the necessary technical information to (B. 113.486)
form a complete course. The book deals with

EBERL, Christina. the impact of the UK tax system, personal STEINMO, Sven.

Rechtsfragender Bankgarantie im taxation, business taxation, capital gains tax, Taxation and democracy. Swedish, British,
intemationalenWirtschaftsverkehrnach corporation tax, taxation of close companies and American approaches to financing the
deutschem und schweizerischemRecht. and groups, VAT and inheritance tax. modern state.

Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. (B. 113.360) New Haven, Yale University Press. 1993,
1992. pp. 280.
Studien zum Bank- und Brsenrecht, No. 24, RAYNEY, Peter; ROWLAND,Moores. The book examines the structure, politics and
pp 140.46.- DM. The practical corporation tax manual 1994. historic developmentof tax policies in several

Legal questions with regard to bank guarantees London, The Instituteof Chartered countries. Comparing three quite different
in international business according to German Accountants in England and Wales. 1994, political democracies, Sweden, Britain and the
and Swiss law: the bank guarantee in cross- pp. 535, £. 34.50 USA, the book provides a powerful account of
border business; legal qualification;distinction The book deals with all corporation tax the ways these democracieshave managed to

between bank guarantee and suretyship; queries. It incorporates the current legislation, finance their welfare programmesdespite
applicable law. including the provisionsof the Finance Bill widespread public resistance to tax. The author
(B. 112.338) 1994 and explains the principles of accounting argues that the different political structuresof

for both current and deferred tax liabilities in these countries produce varying tax systems
GUIDE DU FUTUR CONTRIBUABLE. company accounts with various examples. and, by extension, differing social policy
La taxation de l'impt sur le revenu. (B. 113.602) regimes.
Berne, Commission lntercantonale BUT'rERWORTHSFINANCE BILL 1994

(B. 113.532)
d'InformationFiscale. 1990, pp 65 Handbook. The provisions relating to value MORISHIMA,MICHIO.Outline of the Swiss income tax system, added tax, air passengerduty, insurance
including federal taxes, cantonal taxes and premium tax, income tax, corporation tax,

Capital & Credit. A new formulationof
local taxes as well as addresses of the local tax

capital gains tax, oil taxation, stamp duty and
general equilibrium theory.

authorities. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
inheritance tax. With commentary. 1992, pp 212. $18.95.(B. 112.051) London, Butterworths. 1994, pp. 604. The book provides synthesis of growtha
(B. 113.510) theory and monetary theory.LE SYSTEMEFISCAL SUISSE.

Berne, Commission intercantonale KAMBER,A.; RICCI, G.; O'BRIEN, M.J.; (B. 113.590)
d'InformationFiscale. 1991, pp 68. JACOBS,R.C.
Outline of the Swiss tax system, including Socits de domicile et mesures en vue de
federal taxes, cantonal taxes, local taxes and a contrer l'vasion fiscale en Suisse et en Developingcountries
comparisonof the tax burden. France. Base companies and anti-avoidance
(B. 112.050) tax rules in the United Kingdom and the USA. PAGE, Sheila; DAVENPORT,Michael;

Zurich, Chambre Fiduciaire, Limmatquai 120, HEWITT, Adrian.
STOCKAR, Conrad. 8001 Zurich. 1990. Publicationde la Chambre The GATT Uruguay Round: effects on
bersicht und Fallbeispielezu den fiduciaire, Volume 91, pp. 117. developing countries.
Stempelabgabenund zur Verrechnungssteuer. The authors describe the unilateral, bilateral London, Overseas Development Institute.
2. Auflage. and multilateral measures to fight tax 1991,pp. 64.
Basel, Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft AG. avoidance resulting from the setting up of (B. 57.973)
1993, pp. 304. offshore companies in Switzerland, France, the
Overview and case studies relating to stamp United Kingdom and the USA.
duties and the anticipatory tax, with examples. (B. 111.715) LATIN AMERICA
(B. 113.305)

MexicoKAMBER,A.; RICCI, G.; O'BRIEN, M.J.; INTERNATIONAL
JACOBS,R.C. IVA-ISR. ENLACEDEL
Socts de domicile et mesures en vue de COOPERS & LYBRAND. acreditamientoy la deducibilidad 1992.
contrer l'vasion fiscale en Suisse et en International transfer pricing Guadalajara, Indetec. 1992, pp 91.

.
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VAT-Income tax. Linkageof the credit and USA Loose-leafdeductibility.
(B. 18.786) AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS.

ServicesSecond series. Volume 71.

FORMULACIONDE PAPELES DE New York, RIA - Research Instituteof

trabajo en la auditoria del IVA (Guia basica America Inc. 1993, pp. 2250. Received between 1 and 31
del curso) The volume contains unabridged federal and March 1994
Guadalajara, Indetec. 1993, pp. 227. state court decisions under the federal tax laws.
The drafting of working papers in auditing (B. 113.488)
VAT. A basic guide to the course material. AFRICA
(B. 18.785) WRIGHT,Deloris R.

Understandingthe new U.S. Transfer Pricing FIDAFRICA
release 1

EL REGIMENJURIDICODE LA Rules.
concesion en Mexico. Chicago, CCH Commerce Clearing House, Fidafrica, Paris.

Guadalajara, Indetec. 1993, pp. 266. Inc. 1993, pp. 136. FISCALITEAFRICAINE

Legal regime on administrativeconcessions in The book takes a close look at Code Section releases 3 and 5
Mexico. 482, the principal source of the IRS's authority Editions Fiduciaire, Paris.
(B. 18.794) in transfer pricing, and examines the latest

temporary regulations which provide for harsh

EL ANALISISESTRATEGICOEN LA penalties for abuses. AUSTRALIA
administracionde ingresos de las entidades (B. 113.526) AUSTRALIA INCOMETAX LAW AND
federativasde Mexico.

-

Guadalajara, Indetec. 1993, pp. 256. KAMBER,A.; RICCI, G.; O'BRIEN,M.J.; PRACTICE

Strategical analysis in the administrationof JACOBS, R.C.
- Rulings and guidelines

releases 145 and 146
revenues of Mexican federativeentities. Socits de domicile et mesures en vue de

(B. 18.809) contrer l'vasion fiscale en Suisse et en
- Fringe benefits

France. Base companies and anti-avoidance release 35

JURISPRUDENCIAY PRECEDENTES tax rules in the United Kingdom and the USA. Butterworths,North Ryde.

de tribunales en materia de auditoria fiscal. Zurich, Chambre Fiduciaire,Limmatquai 120, SUPERANNUATIONAND RETIREMENT

Guadalajara, Indetec. 1993, pp. 245. 8001 Zurich. 1990. Publicationde la Chambre BENEFITS IN AUSTRALIA

Jurisprudenceand precedents ofcourts on tax fiduciaire, Volume 91, pp. 117. Brown- Edstein

auditing issues. The authors describe the unilateral, bilateral release 29

(B. 18.793) and multilateralmeasures to fight tax Butterworths,North Ryde.
avoidance resulting from the setting-upof
offshore companies in Switzerland, France, the
United Kingdom and the USA. AUSTRIA
(B. 111.715)NORTH AMERICA DIE KRPERSCHAFFSTEUER

release 4

Canada Saint Pierre et Miquelon
WirtschaftsverlagAnton Orac, Vienna.

BEECHY,Thomas H. CODE LOCAL DES IMPOTS. BELGIUM
Guide to accounting for income taxes. Rglementationfiscale et para-fiscale, 1993.
Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional Paris, ImprimerieAdministrative. 1993, MODELESFISCAUX

Publishing. 1992, CND$115.-
pp. 175. release 37

Guide for preparing financial statements Tax Code of the French overseas territory of CED Samsom, Diegem.
understand and applying comprehensivetax Saint Pierre et Miquelon. IMPORT EXPORT. GUNSTREGELINGEN
allocation. Includes chapters on: intra-period

-

income tax allocation; explaining deferred (B. 113.359) EN PROCEDURESIN DE BTW- EN

income taxes; accounting for timing
DOUANEREGLEMENTERING

differences; accounting for losses; accounting
Brassine- Koedijk- Marckx, etc.

for losses when timing differencesexist; case
release 14

studies; investmentcredits; international Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne.

standards and disclosureof effective tax rate L'INDICATEURFISCAL
variation. release 90
(B. 113.472) CED Samsom, Diegem.

TAX FACTS 1993-94. PREPAREDBY VENNOOTSCHAPEN BELASTINGEN

KPMG Peat Marwick Thorne. release 22

Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,Deurne.

Publishing. 1993, pp. 101.
Quick reference tax guide on corporate and
individual income tax rates (both federal and CANADA

provincial) and related tax matters as of 30 GLOBAL INVESTMENTIN CANADA
September 1993. release 102
(B. 113.474) Prentice-Hallof Canada Ltd., Scarborough.

INCOMETAXATION IN CANADA-

REPORTBULLETIN
release 875
Prentice-Hallof Canada Ltd., Scarborough.
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DENMARK BELASTINGWETGEVING releases 171 and 172
Loonbelasting Vennootschapsbelasting- -

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER .

releases 152 release 321
Moms-

Omzetbelasting 1968 (BTW/1978) Vermogensbelasting1969-
-

release 2 releases 89 and 90 releases 157 and 158
Skattenyt Kronologisk- -

Noorduijn BV., Amhem. Kluwer, Deventer.
releases 6 and 7
Skattebestemmelser Systematisk CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT- -

release 3 Mobach
NORWAYA.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor, releases 212 and 213

Copenhagen. Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. SKATTE-NYTT
A, releases 1 and 2FISCALE WETlrEN -

B, releases 1-4release 210EEC Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.Fed, Deventer.
HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN UITVOERGEMEENSCHAPPEN
-

Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken Algemene wetgeving inzake douane PERU
-

release lrelease 341 CODIGOTRIBUTARIO
Kluwer, Deventer.

- Belastingheffingbij invoer
releases 1 and 2release 452
Editorial Economicay Finanzas, Lima.Tariefvan invoerrechten-

FRANCE releases 107 and 108
IMPUESTOA LA RENTAGecombineerdenomenclatuur-

release 68FISCALITEPRATIQUE- FISCAL releases 85,86 and 87
Editorial Economicay Finanzas, Lima.release 1 Kluwer, Deventer.

Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
KLUWERS FISCAALZAKBOEK IMPUESTO A LAS VENTAS
releases 369 and 370 release 75JURIS CLASSEUR- CODE FISCAL

release 249 Kluwer, Deventer. Editorial Economicay Finanzas, Lima.

Editions Techniques, Paris. KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK
releases 433 and 434

SOUTH AFRICAJURIS CLASSEUR- DROIT FISCAL- Kluwer, Deventer.
FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE
release 83 NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN JUTA'S TAX SERVICE- LEGISLATION
Editions Techniques, Paris. release 242 SECTION - SOUTH AFRICA

Kluwer, Deventer. release 54
Juta & Co., Ltd., Kenwyn.OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP

GERMANY EN BEDRIJF

BONNER HANDBUCHGMBH releases 142 and 143 UNITED KINGDOM
Brandmller - Kffner Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

release 27 PRAKTIJKBOEKSOCIALE SIMON'S TAXES
Stollfuss verlag, Bonn. VERZEKERINGEN release 197

release 7 Butterworths, London.
DAS EINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT. SDU, The Hague.KOMMENTARZUM SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE
EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETI'EN releases 7-12
Littmann - Bitz - Meincke. Algemenedeel

Butterworths, London.
-

release 18 releases74 and 75

Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart. - Coord. SV/Premieheffing VALUE ADDEDTAX - DE VOILreleases 25 a nd 26
release 223

HANDBUCH DER - Heffing over uitkeringenen loon
EINFHRNEBENABGABEN releases 47 and 48 Butterworths,Sevenoaks.

release 19 Kluwer, Deventer.
Von der Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft,Hagen. STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF- U.S.A.

RECHTELIJKEWE'Iq'ENSTEUERGESETZE
releases 294 and 295 UNITED STATES TAX REPORTERI, release 107
Kluwer, Deventer. releases 8-11

Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
RIA Research Institute of America Inc., New-

VAKSTUDIE- FISCALEENCYCLOPEDIE York.
Algemene deel-

NAMIBIA releases 231-234 TAX TREATIES- REPORTBULLETIN
-

JUTA'S TAX SERVICE- LEGISLATION Inkomstenbelasting1964 releases 1 and 2
releases 894-900 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.SECTION- NAMIBIA

-

release 7 Investeringsregelingen
releases 162-164 TAX IDEAS - REPORTBULLETINJuta & Co., Kenwyn, South Africa.
Invorderingswet release 1-

release 56 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.

NETHERLANDS
- Loonbelasting

release 571-573 U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL
BELASTINGWETrEN(De Belastingggids) - Omzetbelasting OPERATIONS
release 163 releases 247 and 248 releases 1-5
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. - Successiewet 1956 Warren Gorham Lamont, Boston.
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CUMULATIVE INDEX - 1994
I. ARTICLES ParthasarathiShoma and Julio Escolano:

The State of Tax Policy in the Central Asian
Australia: and TranscaucasianNewly IndependentStates 159
Ann O'Connell:

Capital Gains Tax Amendments 176 Israel:
Taxation of Corporations 141

Abe. I. Greenbaum:
State Excise Taxes and The Constitution:Capital Malaysia:,
DuplicatorsPty. Ltd. v. AustralianCapital VeerinderjeetSingh:
Territory(1 & 2) 239 The 1944 Budget and Recent Developments-

Michael Kobetsky: The Path to SustainableGrowth 94

Foreign Banks: Defining the Personality 243
New Zealand:

Belgium: Kevin Holmes and Mark Russell:
Marc Dassesse: The New Underlying Foreign Tax Credit and
Introductionof the EconomicRealityTest in Foreign Dividend WithholdingPayment Regimes 111

Belgian Tax Law: Years of UncertaintyAhead 127
Lin Mei Tan and Stuart Tooley:

Botswana: Tax Simplification Progress to Date 236

Peter NanyenyaTakirambudde:
Double Corporate tax: Untangling the Undergrowth

Adrian J. Sawyer:

of Company and ShareholderTax Rules 82 Tax Implicationsof the New Companies Act 1993 167

Andrew M.C. Smith:
China (People's Rep.): Taxation of Non-ResidentEquity Investment in New
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INTRODUCTION

1994 IFA CONGRESS IN TOROXTO
Prof. Avv. Pietro Adonnino
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This year the annual IFA Congress is again being hosted by ate as this country has always shown considerable interest in
Canada, in Toronto, after being held in Montreal in 1982. The issues of internationaltaxation. The Canadian IFA branch has
IFA Congresses in Canada appear to have a kinship with also made significant contributions to IFA's scientific pur-those held in Italy. The 1982 Montreal Congress was fol- suits.
lowed by the Venice Congress, and the 1994 Toronto
Congress follows the 1993 Florence Congress. The success I look forward to a consolidation in Toronto of the encour-
of the Montreal Congress was a prelude to the success of the aging signs evident in Florence concerningthe further expan-Venice Congress, and the success of the Florence Congress sion of IFA, in terms of the number of countries representedsurely will prelude the success of this Congress. at the Congress, the total number of participants and the sci-

entific level of the contributions.The city of Toronto is situated in one of the most beautiful
areas of Canada, and it offers countless opportunities to

The four-day scientific which inauguratedappreciate its modern arts as weil as its multicultural activi- programme, was

ties and sports facilities. during the Cancun Congress, will again be followed this year.
The procedural changes to the Working Sessions of the two

I would like to mention at the outset that selecting Canada as main subjects - introduced on a trial basis during the Flo-
a venue for the annual Congress seems particularlyappropri- rence Congress - proved so successful that they will be
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observed again in Toronto. I sincerely hope that these proce- have special rules for purely domestic demergers, others

dures will be adopted for future IFA Congresses. allow deferral on a case-by-casebasis and still others prohibit

In recent years IFA has not only increased its worldwide any type of tax-free demerger. One example of the critical

attention devoted to cross-border transactions is the EU
presence but has also considerably increased the scientific

quality of subjects addressed, their discussion and conclu- merger directive which includes demergers. The scope of the

sions. IFA, which is active in 45 countries and anticipating
directiv is broad enough to safeguardcorporate interests and

further expansion, is considered the most highly qualified
to avoid revenue losses for one of the countries involved.

internationalorganizationwith comprehensiveknowledge in No regulations exist for EU internationaldemergers with the

international tax. IFA's outstanding reputation is also made exception of a few instances where such transactionsmay be

evident by the large number of participants from the tax covered by domestic legislation. It may be necessary to sug-

administrations of major countries as well as from other gest that double tax treaties include specific provisions to

intemational organizations that deal with intemational tax cover this type of transaction. These subjects are obviouslyof

issues. particular interest when one considers the global trend
towards international transactions.

This is my first IFA Congress as your President. The goals set

forth above must be pursued with vigour so that IFA's influ- To round off the programme five well-selectedtopics will be

ence will broaden, and the conclusionsof the Congresseswill discussed during the seminars. SeminarA considers the har-

be highly consideredby national and internationalauthorities monization of tax under the North American Free Trade

entrusted with seeking vital soltions to problems related to Agreement. Seminar B will focus on secondary adjustments
international tax. and related aspects of transferpricing in transactionsbetween

entities that are part ofmultinationalenterprises. The ways in
Two subjects of major importance and topicality will be

addressed during the Toronto Congress.
which domestic anti-avoidance rules affect double tax trea-

ties form the basis of SeminarC. SeminarD considers the tax

The first subject concerns the deductibility of interest and implications of corporate transactions which have taken

other financing expenses in computing income. This is a place durin.g the last year. Finally, Seminar E will examine

major issue in nternational tax since conflicting rules in vari- the current OECD work programme and will consider how

ous countries come nto play with the result that income maY Article 10 of the OECD Model Convention- which implies a

be routed from one country to another. The main aspects of classicalcorporate tax system- will apply in cases where one

the topic to be addressed are the deductionof interest paid to or both of the treaty partners have adopted a full or partal
non-residents,the deductionof interest incurred by residents integration system.
to earn foreign-source income and the deduction of interest

In addition the comprehensive scientific the
by non-residents.

to programme,
Toronto Congress also promises a fascinating social pro-

The second subject submitted for considerationis the national gramme which includes a reception at the Royal Ontario

and international tax consequences of demergers and other Museum, a ballet performance and the Gala Closng Ban-

similar transactions. Demergers are increasingly utilized for quet. For sports enthusiasts, don't miss the baseball game
corporate re-organizationsand the main issue connectedwith between the World ChampionToronto Blue Jays and the Cali-

such transactions is that of ensuring that no capital gains tax fornia Angels. I hope to meet many of you during the course

consequences arise at the level of the companies and their of these events.

shareholders, by carrying the existing tax base over to the
I wish welcome the 1994 Congress!everyone a warm to

successorcompany.

Rules governing domestic and cross-border demergers vary

considerably from one country to another. Some countries
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SUBJECTS AND SEMINARS OF THE 1994 CONGRESS

SUBJECT I TEMA I SUJET I THEMA I
Deductibilityof interest and Deducibilidad de los intereses Dductibilit fiscale des Die Abzugsfhigkeitvon Zin-.

other financing charges in y otros gastos financieros en la intrts et autres charges sen und anderen Finanzie-
computng ncome determinacinde la renta financires rungskosten bei der Berech-
General reporter: Ponente General Rapporteur Gnral: nung des Einkommens
Prof Brian J. Arnold (Canada) Prof. Brian J. Arnold (Canad) Prof. Brian J. Arnold (Canada) Generalberichterstatter:
Discussion Leader: Presidente de Debates: Modrateur: Prof. Brian J Arnold (Kanada)
Prof. Paul McDaniel (United Prof. Paul McDaniel (Estados Prof. Paul McDaniel (Etats- Diskussionsleiter:
States) Unidos) Unis) Prof. Paul McDaniel (Verei-

nigten Staaten)

SUBJECT 11 TEMA Il SUJET 11 THEMA 11
National and international tax Consecuenciastributarias, Consquencesfiscales au niveau Nationale und internationale
consequencesof demergers nacionales e internacionales, national et internationaldes Besteuerungsfolgender Spal-
General Reporter: de la escisin de empresas scissions et oprationssimilaires tung von Unternehmen
Prof. Dr Albert J. Rdler (Ger- Ponente General: Rapporteur Gnral: Generalberichterstatter:
many) Prof. Dr Albert J. Rdler (Ale- Prof. Dr Albert J. Rdler (Alle- Prof. Dr Albert J. Rdler
Discussion Leader: mania) magne) (Deutschland)
Prof. Lleven Denys (Belgium) Presidente de Debates: Modrateur: Diskussionsleiter:

Prof. Lieven Denys (Blgica) Prof. Lieven Denys (Belgique) Prof. Lieven Denys (Belgien)

SEMINAR A SEMINARIOA SEMINAIREA SEMINAR A
Harmonizationof tax under Armonizacin fiscal conforme Harmonisationfiscale dans Steuerharmonisierungim
the North American Free Trade al Tratado Trilateral de Libre l'Association de Libre Echange Zeichen des Nordamerikani-
Agreement Comercio de Norte America Nord-Amricaie schen Freihandelsabkommens
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:
W. Gordon Williamson C.A. W. Gordon Williamson C.A. W. Gordon Williamson C.A. W. Gordon Williamson C.A.
(Canada) (Canad) (Canada) (Kanada)

SEMINAR B SEMINARIO B SEMINAIRE B SEMINAR B
Secondary adjustments and Ajustes secundarios y aspectos Ajustementscorrlatifs se- Folgeanpassungenund damit
related aspects of transfer pri- relacionados con las correc- condaires et problmes con- verbundeneAspekte bei der
cing corrections ciones de los precios de trans- nexes Berichtigungvon Verrech-
Chairman: ferencia Prsident: nungspreisen
Shirley Peterson (United States) Presidente: Shirley Peterson (Etats-Unis) Vorsitzender:

Shirley Peterson (Estados Shirley Peterson (Vereinigten
Unidos) Staaten)

SEMINAR C SEMINARIO C SEMINAIRE C SEMINAR C
How domestic anti-avoidance Influencia de las normas inter- Conventions de double impo- Wie inlndische Regelungen
rules affect double taxation nas sobre la elusin fiscal en sition et dispositions de droit gegen die Steuerumgehung
conventons los tratados de doble imposi- interne destines lutter con- . die Doppelbesteuerungs-
Chairman: cin tre l'vasion abkommen beeinflussen
David A. Ward Q.C. (Canada) Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:

DavidA Ward Q.C. (Canad) David A. Ward Q.C. (Canada) David A. Ward Q.C. (Kanada)

SEMINAR D SEMINARIO D SEMINAIRE D SEMINAR D
Recent international transac- Recientes transacciones inter- Oprations internationales Neueste internationale
tions of interest nacionales de inters marquantes au cours dela Transaktionenvon Bedeutung
Chairman: Presidente: priode rcente Vorsitzender:
David R. Tillinghast (United David R. Tillinghast (Estados Prsident: David R. Tillinghast (Verei-
States) Unidos) David R. Tillinghast (Etats-Unis) nigten Staaten)
Co-Chairman: Adjunto al Presidente: Prsident adjoint: Co-Vorsitzender:
J. David B. Oliver (United King- J. David B. Oliver (Reino Unido) J. David B. Oliver (Royaume- J. David B. Oliver (Vereinigtes
dom) Uni) Knigreich)

SEMINAR E SEMINARIO E SEMINAIRE E SEMINAR E
The OECD Model Treaty - EI Modelo del Tratado de la La Convention modle de Das OECD-Musterabkommen
1994 and beyond OCDE - 1994 y despus l'OCDE - 1994 et au-del - 1994 und darber hinaus
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:
Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel (Ger- Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel (Alema- Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel (Alle- Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel (Deutsch-
many) nia) magne) land)
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INTERPRETATIOSOF DOUBLE TAXATION CONVESTIONSIN

CANAI)A: AN UPDATE
Jacques Sasseville

of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and on capital,
Departmentof Justice, Canada. The views expressed in adopted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

this article are solely those of the author and should not Development (OECD) on April 11, 1977. With respect to the
be attributed in any way to the Departmentof Justice of Model Convention, the OECD fiscal committee has also prepared
Canada. and published a commentary on each article, the Commentary.

In Sun Life AssuranceCo. ofCanadav. Pearson (H.M. Inspector
In their national report on the interpretation of double taxa- of Taxes), Mr Justice Fox says at page 331:

tion conventions which was prepared for the 1993 IFA We should add that it is common ground that we are entitled

Congress in Florence,' Jean-MarcDry and David Ward gave
to consider the Commentary in determining the construction
of the Treaty (see Fothergill v. Monarch Airlines Ltd. [1981]

an excellent account of how Canadian courts had previously AC 251 at page 280).
interpreted tax conventions. This article is intended to pro-
vide an update on the informationcontained in that report; it The judge then referred to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Com-

does so by focusing on some recent cases, decided after the mentary on Article 14, which provide that the provisions of

report was written, where Canadian courts have dealt with Article 7 and the Commentary thereon can be used as guid-
the interpretationof tax conventions. ance for interpreting and applying Article 14 and that these

two articles are based on the same principles. Noting that the

Commentaryon Article 7 referred to that on Article 5 for the

I. HINCKLEYV MNR: USE OF THE OECD interpretationof the concept ofpermanentestablishment, the

judge then quoted paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Commentaryon

MODEL TAX CONVENTION IN the latter article and concluded that, if the taxpayer had been
INTERPRETINGTAX CONVENTIONS providing activities of an independent character, she would

have found that he had a fixed base in Canada as his place of
In their national report, Dry and Ward had indicated that businesshad a definitedegree of permanencyand was not of
there was no Canadian jurisprudence where the courts had a purely temporarynature (these are almostexactly the same

referred to the Commentary on the OECD Model Tax Con- words as those found in the first sentence of paragraph 6 of
vention. the Commentaryon Article 5).
There is now confirmationby Canadian courts that the Com- The judge, however, did not consider that the taxpayer had
mentary is relevant for the purposes of the interpretation of derived income from activities of an independent character
Canadian tax conventions. The first reported case in which but, rather, from an employment. In order to do so, she had to
this was expressly recognized is that of Hinckley v. MNR,2 a deal with a decision of the Federal Court5 in which it had
decision of the Tax Court of Canada. been held, with respect to Canadianunemploymentinsurance
In Hinckley, the taxpayer, allegedly a resident of the United legislation, that there was not, legally, a contractual relation-

Kingdom, had been hired by a Canadian employmentagency ship between a workerand the clientofan employmentagen-
to work as a structural engineer for a corporate client of that cy and, furthermore,that the contractbetween the agency and

agency. He was paid weekly by the employment agency on the worker could not be considered to be a contract of

the basis of hours of work recorded on time sheets signed by employment as the services were rendered to a third party.
a representativeof the client. He was supervised,had regular The judge, however, was able to dismiss that last conclusion

hours of work and executed his work in the same way as per- on the basis of a more recent non-tax decision of the Supreme
manent employees of the client.

The taxpayer argued that, as a resident of the United King-
dom, he was exempt from Canadian tax on his remuneration
under ArticleXIV (ProfessionalServices) of the Canada-UK

1. Jean-Marc Dry and David Ward, National Report for Canada, Cahiers

de droitfiscal international, Vol. LXXVI[Ia (Deventer: Kluwer, 1993), at 259-
Tax Convention3 because he did not have a fixed base n 289.

Canada. 2. 91 DTC 1336 (decisiondated 23 October 1991).
3. That article of the Canada-UKTax Convention is identical, in all material

The Tax Court judge held otherwise. In doing so, she referred respects, to Art. 14 of OECD Model Tax Convention.

to the Commentaryof the OECD Model Tax Convention in 4. [1986] BTC 282 (decisionof the UK Court of Appeal). Dry and Ward had

the following words:
accurately foreseen that this case would be consideredas authority for the adop-
tion, in Canada, of the practice of referring to the OECD Commentary in inter-

On the substance of the matter, the Appellant relied on the appli- preting tax conventions; see their national report (cited in note 1), at 274.
cation of Article 14 of the Convention. The Convention has fol- 5. T.E.G. InternationalLtd. v. MNR (unreported decision dated 21 October

lowed nearly word for word the Model Convention for avoidance 1976).
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Court6 (Canada'shighest court) in which it was found that the It is also interesting to contrast the approach adopted in
relationship between a worker and an employmentagency is Hinckley to the following comment made by Prof. Vogel and
legally one ofemployment. Having so decided, the Tax Court Dr Prokish in their general report on the interpretation of
concluded that Mr Hinckley was therefore taxable in Canada, double taxation conventions prepared for the 1993 IFA
as provided for in paragraph 1 of Article XV7 of the Cana- Congress:15
da-UK Tax Convention.

Secondly, the clause in the model [paragraph 2 of Article 3] only
refers to the law of those taxes that are covered by the convention.While Hinckley is primarily interesting for its recognition of Hence if term is only defined in private law in the provisionsa or

the principle that the Commentary of the OECD Model Tax of a tax law that is not covered by the convention, references to
Convention is relevant for the purposes of interpreting bilat- domestic law are excluded.
eral tax conventions, another interesting aspect of the case is
that the Court held that the meaning of the term employ- Paragraph2 of Article 3 of the OECD Model Tax Convention
ment, for the purposes of Article XV of the Canada-UKTax refers to the meaning which a term not defined in the Con-
Convention, could be interpreted on the basis of other court vention has under the law [...] concerning the taxes to which
decisions relating to non-tax legislation. In so doing, the the Convention applies. The word law is, of course, suffi-
Court relied expressly on Section 3 of the Income Tax Con- ciently broad to cover both the legislation and the jurispru-
vention InterpretationAct (ITCIA),8which providesessen- dence of a Contracting State. Also, the phrase the law con-

tially the same rule as paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the OECD cerning the taxes should not be readas the laws under
Model Tax Convention.9 which the taxes are imposed' but rather as the law (i.e.

including legislation and case law) that is relevant to the
,' 16The decision in Hinckley can therefore be seen as supporting taxes, In Canada, as in many other countries, tax law does

the view that, for the purposes of paragraph 2 of Article 3 of not exist n vacuum; it is applied on the basis of the legal rela-
the OECD Model Tax Convention, the internal law meaning tions established under other branches of the law, in particu-
of a terrn that is not defined in the Convention is not neces- lar civil law.m7 Thus, private law may well concern the

sarily the meaning given by a definition of this term to be taxes to which the Convention applies. For the purposes of
found in the relevant tax law, but can be a meaning derived paragraph2 of Article 3, it is therefore appropriate to refer to

frorn a case law interpretationof the term, even if that inter- the meaning that a term not defined in a tax convention has

pretation has been adopted in relation to a law other than the under private law if such meaning is relevant for purposes of
relevant tax law, as long as (as was the case in Hinckley) that
meaning is applicable for the purposes of that tax law.

6. Public Service Alliance of Canada v. The Queen and Econosult,citedby
the Court as 123 N.R. part 3, at 161.

This position, however, is to be contrasted to that adopted in 7. That paragraph of the Canada-UK Tax Convention was also identical, n
a more recent decision by the Federal Court of Appeal (a all material respects, to para. 1 of Art. 15 of OECD Model Tax Convention.

higher court). In Qing Gang K. Li v. MNR,a decision that is 8. R.S.C. 1985, c. I-4.
9. As noted by Dry and Ward (supra note 1, at 264), Sec. 3 of the ITCIA wasdiscussed more fully below, the Federal Court of Appeal had enacted to nullify the effect of the decision of the Supreme Court in The Queen

to interpret Article 19 of the Canada-ChinaTax Convention, v. MelfordDevelopments Inc., 82DTC 6281, where it was decided that, for the
which is similar to Article 20 (Students) of the OECD Model purposesof para. 2 of Art. 3 of the Canada-GermanyTax Convention,themean-

Tax Convention.Afterquoting paragraph2 of Article 3 of the ing to be given to terms undefined in the Convention was the meaning these
terms had under the Income Tax Act as it read at the time of signature of theConvention (which is identical to the same paragraph of the Convention (the static approach) rather than at the time when the convention

OECD Model Tax Convention), the Court made the follow- was applied (the ambulatory approach). As far as Canadian taxation is con-

ing comments:H cerned, therefore, taxpayers cannot technicallyrely on para. 2 of Art. 3 of Cana-
da's tax conventions as Sec. 3 of the ITCIA prevails over that paragraph. This
does not have practical consequences, however, to the extent that Sec. 3 ITCIAThe Income Tax Act, R.S.C. 1952, c. 148, as amended, does not provides essentially the same rule as the tax conventions,albeit with the impor-define the word visiting. Thus, in deciding whether in the taxa- tant clarification that it is the ambulatoryapproach, as opposed to the static one,tion year 1990 the Applicant was a visitor resident in Canada, that must be applied in interpreting undefined terms of the conventon by refer-

resort must be had to the ordinary meaning of the word interpreted ence to their meaning for the purposesof the Income Tax Act.
in context of Article 19 and the Agreementas a whole. 10. 94 DTC 6059 (decision dated 5 November 1993).

I1. At 6062.

This excerpt could arguably be interpreted to suggest that
12. It should be noted, however, that in Qing Gang K. Li, it does not appear that
any domestic law interpretationof the term underconsiderationwas put fonvard

recourse to the meaning that an undefined term of a conven- by either party. For iat reason, the Court's commentson the condition for the
tion has under the domestic law of the Contracting State application of para. 2 of Art. 3 may have been made in a rather cursory way.

applying the Convention is only possible if the term is 13. Supra note 10.
14. Dry and Ward, supra note 1, at 280, note 26.defined in the applicable tax law. 12 Such an interpretationof 15. General report, Cahiers de droit fscal international, Vol. LXXVIIIa

paragraph 2 of Article 3 would clearly conflict with that (Deventer: Kluwer, 1993), at 55-85.

adopted in Hinckleyand would seem unduly restrictivegiven 16. The ITCIA is somewhat clearer in that respect since it uses the phrase
the approach adopted by the Supreme Court in The Queen v. meaning it has for the purposesof the Income Tax Act.

17. One of the clearest statements of that principle in Canadian jurisprudenceMelford Developments Inc.,13 where it was decided that is found in the following from the decision of Mr Justice Dcary in Theexcerpt
deeming provisions found in the Income Tax Act - which Queenv. Lagueux& Frres Inc. 74 DTC 6569 (F.C.T.D.) at 6572:
cannot be said to be definitions- are applicable for purposes

In my opinion fiscal law is an accessory system, which applies only to the
effects producedby contracts. Once the nature of the contracts is determinedbyof determining the domestic law meaning of a term pursuant the civil law, the Income Tax Act comes into effect, but only then, to place fis-

to paragraph 2 of Article 3.14 cal consequenceson those contracts.
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the applicable tax law. It is interesting to note that the Court Il. QING GANG K. LI V THE QUEEN: USE OF
followed this approach in Hinckley even though the Income DECISIONS RELATING TO OTHER TAX
Tax Act included a definition of the term employment,18 CONVENTIONS
arguably on the basis that this definition of a general nature

had itself to be interpretedon the basis of the civil law.
Although Canadian jurisprudence had already recognized21

Another aspect of the interpretation given to the term that the interpretationgiven to a provision of a Canadian tax

employment in Hinckley that is worth noting is that of its conventionby the courts of the otherContractingState would

relevancewith respect to situations describedas internation- be relevant in interpreting that provision in Canada, there was

al hiring-outof labour. no indication as to whether the interpretation by courts of
other countries of similar provisions of tax conventions to

Since the employment agency referred to in Hinckley was a which Canada was not a party would carry any weight in
resident of Canada, the case dealt with a national rather Canada.
than 66internationalhiring-outof labour. This is why the tax-

payer, in order to be exempt from Canadian taxation on the The Federal Court of Appeal recently decided, in Qing Gang
basis of the Canada-UKTax Convention,could not rely, as is K. Li v. The Queen,22 that this should be the case.

usually the case in situations of international hiring-out of

labour, on the exemption of paragraph 2 of Article XV As already noted, that case dealt with the applicationof Arti-

(Dependent Personal Services) and had to rely instead on
cle 19 (Students) of the Canada-ChinaTax Convention. The

Article XIV (Professional Services) in his attempt to avoid taxpayer who had received, in 1990, a scholarship from a

Canadianuniversity,claimed that the amount so received was
Canadian tax. The decision of the Tax Court, however, could
be seen as supporting the argument that in a situation involv- exempt from Canadian tax under that article, which is similar

ing an employment agency, the contract of employment is to Article 20 of the OECD Model Tax Convention except for

between that agency and the worker. By contrast,paragraph8 the fact that, unlike the latter article, it applies regardless of

of the Commentary on Article 15 of the OECD Model Tax the source of the amount paid to the taxpayer.

Convention, which deals with situations of internationalhir- The evidence revealed that the taxpayer, a Chinese citizen
ing-out of labour, provides as follows: who was a residentof China before his arrival in Canada, had

To prevent such abuse, in situationsof this type, the termemploy- entered Canada in 1984 on a one year visa for the purposes of

er should be interpreted in the context of paragraph 2. In this pursuing university studies. The taxpayers's visa was renew-

respect, it should be noted that the term employer is not defined ed every year thereafter. In 1987, the taxpayer married a

in the Conventionbut it is understood that the employer is the per- Canadiancitizen and establisheda family horne in Canada. A
son having rights on the work produced and bearing the relative few days after his marriage, he applied for landed immigrant
responsibility and risks. In cases of intemational hiring-out of

status, which granted in 1990.was
labour, these functions are to a large extent exercised by the user.

In this context, substance should prevail over form, i.e. each case The issue was whether the taxpayer could be considered,
should be examined to see whether the functions ofemployerwere

when the scholarshipwas received, to have been present [inexercised mainly by the intermediary or by the user.

Canada] solely for the purposes of his education or training
To the extent that paragraph 8 suggests that, in a situation of so as to be able to avail himselfof the exemptionprovided for
internationalhiring-outof labour, it could be considered that under Article 19 of the Convention.

the worker is employed by the client of the employment
agency rather than by the employment agency itself, this The Federal Court of Appeal rejected the taxpayer's appeal
could be seen as contrary to the positionadopted by the Court on the basis that the presence referred to in Article 19 is a

in Hinckley. temporary one and that the taxpayer, having applied in 1987

It should be noted, however, that the issue that was dealt with
in Hinckley was that of the distinction between employment 18. Subsec. 248(1) of the Income Tax Act provides the followingdefinition of

and ndependentpersonalservices and not that of whetherthe employment:
248(1) In this Act [...],

employer could have been considered to be the client of the employmentmeans the position of an individual in the service of some

employment agency,
t9 Also, the wording of paragraph 8 other person (including Her Majesty or a foreign state or sovereign) and ser-

makes it clear that the situation of internationalhiring-outof vant or employeemeans a person holding such a position.
19. The fourth sentenceof para. 8, reproducedabove, refers to a special inter-

labour referred to in that paragraph is a case of abuse of the pretation of the term employer in the context ofparagraph2 of Art. 15. To

provisions of Article 15. Regardless of the interpretationof the extent that the contextof para 2 would require a speial meaning of the term

the term employer in Canadian domestic law, there would employer, the general rule of para. 2 of Art. 3, on the basis of which Hinckley

be good legal grounds to deny the taxpayer the benefits of
was decided, would become inapplicable.
20. See, in this respect, D. Ward Abuse of Tax Treaties in H. Alpert and K.

paragraph2 of Article 15 if the purposeof the interpositionof van Raad ed., Essays on International Taxation (Deventer: Kluwer Law and

a non-resident employment agency were to secure the Taxation Publishers, 1993), at 397. See also the recent landmarkdecision of the

exemption from source taxation provided for in that para- Supreme Court of Canada in Antosko et al. v. The Queen 94 DTC 6314, where

graph.20
the Court implicitly recognized that its interpretative role is different where a

transaction is a sham or an abuse of the provisions of the Act [emphasis
added].
21. CanadianPaciicLimited v. The Queen, 76 DTC 6120 (F.C.T.D.) (cf. Dry
and Ward, supra note 1, at 276).
22. Supra note 12.
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for landed immigrant status, could no longer claim that he lump-sum amount if he had averaged it over ten years. As
was temporarily present in Canada. noted by the Court, the effect of the election by the taxpayer

was therefore that the lump-sum payment was taxed under aIn finding so, the Federal Court of Appeal quoted the follow-
differenting part of the decision of the Tax Court of Canada from system.

which the taxpayer was appealing:23 The taxpayerargued that the lump-sum payment was exempt
from Canadian tax under the last part of paragraph 1 of Arti-There is no Canadian decision on that specific question. However,

a review of the administrativerulings and court decisions pursuant cle XVIII (Pensions) of the Canada-US Tax Convention,
to the other international tax treaties based on the OECD model in which reads as follows:
Edwardes-KerInternationalTax Treaties shows that this Article

Pensions and anffuities arising in a Contracting State and paid to aon student income applies to individuals who are temporarily pre-
sent in the other ContractingStates. The various tax treaties in rela- resident of the other Contracting State may be taxed in that other
tion to student income use the expression visit or is temporari- State, but the amountofany such pension that would be excluded

ly present and the rulings and court decisions speak of transient from taxable income in the frst-mentioned State i the recipient
persons and sojoumers. were a resident thereofshall be exemptfrom taxation in that other

State [emphasis added].
The Federal Court of Appeal expressly confirmed that it was

appropriate to refer, as the Tax Court judge had done, to deci- As the technical effect of the election made by the taxpayer,
sions of other OECD courts relating to similar provisions of which was available to residents and citizens of the United
other tax conventions. It did so in the following words:24 States, was to exclude the amount of the lump-sum payment

from his taxable income and to submit that payment to an
The Agreement is one of many that Canada has entered into with averaging tax system, the taxpayer claimed that the condi-foreign States and is patterned on the Model Convention for the tions for the exemption had been met.avoidanceof Double taxation with respect to taxes on Income and
on Capital which was adopted by the Organization for Economic In finding against the taxpayer the Court adopted theCo-operation and Development (OECD) on April 11, 1977. As a Crown's argument that the part of the above-mentioned USresult, the decision of Courts in OECD States as to the meaning of

Technical Explanation of the Canada-US Tax Conventionthe various articles in similar provisions of their governing con-
that dealt with paragraph 1 of Article 18 of the Conventionventions could be of assistance in deciding the meaning of the

words in the Agreement.. was an instrument referred to paragraph 2(b) of Article 31 of
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

The Court then quoted the following example from the tech-
III. COBLENZ . THE QUEEN: REFERENCETO nical explanation:

A TECHNICALEXPLANATIONOF THE Thus, if a $ 10,000 pension payment arising in a ContractingStateCONVENTION PREPARED BY A TREATY iS paid to a resident of the other Contracting State and $ 5,000 of
PARTNER such payment would be excluded from taxable income as a return

of capital in the first-mentionedState if the recipient were a resi-

Paragraph2(b) of Article 31 of the Vienna Conventionon the dent of the first-mentioned State, the State of residence shall
from $ 5,000 of the Only $ 5,000 would beLaw of Treaties provides that for the purpose of the interpre- exempt tax payment. so

exempt even if the first-mentioned State would also grant a per-tation of a treaty, the context of that treaty includes: sonal allowance as a deduction from gross income if the recipientany instrument which was made by one or more parties in connex- were a resident thereof. [emphasis added by the Court]on with the conclusionof the treaty and accepted by the other par-
ties as an instrument related to the treaty. Deciding that it had to interpret the interpretative tool, the

Court considered the meaning of the phrase personalAs an example of an instrument that would be covered by allowance found in the Technical Explanation. Noting thatthat provision, Dry and Ward referred to the US Technical
there evidence that the election availablewas no was to aExplanation of the Canada-US Tax Convention, which was
trust or estate,27 the Court found that it had to apply Canadianendorsed by the Canadian Minister of Finance as a true
law in order to interpret that phrase. Referring to variousreflection of the understandings reached during the negotia-

tions.25 exemptions, available in Canada before 1988 that had com-

monly been referred to as personal allowances and notingThe recent decision of the Tax Court of Canada in Coblenzv. that these were not available to estates or trusts, the Court
The Queen26 has confirmed that view. concluded that making the election amounted to a personal

allowance as described in the above quoted example foundIn that case, the taxpayer, a citizen of the United States who
in the Technical Explanation. It therefore found that, such,aswas resident of Canada, had received a lump-sum payment

on the winding-upof the pension plan of his US employer.
For US tax purposes, he made an election under Section 402 23. At 6062.

of the Internal Revenue Code, which had the effect of allow- 24. ld.
25. Supra note 1, at 27 1.ing him to deduct the amount of the payment from his tax- 26. 94 DTC 1364.

able income (as this term is defined in Section 63(a) of the 27. Although this is not clearlystated in the decision, the reference to the avail-
Intemal Revenue Code) but requiredhim to add to his US tax ability of the election to a trust or estate seems to have been based on the

a person, as to a person,payable for the year an amount generally corresponding to assumption that if legal opposed physical had been enti-
tled to that election, the election could not have been properly characterizedas athe present value of the tax that he would have paid on the personal allowance.
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the election did not result in an exemption from taxable tion on its income effectivelyconnectedwith the conduct

income to which paragraph 1 of Article 18 of the Convention of a US trade or business;

applied. - under US law, in determining whether the income of a

The taxpayerhas appealed from that decision. foreigncorporation is effectivelyconnectedwith the con-

duct of a US trade or business, various factors are con-

Since the US Technical Explanation to the Canada-US Tax sidered including the head office location, the place of

Convention has been endorsed by Canada, it seems to pro- management, the extent of the activity in the United

perly fall within the scope of paragraph 2(b) of Article 31 of States, the employment of individuals, the use of

the Vienna Convention (as was found in Coblenz). It is inter- resources and the continuity of the conduct of business

esting to note that in Utah Mines Limited v. The Queen,28 the over a period of time; the place of management of the

Federal Court of Appeal has gone one step further by refer- corporation, while a principal factor, is not a factor

ring to the US Presidential message to the US Senate (which which, in itself, would be determinativeof the issue;
was not formally endorsed by Canada) in nterpreting a pro- Norsk's income was effectivelyconnected with a trade or-

vision of the Canada-USTax Convention. business actively conducted in the United States because

its place of managementwas located in that country.

On the basis of these findings, the Federal Court of Appeal
I. THE QUEEN . CROWN FOREST

INDUSTRIESLIMITED: REFERENCETO THE found, one of the three judges dissenting, that Norsk was a

WORDING OF ARTICLE 4 OF THE OECD resident of the United States under paragraph 1 of Article IV

MODEL TAX CONVENTION
of the Convention since it was liable to tax in the United
States by reason of its place of effective management being

The recent decision of the Federal Court of Appeal in The
situated therein. Norsk was therefore entitled, pursuant to

Queenv. CrownForest IndustriesLimited29providesan inter-
Article XII of that Convention, to a reduction of the rate of

esting, and somewhat surprising, example of the use of the withholdingtax applicable to the royalties that it had received

OECD Model Tax Convention for purposes of interpreting a
from Canada.

tax convention. While that decision of the Federal Court of Appeal raises a

That case concerned the application of Article XII (Royal- number of interesting issues, the following aspects are par-

ties) of the Canada-US Tax Convention. Essentially, the ticularly relevant in respect of the OECD Model Tax Con-

issue was whether the company (Norsk) that received th vention.

royalties from Canada was a resident of the United States
First, the Court held that the phrase liable to tax by reason of

within the meaning of Article IV (Residence)of the Conven-
its place of management,found in paragraph 1 of Article

tion.
...

4, referred not only to cases where the taxpayer's liability to

According to the evidence, Norsk was incorporated in the tax was based directly on its place of effective manage-

Bahamas. Its only office and place of business was in the ment, but also where it was based indirectlyon that factor.

United States so that its placeofmanagementcouldbe said to The Court's reasoningcould be described as follows: the tax-

be in that country. Its income was totally derived from its payer was liable to tax in the United States by reason ofhav-

shipping business and, as such, was exempt from US tax ing ncome effectively connected with a US trade or busi-

under Section 883(a)(i) of the Internal Revenue Code, which ness; since his income was found to be effectively connected

provides an exemption applicable to such income on condi- with a US trade or business primarily because its place of

tion of reciprocity. effective management'was located in that country, it could

The relevant part of paragraph 1 of Article IV of the Cana- therefore be considered to have been liable to tax by reason

da-US Tax Convention reads as follows:
of' its place of effective management.

For the purposes of this Convention, the trm resident of a Con- Second, the Court drew a negative inference from the fact

tractingStatemeans any person who, under the laws of that State, that the phrase place of managementhad been included in

is liable to tax therein by reasonofhis domicile,residence,placeof the Conventionas one of the criteria for tax liability. In reply-
management, place of incorporation or any other criterion of a

ng to the Crown's argument that the phrase place of man-

similar nature but in the case of an estate or trust...
agementhad been included in the paragraphsimply because

This paragraph is similar to paragraph 1 of Article 4 of the
it was a standardprovisionof the OECD Model Tax Conven-

tion and not in order to cover cases such as that of the tax-
OECD Model Tax Convention,except for the absence of the

following sentence found at the end of the latter paragraph: payer, the Court stated that if that submission were correct,

the phrase would be superfluous in the context of the Con-

But this term does not include any person who is liable to tax in

that State in respect only of income from sources in that State or

capital situated therein.

In deciding the issue, the Court relied on the following find-

ings of fact made by the Trial Judge: 28. 92 DTC 6194. See Dry and Ward, supra note 1, at 276

Norsk, a foreign corporation, was liable to tax in the (note 73).-

United States in the same manner as a domestic corpora- 29. 94 DTC 6108.
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vention since neither country imposed taxes solely on the It must be recognized, however, that the proper articulation
basis of a corporation'splace of management.30 of these rules with respect to tax conventionspresents a num-

ber ofdifficulties. First ofall, while paragraph4 ofArticle 31
Third, the Court also drew a negative inference from the can be seen as recognizing the prority of the interpretativeabsence, in paragraph 1 of Article IV of the Convention, of rule ofparagraph2 ofArticle 3 of the OECD Model Tax Con-
the second sentence of paragraph 1 of Article 4 of the OECD vention, the exact scope of that prority is unclear.
Model Tax Convention (quoted above). The Court rejected
the Crown's argument that the definition of resident of a Also, there are doubts as to whether and how the OECD
ContractingState in Article 4 was intended to apply only to Model Tax Convention and its Commentary fall within the
taxpayers who were liable to tax in that State on their world- frameworkof Articles 31 and 32. In a recent article,33 Prof. H.
wide income. Noting that if that had been intended, such a Ault has expressed doubts as to whether the Commentary
result could have been achieved simply by stipulating that was covered by any of the categories referred to in Articles
only domestic corporations subject to tax on 100 percent of 31 and 32. While it would seem possible to argue that the
their worldwide income are residents for the purposes of the Recommendationsadopted by the OECD Council, on which
Convention, the Court noted the absence of the second sen- all Member countries are represented by their ambassador,
tence of paragraph l of the Model Tax Convention and made can constitute an agreement within the meaning of para-
the following comment: graphs 2(a) or 3(a) of Article 31 and/or an instrument within

the meaning of paragraph 2(b) of that Article and, also, that
Absent evidence of a contrary intent, I think it reasonable to con- the Commentary might be considered to be a codificationofclude, firstly, that the drafters of the Convention were well aware

practices followed by the Membercountries in their applica-of the OECD clause and, secondly, that its omission from this Con-
tion of the tax conventions negotiated on the basis of thevention was intentional. The omission of this clause indicates that

it was not the intention of the drafters to make liability to tax on a OECD Model, so as to come within the scope of paragraph
worldwidebasis a necessarycondition for resident status under the 3(b) of the same Article, this is an issue that clearly deserves
Convention.31 further consideration.

Apart from the fact that this decision challenges the assump- It is also relevant to note that while Canada has acceded to the
tion, usually made when interpreting tax conventions, that a Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, it has not incor-
residentof a ContractingState is a person subject to world- porated the provisions of that Convention in its domestic
wide taxation in that State,32 it also suggests that the use of law.34 This was not considered necessary as the Vienna Con-
the OECD Model Tax Convention for purposes of the negoti- vention was considered to be a codificationof already exist-
ation of tax convention might involve a particular risk, i.e. ing public international law.35 While Canadian courts have
that a negative inference be drawn from the fact that particu- often referred to the interpretative rules of the Vienna Con-
lar parts of the Model are omitted, or included, in that con- vention when interpreting tax conventions, it is not entirely
vention. clear what is the relationship between these rules and other,

potentiallydifferent, interpretative rules provided by Canadi-The Supreme Court has granted leave to appeal that decision an legislation or jurisprudence which may be applicable to
of the Federal Court of Appeal. tax conventions by reason of their incorporation in Canadian

law.

The Supreme Court may use the opportunity offered to it byM CONCLUSION the Crown Forest case to deal with these issues related to the
interpretationof tax conventions.

One common feature of the decisions analysed in this article
is that they all seem to indicate that the Canadian courts do
not feel easily constrained when it comes to deciding which 30. UnderCanadianjurisprudence,a corporationis generally resident where its
sources can be used for purposes of interpreting the provi- place of management is located. Since, however, the place of management is, in
sions of Canadian tax conventions. Not only have they that context, part of the concept of residence which is already included in the list

accepted the relevance of the OECD Model Tax Convention
of criteria referred to in para. 1 of Art. 4, it can effectively be said that the refer-
ence to place of management in that list is not required to cover corporationsand of its Commentary,but also that of the decisionsofcourts managed in Canada.

of other OECD countries on similar provision, of technical 31. It is interesting to contrast that opinion with para. 8 of the Commentaryon

notes prepared by a treaty parner and, when applying the Art. 4 of the OECD Model Tax Convention,which suggests that the addition of

interpretative rule of paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the OECD
the relevant sentence (which did not exist in the 1963 Draft Convention)had a

more limited purpose, i.e. to address the case of some diplomatsand, possibly,Model Tax Convention,of Canadian court decisions relating some conduit companies.
to non-tax laws. 32. Paras. 3 and 4 of the Commentaryon Art. 4 of the Model Tax Convention

refer to comprehensiveliability to tax or full tax liability.
It is somewhat unfortunate, however, that, when relying on

33. H. Ault, The Role of the OECD Commentary in the Interpretationof Tax
Treaties, /ntertar (April 1994), at 144.these sources, the courts have generally not attempted 34. Under Canadian constitutional law, treaties are not, as such, part of the

(Coblenz being one exception) to do so by reference to the domestic law and must thereforebe incorporatedin that law through legislation.
frameworkof the interpretative rules found in Article 31 and In the case of a tax convention, this is done through the adoption, by Lhe Cana-

dian Parliament, of a short implementationact to which the text of the conven-32 of the Vienna Conventionon the Law ofTreaties, to which tion is annexed.
Canada has acceded on 14 October 1970. 35. Dry and Ward, supra note I, at 260.
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THE ONTARIO FAIR TAX COMMISSION:
TAX REFORM IN ACTION

Robert Couzin

national programmes,such as universal health insurance. In

Robert Couzin is Jurist, SocitJuridique Internationale, other cases, there is a kind of enforced unanimity, an intru-
Paris (correspondentfirm of Stikeman, Elliott). He was sion of reality on the dreams of provincial policy makers.
President of the Canadian Branch of IFA 1992-93; Vice- This seems to be the situation in the realm of tax policy.
chair, Fair Tax Commissionof Ontario, 1991-93 and
Governor, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1987-90.

B. The political framework
The Nationshould have a tax systemwhich

looks like someone designed it on purpose As in other federal states, one is often regled with the spec-
tacle ofprovincial and federal governmentsof differentpolit-

William E. Simon, U.S. Treasury, ical stripes. Indeed, even when the sme party is in power at

Blueprintsfor Basic Tax Reform, 1977 both levels, there may be quite palpabledifferencesin policy.
Such federal-provincial asynchronicity was of some rele-

Every serrnon needs a text. This witty and trenchant com- vance in the creation of the Fair Tax Commission, and will

ment by William Simon serves my purpose. Its exegesis often have an influence on tax reform exercises in a federal

requires one to ask questions such as: designed by whom state.

and for what purpose The reflections that follow do not
In the particular circumstances, the Province of Ontario had

answer those questions, but will place them in a particular elected, for the first time, the New Democratic Party
context. They are based on my recent experience as a mem-

a
ber of a provincial tax reform commission in Canada: My (NDP), self-styled social democratic party, while the

at the level.
hope is that others can learn from the Ontario exercise, and Progressive Conservatives held power federal

The provincial election was the impetus for the tax reform
avoid its pitfalls. exercise. As government,and first-time government,a new a

the NDP had substantial election promises to deal with,

includingenactmentof a corporateminimum tax and reintro-

I. THE CONTEXTAND HISTORY OF duction of succession duties, and an impatient and exuberant

CANADIANTAXATION body of supporters. Whether or not it is fair cynically to

accuse the governmentof appointing the Fair Tax Commis-

A. The constitutional framework sion insteadofmeeting the expectationsit created, there is no

doubt that both the creation of the commission, the crafting

Canada is a federal state. The areas of provincialjurisdiction of its mandate and its constitutionwere directly related to the

are substantial, on any measure. Decisions made in the 19th political exigenciesof the election.

century regarding the division of powers between the two

levels of government have had a not necessarily predictable
effect on public finance and fiscal policy. C. The financiai framework

In particular,many of the most expensiveand extensiveareas

of government operations in the latter part of the 20th centu- Canada was in recession. Ontario, the industial heartland,

ry have fallen to the provinces. Health care, education and was particularlyhard hit. Three aspects of the econonic situ-

social welfare are essentially provincial responsibilities.The ation were relevant to the work of the commission.I imagine
federal government has relinquished only a portion of the that similar factors are at work in any tax reform process.

taxingjurisdictionrequired to fund these expenditures.It also The fiscal position was grave. Canadian provinces can run

provides direct transfers to the lower level of government annual deficits, and borrow abroad. Ontario, the richest

through a bevy of complex revenue sharing arrangements. province, was embarking on both these courses to an

The provinces, with their substantial spending responsibili-
ties, have naturally sought an mportantrole in policy forma- 1. The commission was labelled the Fair Tax Commission. It was created

tion within their areas of jurisdiction. The often Byzantine early in 1991 and reported in late 1993. References hereafter to the Commis-

inter-provincialand federal-rovncialnegotiationshave not sion Report are to the volume Fair Taxation in a Changing World (Toronto:

been entirely successful. There are occasional break- UniversityofTorontoPress, 1993), als available in French, Une FiscalitEqui-
table dans un Monde en Perptuel Changement (page references are to the

throughs, providing unified, if. not always frictionless, English language version).
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unprecedentedextent. The new governmentfaced rising wel- services tax (GST),/44

a form of value-added tax. Unfortu-
fare and other social costs (unemploymentinsurance itself is nately, it proved impossibleat that time to bring the provinces
a federal responsibility). In its first budget, it forecast an into a national sales tax system, and so Canada was saddled
unheard of provincial deficit of over CS 10 billion. The Fair with two levels of distinct commodity taxes. In addition, the
Tax Commission was presented with a bleak short-term federal government imposes customs duties and certain
financiai situation. This was not the moment for creative excise taxes.

spending, through tax credits or incentives, for tax cuts or
The third important of provincial is theeven for technical reform which might lower government

source tax revenues

property tax, imposed on real (immovable) property at therevenues.
local municipal level under the authority of provincial legis-

The employment situation in the province was bleak. The lation. This tax base was, in some respects, the most politi-
popular and the official view was that structuralunemploy- cally charged of those dealt with by the Fair Tax Commis-
ment and permanent job losses were very high. The govern- sion. Being wholly provincial, highly visible and difficult to
ment, and many experts, argued that a restructuringof the justify on policy grounds, the property tax was fair game for
economy was necessary, to attract and retain high value- critics. As weil, the province had passed through a seres of
added jobs. The tax system is always a tempting policy unsuccessful attempts to reform the valuation base for the
instrument. tax, which was generally regarded as unfair and arbitrary.
Canada had recently started down the road of free trade with Finally, it should be noted that there is one tax Canada does
the United States, pursuant to the 1989 Free Trade Agree- not have: wealth tax. There is not and never has been an
ment. This fact had both economic and political importance. annual net wealth tax. There were both federal and provincial
The tax policy options were, clearly, constrained by the poli- death duties, repealed by the federal govemment in 1971
cies of the other signatory to that agreement, with an econo- with the introductionof capital gains taxation,and phasedout

my ten times the size of Canada's. The NDP had campaigned by the provinces in the years following that major tax reform.
against the Agreement. The absence of a tax is as irnportant as the existence of a tax

in assessing the dynamics of tax reform.

D. The taxation framework
E. The tax reform framework

A tax reform commissionhas to start with the tax system as it
is. Ontario has three main sources of tax revenue: income, While Canada overhauled its income tax system in 1948, the
sales and property tax. first major post-warexaminationof taxes was commenced in

the 1960s with the appointment of a federal royal commis-Canada imposes income tax on individuals and corporations sion taxation. Its findings, the Carter Report, certainlyon areat both the federal and the provincial levels. The federal gov- the single most important Canadian contribution to tax poli-ernment collects the personal income tax on behalf of all
provinces except Qubec, and the corporate income tax on

cy analysis. The governmentof the day was not entirely faith-
ful to the report, but sweepingchanges were made with a newbehalf of the provinces other than Qubec, Ontario and
income tax statute in 1971. The major structural changeAlberta. Such a collection agreement strictly limits provin- was

the taxation of capital gains, on realization and also oncial flexibility as regards tax policy. Aside from a few special deemed realization, including death. The income tax systemlow income credits, and surtaxes, they are limited to adjust- was overhauled in many other respects, and the new structureing the basic rate. Ths arrangementwas an obvious and crit-
was of daunting complexity. This was a tax reform basedical constrainton provincial tax reform, although, as we shall

the of independentcommissionwhich provid-see, not properly recognizedas such. upon report an

ed a highly sophisticated and careful analysis of both the
In fact, there is even greateruniformityand coordinationthan principles and the practice of taxation, with considerable
this degree of cooperation might suggest. For example, even research and support.
though three important provinces (representing most of the The next identifiable tax reform occurred in 1987. Partly apopulation)do not participate in the joint collectionofcorpo-
rate income tax, practical constraints have prevented the response to changes in the US tax system, and a generalZeit-

geist of OECD reforms, the government sought to reduceprovincial systems from straying very far from the federal
ncome tax rates and broaden the tax base. The reform pack-model. There are some importantexceptions,such as Qubec had three elements: income reform, sales reformresearch and development incentives, but these are quite age tax tax
and a system of tax transfers to cushion the effects of value-focused and designed not to disturb the overall harmony of
added taxation low-income Canadians. Theon process wasthe system.
quite different from 1971. There was no royal commission,

All provinces but Alberta impose a retail sales tax on rough- and essentially no public consultation, aside from the usual
ly, althoughnot exactly, the same base. Until 1987, the feder- discussion of detail after the package was announced. This
al government imposed a manufacturer's level sales tax, was a reform accomplished from within the Department of
which was roundly criticized for its economic inefficiency, Finance.
distortions,discriminationagainst exports and administrative
archaism. The federal sales tax was replaced by a goods and
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Il. THE FAIR TAX COMMISSIONPROCESS - effectiveness and fairness of using the tax system to

deliver economic incentives,

Such is the context in which the Ontario government deter-
- any other matters referred by the Minister.

mined in 1991 to establish a commission to examine provin- The last-mentioned item was not devoid of meaning. It was

cial taxation, for the first time since 1967.2 While all of the intended that the commission should serve as a sounding

foregoing elements were important in the work of the com- board for the Ministeron various issues.

mission, not all were properly understood, or at least ade- The focus on fairness could be viewed as an atternpt to

quately taken into account, by those who constituted it. For enhance this particular normative judgment in the fornula-
example, while the significance of provincial revenues and tion of tax policy. That is, perhaps the governmentwas seek-

expendituresmeans that provincial fiscal policy is, in theory, ing to redress a perceivedunder-emphasison equity issues in

quite important, the practical constraints which have operat- the formulationof tax policy, as against criteria of neutrality,
ed in the past do not disappear merely because the govern- simplicity,etc. The other less charitable, interpretationis that
mentof the day is of a different political persuasion. Thus, the drafters of the Order in council (a) were playing to public
the room for manoeuvre of the Fair Tax Commission was perceptions that taxes could be fair but they were not fair

extremely restricted, something soon discovered by most because previous governments and unnamed special interest

participants in the process. Similarly, the provincial bud- groups had prevented that, and (b) themselves misconceived

getary situation presented a major constrainton the commis- the meaning of fairness in tax policy, and did not under-

sion, and especially on those of its members and staff who stand the complexityof the issues.
would normally have favoured an increased role for govern-
ment in fiscal planning, social engineeringor what have you. It is, of course, legitimate for a governmentto impose its will

on tax reform, both the result and the process. However, the

More generally, if there is a single thesis in these remarks, it emphasis on an emotionally-chargedword such as fairness

is that tax reform bodies must be either fish or foul, providing was a hindrance. A great deal of commission time was spent,
external, mpartial, apolitical expert advice, or making the quite unprodctively, trying to figure out what we meant by
hard political and social choices. The failure, as I perceive it, fair. In the normal course, equity issues would have

of the Fair Tax Commission is largely attributable to the fact emerged along with other evaluativecriteria, to be dealt with

that it was neither. Tax policy should be established by gov- as required. That, naturally, happened in our process as well,
emments based upon a careful and subtle amalgam of politi- but the faimess focus was a distraction.
cal judgment and expert understanding. The Fair Tax Com-

mission was not a committee of experts. Nor could it or
The commission'smandate knew no bounds as to the scope

should it supplant the elected officials. The balance of these of reform. As we quickly found, and as some commissioners

notes is, essentially, devoted to explaining how this unenvi_ immediately predicted, certain aspects of the investigation
able position came about. Paradoxically, we sailed between were not capable of meaningful resolution. In particular,

Scylla and Charybdus,and ran aground on both. while there may be some merit in pointing out problems in

the federal tax system to the federal government, one would
not expect a provincial government to spend the time (three

A. The mandate years) and money (about CS 9 million) that were invested in

the Fair Tax Commissionsolely or primarily for that purpose.
One would, rather, expect such a commission to focus on

The commission was established by an Order in council of matters which the province can effectively deal with and
the provincial govemment,3 but the traditional format of a reform, having regard to both constitutional and practical
royal commission was studiously avoided. In retrospect, constraints. Yet, the breadth of the mandate, not only in the

this seems largely a matter of form. At the time, the govern- terms of the Order in council but also in specific questions
ment expressed concern that royal commissions are seen as posed by the Minister required the commission to devote a

techniques for burying rather than resolving issues, and theY substantial portion of its time to research and debate which

generally report only as their mandate expires. The Minister could only lead to pious and ineffective policy prescriptions
preferred a more active persona for his commission,and was to the federal govemment.
looking for ongoing and prompt advice. Another critical

aspect of the commission's mandate was the focus on fair- Tax reform exercises at the sub-national level should, unless

ness. Not only was the word inserted in the commission's they are blessed with unlimited resources, focus on provin-
name, it also runs through the official mandate. Thus, the cial matters. This is not to say that the context of the federal

Order in council stated that the commission should advise tax system can be ignored. The principlesof federal taxation

and report to the Ministeron the design and implementation are key in the reform of provincial legislation, and federal-

of a more equitable tax system in Ontario and, in particular, provincial relations in the development and implementation
examine: of tax policy and tax systems are certainly a legitimate sub-

the distributionof the tax burden,
a

-

ject for provincial commission.

options for ensuring that corporationspay an appropri--

ate share of that burden, 2. Committeeon Taxation (theSmith Committee),Report, 3 vols. (Toronto:

distributionof tax powers between the levels of govern-
Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1967).

- O.C./Dcret2835/90, 184/91. Reprinted in the CommissionReport,3. am. at

ment, 915-18.
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B. Balance commissioners, I presume this was a cosmetic device to
enhance the appearance of balance and also provide an

I believe that misguided attempts to achieve balance', aura of professionalism: the vice-chairs were both tax

among various groups and along various scales impeded the experts, one supposedly from the right (me) and the other
tax reform process. from the left (a university law professor). In practice, the

vice-chairs, and the commissioners as a whole, had a ratherThe commissioners themselves were an unusual lot.4 Gender less commanding role than one might have expected. Thebalance was perfect, but that external requirement had no power of the chair to set the agenda and control the processadverse impact. Other restrictions were less benign. The was very great. I attribute this in part to her enthusiasm andchoice of individuals from the left and the right, business readiness to devote considerable time and energy to the com-and labour, the tax professions and tax academia, the social mission, and in part to her close relation to the NDP govern-sector, etc. appears to have reflected an attempt by the gov- nent and the commission staff.
ernment (a) to include all these constituencies in the tax
reform process, and (b) to achieve a reform package which Any commission,and particularlya commission which is not
had the implicit backing of these diverse groups in society. generouslyendowed with technical experts, relies heavily on

its staff. Their nomination is a delicate and contentious sub-The first of these two goals is a cross between participatory ject. This commission's staff lacked the collective expertisedemocracy and public relations: people were supposed to commensurate with the task. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
participate in the process because they were represented on make such a criticism without its being taken quite personal-the commission,or to feel as if they had participatedbecause ly. However, as I said in my dissenting comments, the per-they were so represented. Itis doubtful much was achieved in sonal abilities and devotion of the individuals were unques-this regard. For example, my constituency,tax profession- tioned; unfortunately,a cornbinationof factors prevented theals in private practice (and, I suppose, economic liberals, if commission from having the kind of staff it really needed.
anyone in governmentknew enough about me to discern that First, there was a political element. Clearly, the senior staff
particular leaning), was hardly assuaged by a reform process were loaded towards NDP supporters and syrnpathizers.it saw as dominatedby socialistsmerely because one of the That, of course, is not or need not constitute an adverse judg-ten commissionerswas a co-opted tax lawyer. ment of quality. It does limit the pool ofpeople available and,
The second goal is what one commissionerderisively called since Canadian tax policy experts seemed for the most part to
46.elite accommodation:getting opinion leaders from various be of the wrong political persuasion, cut us off from most

constituencies to hammer out a deal on taxation. I saw this of the universe of available talent. Second, the senior staff
as an honest but misguided attempt to apply labour negotia- member, the director, was chosen not by the commissioners
tion tactics to what is essentially a technical and political but by the government, and the remaining staff were chosen
exercise. by the director with input from the chair. Given the qualities

of the director who, while not a tax policy expert was a man
None of these crticisms matter if the use of such criteria for of considerable talent, this did not necessarly mean that the
choosing commissionersis not harmful. I think it was. This is staff would be poorly chosen. However, it did lead to friction
not in any way to detract from the ability or acumen of the and, certainly from the point ofview of some commissioners,commissionersas individuals. It is merely an observation that a staff different from the one they would have liked.
a different selection criterion would probably have led to a
better and more useful result. The Minister, at the outset, determined that semi-autonomous

working groups would be constituted each to deal with a

specific, focused tax policy question. This, in my view, was a

C. The sources of commission input bad decision, from numerous perspectives. Those who feel
that there is any cohesion to tax policy analysis would find it

A great deal of attention had been given by political advisors both unusual and unproductive to ask of such a group, for
to the Minister, before the commissionwas appointed, to how example, to make recommendations regarding the introduc-
it might function. As previously noted, for various reasons

tion of a corporateminimum tax, the tax treatmentof women,
the government wanted a model which could be readily dis- or taxation and poverty. Afterall, is not the issue of minimum

taxation intimately tied to the workings and reform of thetinguished from the traditional royal commission. They also
wished to involve as many people as possible in the tax corporate tax system How can one look at the tax treatment

of women without dealing more generally with questionsreform exercise. Thus, the Fair Tax Commission was born
with an unusual and in some respects unwieldy and ineffi-
cient design. 4. Biographies were not included in the Commission Report. The chair was

an economist, and a popular columnist on personal finances, with expertise in
The commissionersthemselveswere, in theory, the top of the pension matters; one vice-chair was a law professor, with well-known and pub-
pyramid. They would, of course, debate the large issues, and lic left-of-centreviews; I was the other vice-chair; the remainingcommissioners

included a representativeof the labour movement, a small business person, theapprove the final report to the Minister. The chair of the com- retired presidentof a Canadiansubsidiaryof a US multinationalenterprise, a for-
mission, although not officially vested with any particular mer federaltax policy officer now employed by a major accounting firm, a local
powers or obligations, had de facto control of the process. politician with particular nterest in child poverty and education matters, a uni-

aTwo vice-chairs were appointed. Since they seemed to have versity professor of social policy and representative from Northern Ontario
involved with the co-operativemovement.These capsules are likely unfair to the

no administrativeor other roles different from the remaining participants, but provide some flavour for the mixture.
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such as the definitionof the tax unit The tax treatmentof the political beliefs of th researcher. Nonetheless, the research

economically underprivilegedcrosses almost all lines of tax product was somewhatdisappointing.I am not sure why that

policy development, including the difficult issue of tax mix. happened. Perhaps it is a general comment on the research

Moreover, the creation of these working groups was not industry, the academics who ply their trade to supplement
merely an idle distraction. I described them as semi- their income and do not expect and are not expected to pro-

autonomous because, frankly, I am not sure anyone ever duce much in the way of original thinkingor work. Perhaps it

quite figured out what was their status. The membersof these was related to the commission's own lack of focus. In any

groups (much more numerous than the commissioners)were event, the research product is certainly not comparable to,

chosen along similar criteria ofbalance,representingvari- say, the volumes produced for the Carter Commission5 in the

ous interest groups (another serious fallacy: why should any 1960s. Moreover, the commission itself had great diffculty
tax issue affecting a particularsector be settled by the partic- ntegratingsuch research as there was in its deliberations.

ipants in that sector, since the effect is to increaseor decrease One notable exception to this criticism of the research prod-
the taxes on everyone else). While the groups reported uct is the effort of the staff to create inter-departmentalinfor-
directly to the Minister (through the chair of the commis- mation bases. Much to our frustration, we discovered, what
sion, whatever that means), they were staffed by commission others already knew, that the kind of informationany serious
employees,used commissin research facilities and, certain-

tax reform process needs was spread about in various uncon-

ly in the mind of the public and the press, represented the nected data bases and governmentdepartments.A great deal
commission.Thus, it was difficult to distinguish their recom- of work went into combiningsome of this information,over-

mendations from nterim reports of the commission, even coming both technical and territorial barriers, and even

though the commissionershad no say mn the working groups' (heaven forbid) getting cooperation from federal government
deliberations. (This tumed out to be a relatively minor prob- departments to combine some nformationfrom the two lev-
lem, since balance was so successfully achieved that the els of govemment. The work was certainly incomplete, and

groups could rarely agree on anything at all.) The working contained several flaws, but there is no doubt that such

groups were a serious drain on commission resources. Noth- assault on compartmentalized and territorial thinking and
ing much could be done for the frst 18 months, as efforts

operations within government is a worthwhile endeavour,
were devoted to supporting the working groups. and real accomplishmentto be sought by this kind ofa very

The concept, from the Minister's point of view, was that the commission.

working groups would be one source of input nto our work,
outside of our own intemal deliberations and the work of

commission staff. Another source was public consultation. D. Financial constraints

Initially, an ambitious programme of consultation was Governmentconmissions often seem expensive to the pub-
devised, includingnot only hearings around the province,but lic, and they are. The Fair Tax Commissionbudget was ori-

also the creation of community groups (in a fit of populist ginally set at about CS 9 million. The cornmission suffered
fervour called tax forces) to debate the issues. The consul- some budget cuts during its term, as part of a wave of gov-
tation process was ultimately scaled back somewhat due to emment belt-tightening. On the other hand, there were costs

financial constraints. More to the point, I believe very little one could have associated with the comrnission but which
came out of it. It could be that, as I was prone to believe, tax were borne elsewhere in govermnent.In any event, and how-

policy is not the kind of issue on which uninformed public ever measured, the amount spent was not nsignificant.
debate is very useful. This is not because citizens are stupid
or lazy. But their concerns regarding taxation are not deeply On the other hand, for those on the inside, the budget never

shrouded secrets which require public meetings to unveil. seems to be enough. In this particular case, the mandate and

The problem in tax policy is not discovering what bothers structureof the commissionrequired support for a numberof

people, but figuring out what to do about it. The commission working groups, a substantial outside research programme, a

devoted far too little of its admittedly meagre resources to province-wide public consultation programme and, of

public education, which could have raised the level of the course, the usual expenses of equipment, staff and supplies,

consultation process. Personally, I cannot think of a single over three years of anticipated life.

idea which came from that process that had a significant In the end, hard choices had to be made. Nothing could be

impact on the report. Cynically, I felt that in large measure done about some costs, so pressure built on others. The con-

the politicalelements irin the commission,the governmentand sultationprogrammewas cut back, and other measures taken

the staff wanted public participationto create a warm feeling to stay within budget. It is fair to ask, as a message to future

that somethingwas being done. commissions, how much money such an exercise should

cost.
The tmal source of information for the commision was

research to be carriedout by hired consultants. Initially, there A truly thorough study of the entire scope of taxation, the

was some difficultyn the process ofawarding research con- apparent but unrealistic mandate of the commission, would

tracts. Some commissioners seemed to press for balance cost more than we had. The type of staff retained on a full-

here too, and the result was some unusable research which time basis would have been different: more seasoned,experi-
wasted commission (and public) funds. Relatively quickly,
however, even the most politicized participants realized that 5. Royal Commissionon Taxation, Report (Carter Report), 3 vols. (Ottawa:

good research would be valuable regardless of the gender or Queen's Printer, 1966).
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enced and expensiveprofessionals. The research programme rate taxation, the commission would have been wise to limit
would have been even more expensive. In particular, such a quite severely its inquiries in these areas. Consider the sub-
commission should obtain serious, detailed and new empir- ject of women and taxation. The Minister specifically listed
cal evidenceof the phenomenawith which it is dealing. In the this as a matter to be dealt with by a separate working group,
case of the Fair Tax Commission, cost as well as time pres- and the commissionwas required by political realities and the
sure prevented any serious empirical work. Almost all the views of several of its members to devote a separate chapter,
research was in the form of surveys of the literature and so- a portion of its researchefforts and considerablecommission
called think pieces, syntheses based on available informa- time to the issue. Gender bias in the tax system is, undoubt-
tion. edly, an importantmatter. There are some very difficultques-

tions as to how taxation should be judged from this perspec-On the other hand, I believe that the budget was adequate for
tive: is rigid equality of the goal, do factual dif-treatment orthe work the commission should have done. If we did not
ferences in the situations of men and women require differ-need to support working groups, and only consulted the pub- ential treatment in order that the system be judged fair Inlic as actually required for our work (rather than consulting traditional that question is of which factorsthem to make them feel consulted), I believe the necessary

terms, one are

included in assessing horizontal equity. The implications ofempirical research could have been commissioned, the prop- these general questions in terms of the technical tax provi-er staff hired and a useful report produced. A top-level com-
sions complex. I have doubt that this is legiti-are very no amission, perceived by the academic community as such, can

extract a surprsing amount of relatively inexpensive advice. mate and importantsubject for tax policy analysis. The issue,
however, is whetherit was a legitimateand importantsubjectConsiderable consultation can be obtained for next to noth-
for the commission. I argued (unsuccessfully)that it was not,ing, and indeed the commission did use some techniques to
because of the federal-provincialdimension.access this information base, although not enough.

Even if Ontario were to pull out of the collection agreement
Ill. THE FAIR TAX COMMISSIONRESULT

and impose its own, distinct personal income tax (a subject
debated at some length by the commission, leading to a re-

commendation against that course of action),6 it would beLawyers are notorious for getting bogged down in questions unthinkable to adopt a different tax unit.7 Thus, researchof process at the expense of substance. An apparently flawed commissionedon this issue, and commissiondiscussionof it
process which yields a creative and helpful product should (which was mercifully short) was, frankly, a waste of time.probably be judged a success. On the other hand, a stream- Aside from understanding the starting point, which in Cana-lined and well-designedprocess is of little use if the resulting da is the individual, with no provision for joint retums, thererecommendationslead nowhere. The proper tests ofmy crti-

was no reason why a provincial commission should exertcisms of the commission'sprocess are whether (a) the report itself to study something over which it has no possible con-and recommendations were, in the end, worth the time and trol. Almost all the issues relating specifically to women and
money, and (b) if not, whether the defects I have alleged con- taxation took the same course. While the definitionof the taxtributed to that failure.

unit issue was quickly resolved, there was much more dis-
cussion of the treatment of alimony and child support. In
Canada, such payments are generally deductible to the payer

A. The federal-provincialproblem (usually a man) and taxable to the recipient (usually a

woman). Commissioners insisted on debating at length
I have already noted that the promotersof the commission,as whether a fairer system would not be the reverse, with no

well as some of its members and staff, did not immediately deduction and no taxation, as is the case in some other coun-

perceive or if they did, failed to appreciate the gravity of the tries. This is not an easy issue. There is a critical and thorny
limitation on its work implied by the Canadianconstitutional empirical question, whethercourts and legal advisorsproper-
arrangement. In some cases, issues arising from provincial ly factor taxation into the awards and agreements. If so, the
taxation in a federal system were, in and by themselves, rea- implicit tax subsidy, arising from the fact that the payer is
sonable questions to debate. For example, the commission more likely to be in a higher tax bracket than the recipient,
majority did recommend, subject to several explicit dissents, should in theory be benefiting women. There is also an equi-
the reintroductionof succession duties. However the majori- ty question: why is there a tax subsidy at all, which benefits
ty qualified that recommendationby limiting it to a sugges- divorced or separated heterosexualcouples, but no one else
tion that such a tax be adopted at the national level only. And there are many technical or mplementation issues,
Clearly, it was proper for the commission to consider wealth includingnot only the problemsof transition,but the interna-
taxation as a provincial matter even though the final result tional dimension,given the numberofcross-borderpayments
was a suggestion that it should only be approached federally. which are made to and from the United States. These are

Other examples,however illustrate the futility of a large por- interesting and important questions, but the commission
tion of the commission'swork.

Given the realities imposed by the collection agreement with 6. CommissionReport, at 253.

the federal government regarding personal income tax, and
7. Although perhaps superfluous, the commission expressly recommended
that there be no change to the unit of taxation: CommissionReport, recommen-the practical constraints imposed on policy relating to corpo- dation 14 at 267.
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should not have spent any time on them. It was self-evident in the commission's work until after it ended. Others were

that, whatever the answer, Ontaro could not possibly have a equally convinced of the contrary view. Unfortunately, the

different rule than the federal government and the other lite accommodationmodel, rather than leading to accommo-

provinces. Thus, all the commission's work on the issue dation, led to polarization. Those who might have wavered

could only possibly lead, as it did, to a plea to the federal gov- on such an issue were driven to the more predictableposition.
ernment to change the rules.8 Many issues were not approached as technical or tax policy

A careful reading of the commission's recommendations matters, but as political tenets. All recommendations were

or votes, a

reveals the seriousness of this type of error. There are too
adopted, rejected,by formal thereby reflectingnot

many suggestions to the federal govemment.9 On occasion,
consensusborne of serious thinkingand debate, but rather the

some cases
as in the exampleof successionduties, the subject was appro-

personal (or in special interest group) views of

priate and the resulting decision that the matter should be left
ten particular individuals.

to the national level was a real decision.But for the most part, The government itself was careful not to interfere with the

it was obvious from the beginning that the most which could commission. Its influence, two examples of which will be

come from the examinationof the particular area was such a referred to below, was more in the nature of damage control.

suggestion to another government.This happenedbecause of I compliment the Minister and his staff for not attempting to

two process flaws: the breadth of the mandate from the Min- change the course of commission debate (or, if they did, for

ister, and the political requirements imposed on the commis- being so subtle about it that I did not notice).
sion by govemmentand by sme commissioners,that certain

matters simply had to be dealt with, even if the resultwas cer- One revealing episode involved corporateminimum tax. The

tain to be an impotentplea to the federal government.More- introductionof such a tax at the provincial level was part of

over because in rnany cases the commission knew, as it the NDP election platform. Some commissonersbelieved in

debated the issue, that it had no power to do anything about the fairness of this measure as a matter of faith, and others

it, the analysis and underlying support for its positions was honestly felt it had a place in a well-functioningcorporate tax

superficial. Why bother with serious research, for example, system. However, after lengthy debate, a majority consensus

on advance corporation tax systems if one knows that the coalesced against the tax, essentially on the basis that the

province could never enact one on its own Thus, not only problem it intended to address would be better and more

does the report make too many suggestions to someone else, properly dealt with by limiting the use of tax expenditure
it also makes them without adequate support or analysis to neasures at the provincial level,j The commission recom-

have any impact.
mended that no such tax be enacted. When the vote was held,
there was great consternationexpressed by the chair and the

director, among others. This defeat was, evidently, unexpect-

B. The political problem ed and not in someone's game plan. I surmise that there was

concern that, in so deciding, the commission was creating a

Some commissioners were openly partisan, and many were Potential embarrassment for the government. The govern-

proud to belong to a commission with a difference: a tax ment has since introduced a corporate minimum tax, admit-

reform body appointed by a social democratic government. ting that this is contrary to the recommendationof its own

They felt that there was an implicitmandate, or perhaps they Fair Tax Commission. That, of course, is the prerogative of

properly read this nto the explicit mandate, to change the government.
direction of taxation towards the goals of the NDP platform. A second episode is perhaps more curious and reveals the
This had some effect on the report. subtle and indirect role governmentmay have played in shap-
First, as previously noted, there was some initial adverse ing the CommissionReport. The chair, the director and sev-

impact on the quality of the research programme. The com-

mission research sub-committeeapproved,over some objec- 8. Commission Report, recommendation 16, 276. I dissented this pointat on

tions, certain proposals whose sole redeeming feature was not because I disagree with the theory, but because I was concerned about the

either the political or philosophicalbent of the researcher, or empirical evidence, and the lack of consideration of the technical problems.

the unorthodox nature of the proposal. This was a poor CommissionReport, Commissioners'Personal Comments,at 1044.

expenditure of public funds. The research product in these
9. Including, for example: ask federal government to enforce strict rules on

personal benefits conferred by corporations (recommendation 9); changes to

cases was of no use to the commission. pension and retirement assistance (recommendations 26 and 27); corporate

imputation system (recommendation28); capital gains taxation (recommenda-
Political views also led the commission nto dead-end tions 29 and 30); successionduties (recommendation32); minimize interprovin-
debates. In many cases, these were again reflections of the cial corporate tax competition (recommendation 36). In addition, there are a

federal-provincialdifficulty. It was unthinkable to some that number of recommendationswhich are conditionalon successful negotiationof

to agreement
the commission not examine burning issues such as gender

changes the federal-provincial collection (recommendations 11,
12, 13, 19, 21,22, 23,24, 25, 31), and a numberof suggestions that various mat-

equality, aboriginal rights and taxation of capital income, ters be negotiated with the federal government.

even though there was little the commissionwas likely to say 10. There is a three-pagediscussion of various models of corporate minimum

of any value about any of these matters.
tax in the CommissionReport, at 435 ff. A Working Group delivered a lengthy,
but inconclusive report on the subject. There was a formal commission vote

The politicaldimensionplayed itselfout n the recommenda- which rejected the tax. Nonetheless, there is no actual recommendationon the

as was too the text (at 437) concludes unequiv-
tions as well. Some commissionersalways favoured reintro- subject, it felt sensitive. Instead,

ocally that such a tax is not the best method of dealing with the problem of

duction of succession duties, from before their involvement low-tax-payingor non-tax-payingcorporations.
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eral commissioners favoured reintroduction of succession chasing after that subject, and after the necessary grant sup-
duties. At a critical meeting, that camp carried the day, and a port to subsidize the pursuit. It is not self-evident that orga-
majorty vote was passed in favour of such reintroduction. nized hunts, like tax commissions,will producean original or

Moreover, while there was a great deal of concern about supplementarybody of knowledge. If there are things which
moving ahead without the cooperationof the federal govern- are knowable, and worth knowing, we probably already
ment, a majority also voted that, even if no national tax could know them or there are good reasons why we do not. The
be devised, the province should nonetheless proceed alone. focus of government attention, and money, might be expect-
That is not the recommendationwhich appears in the report. ed to create a cohesive body of information which academic
At a subsequent meeting, the issue was reopened, at the ini- market forces do not. However, if the Fair Tax Commission
tiative of the staff. Those who had opposed the initial resolu- can be cited as evidence, it is a testament to the efficiency of
tion were taken by surprise. Why should the staff, who had this particularmarket.
favoured it, ask us to reconsider One theory is that the gov-
ernment may have felt it would be embarrassed by a recom-

mendation to proceed unilaterally since it might have already D. The report and recommendations
decided, on the basis of expert advice from its own internal
staff, that this was not feasible or advisable. I would describe the report as a relatively successful, but not

first class descrption of the tax policy ssues facing the
Province of Ontario and other developed economies and

C. The research societies at the close of the 20th century, but short on serous
proposals. Its organization is mildly unorthodox (which is

One measure of the success or failure of a tax reform com- good), but such unorthodoxy is not necessarily in the service
of any definable goal. The analysis or presentation of themission is the value of the oeuvre, what is left behind. That

could be a body of research or data which will advance sub- basic issues of tax policy is, in most cases, rudimentary.More

stantially the improvementof tax policy n future, or it could damning, in many areas the accumulatedknowledgeof prior
be a report containing substantive recommendations which research and reflection, or indeed the commission's own

create the basis for a step forward in the design of the provin- research and reflection, is not successfully integrated. While
it might strike an intelligent but uninitiated reader as interest-cial tax system. I would have been content if the process

yielded nothing more than a clear and careful analysis of ng, even provocative,one could have achieved that result by
what taxation is all about, a recognitionof the constraints on reprinting the Carter Report. The reader with any serious

purposelesscreativity, and a heightenedawarenessof tax and background in the area (including, for example, academic

fiscal policy issues. While I may be a tough marker, I would students of tax policy and policy-makerswithin government)
not grade the exercise very high on any of these standards. would certainly be surprised by the unsuccessful attempts to

reinvent a number of wheels. Thus, as an overall assessment,
The research work, as previouslynoted, was disappointing. It unless t incited either the media or the politicians to a
is unlikely that an informed reader of the published research thoughtful examination of the issues, the report itself could
studies will find much of real value. This is not to say that not have a serious impact on public debate, save through its
none of those studies mert reading. Some are stimulating, recommendations.
well written and even thought-provoking. But none take us

beyond what can be found in academic journals and universi- The report contains 135 recommendations.Numbers are mis-

ty publications.The tax policy professionalswill not find any leading, as a single idea can be turned into several distinct

break-throughs. The general public will not find much good recommendations, and some of the so-called recommenda-

reading. tions are really more in the nature of observations than sug-
gestions for action. The recommendations are organized

Another important potential product would have been new according to the chapters of the report into various subject
and revealing data or empirical information regarding taxa- categories, rather than following the simpler categorization
tion, such as the measurementof the underground economy, by tax base. It is not possible in these notes to examine criti-
the incidence of corporate or payroll taxes, the distributional cally the particular recommendations, or even to catalogue
effect of tax policy initiatives, etc. While there were clear them. However, the flavour of the result can, perhaps, be
advances in tying together existing data, there was no orgi- gleaned by focusing on certain elements of the ensemble.
nal research which substantially advanced our knowledge in
these areas.

1. Federal-provincialmatters
This is a harsh judgment. If other jurisdictions embark on

As noted several occasions already, the federal-provincialsimilar paths to tax reform, they should understand why the
on

dimension asserted itself forcefully in the commission'sFair Tax Commission did not produce what it might have
deliberations, and constrained considerably the scope of thedone. Some of the problems have been described in the con-
result. Thus, the processrecommendations, dosideration of process. But the deeper reason may be that among most
no more than seek to reinforce the provincialhand in dealingacademia, and governmentdepartments,are better organized with the federal government.and more efficient now than they used to be. Market disci-

pline has, to some extent, had an effect. If there are subjects The only substantive recommendationin this regard was the
of real interest, there is likely to be a body of researchers suggestion that Ontario accept an already existing proposal,
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contained in a federal discussionpaper, to shift the provincial sion, could delimit our jurisdiction of inquiry to avoid

personal income tax from a tax-on-tax calculation (i.e. becoming a social policy commission. After all, if the tax

provincial tax is now a percentage of the federal tax) to a system grants various deductions and credits with a view to

tax-on-income basis (i.e. provincial tax would be a per- implementingsocial rather than fiscal goals, it is impossible
centage of the federally defined income base). Such a intelligently and comprehensively to examine those mea-

change would present both advantages and disadvantages. sures while ignoring the rest of the government's (or govern-
The positives are usually said to lie in some increased flexi- ments') social spending. The Fair Tax Commissionhad not,

bility in setting the effective progressive rate structure, and however, been asked to review the province's social pro-

greater transparency,permitting taxpayers to see where their grammes as such. Clearly, a tax commission should consider

taxes actually go. The main negative is some increase in the the efficiencyand the effectsof social policy measuresburied

already daunting complexity of tax filing. An irony here is in the tax system. While that is, generally, what we did, it

that the commission had requested, paid for and received an proved impossible to draw a clean distinction in all cases.

extensive report on that proposal from an eminent expert in One message here for other tax commissions is to clarify the

the field, which concludedthat it was not worth pursuing,and scope of the mandate in connectionwith social policy.
even issued a press release indicating its own disappointment to
with the federal position. There is some wiggling in the

The commission found no solution the so-called welfare

report to suggest that the particularrecommendationsaddress wall, the high effective tax rate suffered by ndividuals who

the previously identified weaknesses.12 The reality seems to
earn some ncome while receiving social benefits, due to the

be political. Some commissioners were unhappy with
claw-back of those benefits, partly under the income tax

changes to the progressiverate structure wroughtby the (Pro- regime but mainly due to the rules determining social assis-

gressive Conservative) federal government since 1987, and
tance benefits. The problem proved intractable, partly

sought flexibility for the (NDP) provincial government to
because the welfare system itself was outside our mandate,
and so while we did necessarilydelv into it, we did not delve

create additional tax brackets, and raise rates at the top. As I

noted in my dissenting comments,13 there is no reason to
far enough. Of course, it may well be that there is no good

believe that such enhanced flexibility will lead, over time answer anyway (which would appear to be the conclusion to

(and with differentgovernments in power) to any predictable
be drawn from the experience in other jurisdictions).

result. Therefore, the only proper reasn to permit a differen- Thus, in the end, the recommendationsin this regard amount-

tial rate structure in a particular province is if circumstances ed to tinkering with existing ad hoc credits9(premisedon the
there differ from the national average. That case was not province getting greater control of its personal tax system),
made out. but no serious attempt to integrate social spending and

income taxation. There are also a number of conditional rec-

2. Special interest issues ommendations, which depend upon hypothetical changes to

Special interest groups must have been disappointed by the
the federal-provincial collection agreement. Some of these

treatmentof their pet issues. Under the heading Equality of imply social policy decisions which were arguably beyond
Women and Men there are only three recommendations: to

our mandate.20

retain the ndividual as the tax unit (a matter over which
Ontario has no control), to eliminate the provincialpiece of a 4. Pensions

credit to married couples (but only if the province gains Two surprisingproposalswere brought to the commissionby
greater control over personal income tax through renegotia- the staff, promotedby the chair, concerning the tax treatment
tion of the collectionagreementwith the federal government) of pensions. In Canada, private employer-sponsoredregis-
and to suggest to the federal government a change to the tered pension schemes are common, and receive tax assis-
treatmentof child support and alimony.14

tance through limited deductibilityof contributions(employ-
Aboriginal rights merited a single recommendation, that er and employee) and deferral of tax on the accumulating
Ontario should declare itself prepared to negotiate harmo- income in the plan. In addition, individualsmay establishpri-
nizationaccords with aboriginalgovemments.15This is based vate pension schemes to supplement employer-sponsored
on the hypotheses that aboriginal groups will obtain certain plans, or to provide equivalent benefits in the case of self-

rights of self-government and exercise them by asserting a

jurisdiction to tax.

In the environmental area, there is a general preference
expressedfor tax-basedinstrumentsover regulation,'6and for
increased reliance on user fees. 17 There is a somewhatvague
carbon tax proposal.18 Unfortunately,creativity was stymied

11. Recommendation 11, CommissionReport, at 254.
12. CommissionReport, at 254, footnote 1.

by the complexityof the issues, and the lack of solid empiri- 13. CommissionReport, at 1042-43.

cal data. 14. Recommendations 14-16, CommissionReport, ch. 14.

15. Recommendation 125, CommissionReport, ch. 34.

3. Social policy
16. Recommendations63, 68, CommissionReport, at 559,574.
17. CommissionReport, ch. 26.
18. Recommendations64,65, CommissionReport, at 563-66.

Some commissionershad a burning interest in social policy. 19. Recommendations 17,18, CommissionReport, at 296-306.
There were lengthy discussions of how we, aS a tax COmmiS- 20. Recommendations19-24, CommissionReport, at 306-324.
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employment. All these schemes are integrated in a complex of government revenues from corporation. Instead, there is
but equitable system.2t recognition of international competitive constraints, and the

com-
This, once again, is purely a federal matter. Even if it had a practical requirements of harmonization.As noted, the

mission rejected (to no avail) the government'scall for a cor-
separate personal income tax system, the prospect of differ-
ent pension rules solely within Ontario is unthinkable (and, porate minimum tax.

of course, was not recommended). Moreover, unlike, for

example, the tax treatment of alimony, where one might There are, however, two important attempts to render the tax

expect federal officials to at least be sympathetic to any well- system more progressive, or to further redistribution of

supported arguments raised by the commission, it is highly wealth and income. First, as already noted, the commission

unlikely that the federal Department of Finance would give did recommend, subject to a few dissenting opinions, the
the recommendations regarding pensions more than passing reintroductionof succession duties, but only by way of a rec-

and bemused attention. The federal scheme was only recent- ommendation to the federal government for a national tx.27
ly revised, and both the level of tax assistance and its form The progressive elements made greater headway with
were carefully considered. Nor is there any serious discus- regard tothe personal income tax rate schedule. As part of the
sion in the text of the Commission Report which could serve federal tax reform of 1987, the number of brackets was

as a justification for re-examining the issues. reduced to three. Actually, Ontario surtaxes have the effect of

increasing the number of brackets, but in a somewhat hap-The substance of the proposals seems to reflect merely per- hazard The majority of commissioners recommended
sonal views, rather than any reasoned tax policy, and ignores way.

the establishment of more brackets, and significantly
many years of technical debate within tax policy circles. The

increased marginal rates high incomes (assuming, ofon
first recommendation would turn the deduction for pension to
contrbutions to a tax credit.22 Generally, tax expenditures,

course, adoption of the other recommendations change the

federal-provincial collection agreement to permit such
government largesse delivered through the tax system, provincial action).28 Ontario already has of the highestone
should be in the form of a credit rather than a deduction

personal tax rates in Canada, considerablyhigher than in the
where progressive rates apply. In this way, taxpayers with

United States (the natural competitor for individual talent).29
higher incomes do not receive larger grants.23 However, there

The rate increases not part of overall attempt towere an
are particular reasons why pension contributions are treated

reward entrepreneurship initiative. On the contrary, theor
as deductions rather than credits. Some are technical (e.g.
how does one deal with the taxation of the ulterior receipts, purpose was clearly to redistribute wealth, and shift the tax

mix away from taxes perceived as regressive, particularlywhich will be taxed under the progressive rates). None of
consumption tax. To this extent, the Fair Tax Commission

these issues is mentioned in the report. There is also a policy was bucking a trend.
question, whether the retirementsystem is really a tax expen-
diture, or rather an aspect of the tax treatmentof savings. The

report contains only a passing reference to the possibility The level of discussion regarding progressivity was disap-
contention that the tax treatment of retirement savings is Pointing. While there were attempts to measure the progres-
essentially a kind of expenditure taxation, with a reference to sivity of the existing tax system, and of its elements, data

that proposition as framed by the Carter Commission, but problems and technical difficulties rendered that exercise
dismisses this notion in favourof the tax expenditureconclu- somewhat suspect. Moreover, there seemed no willingness
sion without any explanation.24 on the part of most participants to examine, from basic prin-

ciples, what is meant by progressivity,how it can be justified,The other recommendation is eccentric, and reflects a partic- what are the implicationsofdifferentshapesof progressiv-ular social view held by its proponents. Since the public pen- ty curves, etc. Rather, it was taken as an article of faith that
sion system (i.e. the public welfare system) provides only a

more brackets and steeper rates at the top were appropriatecertain level of support, and since different individuals save and fair. The considerable literature on the subject was not
different amounts through company and personal pensions
(in particular there appears to be a statistical difference
between retirement savings by men and women, which is 21. As a result of recent reforms at the federal level, there is a maximum

hardly surprising given the compositionof the labour force),
amount which may be deductedannually in respectof these contributionsand, in

theory, equivalence formulae to bring into that calculation payments to various
the majorityofcommissionersdecided that the dollar level of types of plans, whether they provide defined benefits or merely reflect cash sav-

deductible contributions should be reduced, and they even ings. Registrationof plans is federal.

determined the precise level to which they should be
22. Recommendation27, Commission Report, at 333.
23. See Recommendation5, CommissionReport, at 222.

reduced.25 This is pure social policy, not tax policy. 24. Commission Report, at 328.
25. Recommendation26, CommissionReport, at 332.

5. Get the rich
26. Although the commission did boldly suggest going it alone to abolish the
so-called capital gains exemption. In fact, the exemption was repealed by the

NDP supporters who were hoping for an assault on business federal govemment in the 1994 budget, and that move was unlikely affected by
the commission'ssuggestion.

and the wealthy were certainly disappointed. There are only 27. Recommendation32, CommissionReport, at 393.

three recommendations regarding the treatment of capital 28. Recommendation 123, Commission Report, at 806.

income (dividends and capital gains- nothing at all on inter- 29. The recent Ontario rate increaseshave been accomplishedby (a) increasing
the general rate applied to the federal tax payable, and (b) imposing surtaxes.

est), all of which are recommendationsto the federal govern- The latter do have a progressiveeffect, but it was found insufficientand insuf-
ment.26 Nor are there recommendationsto increase the share ficiently flexible by some commissioners.
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ntegrated, and arguments against the progressivityparadigm E. Dissents
were not considered

Since the property tax was regarded as regressive (a debat- The report contains 66

personal comments (a more tactful

able point, according to the Canadian literature) and is clear- expression than dissent) from ight of the ten commission-

ly problematic in other ways, the commission decided on a ers, ranging from two paragraphs to 30 pages. There is no

massive shift in the tax mix away from property tax towards single thrust.

the more progressive income tax.3o Curiously, although some Both vice-chairs drafted lengthy and not very gentle dissent-
commissioners urged a similar shift from consumption to ing opinions, from two completely different perspectives.
income tax, again on grounds of progressivity, this was not The other vice-chair was looking for greater progressivity
adopted. The financial constraint simply did not permit it. in the system, higher taxes on the wealthy, less emphasis on

consumption tax and with less concern for arguments based
6. Consumptiontax on international competitiveness. Yet, he and I essentially

agreed in our criticisms of the substance, sophistication and
The federal government had introduced a value-added tax depth of the report.
(the goods and services tax, or GST) following its 1987 tax

reform. Certain groups had expressed outrage at the Overall, there are dissentingviews on virtually every issue in

increased reliance on consumption taxation (viewed as the report. Commissioners expressed concern over the con-

regressive), notwithstandingattempts by the federal govern- clusions regardingeducation funding, property taxation, cor-

ment to mitigate the effects on the poor through income tax porate minimum tax, value-added tax, tax mix, wealth tax,

credits. At that time, there was an unsuccessful attempt to etc. The breadth of these dissenting views raises the interest-

integrate the proposed GST with provincial retail sales tax ing prospect that a commission designed as this one could,

regimes into a national sales tax. Since introduction of the quite conceivably,have agreed on nothing at all. Indeed, the

GST only Qubec has shifted to a multi-stage tax with joint commission did find that here were no majority views on

administrationand partial harmonization.The FairTax Com- many topics. Not all tax policy questions can be formulated

mission, over the objections of certain commissioners as binary decisions; where there are several alternatives, and

(whose constituencies had been on the front lines opposing a majority rule process, there is no reason to expect any re-

the GST), recommendedthat Ontario follow the federal lead commendationsto appear.
and replace its retail sales tax with a multi-stage.VAT, with a

view to harmonization.31 Most of the anti-VAT commission-
ers were converted as they came to understand the adverse F. Press and public reaction
economic effects of the tax on business inputs, a by-product
of the existing retail sales tax, and the complianceand admin- The Canadian financial press (there really is no fiscal
istrative burden associated with two levels of consumption press) approaches taxation matters with little sophistication.
tax. For example, journalists continue to trumpet statistics about

high income individuals who pay no tax without any real

7. Property tax understandingof loss carry-overs, tax expenditures or impu-
tation systems for corporate level tax. Not surprisingly, the

While this subject is of less interest to readers outside North press only bothered reporting those recommendationswhich

America, there are numerous recommendations regarding might be expected to get a rise out of the readership, such as

property tax, and local taxation generally. As observed the high proposed marginal tax rate.

above, this was a thorny and emotionally-charged subject
which the commission was bound to investigate, being What was surprising, at least to me, was the lack of under-

entirely a matter of provincial jurisdiction. The most far- standing by the media of the real nature of the report. There

reaching and contentious series of recommendations relate seemed to be no comprehension that the commission's re-

not to taxation as such, but to the use of taxes. The commis- commendationsshould be weighed in the light of the analy-
sion suggested that education funding no longer depend on sis lying behind them, and indeed in light of other recom-

the local tax base, but be elevated to the provincial level.32 mendations. I do not think the press (leaving aside profes-
With regard to the issue of valuation, the commission sug- sional commentators,such as accounting firms) ever noticed

gested a change from the current irrational system to a ver- the extensiveand sometimes scathing dissents. What I would

sion of unit assessment.33 The significance of the sugges- have regarded as a bomb-shell, such as the recommendation

tion is that it is not market value assessment, a proposal against the government's proposed corporate minimum tax,

from which successive provincial governments had backed was not even news, probably because it was considered too

off. complicated.

There are numerous detailed recommendationswhich might Overall, the general media seemed to regard the report as a

have been better examined by technical experts than by a left-wing call for higher taxes, reflecting their prejudgments
commissionsuch as ours.

30. Recommendations120-22, CommissionReport, at 802-04.
31. Recommendations57-62, CommissionReport, ch. 24.

32. Recommendation74, CommissionReport,at 677.
33. Recommendation82, CommissionReport, at 704.
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rather than the actual content. While personal tax rate pro- bringing the citizenry along with its own evolving thinking
posals were reported, the restraint on corporate tax went on such a matter, it must (a) know what its thinking is (sub-
essentially unnoticed. The majorty view in favour of succes- ject, of course, to keeping an open mind), (b) expend consid-
sion duties made the papers, but the significanceof the qual- erable effort on education and information, and (c) not con-

ifier that it was only a recommendationto the federal govern- fuse the sum (weightedby decibels and level oforganization)
ment was largely buried. of special interests with the public interest.

In fact, media reaction was restrained, and short-lived. After The Fair Tax Commissionexercise raises a further question,
a few days, such interest as there was seemed to disappear. applicable to federal states. I was struck during this process
Commissioners were not besieged with interview requests. not by the reasonable constraints imposed on provincial pol-
The governmentdid not react in any substantial way. icy within the Canadian confederation, but rather by the

extraordinaryresistance to such constraints felt by those who,
for whatever reason, disagreed with federal government pol-
icy. It may be that the overlap ofjurisdiction in a federal stateIV. MORALS AND CONCLUSIONS provides a measureof protection to the people, through a fur-
ther division of the powers of government. However, some

The need for tax reform is usually explained by the ad hoc matters are not easily divided. In Canada, currency and inter-
introduction of tax measures. If each amendment to taxation est are matters of federal jurisdiction. There is no room for
legislation were a carefully crafted addendum to the existing provincial fiscal policy.
system, with due regard for its interaction with other mea-

sures, and if the system as a whole were constantly consid- Historically,provincial tax policy in Canada has been largely
ered in light of changing economic and social circumstances, a matterof raising sufficient revenues to pay for programmes
there would be no need for periodic overhaul. However, the which are the responsibilityof the provincial governrnent. In

pace of change in commercial activity, globalization, com- the case of retail sales tax and property tax, which were

petitive pressures, social and farnily arrangements and other exclusively provincial, such policy as there was admittedly
external factors is such that the normal process of amendment derived from provincial ministriesof finance, but it was rela-

inevitably leaves anachronisms in the system. tively unsophisticatedand not very complex.

One possible model for reform is a body of experts. In many
When the province of Ontario incurred its first major deficit

countries, such a body composed of public finance in 1991, it undercut federal fiscal restraintpolicy (not that the

economists, tax practitioners and public servants could pro_
federal government was itself being all that restrained). This

duce a useful result. Certainly Canada lacks a tax policy body is not a local matter. The province borrowed heavily, and to a

or institute, with access to the best and rnost up-to-dateexper- substantialextent abroad. One might argue that it exported its

tise, to advise and cajole government. Some have suggested inflationary pressure across the country.34 Provincial fiscal
the need for a permanent tax reform commission, styled on policy, which comports external deficit financing, is prob-
the model of a law reform commission. Whether such an lematic where monetary policy is solely the responsibilityof

imprimatur is necessary,or even desirable,may be debated. It the federal government.
is unlikely any official body could gain access to all the The role of the province in establishing tax policy must also
required talent, particularly from the Department of Finance be limited. Sorn associated with the cornrnission seemed to
itself. Perhaps a more informal and discontinuous organiza- feel that Ontario's voice was not being heard at the federal
tion is preferable. level. Since residents of Ontario are citizens of Canada, and

The Fair Tax Commissionmodel has little to offer in the ser-
the federal parliament is their legislature, I translate this per-

vice of improving tax policy. It is too prone to political ception as the not uncommon desire for a minority view to

debate, and spends too much time in mutual education. It was
assert itselfby finding a subdivisionof the larger body politic

predictable that the freshly-elected NDP government in the in which it is a majority view. This is likely to be a danger in

province would succumb to the mirage of social consensus any sub-national tax reform commission.

on taxation. Unfortunately,vain attempts to find solutions to To paraphrase the words of a less than eminent jurist, if ever
the technical problems of government in a process of negot- there was a case of clearerevidence than this of comrnissions
ation among special interest groups are not limited by parti- we do not need, this case is that case.35
san politics, and seem to reflect the spirit of the times. The

overarchingprinciples upon which our society is based must, 34. It is of interest to a Canadian that the strictures which would be imposedof course, reflect the will of the people, but the implementa- within the European Union, were there to be a common currency, do not exist
tion of those principles in such mundane fields as taxation is within the Canadian confederation.

the job of government,which will be judged on its success or
35. Serjeant Arabin of the Old Bailey, as cited by R.E. Megarry,Arabinesque-
at-law (London: Wildy & Sons Ltd., 1969), at 19. The actual quotation is fromfailure through the electoral process. At the very least, if a R. v. Chilston and Chandler (1832) Arab. 9: Ifever there was a case ofclearer

govemment wishes to consult widely for the purpose of evidence than this of persons acting together, this case is that case.
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THE DIVISION OF CANADIASTAXING POWERS:
A TUG OF WAR, WITH TAXPAYERS IN THE MIDDLE

Blair R Dwyer and Katherine A. Thiessen

to
Mr Dwyer is a tax partner at Crease Harman & Co. He is object of which is equalize economic conditions through-
the author of Taxationand Investment in Canada, and a

out the country.

regular contributorto Tax Planning International.
Despite this broad harmonization,each province has retained

Ms Thiessen is an employmentand administrative law its ability to set its own tax policy. While the federal govern-
assistant at Crease Harman & Co. She is a graduate of ment administers the income tax system on behalf of most

Queen's University (Kingston) B. Comm. (Hons), and provinces,certain provinces- Quebec and, to a lesserextent,
received an LL B from the Universityof Victoria. Ontario and Alberta have retained their own separate-

provincial income tax regimes.
Canada is often described as a parliamentarydemocracymod-
elled on the British system of responsiblegovernment.Unlike
Britain, however, Canada is a federal state. Parliament is

supreme, but more than one parliament exists. Legislative I. THE CONSTITUTIONALDIVISION OF

authority is divided.betweena federal governmenton the one TAXING POWERS
handI and ten provincialgovernmentson the other.2

The federal level of government has general jurisdictionCanada also has two northern territories: the Yukon Territory
and the Northwest Territories.3 These sparsely-populated throughoutCanadaexcept in respectof matters that the Cana-

dian constitution has assigned exclusively to the provincial
areas, although largely self-goveming in practice, are cre-

ations of the federal government and do not have provincial governments.The matters assigned to provincialjurisdiction
status. The territorial governments derive their authority by

are quite broad and include property and contract law. The

virtue of federal statutes rather than through the Canadian
ten provincial governments have legislative authority over

these enumerated matters only within their respective geo-
constitution.

graphic limits.4
Each province has created a third level of government for

cities, towns and villages (generally,municipalities)within Some matters - including taxation - are within an area of

the province. A municipality derives its authority from the concurrent, or overlapping, federal and provincial jurisdic-
provincial statute that creates the municipality. A municipal tion. Usually, federal authority takes precedenceover provin-

government administers matters of purely local concern,
cial authority when both levels of government have concur-

such as local roads and sewer systems.
rent jurisdiction. However, this principle does not apply in

respect of taxation: if both levels ofgovernmentvalidly enter
The federal nature of Canada reflects a nation with a strong nto the same field of taxation, the two taxing provisions are

regional texture roted in diverse regional histories and allowed to stand side by side.5 For exarnple, both levels of
economies. Provincial governments are keenly aware of the

regional sentiments of their electorate. Consequently, the

exchange of views between the federal and provincial gov-
1. The federal capital is located in Ottawa, Ontario.
2. The ten provincesand their respectivecapitals are as follows (from west to

ernments can become fairly strident at times. To an outside east):
observer, the fervour of these regional sentiments can make (a) British Columbia: Victoria

Canada the most unlikely of nations. National unity and con- (b) Alberta: Edmonton

stitutional reform are perennial themes ofCanadian politics.
(c) Saskatchewan: Regina
(d) Manitoba: Winnipeg

A majorprovince- Quebec- periodically threatens to secede (e) Ontario: Toronto

in order to better pursue the distinct elements of its largely (f Quebec: Quebec City

francophoneculture. Nevertheless,Canada remains intact. (g) New Brunswick: Fredericton

(h) Prince Edward Island: Charlottetown

This federal dynamic is reflected in the Canadian tax system. (i) Nova Scotia: Halifax

The federal, provincial and municipal levels of governrnent
(j) Newfoundland(and Labrador): St. John's
3. The NorthwestTerritoriesiS to be divided into two smaller units in the near

must each raise revenue to pursue their respective legislative future. The eastern portion of the territory will be called Nunavet.

agendas. The various levels of governmenthave managed to 4. The division of powers is set out in Sec. 96 of The Constitution Act, 1867,

coordinate taxing powers in a broad sense - not due to any 30-31, Vict. c.3 (U.K.).

constitutional mandate, but rather through arrangements
5. It was once argued that federal income taxation constitutedan interference
with the exclusive legislative authority of the provincial legislatures as to direct

made by agreementbetween the federal and provincial leveis taxation; however, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council confirmed that

of government. These arrangements include a complex sys_ the Parliament of Canada may impose either direct or indirect taxation for the

tem of transfer payments between levels of govemment, the raisingof money and that federal income tax legislationwas validlyenacted. See
Caron The King, [1924] A.C. 999.v.
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government may impose taxes on income. As a result, a government, rather than a reliance on clearly defined rights
Canadian taxpayer must pay income tax to both the federal and obligations.
and provincial levels of government. The patchwork of provincial taxation that exists today
The federal government has constitutional authority to raise reflects the varying emphasis placed on certain types of taxa-

funds by any node or system of taxation.6 Consequently, tion by some provinces. While a great degree of unifornity
the federal government has a virtually unrestricted taxing exists between federal and provincial income taxes, this

power.7 In contrast, provincial governments are restricted to degree of uniformity has not been matched in other fields of

levying direct taxation within the province in order to raise taxation. The differences between provinces, and between

revenue for provincial purposes.8 Canadian municipalities provinces and the federal government,can be enormous out-

are able to levy taxes only on the basis of authority delegated side of the income tax field.

to them by the provinces; accordingly, municipalities also
can levy only direct taxes.

B. Geographicjurisdiction

A. Direct and indirect taxes 1. Federal taxes

Federal taxing power extends throughoutCanada. For feder-
Since the provinces and municipalitiescan levy only direct al income tax purposes, Canada extends 12 niles offshore on

taxes, a favourite taxpayer technique for getting rid of an the ocean surface. This boundary would apply for purposes
unwanted provincial tax has been to argue that the tax is of determining the territorial source of income from a fishing
indirect. As a result, a large body of jurisprudence has business, for example. In the case of the oceanbed, however,
grown up to distinguish between direct and indirect Canada includes all areas in which oil or gas drilling is
taxes. In this regard, Canadian courts have adopted the fol. licensed by the federal or a provincial government. This

lowing definition from the economist, John Stuart Mill:9 licensing area extends to the edge of the continental shelf and

beyond.
Taxes are either direct or indirect. A direct tax is one which is
demanded from the very person who it is intended or desired

2. Provincial taxesshould pay it. Indirect taxes are those which are demanded from
one person in the expectationand intention that he shall indemnify In contrast, provincial taxing authority is limited to tax
himself at the expense of another; such are the excise or customs. imposed within the province. In deciding whether a tax is

For example, income tax is regarded as a direct tax. It is within the province, one must identify the subject matter of
levied on the person earning the income, who must bear the the tax. If the subject matter is inside the province, the tax is
tax. The income earner may attempt to increase his or her within the province. If the subject matter is not inside the
income in order to deal with the tax, but this is merely an inci- province, a provincial tax would be invalid.
dental effect of the tax. In contrast, customs duties are indi- Non-residentsof a province are subject to provincial income
rect taxes. The tax is levied on the person who imports goods tax only if they exercise some form of economic activity
into the country; however, it is expected that the importerwill which is tantamount to being found in the province. Such
increase the selling price of the goods in order to recover the activity could include carrying on business in the province.
amount of the tax. In this sense, the importer is passing on the Accordingly, the provinces impose income tax only on
economic incidenceof the tax to another. income earned in the province and on income of persons res-

ident in the province.Prior to the formationof Canada in 1867, the main sources of
government revenue were indirect taxes (primarily, customs For example, provincial income taxation is generally limited
duties and excise taxes). Direct taxation was looked upon to income eamed by individuals resident in the province on

unfavourably. In limiting provincial taxation power to direct
taxes, the framers of the Canadian constitution intended to

place definite restrictions on the scope of provincial taxing 6. Constitution Act, 1867, Sec. 91(3).
powers. This made sense at the time, since the federal gov- 7. Although the federal taxing power is broad in scope, it is not without lim-
ernment provided what was then regarded as the most essen- its. The Govemmentof Canada is limited by the Constitution to enacting taxa-

tial government service: national defence. Over time, how- tion legislation for the raising of money and any legislation that is to be support-
ed must conform to that limitation or be considered.colourable. See Caron,ever, governments took on a larger role. This led to a greater supra note 5. For example, he federal government could not validly impose a

need among the provinces for additional revenue, as the tax that was designedspecifically to regulate an area subject to exclusiveprovin-
provinces were exclusively responsible for the increasingly cial legislative authority (for example, by taxing an activity so as to make it

significant- and expensive- items of health care and educa- uneconomic). This depends on the intention at the time of enacting the provi-
tion. sion; most Canadians would contend that federal taxes have the result of making

various activitiesuneconomic,but no court has yet declared federal taxes uncon-

stitutional on that basis. In addition, the federal government may not pass legis-Although the expectations of Canadian society changed, the lation under the guise oftaxationwhich n its pith and substance is a measure

Canadian constitution did not. The balance between provin- regulating the exercise of civil rights, a power within the exclusivejurisdiction
cial and federal revenue needs on the one hand and constitu- of the provinces.

8. Constitution Act, 1867, Sec. 92(2).tional taxation powers on the other has been a matter of 9. For example, see The Attorney General for Quebec v. Walter Reid,
accommodation and negotiation between the two levels of 10 A.C. 141.
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the last day of the taxation year or by any taxpayer carrying Initially, federal-provincial tax agreements prevented the

on business in the province through a permanent establish- provinces from levying any income tax, thereby giving the

ment located in the province. Individuals resident in a federal government exclusive authority over the field. Most

province on the last day of a taxation year are taxed on their of the provincesagreed to give the federal governmentexclu-

employment income regardless of where the employment is sive power to collect income taxes in return for federal pay-

performed. Provinces do not generally tax employment ments. In essence, the provinces were renting their income

income earned within their boundaries by individuals resi- tax powers to the federal government. Since this system was

dent in anotherprovince. However, where an individual resi- based on federal-provincial agreements, certain provinces
dent outside Canada earns employment income from the per- preferred not to participate; these provinces imposed their

formance of duties of employment in a province, that own provincial income taxes. Agreements ran for five-year
province will tax the non-resident to the extent of such periods and were periodically renewed and revised. The tax

employmentincome. rental system involved a high degree of centralization: the

income tax bases and rates in participating provinces were
The provinces assert worldwide jurisdiction in respect of

coordinatedand the federal governmentmaintainedfull
income earned by resident individuals, subject to relief for

con-

trol of the tax system.
foreign income taxes. However, the provincesdo not tax non-

resident individuals (i.e not resident within the province) on A new system for sharing ncome tax powers was introduced
worldwide income. in 1962. Instead of the provinces renting income tax juris-

Corporations are not taxed by the provinces on the basis of diction to the federal government, the two levels of govern-

their residence or place of incorporation. They are taxed in ment decided to share their taxing authority. The federal gov-

the provinces in which they have permanent establishments. ernment reduced its rates of individual and corporate income

If a corporationhas a permanent establishment in a province tax in order to permit the provinces to impose provincial
and nowhere else in the world, that province will tax the cor-

income taxes. Rates of federal income tax were set t such a

poration on its worldwide ncome. If, however, a corporation level as to permit the provinces to impose ncome taxes of

has a pernanentestablishmentin a province and another one
their own without making the combined rates oppressively

elsewhere, only the income allocated to the permanentestab- high (although many Canadian taxpayers would beg to differ

lishment in the province will be taxed in that province. on this point).

Where a corporation carries on business through permanent All provinces now impose their own corporate and personal
establishmentsin more than one province, its income isallo- income taxes at rates chosen by them. However, most

cated for tax purposes based on the average percentage of provinces continue to delegate the administration and

revenue earned and salaries paid in each such province. enforcement of their ncome tax laws to the federal govern-
ment. Federal-provincialagreements continue to be entered
into for five-year terms and the federal governmentcontinues

C. Other provincial taxing powers to act as the collection agent for each participating
province.o Taxpayers in the participating provinces file a

The Canadian constitution also provides the provinces with joint federal-provincial income tax return with the federal

express jurisdiction over licensing. The provinces also have tax authority, which collects the provincial tax revenue and

the power to make laws for the taxation of both non-renew- remits it to the appropriateprovince.
able natural resources and forestry resources located in the

province and primary production from such resources, as
In order to facilitate tax collection and assessment, the tax

well as all sites and facilities in the province for the genera-
collection agreements require that participating provinces

tion of electrical energy.
levy their non-corporate income tax by reference to a base
that is identical to the federal income tax base; in effect, the
federal government determines the tax structure for all par-
ticipating provinces, with provincial freedom extending only

Il. SHARING OF INCOME TAX: to the rate of tax. The tax collection agreements also allow

FEDERAL-PROVINCIALAGREEMENTS provinces to grant certain credits against provincial tax

payable (a $1 tax credit reduces tax by $ 1, and so does not

The federal-provincialagreements on taxing authority have affect the calculationof income for tax purposes).
tended to focus on ncome taxes. The agreements serve both
to prevent overlapping income taxes from placing an undue The technique of restricting the fiscal freedom of all partici-
burden on taxpayers and to make federal transfer payments pating provinces is an important element in achieving sub-

available to the less wealthy provinces as a supplementto the stantial uniformity in.the Canadian income tax structure. This

revenues that the provinces can raise by their own taxes.

These equalization payments help to alleviate regional in-

come disparity and are ntended to enable lower-income 10. The federal-provincialtax collection agreementsauthorize the federal gov-

provincial governments to provide services at national stan- ernment to require the withholding of provincial income tax at source for

dards without having to resort to excessive rates of taxation. employment income and other types of income, transfer to the Department of

National Revenue the assessment and enforcement provisions of the relevant
The computationof a province's entitlement to equalization provincial income tax legislation,and provide fora full exchangeof information

payments is bsed on a complex formula. between federal and provincial revenue officials.
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form of tax harmonizationprevents the duplicationof income the British Columbia rate is 52.5 percent of 29 percent (or
tax collection and the fragmentationof provincial systems. It 15.2 percent). By adding the federal and provincial rates, one

also eases the administrativeburden on taxpayers, while giv- gets the combined rate of income tax applicable to that
ing the provinces some measure of flexibility in setting their province. Since the federal rates of income tax are graduated,
own rates. the provincial rates are also graduated in effect.

Some provinces have chosen not to participate in the collec- In the case of Quebec, personal income tax rates are

tion agreements. These provinces retain the freedom to expressed as a percentage of taxable income; the provincial
design their own income tax structure but also have the obli- tax is levied independently from federal tax (i.e. the Quebec
gation of collecting their own income taxes and administer- rate is 21.5 percent of taxable income and not a stated per-
ing their own income tax systems. Quebec operates its own centage of the federal rate). The federal governmentgrants an

personal (i.e non-corporate) and corporate income tax sys- abatement of federal tax in respect of income that is subject
tem. Ontario and Alberta participate in the federal-provincial to Quebec provincial tax in order to compensate for this sep-
collection scheme in respect of personal income taxes but arate federal rate. When comparing Quebec rates with the
operate independently in respect of corporate income taxes. rates of other provinces, one must keep this basic difference
This means that all persons subject to Quebec provincial in mind.
income taxes must file a separate provincial return; the same

holds true for corporations(but not individuals) who are sub- The federal and provincial governmentsalso impose income

ject to Ontario and Alberta provincial income taxes. In all tax surtaxes. A surtax is essentially a tax on a tax. For exam-

provinces except Quebec, federal and provincial personal ple, the top rate of federal personal income tax is 29 percent.
income taxes are computed on a single tax return. However, all individuals are also subject to a surtax equal to

3 percent of federal tax payable (in this example, 3 percent of
Even in the provinces that have their own individual or cor- 29 percent). Consequently, the effective top federal personal
porate income tax systems, a large degree of similarity exists income tax rate after application of this surtax is 29.87 per-
between the federal and provincial systems. For example, cent. For participatingprovinces, the provincial tax is applied
Ontario uses its separate tax system to provide for different as a percentageof the basic federal tax (before applicationof
tax depreciation rates in respect of certain items. However, the federal surtax).
the basic rules for the computation of income are virtually
identical to the federal system. Thus, the system remains Many of the surtaxes are imposed on taxes that exceed a cer-

largely standardized. tain threshold level. For example, a 5 percent federal surtax

applies on basic federal income tax that exceeds $ 12,500. In
The provinces have recently indicated an interest in rnodify- this case, the surtax becomes a rnethod of inposing an addi-
ing the basic structure of the tax collection system so as to tional tax on high-incomeearners.

give the provinces more flexibility in designing their own

provincial non-corporateincome tax systems. A federal advi- The following table shows the combined federal-provincial
sory committee has studied this issue and released a report in income tax rates for individuals. All rates are the top
March of 1992. The report warned that giving the provinces marginal rates and include all applicable surtaxes. For ease of
more flexibility would increase the complexityof the systern. comparison, the provincial income tax rate is expressed as a

To date, no specific changes have been implemented. percentage of taxable income.

In the rest of this article, the term participating province Provincial or Combined Rate

means a province that has the federal government act as its Territorial Rate (% of taxable

income tax collection agent pursuant to the agreements dis- (% of taxable income) income)
Newfoundland 20.0 51.3cussed above.
Nova Scotia 22.4 53.8
Prince Edward Island 19.0 50.3
New Brunswick 20.0 51.4

Ill. PERSONAL (NON-CORPORATE)INCOME Quebec 21.5 52.9

TAX RATES Ontario 21.9 53.2
Manitoba 19.7 51.0

Non-corporateincome tax is imposed at graduated rates. Tak- Saskatchewan 20.3 51.6
Alberta 14.1 45.4ing the federal rate as an example, the first $ 29,590 of tax-
British Columbia 22.9 54.2able income is taxed at 17 percent; the next $ 29,590 of tax- Yukon Territory 15.2 46.5

able income is taxed at 26 percent, and taxable income in NorthwestTerritories 13.0 44.3
excess of$ 59,180 is taxed at 29 percent. As taxable income
increases beyond the $ 59,180 threshold, the effective rate

To the extent that income has not been earned in province,begins to approach the marginal rate.
a

no provincial income tax applies. The federal system impos-
Except in the case of Quebec, provincial rates of personal es an additional surtax of 52 percent on such income. The
income tax are generally expressed as a percentage of the general and high-income federal surtaxes do not apply to the
federal tax payable. For example, British Columbia provin- surtax on incomeearned outside a province. The effective top
cial income tax on individuals is 52.5 percent of the federal marginal rate on income earned outside a province is conse-

taxes payable. If the federal rate of income tax is 29 percent, quently 46.4 percent [the usual federal rate (includingsurtax-
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es) of 31.32 percent, plus 52 percent of the basic 29 percent business carried on primarily in Canada. The $ 200,000 limit

federal rate]. applies on an annual basis and is not cumulative,although it

must be shared among associated corporations. Certain

provinces also reduce the provincial income tax rate on such

IV. CORPORATE INCOME TAX RATES income, as indicated by the following table:

Provincial or Combined

In contrast to non-corporate rates, all provinces express their Territorial Rate (%) Rate (%)

corporate income tax rates as a percentageof taxable income. Newfoundland 5 17.84

For the participating provinces, taxable income is usually
Nova Scotia 5 17.84
Prince Edward Island 7.5 20.34

computed under the federal computation rules. However, New Brunswick 9 21.84
some slight variations exist. Quebec 3.75 16.59

To allow room for the provincial income tax rates, the basic Ontario 9.5 22.34

federal rate of corporate income tax (38 percent) is reduced
Manitoba 9.5 22.34
Saskatchewan 8.5 21.34

by 10 percentof total taxable income earned in any province. Alberta 6 18.84
After this 10 percent abatement, the basic federal rate is 28 British Columbia 10 22.84

percent. Unlike the non-corporate income tax system, the Yukon Territory 6 18.84

stated rate applies to each dollar of taxable income (lower NorthwestTerritories 5 17.84

levels of income are not subject to graduated rates). The fed-
eral and various provincial govemments also impose some Other incentive rates apply for Canadian manufacturing and

surtaxes on corporate income taxes. For example, the federal processing income that does not qualify for the incentive rate

government imposes a general 3 percent surtax on federal for the first $ 200,000 of active business income. For exam-

corporate income tax. This increases the basic federal corpo- ple, this manufacturing and processing rate would apply to

rate tax to 28.84 percent (after the provincial abatement). manufacturing and processing income of a CCPC that
exceeded the $ 200,000 active business income threshold.

As noted, the provinces of Quebec, Ontario and Alberta
The would also apply if non-CCPC carriedrate a on manu-

administer their own separate corporate income tax systems. facturing or processing activities. The manufacturing and

The following table gives the general provincial rates as well processing rates are as follows:
as the combined federal-provincial rates. The rates include Provincial Combined
all surtaxes. or Territorial Rate

Provincial or Rate (%) (%)
Territorial Combined Newfoundland 7.5 29.34

Rate (%) Rate (%) Nova Scotia 15 36.84

Newfoundland 16 44.84 Prince Edward Island 7.5 29.34

Nova Scotia 16 44.84 New Brunswick 17 38.84

Prince Edward Island 15 43.84 Quebec 6.9 28.74

New Brunswick 17 45.84 Ontario 3.5 35.34

Quebec Manitoba 17 38.84

active business 7 35.84 Saskatchewan 17 38.84

non-business 16.25 45.09 Alberta 14.5 36.34

Ontario
' 15.5 44.34 British Columbia 16.5 38.34

Manitoba 17 45.84 Yukon Territory 2.5 24.34

Saskatchewan 17 45.84 NorthwestTerritories 12 33.84

Alberta 15.5 44.34
British Columbia 16.5 45.34
Yukon Territory 15 43.84
NorthwestTerritories 12 40.84 V. INCOME TAX TREATIES

To the extent that a corporation's income has not been earned Canada has entered into numerous bilateral income tax

in a province, no provincial income tax applies. Since no treaties with numerous other jurisdictions.These treaties are

provincial income tax applies, the 10 percent federal abate- adopted by the federal Parliamentas Canadianlaw so that the

ment does not apply. Consequently, the overall rate of tax on treaty takes precedence in the case of a conflict between the

income earned outside a province is 38.84 percent (the basic treaty and the provisions of federal income tax legislation.
federal rate of 38 percent, plus 3 percent of 28 percent).H For The provinces are not signatories to tax treaties. Even though
example, this rate mightapplyon foreign income earned by a the treaties are incorporated into federal statute law, federal
Canadiancorporationcarrying on business in a foreignjuris- statutes do not bind the provinces.Nevertheless,participating
diction. provinces effectively subject themselves to treaties. In the

The federal government offers incentive rates on certain case of non-corporate income tax, this result follows from

types of income. For example, a 12.84 percent federal rate

applies on the first $ 200,000 of income earned by Canadian- 11. However, the abatement does apply for purposesofcalculatingthe 3% fed-

controlled private cororations (a CCPC) from an active eral surtax.
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setting the provincial tax rate as a percentage of federal tax power to initiate income tax legislation, it has the constitu-
payable. In the case of corporate income tax, the provincial tional authority to debate tax bills that have been referred to
rate is expressed as a percentageof taxable income computed it by the House of Commons. In practice, the Senate (an
under the federal statute; the federal statute has a specific unelectedbody) never amends tax bills. Afterapproval by the
provision allowing the deduction of amounts that are made Senate, the bill is usually proclaimed into law.
non-taxable pursuant to a treaty. By computing taxable in-

While the above series of readings and approvals takescome for corporations under the federal rules, participating a

provinces in effect incorporate this deduction into their long time, passage of a bill is a virtual certainty if the gov-

provincial legislation. ernment holds a majority of the seats in the House of Com-
mons.

Non-participatingprovinces usually incorporate treaty provi- Proposed amendments to income tax law usually take effectsions, but not always. As a result, it is possible for a non-res-
on the date the proposed amendmept is first announced.ident to escape federal income tax but be subject to provincial Since draft legislation to implement the change not beincome tax. For example, the Ontario corporate income tax may
released until a considerable time after the announcement,system and the Quebec personal and corporate income tax
this can cause difficulties in tax planning between the date of

systems levy provincial income tax on non-residents who
and the date that the legislation is finallydispose of certain typeS of capital property in the province.

announcement

enacted. Constitutional law dictates that taxes may beEven if the disposition is exempt from federal income tax by imposed and collected only by act of Parliament; according-virtue of a tax treaty, the provincial income tax may still
ly, there is legal authority to collect taxes before the legis-apply.

no

lation imposing the tax is enacted and receives Royal Assent.
In practice, however, federal income taxes are usually col-
lected on the basis of the proposed legislation. It can often

VI. THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS OF TAXATION take well over a year before proposed legislation is actually
enacted into law.

The federal and provincialgovernmentshave enacted various When enacted, tax legislation is usually made retroactive to
taxing statutes, which are amended from time to time. The the date on which the measure was originally announced.
following comments will concentrate on the legislative pro- Making the measure retroactive to the date of announcement
cess of the federal government in respectof tax laws. Provin- in effect does away with the constitutional illegality referred
cial processes are broadly similar. to above. However, this does little to ease the planning pro-
Federal legislation in respect of taxation must orginate in the cess.

federal House of Commons on the recommendation of the A long tradition exists at the federal level of providing
government. The federal Minister of Finance is responsible exemptions (grandfathering treatment) for transactions in
for developing tax policy and announces amendments to tax progress and reflected in writing on the date a tax change is
laws at least annually. This usually occurs in February, when first announced. However, this is not always the case. In cer-
the Minister of Finance tables his Budget to the House of tain instances, grandfathering treatment may be limited or
Commons for the upcoming fiscal year. The Budget gives the require that the transactionbe completed by a specific date.
government an opportunity to review the state of the econo-

my and to announceeconomicand fiscal policies. Debate fol-
lows the Budget speech. If the governmentcontrols a major-
ity of members in the House of Commons, the Budget will Vll. CUSTOMS DUTIES

normally pass as a matter of course.
Customs duties are a classic example of an indirect tax. Con-

Amendmentsto tax statutes are not always announcedin con- sequently, only the federal govemment can levy this form of
nection with a Budget. In recent years, the Minister of tax.
Finance has proposed significant amendments outside the

Budget process; these have usually been designed to counter Federal customs legislation2 imposes customs duties on

forms of tax avoidance regarded by the Department as abu- importers at varying rates on the vast majority of goods
sive. As well, technical bills are periodically introduced to imported into Canada. Customs duties vary with the type and

correct technical deficiencies. origin of the good imported and are determined under a cus-

toms tariff which contains over 8,000 specific tariff items.
The announcement of tax changes at Budget time usually The Canadian customs tariff conforms to the Intemational
takes the form of general principles. Detailed legislation Conventionon the HarmonizedCommodity Description and
(referred to as a bill) is usually introduced at a later time. Coding System, an internationally-basedsystem of standard-
The bill goes through three readings or votes. The first ized tariff classification.
reading makes the bill a public document, which is then
debated in principle during second reading. Following sec- Duty payable is usually determined by multiplying the rate

in the tariff schedule in of the particular itemond reading, income tax bills are debated by one or more
set out respect

committees. On report back from the committees, the bill is by the value for duty of that item. Customs legislationpro-

given third and final reading. After third reading, the bill is
sent to the Senate. Although the Senate does not have the 12. Customs Tariff Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-54.
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vides for several methods of valuing imported goods for duty rebate to retail vendors as payment for their collection ser-

purposes. The primary method iS to use the transactionvalue vices.
of the goods (essentally the price paid or payable for the

The retail sales tax base varies from province to province.14

goods, subject to certain additions and deductions). The
For example, some provinces provide an exemption for

transactionvalue method cannotbe used if any of the follow-
machinery and equipment purchased by manufacturers

ing conditions is present:
or

use or pro-
the purchaserand vendor are related and this relationship producers for in their manufacturing production

-

influences the transfer price;
cess. The range of services ncluded in the retail sales tax

base also varies. For example, British Columbia applies its
restrictions exist on the disposition or use of the goods retail sales tax to legal services.

-

(other than specific named restrictions);
a value cannot be placed on any part of the consideration The tax applies to the end-user of a product. For example, a

-

being given for the goods (for example, the vendor is business must pay the tax on desks and other equipmentused

selling the goods at a certain price on the condition the in its business operations. However, no tax applies on items

purchaserbuys other goods from the vendor); or purchased for resale (i.e. nventory).
proceeds of subsequent resale, disposal or use of the The Quebec provincial sales tax is structured slightly differ--

goods accrue to the vendor but cannot be determined
ently from the sales taxes ofother provinces (see below). For

within a reasonable time ofmportation. example, it applies to transfers of real (immovable)property
If the transactionvalue methodcannotbe used, specifiedsub- as well as to transfers of tangible personal property.
sidiary valuation methods must be employed. All provinces and territories mpose consumption taxes on

Remisson (or refund) ofduty is available for the mportation specific commodities such as gasoline, liquor and tobacco.

of items used in the manufactureof products for export and Some special environmental levies are mposed on auto-

for certain goods, including machinery and equipment that mobile tyres, batteries, and vehicles that fall below specified
are not produced in Canada. fuel-efficiencyratings.

Canada, the United States and Mexico have entered nto the Provincial taxationofcommoditiesis restricted to commodi-

North AmericanFree Trade Agreement(NAFTA).Canada ties sold or consumed in the province, given that the

and the United States have entered into a separate Free Trade provinces can impose taxation only within the province.
Agreementgoverningcertain other matters of trade.

B. Federal goods and services tax

Vlll. EXCISE TAXES AND EXCISE DUTIES
The federal government mposes a 7 percent goods and ser-

vices tax (th GST) on supplies ofmost goods and services.
Excise taxes and duties are mposedexclusivelyby the feder-

al government. The federal Excise Tax Act13 mposes these Notwithstandingthe term goods and services tax, the GST
also applies to most real estate transactions. The GST is a

taxes at varying rates on certain goods, ncluding jewellery
and cosmetics. The taxes are paid by a person on the perfor- value-added-type tax on the European model: it is imposed

the value added at each step in the production and distri-
mance of some action, such as the manufacture or sale of

on

bution chain down to the retail level. The GST requires most
goods. Goods subject to excise taxes can be describedgener- businesses in the productionand distributionchain charge
ally as luxury goods.

to

GST on domestic sales. However, vendors are able to claim

refunds of GST paid on supplies used in the course of their
commercialactivity. Accordingly, the tax is paid and refund-

IX. SALES TAXES ed throughout the distribution chain so that the final inci-
dence of the tax falls on the end-userof the item in question.

Both the federal and provincial levels of governmentmpose As simplified example, that logger logs and
various transaction-basedtaxes.

a assume a cuts

sells them to a sawmill for $ 100. The value added to the logs

A. Provincial sales taxes
13. Excise Tax Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. E-15.

Except for Alberta and the two territories, all provinces 14. The general sales tax rates (%) are as follows:

mpose a retail sales tax on the sale or lease price of tangible Newfoundland 12
Nova Scotia 11

personal property (movableproperty) and some services. Prince Edward Island 10
New Brunswick 11

As noted, the provinces are restricted to the imposition of
Quebec 6.5

direct taxes. While one might think that a sales tax would Ontario 8

qualify as an indirect tax, the provinces have avoided this Manitoba 7

restriction by mposing the tax on the end-consumer and Saskatchewan 9
Alberta none

making the retail vendoran agent for the province for collec- BritishColumbia 7

tion purposes. Most provinces provide a very minor tax Other rates may apply to specific goods and services.
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is $ 100 and, assuming that the loggercan claim no refund for and the GST: for example, financial intermediation services
GST paid on his business inputs, the net tax payable is $ 7. If are exempt for GST purposes but zero-rated for Quebec
the sawmill then tums the logs into boards and sells the provincial sales tax purposes. In Quebec, the GST and the
boards for $ 300, it will collect $ 21 in GST (7 percent of provincial sales tax are administered by a provincial agency
$ 300). Since the sawmill paid $ 7 in GST when it purchased under the broad direction of the federal taxation authority.
the logs, it must remit only $ 14 in tax ($ 21 in tax collected

The GST base does not include provincial retail sales taxes.
minus the $ 7 in tax paid). Total tax remitted to this point, Similarly, the provincial retail sales tax base does not include
however, is equal to the $ 7 remitted on the original sale plus GST in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British
the $14 remitted on the sale by the sawmill. This process of

Columbia. However, the GST is included in the retail sales
collecting tax on sales and subtracting tax paid on purchases tax base in Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
continues all the way to the pointof retail sale. The final con-

Edward Island and Newfoundland. This raises the effective
sumer ultimately bears the full cost of the tax, since he is

sales tax rate in those provinces, since the provincial tax is
unable to claim any refund of the GST paid at that level.

imposed the sale prce plus the exigible GST.on

Certain goods and services are exempt from GST while other

goods and services are subject to a zero-rate of tax. An

exemption means that no tax is charged on supplies of the X. CAPITALTAXES
exempt good or service. However, the vendor is unable to

claim any refund for GST paid on any business inputs used in
connectionwith the exempt supply. Consequently,the vendor A. Provincial capital taxes
bears the cost of the GST in connection with the transaction
and must attempt to recover that expense a another cost of All provinces levy a form of capital tax on corporations that

doing business. If a zero rate of GST applies to an item, the have a permanent establishment in the province. Ontario,
vendor collects no tax on the sale but neverthelessmay claim Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia
a refund of GST paid on any business inputs used in connec- impose a general capital tax on all corporations (ranging
tion with the zero-rated supply. In this manner, no GST is between 0.3 percent in Manitoba to 0.5 percent in

hidden in the cost of the zero-rated item. Saskatchewan and Quebec). These provinces also impose a

higher rate ofcapital tax on banks and loan and trust corpora-
Exports are not subject to the GST. tions. Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince

Edward Island and British Columbia impose capital taxes

C. Harmonizationof GST and provincial sales taxes exclusively on banks and loan and trust corporations. The

highest provincial rate of capital tax for banks and loan and
trust corporations is 3.25 percent (applicable in Saskat-

When the federal government first introduced the GST, it chewan).
attempted to have the provinces agree to impose a national
sales tax that would be administered by the federal govern- The two territories do not impose a capital tax.

ment. This would have required a uniform tax base. The

provinces rejected this proposal. Given that the GST was a
B. Federal capital taxes

very unpopular tax, most provinces also loudly criticized the

proposed tax. The current federal govemmenthas pledged to

revamp the GST, and has expressed a renewed interest in The federal government mposes a large corporations tax

having the provinces harmonize their provincial sales tax equal to 0.2 percentof corporate capital employed in Canada

systems with the GST. Only time will tell whether this new
in excess of $ 10 million. A federal income tax surtax may be

initiative will succeed. One can expect some provinces to use
credited aganst this large corporations tax; effectively, the

the negotiationsas an opportunity to push for greater provin- tax is a form of minimum tax. To the extent that a taxpayer is

cial freedom in connectionwith income taxes. unable to credit the capital tax against the federal surtax, a

seven-year carry-forward and three-year carry-back provi-
The lack of harmonization between the GST and the various sion will apply.
provincial sales taxes creates administrative difficulties for

The federal government imposes an additional capital tax onbusinesses.The two tax systems have separateadministrative
arms and different reporting times. As well, some products fnancial institutions.This capital tax may be creditedagainst
are subject to both taxes, other products are subject to only federal income tax, and so also operates as a form of mini-

the GST and yet other products are subject to only the mum tax.

provincial sales tax.

Since the introduction of the GST, Quebec has decided to C. Deduction of provincial capital taxes
partially harmonize its provincial sales tax system with the
GST. Due to the constitutional requirement that provincial As part of the continuing tug of war between the federal and
taxes be direct, however, the Quebec version of the GST is provincial taxing powers, the federal government has
imposed only at the retail level (not at all points of the pro- announced proposals to place restrictions on the deductibili-
duction and distribution chain). Significant differences exist ty of provincial capital taxes in computing income for feder-
in the respective tax bases of the Quebec provincial sales tax al income tax purposes. Implementation of these proposals
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has been delayed several times while federal and provincial be taxed on a future disposition only on gains that accrue ,

tax administratorshold discussions on the issue. beyond the fair marketvalue of the property at the time of the

gift.
A deceased taxpayer is deemed to dispose of all property

XI. LAND TAXES owned immediatelybefore the time of death. This may result
in taxation of income or a capital gain, as discussed above.

A. Land transfer taxes
The estate of the deceased generally is deemed to acquire the

property at a cost equal to the deceased'sdeemedproceeds of

disposition.Deferral of tax is possible to the extent that prop-
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba

erty passes to the deceased's spouse or a qualifying trust for
and British Columbia impose tax on transfers of real proper- the spouse.
ty or immovables (including fixtures attached to land). The
rate of tax is a percentage of the amount paid for the proper-
ty and varies from 0.25 percent in New Brunswick to 2 per-
cent in British Columbia. Two provinces impose higher rates XIII. PAYROLL TAXES
for transfersofcertain land to non-residents:a 33 percent rate

in Quebec and a 20 percent rate in Ontario. A payroll tax is applied to the annual gross wages, salary and
other remuneration paid by an employer. Newfoundland,

Unlike the provincial retail sales taxes, land transfer taxes Manitoba,Quebec, Ontario and the NorthwestTerritories are

apply on each transfer of real estate (even land that is pur- the only Canadian jurisdictions that impose a formal payroll
chased for resale). The tax is generally payable on registra- tax. The federal government funds several social security
tion of the transfer in the provincial real property registry. In

programmes through premiums calculated on the basis of
some provinces, it is possible to avoid the tax if the transfer payrolls (see below).
remains unregistered. This technique is available only in

respect of non-arrn's length transfers, since the registered The rates of payroll tax vary from 1 percent to 4.5 percent.
ownerof the real estate is treated as the ownerof the land and The Ontario payroll tax also applies to the income of self-

can usually pass good title to a third prty who is unawareof employed individuals.

the actual ownershipsituation. The federal govemment has proposed restrictions on the

These taxes are in addition to the federal goods and services deductibilityofprovincialpayroll taxes in computing income

tax, which also applies on most transactions involving real for federal ncome tax purposes. Implementation of these

property. In the case of Quebec, the land transfer tax is in proposals has been delayed several times while federal and

addition to the Quebec provincial sales tax. provincial tax administratorshold discussionson the issue.

B. Municipal property taxes XIV. SOCIAL SECURITY LEVIES

Annual real (immovable)property taxes are imposed in each A. Unemployment insurance

province, usually at the municipal level of government, and
are generally based on the annual assessed value of the real The federal governmentadministersan unemploymentinsur-

property. Property tax rates vary from one municipality to ance fund to provide assistance to workers during periods of

another. Many municipalitiesalso impose business taxes. unemployment. Benefits payable out of the fund vary with

the numberof weeks worked and the level of earnings during
the period before unemployment began. Subject to specific

XII. SUCCESSION DUTIES AND GIFT TAXES exceptions, most employers and employees must pay premi-
ums to the fund.

No Canadianjurisdiction imposes a formalgift or inheritance The employer portion of the premium is 1.4 times the

tax. A form of such tax is imposed,however through deemed employee portion. In 1995, the employee and employercon-

dispositionprovisions in federal income tax legislation. This tribution rates will be $ 3.00 and $ 4.25, respectively, per

regime taxes only the accrued gain on the asset rather than $ 100 of insurableearnings. The maximum level of insurable

the entire value of the asset. earnings per employee is $ 780 per week ($ 40,560 per year)
in 1994.

A person who gives property as a gift is deemed to disposeof
it for proceeds equal to fair market value. Dependingon the The employer must collect the employee portion of the pre-

property involved, this deemed disposition may cause the mium and remit the combined employer-employeepremium
donor to recognize incorne or capital gains. For exanple, a to the federal governmenton a regular basis.

gift ofcorporate shares held as capital property may result in
a capital gain to the extent that the fair market value of the

B. Canada pension planshares at the time exceeds the donor's cost of the shares. The

recipient of the gift is deemed to have acquired the property The federal government administers a contributory pension
at its fair market value, with the result that the recipient will plan designed to provide a minimum level of retirement, dis-
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ability and certain other benefits to Canadian residents. The the fund is mandatory for certain industries and, in some

plan does not directly affect private pension plans and is not provinces, voluntary for some industries. Employers partici-
intended to take the place of individual retirement planning. pating in the fund must make monthly contributionson a per
The province of Quebec administers a separate but similar employee basis.

plan for residents of Quebec.
Under the (federal) Canada Pension Plan, employees and

employers must make contributions calculated on a formula XV. ADMINISTRATIONOF TAXES
basis, subject to a maximum annual amount. Employer con-

tributions are on a per employee basis and are equal to the At the federal level, tax policy and tax administrationare split
amount of the employeecontribution. In 1994, the maximum between two separate government departments. The Depart-
employer contribution per employee is $ 752.50. If an ment of Finance develops tax policy and drafts the enacting
employee s also subject to the Quebec Pension Plan, premi- legislation.The Departmentof National Revenue administers
ums paid under the Quebec plan will be deducted from the most federal taxation laws once they have been enacted.

required contribution under the federal plan. Self-employed The Department of National Revenue is commonly referred
persons resident in Canada are obligated to contribute to the

to as Revenue Canada. It formerly was divided into two
federal plan by paying both the employerand employee separatedivisions: Taxation (which administered income tax)
portions of the premiums. and Customs and Excise (which administeredcustom, excise
An employer must make contributions on a per employee and sales taxes). This was not entirely satisfactory, as a busi-

basis, regardless of the amount of contributions made by ness would have to deal with two separate bureaucracies for
other employers in respect of that employee. In the case of a income tax and sales tax matters (even requiring two separate
newly-hired employee, for example, the employer does not Revenue Canada account numbers). Revenue Canada is cur-

receive credit for contrbutions made in the calendar year by rently in the process of unifying its divisions, with the result
the previous employer. This can lead to double contributions that taxpayers will be able to enjoy one-stop taxpaying,
if a corporate reorganization involves the transferof employ- with only one Revenue Canada account number.
ees to a new corporation mid-way through a calendar year. By arrangementwith many of the provinces, Revenue Cana-

Employers must collect the employee portion of the contri- da collects both provincial and federal income taxes. This has
butions and remit the combined employer-employeeamount been dealt with above.
to the federal govemmenton a regular basis. Each provinceadministersits provincial taxes other thanown

Quebec administers its own provincial pension plan which is income taxes.

similar to the federal plan.

XVI. CONCLUSION
C. Provincial medical insurance

Canadian legislative and administrative functions with
Each province administers a general health insurance plan to respect to taxation are very decentralized.While a fair degree
assist provincial residents with the cost of medical care. of harmonizationexists in respect of income tax, large varia-

The method of funding the plan varies from province to tions exist in respect of other types of taxes. The balance

province. In most provinces, residents must pay monthly pre-
between harmonizationand variation will continue to fluctu-

miums. Employers ordinarily must collect the premiums and ate over time. While the federal government is attempting to

remit them to the provincial government. Employers may
convince the provinces to harmonize their sales taxes with

make no charge for collecting the premiums. Ontario funds the federal GST, many provinces wish to gain greater flexi-

its provincial health plan through a payroll tax rather than bility in respect of provincial income taxes.

through monthly premiums. Given that the system for sharing tax jurisdiction in Canada is

largely agreement-basedrather than the product of firm con-

stitutional distinctions, the degree of harmonizationbetween
D. Worker's compensation federal and provincial taxes will continue to reflect consider-

able ebb and flow. Taxpayers can merely watch and wait to

Each province administers an accident fund to compensate see which of their governments will demand how much and

employees who have been injured on the job. Membership in in what form.
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HIGHLIGHTSOF THE 1994 CA_-ADIAN BUDGET
Stephen S. Ruby

Partner, Fasken Campbell Godfrey
Partner, Fasken Martineau

On 22 February 1994, the Honourable Minister of Finance, porations and subsection 85(1) which permts the tax-

Paul Martin, tabled his inaugural federal Budget in the deferred rolloverof assets to a taxable Canadian corporation.
House of Commons. The Notice of Ways and Means Motion

The established (and its variations) of the ordering
to Amend the Income Tax Act2 tabled with the Budget, con-

sequence
of transactions to effect a transferof assets of a Canadiancor-

tains numerous amendments concerning the taxation of life
nsurance benefits, the elimination of the $ 100,000 capital poration on a tax-deferred basis to its historical corporate

shareholders is known as a butterflytransaction. Where the
gains exemption for Canadian residents, the deduction for

transferee corporation is not historical shareholder of thea
meals and entertainmentexpenses, the use of partnerships in

connection with tax shelters, the entitlement to the small distributing corporation but has purchased the shares of the

business deduction by large private corporations, scientific distributing corporation for the purpose of acquiring certain
of its assets on a tax-deferred basis, the sequence of transac-

research and experimentaldevelopmentexpenses and others.
tions is known purchasebutterfly.as a

This article, however, focuses on four areas that were subject
to significant amendmentby the Budget and which are most The purchasebutterfly techniquecan best be illustratedby an

likely to be of interest to the internationalnvesting commu- example.
nity. These areas are: divisive corporate reorganizations,for-

Assume that Canco business using (the
eign affiliates, debt forgiveness and financial institutions. operates a an asset

The Budget papers containeddraft legislationconcerning the target asset) that has appreciatedsubstantially in value and

amendments to divisive reorganizations and foreign affili- that Canco has no assets other than those connected with its

business. Assume that individual A owns all of the issued
ates. Afterconsultationwith the tax and business community,
on 23 June 1994, the DepartmentofFinance released further shares of Canco and that individual B wishes to acquire the

draft legislation concerning these two areas but has not, as target asset. If B simply purchased the target asset from
Canco for its fair market value, Canco would realize a capital

yet, relased draft legislation concerning the Budget amend-
ments to debt forgivenessor to financial institutions. gain on its disposition.However,A and B can arrange to have

the target asset effectively transferredby Canco to a corpora-
The areas of tax discussed in this article are, in general, tech- tion owned by B, on a tax-deferred basis, through the use of

nically complex, as is the draft legislation that has been the purchase butterfly technique. To effect the purchase but-

released to date. Accordingly, any discussion of these topics terfly, the following transactions would be completed in the

is, unavoidably, technical in nature. following order.

(i) B would incorporate a Canadian corporation, Holdco, for
the purpose of acquiring the target asset and would subscribe

I. DIVISIVE CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS for share capital of Holdco equal to the negotiated purchase
price of the target asset (the PurchasePrice).

A. The demise of the purchase butterfly (ii) A would sell to Holdco upon payment to A of the Pur-

chase Price, that numberof shares of Canco that represented
Where a 90 percent owned Canadian subsidiary liquidates the Purchase Price by fair market value. A would realize a

nto its Canadian parent, subsection 88(1) of the Act effec- capital gain on the dispositionof such shares to Holdco.

tively permits the parent to exchange its shares of the sub- (iii)
...

Canco would then transfer the target asset to Holdco in
sidiary for the subsidiary's assets on a tax-deferred basis. exchange for preference shares of Holdco redeemable at the
However, where a Canadian corporation has multiple share- option of the holder and having an aggregate redemption
holders, there is no holistic provision in the Act similar to to target
subsection88(1) that permits a pro ram tax-deferreddistribu- prce equal the Purchase Price.3 The transfer of the

tion of its assets to its shareholders in exchange for their
shares.

1. Hereinafterreferred to as the Budget.
2. All statutory references in this paper are to the .Income Tax Act,

Nevertheless, where the shareholders are corporations, tax- R.S.C.,1985, C. 1, (5th Supp.), as amended, (the Act) and to the Regulations
thereto (the Regulations),except where otherwise expressly stated.

deferred divisive corporate reorganizationsor demergers can 3. As a matter of corporate law, under Sec. 28 of the Ontario Business Cor-

be achieved for Canadian tax purposes through a series of porations Act and Sec. 30 of the Canada Business CorporationsAct, Canco can-

sequentially ordered rollovers and share redemptions that not acquire shares in Holdco ifHoldcocontrols Canco. It is assumed for the pur-
of this butterfly illustration that the shares of Canco that transferred

essentially rely upon subsection 112(1) which permits the poses are to

Holdco do not representvoting shares issued by Canco carrying more than 50%

tax-freepaymentofdividendsbetween taxableCanadiancor- of the votes for the election of directors.
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asset would be effected on a rollover basis under subsection cumstances that do not include a disposition of shares. For

85(1) by Canco and Holdcojointly electing, for tax purposes, example, in the butterfly illustrated above, subsection 55(2)
that the target asset be disposed of to Holdco at its adjusted is potentially applicable to the tax-free dividend arising on

cost basis to Canco. The elected amount becomes the adjust- the redemption by Holdco of its preferred shares held by
ed cost base of the Holdco preferenceshares to Canco and the Canco since these shares have an adjusted cost base to Canco
tax cost of the target asset to Holdco. The aggregate paid-up equal to the amount elected under subsection 85(1) in respect
capital of the Holdco preference shares would be fixed at an of the transferof the target asset but a fair market value equal
amount equal to the elected amount. to the Purchase Price which exceeds the elected amount. Had

such shares been sold b Canco for proceeds equal to the
(iv) Holdco would then redeem its preference shares and Purchase Price, a capital gain would have been realized bywould satisfy the redemptionprice by delivering to Canco its Canco to the extent of the excess of the Purchase Price over
promissory note (the Holdco Note) for the Purchase Price. their adjusted cost base. The butterfly eliminates this gain.This payment essentially constitutes a tax-free intercorporate However, subsection 55(2) does not apply to recharacterize
dividend to Canco pursuant to subsection 112(1).4 the tax-free dividend received by Canco on the redemptionof

(v) Canco will then purchase for cancellation all of its shares its Holdco preferred shares as additional proceeds of disposi-
held by Holdco and will satisfy the purchase price by deliv- tion of such shares because such dividend constitutes an inte-

ering to Holdco its note (the Canco Note) for an arnount gral part of a series of transactions that qualifies, pursuant to

equal to the Purchase Price. This payrnent also essentially paragraph 55(3)(b), for exemption from subsection 55(2).
constitutes a tax-free intercorporate dividend received by Paragraph 55(3)(b) is known as the butterflyexemption.
Holdco pursuant to subsection 112(1).5 It is noted that the butterfly illustrated above could also have

(vi) The Holdco Note and the Canco Note will then each be been accomplishedby the following series of transactions.A

repaid by being set off against each other and such notes will incorporates Holdco and transfers to it the appropriate num-

be cancelled. ber of shares of Canco, on a tax-deferred basis under subsec-
tion 85(1), in exchange for shares of Holdco. The butterflyof

If Canco had simply sold the target asset to Holdco for the the target asset from Canco to Holdco could then have been
Purchase Price, Canco would have paid tax on any capital effected in the manner illustrated, following which, A could
gain that otherwise would have been realized by it on such have sold his or her shares of Holdco to B. A would realize a
sale and A would have been subject to tax on the distribution capital gain on the sale of the shares of Holdco to B. A but-
by Canco of the after-tax sale proceeds, to him or her, as a terfly effected in this rnanner is referred to as an internal
dividend. Although A will pay tax on the capital gain realized purchase butterfly.
by him or her on the sale of the shares of Canco to Holdco,
the butterfly avoids the realizationofa capital gain at the cor- In December 1992, the Departmentof Finance sought to cur-

porate level on the transfer of the target asset from Canco to tail the use of the purchase butterfly by non-residents of
Holdco. Tax on the appreciated value of the target asset at the Canada where the target assets included real estate situate in

corporate level is deferreduntil Holdco sells it to a third party Canada and the non-residentwas resident in a country which
on a taxable basis. Moreover, in many circumstances, the had entered into a tax treaty with Canada that afforded an

adjusted cost base to A of the shares of Canco will be higher exemption from Canadian tax on capital gains resulting from
than the tax cost of the target asset to Canco. In these circum- the dispositionof shares of Canadian corporations,by deny-
stances, an additional tax advantage is obtained by A indi- ing the application of the butterfly exemption to these trans-

rectly realizing the appreciated value of the target asset as actions. Five months later, in May 1993, the Department of
additional proceeds of disposition of his or her shares of Finance further curtailed the application of the butterfly
Canco. This advantage is particularlysignificantwhere A is a exemption where the butterfly involved the disposition by a

resident of a country with which Canada has entered into a non-resident of any shares of a Canadian corporation that
tax treaty that exempts the capital gain realized by A on the

dispositionof his or her shares of Canco to Holdco from tax

by Canada. In these circumstances, Canadian tax on the
4. Pursuant to subsec. 84(3), the Purchase Price received by Canco theon

appreciatedvalue of the target asset is avoided as is the Cana- redemption of the Holdco preferred shares is deemed to be a dividend to the

dian withholding tax that would have been exigible on a di- extent that it exceeds the paid-up capital of the preferred shares and, pursuant to

vidend distribution to the non-resident shareholder of the para. 54(h)(x), that excess is deemed not to be proceeds of disposition of such

after-tax sale proceeds.
shares. The balance of the Purchase Price, which is equal to the paid-up capital
of the Holdco preferred shares, constitutes the proceeds of disposition to Canco
of the preferred shares. Since the adjusted cost base to Canco of these shares is

Subsection 55(2) is an anti-avoidance section which is equal to their paid-up capital, Canco realizes neither a gain nor a loss on their
intended to prevent the transformation of capital gains that redemption.
would have been realized by corporate shareholderson a dis- 5. Pursuant to subsec. 84(3), the price paid by Canco on its purchase of its

position of shares for their fair market value, into tax-free shares held by Holdco is deemed to be a dividend to the extent that it exceeds the

paid-up capital of these shares and to that extent is deemed not to be proceedsof
intercorporate dividends. In such circumstances, subsection disposition to Holdco pursuant to para. 54(h)(x). The balance of the purchase
55(2) recharacterizessuch dividends as either additional pro- price of the Canco shares, equal to their paid-up capital,constitutesproceedsof

ceeds of disposition of shares where the transformation is disposition to Holdco of these shares. Since the adjusted cost base to Holdco of
these shares s equal to their fair market value, which is assumed to exceed their

part of a reorganization that includes a dispositionof shares, paid-up capital, Holdco will ralize a loss on the disposition of these shares
or, simply nto capital gains where the dividend arises in cir- which loss will be denied by subsec. 112(3).
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,

constituted taxable Canadian property to the non-resident, ration. For example, shareholders owning 40 percent by
regardless of whether Canadian real estate was involved and value of the shares of an existing corporation may desire to

regardless of whether the non-resident could access a tax cease to be shareholdersof the existing corporationand have

treaty exemption in respect of the capital gain that would be their 40 percent share, by value, of each type of property of

realized by the non-residenton the dispositionof such shares. that corporation transferred to a new corporation of which

In this regard, it is noted that the participation in the butterfly they are the only shareholders. The split-up will accommo-

of even one non-residentowning shares that constituted tax- date this type of reorganization.
able Canadian property tainted the butterfly for all of the
shareholders. However, both the ordinary butterfly and the From the perspective of the distributing corporation, both

purchase butterfly reorgnization remained available for types of reorganizationsare the same in the sense that the dis-

Canadian corporations having Canadian resident sharehold. tributing corporationdistributesa proportionateshare ofeach

ers or non-residentshareholderswhose shares did not consti- type of property by value owned by it to a transfereecorpora-

tute taxable Canadian property.
tion. The difference is that the compositionof the sharehold-
ers of the transferee corporationwill be different.

The discussion so far does not indicate either the breadth or

complexityof the technical requirements to be satisfied for a The permitted spin-off and split-up butterfly reorganizations
series of transactions to qualify for the butterfly exemption. result essentially from three amendments.

The Budget proposes several changes to these requirements. The first amendment pertains to the rata limitation. For
It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss all of these pro

the purposes of the butterfly exemption, assets of a corpora-
changes. Rather, this article focuses on the main change tion considered consist of three of cash,
made by the Budget to the butterfly exemption which is to

are to types property:
business assets and investments. Where the distributing cor-

restrict its applicationafter 21 February 1994, to divisivecor-

porate reorganizationswhere at the end of the series of trans- poration owns assets comprisingmore than one type of prop-

actions, the historical shareholders of the distributing corpo-
erty, the current exemption can apply where the distributing

ration at the beginningof the series of transactionsmaintain a corporation distributes property of only one type, provided
the transferee corporation receives property of that type hav-

sufficient degree of continuity of interest in the underlying
businesses and assets owned by the dstributing corporation ing a fair market value that is equal to that proportion of the

fair market value of all property of that type owned by the
at the beginningof the seres. In substance, this change elim-

inates purchase butterfly transactions.It is noted that for but- distributing corporation that the fair market value of the

terry transactions effected after 21 February 1994 the new
shares of the distributing corporation owned by the transfer-
ee corporation is of the fair market value of all of the shares

rules replace the more recent restrictions mentioned above
of the distributing corporation. This type of butterfly is

regarding non-residents owning shares of a distributing cor-
known partialbutterly.The amendedexemptionelim-

poration that constitute taxable Canadianproperty to them so
as a

that such non-residents will be now able to participate in a
nates partial butterfly transactions and requires that the
transferee corporation receive its pro ram share of each type

butterfly without tainting the exemption provided that the
of owned by the distributingcorporation.6

new rules are complied with. property

The second amendment is the addition of the definition of

permitted exchange.7 Two types of permitted exchanges
B. Spin-offsand split-ups are defined. The first type permits an exchangeof the shares

of the distributing corporation into other shares of the dis-
The effect of the Budget changes in the area of divisive reor- tributingcorporationon a tax-deferredbasis under subsection

ganizations is that the only butterfly transactions that will 86(1) provided the exchangedoes not result in an acquisition
qualify for the butterfly exemption after 21 February 1994, of control of the distributing corporation. This type of
will be spin-offsand split-ups. exchange is generally used in a spin-off' as a preliminary
A spin-offcontemplatesa transfer by the distributingcorpo- step to create the appropriate shares of a class of the dis-

ration of a pro ram share, by value, of each type of property tributing corporation that will ultimately be transferred to a

(discussed below) owned by it to another corporationhaving transferee corporation to effect a distribution of property

the same shareholders as the distributing corporation. This from the distributing corporation to the transferee corpora-

type of reorganization permits an existing corporation to
tion. Since this type of exchange is usually used as a mech-
anic to facilitate the appropriate steps in a butterfly, it is not

divide its assets, pro rata, among itself and other corpora-
tions each having the same shareholders as the existing cor-

discussed further.

poration. For example, an existing corporation may wish to The second type of permitted exchange contemplates the
transfer20 percent of all of its propertyof each type to anoth- transferof shares of the distributingcorporationto a transferee
er corporation owned by the same shareholders as the exist- corporation in exchange for shares of the transferee corpora-
ing corporation. The spin-off will accommodate this type of tion in contemplation of a transfer of property from the dis-
reorganization. A split-up contemplates a reorganization in
which one or more shareholders of an existing corporation
ceases to be a shareholderof that corporation and becomes a

6. This amendment is contained in the new definition of distributioncon-

shareholder of another corporation that receives its pro rata tained in new subsec. 55(1).
share of each type of property owned by the existing corpo- 7. The new definition ofpermittedexchangeappears in new subsec. 55(1).
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tributing corporation to the transferee corporation, where fied shareholdertof that corporation by a person who is not
immediately after the exchange, no shares of the transferee related to that shareholder, unless the acquisition results
corporation are owned other than by a shareholder who par- from a permitted exchange.'2 Generally, a specified share-
ticipated in the exchange. In the case of a spin-off effected holder of a corporation owns, directly or indirectly, not less
under this definition, the exchange will only qualify if the par- than 10 percent of the shares of any class of that corporation.
ticipating shareholder'spro rata share interest in the transfer- It is noted that if the acquiror of the share is relatedi3 to the
ee corporation immediately after the exchange equals that vendor, the acquisition need not qualify as a permitted
shareholder'spro rata share interest in the distributingcorpo- exchange, provided that all of the other qualifying rules are
ration immediately before the exchange. For example, if the complied with. In this regard, new paragraph 55(3.2)(c) pro-
shares of a participatingshareholder in the distributingcorpo- vides that a transfereecorporation is deemed not to be related
ration represent, by value, 20 percent of the total value of the to any person from whom it acquired a share of a distributing
shares of the distributing corporation and such shareholder corporation in contemplationof a distribution if, immediate-
transfers one-halfof such shares to the transferee corporation ly after the butterfly reorganization, the transferee corpora-
in exchange for shares of that corporation, the shareholder's tion is not related to the distributing corporation.
shares of the transfereecorporationmust represent20 percent,
by value, of all of the shares of the transferee corporation This provision permits shareholders holding insignificant
immediately after the exchange. For the purposes of the pro shareholdings in the distributing corporation or in the trans-

rata test, shares that qualify as special shares are excluded. feree corporation, as the case may be, to dispose of such

An exampleof a special share is a redeemablepreferred share shareholdings in the course of the butterfly series, otherwise
that was issued for its redemption price, is redeemable for than by means of a permitted exchange, without disqualify-
that price plus any unpaid dividends thereon and is not con- ing the butterfly for the exemption.
vertible into or exchangeable for other shares except shares

or aof a special class. In addition, a share will only qualify as a
Controlt4 of the distributing corporation of transferee

special share where the exchange requires that either all or corporation is acquired, otherwise than by a permitted
none of such shares be exchanged. Special shares are exclud-
ed in the determinationofwhetherthepro rata test for a spin-
off is met.8

In the case of a split-up, the definitionof permitted exchange 8 It is noted that the pro rata formula for a permitted exchange as defined in

requires that all of the shares of the distributing corporation,
the 23 June 1994 draft legislation does not obtain the intended result where, in
the case of a spin-off, all of the special shares of the distributingcorporation are

including special shares,9 owned by a participating share- transferred to a transfereecorporation. The ncorrect result obtains because spe-
holder immediatelybefore the exchange,be transferred to the cial shares are not excluded in the introductory paragraph of para. (b)(ii) of the

transferee corporation for shares of that corporation. In the definition of permitted exchange.
9. In the case of a split-up, the definition of special shares is not intended to

case of a split-up, to qualify as a permittedexchange, the pro be applicable. Consequently, shares that meet the description of special shares
rata share interest of a participatingshareholder in the trans- are included in thepro rata test applied in split-upexchanges.
feree corporation immediatelyafter the exchange must equal 1 0. A specified shareholderof a corporation is defined in subsec. 248(1) to

his pro rata share interest in the shares of the distributingcor- generally mean a shareholderof the corporation that owns, directly or indirectly,

poration immediately before the exchange having regard
not less than 10% of the issued shares of any class or series of a class of shares
of the corporation or of another corporation that is related to the corporation.

only to all of the shares of the distributingcorporationowned Such ownership is deemed to include shares owned by a person with whom the

by participatingshareholders. For example, if the fair market shareholder does not deal at arm's length, a proportion of the shares of the cor-

a person a or a
value of all of the shares of a participating shareholder in the poration owned by partnership of which the is member and all

portion of the shares of the corporationowned by a trust in which the person has

distributing corporation represent 10 percent of the fair mar- a beneficial interest dependingupon whether the trust is a non-discretionarytrust

ket value of all of the shares of the distributing corporation or a discretionary trust.

and the fair market value of the shares of all of the participat- I 1. Subsec. 251(2) defines those circumstances in which persons are deemed
to be related. For example, persons are related to each other if they are connect-

ing shareholders in the distributing corporation represent 40 ed by blood relationship,marriageor adoption.This would include, for example,
percent of the fair market value of the shares of the distribut- husbands and wives, parents and children, brother and sisters, grandparentsand

ing corporation, the fair market value of the shares of the other relationships. Subsec. 251(2) also defines those circumstances in which

transferee corporation acquired by that shareholder on the shareholdersof corporationsare deemed to be related to such corporations,such
as when they control or are deemed by subsec. 25 I (5) to control, such corpora-

exchange must represent 25 percent of the fair market value tions as well as those circumstances in which corporations are deemed to be
of all of the shares of the transferee corporation immediately related to each other such as when they are controlled by the same person or are

after the exchange. each related to the same corporation. A detailed discussion of the concept of
relatedness is beyond the scope of this article. In this regard, it is noted that
para. 55(5)(e) and para. 55(3.2)(c) stipulate circumstances in which persons are

The third amendment defines those transactions and events deemed not to be related for the purposesof Sec. 55 and para. 55(3.1)(b), respec-

occurring as part of a series of transactions or events to tively. For example, brothers and sisters are deemed not to be related for the pur-

implement a butterfly which will disqualify a dividend aris- poses of Sec. 55.
12. Subpara. 55(3.1)(b)(i)

ing in the course of the butterfly for the butterfly exemption. 13 See supra note I 1.

Briefly, these circumstancesare as follows: 14. In this context control means de jure control which is the right to elect the

majority of the board of directors and generally means ownershipof shares rep-
more votes to all shares of the corporation. In

Any shares of the distributingcorporationor of a transferee resenting than 50% of the attached
this regard, see subsecs. 256(7) and (8) as they are proposed to be amended by

corporation are acquired, directly or indirectly, from a speci- the draft legislation.
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exchange, permitted acquisition or permitted redemption's, poration or the transferee corporation, but also in the under-

by any person or group of persons.
16 lying businesses and assets of these corporations. A further

concern appears to be that a qualifying butterfly could be
In contemplationof a distributionby distributingcorpora- used to distribute an asset to a transferee corporation havinga

tion, a share of the distributing corporation is acquired by a
a high basis for tax purposes. If that asset were to then be sold

transferee corporation from a person to whom the transferee by the transfereecorporation, little or no tax might be paid on

corporation was not related or is acquired by a person who, its sale, thereby permitting the transferee corporation to
directly or indirectly, acquires control of the distributingcor- cash-out its interestin the distributingcorporationon a tax-
poration:7 In the context of this provision, it is again noted deferred basis. The restriction in paragraph 55(3.1)(c) will
that paragraph 55(3.2)(c) deems a transferee corporation not now prevent the use of a butterfly in such circumstances.
to be related to any person from whom it acquired a share of
the distributing corporation in contemplation of a distribu- The new butterfly rules described above apply after 23 June

tion, if the transferee corporation was not related to the dis- 1994. For the period between 24 February 1994 and 23 June

tributing corporation immediately after the butterfly. This 1994, the butterfly amendments as proposed in the Budget
provision is designed to disqualify the following butterfly. apply to butterfly transactionsoccurring during this period of

Assume that Opco has 20 shareholders each owning 5 per- time.18

cent of its shares and that Opco's only type of property con-

sists of business assets. Further assume that Buyco wishes to

acquire a target business asset from Opco having a value C Arrerclrrertto Paragraph 88(1)(cl) bump
equal to /4 of the fair market value of all of Opco's assets.

Each of the shareholders transfers /4 of his or her shares to In conjunction with the butterfly amendments described

Buyco for cash. Opco then transfers the target asset to Buyco above, an anti-avoidance amendment is made to paragraph
on a butterfly transaction. The shareholders of Opco have 88(1)(d). As mentioned, subsection 88(1) provides that

effected a purchasebutterflyof Opco's target business asset where a corporationowns at least 90 percent of the shares of

without offending the frst two rules described above. This each class of a subsidiary, the subsidiarycan liquidate into its

series of transactionsis not caughtby the first rule because no parent on a tax-deferred basis. Paragraphs 88(1)(c) and (d)
shareholder of Opco is a specifed shareholder. Moreover it provide that where a subsidiary is wound-up under subsec-

is not caughtby the second rule because there has not been an tion 88(1), the cost to the parent of certain non-depreciable
acquisitionof control of Opco by Buyco. However, this third capital property owned by the subsidiary at the time that the

rule would disqualify the butterfly because Buyco acquired parent last acquired controlof it that is receivedby the parent
its shares of Opco from persons to whom it was not related. on the wind-up of the subsidiary, can be increased by the

amount by which the aggregate adjusted cost base of the
It can be seen that the application together of the three shares of the subsidiary to the parent exceeds the net tax cost

amendments described above, essentially limit butterfly to the subsidiaryof its assets, but such increasecannotexceed

transactions, except in limited circumstances, to those that the fair market value of such property at the time the parent
qualify as spin-offs or split-ups that result from permitted last acquired control of the subsidiary.
exchanges. The Departmentof Finance was concerned that the butterfly
Paragraph 55(3.1)(c) contained in the 23 June 1994 draft le- rules could be circumvented by utilizing the paragraph
gislation but not in the draft butterfly legislation tabled with 88(1)(d) bump in the following circumstances.Opco has a

the Budget, adds yet one more restriction to the butterfly retail division and a wholesaledivision and wishes to sell the

exemption.This paragraphessentiallydisqualifiesa butterfly assets of its retail division to an arm's length purchaser
where a transferee corporation is not related to the distribut- (Buyco). The new butterfly rules prevent Buyco from acquir-
ing corporation immediately after the reorganization, and ing the retail assets utilizing a purchase butterfly. According-
sells property received by it on the butterfly, having a fair ly, Opco incorporates a subsidiary, Subco, and transfers the

market value exceeding 10 percent of the total fair market wholesale assets to Subco on a tax-deferred rollover basis

value of all of the assets received by it on the butterfly, to a under subsection 85(1) in exchange for shares of Subco.

person to whom it is not related, unless the sale occurs in the Opco's shareholderthen sells the shares of Opco to Buyco for

ordinary course of business. A similar restriction applies to cash. Buyco liquidates Opco and paragraph 88(1)(d) applies
property increase the adjusted base Buyco of the Subcoretained by the distributing corporation. It is noted to cost to

that the restriction does not apply where the property is sold shares to their fair market value. Buyco then sells the shares

in the ordinary course of business. Moreover the restriction of Subco back to Opco's shareholder for their fair market

does not apply wliere the transferee corporation remains value and because of the paragraph 88(1)(d) increase to the

related to the distributing corporation immediately after the

reorganization thereby permitting members of a group of
related corporations to transferproperty from one memberof 15. The terms permittedacquisitionand permittedredemptionare defined

terms which are relevant to any butterfly but are not discussed in this article
the group to another in the course of a butterfly reorganiza- since these definitionsare not critical to understandingthe main thrustof the but-

tion in contemplationof a sale of the property to an unrelated terfly amendments.

buyer. It is understood that this rule was added to ensure that 16. Subpara. 55(3.1)(b)(ii).
17. Subpara. 55(3.1)(b)(iii).

the historical shareholdersof a corporationmaintainedconti-
.

18. The 23 June 1994 draft legislation contains a transitional para. 55(3.1)(b)
nuity of interest not only in the shares of the distributingcor- for this period of time which is not discussed in this article.
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adjusted cost base to it of the Subco shares, Buyco does not ings24 included in computing its exempt surplus.25 Exempt
realize a gain on that sale. earnings also include all or part of certain capital gains real-

Clearly, this transaction only makes sense if Opco's share- ized by an affiliate.26 In any other case, income earned by the

holder does not realize a significant gain on the sale of the affiliate from carrying on an active business and the balance

shares of Opco. Accordingly, it must be assumed that this of capital gains realized by the affiliate that are not included
transaction would only occur where the selling shareholder in exempt earnings, constitutes taxable earnings27 and is
has a high adjusted cost base in the shares of Opco or other- included in computing the taxable surplus28 of the affiliate.
wise has sufficient tax shield to shelter the gain, if any, that Dividendspaid to corporation resident in Canada by a foreign
would arise on the disposition of the Opco shares. In any affiliate of that corporation out of the affiliate's exempt sur-

event, to prevent this type of transaction, paragraph Plus, are not subject to further tax in Canada.29 Incomeeamed

88(1)(c)19 is amended on and after 23 June 199420 to provide by a foreign affiliate from property, from businesses other
that it does not apply to any property disposed of by the par- than active businesses, from certain services and from certain
ent as part of a series that includes the winding-up where, as types of capital gains constitutes foreign accrual property
part of the series, the parent acquired control of the sub- income (FAPI).3oWhere the affiliate is a foreign affiliate of

sidiary and the property is acquired by any person, other a corporation resident in Canada its FAPI is includd in com-

than by the parent or by a person who is related to the parent, puting its taxable earnings and taxable surplus. Where the
who was a specified shareholder of the subsidiary at any affiliate s a controlledforegnaflate, its FAPI is included

time during the series and before control of the subsidiary in the income of its Canadian shareholders3and is subject to

was last acquired by the parent. Canadian tax (with relief for foreign tax paid by the affiliate
in respect of such income32) in the taxation year in which it

The foregoingdiscussionconcerning the amendments to cor- arises, whether or not such income is distributed in that year.
porate divisive reorganizations contained in the Budget, as The Act affords relief from double taxation of FAPI when it
modified by the 23 June 1994 draft legislation, has been ne- is repatriated to Canada as a dividend out of the affiliate's
cessarily substantially truncated due to space restrictions. taxable surplus.33
Indeed, because of the complexity of the draft legislation in
this area, myriad of details have been omitted from this dis-
cussion. Therefore, readers interested in this area are urged to A. Elimination of active business losses to shelter
consult the actual draft legislation for details. FAPI

The Act permits FAPI of a controlled foreign affiliate of a

Il. AMENDMENTSTO FOREIGN AFFILIATE taxpayer in a particular taxation year to be reduced by the

RULES aggregate of its FAPI losses and losses incurred from an

Canada has a complex system of taxation of Canadian resi-
19. Technically, para. 88(I)(c) is amended such that the shares of Subco con-dents in respect of their interests in non-resident corpora- stitute property that is ineligible for the 88(1)(d) bump. The amendmentspara.

tions.2' Generally, where a resident of Canada owns, directly also add para. 88(1)(c.2) to the Act which has the effect of excluding from the

or ndirectly, 10 percent or more of the ssued shares of any definition of ineligible property for the purposes of para. 88(1)(c), any property

class of shares of a non-residentcorporation, that corporation acquired from the subsidiaryon its winding-up, by the parent or by a person who
is related to the parent. This latter amendment is required because of those cir-

is a foreign affiliate of the Canadian resident.22 Where a cumstances in which the parent is already a specified shareholder of the sub-
Canadian resident alone or together with certain other per- sidiary before it acquires control of it. In these circumstances,but for the addi-

sons is in a position to control an offshore corporation that is tion of para. 88(1)(c 2), if the propery of the subsidiary acquired by the parent

a foreign affiliate of the Canadian resident, the foreign affili- on the winding-upof the subsidiary was transferred by the parent to anothersub-
sidiary of the parent as part of the series, the increase to the adjusted cost base of

ate is a controlled foreign affiliate of the Canadian resident.23 the property acquired by the parent on the winding-upof the subsidiarywould be
denied. For the definition ofspecifiedshareholder, see supra note 10.

Where a foreign affiliate (including a controlled foreign af- 20. A transitional version of this amendment applies for windings-up that
filiate) erns income from carrying on an active business in a begin during the period from 22 February 1994 to 22 June 1994.

country other than Canada, the income from that activity is 21. Subdiv. i of the Act concerns shareholders of corporations not resident in

not subject to immediate taxation by Canada. When that
Canada.
22. The definition of foreign affiliate is contained in subsec. 95(1). Techni-

income is repatriated by the foreign affiliate to its Canadian cally, the Canadian resident must own an equity percentage as defined in sub-
shareholdersas a dividend, such dividend may or may not be sec. 95(4) in he non-residentcorporation that is not less than 10%.

subject to further Canadian tax depending upon a number of 23. The definition of controlled foreign affiliate is contained in subsec.
95(1)

factors, such as whether the Canadian shareholder is an indi- 24. Reg. 5907(1)(b)
vidual or a corporation, whether or not the foreign affiliate is 25. Reg 5907(1)(d)
resident in a listed country, whether or not the active busi- 26 Reg. 5907(1)(b)(i)
ness is carried on by the affiliate in a listed country and the 27. Reg. 5907(I)(i)

28. Reg. 5907(1)(k).
rate of foreign income tax imposed upon such income. In this 29.. Para. 113(1)(a) affords a deduction for the full amountof such dividends.
regard, where an affiliate of a corporation resident in Canada 30. Foreign accrual property income is defined in subsec. 95(1), subject to the

is resident in a listed country and earns income from an active provisions of subsec. 95(2).
31. Subsec. 91(1).business carried on by it in either that or another listed coun- 32. Subsec. 91(4)

try or in Canada, such income will constitute exempt eam- 33. Para. 113(1)(b) and subsec. 91(5)
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active business, each computed separately, for its five taxa- from carrying on an active business in a designated treaty
tion years immediatelypreceding the particularyear in which country, if it itself is resident in a designated treaty country.
it was a foreign affiliate of the taxpayer or of certain non- The Budget proposes to enact statutory, rules37 to determine

arm's length persons.34The Budget proposes to amend Regu- whether an affiliate is resident in a designated treaty country
lation 5903.for taxation years of controlled foreign affiliates for the purposes of the foreign affiliate regime. The new rules

commencing after 1994 to remove the ability to use active propose to adopt the residency rules of the applicable treaty
business losses from prior years to shelter FAPI of a particu- to determine whether a foreign affiliate is resident in a coun-

lar taxation year and to permit FAPI losses for prior years to try with which Canada has entered into a tax treaty. These

be so used only to the extent that such losses were incurred in rules provide that a foreign affiliate of a corporation shall be
a prior taxation year of the affiliate when it was a controlled deemed not to be resident in a country with which Canada

foreign affiliate of the taxpayer or certain non-arm's length has entered into a tax treaty, unless:

persons. It was not an uncommon practice for Canadiantax- (i) the affiliate is resident in that country for the purposes of that

payers to access the active business losses of their controlled tax treaty;
foreign affiliates by transferring funds to such affiliates (ii) the affiliate would be resident in that country, for the purposes
which would be investedby them in passive investmentswith of that tax treaty, if it were treated as a body corporate for the pur-

the investment income earned therefrom being sheltered poses of income taxation in that country, or,

from FAPI by the accumulatedactive business losses of such (iii) the affiliate would be resident in that country for the purposes

affiliates. From a tax policy perspective, this was considered
of that tax treaty but for a provision in that treaty which provides
that it does not apply to the affiliate, or, would be so resident at the

a misuseof such losses. This change will curtail this practice. relevant time if the tax treaty had entered into force.

Paragraph (ii) ensures that corporations such as limited lia-

B. Listed countries replaced by designated treaty bility corporationsformed under the laws of one of the states

country of the United States that are treated as corporationsfor Cana-
dian tax purposes but as partnerships for the purposes of the

Subsection 5907(11) of the Regulations to the Act lists the Internal Revenue Code, 1986, as amended, (the Code) are

listed countries for the purposes of the foreign affiliate resident in the United States for the purposes of the foreign
regime. This list was originally intended to include only affiliate rules. Paragraph (iii) is intended to ensure that cor-

countries with which Canada had entered into an income tax porations such as InternationalBusiness Corporations in Bar-

treaty that had been ratified and was in force. However, the bados that are excluded38 from the benefits of the Canada-

list includescountries with which Canadahas entered into tax Barbados Income Tax Agreement (1980) are nevertheless

treaty negotiations that have not yet been concluded and, resident in Barbados for the purposes of the foreign affiliate

conversely, does not include certain countries with which rules.

Canada has ratified treaties. The Budget proposes to purge These new residencyrules are generallyeffective for taxation
the list of those countries with which Canada does not have years of a foreign affiliate that begin after 1995.
treaties and to ensure that countries with which it has ratified
treaties are included. In this regard, Regulation5907(11) will
be repealed and will be replaced by a concept ofdesignated D. New active business income rules
treaty country. A country will automaticallybe a designated
treaty country for a taxationyearof a foreign affiliate upon an Subparagraph 95(2)(a)(i) deems income of an affiliate of a

income tax treaty between that country and Canada entering taxpayer from sources in a country other than Canada that
into force and having effect. Moreover, where a treaty would otherwise be income from property or an inactive
between Canada and another country enters into force, that business to be ncome from an active business, rather than

country shall be deemed to have been a designated treaty FAPI, to the extent that such income pertains to or is incident

country in respect of a foreign affiliate of a corporation for to an active business carried on in a country other than Cana-
the taxation year of the affiliate that ncludes the day on da by the affiliate or by a non-resident corporation with
which the treaty was signed. Where a treaty with a designat- which the taxpayer does not deal at arm's length.
ed country ceases to have effect, that country shall be deemed
to be a designated treaty country for the entire taxation year

Subparagraph95(2)(a)(ii) of the Act deems income received
a a

of a foreign affiliate of a corporation that includes the day on by foreign affiliateof taxpayer from another foreignaffili-

which the treaty ceased to have effect.35 ate of that taxpayer or from a non-resident corporation with
which the taxpayer does not deal at arm's length, to be

C. New foreign affiliate residency rules 34. The definition ofF in the definition of FAPI in subsec. 95(1) and Reg.
5903.

With the exception of subsection 250(6) concerning interna- 35. ProposedRegs. 5907(11)and (11.1). These amendmentsgenerallyapply to

taxation years of foreign affiliates that begin after 1995.
tional shippingcorporations,36the Act does not provide statu- 36. This subsection deems an internationalshipping corporation to be resident

tory rules that determine the residence of a foreign affiliate in the country (other than Canada) under whose laws it was incorporatedor oth-

for the purposes of the foreign affiliate rules. The residence erwise formed.

of a foreign affiliate of a corporation resident in Canada is 37. Proposed Reg. 5907(11.2).
38. Para. 3 of Art. XXX of the Canada-Barbados Income Tax Agreement

important since such affiliate can only have exempt earnings (1980).
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income from an active business and not FAPI, to the extent of activities of the parent and the rental or sales income would
the amount thereof that is deductible by the payor affiliate in have been included in the active business earnings of the par-
computing its eamings from an active business carried on by ent if such income had been earned by it. If the subsidiary
it in a country other than Canada or would be so deductible sold the building for a profit as an adventure in the nature of
by the non-residentcorporation if it were a foreign affiliateof trade, such profit would be income from property by defini-
the taxpayer. This provision ensures, for example, that inter- tion. However, provided again that the conditionsof subpara-
est, rents or royalties paid by one foreign affiliate to another graph 95(2)(a)(i) are satisfied, such profit will be income
will not constitute FAPI in the hands of the recipient affiliate from an active business. Thus, in this example, if the foreign
to the extent that these amounts are deductible in computing affiliate were to be a controlled foreign affiliate of a taxpay-
the earnings of an active business carried on by the payor er, the income described will be deemed not to be FAPI.
affliate.

Subparagraph 95(2)(a)(ii) is amended and divided into two

The Budget proposes the following amendments to the rules clauses. The first clause, (A), maintains the existing rule that
contained in paragraph 95(2)(a), effective for taxation years income received by an affiliate of a taxpayer from a non-res-

of affiliates that begin after 1994. ident corporation that would otherwisebe income from prop-
erty will be deemed to be active business income of the re-

Subparagraph 95(2)(a)(i) is amended by deleting therefrom cipient to the extent that it is deductible in computing the
the rule that deems income that would otherwise be income earnings of th non-residentpayor corporation from an active
from property or an inactive business to be income from an business carried on by it outside Canada or would be so
active business to the extent that it pertains to or is incident to deductible if the non-resident corporation were a foreign
an active business carried on by the affiliate or by a non- affiliate of the taxpayer. This rule is tightened, however, as it
arm's length non-residentcorporation. Income that pertains now only applies where the non-residentpayor corporation is
to or is incident to an active business carried on by an affili- related42 to the payee affiliate rather than deals at arrn's
ate is incorporated in the definitionofincomefrom an active length43 with such affiliate.
business for foreign affiliates discussed below and accord-

ingly, continue to be active business income of that affiliate. The second clause, (B), is concerned with the following cir-
cumstance. Assume that FA 1 lends money to FA2 which FA2

In the case of income that is referable to an active business uses to acquire the shares of FA3. If FA2 has no activities
carried on by a non-resident corporation, subparagraph other than the holding of shares of FA3, any interest paid by
95(2)(a)(i) is amended to include in the active business FA2 to FA 1 will be income from property of FAl. In particu-
income of a particular affiliate, any income of the affiliate lar, the rule in clause (A) will not apply because the interest
from sources outside Canada that would otherwisebe income paid by FA2 to FA 1 is not deductibleby FA2 in computing its
from property to the extent that such income is derived from earnings from an active business. This result obtains even if
its activities that can reasonably be considered to be directly FA2 and FA3 file consolidated returns. New clause (B) pro-
related to the active business activities of a related39 non-res- vides that interest received by FAl from FA2 will be deemed
ident corporation (rather than a non-arm's length4o non-res- to be income from an active business of FA 1, provided that:
ident corporation) carried on by that corporation outside (i) FA 1, FA2, and FA3 are related;
Canada, provided that such income would have been includ- (ii) the shares of FA3 constitute excluded property;44
ed in computing the earnings or loss from an active business (iii) FA2 and FA3 are resident in and subject to tax by the
carried on by the non-residentcorporation outside Canada if same country and are part of a corporate group that com-
that corporation were a foreign affiliate of the particular af-
filiate and the income was earned by it.

39. See supra note 11.
As presently drafted, this subparagraph will likely prove to 40. Subsec. 251(1) provides that related persons do not deal with each other at

be a difficult provision to apply in many circumstances. The arm's length and, in the case of persons who are not related, it is a question of
fact as to whether they deal with each other at arm's length at any particularExplanatory Notes accompanying the Notice of Ways and time.

Means Motion illustrate the intended operation of proposed 41. The term investment property s defined in subsec. 95(1) for the purpos-

subparagraph95(2)(a)(i) in the following example. es of the new definition of investment business in subsec. 95(1). An invest-
ment property is property the profit from the dispositionof which will be income

A foreign affiliate that is in the real estate developmentbusi-
from an investment business which is included in the definition of income from
property unless such profits qualify for one of the exceptions from the definition

ness decides, for business reasons, to use a wholly-owned of investment business.

non-resident subsidiary with no employees to develop and 42. See supra note 1 I.
43. See supra note 40.

construct a building. The building will be an investment 44. Excluded property of a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer is defined n sub-
property4 of the subsidiary because it is real estate. Because sec. 95(1) to mean (i) any property of the affiliate that is used or held by it prin-
the subsidiary does not employ at least six full-time employ- cipally for the purpose of gainingor producing income from an active business,

(ii) shares of another foreign affiliate of the taxpayer, where all or substantially
ees in the active conduct of its business, any rental income or all of ts property is excluded property and (iii) an amount receivable the interest
profits from the rental or sale of the building, will be income on which s or would be if interest were payable thereon, income from an active

from an investment business and therefore income from business by virtue of subpara. 95(2)(a)(ii) [now clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(A)].For the
purposes of this definition, a partnership is deemed to be a corporation having

property. However, new subparagraph 95(2)(a)(i) would 100 issued shares and a foreign affiliate owning an interest in a partnership is
deem such rental or sale income to be income from an active deemed to own that proportion of such 100 notional shares that is equal to the

business of the subsidiary if the construction of the building proportion that the fair market value of ts interest in the partnershipat the rele-
vant time is to the aggregate fair market value of all such interests of the part-is considered to be directly related to the active business nership at that time.
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putes the tax liabilities of its members using the consoli- Similarly, where clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B) applies to an nterest

dated or deduction transfer methods; and payment by FA2 to FAl in respect of the acquisitionby FA2

(iv) the interest paid is relevant in computing the taxes of the of shares of FA3, in computing its earnings or loss from an

corporate group to which FA2 and FA3 belong. active business carried on by it in the country in which it is

resident, new Regulation 5907(2.8) requires FA2 to deduct
In connection with the enactment of clause (B), the interest such interest in its taxation year in which the interestexpense
paid or payable by an affiliate that is deemed to be active was first paid or became payable in computing its income
business income of the recipient affiliate is not deemed to be from an active business carried on by it in the country in

deductible in computing the active business income of the which, for purposes of income taxation, it was resident, and

payor affiliate. Accordingly, but for an amendment, such not from any other source. For the purposes of this rule,
interest would reduce the FAPI of the payor affiliate or would where FA2 does not carry on an active business in the coun-

ncrease the foreign accrual property losses of the payor af- try in which, for income tax purposes, it was resident, it is

filiate. To avoid these reductions and increases, the defini- deemed to have carried on an active business in that country.
tions of lettersA and D in the definitionof FAPI in sub-
section 95(1) are amended to deem such clause (B) interest Regulations 5907(2.7) and (2.8) provide symmetry between

the increase in the earnings from an active business of the
payments to be nil.

affiliate receiving the interest and the decrease inpayment
Each of the rules in clauses (A) and (B) described above the earnings from an active business of the affiliate paying
ensure that the inter-affiliatepaymentscontemplatedby these the interest and further assures such symmetry notwithstand-

clauses do not result in a portion of the active business earn- ing that the deduction of the interest may be deferred under

ings of a related corporategroup being converted from active applicable foreign tax law.

business income into income from property.

Where paragraph 95(2)(a) applies to characterize payments
receivedby an affiliate resident in a designated treaty country E. Extension of FAPI rules
as income from an active business,Regulation5907(1)(b)(iv)
is being amended for taxation years of the affiliate that begin The Budget proposes to extend the ambit of FAPI to the fol-

after 1994 to include such payments in the exempt earnings lowing situations for taxation years of foreign affiliates that

of the affiliate in each of the followingcircumstances.Where begin after 1994.
the payments are active business ncome of the affiliate by Where a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer resident in Canada
reason of the application thereto of subparagraph95(2)(a)(i), sells property that was not manufactured, produced, grown,
the payments would have been included in computing the extracted or processed in the country under whose laws the
exempt earnings or loss of the payor if it were a foreign af- affiliate was formed or organized and in which the affiliate's
filiate and had earned such income. Where the payments are business is principally carried on, to the taxpayer, to a Cana-
active business ncome of the affiliate by reason of the appli- dian resident or to a non-residentwith whom such taxpayer
cation thereto of clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(A), the payments are or does not deal at arm's length who carries on business in
would be deductible in computing the exempt earningsof the Canada, where such property constitutes inventoryof a busi-
related non-resident payor corporation if it were a foreign ness carried on in Canada by any such purchaser, the income
affiliate of a corporation.Lastly, where the interestpayments derived by the affiliate from such sales for a taxation year
are active business ncome of the affiliate by reason of the (including any income from the performanceof services as a

application thereto of clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B),each ofFA2 and purchasing agent) is deemed to be income from a separate
FA3 and any other corporation relevant to the determination business other than an active business of the foreign affiliate
of whetherthe shares of FA3 are excludedproperty45must be and therefore FAPI of the affiliate, unless more than 90 per-
resident in a designated treaty country. cent of the affiliate's gross income from sales of property for

Where the applicable foreign income tax law defers the that year, other than from the sales described, are from sales

deduction by a foreign affiliate of an expense that is subject to persons with whom the affiliate deals at arm's length.
to the provisions of subparagraph 95(2)(a)(i) or clause Moreover, any income that is incident to or pertains to such

95(2)(a)(ii)(A),to a subsequentyear in which certain tests are
inactive business, such as income earned from a temporary

satisfied, the relevantexemptor taxableearnings of the payor
investmentof short-term surplus funds generated from such

affiliate will be overstated. Regulation 5907(2.7) is being sales, will also be deemed to be FAPI. This amendmentwill

added effective for taxation years of affiliates beginningafter discourage the use of trans-shipmentaffiliates that purchase
1994, to the foreign affiliate regulations to ensure that such goods for resale in Canada by their Canadian shareholdersor

expenses are deducted in computingthe earningsor loss from
an active business of the payor affiliate for its taxationyear in

which the expense was first paid or became payable. This
rule will apply, for example, to reduce the earnings or loss
from an active business of a payor affiliate whose deduction
of nterestexpense for US tax purposes is deferred to a future 45. IbW. For the purposes of applying the definition of excluded property in

new Reg. 5907(1)(b)(iv)(B)(III),excluded property does not include a receiv-

year by the earnings-strippingrule of Section 163(j) of the able where the interest thereon is not, or would not if interest were payable there-

Internal Revenue Code. on, be deductibleby the debtor in computing its exempt surplus or exempt loss.
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by persons with whom such shareholdersdo not deal at arm's To deal with this issue as it affects the taxation of the income
length.46 of foreign affiliates, the Budget uses an approach that is sim-

ilar to its domestic approach to this problem by adopting def-
Income of foreign affiliate for taxation from busi-a a year a ntons that serve to segregate passive investment income

ness of insuring risks (including income from the reinsurance from active business income earned by foreign affiliates.
of risks) in respect of (i) a person resident in Canada, (ii, These definitions ensure that without a substantial labour
property situate in Canada or, (iii) a business carried on in

component, income that is essentially from property will be
Canada, is deemed to be income from a separate business, FAPI rather than active business income. These new defini-
other than an active business, and thereforeFAPI of the affili- tions5 include definitionsofactivebusiness, income from
ate, unless more than 90 percent of the gross premium an active business, income from property

46*

nvestment
income (net of premiums for reinsurance ceded by the af-

,

business, investment property and related definitions of
filiate) of the affiliate for the year is from the insurance of terms used in the definition of investment business, such as
risks, other than from the risks described, of persons with lending of money.
whom the affiliate deals at arm's length. Moreover, any
income that pertains to or is incident to that business is also The term active business of an affiliate is defined to mean

be deemed to be FAPI. This amendment, for example, will any business of the affiliate other than an investmentbusiness

discourage the practice of Canadian financial institutions or a business that is deemed to be an inactive business as

insuring the lives of the persons to whom they have lent described above.52 The term income from an active busi-

money through a captive offshore insurance company.47 ness of an affiliate is defined to mean income from an active
business of the affiliate including any income that pertains to

Income of foreign affiliate for taxation derived or toa a year is incident that business, but specifically excludes
directly or indirectly from indebtedness or lease obligations income from property. The term incone frorn property of
(including income of the affiliate from the purchase and sale an affiliate is defined to include income of the affiliate from
of indebtedness and lease obligations for its own account) of an investment business and from an adventure in the nature
persons resident in Canada or in respect of businesses carried of trade. With regard to an adventure in the nature of trade,
on in Canada by non-residents of Canada, is deemed to be the term business as defined in subsection 248(1) is being
income from a separate business, other than an active busi- arnended to exclude an adventure in the nature of trade. Con-
ness, and therefore FAPI of the affiliate, unless more than 90 sequently, any profit realized from the disposition of an

percent of the gross income of the affiliate for the year investment property that is characterized as an adventure in
derived directly or indirectly from indebtedness and lease the nature of trade will be FAPI and will not qualify for the
obligations, is so derved from indebtedness and lease obli- exceptions to the definitionof investmentbusiness discussed
gations of non-residents of Canada with whorn the affiliate below. The terrn lendingof money is defined to include the
deals at arm's length. Moreover, any income that pertains to factoring of arm's length trade receivables and the ann's
or is incident to such business, is also deemed to be FAPI. length purchase of foreign resource properties.
This amendmentensures, for example, that a Canadian finan-
cial institution that has a portfolioof Canadian mortgages the The term investmentbusiness is defined for foreign affili-
interest on which is exempt from Canadian withholding tax, ates to mean a business carried on by a foreign affiliate in a

cannot avoid Canadian tax on the income therefrom by trans- taxation year (other than a business that is deemed to be an

ferring such mortgages to an affiliate situate in a tax haven.48 inactive business as discussed above53) the principal purpose
of which is to derive income from property (including inter-

One issue that has been frequently litigated in Canada for the est, dividends, rents, royalties fees, insurance premiums or

purpose of varous provisionsof the Act from time to time, is similar returns and profits from the dispositionof investment
whether income such as interest, rent and royalties, which, in property).
one sense, is income from property, is income from an active
business. The courts have tended to the conclusion that
almost any appreciable amount of labour activity incurred in 46. New para 95(2)(a.1). This paragraph is drafted to ensure that income
connectionwith the earning of such income serves to charac- derived by an affiliateof a taxpayer from sales of goods that are manufacturedor

terize it as income from an active business.49 Since preferen- produced n Canada by the Canadian resident taxpayer of the foreign affiliate or

tial tax treatment is afforded to income of Canadian-con- by a person who does not deal with the -taxpayer at arm's length in the course of
carrying on a business in Canada, for resale by the affiliate to non-residentper-

trolled private corporations from carrying on an active busi- sons, is not subject to this new rule. In the draft legislation tabled with the Bud-
ness in Canada by affording such income a reduced tax rate, get, income derived by the affiliate from such sales was technically subject to

this judicial trend was disturbing to the fisc. The problem was
this new rule.
47. New para. 95(2)(a.2).

met domestically by the enactment by Parliament of certain 48. New para. 95(2)(a.3). The term lease obligation used in new para.
definitions to ensure that income that was essentially passive 95(2)(a.3) is proposed to be defined in amended subsec. 95(1) as including an

investment income did not receive the preferential tax rate obligation under an agreement which authorizes the use of or the productionor

reduction applicable to income from an active business car- reproductionof property including informationor any other thing.
49. The Queenv. Rockmore InvestmentsLtd.,16DTC6156FCA);TheQueenried on in Canada by Canadian-controlledprivate corpora- v CadboroBay Holdings Ltd.,77 DTC5115 (FCTD).

tions. However, thesedefinitionsare not applicable to foreign 50. Canada Trustco Mortgage Company v. M N.R., 91 DTC 1312 (TCC),
affiliates5o and thus do not resolve the critically important (under appeal).

51. These new definitionsappear as amendments to subsec. 95(1).issue of when income earned by a foreign affiliate is income 52. The businessesdescribed in paras. 95(2)(a.1), (a.2) and (a.3)
from property or is income from an active business. 53. Ibid.
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Excludedfrom the definitionof investmentbusiness of a for- length persons by an affiliate, will be an investmentbusiness

eign affiliate is a businesscarried on by a foreign affiliate that and the income therefrom will be FAPI. On the other hand,
iS a corporation (other than a corporation whose principal where the principal business of the affiliate is the lending of

business is trading or dealing in debt obligations on its own money to arm's length persons and at least six full-time
account or on the account of persons with whom it does not employees are employed in the active conduct of the busi-

deal at arm's length): ness, the business will qualify as an active business. More-

(i) whose only business, conducted principally with arm's length over, an affiliate whose only business is trading or dealing in

persons, is the business of a foreign bank (within the meaning of securities principally with arm's length persons will qualify
the Bank Act (Canada)), a trust company, a credit union, an insur- as an active business if it is regulated in the country where it
ance corporationor a trader or dealer in securities or commodities, is principally carried on and employs at least six full-time
provided that, in each case, the affiliate's business is regulated employees in the active conduct of the business. It appears
under the laws of the country in which the business is principally that the Departmentof Finance is of the view that an affiliate
carried on; or, that is engaged in simply trading debt obligations such as
(ii) whose principal business conducted principally with arm's

commercial market bills for its
length persons, is the developmentof real estate for sale, the lend- money paper or treasury own

ing of money, the leasing or licensingof property, the insuranceof account is not to be considered an active business, whereas

risks or any combination thereof. the lending of money, which presumably involves gathering
credit information,negotiating the terms of the loan and pre-

In each of cases (i) and (ii) above, the particular affliate, or sumably holding the loans until maturity, is to be considered
where the affiliate carries on the business as an active partner an active business where the applicablerequirementsare met.
in a partnership, the partnership, must employ at least six Perhaps Finance felt that the latter business was more of a

employees full-time in the active conduct of the business. business because of the activities involved, whereas
This labour requirementensures that the exclusions from the

pur-
chasing and selling debt obligations is merely a form of

definition of investment business will only be available investing. But if this is the rationale for this distinctior it is
where a substantial labour component is present in the con- also somewhat difficult to discern why trading or dealing in
duct of the business carried on by the affliate, thereby pre- securities is considered substantiallydifferent than trading or

cluding the use of paper companies to avoid the character- dealing in debt obligations to the effect that the securities
ization of the income of the businesses contemplated by the trading qualifies as an active business if it is regulated and
exclusions as FAPI. has the requisite number of employees whereas trading in

As noted above, profits from the disposition of investment debt can never qualify as an active business. Perhaps the

property are included in the definition of investment busi- rationale for this distinction is that the securities business

ness and are therefore FAPI unless they qualify for exclusion must be regulated implying that it is more of a business than

therefrom as described above. The term investmentproper- merely investing.
ty is defined to include almost any type of property that
could be considered to be an investment, including shares of Second, it is observed that many of the businesses contem-

corporations, partnership interests, real estate, commodities, plated in case (i) are similar to businesses contemplated in

resource properties, indebtedness, foreign currencies and case (ii), such as the business of banks or trust companies in

interests in funds and other entities. However, shares of cor-
case (i) and the business of lending money mentioned in case

porations, partnership interests and interests in trusts54 that ii), or the business of insurance corporations mentioned in

qualify as excluded property as defined in paragraph case (i) and the business of insuring risks mentioned in case

95(1)55 are not included in the definitionof investmentprop- (ii). There may be certain advantages in qualifyinga business

erty. Taxable capital gains from the disposition of excluded as an active business under case (i) than case (ii). For exam-

property, except when realized on certain rollovers, are ple, if the affiliate qualifies for a case (i) exclusion there

excluded from FAPI. The carve-out of excluded property appears to be more certainty aS to its entitlement for exclu-

from the definition of investment property appears to be sion because of its status. In addition, the special status cor-

intended to preserve the integrity of the exclusion from FAPI porations can, under the aegis of their status, carry on activi-

of taxable capital gains realized on the dispositionof exclud- ties that are not contemplated in case (ii). For example, an

ed property where such gains might otherwisebe included in insurance corporation qualifying under case (i) can issue

FAPI because they would be income from an investment annuities whereas an affiliate qualifying under case (ii) for

business. the insuring of risks is restricted to that business and cannot

issue annuities.
The new definitions are lengthy and complex but when
woven together they design a system that categorizes the Lastly, it is noted that where an affiliate carries on business as

income of foreign affiliates (other than income from a busi- a member of a partnership, the six employee test will be met

ness that is deemed to be an inactive business as described if the partnershipemploys that number of employees, unless

above) as either income from an active business or as income the affiliate is a specified member of the partnership.Speci-
from property.

The following observationsmay be made regarding the defi- 54. It would appear that an interest in a trust could constituteexcludedproper-

nition of investment business and its exceptions. First, it is ty where the trust is deemed by para. 94(1)(d) to be a non-residentcorporation
since this deeming rule applies for the purposes of Sec. 95 and subsec. 95(1)

noted that the business of trading or dealing in debt obliga- includes the definition of excluded property.
tions for its own account or for the account of non-arm's 55. See supra note 44.
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fied member of a partnership is defined56 to mean a limited own 100 percent of the shares of FA. Since FA is a foreign
partners7 and any member of a partnership unless that mem- affiliate of corporations B and C, and since corporation A
ber is actively engaged in the activities of the partnership controls FA and is related to each of corporations B and C,
(other than financing activities) or carries on a similar busi- then FA will be a controlled foreign affiliate of corporations
ness to that carried on by the partnership (other than as a B and C which will now have to include 9 percent and 6 per-
memberof the partnership),on a regular, continuousand sub- cent, respectively,of FA's FAPI in their incomes.
stantial basis. Where a foreign affiliate holds an interest in a

general partnership that carries on an active business such as

real estate development, generally, the affiliate will not have Ill. DEBT FORGIVENESS
any employeesof its own (other than its directors)since all of
the employees will be employed by the partnership. How Under the present rules,58 where debt owing by taxpayerthen does the affiliate establish that it is actively engaged in

a a

is settled or extinguished for an amount that is less than its
the activities of the partnership business on a regular, con-

principal amount the amount for which it issued, the
tinuous and substantial basis The point is that the definition

or was

excess of the lesser of those amounts over the aggregateof specified member was intended for individuals investing amount paid on account of the principal amount of the debt is
in tax shelter partnerships and, in many cases, it does not

applied to reduce, in the following order, the taxpayer's non-
appear to be easily adapted to partners that are corporations. capital losses, farm losses, net capital losses and restricted

farm losses for preceding taxation years to the extent that

F. Miscellaneousforeign affiliate amendments these losses are deductible in the year of forgiveness. Any
excess debt forgiveness remaining is then applied to reduce
in prescribedmanner the capital cost to the taxpayerof depre-Other minor amendments to the foreign affiliate rules briefly ciable property with any balance being applied to reduce the

are as follows. adjusted cost base of capital property.
Where money is borrowed lo repay previously borrowed The tax policy pertaining to this rule was that the debt served
money or an unpaid purchase price of property, subsection to incur expenses or the cost of property. Accordingly, to the
20(3) provides that the borrowed money is deemed to have extent that such debt is forgiven, the borrowerdid not actual-
been used for the purpose for which the orginal borrowed ly incur a related expense or cost and such amounts should be
money or unpaid purchase price was used. The Budget pro- reversed to the extent that they appear for tax purposes in the
poses to extend the application of subsection 20(3) to sub- borrower's losses or cost of property.
paragraph 95(2)(a)(ii) for taxation years of affiliates that

begin after 1994. This amendment appears to ensure that
clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B) applies to interest paid or payable by A. Application of Section 80
FA2 to a FA 1 on borrowed money that was used by FA2 to

refnance debt that was orginally used by FA2 to acquire The Budget proposes to amend these rules for debt forgive-
shares of FA3. ness occurring after 21 February 1994,59 as described below.

The definitionof foreign affiliate provides that non-resident As before, debt forgiveness will be applied to reduce losses
corporation is a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer resident in of the debtor to the extent of such losses. Any remaining bal-
Canada if, put simplistically, that taxpayer owns, directly or ance of such forgivenessnot so applied will be applied, to the
indirectly, 10 percent of the shares of the non-residentcorpo- extent designated by the debtor, to the following tax basis:
ration. However, shares of a non-residentcorporation owned the debtor's cumulative Canadian development expense
by a person related to a taxpayer are not included in deter- accouno and cumulative Canadian oil and gas property
mining the taxpayer's share ownership in the non-resident expense account,61 the capital cost of depreciableproperty of
corporation. The definition of foreign affiliate is to be a prescribed class (to the extent of the undepreciatedcapital
amended effective for taxation years of foreign affiliates that cost), the remaining undepreciatedcapital cost of depreciable
begin after 1994 to provide that a non-residentcorporation is properties of a prescribed class and the undeducted cost of
a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer if the taxpayerowns, directly certain intangibles, such as goodwill, that are recognized for
or indirectly,at least 1 percentof the shares of the corporation
and the taxpayer and persons to whom he is related own,

directly or indirectly, at least 10 percent of the shares of that

corporation. For example, assume that corporation A owns
56. Subsec. 248(1).
57. Within the meaning assigned by subsec. 96(2.4).

85 percent of FA, a non-residentcorporation, and that corpo- 58 Sec. 80.
ration B owns 9 percent of FA and that corporationC owns 6 59. Budget Resolutions 27,28 and 29. The Departmentof Finance has stated

percent of FA. Corporations A, B and C are related. Under publicly and in several private letters that the Budget amendmentswill not apply
the current rule, FA is a foreign affiliate ofcorporationA and

to a settlement of a debt after 22 February 1994, where the debt is settled pur-
suant to an agreement entered into-prior to that day. In addition, the Budget

a controlled foreign affiliate ofcorporationA, but FA is not a amendments will not apply to a debt settled prior to 1996 under a debt restruc-

foreign affiliate of corporations B or C. Under the new rule, turing plan which had been presented to a court prior to 22 February 1994.

FA will also be a foreign affiliate of each of corporations B 60. This account includes the cost of Canadian mining properties and is
defined in subsec. 66.2(5).and C because each of those corporationsowns at least 1 per- 61. This account includes the cost of Canadian oil and gas properties and is

cent of the shares ofFA and corporationsA, B and C together defined in subsec. 66.4(5)
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Canadian tax purposes.62 After designating the maximum B. Application of Section 80 to non-residents
amount possible, any remaining balance of debt forgiveness
may be applied, to the extent designated by the debtor, to Subject to an exemption under an applicable tax treaty, non-
reduce the adjusted cost base to the debtor of real property residents of Canada are subject to Canadian tax on capital
that is capital property to the debtor other than depreciable gains realized on the disposition of taxable Canadian prop-
property63 and personal-use property.64 Any balance of for- erty.65 The Budget proposes66 that after 21 February 1994,
giveness that thereafterremains unapplied is to be ncluded in Section 80 forgiveness cannot be applied to reduce the appli-
the income of the debtor. cable tax cost to a non-residentof propertyunless it is taxable

Canadianproperty. This amendmentwill prevent the applica-
There are two significantchanges being effected by the Bud- tion of Section 80 forgiveness to the cost of property that is
get in respect of Section 80. The first change is the inclusion not relevant for Canadian tax purposes and to the extent that
in the income of the debtor of the portion of the forgiveness it applies to reduce the adjusted cost base of taxable Canadi-
not applied to losses or the cost of assets in the manner an property, such reduction will result in increased capital
described.The secondchangeprecludesa debtor from apply- gains realized by the non-residenton a taxable dispositionof
ing debt forgiveness to non-depreciablecapital property such such property, that, subject to an exemptionunder an applica-
as shares of corporations, interests in partnerships and inter- ble tax treaty, may be subject to Canadian tax.67
ests in trusts. These changeswill clearly obtain an inequitable
result and will result in svere financial hardship where the

proceeds of the borrowng were used, say, to acquire shares C. Application of Section 80 to distress preferred
of a corporation and there are insufficient losses or eligible shares
tax costs that can absorb the debt forgiveness.

The reason for the second change is bcause the application Dividends received by a taxable Canadian corporation from

of Section 80 to the tax cost non-depreciablecapital proper-
another taxable Canadian corporation are generally not sub-

ties such as shares ofcorporations,interests in partnershipsor ject to tax in the hands of the recipient corporation pursuant
interests in trusts, could be engineeredin a manner that neu-

to subsection 112(1). However, this result does not obtain

tralized the ntended effect of that Section. For example, where the share is a term preferred share68 that is held by a

assume that corporationA owns all of the shares of corpora- specified financial nstitution and that was acquired by the

tion B and that corporationA has lent money to corporation institution in the ordinary course of its business. A specified
B for use in its business. Corporation B is in financial diffi- financialcorporationis defined69to be a bank, trust company,

culty but owns a valuable commercialbuilding. Corporation credit union, insurancecompany,a corporationwhose princi-
A would like to forgive the debt owing to it by corporationB pal business is the lending of money to or the purchasingof

but any forgivenessnot applied against loss carry-forwardsof debt obligationsfrom arm's length persons, a corporationthat

corporation B may reduce the capital cost of the building to is controlled by any of the foregoing institutions and a cor-

corporationB. To avoid the effects ofSection 80, corporation poration that is related7o to any of the foregoing. In general
B incorporatesSubco and transfers the building and the sub- terms, a term preferred share is a share, which the owner can

jacent land to Subco in exchange for shares of Subco pur-
cause to be redeemed,acquiredor cancelledor cause its paid-

suant to a tax-deferred subsection 85(1) rollover at their up capital to be reduced either under the terms or conditions

respective tax costs. Immediately after the transfer and of the share itself or any agreementrelating thereto.

assuming that the rolloverof the land and buildngaffords an Term preferred shares are regarded by Revenue Canada as

adjusted cost base to corporation B of the shares of Subco quasi-debt. Accordingly,dividends received thereon by nsti-
that is at least equal to the amount of the debt owing by cor-

poration B to corporationA, corporation A will forgive cor-

poration B's indebtedness. Section 80 will apply at the time 62. Cumulativeeligible capital is defined in subsec. 14(5).
63. Depreciableproperty is defined in subsec. 13(21) to be property in respect

of the forgiveness to reduce the adjusted cost base to cor- of which the taxpayer is entitled to claim capital cost allowance.

poration B of its shares of Subco. Subco and corporation B 64. Personal-use property is defined in Sec. 54 to be property of a taxpayer

will then amalgamate to form Amalco and on the amalgama- used primarily for the personal use or enjoymentof the taxpayer.

tion the land and building will become assets of Amalco and
65. This term includes, for example, shares of private corporations, Canadian
real estate, any capital property used by the non-resident in carrying on a busi-

the shares of Subco will be cancelled. By this series of trans- ness in Canada, shares of public corporationsif the non-residentalone or togeth-
actions, the applicationof Section 80 has been neutralizedby er with non-arm's length persons owned at least 25% of the shares of any class

being applied to reduce the cost of the shares of Subco, that or series of a class of the corporationwithin the five years that immediatelypre-
cedes the disposition of such shares, certain interests in partnerships, capital

disappeared on the amalgamation. Although in the view of nterests in trusts resident in Canada and options or interests in respectof any of

Revenue Canada, the series of transactions described would the foregoing
be subject to the general anti-avoidancerule (GAAR), the 66. Budget Resolution30.

series serves to illustrate that technically, Section 80 can be
67. Where the taxableCanadianproperty owned by the non-residentare shares
of a corporation resident in Canada, the Budget amendment that precludes the

renderedineffective.There are, however,no doubt, situations applicationof debt forgiveness to reduce the adjustedcost base of shares reduces

where such a result could arise that would not be subject to the effectivenessof this proposed amendmentwhere such shares constitute tax-

GAAR. The Budget change is ntended to statutorily remove
able Canadian property.
68. Term preferred shares are defned in subsec. 248(1).

the possibilityof this result whetheror not it would otherwise 69. Subsec. 248(1).
be subject to GAAR. 70. See supra note 11.
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tutions that are specified financial institutionsare required to standing amount of the debt to have been settled at that time
pay tax on dividends received by them on such shares to the for a paymentby the debtorequal to the cost of the debt to the
same extent as if such dividends were interest, unless such non-arm's length creditor. Where Section 80 applies to the
shares were not acquired by the institution in the ordinary debt, the amount outstanding in excess of the deemed pay-
course of its business.7' Excepted from the definitionof term ment will be subject to the applicationof that section. Where
preferred share is a share, commonly referred to as a distress the debt is a loan by a corporation to a shareholder, such
preferred share, which is descrbed in paragraph (e) of the excess will be included in the income of the shareholderas a
definition of term preferred share. Accordingly, dividends taxable shareholder benefit.77 If, at the time the debt is
received on distress preferred shares remain deductible in acquired, the acquiror deals at arm's length with the debtor
computing the income of a recipient corporation. Paragraph but ceases to do so at a subsequent time, this rule will apply
(e) describesa share that is issued by a corporationresident in to the debtor in respect of that debt at that subsequent time.
Canada for a term not exceeding five years as part of a finan- This rule will also apply where a non-arm's length creditorof
cial restructuring of the issuer. Commonly, a share is a dis- a debtor writes off a debt of the debtor as a bad debt as a con-
tress preferred share when, by reason of financial difficulty, sequence of which subsection 50(1) deems the creditor to
the issuer of the share or another corporation resident in have disposed of the debt for nil proceeds and to have reac-
Canada with which the issuer does not deal at arm's length, quired it at a nil cost. In this latter circumstance, Section 80
was in default or could reasonably be expected to default, on or subsection 15(1.2), as the case may be, will apply to the
a debt obligationheld by an arm's length person and the share entire outstandingamount of the debt.
was issued wholly or partly and directly or indirectly n

exchange or substitution for that debt and the subscription
price ofthe share may reasonably be regarded as having been F. Application of Section 80 to statute-barreddebtused by the issuer or by a corporation with which it does not
deal at arm's length in the financingof its business carried on

in Canada immediatelybefore the share was issued. A debt is not considered to be settled or extinguished where
its enforceabilitybecomes statute-barreddue to the expiry of

The Budget proposes72 to apply Section 80 to distress pre- a statutory limitation period, because the debtor's liability in
ferred shares on the rationale that such shares are debt substi- respect of the debt remains extant. Where a debt becomes
tutes. Accordingly, it appears that Section 80 will apply to statute-barred, the creditor simply cannot bring an action at
these shares when they are cancelled after 21 February law to enforce payment. Consequently, Section 80 does not
1994,73 for an amount that is less than their redemptionprice. apply to debts when they become statute-barredbecause such

debts are not settled or extinguished. The Budget, however,
proposes78 that where, after 21 February 1994, a debt

D. Application of Section 80 to conversionsof debt becomes statute-barred, for the purposes of Section 80, sub-
to equity section 6(15) and subsection 15(1.2), the debt will be treated

as if it had been forgiven at that time. In this regard, para-
The Budget also proposes74 to apply Section 80 where a debt graph 6(1)(a) requires an employeewho is in receiptofa ben-
is converted into shres of a corporation after 21 February efit from employment to include the value of the benefit in
1994, other than into distress preferred shares, to the extent his income from employment.Subsection6(15) is a valuation
that the fair market value of the share so issued is less than section providing that where a benefit from employment
the principal amount of the debt converted. This amendment results from a forgivenessofdebt, the value of that benefit is
merely confirms the administrative position of Revenue equal to the amount of the forgiveness. Similarly, where the
Canada.75 debt is a loan made by a corporation to a person qua share-

holder, subsection 15(1.2) is another valuation section that
provides that the amount of the shareholder benefit arising

E. Application of Section 80 to debt parking under subsection 15(1) from the forgiveness of that debt, is
equal to the amount of the forgiveness.79 This amendment

The Budgetproposes an amendmentfor so-calleddebt park-
76 This term is used to describe situation where cred-ng . a a

itor, such as a bank, holds a debt of an arm's length debtor 71. Subsec. 112(2.1).
and rather than forgiving all or a substantial portion of the 72. Budget Resolution 32.

debt, which would result in the application of Section 80 to 73. It is understood that the Department of Finance has stated publicly and in

the debtor, the creditor sells the debt at a substantial discount private letters that distress preferred shares issued before 22 February 1994 will
not be subject to these new rules.

to a person who does not act at arm's length with the debtor 74. Budget Resolution33.

at the time of the sale. The new creditor leaves the debt out- 75. See para. 11 of Interpretation Bulletin IT-293R. It is understood that the

standing indefinitely to avoid the applicationof Section 80 to Department of Finance is considering relief from this resolution for publicly
held convertibledebt.

the debtor in respect of the debt. In other words, the debt is 76. Budget Resolution34.

parked indefinitely with a non-arm's length creditor. 77. Except to the extent that an amount, if any, was included in the income of
Where such parked debt is acquired after 21 February the shareholderas a taxable benefit at the time that the loan was made. See sub-

secs. 15(1) and (1.2).1994, for the purposes of subsection 15(1.2) and Section 80, 78. Budget Resolution24.
whichever is applicable, the new rules will deem the out- 79. Ibid.
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will therefore trigger income where it applies to loans made and such loss is not added to the adjusted cost base to the

to persons qua employee or qua shareholder, respectively,so transferorof shares owned by it of the transfereecorporation,
paragraph 53(1)(f.1) adds the amount of that loss to the cost

to the transferee corporation of the transferred debt in com-

G. Anti-avoidancerule puting the adjusted cost base of that debt to the transferee

corporation. The proposed amendment will now ensure that

In case all of the above rules regarding forgiveness of debt this increase to the adjusted cost base to the transferee cor-

faled to apply to a forgivenessofdebt, the Budgetproposed8i poration of the transferred debt is also added to the trans-

a debt forgivenessanti-avoidancerule which was to apply feree's cost of the property acquired or reacquired on the

where one of the main reasons for debt remaining outstand- foreclosureof that debt.

ing was to avoid or defer the applicationof income tax rules

relating to debt forgiveness. The Departmentof Finance has
I. Miscellaneousamendments

publicly indicated that this proposed anti-avoidancerule will

be dropped and that Revenue Canada will rely on the general
anti-avoidancerule.82 There are a number of provisions contained in the Act that

operate with respect to debt and the priority of the application
of these provisions is unclear in circumstances where they

H. Revisions to Section 79 can apply concurrently. The Budget therefore proposes84 to

order, after 21 February 1994, the applicationof these provi-
sions to ensure that the desired tax consequences are

The Budget also proposes certain changes to the tax conse- obtained. The following provisions will be deemed to apply
quences that arise on foreclosuresand repossessions.Section in the following order. Section 78 in respect of unpaid
79 provides rules that apply to both the creditor and the

amounts, Section 6(15) in respect of the forgivenessof loans
debtor where a creditor acquires or re-acquiresproperty from

to employees,85 Section 15(1.2) in respect of the forgiveness
a debtor by reason of the failure by the debtor to pay to the of loans by corporations to shareholders,86 Section 79 for
creditor all or any part of an amount owing by the debtor to foreclosures87and lastly, Section 80.
the creditor. Section79 includes,as proceeds ofdispositionto

the debtor in respect of the property repossessed, the out- Lastly, the Budget provides88 that after 21 February 1994

standing principal amount of the creditor's claim plus the Section 80 will apply to debt on which interest is treated as

principalamountofeach debt that was owing by the debtor to dividends for the purposes of th Act such as small business

a third party which was extinguished by reason of the fore- bonds, small business developmentbonds, ncome bonds and

closure or repossession.The existing rule does not include as income debentures.Technically,Section 80 does not current-

proceeds of disposition any interest that is accrued and ly apply to these types of debt nstruments because the inter-

unpaid on such debt. est payments thereon are treated as dividends and Section 80

only applies to debt in respect of which interest is deductible
First, the Budget proposes83 that for property acquired by or would be deductible if it were paid on the debt.
foreclosure or repossession after 21 February 1994, the

debtor's proceeds of disposition will nclude any interest
accrued and unpaid by the debtor in respect of the debts

referred to above in addition to their principal amounts. This IV. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSAND

change brings the treatmentof foreclosuresmore in line with INVESTMENTDEALERS

the tax consequences that arise under Section 80 where

accrued and unpaid nterest on a debt is subject to that sec_ There has continued to be uncertainty regarding the issue of

tion. Second, the Budget proposes that such proceeds of dis- whether profits or losses realized by financial institutions on

position will also include the principal and unpaid interest the dispositionof securities are on income account and there-

thereon of any other debts that were secured by the property fore fully recognized in computing income or are on capital
but were not extinguishedby the foreclosure. It is noted that account and thereby attract capital gains (and losses) treat-

this additional increase to the debtor's proceeds of disposi_ nent. Revenue Canada is of the view that securities held by
tion is only for the purpose of computing the debtor's loss

arising from the dispositionof such property by reason of the 80. In this regard, it is noted that Budget Resolution 25 discussed below, pro-

foreclosureor repossession.Third, a technical change is pro- vides that paras. 6(1)(a), subsec 15(1) and Sec. 80 will be applied to forgiveness

posed that the-cost to the creditorof the property acquired or
of debt in that order.
81. Budget Resolution 35.

re-acquiredbe equal to the creditor'sadjustedcost base ofhis 82. Subsec. 245(1)
debt rather than its cost as is presently the case. This amend- 83. BudgetResolution 26.

ment will add to or reduce the creditor's cost of such proper- 84. Budget Resolution25.

ty by any additions or reductionsmade to the cost of the cred-
85. Technically,this should be a reference to para. 6(1)(a) with respect to a for-

giveness contemplated in subsec. 6(15) because para. 6(1)(a) is a charging sec-

itor's debt under subsections 53(1) or 53(2). For example, tion whereas subsec. 6(15) is merely a valuation section.

where a debt has been transferredby a taxable Canadian cor- 86. Technically, this should be a reference to subsec. 15(1) with respect to a

poration to another taxable Canadian corporation in circum- forgivenesscontemplated in subsec. 15(1.2) because subsec. 15(1) is a charging
section whereas subsec. 15(1.2) is a valuation section.

stances that a capital loss otherwisearisingon such transfer is 87. Sec. 79 already has priority over Sec. 80, see para. 80(l)(e)
deemed to be nil by paragraph85(4)(a) or paragraph40(2)(e) 88. Budget Resolution31.
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financial institutions in the ordinary course of their business those whose appreciation or depreciation in market value is
should be treated for tax purposes as being on income recorded for accounting purposes by financial institutions.
account because investments in securities are an integral part Accordingly, the requirement to mark such securities to mar-

of the financial intermediation business. A collateral issue ket for tax purposes will conform to the accounting treatment

that arises from treating profits and losses in respect of secu- for such securities.
rities on income account is the timing of the recognition of
such profits and losses. Thus, the issue arises as to whether The mark-to-market rules do not apply to debt securities

such profits and losses should be recognized only at the time acquired by restricted financial institutions that have not been

of the dispositionof the securities or whether they should be accounted for as temporary investments since they were

recognizedon an accrual basis and if so, what method should acquired although it is noted that because of the first Budget
be adopted to accrue such gains and losses. Resolution described above, any profit or loss realized on the

disposition of such debt securities will nevertheless be on

In this regard, firstly, the Budget proposes89 that all profits income account if such securities were acquired by the insti-
and losses realized from dispositions after 21 February 1994, tution in the ordinary course of its business.
of securities held in the ordinary course of business by
restricted financial institutions and investment dealers who The mark-to-marketmethod as applied to an equity or debt

are registered or licensed under provincial laws to trade in security assumes a notional sale of the security at its fair mar-

securities as well as companies controlled by such invest- ket value and a notional reacquisition by the holder at that

ment dealers, be treated on income account. A restricted value for the purposes of determining its cost for tax purpos-

financial institution is defined9o to be a bank, trust company,
es to the holder. Any gain or loss realized from such notional

a credit union, an insurancecorporation,a corporationwhose sale is required to be included or deducted, as the case may

principal business is the lending of money to or purchasing be, in computing the income of the holder.

debt obligations from arm's length persons, or any combina- The financial hardship that is anticipated to result from the
tion thereof and a corporation that is controlled by any of the immediate adoption of the mark-to-market method is to be
foregoing corporations. An exception to this rule will apply alleviated by a.transitional rule.96 Pursuant to this transitional
to prescribed small business shares described below. rule, where as a consequenceof the application of the mark-

The exception from this rule for securities not acquired in to-market method to the taxpayer's first taxation year ending
the ordinary course of business would, by analogy to other after 22 February 1994, a net gain (income included by appli-
provisions of the Act that incorporate this terrn, appear to cation of the mark-to-marketmethod less any net losses real-

contemplate shares and debt of controlled subsidiaries. Pre- ized on the actual disposition of these securities in the first

scribed small business shares are shares of a corporation that taxation year) is requiredto be included by a taxpayer in its

at the time of acquisition:
(i) is a Canadian-controlledprivate corporation;9' 89. Budget Resolution 19.

(ii) the total assets of the corporation and all corporations 90. Subsec. 248(1)
related to it do not exceed $ 50 million; 91. A Canadian-controlledprivatecorporation is defined by para. 125(7)(b) to

mean corporation resident in Canada that was incorporated in Canada or has
(iii) the corporation and all corporations related to it do not been continuously resident in Canada since 18 June 1971, is not a public cor-

employ more than 500 employees; and poration and is not controlled, in law or in fact, by any combinationof non-resi-

(iv) the corporation is an eligible corporation as defined in dent persons or public corporations.A public corporationgenerally is a corpora-

Regulation 5100(1) for deferred income plans. An eligi-
tion that is resident in Canada whose shares are listed on a prescribed stock

exchange in Canada.
ble corporation, in essence, is a corporation resident in 92. An eligible corporation is a taxable Canadian corporation all or substan-

Canada all or substantiallyall ofwhose assets are used by tially all (i.e. at least 90%) of the property of which consists of any combination

it or by a corporation controlled by it in an active busi- of, assets used by the corporation or by a corporationcontrolled by it in a quali-
or a corpora-

ness carried on primarily in Canada.92 Excluded from the fying active business and shares debt obligations issued by related
tion that qualifies as an eligible corporation.A qualifying active business means

definition of eligible corporation are various financial any business carred on primarily in Canada other than a business the principal
institutions,93corporationscontrolled by non-residentsof purpose of which is to earn income from property (such as interest, dividends,

Canada and venture capital corporations.94
rents and royalties) or is to derive capital gains from the disposition of invest-
ments. For the purposes of determiningwhether a business is carried on primar-

The Budget furtherproposes95 that restricted financial institu- ily in Canada, a business is deemed to be so carried on if either at least 50% of

its employees and the employees of related corporations that are employed in
tions are required, for taxation years ending after 22 February respect of the business are employed in Canada or if at least 50% of all of the

1994, to accrue any appreciation or depreciation in the value salaries and wages paid by the corporation and corporations to which t is relat-

at year-end of equity securities, other than prescribed small ed to employeesemployed in the business are attributable to services rendered in
Canada. If neither of these latter tests are met, it is a question of fact as to

business shares, and debt securities that have been accounted whether the business is carried on primarily in Canada. Holding corporationsof
for as temporary investments since they were acquired and eligible corporations that meet certain conditions also qualify as eligible corpo-

that, in each case, were acquired in the ordinary course of rations as do prescribed venture capital corporationswhich are essentially regu-

business. The mark-to-market method is the proposed
lated venture capital corporations that create pools of capital for investment in
small and medium size businesses.

method of accrual. In the case of registered investment deal- 93. Persons described in subsec 39(5) being banks, trust companies, insurance

ers, these accrual rules are applicable to all equity and debt corporations, credit unions, traders or dealers in securities and corporations
securties acquired in the ordinary course of business by whose principal business is money lending.

them, other than prescribed small business securities. In this
94. Other than venture capital corporationsprescribed in Reg. 6700.
95. Budget Resolution20.

regard, it is understood that temporary debt securities are 96. Budget Resolution 21.
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income for that year, that gain can be included in income over with the industry regarding these amendments,and that these
a five year period on a straight-line basis commencing with consultations will include discussions regarding the impact
that year. of the amendments on foreign currency denominated .debt

A further Budget Resolution97 requires restricted financial securities, an issue not dealt with by the proposed amend-

institutions to amortize to income any acquisition premium ments.

or discount in respectof a debt security that is not required to

be marked-to-marketunder the rules described above. This
would include debt securities of restricted financial institu- V. CONCLUSION
tions acquired in the ordinary course of business but which
are not accounted for as temporary investmentsfrom the time This article was written just after the release of the 23 June

they are acquired. Pursuant to this rule, premiumswill reduce 1994 draft legislationconcerningdivisivecorporatereorgani-
and discountswill increase the annual income realized by the zations and foreign affiliates and just prior to the release of
holder of such debt securities. The Budget does not stipulate the draft legislation concerning debt forgiveness, which is

any particularmethod to be used to effect such amortization, understood to be exceedingly lengthy. Moreover, the draft
but presumably the method will be that used by the financial legislation regarding securities held by financial institutions
institution to determine the yield to maturity of the debt obli- and investmentdealers has not yet been released. There is no

gation. Any gain or loss actually realized on a dispositionof doubt that, in these areas, the Departmentof Finance will be
these debt securities will be required to be amortized to consulting extensively with the tax and business community
income over their remaining term to maturity as if they had and we can therefore expect further amendments before the
been retained.98 Presumably, the cost of such debt securities relevant legislation finally settles. Accordingly, readers are

will be written-up in the case of a discount or written- cautioned that,.at least in the areas of Canadian income tax

down in the case of a premium, by the amount of such pre- law covered in this paper, the sands will continue to shift for
mum or discount previously included or deducted, as the some time.
case may be, in computing the holder's income, for the pur-
poses of determining the gain or loss realized on their dispo-
sition.

97. Budget Resolution 22.
These amendments which will now tax gains and losses on 98. Ibid.

securities owned by restricted financial institutionsand regis_ 99. It is understood that it has been the administrative practice of Revenue

tered investment dealers on an accrual basis will no doubt
Canada to treat securities acquired in the ordinary course of business by restrict-
ed financial institutions and registered investment dealers as inventory so that

cause significant concern to such taxpayers.99 The Depart- this particular change will not come as a surprise to these taxpayers. However,
ment of Finance has stated in the Budget that it will consult the move to a full accrual system regarding these securities was not anticipated.
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ACQUIRING, HOLDINGAND FINANCING CANADIAN
CORPORATIONS

Allan R. Lanthier, FCA

da, and rents and royalties and, subject to possible treaty
Allan R. Lanthier is a senior tax partner with Ernst & exemption,capital gains on the dispositionoftaxableCana-
Young, Montreal, and is Director of InternationalTax for dian property as defined. Corporations resident or carryingthe Canadian firm. He is Co-Chair of the Joint Taxation
Committee of the Canadian Bar Association and the on business in Canada are generally taxable under Part I of
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. He is a the Act, while Part XIII applies in respect of fixed and deter-
Canadian correspondentto the Bu//etin, and was a minable income such as interest, rents and royalties.
national reporter on the subject of cross-border leasing at
the 1990 Annual Congress in Stockholm. Mr Lanthier is a The starting point in Canada for determining corporate resi-
member of council of the Canadian Branch of IFA, and a dence is the common law test of central management and
director of the Society for International Maritime Centres.
He has been a consultant to the Canadian federal control. Under this test, a corporation is generally consid-

governmenton internationaltaxationmatters, has ered to be resident where its directors meet and exercise their
lectured at McGill University and Concordia University, authority.2 However, the jurisprudencehas not been entirely
Montreal, and is a frequent speaker and author on clear in respect of the degree to which managementand con-
taxation matters. trol must be located in a particularjurisdiction before a find-

ing of residence will be made, or under what circumstancesa

corporation will be resident in more than one jurisdiction.
I. INTRODUCTION Ultimately, the question is one of fact and, in circumstances

where directors have stood aside from their duties, a corpora-
This article addresses some of the Canadian income tax tion has been found to be resident in the jurisdictionwhere de
issues which should be considered in the context of a non- facto control was actually exercised.3 There will accordingly
resident acquiring, holding and financing Canadian corpora- be uncertainty in applying the managementand control test in
tions. After a general discussion of the rules establishing lia- certain situations - an uncertainty which is exacerbated by
bility for Canadian tax, forms of business organization and the paucity ofjurisprudenceon the issue in recent years, dur-
the choice of conductingbusiness operations in a branch ver- ing a perod when international trade and cross-border
sus a Canadian subsidiary, the article analyses a number of alliances have shown dramatic increase and change.
planning alternatives which should be considered in connec-

tion with the acquisition, restructuring and financing of In addition to the above, a corporation is deemed to have

Canadian corporations, as well as minimizationof withhold- been resident in Canada throughout a taxation year if it was

ing tax on repatriationof earnings. incorporated in Canada after 26 April 1965.4 As an attack

against dual resident companies, a corporation is deemed to
The article is intended to include matters of general interest, be a non-resident of Canada if, by virtue of a Canadian tax
and is not industry-specific. It is also assumed (unless other-

treaty, it would, if it had income from a source outside Cana-
wise indicated) that the non-resident holds, or intends to da, be treaty exempt from tax on that income under Part I of
acquire, 100 percent of the shares of the Canadian subsidiary. the Act.5 Finally, international shipping corporations incor-
Finally, the article does not generally address the possible porated outside Canada are deemed to be resident in the
application of Canadian or foreign anti-avoidance concepts
(including the Canadian general anti-avoidance rule), and

planning opportunities should always be tested against such 1. RSC 1985, c. I (5th Supp.), as subsequentlyamended (referred to herein as

concepts, having due regard to the business context in which the Act). Unless otherwise stated, statutory references in this paper are to the
Act.

the transactions are carried out. 2. DeBeers ConsolidatedMines. Ltd. v. Howe,\1906][ AC455.
3. Unit ConstructionCo. Ltd. v. Bullock, [1959] 3 All ER 831.
4. Subsec. 250(4). In addition, a corporation incorporated in Canada before
27 April 1965 (other than certain foreign business corporations as defined) is

Il. LIABILITY FOR CANADIAN TAX deemed to have been resident in Canada throughout a taxation year if it was

incorporated in Canada and, at any subsequent time, it was a de facto resident of
Canada or carried on business in Canada. Under proposed amendments included

A. Residence of corporations in Bill C-27 and tabled in the Canadian House of Commons on 5 May 1994, a

corporation which has been granted articles of continuance (or similar constitu-
tional documents) in a particular jurisdiction shall, from the time of continua-

Canadian federal income tax is levied under the Income Tax tion, be deemed to have been incorporated in the jurisdiction to which it has con-

Act on the world income of corporations resident in Canada, tinued, and not have been incorporatedin any otherjurisdiction; this amendment
will generally apply in respect of continuances which occur after 31 Decemberand on certain Canadian-source income of non-residents, 1992.

including interest income from business carried on in Cana- 5. Subsec. 250(5)
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country of incorporation and not to be resident in Canada tax purposes), federal capital tax9 (which is not deductiblefor
(even if centralmanagementand control is located here), pro- incorne tax purposes) and, effective for taxation years begin-
vided certain tests are met.6 This provision was introduced ning after 1993, a special corporate minimum tax in the
during 1991 in response to representations from the Canadi- province of Ontario. Several provinces also levy payroll
an shipping industry, in an effort to attract and retain interna- taxes (which are deductible) at rates which range from 1 to
tional shipping operations in Canada. 4.5 percent.

B. Taxation under Part I C. Part Xlll withholding tax

Under Part I of the Act, residents are taxable on their world Non-residents of Canada are also subject to tax under

income, subject to credit or deduction for foreign taxes in PartXIII of the Act, in respectofcertain types of income paid
respect of foreign-sourceincome. A non-residentcorporation or credited by persons resident in Canada. Subject to a num-

may be subject to tax under Part I if it carries on business in ber of exemptions, tax under Part XIII applies in respect of
Canada or disposes of taxable Canadian properties as payments of amounts such as interest, dividends, rents and
defined. Section 253 of the Act provides an extended mean- royalties.
ing of carrying on business for this purpose, and deems a

tax is generally based the
non-resident to have been carrying on business in Canada in Liability for Part XIII on gross

or no
a year where, inter alia, it solicitedorders or offered anything

amount paid credited, with relief being given for relat-
ed expenses. The general rate of Part XIII tax is 25 percent,for sale in Canada through an agent or servant, whether the

contractor transactionwas completedinsideor outside Cana- which may of course be reduced (or, in certain circum-

da. The impact of Section 253, and of certain jurisprudence stances, eliminated) by treaty. As a capital-importingnation,

which has tended to take an expansiveview of when a corpo-
Canada has long resisted the worldwide trend to lower cross-

ration will be considered to be carrying on business in Cana- border withholding taxes with its treaty partners. More

da,7 may of course often be neutralizedby the business prof- recently, there has been a softening in this position. In the

its article of any relevant tax treaty, provided the non-resident February 1992 Federal Budget tabled by the then Conserva-
tive government, Canada announced its willingness to nego-does not have a permanentestablishmentin Canada.
tiate reciprocal reductions in its dividend 5treaty rate to per-

The general federal rate under Part I (ncluding a 3 percent cent over the five-year period commencing 1 January 1993,
surtax) is 28.84 percent. Reduced rates apply to manufactur- on dividends paid to a corporate shareholderwith a substan-

ing and processing income, as well as to certain income tial interest,l The following year, the same government
earned by Canadian-controlled private corporations as announced, as part of its April 1993 budget, a willingness to

defined (CCPC's). The provinces also levy corporate eliminate withholding tax on arm's length payments for the

income taxes at rates that range as high as 17 percent, and right to use patented information or information conceming
these taxes are not deductible for federal income tax purpos- scientific experience; the governmentalso affirmed its inten-

es. The effectiveCanadian income tax rate can therefore vary tion to eliminate, on a reciprocal basis, withholding taxes on

significantly, depending on the province in which the busi- payments made for the use of computersoftware.

ness is carried on, the type of business and the classification
The provinces generally do not have counterpart to the

of the company. The effective rates for companies which do any
federal Part XIII tax. However, where a corporation makes

not qualify as CCPC's range from approximately 38 to 46
certainpayments (includingmanagementfees, rents and

percent dependng on the province in which the business is roy-
alties) to a related non-resident, the province of Ontario dis-

carried on or, in the case of income eligible for the manufac-
allows 5/15.5 of the amount for of computing the

turing and processing credit, from approximately 29 to 39 purposes
payor's income subject to Ontario income tax.H As the gen-

percent. eral Ontario corporate income tax rate is 15.5 percent, this

Where a non-resident corporation is subject to Part I tax on disallowance is analogous to a 5 percent Ontario withholding
ncome from a business carried on in Canada, the additional tax in respect of such payments.
branch tax in Part XIV of the Act will normally also apply. In

general terms, the base for the branch tax is the corporation's
after-tax business income earned in Canada, less an invest- 6. Subsec. 250(6).

7. See, for example,Atlas-GestJnc. et al. v. MNR (85DTC430), The Queen
ment allowancefor assets retained in Canadaat the end of the v. Gurd's Products Company Limited (85 DTC 5314), TwentiethCentury Fox

year. The tax does not apply to banks, or to corporationS Film Corporation v. The Queen (85 DTC 5513), and GLS Leasco Inc. and

whose principal business is the transportation of persons or McKinlayTransportLimited v. MNR (86 DTC 1484).
a treaty not the rate branch tax,

goods, communications or mining iron ore in Canada. The 8 Where particular does specifically limit of
the rate is reduced to the dividend treaty rate (Sec. 219.2 of the Act).

general rate of Part XIV tax is 25 percent, subject to treaty 9. Part I.3 of the Act.

reduction.8 10. Following this announcement, a protocol to the Canada-Netherlands
IncomeTax Conventionwas signed on 4 March 1993, reducing the withholding

In addition to liability for tax on income, corporations rate on dividends to 5% where the shareholderis a companyowningat least 25%

(whether resident or non-resident) must contend, inter alia, of the capital or 10% of the votes of the payor. For dividendspaid by Dutchcom-

as

with capital taxes which are levied by a number of provinces
panies, the reduction will apply of 1 January 1993: for dividends paid from

Canada, the reduction will be phased in over a five-yearperiod.
(which are deductible for both federal and provincial income 11. Subsec. 12(6) of the Ontario CorporationsTax Act.
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D. Interplay of Part I and Part Xlll be most effective to initially carry on business in Canada in
branch form if, depending on the relevant foreign tax law,

There may be situations (for example, where a non-resident this enables the non-resident to offset Canadian branch loss-

corporation carries on a financing or leasing business in es against income otherwise taxable in its home jurisdiction.
Canada, and receives interest or rentals from Canadian pay_ After start-up losses have been utilized, the non-resident

ors) where a non-residentcould be subject to tax under both might incorporate a Canadian subsidiary, and transfer the

Part I and Part XIII of the Act. In these situations, subsection branch operations to the subsidiary on a non-recognition
214(13) of the Act and Regulation 805(1) thereto provide that basis,t2
a non-residentperson who would otherwise be taxable under Where the Canadian operations are expected to be profitablePart XIII of the Act but who carries on business in Canada, from the outset, a Canadian subsidiary (rather than a branch)shall be taxable under Part I in respect of those amounts that

s most typically used. The use of a subsidiary may be help-
may reasonably be attributed to a business carried on through ful where, for example, there are significantdifferencesin the
a permanent establishment in Canada.

foreign and Canadian tax rules for timing of income or

deductions,which might otherwisecreate problems for effec-
tive utilization ofCanadian foreign tax credits in the non-res-

Ill. FORMS OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION ident's home jurisdiction. Also, branch tax, versus tax under
Part XIII in the case of dividend payments from a Canadian

Business operations are typically carried on in Canada subsidiary, is conceptuallyneutral.'3

through one of three vehicles- corporations,partnerships or

joint ventures. While trusts may also be utilized for this pur-
pose, their use to date has been infrequent.
While a corporation is a separate legal entity and taxable V. USE OF CANADIAN HOLDING COMPANIES
under Part I of the Act in accordancewith the normal rules, a

partnership is not a taxable entity. Rather, where a taxpayer is When considering the acquisition of an existing Canadian
a member of a partnership, its income or loss is computed as corporate group, one fundamental prnciple from a Canadian
if the partnership were a separate person resident in Canada. standpoint is that a non-resident acquiror should virtually
This income or loss is then allocated to the partners in accor- always incorporatea Canadianholding company to make the
dance with their respective interests, whetheror not received. acquisition. Canadian tax rules provide that paid-up capital,4
Where a partnershipcarries on business through a permanent can be repatriated to non-resident shareholders at any time
establishment in Canada, any non-resident partner (whether without the impositionof dividend withholding tax. Compu-
general or limited) will normallyalso be considered to be car- tations of underlying earnings and profits are not performed,
rying on such activities as a result of its partnership interest. and any amounts which are paid as dividends, or as redemp-

tions or cancellations of shares in amounts that exceed the
The characterizationof a joint venture, either as an undivided

as tax pur-interest in a particularproject or undertaking,or as a partner-
underlyingpaid-upcapital computed for Canadian

to tax.
ship interest, will generally be determined with reference to poses, are subject Canadian withholding A Canadian

acquisition vehicle ensures that the acquisitioncost of shares
the relevant law and the agreements between the parties. of Canadian target is also represented by paid-upa companyWhere a joint venture is not assimilatedto a partnership,each

participant accounts separately for its undivided interest in capital at the holding company level.

the assets, liabilities and incomeor loss of the undertaking. In Assume, for example, that a non-resident investor (Foreign
either event (partnership or undivided interest), the partici- Buyer), intends to acquire 100 percent of the outstanding
pant would normally have a permanent establishment in shares of a Canadianoperatingcompany (CanadianTarget)
Canada as a result of its interest in the joint venture. from an arm's length party for cash of $ 100 million. The his-

torical paid-up capital in Canadian Target is nominal. If For-

eign Buyer were to proceed with a direct purchase of the
shares of Canadian Target, the amounts that could subse-

IV. BRANCH VERSUS SUBSIDIARY

Regardless of the form of business organization chosen, a
12. Subsec. 85(1) of the Act will generally provide for non-recognition treat-

ment n Canada provided, in general terms, that non-share considerations lim-
non-resident which intends to carr on business in Canada ited to the Canadian tax base of the assets transferred. In addition, provided the
should consider whether to do so through a branch or through non-shareconsiderationissued by the Canadiancorporationand the paid-upcap-
a wholly-ownedCanadian subsidiary. ital of its shares is restricted to an appropriate amount, branch tax should not

apply, and any second-levelCanadian tax will be deferred until such future time

In many situations, operating in Canada through a subsidiary as the Canadian subsidiary pays dividends to its non-residentparent (see, inter

is, income tax considerations aside, the only viable alterna- alia, paras 219(1)(a.4)and 219(I)(k)of the Act). The foreign tax consequences
to this type of branch incorporation would, of course, have to be reviewed mn

tive, having regard to factors such as limited liability, and to each situation.

other business and commercial considerationssuch as public 13. There may, however, be circumstances where the eaty rate applicable to

relations, recognition in the marketplace and access to gov-
branch tax differs from the correspondingdividend rate. In addition, the Cana-
da-US treaty provides for a cumulativeexemptionof up to C$ 500,000 of after-

ernment grants. However, in situations where there is a tax, branch profits.
choice, and where start-up losses are anticipated, it will often 14. As that term is defined in subsec. 89(1).
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quently be repatriated as capital without the application of
dividend withholding tax would be restricted to the nominal, Foreign
historical amount. Foreign Buyer, as a first step, therefore Buyer

incorporates a Canadian holding company (Canhold), and
subscribes for treasury shares of Canhold having a paid-up V
capital of $ 100 million. Canhold uses the cash to acquire the
shares of CanadianTarget, so that the corporate structure is as Canhold
follows:

Debt payable - $ 75M
Paid-up capital - $ 25M

Foreign
Buyer Canadian

Target
V

Paid-up capital - nominal

Canhold

As there is no consolidatedtax reporting in Canada, Canhold

Paid-up capital - $ 1 OOM and CanadianTarget would then be merged, either by way of
V liquidationor statutory amalgamation,both of which are non-

Canadian recognition transactions for Canadian tax purposes. This

Target
would allow the interest expense to be applied directly
against Canadian Target's business operations.

Paid-up capital - nominal A third benefit to the use of a Canadianacquisitionvehicle is
that it may provide access to the step-up provisions in para-
graph 88(1)(d) of the Act, should Canadian Target liquidate
into Canhold. This step-up provision is discussed further

As Canadian Target earns profits in future, dividends can be below.

paid to Canhold (which are eligible for a 100 percent, divi-
A Canadian acquisition vehicle also be useful sub-can on a

dend-receiveddeduction),and Canhold can repatriate invest-
ed capital to Foreign Buyer by statutory reductions of capi- sequent dispositionof the shares of Canadian Target. Imme-

tal.j5 If Foreign Buyer had acquired Canadian Target directly diately prior to a sale to a third party, Canadian Target could
dividends to its Canadian parent with the divi-

as the first step, anti-dividend stripping rules in the Act16 pay company,
dends being eligible for the 100 percent, dividend-received

would have prevented Foreign Buyer from undertaking sub-
deduction. Canadian Target would then be sold for rduced

sequent transactions to step-up Canadian Target's paid-up proceeds, resulting in a lower capital gain for Canadian tax
capital to the $ 100 million acquisitioncost.

purposes. The Act does recharacterizedividends that are paid
The use of a Canadian acquisition vehicle will also allow all as part of a series of transactions that include a third-party
or some portion of the acquisitionndebtedness to be applied dispositionof shares, but only to the extent that the dividend

directly against the Canadian business operations and, where paymentsexceed after-tax profits as defined, 7

appropriate, to maximize the extent to which Canadian Tar-
One downside to the of Canadian acquisitionvehicle isuse a

get can be leveraged with related-party debt while still
that it will often result in increase'in federal and provincial

respecting the statutory 3:1 thin capitalization provision in
an

the Act (the thin capitalization provision is discussed below capital tax. On a direct acquisition of Canadian Target by
tax

in Financing Considerations).For example, assume again Foreign Buyer, Canadian Target's historical capital base
would not be disturbed (this assumes that push-down

that Foreign Buyer intends to acquire Canadian Target at a
accounting would not be applied). The use of an acquisition

cost of $100 million, but on a basis which allows the maxi-
vehicle (Canhold), in and of itself, should not have an

mum possible amount of acquisition indebtedness to be
adverse impact capital tax, Canhold will be entitled to

applied directly against the Canadian business operations, in
on as

the form of related-party debt. In this situation, Foreign
an investmentallowancedeductionbased on its acquisition
cost of the shares of Canadian Target. However, as consoli-

Buyer might, again as a frst step, incorporate Canhold as a
dated tax reporting is not available in Canada, it will often be

wholly-ownedCanadian subsidiary, investing $ 25 million in

treasury shares of Canhold and lending the balance of appropriateto merge Canhold and CanadianTarget (eitherby
or

$ 75 million to Canholdon an interest-bearingbasis. Canhold liquidationof CanadianTarget, statutory amalgamationof

would then use the cash of$ 100 million to acquire the shares
of CanadianTarget. The structure would then be as follows: 15. It will be important to ensure that the statutory reduction does not involve

a legal cancellation or disposition of the shares, particularly if Foreign Buyer
would not otherwise be treaty protected from Canadian tax on a fair market

value dispositionof the Canhold shares.
16. Sec. 212.1.
17. Subsec. 55(2).
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the two companies, both of which are non-recognition trans- While the interest income received by Queco might other-
actions for Canadian tax purposes). In the event of a liquida- wise be classified as income from a specified investment
tion or amalgamation, the excess of the purchase price of the business as defined and therefore subject to the higher Que-
shares of CanadianTarget over the historical book value of its bec-federal rate of 45 percent, the fact that the interest
net assets would, for accounting purposes, generally be allo- income is being applied to reduce the active business income
cated to assets (includinggoodwill) which do not qualify for of an associated taxpayer (Canadian Target), means that the
the investmentallowance, resulting in a potential, significant interest income is considered active business income to

increase in the amount of capital taxes payable. Queco and qualifies for the lower Quebec-federal rate of
38 percent. The net result is that $10 million of income will
be shifted from Ontario to Quebec each year, resulting in

VI. ADDITIONALSTRUCTURING annual income tax savings of $ 600,000-$ 700,000.'8 The

ALTERNATIVES impactof any CFC legislation in Foreign Buyer's home juris-
diction should of course be considered in respect of the inter-

corporate interest payments.
A. Quebec finance companies

B. Non-residentowned investmentcorporationsAs discussed earlier, the effective income tax rate in Canada
can vary significantly, due to the relatively heavy incidence

When acquiring Canadian considerationshould also
of provincial income tax, and different rates which apply in a group,

be given to the possible use of a non-resident owned invest-
various provinces. Provincial tax rate arbitrage should

accordingly be considered in structuring acquisitions.
ment corporation (NRO). In general terms, an NRO is a

company incorporated in Canada that, not later than 90 days
For example, assume that Canadian Target operates a retail- after the commencement of its first taxation year, elects in

ing business in the province of Ontario and has an effective prescribed form to be taxed as an NRO, and complies with all
combined federal-provincial income tax rate of 44 percent. of the followingconditions:
Canadian Target has taxable income of approximately - all of its issued shares, and all of its bonds, debentures
$ 10 million on an annual basis, and Foreign Buyer has and other funded indebtedness, are owned by non-resi-

agreed to purchase the shares of Canadian Target at a cost of dents of Canada;
$ 100 million. Planning steps which might be considered in - its income for each taxation year is derived from (i) the
this situation are as follows: ownership of, or trading in, securities such as bonds,

Foreign Buyer incorporates a wholly-owned Canadian shares, debentures, mortgages, notes or similar property,-

subsidiary with its only establishment in the province of (ii) lending money, (iii) rents, royalties or annuities,
Quebec (Queco). (iv) estates or trusts, or (v) dispositionof capital proper-
Foreign Buyer invests $100 million in treasury shares of ty;-

Queco. - not more than 10 percent of its gross revenue for each

Queco in turn incorporates its own, 100 percent Canadi- taxation year is derived from rents;-

an subsidiary (Subco) for purposes of acquiring Cana- - its principal business is not the making of loans or trad-
dian Target, and lends $ 100 million to Subco on an inter- ing or dealing in bonds, shares, debentures, mortgages,
est-bearing basis (say at 10 percent). notes or similar property.
Subco uses the cash to acquire Canadian Target. at a rate percent on

-

An NRO is taxed flat of 25 all of its
Finally, Canadian Target and Subco merge on a non-

percent tax
-

income excludingcertain capital gains. This 25 is
recognition basis. refunded when dividends are paid (other than the portion of

The corporate structure after the above transactionswould be the tax referable to capital gains realized on dispositions of
as follows: taxable Canadian properties as defined) and, at that time, di-

vidend withholding tax would apply.
Foreign Various special rules apply for purposes of computing the
Buyer taxable income of an NRO. Most importantly, (a) interest

expense is not an allowable deduction, (b) capital gains on

dispositions of taxable Canadian property as defined are

taxed at 100 percent (rather than the inclusion rate of 75 per-
Queco cent that generally applies to capital gains in Canada),

(c) capital gains on non-taxable Canadian property are

excluded from income, and (d) an NRO is not entitled to the
Loan to subsidiary- $ 100M Paid-up capital - $ lOOM dividend-receiveddeduction in respect of intercorporate di-

V

Canadian 18. Other matters to consider in this type of structure are the comparative
Target impact on capital tax and the fact that, if Canadian Target was carrying on a

manufacturing rather than a retailing business, the Act does not provide for a

flow-through to Queco of the lower rates applicable to manufacturingand pro-Loan from Queco - $ l OOM cessing.
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vidends from other Canadian companies. An NRO also is (1) Assuming that Canadian Target is taxable at a rate of 45

treated as a non-residentfor purposes of the statutory 3:1 thin percent, and given that the rate of refundable tax to NRO

capitalizationprovision in the Act. is 25 percent, there is an immediatesavings of 20 percent
in respectof interest paid to NRO (the impactofany CFC

In many ways, the concept of an NRO is an enigma in the
Canadian tax system. The concept is a holdover from the legislation in Foreign Buyer's home jurisdiction should

1948 Income Tax Act, and seems to have been originally again be considered).

introducednot so much to attract capital to Canada, as to put (2) On an ultimate payment of dividends from NRO to For-

non-residents on an equal footing whether they nvested in eign Buyer, the 25 percent tax is refunded to NRO, and
Canadian withholding tax applies at the dividend treatyCanada directly or through a Canadian company. However,

the continued existence of the NRO concept can produce
rate.

some interesting planning possibilities. To illustrate the (3) In certain jurisdictions (such as the United States) the

potential advantages to the use of an NRO, assume again that payment of a stock dividend is generally not a taxable

Foreign Buyer intends to acquire CanadianTarget at a cost of event. In these circumstances, it may be possible for

$ 100 million. The acquisitionmight be structuredas follows NRO to pay stock dividends and reduce the effective tax

in NRO from 25 10 without triggering a

using an NRO:
rate to percent,
taxable event to Foreign Buyer.

Foreign Buyer incorporatesa Canadian acquisitionvehi-
cle (Canhold).Foreign Buyer invests in $ 25 million of In circumstances where an NRO is not incorporated as

treasury shares of Canhold, and lends Canhold $ 75 mil- part of the structure at the time of the acquisition, it is

lion by way of nterest-bearingdebt. often possible to reorganize and incorporatean NRO at a

Canhold purchases the shares of Canadian Target for later time.20
cash of $ 100 million.

Foreign Buyer ncorporates NRO, and seils its note
C. Use of non-Canadiancorporationsreceivableof $ 75 million to NRO in exchange for shares

as an

of NRO. acquisition vehicle

In order to apply the interest expense on the $ 75 million
indebtedness directly against the business operations of For the various reasons noted above, it has been considered

Canadian Target, Canhold and Canadian Target are
de rigueur to use a Canadian acquisition vehicle when any

merged. foreign investorplans to acquire a Canadian target. However,
in view, inter alia, of proposed corporate immigration/emi-

The structure after the above steps have been completed gration rules which are expected to be enacted, with retroac-

would be as follows: tive effect, in the near future,2t assume the same example as

used previously (Foreign Buyer intends to acquire Canadian

Target at a cost of $100 million) but that, rather than estab-

lishing a Canadian-incorporatedcompany as the acquisition
Foreign vehicle, Foreign Buyer incorporates a holding company
Buyer (Forhold) in a country that does not have a treaty with

Canada, ensuring that Forhold's central management and
control (and therefore its residence under Canadian tax con-

cepts) is in Canada. Foreign Buyer invests in treasury shares
Debt - $ 75M Canadian of Forhold, and Forhold the cash acquire the shares ofuses to

NRO
Target CanadanTarget, so that the resulting corporatestructure is as

follows:

Paid-up capital - $ 75M Paid-up capital- $ 25M
Foreign
Buyer

V .

The result is that CanadianTarget now has a debt payable of
$ 75 million to NRO and, while the thin capitalizationprovi- Resident in Canada Forhold
sions apply, we have kept within the 3:1 requirement. As

noted above, an NRO is disqualified if its principal business Paid-up capital $ 100M-

is the making of loans. While a debtorkreditorrelationship
has been established between Canadian Target and NRO, .a Canadian
lender/borrower relationship has not, and the purchase by Target
NRO of the existing receivable in the manner indicated
above should not result in a denial of NRO status.19

19. See, inter alia, the decision of the SupremeCourt of Canada in MNR v. T.

The potential benefits to the NRO structure described above E. McCoolLimited (49 DTC 700).

are as follows: 20. See in this regard the type ofplanningoutlined in IncomeTax RulingATR-

43, dated 17 February 1992.
21. Sec. 128.1 et seq., included in Bill C-27, supra note 4.
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Forhold was incorporated in a non-tax treaty country, to ment planning. These planning opportunitieshave now effec-
ensure that the dual resident rule in the Act does not apply, tively been eliminatedby a proposed amendmentto the Act.25
which might otherwise deem Forhold to be a non-residentof This amendmenthas been modified and expanded by further
Canada. Dividends from Canadian Target to Forhold should proposed amendments, issued in the form of draft legislation
accordingly be eligible for the 100 percent, dividend-receiv- together with the 22 February 1994 Federal Budget, which
ed deduction.22 As is the case with a conventional Canadian will curtail even more severely the use of divisive reorgani-
acquisitionvehicle, Forhold can now return amounts of up to zations in many situations involving a third-party acquisition
$ 100 million to Foreign Buyer as statutory reductionsof cap- of shares.
ital without adverse Canadian tax consequences. Assume, In view of the above recent developments, consideration
however, that a number of years go by, and that amounts sig- might be given in future to using a seres of Canadian acqui-nificantly in excess of the original acquisitioncost are paid as sition vehicles as sister companies, with each acquisitindividends from Canadian Target to Forhold. Forhold now vehicle holding a separate division. This may be particularly
moves its mind and management,and therefore its residence, appropriate where the business operations have high growth
out of Canada, taking its cash with it. As Forhold was not

potential, and where there is a greater opportunity for capitalincorporated under the laws of Canada, its emigration does
appreciation, than for revenue streams and dividend pay-

not result in any liability for branch tax under Part XIV or for
ments. Anotheralternativewould be to continue to use a singledividend withholding tax (had Forhold been incorporated in Canadian holding company (Canhold),with Canhold hold-

Canada, secondary tax at rates of up to 25 percent would have
ing a series of Canadian subsidiaries in which it has a pre-

applied when the company severed its connection with the ferred share investmentequal to original acquisitioncost, and
Canadian tax jurisdiction, by continuance or otherwise). with the foreign parent acquiring 100 percentof the nominal,
While the new corporate emigration rules will deem Forhold

common share interest of each underlying subsidiary at the
to have disposed of the shares of Canadian Target at fair mar- time of its acquisition. This Canadian spider structure is
ket value immediatelybefore the emigration,23 it may be pos- illustrated below:
sible to mitigate or eliminate any adverse tax consequences if
Canadian Target borrows an amount from a third party equal
to the estimated increase in the value of its shares since the Foreign
acquisition by Forhold, and then dividends the cash proceeds Parent

from the borrowing to Forhold prior to the emigration of the

ilatter company. Common
shares

D. The Canadian spider Canhold

I
In the past, multinationalshave generally used a single Cana- Preferred I I

I I I
shares

dian acquisition vehicle, in situations where shares or assets i__ __I__ V 'I
of different Canadian targets are acquired from time-to-time. Canco A Canco B Canco C Canco D
As noted above, consolidatedtax reporting is not available in
Canada and, as a result, consolidation must often be accom-

plished by merging or liquidating each target into the Cana-
dian acquisitionvehicle. In addition, the use of a single Cana-
dian holding company has facilitated intercorporate financ-

ing arrangements, which have often been acceptable to the In the above structure, it should be possible to complete a

Canadian revenue authorities to shift profits and losses with- divestment of a particular line-of-business,without the need
in a related Canadian group.24 for a divisive reorganization. Canhold would sell the pre-

ferred shares to a third party (which should have full tax
This type of single structure can, however, result in an basis, and which should also be represented by paid-up capi-increased tax cost on a future divestment. If a foreign parent tal at the Canhold level). The foreign parent would sell the
company sold shares of a Canadian company, any capital
gain is potentially subject to Canadian tax at the normal 75

percent inclusion rate, but would often be treaty exempt. If,
on the otherhand, the Canadian company sells one of its divi-

22. As Forhold incorporatedoutside Canada, it is Canadianwas not a corpo-sions to a third-party, there will be income which will be ration as defined under the Act (notwithstandingthat it is a residentof Canada),
taxed at a 100 percent inclusion rate (such as recapturedcap- and therefore does have potential liability for Canadian branch tax under

ital allowances on depreciable property, accrued inventory Part XIV with respect to the dividends received (para. 219(1)(a.1)),but only if

gains, etc.); in addition, dividend withholding tax will apply
the activities of Forhold are such that it is carrying on business in Canada; with
proper planning, it should be possible to avoid this result.

when the after-tax proceeds are paid to the foreign parent. 23. Para. 128.1(4)(b) included in Bill C-27, supra note 4.

Until very recently, it was often possible to eliminate the 24. As n Income Tax Ruling ATR-44, dated 17 February 1992. It is under-

adverse consequences on a divestment where a single Cana- stood, however, that RevenueCanada is reconsidering its administrativepractice
in this area in view, nter alia, of the recent decision of the Tax Court ofCanadadian holding company had been put in place, by including a in Mark Resources Inc. v. The Queen (93 DTC 1004)

cross-border, divisive reorganization as part of the divest- 25. Subsec. 55(3.1) included in Bill C-27, supra note 4.
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common shares directly, and in many circumstances will be shares of Canhold. Canhold uses the proceeds to pur-
treaty exempt from Canadian tax.26 chase the shares of CanadianTarget.

- After the acquisition, Canadian Target is liquidated into

Canhold, and the Canadian tax basis of the shares of

Vll. RESTRUCTURINGTHE CORPORATE Canco X are increased to their fair market value of

GROUP $ 70 million, using the liquidation step-up provisions.
Similarly, the Canadian tax basis of the shares of the for-

There will be a numberof situations (involvingboth friendly eign subsidiary is increased to $ 30 million. The structure

is now as follows:and hostile takeovers), where it will be desirable to restruc-

ture the Canadian corporate group as a result of a third-party
acquisition. For example, assume that Canadin Target car- Foreign
ries on active business operations in Canada through a divi- Buyer
sion, and in addition owns 100 percent of a foreign sub-

sidiary. The Canadian division has a fair market value of
$ 70 million, while Foreign Subsidiary has a value of V

$ 30 million. The structure is therefore as follows:
Canhold

Canadian
Paid-up capital - $ 1 OOM

Target
FMV $ 70M FMV - $ 30M-

Canco X Foreign
Subsidiary

/
Divisior

\ Foreign
Subsidiary

Canhold can now sell the shares of Foreign Subsidiary to

Foreign Buyer (or to another, appropriate subsidiary or af-
filiate of Foreign Buyer), with no capital gain for Canadian

Foreign Buyer has agreed to acquire the shares of Canadian
Target at a cost of $100 million, and would like to do so in tax purposes, having regard to the step-up in tax basis which

occurredon the liquidation. In addition, ifForeign Subsidiarythe most tax-effectivemanner. In particular, it would be most

appropriate if Foreign Subsidiary was held directly by the is in a tax treaty country, and has accumulated exempt sur-

Foreign Buyer, to eliminate the double imposition of with- plus balancesvis--vis Canadian Target, there is an effective

holding taxes on dividend flows, etc.
continuanceof surplus balanceson the liquidationof Canadi-
an Target, so that the balances will now be maintainedvis--

The Act containsa limited step-up provision,whereby the tax vis Canhold, offering additional Canadian protection in the
basis of non-depreciable,capital property (such as shares of form of exempt surplus elections on the disposition of For-
Canadian or foreign subsidiaries) may be increased from eign Subsidiary.29The sales proceeds of $ 30 million are now

original cost to fair marketvalue, following a liquidationof a repatriated to Foreign Buyer without Canadian dividend
Canadianparent company.27 withholding tax, using a statutory reduction of capital at the

In general terms (and subject to a number of restrictions and Canhold level.

exceptions),where a taxable Canadiancorporation liquidates
into another taxable Canadian corporation that holds at least
90 percent of the issued shares of each class, the tax basis to

the parent of each non-depreciable, capital property trans-
26. An alternativewould be to use a variationoftrackingor incomeaccess

ferred to it on the liquidation may be increased from histori- shares at the Canhold level, whereby Foreign Parent would invest in a series of
cal cost, to such amount as is designated not exceeding the shares in Canhold, each series of which derive their value from the underlying
fair market value of the property at the time the parent last value in a particular subsidiary owned by Canhold. This type of structure will,

acquired control of the subsidiary. however, introduce a numberof additional Cariadian and foreign tax considera-
tions.

Having regard to the above, the following steps should be 27. Para. 88(1)(d)

considered: 28. The shares of Canco X will presumably constitute capital property, in

accordance with Sec. 54.2 of the Act. Alternatively, it may be possible to elect
As an initial step, Canadian Target ncorporates a new, capital under subsec. 39(4) (subject certain restrictions out in- treatment to set

wholly-owhed Canadian subsidiary (Canco X), to subsec. 39(5))
which it transfers the assets and operations of its Canadi- 29. Reg. 5905(5)(c) to the Act. The Canadian foreign affiliate provisions are

discussed in anotherarticle in this issue. However, for an analysis of the interac-
an division, on a basis that qualifies for non-recognition tion between the exempt surplus and liquidation step-up provisions during the
treatment in Canada.28 course of a corporate restructuring, see D. Kevin Dolan, Allan R. Lanthier,

Foreign Buyer incorporates a Canadian acquisitionvehi- David W. Smith, and James J. Tobin, Cross-Border Corporate Reorganiza--

cle (Canhold), and invests in $ 100 million treasury
tions, in Report of Proceedings of the 43rd Tax Conference, 1991 Conference

Report (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1992), at 17:13-17:14.
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A second advantage to the above steps is that the shares of non-resident includes (a) a non-resident shareholder who,
Canco X retain a Canadian tax basis of $ 70 million, reflect- either alone or togetherwith other persons with whom it does

ing the economic acquisitioncost to Foreign Buyer. If Cana- not deal at arm's length, owns 25 percent or more (votes or

dian Target and Canhold had merged by way of a statutory value) of the shares of the Canadian corporation, and (b) any
amalgamation(to which the step-up provisionsdo not apply), non-residents that deal at non-arm's length with such share-
or if Canadian Target had not incorporatedthe Canadiandivi- holders. Tax equity is generallydefined to be the aggregateof
sion prior to the acquisition (so that the assets of the Canadi- (i) retained earnings on an unconsolidated basis, (ii) any
an division, with the exception of non-depreciable capital amounts of surplus contributed by a specified non-resident

property such as land, would not have qualified for the step- shareholder, and (iii) the corporation'spaid-up capital, to the

up on the liquidation of Canadian Target), tax basis equal to extent that the capital stock is owned by a specified non-resi-
acquisition cost would be maintained in respect of the shares dent shareholder.
of Canhold held by Foreign Buyer, but would be eliminated

If indebtednessowing to specified non-residentsexceeds the
(and would revert to historical tax basis) at the level of the
assets held by Canhold. In the absence of the type of steps

prescribed limits, interest expense related to the excess is dis-
allowed. Even if the debt is owing to a related, foreign partyshown above, this elimination of tax basis can have signifi-
n a tax treaty country, competent authority relief is not gen-cant, adverse results if the operations are subsequently dis-

posed of (assuming that there are other businessoperations in erally available for this type of disallowance, and falling
afoul of the rules thereforeoften results in double taxation. In

Canhold, so that Foreign Buyer cannot sell the Canhold
addition, liability for Part XIII withholding tax is not reduced

shares directly). in respect of amounts which be disallowed to theany may
Caution should be exercised in utilizing the liquidation step- payor under these provisions.
up provisions. The 22 February 1994 Federal Budget includ-

The of Canadian acquisitionvehicle, described inuse a someed a proposed amendment which would deny the liquidation detail above, to maximize the extent to which the
step-up for property which would otherwise be eligible, but

serves

Canadian Target can be leveraged-up with related-partydebtwhich is disposed of by the parent company as part of a series
within the thin capitlization limitations, due the fact thatof transactions that includes the winding-up. This new

to

tax equity will include paid-up capital at the level of the
restrictionwould apply where the property is acquired by any Canadian acquisition vehicle. If, the other hand, the Cana-on
person that was a specified shareholder (not less than 10

dian Target had been acquired directly by Foreign Buyer, tax
percent of any class of shares) of the subsidiary before con-

trol of the subsidiary was acquired by the parent. While the equity would generally have been restricted to the lower, his-
torical amounts.

provision is evidently designed to prevent taxpayers from cir-

cumventing the new restrictions against divisive reorganiza-
tions, by means of a series of transactions that effectively B. Withholding tax on interest paymentsresult in a sale of part of a target corporation's assets back'to
the original vendor, the proposed amendment as presently
drafted is extremely broad, and can lead to inappropriate

Non-residents of Canada are generally taxed at a flat rate of
25 percent (subject to treaty reduction) on the gross amountresults in certain circumstances. It is understood that the
of interest income paid or credited by residents of Canada.Canadian Departmentof Finance intends to narrow the scope

of the amendment, and that the revised version will allow for However, the Act does provide for certain exemptions, per-
mostfreer movementof property within the purchaser'sgroup fol- haps the important of which iS the exemption for inter-

lowing an acquisitionof control. Until the revised legislation
est payable on prescribed long-term intercorporate indebted-

has been released and reviewed, however, caution is in order. ness. Interest payments on such debt are generally exempt
from Canadian withholding tax if they are payable to an unre-

lated party, and the Canadian debtor is not requiredunder any
circumstances (subject to certain, narrow exemptions) to

Vlll. FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS repay more than 25 percent of the principal amount of the
debt within five years from its date of issue. If the Foreign

A. Thin capitalization provisions Buyer controls the Canadian Target (directly or indirectly)
the exemption does not apply, even where a market rate of
interest has been charged. In these circumstances,considera-

Having regard to the relatively high rates ofcorporate income
tion might be given back-to-back with for-

tax that apply in Canada, it is often advantageousto leverage-
to a arrangement a

up the Canadian acquisition vehicle with the largest possible eign lender, whereby the Foreign Buyer would lend funds to
the unrelated, foreign lender, and the foreign lender would

amount of indebtedness. However, where the indebtednessis
on-lend to Canhold under terms that otherwise meet the 5-held by related non-residentpersons, the Canadian thin capi-

talization rule of 3:1 must be respected. year/25 percent limitation. The thin capitalizationprovisions
contain a specific back-to-back limitation, and the 3:1 ratio

In general terms, the thin capitalization rule provides that would have to b respected in this situation. Somewhat con-

interest that would otherwisebe deductibleand which is paid spicuous by its absence, however, is any similar specific
by a corporation resident in Canada to a specified non-resi- back-to-back rule within the withholding tax exemption.
dent as defined, will be disallowed, where such indebtedness Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is an understanding
exceeds three times tax equity. For this purpose, a specified between the Canadian revenue authorities and the Canadian
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Bankers' Association, whereby Canadian chartered banks leveraged, and earns only a small spread on funds lent to

have agreed that they will not knowingly enter into back-to- Canco.
back arrangements for the avoidance of non-resident with- While there are secondary or second-tier withholding
holding tax. Reporting requirements have also been put in tax provisions in Part XIII of the Act which must be con-

place to assist the Canadian authorities in monitoringcompli- sidered (and which can apply to impose Part XIII with-

ance with these guidelines. holding tax on certain payments by one non-resident to

Having regard to the above, it is generally prudent to avoid another), it should be possible to structure the transaction

transactions which involve back-to-back arrangements,
so that these provisions do not apply. In particular, the

including transactions which involve Foreign Buyer putting debt payable to the foreign lender by the non-resident

funds on deposit with an unrelated foreign lender, which then parent should not be secured by Canadian real property,

provides financing to Foreign Buyer's Canadian subsidiary. and the financing business of the non-resident parent
On the other hand, where the Canadian subsidiary borrows should not be carried on principally in Canada.

from an unrelated foreign lender within the 5/25 limitation,
and Foreign Buyer merely guarantees the loan, exemption
from withholding tax should be available. IX. REPATRIATION OF EARNINGS
There may be other methods for avoiding Part XIII tax in

respect of interestpaid to related non-residents.For example, The type of structuring discussed above (and particularly the

consider the following: use of a Canadian acquisitionvehicle) should allow amounts

to be repatriated from Canada up to the original acquisition
Loan cost, before dividend withholding tax becomes an issue.

Non- Foreign However, in situations where the Canadian subsidiary
resident

-- --

Lender (referred to in this section of the paper as Canco)has accu-

100%
mulated substantial amounts of earnings subsequent to the

acquisition, Canco's assets may be in excess of any ability to

V repatriate invested capital to Foreign Buyer. Some alterna-

B Loan below.
tives for dealing with these types of situations are outlined

Branch -+ Canco-

A. Purchase of Canadian corporationswith paid-up
capital

In the above example, we assume that a non-resident owns One alternative to consider would be for Foreign Buyer to

100 percent of an existing Canadian operating company purchase an inactive Canadian company (Lossco) with

(Canco). Canco has arranged for financing from an unre- high historical paid-up capital and few assets (the paid-up
lated, foreign lender, but on terms and conditions that do not capital being offset by an accounting deficit). Subsequent to

qualify for the 5/25 exemption.Rather than borrowingdirect- the acquisition of Lossco from a third party at a negotiated
ly, Canco's non-resident parent therefore borrows from the price (which should be significantly less than the paid-up
foreign lender, and establishes a branch in Canada for the capital of Lossco), Foreign Buyer transfers Canco under

purpose, inter alia, of financing Canco. The financing activi- Lossco, on a share-for-shareexchange basis, but at fair mar-

ties are structured such that the non-residentparent is consid- ket value, provided that any gain on the disposition of the

ered to be carrying on business in Canada through a perma- shares of Canco would be treaty exempt. Assuming that, on

nent establishment. The Canadian tax results of the above the transfer, Lossco issues additionalshares of the same class

structure can be summarized as follows: which are already outstanding, the identical property rules in

While Canco must respect the 3:1 thin capitalizationpro- the Act would average the Canadian tax basis between all-

vision, this provisiononly applies to payments by corpo- outstanding Lossco shares. Foreign Buyer would therefore
rations resident in Canada, and the Canadian branch of hold shares of Lossco having high historical paid-up capital,
the non-residentparentcan thereforebe highly-leveraged and also significant Canadian tax basis. Canco would then

(for Canadian tax purposes, all of the funds borrowed by pay dividends to Lossco which are eligible for the 100 per-
the non-resident from the foreign lender would presum- cent, dividend-receiveddeduction (alternatively, Lossco and

ably be attributed, under direct tracing, to its Canadian Canco could merge), and cash could be repatriated to the

branch). non-residentusing statutory reductions of capital.
Interest paid by Canco would not be subject to Part XIII-

withholding tax; rather, the branch activities of the non-
Prior to the introduction of the general anti-avoidance rule

resident parent would be taxable under Part I of the Act, (GAAR), there was a specific anti-dividend stripping pro-

and would also be subject to the Canadian branch tax vision which would have applied to this transaction.3o This

provisions. This notwithstanding, taxable income in the provision was, however, repealed, coincident with the intro-

branch should be minimal, assuming that it is highly-
30. Subsec. 247(1), repealed by 1988, c. 55,S. 187(1)
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duction of GAAR. The Canadian revenue authorities would Canco incorporates a 100 percent-owned finance vehicle
no doubt take the position that GAAR applies to this type of (Finco) in an appropriate jurisdiction, with Finco (or
planning. This notwithstanding,GAAR has yet to be tested in Finco's offshore branch) then lending to the Foreign Target
the courts, and it remains to be seen how wide or narrow an on an interest-bearingbasis, respecting whatever foreign thin
interpretation it will ultimately be given. capitalization restrictions apply in Foreign Target's home

country. Finco would be structuredso that it bears a relative-

ly low rate of tax on any interest income received- typically,
B. Purchase of Iow-growthassets from 5 to 7 percent. The general corporate structure would

then be as follows:
Another transaction to consider would be to have Canco pur-
chase other assets held by Foreign Buyer, or b other non-

resident companies in the group. While one typically looks Foreign
for low-growth assets in these types of situations, caution Buyer
must of course be exercised to ensure that the purchase price
falls within the parameters of fair market value, and that
Canco is not considered to have paid a constructivedividend
to Foreign Buyer.

v T

C. Purchase of foreign subsidiariesand/or preferred Canco Foreign

share cross-holdings Target

V Loan //
There may be particular benefits in having Canco acquire
shares of a foreign subsidiary of Foreign Buyer, where the

foreign subsidiary is resident and carrying on business in a
Finco

tax treaty country, and qualifies for exempt surplus treatment

in Canada. Provided that Canco acquires 10 percent or more

of any class of shares of 'the foreign subsidiary, the foreign
subsidiary will qualify as a foreign affiliate of Canco for Interest income received by Finco will, if properly structured,
Canadian tax purposes,3 and Canco should be eligible for the be exernpt from the Canadian FAPI provisions, provided the
100 percent dividend-receiveddeduction in respect of divi- nterest expense is deductible against active business earn-
dends frorn exempt surplus paid by the foreign subsidiary ings in Foreign Target. Also, if Foreign Target and Finco are

(irrespective of the rate of tax which the earnings have both in tax treaty jurisdictions, the interest income received
borne). would constitute exempt surplus in Finco, for purposes of

As a variation on the above, a preferred share, cross-holding ultimate dividend payments by Finco to Canco.
should be considered. For example, Canco might invest in a

new class of shares of the foreign subsidiary which would
provide little growth potential and, provided that Canco X. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS
acquired at least 10 percent of that particular class, the for-

eign corporation would again qualify as a foreign affiliate As can be seen from the above, there are a nurnber of plan-
of Canco, providing potential Canadian tax benefits in ning opportunities (including potential significant tax sav-

respectofdividendswhich rnight ultimatelybe paid to it. The ings) when considering investment into Canada. Develop-
terms and conditions of the preferred shares, and the related ments in recent years, including implementationof the Cana-
valuation questions, will be critical, particularly considering da-US Free Trade Agreement and of NAFTA, have set in
possible shareholder benefit issues in Canada. These con- motion the process of increasing and further securing access
cerns will be minimized if the preferred shares are, for exam- to the North American market for Canadian goods and ser-

ple voting, redeemable and retractable at their paid-in value, vices. It is clear that cross-border trade and investment into
and have a cumulative dividend rate based on current yields Canada will continue to increase, as will opportunities for
for securties having a similar credit risk.32 effective tax planning.

D. Second-tier financing arrangements 31. Draft legislation issued with the 22 February 1994 Canadian Federal Bud-

get would extend the definition of foreign affiliate so that the 10% test would
be based on shares held by Canco as well as by any person related to Canco.

As another exampleof planning which may effectively repa- 32. In drafting the share conditions, it is important to consider subsecs. 258(3)
triate earnings from the Canadian tax jursdiction, assume to (5) of the Act, which can serve to recharacterize deductible dividend pay-

that Foreign Buyer again owns 100 percent of Canco, and ments from foreign affiliates as taxable interest income under certain circum-
stances.

that Foreign Buyer intends to acquire an operating company
in a third country (Foreign Target). If Canco has excess

cash or excess borrowing capacity, consideration might be
given to a second-tier financing arrangement, whereby
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TAXATIOS OF FORSChAILIATES
Ingrid Sapona, J.D.

tions of the Public Accounts Committee will be discussed.
The authorwould like to thank David J. Thompson of The last section will discuss changes proposed in the 1994
McCarthyTtrault, London, Ontario, for his insightful Budget and the 23 June 1994 Revised Draft Legislation.
comments.

I. INTRODUCTION Il. CANADA'S CURRENTTAX TREATMENTOF
FOREIGN AFFILIATES

Canada, like many other western governments, is faced with
a tremendousdeficit (estimated to be $ 45.7 billion for 1993-

94). Consequently, the government is continually looking A. History
for ways of increasing revenue. But, because of the political
unpopularityof raising taxes, as well as the economic reality Canada's current tax treatmentof ncome from foreign affili-
that tax increasesdo not necessarilyyield increasedrevenues, ates dates back to 1972's sweeping tax reform. Prior to imple-
the governmentincreasingly is focusing its attentionon stop- mentation of the 1972 tax reform changes,8 if a Canadian

ping perceived abuses of the tax system. One area of Cana- company owned 25 percent of the voting shares of a foreign
da's tax system that has come under strict scrutiny the past corporation, regardlessof the source or nature of the foreign
coupleof years has been the rules relating to the tax treatment corporation's income, dividends the Canadian company
of ncome from foreign affiliates of Canadian companies. received from that foreign corporationwere tax-free.9

Canada's Auditor General is charged with calling to the As part of its 1972 tax reform, Canada introduced rules
House of Commons' attention anything he perceives as a regarding the taxation of passive income of foreign-con-
threat to the integrity of Canada's tax base.2 The Auditor trolled corporations (the taxation of foreign accrual proper-
Generalmade headlines in the spring of 1992 when, as partof ty income (FAPI)) and special rules applicable to divi-
his 1992 AnnualReport (the AuditorGeneral'sReport),he dends received by Canadian corporations from foreign cor-

announced that tax arrangements for foreign affiliates are porations depending on the type and source of the foreign
costingCanadahundredsofmillionsofdollars in lost tax rev- corporation's income (the so-called foreign affiliate rules).
enues.3 While the Auditor General's Report itselfwas news- The changes in the Canadian system, which paralleled
worthy, the Department of Finance's basic rejection of the changes made by other countries (most notably the United
Auditor General's conclusions (the Department of Finance States), were a response to the perception that controlled for-
Response) opened the door to full political scrutiny of the

issue.4
1. Departmentof Finance (Canada), 1994 Federal Budget Speech, 22 Febru-

The House of Commons' Standing Committee on Public ary 1994, at 2 (hereinafter1994Budget Speech).
Accountstook up the issue, holdingpublic hearings and issu- 2. AuditorGeneral Act, R.S.C. 1985, Ch. A-17, Sec. 7.

ing its own report (the Public Accounts Committee 3. 1992 Report of the AuditorGeneral of Canada, at 46.
4. Id. at 51-55.

Report), which contained a number of specific suggestions 5. The 13th Reportof the StandingCommitteeon Public Accounts, House of

concerning reform of Canada's tax treatment of controlled Commons, Issue No. 48,20 and 22 April 1993 (hereinafter Committee

foreign affliates,5 In response to the Public Accounts Com- Report).

mittee's Report, as part of the 1994 Federal Budget (the 6. See 1994 Budget Speechsupra note 1, at 16.
7. Canadian corporation is defined in subsec. 89(1)(a) of the Income Tax

Budget) the Minister of Finance announced measures to Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, 5th Supp., as amended as a corporation resident in

prevent Canadian-basedcompanies from using foreignaffili- Canada that was incorporated in Canadaor that has been resident in Canadacon-

ates to avoid paying Canadian taxes.6 The changes tinually since 18 June 1971. Pursuant to para. 250(4)(a), a corporation will be

announced are the most significant changes to this area of deemed resident in Canada if it was incorporated in Canada after 27 April 1965

or, if incorporated before 27 April 1965 it has carried on business in Canada

taxation since the 1972 tax reform. since then. Also, a corporation may be considered resident in Canada based on

the common law test for residence,which looks to the corporation'scentral man-

This article will focus on the taxation of income flowing to agement and control to determine the corporation's residence. For a brief dis-

Canadian corporations7 from activities of foreign corpora- cussion of how residency of a corporation for income tax purposes is deter-

tions, i.e. corporationsnot resident in Canada for purposesof mined,see Arnold,B.J.,TheTaxationof ControlledForeign Corporations: An

the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the Act), R.S.C. 1985, 5th
InternationalComparison,CanadianTax Paper No. 78 (CanadianTax Founda-

tion 1986), at 151-152 (hereinafterArnold).
SUPP., as amended, n which they own an interest. The taxa- 8. With respect to the tax reformchanges applicable to the taxation of foreign
tion of foreign income of ndividuals will be mentioned in affiliates,most changes did not take effect until 1976. See IncomeTax Applica-

passing, but will not be discussed in detail. The article will tion Rules, Statutes of Canada, 1970-71-72,Ch. 63, as amended Sec. 35.

first outline Canada's current tax treatmentof foreign affili-
9. See Dancey, K.J., Friesen, R.A. and Timbrell, D.Y., The Canadian Taxa-

tion ofForeignAfliates,4th ed. (CommerceClearingHouse CanadianLimited,
ates, then the Auditor General's Report and recommenda- 1986), at 1 (hereinafterreferred to as Dancey).
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eign corporationsestablished in tax havens were increasingly over activities that yield passive income, e.g. Canada's pref-
being used to avoid Canadian tax. erential tax rate on income from manufacturing and proces-

sing activities.

B. Background
C. Definitions

Because Canada taxes residents on a worldwide basis, resi-
dents must pay Canadian tax on foreign-source income, Before considering the details of how Canadian residents are

including income from carrying on business outside Canada, taxed on income earned by foreign corporations in which
investment ncome earned outside Canada and capital gains they are shareholders, it is helpful to define certain terms that
from the dispositionof property outside Canada. (In calculat- will be used in the discussion that follows.

ing Canadian tax payable, however, residents are allowed a

deduction or tax credit for the foreign tax on foreign-source
A foreignaffiliate is a foreigncorporation in which a Cana-
dian resident owns directly or indirectly 10 percent or more

income.) Non-residentsare taxable only on income earned in
of the shares of class of the foreign corporation,r5 ToCanada. any
apply this definition it is necessary to first determinewhether

An important exception to the principle of worldwide taxa- the foreign entity is in fact a corporation. As a guideline,
tion applies to the taxation of foreign-source income earned Revenue Canada considers a foreign entity a corporation if it

by certain foreign corporationsowned by Canadian residents. has legal personalityand existence separate and distinct from
Because a foreign corporation is considered a separate entity the personalityand existenceof its owners or creators.t6Rev-
and is not considered resident in Canada for income tax pur- enue Canada has issued a list ofentities that it considers to be

poses, even if it is controlled by a Canadian resident,t0 the corporations for purposes of determining whether a foreign
income earned by the foreign corporation is generally not entity is a foreign affiliate for purposes of the Act.17 It should

subject to taxation in Canada until it is repatriated to Canada, be noted that the shares owned need not be voting shares, and

e.g. by payment of a dividend to Canadian resident share- income bonds or debentures issued by the foreign corpora-
holders. Consequently,Canadian tax can be deferred by sim- tion can be deemed to be a share if the foreign corporation is

ply not repatriating the income. The ncentive to defer tax is not entitled to deduct the interest paid on the bond or deben-

especially attractive in situations where tax rates in the for- ture under the tax rules of its home country.18 Also, the right
eign country are substantially lower than those applicable in to acquire shares may be treated as ownershipof the shares in
Canada. While deferral of current Canadian tax has always certain situations)9
been a possibility, its significance in terms of lost tax revenue

A controlled foreign affiliate of a taxpayer is a foreignhas become magnified since World War II, as foreign invest-
ment by Canadians has increased significantly.'t Special

affiliate that is controlled directly or ndirectly by: (i) the
Canadian resident taxpayer, (ii) the Canadian resident tax-

rules have been developed to discourage such deferral, while

trying not to discriminateagainst foreign investment. Indeed, payer and not more than four other persons resident in Cana-

the policy objectives behind the system for taxing foreign da, or (iii) by a related group of persons, of which the Cana-

corporationscontrolledby Canadian residentshave been suc-
dian resident taxpayer is a member.2o Because of the thresh-

cinctly summed up by Brian J. Arnold as follows: old requirement, the Canadian resident must own at least 10
percentof the shares ofone class of the foreigncorporation in

The legislation is designed to prevent the avoidance of domestic order to be considered a controlled foreign affiliate. The Act
taxation through the diversionof income from domestic sources to does not contain a definitionofcontrolspecifically for pur-
controlled foreign corporationsestablished in tax haven countries, of the foreign affiliate rules, but a right elect a major-poses to
and to prevent the accumulationof such income in such corpora- ity of the corporation's directors is generally considered
tions. At the same time, the legislation is intended not to interfere,

to

in any detrimental way, with the ability of domestic taxpayers to constitutecontrol of a corporation.2
compete in genuine or legitimatebusiness activities in intemation-
al markets.'2

While there are a numberof ways ofdealing with such defer-

ral,13 the system Canadahas adopted includesboth an exemp-
tion system, whereby dividends paid by controlled foreign
affiliates out of certain types of income are completely 10. See Arnold supra note 7, at 165.

exempt from Canadian taxation, and a tax credit system,
11. /d. at 23.
12. /dat 134.

whereby foreign taxes paid on foreign-source income reduce 13. /d. at 83-112, for a discussion of various ways of dealing with this type of
domestic taxes payable on a dollar-for-dollarbasis,t4 In addi- deferral.

tion, there are special rules whereby a pro rata share of the 14. /d. at 76.

passive income earned by certain foreign corporationsis sub- 15. Para. 95(I)(d) read in conjunction with subsec. 95(4) definition of equity

ject to tax in Canada on an annual basis, regardless of
percentage.
16. Interpretation Bulletin IT-343R at para. 2.

whether it is distributed. The rationale for treating passive 17. /d. at para. 3.

income earned by certain foreign corporations differently 18. Subsec. 95(5).

than active business income reflects the general preference
19. Subsec. 95(6).
20. Subsec. 95(1) definition of controlled foreign affiliate.

for encouraging activities that create active business income 21. See Dancey supra note 9, at 99.
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D. Tax treatmentof dividends from foreign affiliates the foreign affiliate's exempt surplus, the corporationmay
deduct the amount of the dividend.3oTo the extent a dividend

As part of Canada's integration mechanism, Canadian resid- paid by a foreign affiliate is consideredpaid out of the foreign
ent ndividualsthat receivedividendsfrom corporationsresi- affiliate's taxable surplus, the Canadian resident corpora-

dent in Canada must gross up the dividendby 25 percent and tion must include the dividend in income but can claim a

include the grossed-up amount in their income.22 However deduction for underlying foreign taxes paid by the foreign
ndividuals are then entitled to a tax credit of 2/3 of the affiliate on the ncome and any foreign withholding taxes

grossed-up amount.23 (Provincial personal income tax sys- paid on the dividend.3' If the dividendpaid by a foreignaffili-

tems generally provide an effective tax credit of approxi- ate exceeds the amount of its exempt surplus and its taxable

mately a further h of the gross up.) Dividends received by a surplus, the dividend is considered paid out of pre-acquisi-
Canadian resident corporation from other Canadian resident tion surplus. The portion of the dividend paid out of pre-

corporations are basically received tax-free (though certain acquisition surplus can be deducted from the Canadian cor-

dividendsreceivedby private Canadian corporationsare sub- Poration's income,32 but the adjusted cost base of the shares

jected to a refundable tax).24 Under the so-called foreign of the foreign affiliate must be reduced.33 A dividend is

affiliate rules, dividends received by Canadian residents deemed to first be paid out of the foreign affiliate's exempt

from foreign affiliates are treated differently than dividends surplus, then out of its taxable surplus and finally out of its

received from corporationsresident in Canada. pre-acquisitionsurplus.34
The explanations of the calculation of various surplus

1. Dividends from portfolio investments accounts, as well as calculation of underlying foreign taxes,

The tax treatmentof dividends from a foreign corporationon have been greatly simplified in the following discussion.

a portfolio investment, i.e. ownership of less than 10 per_ Numerous complications can arise. For example, when the

cent of the shares of any class, is the same regardless of foreign affiliate is part of a foreign group that calculates

whether the recipient is an individual or a corporation: the income on a consolidated basis, because Canada taxes cor-

amountof the dividend is included in income.25For individu- Porations on an unconsolidatedbasis, it will be necessary to

als, therefore,dividends received on portfolio investmentsin separatelyallocate the income to the individual foreign affili-

foreign corporations are subject to tax at the applicable per- ates. Because a detailed discussionof all the complicationsis

sonal rates without the gross-up and tax credit mechanism beyond the scope of this article, professional advice should

attributable to Canadian-sourcedividends. For corporations, be obtained.

dividendsreceived from portfolio investments in foreign cor-

porations are subject to tax at the basic corporate rate. There 3. Exempt surplus
is no tax credit available to the Canadian resident with

respect to any underlying foreign taxes paid by the foreign Exempt surplus35 of a foreign corporation basically consists

corporation. The Canadian resident taxpayer can claim a tax ofexemptearnings36and dividendsreceived by the foreign
credit for foreign withholding taxes on the dividend.26 In the corporationout of the exempt surplus of other foreign affili-

case of an ndividual, the amount of the foregn tax credt s ates37 plus taxable dividends received by it from taxable

limited to foreign withholding taxes up to 15 percent of the Canadian corporations that would have been deductible if

amount of the dividend, but foreign withholding taxes that received by the Canadian resident corporation directly.38
exceed 15 percent may be claimed as a deduction.27 Canadi_ Exempt surplus is a defined term that basically consists of

an corporationshave the option ofdeductingall or part of the active business income earned by the foreign affiliate in cer-

withholding taxes.28 tain listed countries,39 as well as certain capital gains,40
Exempt surplus is reduced by (among other things) the for-

2. Dividends from foreign affiliates

The tax treatment of a dividend from a foreign affiliate is 22. Subsec. S.82(1).

dependant upon whether the recipient is an individual or a
23. Sec. 121.
24. Sec. 112 and Part IV Tax. For a general discussion of Part IV tax, see

corporation. Dividends received from a foreign affiliate by a Dancey supra note 9, at Ch. 12.

Canadianresident individualare included in income and sub- 25. Sec. 90.

ject to the same foreign tax credt mechansm applcable to 26. Subsec. 126(1).

portfolio investments in foreign corporations. However, the 27. Subsec. 20(11).
28. Subsec. 20(12).

tax treatmentofdividendsreceivedby Canadianresidentcor- 29. Subsec. 90(1).
porations from a foreign affiliate is more generous. The tax 30. Para. 113(1)(a).
treatment of such dividends depends on the nature of the 31. Paras. 113(1)(b)and 113(1)(c).

income from which the dividend is deemed paid out of, and
32. Para. 113(1)(d).
33. Subsec. 92(2).

such income can be exempt from tax or can entitle the Cana- 34. Reg. 5901(1).
dian corporation to a credit for the underlying foreign taxes 35. Reg. 5907(1)(d).

paid.
36. Reg. 5907(1)(d)(v).
37. Reg. 5907(1)(d)(vi).

Dividends received by Canadian resident corporations from 38. Reg. S.5907(1)(d)(vii).
39. Reg. 5907(1)(b)(iv).

foreign affiliates are included in the corporation's income.29 40. Reg. 5907(1)(b)(i).For a discussionof the capital gains that are included in

However, to the extent the dividend is consideredpaid out of exempt surplus, see Dancey supra note 9, at 21-22.
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eign affiliate's exempt losses; income or profits taxes paid Dividends received by a Canadian corporation out of a for-

by it on dividends received by it out of the exempt surplus of eign affiliate's taxable surplus are included in the Canadian

any other affiliate;42 income or profits taxes paid by the affili- corporation's income.64 If the foreign affiliate paying the di-
ate on dividends received from a corporationtaxable in Cana- vidend out of its taxable surplus is a controlled foreign affili-
da43 and dividends deemed to have been paid out of its ate, then, to the extent the dividend represents FAPI that was

exempt surplus.44 An exempt deficit arises when deduc- previously included in the Canadian corporation's income, to

tions from exempt surplus exceed inclusions.45 avoid double taxation, the dividend is reduced by the amount

already included in the Canadian corporation'sFAPI.65 Cana-
What constitutes active business income earned by a foreign dian corporations that receive a dividend out of an affiliate's
affiliate is not specified in the Act, and few cases have dis- taxable surplus are allowed deductions in respect of foreign
cussed the issue. The Regulations to the Income Tax Act (the ncome taxes paid by the foreign affiliate66 and foreign with-
Regulations) do specify, however, that a foreign affiliate holding taxes paid on the dividends.67 The deductions from
will only be considered to have active business income in a income for foreign taxes paid by the affiliate in respect of
listed country if it is considered to have a permanent estab- dividends out of taxable surplus are calculated by formulae.
lishment in that country.46 The Regulations spell out how to The end results of applicationof the formula are the same as
calculate earnings of a foreign affiliate for an active busi-

an indirect foreign tax credit, i.e. it is as though the Canadian
ness.47 Historically,practitionershave tended to apply the test

tax were levied on the gross amount paid out of the taxable
developed in case law for the purposes of determining what

surplus and credit allowed for foreign paida were any tax on
constitutes active business income for purpose of the small

that amount.68 To determine the deductions for foreign taxes
business deduction.48 As Arnold points out, for purposes of

related to dividends paid out of taxable surplus (the so-called
applying the small business deduction, almost any income

underlying foreign tax), the foreign affiliate allocate the
earned by a corporation, other than amounts that are clearly

must

passive income from property, constitutes active business foreign taxes it pays between taxable surplus and other

income,49 The countries listed are generally those with
which Canada has a tax treaty, though there are some tax
haven countries on the list with which Canada does not have 41 Reg. 5907(I)(d)(ix).

a treaty,5 Capital gains derived by the foreign affiliate from 42. Reg. 5908(I)(d)(x).
43. Id.

the disposition of property used or held for the purpose of 44. Reg. 5907(I)(d)(xi)
earning active business income in a listed country are includ- 45. Regs 5907(1)(d)(xiii)and (xiv)
ed (in full) in exempt surplus,5' No foreign tax credit is avail- 46. Reg. 5906.

47. Regs. 5907(1)(a) and 5907(2); see also Dancey supra note 9, at Ch. 6.
able to the Canadian resident for any withholding tax paid on 48. The small business deduction is a tax credit available to certain domestic
a dividend from a foreign affiliate that is paid out of its corporations in respect of certain domestic income.

exempt surplus.52 49. See Amold supra note 7, at 533.
50. The list can be found in Reg. 5907(1 1).According to the Auditor General,
an example of a tax haven country with which Canada has a treaty is Barbados.

4. Taxable surplus See Auditor General's Report, supra note 3, at 47.
51. Reg. 5907(1)(b).
52. Para. 126(1)(a)

In contrast to dividends from exempt surplus, dividends from 53. Paras. 113(I)(b) and 113( 1 )(c).
taxable surplus are not exempt from tax, but they do receive 54. Reg. 5907(I)(k).
favourable treatment since a Canadian resident corporation is 55. Reg 5907(1)(i).

56. Reg. 5907(1)(f)(iii).
entitled to deduct the underlying foreign income taxes paid 57. Regs 5907(I)(i)(ii)(A)and 5907(1)(f)(i)
by the foreign affiliate, as well as any foreign withholding 58. Reg. 5907(1)(i)(ii)(B).
taxes paid on the dividends.53 59. Basically taxable capital gains from the disposition of assets used in carry-

ing on an active business in an unlisted country, net of tax paid (Reg.
net

Taxable surplus54 of a foreign affiliate is basically the aggre-
5907(i)(ii)(D)), read in conjunction with the definition of eamings in Reg.
5907( I)(f)(iii) and taxable capital gains derived from the dispositionof shares of

gate of its taxable eamings55 and dividends received out of another foreign affliate of the Canadian corporation, net of any tax paid by the

the taxable surplus of other foreign affiliates.56 Taxable affiliate with respect to the gain (Reg 5907(i)(ii)(E)) read in conjunction with

earningsconsist of: (1) the active business incomeearned by
the definition of net earnings in Reg. 5907(1)(f)(iv).
60. Taxable losses include the foreign affiliate's net loss of the year from an

the foreign affiliate in unlisted countres net of income or active business carried on by it in an unlisted country (Reg. 5907(1)(j)(ii)(A)),
profits tax paid in respectofearning the income;57 (2) its pas- the affiliate's net loss in respect of FAPI (Reg. 5907(l)(j)(ii)(B)), its net loss on

sive investment-type income (FAPI) net of income or profits dispositions of property used or held principally for the purpose of gaining or

tax paid in respect of the FAPI;58 and (3) certain capital producing income from an active business carried on in an unlsted country
(Reg. 5907(1)(j)(ii)(C)) and net losses on the disposition of shares of another

gains.59 foreign affiliate of the Canadian corporation that were excluded property of the
affiliate (Reg. 5907(I)(j)(ii)(D)).

Taxable surplus is reduced by the foreign affiliate's taxable 61. Reg. 5907(1)(k)(ix).
62. Reg. 5907(I)(k)(x)losses,6o income or profits taxes paid by the affiliate on divi- 63. Reg 5907(1)(k)(xii)and (xiii).

dends received by the affiliate from the taxable surplus of 64 Sec 90

another foreign affiliate of the taxpayer6 and dividends 65. Subsec. 91(5)

deemed paid by the foreign affiliate out of its taxable sur-
66. Para. 113(1)(b).
67. Para. 113(1)(c)

plus.62 A taxable deficit exists if the amounts deducted from 68. See Arnold supra note 7, at 537-538; see also Dancey supra note 9, at

taxable surplus exceed the amounts included.63 4849.
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amounts. The tracking of underlying foreign tax can be com- any taxable capital gain constitutes FAPI.g However, FAl

plicated.69 The underlying foreign tax is allocated to divi- can still elect to treat the proceeds of its shares of FA2 as a

dends based on the proportion the dividend is to the total tax- dividend. If FAl so elects, then FAl's tax accounts will be
able surplus.70 increased by the amount that is deemed to have been paid out

of each account, i.e. if the dividend is deemed to have been
5. Pre-acquisitionsurplus paid out of FA2's exempt surplus then FAl's exempt surplus

will be ncreased. Also, by electing, FAl reduces the FAPI
Pre-acquisition surplus, unlike exempt surplus and taxable

that would otherwise arise the disposition.8surplus, is not specifically defined in the Regulations. Pre-
on

acquisition surplus is simply a notional surplus account Because the election is generally optional (and the taxpayer
designed to deal with distributions that exceed a foreign can choose the amount to be elected), to the extent the

affiliate's exempt or taxable surplus. Canadian corporations deemed dividend is out of taxable surplus, the Canadian cor-

that receive dividends paid out of a foreign affiliate's pre- poration will not make the election unless the total tax on the

acquisition surplus can deduct the amount of the dividend.71 dividend is less than the tax that would be exigible on the

However, the adjusted cost base of a share of a foreign affili- capital gain. To make the election, the Canadian corporation
ate is also reduced to the extent a dividend is paid out of pre- must file a special form (T2107) with its annual tax return for

acquisition surplus.72 Thus, dividends from pre-acquisition the year in which the disposition took place,82 though a spe-
surplus are treated, effectively, as a return of capital or a cial provision does permit a late filed election (subject to a

return of retained earnings of a foreign affiliate at the time of penalty) within three years of the time when the election

acquisition. should have been filed.83

If a Canadiancorporationhas a capital loss on the disposition
E. Tax treatmentof the disposition of shares of of shares of a foreign affiliate, the loss must be reduced84 by

foreign affiliates the amount of exempt dividends, i.e. amounts deductible

by the Canadiancorporationfor dividendspaid out ofexempt
When a Canadian resident corporation sells its shares of a surplus, as well as the deductions permitted for underlying
foreign affiliate, the Canadian corporation will generally foreign taxes and foreign withholding taxes where the divi-
have a capital gain (or loss) that must be included in its dend was paid out of taxable surplus.85 If a foreign affiliate
income for Canadian purposes. However, a Canadian resi- (FAl) disposes of shares of another foreign affiliate (FA2)
dent corporation that disposes of shares of a foreign affiliate and has a capital loss on the disposition then the capital loss
can elect73 to treat all or a part of the proceeds of disposition is reduced by all dividends except those deemed paid out of
as a dividend paid by the affiliate. To the extent the foreign FA2's pre-acquisition surplus minus withholding or income
affiliate has exempt surplus, the corporation will be able to taxes paid by FA1 on those dividends.86
fully deduct the deemed dividend; to the extent the affiliate
has taxable surplus, the Canadiancorporationwill be entitled
to the deductions for foreign taxes paid. If less than all of the F. Tax treatment of foreign accrual property income
outstandingshares of a foreign affiliate are being disposed of (FAPI)
then the amount deemed to be paid out of the foreign affili-
ate's exempt surplus and taxable surplus is the pro ratapro- Canada, like many other countries, taxes resident corpora-
portion of those accounts that relate to the shares being dis- tions on theirpro ram share of undistributedpassive income
posed of.74 The result of this election is to permit Canadian earned by certain controlled foreign affiliates. As a practical
corporations to convert what would otherwise be a capital
gain into a dividend.75 (And, since it is simply a deemed divi-

69. For a discussion of underlying foreign tax, see Dancey supra note 9, at
dend, no withholding tax will be exigible so the Canadian Ch. 8.

corporationhas an additional benefit.) 70. Reg. 5907(1)(m)(i).
71. Para. 113(1)(d)

If a foreign affiliate (FAl) of a Canadian corporationdispos- 72. Subsec. 92(2).
es of shares it owns in another foreign affiliate (FA2) of the 73. Subsec. 93(1)
Canadian resident corporation that are excluded property, 74. Reg. 5902(1)(b)and (c); see also Dancey supra note 9, at 81-82.

75. For a discussionof the rationalebehind this election, see Arnoldsupra note
then the Canadian corporation is deemed to have made an 7, at 542-544.
election76 to treat proceeds of disposition as a deemed divi- 76. Subsec. 93(1.1).
dend. The amount of the deemed dividend will be the lesser 77. Reg. 5902(6).
of77 the capital gain and the net surplus, which is basically 78. Reg. 5902(6)(b) read in conjunctionwith Reg. 5907(1)(h).

79. Subsec. 95(1) definition of excluded property.
the sum of the foreign affiliate's exempt and taxable sur- 80. Subsec. 95(1) definition of foreign accrual property income, specifically
plus.78 This has the effect of forcing taxable surplus up from item B in the formula.

FA2 to FAl, and prevents FAl from creating excessive 81. See Dancey supra note 9, at 79.

exempt surplus on the disposition. As will be discussed 82. Reg. 5902(5).
83. Subsec. 93(5) permits the late filed election; subsec. 93(6) sets forth the

below, shares of FA2 are excluded property basically if amount of the penalty.
greater than 90 percent of FA2's property consists of proper- 84. Subsec. 93(2).

ty used or held principally for the purpose of earning ncome 85. Para. 93(3)(a).
86. Para. 93(3)(b). For a discussion of the limitation of the capital loss avail-

from an active business.79 Where the shares of FA2 disposed able on the disposition of shares of a foreign affiliate see Dancey supra note 9,
of are not excluded property there is no deemed election and at Ch. 11.
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matter, it is necessary to limit the application of the FAPI foreign affiliate's FAPI. For example, where a controlled for-
rules to controlled foreign affiliates so that the shareholders eign affiliate charges for services and that amount is
are in a position to ensure that the foreign corporation dis- deductible in computing income from a business carried on in
tributes income so that the shareholders have sufficient Canada by a person that the foreign affiliate is a controlled
resources to pay the tax. The FAPI rules, according to foreign affiliate of, or by a person who is related to such a

Arnold, are essentially anti-avoidance rules intended to pre- person, that amount will be deemed to be income from a busi-
vent the diversion and accumulation of passive income off- ness other than an active business.97Therefore, such amounts

shore while not interfering with the ability of Canadian cor- are included in FAPI. This provision effectively removes any
porations to compete in legitimate business activities off- tax incentive a Canadian corporation may have had to set up
shore.87 a subsidiary in a low tax jurisdiction that would provide ser-

vices to the Canadian corporation, since the subsidiary'sWhile the theoretical operation of the FAPI rules is fairly profits from such a service business is FAPI. Similarly,
straightforward, like the foreign affiliate rules, the legislation

ser-

vice income of a foreign affiliate where the services are per-
implementing the rules is complex and places a significant formed by an individual resident in Canada that controls the
compliance problem on taxpayers,88The discussion herin is affiliate, or is a member of a group that controls the affiliate,
intended as an overview only. is deemed income from business other than active busi-a an

ness and therefore FAPI.98 The purpose of this provision is to
1. What constitutes FAPI make it unattractive for an individual, e.g. an athlete or con-

sultant, to establish a foreign affiliate in a low tax jursdiction
The FAPI of a foreign affiliate basicallyconsists of income of and provide personal services through that offshore corpora-
the foreign affiliate derived from property and business, other tion. The services to which the deeming provisions apply
than active businesses,as well as certain taxable capital gains specifically include the insurance of Canadian risks, but
derived by the foreign affiliate,89 As noted, the concept of excludes the transportationof persons or goods and services
active business income is not defined for purposes of the relating to the purchase or resale of gods.99
rules applicable to foreign affiliates, so determination must

be made on a case-by-casebasis.9o However, certain income A foreign affiliate's FAPI is reduced by losses for the year

that might otherwise not be considered active business from property and businesses other than active business loss-

income will be included in active business and therefore not es as well as losses from active businesses,t To the extent

constitute FAPI. For example, income that pertains to or is such losses exceed amounts included in FAPI, the losses can

incident to active business is specificallyconsidered income be carried forward five years and used to reduce FAPI of sub-

from an active business of a foreign affiliate.9' This provision sequent years.'0t
appears to broaden the base so that, as one authority put it,
...income from investments that are connected with or are 2. Specific exclusions from FAPI

within the sphere of an active business is to be treated as
Certain specifically excluded from FAPI, for

active business income and therefore excluded from FAPI.92 amounts are

Also specifically included in active business income are example, dividends received from other foreign affiliates,102

taxable dividends received by the foreign affiliate from a
amounts paid to a controlled foreign affiliate by another for-

eign affiliate, or a non-arm's length non-residentcorporation,
Canadian corporation if the dividend would be eligible for
the intercorporatedividend deduction if it had been received

if the paying corporation can deduct the payment under for-

eign tax law in computing under the Regulations its own by the Canadian resident;103 and certain taxable capital
earnings from an active business.93 gains,t04 It makes sense to exclude dividends received from

another foreign affiliate because such dividendsare subject to

The taxable capital gains of a foreign affiliate that are includ- the foreign affiliate rules. As well, it makes sense to exclude
ed in FAPI are basically defined as those taxable capital gains the other dividends from FAPI because if they had been
other than gains from the disposition of certain excluded

property. As noted above, excluded property is basically
property of a foreign affiliate used or held prncipally for the

87. See Amold supra note 7, at 166.
88. Id.

purpose of producing income from an active business as well 89. Subsec. 95(1) definition of foreign accrual property income.

as shares ofanother foreign affiliate where more than 90 per- 90. King George Hotels Ltd. v. The Queen, (1981) CTC 87, 1981 DTC 5082

cent of that other foreign affiliate's property is excluded (FCA).
91. See e.g. subpara. 95(2)(a)(i)property.94 In other words, to the extent a foreign affiliate has 92. See Dancey supra note 9, at 104.

a taxable capital gain on excluded property, that gain will not 93. Subpara. 95(2)(a)(ii)
be included in FAPI. Special rules apply to capital gains 94. Subsec. 95(I) definition of excluded property.

derved when the dispositionoccurs as a result of a reorgani- 95. See generally, Danceysupra note 9, at Ch. 23.
96. Para. 95(2)(f).

zation of foreign affiliates.95 For purposes of the FAPI rules, 97. Subpara. 95(2)(b)(i)
the taxable capital gains and losses of a foreign affiliate are to 98. Subpara. 95(2)(b)(ii)
be determined in accordance with Canadian rules.96 99. Subsec. 95(3).

100. Subsec. 95(1) definition of foreign accrual property income.

The Act also deems certain income to be income from a busi- 101.Id.
102.Id.

ness other than an active business, and therefore includible in 103.Id.
FAPI. Income derived from certain services is included in a 104. Id.
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received directly by the Canadian resident corporation they G. Dividends from controlled foreign affiliates
would have been excluded from its income.

As noted in II.D.4. above, FAPI is included in calculating a

3. Tax treatmentof FAPI income foreign affiliate's taxable surplus. And, as seen in II.F. above,
FAPI is also included in a Canadian resident shareholder's

A Canadian corporation must only include FAPI income if income under the FAPI rules. Therefore, double taxation
the affiliate is a controlled foreign affiliate at the end of the could occur if a controlled foreign affiliate were to pay a divi-
Canadiancorporation'sfiscal year, regardlessof the length of dend out of FAPI. To avoid this double taxation, on a divi-
time during the year that it owned the shares.105 A Canadian dend out of taxable surplus,114 taxpayers can deduct from
resident shareholdermust annually include an amount equal income the amountpreviouslyadded to the adjustedcost base
to its participating percentage of the foreign affiliate's of shares of the foreign affiliate, net of the deduction permit-
FAPI that is attributable to each share of the controlled for- ted under the foreign affiliate rules for underlying foreign
eign affiliate that it owns. The participatingpercentage is dif- taxes.

ferent dependingon the numberof classes of shares the affili-
ate has. If there is only one class of issued shares, the parti-
cipation percentage is equal to the Canadian resident share-
holder's equity ownership in the affiliate. If there is more

Ill. THE AUDITOR GENERAL'S FINDINGS AND

than one class of shares, the calculation of the participating RECOMMENDATIONS

percentage in respectof any share is much more complicated.
Basically the rules apportion the appropriate percentage of The Auditor General's Report brought to the public's atten-

the FAPI to each share in such a way that the aggregate par- tion the concern that the tax rules relating to foreign affiliates

ticipatingpercentagesdo not exceed 100 percent.'06 are costing the federal government millions of dollars. The
AuditorGeneral'sReport focused on four areas ofmajor con-

There is a de minimisexception to the applicationof the FAPI cern: (a) the deduction of dividendspaid out of foreign affili-
rules. If the controlled foreign affiliate's FAPI for the year is ates' exempt surplus; (b) the lack of a definition of active
$ 5,000 or less, the participatingpercentage is deemed to be business income as the term applies to FAPI income of for-
nil, so no FAPI must be ncluded in the shareholder's eign affiliates; (c) transferring of foreign losses to Canada;
income.107 and (d) the deductibilityof interest on funds used to invest in

foreign affiliates. Each of the areas noted will be briefly dis-
The Canadian resident's adjusted cost base of the shares of a cussed below, ncluding a discussion of the specific recom-

foreign affiliate is increased by the amounts of FAPI includ- mendationsof the Public Accounts Committee.
ed in income.108 Conversely, the adjusted cost base is
decreased by amounts deducted for foreign accrual taxes

(foreign taxes in respect of FAPI amounts) and for dividends A. Deduction of dividends from foreign affiliates
received out of previously taxed FAPI.109 The results of the

adjustments is that any capital gain derivedon the disposition Regarding the ability of Canadian corporations to deduct
of shares of a controlled foreign affiliate does not include

dividendsreceivedout of exempt surplus, the AuditorGener-
previously taxed but undistributedFAPI.

al noted that the theoreticalbasis for this, i.e. the avoidanceof
double taxation where the active income is already taxed in

4. Relief for foreign taxes attributable to FAPI income the country in which the foreign affiliate earns it, is only
served when the tax rate in the foreign affiliate's home coun-

A Canadianresidentcorporationthat has ncludedFAPI in its try approximates Canada's rate. As the Auditor General
income is entitled to a deduction for foreign accrual taxes pointed out, however many of the listed countries have low
paid by the controlled foreign affiliate on the items included tax rates or are tax havens, and certain types of income
in FAPI.to The deduction amounts to an indirect foreign tax earned in some of the listed countries are not subject to a rate
credit. Foreign accrual taxest include foreign income or sirnilar to Canada's rate. In response to this statement, the
profits taxes paid by the foreign affiliate (FAl) or by another Deputy Minister of Finance said that all the countries with
foreign affiliate (FA2) in respect of a dividend received from which Canadahas a tax treaty impose corporate taxes at sig-
FAl to the extent the taxes are reasonably attributed to the nificant rates, but that an exception is made in the case of
FAPI, as well as withholdingtaxes. The deductionfor foreign
accrual taxes that is not used in a particular year can be car-

ried back five years.12 The total amount of foreign accrual
105. Subsec. 91(1).
106. Reg. 5904. For a descriptionof the conceptof participatingpercentage,see

taxes deducted over the six year period (i.e. the original year Dancey supra note 9, Ch. 15.

plus the carry-forward) is limited to the total FAPI to which 107. Subsec. 95(1) definition of participatorypercentage.

the taxes relate.113 It should be noted that foreign accrual 108. Para. 92(1)(a).
109. Para. 92(1)(b)

taxes are not limited to taxes paid to a foreign country. If, for 110. Subsec. 91(4).
example, a foreign affiliate has passive ncome from Canada 111. Subsec. 95(1) definition of foreign accrual tax.

on which Canadian withholding tax is paid, the withholding 112. Subsec. 91(4).
113. Para. 91(4)(b).

tax is included in foreign accrual taxes that the Canadian res- 114. Subsec. 91(5).
ident shareholdercan deduct. 115. See Auditor General's Report supra note 3, at paras. 2.42-2.49.
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developing countres. According to the Deputy Minister, the D. Interest deductibility
listing of certain countries is in keeping with the govern-
ment's policy toward encouraging development in lesser Under the Act, taxpayers are allowed to deduct interest on
developed countries. funds used to earn income from a business or property,
The Public Accounts Committee was highly sceptical of the regardless of whether the investment is in Canada or off-

government's purported altruism, quoting from another wit- shore. If a Canadian corporationborrows in Canada to invest
ness who indicated that no real business is done in most tax in a foreign affiliate, the corporation can claim a current

havens and that these countries are simply hosts to corpora- deductioneven though the related income is reported in a for-

tions that are mere conduits.16 The Public Accounts Com- eign country and the dividends on the investment may be

mittee made two recommendations: first, it recommended received tax-free in Canada. The AuditorGeneral pointedout

that only countries with which Canada has a treaty should be that the deduction reduces Canada's current revenue and the

listed; and second, that the Department of Finance reassess income may never be taxed in Canada if it is ultimately
the merits of allowing income from subsidiaries in tax haven remitted as a tax-free dividend out of exempt surplus. And,
countries be returned to Canada tax free.'17 since Canada's tax rates are higher than those of many other

J countries, Canadian corporations have an incentive to incur
and deduct interest in Canada. Also, the Auditor General

B. Active business income under the FAPI rules pointed out that even if the income is paid to the Canadian

corporation as a taxable dividend, and even if it is from a for-
The Auditor General's main concern with regard to the FAPI eign affiliate in a high tax jurisdiction, though the income
rules is the fact that the Act does not contain a definition of would be included in the Canadian corporation's income, no

active or passive income in the context of the FAPI rules. Canadian tax will ultimately be paid to the Canadian fisc

According to the Auditor General, because of the uncertain- because of the tax credit for underlying foreign taxes. 23

ty, the law is both difficult to administerand difficult to com-
The Public Accounts Committee's to this issue

ply with.usThe Public Affairs'Committee,echoing the Audi- response was

quite cautious. The Committee acknowledged the difficultytor General's concern, recommended that the Department of of reforming the Act's interest deductibility rules, which have
Finance immediatelyclarify the term in the context of FAPI. been under both public and governmentscrutiny since 1987
The Committee noted that responsibility for defining the

a

Supreme Court of Canada case.124 The Committee's only re-
term should not be left to the court.II9The Committeefelt that commendation on this issue was that the Department of
without a definition, the General Anti-Avoidance Rule, Finance should study the problem in depth before makingwhich was enacted in 1988 but which has not yet been tested

to 125

in a court case, cannot be applied if the term is not defined,120 any changes the Act.

C. Transferring of foreign losses to Canada IV. CHANGES PROPOSED IN THE 1994
FEDERAL BUDGET

Under the FAPI rules, the active business losses of a foreign
affiliate can be offset against passive investment income of Canada's Federal Budget was announced on 22 Februarythe foreign affiliate. The Auditor General noted that this rule 1994. Responding to public criticism, the Budget contained
could permit the transferof affiliate's losses to Canada, there- draft legislation that would make a number of changes to the
by eroding Canada's tax base. The Auditor General cited the tax treatment of foreign affiliates. On 23 June 1994 Revised
following example of this: a Canadian corporation's US Draft Amendments were released for public comment (but
affiliate has $ 672 million in cash and short-termdeposits that

were not presented to the House of Commons in a bill). The
originated in the Canadian company. The US corporation government is consulting on the proposals and further
used the investment income it earned to offset its US losses. changes and refinements will be made before the proposals
Meanwhile, the Canadian corporation deducted its interest become part of a tax bill to be presented in the House of
expense for its investment in the US affiliate, the end result Commons in the fall. Taxpayers should exercise caution and
being that the US losses were effectively transferred to Cana- should obtain professional advice pror to acting on any of
da.12 the proposals discussed herein. Throughout the following
According to testimony before the Public Accounts Commit- discussion, references to the new rules or definitions are

tee, other countries do not permit such netting and remedying
this loophole would not encourage Canadian corporations to 116. See Committee Report, 5, 48:6.
leave Canada. The Public Accounts Committee recommend-

supra note at

1 17./d.
ed that the Act be amended to prevent Canadian corporations 118. See Auditor General's Report supra note 3, at 48:7.

from using tax losses of affiliates to reduce their taxable 119. Id.

income in Canada.122 120.Id.
121. See Auditor General's Report supra note 3, at 50.
122. See CommitteeReport supra note 5, at 48:7-48:8.
123. See Auditor General's Report supra note 3, at paras. 2.35-2.41.
124. The Queen v. Phyllis Bronfman Trust, (1987) 1 CTC 117, 87 DTC 505
(SCC).
125. See CommitteeReport supra note 5, at 48:8.
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references to the proposed 23 June 1994 draft legislation, a business other than an active business), the principal pur-
while references to the old rules or provisions are refer- pose of which is to derive income from property, including
ences to the current provisions in the Act. interest, dividends, rents, royalties, fees or similar returns or

substitutes for such items, and profits from the dispositionof
investment property. The definition of investment business

A. Modification of the definition of foreign affiliate specificallyexcludes a business carried on by a foreign affili-

ate that is a corporation and whose only business is the busi-

The first change proposed is a modificationof the definition ness carried on with arm's length persons as a foreign bank,
of foreign affiliate so that the equity percentage of shares trust company, credit union, insurance company or securities

owned by related corporationsmust be included in determin- trader or dealer. Also specificallyexcluded is a business car-

ing whethera corporation is a foreign affiliate.126The change ried on by an affiliate that is a corporation whose principal
is aimed at preventing Canadian corporations from avoiding business is the developmentof real estate for sale, the lending
the full application of the FAPI rules by simply having a of money, leasing or licensing of property and the insurance

small percentage of the shares of a foreign affiliate held by of risks, or a combination thereof, to arm's length persons.

persons related to the controlling shareholder. For example, And, in what might be seen as Canada's attempt to ensure

under the old rules if A Co. owns 73 percent of Foreign Co., increased employment in foreign countries, the definition of

and B Co., C Co. and D Co., all of which are Canadian resi- an investment business specifically excludes a business car-

dents and are related to A Co., each owns 9 percent of For- ried on by a foreign affiliate, if the foreign affiliate employs
eign Co., Foreign Co. would only be a controlled foreign more than five full-time employees in the active conduct of

affiliate of A Co., and therefore only 73 percent of its FAPI such business.

would be taxed in Canada. Under the proposed changes 100
Investment property is defined to include share of thea

percentof the FAPI would be taxed in Canada, as Foreign Co.
a or an a

would be both a foreign affiliate of each company and a con- capital stock of corporation, nterest in partnership
trolled foreign affiliate of each. A de minimis provision was

or trust, except to the extent that any of these are excluded
com-

also added so that the new definition will not apply to share- property of the affiliate; indebtedness and annuities;
modities and commodity futures; currency; real estate;

holders who, by themselves, own less than 1 percent of the
resource properties (both Canadian and foreign); interests in

total equity of the foreign corporation. These changes are to
funds entities other than corporations, partnerships andor

apply to taxation years beginning after 1994.
trusts; and interests or options in respectof any of the above.

Lease obligation is defined to include an obligation under

B. Definition of active business an agreement that authorizes the use of, or the production or

reproductionof property, specifically including information

The draft legislation includes new definitions for purposes of or any other thing. This definition, therefore, is broad enough
the foreign affiliate rules and FAPI rules: active business, to include, e.g. software licensing agreements. Licensingof

income from an active business, income from property; property is defined as including authorizationor the use of,
.

nvestmentbusiness; investmentproperty; lease obliga- the production or reproduction of, property, ncluding infor-

tion; lendingofmoney; and licensingofproperty.What mation or any other thing.
is most notable about the definitions is their interdependence

most of the terms are defined by reference to other terms Lending of money by a person is defined to include the
-

and by reference to what is not within a certain category of purchasing of trade accounts receivable and the purchasing
income or activity. The starting point is the new definitionof of foreign resource properties from arm's length borrowers.

active business, as well as the concept of business other
than an active business. The proposed defnitions are to be

C. What constitutes FAPI
applicable to tax years beginning after 1994.

Activebusinessof a foreign affiliate is any business carried The sourcing of a foreign affiliate's income is extremely
on by the foreign affiliate other than an investment business, important because a Canadian resident shareholder must

and other than a business specifically deemed under subsec- include its share of a controlled foreign affiliate's FAPI in its
tion 95(2) to be a business other than an active business. income annually. Conceding that the current wording of cer-

Income from an active business of a foreign affiliate is tain provisions causes some uncertaintywhen determining
defined as income from an active business carried on by the components of FAPI,127 the governmenthas restructured the

affiliate, including income pertaining to or incident to that sourcing rules applicable to different types of an affiliate's
active business. Specifically excluded from this definition is income.
income of the affiliate from property. Revised paragraph 95(2)(a) sets out situations where income

Income from property of a foreign affiliate is defined to that might otherwise be passive income will be considered
include income of the affiliate from an investment business
of the affiliate and income of the affiliate from an adventure
or concern in the nature of trade. Investment business is 126. Proposed para. 95(1)(d).

127. See Department of Finance technical notes accompanying the 23 June
defined as a business carried on by the foreign affiliate (other 1994 proposed draft legislation and regulations at 27 (hereinafter Revised

than a business specificallydeemed by subsection95(2) to be Technical Notes).
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income from an active business of the foreign affiliate. Under of the lender, so long as the interest expense was deductible

subparagraph95(2)(a)(i), income from property of a particu- in computing the amount prescribed to be the borrower's
lar foreign affiliate of a taxpayer will be considered income earning or loss from an active business, other than an active
from an active business of the particularaffiliate to the extent business carried on in Canada.
it is derved by the affiliate from activities reasonablyconsid-

The exampleof applicationof proposedclause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B)ered directly related to active business carried on in a country is follows: ifFAl loans funds another foreign affiliate ofother than Canada by any other non-residentcorporation that as to

iS related to the particularaffiliate. The income must be of the the taxpayer (FA2) to which FAl is related, and FA2 uses the

type that would be included in computing the other non-resi- funds to purchase outstanding shares of another affiliate of

dent corporation's eamings or loss from an active business the taxpayer (FA3) that is also related to FAl, the interest

carried on in a country other than Canada, had the non-resi- paid to FA l by FA2 would be income from an active busi-

dent corporation been a foreign affiliate of the taxpayer.
ness. Under clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B), however, where FA2 and
FA3 are part of a corporategroup that computes its income on

The Technical Notes accompanying the revised draft legisla- a consolidatedbasis and the interest is deducted in computing
tion (the Technical Notes) illustrate this provision with the the income subject to tax in the country in which the affiliates
following example: are resident and subject to income taxation, the interest

if a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer that sells equipment that it income derived by FA l will be treated as active business
makes decides, for business reasons, to use a wholly-owned sub- income.
sidiary to hold equipment that s leased rather than sold to its cus-

tomers, the rental income of the subsidiary might well constitute New paragraph 95(2)(a.1) sets out situations where income
income from property of the subsidiary from the sale of property will be considered income from a

***
business other than an active business (and therefore FAPI).

[The new rules]...coulddeem that rental income to be active busi- Income of the foreign affiliate for the year from the sale of
ness income of the subsidiary...[t]hencome derived from the leas-

ing activity must be income that would be included in the...eam- property (including income from provision of services as an

ings or loss of the parent from the active business carried on out- agent in relation to a purchase or sale of property) will be

side Canada if earned by the parent...[T]he active business earn- considered FAPI in the following situations: (i) where the

ings of the related group would remain unaffected by the use of a cost of the property (other than property manufactured,pro-
separate corporation to carry on the leasing business.128 duced, grown, extracted or processed in Canada in the course

Under new subparagraph 95(2)(a)(ii), income of a particular
of carrying on a business in Canada and subsequentlysold to

foreign affiliate of the taxpayer (FAl) that would otherwise the affiliate for sale to non-residents)is relevant in computing
the income from a business carried on by the Canadian cor-be income from property, will be included in FA l's income

from an active business to the extent that the income is poration, or by a person resident in Canada that is not arm's

derved by FA l from amounts paid to it in two situations. length with the Canadian corporationor in a business carried

Under proposed clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(A), income derived by
on in Canada by non-residentsthat are not arm's length to the
Canadian corporation; and (ii) income from the sale of prop-FA 1 from amounts paid to it by a related non-residentcorpo-

ration will be included in FA l's income from an active busi- erty that was not manufactured, produced, grown, extracted

ness to the extent that, if the related non-residentcorporation
or processed in the foreign affiliate's country of residence. If,

were also a foreign affiliate of the taxpayer, the amount so
however, greater than 90 percent of the affiliate's gross
income is derived from arm's length sales (other than from

paid or payable would reduce the amount of the related non-

resident's earnings from an active business other than an property described in (ii) above, if that property was referred

active business carried on in Canada. Under proposed clause to in (i) above), the income will not constitute FAPI. Also
included in FAPI is income incident to income that is deemed

95(2)(a)(ii)(B),income derved by FAl from amounts paid to

it by another foreign affiliate of the taxpayer (FA2) that s
to be FAPI under proposed paragraph 95(2)(a.1). This rule is
intended to discourage Canadian corporation's from estab-related to FA 1 will be included in FA l's income from an

active business to the extent the amounts paid by FA2 pur- lishing a foreign subsidiary for the purpose of purchasing
suant to a legal obligation to pay interest on borrowedmoney goods for resale and use in a business in Canada of the Cana-

used to acquire shares of the capital stock of another foreign
dian corporation or a non-arm's length person.

129

affiliate of the taxpayer (FA3) that is also related to FA l, if Under new paragraph 95(2)(a.2), income from certain insur-
the shares are excluded property of FA2 and the amounts paid ance activities will be considered income from a business
are relevant in computing the liability for taxes of a corporate other than an active business (and therefore FAPI). Income of
group of which FA2 and FA3 are members in their home a foreign affiliate from the insurance of risks (and reinsur-
country. ance) will constitute FAPI where the risks insured are in

The Technical Notes accompanyingthe Revised Draft Legis- respect of a person resident in Canada, property situated in

lation offer the following helpful illustrationsof the applica- Canada or a business carried on in Canada. The rule does not

tion of clauses 95(a)(ii)(A)and (B): if a foreign affiliate loans apply, however, if greater than 90 percentof the gross premi-
money to another foreign affiliate of the taxpayer and that um income (net of reinsurance ceded) of the affiliate was

other foreign affiliate is related to the lending affiliate, the derived directly or indirectly from the insurance of arm's

interest income on the loan would be income from property
of the lender. Under new clause 95(a)(ii)(A), however, the 128. Id. at 27-28.
interest income would be considered active business income 129. Id. at 32.
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length insurance of non-Canadian risks. Also included in Also, a new regulation will be added clarifying when a cor-

FAPI is income incident to or pertaining to income deemed poration is consideredresident in a listed country. An affiliate

by proposed paragraph95(2)(a.2) to be FAPI. will be a residentof a listed country only where it is a resident
of the country for purposes of the convention, or where it

Under new paragraph 95(2)(a.3), a foreign affiliate's income would be so if it were treated as a corporation under that

derived directly or indirectly from indebtednessor lease obli- country's tax laws.132 A furtherclarificationhas been made so

gations (including income of the affiliate from the purchase that where an affiliate is a resident of a country and it is

and sale of indebtedness and lease obligations on its own intended that the affiliate be treated as a residentof that coun-

account) of persons resident in Canada or derived in respect try for purposes of that treaty, it will be so treated regardless
of businesses carried on in Canada by non-residents will be ofwhether the conventionapplies in respectof the affiliate.133

deemed to be FAPI. The rule does not apply, however, if
The change in terminology to designated treaty country

greater than 90 percent of the gross income of the affiliate s

derived from indebtednessand lease obligations in respect of will also be made in the following definitions:exemptearn-

business carried on offshore with non-residentsthat are arm's ings;
. 134 exempt loss,.135 net eamings;136 net loss.137

,

length to the affiliate. Also included in FAPI is income inci- taxableearnings;138 taxable loss;139 and the rules for com-

dent to income deemed by paragraph 95(2)(a.3) to be FAPI. puting active business eamings.140
This provision is ntended to prevent Canadian corporations The proposed changes regarding designated treaty countries
in the financing and leasing business from transferring port- generally apply to taxation years of foreign affiliates after
folios of debt and lease obligationsto an affiliate in a low tax 1995.
jurisdiction and thereby avoid Canadian tax on interest
derived from such activities.

E. What constitutes exempt earnings
These new provisions, along with the various definitions set

forth in Section IV.(B) above, help clarify how different Regulation 5907(1)(b) defines exempt earnings of a for-
income is to be sourced for purposes of determiningwhether eign affiliate. The definition is being amended so that
an amount is included in an affiliate's FAPI. All these provi- amounts determined under subparagraphs 95(2(a)(i) and
sions are to apply to taxation years beginning after 1994. 95(2)(a)(ii) to be income from an active business of the affili-

ate (these provisions are described in detail above) are
It should be noted that the formula for what is included in the included in the foreign affiliate's exempt earnings.
definition of foreign accrual property income in subsection

95(1) is to be amended so that exempt surplus of an affiliated

group is not overstated. This will be achieved by deeming
amounts described in subclause 95(2)(a)(ii)(B) (which per- F. Foreign affiliates' losses
tain to amounts paid to a particular foreign affiliate (FAI) by
a related foreign affiliate (FA2) pursuant to a legal obligation The rules permitting a foreign affiliate to reduce its FAPI by
to pay interest on money borrowed by FA2 to acquire shares so-called deductible losses are being changed. For taxation
of the capital stock of another related foreign affiliate (FA3) years commencing after 1994, the Regulation defining
that are excluded property of FA2, where FA2 and FA3 are deductible losses is being amended so that only losses of
treated as being in a corporate group) as being nil for purpos- foreign affiliates that were controlled foreign affiliates in the

es ofvarious elements in the formulaof foreign accrual prop- year the loss was incurred will be included in deductible

erty income. losses.'41 More significantly, the amendments also specify
that active business losses will not form part of the deductible
losses of a foreign affiliate. The changes will prevent a Cana-

D. Listed countries
dian corporation from sheltering investment income by pla-
cing investments in an offshore company with active busi-

ness losses, and will stop the technique addressed by the

Currently,under the foreign affiliate rules, dividends paid by Auditor General of transferringforeign losses to Canada.

an affiliate out of its active business income earned in a list-
ed country can be repatriated to Canada tax free. Under the

changes,countries will no longer be listed. Instead, a coun-

try will be considered a designated treaty country if it has
I 30. Proposed Reg. 5907(11).

entered into a comprehensive tax treaty with Canada. (For 131. Proposed Reg. 5907(11.1).
greatercertainty, territories,possessions,etc., to which a con- 132. Proposed Reg. 5907(11.2).
vention does not apply are treated as designatedtreaty coun- 133. Reg. 5907(11.2)(c).

tries.) A country will automatically become a designated
134. Reg. 5907(1)(b).
135. Reg. 5907(1)(c)

treaty county at the time the treaty has entered into force and 136. Reg. 5907(1)(f)
takes effect.13A new regulationwill be added so that repatri- 137. Reg. 5907(1)(g)
ated active business earnings derived from a designated 138. Reg. 5907(1)(i).

139. Reg. 5907(1)(j).
treaty country after signing of the treaty but before actual 140. Reg. 5907(2.1).
ratificationwill qualify.131 141. Proposed Reg. 5903(1).
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G. Rules for computing active business earnings H. Interest deductibility
The regulations provide rules for computing a foreign affili- And finally, it should be noted that the draft legislation does
ate's active business earnings from activities in a designated not make any changes regarding the deductibilityof interest
treaty country. Under clause 95(2)(a)(ii)(A), income derived expense in Canada with respect to nvestment in foreign affil-
by a foreign affiliate from amounts paid to it by a related non- iates. It is believed that the Ministry of Finance is studying
resident corporation could be included in the active business this issue, but no definitive public statement has been made
income of the afiliate when certain conditions are met. Tim- regarding the review, nor has a timetable been set.

ing differences can arise as a result of the foreign affiliate

having to report the income from the non-resident corpora-
tion while the paying corporation may be restricted in claim-

ing a deduction for the payments. Proposed new Regulation
5907(2.7) eliminates the timing problems by providing that
the amounts paid to the foreign affiliate are to be deducted by V. CONCLUSION
the payor n computing its active business earnings or loss in
the year that includes the earlier of the day on which the As more and more corporations are doing business intema-
amounts are paid or the day on which the amounts become tionally and looking for ways of reducing their taxes payablepayable. on a worldwide basis, tax advisors are increasingly faced
Timing problems could also arise in situations where clause with having to have a working knowledge of the taxation of
95(2)(a)(i)(B) applies. New Regulation 5907(2.8) requires foreign affiliates. This article is intended to offer a founda-
FA2 to deduct the interest paid to FA l in computing its active tional understanding of the Canadiantaxation of income
business income or loss at the same time as the income from foreign affiliates by examining the historical back-
derived from the interest is reported as active business ground in which the rules developed, the rationale behind the
income of FAl, so that the affiliated group's active business rules, and the problems and abuses the government hopes to
income is not affected by the inter-groupcharges. correct with the recently proposed amendments.
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CROSS-BORDERREORGANIZATIONSINVOLVING
CANADIAN CORPORATIONS
James S. Hausman and Kathleen V. Penny

Blake, Cassels & Graydon, Toronto, Canada

With the greater global integration of national economies, FOREIGN PARENT
there is likely to be an even greater tendency for business CORP.
enterprises based in one country to have interests in another.
In tax terms, this trend will necessarily result in difficult tax

issues arising as a result of corporate changes adopted to CDN. HOLDING
maximize the tax efficiencyof a corporate structure. CORP.

The purpose of this article is to deal with some Canadian tax

considerations arising from corporate reorganizationswhere
there are elements of the transaction both inside and outside CDN. TARGET

Canada, with the focus being on Canadian corporations.

which are part of a foreign-controlledcorporate group. The
factual situations that are dealt with as examples are relative-

ly simple, but they illustrate the complex Canadian tax issues
that can arise in planning for cross-border reorganizations. FOREIGN SUB. CDN. SUB. #1 CDN. SUB. #2
The tax analysis of the consequenceson the other side of the
Canadian border is at least as important as the Canadian tax

impact and, although ignored in this article, must'be taken
into account in any proposed reorganization. This structure is unsatisfactory from an overall tax perspec-

tive for the following reasons:
The general thrust of our discussion will be directed to the

planning measures that can be considered to alter the corpor- (1) because Canadian tax law does not permit corporate con-

ate structure after a non-Canadian corporation has made an solidation, the Canadian target corporationmust be either

acquisition of a Canadian corporation with non-Canadian liquidated into, or merged with, the Canadian holding
subsidiaries. Although in most cases such a reorganization is corporation in order to allow the interest expense related

best undertaken immediately following an acquisition, in to the acquisition debt financing to be offset against the

some cases, similar reorganizationsmay be effected at a later earnings of the target;
stage without substantial adverse Canadian tax conse- (2) the earnings of the foreign subsidiary must be passed
quences. through the Canadian target before being repatriated to

For the purposes of this discussion, we have assumed that a the foreign corporationwith the result that those earnings
newly formed Canadian subsidiary of a non-resident has are subject to foreign and Canadianwithholding taxes;

acquired a Canadiancorporationand its subsidiaries.The uti- (3) if the foreign subsidiary is in the same jurisdictionas the
lization of a Canadian acquisition corporation is usually the new foreign parent, the foreign subsidiarywill most like-
recommendedvehicle'formaking the purchase. The incorpor- ly not be eligible for consolidated reporting or group
ation of the Canadian corporation permits the non-resident relief with the foreign corporation under the tax laws of
investor to capitalize it for the full amount of the purchase the foreign jurisdiction; and
prce of the shares of the target company to be acquired. If the

purchaseprice is to be funded in part by borrowing,the use of (4) on the ultimate sale of the shares of (2anadian subsidiary
the Canadiancorporationwill permit the debt to ultimatelybe #1 or Canadian subsidiary #2, the foreign parent could

pushed down to the operating company so that the deduc- suffer less overall tax if the shares were disposed of

tions so generated may be deducted against the earnings of directly by the foreign parent rather than by the Canadian

the target corporation.l corporation.

The structure after purchase may be illustrated as follows:
1. It is frequentlyadvantageousfor the foreign shareholderof a Canadiancor-

poration to incorporateanotherCanadiancorporation which qualifies as a non-
resident owned investmentcorporation under Sec. 133 of the Income Tax Act

(Canada) (ITA) to acquire the indebtednessincurred by the Canadian acquisi-
tion corporation for the purchase.
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I. DISPOSITION OF THE FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY poses, the same treatment may not apply in the foreign juris-
diction.

The most obvious defect in the structure s the interposition Although there may be no express provision which will per-of Canadian corporationsbetween the foreign parent and the
mit tax-free tax-deferred spin-off' of the foreign sub-

foreign subsidiary. The indirect holding of the foreign sub-
a or

sidiary, the interplayofcertain provisionsof the Canadian tax
sidiary by the foreign parent corporation could be avoided if

legislation could operate to minimize or even eliminate
the shares of the foreign subsidiary were sold or distributed to

Canadian tax the disposition of the shares of the foreignon
the foreign parent corporation. However, there does not

subsidiary to the foreign parent.
appear to be any way that the spin-off' could be accm-

plished on a tax-free rollover basis in Canada.2 The ITA contains a very specific set of rules4 which apply
The closest approximation there is to a complete rollover when a wholly-ownedCanadian subsidiary is wound up into

its Canadian corporate parent. In general terms, these rulesfor Canadian tax purposes would be an intemal freeze
under the provisionsof ITA Section 86 combined with a sub- provide for a tax-free rollover as a result of the liquidation.
scription by the foreign parent for common shares of the for- However, in the case where the subsidiary distributes capital
eign subsidiary. The freeze would be accomplished by a property to the parent, such as the shares of its own sub-

conversion of the common shares of the foreign subsidiary sidiary, the parent by election can bump or step-up the

held by the Canadian target into retractable redeemable pre.
cost base to it of such capital property to an amount not

ferred shares of the foreign subsidiary, thus limiting the exceeding its fair market value. Accordingly, if the Canadian

increase in value which will accrue to the Canadian target. target corporation is liquidated into the Canadian ho ding
This revised structure is illustrated below: corporation, the adjusted cost base to the Canadian ho ding

corporation of the shares of the foreign subsidiary could be

bumped to their fair market value. If the disposition of the
FOREIGN PARENT shares of the foreign subsidiary were to. occur immediatelyor

CORP. shortly after the acquisition of the Canadian target, there
would be no, or minimal, taxable gain realized by the Cana-
dian holding corporationon the transfer to the foreign parent.

CDN. HOLDING In addition, since the Canadian holding corporation was cap-
CORP. Common Shares italized by an amount equal to the consideration paid for the

shares of the Canadian target, the full amount of the value of
the shares of the foreign subsidiarymay be paid to the foreign
parent as a return of capital without the imposition of Cana-
dian non-residentwithholding tax under Part XIII of the ITA.

CDN. TARGET
If some time has elapsed since the acquisitionand it is deter-
mined that the fair market value of the shares of the foreign

Preferred Shares subsidiary has increased in value since the acquisition of the
FOREIGN SUB. Canadian target, the objective of tax planning will be to

reduce the proceeds deemed received by the Canadiancorpo-
ration on the disposition of the shares of the foreign sub-

sidiary to the foreign parent through an election under sub-
section 93(1) in respect of the exempt surplus of the for-

eign subsidiary.
In the broadest terms, the Canadian system of taxing foreign
income permits a Canadian parent corporation to receive div-

There are, however, several possible difficulties with such an
idends from foreign subsidiary free of Canadian tax to thea

arrangement: extent that the dividend is paid out of the foreign subsidiary's(1) The Canadian target is left with a large number of pre-
ferred shares which, if they are to have a fair market value

equal to the value of the common shares of the foreign sub- 2. ITA Subsec. 69(4) provides as follows:

sidiary at the time of the freeze, will likely have to be (4) Shareholder appropriations.- Where at any time property of a

corporation has been appropriated in any manner whatever to or for
redeemable at the option of the holder, and may also be the benefit of a shareholderof the corporation for no considerationor

required to yield a dividend.3 for consideration that is less than the property's fair market value and
a sale thereofat its fair market value would have increased the corpor-

(2) Dividends paid on the.preferred shares will be subject to ation's income or reduced a loss of the corporation, the corporation
shall be deemed to have disposed of the property, and to have

withholding tax in the foreign jurisdiction and subject to received proceeds of disposition therefor equal to the fair market

Canadian non-residentwithholding tax when they are paid to value thereof, at that time.
3. The situation will have to be reviewedcarefully to ensure that the preferredthe foreign parent, leaving to that extent the very tax problem shares are not regarded as having been acquired in the ordinary course of the

which the reorganizationsought to resolve. businessof the Canadian target corporation in a case where the Canadian target
corporation is a specified financial institutionas defined in the ITA, since this

(3) Even though redemption of the preferred shares will be would result n adverse Canadian tax treatment of dividends received.
4. Subsec. 88(1). In particular, para. 88(1)(d) provides for a bump in the

regarded as a tax-free return of capital for Canadian pur- cost basis of capital property.
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exempt surplus.5 The exempt surplus is, generally, the revenue authorities as to the fair market value of the

active business earnings of the foreign subsidiary in a coun- shares of the foreign subsidiary. If the shares of the for-

try with which Canada has concluded a comprehensive tax eign subsidiary were transferred in specie to the foreign
agreement. The exempt surplus pool of the foreign sub- parent by way of a reductionofcapital, as a matterof cor-

sidiary vis--vis the Canadian target is preserved on the porate law it would be difficult to have a reversible

acquisitionof control by the foreign parent and survives as an reduction of capital reflective of the amount that is ulti-

exemptsurplusaccountvis--vis the Canadianholding cor- mately determined to be the fair market value.

poration on the liquidationof the Canadian target.6 (b) If a subsection 93(1) election has been made, and subse-

quently the fair market value is found to be higher than
The deduction which is permitted for a dividend out of the amount dealt with in the earlier election, Revenue

exempt surplus may also be applicable to reduce the pro- Canadawill permit a variation in the election if there was

ceeds of dispositionon the dispositionof the shares of a for- a bona fide attempt to arrive at values and to apply the
eign subsidiary by the filing of an election under subsection full amount of the then exempt surplus in the foreign
93(1) of the ITA. If this election is made, an amount not subsidiary to reduce the gain.7 However, a penalty may
exceeding the proceeds ofdisposition is treated as a dividend be payable with respect to the amendmentof the election.
and not as proceeds of disposition. Thus, depending on the
amount of the exempt surplus of the foreign subsidiary,
Canadian tax on any increase in value of the shares since the

Il. RESTRUCTURINGOF CANADIAN
date of the foreign parent's acquisition may be avoided or

SUBSIDIARIES
reduced by the filing of the election.

Again depending on the amount of the increase in value of In the structure under consideration, the Canadian target cor-

the shares of the foreign subsidiary, it may be important to poration held two Canadian subsidiaries. The foreign p.arent
undertake a reorganizationof the foreign subsidiary in order corporation may wish to have separate streams of ownership
to maximize the exempt surplus of the foreign subsidiary of the two Canadian subsidiaries, to allow it the flexibility in
available for election under subsection 93(1). the future to sell one of the subsidiaries directly, rather than

For example, if the foreign subsidiary itself were to have a
through the Canadian holding corporation. This is particular-

foreign subsidiary, the subsection 93(1) election would deem ly true where the foreign parent is resident in a jurisdiction
which exempts from tax the gain on the sale of the shares of

the net surplus of the sub-subsidiary to have been distributed
to its immediateparent (in this case, the foreign subsidiaryof foreign subsidiaries and has a tax treaty with Canada which

the Canadian holding corporation), and the election would prevents Canada from taxing any gain realized on the sale.
The following could be a desirable structure:

allow the accumulated surpluses to be notionally distributed
to the Canadianparent to reduce the amountof the gain. If the

foreign subsidiaryhas exempt surplus, but the sub-subsidiary
has an exempt deficit for Canadian tax purposes,no dividend
is deemed to have been paid by the sub-subsidiary, and thus

FOREIGN PARENT
CORP.

the exempt deficit in the sub-subsidiary would not erode the

exempt surplus of its immediateparent. However, it is impor-
tant to note that if the status of the surplus accounts in the for-

eign subsidiaries were reversed, the effect of the deeming
rules for purposes of the subsection 93(1) election would be
to erode the exempt surplus available for reduction of the CDN. HOLDING NEW CDN. HOLDING

capital gain. CORP. CORP.

In such circumstances, it would be advisable to liquidate the

foreign subsidiary into a newly formed foreign parent hold-

ing corporation, and the combined effect of paragraph
95(2)(e.1) and Regulation5905(7) would be to eliminate the CDN. SUB. #1 CDN. SUB. #2
exempt deficit in the foreign subsidiary and to allow the Sec-
tion 93(1) election to reduce the gain by the amount of the

exempt surplus of the foreign sub-subsidiary.
The following are some technical observations on the struc-

turing of the transactions by which the shars of the foreign It was possible until very recently to achieve the above struc-
subsidiary are transferred to the foreign parent: ture free of Canadian tax through divisive reorganizationa

(a) The shares of the foreign subsidiary are sold to the for- commonly referred to as a butterfly. After completion of
eign parent and the sale proceeds returned to the parent the butterfly,shares of the newly formed Canadian holding
by way of reductionof capital. A sale is generallyprefer-
able over a reduction of capital since it would normally
be advisable to include a price adjustment clause in the 5. Subsec. 113(1).

6. Reg. 5905(5)(c) of the Income Tax Regulations.
arrangements in the event that there is a dispute with the 7. InformationCircular 77-9R.
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corporation were sold exempt from Canadian tax on capital The corporate structure after completionof the liquidationof
gains due to a treaty exemption. This essentially allowed for the Canadian holding corporationwould be as follows:
an effective avoidanceof Canadian tax on the sale of Canadi-
an subsidiary #2. However, new rules8 deny rollover treat-

FOREIGN PARENT
ment if a sale of the shares of either the old or new Canadian

CORP.
holding corporation to an unrelated party is contemplated at

the time of the butterfly. The actual test is whether the

butterfly transactions were undertaken as part of a series
of transactions in which the shares are disposed of to a per-
son who deals at arm's length with the foreign vendor. There

CDN. SUB. #1 CDN. SUB. #2 FOREIGN
is a specific definition of series of transactions which SUBSIDIARY
deems the series to include any related transactions or

events completed in contemplationof the series.9

Given the recent restrictions imposed on the use of the but-
terfly, it may be advisable and possible to spin off Canadian If sone time has elapsed since the original acquisition, there
subsidiary #2 without significant Canadian tax by using the is the risk of an increase in values. The liquidation of the
paragraph 88(1)(d) bump referred to above on the liquida- Canadian holding corporation will result in a deemed dispo-
tion of Canadian target, and relying on high paid-up capital of sition at fair narket value so that in addition to the possibili-
the shares of the Canadian holding corporation to return the ty of gain at the corporate level, there could also be a deemed
proceeds of a sale of Canadian subsidiary #2 on a tax-free dividend to the extent that the liquidating distribution
basis very much in the same way as discussed above when exceeds in value the amount of the paid-up capital of the
dealing with the repatriation of the foreign subsidiary.j If a . Canadian holding corporationheld by the foreign parent.13

significant amount of time has elapsed between the acquisi-
tion and the sale of Canadian subsidiary #2, it may also be One disadvantage of direct ownership of the shares of the

possible to reduce the gain on the sale of the shares of sub- Canadian subsidiaries by the foreign parent is that these

sidiary #2 by pre-dispositioninter-corporatedividends to the shares may have a lower paid-upcapital than the shares of the

Canadian holding corporation, subject to restrictions which Canadian holding corporation, thus limiting the ability of the

apply if the transactions are being completed in contempla- Canadian corporations to return capital to the foreign parent
tion of a sale to an arm's length party to limit the amount of free of Canadian non-residentwithholding tax.

such dividends to the safe income associated with the If the foreign parent were to create a separate Canadian hold-
shares of subsidiary #2. ing corporation for each of the Canadian subsidiariesat some

time after the liquidation of the original Canadian holding
corporation, the paid-up capital of the newly formed Canadi-
an corporations could not be stepped up to equal the fair
market value of the shares transferred because of a specific

Ill. LIQUIDATION OF CANADIAN HOLDING anti-avoidance provision in the Canadian tax legislationt4

CORPORATION affecting non-resident transfers of shares to Canadian corpo-
rations.

In the structure we have postulated, if there are tax advan- One solution to the loss of paid-up capital may be to create

tages to be derived from the spin-off' of the foreign sub- two separate holding corporations for each of Canadian sub-
sidiary and the Canadian subsidiary, it may be of greater sidiary #1 and Canadian subsidiary#2 prior to the liquidation
benefit to wind up the Canadian holding corporationjust after of the Canadian holding corporation, that is, at a time when
the liquidation of the target so that the two Canadian sub- the shares are not held by a non-resident. The structure
sidiaries and the foreign subsidiary will be directly held by immediately before the liquidation of the Canadian holding
the foreign parent. corporation would be as follows:

Somewhat the same tax considerations are applicable in the
case of liquidation as in the spin-off' discussed above,
except that the shares of the subsidiaries would be deemed to

have been sold for their fair market value, and the differ- 8. Subsec. 55(3 1).
ence between that amount and the paid-up capital of the 9. Subsec. 248(10).

10. In fact, if the transfer occurs immediatelyafter the acquisition by the for-
Canadian holding corporation(ifany) would be deemed to be eign parent and the liquidation of the target, the butterfly transactions may be
a dividend subject to Canadian non-resident withholding substantially replicated and the structure described above achieved without

tax.12 Thus, if the share capital held by the foreign parent has offending the newly introduced rules restricting the use of cross-borderbutter-
flies since there will be no reliance on the tax-free intercorporatedividend dealt

paid-up capital, attributable to it at least equal to the with in Sec. 55.

bumped basis of the shares of the subsidiaries, the liquida-
I 1. Subsecs. 55(2) and (5)
12. See subsecs. 69(5) and 84(2).

tion should be capable of being effected without attracting 13. If the value of the shares ofone subsidiary has decreased since the acquisi-
Canadian tax at the level of the Canadian holding corporation tion while another has increased, the loss sustained cannot be an offset against

the deemed gain realized; subsec. 40(2)
or Canadian non-residentwithholding tax on the distribution. 14. Sec. 212.1.
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FOREIGN PARENT Accordingly, Hunter Douglas Ltd. became resident in the

CORP. Netherlands for purposes of the Convention and was no

longer subject to Canadian tax on its profits or to Canadian

withholding tax on dividends paid to shareholders not resi-
dent in Canada.

CANADIAN HOLDING The terms of most modem tax treaties entered into with
CORPORATION

Canada when combined with Canadian domestic rules con-

cerning corporate residence will result in this approach not

being feasible. Most Canadian tax treaties now have a

tiebreaker rule which decides residence of a corporation
otherwise resident in both countries under their domestic

NEW CANADIAN NEW CANADIAN FOREIGN rules on the basis of either (i) the jurisdiction of incorpora-
HOLDING HOLDING SUBSIDIARY tion,'7 or (ii) a mutual decisionof the two competentauthori-

CORPORATION#1 CORPORATION#2
ties.l8 Therefore, a corporation resident in Canada under

Canadian domestic rules will generally remain resident in

Canada notwithstandinga change in the location of central
CANADIAN CANADIAN and control, unless a tiebreakerprovisionmanagement treaty

SUBSIDIARY#1 SUBSIDIARY#2 is in fact applied in favour of residence in the foreign juris-
diction. Accordingly, in most cases the Canadian corporation
will have to consider a corporate transformation into a for-

eign corporation in order to escape Canadian taxation on its

The effect of this reorganizationwould be to permit the for- future profits and dividends.

eign parent to hold the shares of the two new Canadian hold- Most Canadian corporate statutes permit a corporation to

ing corporations with basis and paid-up capital equal to the continue in another jurisdiction as if it had been incorpo-
fair marketvalueof the shares ofeach ofCanadiansubsidiary rated under the laws of that jurisdiction,using a statutorypro-
#1 and Canadian subsidiary #2 while holding the shares of cedure referred to as export continuance or discontinu-
the foreign subsidiary directly. At some time after the liqui- ance.19 The export continuanceof the Canadian holding cor-

dation of the Canadian holding corporation, Canadian sub- poration into the foreignjurisdictionin lieu of the disposition
sidiary #1 and Canadian subsidiary #2 could be wound up of the shares of the foreign subsidiary to the foreign parent
into, or amalgamated with, their respective holding corpora- corporation, would result in the following structure:

tions on a rolloverbasis.15

FOREIGN PARENT

IV. EXPORT CONTINUANCEOF CANADIAN CORP.

HOLDING CORPORATION

Instead of selective spin-offs of one or more subsidiaries of FOREIGN HOLDING

the Canadian corporation as described above, an altemative CORP.

form of reorganization which could be considered is the
transformation of the Canadian holding corporation into a

foreign holding corporation. The intended result would be
that the foreign holding corporation no longer be subject to

Canadian tax on its profits and that no Canadian withholding FOREIGN SUB. CDN. SUB. #1 CDN. SUB. #2

tax apply on the paymentof dividendsby the foreign holding
corporation to its shareholders.

Prior to 1980, it was possible in some special cases to achieve
these tax objectives by moving the central management and In order to effect an export continuance,the Canadian corpo-

control of a Canadian corporation to a location outside Cana- ration would first have to select a foreign jurisdiction which

da, while the corporation itself was still govemed by the provides for import continuanceunder the laws of the foreign
Canadian corporate law. For example, Hunter Douglas Ltd. jurisdictionunder a procedure compatible with the Canadian

was a corporation incorporated in Canada which moved its
central managementand control from Canada to the Nther-

lands in 1970, and thereaftercarried on no business in Cana-
da.16 Under the Canada-Netherlands Income Tax Conven- 15. Subsec. 88(1) or Sec. 87.

16. See the case ofHunterDouglasLtd. v. The Queen,79 DominionTax Cases
tion, as it read at the applicable time, a corporationotherwise 5340 (Federal Court Trial Division).-

resident in both Canada and the Netherlands under the 17. See, for example, the Canada-United States Income Tax Convention

respective domestic laws was deemed to be resident in the (1980).
18. See, for example, the Canada-NetherlandsIncomeTax Convention (1986).

country in which its business was managed and controlled. 19. See, for example, the Canada Business CorporationsAct, Sec. 188.
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procedure. We understand that several states of the United Canada for Canadian tax purposes, the central management
States and European countries (for example, Luxembourg) and control of the corporation would also have to be moved
have import continuance procedures, and the concept is to the foreign jurisdiction. Although this new provision gen-
becoming more common. The Canadian holding corporation erally applies after 1992 (subject to some grandfathering
will then have to seek authorization from its shareholdersand rules), a corporation which continued outside of Canada at

permission from the Canadian authortes to effect the export any time before 1993 may elect to have the provision apply
continuance outside Canada. The Canadian authority will as of the time of its continuation.

generally have to be satisfied that the export continuancewill
not adversely affect the creditors or shareholders of the cor- Upon the continuance of the Canadian holding corporation

outside Canada, it will, under new rules similar to the former
poration. rules, have a deemed taxation year-end immediately prior to

The Canadian tax consequences of an export continuance the continuance,and each of its properties (including intangi-
were, prior to very recent amendments to the ITA, frequently bles) will be deemed to have been disposed of for fair market

anomalous. Due to the Canadian domestic tax rules deeming value and reacquired for the same amount.25 There is no abil-

a corporation incorporated in Canada in most cases to be a ity to defer the deemed disposition or to pay any resulting tax

resident of Canada,2o the difficultynormallyencounteredwas liability over time. The corporation is also subject to a special
that an export continuance into a foreign jurisdiction did not additional tax (similar to the old rules) based on the excess of

change the fact that the corporationhad been originally incor- the fair market value of its assets over its paid-up capital and

porated in Canada. Therefore, the corporation remained a debt; this tax is intended to be a substitute for the withholding
resident of Canada for purposes of the ITA, subject to the tax which would have been applicable had the Canadian cor-

terms of any applicable treaty. In the case of a treaty with a Poration liquidated and distributed its assets to the foreign
tiebreaker rule based on the jurisdictionof incorporation, the parent.26The new rules now confirm that the corporationwill

corporation continued to be resident in Canada for purposes normally be entitled to the benefit of any reduced rate appli-
of the treaty notwithstanding the export continuance, and cable to dividends paid to a non-residentparent which holds

continued to be subject to Canadian tax on its profits and all of the shares of the Canadian corporation under the terms

Canadian withholding tax on dividends paid to its sharehold- of any applicable tax treaty.
ers. One way in which this problem could be dealt with in the In the context of the fact situation have been discussing, itwe
case of some foreign jursdictions was to effect a foreign will be recognized that under these rules, the Canadiannew

merger of the continued corporation with a foreign corpora- holding corporation could be continued outside Canada with
tion incorporatedunder the laws of the foreignjurisdiction in little or no tax exposure in Canada because its adjusted cost
such a way that the surviving corporation was the foreign base of its property would have been bumped to its fair
incorporatedcorporation, and the continued corporation was market value and the paid-up capital of its shares would also
absorbed into the surviving corporation. be equal to that amount.

Under the tax rules dealing with corporate emigration first
introduced in 1980,2' there was a deemed taxation year-end
and a deemed disposition and reacquisitionof all assets of the V. DIRECT MERGERS

corporation for their fair market value for Canadian tax pur-
poses immediately prior to the change of residence, with the Presumably, in recognition of the increasing frequency of

resulting Canadian tax consequences. Furthermore, the cor- cross-bordermergers, plans of arrangementand similar reor-

poration was subject to an additional tax22 of 25 percent on ganizations, new rules have been added to the ITA as part of

the excess of the deemed proceeds of disposition over the the recent amendments to ensure that a Canadian corporation
corporation's paid-up capital and debt. This additional tax does not escape the consequences of an emigration out of

was intended to be a substitute for the Canadian withholding Canada by participating in a form of direct merger with other

tax which would have applied if the Canadian corporation corporations in different jurisdictions. A Canadian corpora-

had liquidated and distributed its assets to a foreign parent tion which participates in a merger, plan of arrangement or

corporation; however, it was not always clear that the corpo- similar reorganization resulting in a surviving corporation
ration would be entitled to a reduction in the rate of this tax to which is not resident in Canada will be subject to the corpo-

the corresponding rate applicable to dividends to a foreign rate emigration rules describedabove.27 While Canadian cor-

parent corporation under the relevant tax treaty. porate law may not currently accommodatedirect mergers of
Canadian corporationswith foreign corporations,except pos-

The recent amendments to the ITA23 offer several forms of sibly by way of a court-approvedplan of arrangement,the tax

relief which may result in export continuance being more rules have been put in place to deal with this type of transac-

feasible in the future. First, the rules now allow Canadian tion if and when it occurs.

corporationswhich continueunder the laws of a foreignjuris-
diction and move their management and control to the for- 20. See subsec 250(4)
eign jurisdiction to sever their links with the Canadian tax 21 See former Sec. 88.1.

jurisdiction in a definitive way. A new provision24 states that 22. See Secs. 219. I and 219.2 as they read before recent amendments.
23. Amendmentscontained in Bill C-27, which became law on 15 June 1994.

the continued corporation will be treated as if it had been 24. Subsec. 250(5 1)

incorporated in the jurisdiction to which it has continued. To 25. See subsec. 128.1(4).
26. See Secs. 219.1 and 219.3.

ensure that the exported corporation is no longer resident in 27. See Secs. 128.1 and 128.2.
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STRUCTURINGINTEiNATIONALJOINT VENTURES:
CA-ADIANTAX ISSUES TO CONSIDER'

Gary J. Webb, C.A.

Deloitte & Touche, Toronto, Canada

I. OVERVIEW poration possesses its own capacity to acquire rights and to assume

liabilities and any rights acquired or liabilities assumed by it are

not the rights or liabilities of those who control or own it. As long
For the purpose of this article, I have chosen a broad defini- as the entity has such separate identity and existence, the depart-
tion ofjoint venture and include any business venture inside ment will consider such entity to be a corporation even though
or outside of Canada carried on by a Canadian entity in con- under some circumstances or for some purposes, the law may
cert with a foreign entity. I have also assumed that at the time ignore some facet of its separate existence or identity.
of formation of this joint venture, the Canadian participant The interpretationbulletin goes on further to indicate a num-
has contributedan asset or assets of value. The asset of value ber ofentities in foreign jurisdictionsthat are consideredcor-
that the Canadian brings to the joint venture could be supply porations for Canadian tax purposes. This list is not all inclu-
of product, management know how, ntangible property sive, and thus doubt will exist over the characterizationof a
whether or not patented (but capable of being transferred number of different foreign entities. To date, I am not aware
through licensing or franchising arrangements),or operating of any Canadian court cases that would add clarity to this
businesses with or without their own goodwill. characterizationissue. It seems that the only avenue to ascer-

The tax strategies involved in structuring foreign joint ven- tain the status of a foreign entity for Canadian tax purposes is

tures have, as their objects, the same objects identified when a ruling application.2 For the purpose of this article, I will

commencingto carry on any business activities inside or out- refer to the Canadianconcepts of the corporation,or partner-
side of Canada: ship, assuming that the appropriate categorization for Cana-

minimize the costs of transferring assets into any.entity tax purposes- dian has been made.

formed; and
minimize total tax costs to be ncurredon the profits to be-

distributed to the owners. Ill. TAXATION OF PARTNERSHIPS
Before being able to set tax strategies, the parties must be

fully aware of the Canadian tax regime applicable to anY A. Canadian partners
intemational business structuring. For this reason, I will
review conceptually the basic Canadian principles to bear in

A commonly encountered form of internationaljoint venture
mind in structuring internationaljoint ventures. Like all con-

is the partnership. Canada does not recognize the partnershipceptual overviews, it will lack the precision necessary to

finalize structuring, but hopefully provide sufficient frame-
as a taxable entity, but recognizes it only as the level at which

work to stimulate planning.
ncome is computed before the allocation to partners. The
income for Canadian tax purposes of the Canadian partner is

computed at the partnership level using the Canadian tax

rules for income computation regardless of where the part-
Il. CLASSIFICATIONOF THE ENTITY nership itself is located or operates, and regardless of the fact

that a separate and different income computationmay be per-
The Canadian tax structure deals principally with individu- formed for the foreign jurisdiction. Income or losses will be

als, corporations, partnerships and trusts (trusts will not be recognizedfor Canadian tax purposes in the year in which the

dealt with in this article as they are seldom used by Canadi- partnership's fiscal year ends.

ans in business ventures due to legal liability and trustee

issues). Many foreign entities do not fit neatly into these con-

cepts as they are known in Canada. Thus, it is often necessar 1. This article is based previouslypublished work by the author: Struc-on a
to determine how the foreign entity will be treated for Cana- turing Foreign Joint Ventures: Canadian Tax Strategies To Consider, in Tax
dian tax purposes, or perhaps what foreign entity should be Planning for Canada-US and International Transactions, 1993 Corporate Man-

chosen to yield a particular Canadian tax result. Revenue agement Tax Conference (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1994), 10:1-21.

Canada has indicated in IT343R: 2. See also commentsprovidedby RevenueCanada in Question 5 of the 1992
Revenue Canada Round Table and Window on Canadian Tax, para. 1022

A corporation is an entity created by law, having a legal personal- describing a technical interpretation issued by the reorganizationsand non-resi-
ity in existence separate and distinct from the personality in exis- dent division on 4 October 1990, as well as the paperdeliveredat this conference
tence of those who caused its creation or those who own it. A cor- by Robin J. MacKnight, dealing with US limited liability companies.
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If significant start-up losses are expected, the Canadian part- with the opportunity to claim a new provision depending
ner can enjoy cash-flow advantages as a result of the ability upon the net assets invested in Canada at the end of that year.
to reduce Canadian taxes on other income by the application Where the partnership itself is carrying business in
of the partner's share of the partnership loss rather than lock-

on sever-

al countries, the allocationof the income to the activitiescar-
ing the loss in a foreign corporation. This in itself could be a

ried in Canada is obviously complex issue resolve inon a to
motivation for partnership operation versus corporate opera- must to
tions. The argument having instead a foreign corporation is many cases. Great caution be exercised in this area

lower foreign tax rates compared to Canadian. For partner-
nsure some clarty in income computation for Canadian pur-

ships operating outside Canada the deferral or saving of poses.

Canadian tax may be an incentive for incorporation in a for-
eign jursdiction to hold the partnership interest. The corpor-
ate tax saving may be in the jurisdiction of operations or a IV. TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS
third country participant formed as a financial intermediary
or other tax planning participant. A. Resident in Canada
The partnershipprofits may also be subject to tax in a foreign
jurisdiction, the country of forrnation or the country of oper- Canada taxes corporationsunder dornestic law on the basis of

ation. If Canadian tax principles do not recognize income or residency. The corporation resident in Canada is subject to

expenses at the sarne tirne as the foreign tax rules, it is possi- taxation on its worldwide income. By definition, a corpora-
ble that Canadian taxation can be out of synchronizationwith tion incorporated in Canada, after 26 April 1965 is a resident

foreign tax. This can be most disadvantageous if, for exam- of Canada. The automatic residency issue is altered by the

ple, Canadian rules recognize income much faster than the proposed subsection 250(5.1) which provides that a corpora-

foreign rules, and thus, create tax liability in Canada in a year
tion continued into another jurisdiction and thus subject to

in which there is no tax liability in the foreign jurisdiction. their corporate legislationwill be regarded as incorporated in

This accelerates the payment of tax, and the lack of synchro- that jurisdiction and not Canada. A non-Canadian corpora-
nization of foreign tax credits can result in a much higher tion can be held to be resident in Canada under the domestic

effective rate of tax than would ever had been envisioned. Canadian rules (subject to the treaty protection referred to in

Conversely,a loss for Canadian tax purposes in a year of for- subsection 250(5)), if the central management and control is

eign income could severely impact foreign tax credit. in Canada. The common law residency rules are therefore

Although the ability to carry unclaimed foreign tax back still applicable for corporations incorporated outside of

three years and forward seven years may alleviate the timing Canada, foreign business corporations and corporations
difference problem, some additional tax planning may be incorporated in Canada before 27 April 1965 which do not

required as a result of tax rate differentials. respectively meet the tests enumerated in paragraphs
250(4)(b) and (c).

Normally, the place where the directors exercise control is
B. Foreign partners held to be the place of central managementand control of the

company as was decided in a UK tax case Unit Construction
CO.As indicated above, the Canadian rules compute income at

the partnership level, but tax the income to the partner. A Residencyof a corporation is often an unclear area. A simple
partner in a partnership carrying on business in Canada is example of a problem area, could be say a Bermuda corpora-
deemed to be carrying on that business in Canada in that year tion formed to be a partner in a foreign partnership. If the
for the purposes of the Income Tax Act. Thus a foreign cor- Bermuda corporation actually had its mind and management
poration as a member of a Canadian partnership carrying on in Canada, even though an active business was carried on by
business in Canada, will be liable for Canadian tax at normal the partnership, the Canadian tax authoritiescould subject the
corporate rates, unless the income is exempt from Canadian Bermuda corporation to Canadian tax on worldwide income
tax by treaty. In most instances, the income would be exempt as a resident of Canada. Thus, when using foreign entities for
from Canadian tax only if it were not attrbutable to a perma- Canadian tax planning purposes, the mind and management
nent establishment and the applicable treaty required a per- concept must be addressed and carefully adhered to, so as to
manent establishment in Canada to give Canada the right to avoid immediate Canadian tax on any active business
tax. income.

In addition, a branch tax can apply to the non-resident part- Canadian residency can be overridden by tax treaty. Some

ner, if the non-resident is a foreign corporation. Foreign cor- treaties, e.g. Canada-UnitedStates, limit Canada's ability to

porations carrying on business in Canada and not exempt tax income from that jurisdiction for companies incorporated
from tax by a treaty, are also subject to a branch tax. The in that jurisdiction.3 This concept is extended by subsection
branch tax is the equivalent to withholding tax on dividends, 250(5) which has been interpreted as extending that type of
and thus is imposed at a 25 percent or lower level if reduced

by treaty, and is imposed upon the after-tax profits minus a

provision for net assets invested in Canada. The provision
3. See for example Art. VII Canada-US tax convention which prohibits
Canada's right to tax US source business profits earned in a US Corporation,

claimed in one year is subject to tax in the following year, even if it were also resident n Canada.
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treaty article into a non-resident status (in Canada) for the subject to tax in Canada. Deductions in Canada for related

foreign corporation.4 expenses are still permitted despite this lack of taxation, sub-

ject to the normal restrictions on deductibility of expenses.
For example, interest expense on debt incurred to acquire

B. Taxation of income of corporations resident in shares of the foreign affiliate is deductible provided the
Canada income eaming test can be met. Similarly, other expenses in

Canada of a holding company nature would continue to be

Corporations which are resident in Canada are subject to deductible in Canada.
Canadian tax on their worldwideincome. The basic corporate
tax rate is 28.84 percent federal and a provincial tax rate Canadian corporationsmay also obtain deductions related to

which varies by province from 8.9 to 17 percent. Incentive the dividends from taxable surplus. These deductions are

rates apply for manufacturing ncome which can bring the computed by reference to the underlying tax charged on that

federal rate to 22.84 percent and a small decrease in the income. Paragraph 113(1)(b) permits a deduction relating to

provincial rate. Other incentives apply for Canadian con- the underlying tax (i.e. that foreign tax applicable to that tax-

trolled private corporations on small business income able surplus being distributed) and to the extent that there is

(income less than $ 200,000 per annum) and on investment any excess of the dividend over the 113(1)(b) deduction,
income distributed by the corporation, neither of which are 113(1)(c) permits a deduction with respect to foreign taxes

consideredrelevant for this article. withheld at source on the dividend. The net result of these
deductions is that only to the extent that income within the

In addition, dividends paid from a corporation to non-resi-

dents are subject to non-residenttax of 25 percent, or lower if foreign affiliate has not been subjected to an effective 38 per-

reduced by treaty. Dividends to Canadian corporations by a
cent tax, Canadian tax will apply.

Canadian corporation are typically free from tax (portfolio It is important to recognize that exempt surplus be creat-can

holdings in a private corporationmay be subject to a refund- ed in jurisdiction where active business is not carried
able tax). Dividends received by individuals resident in

a an on

by the foreign affiliate. Where a charge from one affiliate to
Canada are subject to a tax system which gives partial recog- another would reduce income that would otherwise be treat-
nition for the corporate tax, which results in a rate of tax less ed exempt surplus in the paying foreign affiliate, theas
than the full personal tax rate (approximately a maximum

receipt will be treated as exempt surplus in the receiving for-
rate of approximately25 percent compared to 52 percent). eign affiliate provided that the receiving affiliate is also a res-

ident in a treaty jurisdiction. As commented upon later, this

C. Taxation of Canadian corporationsearning provides for a number of Canadian planning opportunities
relating to foreign intemational joint ventures. Similarly,dividends from foreign affiliates .

although not quite as attractive, is the fact that inter-affiliate

Generally,a foreign affiliate is a foreign corporation in which charges which reduce active business income from one affili-

a Canadian resident holds directly or indirectly 10 percent of ate, will be treated as active business income of the receiving

any class of shares. The Canadian foreign affiliate rules are,
affiliate even though not related to treaty jurisdictions. This

in some situations, advantageous to the Canadian multina- keeps the income out of the passive income category, which

tional (ay for example, compared to US competitors) and at
is taxed currently in Canada, and continues the Canadian tax

deferral until the income is remitted to Canada via dividends.
a disadvantage compared to some other competitors (for
example, Dutch based multinationals),but often any compet-

This again, can give planning opportunities to reduce active

itive disadvantagecan be mitigated through planning.
business income in a high tax jurisdiction and place the
income into a low tax jurisdictionand is extremelybeneficial

The Canadianmodel for taxationof income earned in foreign where such planning will be effective in the high tax foreign
affiliates is based on a foundation of passive versus active jurisdiction.
income and treaty versus non-treaty jurisdiction.5 Active
income eamed in a treaty location by a corporation resident Finally, it must be remembered that nter-affliate dividends
in a treaty country6 results in exempt surplus. Active income do not create taxable income in Canada. Exempt surplus
earned in a non-treaty locationor in a treaty locationby a cor- passing as a dividend from one foreign affiliate to another

poration not resident in a treaty location results in taxable retains its characteristic as exempt surplus despite the resi-

surplus subject to Canadian tax at the time of repatriation. dency of the recipient foreign affiliate. Similarly, taxable sur-

Passive income may result in foreign accrual property plus passing from one foreign affiliate to another retains its
income (FAPI) and be taxed currently to the shareholder in characteristicsas taxable surplus. This then permits surpluses
Canada if the foreign affiliate is a controlled foreign affili- to be moved from one foreign affiliate to another without the

ate.7 necessity of paying Canadian tax, if the actual funds remain

For foreign ventures, foreign affiliate status is a desired sta-
outside of Canada. Significant tax deferral opportunities can

tus. Dividends received from foreign affiliates by Canadian

corporations,are generally granted specific deductions. Divi- 4. See technical notes to the introductionof the section.

dends from exempt surplus are included in income but then 5. Technically, listed versus unlisted jurisdictions see Reg. 5907(11),

qualify for deductions under 113(1)(a) to arrive at taxable although most listed jurisdictionsare treaty partners.
6. Regs. 5907(1)(b)and 5907(1)(d).

income. Thus, the foreign source income is effectively not 7. Defined para. 95 (1)(a)
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arise through this particular aspect of our foreign affiliate that under the terms of the partnershipagreementand the rel-

system. evant partnership law, the partnershipcontinues to exist upon
the admissionof the non-residentpartner (i.e. avoiding a dis-
solution of the old partnership and the formation of a new

partnership).L3V. CANADIAN TAX-FREE ROLLOVERS

A final aspect of the basic Canadian tax system which must

be understood for structuring joint ventures is the Canadian VI. FORMING THE JOINT VENTURE

rollover rules.

A. No assets transferred, one country locationThe basic Canadian tax-free rollover is created where assets

are transferred to a Canadian corporations for consideration
which includes shares. Gains need not be recognized if the Certainly the easiest place to begin to analyse the tax issues

parties jointly elect to treat the transaction at a lower value in structuring foreign joint ventures is the joint venture with

and the share consideration is equal to or greater than the only one country location, and no existing assets to be trans-

non-recognized gain. Liabilities may be assumed by the ferred into the joint venture. Here all the issues involved

transfereeprovided that the value does not exceed the elected relate to structuring the most tax efficient organization to

transfer price of the assets. The rules usually permit a Cana- route profits from the host country to the participant joint
dian entity to transferassets to the joint venturecorporation venturers, one of whom is in Canada and the other of whom

without triggering a tax liability. could be in the host country or a third country.

A non-resident with assets subject to Canadian tax may also The typical international structure for a Canadian business

obtain a rollover on transferring the assets to a Canadian cor-
includes an operating subsidiary and often a financing or

poration for shares. Typically this could be used for business other entity to try to reduce tax in the host country. If the host

assets connected with a Canadian permanent establishment, country has a tax treaty with Canada, active business income

but is restricted for Canadian real property. Only real proper-
can be repatriated to Canada as a dividend with no further

ty that is capital property to the non-resident and used in a
Canadian tax (exempt surplus). Similarly, interest paid by

business carried on in Canada qualifies, and then only pro-
that foreign entity and received by a financing affiliate will

vided that all or substantially all of the property used in the also be eligible for exempt surplus treatment if the interest

business was being transferred to the corporation at the time, charge reduces active business income of the payor. If this

and control of the business or corporationdid not change as a
can be structured to reduce the overall tax costs outside of

result of the transaction.9 Canada, e.g. by using a low tax, treaty country finance com-

pany such as a Dublin docks Irish company, a better after-tax
Often on forming a joint venture, assets will be transferred yield can be earned by the Canadian co-venturer.

from the Canadian operating entity into a foreign corpora-
tion. These assets could be intellectual property, Canadian

physical assets, foreign assets owned by the Canadian entity
directly, or shares of a foreign affiliate owned by the Canadi-
an entity. In these situations, the Canadian tax-free rollover
rules can be restrictive, and must be reviewed. Assets other
than shares of foreign affiliates can be transferred tax-free

only to another Canadian corporation. No similar rollover

provision applies for that wide category of assets transferred
to a foreign corporation. However, shares of foreign affiliates
can be transferredon a tax-free basis to another foreign affili-
ate utilizing the provisionsof 85.1(3) provided that shares are

received as partial consideration from the transferee foreign
affiliate, and the remaining requirements of that subsection
are met.

Another rollover permitted in the Canadian tax legislation
that could be applicable in the formation of a joint venture is
the transferof property to a Canadian partnership,toA Cana-
dian partnership is defined to mean a partnership, all the 8. Sec. 85(1)
members of which were at the relevant time, resident in 9. Para. 85(1 1)(h)

Canada. To qualify for the rollover, the partnershipmust be 10. Sec. 97(2)
11. Sec. 102.

a Canadian partnership of which the transferor is a member 12. See RevenueCanada Round Table, 1987 ConferenceReport,Question5.

immediately after the transfer. It iS therefore possible for the 13. If it was found that a new partnership was formed the Canadian partner

Canadian partners to transfer assets on a rollover basis to a would be considered to have disposed of its interest in the old partnership for
to new

Canadian partnership pror to non-residents becoming part-
proceeds equal fair market vlue of the partnership interest. This would

nullify the tax effectivenessof the rollover. As well, subsec. 98(2) deems the old
ners. 12 In addition, the tax deferral is only effective provided partnership to have disposed of its property to its partners for fair market value.
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Such a structure would appear as: The after tax returns of the structure may very well be
enhanced if the income flow of Country A went to the Cana-

IllustrationI dian corporation and the income of Company B went to the

foreign investors.

Canadian Foreign IllustrationHII
CO. CO.

Co-Venturer
Canadian Corporation

50% 50% 50% 50%

A

I 100% 50% 50% 50% 50% 100%

Foreign Operating Co. Foreign Finance Co.
II I1 1

Interest Charges
-........................

Company A Company B

A similar structure could be advantageous to the Canadian Tax Favoured for

co-venturereven if no tax treaties are applicable, if the oper- Co-Venturer

ating company is in a high rate jurisdiction.
Assume Company A profits equal Company B profits.
........

B. No existing assets transferred into joint venture,
Desired income flow
Desired effective equity ownership

operations n twoOr more country locations

This particular fact pattern builds on the complexitiesof the
one country altemative. All of the issues to be addressed in
the one country alternative remain in existence, and must be Unilever Model:
dealt with, but a further layer of complexity arises. Income This particular issue was addressed by Unilever in the 1930s
from one of the jurisdictionswhere the joint venture operates which gave rise to a simple structure as follows:
may produce higher after-tax results to one participant than
the other. Disproportionate distributions from various busi- IllustrationIII
ness locations may be an attractive tax strategy.

This particular issue has been dealt with in a variety of situa- Shareholders Shareholders
tions, not just joint ventures. The issue is that income earned
in a particular country may be taxed in a preferential way to

a shareholderresident in a particularjurisdictionas compared
to a shareholder in another jurisdiction. A classic example of
this is income earned in a Canadian corporation and dis-

[
..................................=.........

]
tributed to a Canadian corporation as a dividend. The Cana- Co-ordinationagreementl
dian recipient will typically receive the dividend tax-free,

Unilever
i Joint Management I Unilever

UK Netherlands
whereas a non-residentof Canada would be subject, at a min- Equal Dividends

imum, to Canadian withholding tax on the dividend. Similar- i
Equal Liquidation

..... .....

Proceeds
ly, a Canadiancorporationcan receive a dividend from active ; i

;
business income earned in a treaty jurisdiction free of Cana- / \x ' \

'1 // \
\ \

dian income tax, whereas a US joint venturer would be sub- \ 1 \

ject to US tax on the dividend receipt under the US gross-up
Subs Subs

and foreign tax credit mechanism. Tax strategy would indi-
cate that this low tax treaty income should be routed to Cana-
da and high tax income to the United States.

This is best illustrated by illustration II. A joint venture

between a Canadian company and a foreign co-venturer Although the Unilever shareholdersacquire shares of either a

Company A may be located in Canada, and company B Dutch company or a British company at their option, ignor-
locted in a jurisdiction, the profits from which are ng tax considerations the economic considerations are

favourably taxed in co-venturer'sown country. expected to be neutral. This economic neutrality is achieved
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by the coordination agreement between the two Unilever 3. It is likely that the shares could be structured so that they
companies which provides for joint management,equal divi- are not term preferred shares, (i.e. particularly that no

dends per share and equal liquidation proceeds per share of rights of redemption or cancellation,etc. are provided to
each company. any party). Thus, the term preferred share rules should

presumablybe avoided by this structure. This would onlyThis model, has the beauty of simplicity in that profits from be of consequenceto a purchaserthat is a specified finan-
UnileverUK (and its subsidiaries)are distributed to its share- cial institution anyway. Dividends on term preferredholders and correspondinglyUnileverNetherlandspays divi- shares are taxable for specified financial institutionss
dends to its shareholders. This gives shareholders the right to unless acquired outside of the ordinary of theircourse
choose the preferred country of source for dividends with business.19
presumably the investment decision being neutral in all
aspects but tax. 4. The shares issued by the Unilever Canada may, how-

be guaranteedshares that term is used in SectionIf one were to attempt to put this structure into the Canadian ever, as

112(2.2). This would only become the case if Unilever
example in Illustration II say substituting Unilever UK with

Netherlands specified financial institution,were a a con-UnileverCanada, the Canadian tax consequencesmight be
dition that could be caused by it non-arm's lengthor a

as follows:
corporationhaving a principal business being the lending

1. As a result of the coordination agreement, some issues of money to, or purchasingof debt obligations issued by,
regarding residency of Unilever Canada and Unilever arm's length persons. It would not be uncommon in a

and Unilever Netherlands may result. large corporategroup to find such an entity, and thus cau-

tion is necessary. (Even if one does not exist today, it may2. If the shares of UnileverCanada are held to be taxable exist in the future and create an issue.) The consequencespreferred shares, the company will be subject to part VI.I of the shares being guaranteed shares is that Canadian
tax of 25 percent (or 40 percent with an election) or high- corporate shareholderswould not receive a deduction for
er if short-term preferred shares with corporate recipients dividends from taxable Canadian corporations if
being subject to a 10 percent part IV.I dividend received Unilever UK was replaced by a Canadian corporation,
tax (or zero percent with a corporate election). Although UnileverCanada.
the payor tax is deductibleat a 9/4 rate in arriving at Part I
tax, this share structure is probably unacceptable for the 5. The taxable preferred share rules are not of concern if the
long run and would likely be avoided unless the Canadi- Canadian corporate shareholderholds shares of a foreign
an shareholderowned a substantial interest and therefore affiliate rather than a Canadian Company. However, both
the tax related to taxable preferred shares would not the guaranteed share and the term preferred share rules

apply. have their equivalent2in the foreign affiliate structure,
and therefore caution must be exercised in this area. In

Taxable preferred shares achieve that status by, among the foreign affiliate dividends the equivalentother things,14 having a person (say Unilever Nether- area, on sta-

tus shares are deemed to be interest received rather than
lands) effect an undertaking to ensure that the sharehold- dividends unless the shareholder meets the substantial
ers' (say of Unilever Canada) loss is limited in any interest or ordinary course of business test.
respect. It would appear that the Unilever agreement to

equalize liquidation proceeds would constitute such an 6. Perhaps a more significant issue is the protection mecha-
undertaking and therefore make the shares taxable pre- nism to equalize dividends and liquidation proceeds.
ferred shares. This particular issue could be circumvent- How does one mechanicallyprovide for the equalization
ed if the undertaking were limited to the liquidation enti- mechanism in the Canadian legal environment Would
tlement of the common shares of a parent corporation such guarantees, etc. be permissable under corporate
(provided those shares themselves are not taxable pre- law Fortunately, for me the legal community won't let
ferred shares).15 me answer that question, nor can I cite examples of it

It is also possible that the Unilever type shares could be being done as I am not aware of any examples in Canada.
If a payment were required to be made out of a Canadiantaxable preferred shares by virtue of their dividends

to
being established by formula to be not less than a mini- company a foreign company (the other Unilever)

under such a structure, would that payment, or somemum,16 i.e. the dividends paid on Unilever Netherland's
common shares. However, this is more interpretive, and rights surrounding that type of payment be considered a

benefit to the Canadian corporation's shareholders (oralso may be avoided by restructuring the dividend rights benefits conferred the other shareholders), taxable
to common shares of a parent (again provided they are

on to

not taxable preferred shares themselves).17
In our example of the Canadian shareholderowning 100

14. See sub-para. (b)(iv) of the definition of taxable preferred shares in subsec.
248(1).

percent of all shares (which qualifies as a substantial 15. Ibidpara. (d)
interest), the taxable preferred share rules would not 16. Ibid sub-para. (b)(ii)

appear to be a stumbling block as the dividends to a
17. Ibid para. (c)
18. Defined Sec. 248.

shareholder with a substantial interest are not subject to 19. Subsec. 112(2 1).
the Part VI.I tax. 20. See subsecs. 258(3)-(5)
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the shareholdersunder a combinationof 56(2) and 15(1) ed into non-voting exchangeable class B shares. The divi-

with no correspondingdividend deduction to a corporate dends on the class B shares were to be computedby reference

shareholder. This would presumably be a significant to dividends paid on the US parent company's common

exposure for this particular structure. If the payments shares. Shareholders of the exchangeable shares of Xerox

themselves were merely subject to withholding tax as a Canada have the right to request an exchange of the class B

dividend to a non-resident, the parties could presumably common shares for a pre-setnumberof common shares of the

live with such an exposure. This may suggest then a parent. The exchange itself is to be achieved by delivery of

modification of the Unilever structure to issue a further the class B shares to Xerox Canada who will purchase com-

class of shares from UnileverCanada to the sharehold- mon shares ofXerox Corporation from the corporationor the

ers of Unilever Netherlands which shares are entitled public market, and exchange the shares on the basis of one

to dividends or liquidation proceeds should there be Xerox Corporationshare for each 3.75 shares of Xerox Cana-

unequal funds in UnileverNetherlands to provide suf- da exchanged (cash would be given instead of fractional

ficient distributions to the two parties. This would pre- shares).
sumably provide a class of shareholdingsentitled to such
dividends. Whether such share structure would remove

The Xerox model does not have any direct support for value

the benefit type of issue depends upon one's interpreta- of the exchangeable shares for the Canadian company, and

tion of the McClurg decision21, as to whether it requires thus, should the Canadiancompanyenter into hard times, it is

financial and other contributions to Unilever Canada conceivable that sufficient value may not exist for it to actu-

and a reasonableness of the compensation received or if ally complete the exchange. It is possible for the Canadian

the decision supports payment of dividends in an arm's shareholders to be prejudiced in relative value. The market

length case to be beyond 56(2). Strong arguments can be did not seem to be concerned about this investment,presum-

made that the share rights can overcome any 56(2) con- ably due to the significant value of Xerox Canada in excess

flict and that the necessary supprt for the structure, if of the value of the exchangeable shares held by the public
required by McClurg exists in any event. The tax issue (i.e. the common shares held by Xerox US provided a signif-
with these shares would be in the area of valuation of icant comfort zone).
these shares at the time of issuance and benefit problems The Xerox model by avoiding the guarantee of the share
at that tme. value automatically avoids the issue guaranteed share of

Section 112(2.2) to preserve deductibility of the dividends
Xerox Model: for corporate shareholders.
Anotherversion of attacking this problem of advantageously
routing dividends to shareholders is the exchangeable shares

model as illustratedby the Xerox Canada shares. Ths model could be used in a joint venture, but would be dif-
ficult to use in a 5/0 joint venture. The protection for the

IllustrationIV Canadianjoint venturerof his value is difficult in a 50/0 joint
venture where the Canadian equivalent of Xerox Canada
would start off with a small equity value and grow dispropor-Shareholders
tionately to the foreign entity. If, for example, the foreign
entity tripled in value and the Canadian entity merely
retained its value, the Canadiancompany could not meet the

more room asset coverage
Exchangeableshares Xerox US

exchange obligation. Much for

Shareholders
exists if say the Canadian venturers share in the joint venture

is only 20 percent, which would remove a large piece of the

concern for not continuing to proportionately share in value

common but it does not eliminate the issue. At least with this ratio
there should be enough value coverage for the Canadian par-
ticipant that he should have significant waming that the eco-

Xerox Canada nomic benefits from the income access shares are over and
it is time to protect his business position more so than his tax

position, and convert into the shares of the global joint ven-

ture.

It is interesting to note that this type of approach was also

The Xerox structure was actually designednot to serve a joint
taken by ADT Finance Inc. in a financing venture to obtain

venture, but to take a Canadian subsidiary which had public equity financing by Canadians for use in an international

shareholders in Canada back into the integrated realm of operation. Again, guarantees were not given, but asset cover-

Xerox worldwide. One of the expressed reasons22 was to age was such as to give Canadian shareholders presumably
enable management to make global decisions which may

sufficient waming to convert their exchangeable shares

independentlynot be the best for any particularentity in the

group, but best for the global entity. To achieve this goal, the 21. See The Queen v. McClurg 1991 DTC 5001 (SCC) and Revenue Canada

publicly held common shares of Xerox Canada were convert-
Round Table Question 22, 1992 ConferenceReport.
22. Xerox Canada Inc. informationcircular dated 10 October 1989.
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rather than suffer the consequences of a disproportionate are excluded property24 for the purposes of FAPI deter-
equity loss. minations, and therefore do not create a taxable income

A point to note of course, is that the Xerox approachprovides for the Canadian shareholder;
that at the time of the exchange, a deemed dividend will (iii) the foreign corporationcould transfer the business assets

occur if the value of the distributed shres exceeds the paid to a foreign partnership again relying on the fact that it

up capital of the exchangeable shares. With a Canadian cor- itself is not subject to Canadian tax and the transfer of

porate shareholder, this deemed dividend should not be an business assets should not produce FAPI.

issue, if the distributed shares continue to be held. Should the The bigger issue in this particularevent is the foreign country
distributed shares be sold, the possible applicationof Section tax planning that may be necessary for the particular transfer
55(2) should be considered. of these assets, a subject that is beyond the scope of this arti-

This deemed dividend treatment could be avoided by the cle.

exchange going directly to the other company Xerox US. .Where the assets (other than shares of a foreign affiliate) are

This right could recharacterize the shares. The shares would held directly by the Canadian participant, there is no way to

be further away from term preferred status but the exchange transfer the ownership into a foreign corporation on a tax

right with the parent corporation could likely re-activate the deferred basis. The only entity that could be formed would be
guaranteed share rules of subsection 112(2.2) if the a partnership with all Canadian partners, and then admit the
exchange could happen at a higher value than the issuer foreign participant into the partnership (see comments under
Xerox Canada could sustain. the Canadian Tax Free Rollover section).
The Xerox model avoids the term preferred share rules by The resulting partnership will then be treated as any foreign
being exchangeable into common shares of Xerox Corpora- (or domestic) partnership, i.e. the Canadian partner will be
tion (presumably not a term preferred share), and avoids the taxable on his share of the income of the partnership, while
taxable preferred share rules by tying the dividend rights to a non-residents will be taxable on their share of Canadian-
class of shares of the parent that are not taxable preferred source income.
shares. This exemption from the taxable preferred share rules

requires a dividendentitlementto be determinedby reference
to a dividend entitlementof a share of a corporation that con- D. Existing assets transferred into joint venture
trols the issuer.23 This may or may not be accessible in a joint operations in Canada and one or more other
venture situation particularly if the Canadian participant is to countries
be a 50 percent participant. If the Canadian participant is to

be less than 50 percent it is quite easy to have the XeroxUS This particular transaction brings more issues into play in

corporation as the controlling shareholderof the entity from terms of the rollover provisions, and the motivation behind
which the Canadian participant is to receive his dividends. the income access shares. That is the Canadian joint venturer

will wish to continue the advantages of income receipt from
a Canadian location, while at the same time sharing in the

C. Existing assets transferred into joint venture benefits of growth from the foreignjoint venture. An illustra-

operations in one country location tion of the type of structure that may evolve is as follows:

This particular scenario, i.e. the transfer of assets into the
venture at the time of formation adds complexity to the

already complex. Not only must all the issues addressed pre-
viously, i.e. that of protecting the ongoing operations and

sharing of future growth and income be addressed, but now a

mechanismmust be found to transfer assets from the Canadi-
an joint venturer to the new joint venture entity on a tax effi-
cient basis.

This is probably more complex if the operationsare only car-

ried on in one jurisdiction, and that location is outside of
Canada. If the assets held by the Canadian are already used in
a foreign operation, and are in a foreign corporation, the
transfer itself can be achieved in a tax free manner:

(i) if a new joint venture is to be a corporation, shares of the

existing foreign affiliate could be transferred into the
new foreign affiliate (provided the Canadian company
receives 10 percent or more of the shares of any class)
utilizing the rollover sections of 85.1(3);

(ii) the foreign corporation could tself transfer its assets into
the joint venture foreign affiliate as it is not subject to 23. Para. (c) of the definition of taxable preferred shares in Sec. 248.
Canadian tax. The dispositionof assets used in a business 24. Clause 95(I)(b)(ii)and para. 95(I)(a.1).
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IllustrationV company. This could occur if the dividend rights or

redemptionrights were impaireddue to insufficientearn-

ing power or equity in the foreign company (i.e. as divi-
Canadian Foreign dend fights drop, the possibilityfor the common shares to

receive a dividend increases, hence the common share
50% 50% value increases to a point where combined, the preferred

and common shares equal the value of the Canadian
25% company).

Canadian Foreign To equalize value, Foreign Co-venturer will need some

Preferred Preferred balancing value, either a direct 25 percent interest in
Shares Hold Shares Canadian company or a call on lh of the common share

CO. interest held by the Canadian, or a balancing type of
share from Hold Co. or another entity. This will depend

25% upon the economics of the situation.

Foreign (iv) The co-venturers will also require protection around the
Cdn.

-

50% 100% of the preferred shares to provide forCO. redemption values
CO. the eventuality of one or the other losing value below

their redemptionvalue. This can be structured in a num-

ber of ways depending upon the particular fact pattern.Other*
Caution must always be held for the guaranteed share
rules in the event that co-venturer is, or might become in

* Non tax preferred subsidiaries
the future, a specified financial institution.

(v) Other structures are obviously available to meet the par-
Highlights of this structure are: ticular needs of the parties and economic circumstances.

(i) the Candian preferred shares could be structured both This particularstructure is merely indicativeof the issues
for the rollover and as income access shares. Th to consider.

redemption value could be set at the value of the assets

transferred (to avoid indirect benefits and issues under

85(1)(e.2)) and the dividend rights could be all profits of Vll. CONCLUSION
the Canadian company but limited if equal dividends
could not be paid on the co-venturer's nome access There is no clear cut preferred form to structure international
shares, the foreign preferred shares; joint ventures. The variables that exist are too numerous to be

(ii) the foreign preferred shares would represent the initial
set out in any written format capable of being technicallyup

value contributedby the co-venturer.These shares would
to date by the time it is published. Each issue relevant to the

also have full dividend rights, but the dividend rights particular facts must be reviewed at the time of structuring to
would be limited if equal dividendscould not be declared

ensure that the immediate and possible long term objectives
and paid on the Canadian preferred shares; are dealt with for likely tax and business scenarios. The area

(iii)as the Canadian preferred shares are taxable preferred s dynamic, exciting and a place where planning makes a dif-
shares, the co-venturers would prefer to issue some ference.
shares that are not taxable preferred shares directly to the
Canadian co-venturer to ensure that the Canadian has a

substantial interest.25 This will then avoid the Part VI. 1
tax otherwise applicable.
These common shares will increase in value if the pre-
ferred shares no longer represent the full value of the 25. See subsec. 191(2).
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TRANSFERPRICING: CURRENT CANADIAN
PERSPECTIVE

Nathan Boidman

Goodman Phillips & Vineberg, Montreal, Canada

I. INTRODUCTION:PARAMETERSOF ARTICLE Mogle said he has 'a few ideas' as to what might replace CP1, but
gave no details. The right answer, he believes, is 'a great deal more

flexibility and broad principles from which you can then go to aThis article is not a detailed statementof the nature and status fact and circumstancesanalysis.'2 (emphasis added)
of transfer pricing in Canada. That topic has been compre-
hensively reported elsewhere, with there being no radical or The author of this article, in preparing the discussions for
substantial overall changes in the Canadian transfer pricing Subject I at the Cancun IFA Congress,3 set out (in the outline

system since the time of such reports or articles. of the segments into which the topic was delineated for pur-
poses of the panel discussion and the general working ses-

This article reviews and discusses: sion) the following:(1) The nature of the arm's length principle (underlying
transfer pricing in most countries, including Canada) and A second sub-question ... is the extent to which, if any, the factors

the unavoidable controversies and malaise which are arising from a discussion of the first two questions may, unavoid-
ably, lead to the concern that in the absence of comparablemarketinherent in and arise from transfer pricing law based on prices the search for pricing methodologywhich comport with the

the arm's length principle. arm's length principle is a futile exercise and that in such circum-

(2) The interrelatedeffects, in Canada, of the basically futile stances there may be only three possibilities:

attempts by the United States to fit a square peg into a 3.1 where transfer prices are not be agreed upon by the parties,
round hole, by legislating the arm's length principle, and they are to be decided by the courts on the basis of the particu-
the specific reaction thereto by Canada. larfacts and circumstances (perhaps in light of the German

standard of the prudent businessman, acting in his own sepa-
(3) The obvious and inevitable solution to the unavoidable rate interest); or

malaise, namely, the initiative by the same country which 3.2 transfer prices are to be determined by adopting mechanical,has caused the controversy, the United States, with arbitrary formula approaches; or

respect to advance pricing agreements and the current
status thereof in Canada. 3.3 the deficiencies in the first two approaches (including uncer-

tainty) are to be elmnatedby moving towards pricing agree-
(4) Another solution, at least for some multinationals, to the ments between taxpayers and the tax authorities.

problem, namely, the IFA sponsoredArm's Length Bar- 3.4 (In other words, should the search for alternative pricing
gaining Process pre-emptive rule of transfer pricing, methods, in the absence of comparables market prices be
developed during the panel discussionsand working ses- abandoned on the grounds of being inherently in conflict with
sions (organized and chaired by this author) at the 1992 the requirementsof the arm's length principle).
Cancun IFA Congress. The IRS states in the introductory portion of the Proposed

As well, there is a brief review of the parametersof Canadian and Temporary Code Sectin 482 Regulations issued on 13
transfer pricing law including a February 1994 anti-avoid- January 1993 with respect to the best method rule:
ance proposal respecting offshore transshipmentcompanies. In response to comments, the strict priority of methods in the pro-

posed and current regulations has been abandoned. Rather, a much
morejlexible approach has been adopted. While the problems with
a strict priority of methods are acknowledged, the drawbacks ofII. THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE- THE

BASIC CONUNDRUM

1. Transfer Pricing in the Absence of Comparable Market Prices, Cahiers
A. Overview de Droit Fiscal International (Studies on International Fiscal Law), Vol.

LXXVIIa,Subject I, IFA, 46th Congress,Cancun, 1992. The Cahierscontain 26
country reports and a general report (prepared by Guglielmo Maisto). The panelIn September 1992 a US Treasury Department spokesman discussions and general working session stemmed from and were based on the

said, in signalling the US government'sretreat from efforts to general and country reports.
2. Final Section 482 Rules Likely This Year, Will Not Require Use of CPIlegislate that which cannot be (legislated)- and in particular

atthe retreat from the mandatory use of the comparable profit
Test, Mogle says, BNA Daily Tax Report, (No. 184) 22 September 1992,
G-1

method): 3. See supra note 1 and related text.
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such rigidity must be balanced against the need to provide some majority interests. The OECD Report should provide criteria to

guidance as to which methods are most appropriate for particular identify such situations and provide that, if they are found to be
cases. The best method rule attempts to achieve this balance by present, the price that has ben established should be accepted as

recognizing that the method that provides the most accurate deter- an arm's length price.
mination of an arm's length result will vary depending upon the

facts and circumstancesof the transactionunder review. An interesting question is whether the absence of specific
(emphasis added)4 legislation (adoptingResolutionNo. 7) precludes reliance on

The foregoing comments reflect the inevitable and unfortu- (by taxpayers) or use of (by tax administratorsor the courts)
the concept. Given the flexibility (and uncertainty) - dis-

nate consequence of the fundamental nature of pricing law
cussed next of the ALP, it is suggested that the answer is-

which is based on the arm's length principle (ALP) (as it
is in Canada, the United States and most othercountries).The negative. After all, what better evidence can there be of the

essential requirement of the ALP than a price resulting from
requirementsof the ALP can only be objectively met in two

limited circumstances, and in the preponderance of circum-
an actual bargainingprocess

stances the requirement raised by the ALP is underminedby The factthat in most cases there is no such process and,
unavoidablesubjectivityand uncertainty. where there is, it may be difficult to prove same (to the satis-

faction, ultimately, of a court) should not serve to reject the
essential validity of the concept.

B. Objective basis for applying the ALP
For example, if it can be shown that the senior management

The ALP can be applied objectively in only two situations or is remunerated strictly by reference to the separate bottom

circumstances. line profitabilityof their units in a multinational and, in pur-
suit of their own separate economic interests, transactions

1. Comparables with other units in the group have been priced by a normal
business-like bargaining process, acceptance of such prices

The first circumstance is familiar. The transaction to be as pre-emptively arm's length would not only seem reason-

priced is identical or very similar to a transaction that has in able, but compelling. There are at least some (informal stud-
fact been carried out between unaffiliated5 parties (whether ies suggest 10-15 percent7) instances of such situations which
one such party is a party to the affiliated party transaction to should be served by such a rule.
be tested or not) and somebody,whetherit is the taxpayer, tax

authority or a court, identifies such a transaction, which then
4. Department of the Treasury, IRS, Intemal Revenue Service Temporary

can become the standard against which the actual affiliated Regulations (TD8470), IntercompanyTransfer Pricing Regulations Under Sec.

party price is to be tested. This, of course, is the comparable 482, Issued 13 January 1993, published in FederalRegister of21 January, 26

uncontrolled price method (CUP) as that terminology has CFR Parts 1 and 602. See also IRS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (IL-21-91),

been developed in the United States and copied word for Imposition of Accuracy-Related Penalty Under Secs. 6662(e) and 6662(h),
Relating To Transfer Pricing Misstatements, issued 13 January, and IRS Notice

word in other jurisdictionsor reflected by similar language. of Proposed Rulemaking (IL-401-88), Intercompany Transfer Pricing Regula-
tions Under Sec. 482, issued 13 January (both also published in 21 January Fed-
eral Register, at 12 and 13).2. Internal arm's length bargaining- a pre-emptive

transfer pricing rule
5. The words affiliated and unaffiliated are used herein in a general
sense. In Canada, affiliated parties for purposes of the ALP are those who do

The second circumstance is not familiar. The requirement(of
not deal at arm's length within the meaning of Sec. 251(1) of the Income Tax
Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, Chap.1 (5th Supp.), as amended (hereafter ITA)

the ALP) is objectivelymet if it can be shown that the affili- and the latter always include those who are relatedwithin the meaningoflTA

ated parties established their price through an arm's length Sec. 251(2) and can, depending upon the facts and circumstances,include those

bargaining process, that is, notwithstanding their relation- who are not related.
6. Resolution7 of Resolutions,Subject I: TransferPricing in the Absence of

ship, they established the price strictly according to their sep- Comparable Market Prices, (supra note 1) and H. Hamaekers, The Arm's

arate interests and in accordancewith the same business con- Length Principle And The Role Of Comparables,46 Bulletinfor International

siderations which would have been obtained had they been Fiscal Documentation(December 1996. ), at 602. ResolutionNo. 7 was forrnu-

dealing with unaffiliatedparties.
lated by the author of this article, based on the (underlying) identification and
discussion of the principle by Mr Hamaekers in his work for the panel discus-

At this time this is not an accepted or recognizedrule of law sions of Subject I.
7. See Professor L. Eden, Multinationalsand Transfer Pricing Reference

in the United States, Canada or any other country, although it
-

Manual (Part I), (prepared for a five-day workshop on Multinationals and
has been sponsored (as a pre-emptive rule) by the IFA as a Transfer Pricing, presented to senior Revenue Canada intemational tax auditors

resultof its deliberationsat Cancun in 1992 (supra note 1 and (Center for Career Development, Revenue Canada Taxation) 6-10 December

related text) and the resolutions which were adopted and 1993, Toronto (copyrightedby Carleton University)), who cites (in Table 1) M.

Al-Eryani,R. Alam and S. Akhter, TransferPricingDeterminantsof US Multi-

agreed to by that Congress. nationals, 21 Journal of International Business Studies (1990), at 4009-25,
whose study shows that 13% of US multinationals with affiliates primarily in

In particularResolutionNo. 7 reads as follows:6 developedcountries established prices through negotiation (i.e. an ann's length

Paragraphs 2 and 38 of the OECD Report recognize that within bargaining process), while US multinationalswith affiliates primarily in devel-

affiliated groups, conditions for arm's length bargaining may be oping countries negotiate prices 16% of the time and US multinationals with

affiliates in all host countries negotiate prices 15% of the time. Professor Eden
fulfilled. This could be the case if the persons having a decisive then cites (in Table 2) R.Y.W. Tang, Transfer Pricing in the 1990s: Tax and
influence on the transfer price have diverging economic interests, Management Perspectives (Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 1993), at
where civil law rules prescribe certain behaviour, where group 71. This table revealed that 12.7% of intemational transfers by 157 Fortune 500
entities have their own profit responsibilityand are free to contract companies were priced by way of a negotiation (i.e. an arm's length bargaining
with third parties, or where there are significant minority or even process).
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C. Subjectivityand uncertainty in the ALP fourth methods, (whichever of the 15 to 20 which have
been identified to this pointg).

Where neither of the two foregoingcircumstancesarise, then

(as reflected by the foregoing quoted comments) the legal IV. THEMES AND PARAMETERSOFrequirements of the ALP cannot be complied with in an
CANADIAN TRANSFER PRICING LAWobjective fashion and, conversely, the parties (whether tax-

payers, tax authoritiesor courts) are left with no choice but to

estimate, approximate,simulate or otherwise guesti- A. Overview
mate at the amount to be used by the taxpayers in determin-

ing their accounts under the ALR For the reasons stated above the substantive legal require-
ments for establishing transfer pricing in Canada are not and

This inescapable conclusion means that, in the absence of
cannot be different than those in other

comparables (or of the adoption of an arm's length bargain- any seen every coun-

where the arm's length principleing rule, or even, if adopted, of arm's length bargaining) try governs.

every country (which at present includes Canada) which The essential facts and circumstancesnature of the gues-
requires accounting for intercompany transactions for timating process can only be given some meaningful focus,
income tax purposes on the basis of the ALP is accepting shape and delineationby court decisions. Thus, similar to any
(and must accept) that the guestimating (which must tax or other legal issue requiring decisions based on determi-

axiomatically be utilized in order to complete tax returns or nations of fact, certain reoccurring fact patterns or situations
assessments by government or determinations by a court) may arise where the courts' decisions provide some guidance
will, by its very nature, mean that there is substantial room as to the law with respect to the subject matter. Unlike
for disagreementbetween the parties. some other countries (particularly the United States) in Cana-

da there have been very few court decisions and, therefore,
This follows simply because the essence of a guestimate is little guidance to give shape or focus to the guestimatingsubjectivityand uncertainty (who is to say their guestimate exercise.'0
is better than that of anotherperson) with the result that trans-

fer price issues (even with the best of intentions of all parties) It is only in the area of (i) ancillary considerationsor matters,

must, perforce, where the parties have arrived at different such as the nature or mechanics of secondaryadjustments
guestimatesbecome a contest ofguestimates. or sourcing (and related withholding taxes) or (ii) procedural

matters (including penalties) where there can be some sub-
stantial differencesbetween the law in Canada and that found
in other countries. Some of the factors are reviewed below.

Ill. THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE- THE
CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE

B. Parameters
That the foregoing is the essential nature of determining
intercompany transactions under the ALP is, as already sug- Parameters of transfer price law in Canada are as follows:H
gested, absolutely inescapable and, given that Canada

(1) There is a statutory basis for the ALP (see ITA Secs.
requires prcing based on the ALP,8 that is the basic nature of

69(2) and (3)) which is couched in brief and broad terms.
transfer pricing law in Canada as it is in all other countries
based on the ALR In Canada transfer pricing will be deter- (2) There are no (sub-statutory) regulations or comparable
mined as follows: law.

(1) If there are valid comparables, then they will govern or (3) It was noted above that the body of case law is very small
should govern because they do reflect what the parties (note 10 and related text) and except for two cases
would have done had they not been affiliated with each (Hofert2 and Central Canada Forest13) involved more
other.

(2) If there are no comparables (and subject to the role of the 8. See ITA Secs. 69(2) and (3)
arm's length bargaining process approach, which has 9. See supra note 1.

not been seen, per se, in Canada to this point) the matter 10. Furthermore,of the only seven reported cases in Canadaon transferpricing
is to be decided through a duel of guestimates. matters, five have involved tax motivated structures where offshore subsidiaries

have been interposed to import goods into Canada by a Canadian company and

To be clear, all transfer pricing methods or procedures or
where the courts' decisions in respect thereofcan hardly be expected, and gen-

not, to a

approaches (whether used proactively by a taxpayer to estab- erally do provide much guidance which would be relevant transfer pri-
cing dispute involving more orthodox transactions between related parties. The

lish a price or reactively by a tax authority to evaluate a priCe one exception is the decision in Indalex Limited v. The Queen, 86 DTC 6039

used by a taxpayer or a court to test both taxpayer's and tax (F.C.T.D.) and 88 DTC 6053 (F.C.A.). See N. Boidman, An Offshore Trans-
v.

authority's determinations) will, in the absence of compara-
shipment Company Case: Indalex The Queen, 42 Bulletinfor International
Fiscal Docunentation(May 1988), at 202.

bles (or the arm's length bargaining process approach), be I I For a full statement of many of the points which follow, see Boidman and

nothing more or less than an attempt to guestimateat what Lawlor, Canada: Transfer Pricing n the Absence of Comparable Market

the parties would have done. Such guestimatecharacteriza- Prices,Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International,Vol.LXXVIIa,at 323 (IFA, Sub-

tion applies to the so-called secondary methods (the cost-plus ject I, Cancun, 1992).
12. J. Hofert Ltd. v. M .N .R., 62 DTC50 (T.A.B.)

methodor the resale price method) or, obviously to otheror 13. CentralCanada Forest ProductsLtd. v. M.N.R.,52DTC359 (T.A.B.)
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issues of tax avoidance than of transfer pricing (see note (Il)Where there has been a transfer pricing adjustment for

20). overcharge to a Canadian member of a foreign owned

(4) In light of such limited law on point, the Canadian tax
multinational group, a secondary adjustment in the

authority seeks to provide guidance through a (non-legal-
form of treating such overcharge as a disguised distribu-

ly binding) InformationCircular,No. 87-214 (hereafter
tion and taxable as a dividend pursuant to the provisions

IC-87-2).This basically reflects the 1979 OECD trans-
of ITA Part XIII may arise. Administratively, Revenue

fer price report15 (itself based on the 1986 IRC Section
Canada is prepared to forego the secondary tax if the

482 regulations).
excess charges are repaid by the foreign entity to the
Canadian entity.

(5) IC 87-2 is neither industry nor transaction specific. (12)The difficulties of stating with precision the law respect-
(6) The case law has only dealt with the transfer of goods, ing any particular situation is exacerbated by the fact

not services or intangibles. that, unlike, for example, the United States, there are no

(7) The tax avoidance.characterof most of the transfer price written materials which deal in a quantitative fashion

cases to date has brought into play certain statutory rules with audit experience or government or taxpayer
ofa domestic,anti-avoidancenature, i.e. ITA Section 245 approaches. There are no reports along the line of that

(as it read prior to amendment in 1988) dealing with the publishedby the IRS respecting the manner in which and

artificial reduction of income as well as case-made doc- on what basis transfer pricing disputes have been settled

trines such as sham and agency.
with taxpayers nor are there any published guidelines
respecting the situation referred to above concerning

(8) Sections 69(2) and (3) - embodying the ALP - applies intracompanyas opposed to intercompany transactions.
only to transactions between legal entities, and not to

intra-company (branch to branch, etc.) transactions.6 (13)Because Canada has been a capital-importing country
(with more Canadian companies being subsidiaris of

(9) Although the (ten) provincial governments of Canada foreign (often US) companies than vice versa), the cur-

generally take roughly between 30-40 percentof tax rev- rent concems in the United States respecting earnings
enue with respect to income earned by corporations, the stripping by foreign based multinationals through abu-
provinces do not really have separate law on point.17 sive transfer pricing of goods or services into the United
Although none of the provinces are party to Canada's States has long been a preoccupationof the Canadian tax
federal double tax agreementswith other countries, in the system, both in the developmentof its law and its admin-
case of Alberta, Ontario and the other seven provinces istration. Notwithstanding its relatively small size, Rev-
referred to above, the incorporationof federal law, in the enue Canada has over the years developed some degree
case of transfer pricing matters, effectively makes rele- of proficiency and experience in dealing with inbound
vant aspects of the federal tax agreements applicable.8 transfer pricing into Canada including the full range of

(10)There is little in the other fields of Canadian taxation concerns, attitudes and predilections which stem from

which is helpful in dealing with the arm's length princi- approachingthe assessmentof a Canadian subsidiaryof a

ple for income tax purposes. In this regard Revenue foreign-based multinational with a view that they are

Canada states at paragraph 21 and 22 of IC 87-2: likely to find overcharges in relation to the arm's

It has been suggested that the Department should accept the length standard. In this respect Revenue Canada has par-

'value for duty', establishedfor importedgoods in accordance ticipated closely in cooperative programmes with the

with the Customs Act, as representing a reasonable arm's IRS, the OECD and other multinational intergovernmen-
length price for purposes of the Income Tax Act. This is not tal groups (PATA, CIATA, etc.) with a view to continu-
always possible for a number of reasons, including the obvi-

ously different contexts in which valuation of goods is

required by the respective Acts. 14. Information Circular No. 87-2, International Transfer Pricing and Other

The methods for determining value for duty under the current InternationalTransactions,27 February 1987.

provisions of the Customs Act resemble those outlined in this
15. OECD, Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of the
OECD Committeeon FiscalAffairs,1979 (Paris: OECD). IC 87-2 does not fullycircular. Value for duty may now be closer to transfer prices reflect the follow-up OECD Report of 1984 (TransferPricing and Multination-

acceptable for income tax purposes; however, differences do al Enterprises-Three Taxation Issues (Paris: OECD, 1984).
remain and the Departmentis under no obligation to accept the 16. See ITA Sec. 4 and the decision in M.N.R. v. ImperialOil Limited, 60 DTC
established or reported value for duty when considering the 1219. Treaty provisions may import notions of intercompany rules; see Sub-
income tax implicationsof a non-arm's length importation. sidiary Doing Business In Canada- Transfer Pricing: RevenueCanada Memo-

There is no Canadian provision comparable to IRC Sec- randum, Rulings Directorate, 1 December 1992, as reprinted in CCH Canadian
Limited, The Tax Window, Report No. 27, at 11.

tion 1059A, enacted in 1986, which would preclude a 17. In the case of seven provinces, the federal law is adopted on the basis that

price for income tax purposes which exceeds the corre- the provincial income tax is determinedby applying a statutory rate determined

sponding price for custom duty purposes. Finally in this under each separate provincial statute to the income base as determined for fed-

context, no guidance appears to arise out of the provi-
eral income tax purposes. Alberta, Ontario and Quebec have separatelyadminis-
tered statutes with the first two adopting,by cross-reference,federal law relevant

sions of federal or provincial sales tax legislation, includ- to transfer pricing, while Quebec's is essentially identical.

ing the recently enacted VAT-type Goods and Services 18. Quebec unilaterally provides some of the benefits which arise under Cana-

Tax (brought into force at the federal level in Canada on
da's federal treaties. See Sec. 488R1 (e) of the Regulationsmade pursuant to the

1 January 1991) in dealing with transfer pricing issues
Taxation Act (Quebec). Such would not serve to effectively deal with transfer

pricing issues. However, note that Quebec does have its own, direct, treaty with

for income tax purposes. France.
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ously upgrading its information, knowledge and tech- - Canadian transfer pricing issues often are resolved by
niques respecting transfer pricing.'9 competent authority procedure (and just about never go

to court).(14)The controversial spotlight thrown on transfer pricing by It is likely that the Canadian will substitute for-

US initiatives since 1986 (and the adoption/enactmentof not system
the ALP any kind of mechanical or formulary approach-super royalty and all that followed) has had some fallout

in Canada. As discussed n detail below, US initiatives
es which would eliminate the subjectivity and uncertain-

have prompted procedural developments in Canada ty inherent in the arrn's length principle (and all the tax-

including the adoption of an Advance Pricing Agreement payer/governmentissues and hassles which can arise) but
which would necessarily result in determinations which(APA) procedure. Revenue Canada is also striving to

are
build up data banks of information which might be help- often/invariably arbitrary and less appropriate than

those which arise under the imprecise but conceptuallyful in either developing useful comparables and/or other
sound ALRdata which can help in the guestimatingprocess, and to
The advent of APAs further ameliorate the subjec--

determine the role that economists may play in sorting may

out facts and functions,etc. (in doing a facts and circum- tivity and uncertainty usually found in transfer pricing
stances inquiry which can lead to a best guestimateof arrangements.

what the transfer price would have been had there in fact
been an unaffiliated party transaction).

V. THE EXACERBATINGEFFECTS OF THE
(15)The inbound orientation of Canadian transfer pricing PRESUMPTIONOF PRICE MANIPULATION

matters, and related preoccupationand focus of Revenue
Canada, was noted earlier. In recent years RevenueCana-
da has begun focusing on outbound transactions as Cana- A. Overview
dian based manufacturers and developers of high tech-

computer based products (hardware and software) suc- The simplicity and uncertainty of transfer pricing law based

cessfully expand into the US and other foreign markets on the arm's length principle becomes particularly trouble-

through marketing-distributing subsidiaries. Paradoxi- some where taxpayers are viewed as deliberately using the

cally the interests of the Canadian-based multinational uncertainty as a means of improperly reducing taxable
and Revenue Canada, from the transfer pricing perspec- income by shifting, through price manipulation, profit to

tive, are often the same. For example, in relation to the affiliates operating in low tax jurisdictions. In Canada this is
United States, comparative tax rates would often make it evidenced by the fact that of the seven transfer price cases

desirable if profit allocation to Canada is maximized. since 1950 five have involved what Revenue Canada consid-
Furthermore, Revenue Canada's attitude in these situa- ered blatant arrangements involving offshore affiliates estab-
tions hardens where the US marketing subsidiaries are lished to purchasegoods or product from third parties foreign
relatively thinly staffed and to a large extent really run suppliers and resell same at inflated transfer prices to Cana-
out of or by the Canadian parent company. This is a new dian affiliates, where the interposed transshipmentcompany
and emerging aspect of Canadian transfer pricing prac- served no real business role in the operations of the group.20
tice which runs headlong into US initiatives respecting
(US) inbound transactions.

(16)A major difficulty in dealing with Canadian transfer pri- B. Proposed Canadian rule respecting offshore
cing experience is that it generally has remained confi- transshipmentarrangements
dential to the parties involved - regard being had to the

paucity of court decisions. This has stemmed in substan- It is precisely this type of arrangementwhich the Department
tial part from the fact that most disputes have been of Finance now intends to counter statutorily. In particular,
resolved through competent authority procedure. Not the 22 February 1994 Budget proposes to treat the profits of

only are such procedures confidential, but often the tax- an offshore transshipmentcompany - at least with respect to

payers involved (and their professional advisors) are inbound transactions, i.e. purchases by a Canadian of goods
largely excluded from the process. manufactured by third parties through an offshore affiliate -

as a component of Foreign Accrual Property Income
In summary of the foregoing: (FAPI)2' and thus taxable attribution basis in the

Canadian transfer pricing law (particularly the substan-
on an

-

tive law) is not much different, if at all, from that found
in other countres.

19. However, unlike the United States, Canada has made no attempt to legis-
late rules which are designed to eliminate the uncertaintyof operating under the

Its very nature is such that, in the absence ofcomparables arm's length standard. (See, however, the 22 February 1994 proposalsdiscussed-

(and of the adoption of an arm's length bargaining pro- below.)

cess rule), the matter unfortunatelydescends into subjec-
20. Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd. v. The Queen,75DTC 5150 (F.C.T.D.) and 77
DTC 5367 (F.C.A., Indalex Limited, supra note 10, Irving Oil Limited v. The

tive and uncertain guestimating and, where issues Queen, 88 DTC 6148 (F.C.T.D.), 91 DTC 5106 (F.C.A.), the Crown's leave to

arise, a contest of guestimates. appeal in respect of which was rejected by the Supreme Court in September
Revenue Canada is, given its size, as knowledgeable, et v. 5117 (Quebec Court- 1991; Redpath Industries Ltd. al. The Queen, 83 DTC

of Sessions of the Peace) and 84 DTC 6349 (Quebec Superior Court); and Spurexperienced and competent as are tax administrators of OilLtd. v. The Queen,80 DTC 61065 (F.C.T.D.)and 81 DTC 5168 (F.C.A.).
other countries. 21. ITA Secs. 95(1) and (2).
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hands of the Canadian parent shareholder.22 New ITA para. Vll. CANADIAN REACTION TO RECENT US

graph 95(2)(a.1) would read as follows: INITIATIVES
(a.1) in computing the income from a business other than an active
businessof a foreign affiliate of a taxpayer for a taxation year there A. Overview
shall be included the income of the affiliate for the year from the
sale of property where

The foregoingconcerns, from a governmentstandpoint,have
(i) it is reasonable to conclude that the Cost to any person of the been viewed with alarm, particularly by the US govemment,
property is relevant in computing the income from a business car-

ried on by the taxpayer or a person resident in Canada with whom beginning in the early 1980s - initially in response to Eli Lilly
the taxpayerdoes not deal at arm's length or is relevant in comput- type situations and then later in the eighties to concerns that

ing its income from a business carried on in Canada by a non-resi- Japanese and other foreign-ownedgroups were overcharging
dent person with whom the taxpayerdoes not deal at arm's length, their US marketing subsidiaries for products developed and

and manufacturedabroad.

(ii) the property was not manufactured,produced, grown, extract- As a result, the United States has spawned several important
ed or processed in the country under whose laws the affiliate was transfer pricing developments in the past ten years:
formed or organized, the 1986 enactmentof super royalty;-

unless more than 90% of the gross income of the affiliate for the - the 1988 WhitePaper setting out preliminaryproposals
year from the sale of property is derived from the sale of property for implementationof super royalty;
(other than a property described in subparagraph (ii) the cost of 1989 and 1990 legislation of certain onerous procedural-

which to any person is a cost referred to in subparagraph(i)) to per- and reportingrequirementsrelative to inbound transac-
sons with whom the affiliate deals at arm's length and, where this

paragraphapplies to include incomeof the affiliate from the sale of tions (by foreign based groups with US marketing sub-

property in the incomeof the affiliate from a business other than an

active business, the sale of such property shall be deemed to be a

separate business, other than an active business, carried on by the 22. See ITA Sec. 91.

affiliate and any income of the affiliate that pertains to or is inci- 23. Tax Measures: SupplementaryInformation(Tabled in the House of Com-

dent to that business shall be deemed to be income from a business mons by the HonourablePaul Martin P.C., M.P. Minister of Finance, 22 Febru-

other than an active business.23 ary 1994, accompanying 22 February Budget Speech) at 78. Finance's

ExplanatoryNotes respecting this proposal at 87 of the SupplementaryInforma-

tion reads as follows:
Proposed new paragraph 95(2)(a.1) of the Act, which applies to taxation years

C. Other countries that begin after 1994, includes in the income from a business other than an active

business and thus the foreign accrual property income of a foreign affiliate of a

taxpayer resident in Canada, the income of the affliate from the sale of proper-

In the United States such tax planning initiativeshave been ty where
* the cost of the property is relevant in computing the income from busi-

much more sophisticatedand complex, although in the view
a

ness carried on by a taxpayer or persons resident in Canada that do not

of the IRS no less egregious.24As well, Revenue Canada and deal at arm's length with the taxpayeror a business carried on in Cana-

in recent years the US governmentmay have been concerned da by non-residentpersons that do not deal at arm's length with the tax-

that, even in the case of ostensibly straightforwardbusiness payer, and
* the property was not manufactured,produced,grown or extractedor pro-

dealings between units of a multinational (both of which are cessed in the country under whose laws the affiliate formedwas or orga-
based in high tax jurisdictions) there is tax incentive (gener- nized.

ally of a less substantialnature than in the first case) for trans- The rule does not apply where more than 90% of the gross income of the

fer price manipulation.This may tum either on tax rate arbi- affiliate from the sale of property is derived from sales of property (other
than property the cost of which falls within the rules described above) to

trage or other factors such as excess current expendituresor that deal arm's length with the affiliate. Where the rule applies
loss carry-overs.25

persons at

to the foreign affiliate of the taxpayer, the sale of such property is deemed

to be a separate business other than active business of the affiliate. Any
income that pertains to or is incident to that business is deemed to be

income of the affiliate from a business other than an active business of the

affiliate.
This new rule will discourage the establishmentof a foreign subsidiary by

VI. TAXPAYERS' CONCERNS ARISING FROM a corporation for the purpose of purchasing goods for resale and use in a

THE UNCERTAINTIES IN TRANSFER business carried on in Canadaeither by the corporation itselfor by any per-

PRICING
son with whom the corporation does not deal at arm's length.

It should be noted that under a revised numbering system under ITA, brought
into force 1 March of this year, the (a.1)will be dropped from the statutory ref-

Taxpayers on the other hand are often concerned that tax erence.

24. See for exampleEli Lilly & Co: v. Commissioner,84 T.C. 996 (1985), aff'd
authorities may use the inherent uncertainty in transfer pri- n part, rev'd in part, 856 F.2d 877 (7th Cir. 1988); G.D. Searle & Co. v. Com-

cing law raise assessments which ll founded- perhaps v.to are missioner, 88 T.C. 252 (1987); Bausch & Lomb, Inc. Commissioner,92 T.C.

as an attractive means of simply increasing tax revenues. 525 (1989), aff'd, 933 F.2d 1084 (2d Cir. 1992); SundstrandCorp. v. Commis-

Taxpayers are also increasingly exposed to onerous require- sioner, 96 T.C. 226 (1991); and SundstrandCorp. v. Commissioner,T.C. Memo

1993-86, 63 T.C.M. (CCH) 2043 (1992) (collateral estoppel prevents govern-
ments for information and information reporting respecting ment from raising certain transfer pricing issues).
transfer pricing spawned by the government concems 25. The 1962 decision in J. Hofert v. M.N.R., supra note 12 - one of the few

referred to above or simply government concern that uncer-
Canadian cases not involving offshore transshipment companies - may have

involved tax rate arbitrage. This decision in fact made clear that fair value or

tainty of transfer pricing law can lead to inadvertent under- transfer pricing is a question of commercial reality and not legal science, thus

statement of income by domestic taxpayers. opening the Canadian system to the basic overall situation set out above.
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sidiaries) as well as onerous transfer pricing penalties for posais of the White Paper and the January 1992 proposals,28
substantial understatement or overstatements of income certain aspects (discussed below) of the latest round of regu-
under IRC Section 6662; lations are viewed, at least by Revenue Canada and the
the introductionof proposed regulations under IRC Sec- Department of Finance, as departing from the requirements

-

tion 482 in January 1992 intended to finalize the imple- laid down by the arm's length principle.
mentationof super royalty; and
then in 1993 the introduction of temporary and proposed This is reflected in Department of Finance Release No. 93--

regulations under IRC Section 482 as well as enactment 003, Transfer Pricing Rules and Guidelines Clarified,
of beefed-up Section 6662 penalties. issued 7 January 1994, which has served notice that the hith-

erto reliable approach to resolving disputes, through compe-
As well, there have been aborted attempts (see, for example, tent authority procedure, may not in fact be available to
the 1992 CongressionalBill H.R. 5270) to institute semi-for- Canadian taxpayers caught up in issues involving the United
mulary or minimum profit reporting requirements with States.
respect to inbound (into the US) transactions.

The 7 January statement takes exception to the comparableAs each development in the United States unfolded, the inter-
national business and tax community and foreign tax author- profits method(CPM) and to perodic adjustment(PA).

The governmentsaid:
ities reacted with a blend of harsh criticism and much con-

cern resulting in enduring controversy in the intemational tax 1. With respect to CPM:
community. It was not for nothing that an international tax

journal noted that: The Ministers noted that difficulties may arise where a foreign
jurisdiction adopts another approach - such as the 'comparable

Transfer pricing issues continue to be the hottest topic in interna- profits method' set out in the new US regulations - which may
tional taxation these days, and the United States continues to be the generate transfer prices that do not conform to the arm's length
country most responsible for fanning the flames.26 principle and, hence, would not be acceptable for Canadian tax

purposes.

B. Conflict in substantive law 2. With respect to PA, the statement noted:

As the OECD Tax Force Report stated, 'There is a fundamental

The basic uncertaintyand issues noted above are not new, the contradictionbetween the arm's length standard which depends on

arm's length principle comprising the approach of Canada, evaluating transactions at the time they take place and the com-

the United States and other countries for many years.
mensurate with income concept to the extent that it involves a

year-by-year retrospective reappraisal based on profits' When

Without much fanfare (and certainly not in the spotlight of such a situation arises, Revenue Canada will not automatically
the current controversy surrounding transfer pricing matters) provide a corresponding adjustment where the United States

the inevitable disputes arising from the uncertainty of the applies this rule.

arm's length principle have generally been resolved through As discussed below, an advance pricing agreementcan avoid
negotiation between taxpayer and tax authority and/or double tax that may arise as a result of this new era of poten-
between the two tax authorities involved (of the two coun-

tries - from a Canadian perspective, usually with the United
26. John G. Goldsworth, Transfer Pricing: American Tax Institute Confer-

States) through competent authority procedures. This is evi- ence Focuses on Recent Transfer Pricing Developments,3 Tax Notes lnterna-

denced by (1) the simple fact that in Canada there has been no tional (9 August 1991), at 28-30. Some anecdotal evidence respecting the cur-

conventional transfer pricing litigation since 1962 - Hofert, rent role of the United States in the area may be gleaned from the statistics con-

tained in Ernst & Young Fact Sheet on IRS Examinationof Foreign Controlled
supra note 12 - (all litigation since then involving, as noted

Organization,2 Tax Management- Transfer Pricing Report (9 June 1993), at

earlier, offshore transshipment company arrangements - 74 and Nearly $10 Billion in Allocations Disputed in 87 Transfer Pricing
supra note 10); and (2) constant statements by Revenue Cases, 2 Tar Management - Transfer Pricing Report (20 October 1993), at

Canada that issues (particularly with the United States) are
328.
27. The difficulty in legislating the arm's length principle is clearly seen in the

almost always resolved through competent authority proce- comments by James Mogle, then Acting Intemational Tax Counsel to the US
dure. Treasury,supra note 2.

28. Senior US government officials have hinted that an even more flexible
However, the era of tranquil resolution of transfer pricing approach to the matter s now being considered by widening the scope of com-

issues involvingCanadian companies,particularly in Canada parables. An item entitled IRS's CulbertsonSays TransferPricing Penalty Regs

and US situations, may have ended as a result of he particu- Due This Month, 24 Tax Notes International (13 December 1993), at 1478

(Herman Ayayo) indicates that the IRS and Treasury did not have the intention
lar form that the various US initiatives noted above have of giving the comparable profit method (CPM) a higher status than any other

taken and, in particular, the basically futile attempt by the US and, perhaps more importantly, that the scope of CUPs will be extended:

government to legislate what cannot be legislated, namely A second substantive issue the upcoming 482 regs. will address concerns

objective or precise methods for determining transfer prices
the scope of the comparable uncontrolled price (CUP) method, which in

theory should be the best reliable method available, said Culbertson. The

(in the absence of comparables),27 temporary regs disqualify from considerationas a CUP any transaction that

requires a 'material adjustment'. The transfer pricing regs to be released

1. The 7 January 1994 Canadian reaction
next year, he said, will either 'take the thumb off the scale for CUP and just
have CUP operate under the general analysis of the best method rule' or

Although the January 1993 Temporaryand Proposed Regula- 'keep a thumb on the scale' in favour of CUPs and create a fourth category
of inexact comparables.He noted that a decision has yet to be made on this

tions are in many respects a retreat from the more radical pro- point.
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tial conflict between transferpricing law as viewed in the two (5) The issue is exacerbatedby the in terroremeffects of the

countries - Canada and the United States.29 IRC Section 6662 penalty rules which may, in the first

place, drive the US-Canada multinational to use meth-

odologies unacceptable to Revenue Canada.
C. Conflict arising from impact of procedural/penalty (6) In the foregoing circumstances agreement in advance

provisions on substantive law between all parties (the US-Canada multinational, the
IRS and Revenue Canada) to an agreed transfer pricing

A second problem is the interrelationship between the sub- methodology obviously can eliminate this potential
stantive US transfer pricing rules and the effect (the distort- rock and a hard place.
ing effect) thereon which may arise from the recently enact- (7) Conversely, at this point the unified opposition in most

ed IRC Section 6662 penalty rules for misstatementsof trans- other countries to US initiativeswould indicate that the

fer pricing matters. preexisting (relatively risk-free) situation should enure

where an APA may be useful in eliminating hassles or
The rules may force US taxpayers to adopt those aspects of

costs but probably is not necessary as a means of avoid-
the new Section 482 regulations which are most offensive

ing true double taxation and/or burdensome penaltyfrom the standpointof Revenue Canada and the Department results.
ofFinance - name the comparableprofit method and the

periodic adjustmentwith respect to licences of intangibles,
referred to in section (a).

Vlll. ADVANCE PRICING AGREEMENTS IN
This issue can also be resolved with an APA, permitting, for CANADA
example, a Canadian based multinational with US sub-
sidiaries to avoid being caught in the following dilemma:

(1) should the US subsidiary of a Canadian based multina- A. Nature of APAs
tional comply with US transfer pricing rules in a fashion
which may come into conflict with Revenue Canada in In general terms an APA is either a two-party agreement
order to avoid IRC Section 6662 penalties, and thus risk (between a Canadian taxpayer (usually a corporation) and
double tax, as between the two countries; or Revenue Canada) or a four-party agreement (e.g. between a

(2) should the US subsidiary apply US transfer pricing rules Canadian corporation, its US parent or subsidiary and both
in line with Revenue Canada's view thereof but risking Revenue Canada and the IRS) as to the manner in which

condemnation by the IRS as not complying with the transfer prices (i.e. the pricing methodology) will be estab-

requirement in such a fashion as to give rise to applica- lished between a Canadian corporation and a foreign-related
tion of Section 6662 penalties (and thus another form of party. (Revenue Canada refers to the latter as a bilateral
double tax). agreement.)

The APA solution to the problem is specifically advocated in The APA does not establish a specific price or prices for the
the 7 January statement. transactionsbut rather a pricing method to be employed (e.g.

comparables or, instead, resale-minus or cost-plus, etc.) and
in some fashion or other the manner in which the particular

D. Summary agreed to pricing method is to be applied.

The effect of the US initiatives in Canada may therefore be
summarizedas follows: B. The initial US initiative

(1) Transfer pricing law in Canada, the United States and
most other countries is inherently uncertain and can give As discussed above, the United States has been criticized for

rise to disputes between taxpayer and tax authority. singlehandedly raising transfer pricing controversy, first

(2) This state of affairs has endured for many years. through its basically unsuccessful initiatives (having due

(3) Until recently the foregoing situation has not raised sub- regard to the essential retreat to pre-existing principles
stantial risk of double taxation for the simple reason that reflected by the January 1993 Section 482 Temporary Regu-
the bona fide situations (that is not involving tax-moti- lations, particularly when read in light of more recent devel-

vated arrangements)have involved affiliates in the Unit- opments30) to add more specificity to the substantive rules

ed States or other countries where disputes would gener- and second through the very troublesomeinterrelatedpenalty
ally be settled through agreement between the two coun- rules under Code section 6662 which will tend to distort

tries (on an agreed single price, etc.) so as to avoid dou- orthodox analysis of substantive transfer price law.

ble tax.

(4) Recent US initiatives may, however, undermine the effi-

ciency ofcompetent authority proceedings- where Rev- 29. This observerdoes not in fact believe that the US rules, as manifest by the

enue Canada for example views the pricing methodolo- January 1993 Temporary and Proposed Regulations, comprise a true departure

gies insisted upon by the United States as not complying from the arm's length principle. See N. Boidman, Canadian Perspective on

with the pre-existing, nternationally recognized arm's
1993 US Transfer PricingProposals,22 Tax ManagementInternationalJour-
nal (April 1993), at 201.

length principle. 30. See supra note 28.
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However, the United States has also been the leader in the the Canadian company is a parent of a foreign company
development of pre-transaction agreements between taxpay- located in a non-treatyjurisdiction (perhaps a tax haven);
ers and tax authorities designed to take the uncertainties and - the Canadian company is a subsidiary of a foreign based
controversies out of the equation. As is well known by now, group based in a non-treaty country or where the inter-
the US APA programmeprovides (at least for the larger play- company transaction involves a non-treatycountry mem-

ers in the field) a vehicle to (apparently)eliminate uncertain- ber of the foreign based group (including a tax haven).
ty, controversy and dispute between taxpayer and tax author-

ity by agreeing in advance to pricing methodologies (but not 3. Review of APA factors
to specific prices) and to do so on a bilateral basis, bringing
into overall agreement two or more units of the multinational (a) Scope and nature

involved and two or more tax authorities relevant to the The APA will confirm a transferpricing methodologybut not
multinational involved. specific prices. As there appears to be no experience yet
The logic of the APA programme has not been lost on other under the US APA as to issues which can arise respecting
governmentsand Canada is following suit. compliance and non-compliance by a taxpayer with the

agreed TPM, obtaining an APA will not absolutely elimi-
nate issues with Revenue Canada upon audit.

C. Canadian APAs
As in the United States, the APA is to arrive at an appropriate
TPM as well as the expected results stemming therefrom.

1. Background
Bilateral APAs, that is, entailing an agreement with the tax

It is somewhat ironic that Canada now is adopting an APA authority of the other country involved are encouraged and
programme because it steadfastly refused to consider such a where the other country has a treaty with Canada ... the
procedure in the late 1980s, when approached by certain tax- Canadiancompetentauthoritywill seek an appropriateagree-
payers, on the grounds that such an approach would some- ment with that treaty partner for the APA. However, the
how hamper the competent authority procedure in respect of other country need not be a treaty country, allowing for APAs
issues which arise after the fact. The Revenue Canada posi- involving tax haven or quasi-tax haven situations.
tion was somewhat arbitrary and the fact that its objections
were not truly valid is reflected by the govemment's accep- Paragraph 15 of the draft Circular notes that manpower may
tance now of the US initiative. limit the number of APA requests accepted. Paragraph 15

notes the discretion to decline an APA request and priority or
Revenue Canada has tested the APA concept in two situa- preference will be accorded APA requests displaying pre-a
tions and indicated as early as mid-1992 that a comprehen- ponderance of the following key characteristics:
sive programme would be adopted. Following through in the TPM complies with the Canadian law and practice;-

June 1993, Revenue Canada made available an Exposure the situation is best dealt with through APA rather-

Draft Document respecting the Proposed Procedures and
an

than post-transactionnormal audit process;Guidelines For The Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) Ser-
the is ongoing in and has long impli-vice AnnouncedRecently By Revenue Canada...,3' The lead

- matter nature term

sheet notes that until feedback and further review have been cations;

considered ... the terms, provisions and conditions set out in
- the APA covers all cross-border dealings between the

the Exposure Draft do not necessarily reflect the policies and particularparties;
practices which we will ultimately follow. However,discus-

- the proposed transactions are neither completed nor near

sions with Revenue Canada indicate that there will be no sub- completion nor those which are not seriously contem-

stantial changes in the final Circular. plated or that are of a hypothetical nature;
major industries involved in the APA will have wider-

2. When will Revenue Canada provide an APA application;
the other country is a treaty partner whose tax authorities-

The draft Circular indicates that APAs will be available on a would enter into a bilateral agreement.
unilateral basis, that is simply between Revenue Canada and
the Canadian memberof a multinationalgroup (regardless of (b) Costs and experts
location of the other members of the group) or (and prefer-
ably in the view of Revenue Canada) on a bilateral basis, that Charges by Revenue Canada for APAs will be limited to

is involving two or more members of a multinational group out-of-pocket costs and there will be no charge for staff

and their respective tax authorities (together with Revenue time (paragraph 16). The United States, by contrast, charges
Canada). $ 5,000 in smallercases and, pursuant to an announcementon

3 January 1994, $ 10,000 in the case of companies with annu-
In theory, therefore, an APA could be sought from Revenue
Canada in any of the following circumstances:

the Canadian company is a subsidiary of a foreign parent-

located in a treaty country; 31. See Revenue Canada Release, 29 July 1993 (respecting Intemational
Transfer Pricing: Advance Pricing Agreements (APA) Procedures and Guide-

the Canadian company is a parent of a foreign subsidiary lines, Exposure Draft Document Proposed Proceduresand Guidelines for the
-

-

located in a treaty country; Advance Pricing Agreement, Revenue Canada Taxation, 21 May 1993).
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al sales revenue of more than $ 100 million (see Rev.Proc. thereof are fixed, clear and final. This is not the nature of an

1994-1). APA and taxpayers, conditioned to the certainties resulting
from the ruling process as developedover the last 20 years or

Independentexperts may but not necessarily be required and
the costs thereof will be borne by the taxpayer (paragraph so, must be alert to the fundamentally different nature of an

APA.
17).

The uncertainty of result cannot be reduced by reference to

(d Contents the US experience where some APAs have now been out for

two or three years but there is no (at least public) knowledge
The APA submission will have the following key require- of whether or not issues arise upon assessmentby the IRS of
ments (as set out in paragraphs 18-20): taxpayer's compliance with the APA.

illustrationof the proposedTPM by its application to the
three prior years and to the projected operations of the While it is clear that an APA should eliminate most of the

periods to be covered; potential for dispute, issue and controversybetween taxpayer

extensive and detailed inforrnation respecting the group and Revenue Canada, it cannot be viewed as an absolute bar

and its operations and its financial data including func_ against same.

tional analysis, profitability measurements, economic
studies, general industry trends, and available informa- 5. Issues and risks in the APA process
tion on competitors and comparableor similar business; In general terms the Canadian tax community has reacted
a set of critical assumptions under which the proposed favourably to the proposed APA procedure.
TPM would operate:

Some of the concerns expressed (including those in two sub-
Critical assumptionsare objective businessand economiccrite-

missons to the government) summarized herein.33are
ria that are fundamental to the applicationof the taxpayer'spro-
posed TPM, i.e. any fact that would significantlyaffect the sub- (1) In general sorne would like the government to provide
stantive terms of the APA if the critical assumption changed, more guidance by way of definitions (e.g. of the term
whetheror not the change is within the taxpayer'scontrol.

TPM), or by way of hypothetical/numericalexamples

(d) Proceduralaspects
or by way of more detailed vigorous discussionof certain
factors (e.g. the ambit of the underlying law).

The taxpayer will be required to file annual reports demon- (2) Some would like more specificity respecting the term of
strating compliance with the APA. APA compliance will be

an APA, with a three to five year period being seen as
audited by District Office ... as part of the regular audit appropriate.
cycle (paragraph22).

(3) Several observers attach substantial importance to the
Revenue Canada may revoke an APA: suitability factors element noted above and see- -

Under the provisionsof the APA program, we may cancelan APA many deficiencies therein. For example, the Joint Com-
at any time and retroactively if, for instance, there is fraud or mis- mittee Submission makes five objections, the most

representation in providing information during the APA process, emphatic in relation to the preference (as a suitability fac-
or taxpayers do not comply with the terms and conditions of the tor) that the taxpayer be part of a major industry with
APA. (paragraph 23)

many participants so that there can be wide use of the

Reviewing and revising APAs will be done in light of conclusions reached under the particularAPA:

changed facts and circumstances or changing critical We take strong objection to this characteristic, and recom-

assumption, tax law or treaty provision. (There are no fixed mend that it be deleted. In our view, each taxpayer has the
limitations to the term to be agreed t0, for the APA.) right to have its transfer pricing issues evaluated based on

their own merits, and it is unacceptable to suggest that an

(e) Confidentiality APA entered into with one, specific taxpayer may be used as

a type of industry standard or norm in respectof other taxpay-
The information provided under an APA application will be ers. (at paragraph 10 of the submission)

subject to the normal confidentialitysafeguards of ITA Sec- Similarly the TEI submissionstates:
tion 241 and, where relevant, the confidentiality provision
contained in Canada's tax treaties will also apply. TEI believes that the circular should confirm that the TPM of

one group of companies under an APA will not necessarilybe

4. The difference between an APA and an advance
income tax ruling

32. Revenue Canada Taxation, Information Circular 70-6R2, Advance
An APA will not, as a matter of its basic nature and the terms Income Tax Rulings, 28 September 1990.
under which it is granted, provide to a taxpayer, in advance, 33. See the Joint Committeeon Taxationof the Canadian Bar Associationand

the certainty of results associated with a normal advance rul_ Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, Advance Pricing Agreements,

ing.32 Commentson RevenueCanada ExposureDraft Dated 21 May 1993 (issued on

18 August 1993), published by CCH Canadian Limited, Canadian Tax Reports,

In the latter case (advance rulings), provided that the specific Special Report No. 1124 Extra Edition, September 1993; and comments by the
on

transaction contemplated by the ruling is carried out in the
Tax Executives Institute, Comments Proposed Canadian Advance Pricing
Agreement InformationCircular, 29 July 1993, as reproduced in the Tax Exec-

fashion represented in the rulings application, the tax effects utive (September-October1993), at 417.
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applied to the industry as a whole. In our view, any policy (or lar overall group benefit to any sort of transfer price manip-
methodology) that Revenue Canada desired to apply to an ulation), an APA nay be desirable simply to avoid costly
entire industry should be developed in consultation with the hassle with Revenue Canada, notwithstanding that, presum-members of that industry. The first company in an industry to

ably, issues will continue be workable (resolvable) underthe APA finish line should not be able to impose its TPM on
to

its competitors. Accordingly, this characteristicshould not be competent authority procedures. Undoubtedly Revenue
a major factor in determining whether a particular APA Canada will welcome APAs in such circumstances, particu-
request will be reviewed. (TEI, at 419) larly where it also involves an APA in the other country.35

(4) Some would like the Circular to provide much rnore An APA may be particularly desirable where either there is
detail and guidance respecting annual reports (and TEI absolutely no evidence of comparable-type third party
questions its necessity). arrangementsor transactionsavailable to test the intercompa-

(5) The language of paragraph 23 respecting cancellation or ny transfer prce and the risk of dispute over subjective
at greatest.revocation of APAs - see above- is considered by many guestimating is its

to be unduly provocativeand unclear. Or, in the latter context, perhaps the activity of the Canadian

(6) Some are concerned- as discussed above - that the busi- member of the group is considered to be relatively narrow,
ness community not equate an APA with a normal undertaking perhaps a low risk subcontracting task for the

(administratively) binding advance ruling. In the latter multinational with, however, a concomitant concern that

case, the exact tax consequencesof a (more or less) exact Revenue Canada will see more value in the Canadian sub-

transaction are locked in (by the ruling) in advance. An sidiary's activities as they relate to the establishment of the
APA locks in a TPM, but not specific prices, and cannot transfer price. A good example of the foregoing would be a

provide the same degree of certainty.34 planned establishment of a Canadian subsidiary to provide
specific captive subcontract manufacturing services for a

(7) Much concern has been expressedrespecting the absence
group which has. developed a valuable product outside of

of specific language regarding Revenue Canada's inten- Canada and intends to market the finished product outside of
tions respectingretroactiveuse for auditofprioryears of Canada but wishes to have the product or a componentman-
the TPM agreed to. AS well, any retroactive audit use ufactured in Canada. In such case the Canadian subsidiaryshould be specifically agreed to in the APA. In this undertakes no entrepreneurial initial risk with respect to the
respect the TEI submission questions the necessity or developmentof the product or its marketing (the product to
appropriatenessof testing the proposedTPM by applying be re-exported to the foreign group); one can easily conjureit to operationsof the three previous years. This of course

up a pricing methodology based on a long term take or payunderlies the concern just noted and, at minimum, TEI
contract basis where the Canadian company can almost be

recommends that the look-back be limited to one year. seen to be providing a combinationof a financing and prede-
(8) Some suggest that the APA procedure be extended to termined service function, which should be priced in accor-

customs duty matters (having due regard to, inter alia, dance with the principles for long term debt financing and
the absence in the Act of any provision comparable to result in a transfer pricing methodology based on financing
IRC 1986, Section 1059A, as amended). principles (probably cost-plus or a variation thereof).

(9) The TEI submission advocates that the Circular address In non-treaty country situations, perhaps tax-havens (where
the procedure for a taxpayer to voluntarily withdraw there may be some tendency to seek the higher or lower range
from the APA process, citing Section 6.07 of the US Rev. of possible price determinations to in fact optimize overall
Proc. (Rev. Proc. 91-22, 1991-1 CB 526) group profit) query whether one would dare approach Rev-

(10)There is some concern respecting the requirement to pro-
enue Canada for an APA and, if so, would they grant it, or at

vide projected financial results of operations for the peri-
least grant it on terms which accord with the overall tax

od to be covered by the APA - both on practical and con- objectives of the group Or is this the type of situation where

ceptual grounds.
a taxpayer should decidedly stay clear of Revenue Canada
and APAs36

(Il)Finally, it has been suggested that there be substantial
elaboration in the Circular respecting confidentiality of
information and safeguards afforded by section 241 of
the Act and Canada's tax treaties.

6. When would a taxpayer seek an APA
34. See N. Boidman, The Role of Advance Rulings in International Transfer

Leaving aside the case of the United States (where, as dealt Pricing, 39 CanadianTaxJournal (June 1991), at 1563.
with earlier, an APA may often be desirable to eliminate the 35. The latter factor is specifically emphasized in para. 15, in dealing with

real risk of double tax), assessing the desirability of an APA APA applications which will be encouraged:
will vary according to the particularcircumstances. The othercountry involved in the APA request is a treaty partner, and that

country is favourable to considering an APArequest and entering into a

In cases of treaty country situations, presumably involving bilateral APA with Canada.
36. Of course, if the situation contemplated involved a transshipment com-

transactions between units of the multinational both in rela-
pany, reference is required to the aforementioned22 February Budget proposals

tively high tax jurisdictions (where there may be no particu- (proposed ITA para. 95(2)(a I)), supra note 23 and related text.
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7. When should an APA be avoided methodology by way of an APA and, instead, an APA appli-
cation could not only be rejected but red flag the file so as

Given the basic nature of an APA, the risks and issues noted
above, and having regard to the precedingdiscussion, the cir-

to pre-empt use of the proposed method and/or lead to re-

assessmentof prior years if the method has been used previ-
cumstances in which an APA may not be particularly attrac-

ously.tive or advantageous to a taxpayermay be clear by this point.
The circumstances and/or factors may be delineated as fol- The latter two risks, fostered by the guestimate nature of
lows: transferpricing in the absence of comparables,comprises the

concerns respecting prior years; opportunitycost of an APA.
concerns respecting opportunitycost;
concerns respectingconfidentialityof information;

The exceedingly full and frank discussions and disclosures

is there a real need in the non-US context; required by Revenue Canada respecting matters relevant to

an APA, including business plans, economic analysis, etc.,
concerns respecting cost and hassle.

may well raise concern, notwithstanding the confidentiality
It was noted above that the necessity of demonstrating the requirements of ITA Section 241, that prejudicial results

appropriatenessof the proposed APA by applying it to the from a purely business or market competitivenessstandpoint
operations of the previous three years ... (paragraph 18) has could arise.
been labelled excessive. However, that criticism does not

deal with the questionof whetherthe process would or could, The concerns (noted above) respecting Revenue Canada's

in and of itself, lead to audit, hassle and reassessmentof prior preference to focus on APAs which may have wide applica-
years, particularly where same ma not arise in the absence tion to major industries may reflect a concern of a risk of

of applying for the APA. inadvertent disclosure of confidential information resulting
therefrom.

Nothing in the draft informationcircular addresses this ques-
tion and given the basic and inherent uncertainty in transfer Taxpayers may have a perhaps ll defined or vague sense of

pricing matters, delineated above, taxpayers intending to unease that the disclosures required under an APA may find

apply for APAs will have to carefully assess the risk that the their way into a competitor'shands and of the obvious preju-
APA applicationprocess wouldhavethe unintendedresult of dice that can arise therefrom.

raising re-assessments that may not otherwise occur. It has already been stated above thatAPAs would be particu-
It is quite possible that the detailed information and analysis larly desirable to deal with Canada-US issues, particularly
required to provide Revenue Canada with the basis to issue for Canadian based multinationals with US marketing sub-

an APA may, in many cases, equip Revenue Canada to sidiaries, but.that, as a general proposition (and leaving aside

reassess prior years in a fashion which would not arise in the the costs and hassle involved) the effective operationof com-

course of an ordinary audit of prior year transfer prices. petent authority procedures for transfer pricing issues
between Canadian companies and affiliates in treaty coun-

Referringback to the discussion in the preceding section, it is tries other than the United States may often render relatively
clear that there are certain situations where taxpayers may, unimportant the use of APAs.
based on the inherent uncertainty in establishing transfer

prices, develop aggressive positions - ones which may be Finally, it is clear that there will be a not inconsiderable
sustainable before a court but yet which may well be chal- amount of costs and hassle involved in applying and working
lenged by Revenue Canada upon audit, particularly in the through an APA and a part of the exercise, in assessing the

light of the presumptionof transferprice manipulationwhich desirability of an APA, will be to compare same to that

may underlie Revenue Canada audit in such situations. It involved in disputes which arise upon audit (particularly in

could be difficult for taxpayers to lock in such pricing the non-US context).
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THE CONDUIT REGULATIONS:
CANADIAS IXVESTORS BEWAJu !

Marianne Burge

every nook and cranny of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)Marianne Burge, Price Waterhouse, New York. is a co- and its decades of case law, or whether it should be strictlyauthor of the current revision of the Handbookon the
1989 DoubleTaxation Conventionbetweenthe Federal limited in scope, as this article recommends, based on the
Republicof Germanyand the UnitedStatesofAmerica, legislative history, including the revenue estimates.
published by the IBFD. She is also a co-author, with Cym
H. Lowell and Peter L. Briger of a two-volumetreatise: The legislative history suggests that the section should apply
US InternationalTransfer Pricing being published by in a limited type of transaction in the area of international tax
Warren, Gorham & Lamont, in September 1994. planning. Nevertheless, there has been speculation that some

of the regulation writers take a much broader view of its
scope. An analysis of the legislativehistory strongly leads me

I. INTRODUCTION to conclude that the scope should be extremely narrow. It

Canadian multinational investors have generally been disap- should in effect be limited to transactions that fall within the

pointed in the new US-Netherlands income tax treaty, which case law cited, i.e. AikenIndustries.
in effect forces them to re-think their strategies for investment Section 7701(1) was enacted specifically in answer to what is
into the United States. Although in the same trade zone, the described, in the legislative history, as unwarranted tax
United States and Canada charge each other higher dividend avoidance. According to the legislative history, the targeted
withholdingtaxes (10 percent) than they charge to countries in transactions involve international tax matters, such as with-
other areas. Interest withholding rates of 15 percent are quite holding taxes on interest paid abroad (Sections 1441 and
impossible in practice. It is to be hoped that a protocol to the 1442), and investments by controlled foreign corporations in
US-Canada income tax treaty will be forthcoming soon to US property (Section 956). Other regulationsalready exist to
reduce these rates. In the meantime, Canadians are forced to deal with situations subject to other sections of the IRC, and
look at other possibilities. The Canada-Netherlands con- there appears to be no reason whatsoever why these should
nection goes back a long way, to the days when the Cana- not be allowed to continue to work effectively, or be
da-Netherlands treaty exempted Dutch dividends from with- addressed, as necessary, by Treasury and IRS specialists in
holding altogether. These friendly relations are supposedly at those fields. To expand the scope of Section 7701(1) to other
least in part due to the fact that the Dutch royal family took situations would only create confusion, complexity and
refuge in Canada during World War II. A tradition of invest- uncertainty in the administrationof the tax laws, both for tax-
ing into the United States (and elsewhere)via a Dutch holding payers and the IRS.
company grew up and that route was even used by the Cana-
dian govemment for its investment in a major US oil compa-
ny! But now the US government's preoccupation with treaty Il. STATED PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THEshopping is putting an end to that structure and Canadian
investors are reviewing their options. LEGISLATION

In considering the question of where to go, investors need to The single sentence of the statute is sparse and general and
be mindful of a small piece of new legislation that found its permits rather than requires the Secretary to prescribe regula-
way into the 1993 US tax legislationand threatens to override tions. The stated subject matter is multi-party financing
not only tax treaties, but most other domestic transactions in transactions(MPFTs)where there are two or more parties
the United States. and where recharacterization is appropriate to prevent
Section 7701(1) is a new provision,enacted as part of OBRA avoidance of any tax imposed by this title.4
'93.2 It consists of one sentence.3 The section was stated to

have a revenue impact of $ 63 million. In spite of this minor I. This article is based on comments made by the US Council for Intemation-

impact on the country's revenues, the writingof these regula- al Business to the Treasury and IRS in April 1994. By the time the article
the regulations have appeared. It will be interesting whethertions has been the number one priority of the Treasury and appears, may to see

they espouse a broad approach, a narrow approach (incorporating the Revenue
IRS in 1994. They were supposed to appear at the end of Rulings in a literal manner), or, as this writer advocates, a narrow approach
April, but had not appeared at the time this article was writ- based on the five-pointconclusionset forth in the text.

ten (20 June 1994). 2. HR 2264, PL 103-66, signed nto law IO August 1993.
3. The Secretary may prescribe regulations recharacterizing any multiple-

The big discussion since the enactmentof this little sentence party financing transaction as a transactiondirectly among any two or more of
such parties where the Secretary determines that such recharacterization ishas been whether it really authorizes the regulation writers to appropriate to prevent avoidanceof any tax imposed by this title.

recharacterize every multiple-party transaction affecting 4. See supra note 3.
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It is noted that the wording of the statute regarding its pur- footnote references, they provide guidance on the scope of

pose is extremelygeneral and refers to tax avoidance.It has the intended regulations, but are not themselves blueprints
been a long-establishedprinciple of US tax law that it is the for the regulations.
rght of every taxpayer to arrange his affairs in such a way as

to keep taxes as Iow as possible. Tax planning to reduce one's Finally, the Committee Reports, in their closing paragraphs,
taxes to the legal minimumis normal practice and there is no

and almost as an afterthought, then go on to say that it would

moral obligation to arrange one's affairs so as to maximize be within the scope of the regulationsto deal with debt guar-

one's taxes.5 antees or equity investments.These last two subjects are not

even covered by any of the footnoted or cited cases or other

Section 7701(1) is also broad in terms of the taxes to which it matters and appear to be entirely extraneous to the wording
applies, which is all the taxes imposed by the title. This sug- and plain meaning of the Section 7701(1).
gests that it could apply to every part of the IRC, including Furthermore, general principle, Section 7701(1) cannotas a
areas which already have their own more specific regula- be read overriding all pre-existing law and the prnci-
tions, rulings and practices, which have been the subject of

as case

ples establishedover many decades. It is, therefore, suggest-
court review for decades. ed that the Treasury avail itself of its option to exclude or

To establish the intended scope of Section 7701(1) (because reserve on these two topics from the regulations.
of its brevity), it is necessary to examine the legislative his- The inclusion of guarantees within the ambit of the regula-
tory. The Committee Reports, indeed, shed considerable tions would seriously impede transactions in which banks
light on what was really intended. As stated in the House lend funds to subsidiariesofmultinationalgroups. It is a well
Reprt's Reasons for change, the intention was to bolster known business practice that banks almost always seek a par-
the Treasury's ability to prevent unwarranted avoidance ent company guarantee for loans made to subsidiaries. Any
of tax through MPF engineering,and, to provide a mecha-

type of recharacterizationof such transactions would create
nism for issuing additional guidance to taxpayers entering uncertainty with regard to the application of thin capitaliza-
into financial transactions. Thus the scope is considerably tion case law and Section 163(j) to such arrangements. For
narrowedby limiting the right to recharacterizecases where example, should interest and repayments of principal to an

the avoidance is unwarranted, a term undefined in the unrelated foreign bank be subjected to withholdingtax on the
statute but having the dictionary meaning of unjustified. grounds that it has been recharacterizedas a loan to the par-
Since proper tax planning is justifiedaccording to Gregoryv. ent and a contributionof capital to the subsidiary
Helvering, for example, the new provision should only be

applied in the very rarest of cases. The intention is also to The IRS has sought to regulate the tax treatment of guaran-

provide taxpayers some guidance on the subject matter. This tees for decades. Attempts were made in proposed regula-
suggests that the regulations should be user friendly and tions to Section 385, but the regulations were withdrawn

should tell taxpayers not only what they cannot do, but also because of the pervasive effects of such regulations on

what they can do. domestic and international transactions. Attempts have more

recently been made to write regulations encompassingguar-
A further readingof the CommitteeReports clarifies the prin- antees under Section 163(j) in its original version, but again
ciple area of concern to be the use of conduits by foreign these have not been forthcoming, presumably because of the

(and, in two examples, US) corporations in international difficulties involved in attempting to cover all reasonable
financing transactions. In particular, mention is made of the possibilities.The OBRA 1993 arnendrnents to Section 163(j)
30 percent US withholding tax on gross interest, and the have now specifically added guarantees, and it will again be

importanceof substanceover form. The case ofAiken Indus- necessary to attempt to write regulations.It would appear that
tries, Inc.6 is given as an example of the Tax Court's view of Section 163(j) is a more appropriate place to start because
dominion and control of income in a treaty context. The there is a statute on point, rather than the more general con-

footnotesrefer to one othercase, the landmarkCourt Holding duit regulations.
Co. case,7 standing here for substance over form, to Rev.
Ruls. 84-1528 and 153,9 standing here for an extensionof the As regards the extensionof the treatmentoftransactionsto

dominion and control holding in Aiken Industries, to Rev. equity investments, it is not at all clear what is meant in the

Rul. 87-89,10 on situations involving bank loans and corres- Committee Reports by equity investments in this context.

ponding deposits, and finally to one technical advice memo- While the making of a loan in exchange for certain specified
randum,11 seeking to extend the Aiken Industries concept to compensationcan be regarded as a transaction, the holding
dividendspaid by a finance company out of interestearnings. of an investment of share capital is not a transaction, but

The specific footnotecitations are an indicationof the intend-
ed subject matter of the legislation, in the total absence of 5 Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 456 (1935)

statutory guidance. However, in the Committee Reports,
6. Aiken Industries, Inc. v. Commissioner,56T.C.925 (1971) 1912-C.B.383.

This is the only case actually mentioned in the Reports. The other items cited are

there is no detailed discussionof the facts and holdings con- in the footnotes.

tained in those rulings. Accordingly,it should not be assumed 7. Commissionerv. Court Holding Co., 324 U.S.331 (1945).

that the regulations were intended to make the precise facts 8. 1984-2 C.B.381.

and holdings of these rulings the law of the land. Since they
9. 1984-2 C.B. 383.
10. 1987-2 C.B. 195.

were not discussed in detail and were in fact relegated t0 11. Tech. Adv. Mem. 9133004 (3 May 1991).
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more in the nature of a continuing ownership of an asset. might be beyond the scope of the statute and could con-

Since it is supposed to go beyond the situation in the cited flict with long-standing case law. Such omission would
technical advice, it presumably means direct equity invest- seem to be perfectly in conformity with the permissive
ments by US or foreign shareholders in foreign or US sub- nature of Section 7701(1).
sidiaries, respectively. By even the limited terms of Section - Cover only transactionsof a kind similar to those cited in

7701(1), the inclusion of such equity investments is clearly the legislative history, omitting other typeS of transac-

beyond the scope of the regulations. tions since in any event there are more specific statutes

It would cause enormous uncertaintyand confusion in every-
and regulations applicable to them.

day structuringofownership,domesticallyand international- Apply the regulations prospectively (in order to prevent

ly, if an equity investment could be looked through. It the disruption and unfairness of retroactively applying a

would, indeed, make a mockery of incorporation and is Draconian regulation) to transactions entered into on or

nowhere sanctioned in the IRC or US case law. In fact, case
after the date that final regulationsare promulgated.This

law on taxation is replete with examples of the courts' respect
would permit existing financial arrangements that were

entered into on the basis of settled law and principles tofor the corporate veil and for the distinction between the cor-

poration and its shareholders.J2Section 482 itself is based on
remain unaffected. New regulations would then cause

the concept of allocating income and deductions to separate
less disturbance to the efficient operation of worldwide

though related corporations. capital markets. There is a precedent in a related area, in
the case of the 1984 rulings and Rev. Rul. 85-163.m4

Derivative financial instruments such as swaps, forward rate

agreements, intercompany financings through an internation-
al bank and other financing arrangements such as leases

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE CASES AND RULINGSshould also be excluded. For example, swaps are between
two parties based on a nominal amount and arranged through
an intermediary. If these transactionswere consideredas con- Let us now go through the cases and rulings cited and try to

duits between the parties, then the entire swaps market would determine the scope and tests that could be included in the

be affected. regulations.
Based on such an analysis of each of the cases, rulings andA further problem arises as a result of the limited number of
technical advice, the writer concludes that the regulationsincome tax treaties concluded by the United States and major should be based the only decided that is relevant, i.e.

areas of the world. For example, the United States has not a
on case

Aiken Industries, Inc. In particular, the regulations should
single treaty in effect with the countres of South America

focusand only recently concluded a treaty with Mexico. Similarly,
on:

the United States has relatively few treaties with countries of
- the substanceof the transaction,with special emphasison

East Asia, a rapidly growing area of trade and investment. In the risks taken;

considering the distinction between tax planning and unwar-
- the rewards available to any intermediary entity in the

ranted tax avoidance, one needs to consider the relative transaction;

paucity of the US tax treaty network, by comparison with whether there is dominion and control over the funds by
some of our major competitors in the industrial world.13 If a the intermediary; and

company from a non-treaty country wants to make an equity
m whether there is valid economic or business purpose to

investment in the United States, to either acquire or capitalize the transaction.

a subsidiary, the US tax burden on its income is: 54.5% (35 +

30% x 65), which added t0, say, a net after tax state and local
rate of 6 percent, makes a US effective rate of 60.5 percent. It A. The cases and rulings cited
is in fact only by the use of a third country treaty that such an

investmentcould be made in the United States. 1. CIR v. Court Holding Co.
Court Hoding is cited in a footnote by the Committee

Reports in support of the concept that the incidence of taxa-

Ill. RECOMMENDEDSOLUTIONSTO THE tion depends on the substance of a transaction as a whole.

PROBLEMS OF EXTENSION OF SCOPE This landmark case involved the planned sale of assets by a

corporation, at a gain which would have been taxable to the

The following solutions to the problems discussed above are corporation. Instead, a tax-free liquidation of the corporation
suggested:

Limit the scope of the regulations to situations which are 12. See, for example, Eisner v. Macomber,289 U.S. 670 (1933), at 213-214.-

consistent with the cited case law and rulings, which are
13. With the exception of Mexico, the United States has no treaties with any
Latin Americancountry. In terms of numbersof treaties, the UnitedStates stacks

analysed further below. up as follows with some of the major countries:

Deal with guarantees under Section 163(j), because that France 84 Canada 55-

is a specific statute requiring regulatory support and United Kingdom 83 United States 43

guidance. Germany 62 Japan 39

Omit the treatment of direct equity investments in US (Source: Price Waterhouse Information Guide: Corporate Taxes - A World
-

Wide Summary, 1993 ed.).
subsidiaries from the regulations, on the basis that these 14. 1985-2 C.B. 349.
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was undertaken and the assets to be sold were transferred to of the normal borrower/relendersituation. This may be the

the shareholders, who in turn sold the assets. The corporate reason why one does not see Aiken Industries (a 1971 case)
level tax on the gain was thereby avoided. The court rechar- quoted on this issue in any other court decision.
acterized the transaction as a sale by the corporation, mainly
on the grounds that the sale negotiations of the assets were

A regulationbased on Aiken Industrieswould require the fol-

always conductedby the same people and that the distinction lowing steps and analysis:
between the corporation and the shareholders was blurred, 1. Identify the MPFT and consider whether a distinction

principally by the way the shareholders themselves conduct- should be made between a single purpose company (the
ed their affairs. situation in Aiken, which may have influenced the court)

and a company with multiple activities.

2. Aiken Industries, Inc. 2. Consider the purpose and reasons for the lending by the
The Court Holding case stands for the supremacy of sub- finance company. Consider the facts and circumstances

stance over form, but in a rather general way and thus does of the MPFT, the timing of the loans, e.g. whether or not

not provide any specific guidance with respect to Section there was an assignmentof loans as in Aiken Industries,
7701(1) financing situations. However, when considered in the conduct of the parties in acting as independent enti-

conjunction with Aiken Industries, Inc. a more specific link ties, e.g. whether the proper formalities were observed.

emerges. Both Court Holding and Aiken deal with business 3. Consider whether avoidance of US withholding tax on

transactions which were completed or partly completed and interest payment to the finance company is unwarrant-
then restructuredby the parties to take advantageof a tax pro- ed. Consider whether a treaty between the ultimate par-
vision (in the case of Court Holding) and a tax treaty (in the ties already contains an anti-treaty shoppingclause. If so,
case of Aiken). The tax planning might be thought to have an exception should be made for some or all of such
been done as somethingof an afterthoughtand thus might be treaties, since the taxpayer has already surmounted the
consideredas unwarrantedtax avoidance, to use the phrase obstacles contained in the treaty and should perhaps not

of the CommitteeReports to Section 7701(1). In both of these be subjected to a double jeopardy.15
cases, the intent of the taxpayers in undertaking the respec- 4. Consider whether there is a treaty between the countries
tive restructuringswas clear. of first lender and the ultimate borrower, which provides
In Aiken, an existing note was transferred from a non-treaty similar withholding rates, to the treaty between finance

company to a new Honduran (treaty) company, whose only company and the ultimate borrower. This would suggest
ncome was nterest from the note, and which was obligated that the,avoidanceof US withholding tax on the interest

to pass the entire amountof the interest received to its lender, in question was not the motive for the transaction.

retaining no profit for its trouble. Why did the taxpayer in 5. Examine the economic and business purposes of the
Aiken lose The court held that the company did not exercise MPFT:
sufficient dominion and control over the interest received An absence of profit in the form of a spread or otherwise
and therefore was a mere collection agent for its parent. The suggests that the finance company has no economic or

court also noted that the company obtained exactly what it business purpose and falls within the Aiken principle. If
gave up...and was committed to pay out exactly what it col- there is a profit in the form of a spread or otherwise, the
lected...and made no profit...for its own... On this basis the situationdiffers so fundamentallyfrom that in Aiken, that
court found that there was no valid economic or business it should not fall within the Aiken principle.
purpose for the transaction. 6. Examine other possible motives for the MPF[ and the

On the other hand, if the company had earned a profit, for structure chosen, e.g. foreign tax or business reasons or

example, in the form of a normal arm's length spread, it US business reasons for the existence and use of the

would have been difficult for the court to disregard the Hon- finance company in the transaction. These might include

duras company as a conduit,because it would have had an legal liability, parent company (foreign) tax issues, finan-

obvious business purpose and a beneficial interest in the cial statement presentation, currency exposure matters,

income. It would have been difficult to say that the company etc. If such other economic or business purposes exist,
did not exercise dominion and control over the interest the situationcould also be distinguishablefrom the Aiken

income, merely because the income was used in part to pay principle.
its obligations. This is, after all, the way all borrowing and 7. Rulings regarding contemplatedor existing transactions:

lending is done by financial institutions and others. It is only consider whether there should be a procedure to rule on

the spread that is retainedand the rest is usually the subjectof transactions, in accordancewith the CommitteeReport's
a further obligation. If there had been a spread in Aiken, it stated aim to provide guidance to taxpayers entering into
would seem that the only way the court could have then ruled transactions. This would be particularly important in

against the taxpayer would have been to disregard the exis- marginal cases and those involving a facts and circum-
tence of the company as a separate entity, which the court

specifically did not do. We know that the courts are loath to

ignore the existenceof a corporationexcept in the most egre- 15. The whole question of how these regulations should interrelate with

gious ofcases. It is possible that the clear intent of the parties, treaties needs careful consideration. Sec. 7701(1) is silent on this matter, but the
cases and rulingscited generallydeal with transactions involving treaties. Treaty

i.e. the assignment of an existing loan, coloured the court's partners might considerthat the statute is targeted against foreign-ownedcapital
decision and made it rule in a way that glosses over the issue and thus discriminates in a way which is contrary to treaties and US tax policy.
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stances decision as suggested in the six points enumer- respect to new loans entered into after the 14 October 1984
ated above. effective date in the rulings.17 It is important to note that the

rulings as such represent questionable authority upon which
to base an important set of regulations, a set of regulations

B. Revenue Rulings 84-152 and 153 (the 1984 rulings) which will have a profound impact on cross border transac-

tions.
The difficulty of reconciling the 1984 rulings with Aiken is
that they target transactions that do not fall within the princi-

A regulation based on Aiken Industries,but extended by the
1984 Rulings, should go through the review steps as areples on which the Aiken case was decided. It is thus difficult

to find the appropriate support in US case law for the pos-
needed under Aiken Industries.

tions taken, and to draw any bright linesofguidance for the If the facts and circumstances of a case are such that Aiken
IRS and taxpayers. would not have applied, for example, because the treaty in

an or
The companies in the rulings seem to have done everything question contains anti-treaty shopping clause, provides

similar tax benefits to those provided by the treaty between
correctly: they were adequatelycapitalized, they earned a one

the US borrower and the indirect of the funds,source or
point spread, they demonstrated a business and economic

because there is spread in the finance and othera companypurpose. Under these facts, the court in Aiken would probably business the regulations should provide for consid-have found for the taxpayer. The holdings themselves ignore purposes,
eration of such facts and circumstances.

the spread retained in the finance company, and, instead, sub-

ject the entire US source interest to the parent company's
treaty withholding rate for reasons not given. It was clear that C. Reconciling the Technical Advice Memorandum
the issuance of the rulings was intended to deter such trans- with Aiken Industries
actions, although the issues have not been litigated to date.

The difficulty, therefore, is to reconcile the rulings cited in In the 1991 technical advice memorandum(TAM) a Dutch

the footnotes with US case law, not only Aiken Industries,but finance company was entirely capitalized with equity and

also long-standing principles established in Supreme Court equty equivalents.The finance company made loans to a US
decisions.6These include such principles as: affiliate and received interest on the loans. The finance com-

the respect for separate entities; pany percent current- then declared and paid almost 100 of its

the clear reflectionof income in each separate entity; earnings from the interest income to its parent company in
-

the respect for transactions undertaken for business pur-
dividends. The view taken by the IRS was that the business

-

poses, which include foreign business and tax reduction purposes of the finance company did not overcome the con-

purposes; and duit nature of the transactions and that a primary purpose of

in the case of US treaties, the need to deal in good faith the was avoid the US withholding tax on
- arrangements to

with countries with which the United States has negotiat- payments made to the foreign common parent.
ed a treaty agreeable to both parties at that time. The IRS then concluded that the finance company failed to

In principle, the problem of reconciling these matters with demonstrate a sufficient business purpose to overcome the

the desire of the Committee to bolster the Treasury's ability conduit nature of these transactions, and held that the inter-

to prevent unwarranted avoidance of tax through MPFI est paid by the US affiliate should be subject to the interest

engineeringmight be tackled by defining the outer limitsof withholding tax rate under the parent company country's
what is unwarrantedavoidance, so as not cause confusion in treaty with the United States.

other areas of the IRC and not completely inhibit desirable There was no discussion of the fact that the finance company
investment flows internationally. Based on the only specific paid dividends (rather than interest, as in the 1984 rulings and
decided case cited in the Committee Reports, it would seem Aiken Industries), and that the finance company had the
that Aiken Industriesdefines the outer limit of what is unwar- dominion and control to declare a dividend or not to do so.

ranted, combining as it does not only the lack of economic In effect, to reach the conclusion that a properly constituted
and business purpose, but also a colourable motive, because company did not have the right to declare or not declare a

of the assignment of the original loan from one company to dividend, the very existenceof the finance company has to be
another. ignored. Being a TAM, rather than a published ruling, the

for the conclusion not spelled out in detail. How-
In order to define such limits, the authors of the regulations

reasons are

it clear that the IRS much influenced by the
may need to place themselves in the position of the Tax Court ever, seems was

almost 100 percent distributionof the income received in the
considering situations somewhat like those in the above rul-

same year as it was received.
ings. It may well be impossible to give a bright line definition
in the regulations,and it rnay, therefore,be necessary to leave Furthermore, the taxpayer was denied relief under Section

the decision to a review of each situation's facts and circum- 7805(b) to have the ruling apply prospectivelyonly. Thus, the
IRS position was that the TAM did not depart from existingstances.
tax law and practice, that the profit earned and employeesIt should also be noted that, when issued, the 1984 Rulings

were retroactive. Subsequently, the Treasury recognized that
16. See, for example,Gregory Helvering, 5, MolineProperties,v. supra notethe Rulings represented a departure from existing tax law, /nc. v. Com., 43-1 USTC Para 9464,319 U.S. 436 (1943).

and made the rulings apply prospectively only, i.e. with 17. Rev. Rul. 85-163, C.B. 1985-2 CB 349.
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maintained and the lack of obligation to pay a dividend did age means that the transactions are not independent and

not distinguishthe taxpayer from Aiken Industriesor even the therefore the loans are recharacterized as made directly by
1984 rulings. the parent to the subsidiary. The ruling specifies that in order

The TAM is really impossible to reconcile with Aiken Indus-
to avoid recharacterization, the deposits and loans must be

tries andwith the SupremeCourt decisions that the legal enti- independent transactions and whether this is so depends on

the facts and circumstances. A key factor is that the loans
ty must be recognized if it is properly constituted and con-

or on same
ducts at least some business. The taxpayer in the TAM

must be made maintained the terms, irrespective
of the deposit.

employed people to take care of its financing business and
entered into contracts with banks as well as affiliates. The It is noted that the example concerning Section 956 is only
finance company was adequately capitalized and had an one of two which involves a US parent. Furthermore,even in

independentboard of directors. It has to be assumed that the the case of investments in US property, the ruling might be

dividends were properly declared and all the legal formalities considered of lesser importance in view of other more signi-
were observed. ficant changes in the statute and regulations affecting such

investments. Most other situations in the footnoted items
It is, moreover, difficult to fit the equity ownership of the irvolve foreign-based companies making loans to their US
finance company into a definition of a multi-party financing afiliates. As noted previously this may not only appear to be
transaction, as required by the statute, even though the Com- discriminatory under our tax treaties, but rnight be objected
mittee Reports states an intention to include equity invest- to on general principles by foreign investors.
ments. This statement is rather unclear, i.e. whether it refers
to the TAM situation or to a direct investment by a foreign The diffculty with the ruling is that it is not based on any

company in a US subsidiary, as already discussed. decided case and that it involves loans secured by compen-
sating deposits, a common occurrence in international bank

It is virtually impossible to reconcile the TAM with the cited financing. A regulationbased on the ruling should again per-
case law and the 1984 rulings, unless one assumes that mit a review of the facts and circumstances of each case in

Congress intended to treat regular corporations as, in effect, order to distinguish compensating balances which occur in
S corporations, which are treated more or less as partner- the ordinary course on a worldwide basis and those which

ships for US tax purposes,if the shareholderso elects. This is might constitute unwarranted tax avoidance.
a big assumption, based merely on a footnote in the legisla-
tive history. If it was not intended to make such a massive

change in the tax laws, one can only accept the TAM treat- V. CONCLUSION
ment of a US taxpayer as occurring on the rarest occasions.

It is suggested that if any reference to the TAM type of struc- This analysis of the legislative history was undertaken in the

ture is included in the regulations, it should be done on the hope of developing examples which would provide precise
basis of a facts and circumstancesexaminationof the taxpay- guidance to taxpayers and the regulation writers alike. All

er's situation. These should then be reviewed in light of the such efforts lead back to the solitary case ofAiken Industries,
case law precedents for ignoring the existence of a company Inc. and the basic principles of US case law. There is no evi-

and its treatment as a pure conduit. One would expect a dence in the legislative history that the Congress intended to

recharacterizationunder Section 7701(1) to occur only in the override all these and gave the regulation writers a complete
rarest of cases, reflectinga similarrarity in the judicialprece- free hand to do so. To attempt regulations which codify rul-

dents. ings based on questionable principles which have not been
reviewed by the courts, will be extremely difficult and could
be embarrassing to the IRS in the long run.

D. Revenue Ruling 87-89 In conclusion, a reading of the statute and legislative history
leads to the view that there are compelling reasons for limit-

Rev. Rul 87-89 does not rely for its conclusions on any spe- ing the scope of the regulations:
cific decided case, but merely cites the principle that the sub-
stance of a transaction takes precedence over its form, based 1. The legislative history expresses the intent to prevent
on the principle of Gregory v. Helvering. The three examples unwarrantedtax avoidance. It does not seek to recharacter-

involve deposits made by company A to a bank or other inter- ize every transaction or structure undertaken for legitimate
mediary, which in turn makes a loan to company B. Compa- tax planning purposes.

nies A and B are related and the interposition of the bank 2. The new statute cannot be read as overriding all pre-
results in favourable tax consequences to the related party existing case law and principles established over decades,
group. The first two examples deal with foreign parent com- regarding the recognitionof separateentities formed for vari-

panies making loans into the United States; the third deals ous business reasons and their intercompanytransactions.
with a US parent and a potential Section 956 situation. Rev.

3. The of the regulations is narrowly defined in the
Rul. 76-192 is also referred to in connectionwith Section 956. scope

legislativehistory, which discusses specific situations occur-

In all three situations, the facts state that the bank or other ring in footnoted rulings, etc. The cited case and rulings deal

intermediarywould not have made the loan to the affiliate of with inbound investment situations and in particular with-

the parent but for the deposit made by the parent. The link- holding taxes, with two exceptions. In writing regulations,
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the Treasury should be mindful of the non-discrimination and regulations. Section 7701(1) is not a mandate to overhaul
clauses in tax treaties, the general attitude of foreign govem- the entire US tax law and recharacterizecontractual arrange-
ments to the US tendency to override existing tax treaty obli- ments at will.

gations, and the risks of retaliation.
5. The statute is and gives indication of its practi-vague no

4. Under the eiusdem generis concept, the regulations cal application, thus deferring entirely to regulations.
should cover only those transactions that are of a kind similar Accordingly, the regulations should apply prospectively to

to those cited in the legislative history. Other transactions transactions entered into after the date the final regulations
should be omitted, since they are covered under other statutes are promulgated.
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JAPAN

1994 TAX REFORMS
Vicki L. Beyer

Assistant Professor, Bond University School of Law.

Japan's tax system undergoes annual adjustmentsto facili- For wage earners and recipients of public pensions, the tax
tate the nation's economic position. These adjustments,most reduction will be implemented in two stages. In the first
often in the form of amendmentsto existing tax laws, are usu- stage, in June, there will be a refund of 20 percent of the with-
ally enacted in the first quarter to have effect from 1 April, holding tax withheld on wages or pensions paid for the peri-
the beginning of the govemment's fiscal year. 1994 is no od between January and June.4 For high income eamers sub-

xception. Pursuant to a February committee report on tax ject to the 2 million cap, 1 million will be refunded.
reforms, which recommended reforms that take into account

The second stage will take place at the time of the year-endpolitical requirementsas weil as the economic situation, four
tax bills were presented to the Diet on 8 March 1994. These adjustment for 1994, usually December. At that time a second

refund will be made. The calculation for this refund is morebills were passed into law on 29 March. For the most part, the

changes made by these laws are effective from 1 April. complicated. First, the total tax due for the year will be cal-
culated. Then, 20 percent of that figure will be identified as

One of the four tax bills created an entirely new tax law, the the taxpayer's total tax reduction amount. From this amount

Special 1994 Income Tax Reduction Temporary Measures will be deducted the amount of the refund made in June. The
Law, The remaining three bills contained amendments to remainder will be the taxpayer's year-end tax reduction
the InheritanceTax Law, the Special Taxation Measures Law refund.
and the Liquor Tax Law. The amendments,particularly those
to the Special Taxation Measures Law, were predominately Taxpayers with business income will receive their entire tax

extensions or expansions of existing economic stimulus pro-
reduction at the end of the year by deducting20 percent from

grammes. This is particularly interesting in light of the fact their 1994 income tax amount before filing their final retum

that this is the first tax packge prepared by the coalitiongov- relating to 1994. Since business income earners use their

ernment that came to power in August 1993. Perhaps it year's income tax liability in estimating their tax liability for

demonstrates the tenuous position of the coalition or the con-
the following year, the special tax reduction amount must be

tinued clout held by the LDR included in that calculation.5

This article surveys the most significant of these 1994 The coalition government'soriginal tax reform proposal sug-

changes to Japanese tax law. gested that the consumption tax rate should rise to offset this
reduction in income tax revenue. This proposal was strongly
opposed by some members of the coalition, who argued that
such a move would be counterproductiveto the boost in con-

hI. INCOME TAX REDUCTION sumer spending it is hoped will result from the drop in
income taxes. The ultimate decision was to make no increase

The cornerstone of the 1994 tax reforms is the special fixed in the consumption tax rate at this time but to discuss it again
rate tax reduction implemented by the Special 1994 Income later in the year. Although a consumption tax rate increase
Tax Reduction Temporary Measures Law. This tax reduc- seems inevitable, recent personnel changes within the coali-
tion measure is intended to stimulate the economy by leaving tion government make it even more difficult to predict just
consumers with more money to spend. when the increase will take place.
The tax reduction is available to all taxpayers with income In fact, the consumption tax rate on ordinary automobiles
tax liability for the period between 1 January 1994 and 31 was decreased as of 1 April. Ordinary automobileshave been
December 1994. It will be effected by means of a deduction subject to a special, higher consumption tax rate since the
from the taxpayer's income tax liability,j The tax reduction creation of the tax in 1989. That rate, which was set at 4.5
amount is fixed at 20 percent of the taxpayer's income tax lia-

bility, but capped at 2 million.2 For purposes of this calcu- 1. Special 1994 Income Tax Reduction Temporary Measures Law, Art. 3.
lation, income tax liability is basically the liability calcu- 2. Art. 4

lated applying the provisions of Income Tax Law Book 2, 3. Art. 2(1)(3) The definition also specifies a number of related provisions in

Chapter 2, part 4; Chapter 3; Chapter 4; and Article 165.3 the Special Taxation Measures Law that are to be applied n calculating the
income tax liability.These provisions deal specifically with calculation of the tax 4. Arts. 9 and 11.

base, deductions and the ultimate tax liability. 5. rt. 5.
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percent from 1 April 1992 to 31 March 1994, has been amount of which has been raised from 80 million to 160
allowed to expire, so that ordinary automobiles are now sub- million, r 2 However, to counteract attempts at disguising or

ject to the same consumption tax rate as all other taxable concealing assets for inheritance tax minimization purposes,
goods, 3 percent. the tax on such disguised or concealed assets is not cred-

itable.13

As mentionedabove, the first step in determining inheritance
Il. INHERITANCETAX REDUCTION tax liability is to determine the aggregate value of taxable

property. This value is basically the fair market value of the
The continued existence of the inheritance tax in Japan is

property at the tirne of death, based on evaluation rulings
controversial. Its unpopularity has been accentuated by the issued by the NationalTax Administration.Anothernotewor-
continued rise in property values. Since these values play an thy amendment is the in which this value is calcu-to manner

important role in calculating the tax base, their rise has lated in the case of srnall (up to 200 square meters) plots of
brought into the tax net estates arguably never meant to be land which have been the site of a business or residence.
there, created bracket creep problems and resulted in an These small plots have, for sorne tirne, been subject to a

increase in the numberof taxpayers who cannot raise the cash reduced valuation for inheritance tax purposes,l4That valua-
to pay the tax and therefore make in-kind payments. The tion has been further reduced by the 1994 amendments.
1994 amendments to the InheritanceTax Law seek to allevi-
ate these problems. The amendments are effective from 1 For residential land, in case the successor is a relative who

April, but apply to inheritances after 1 January 1994. lived on the property with the decedent and has continued to

The inheritance tax is paid by those persons who acquire
live on the property, only 20 percentof the value of the prop-

property by gift or inheritance.6It is calculated by first deter- erty will be included in the aggregate value of taxable prop-

mining the aggregate value of the taxable property received erty. In other cases, 50 percent of the value is included in the

by those persons. From this amount is deducted the basic aggregate value.

exemption amount.7 The basic exemption amount is a base For land on which a business has been operated (except
amount plus a specified amount for each statutory successor.8 where the business consisted of renting the land), in case the
The amendmentshave raised the base amount from 48 mil-

successor is a relative who has continued to operate the busi-
lion to g 50 million. The amount per statutory successorhas

ness after the death of the decedent, only 20.percent of the
been raised from 9.5 million to g 10 million. This increase value of the property will be included in the aggregate value
in the basic exemption effectively increases the minimum of taxable property. In other cases, 50 percent of the value is
size of estate subject to the inheritance tax. included in the aggregate value. Similarly, 50 percent of the

For those estates which remain subject to the inheritance tax, value of business land where the business consists of renting
by far the most importantchange is to the tax brackets them- the land is included in the aggregate value.

selves, includingeliminationof several rates of tax.9 The new

rates and brackets are:t0 For land which has been held fo national business purposes,

not more than 8 million 10% in case it is possible to carry on the national business, only 20
-

more than Y 8 million but not more than of the value of the will be included in the
- percent property

16 million 15% aggregate value of taxable property. In other cases, 50 per-

more than Y 16 million but not more than cent of the value is included in the aggregatevalue.
-

30 million 20%
more than Y 30 million but not more than-

g 50 million 25% 6. InheritanceTax Law, Art. 1.
7. Art. 15.

more than 50 million but not more than an successor concept
- 8. For explanation of the statutory and its role in the

100 million 30% inheritance tax, see Huston, Miyatake, Way and Beyer, Japanese International

- more than 100 million but not more than Taxation (1993) S7.01[2][cl.
9. The former rates and brackets were:

g 200 million 40% not more than 7 million 10%-

more than Y 200 million but not more than - more than 7 million but not more than 14 million 15%-

Y 400 million 50% - more than 14 million but not more than 25 million 20%

more than 400 million but not more than
- more than 25 million but not more than 40 million 25%

-

more than 40 million but not more than 65 million 30%-

2 billion 60% - more than 65 million but not more than 100 million 35%

more than 2 billion 70% more than IOO million but not more than 150 million 40%-
-

more than 150 million but not more than 200 million 45%-

The inheritance tax is calculated by applying these tax rates - more than 200 million but not more than 270 million 50%

to the statutory shares of the estate. Irrespective of these - more than 270 million but not more than 350 million 55%

statutory shares, the tax is paid by those persons who actual-
- more than 350 million but not more than 450 million 60%

more than 450 million but not more than 1 billion 65%-

ly received the inheritance in proportion to the amount of the - more than 1 billion 70%

estate each actually received.'1 Once the tax liability of each 10. InheritanceTax Law, Art. 16.

taxpayerhas ben ascertained in this way, there are a number 11. Art. 17.
12. Art. 19-2(1).

of special credits or surtaxes that may be applied. The spouse 13. Art. 19-2(5)
of the decedent is entitled to a special tax credit the minimum 14. Special Taxation Measures Law, Art. 69-3.
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The final amendment pertaining to the inheritance tax has Between 1 January 1994 and 31 March 1995, both individu-
been the establishmentof special rules for payment in-kindof al and corporate taxpayers may take an 80 percent reduction
past due inheritance tax amounts. In certain circumstances,it in their capital gains on disposals of land, buildings and
is possible to receive permission to pay the inheritance tax in structures acquired after 31 December 1981 and on disposals
instalments over a five year period/5 Under the new special outside established urban areas if the taxpayer intends to

rule, taxpayers who have received this permission relating to replace the land, buildings or structures disposed of in accor-

inheritances taking place between 1 January 1989 and 31 dance with established land policy.24 In regard to the latter,
December 1991 who are finding that paying the remainder the reduction amount was 60 percent for sales after 1 January
due in cash creates hardship may receive permission to make 1992, but has risen to 80 percent under the amendments.
an in-kind payment/6 The property with which the in-kind Although the 80 percent reduction in capital gains scheme
payment is made must be land situated in Japan which was an was already in existence for certain types of transactions,this
asset forming part of the basis for calculating the inheritance expanded eligibility and, inparticular, the strict time limit on

tax in the first place.17 The taxpayer may apply for this per- it, indicates that it is definitely intended as an economic stim-
mission only once; the application must be made between 1 ulus.
April 1994 and 30 September 1994:8 This special rule recog-
nizes the difficulties land-rich taxpayers have in paying Similarly, in keeping with the government's policy of pro-
their tax. moting home ownership, the amount of capital gain on the

sale of the taxpayer's residence that may be deferred if the

Overall the amendments to the inheritance tax will have the taxpayer purchases a new residence within a specified time

effect of raising the minimum taxable inheritanceand further has been increased from 100 million to 200 million.25

protecting inheritanceby spouses as well as succession to the In general, 500,000 may be deducted from capital gainsfamily home or family business. The new special rule for in- before those gains are included in the calculation of taxable
kind payment will also alleviate the difficulties the increased income.26The Special Taxation Measures Law provides for a
land values of the late 1980s have created for some taxpayers. larger deduction from certain types of capital gains.27 The

scope of these larger deductions has been expanded by the
1994 amendments. The special deduction of 15 million
from capital gains on land sold for a specific housing area

Ill. REDUCTION OF TAXES ON REAL ESTATE creation project is now also available for capital gains on

TRANSACTIONS sales after 1 April to the third sector for creation of housing
and on sales between 1 January 1994 and 31 December 1995
of five hectares or more of land earmarked for developmentReal estate speculation, as well as holding undeveloped land of a public housing project.28 The special deduction of 20

in urban areas, became increasingly common through the million from capital gains on land sold for a specific land
1980s. These practices resulted in rising real estate values, developmentproject is now also available for capital gains on
which in turn contributed to the onset of Japan's current sales to regional public interest groups for specific projects.29recession. They also made it increasingly difficult for ordi-

nary families in the strip between Tokyo and Osaka to

acquire homes. Over the past few years a number of tax pro-
grammes have been introduced to overcome these problems. IV. HOME OWNERSHIPPROMOTION
The 1994 amendments expand and extend these pro-
grammes. As mentioned above, the govemment maintains a policy of

promoting home ownership. Among the measures employedCapital gains, although a category of income, are taxed at in pursuit of this policy is allowing a credit to taxpayers who
special rates dependingon the length of time the property had have incurred debt to purchase or extend their homes.3o The
been held by the individual prior to disposing of it. Long- credit is calculated as a percentage of no more than 20 mil-
term capital gains, that is on disposals of land which has been
held for five years or more, are subject to a lower rate of tax-

ation, 30 percent.9 If the disposal contributes to the construc-
15. InheritanceTax Law, Art. 38.
16. Special Taxation Measures Law, Art. 70-10(1).

tion of good quality housing, the gain is eligible for the even 17 Art 70-10(2)
lower tax rate of 15 percent.2o This latter rule has been 18. Art. 70-10(3).
amended expanding the type of land sale that will be seen as

19. Art. 31.
20. Art. 31-2.

contributing to the construction of good quality housing to 21. Art. 31-2(2)(5)
include sales of land in urbanizing areas for use by a person 22. Art. 31-2(2)(7)
operating a construction business2' and sales of parcels of 23. Art. 62-3(4)(5)and (7)

land over 1,000 square meters to a person engaging in resi-
24. Arts. 37 and 65-7.
25. Art. 36-6.

dential development.22 Capital gains by a corporation on 26, Income Tax Law, Art 33(4).
these same two categories of land sales are now subject to a 27. Special Taxation Measures Law, Chapter 2, Part 4, Sec. 5; Chapter 3, Part

10 percent levy in addition to the corporation'sordinary cor- 6, Sec. 2.
28. Arts. 34-2 and 65-4.

poration tax liability on the gain.23 These changes apply to 29. Arts. 34 and 65-3.
sales after 1 January 1994. 30. Art. 41.
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lion of the balance of the home loan. This amount has been The applicableperiods for a numberof special measureshave

increased to 30 million. been extended, as follows:

Another home ownership promotion policy was allowing
- Specified foreign investors are allowed to carry-forward

certain gifts of cash for purposes of residence acquisition to losses incurred in the first three years of operation. The

be eligible for reduced gift taxation. Taxpayers with taxable period for this loss carry-forwardhas been extended from

income of less than 8 millionwho receiveda gift of cash for seven years to ten years,at

purposesof residence acquisitionofno more than 5 million
- Tax exemption for interest on deposits accounted for as

would only be subject to gift tax on b of the gift.31 Under the special international investment transactions allowance

1994 amendments, the taxable income amount has been has been extended to 31 March 1996.42

increased to 12 million and the size of the gift has been - The special rules granting a two month extension for tax

increased to 10 million. payment in the event of spot financing of a forestries
business have been extended to cover spot financing
activities up to 31 December 1996.43

V. TAXATION OF BUSINESS
- Special initial depreciation of 30 percent by small and

medium-sized enterprises on qualifying electronically-
controlledequipmentwill continue for acquisitionsup to

A variety of tax measures relating to business activities have 31 March 1996.44
been created, expanded or extended by the 1994 amend- Special initial depreciation of 20 percent (formerly 30-

ments. In addition, the Special Corporation Tax established
from 1 April 1992,32 was allowed to expire on 31 March percent) by authorized telecommunications companies

on qualifying equipment for high-density telecommuni-
1994, as originally written in the statute. cations will continue for acquisitions to 31 Marchup
Some new measures introduced to rationalize certain busi- 1996.45
ness practices include: - Special initial depreciationof 12 percentwill continue on

Between 1 April 1994 and 31 March 1996, dividends offices, stores and business facilities built in authorized-

from limited liability companies (Yugen gaisha) that are local promotion areas up to 31 March 1996.46
reinvested in the limited liability company to satisfy the - Domestic finance and insurance corporations maintain-
minimum capitalization requirements of 3 million are ing an overseas investment loss reserve may continue to

exempt from taxation.33 deduct amounts credited to that reserve until 31 March
When a stock company (kabushiki kaisha) extinguishes 1 996.47-

interest-bearingshares after 1 April 1994, that portion of - Special taxation measures allowing maintenanceof sev-

the share which is not extinguishedbecause it is a capital eral other minor types of reserve funds have also been
amount, although deemed a dividend, will not be subject extended until 31 March 1996.48
to income tax withholding.34 The investment tax credit scheme for acquisition, pro--

A special investment loss reserve system for established duction or constructionof qualified plant and equipment-

small and medium enterprses has been created.35 designed to improve energy utilization has been extend-
A special reserve system for gas supply corporations in ed until 31 March 1996.49-

anticipation of the cost of customer's switching to gas
heating has been created.36This system replaces the gas Although a number of special initial'depreciation schemes

supply pipeline constructionreserve. have been extended, as discussed above, showing the impor-
A special reserve systern has been established for the tance of the scheme, in a numberof other nstances, the rates

-

World Cities Exposition which will be held in Tokyo in of special initial depreciation have been reduced by one or

1996.37 two percentagepoints,50This is due to an attempt to rational-

A number of special measures have been expanded, includ-

ing:
31. Art. 70-3. Note, if the gift was larger than 5 million, the first 5 million
would be eligible for the reduction.

Assets eligible for special initial depreciation have been 32. Special CorporationTax Law (Law No. 15, 1992).-

expanded to included qualified structures acquired by a 33. Special Taxation Measures Law, Art. 9-4.

specified corporation under an authorized plan based on
34. Art. 9-5.
35. Art. 55-4.

the Law Promoting Development of Osaka Harbour.38 36. Art 56-2.

The special initial depreciation rate is 12 percent. 37. Art. 56-6.

In order to allow greater eligibility for depreciation of
39. Art. 46-4.

-

38. Art. 43-4(1)(3).

machinery acquired pursuant to an agricultural business 40. Art. 56.

plan, the scope of qualifying agricultural businesses in 41. Art. 66-13.

fruit trees, tea plants, established horticulture and live- 42. Arts. 7 and 67-6.

stock has been reduced.39 43. Art. 41-6 (formerly Art. 41-8).
44. Art. 42-6.

Amounts allowed to be held in reserve for special main- 44-6.- 45. Art.

tenance and expansion of urban railways has been 46. Art. 44-8 (formerly Art. 44-9).

increased from 25 to 50 percent.4o In addition, the period 47. Art. 55-2.

for maintaining these reservefundshas been extended to
48. E.g. Arts. 55-5,55-6,55-7and 57.

49. Art. 42-5.

31 March 1996. 50. E.g. Arts. 43-2,43-3,44-2,44-3,45, 45-2, 47, 48, 52-4 and 55.
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ize the tax system itself. This is also the reason that several including residential land and agricultural land.6' Land used

special measures have been abolished or allowed to expire, for a business which employs handicappedpersons as at least

including non-applicationof income tax withholdingon ship 25 percent of its workforce is also tax exempt.62 This latter
lease payments,5' special initial depreciation on constructing exemption has been expanded so that severely handicapped
industrial water supply lines,52special initial depreciation on persons who work shorter hours can be included in calculat-

sprinkler systems in retail outlets53 and special initial depre- ing the percentage of handicappedemployees. Land used for
ciation on qualifying facilities acquired by a designated parking lots as part of a special city plan has also become tax

cooperative.54 exempt under the 1994 amendments.63

The special deduction available to corporations which have Other minor changes or additions made to the tax laws
derived income from overseas transactions relating to techni- include:
cal services has been reduced to 7 percent (formerly 8 per- - Money from the Japan Olympic Committee is not subject
cent) in the case of intellectual property transactions and 14 to income taxation.64

percent (formerly 16 percent) in the case of technical services - Buildings constructed for aged and handicappedpersons
transactions.55 In no case can this deduction exceed 35 per- , are eligible for an additional depreciation of 20 percent
cent (formerly 40 percent) of the corporation's total income. over five years.65
As a further rationalization, where a corporation maintains

- Sole proprietors are given an extension of time for filing
funds for unspecified purposes during the period 1 April

their final ConsumptionTax retum.66

1994 and 31 March 1996, the corporation shall be liable to a

40 percent supplemental corporation tax in addition to itS

ordinary corporation tax liability,56 Vlll. SUMMARY

Finally, a minor change has been made in the taxation of non-
The significantchange wrought by the 1994 reformsmost tax

profit organizations. The income from specified profit-mak- is the 20 reduction in the 1994 income Clearly it
ing activities of such organizations is taxable,57 However, a percent tax.

is hoped that this reduction will stimulate consumption. For
percentage of that income is tax-exempt if it is transferred to

this reason, as well as due to political considerations,the con-
a non-profit branch of the organization or to another non-

profit organization. That percentage was 30 percent and has sumption tax rate remains unchanged for now.

been reduced to 27 percent. Schools and social welfare orga- Other amendments also reflect governmental concern over

nizations continue to be allowed to transfer the larger of 50 the current economic slump. Reductions in the inheritance

percent or 2 million. tax rates and taxable values used to calculate the tax base, as

well as reductions in taxable capital gains and other measures
Aside from the small reductions in depreciation rates and a

few specified deductions, these changes to the taxation of
to stimulate the housing sector are evidence of this. The
extension or expansion of a number of other measures that

business activities are consistent with the government's have already been in place for few demonstrate that
desire to stimulate the economy.

a years
while the economy has not necessarily responded as original-
ly expected, these measures have shown enough success to

be continued.
VI. CHANGES IN LIQUOR TAXES

The tax rate on several forms of alcohol has been raised
effective 1 May 1994.58 The additional tax on sparklng 5 1. Former Ar. 41-19.

liquors is abolished. The minimum amount of beer which 52. Former Art. 43(I)(2)

must be produced under a manufacturing licence has been 53. Former Art. 44-7.
54. Former Art. 51.

reduced from 2,000 kiloliters to 60 kiloliters,59 55. Art. 58.
56. Art. 62.
57. CorporationTax Law, Ar. 7.

58. Liquor Tax Law, Art. 22.

Vll. OTHER MISCELLANEOUSAMENDMENTS 59. Art. 7
60. Law No. 69,1991.
61. Ar. 6.

A LandholdingTax was introduced from 1 January 1992 as a 62 Special Taxation Measures Law, Art. 71-7 (formerly Art. 71-6).
tax on the ownership of land.6o Because the object of the tax 63. Art. 71-4.

was to discourageholding land for speculativepurposes, sev- 64. Art. 41-8.

eral types of land ownership were exempted from the tax,
65. Art. 47(2) and (3)(6)
66. Art. 86-5.
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AUSTRALIA

THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING: TAx REFORM IN 1993/94
Michael Dirkis

the size of the Report and the vast number of recommenda-
LL M(Comm)(Adel),GDLP(SAIT), BEc (ANU), Lecturer in
Law at the Universityof Canberra, Canberra, Australia. tions only those recommendationswhich potentiallyhave the
Mr Dirkis is admitted as a Barrister and Solicitor, is a greatest impact on the current tax system are discussed.
Fellow of the Tax Institute of Australia and is actively
associated with the National Centre for Corporate Law
Research and Policy. He has also written a number of 1. Simplificationof current tax legislation
articles in leading journals. His major interests include
revenue law, corporation law and corporate crime. The scale of tax reform since 1985 has resulted in thousands

The author wishes to thank Mr Brett Bondfield for his of pages of new legislation. This added complexity has dra-

commentsand editorial suggestionsduring the matically increased the difficulties facing taxpayers. Over the

preparation of this article. last three years the professional accounting and law bodies
have been outspoken in their criticismof this complexityand
called for simplificationof the tax laws. The Committee has

I. INTRODUCTION
responded to these calls in their most important recommen-

dation, a demand for a priority redraft of Australia's major
Tax reform in Australia has moved at a frantic pace since tax Act, the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (the Act).
1985 with Australia's income tax laws being substantially They requested that the redraft be carried out in two years,
remodelled.This process began in 1986 with the introduction with full simplificationwithin five years.9
of the capital gains provisions, a foreign tax credit system2
and a fringe benefits tax.3 In 1987 a dividend imputation sys- In mid-Decemberthe Governmentacted on this recommen-
tem4 was introduced and 1991 saw the introduction of the dation by establishing a Tax Law Improvement Project
controlled foreign company and transferor trust measures.5 Team.l As the Project Team comprises only government
The formalization of a self-assessment system6 was under- officials, concerns have already been raised by a parliamen-
taken in 1992 as was the introductionof Foreign Investment tarian about its composition and its potential effectiveness.
Fund (FIF) measures.7 To provide ongoing advice to the project team, it also pro-

vided for the establishment of a consultative committee.12

Given this comprehensive list of reforms it would have
seemed that as most of the major tax reform issues had been Despite the Government's willingness to tackle this issue

addressed, tax reform in Australia would have slowed. How- quickly, it is interesting that the very bodies which were at the
forefront of the criticism of the Act, have been reluctant to

ever, during late 1993 and early 1994 the tax reform jugger-
naut continued to power on, with further major tax changes join that committee and contribute to the reform process.'3
and reform announcements. These announcements, con-

The Government finally announced the appointments to the

tained in various reports, a consultative paper, rulings and
new legislation, have impact in areas as diverse as the taxa-

tion of financial arrangements, and the FIF measures. They 1. Introduced by Income Tax Assessment Amendment (Capital Gains) Act

also affect entities such as Offshore Banking Units and for- 1986 (No. 52 of 1986).
2. Introducedby Taxation Laws Amendment(Foreign Tax Credits) Act 1986

eign bank branches. The aim of this article is to focus on the (No. 51 of 1986).
more important aspects of the proposed changes having the 3. Fringe Benefits Tax AssessmentAct 1986 (No. 39 of 1986).
potential to affect most people and/or organizationscarrying 4 Introduced by Taxation Laws Amendment (Company Distributions) Act

on business in Australia. 1987 (No. 58 of 1987).
5. Introduced by Taxation Laws Amendment (Foreign Income) Act 1990

(No. 5 of 1991).
6. Taxation Laws Amendment (Self Assessment) Act 1992 (No. 101 of

1992).
Il. REPORTS 7. Part XI introduced by Income Tax Assessment Amendment (Foreign

Investment) Act 1992 (No. 190 of 1992).
8. Joint Committee of Public Accounts, ReportNo. 326 - An Assessment of

A. Report No. 326 - An Assessrnentof Tax - A Report Tax - A Report on an Inquiry into the Australian Taxation Ofice (Canberra:

on an Inquiry into the Australian Taxation Office AGPS, 1993).
9. Id., recommendations22 and 23; also see paras. 5.22-5.38.
10. Treasurer's Press Release N. 172/1993 of 15 December 1993.

The CommonwealthParliament'sJoint Committeeof Public I 1. PAC chief slams tax administration, Australian Financial Review (14

Accounts (the Committee) in its Report No. 326 handed April 1994), at 10.
12. Treasurer'sPress Release No. 17/1994 of 20 February 1994.

down in November 1993 recommended 148 changes to vari- 13. Tax simplification plan fails to spark interest, Australian Financial
ous areas of taxation administration and legislation.8 Given Review (21 February 1994), at 7.
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15 member committee on 21 April 1994. The project team is National and Branch Tax Liaison Groups.23 These advisory
to concentrate initially on the core provisions of the income panels have no formal role within the ATO or the tax system.
tax law (concepts of income, deductions and rebates), with The Committee thought that such panels made a valuable
discussion papers and exposure drafts of legislation released contribution in advising on the administrationpractices of the
progressivelyover the next 12 months. 14

ATO. The Committee recommended that the role of these

advisory panels be formalized and strengthened SO that they
2. Reform of legislative drafting system could continue to play a positive role in the context of the

The current system of legislative drafting, which involves proposed new administrativestructure.24

interaction of three separate agencies (the Tax Policy Divi-
sion of Treasury, the AustralianTaxation Office (ATO) and 4. Reforrn to the Ruling system
the Office of Parliamentary Counsel), has also been subject In order the self-assessment
to criticism. It is claimed that the complexity of tax legisla-

to support system, taxpayers
need a mechanism for gauging the Commissioner'sview of a

tion is a direct result of the problems in coordinatingand inte-

grating tax policy in three agencies with very distinct roles.5 project. They also need to be certain that if that project is
undertaken in accordance with ATO advice, it is free from

Tax Policy Division's role in this system iS to put forward the
meet two con-

policy proposals for change. The ATO advises on the techni- subsequent challenge by the ATO. To these
cerns the Government introduced from 1 July 1992 a systemcal validity of the proposals and whether they are administra-

ble. Upon acceptanceby Government,the ATO is responsible for obtaining the Commissioner's view on the law or a spe-
cific project, i.e. a Ruling. These Rulings are binding uponfor refining the detailed operation of the proposed legislation, the Commissioner.25

under the direction of Tax Policy Division. The ATO then
issues instructions to the Office of Parliamentary Counsel There are two types of Rulings, public and private. Public
which drafts the legislation and ensures that it reflects the Rulings are rulings on a class of arrangements or a class of
Government'sstated policy. persons, and apply generally to all taxpayers.26There are two

In accepting that there were potential problems in coordinat- forms of public Rulings, Taxation Rulings (TRs) and Tax-

ing and integrating tax policy given the separate roles of the ation Determinations(TDs).They have post and past appli-
agencies involved, the Committee recommendeda numberof cation, other than where there exists a prior private Ruling.27
procedural changes to overcome any potential difficulties. Private Rulings which are also binding, are given to individ-

Suggestions that the policy sections of the three agencies
ual taxpayers about their specific tax affairs.28 They are only

should be merged into one centralized body were rejected.16 binding on the Commissioneras against that taxpayer.

In respect of binding public Rulings, the Committee recom-

3. Reform of the structure and administrationof the ATO mended that all public Rulings should, when expressing the
view of the Commissioner,acknowledgeany alter-

The ATO is not technically a separate legal entity. The law preferred
native interpretationsof the law. Should that alternative view

only provides for a Commissioner of Taxation, who is
cast serious doubt the validity of the Ruling, the Commis-

responsible for the general administration of the tax laws,7 on

sioner should refrain from issuing it until receiving clarifica-
and for three Second Commissionerswho have all the Com- tion.29 As it was felt that the Rulings should be vetted bymissioner's powers except for the delegation power.

18 The
senior staff, the Committee recommendedthat all public Rul-

Commissioneris appointed for a period of seven years by the
Govemor-General]9The Commissioner is independent, but ng go through a formal approval process. The Committee

also felt that the definition of a public Ruling was uncer-
is required to present an annual report to the Treasurer, who

tain. In order clarify what by the Commission-
lays it before Parliament.2oTo support the Commissionerand

to statements

er are public Rulings the Committeerecommendedthat when
Second Commissionersthe ATO has evolved, consisting of a

National Office, 22 branch offices (each presided over by
Deputy Commissioners)and 19 regional offices. 14. Assistant Treasurer's Press Release No 87/1994 of 12 July 1994.

15. See Aust. Arnold Report on the Implementation Issues arising from the
The Committee was concemed with this 80-year old struc- Foreign Investment FundLegislation(1992), at 60.

ture and saw the need to make a numberof recommendations 16. See supra note 8, paras. 5.39-5.47.

which would translate into efficiencies for the economy. 17. See Taxation AdministrationAct 1953, Secs. 3A and 4.

They recommendedthat the ATO should be establishedunder 18. Id., Secs. 4 and 6D.
19. /d., Sec. 8.

its own Charter as the Australian Taxation Commission and 20. Id., Sec. 38.

that the general power of administration be vested in a chief 21. See supra note 8, recommendations I and 2; also see paras. 3.37-3.46.

executive, to be known as Chief Commissioner of Tax.21 22.Id., recommendations 12 and 13; also see paras. 3.95-3.100.
23. Towards a Worid Class Tax Administration: Commissioner of Taxation

They also suggested that the functions of current Deputy AnnualReport 1991192 (Canberra: AGPS, 1992), at 4.
Commissioners be couched in terms of branch or regional 24 See supra note 8, recommendations 15 and 16; also see paras. 3.101-3.131.

manager and their titles be changed to reflect these func- 25. See Secs. 170BA to 170BI Income Tax Assessment Act 1936. All sections

tions.22 cited without reference to an Act will be from this Act. Sections from other Acts
will be so identified.

Since 1989, to ensure ...regular and effective contact with 26. See supra note 17, Part IVAAA.

27. Taxation Ruling TR 92/20.
tax practitioners and business groups... the Commissioner 28. See supra note 17, Part IVAA.
has established the Commissioner'sAdvisory Panel and the 29. See supra note 8, recommendations28-30; also see paras. 6.15-6.26.
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a public Ruling is issued, a notice identifying and summariz- AAT hearings, these hearing would be held in public unless

ing the Ruling should be placed in the Commonwealth the taxpayer elected to have a private hearing.
Gazette.30

The Committeealso recognizedtht the ATO, like many gov-
Finally, given the binding nature of Rulings, the Committee ernment agencies, is not limited by funds in any litigation.
believed that Parliament should have a supervisory role. It This puts a small taxpayerat a disadvantage in this expensive
recommendedthat all public Rulings should be tabled in Par- environment, potentially foregoing a successful outcome

liament within five days of Gazettal, allowing the Parliament because of the costs of litigation. The Committee responded
to evaluate and analyse them, and respond to unsatisfactory to these concerns by recommending that where the ATO has

Rulings.3' This view of parliamentary scrutiny of Rulings, been unsuccessful at first instance and decides to appeal the

however, does seem to conflict with the belief that the Com- adverse decision, the ATO should have to meet all costs, even

missioner should have complete independence in the admin- if the appeal raises an issue of principle.39
istration of the tax laws. In the meantime the Committee rec-

ommended that the Commissioner should review all the 6. Limitationson the Commissioner's information
ATO's Determinations and public and private Rulings to gathering powers
determinetheir continuedvalidity.32 In respectof private Rul-

ings the Committee recommended that where a taxpayer The Commissionerhas very wide investigatorypowers. They
indicates in a retum that they are not followinga private Rul- include the ability to access any place to inspect and copy
ing, no penalties should be applied. It also recommendedthat documents,4o and the powers to command attendance of a

penalties should not apply where a Determination is ignored. taxpayer to either deliverup documents and/or submit to oral

Hypotheticalsshould be ruled upon, resources permitting.33 examination,atAs well, there are wide powers to obtain infor-
mation offshore.42 All of these powers can be exercised

The final recommendationswere concernedwith the creation
of a publicly available computer database of all private Rul- administratively,without the need for judicial sanction. The

only limitations are legal processional privilege or public
ings and the creation of a public register consolidating all

Determinations,and public and private Rulings.34
interest immunity (fornerly crown privilege).43 Although
seizure is not permitted, documents can be seized via the

obtaining of a search warrant.44
5. A new avenue of review

To curb possible abuse of these powers the Committee has
Where a taxpayer is dissatisfiedwith his assessmentor a Rul- recommended that the Commissioner's access powers be
ing request, a process of review is available. Initially the tax- amended such that the ATO must show just cause before
payer can request a review of the decision by the Commis- being allowed to enter private property. It also recommended
sioner (a taxationobjection).35Where the Commissionerdoes that the compulsive interview powers be amended to ensure

not decide the objection within a specified time or the tax- that Tax Officers discuss with taxpayers their obligation to

payer is dissatisfiedwith the Commissioner'sdecision on the answer questions and their rights of representation and any
objection, the matter can be referred to either the Administra- interviews should be recorded, with a copy of the tape made
tive Appeals Tribunal (AAT)36 or to the Federal Court.37 available to the taxpayer in seven days. The Committee also
Appeals are availableon an adverse AAT decision to the Fed-

eral Court, but they are restricted to appeals on issues of law.

Appeals can be made on an adverseFederal Court decision to

the Full Federal Court. An unsuccessfulparty then may seek
to have the matter heard by the High Court, but the matter

30. See supra note 8, recommendations32-33; also see paras. 6.32-6.36.
31. See supra note 8, recommendation35; also see paras. 6.37-6.66.

will only be heard if the High Court grants Special Leave to 32. See supra note 8, recommendation42; also see paras. 6.96-6.98.
hear the matter. 33. See supra note 8, recommendations37-40; also see paras. 6.71-6.80.

34. See supra note 8, recommendations 36 and 43; also see paras. 6.67 and

This appeal process is very costly. Taxpayers referring mat- 6.97-6.98.

ters to the AAT face a filing fee of $ 300 and a $ 500 hearing 35. See supra note 17, Secs. 14ZU-14ZZ.

fee and, regardless of success, are liable for their own legal
36. See supra note 17, Secs. 14ZZA-14ZZM.
37. See supra note 17,Secs. 14ZZN-14ZZS.

expenses. A Federal Court matter can cost upwards of 38. See supra note 8, recommendations140-144; also see paras. 14.7-14.30.

$ 15,000 per day, and, if unsuccessful, the taxpayer can also 39. See supra note 8, recommendation 145; also see para. 14.30.

be liable for the ATO's costs. 40. Sec. 263 and see 1984 Revisited-Review of the Commissionerof Tax-
ation's Powers under Section 263 of the Income Tax AssessmentAct 1936, 12

In response to the costs associated with contesting an assess-
AdelaideLaw Review (1989), at 126.
41. Sec. 264 and see An Orwellian Spectre- A Review of the Commissioner

ment, the Committee made a number of recommendations. of Taxation's Powers to Seek Information and Evidence under Section 264 of

The first was a recommendation for the creation of a Small the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and under Section 10 of the Crimes Act

Taxation Claims Tribunal to deal with disputes of less than 1914 (Cth), 12 Adelaide Law Review (1989), at 63.

$ 5,000. The taxpayer may seek review of the ATO decision
42. Sec. 264A and under exchange of information clauses in bilateral tax

treaties under the Income Tax (Intemational Agreements) Act 1953, and see

by this Tribunal, but any decision would be non-appealable. ,Foreign Income: Out of sight: Not Out of Mind, 1(1) Taxation in Australia

The cost of such an appeal would be only $ 50. Altematively, RedEdition (1992), at 26.

the ATO would have the option, where taxpayerwishes to use
43. Perron Investments v. Deputy CommissionerofTaxation (1989) 20 ATR

1299 and Middendorp Electric v. Law Institute of Victoria & DCT (1993)27
the Tribunal, to refer the matter to the Federal Court, with the ATR 64, respectively.
ATO having to meet the taxpayer's costs.38 Unlike current 44. Sec. 10(1) of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth).
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recommended that the current practice of having taxpayers These recommendations have met with a hostile reaction

sign statements or transcripts of interviews should cease.45 from those working in the taxation industry. At a funda-
mental level, the Law Council of Australia has seen the

7. Limitations on the Commissioner'spowers to impose review as an expensive, time-consumingexercise that serves

administrative penalties no purpose as it argues that there is no such group as tax pro-
fessionals. It believes that there are already adequate stan-

Currently, where there is a tax shortfall, authorizedATO offi- dards for the two professional groups (tax lawyers and tax

cers can administratively impose penalties ranging from 5 to accountants) involved in the tax area.52 The role of the ATO
90 percentof the tax shortfall. Again to curb possible abuses, in formulating the standards has also been criticized as ATO
the Conmittee has recommended that the power to adminis- staff will not be subject to the proposed Code and the disci-
tratively impose culpability penalties be removed, or if these plinary rules.53
powers are retained, that penalties should be imposed by a

legally qualified Officer. Also, it recommendedthat the Tax- The major proposed change concems a taxpayer's liability
ation AdministrationAct 1953 (Cth) be amended to stop the for penalties. Currently a taxpayer is vicariously liable for

re-imposition of a penalty where a prosecution is with- any penalties arising from a tax short-fall arising from errors

drawn.46 of his agent. However, the taxpayer may sue a tax agent for

any,penalty, additional tax and interest charge arising from
the agent's negligence.54 The draft report recommends

8. State of play changes which will create a safe harbour for taxpayers. A tax-

Of the many irnportant recommendationsof the Committee, payer will be deemed to have taken reasonable care (and
only the simplification project has been acted upon. It is thereby avoid culpability penalties) where he has conformed

hoped that this lack of action is indicative of a Government with a tax agent's advice. This is subject to the taxpayer

working hard to forrnulate a considered and reasoned establishing that he has presented the agent with all facts and

response to these recommendations.Unfortunately,this inac- kept full records. Any primary tax liability will still have to

tion could also indicate that the Governrnent intends to ignore be met by the taxpayer. The onus of proof rests with the tax-

these recommendations, as past governrnents have done in payer.55 Where the agent is found to be at fault, the agent will

respect of reforrns recommended in other reports/inquiries, be subject to disciplinary action.56The effect of this safe har-

such as Aspery47 and Martin.48 bour is to create a bias to registered tax agents over firms
which merely render tax advice.

Concern with the proposals have focused on the disciplinary
B. National review of standards for the tax action, which is to be initiated by taxpayer's complaints and

profession the possible civil legal action which may follow.57 Although,
in such actions the onus is on the taxpayer complaining, the

The Act permits only a registered tax agent to charge a fee in tax agents defending any claim will still have to establish
relation to the preparationof an income tax return, objection they took reasonablecare and that client knew or was advised
or the transactioh of any business on behalf of a taxpayer in of the risks involved.58 It leaves a major problem for tax prac-

respect of tax matters. An unregistered person performing titioners in terms of how they receive instructions from

such tasks faces a penalty of $ 2,000 unless the person was a clients and render warnings.
legal practitionerpreparing an objection or acting in an advi-

sory capacity in respect of a return:9 These provisions,which
were introducedon 1 November 1988, also regulate tax agent
registration and conduct.

45. See supra note 8, recommendations 103-107; also see paras. 11.78-11.91.
46. See supra note 17, Sec. 82E(2).
47. Taxation Review Committee (Aspery Chair) Full Report, (Canberra:

The strictness of the rules as they relate to registration have AGPS, 1975).
been the subject of much criticism and judicial action. As a 48. House of Representatives Standing Committee on Finance and Public

result of these criticisms and other concerns about profes- Administration, Follow the Yellow Brick Road: The Final Report on an Efi-

sional standards, a Committee was established in July 1992 ciency Audit of the Australian Taxation Ofice: International Proft Shifting
(Martin, Chair) (Canberra: AGPS, 1991), at xiv, 30-35, in particular recommen-

to undertakea National Review of Standards for the Tax Pro- dation 3, that trusts be taxed as if they were companies.
fession.50 On 20 December 1993, this Committee released a 49. Part VIIIA of the Act and Part 9 of Income Tax Regulations.

Discussion Paper which made 82 recommendations for 50. McKenry, K. Proposed Standards for the Tax Profession,Taxation Insti-
tute of Australia, 28th Western Australian Convention paper (1993), at 52.

change, including the implementationof a Code of Practice 51. National Review of Standards for the Tax Profession Committee Draft
and new disciplinary rules.51 Report (1993), recommendations 1 I-14,42 and 63-82; also see paras. 11 and 13-

14.
The proposed Code of Practice consists of three tiers, an aspi- 52. Lawyersargue hotly against the review, 28 Taxation in Australia (1994),
rational code, disciplinary rules and best practice notes. The at 432.

aspirational code will set out high standards for tax agents to
53. Professional Conduct: The Client's Interest Always Takes Priority, 28
Taxation n Australia (1994), at 43 I, 432.

aspire towards. The disciplinary rules, on the other hand, will 54. Sec 25 1M.

set out the minimum standards, a breach ofwhich will lead to 55. See supra note 51, recommendations9 and 10; also see paras. 10-11.

disciplinary action and/or sanctions. The best practice notes 56. See supra note 5I, recommendation74.

57. Gloves off in tax standards code brawl, AustralianFinancialReview(15
are intended to provide recommendationson how to handle April 1994), at 2.

specific issues or problems. 58. See supra note 51, recommendations32 and 40; also see paras. 12-13.
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C. Taxation of financial arrangements As well as applying to domestic financial transactions, the
measures are also intended to have cross-borderapplication.

Following the 1992-93 Budget announcements,the Treasurer Although the Documentdoes not give a detailed explanation
issued, on 22 December 1993, a ConsultativeDocument (the of how this is to be achieved, it broadly suggests that the

Document)entitledTaxationof FinanciaiArrangements.59 measures will apply to a cross-border financial transaction

The Documentoutlines a proposal to introducea comprehen- where a double tax agreement does not exist, or if one does,
sive system for the taxation of financial arrangements on an where it fails to have a source deeming provision for a par-
accruals basis. The closing date for submissions on the Doc- ticular category of gain.
ument was extended to 31 May 1994.60 The main features of This statement, if given at its narrowest interpretation,means
the proposed system are briefly,summarizedbelow. that most cross-bordermodern financial products will be sub-

ject to the measures. This arises as most modern financial
1. Reasons for the measures products are not specificallynamed in double tax agreements
In the introduction to the measures, the Treasurer conceded nor do they easily fit within the usual categories of interest,
that the current law for taxing financial transactions is inade_ dividends and royalties. The Documentalso foreshadows the

quate. It is limited to taxing specific transactons on their developmentof source rules based on a factor approach in the

legal or contractual form. As the law is not designed to deal area of global trading and the extension of withholding tax

with many modern financial instruments, it allows transac- provisions to any transaction (including swaps) which are

tions that have a similar economic outcome to be taxed dif- identified as economicallyhaving an interest component.65
ferently.

3. CommencementdateThe proposed accruals system outlined in the Document is an

attempt to tax financial arrangements on an economic sub- The measures will only apply to new financial arrangements
stance basis, to ensure tax neutrality. This format is expected entered into, on or after the commencement date.66 It is
to create a taxing regime that is flexible enough to regulate expected the measures will not commence before the end of
new forms of financiai instruments. This substance approach 1994.67
should also reduce complexity and uncertainty arising under
the current legal system.61 Although many commentators 4. Exemptionsshare the Treasurer's belief that the measures will provide
certainty, they do not believe that they will necessarilyreduce Despite the wide scope of the proposed measures, there are a

complexity.62 number of financial transactions specifically exempted.
Essentially, financial transactions which are not a debt

2. Scope of the measures arrangement(i.e. equity arrangements)will be exempt. Thus,
equity and commodityderivatives,which are not based on an

The broad classes of financial transactions caught under the index made up of a number of equities or commodities (e.g.
measures are: gold options, equity options, wool futures and gold futures),

debt transactions and transactions that are in substance-

ordinary shares and other equity instruments denominated in
debt; foreign currency will be exempt. So are short-term trade
the debt componentof certain hybrid transactions;-

credits, leasing transactionsfor plant and equipmentand
debt derivatives, together with non-debt derivatives

non-
-

cash flow fees (e.g. brokerage, legal and accountingbased on the value of a group ofcommoditiesor equities;
expens-

es, governmentcharges and application fees).68
transactionscomprising the right to receive or the obliga--

tion to pay an amount in foreign currency, and any phys- As well as specific arrangements, the holders of specific
ical holding of foreign currency.63 interests are also excluded. The most important group

excluded are the financial transactionsof individuals,provid-Thus, loans, bonds, bills of exchange, discounted and
ed their financial transactions do total than

deferred interest securities, coupon securities (which are
not more

$ 500,000 or provided there are no significant tax deferral
issued and redeemed at face value), indexed securities, con-

tingent rights to receive and obligations to pay, annuities,per-
opportunities arising under the transactions. Also excluded
are entities not subject to tax (e.g. charities or religious insti-

petual notes, preference shares, debt substitutes,debt compo- tutions), interests in controlled foreign companies, interests
nent of hybrids, derivatives, currency futures, currency
option contracts, forward exchange agreements, foreign cur-

rency loans and cash flow fees are all caught. 59. TaxationofFinancalArrangements:A ConsultativeDocument(Canberra:
Where a hybrid instrument's debt and equity components AGPS, 1993).

60. Treasurer'sPress Release, No 31/1994 of 18 March 1994.
cannot be identified, the instrument will be classified as 61. See supra note 59, at 3-5.
either debt or equity under a debt test. Under the debt test a 62. Derivatives tax could skew product selection, Australian Financiat

debt arrangement is defined widely as an arrangement Review (7 January 1994), at 22.

involving the paymentof an amount that gives rise to a right
63. See supra note 59, at 19.
64. See supra note 59, at 22.

to receive, or an obligation to pay, another amount that is rea- 65. See supra note 59, at 139-146.

sonably likely to equal or exceed the first-mentioned 66. Seesupra note 59, at 152.

amount.64 67. See supra note 59, at 12.
68. See supra note 59, at 30-32.
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in FIFs, life insurance policies, retirement interest annuities69 be no scope for applicationof the capital gains provisions. Toand member interests in superannuationfunds, pooled super- avoid double taxation, significant amendments will beannuation and approved deposit funds.7o required to the capital gains provisions to remove these trans-
actions from their scope.75

5. Calculation methods
Given the wide scope of the measures and the dramatic

Under the proposed measures there are three measurement changes required to the Act, it is not surprising that the Doc-
methods; the daily compounding accruals method, the ument has been referred to the Senate Standing Committee
straight-line accruals method and the market value account- on Finance and Public Administration.76The issues subject to
ing method. The principle system ofmeasurementwill be a the Committee's inquiry and report are the adequacy of the
daily compounding accruals system. Under this method, the existing law, the impact on business of the proposed initia-
income or loss is calculated in terms of daily compounding tives and whether the initiatives are compatible with tax sim-
interest. As the interest is brought to account at a constant plification. Given this reference and the proposal to issue an
interest rate throughout the duration of the instrument, it is Exposure Draft Bill, it is highly unlikel the measures will be
claimed that it best reflects the economic income of the in effect to meet the orginal deadline of end of 1994.
instrument.7, The compounding method cannot be used for
forward contracts, futures contracts and options as the cash
flows cannot be identified in these types of instruments.72 Ill. RULINGS AND DRAFT RULINGS
Taxpayers can elect to use a straight-line accruals method.
Under this method the income or loss is calculated in terms of A. Transfer pricingtotal gains and losses spread evenly over the period of the
arrangement. As income is based upon a constant periodic
payment, its use is restricted to situations where there is no 1. Ruling on basic transfer pricing concepts
signifcant deferral opportunity and where the income result The Commissionerhas stated that transfer pricing is ... pos-is not materially different from that obtained under the daily sibly the most strategic issue of the 1990s as far as interna-compoundingaccruals method.73

tional taxation is concemed.77 As a result, on 31 August
The last method is the market value accounting method. 1993 the Commissioner released a 105-page Draft Taxation
Under this method the gain or loss from the instrument is Ruling, TR 93/D40 (the Draft), which deals with transfer
deemed to be the increase in the market value of the instru- pricing arrangements between separate entities (i.e. external
rnent during the period, adjusted for any amounts paid or transactions). On 31 May 1994, a rewrite of the Draft was
received during the period. This method iS eaSy to use where released as Taxation Ruling TR 94/14 (the Ruling).
established exchanges or markets exist for the instrument. Although the rewrite resulted in a 125-page document, it is in
Difficulties that arise where no markets exist are overcorne content substantially the same as the Draft. As such, many of
by deeming the market value at the end of the period to be the the areas of concern raised earlier in respect of the Draft
net present value of future cash flows under the arrangement. remain current.
As it is the most inaccurate of the calculation methods, tax- The significance of the Ruling is that it is the first compre-payers can elect to use this method only if it is used consis- hensive Ruling since the introduction of Division 13 (Divtently for all similar arrangementsand it produces a fair esti- 13), which has been in operation since 27 May 1981.78 Priormate of value. However, taxpayersmust use the marketvalue to the release of the Draft the only formal indications of theaccounting method for forward contracts, futures contracts Commissioner's views on the operation of Div 13 were twoand options. The other calculation methods are considered
impractical, as cash flows cannot be identified under these
arrangements.

The potential different tax treatments proposed for forward
contracts, futures contracts and options when compared with

69. As defined in Sec. 27H.swaps has been criticized. As the purpose of these derivative 70. See supra note 59, at 30-32.contracts is for financial institutions to ... hedge their expo- 71. See supra note 59, Ch 2.
sure in foreign exchange and interest rate markets,74 such a 72. See supra note 59, at 97.
tax differential could result in the selection of the most tax 73. See supra note 59, Ch 2.

74. See supra note 62.effective hedge rather than the most efficient hedge. 75. See Cooper, Graeme, Cross Examination: New Regime for Taxing Finan-
ciai Arrangements,28Taxation in Australia (1994), at 460.

6. State of play 76. Senate Hansard (22 March 1994), at 1948.
77. Controversy likely on ATO ruling, Australian Financial Review (31

As the measures are prospective, large areas of existing law August 1993),.at 4.
78. Div 13 was introduced by Income Tax Assessment Amendment Act 1982will continue to operate for transactions entered into prior to (No. 29 of 1982). It replaced the forrner Sec. 136, which was based on a 1915the commencementdate. The provisions include those deal- UK transfer pricing provision. Despite the fact that the former Sec. 136 was eas-

ing with discounted securities, traditional securities and for- ily avoided and the existence of the 1975 Aspery Report recommendation to

eign exchange gains and losses. As all the gains and losses
redraft it, it took Lhe loss by the Commissioner in FCT v. CommonwealthAlu-
minium CorporationLtd. 80 ATC 4371; (1980) 11 ATR 42, for the Governmentwill be either assessed or allowed as a deduction, there will to make the necessary changes
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limited RulingsTM and two Draft Taxation Determinations. What concerned many commentators was the rejection of a

Given this lapse of time and continued uncertainty about the number of presumed limitations on the scope of Div 13.94

scope ofDiv 13, it was felt that the Draft was long overdue.8, Rejected was the view that Div 13 only operated when tax

The concems about the delay in retrospectwere misplaced as avoidance was present.95 The Commissioner points to the

the Draft contains few surprises for those who hve ... long Second Reading Speech on the Bill introducing Div 13 as

understood the potentially broad scope of Div 13.82 In fact supporting this view.96 The professional bodies in their joint
the professionalbodies83 in a joint submissionstated that the submission submit that by adopting this stance the Commis-

Commissionerof Taxation should be applauded for embark- sioner is in effect creating a strict liability code which applies
ing on the task of issuing detailed Rulings on a number of to render ... all taxpayers who did not pay or receive an

aspects relating to the applicationofDivision 13 ... the first in arm's length price under an intemational agreement ... to

the series, TR 94/14, is a consideredand well reasoned state- automatic adjustment.97 They argue that this strict liability
ment of the basic concepts underlying the operation of Divi- code could not have been the intentionof Parliamentthat pre-
sion 13 ..-.84 scribed the applicationof the section to be discretionary.

Given the size of the Ruling and given the Ruling's mainly The other presumed limitations rejected in the Ruling were

non-controversial views, it is not feasible nor of any great the presumptions that the Division would not apply where a

value for this article to describe in detail its scope and effect specific business purpose exists, or where the entity is loc-

upon the operationof Div 13. Thus, the following focuses on ated in a jurisdictionwhich has comparableor higher foreign
98

the areas of the Ruling which have borne the brunt of crti- tax rates.

cism. Concerns were also raised about the Commissioner's adop-
tion of stringent documentation requirements,99 i.e. if the

By way of background it will be necessary to briefly outline
documentationbrought into existence the time the dealingat

the operation of Div 13 as it applies to external transactions.85
Although Div 13 regulates internal arrangements (e.g. deal-

was contemplated is not available, the company will have

difficulty in convincing the Commissioner that the transac-
ings between a branch operatng through a permanent estab- tion arm's length,' Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu'' pointwas
lishment and its other branches or its head office),86 theSe

provisions are not consideredas they are not dealt with by the

Ruling. 79. TR 92/1 1 (applicationof Div 1 3 loan and credit balances)to arrangements
and Taxation DeterminationTD 92/103 (interaction between Div I 3 and accru-

(a) Applicationof Div 13 to transferpricing arrangements als income under Part X and Div 6AAA).

betweenseparateentities
80. TD 92/D220 (payment of disputed tax where Div 13 adjustment) and TD

93/D188 (applicationof Div 13 to loans to non-residentsubsidiary to enable it to

loans of another non-residentsubsidiary).
Div 13 relies on the arm's length principle. In order for the guarantee

81. Tax office ruling near on transfer pncing, Australian Financial Review

Commissionerto determine that the section applies in respect (30 July 1993), at 4.

of an extemal arrangement, the following elements must be 82. Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Transfer Pricing Guidelines: Draft Taxation

Ruling TR 93/D40 (Sydney: CCH, 1993), at 3.
present: 83. The Taxation Institute of Australia, the Australian Society of Certified

a taxpayer; Practicing Accountants, the Institute of Chartered Accountants and the Law-

who is supplied property,.87 Council of Australia
-

84. Rulings and Determinations,29 Taxation in Australia (1994), at 51

under an nternationalagreement,.88 85. For detailed analysis, Deutsch, R.L., 'Transfer Pricing (with- a more see a

the parties must not be acting at arm's length; and on
-

special focus TR 93/D40 (1994) Sixth Annual AustralasianTax Teachers'
Conferencepaper, and Killaly J., Division 13: TransferPricirg Rules and Prac-

the consideration is less than should have been given (or tices,2Taxation in AustraliaRed Edition (1993), 46.- at

altematively, no consideration is rendered, excessive 86. Sec. 136AE(4)-(6)

consideration is given or the considerationgiven is inde- 87. Property is defined in Sec. 136AA to including chose n action, any estate,

terminable).89
nterest, right or power, whetherat law or in equity, in or over property,any right
to rece,ve income, and any services.
88. Defined in Sec. 136AC.

If the Commissioner's discretion to use the section is then 89. Sec. 136AD(2)-(4).

exercised, an arm'slength price as determined by the Com- 90. Sec. 136AD(1).

missioner is deemed to apply in that transaction.9o Penalties 91. Sec. 225(IA).
92. Murphy, T., Transfer Pricing,20th InternationalTrade Law Conference

on any adjustmentcan be imposed.91 paper, Canberra (12 November 1993).
93. Accountants criticize draft ruling on pricing, Australian Financial

(b) Majorcriticismsof the Ruling
Review (12 November 1993), at 6.
94. See supra notes 77 and 93, and Anderson, P. and Ellis, P., Draft Taxation

Ruling TR 93/I)40: ATO gets serious about transfer pncing, Butterwrths

Some initial reactions to the Draft were in fact favourable;92 WeeklyTax Bulletin (1993), at para. 824.

however, the majorty, of commentators were crtical of 95 Taxation Ruling TR 94/14, paras. 119-121,401-409.

selected aspects of the Draft. These criticisms are not aimed 96. Killaly J., Division 13: The Long and Short of Transfer Pricing, 28 Tax-

ation in Australia (1994), at 388,390.
at the fundamentalapproach adopted in the then Draft, rather 97. See supra note 84.

they concem fringe issues. Many crticisms centred on the 98. See supra note 95 paras. 137,441-444, and paras 122, 410-411, respec-

piecemeal approach of issuing up to 14 Rulings (rather than tively.

one) and the length of time between the Draft and the enact-
99. See supra note 94.
IOO. See supra note 95, paras. 103-113 and 401-409.

ment of the legislation.93 101. See supra note 82, at 29.
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out that these rules are based upon the Treasurer'sExplanato- involved, taxpayers will be able to better judge whether such
ry Memorandum to the self-assessment legislation.02 The agreementswill be of use.

professional bodies argue that these rules are not, however,
supported by legislative provisions. They see these rules as 3. State of play
presuming a non-arm's length price wherever there is non-

arm's length dealing and evidence is lacking. In their joint As Taxation Ruling TR 94/14 and Draft Taxation Ruling TR
submission they argue that the fact that parties are not acting 94/D32 are the first two of a series of fourteen planned rul-
at arm's length does not mean that there was not an arm's ings dealing with various aspects of Div 13,m the Commis-
length price paid. Each case should be determinedon its own sioner's complete view will not be known for some time.
particular facts.103 Whether clarity and simplicity will be the result remains

debatable. 12

In order to overcome the complexities and resultant uncer-

tainties involved in determining the arm's length price in a

situation where no exact comparablearm's length transaction
'

B. Offshore Banking Units (OBU)
exists, the professionalbodies have suggested that both a tol-
erance limit and a de minimis threshold be adopted. Thus, the In order to encourage the use of Australia as an offshore
taxpayer, where no evidence of tax avoidance exists, would banking centre, Division 9A was introduced13 to provide abe safe from amendment where the prce utilized by a tax- concessionary rate of tax (10 percent) to offshore bankingpayer is with a deviation of 100 from the Commissioner's (OB) income derived after 30 June 1992. In order to quali-interpretationof an arm's length price or where the overseas fy for the concessional treatment, the Act requires the Trea-
transaction was a small component of gross sales. TheY surer to classify the bank or foreign exchange dealer as anbelieve this would be consistent with the tax administration OBU.It4 For the activities of an OBU to qualify as OB, the
objectives of certainty and simplicity.)a However, these sub- intermediation must be in the form of the specific financialmissions were not adopted in the Ruling. dealings (borrowing and lending, hedging, etc.)'s between
The retrospectivity of the Ruling'o- has also been criti- non-residentparties6and the OBU must carry on business in
cized.'06 The professions in their submission are that, as it Australia.17 The provision of financial services to non-resi-
deals with the exercise of discretionarypower, it should only dents in respect of business or transactions outside Australia
apply to an exercise of the discretion after issue date.'07 are also classified as OB activities. Any transactions falling
Again this issue was not adopted in the Ruling. outside of these activities will be taxed at normal tax rates.

An interest withholding tax exemption also is available.Jr8In summary, given the non-negotiable stance expressed on
behalf of the Commissioner in respect of some of the above The use ofcommon financial terms like borrowing or lending
crticisms, it was predictable that the Ruling would issue with in the definitions of OB activity has resulted in uncertainty.
only minor amendment, which is what happened.108 Taxpayers need to be clear on what these terms mean as if an

OBU derives more than 10 percent of its income from non-

2. Advanced pricing agreements offshore income the tax concessions will not apply. In
response to these concerns the Commissionerhas issued 23

On 14 July the Commissioner released a draft of the second Tax Determinationsduring 1993.9 As well as dealing with
of the planned transfer pricing Rulings, Draft Taxation Rul- the make up of offshore income and what funds constitute
ing TR 94/D32. The Draft deals with advanced prcing agree- offshore funds, these Determinations addressed issues as
ments. An advanced prcing agreementcan be either a unilat-
eral agreement with the ATO or a bilateral agreement
between the ATO and other foreign tax authorities. Such 102. See supra note 6.
agreementsestablish what methodologies,expenditures, etc. 103. See supra note 84.

will be accepted by the relevant taxing authorities for deter- 104. See supra note 84, at 51-52.
105. See supra note 95, paras. 20-21.mining a transfer price in an intemational transaction, con- 106. See supra note 93.

ductedby related parties. The Commissioner'spower to give 107. See supra note 84.
such rulings is found in the private Rulings system and the 108. See articles by Killaly, First Assistant Commissioner, supra notes 85
mutual agreement article in the bilateral tax treaties. and 96.

109. ATO Media Release No. 10/199 I

The Draft is an attempt to formalize procedures for obtaining
110. See minutes of National Taxation Liaison Group - Transfer Pricing Sub-
committeeMeeting of 18 February 1994 reported in 2 Tatration in Australia Redsuch agreements. The Draft sets out the procedure for apply- Edition (1994), at 306.

ing for such an agreement, the informational requirements, I 11. /d., at 307. Topic covered by these proposed Rulings include intemal trans-
the requirement for annual reporting by the subject taxpayer fer pricing, the interaction of Div 13 with double tax agreements, pricing
and the duration of such agreements. methodologies,and penalty policy.

112. Tax treatment of transfer pricing 'too complicated' , Australian Finan-
Given that the first advanced pricing agreement was entered cial Review (10 March 1994), at l 1.

113. Taxation Laws AmendmentAct (No. 4) 1992 (No. 191 of 1992).into in 1991 with the United States Internal Revenue Ser- 114 Sec 128AE.
viceo9 and there are currently five advanced pricing agree- 115. Sec. 121D.
ments (involving intellectual property transfers) under con- 116. Sec. 12lE.

117. Sec. I21EA.sideration,'othis formalizationof procedureswas long over- 118. Sec. 128GB.
due. With a knowledgeof the proceduresand the time frameS 1 19. Tax DeterminationsTDs 93/129, 131-136, 203-217 and 241.
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diverse as pre-registration activities and the effect of the should enable taxpayers to invest in financial service entities

assignmentof loans. to an extent that would meet the investment diversity needs
of most taxpayers.
The Treasureralso announced that there would be no change

IV. LEGISLATIVECHANGES to the requirement underthe various exemptions forblack-
listed activities'35 that the shares in the company be actively

A. Foreign Income Fund changes traded on an approved stock exchange. The Treasurer
believes that without this test applying to these ... high rsk
black-listed activities the integrity of the measures would be

The FIF measures were introduced on 1 January 1993 to tax

residents (on an accruals basis) n income arising from inter- threatened,136

ests in offshore passive investments entities.120 Since the The final series of changes were introduced into Parliament

introduction of the measures, they have been subjected to on 30 June 1994,137 As the changes involve amendment of

amendment twice, with further amendments introduced into not only the FIF provisions,but also of the controlled foreign
Parliament on 30 June 1994. company (CFC), corporate limited partnership and trust

The first amendments, undertaken in November 1993, con- provisions, it is not feasible to consider them in detail in this

sisted only of minor changes to the Regulations.121 The list of article. Basically, these changes are aimed at:

approved stock exchanges in Schedule 3 of the Act was
- removing double taxation arising from the interaction of

replaced by an expanded list in the Income Tax Regula-
the FIF and CFC measures;

138

tions,122 as was Schedule 5 which contains a list of approved
- correcting defects in the calculation methods under both

sectoriai classification systems.123
the CFC and FIF measures (in respect of attibution

credits, undistributed trust profits, and losses); 139 and
The second set of amendments arose from the 22 December - aligning the treatment of corporate limited partnerships
1993 announcement by the Treasurer. As most of these with the treatment of companies under the foreign tax

changes were concessionary,j24their effect was back dated to credit, foreign loss CFC and FIF measures.140
1 January 1993. Legislation to give effect to these announce-

ments was introduced into Parliament on 24 March 1994125
and became law on 23 June 1994. The measures introduced a B. Foreign bank branches
holding company exemption for interests in companies
which hold a direct interest in subsidiaries engaged in the On 18 June 1993, in a major statement on the Government's

businesses of general insurance, real estate or multi-industry banking policy,!4' the Treasurer announced a series of mea-

operations. The exemption is structured in similar terms to sures to tax branch income of foreign banks,t42 The measures

the exemption for interests in holding companies of foreign were in response to the Prime Minister's February 1992

banks,126 i.e. the holding company's shares must be widely announcementthat foreign banks engaged in wholesaleoper-
held and traded on an approved stock exchange.127

The life assuranceexempton128 was also extended to include

interests in holding companies, thereby making it consistent
120. For an explanation of the measures, see Dirkis, M., The Last Chapter
Foreign Investment Fund Measures,47Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Docu-

with the current exemption for banking,t29 This amendment mentation (December 1993), at 687-697.

recognizes the fact that many holding companies hold the 121. Statutory Rules No. 275, CommonwealthGazette No. S332 of 5 November

authorization to carry on the assurance business, not the sub- 1993.

sidiary.
I 22. Regulation 152N and Schedule 12. The stock exchanges added to the list
were the Lima Stock Exchange and the Warsaw Stock Exchange.

Finally, the Treasurerremoved from the black list interests in
123. Regulation 152P and Schedule 13. The sectorial classification systems
added to the list were the Extel Financial Workstation and the Internatonal

companies predominantly engaged in construction and con- Finance CorporationComposite Index.

struction related activities.n0 This change appears to be in 124. Treasurer's Press Release No. 178/1993 of 22 December 1993.

response to comments in the Amold Report.n' The amend- 125. Taxation Laws AmendmentAct (No. 2) 1994 (No. 82 of 1994).
126. Sec. 504.

ment enables such interests to be eligible interests for the pur- 127. Secs. 509A, 51 IA and 523A.

poses of the active business exemption.132 128. Sec. 507.
129. Sec. 507A.

While announcing these neasures the Treasurer also 130. See amendments to Sec. 496(2) and Schedule 4.

explained why the Governmenthad rejected other recom- 131. See supra note 15, at 17 and 22.

mendations in the Arnold Report, in particular, the recom-
132. Sec. 485.
133. See supra note 15, at 17 and 22.

mendation for an exemption for interests in entities undertak- 134. Sec. 525.

ing financial services activities.'33 The reason given for the 135. The exemptionsare for foreign banking (Secs. 503 and 504), general insur-

rejection of this exemption was based upon the nature of ance (Sec. 509) and real estate (Sec. 511).

financial services. Given their nature there was a high risk 136. See supra note 124.
137. Taxation Laws AmendmentBill (No. 3) 1994.

that such an exemption would omit passive investments and 138. Id., Subdivisions B, D, E, J and L.

thereby undermine the integrity of the measures. The Trea- 139. Id., SubdivisionsA, C, G, H, I and K.

surer stated that the existence of the balanced portfolio 140. Id., Subdivision F.
141. Banking Policy Statement (1993) AGPS.

exemption, which allows taxpayers to hold up to 5percentof 142. The Statementcovered issues like competitionpolicy, the BankingCodeof

their interests in entities engaged in black-listed activities,134 Practice and bank and life company mergers.
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ations in Australia would be permitted to operate through second component of the measures, the ascertainment and
branches instead of operating through subsidiaries incorpo- assessment of the Australian income of the branch, the
rated in Australia.143 The measures are in two distinct parts, ongoing taxation measures. This calculation of branch
one dealing with transitional issues, the other with ongoing income requires treating the branch as a separate entity for
taxation issues. tax purposes and applying a number of special rules to deter-

mine income and deductionsof the branch. A recent article in
1. The transitional taxation measures the Bulletin,56 addressed the deductibility issues of intrabank

interest expense and the application of withholding tax toThe transitionaltaxatinmeasures,which were enacted on 22
such interest paid and the issue of the inconsistency betweenDecember 1993,144 are aimed at removing any adverse tax
the Australian and OECD approaches. Therefore, the follow-effects flowing from the transfer of banking businesses from
ing only briefly describes the income and deductibility issuessubsidiaries to branches. As they are transitional measures
not directly covered in that article. The special rules enactedthey do not amend the substantive provisions of the Act, include provisions that:rather they modify the operation of those provisions to the

deem the branch's income be derived fromto a source in-

extent they impact on eligible transfers under the measures. 157Australia;The concessions granted include:
allow a deduction for any foreign tax paid by a foreignthe removal of any normal Commonwealth and State

-

-

charges and fees; 145 bank on income derived through its Australian branch;158
the relaxation of the group loss provisions to allow the

- remove the application of the thin capitalization rules to--

transfer of losses to the foreign branch or a new Aus- bank branches;159
tralian bank, 146 - relax the group loss provisions to allow transfer of losses
the provision for the roll-overof all assets subject to Part- between the branch and its wholly-ownedsubsidiaries;60

IIIA at their original acquisition date and cost base, pro- and
vided the transferor and transferee meet the 100 percent

- impose a notional equity requirement which treats 4 per-
common ownership test; 147 cent of the branch's funds as equity, thus resulting in the
the provision for the roll-overof assets subject to depre- branch's total interest deduction by 4 percent.16-

ciation at their depreciated value, provided the transferor
and transferee meet the 100 percent common ownership
test;t48 C. Offshore Banking Units
the provisionfor the roll-overofother assets such as trad--

ing stock,149 shares, loan advances and traditional securi- As well as the 23 Tax Determinations, legislation was also
ties'5o and the provision for the roll-over of liabilities,15' required to further clarify the operation of Division 9A. Le-
provided the transferor and transferee meet the 100 per- gislation was ntroduced into Parliament on 24 March 1994
cent common ownership test;
the modificationof Section 128F to ensure that the with--

143. Hon Keating, P., One Nation. Statement by the Prime Minister 1992,holding tax exemption will continue for assets trans- AGPS, at 69. The Prime Minister was partially implementinga recommendationferred; is2 and contained in the November I 991 of the House of Representatives Com-repor[
the relaxation of the bad debts provisions to ensure that mittee on Finance and Public Administration,A Pocket Full ofChange (Martin,

-

bad debts transferred wiIl be available to the transfer- Chair) (Canberra: AGPS, 1991), at 160. This change did not extend to foreign
banks engaged in retail banking. They are still required to operate through sub-ee. 153
sidiaries incorporated in Australia.
144. Financial Corporations (Transfer of Assets and Liabilities) Act 1993 (No.To qualify for these transitional taxation measures, the com- 97 of 1993) (Finance CorporationsAct).

pany must have been granted a banking authority on or 145. Id., Sec. 10.
before 26 February 1992 or be registered after that date as a 146. Id., Secs. 24-27.

money market corporation. They can only transfer the busi- 147. Id., Secs. 18-20.
148. This change is not legislated for directly in the Finance Corporations Act.ness to the Australian branch of a foreign bank or another The exemption operates indirectly through Sec. 18 of the Finance Corporationssubsidiary of the foreign bank that was granted a banking Act which modifies Sec. 160ZZO of the principle Act. This modification

authority after 26 February 1992 (a new Australian bank). enables Sec. 160ZZO to operate in respect of transfers under the Finance Cor-
porations Act which in turn triggers the application of the existing preservation

Despite these concessions, it is claimed that the legislation provisioncontained in Sec. 58(I) of the principle Act.

does not go far enough.t54 Loxton argues that by not provid- 149. See Finance CorporationsAct, Sec. 21.
150. Id., Secs. 15 and 17.ing a mechanism to trarisfer contractual liabilities (bills of 151 Id.,Secs. 16 and 17.

exchange, swaps, etc.), a substantial ongoing administrative 152. Id.,Sec. 23.
cost is created in the transferring subsidiary. This arises as the 153. Id., Sec. 22.

law of cotltract requires that in the absence of novation by
154. Loxton, D,. Foreign bank branch legislation leaves cost hurdle, Butter-
worthsWeeklyTax Bulletin (1993), at para. 1081.

depositors,swaps must be held until maturity and that bills of 155. See supra note 137.
exchange cannot be transferred on market once endorsed or 156. See Kobetsky, M., Foreign Bank Branches,48 Bulletinfor International
accepted by the transferor. Fiscal Documentaton(May 1994), at 243.

157. See supra note 137, Sec. 160ZZX.
158. See supra note 137, Sec. 160ZZY.

2. The ongoing taxation measures 159. See supra note 137, Sec. 160ZZZD.
160. See supra note 137, Secs. 160ZZZG and 160ZZZH.

Legislation was introduced on 30 June 1994'55 to enact the 161. See supra note 137, Sec. 160ZZZB.
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requiring that guarantees, letters of credit or performance companies.The ATO has anticipated the passing of the legis-
bonds can be only be used in respect of transactions with off- lation by issuing on 1 July 1994 an addendum to Taxation
shore parties, if those transactions are to qualify as OB activ- Ruling TR 93/40, which prescribes the form of the dividend

ities. The legislation also made a numberof technical amend- statement that the resident company must provide sharehold-

ments and extended the range of permitted borrowings and ers.

loans to gold loans and borrowings,t62Also during 1993, leg-
islation has been introduced by some State Governments to

encourage the establishment of OBUs in their states by giv-
ing them exemption from state taxes (e.g. debits tax, land tax, V. OVERVIEW: NO END IN SIGHT

payroll tax and stamp duty), j63

Since 1985 Australia's income tax laws have continued to
However,given the amountof change required to the original
concessions granted to OBUs, as evidenced by the above- undergo dramatic changes. Despite these dramatic changes,

the above discussion indicates that pace of reform is set to
mentioned amendmentsand Rulings, Australia's approach to

continue through 1994 and beyond. Thus, it be confi-
OBUs has clearly been inadequate. Cooper argues that Aus-

can

tralia's approach appears to be one of providing a tax conces- dently said in respect of Australian tax law, the times they

sion and assuming that would be sufficient to attract offshore
are a changing.

banking activity/6a He believes that by failing to make the
concessions easy to understandand practical to use the Gov-
emment has hindered rather than assisted Australia in Postscript
becoming a regional financial centre.

Since the preparation of this article, the Australian Govern-
ment on 9 August 1994 tabled its response to Report No.

D. Regional headquarters 326 - An Assessmentof Tax - A report on an Inquiry into the

Australian Taxation Office. In its response to the Commit-

Early in 1994 the Government indicated that it was consider- tee's recommendations on changes to the ATO's structure,

ing providing tax concessions to encourage multinationals to the Govemment rejected the concept of an Australian Tax

establish their regional headquarters in Australia.165 On 4 Commission. The Government stated that such a structure

May 1994 the Govemment announcedl66details of a two-tier would impinge upon the independence of the Commissioner

approach aimed at encouraging relocation. It involves con- by allowing direct Ministerial interference. It stated that the
cessions to compensate the companies for relocating and then current structure addressed the Committee'sconcerns about a

the ongoing concessional treatment of their foreign income. politically independent but outward looking tax administra-
These changes were introduced into Parliament on 30 June tion.
1994.167

The Government accepted the Committee's recommenda-
The relocation concessions involve the provision of a deduc- tions on changes to the Ruling system that notices identifying
tion for the capital set-up costsl68 and the provision of an and summarizing all public Ruling should be placed in the

exemption from sales tax for certain imported second-hand CommonwealthGazette and that all public Rulings should be
computers and computer-related equipment used in the tabled in Parliament within five days after appearing in the

newly established regional headquarters. Where sales tax is Gazette. However, the Rulings would not be subject to disal-
levied on such goods during the period 15 December 1993 lowance by the Parliament.The Governmentalso rejected the
until the date the provisions become law, the amendments recommendationsthat penalties should not be imposed where
provide for tax credits or a refund of the tax paid. a taxpayer indicates in a return that he is not following a pri-
The income concession is the exemption from dividend with. vate Ruling or where a taxpayer ignores a Determination.

holding tax of certain foreign-source dividends that pass To deal with the recommendationthat Rulings should be vet-

through a resident company to non-resident shareholders,t69 ted by senior staff, the Commissionerannounced the forma-
Specifically, an exempt non-resident shareholder will be tion of panel to review major Rulings, consisting of threea

exempt from dividend withholding tax on a dividend
senior ATO staff and two extemal members.

received from an Australian resident company to the extent

that the dividend consists of an amount debited from the res-

ident company's foreign dividend account. Only qualifying
foreign-source dividends can be credited to this account by
an Australian resident company. Thus, the exemption is not 162 See supra note 125.

available in respect of dividends received by an Australian
163. The Offshore Banking Units and Regional HeadquartersAct 1993 (Qld).
164. Cooper. Gordon, Offshore Banking Units: OBUs - Only Barely Use-

share holding company holding less than ten percent of the able,2Taxation in AustraliaRed Edition (1994), at 150.

voting power in the foreign company paying the dividend. 165. Big tax lure for foreign business, Australian Financiai Review (\5
February 1994), at 1 and 12.

Although this income concession was intended to faciltate 166. The White Paper on Employment Working Nation (Canberra: AGPS,

the establishmentof regional headquarters, it is not restricted 1994).
note

to regional headquarters. The exemption applies to all such
167. See supra 137.
168. See supra note 137, Secs. 82C to 82CE.

qualifying dividends that pass through Australian resident 169. See supra note 137, Secs. 128S to 128TF.
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The Government accepted the Committee's recommenda- the ATO is required to show just cause before being allowed
tions on avenues of review agreeing to set up a Small Taxa- to enter private property. The Government indicated that
tion Claims Tribunal to deal with disputes of less than AS there are sufficient safeguards under existing arrangements.
5,000. The Governmentalso supported in principle the fund- It also did not support the imposition of limitations on the
ing of test cases and approved the allocation of AS 4 million

-

Commissioner'spowers to impose penalties.
for that purpose. It did not accept the recommendation that In addition to the above changes the Govemment alsothe ATO should fund all appeals where the ATO has received

announced that it would the drafting of Charter ofsponsor a
an adverse decision at first instance.

- Taxpayer Rights, which will inform taxpayers of their rights
An alternative avenue of review, the Governmentannounced when dealing with the ATO. This announcement coupled

.the creation of a Taxation Ombudsman within the Common- with those above were described by the media as a win for
wealth Ombudsman's Office to review independently ATO ordinary taxpayers. However, large corporations disagree.
administrative actions. The Government stated that this new They believe that the Govemment has rejectd th crucial
Office will significantly improve the equity in the tax system. recommendations that would have curbed the Commission-

er's' great powers and could have put balance back into theThe Government rejected the Committee's recommendation
' '

that the Commissioner's access powers be amended so that system.
J
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NEWZEALA\D

UPDATE ON THE TAX IMPLICATIONSOF THE NEW
COMPANIESAcT 1993

Adrian J. Sawyer

A. Share repurchasesM.Com. (Hons.), LL B, A.C.A., Barrister and Solicitor of the
High Court of New Zealand. Mr Sawyer is a lecturer in
taxation and commercial law in the Departmentof The situation regarding share repurchases has changed sub-
Accountancy, Finance and Information Systems at the stantially following the receipt of the submissions.Essential-
University of Canterbury, Christchurch. He specializes in

ly the brght-line testS have been modified, although without
tax compliance and administration,and effective tax rate
research, as well as company and insolvency law. He is a any substantial underlyingchange since the Commissioneris
consultant for the New Zealand Treasury on effective tax still vested with substantial powers to deem a distribution to

rate research and is a member of the New Zealand Society be a dividend. The slice rule has gone. Most on-market buy-
of Accountantsand is on the Canterbury/WestlandBranch backs will now be tax-free, but share traders will remain in
of the Society's Tax Committee. Previously Mr Sawyer was the situation of being effectively taxed twice when all sub-
an investigating accountantwith the New Zealand Inland
Revenue Department. scribed capital has been distributed, since tax will be paid on

the dividend and on the profits from the repurchase of the
shares held on revenue account. With off-market share buy-
backs, subscribed capital (amounts received by the company
on the issue of shares) is able to be distributed first tax-free to

I. INTRODUCTION shareholders, but once exhausted, then all distributions will
be taxable (to which imputation credits may be attached or

In an earlier article by this author,j the tax implicationsof the RWT is payable). Court approval will not be required for

new Companies Act 1993 (the Act) were critically exam- returns of capital of this nature.

ined, with the overall nature of the proposed tax treatmentof
the company reforms placing a decidedly restrictive impost The situation is summarzed in the table below:

on the increased flexibility provided by the Act. Fortunately,
New Zealand's legislative process involves the input of tax Component Discussion Docu- Treatment in the

Alltered ment Treatment Bill
professionals and representativesof entities directly affected

by proposed legislative changes through a consultation pro- Proceeds received Taxable and non- All taxed as divi-
cess. from share buy- taxable porton in dend unless specif-

backs accordancewith ically exempted.
The two areas of most concern n the discussion document the bright-line
were share buy-backs and amalgamations. A substantial tests and the slice
number of submissions were received on these issues, result- rule.

ing in some noticeablechanges in the revised draft legislation
introduced to the New Zealand Parliamentas part of the Tax- Slice Rule Subscribed capital, Rule is abandoned,
ation Reform (Companies and Other Matters) Bill 1994 (the realized capital with capital gains

Bill). Additionally, the treasury stock method of account-
gains and share unable to be dis-

ng for share buy-backs has been given limited application.
premums as por- tributed tax free by
tion of all share- way of a share

This short note outlines the changes to the proposed tax treat- holders funds are buy-back. Only
ment of company share buy-backs, treasury stock and amal- returnable tax- subscribed capital
gamations. free; all other (including share

reserves comprs- premiums) may be
ing the remaining distributed tax

portion are taxed free.
Il. THE REVISED REGIME: TAXATION REFORM as dividend.

(COMPANIESAND OTHER MATTERS) BILL
1994

The changes introduced by this Bill will be contrasted with

the previous situation outlined in the discussion document I. See A.J. Sawyer, Tax- Implicationsof the New CompaniesAct 1993, 48
issued in December 1993. Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation(April 1994), at 167.
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On-market buy- Slice rule and Slice rule and
backs bright-line tests bright-line tests Off-Market Share Buy-Back: Tax treatment under the Bill

apply as above apply as above A Company has the following shareholders funds, reflect-
with the company with the company ed in the share price of $ 7.50 per share.
liable for the tax liable for the tax
on the dividend on the dividend ShareholdersFunds
component. component. Subscribed Capital (paid in cash) 1,500 (1,500 shares)

Realized Capital Profits 2,000
Off-market buy- Must satisfy the New bright-line Retained Earnings 3,000
backs bright-line tests tests provided. Excess if share price

Pro rata: Pro rata: over net assets 1.000
1. If less than 15% 1. If less than $7,500 Market Value
of subscribed capi- 10%, deemed to of company
tal, deemed to be be a dividend; The company will pro rata buy back 330 shares for $ 7.50
a dividend; 2. If 15% or over, each. This amounts to 22% of the market value of the compa-
2. If greater than not taxable as a ny, satisfying the bright-line tests (assuming this is not in lieu of
15%, may still be dividend unless a dividend). The cost of the buy-back is$ 2,475. The first
taxable if the taxpayer can show $1,500 may be deemed to be sourced from subscribed capital
Commissioner otherwise (a rebut- and is consequently tax free to the shareholder. The remaining
considers t is in table presump- $ 975 is taxable as a dividend to the recipients (imputation
lieu of a dividend. tion), credits may be attached or RWT must be deducted - this is an

3. If 15% or over, off-market repurchase). All future share buy-backs will be di-
not taxable as a vidends unless further capital is subscribed. Up to 5% of these
dividend per se repurchased shares may be held for 12 months under the
unless Commis- treasury stock method without tax being imposed on the share
soner considers t buy-back.
is in lieu of a divi-
dend.

Non-pro rata: Non-pro rata: B. Treasury stock
A shareholder's Distributions
proportionate require at least Companies will now be permitted to hold shares that they
interest in the 15% of a share- have repurchased from shareholderswithout cancelling them
company after the holder's interest in and without any tax being imposed on the buy-back, pro-repurchase must the company to be vided that the amount held n this manner does not exceed 5not exceed 85% repurchased, oth-
of their pre-pur- erwse as above. percent of each class of shares at any one time and that they
chase interest in are sold within 12 months of acquisition. This s a most wel-
the company come developmentsince treasury stock accounting for repur-

chases was strictly prohibited under the regime proposed in
Redeemable Special provisions Special provisions the discussion document. This should facilitate the repur-shares, unit trusts apply. apply, with chase process and thereby assist in achieving the objectivesand group invest- redeemable shares

of the Act.ment funds treated as debt
without adverse
tax consequences
if not in lieu of a C. Amalgamations
dividend.

There have not been any substantial changes regarding amal-

To clarify the new treatment of share buy-backs, the princi- gamations in the Bill, and this is particularly disappointing
ples espoused in the Bill are illustrated in the following

for share traders. Share traders (revenue account holders of

example: shares) will have the exchangeof shares in the old companies
for shares in the new company consequent upon an amalga-
mation treated as if they had sold their shares, thereby incur-
ring tax on the profit made. No rollover relief is provided
and according to Coopers and Lybrand,2 this may frustrate
the ntention of the Act for institutional investors, a sizeable
group of the share trading sector in New Zealand. The Bill
clarifies the situation regarding stamp duty. It will not be
payable on assets transferredduring an amalgamation.Share-
holder continuity requirements remain as set out in the dis-
cussion document.

2. Coopers and Lybrand, Special Edition: Company Law Tax Changes, Tau
Tips (3 .lune 1994).
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Ill. CONCLUSIONS Finance and Expenditure Select Committee of Parliament, it
will probablynow be enacted until late August, which is after

The Bill provides some welcome relief to the original pro- the Companies Act comes into force. Consequently, the Bill

posals in the discussion document with respect to share will have retrospective effect to July 1994, but it provides a

repurchases and treasury stock accounting for share buy. clearer view of theeffective legislativeenvironment for com-

backs. It illustrates the role that consultation can play in pany activities and their taxation implications post 1 July
improving (draft) tax legislation. While the Bill is subject to 1994.

review and public consultation and submissions through the
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The InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation
and the IBFD InternationalTax Academy ]*W
are pleased to announcean

..'..'...6

d.:

InternationalTaxationEssay Competition
The competition is being held to mark the Rules:

5th anniversaryof the IBFD InternationalTax
1 E,ntrance is to all with theopen persons

Academy ('ITA'). Its aim is to stimulate exception of the following
discussionand developmenton important (a) Persons having passed the age of 32

areas of internationaltaxation in accordance on 1 October 1994
with the objectivesof IBFD and ITA. (b) Persons employed or otherwise

connected with the managementor

organisationof IBFD during the period
The topics may cover either one or, as a the competition is open.
combined topic, both of the following

2. Essays may be written and submitted by no

1. Multilateral tax treaties are preferable to more than one person.

bilateral tax treaties. Please discuss. 3. Essays must be typewritten in the English
languageand be between 5,000 and

2. Which article or articles of the 1992 8,000 words.

OECD Model treaty would you delete,
4.4 copies of each essay must be submitted.

what would you replace it or them with,
and why 5. Entries should be submitted to arrive at:

IBFD InternationalTax Academy
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PAST AND PRESENTWORK IN THE OECD oN TRA_'sFER
PRICINGAND SFT.FCTED IsSUES

Diane Hay, Frances Horner and Jeffrey Owens

authorities to consolidate the activities of related trades or

Diane Hay (United Kingdom Inland Revenue & Chair of businesses. This was the case with the US Revenue Act of
OECD Task Force on Transfer Pricing), Frances Horner 1928, Section 806. In some countries the initial focus was on
(OECD Principal Administrator, Fiscal Affairs Division) and domestic transactions, which is still the case in many non-
Jeffrey Owens (OECD Head of Fiscal Affairs Division). membercountries, where regional incentive schemes make itThe views in this note are not intended to representthe
views of the OECD or the United Kingdom Inland attractive to shift profits into associated enterprsesoperating
Revenue. in such regions.

The spread of MNEs since the 1960s - such enterprises now

INTRODUCTION
account for 60 percent of world trade and the top 100 MNEs
own 20 percent of world assets - has meant that today the
main focus of attention is on the pricing practices of these

The note is structured in three parts. Part I provides the back- companies. Countries are concemed to ensure that transfer
ground to the current discussions at the OECD. Part II sets prices do not misallocate the tax base between the countries
out the arm's length prnciple and its application by means of in whichan MNE operates and thereby undermine the tax
transaction-basedmethods. It also contrasts the arm's length base and distort competition. Tax authorities are also con-

principle to global formulary apportionment, which is an cerned to minimize any tax avoidance opportunities that arise
altemative principle put forward to determine the allocation from the manipulationof transfer prices.
of income and expenses of MNEs. This part also discusses
new approaches to improving the operation of the arm's The precise concems of a country will vary with its econom-

length principle. Part III examines the possible applicationof ic position. Large capital exporting countries may fear that

profit methods in a manner consistent with the arm's length transfer prcing practices will be used to minimize the repa-

principle. triation of profits, whilst countres which are large importers
of capital may be concemed that transferprcing will be used

The main theme running through the note is the need to pro- to transfer profits outside of their jurisdiction. In the 1960s,
vide guidelines for taxpayers and tax authorities to assist the United States, as both a large capital importer and
them in achieving an appropriate allocation of income and exporter, was experiencingboth of these concerns and, under
expenses between associated enterprises operating in differ-

pressure frorn Congress, issued the 1968 Section 482 Regu-
ent countries. Whilst the note draws extensively on the work lations. In the 1960s and 1970s other countries also began to
being currently undertaken on the revision of the OECD's review their legislation and adrninistrative practices in this
1979 guidelines, it would be premature to anticipate the final area. These country developments led to work being under-
outcome of this revision, which will not be completed until taken by the OECD's Committee on Fiscal Affairs (CFA),
July 1995 (a discussion draft of Part I of the Guidelines was which is the main tax policy body of the Organization.
issued on 8 July 1994).' This note therefore should not be
taken to represent the views of the OECD or of its member
countries. Any viewpoints and opinions expressed in this A. Transfer pricing and double taxation conventions
note should be treated solely as the viewpoints and opinions
of the authors. The text should not be quoted without the per- The basis for the entity (i.e. arm's length) principlemission of the authors. separate

in intemational tax arrangements is set out in Article 9 of the
OECD Model Tax Convention. This article states that when
conditionsare made or imposed between ... two [associated]

I. THE OECD'S 1979 GUIDELINESAND THE enterprises in their commercial or financial relations which
CURRENT REVISION

Transfer pricing issues are not new. Already at the beginning \ Transfer PricingGuidelinesfor MultinationalEnterprisesandTax Admin-
of the 20th century a number of countries had developed

.

istrations, Discussion Draft of Part I. The Foreword and Preface to this Report
transfer pricing rules, sometimes in the form of enabling tax appear in this issue at 521.
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differ from those which would be made between independent basis for national legislation. An overview of the guidelines
enterprises, then any profits which would, but for those con- is provided in Part II below.
ditions, have accrued to one of the enterprises, but, by reason

of those conditions, have not so accrued, may be included in
the profits of that enterprise and taxed accordingly. C. Related work between 1979 and 1992

This reference to conditions established in the commercial
and financial relationships of independent enterprises iS the At the inception of its work on the 1979 guidelines, Working
arm's length principle. By seeking to determine the profits Party No. 6 decided that the application of the guidelines to

that would have accrued to independent enterprises in the specific sectors should be postponed until after the comple-
same circumstances, the arm's length principle follows the tion of the guidelines. Thus in 1984 the OECD published a

approach of treating the members of an MNE group as sepa- follow-up report entitled TransferPricing and Multinational

rate entities and not as a single unified business. Enterprises: Three Related Issues (hereafter referred to as

the 1984 Report). This Report dealt with the applicationof
The OECD 1992 Model Tax Convention is primarily con- the guidelines to the banking sector, the problem of corre-
cerned with addressing cases which would give rise to inter- sponding adjustments and central management and service
national double taxation, whereas this is the only one of the costs.
concerns which is behind most national legislation and the
OECD guidelines on transfer pricing. With the completionof the 1984 Report, the pace of work on

transfer pricing slowed down. In 1984 and 1985 the Working
The 1992 Model follows closely the forrnulationof Article 9 Party exanined the use of unitary taxation by certain states of
of the 1963 Model, although in 1977 the current paragraph 2 the United States and submitted a report to the US adminis-
of Article 9 was added requiring that an applicable corre- tration of the problems encountered with a global unitary
sponding adjustmentbe made in the other contractingstate in approach and with the proposals set out in the 1986 Treasury
cases where the transfer pricing adjustment is made by the Task Force Report to lirnit unitary taxation to a water's edge.
other contracting state to relieve double taxation. Apart from
this change, the OECD Model has in this area remained Between 1986 and 1991 very little further work was under-

unchanged since 1963 and provides the basis for the separate
taken on transfer pricing, although the Working Party did

entity approach followed by all OECD member countries in examine recent developments in a numberof countries. Work

their bilateral treaties and by most non-member countries. was also underwayon a report on the attributionof income to

The UN Model in Article 9 adopts a similar approach. permanent establishments. In this period, the CFA also orga-
nized two meetings of tax inspectors, the first focusing on

There are, of course, many other Articles of the OECD transfer pricing issues generally and the second on a number
Model Tax Convention which are relevant to transfer pricing of sector studies.
issues. In particular, Article 4 defines residence, Articles 5
and 7 determine the taxation of permanent establishments, In 1991, the Working Party No. 6 reviewed its work pro-
Articles 10,11 and 12 determine the taxation of dividends, grammes and decided that a series of peer reviews of the

interest and royalties respectively,and Articles 24,25 and 26 transfer pricing legislation, practices and operations of

contain special provisions relating to non-discrimination,the selected OECD countries should be undertaken. Working
resolution of disputes and exchanges of information. Party No. 6 also is studying potential tax barriers to cross-

border mergers and the tax problems arising from the spread
of new financial instruments.

B. The 1979 OECD Guidelines In addition to work being carried out by Working Party No. 6,
the Committee has undertaken projects in areas which are

In 1979 the OECD published its guidelines on the allocation closely related to transfer pricing, the main projects being:of income and expenses between associatedenterprisesunder Guidelines for competent authorities in the exchange of-

the title Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises information finalized in 1993. These intended towere are
(hereafter referred to as the 1979 Report). These guidelines clarify the scope and interpretation of Article 26 and
were finalized by the Working Party on Taxation and Multi- review number of practical problems encountered in
national Enterprises (Working Party No. 6) of the CFA,

a

such exchanges. An OECD standard for exchanges of
which was created in 1'973. The Working Party, made up of information agreed in 1992 and standard forwas upon a
senior delegates from national tax administrations, finance electronic data interchangewill shortly be finalized.
departments and treasuries, worked for five years on the

Work is underway the advantages and disadvantageson-

guidelines, which were unanimously adopted by the OECD of extending the EC Convention Arbitration to allon
Council on 16 May 1979. OECD countries.
The Guidelines were subject to intensive discussions
between member countries and also benefited from input by
the private sector in the form of comments from the OECD's D. The US Section 482 Regulations
Business Industry Advisory Council (BIAC). The guide-
lines have been translated in many languages and have been The United States has directed much effort to answering the
used extensively by tax authorities and taxpayers around the question of what method an auditor should apply when a cor-

world. In many member countries these guidelines form the porate uncontrolledprice (CUP), retail price and cost plus
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methods cannot be reliably applied. The results of its analy- and which is seen as an authoritative intemational standard
sis lead to the proposed Section 482 regulations being issued Four reasons can be given for the revision:
in 1992. These proposals set forth how the United States - to amalgamate the 1979 and 1984 Reports and to take
intended to implement the commensurate with. income nto account the other work of the Committeereferred to

standard enacted in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Many com- above;
mentators tend to ignore that the need to implement this stan- to bring up-to-date the 1979 guidelines to reflect techno--

dard has driven the recent proposals from the US Treasury. logical developments and the increased globalization of

Many countries expressed concern that the 1992 proposed national economies (e.g. the advent of global trading);
Section 482 Regulationswould be applied in a manner incon- - to clarify the ambiguities in the 1979 Report as to

sistent with the arm's length principle, with particular focus whether and to what extent profit methods were accept-
on the role of the comparableprofits method. These fears led able, given that there are divergent interpretationsof the

the CFA to create a special task force to examine the US pro- 1979 Guidelines in this respect; and

posals. - to respond to the fact that a number of countries bad

revised their legislation and practices since 1979.
During six months, nine of the member countries worked

intensively to draft a report setting out the collectiveviews of It was these arguments that led the Committee to establish in
the treaty partners of the United States. This report was April 1993 a special task force to undertake this revision.

adopted by the CFA and was published in December 1992
under the title Tax Aspects of Transfer Pricing Within
Multinational Enterprises: The United States Proposed Reg- 2. The objective set for the revision

ulations. The report provided a detailed commentaryof the
The overriding objective for this exercise is developset to

US proposals. Suggestions in that Report appear to have been
clearerguidelines for the applicationof the arm's length prin-

the basis for some substantial changes in the next version of
the Regulationspublished in January 1993. The new Regula- ciple that would be acceptable to taxpayers and to tax author-

ities and thereby minimize conflict. The guidelines should
tions explicitly reconfirmed the US commitmentto the arm's

a are

length principle, they put more emphasis on a facts and cir- provide clearer indicationof which methods acceptable
and which are not and under what circumstancesa particular

cumstances approach, limited the sound business judgement method could be appropriately applied. The revised report
rule, introduced the best method rule rather than a strict hier-

will also emphasize why the arm's length principle is superi-
archy of methods and eliminated the CPM as a mandatory

or to a global formulary apportionmentmethod.
check on other methods.

Nevertheless,some concems remained with a number of fea- 3. The way the revision is being carried out
tures of the January 1993 Regulations.This led the Commit-
tee to issue a second report in July 1993 which proposed fur- The revisionof the 1979 Report is being undertakenby a nine
ther amendments: limiting the CPM to cases of last resort, country task force that meets at three-month intervals and

discouraging IRS auditors from going too quickly to the reports back regularly to the full WorkingParty No. 6 and the

CPM, emphasizing the serious data availability problems in CFA. In this way all member countries are actively involved

implementinga CPM, amongstother things. In July 1994 the in the revisionprocess. The drafting of the report is undertak-
final version of the US Section 482 Regulations were issued en by the members of the Task Force and the Secretariat.The

by the Treasury. These regulations are consistent with the business community is being consulted in the revision pro-
spirit- and in some cases use languages which are strikinglY cess; recentlya day-longmeeting with BIAC was held on this
similar to - the OECD Draft Guidelines issued for public topic.
comment also in July.

Although the work carried out on the US Regulationsprovid- 4. The structure of the revised report
ed a useful starting point for the revision of the 1979 Report,
that work should be seen as a separate exercise from the cur_ It is premature to set out the final structure of the revised

rent project to revise the 1979 Guidelines. The first was report. However, as presently envisaged the report will be

directed at a specific set of proposals, whereas the latter is divided into three parts: Principles and Methods; Applica-
seen as a fundamental review of the underlying principles tions; and Special Topics. Part I will deal with the arm's

and applicationofOECD guidelines. In addition, the compo- length principleand examine the ways in which that principle
sition of the task force carryingout each project has been dif- can be applied by means of transaction methods and profit
ferent. based methods. It will also set out why this principle is pre-

ferred to a global formulary approach. Part II will discuss the
documentation requirements for the application of each

method, will examine the application of these principles to

E. The revision of the 1979 Guidelines intangibleproperty and services,and will discuss administra-
tive proceduresavailable to minimizeconflicts and to resolve

1. Why review the 1979 Report conflicts when they occur. The special topics to be discussed
in Part III include: permanentestablishments,thin capitaliza-

One may ask why revise a Report that continues to be used tion and cost sharing.
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5. The timetable whether the enterprises concerned are dealing with each
other at arm's length.Part I was issued for public comment in July 1994 and will be

finalized with Part II in 1995. Part III is not expected to be
2. Theoretical basisavailable before the end of 1996.
When independententerprises deal with each other, the con-

ditions of their commercialand financial relations are gener-

Il. THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE AND ITS ally determined by market forces of supply and demand.
However, where associated enterprises deal with each other,APPLICATION the very fact that through the ownership of capital one enter-

prise may be able to exercise a significant influence over the
A. The arm's length principle activities of the other, and both may benefit from the sharing

of knowledgeand resources, may counteract the influence of

1. Definition market forces on their dealings. The degree to which this can

happen will vary from case to case. A lot will depend upon
Somewhat surprisingly, one will not find a definition of the the group's underlying motivation and philosophy, i.e.
arm's length principle in the 1979 Transfer Pricing Report. whether their relationships are defined by a high or low
There is a definition of arn's length prices and the Report degree of internal competition and the extent to which the
discusses whether a particular transfer price would con- MNE group aims at a distribution of profits to its various
form to the arm's length principle, but there is no guidance members based on the real value of their individualcontribu-
on what this principle actually means. The revision of the tion, or seeks to concentrate those profits at the centre. The
1979 Report is basing its definition of the arm's length prin- type of business will also influence the degree to which exter-

ciple on the wording of Article 9(1) of the OECD Model Tax nal market forces are relevant. In particular, the degree of
Convention. Article 9(1) reads: vertical integration will affect this. In highly integrated MNE

Where groups, especially those sharing valuable intangibleproperty,
the division of functions can often make it difficult to find an

i) an enterprise of a Contracting State participates directly or extemal comparable. In addition, enterprises may be subject
indirectly in the management, control or capital of an enter- to government restrictions in the form of exchange or price
prise of the other Contracting State, or controls, anti-dumping duties, etc. which can override the

ii) the same persons participate directly or indirectly in the man- laws of supply and demand. Finally, the effect of market
agement, control or capital of an enterprise of a Contracting forces be distorted because of tax considerationsand inState and an enterprise of the other Contracting State, and in may
either case conditions are rnade or irnposed between the two particular any efforts to reduce the overall tax burden of the

enterprises in their commercial or financial relations which MNE group.
differ from those which would be made between independent What the arm's length principle does is to try to eliminate the
enterprises, then any profits which would, but for those con-

ditions, have accrued to one of the enterprises, but, by reason effect of the above factors by treating each associated enter-

of those conditions, have not so accrued, may be included in pise as though it were a separate entity and not as a member
the profits of that enterprise and taxed accordingly. of a single unified business. This is the fundamental differ-

In applying the arm's length principle, tax administratorsand
ence between the arm's length method of allocating profits
earned by multinational enterprises and the so-called uni-

taxpayers generally share the same view of this concept even
tary approach which will be considered in subsequentif it is not articulated. But in recent years, the question has para-

been raised whether the arm's length principle must focus graphs.

only on determining prices or whether it can encompass a

broader approach that examines the effect of the wider inter- 3. OECD acceptance of the arm's length principle
relationships between associated enterprises on the condi- Since its earliest beginnings, the member countries of the
tions imposed between them in their dealings. Under such a OECD have endorsed the separateentity approach, not just in
broader approach, one could consider whether the profits the field of transfer pricing but also as the fundamental basis
earned by a member of an MNE group conformed to the for the allocation of taxing rights between nations. Conse-
arm's length principle without needing to substantiate quently, those membercountries have agreed that for tax pur-
whether the prces of the individual transactions were arm's poses the profits ofassociated enterprisesmay be adjusted as

length prices. necessary to ensure a distrbution of the tax base which is
consistent with the arm's length principle.The theoretical debate continues. But in its review of the

1979 Report the focus is on a practical resolution to this One can identify a number of reasons why the OECD has
debate. The aim iS to determine whether the conditions preferred thearm's length principle to other methods. Firstly,
imposed between associated enterprises reflect arm's length it has been accepted that the market forces of supply and

dealings. Clearly, the most direct way to do this is by exam- demand are the best way to allocate resources and reward

ining the price of a transaction, and in the majority of cases effort. Secondly, the arm's length principle provides broadly
this will be the approach used. However, there will be occa- equal treatment for MNE groups and independent enterpris-
sions when it will be necessary to employ other methods and es, thereby avoiding the creation of tax advantages by the
look beyond the prices of transactions in order to assess concentration of economic power in large MNE groups.
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Thirdly, and perhaps most important, at a practical level, the B. Contrast with the unitary approach
arm's length principle has been successfully applied in the

majority of cases. For example, there are many cases involv- 1. Definition
ing the purchase and sale of commoditiesand the lending of

money where an arm's length price can readily be found. Before going on to look in more detail at the application of
the arm's length principle it is probably appropriate to con-

sider briefly the alternatives. In fact, as mentioned above, the
4. Criticisms of the arm's length principle only recognized alternative to the arm's length principle s a

The major theoretical criticism of the arm's length principle unitary approach. Even so, this method has never been

is that it is inherently flawed because it adopts the separate applied as between nations, but only in a number of sub-

entity approach. Consequently, the arm's length principle
national jurisdictions. International disapproval of this
method has generally resulted in such authorities restrictingcannot account - at least comprehensively - for the

economiesof scale or other benefits of integration that accrue
the application of the method so as to exclude the results of

to integrated businesses. Another objection is that the arm's foreignmembers of the MNE group from its scope.

length principle cannot cope in situations where associated The unitary approach is in fundamental contradiction to the

enterprisesengage in transactions that independententerpris- separate entity approach. It starts from the premise that
es would simply not undertake. Such transactions can be because of the economies of scale and benefits of ntegration
motivated by tax avoidance, but many occur as a conse- achieved by an MNE group, the allocationof profits can only
quence of the commercial differences between MNE groups be considered on a consolidatedbasis. Therefore, rather than
and independent enterprises. In such circumstances, the looking for comparable independent enterprises or transac-

arm's length principle is difficult to apply because there is no tions, the unitary approach begins by determining the scope
direct evidence of what conditions would have been estab- of the unitarybusinesswhich may or may not include all of
lished between independententerprises. the activities of an MNE group. It then ascertains the global

profit of the unitary business and using a predetermined for-
A related problem s that because the arm's length principle mula, usually based on some proportion of turnover, payroll
requires taxpayers and tax administrators to evaluate the and assets, allocates the global profit to the various entities.
transactions and business activities of independententerpris- Normally, the. same formula is applied regardless of the
es, this can require access to information which may be nature of the business concerned.
extremely difficult to obtain, even if it does exist. Often this
information is confidentialto the particulartaxpayerand can-

2. Criticisms of the unitary approachnot be disclosed to others without revealing business secrets.

The membercountries of OECD have not considered the uni-

5. The international consensus tary approach to be a realistic alternative to the arm's length
principle in the allocationofprofits betweennations. A major

Over the years there has been much discussion of the advan- concern is that a predetermined formula is arbitrary and dis-

tages and disadvantages of using the arm's length principle. regards market conditions, the particular circumstances of

Indeed, the problems with its application in increasingly the individual members of the MNE group, and marage-

complex situations, which reflect the technologicalprogress ment's own allocationof resources. It is therefore quite like-

of the last two decades and the globalization of the world ly to produce an allocation of profits that bears no relation-

economy,are to a considerableextent the reason for the revi- ship to the specific facts and circumstances of the case. This

sion of the 1979 Report by the Task Force. However, these method could assign profits to an entity that on an arm's

problerns do not present any convincing reason to abandon length basis has incurred a loss.

the arm's length principle because of these problems and to Difficulties also arise in the valuation of assets, especially in
switch to an alternative method of allocating profits. the valuation of intangible property. As yet, no solution has

been found to address this problem. In addition, difficulties
The arm's length principle is sound in theory because it

can arise in determiningwhere a sale actually takes place and
adopts as a benchmark the normal operation of external mar-

the solutions adopted be quite differentfrom those based
ket forces. Moreover, applying the arm's length principle has may

on the normal allocation of taxing rights. Adoption of a uni-
in general been remarkably successful over the years. The

strong consensus on this point has laid the foundation for tary approach is likely to conflict with many of the rules con-

tained in existing bilateral tax treaties.
much of the growth and development of international trade
and investment over the years. As such, it is extremely However, perhaps the most significant concern with the uni-

unlikely that the member countries of OECD would want to tary approach would be the difficultyof implementingthis in

adopt an alternative approach - even if such an alternative a way in that would protect against double taxation and

might resolve sor[e of the difficulties in applying the arm's ensure single taxation ofprofits. This would require substan-

length principle. Consequently, the revision of the 1979 tial internationalconsensus on the formula to be used and on

Report can be expected to reaffirm the consensus on the the composition of the unitary business. It is doubtful
arm's length principle, and at the same time to explore the whether such consensuscould ever be achieved because each

ways in which this principle might be better applied in country would want to weight the factors in the formula to its

today's business and trading environment. best advantage. The transition to a unitary approach would
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therefore present a change of enormous political and admin- but sometimes these differences will not have a material
istrative complexity. And unless the move was total, MNEs effect on either the price or the gross margin. Even if these do
would be faced with the equally enormous burden of com- have a material effect, such differencescan often be account-

plying with two differentsystems for the allocationof profits. ed for by reasonably accurate adjustments. In all these situa-
This would inevitably run the risk of producing double taxa- tions we would say that we had comparability between the
tion in every case. controlled and uncontrolled transactions or the associated or

It is not only the member countries of OECD who have independent persons concerned.

rejected the unitary approach - the business community also The 1979 Report considers comparability in the context of
opposes it. This was evidenced most recently in the com- each of the three methods referred to above, but does not set
ments from the BIAC to the Task Force on Transfer Pricing out any general standard against which the applicationof the
on the 1979 Report revision. These comments made it clear different methods in any particular case could be evaluated.
that the unitary approach may in fact present intolerablecom- The 1979 Report is lacking in this respect and so it is expect-
pliance costs and information requirementsbecause informa- ed that the revision will include a seprate section on compa-
tion has to be gathered about the entire unitary business and rability. It is only by setting out such a general standard that
presented in each jurisdiction in accordance with the the reliability of any method to arrive at a result which
accounting and tax rules of that particular jurisdiction. The accords with the arm's length principle can be tested. The
view of business is that the documentation and compliance reliability of a method will depend upon the degree of com-

requirements under a unitary approach would be more bur- parability that can be achieved using that method with those
densome than under the separate entity approach. An MNE particular facts and circumstances.
group would be required, in any event, to maintain separate
accounting records for entities that were not part of the uni- 2. Factors determiningcomparability
tary business. Moreover, other commercial and accountancy
rules would still require the use of arm's length prices, for The extent to which each of the factors discussed below
example customs rules, so that in many instances, an MNE influences the degree of comparabilitywill depend upon the

group would have to still retain its records in accordancewith nature of the controlled transaction and the pricing method
the arm's length principle. adopted. The relevance of these factors in the application of

the three transactional-basedmethods is discussed below.

C. Application of the arm's length principle It almost goes without saying that differences in the specific
characteristics of the goods or services transferred often
account for the major part of any difference in their value in

1. General approach the open market. Differences in the physical characteristics
The application of the arm's length principle using the defi- of products, their quality and reliability and their availability
nition provided in Article 9(1) invites us to compare the con- all need to be taken into account as do the nature and extent

ditions made or imposed between two associated enterprises of any services provided. In the case of intangible property,
in their commercial or financial relations with those which the form of the transaction (licensing or sale) the type of
would have been made between independent enterprises. property involved (patent, trade mark, etc.) and the anticipat-
Traditionally, this comparison has centred upon the condi- ed benefits from the use of the property will all be relevant.
tions made or imposed between the two associated enterpris- As well as comparing the characteristicsof the goods or ser-
es in the transactions between them, and has compared this vices transferred, it will normally be important towith the conditions which would have been made or imposed compare

the activities and responsibilitiesundertaken by the associat-in the transactions between independententerprises. ed and independententerprises.This is done by analysing the
Over the years three main methods have evolved which com- functions undertaken by each party, the assets that are

pare the conditions in a controlled transaction to the condi- employed in carrying out the functions performed by each
tions which would have been made or imposed in transac- party and the risks assumed by each party. In addition, any
tions between independent enterprises. The comparable comparabilitystandard must take into account the contractu-
uncontrolledprice method compares a controlled transaction al terms of a transaction as these generally define how the
to similar uncontrolled transactions to provide a direct esti- responsibilities,rsks and benefits are to be divided between
mate of the price which could have been obtained if the par- the parties. Such a consideration of. the contractual terms is
ties were independent. Similarly, the resale price and cost usually a part of a functional analysis.
plus methods compare the gross profit margin earned in the

A comparability standard should also take into account thecontrolled transaction to gross profits margins earned in sim-
business strategy of the enterprises concemed. This aspectilarly uncontrolled transactions in order to estimate the gross

profit margin which could have been earned had the parties
was covered in the 1979 Report (see for example Paragraph
43 which deals with start up or market penetrationbeen independent. prices) but more emphasis may be appropriate for this issue

There will be few cases where there are no differences because of the importance it has assumed in transfer prcing
between the controlled and uncontrolled transactions or What the Task Force is aiming to do is to give more guidance
between the associated and independent enterprises under- to tax administrationson the extent to which different busi-
taking those transactions. Normally there will be differences, ness strategies should be taken into account when determin-
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ing comparability. As a result, the revised report can be were in 1979 and can be expected to reappear in the revised

expected to highlight a number of factors to be considered report. However, the report will expand the discussion on

when evaluatinga taxpayer'sclaim that it is followinga busi- some of these points (for example losses and the effect of

ness strategy that results in reduced profits over. the short government regulations on the arm's length principle) and

term in return for higher profits in the long run. One consid- likely will introduce two new key factors that can be crucial

eration is whether there is a plausible expectation that adher- to a correct application of the arm's length principle. These

ence to the chosen business strategy will indeed produce an concern the usef an arm's length range and the use of mul-

acceptable return with a reasonable period of time. In deter- tiple year data.

mining what would constitute a reasonable period of time, On occasions the application of the reliablemost
tax authorities may wish to consider the commercial strate- many

method or methods will inevitably produce a range of fig-
gies evident in the country in which the associatedenterprise ures. This may be simply because more than one transfer
pursuing ths strategy is located as an indiction of the

behaviourwhich could reasonably have been expected if that price can satisfy the arm's length principle for a particular
transaction. Independent enterprises engaged in comparable

party had indeed been independent. transactions under comparable circumstances notmay

always establish the exact same price for the transaction yet
3. Recognitionof the actual transactions each price will necessarilybe at arm's length. Anotherpossi-
The 1979 Reportcovered this point in just one paragraphand bility is that ven the method may result in a range because

stated that, except in exceptionalcases, it was inappropriate the application of the arn's length principle in a particular
to disregard the actual transaction-undertakenor to substitute case can only produce an approximation of the conditions

an other transactionfor it (see Paragraph23). Given develop- that would have been establishedbetween independententer-

ments in transfer pricing case law since 1979 - the so-called prises. A range of figures could also result when more than

make or buy argument which surfaced in the Bausch and one method is being used and produces a different outcome

Lomb case for instance- this subject merits a deeperanalysis or indeed its own range of outcomes.

and the revised report can be expected to discuss this topic If the price of the controlled transaction falls outside the
more fully. range, it would normally be appropriate to make an adjust-
This has proved one of the more difficultparts of the report to ment to a point inside the range. The Task Force has debated

draft. As in 1979, restructuringcontrolledtransactionsis gen- at some length where the appropriatepoint would be, because

erally inappropriate, unless there is a lack of economic sub- any point in the range could be said to satisfy the arm's length
stance to the transactionand it has been structureddeliberate- principle. There are a numberof possibilities,including mak-

ly in that way to avoid or minimize tax. An example of this ing adjustments to the point in the range which best reflects

type of transaction would be the case of thin capitalization the facts and circumstancesof the controlled transaction.

where an investment in an associatedenterprise is structured The 1979 Reportconsiders the problemof sustained losses in
as an interestbearing loan whereas at arm's length the invest- Paragraph 28. This recognizes that in arm's length situa-an

ment, having regard to the economic circumstances of the tion losses may last for a relatively long period in the antici-.
enterprise, would have been made by way of an injection of

pation of future compensating profits. This mult-year
capital rather than through the use of debt. approachcould be appliedmore widely and would give a bet-

However, there may be a difference between disapproving ter and more completeunderstandingof the facts and circum-

generally of the restructuring of the controlled transactions stances surrounding a controlled transaction. In general,
and using different transactionsundertakenbetween indepen- therefore, it can be useful to examinedata from both the year
dent enterprises to help determine whether the transfer price concerned and previous years. This information may well

of a controlled transaction (as structured) would satisfy the help explain what has influenced the determination of the

arm's length principle. For example, take the case where in transfer price in question. It will also show whether different

all similar transactions between independententerprises, the economic conditions in an earlier year had a material effect

allocation of risk (e.g. currency risk) was different from the on the price of the controlled trnsaction. Moreover, differ-

existing allocation in the case of the associated enterprise. ences in business or product life cycles can have a material

The fact that no independententerprise had allocated risk in effect on price that has to be assessed in determiningcompa-

that way could be a reason to scrutinize the economic sub- rability. However,usingdata from years following the year of

stance of that transaction if it was felt that this had been done the transaction should be undertaken with care in order to

so in such a way to avoid tax. Normally, this would not be the avoid the use of hindsight.
case and it may well be that the uncontrolled transactions
with their altemative allocationof risk could provide a com-

parable uncontrolled price, if sufficiently accurate adjust- D. The transaction-basedmethods
ments could be made to reflect this difference.

1. General
4. Other aspects: ranges and multiple year data The description of and comments on the three transaction-

Chapter 1 of the 1979 Report deals with a number of other based methods can be expected to follow very closely the

aspects to be taken into consideration in applying the arm's remarks made in the 1979 Report. As stated above, in the

length principle. Most of these are just as valid today as they majority of cases we will be looking at specific transactions
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and will be able to apply a transaction-basedmethod, partic- ments is not interpreted too strictly. In many respects, a flex-

ularly if the standard of comparability is not applied too ible approach should be encouraged in this particulararea so

rigidly. Any adjustment will naturally involve some element that the comparableuncontrolledprce method can be used if

of imprecision, but can still be possible to make adjustments at ail possible, even if it needs to be supplemented by other

and produce reliable results. methods.

In OECD discussions, there appears to be an overwhelming
preference in favour of the transaction-based methods. The 3. Resale price and cost plus methods

reason for this is that these methods provide a more direct The resale price method begins with the price at which a

way of establishing whether the conditions made or imposed good that has been bought frorn associated enterprise is

between the associated enterprises in their comrnercial or resold to an independentone. The prce is then reduced by an

financiai relations differ from those which would have been appropriate nark-up known as the resale price margin
made between independent ones, because in the majority of which will represent what the resellerneeds to cover his costs

cases, those relations will be primarily based on transactions. and to make an appropriateprofit on the transaction. By sub-
In many of these cases, the differences between controlled tracting this mark-up from the final price we can work back
and uncontrolled transactions are identifiable and can be towards the arm's length price of the original sale within the

taken into account with reasonably accurate adjustments. MNE group.

On the other hand, the use ofprofit-basedmethods requires a The cost plus method estimates an arm's length price by
high degree of comparability in relation to the characteristics adding an appropriate mark-up to the costs incurred by an

of the associated and the independententerprises. For exam- associated enterprise which is providing goods or services to

ple, adjustments may need to be made to take into account another member of the MNE group. The result should be an

factors such as differences in business strategies, the efficien- arm's length price for the transaction. As in the case of the

cy of management, the competitiveposition, etc. Accounting resale price method, determiningan appropriatemark-upcan

for these differences is often far more difficult than making be problematic. However the cost plus method is also less

the kind of adjustments required in using the transaction- satisfactorybecause it is often difficult to determine the rele-

based methods. This is why, whilst there are cases where vant costs and, furthermore, the extent to which costs are

transaction-basedmethods cannot be applied alone, general- determinativeof gross profits is somewhat debatable.

ly, the use of profit methods is not to be encouraged. Both the resale price and cost plus methods can be highly
reliable ways of applying the arm's length principle. An

2. The comparable uncontrolled price method uncontrolled transaction will be comparable to a controlled

As the 1979 Report makes clear, this method offers the most one if there are either no differencesbetween the transactions

direct way of determiningan arm's length price. This method being compared, or between the enterprises undertaking
compares the price in a controlled transaction to the price those transactions, that materially affect the gross margin, or

charged in a comparable uncontrolled transaction between where such differences do exist, reasonably accurate adjust-
independent enterprises. Any difference between the two mnts can be made to eliminate their effect. In making com-

prices may lead to the conclusion that the associated enter- parisons in respect of both these methods, fewer adjustments
prises are not operating at arm's length and the prce in the are usually needed to account for differences in the nature of

uncontrolled transaction may be substituted for the price in the goods (or services) than under the comparable uncon-

the controlled one. trolled price. This is because differences in the nature of the
are to a on gross

The comparable uncontrolled price method proves to be a
goods less likely have material effect profits

are more nature

highly reliable method if a comparable uncontrolled transac- margins, which usually influenced by the of

the functions performed and the risks assumed by the parties
tion exists and either there are no differences between the

concerned.
transactions being compared or where such differencesexist,
reasonably accurate adjustments can be made to eliminate In summary, transaction-based methods are preferable
their effect. However, whilst this method may be preferable because they provide the best means of establishing whether

to all other methods, it can often be difficult to find an uncon- the arm's length principle as expressed in Article 9 is being
trolled transaction that is sufficientlysimilarsuch that the dif- observed. The 1979 Report recognized that there would be

ferences have no material effect on price. In many respects, occasions when such methods would not in themselves be

this method is far more sensitive to differences in price than reliable because of the difficulty in finding suitable compara-
other methods, such as the cost plus and the resale price ble transactions and in making sufficiently accurate adjust-
methods. A minordifference in the nature of the goods which ments to account for differences. The 1979 Report suggested
are the subjectof the controlledand uncontrolledtransactions that in these circumstances a mixture of these methods or

can have a material effect on price, even though the goods other methods still might have to be used. Beyond that, the

may be sufficiently similar that the transactions produce the 1979 Report gives very little guidance except to say that the

same overall gross profit margin. Another problem is that it object of using a mixture of methods or other methods alto-

may also be difficult to determine reasonablyaccurateadjust- gether should be to arrive at a figure which is acceptable for

ments to eliminate the effect on price of differences between practical purposes. Whilst the OECD endorses the essential-

the controlled and uncontrolled transactions. However, it is ly practical nature of transfer pricing, events have moved on

particularly important that the need to make accurate adjust- since 1979, and consequently we have devoted a consider-
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able amountof our time to the considerationof other methods cient accuracy, to justify relying on a transaction-based
and whether these might produce a figure that is acceptable method alone, or perhaps at all, in a particular case. These
for practical purposes. cases are considered cases of last resort.

2. The general nature of other methods and the
Ill. OTHER METHODS concerns raised

Other methods have evolved in response to the constraints in
This section describes why other methods might be used, the applying the transaction-basedmethods.The goal has been to

general,nature of the othermethods and the concerns they can seek measures or ndicators of arm's length dealings that are

raise. It also describes the two specific other methods that less adversely affected than the transaction-based methods
have emerged, namely the profit split method and the compa- are to differencesbetween controlled and uncontrolled trans-
rable profits method, and discusses them in the context of actions. This search has led to othermethods that focus on net
concerns over the manner in which they may be applied. It profitability, i.e. profit methods, because net profits ordinari-
concludes by comparing the views set on profit methods in ly are not as influenced by characteristics of the particular
the July Discussion Draft with the views expressed in the transactions. Instead, net profits are more directly influenced
1979 Report. by the characteristics of the enterprises and the functions

being performed, the assets used and the risks assumed in the

A. Moving beyond the transaction-basedmethods: transactions.This means that profit methods are not as direct-

when and why ly connected to the conditions of the controlled transactions
as are the transaction-based methods, and so are not pre-
ferred. However, because they depend less on transactional

1. Why other methods might be necessary similarity, profits methods have been used in difficult and

Other methods become relevant when there are no compara- complex cases.

ble transactionsavailable to apply transaction-basedmethods The use of profit methods, even in complex cases of last
reliably. This point is best explained in the contextof the def- resort, has proven to be rather controversial. Tax authorities
inition of the term comparable,which is set forth above and and taxpayers alike have expressed serious concerns about
repeated for purposes of convenience here. A transaction profit methods and in particular about whether they are con-

among ndependententerprises is comparableto a transaction sistent with the arm's length principle as articulated in Article
among associated enterprises provided that (1) there are no 9 of the OECD Model Convention. One of the most difficult
differencesbetween the controlled and uncontrolled transac- tasks of the OECD has been .to articulate and to understand
tions themselves or between the associated and independent fully the basis for these concerns. In general, the concerns are

enterprises undertaking the transactions; (2) there are such that profit methodswill be applied in a manner that is too dis-
differencesbut those differencesdo not have a materialeffect tant from the actual controlledtransactionsat issue, and with-
on the meaure being used (e.g. prices or gross margins) to out adequate reference to extemal data from ndependent
determine whether the conditions of the controlled transac- enterprises with an acceptable degree of comparability.Both
tions reflect arm's length dealings; or (3) there are differences these aspects- a strong connection to the controlled transac-
that have such a material effect, but the differences can be tions and a reliance on third party data with adequate compa-
accounted for through reasonably accurate adjustments. rability- are integral to the arm's length principle.
As stated.above, this standardfor comparabilityis not intend- The OECD therefore has been faced with the challenge of
ed to be applied too rigidly, because perfectly comparable reconciling these concerns about satisfying the arm's length
transactions are more the exception than the rule, and adjust- principle with the reality that transaction-based methods
ments naturally involve some degree of approximation and sometimes cannot be reliably applied alone, or perhaps at all.
imprecision.Consequently,even when controlledand uncon- The OECD also recognizes the importance of reaching an
trolled transactions are not comparable within the strict international consensus on this issue. Without an agreement
meaning of the definition given above, a transaction-based on the use of profit methods, there would be continuous dis-
method might still be used, depending upon the degree of putes about transfer pricing cases by member countries with
comparability,i.e. the degree of reliabilityof any adjustments each other and with non-membercountries as well, and there
that can be made, and the degree of the material effect of any would be a high likelihood that taxpayers would be subjected
differences. to economic double taxation. Thus, resolving the issue of

Even with this flexible approach, there will be cases where profit methods has become central to the work of the OECD
in this area. The approach has been to examine and discussthe degree of comparabilitythat can be achieved with a trans-

action-based method will not be considered satisfactory. It profit methods in detail, both as a general matter and in terms

of the specific aspects presented by each of the two methods
may not be possible to achieve a satisfactory degree of com-

that have emerged.parabilitybecause there are many aspects of a transactionthat
can have a material effect on prices and gross margins. A tax In its general consideration of profit methods, the OECD
authority or taxpayer may feel that there are too many mate- realized that at a minimum it would be necessary to take pre-
rial differences between the controlled and uncontrolled cautionary steps to prevent the overly broad use ofnet profits
transactions,and that adjustmentscannot be made with suffi- as an indicatorof whether the conditions of controlled trans-
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actions reflect arm's length dealings. The most straightfor- profits and that these must be taken into account if a profit
ward example is the case where the net profits being exam- method iS to be applied reliably. It simply is not the case that

ined include income and/or expenses from parts of the busi- less attention can be given to comparability in applying a

ness not involving the controlled transactions (e.g. where a profit method; rather, it is just that different factors may be

tax authority seeks to determine a division of the combined relevant to the comparabilitydetermination.

profit of the entire business). A tax authority or taxpayer The factors relevant in determining comparability under a

might be tempted to rely on an over-inclusive figure for net

profits because of difficulty in determining the net profits profit method usually will relate to characteristics of the

from the controlled transactionsseparately from the net prof- enterprises entering into the transactions, rather than the
transactions themselves. Examples include the threat of new

its from other parts of the business.
entrants, management efficiency, competitive position, dif-

When the net profits being used to apply a profit method ferences in the cost of capital, varying cost structures and the

extend beyond the controlled transactions, there is a natural degree of business experience. Each of these factors can in

question whether the result of the method will be consistent turn be influenced by numerousother elements. For example,
with the arrn's length principle. The arrn's length principle the level of the threat of new entrants will be determined by
nvolves establishing whether the conditions of controlled such elements as product differentiation, capital require-
transactions reflect arm's length dealings. Profit experience ments, and governmentsubsidies and regulations. It is impor-
must be a relevant indicator of the arn's length nature of tant that these factors be considered in determining the

those conditions if it is to be used to apply this principle. degree of comparability that exists in applying a profit
However, profit experience that goes beyond the controlled method in a particularcase and therefore in assessing the reli-

transactionswill necessarilybe influenced by factors unrelat- ability of the method. The degree ofcomparabilitythat can be

ed to the conditions of those transactions and so rnay not be obtained will affect the relability of profit methods in any

wholly reliable as an indicator of whether those conditions particularcase.

are arm's length.

This example is just one instance of the concern about an B. Two specific other methods
overly broad applicationof profit methods, and it helps illus-
trate that the root of the problem is in the determination of 1. The profit split method
comparability.Even where the net profits used in an applica-
tion of a profit method are limited to those derived from the The profit split method identifies the combinedprofit of asso-

controlled transactions,those net profits could be affected by ciated enterprises from the controlled transactions in which

characteristics unrelated to the controlled transactions. If they are engaged, and splits that profit among the participants
these characteristicsare not replicated in the enterprises used based on the relative value of the contribution that each of the

as the source for comparable data, and adjustments are not enterprisesexpected to make to those controlled transactions.

made to take the differences in characteristics into account, The expected contribution, rather than the actual contribu-

then any deviation between the profit experienceof the asso- tion, is used in this description because taxpayers should not

ciated enterprises and the profit experience that independent be penalized if their reasonableexpectationsare not realized.

enterprisesmight have expected could be attrbutableto these The relative value of the contributionsmade by the enterpris-
characteristics rather than to non-arm's length conditions in es is to be determined to the extent possible by external mar-

the controlled transactions. kt data. The contributions that each enterprise makes are

determined based upon a functional analysis.
Thus, profit methods raise a concern that there will be differ-

On the positive side, the profit split method take into
ences between the associatedenterprises and the independent

can

account the actual division of functions and responsibilities
enterprisesbeing compared that will have a material effect on

between the associated enterprses, and therefore reflectcan
net profits, but that these differences will be disregarded or

not adjusted for in the net profits analysis. This is a concern
any unique characteristicsof those enterprises of their busi-
ness. Also the method evaluates both parties to a controlled

that profit methods may be applied without sufficient atten-
transaction,thereby helping that neither is left

tion to comparability. The concern seems to stem from the
to ensure party

with an extreme and improbable result.
fact that one looks to profit methodsprecisely when the avail-

able data does not provide an acceptable degree of compara- On the negative side, there are several concerns. The first is

bility in the transaction-basedmethods. Thus, the inference derived from the importance of external market data to the

might be drawn that profit methods can tolerate a more arm's length prnciple. There is some concern that the profit
relaxed standard of comparability. It is true that profit meth- split method will be applied without adequate reference to

ods do not demand as high a degree of similarity (or as many external market data. The more tenuous the nature of the

adjustments to account for differences) in the transactions external market data used in the profit split analysis, the more

being compared, because the precise characteristics of the subjective will be the resulting allocation of profits. The sec-

transaction are less likely to have a material effect on net ond relates to data availability, a problem for all methods. In

profits than they have on prices or gross margins. The prob- the context of the profit split method, the data availability
lem is that a tax authority or taxpayer might mistakenly for- problem may arise in seeking information from foreign affil-

get (or fail to realize) that there are other differences, non- iates necessary to carry out a thorough functional analysis, or

transactional ones, that could have a material effect on net in determining combined profit from the controlled transac-
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tions separately from the profit for otherparts of the business. can be analysed. This approach simplifies the functional
There may also be administrative burdens associated with analysis that must be undertakenand also avoids the need for

stating books and records on a common basis and making a common statement of books and records for all the partici-
adjustments to accounting practices and currencies. pants involved in the controlled transactions.

The profit split method also needs to consider what the divi- On the negative side, there are several concerns. First, it is
sion of profits would have been had actual profits been more especially critical in the context of the comparable profits
in keeping with the profits that could have been reasonably method that sufficient attention be paid to characteristics of
foreseen. Such an approach is important to prevent taxpayers the enterprises in determiningcomparability.Any application
from being penalized by the use of hindsight on the part of a of the comparable profits method would have to consider a

tax authority. number of factors in making that determination. Another
to a common to

These are two principal approaches for applying the profit problem relates data availability, problem all
the methods. In the contextof the comparableprofits method,split method: the contribution analysis and the residual anal-
it be difficult to locate specific information profitysis. Under the contribution analysis, the combined profits, may on

constituting the total combined profit from the controlled
measures from the controlled transactions separate from
other parts of the business, or similarly from the transactions

transactions, is divided based upon the relative value of the
of comparable independent enterprises. It also be diffi-

functions performed, assets used, and risks assumed by each may
cult for a corresponding adjustment to be determined when

of the associated enterprises participating in the controlled
the comparable profits method is being used, particularlytransactions. The relative value is determinedby assigning a
where it is not possible to work back to transfer price anda

percentage based on a comparison of each party's contribu-
the taxpayer deals with associated enterprises both theon

tion and external market data. This approach seems to have
been used primarily in the context of global trading, but the buying and selling sides of the controlled transaction.

Task Force is soliciting other examples from the business Finally, there may be concerns about applying the compara-
community. It is unclear at the present time whether there is ble profits method to only one side of the transaction. A two-

much general interest in this form of profit split analysis. sided analysis would act as a strong counter-check of the

comparability standard being applied and would ensure that
Under the residual analysis, the Combined profit is divided the overall profitability of the MNE being taken
into two stages. In the first stage, each participant is allocated group were

nto account. Further, where the analysis will be one-sided,sufficient profit to provide it with a basic return appropriate the associated enterprise to which the method is appliedfor the type of transactions in which it is engaged. Ordinarily should be the least complex of the enterprises and should not
the basic return would be determinedby reference to market

own valuable intangible property or unique assets that distin-
returns achieved in similar types of transaction. In the second

guish it from potential comparables.This approach will help
stage, any residualprofit or loss remainingafter the first stage reduce the possibility of an over-allocationof ncome to the
would be allocated among the parties based upon what inde-

pendent enterprises might have done in similar circum- party to which the method is being applied and will make the

stances. The relative value of the parties' contributions and
use of profit measures from comparable enterprises more

reliable.
their bargaining positions would be important to this analy-
SiS.

Other approaches are possible, for example a division of C. Application of multiple methods
profit based upon capital employed, using the division of As indicated in some of the passages quoted above, the 1979
profits that actually has resulted from comparable transac- Report acknowledgedthat it may be appropriate in particular
tions among independent enterprises or by examining dis- cases to use a mix of methods in establishing whether trans-
counted cash flow from the controlled transactions over the fer pricing is arm's length. The revised report affirms that
anticipated life of the business. view.

2. The comparable profits method The OECD has recognized that in difficultcases there should
be a flexible approach that allows the evidence of various

The comparableprofits method determines the level of prof- methods to be used in conjunction. However, the use of mul-
it that would have resulted from controlled transactions if an tiple methods should not be a requirement. Rather, each par-
associatedenterprisehad earned a profit, as indicated by var- ticular case must be assessed on its own merit. As a general
ious profit measures such as the return on assets, equal to the rule, a judgment should be made based on the facts and cir-

profit realized by a comparable independent enterprise. A cumstancesof each case dependingupon the availablemix of
functional analysis is important in establishing whether an evidence, and the administrativeburdens involved.
independententerprise is comparable to the associatedenter-

More generally, the 1979 Report provides general conclud-
prise.

a

ing statement that leaves the possibility for the ofopen use

On the positive side, the comparableprofits method relies on methods not described in the Report. Paragraph 75 states:

external measures of profitability that are less adversely The methods described do not by any means exhaust the
affected by transactionaldifferences than are prices or gross possible techniques,and it does not follow if an approachhas
margins. Also the method can be simpler to apply than the not been mentioned it ought not be followed. The revised
profit split method because the least complex of the parties report is somewhat less generous than this. It does not pro-
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vide an open permission for tax authorities to use methods As stated at the outsetof this discussion,the 1979 Report also
not described in the Report, although it is possible for a tax acknowledged that in certain cases other methods (i.e.
authority to experiment with other approaches for dividing methods that are not transaction-based)may be necessary. To
profit under the profit split method. illustrate, there are the following passages in the 1979

Report:

D. Comparison with the 1979 Report Paragraph 13: The complexities of real life business situations
may put many conceptual and practical difficulties in the way of
the application of the methods referred to above. A mixture of

1. In general these methods, or other methods still, may sometimes therefore
have to be used.

The 1979 Report has been used for 15 years as an interna-
tional standard for transfer pricing by OECD member coun- Paragraph46: There should always be the possibility, therefore,
tries and by non-members as well. The revised draft guide- of selecting the method which provides the most cogent evidence

a case. to anlines are intended to address the same topics as the 1979 in, particular It has be recognised that arm's ength
price will in many cases not be precisely ascertainable and that inReport and also to go beyond those topics to provide further such circumstances it will be necessary to seek for a reasonable

guidance to taxpayers and tax authorities in light of develop- approximation to it.
ments that have occurred since the earlier report was pub-
lished. Accordingly, the revised draft guidelines, once final- Paragraph70: Cases will often occur where there is no satisfac-
ized, are intended to replace the 1979 Report as the interna- tory evidence of comparable uncontrolled prices and where it may
tional standard for transfer pricing. also be difficult to apply either the resale price method or the cost

plus method. In such instances, it may be necessary to adopt other
In many respects, the draft guidelines replicate and affirm the reasonable approaches for arriving at an arm's length price. It may
guidance of the 1979 Report, with some changes to the pre- also be necessary to have recourse to additional calculations and
cise language to account for organizational and stylistic dif- computations to cross-check a price derived according to one or

ferences in the two Reports. Perhaps most significantly, the
other of the methods previously described. Some other such meth-
ods used in practice are discussed in the following paragraphs,revised draft leaves unchanged the basic tenets of the 1979 though the list is by no means exhaustive. They all need to be used

Report, and in particular underscore the conclusion that the with care.
arm's length principle be the intemationalstandard for deter-
mining cross-border transfer pricing. There are virtually no Thus, the 1979 Report directly acknowledged a role for
substantive changes to guidance provided in the transaction- othermethods,althoughcautioning that they must be used
based methods (CUP, resale price andcost plus methods), with care. The revised draft agrees with this view but goes
although some clarifications have been added. For exarnple, beyond it in providing some detail on what would be required
the standard of comparability is clarified for the CUP to use other methods with care.

method, as discussed earlier, so that difficulties in locating
comparableuncontrolledtransactionsdo not preclude the use 2. The profit split method
of the method altogetherbut do make its application less reli-
able. Further, some clarifying language has been added The 1979 Report discusses the profit split method, albeit

regarding the costs to be used in establishing the cost plus somewhat briefly, in Paragraph 72. That paragraph describes

percentage. a method that attempts to allocate some proportion of the
combined net income arising from a sales transaction to the

There are also some ways in which the revised draft differs various associated enterprises concerned in it on the basis of
from the views expressed in the 1979 Report, and these dif- their proportionatecontribution to the final profit. The para-
ferences should be highlighted in order that they receive ade- graph indicates this method is sometimes suggested either
quate scrutiny amidst the stylistic changes that have been as a method of arriving at the arm's length profit or as a
made. Perhaps the only critical area in which there are differ- method of achieving a similarly equitable allocation of prof-
ences is in the treatmentof profit methods. Those differences, its between associated enterprises.
as reflected by the emerging consensus on profit methods
suggested above, in general represent an extension and clari- However, the 1979 Report does not provide any real analysis
fication of the 1979 views rather than a change in direction. of the profit split method or of the considerations for apply-
In particular, the revised draft seeks to provide more detailed ing it, but instead references an earlier paragraph, Paragraph
guidance and more specific limitations on the use of profit 14, that addressesglobal methods. Paragraph 14 is concerned
methods than were contained in the 1979 Report. primarily with global formulary apportionmentmethods, i.e.

methods that use predetermined formulae for allocating
The 1979 Report expressed a clear preference for the CUP profits between affiliates. This lengthy paragraph provides
method. Paragraph46 of that Report states that [c]learl the much detail on the shortcomingsofa global formularyappor-
comparableuncontrolledprice method is basically preferable tionment method, and rejects it as a permissible approach
to other methods since it uses evidence most closely related except as a check on the assessment of the arm's length
to an arm's length price... This preference is mirrored in the price or in specific bilateral situations where other methods
revised report by a preference, more strongly stated, for give rise to serious difficulties and the two countries con-
transaction-basedmethods (although there is no intention to cerned are able to adopt a common approach and the neces-
establish an exact priorty). sary informationcan be made available.
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The 1979 Report therefore did not consider or analyse 4. Other approaches
whether the profit split method, applied independently to a

The 1979 Report also acknowledged two other approaches
particularcase based on the specific facts and circumstances, that could other methods. Paragraph 73 describes
should be distinguished from global formulary apportion-

serve as

a method that compares the yield or return on the capital
ment methods, which use predetermined formulae for all

invested in the relevant associated enterprises with the yield
cases. In this respect, the 1979 Report leaves incomplete the

or return on the capital invested in enterprises carrying on

considerationof the profit split method, which was appropri- similar activities and requiring the kind of capital
ate given the stage of developmentof transfer pricing issues

same

investment. Paragraph 74 describes an approach of
at that time. The revised draft attempts to fill the gap left by look[ing] the yield the capital involved, for example
the 1979 Report by distinguishingbetween global formulary

at on to

assume in the case of transactions between a parent and a

apportionmentand the profit split method. It concurs fully in

the rejection of global formulary apportionment methods, subsidiary company that the subsidiary's arm's length profit
would be related in some way to the return which would be

and provides much greater elaboration of the basis for this

rejection. However, as discussed above, it acknowledges a
expected from investing the relevant capital in other ways.
Both of these other methods are criticized in the 1979

role for the profit split method in cases of last resort, and pro- Report, although not much detail is provided. These
vides guidance intended to prevent the method from being are very
used in an inappropriate manner or in inappropriate circum- approaches also addressed briefly in the revised

draft, but there has not been any substantial experience with
stances. theses approaches that allow for expansion of the 1979 dis-

cussion.
3. The comparable profits method

More generally, the 1979 Report provides a general conclud-
The 1979 Report discusses the role of comparable profits in

Paragraphs 15 and 71. Paragraph 15 acknowledgesthat [t]he
ng statement that leaves open the possibility for the use of

methods not described in the Report. Paragraph 75 states:

starting point for scrutinizing transfer prices would frequent- The methods described do not by any means exhaust the

ly be the appearance of a discrepancy between the profits possible techniques,and it does not follow if an approach has
returned by an associated enterprise and those which might not been mentioned it ought not be followed. The revised
be expected to be made by comparable enterprises in the draft is somewhat less generous than this. It does not provide
uncontrolled situation. Paragraph 71 is more specific; it

an open permission for tax authorities to use methods not

states that [t]ax authoritiesmay find some help in a compar- described in the Report, although it is possible for a tax

ison of an enterprise's overall performancewith that of other authority to experiment with other approaches for dividing
similar enterprises in the same or similar circumstances. It profit under the profit split method.
goes on to provide a reason why profit comparisonsmight be

relevant (because[l]evelsof profit in an industry [may] con-

form to a pattern) and also cautions that these comparisons E. Conclusions
are not necessarilyconclusiveand thata method [of looking
at the profit situation] which is appropriate for one company The complexityof the issues that arise in the transferpricing
may not be appropriate for another. In the end, the para- area preclude sirnple solutions being adopted by countries.

graph concludes that profit comparisons could normally be The Committeeon Fiscal Affairs has recognized this and has

regarded only as pointers to further investigation. accepted that even with the completionof the revised guide-
The revised draft provides a rnore specific lirnitation on the lines there will be a need to have regular reviews of the expe-

use of the conparable profits method, by restricting it to riences of member and non-member countries in the use of

cases of last resort. As discussedabove, the role for the com- methods to implement the areas arm's length principle, with

parable profits method is subject to very specfic guidance particular emphasis on the difficulties encountered in the

intended to prevent the method from being used in an inap- applicationof profit methods. Thus the Committee intends to

propriate manner or in inappropriate circumstances. As a monitor carefully these experiences and, if necessary, issue

result, the revised draft provides a new discipline on the use supplementaryguidelines.
of the comparableprofits method that had not been imposed
by the 1979 Report, and thus it should reduce the potential for

economic double taxation arising from the use of this
method.
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INTERNATIONAL

TRANS_UPRICING GUIDELINESFOR MULTINATIONAL
EXTERPRISESAND TAX ADMINISTRATIONS

4. to respond to the fact that a number of countries haveAn official version of the text has been published by the
OECD, Draft Discussionon TransferPricing, 1994. The revised their legislation and practices since 1979.
OECD maintains its copyright on this material. It may not
be reproduced in whole or in part without the permission Part I of the Report (Principles and Methods) is being
of the OECD. released for public comment while work is proceeding on

Part II (Applications) of the Report. This Discussion Draft
The Report has also appeared in the IBFD publication,
InternationalTransferPricing Journal,Vol. 1, No. 3. reflects the current position of the work on this topic at the

OECD as of the time of release but it should not be interpret-
ed as reflecting the final views of any Member country, as a

Report of the final evaluationof Part I requres considerationof its interac-
OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs tion with Part II. Final approval, therefore,will be given only

when Part I can be considered together with Part II and in
1994 light of the public comments received on Part I.

The Repon was divided into Parts to facilitate the efficient

DISCUSSIONDRAFT progress of the work and because it was felt important to get
additional comments from the business community on the

early key chapters of the Report before completing work on

Organisation for the later chapters, though extensive comments have already
Economic Co-operationand Development

been received on earlierdrafts ofPart I from the Business and

Paris Industry Advisory Committee which acts as a liaison
between the business community and the OECD.

Foreword The Discussion Draft of Part I contains a preface and three

chapters. Chapter I reconfirms the commitmentof the OECD
This Discussion Draft comprises Part I of a Report that will Member countries to the arm's length principle as a means

be a revision of the OECD 1979 Report on Transfer Pricing for establishing pricing in a manner consistent with Article 9

('Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises). It was of the OECD ModelTax Conventionon Income andon Cap-
drafted by a Task Force of nine OECD Member countries ital. It also sets forth guidance for applying the arm's length
under a mandate from the OECD Committee on Fiscal principle, including a detailed discussion of comparability
Affairs and recommended for release as a discussiondraft by and functional analysis and incorporating the concept of a

the full Committeeon Fiscal Affairs on the 28th June 1994. It range of acceptable transfer pricing.
is published on the responsibilityof the Secretary-Generalof
the OECD. Chapter II describes the transaction-based methods that are

used in establishing arm's length transfer prcing. The

Note to readers descriptionof these methods in the 1979 Guidelineshas been
use

The Committee on Fiscal Affairs decided to revise the 1979 brought up-to-date in the light ofexperience in their since
then. The discussion makes clear that .the determination of

Guidelines for the following four reasons: k
comparability should be made flexibly rather than rigidly in

1. to amalgamate it with a 1984 OECD Report on Transfer

Pricing (Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enter- applying the traditional comparable uncontrolled price
method. The Discussion Draft also makes clear that transac-

prises: Three Related Issues) and to take into account
tion-based methods the direct and reliableare most way to

other work of the Committee in this area; apply the arm's length principle where there is adequate data
2. to bring up-to-date the 1979 Guidelines to reflect techno- available.

logical developments and the increased globalization of
national economies; Chapter III describes and discusses profit methods. The dis-

3. to clarfy ambiguities in the 1979 Guidelines regarding cussion indicates that the determination of whether a profit
whether or to what extent profit methods are acceptable, method can be applied in a manner consistent with the arm's

given that these methods have been applied in practice length principle depends on the specific case taking into
and there have been divergent interpretationsof tax con- account the strengths and weaknesses of the method. The
ventions and the 1979 Guidelines in this respect; and Chapter states that there are substantial concerns regarding
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the use of the comparableprofits method, in particular that it for the taxation of MNEs cannot be viewed in isolation but

may be applied without adequately taking into account the must be addressed in a broad internationalcontext.

relevant differences between the associated enterprises and
the independent enterprises being compared. The Chapter 2. These issues arise primarily from the practical difficulty,
also describes weaknesses in the profit split method, in par-

for both MNEs and tax administrations, of determining the

ticular that the more tenuous nature of the external market income and expenses of a company or a permanentestablish-

data used, the more subjectivewill be the resulting allocation ment that is part of an MNE group that should be taken into

of profits. The chapter concludes that as a general matter the account within a jurisdiction, particularly where the MNE

use of profit methods is discouraged and that profit methods group's operations are highly integrated.
should be applied only in cases of last resort. Guidance is 3. In the case f MNEs, the need to comply with laws and
given for determiningwhether applicationof a profit method adninistrative requirernents that rray differ fron country to
is appropriate in such a case. The Chapter makes clear that country creates additional problems. The differing require-
tax examiners should not apply a profit method automatical- ments may lead to a greater burden on an MNE, and result in

ly simply because there is a difficulty in obtaining data, but higher costs ofcompliance, than for a sinilarenterpriseoper-
rather they must determine whether the methods can be reli- ating solely within a single tax jurisdiction.
ably applied in a case of last resort based upon the guidance
in the Report. 4. In the of tax administrations, specific problems arisecase

at both policy and practical levels. At the policy level, coun-

Chapter III also includes a discussion of global formulary tries need to reconcile their legitimate right to tax the profits
apportionment (often referred to as unitary taxation), of a taxpayer based upon income and expenses that can rea-

which has sometimes been suggestd as an alternative to the sonably be considered to arise within their territory with the
arm's length principle. The Chapter sets forth a clear rejec- need to avoid the taxation of the same item of income by
tion of global formularyapportionmentand discusses the rea- more than one tax jurisdiction. Such double or multiple taxa-

sons why this approach is not a realistic alternative to the tion can create an impediment to cross-bordertransactions in
arm's length principle. goods and services and the movement of capital. At a practi-

cal level, a country's determination of such income and
Part II of the Report will address documentation, intangible
property, services, and administrativerules, including mutual expense allocation may be impeded by difficulties in obtain-

agreement procedures, simultaneous tax examinations, safe ing pertinent data located outside its own jurisdiction.

harbours, advance transfer pricing agreements, and arbitra- 5. At a primary level, the taxing rights that each country
tion. These topics, and especially the topic of documentation, asserts depend on whether the country uses a system of taxa-

are critical to assess how the principles and methods tion that is residence-based,source-based, or both. In a resi-
described in Part I will be applied and their consequences for dence-based tax system, a country will include in its tax base

taxpayers and tax administrations. It is expected that Parts I all or part of the income, including income from sources out-
and II will be finalized in mid-1995. A Part III of this Report side that country, of any person (including juridical persons
is anticipatedat a later date (1996) addressingSpecial Topics. such as corporations)who is consideredresident in that juris-

diction. In a source-based tax system, a country will include
in its tax base income arising within its tax jurisdiction, irre-

The Report, when finalized, will be subject to periodic spective of the residence of the taxpayer. As applied to
updates to take into account the experiences of Member MNEs, these two bases, often used in conjunction,generally
countries. The Committee on Fiscal Affairs intends to have

treat each enterprisewithin the MNE group as a separateenti-
regular reviews of the experiences of countries with the Membercountries of the OECD have chosen this
methods used to apply the arm's length principle,with partic-

ty. separate
entity approach as the most reasonable means for achieving

ular emphasis on difficulties encountered in the application equitable results and minimizing the risk of unrelieved dou-
of profit methods and the ways in which these problems have ble taxation. Thus, each individual member is subjectgroup
been resolved between countries.

to tax on the income arising to it (on a residence or source

Public comments on this Discussion Draft should be submit- basis).
ted in writing to the OECD Secretariat, Mr Jeffrey Owens, 6. In order to apply the separate entity approach to intra-
Head, Fiscal Affairs by 31 October 1994. The Task Force will

group transactions, individual group members must be taxed
meet to consider the public comments and to continue its

on the basis that they act at arm's length in their dealings with
work on 19-21 Septemberand 5-6 December. each other. However, the relationship among members of an

MNE group may permit the group members to establish spe-
Preface cial conditions in their intra-group relations that distort or

1. The role of multinational enterprises (MNEs) in world alter the levels of profits that would have been realized had

trade has increased dramatically over the last 20 years. This the group members been acting as independent enterprises
in part reflects the increased integration of national operating in open markets. To ensure the correct application
economies and technological progress, particularly in the of the separate entity approach, OECD Member countries
area of communications. The growth of MNEs presents have adopted the arm's length principle, under which the

increasinglycomplex taxation issues for both tax administra- effect of special conditions on the levels of profits should be

tions and the MNEs themselves since separate country rules eliminated.
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7. These international taxation principles have been chosen treatment of permanentestablishmentsand will be dealt with

by the Member countries of the OECD as serving the dual separately in a supplement (Part III of the Report). Some rel-

objectives of securing the appropriate tax base in each juris- evant discussion may also be found in the OECD Report
diction and avoiding double taxation, thereby minimizing Model Tax Convention: Attribution of Income to Permanent

conflict between tax administrations and promoting intema- Establishmentspublished in 1994.
tional trade and investment. In a global economy, coordina-

12. Transfer prices significant for both and
tion among countries is better placed to achieve these goals

are taxpayers tax

administrations because they determine in large part the
than tax competition. The OECD, with its mission to con-

income and and therefore taxable profits, of
tribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral,non-

expenses, asso-

ciated enterprises in different tax jurisdictions.Transfer pric-
discriminatory basis and to achieve the highest sustainable
economic growth in Member countries, has continuously ng

.

ssues originally arose in dealings between associated

worked to build a consensus on international taxation princi- enterprises operating within the same tax jurisdiction. The
domestic issues are not considered in this Report, which

ples, thereby avoidng unilateral responses to multilateral
focuses the international of transfer pricing. These

problems.
on aspects

international aspects are more difficult to deal with because

8. The foregoing principlesconcerning the taxation of MNEs they involve more than one tax jurisdictionand therefore any
are incorporated in the OECD Model Tax Convention on adjustment to the transfer price in one jurisdiction implies
Income and on Capital (OECD Model Tax Convention), that a correspondingchange in another jurisdiction is appro-
which forms the basis of the extensive network of bilateral priate. However, if the other jurisdiction does not agree to

income tax treaties between OECD Member countries and make a corresponding adjustment the MNE group will be

between OECD Member and non-Member countries. These taxed twice on this part of its profits. In order to minimize the

principles also are incorporated in the Model United Nations risk of such double taxation, an international consensus is

Double Taxation Conventionbetween Developed and Devel- required on how to establish for tax purposes transfer prices
oping Nations (U.N. Model). on cross border transactions.

9. The main mechanisms for resolving issues that arise in the 13. This Report is a revision and compilation of previous
application of intemational tax principles to MNEs are con- reports by the OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs addressing
tained in these bilateral treaties. The Articles that chiefly transfer pricing and other related tax issues with respect to

affect the taxation of MNEs are: Article 4, which defines res- multinational enterprises. The principal report is Transfer

idence; Articles 5 and 7, which determine the taxation of per- Pricing and Multinational Enterprises (1979) (the 1979
manent establishments; Article 9, which relates to the taxa- Report) which elaborated on the arm's length principle as

tion of the profits of associated enterprises and applies the set out in Article 9. Other reports address transfer pricing
arm's length principle; Articles 10,11, and 12, which deter- issues in the context of specific topics. These. reports are

mine the taxation of dividends, interest, and royalties, respec- TransferPricing and MultinationalEnterprises- Three Taxa-

tively; and Articles 24,25, and 26, which contain special pro- tion Issues (1984) (the 1984 Report), and Thin Capitaliza-
visions relating to non-discrimination, the resolution of dis- tion (the 1987 Report).
putes, and exchange of information. 14. The.Reportalso draws the discussion undertakenbyupon
10. The Committee of Fiscal Affairs, which is the main tax the OECD on the propsed 482 Regulations in the United

policy body of the OECD, has issued a number of reports States (see Tax Aspects of TransferPricing within Multina-

relating to the application of these Articles to MNEs and to tional Enterprises: The US Proposed Regulations). Howev-

others. The Committee has encouraged the acceptance of er, the context in which that Report was written was very dif-

common interpretations of these Articles, thereby reducing ferent from that in which the present Report is undertaken, its

the risk of inappropriate taxation and providing satisfactory scope was far more limited and it specially addressed the US

means of resolving problems arising from the interaction of proposed regulations.
the laws and practices of different countries. 15. OECD Members countries continue endorse the arm'sto

11. In applying the foregoing principles to the taxation of length principle as embodied in the OECD Model Tax Con-

MNEs, one of the most difficult issues that has arisen is the vention (and in the bilateral conventions that legally bind

establishment for tax purposes of appropriate transfer prices. treaty partners in this respect) and in the 1979 Report. This

Transfer prices are the prices at which an enterprise transfers Report sets forth revised guidelines on the application of the

physical goods and intangible property or provides services arm's length principle to evaluate the transferpricing ofasso-

to associated enterprises. For purposes of this Report, an ciated enterprises. The guidelines are intended to help tax

associatedenterprise is an enterprise that satisfies the con- administrations (of both OECD Member countries and non-

ditions set forth in Article 9, subparagraphs 1(a) and 1(b) of Member countries) and MNEs by indicating ways to find

the OECD Model Tax Convention. Under these conditions, mutually satisfactory solutions to transfer pricing cases,

two enterprises are associated if one of the enterprises partic- thereby minimizing conflict among tax administrations and

ipates directly or indirectly in the management, control or between tax administrations and MNEs, thereby avoiding
capital of the other or if the same persons participatedirect- costly litigation. The Report analyses the methods for evalu-

ly or indirectly in the management, control, or capital of ating whether the conditions of commercial and financial

both enterprises (i.e., if both enterprises are under common relations within an MNE satisfy the ann's length principle
control). The issues discussed in this Report also arse in the and discusses the practical application of those methods. It
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also includes a discussion of global formulary apportion- Membercountries in the use of the methods used to apply the
ment. arm's length principle, with particular emphasis on difficul-

16. This Report focuses on the main issues of principle that ties encountered in the applicationof profit methods and the

arise in the transfer pricing area. The Committee on Fiscal ways in which these problems have been resolved between

Affairs intends to prepare supplements to this Report countries. The Committeewill also expect a regularreporting
addressing related issues such as the applicationof the arm's back on the frequency with which profit methods are used.

length principle to transactions nvolving a permanentestab- On the basis of these reviews and reporting the Committee

lishment, thin capitalization and the use of cost-sharing may find that it needs to issue supplementary guidelines on

arrangements. The Committee intends to have regular the use of these methods.

reviews of the experiences of Member and selected non-
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UNITED STATES

WORLDWIDE COMBINED REPORTINGRULFD CONSTITUTIONAL
AS BARCLAYS LOSES IN THE US SUPREME COURT

WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS FOR A FOREIGN-BASEDCOMPANY

Leonard W. Rothschild, Jr.

Bancroft & McAlister, San Francisco

On 20 June 1994, California'scontroversialuse of worldwide entity basis in California. Therefore, it is important for the
combined reporting was upheld by the US Supreme Court in foreign-basedcompany with a US subsidiary doing business
the cases of Barclays Bank pic v. Franchise Tax.Board,No. in Califomia to compute its estimated Califomia franchise
92-1384 (Barclays), and Colgate-Palmolive v. Franchise tax under two scenarios: (i) using worldwide combined
Tax Board, No. 92-1839(Colgate). reporting (including the entire unitary group), and (ii) on a

Colgate is a US-basedparent company doing business in Cal- separate entity basis (only the entity doing business in Cali-

ifomia with foreign subsidiaries. The Colgate decision fornia).
affirmed the US Supreme Court's 1983 decision in Contain- If the foreign-based parent has a number of subsidiaries and
er Corporationof America v. FranchiseTax Board, 463 US affiliates, calculations should be made under a variety of
159 (Container), which permitted California's worldwide assumptions. For example, one assumption may be that the
unitary tax to be applied to a US parent company with foreign entire group of corporationsconstitutes one unitary business.
subsidiaries. Another computation might only include those corporations
The Containerand Colgate decisions did not address world- within the same line of business. Since the determination of

wide combined reporting in the context of a foreign-based which entities constitute a unitary business is often very sub-

parent company with a subsidiary doing business in Califor- jective, a careful analysis of the entire corporate group should

nia. However, in Barclys the US Supreme Court ruled that, be made to help identify the optimum unitary group (or
where a foreign-based parent company is doing business in groups) in terms of minimizing Califomia taxation. Once a

California through a subsidiary,California'sworldwidecom- corporation files under the unitary method, the Califomia
Franchise Tax Board usually insists on continued filings bybined reporting method did not violate either the Commerce

Clause or Due Process Clause. the same unitary group (or groups) unless operations have
changed. Therefore, it is important to make projections of

Now that it is clear that California's use of worldwide com- future tax liabilities and not merely to look at the current year
bined reporting is constitutionalas applied to a foreign-based n developing a unitary tax strategy. As discussed later, a

parent cornpany, it is important for foreign-based companies water's edge election can be made in any subsequent year
with subsidiaries operating in California to analyse their if worldwide unitary taxation proves too costly.
options in filing California franchise tax returns. Assuming
that they are unitary, a foreign-basedcompany doing busi-
ness in California through a US-based subsidiary has two A. What is a unitary group
options in complying with California's income tax laws: (i)
the foreign-based company and its unitary subsidiaries can A worldwide combined report can be filed only if, based on
voluntarily file a worldwide combined report, or (ii) the sub- all of the facts, the foreign parent company and its US-based
sidiary doing business in Califomia can make a water's subsidiarydoing business in California form part of a unitaryedge election. This article examines both of these alterna-

group. A unitary group ordinarily exists when there is: (i)tives, as well as strategies in dealing with the Barclays deci- direct or indirect ownershipof more than 50 percent of votingsion. stock, (ii) some unity of operations,and (iii) some unity of
use .

I. FILE A WORLDWIDE COMBINED REPORT The ownership test is relatively easy to determine since it is
objective. However, the other two tests are subjective and
require an intensive analysis of all of the relevant facts.

Although most foreign-parentcompanies try to avoid world-
wide combined reporting, in many cases worldwide com- Unity of operations generally refers to staff functions, as
bined reporting is more beneficial than filing on a separate evidenced by centralized advertising, accounting and man-
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agement. These staff functions may include centralizedover- Average (11% x 2) + 3% + 5% = 7.5%

head (accounting, legal, insurance, labour relations, employ- 4

ee benefits, etc.), centralized financing and common officers
and directors. Unity of use generally refers to line func- Total WorldwideTaxable Income of Subsidiary $1,000,000

tions of executive forces and operational systems. These line

functions include intercompanysales or product flow (even if CombinedGroup:
at arm's length prices), centralized purchasing and central-
ized management. Sales = California Sales $ 6,200,000 = 2.8%

Worldwide Sales $ 220,000,000
If it is desirable to file in California on a worldwide unitary
basis, it is important for the foreign-basedparent company to Property = California Property $ 120,000 = .9%
be certain that all three of the unities tests are met (more Worldwide Property $ 14,000,000
than 50 percent Ownership, unity of operations and unity
of use). There are a numberof cases in which the Franchise Payroll = California Payroll $ 100,000 = 1.5%

Tax Board has successfully argued that businesses were not Worldwide Payroll $ 6,700,000

unitary, especially where it was advantageous for the taxpay-
=

er to have a unitary business. Average (2.8% x 2) + .9% + 1.5% 2.0%
4

B. How does combined reporting work Total WorldwideTaxable Income of Combined Group
$11,000,000

Califomia employs a three-factor apportionment formula to
Income Apportioned to California

allocate income to California. The same formula is used 2.0% x $11,000,000 $ 220,000
regardless of whether California is taxing a single corpora-
tion doing business in Califomiaor a combinedgroup ofcor- In this example, the combined has 2 percent of its busi-group
porations. ness in California and worldwide taxable income of

If worldwidecombined reporting is used, the three-factorfor- $ 11,000,000. Therefore, $ 220,000 of taxable income is

mula is computed separately by each company in the unitary apportioned to California, and a California tax of $ 20,460
group and each factor is aggregated in making the computa- (9.3% California tax rate x $ 220,000) results.

tion. For example, where there is a foreign parent selling If, however, the Califomia subsidiary was not part of a uni-
nventory into Califomia and a US subsidiary operating in

California, the three-factor formula would be computed as tary group with its foreign parent company or if the sub-

follows: sidiary made a water's edge election, the California sub-

sidiary would file a separte return. In the example, $ 75,000
of taxable ncome would be apportioned to California

Foreign Parent Company: ($ 1,000,000 X 7.5%), and California tax of $ 6,975 (9.3% xa

Sales = California Sales $ 4,000,000 = 2.0% $ 80,000) would result.

Worldwide Sales $ 200,000,000 Obviously, the relative profitability and apportionment fac-

tors of the foreign and US companieswill determinewhether
Property= California Property $ none = 0%

it is advantageous to file a worldwide combined report, or to
Worldwide Property $ 10,000,000

file on a separate basis.

Payroll = California Payroll $ none = 0% Comparing the above examples (combined reporting and
Worldwide Payroll .$ 4,700,000

separate reporting), it is beneficial for the California sub-

Average (2% x 2*) + 0% + 0% = 1.0% sidiary to file separately. If the foreign-basedparent and the

4 California subsidiar form a unitary business, the only man-

ner by which the Califomia subsidiary can file separately
Total WorldwideTaxable Income of Parent $10,000,000 from its parent is for the California subsidiary to make a

Water's edge election.
* Beginning in 1994 the sales factor is double weighted, and the total of

the three factors is divided by four.

California Subsidiary: Il. MAKING A WATER'S EDGE ELECTION

Sales = California Sales $ 2,200,000 = 11.0% In 1993 several importantchanges were made with respect to

Worldwide Sales . .$ 20,000,000 the water's edge election, and many foreign-basedcompa-
nies are now considering making this election. It may be

Property= California Property $ 120,000 = 3.0%
Worldwide Property $ 4,000,000 advantageous to make this election if: (i) less tax is paid by

making the water's edge election, or (ii) the burden of

Payroll = California Payroll $ 100,000 = 5.0% accumulatingthe information to file a combined report is too

Worldwide Payroll $ 2,000,000 great.
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A complete discussion of the water's edge election is percent or more related corporations have total assets in

beyond the scope of this article, but some of the more impor- excess of $ 200,000,000. However, no information return

tant aspects are described below. needs to be filed if the taxpayer's property, payroll and sales

within the United States are each less than $ 500,000 in a

year.
A. Who can make a water's edge election

The information identifies the and allreturn corporate parent
20 percent-or-moreaffiliates owned directly or indirectly by

The subsidiary doing business in California can make the
the The information be filed within six

water's edge election by filing the election form (Forrn parent. return must

months after the due date (including extensions) of the tax
100-WE) with its tmely filed income tax return for the first

return of the California taxpayer. The information return is
year of the election. For example, a corporationon a calendar

filed for the first in which water's edge election is
year has an automatic extension of time to file its 1993 Cali- year a

made, and then in every third year thereafterunless there is a
fornia franchise tax retum until 15 October 1994, provided substantial change in the taxpayer's business activities.
the tax is paid by 15 March 1994. Therefore, the decision on

making the water'sedge election does not need to be made The taxpayer is required to maintain and to provide on

until several months after the subsidiary's year end. request to the FranchiseTax Board informationnecessary to:

The water's edge contract with California is for an initial (i) determine the amount of income attributable to Califomia,

term of 84 months and is automatically renewed each year for. (ii) classify income as business or non-business income, (iii)
determine unitary apportionment factors for use within the

an additional one year period unless the taxpayer gives writ-
water's edge, and (iv) make audits of attributionof income

ten notice of non-renewal. It is advisable at the time the

water's edge election is made immediately to give written
to the United States and foreign countries under certain fed-

eral provisions.notice of non-renewal. In that way, the election is limited to

84 months, and at the end of that period a new election, if There are substantial penalties for failing to file the informa-

desired, can be made. Since the water's edge election is for tion returns or to comply with the information maintenance

at least seven years, it is important, before making the elec- requirements.
tion, to project its effect in future years.

D. Why is the water's edge election more viable
B. What is the effect of making the election today

If the water's edge election is made, California income is The legislation effective in 1994 substantially liberalized the

computed based on the income and apportionment factors of election, as follows: (i) the election fee was repealed, (ii) the

only the following entities: (i) any corporation whose US domestic disclosure spreadsheetwas replaced with the infor-

apportionment factors are 20 percent or more, (ii) a corpora- mation return (described above), and (iii) the Franchise Tax

tion eligible to file a US consolidated income tax return (gen- Board cannot now disregard a water's edge election. In

erally US corporations with 80 percent or more common addition, the election period was extended from five to seven

ownership), (iii) a US corporation that is not eligible to file a years.
consolidated return, if more than 50 percent of its stock is
controlled by common ownership, (iv) an export incentive

company (i.e. a Domestic International Sales Corporation, a Ill. STRATEGIES IN DEALING WITH THE
Foreign Sales Corporation or an Export Trading Company), BARCLAYS DECISION
and (v) any otherentity to the extent that its income is derived

from or attributable to US sources.
A. What should be done in future years

In most foreign parent situations, the includible companies in
the water'sedge group are 50 percent-or-moreowned com-

Each foreign-based parent engaged in unitary
panies incorporated in the United States and 50 percent-or-

company a

business with a US subsidiary doing business in California
more owned foreign corporationsdoing more than 20 percent should determine whether it is advantageous to make
of its worldwide business in the United States.

a

water's edge election. The legislative changes made in

In determining income for purposes of the water's edge 1993 combined with the Barclays decision wll encourage a

election, special rules apply to dividends received by compa- numberof companies to make the water'sedge election for

nies within the group. the first time in 1994. Some taxpayers may wish to make a

water'sedge election for 1993, even though they will incur

the election fee for one year.
C. Information returns and maintenance

requirements
B. What should be done for years under audit

An information return must be filed by every California tax-

payer that allocates and apportions income (irrespective of Those taxpayers under audit by the Franchise Tax Board,
whether a water's edge election is made), if it and its 50 whose cases have been held in abeyance pending a decision
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in Barclays, will now have a more dificult time trying to combinedreporting is unconstitutionalas a matterof law (the
negotiate a settlement with the Franchise Tax Board. unitary tax still could be unconstitutionalbased on the partic-

ular facts in a case, for example, if a substantial distortinHowever, since Barclays does nothing to change the defini-
tion of a unitary business or to provide any further guid- exists). Instead, a premium will be placed on doing the nec-

ance on what is a unitary business, the factual issue of essary analysis, and planning to minimize exposure to the
California franchise tax.whether a group of companies constitutes a unitary business

still remains. Even in cases where it is clear tht a unitary As a first step, all corporategroups affected by the decision in
group exists, the author has been successful in working with Barclays should examine the advisability of making a
the numbers to reduce substantially the amount of Califor- water's edge election. The changes made to the water's
nia franchise tax. For example, it may be possible to make edge election beginning in 1994 will encourage many more
certain election that reduce the level of income in the years taxpayers to make this election.
under examination (depreciation elections, LIFO inventory Second, factual analysis should be made determine ifmethod election, etc.).

a to

groups of corporations are really unitary under the three
Even if it is clear'that a foreign parent and its US subsidiary unities tests. Perhaps by restructuring certain operations
are engaged in a unitary business, in appropriate circum- one or more of the affiliated companies could be eliminated
stances it may be possible to argue distortion (i.e. that Cal- from (or added to) the unitary group.
ifornia is seeking to tax a disproportionate amount of the

Finally, the opportunityofmaking tax elections that will min-group's income). The Barclays decision does not make it imize defer income for California franchise taxor purposesconstitutionalfor a state to tax income earned outside its bor-
should not be overlooked.ders. If there is a significantdistortion, it is possible that a

court will find the unitary method impermissibly allocates
too much income to California.

IV. CONCLUSION

Foreign-basedparent companiesdoing business in California
through a US subsidiary can no longer argue that worldwide
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UNITED STATES

NEW TRA.-S_ERPRICING PENALTYREGULATIONSREQUIRE
IMMEDIATEACTION TO AVOID OVERVALUATIONPENALTIES

Peter J. Connors and Michael F. Patton

The amendments to the statute under RRA '93 also set forth

Mr Connors is Director of InternationalCapital Markets with greater specificity the circumstances under which an

Tax Services at Ernst & Young, New York. Mr Patton is increase in income pursuant to a redetermination of price
Chairman of Ernst & Young's Transfer Pricing Task Force in under Section 482 will be excluded in the determination of
Washington, D.C. whether there has been substantial valuation mis-a or gross

statement. An increase in taxable income resulting from a

Section 6662 imposes an accuracy-related penalty of either price adjustment under Section 482 is not included in deter-

20 or 40 percent of the amount of an underpayment mining whether the net Section 482 transferprice adjustment
attributable to price adjustments under IRC Section 482 that constitutes a substantial valuation misstatement, if

are characterized as substantial or gross valuation misstate- (1) the transfer price was determinedunder a pricing method

ments. On 27 January 1994 and 8 July 1994, the IRS and specified in the Section 482 regulations and the taxpay-

Treasury published Temporary and Proposed Regulations er's use of the method was reasonable;

under IRC Sections 6662(e), 6662(h) and 6664(c) (the Reg- (2) the taxpayer has documentation,which was in existence

ulations) to implement the amendments to the IRC enacted as of the time of filing the return, setting forth the deter-

as part of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 (RRA mination of such price in accordance with such a method

'93). These sections potentially impose penalties of 20 and and which establishes that the use of such method was

40 percent on transfer pricing adjustments greater than $ 5 reasonable; and

million. While these penalties were enacted to deter aggres- (3) the taxpayer provides the IRS with such documentation

sive intercompany pricirig regarding transfers of tangible within 30 days of a request therefore.3

property (e.g. finished goods, components,etc.) or intangible In addition, the taxpayer may exclude a Section 482 adjust-
property (e.g. product technology, trade marks, trade names, ment to taxable income where it can establish that
etc.), they also apply to many cross-border transactions of (1) none of the specified pricing methods of Section 482
international banks, such as trading in financial products. were likely to yield a price that clearly reflected income

and the pricing method actually used by the taxpayer was

likely to result in a price that clearly reflected income;
I. BACKGROUND (2) the taxpayer documented the selection of the pricing

method before filing the return for the year at issue; and
Prior to amendment by RRA '93, Section 6662 provided that (3) the taxpayer provides such documentation to the IRS
substantial valuation misstatement with respect to the trans- within 30 days upon a request.4
fer of property or services existed if the price charged
between the controlled parties is 200 percent or more (or 50 RRA '93 also amended Section 6662(e) to provide that for

percent or less) of the price determined under Section 482 purposes of determining the amount of a net Section 482

(transactionalpenalty), or if the net Section 482 transferprice transfer price adjustment, no Section 482 price adjustment
adjustment for the taxable year exceeds $ 10 million (net will be excluded for reasonable cause, unless excluded by
adjustment penalty). A gross valution misstatement would one of the exceptions described above: The changes to the

arise where the price determined under Section 482 for a statute by RRA '93 are intended to encourage taxpayers to

transaction between controlled parties or the net Section 482 implement the principles of Section 482 in pricing transac-

transfer price adjustment exceed double the threshold tions with related parties and to deter taxpayers from using-
requirementsfor a substantial valuation misstatement.

As a result of the passage of RRA '93, a substantial valuation I. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(1)(B)(ii)
misstatementunder Section 6662 now includes a net Section 2. IRC Sec. 6662(h)(2)(A)(iii).

482 transfer price adjustment that exceeds the lesser of $ 5 3. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(B)(i)
4. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(B)(ii)

million or 10 percent of a taxpayer's gross receipts,' and a 5. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(D).Also excepted are net increases attributable to any

gross valuation misstatement includes the case where the net transaction solely between foreign corporations, unless, the treatment of such

Section 482 transfer prce adjustment exceeds either $ 20 transaction affects the determination of income from sources within the United

million or 20 percent of the gross receipts.2
States or taxable income effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or

business within the United States,
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solely post hoc arguments to justify a tax return positionupon A. Safe harbours
audit.

Two safe harbours are provided in Section 6662() with

respect to Section 482 price adjustments and the Regulations
expand on the requirements of the safe harbours. The first

Il. TEMPORARYREGULATIONS safe harbour applies to the situation where the taxpayer has
used a method specified in the Section 482 regulations to

The IRS published Temporary and Proposed Regulations determine the transfer price and the taxpayer's method of

under 1.6662-5T-7Ton 27 January 1994, to implernent the determining the transfer price was reasonable.3 Under this

imposition of the accuracy-relatedpenalties for a substantial safe harbour, a taxpayer's selection and application is reason-

or gross valuation misstatementin the contextof adjustrnents able if the taxpayer reasonably concludes that the method

of price under Section 482.6 These Regulations were amend- (and its application of that method) provided the most reli-

ed on 8 July 1994, largely to conform with final Section 482 able measure of an arm's length result under the principlesof

Regulations also issued at the sane time. The final Section the best method rule. However, it is not necessary for a tax-

482 Regulations are notable in that while no changes were payer to conclude that the selected method provides a more

made to the rules for determiningthe applicable transferprice reliable measure of an arm's length result than any other

for services, in other areas, namely, tangibles and intangibles, unspecifiedmethod,l4The Regulations state that the determi-

the standards for comparabilityhave been loosened. nation as to whether the taxpayer's conclusion was reason-

able is based on the facts and circumstances and lists four
Under the Regulations, whether an underpayment is factors to consider:
attributableto a substantialor gross valuationmisstatement is - the experience and knowledge of the members of the
based on the original return or amended return filed by the controlled group;
taxpayer prior to being contacted by the IRS regarding the - the extent to which accurate data was available and the

original tax retum.7 In the case of a consolidated group, the data was analysed in a reasonable manner;

Regulations provide that the threshold requirements for a - the extent to which the taxpayer followed the procedural
substantial and gross valuation misstatement are applied on requirementsunder Section 482 with respect to the appli-
the basis of the consolidatedincome tax return for the group.8 cationofthe method;
This has the effect of making the monetary thresholds ($ 5 - the extent to which the taxpayer reasonably relied on an

million and $ 20 million) easier, and the percentage thresh- analysis or study conductedby a professionalqualified to

olds (10 and 20 percent) harder, to cross. conduct such an analysis;15

if the taxpayer attempted to determine an arm's length-

Under the Regulations, the net Section 482 transfer price result by using more than one uncontrolled comparable,
adjustment for any taxable year is defined to nclude the whether the taxpayer arbitrarily selected a result that cor-

sum of all increases in taxable income attributable to using responds to an extreme point in the range of results
the correct price for the transactions as determined under derived from the uncontrolledcomparables.
Section 482 for the taxable year less any decrease in taxable
income attributable to collateral adjustments under Reg. The applicationof a specified method is considered the most

1.482-1T(e).9 Gross receipts, for purposes of determining accurate measure of an arm's length result if the application
of the method providesa more accuratemeasure of an arm'swhether there has been a substantial valuation misstatement

as a result of a net Section 482 transfer price adjustment, length result than any alternative specified method and any

includes any allocation required by Section 482.o The inclu- alternative applicationof the method chosen .

sion of the amount of any allocation in the denominator The second safe harbour applies where the taxpayer, instead
makes it slightly more difficult to meet the tests. For exam- of using a method specified in Section 482, employs a

ple, if a taxpayer reports $100 in gross receipts on its return method in determining the transfer price not described in the
and the IRS proposes adjustments of $ 20, the adjustments Regulations under Section 482, either because the specified
are 20 percent of reported gross receipts, but only 17 percent methods for the particular type of transactionwere not likely
of adjusted gross receipts (20/(100 + 20) = 17%). to result in a price that would clearly reflect income, or

because the Regulationsunder Section482 do not address the
With respect to the determination of the net Section 482 determinationof the transferprice for the transaction in ques-
transfer price adjustment, the reasonable cause exception of
Section 6664(c) applies only to the extent that the require-
ments of the safe harbour provisions found in Section
6662(e) described below are satisfied. The Regulationsalso 6. T.D. 8519,59Fed. Reg. 4791 (2 February 1994).
provide that if an increase in taxable income attributable to a 7. Reg 1.6662-6T(a)(2)

Section 482 price adjustmentfor a taxable year is covered by
8. Id.
9. Reg. 1.6662-6T(c)(1).

either of the safe harbour provisions, any collateral adjust- 10. Reg. 1.6662-6T(c)(5).
ments to taxable income under Section 482 must be ratably 1 1. Reg. 1.6662-6T(c)(6)

applid to all of the increases in income attributable to Sec- 12. Reg. 1.6662-6T(c)(4).
13. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(B)(i).tion 482 price adjustmentsfor thetaxableyear in determining 14. Reg. 1.6662-6T(d)(2)(ii).

the net Section 482 transfer price adjustment.12 15. Id.
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tion.'6 Where a specified method is available, the taxpayer Under the Regulations, background documents support the

must show, according to the Regulations, that it reasonably assumptions, conclusions and positions contained in princi-
concluded that none of the specified methods was likely to pal documents.24 Background documents may include mate-

provide a reliable measure of an arm's length result, and that rials listed in Reg. 1.6038A-3(c), which includes original
it selected and applied an unspecified method in a way that entry books and transaction records, profit and loss state-

would likely provide a reliable measure of an arm's length ments, pricing documents, foreign country and third party fil-

result. A taxpayer can reasonably conclude that no specified ings, and ownership and capital structure records. However,
method was likely to provide a reliable measure of an arm's other documents not listed in the Regulations may be neces-

length result only if it has made a reasonable effort to evalu- sary to establish that the taxpayer's method of determining
ate the potential applicability of the specified methods in a the transfer price was selected and applied in a manner that

manner consistent with the prnciples of the best method provided the most accurate measure of an arm's length result.

rule.17 The Regulationsprovide that if no method is specified Background documents need not be provided to the IRS in

in Section 482 for the taxpayer's transaction, as is true in the response to a request for principal documents. If requested,
cse of services, the taxpayer must show that it selected and however, by the IRS, the taxpayer must provide that docu-

applied the unspecified method in a reasonable manner.'8 mentation with 30 days of the request. The IRS may extend

the period for providing the background documents beyond
30 days.25

B. Documentation requirement

The statute provides that neither of the safe harbours will be C. Tax return documentation

applicable unless the taxpayer also satisfies a documentation

requirement.'9The Regulations provide that a taxpayer will A new feature of the July 1994 penalty Regulations is tax

satisfy the documentation requirement if the taxpayer main- return disclosure (rather than election). If the taxpayer
tains sufficient documentation to establish that the taxpayer applies a profit split method, the taxpayermust attach a state-

reasonably concluded that the chosen method provided the ment to a timely filed US income tax retum disclosing the

most accurate measure of an arm's length result under the kind of profit split method employed, the combinedoperating
principles of the best method rule, the documentationwas in profit from the relevant business activity and the split of that

existence at the time the relevant return was filed and the tax- profit among the controlled participants in that activity. If the

payer provides the documentation to the IRS within 30 days consideration for the controlled transfer of an intangible is in

of a request for it.2o The required documents are divided into the form of a lump sum, a statement is required for each tax-

two categories- principal documents and background docu- able year throughout the life of the intangible. This must

ments.2' describe the calculation of the arm's length consideration.26

According to the Regulations, the principal documents If the taxpayer applies an unspecified method, the taxpayer
should accurately and completely describe the basic transfer must attach a statement to a timely filed US income tax return

pricing analysis conductedby the taxpayer in determining the (with extensions) disclosing the use of such method for the

transfer price reflected in its retum.22 This documentation taxable year in which the method is applied.27
must include:

an overview of the taxpayer's business, including eco--

nomic and legal factors that affect pricing of its products D. Relationshipto Section 6664
or services;
a description of the taxpayer's organizational structure, Under the Regulations, for of applying the- purposes reason-

including all related parties whose activities are relevant able cause and good faith exception of Section 6664(c) to net

to transfer pricing; Section 482 adjustments, the safe harbour rules apply. A tax-

any document explicitly required by the Regulations-

under Section 482; 16. House Report, at 284. A method is a specified method if it is described in

a description of the method selected and an explanation the Regulations under Sec. 482. With respect to transfers of tangible property,-

of why that method was selected; these methods currently include the comparable uncontrolled price method,
resale price method, cost-plus method and comparable profits method. With

a descriptionof the altemativemethods that were consid-
respect to transfers of intangible property, the methods currently include the-

ered and an explanation of why they were not selected; comparable uncontrolledtransactionsmethod and comparableprofits method. A

a description of the transfer pricing transactions in issue bona fide cost sharing arrangement is considered a specified method. Two limit-
-

(including terms of sale) and any internal data used to
ed profit split methods are also provided in the final Section 482 Regulations.
17. Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(3)(ii)(B).

analyse them; 18. Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(3)(ii)(C).
a descriptionof the comparables used, how comparabili- 19. IRC Sec. 6662(e)(3)(B)(i)(11)and (ii)(11)

-

ty was evaluated and what adjustments were made; 20. Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(2)(iii)(A).
21. Id.

an explanationof the economic analysis and projections- 22. Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(2)(iii)(B)
relied on in developing the method; 23. Id.

a general index of principal and background documents, 24 Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(2)(iii)(C).
-

25. Id.
and a description of the taxpayer's record-keeping sys- 26. Reg 1.6662-6T(d)(3)(iii)(C).
tem used to catalogue and access the documents.23 27. Reg 1.6664-4(d).
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payer cannot satisfy the reasonable cause and good faith for transactionsprior to 21 April 1993. Rev. Proc. 94-33 clar-
exceptionunder Section 6664(c) if it cannotmeet the rules of ifies that the mandatory contemporaneous documentation
Reg. 1.6662-6T(d).28 rules only apply to transactions in tax years commencing

after 21 April 1993 (thus, calendar year taxpayers will be
exempt from the requirement until 1994).35 However, fulfil-

E. Other provisions ment of the documentation requirement in years prior to its
mandatory application is a relevant factor in the applicationIn addition to the above, there are several miscellaneous of the penalty.

rules.

Consistent with the statute, the Regulations also provide that
any increase in taxable income with respect to an adjustment Ill. PLANNINGof a transfer price for a transaction between related foreign
corporations is excluded for purposes of calculating a net
Section 482 adjustment, unless the reallocationaffects either The Regulations are, in most respects, faithful reflections of
corporation's income from sources within the United States Congressional intent in its enactment of Section 6662(e).
or taxable income effectively connected with the conduct of Congress has expressed its continuing concern with IRS
a trade or business within the United States.29 examiners' ability to obtain vital information for transfer

pricing audits and has expanded IRS's power to obtain docu-The rules for coordinatingbetween the transactionalpenalty ments several times in the last few years. Sections 982,(i.e. the percentage test) and the net transfer pricing adjust- 6038A, 6038C and 6503(k), among others, all address the
ment penalty are important. The Regulations provide that a

perceiveddifficulties IRS agents have faced when requestingSection 482 allocation attributable to a substantial or gross information related to intemational transactions. Some ofvaluation misstatement under the transactional penalty is these measures have been Draconian; for example, grantingincluded in determining whether the net Section 482 adjust- the District Director the power to deny the taxpayer the costment for the taxable year exceeds the lesser of $ 5 million of goods sold deductionunder Sections 6038A and C.dollars or 10 percentof gross receipts.3oIf the net Section 482
adjustmentexceeds $ 5 million dollars or 10 percent of gross In effect, Congress has transferred the burden of conducting
receipts, any portion of the amount that is attributable to a a transfer pricing audit to taxpayers, has required that inter-
gross valuation misstatement is subject to the transactional company transfers be supported with complete documenta-
penalty at the 40 percent rate but not also to the net adjust- tion and has backed up these Regulations with heavy penal-
ment penalty at a 20 percent rate.31 The remaining amount is ties.
subject to the net adjustment penalty at the 20 percent rate,
even if such amount is less than the lesser of $ 5 million dol- What the Regulations lack, however, is sufficientguidance to

lars or 10.percentof gros receipts. On the other hand, if the allow taxpayers to be sure they have complied. Reasonable
net Section 482 adjustmentexceeds $ 20 million dollars or 20 belief', reasonablyconclude, reasonableapplicationand

percent of gross receipts, the entire amountof the adjustment other uses of the word reasonable or variants abound, but in
is subject to the net adjustmentpenalty at a 40 percent rate.32 many cases there are no examples, definitions or explana-
No portion of the adjustment is subject to the transactional tions to guide taxpayers.
penalty at a 20 percent rate

In addition, unlike other penalties, this has realmany one no

Finally, under the Regulations, the transactional penalty and safe harbours. If an adjustment meets a threshold require-
the net adjustment penalty are applicable to any underpay- ment, any significant failure to comply with the Regulations
ment of tax that is attributable to a substantial or gross valua- under Section 482 leaves the District Director no discretion.
tion misstatementattributableto another taxable year.33 How- Notwithstandinga good faith attempt on the part of the tax-
ever, a carry-back or carry-forward attributable to a substan- payer to adhere to the rules, the District Directormust impose
tial or gross valuation misstatement from another taxable the penalty if required documentation is not prepared and
year is not used in determining whether there is a substantial timely tumed over to the examining agent. There is no mid-
or gross valuation misstatement for the taxable year at dle ground for taxpayers who act in good faith, but err in
issue.34 some technical way.

F. Effective date
28. Reg. 1.6664-4(d).

The effective date for the portion of the Regulations is the 29. Reg. 1.6662-6T(d)(4).
first tax year beginning after 31 December 1993. The Pream- 30. Reg 1.6662-6T(f)(1)
ble to the Regulations notes that, for taxable years ending

31. Id.
32. Id.

after 5 November 1990, but beginning prior to 1 January 33. Reg. 1.6662-6T(e).
1994, the Treasury Departmentconsiders the proposed regu- 34. Id.

lations issued on 21 January 1993 to be a reasonable inter- 35. Rev. Proc. 94-33, IRB 1994-18 (2 May 1994). Regardless of the taxable
Rev. Proc. 94-33 that the existenceof documenta-pretation of Sections 6662(e) and (h), except that no require- year, states contemporaneous

tion is a relevant factor in determining whether the taxpayer had reasonable
ment of contemporaneous documentation may be imposed cause and good faith, particularly for transactionsafter 21 April 1993.
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Taxpayers that conduct international transactionswith related apply the method chosen to financial information for previ-
parties are vulnerable to the penalties under Section 6662(e). ously filed returns to check the reasonablenessof the applica-
If the IRS audits a return, and the adjustmentsmeet or exceed tion of the method. Finally, at the end of the tax year, the tax-

one of the thresholds, the District Director must impose the payer must assess the actual results to determine whether

penalty if the taxpayer does not meet any of the safe harbour they meet the arm's length standard, and calculate an adjust-
provisions. Congressional staff have stated publicly that ment if they do not.

Congress expects this result. Any taxpayer with significant The taxpayer must also keep records of contracts that state
intemational related party transactionsmust make an effort to the complete agreement between the parties. Relevant
meet the safe harbour provisions.

con-

tracts include sales/distribution agreements, licences of

A transfer pricing policy statement should be prepared to intangible property, leases, service agreements or loans.

support the taxpayer's choice of method and its pricing. Key Any specific circumstances that affect transfer pricing must
elements that should be included in the policy are: be documented, weil. Among other things, explanationsofas

(1) a statement of basic principles applicable to the taxpay-
er's situation;

non routine risks, market share strategy, compensating
adjustments, methods to avoid perodic adjustments for

(2) identification of the methods used to set the transfer intangibles, support for use of an other. method and any
prices and the method that will be used to evaluate the claimed set-offs should be included.
actual results;

(3) provisions for adjustments to the prices should the need The Regulations are of particular concern to international

arise; and, banks as the substantive Section 482 rules do not provide
(4) provisions for periodic updates and revisions of the clear guidelines or methods for common types of cross-bor-

methods used to set transfer prices. der transactions engaged in by banks. For example, no spe-
cific guidance is available with regard to trading in financial

Justificationof transfer prices used is the most importantele-
products. Moreover, the IRS does not generally recognize

ment of transfer pricing documentation.A study must be car- interbranch transactions which commonly used by banksare
ried out in a manner that conforms to the Regulations. It operating intemationally. In addition, the specified transfer
should include a functional analysis of all parties affected by pricing methods for intangible property will rarely apply to
the intercompany transfers. The functional analysis must intemational banking activities nor will the limited profit
look at the parties' functions, rsks, tangible and intangible split methods adopted in the Regulationsbe available; thus in
assets. Then, the study must analyse other transactions or

most cases, there will not be a method that is clearly the
companies that could be comparable. The judgement of best method. As banks wella consequence, many as as
which transactionor company is comparableand which is not other considering obtaining Advancemany taxpayers are
must be based on a number of factors enumerated in the Sec- Pricing Agreements as the only viable alternative to avoid
tion 482 Regulations.The availabilityof comparablesof dif-

potentiallycostly disputes with the IRS and to avoid penalties
ferent types will determine what transfer pricing method or under Section 6662(e).
methods the client used to set its price. This choice is the

most critical decision that must be made. The study should
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UNITED STATES

DOES THE BROWN GROUP CASE SPELL THE EFFECTIVEEND OF

SUBPARTF
Peter J. Connors and Robert M. Spevack

Ernst & Young, International Tax Services, New York

Since 1963 Subpart F has been the principal mechanism uti- Brown Group is a US corporation that was engaged in manu-

lized by the United States to make US shareholders of con- facturing and distributing footwear. Before 1985, as part of
trolled foreign corporations(CFCs) subject to current taxa- its operations Brown purchased footwear manufactured by
tion on unremitted eamings derived from certain types of independent parties in Brazil, for resale in the United States
operationsconductedoutside of the United States. One of the and elsewhere. The purchases were handled by two individu-
designated types of operations that generates Subpart F als who are described in the court's decision as independent
income which is currently taxable to US shareholders is For- from Brown Group and were compensated by commissions
eign Base Company Sales Income.' from Brown Group for their services on its behalf. It appears

that Brown Group was not subject to any foreign tax on its
In the recent case of BrownGroup, Inc. v. Commissioner,2the income from the distribution business, but it was subject to
US Tax Court held that the distributive share of profits of a current US tax on such income.
CFC from a partnership engaged in a foreign purchase and

In 1985 Brown Group formed wholly-owned Caymansale business was not foreign base company sales income of a

the CFC, even though this income would have been base Islands subsidiary, Brown Cayman, Ltd., which became an

88 percent partner in Brinco P/S, with the other two partnerscompany sales income if it had been received directly by the
CFC. being the individuals who had been purchasing shoes for

Brown Group in Brazil. The US parent paid Brinco. a 10 per-

Foreign base.companysales income includes income derived cent commissionbased on the purchase price of footwear for

by a CFC from the purchase of property manufactured out- acting as its purchasingagent in Brazil, thereby replacing the

side of the CFC's country of incorporationby a person other two individuals. The two individuals continued to receive
remuneration for their services through their distributivethan the CFC and sold to a person related to the CFC for use

outside of the CFC's country of incorporation.One of the key
shares of partnership income. In 1985 and 1986 the partrer-

points in this definition is whether the purchaser is related to ship had profits from purchasing footwear, in Brazil and

the selling CFC, which is defined in IRC Section 954(d)(3). reselling the footwear to its indirect 88 percent parent corpo-
ration. The profits would have been foreign base companyUnder the current version of this provision as amended in

1986 and 1988, a CFC and a partnershipare considered to be sales income if Brown Cayman purchased the footwear and
resold it to the US parent directly (see diagram).related persons if the CFC owns more than 50 percent of the

partnership. However, a CFC and a partnership were not Since Brinco and the US parent, Brown Group, were not
related persons under Section 954(d)(3) as in effect for 1985 related persons under the pre-1986 Act rules, Brown Group
and 1986. In a Revenue Ruling issued in 1989,3 the IRS took the position that the partnershipdid not have any foreign
attempted to rectify this oversight in the pre-1986Act defini- base company sales income. Therefore, Brown Cayman's
tion by taking the position that a CFC's distributive share of distributive share of partnership income was not foreign base
any partnership's income is foreign base company sales company sales income. On th other hand, the IRS took the
income if the income would have been classified as base position that under Rev. Rul. 89-72, characterization of the
company sales income if received directly by the CFC. (It is partnership's income for Subpart F purposes should be made
unclear whether the 1986 amendment resolves the question at the partner rather than the partnership level. The court
of whether a partnership is a related,person, where the trans- noted that under IRC Section 702(b) the characterofany item
action is between a partnership in which a CFC has a more of income included in a partner's distributive share is deter-
than 50 percent interest and the US parent of the CFC. In this mined as if such item were realized directly from the source
structure there literally is no transactionbetween the partner- from which realized by the partnership- in short, the charac-
ship and the CFC, and it is not clear that the partnership and terizationof income is made at the partner level. The opinion
the US parent are related persons even taking accountof attri-
bution rules. The legislative history of the amendmentdoes,

1. IRC Sec. 954(d).however, indicate Congress intended to have this structure 2. 102 TC No. 24 (12 April 1994).
result in foreign base company sales income.) 3. Rev. Rul. 89-72, 1989-1 CB 257.
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Brown Group, Inc. base company income to be determined at the partnership
rather than the partner level.

BGI Unrelated However, lack of discernible Congressional intention as to

US CO. the relationship between partnership tax provisions and for-

eign base company income may provide an easy basis for

avoiding foreign base company sales income by simply con-

ducting buying and selling operationsbetween related parties
through partnerships rather than directly through foreign cor-

10% porations.The IRS has withdrawn from its prior position that

BGII an entity can not be classified as a partnershipfor US tax pur-Sales

954(d)(3) are applied strictly according to their literal lan-

US 2% poses where the partners are subsidiaries of the same parent
Individuals corporation.6

Commissions As noted earlier, if the 1986 and 1988 amendmentsto Section

8800 guage the BrownGroup case is still viable under current law.

BCI
BP/S If the amendments are applied according to the legislative

Cayman

T
history of the 1986 Act it is possible that Brinco and the US

parent would be considered related persons and Brinco

would be considered to generate base company sales income

Purchase in the hands of its parent, Brown Cayman. An obvious weak-

ness in the case could be the amount of income from pur-
chase and sale of footwear that was considered earned by

then lists a numberof items specified in the regulationsunder Brinco. There is no evidence in the case that Brnco or Brown

this provision which are taken into account at the partner Cayman performed any services or had any significant
rather than the partnership level. The court also recognized investment in the business.This could make it difficult to jus-
there is a catch-all provision in the regulations under which tify any profit to Brinco beyond the amount paid to compen-

each partner is required to take into account at the partner sate the individual purchasing agents, directly or through
level, any partnership item which, if separately taken into their interests in Brinco.

account by any partner would result in different tax liability 'Even if the 1986 amendment precludes utilizing Brown type
for the partner than if the partner did not take the item into partnership structures to avoid foreign base company sales
account separately.4 income, is it possible partnerships can be utilized to avoid

other types of foreign base company income based on the
The court concluded that Subpart F is silent as to whether for- principle that a partnership cannot have Subpart F income

eign base company sales income should be determinedat the because it is not a corporaton and the determination of

partneror partnership level. Similarly,no court has addressed whether there is base company income is made at the part-
the issue ofwhetherSection 702(b) applies to require Subpart nership rather than the partner level. For example, if a US
F characterizationat the partner level. Faced with an absence corporationcreates a wholly-ownedsubsidiary in a tax haven
of controlling authority the court chose to follow a line of and capitalizes the subsidiary with money to make tax-free
cases it believed supported a conclusion that, at least in trans- passive investments all of the income will be classified as

actions involving property sales, tax characterizationsare-to Subpart F foreign personal holding company income under
be made at the partnership level. Since only a corporationcan Section 954(c), which will be taxed currently to the US par-
have Subpart F income, it followed that Brnco as a partner- ent under Subpart F. A logical extension of the BrownGroup
ship could not have such income. Therefore, Brown Cay- case would suggest that the foreign personal company hold-
man's 88 percent distributiveshare of its income could not be

ng company problem can be eliminated by having the US

foreign base company sales income, because this determina- form haven subsidiaries which would becomeparent two tax

tion was made at the partnership rather than the partner level.
partners in an investmentpartnershipwith their pooled funds.

Under the case the partnershipwould not have any Subpart F

It is true, that except in the case of foreign base company income. Therefore the distributive shares of the subsidiaries

shipping income, there is no guidance in the IRC or regula- would not be Subpart F income which would be currently
tions as to whetherSubpart F income determinationsare to be taxable to the US parent.
made at the partnership or partner level.5 The court declined

to accept Rev. Rul. 89-72 as controlling authority for charac-

terizing the income at the partner level. Similarly, the court 4. Reg 1 702- I(b)(8)

rejected the government's assertion that Section 954(f)(2)
5. In the case of base company shipping income, IRC Sec. 954(f)(2) specifi-
cally provides that the characterof such income received by a partnership pass-

demonstrated Congressional intention to have Subpart F es through to its partners.

apply at the partner rather than the partnership level. The 6. See Rev. Rul. 93-4, 1993-1 CB 225, holding that a German GmbH can be

classified partnership rather than corporation for US where it
court made the opposite inference- that is, including a refer- as a a tax purposes

does not possess more corporate than non-corporate characteristics under the

ence to partnerships only in the case of foreign base compa- IRS classification regulations, without regard to the fact that all of the partners

ny ncome meant Congress ntended other types of foregn are subsidiariesof the same common parent.
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A possible difficulty with this approach is applicationof the sion by the court, only the Solicitor General of the Depart-
Excess Passive Assets (EPA) regime ofSection 956A even ment of Justice can authorize an appeal of an adverse deci-
if there is no actual distributionof earning to the partners of sion. As of this writing it is unknown whether the Solicitor
the partnership. Under this provision current and accumulat- General would authorize an appeal in the event the request
ed earnings and profits of a CFC which have not previously for rehearingi denied or the prior decision is sustained.
been subject to US tax in the hands of the CFC's sharehold- An issue in using Brown Group planning technique is theas aers are currently taxable to the extent the CFC's passive extent to which penalties could be imposed. As far as penal-assets (assets which generate Subpart F foreign personal ties are concerned, the most likely one to be encountered isholding company income) exceed 25 percent of the CFC's the accuracy related penalty for substantialunderstatementoftotal assets. Under Section 956A(c)(2) passive assets gener- ncome tax.s This penalty does not apply to the extent there isally have the same meaning as for purposes of determining substantial authority for the taxpayer's position or ade-whethera foreign corporation is a passive foreign investment

quate disclosure of the position with the taxpayer's retum.8company (PFIC) under Section 1296(a)(2). Passive assets
Ordinarily, a decision by the Tax Court should be consideredare assets which producepassive income for a corporation,or substantial authority for this purpose,9 although the IRSwhich are held for the productionof passive income.
has authority to designate particular positions as not consti-

If the partnership interests in the hands of the CFC's are treat- tuting substantial authority. It appears that if a taxpayer
ed as passive assets because they generatepassive income, up were filing a return today based on official outstanding pro-
to 75 percent of each CFC's distributive share of the partner- nouncements, the Brown Group case would constitute sub-
ship profits will be currently taxable to the US parent as of stantial authority to avoid the accuracy related penalty for
the close ofYear 1. While not absolutelyclear, it appears that substantial underpaymentof tax.
a partnership interest in a partnership which invests solely in

Another possible attack using the could be proposedon casepassive assets would itself be considered a passive asset, regulations that issued 17 May 1994. Thesesince this is the characterof income that would be generated
were on pro-

posed regulations would authorize the IRS to disregard theby the partnership. The most likely opportunity to avoid form of a transaction if a partnership is formed or availed ofapplication of the EPA regime probably is to have the part-
nership make investments in related foreign corporations

n connection with a transactionor series of transaction with

which have only income from active operating businesses.
a principal purpose of substantially reducing the present
valueof their partners' federal tax liability in a manner that isUnder Section 1296(b)(2)(C) interest, dividends, rents and inconsistent with the intent of the partnership provisions.'oroyalties received by a PFIC from a related person are not The exact of these proposed regulations whichconsidered passive income to the extent the payments are scope are

stated to be effective for transactionsoccurringon or after 12allocable to non-passive income of the related person. There-
May 1994 is unclear. Examples in the proposed regulationsfore, under the normal PFIC rules, assets which generatesuch
make it clear that whether a partnership form is abusiveincome should not be consideredpassive assets.
will be based on the unbridledjudgementof the IRS. A com-

Despite limitations on the usefulness of the Brown Group prehensive evaluation of these proposed regulations and the
case imposedby the EPA regime, there was swift anonymous basis for the authority on which the proposed regulations are
reaction to the decision by IRS personnel. Several anony- being issued is beyond the scope of this article. However, if
mous items in the BNA Daily Tax Report warned taxpayers the regulationsare adopted as proposed, it can be anticipated
not to rely on the case because it was going to be appealed, that structures of the type approved in the BrownGroup case
and penalties would be imposed on taxpayers who had ideas will be an early target.
of using similar structures in reliance on the case. The IRS
subsequentlyannounced it is going to requestreconsideration
of the decision by the Tax Court. As of this writing there has
been no word on whether the Tax Court will grant a rehearing
on the case. 7. IRC Sec. 6662(a),(b)(2)and (d)

8. IRC Sec. 6662(d)(2)(B).While the IRS controls which cases it will litigate in the Tax 9. Reg. 1.6662-4(d)(3)(iii)Count and whether it will request reconsiderationof a deci- 10. Proposed Reg. 1.701-2,59Fed. Reg. 25581 (May 17,1994)
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MEXICO

INTERNATIONALTAX TREATY DEVELOPMENTS:

THE MEXICAN ExPERIEXCE
Barry Larking

Technical Coordinator, IBFD International Tax Academy

I. INTRODUCTION organizafions: It is surprising that the Netherlands-Mexico

treaty (concludedon 27 September 1993) only includes pen-

The influence of its tax treaty partners on Mexico's treaty
sion funds in this context, whereas the Dutch practice

policy is easy to recognize,and also understandablegiven the referred to above also covers other public benefit organiza-

short period Mexico has had to develop its own policies.' tions. It might be concluded that treaty benefits will simply

There are, however, some features of Mexico's current be denied to these other exempt organizations. Another pos-

treaties which are rarely encounteredelsewhere and which in sibility is that the principle of reciprocal treaty benefits for

some cases, appear to be entirely new.2 The object of this arti. such organizationswas accepted but that agreementcould not

cle is to highlight some of these features3 and to consider be reached on how to define them and that these situations

their place in the developmentof tax treaty practice in gener-
will therefore be decided on a case-by-casebasis.9

al. Although it may not always be clear whether a particular A cornparison between the Netherlands and the US-Mexico
feature originates from Mexico or its respective treaty part- treaty provisions illustrates the difficulties of frarning a pro-
ner, its relative novelty is considered sufficient justification vision of this kind. The US provision uses general wording to

for inclusion in this article. describe qualifyingorganizations,and the decision whether

a particular organization satisfies this description would

therefore seem to be left to the country being asked to grant

Il. TREATY BENEFITS FOR EXEMPT the treaty benefits. The fact that this wording draws heavily

ORGANIZATIONS on US domestic law might, however, indicate in favour of a

US-based interpretation.t The Netherlands provision on the

other hand is self-executing in the sense that an organiza-
The Netherlands and US treaties with Mexico grant treaty tion qualifies simply by being designated or recognized
benefits to certain tax-exempt organizations.4 None of the

countries concerned include such provisions in their own

model treaties nor are they found in any of the OECD or UN 1. Mexico's first comprehensivebilateral treaty (with Canada) was concluded

Models. Such provisions are, however, becoming more pop- as recently as 8 April 1991. Mexico's treaty policy is reflected in its Model treaty

ular, especially in US treaty practice. There is long-standing dated May 1993 as well as in the treaties it has concluded. .

debate about the need for special mention of these organiza-
2. This article deals with the following Mexican treaties, all of which had

been concluded but were not necessarily in force at the tirne of writing (May

tions.5 1994): Belgium, Canada, Ecuador, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerlandand the United States.

Some consider that without special mention, exempt organi- 3. Some unusual features receive relatively less attention where their nov-

zations are excluded from treaty benefits because they fail to elty owes more to the peculiarities of a particular tax system, such as the Mexi-

satisfy the basic (standard) requirement for treaty residence,
can assets tax or the US foreign tax credit baskets,or to some other local pecu-

liarity, such as Mexico's until recent non-membershipof the OECD and the pre-

namely being subject to tax, while others would be prepared sumably related appearance in treaty texts of matters otherwise confined to the

to concede residence status to those organizations which are official Commentaries to the OECD Model.

only exempt as regards specific (e.g. investment) income but 4. See Protocol Arl. 1 to the Netherlands treaty and Art. 22 to the US treaty.
5. See e.g. IntemationalTax Problems of Charitiesand other Private Institu-

not as regards other (e.g. trading) income.6 Another view is tions with SimilarTax Treatment, IFA Seminar paper (London, 10 September
that even fully exempt organizations qualify as residents if 1985); and TheTax TreatmentofCharitableOrganizations,34EuropeanTax-

they would have been subject to tax (i.e. they satisfy the nor- atton (January 1994), at 9.

mal nexus conditions for taxability in their country of orga-
6. Ibid.
7. See e.g. Klaus Vogel, Double Taxation Conventions (Deventer: Kluwer,

nization, etc.) were it not for being specificallyexempted.7 1990) (hereinafterVogel), at 68.

8. See Statement of the Under-ministerof Finance dated 9 July 1993, MvF

The Netherlands appears as a technical matter to take the IFZ93/713

first-mentionedview (that exempt organizationsdo not qual- 9. The Dutch introductory words het is wel verstaan (it is understood

ify) while in practice it grants treaty benefits to exempt orga- that) suggest that the latter is more likely the case.

nizations (on the assumption of reciprocal treatment) since,
10. ...operatedexclusively for religious, scientific, literary, educational...pur-
poses; see US-Mexico treaty Art. 22.

in its view, it is not the purpose of treties to exclude such I 1. IRC Sec. 501(c)(3).
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under the national law governing the organizationconcerned, IV. PERMANENTESTABLISHMENTPROBLEMS
i.e. independently of the country being asked to grant treaty
benefits. While the self-executing approach clearly has the

A. General influencesadvantage of providing taxpayer certainty, the reluctance of
treaty negotiators to accept provisionssuch as these which tie
a country's treaty benefts to criteria over which it has n To a great extent the Mexican treaties follow the OECD
control is understandable; the generic approach of the US Model permanent establishment (PE) provisions. The

treaty on the other hand suffers from less certainty for the tax- influence of the UN Model is also felt, notably in the con-

payer but is more comfortable for the country granting the struction clause (six month rather than 12 month minimum

treaty benefits. It is unfortunate that the self-executing period) and a special provision for insurance activities. The

approach also results in some uncertainty in the case of the 1963 OECD Draft has also been used to include in the list of
Netherlandsprovision through its interactionwith the domes- excepted activities advertising, supply of information and
tic rules described above. research (while at the same time resurrectingthe ambiguity in

the phrase similar activities which have a preparatory or

Given the fundamentaldispute over whether these provisions auxiliary character),t8
are exceptions to a rule (that exempt organizations do not

qualify as treaty residents) or simply clarifications of a rule
B. Confusing construction PEs(that, subject to satisfying the basic criteria for residence, a

specific statutory exemption does not take away residence
status for treaty purposes) a commonly agreed international Another UN influenced provision which occurs regularly in
view (e.g. in the Commentaries to the OECD Model) would Mexican treaties is the inclusion of supervisory activities in
be welcome. In the meantime, the drafting difficulties and the construction clause; such activities, where related to a

uncertaintieswill remain. building site or similar project, also constitute a PE if such
site...or activities last more than six months.'9 Although this
is also a standard UN Model provision, it contains an ambi-

guity as regards supervisory activities carried out by a sepa-
rate enterprise: either the supervisory activities themselvesIll. AMBULATORY INTERPRETATION should last more than six months or any period will suffice if,CONFIRMED together with the related building site, the six month test is
passed. The French treaty clarifies that the former is the

Article 3(2) of the OECD Model contains the sweeper or ntended meaning.2o Although supervision is not expressly
renvoi clause under which the meaningof undefined terms covered by the OECD Model construction clause, the Com-
is to be found in the domestic tax laws of the treaty partners mentary21 indicates that it is intended to be covered although
(unless the context otherwise requires).12Despite the numer- it raises the same ambiguity as mentioned above, i.e. it states

ous uncertainties surrounding the operation of this provision that supervision will not result in a PE unless the related site
it is normally carried over letter for letter into bilateral is also a PE (i.e. unless the site exists for the requisite length
treaties. The Mexico-Canada treaty is an exception. By the of time), but leaves open the question whether the supervi-
simple additionofjust six words one of the major difficulties sion should also continue for the same length of time. In the
with this provision has been removed, namely the question interest of removingambiguities from treaty texts, the French
whether the national laws (from which the meaning is to be approach has to be recommended (or a suitable amendment

derived) are those in place at the time the treaty was entered made to the Commentary).
into or when it is being applied.13

It is fitting that a specific endorsementof this principle (the 12. For comprehensive review of this provision, Avery Jones, J. al.,a see etambulatory or dynamic principle)t4 of treaty interpreta- ,The Interpretationof Tax Treaties with Particular Reference to Article 3(2) of
tion should appear in a Canadian treaty given the confusion the OECD Model (I), BritishTax Review (1984), at 14,54.
over this issue which arose from the Canadian case of 13. Art. 3(2) of the Mexico-Canadatreaty reads: As regards the applicationof

a at any any term notMeford:5This case supported the staticprinciple (basical-
the Conventionby Contracting State tme, defined therein
shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the meaning which it has at

ly the oppositeof the ambulatoryprinciple)on reasoningsub- that time under the law of that State for the purposes of the taxes to which the

sequently shown to be of doubtful validity such that it was Convention applies (emphasis added)
eventually reversed by statute.16 Although the clarification in 14. See supra note 12, at 25.

15. The Queen v. MefordDevelopmentslnc.,DTC6281 (Can 1982).the Canada-Mexico treaty may be welcomed, it has to an 16. The Income Tax ConventionsAct.
extent been pre-empted by the new Commentaries to the 17. See Art. 3 Commentary para. 11; se also.Avery Jones, J., The 1992
1992 OECD Model (hereinafterCommentary)which now OECD Model Treaty: Article 3(2) of the OECD Model Convention and the

explicitly supports the ambulatory approach,17 For non- Commentary to it: Treaty Interpretation,33 EuropeanTaxation (August 1993),
at 252.

OECD membercountries or those who prefer not to rely onlY 18. See Vogel supra note 7, at 233-234. The treaties with France, Italy and
on the Commentary for the interpretationof their treaties, it Switzerland recognize the problem and borrow from the later OECD Models by
may be something to note for future treaties. However,Mex- replacing the word similarwith other.

19. Mexican Model Art. 5(3).ico apparently did not consider it necessary (or could not get 20. Protocol Art. 2(a).
agreement) to include a similar provision in its other treaties. 21. Art. 5(3) Commentarypara. 17.
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C. No definition for third country residents conditions which differ from those of other independent
agents29

Less commendable is the way the Canada-Mexico treaty At first sight it would appear axiomatic that an independent
only recognizes a PE for treaty purposes where the business agent can be expected to act under the same conditions as

being carried on is that of a resident of one of the two con- independent agents in general, and that if this were not the

tracting states. A German company, for example, having a case, he would lose his status as independent. This must be a

retail shop in Mexico would not have a PE for purposes of the correct proposition insofar as the conditions in question are

Mexico-Canada treaty. Of course, in most cases this would necessary elements of independence as understood in the

hardly be a problem given the primary function of the con- OECD Modl. The Commentary indicates that freedom of

cept being to allocate taxing jurisdictionas between residents action or the absence of control are necessary elements of

of the two contractingstates. However,sometimes treaties do independence;3o in a similar vein, the UN Model provides
regulate taxation in the contextof a PE of a resident of a third that sole principal agents will not be independent.31 An

state. An example of this in the Canadian treaty is the provi- agent which, for example, acted without the appropriate
sion defining the source of interest22 which refers to the payor degree of freedom would therefore fail the independence test

of the interest as a person, whether [he] is a resident of a with or without the Mexican proviso; to this extent the latter

Contracting State or not, [who] has in a Contracting State a appears to add nothing substantive.

permanent establishment ..... Having limited permanent The above proposition does hold good for conditions
establishments to those carried on by residents, one is left

not

which are not necessary elements of independence(as under-
with the dilemma of ignoring that limitation or applying a

stood in the OECD Model). It might, for example, be a gen-
separate definition for the purposes of this clause. Such

eral characteristic for independent agents to contract on the
dilemmas should, it is suggested, be avoided.

basis of standard, pre-printed and conditions. Anterms agent
who did not follow this behaviour would not, however,

D. Loan preparations
appear to lose his independentstatus as a result, at least under
the OECD meaning of the term. To this extent the Mexican
formulation would restrict the scope of the OECD indepen-

A peculiarly Mexican provision is the addition to the list of dent agent provision, unless it can be said that agents who did

excepted activities23 of the maintenance of a fixed place of not possess these general characterisitcs would anyway be
business solely for preparation in relation to the placement of acting outside the ordinary course of their business - and
loans.24 This provision probably has to be seen against the therefore fail the second part of the standard OECD forrnula-

political and commercial background of foreign banking tion. An interesting question prornpted by the Mexican for-
business in Mexico which at the time of negotiating the rnulation is whether the financial conditions under whch

treaties in question was limited to representative offices. independent agents generally operate are necessary elements
Since these would commonly be regarded as perfect illustra- of independence. Financial conditions clearly play a role
tions of the basic principle behind the excepted activities list, under the OECD concept of independence, i.e. the economic
the provision is arguably superfluous.25 One Mexican treaty independence referred to in the Commentary.32 But does it
will not exclude such activities from PE status where the follow that an otherwise independent agent who receives
funds are derived from within the state where the (lending) remuneration above or below the norm for such agents is no

activities take place.26 Although the latter is phrased as an longer economically independent If it does not so follow

explanationof the provision rather than a modification there- (and subject to the sarne point already rnade as to the effect of
of, it is not clear that this view would be of general applica-
tion. 22. Canada-Mexicotreaty Art. I 1(6).

23. OECD Model Art. 5(4).
24. Mexico Model Art. 5(4). Although this unusual provision appears in the

E. New independentagent condition Mexico Model and has succcessfully been incorporated in all of Mexico's

treaties, Mexico cannot claim to be the originator, a similar provision being
found, for example, in the Dutch treaties with Bulgaria (no yet in force) and the

Mexican treaty policy has added a further layer to the com- former USSR.
25. For an apparently different view, reference is made to the Dutch treaties

plex area of agency PEs by adding a condition to the standard mentioned in the previous note, which exclude such loan-related activities

OECD independent agent exclusion.27 This standard for- (albeit together with other activities) from PE status whether or not they are of a

mulation excludes from PE status independentagents provid- preparatory or auxiliary nature. Notwithstanding the clarity of the treaty texts,

ed they are acting in:the ordinary course of their business. the Dutch technical explanation to the treaty with the USSR suggests that some

such limitation (menial tasks) is implied.
The Mexican Model provides an additionalcondition that in 26. See Mexico-Italy treaty Art. 5.

their [i.e the agent's] commercial or financial relations with 27. OECD Model Art. 5(6)
the enterprise,conditions are not made or imposed that differ 28. Mexican Model Art. 5(7)

from those generally agreed to by independentagents.28 The 29. The official Dutch answer to this seems to be no. See Dutch technical

explanation to the Mexico-Netherlands treaty (Toelichtende Nota, Staten Ge-

initial question is what if anything does this proviso add to neraal, 1993-4,23 583 Nos 235 and 1, at 5) which indicates that this formula-

the standard (OECD) formulation Put another way, can an tion appears for reasons of clarity

agent retain its independent status and continue to act in the 30. Art. 5 Commentarypara. 38.
31. UN Model Art. 5(7). Provision has been taken up in a small number of

ordinary course of its business (as those terms are understood Mexico's treaties rather than the standard Mexican formulationdescribedabove.

in the OECD Model) whilst at the same time acting under 32. Art. 5 Commentarypara. 37.
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the ordinary course of business proviso) the Mexican for- right to tax these profits.40 The Mexican Model recognizesmulation would seem to have added something to the OECD this and amends the standard wording to read, The profits of
standard. Although it might be considered that the level of an enterprise of a Contracting State shall be taxable only in
remuneration was an issue for Article 9 OECD Model (i.e. that State unless the enterprisecarries or has carriedon busi-
transfer pricing) the historical development of the OECD ness in the other Contracting State through a permanentModel (in particular, the early League of Nations drafts) sug- establishmentsituated therein.4t Although this formulation,
gests that normal remunerationwas an inherentcharacteristic or a variation thereof, is found in all of Mexico's treaties,of independentagents.33 Mexico is not the originator as can be seen from standard
If the ordinary course of their business is taken for these Canadian treaty practice and a limited number of other (espe-
purposes in a wide sense as that of independent agents in cially US) treaties. In most cases it is applied to both Article

general, then conditions which differ from those generally 7(1) and (2) but in some treaties only to the former; rather

agreed to by independent agents will not be in the ordinary strangely, the Swiss treaty only applies it to Article 7(2),
course of business. If, on the other hand, their business is while even more strangely the official explanatory report to

taken as their own particular business or even the business the treaty states that Article 7 of the Mexico treaty is the same

area (e.g. trade or industry) in which they work, a comparison as the OECD Model!42 Taxation of deferred payments must
with what is normal for independent agents in general will of course also be provided for under domestic law in order
not be appropriate. It has been suggested that the OECD for- for such treaty provisions to have effect,43
mulation reflects the latter, narrow, view of an agent's busi-
ness34 by reference to the difference between the OECD for- A similar timing issue arises in the PE parts of the dividend,
mulation, ordinary course of their business and that of its interest and royalty articles, as well as in the capital gains
UK predecessor, ordinary course of [their] business as

article. Mexican treaty practice is inconsistent in this respect
such or US counterpart,ordinary course of [their] business as an appropriate amendment to the former articles only
in that capacity (emphasisadded in both cases) as well as to appears in a number of its treaties and, as regards the capital
the Commentary's mention of their own business opera- gains article, only once, in the treaty with the United States.44
tions.35 However, the position is far from clear. In supportof There appear to be timing issues relating to the capital gains
the wider interpretation,attention is drawn to the same partof article which may not be covered by the simple formulation
the Commentary just mentioned, which refers to his own used to amend the business profits article. For example,
trade or business (namely that of a commission agent) assets removed from a PE prior to being sold may still be tax-

(emphasis added)36 and to relevant case law37 which appears
able under some domestic rules, regardless of whether the PE
is still in existence at the time of the sale.45 It has been sug-to support both views.
gested that such gains could not be taxed where the capitalThe above uncertainty is, perhaps, the clue to the originof the gains article (Article 13(3)) of the US-Mexico treaty

Mexican provision. Under the standard OECD formulation
an agent acting under conditions other than those generally
adopted by independentagents would not constitute an agen-
cy PE unless, as described above, either the conditions in

question were fatal to independence as such, or the broad
interpretationofordinarycourse of business were adopted.
Under the Mexican formulation, such an agent would consti- 33. See further and generally, Avery Jones, J. and Ward, D., Agents as Per-
tute an agency PE even if the conditions were not fatal to manent Establishmentsunder the OECD Model Tax Convention, 33 European
independenceas such, without recourse to the unclear ordi- Taxation (May 1993), at 154, 164 (hereinafterAvery Jones).

34. Id. at 173.
nary course of business test. Although this might suggest 35. Art. 5 Commentarypara. 38.
that the ordinarycourse provision is otiose, its retention in 36. jd.

all Mexico's treaties could be explained in terms of the nar- 37. See Avery Jones supra note 33.
38. The Treasury Technical Explanation to the US-Mexico treaty certainlyrow interpretationdiscussed above thus ensuring both mean- indicates that the two provisions have different contents (see Warren Gorham

ings are covered.38However, if this was Mexico's intention, it Lamont, Tax Treaties, Vol. II, at 62,130; hereinafter,Tax Treaties).
is strange that it is not mirrored in the recent amendments to 39. Income Tax Law Art. 2, as amendedon 29 December 1993.

Mexican domestic law39 which provide that an agent acting
40. A number of commentatorshave suggested that a causal link is sufficient;
see, e.g. Vogel (supra note 7), at 325 and Vogel, Shannon, Doernberg and Vanunder arm's length conditionswill not be treated as having Raad, United States Income Tar Treaties (Deventer: Kluwer), at 323. In support

a domestic PE, with no reference to an additional ordinary of this view, see also the Dutch case, HR 4 February 1987,BNB 1987/131.
course of business requirement. 41. Mexico Model Art. 7(l) (emphasis added).

42. Memorandum Regarding Double Taxation Treaty with Mexico of 27
October 1993, at 4.
43. See e.g. US IRC Se. 864(c)(6)and UK Incomeand CorporationTaxes Act

F. Deferred PE income 1988 Sec. 103. The same result has also been established in a domestic law con-

text through case law. See e.g. the Dutch Supreme Court case, HR 27 March
1991, No. 26 409, and the German decision of the Munich Tax Court, 28 Octo-In delimiting the PE state's right to tax business profits, ber 1975 (Entscheidungender Finanzgerichte 1976, at 187).

treaties normally refer to an enterprise which carries on 44. US-Mexico treaty Art. 13(3). The treaties with France, Germany and Italy
business in the PE state. Where profits generated by the PE contain a puzzling reference to gains where this timing issue is dealt with but

n the context of the business profits article (Art. 7).are only realized for tax purposes after its terminationa strict 45. See e.g. US IRC Sec. 864(c)(7) and UK TCGA 1992 Sec. 10(1); in the lat-
reading of the treaty text might appear to deny the PE state's ter case, the cessation of the PE would trigger a gain on the formerly held asset.
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applied. A similar view was expressed in an official com- Spanish version which requires the enterprise to show that

mentary to the equivalent provision in the US-Finland the direct sales were made for valid economic reasons and

treaty.47 A different view, however, was expressed in official not with the sole objective of obtaining treaty benefits. The
commentaries to the US-Mexico treaty to the effect that the formulations are not without their difficulties not least

treaty would not prevent application of the domestic taxing because of the vaguenessand subjectivityof some of the con-

rules described above.48 This apparent difference in opinion cepts involved. Attempts to overcome these difficulties, such

in the United States between the scope of the US treaties with as those in the Netherlands provision, are themselves not

Finland and Mexico is difficult to reconcile. One possible without their defects; in the latter provision, for example, tax

explanation may be the slightly different wording between avoidance is (rebuttably) presumed if more than half the

the two provisions: the US-Finlandprovision follows the US sales process takes place through the permanent establish-
Model formulation and refers to gains which are ment.53 This wording is capable of relating to several differ-
attributable to a PE whereas the Mexican treaty provision ent fuctors, such as turnover, unit sales, administration costs

follows the OECD Model formulation and refers to gains or a combinationthereof. The official explanatory note to the

[on assets] forming part of the business property of a PE. treaty54 offers little in the way of solving this difficulty, and

Although this difference is not generally considered materi- does no more than explain that the expression sales process
al,49 the new US-Spain treaty suggests that the United States covers activities such as negotiations,conclusionof contracts

or Spain thinks otherwise. The basic capital gains provision and deliveries but gives no indication of the factors or

in that treaty is essentially the same as that in the Mexican weights to be applied to these various activities. An easier to

treaty; the Protocol to the Spanish treaty clarifies the position apply but somewhat crude formulation is found in the Italian
in respect of the computation of gains on assets which are treaty which allows attributionof direct sales of like products
attributableto a PE but which have been removed from the where they are advertised or stored, etc. through the PE.5
PE state (and therefore by implication also removed from the

PE) before sale.5o In other words, it is implicit in the treaty
with Spain that a gain can be attributable to a PE even if the B. Qualified ownership
asset is (has been) removed at the time the gain is real-

ized; the same should be the case for the US-Mexico treaty
whch also uses the attributable formulation. The OECD Not surprisingly, the LJS-Mexico treaty contains a limitation

formulation, on the other hand, even where arnended along on benefts clause.56 This represents an expanded version of

the lines of the US-Finland treaty, by requiring the assets to the US model provision but is still considerably shorter than

form part of the business property of the permanent estab- its counterpart in the US-Netherlands treaty. Although the

lishment does not so clearly cover this situation, In view of Mexican version may seem a triumph for sense and sirnplici-
the general uncertainty on this issue, sorne clarification is ty, this is largely at the cost of rejecting independent treaty
needed as to whether this kind of provision is needed at all

and, if so, its precise scope.5t 46. See G.L. Phillips and LR. Washlick, The new income tax convention
between the United States of America and the United Mexican States. 57 Ta.,
Notes (11 December 1992), at 1452. Art. 13(3) reads as follows. Gains from the
alienation of personal property which are attributable to a permanent establish-

V. AVOIDANCE ISSUES ment which an enterprise of a Contracting State has or had in the other Con-
tracting State....may be taxed in that other State.
47. See Senate Foreign Relations CommitteeReport on the US-Finland treaty,

While the limitation on benefits provisions in the new Tax Treaties, Vol. I, supra note 38, at 37,024-Z2. The relevant par of the treaty

US-Netherlandstreaty nay represent the state of the art anti- (Art. I 3(3)) reads, Gains from the alienation of movable (personal) properly

treaty shopping mechanism, the various Mexican treaties forming part of the business property of a permanent establishment which an

enterpriseofa Contracting State has or had in the other Contracting State...may
offer an array of less spectacular,but (with the notable excep- be taxed in that other State.

tion of the limitation on benefits article tself) arguably more 48. See Technical Explanation and Joint Committee on Taxation Explanation

workable, altematives. A selection of these together with to the US-Mexico treaty, Tax Treaties, supra note 38. at 62,141 and 62.209

various other anti-avoidanceprovisions is set out below.
respectively. See also Lederman, A. and Hirsh, B., US-Mexico Tax Treaty
Complements NAFTA, The JournalofTaxation (August 1993), at 104.

49. See e.g. Vogel supra note 7, at 738.
50. Protocol Art. 10(b) of the US-Spain treaty reads, Gains [on property]

A. Super-limited force of attraction which are attributable to a perrnanent establishment which an enterprise [of one

state] has or had [in the other state] [on an asseti which [property] is removed

from [the other state] may be taxed [in the other state].

Mexico's evident wish to preserve its right to tax business 51. For a less ambiguous formulation,see US-Germany treaty Protocol Art. 5.

profits under the force of attraction principle has been
52. UN Model Art. 7(I) provides: If the enterprise carries on business

[through a permanent establishment], the profits of the enter'prise may be taxed

respected by all of its treaty partners according to the lim- n the [permanent establishment]state but only so much as is attributable to (a)

ited force of attraction principle also found in the UN that permanentestablishment;(b) sales in [the permanentestablishment]state of

Model.52 In most cases, however, ths extension of source goods or merchandiseof the same or similar kind as those sold through that per-
manent establishment..

country taxing rights has been cut down by way of a bona 53 Protocol Ar1. IV (author's translation).
fide provision which takes almost as many forms as there 54. See supra note 29, at 6.

are treaties. They range from the German version under 55. Italy-Mexico treaty Protocol Art. 2.

56. For a full discussion of this provision, see, Morrison, P., US-Mxico
which the burden is on the tax.administrationto demonstrate Income Tax Treaty Breaks New Ground Implications for the New US Model-

the actual involvementof the PE in the direct sales, to the and for Latin America, Tax Notes International (October 1992), at 825,829.
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definitions in favour of US-based terminology (and therefore of the treaty provision in question.65The Belgian interest and
US interpretations).Again, not surprisingly, in the same way royalty provisions66 are unusual in this respect since they
that the US-Netherlands treaty recognizes the Netherlands' only apply where the interest in question was created for
EC membership, so the US-Mexico treaty makes due defer- obtaining treaty benefits.67 In a similar vein, the special inter-
ence to NAFTA in applying this provision. The Canadian est withholding tax rate on credit sales in the US-Mexico
treaty also adopts a kind of qualified ownership require- treaty is limited to interest paid to the original seller.68
ment.57 This kind of provision might better be termed a dis-

qualifed ownership provision since any non-local owner-

ship or control (i.e. at any level, either direct or indirect) dis- Also aimed at the conduit problem is the provision in the

applies the treaty (subject to any further conditions), whereas US-Mexico treaty which disallows the reduced treaty with-

under US Model type provisions, non-local ownership is holding rates on interest in the case of back-to-back

irrelevant so long as ultimately the local (qualified) owner- loans.69 This provision (which appears to be unique to the

ship requirernent is met. Where this ownership requirernent is treaty between Mexico and the United States) is strange in

not satisfied the treaty is disapplied but only if the company
that it uses a US term of art7o apparently to protect a Mexican

is not subject to normal tax, i.e. the income in question is interest, namely potential abuse of its Iow interest withhold-

subject to substantially lower taxation in the state of resi- ing tax rates.T' Presumably, Mexico would wish to interpret
dence than it would have been in the case of 100 percent local this expression in accordance with the US administrative

ownership. This provision, which appears to be Canadian practice referred to above72 and, although it seems safe to

inspired.58 is presumably aimed at the possibility of Mexico assume that treaty interpretation rules would support this73

introducing some kind of offshore company legislation in
the future. An interesting variation on this disqualifiedown- 57. Canada-Mexicotreaty, Art. 27(3)

ership approach to treaty benefits is found in the dividend 58 An identical provision appears limited to a small number ofother Canadi-

article to the France-Mexico treaty.59 Rather than deny all
an treaties.
59. Art. 10(2)(a).

treaty benefits to third state owned companies, this provision 60. In practice, because of the current exernption of dividends from Mexican

restricts rather than denies treaty benefits for direct dividends withholding tax this provision will impact on dividends paid by French compa-

by permittinga 5 percent withhholdingtax instead of the nor.
nes only
61. See e.g. US Model Art. 16(2).

mal zero percent: in effect a sort of licence to treaty shop.60 62. Arts. 11(I) and 12(l), respectively.
This approach may well be a practical alternative to provid- 63. The OECD Model Art. 12(I) reads: Royalties arising in a Contracting
ing an escape clause for bona fide cases.6t State and paid to a resident of the other ContractingState shall be taxable only n

that other State [i.e. shall not be taxable in the State of source] i f such resident is
the beneficial owner of the royalties
Art. I I( I) of the Mexico-Netherlandstax treaty reads: Interestarising in a Con-

C. Beneficial ownership, bona fides and back-to-back tracting State and paid to a resident of the other State may be taxed in that other

approaches
State [i.e. the residence State has a right t0 taX] if the resident iS the beneficial
owner of the interest [author's translation and emphasis]. OECD Model Art.

11(I) reads the same as the correspondingprovision in the Mexico-Netherlands

A numberof Mexican treaties deal with the conduit issue, i.e. treaty, but without the beneficial ownership requirement.
64. Mexico appears to have taken over this provision from UK treaty practice

the routing of (generally passive) income through a treaty where it is used regularly.
country in order to benefit from its more favourable (treaty) 65. The standard varies from treaty to treaty, some, for example, applying

withholding rates, in a more direct manner. Rather an odd where treaty shopping is the main purpose and others only where this is the soie

variation on a rather common provision is the royalty and purpose.
66. See Protocol Art. 3 to the Belgium-Mexicotreaty.

interest beneficial ownership requirement of the 67. The same omission appears in the English (but not the Spanish) text of the

Mexico-Netherlands treaty.62 Under modem OECD-based Swedish treaty's nterest article (Art. 11(9). The unofficial Swedish text supports

treaties, absence of beneficial ownership means unlimited the English version.
68. US-Mexico treaty Protocol Art. 10.

source state taxation of interest and royalties; under the Mex- 69. US-Mexico treaty Art. 11(2).
ico-Netherlands provisions, it also means that the residence 70. See the Joint Committee on Taxation Explanation to the US-Mexico

state is not allowed to tax the recipient of the income. It treaty, TaxTreates supra note 37, at 62,221 which refers to a list of IRS rulings

seems unlikely that this was intended. A more likely expla- by way of illustration.
71. Although this provision is also of potential benefit to the United States.

nation is that the zero option withholding tax formulation Mexico's relative concem at the time of negotiating the treaty must have been

(e.g. as in the OECD royalty article) was inadequately adapt- greater since this treaty contains their lowest treaty withholding tax rate (4.9%,

ed for the situation where withholding tax was to be to apply after five years) whereas the United States commonlyhas a zero percent

applied.63
treaty rate. The relevance of this provision has been greatly reduced by the sub-

sequent unilateral reductions in Mexico's withholding rates but not entirely
eliminated since the domestic provisions are in some respects narrower than the

Another anti-conduit mechanism found in a number of treaty provisions.
Mexican treaties requires the relevant interest in respect of 72. The Spanish text also uses the English expression back-to-back. For rel-

which the income in question is paid (e.g. the loan) to be held evant US administrativepractice, see the IRS rulings referred to supra, note 70.
73. Being an undefined expression, the 'renvoi clause in Art. 3(2) would

for bona fide reasons or, more specifically, not for taking mport he national definition of the country applying the treaty, subject to the

advantage of the treaty provision.64 To cover the case where context otherwise requiring. While there may be differing views as to which of

the original interest was created for bona fide purposes but the two countries is applying the treaty for these purposes, (see Avery Jones

has been acquired by the current holder for treaty shopping supra note 17) in the absence of a national (Mexican) definition of the expres-
sion, the context would in any event seem to require taking the definition con-

purposes, this type of clause usually requires the interest not tained in the other country's (i.e. the United States) law (see Art. 3 Commentary
to have been created or assigned for purposes of making use para. 12).
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given the uncertaintysurrounding the issue, a specific confir- E. Assorted anti-avoidancemeasures
mation or other treaty definition would have been welcome.

Mexico's treaties contain a variety of additional provisions,

D. Thin capitalizationexplicitly covered
some more common than others, all designed in one way or

another to combat treaty abuse. Domestic controlled foreign
company legislation is given explicit legitimacy in a number

Five of Mexico's treaties make explicit reference to thin cap- of treaties,87 although this does not seem generally to be

italization.74 Aside from these explicit references, all save regarded as necessary.88 Similar protection is given in the

one of its treaties75 address the issue indirectly by way of the Mexico-Spain treaty89 to the respective tax haven laws of

interest article special relationshipprovisions. Under stan- the treaty partners. Further anti-abuse provisions include

dard OECD-based treaties the interest article is disapplied subject to tax provisions9o as well as holding periods.9'
where the amount of the interest, having regard to the debt-

claim for which it is paid, exceeds [an arm's length]
amount.76 Under the Mexican variant (and indeed under

many modem treaties) the interest article can be disapplied VI. ENTERTAININGDOUBTS

where the amount of the interest exceeds,forwhatever rea-

son, [an arm's length amount].77 This variant is designed to A number of oddities appear in theArtistes and Sportsmen
permit adjustments in the case not only where the rate is provisionsof the Mexican treaties (or Artistes and Athletes

excessive but also where the amountof debt is excessive, i.e. for those treaties based on the 1977 OECD Model) which in

in an arm's length situation would have been equity capital.78 particular illustrate the importance of clear and accurate

Although the primary effect of the special relationshippro- drafting. In the first part of the standard OECD text,92 the two

visions would appear to be to disapply the treaty rates of generic terms used are entertainers and sports-
interest withholding tax, it is generally accepted that they men(1992)/athletes(1977),the former being elaborated by
would also permit disallowance of an interest deduction.79 way of a numberofexamples (such as a theatre, motion pic-
The reasons for adopting a specific reference to thin capital- ture, radio or television artiste, or a musician). Two of the

ization rules may vary from country to country. In France, the Mexican treaties omit the words such as in the previous
concem is more with possible infringementof treaty non-dis- quote so that, for example, musicians are no longer ex-

crimination provisions.8o Countries may also be concerned amples of entertainers'.93The result is that when the terms

that their thin capitalization rules (especially where they
apply a fixed debt-equityratio) may infringe the treaty arm's

length standard.8' As for Mexico, although it does not have 74. See Mexico-France treaty Protocol Art. 5, Mexico-Germanytreaty Proto-

thin capitalization legislation as such it does have rules for
col Art. 2, Mexico-Italy treaty Protocol Art. 7, Mexico-Spain treaty Protocol
Ar. 5 and Mexico-UnitedStates treaty Protocol Art. 9.

recharacterizing interest as dividends which these treaty ref- 75 The exception being the treaty with Switzerland.

erences are presumably intended to cover. 76. OECD Model Ar. 11(6)(emphasisadded).
77. Mexico Model Art. 1 I(7) (emphasis added). Although the equivalent pro-

A little more surprising is that the above special relation. vision in the French and Canadian treaties differs somewhat from the Mexican

ship amendment made in respect of the interest article also
Model the broad effect is the same (although in the case of the Canadian version
it is not clear that disapplication would be limited only to the excessivepart of

appears in the royalty article of most of Mexico's treaties.82 It the interest payment).
has been indicated that this amendment is intended to have a 78. See OECD, Issues in International Taxation No. 2, Thin Capitalisation

similar effect to that n the interest article83 although not, pre- (Paris: OECD, 1987), at para 61.

sumably, in the contextof domestic thin capitalizationrules.84
79. /d. para. 61.
80. See Delattre and Streiff, France Adopts New Thin Capitalization Rules,

The amendment would seem to make it possible to have 2JournaloflnternationalTaxation (1991), atl71.

regard to all aspects of the licence arrangements in determin- 81. It is notewothy that of the treaties which deal specifically with domestic

ing whether the royalty is excessive and to take into account
thin capitalization rules, only the French treaty makes these subject to the arm's

factors other than the particularuse, right or information for length standard.
82. The exceptions being Canada and Switzerland, as well as the Mexican

which [the royalties] are paid85 such as, for example, Model itself. Despite not featuring in the latter, this is presumably a Mexican

licensees' maintenance obligations (e.g. to protect, regis- innovation since it appears to be unique to Mexico's treaties.

ter, etc.). The amendment is, however, unlikely to make dis-
83. See e.g. Dutch technical explanation to the Mexico-Netherlands treaty
(supra note 29, at 10).

allowances of royalty deductions significantly easier for tax 84. See e.g. the mention of thin capitalizationin the Mexico-ltalytreaty, which

administrations, since all of Mexico's treaties contain an refers to interest but not royalties.

associatedenterprisesarticle86 which should have a similar 85. This being the standard OECD terminology (OECD Model Art. 12(4))
86. OECD Model Art. 9(1).

effect (although the scope of the associatedenterprsesprovi- 87. See e.g. Protocol Art. 13 to the Mexico-France treaty.

sion can in practice be somewhat narrower than that of the 88. See OECD, Issues in InternationalTaxation No. 1. Doube Taxation and

special relationshipprovisions).Since treaty withholding tax the use ofBase Companies(paris: OECD, 1987), at paras. 43-48.

rates on royalties are in general no lower than those on divi- 89. Protocol Art. 13.
90. For a general formulation,see Protocol Art. 12 to Germany-Mexicotreaty,

dends, there would be little to gain the tax administration in and for a specific formulation (limited to royalties only), see Art. 12(3) of the

invoking the royalty special relationship provisions from a France-Mexicotreaty.

withholding tax perspective, unless this could be done with- 91. See Spain-Mexico treaty Art. 23(1) which requires a two year holding
tax

out conceding that the payments had to be treated as divi- period before credit for underlying will be granted.
92. OECD Model Art. 17(1).

dends under the treaty. Mexico's treaties with Ecuador and Spain Art. 17.93. See
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entertainerand sportsman/athleteare repeated in the sec- what this means is unclear but it does not seem to require a

ond part of the article94 the relevant provision (permitting physical presence of the entertainerin the source state. Other
source state taxation where the income accrues to a third per- treaties reinforce this conlusion by making it clear that, in

son) does not (at least on its face) apply to the examples addition to the requirement that the income be derived from
cited above (e.g. musicians).95A similar issue, pculiar to the (or arise in) the source state, a physical presence is also

Mexican treaties arises where the Mexican Model formula- required:00 Interpretation difficulties may be expected as

tion is used96 to extend the scope of thearticle to cover regards these sourcing concepts. For example, where the

endorsement income (i.e income relating to the individu- term arise is used, it is not clear whether the rules which

al's reputation).97This is achieved by stating that income define the source of interest for treaty purposes (e.g. OECD
referred to in the first paragraph of Article 17 shall include Model Article 11(5)) will apply. In conclusion, this provision
endorsement type income. Since this definition is not carried as a whole appears in need of an overhaul to provide consis-
over to the second paragraphof Article 17 (permitting source tency and clarity.
state taxation where income accrues to a third person) the
latter provision would (again on its face)98 not extend to

endorsemnt type income. The final comment on this provi-
sion s the apparent difficulty the respective treaty drafters 94. OECD Model Art. 17(2).

had in formulating the provision regardingendorsement type
95. The only solution for the tax administrationwould be to argue that the con-

text required the same definition to apply for both parts of Art. 17.

income, particularly as regards the degree of nexus between 96. See e.g. Italy-Mexico treaty Art. 17( I)
the entertainer and his income-generating activities.on the 97. This ssue s peculiar to the Mexican treaties because Mexico appears to be

one hand and the source state on the other. In the German the only country to cover this kind of income explicitly in its treaties.

treaty, for example, endorsement income should simply be
98. See supra note 95.
99. See e.g Mexico-Gernanytreaty Art. 17.

derived from the source state to be taxable.99 Precisely 100. See e.g. Mexico-Switzerlandtreaty Protocol Art. 8.
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IFA NEws

PRESS RELEASE: 48TH IFA CONGRESS different jurisdictionsmore accessible. For its part, IFA indi-

EXAMINES DEMERGERSAND INTEREST cated its plans for closer cooperation with OECD and invited

DEDUCTIBILITY OECD to intensify its work on tax neutrality in respect of

demerger transactions.

Nancy J. Payne, International Bueau of Fiscal Discussion of the two main topics was followed by seminar

Documentation,Amsterdam. discussions covering: NAFTA; transfer pricing corrections;
effect of anti-avoidancerules on treaties; recent international

The 48th annual congress of the International Fiscal Associ- transactions; and the OECD model. Seminar A dealt with the

ation was held in Toronto, Canada, from 28 August to 2 alternatives available to remove or reduce barriers to cross-

September 1994. The participants included approximately border investment and capital flows in the three NAFTA

1100 tax specialists from 49 countries representing profes- countries. Seminar B covered secondary adjustments and

sional firms, the academic community, government and other aspects of transfer prcing corrections. The question of

industry. Founded in 1938, IFA is the only non-governmen-
whether domestic anti-avoidance rules can or should be used

tal, non-sectoral international organization dealing with to interpretdouble taxation treaties was discussed in Seminar

fiscal matters and its annual congress provides a unique C. Seminar D outlined three major international business

forum for the discussion of intemational fiscal questions. transactions, the Reed/Elsevier merger, the Rothmans/Dun-
hill demerger and, as an alternative to demerger, the

This year's congress focused on two important topics in USX/MarathonOil restructuring. SeminarE covered the cur-

intemational taxation: the deductibility of interest and other rent OECD work programme and the OECD model. Finally,
financing charges in computing income; and the national and a special unscheduled seminar discussed recent treaty devel-

intemational tax consequences of demergers. Discussion of opments, including the Canada/USA protocol signed 31

the first topic resulted in agreement being reached on a August 1994.
rsum of the intemational tax issues involved in various

types of debt-financed,cross-bordertransactions. Discussion Deductibility of Interest and Othe, Financing Charges in

of the second topic resulted in the approval by the General Computing Income

Assemblyof the congressof a resolution urging the introduc-
tion of tax provisions, and the improvement of existing pro-

The deductibility of interest and other borrowing costs in

visions, to ensure tax neutrality in the treatment of taxpayers
international transactions is an important ssue for both tax-

involved in demergers. Details of both the rsum on payers and governments,particularly in light of the increased

deductibility of interest and the resolution on demergers are
use of sophisticated financial instruments and intemational

discussed further below.
business and investment techniques. Despite the fact that

most countries' tax legislation provides for the deduction of

For both topics, participants benefited from viewpoints interest, relatively few countries have addressed the intema-

expressed by panels of intemational experts, who explained tional issues of interest and financing costs in their domestic

the tax treatment and issues arising in various countries legislation. Further, rnodel and bilateral treaties do not deal

throughout the world. In addition, rules in the European with such costs explicitly in the context of non-discrimina-

Union applicable under the Mergers Directive, effective 1 tion.

January 1992, were outlined by Dirk Schelpe of the EU Com-
mission. The panel members used a series of case studies to 1. International tax issues
illustrate each type of transaction being considered, and the

tax treatmentand issues arising in selected countries. Partici- The main intemational tax issued involved are:

pation from the floor was also encouraged, and many obser- - Deductionof interest paid to non-residents.

vations were made, resulting in several amendments to the - Deduction of interest incurred by residents to earn for-

draft resolution and rsum. It is expected that IFA's reputa- eign-source income.

tion as a leading body of tax professionalswill ensure that the - Deduction of interest by non-residents.

results of the proceedings will stimulate further discussion

and influence developmentsin the areas ofdemergersand the 2. IFA-rsum

deductibilityof interest and other financing expenses. The rsum adopted by the included the followingcongress
A representative of OECD's Committee on Fiscal Affairs observations and conclusions,among others:

attending the congress,Frances Homer, indicated that OECD - Taxation of an intemational business activity should not

is currently studying the problemsofmergers, demergers and result in less than all the interest being deductible in

reorganizations. OECD's goal is to investigate existing either the country of residence, the country of source, or

domestic law in member countries, with a view to greater a combinationof the two.

harmonization of treatment, admittedly an ambitious task. - Treating interestexpenseon debt used to produceexempt
Ms Horner commended IFA on its role in making the rules in foreign-sourceincome as fully deductibleagainstdomes-
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tic-source income has the effect of a financiai incentive In short, a spin off is effected through a distribution, split off

to encourage residents to invest abroad. through an exchange of shares, and split up through a disso-

Where a country decides to limit deductibility, it may use lution. The economic substanceof these three demergertech--

a tracing method or an allocation method to determine niques is the same, despite the legal differences.

interest deductible against domestic and foreign-source
income. 2. Tax issues
For countries using a foreign tax credit system, a timing-

problem may arise if interest is deductible currently The main tax issues which arise are:

while income of a foreign subsidiary is not taxed until At the level of the demergedcompany:

repatriated. However, solutions to this problem may
- contrbution of assets and liabilities to a new subsidiary

involve complex legislation and create administrative in anticipationof the demergermust not give rse to cur-

problems. rent taxation of income or capital gains, rather a carry

It is possible, in some cases, for taxpayers to eliminate over of tax bases should be permitted.-

tax in both the residence and source country by using a
- transferof shares of the subsidiary to shareholdersand/or

tax haven financing subsidiary (double dip). If the res- liquidation of the demerged company must not give rse

idence country permits a participationexemption for tax to corporate taxation on distribution.

haven operations, it may be appropriate for this country At the level of the shareholders:
to deny interest deductions for debt related to the tax receipt of new shares must not give rise to taxation of-

haven operations. income or capital gains.
It is appropriate for source countries to defer the-

deductibility of interest attributable to a branch or sub-

sidiary until the time of the imposition of withholding
3. IFA resolution on demergers

tax. The IFA resolution on demergers adopted by the congress
In respect of thin capitalization, there is no single con- included the following recommendations, others:- among
ceptually correct and administratively feasible rule to - That domestic and international tax neutrality be avail-
limit interest deductions where debt is excessive, or able at all three levels of taxpayers (demerging compa-
where an obligation contains elements of both debt and nies, resulting companies and shareholders) for all three

equity. Additional research and analysis on this matter is typical forms of demerger. This tax neutrality should
needed. cover the full range of tax provisions, including deferral

The panel was chaired by Prof. Paul R. McDaniel (USA) and of taxation on capital gains, transfer or retention of tax

included Prof. Cynthia Blum (USA), Friedhelm Jacob (Ger- benefits and advantages, deferral of loss recognition and

many), William R. Lawlor (Canada), Aart Overbosch transfer/carry forward of tax loss relief, deferral of or

(Netherlands)and Prof. Richard Vann (Australia). exemption from taxation on share distribution,and corre-

sponding relief for transaction taxes.

That a financial demerger plan allocating all balance
Nationaland InternationalTax ConsequencesofDemergers

-

sheet items and their tax attributes be prepared on which

In the interests of tax neutrality, it is important that demergers an advanced ruling by the tax authorities should be pos-
can be effected, both nationally and intemationally, without sible. Such ruling should not, however, be a prerequisite
the demerged company or its shareholders realizing taxable to tax neutrality.
income or capital gains. There is often a good business reason - That requirementsat both the corporationand sharehold-
for the demergerof a company, particularlyduring perods of er level be based on an objective approachand not be dis-
economic recession, however, tax considerationscan be deci- proportionate, and that rules be specific, clear and pre-
sive in determining whether or not the demerger will pro- cise.
ceed. - That countries amend their treaties to provide tax neu-

trality for taxpayers of a treaty country involved in a tax

1. Definition of demergers neutral demerger in the domestic country, and vice versa.

Demergers typically include the following three techniques: The panel was chaired by Prof. Lieven Denys (Belgium) and

Spin Off: Distribution to shareholders of shares in a sub- included Malcolm J. Gammie (United Kingdom), Mrs Anne
-

sidiary (resultingcompany) without the share- Rutberg (Sweden), Prof. William R Streng (USA), Guillermo

holders returning any of their shares in the O. Teijeiro (Argentina) and Jean-Marc Tirard (France).
demerged company. For more information on the 48th Congress of the Intema-

Split Off: Exchange of shares, with shareholders receiving tional Fiscal Association,contact Mr J.E Spierdijk, Secretary-

shares in the subsidiary and returning to the General, Telephone: 31-10-4052990,Fax: 31-10-4055031.
demerged company all or part of their shares in
the demerged company. The rsum on interest and other financing charges and the

Split Up: Dissolution of the demerged company (with or resolution on demergerswill appear in the November issue of
-

without formal liquidation), with shares of the the Bulletin.

subsidiary transferred to shareholders of the

demerged company.
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The insurance branch has been considered as a Belgische wetgeving. Boekdeel 1 : Publiek LAMBERT,Thierry

part of the economy where maximizingprofits recht, Burgerlijk recht, Gerechtelijk recht, Fiscale Wenken: Huwelijk en fiscus; Signaux
was less important than increasing tumover. Strafrecht; Boekdeel 2: Handels- en Fiscaux: Mariage et fisc.

The opening of the insurance business for economisch recht, Fiscaal recht, Sociaal recht. Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 246.1982.-

banks, warehouses,etc. has given rise to the Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1994, Bfrs.

necessity of developingmodem costs pp. 3627. An overview of tax consequencesof marriage,

calculation and productivity measure methods Belgian Tax Code containing sections on cohabitation, separation, and divorce.

for this branch. The author has studied the public law, civil law, procedural law, penal (B. 113.661)

question of whether the marginal cost method law, business law, tax law and social law.

can be used for calculating and quantifying the (B. 113.642) BETTEN,Rijkele.
costs of the productive process product. By Fiscaal emigreren naar Belgi.

using the existing methods in trade and FISCOLEX 1994. WETBOEK VAN DE Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande BV. 1994,

banking, he concludes that the marginal cost Inkomstenbelastingenmet uitvoeringsbesluiten pp. 180.

method is suitable. en bijzondere wetgeving. Wetboek van de met Booklet describing fiscal and legal aspects of

(B. 112.779) de Inkomstenbelastingengelijkgestelde emigrationof Dutch persons to Belgium.
belastingenmet uitvoeringsbesluiten. Comparisonof the principles ofthe Dutch and

DEIBL, Maria. Samengestelddoor S. Sablon. Belgian tax systems, including the notion of

Kamereplanungfr Aufsteiger. Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen. 1994, -residency. Attention is paid to the source of

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1992, pp. 907.3500.-Bfrs. income from employment, immovableand

pp. 197. Consolidated text of the income taxes movable property, pensions, and substantial

The book deals with various motives (individual income tax, corporate income tax) interest. A summary of the inheritanceand gift
conceming career planning. Questions dealt for 1994 assessmentyear and other relevant law and an overview of the social security
with: what are the motives of persons who taxes, updated as of 31 January 1994. insurance are also given. The appendix
wants to make a career, education, and who is (B. 113.628) contains copies of the double taxation

a managerThe question of personality agreement between the Netherlands and

development,career behaviourattitude, VANISTENDAEL,Frans. Belgium, the Belgian income tax return form

teamwork,stress, career planning, applying for Wetboek Fiscaal Recht. Inkomstenbelastingen. for 1993, and a circularconceming taxation of

a job. A complete chapterdealing with the Historisch. 2 Volumes. selected foreigners in Belgium.
difficulties career women is included. Brussels, E. Story-ScientiaWetenschappelijke (B. 113.629)
(B. 113.720) Uitgeverij, E. Bockstaellaan228,1020

Brussels. 1994. DEFEYT, Philippe; LANNOYE,Nathalie;
Loose-leafpublicationcontaining in MULLENDERS,Martial.
chronologicalorder the text of the 1964

Belgium Income Tax Code and the Royal Decree
Fiscale Wenken: Milieu en fiscus; Signaux
Fiscaux: Ecologie et fisc.

implementing the ITC and all the laws by
AUTENNE,J.; DE BRE, L.; KRINGS, E.; which they were amended.

Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 210.1982.-

PARENT, X. a.o. (B. 113.660)
Bfrs.

Controversesactuelles dans la jurisprudence Descriptionof environmental taxes in Belgium

fiscale; Knelpunten in de fiscale rechtspraak. DEBACKER,Jean-Jacques;GERNAY,
and an overview of environmental taxes in

Actes du colloque organis par Jurisprudence Bruno.
other European countries.

Fiscale; Verslagboek van de studiedag Fiscale Wenken: Belgen en
(B. 113.662)

georganiseerddoor Fiscale Jurisprudentie, belastingparadijzen:mythe of werkelijkheid
27 November 1992. Diegem, CED-Samsom. 1994, pp. 181.1982.- FISCOLEX. REGISTRATIE-EN

Deume, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen. 1994, Bfrs.
successierechten;Droits d'enregistrementet de

pp 297.3950.-Bfrs. Booklet on the use of tax havens in general
succession. l st Edition. Compiled by E.

Reports by various authors of a seminar and from a Belgian perspective. Spruyt.

organized on 27 November 1992 on some (B. 113.563)
Brussels, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1993,

controversies in current fiscal jurisprudence. pp. 215.2350.- Bfrs.

(B. 113.727) HINNEKENS,Philippe Compilationof texts of the Belgian regulation

Belasting van niet-inwoners. Overzicht en
on registration and death duties.

HUYSMAN,Sylvia. analyse van het intern recht en impact van het (B. 113.726)

Fiscale winst. Theorie en praktijk van het verdragsrecht.
fiscaal winstbegrip in Belgi. Kalmthout, Uitgeverij Biblo. 1994, pp. 153. BAEL, J. van.

Kalmthout,Uitgeverij Biblo. 1993, pp. 408. 1643.-Bfrs. Fusies en splitsingen.
Extensive study of the conceptof profit in Taxation of non-residents in Belgium. Deurne, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1993,

Belgian income tax. (B. 113.695) pp 528.8448.- Bfrs.

(B. 113.615) Monographdescribing the company law

ABC DE LA DECLARATIONA L'IMPOT aspects of mergers and divisions in Belgium

PROTECTIONDES DROITS des personnes physiques 1994. before and after the law of 29 June 1993.

fondamentauxdu contribuable. Sous la Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 425. (B. 113.728)

direction de Robert Andersen et Jacques Practical guide for filing the individual income

Malherbe. tax return for assessmentyear 1994. GRAPPERHAUS,F.H.M.

Brussels, Etablissementsmile Bruylant SA. (B. 113.641) Afkeer van belastingheffing in Belgi en in

1993.
Nederland, vroegeren nu. Voordracht

BibliothqueFiscale, Vol. XXIV, pp. 296. FISCALEWENKEN:AFTREKBARE gehouden aan de Rijksuniversiteitte Gent op

2600.- Bfrs. kosten personenbelasting. 20 maart 1990.

Contributionsby several Belgian authors on Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 385.1982.- Brussels, E Story-Scientia,De Jamblirnede

the subject protectionof fundamental rights Bfrs. Meuxplein 34-35,1040Brussels, Belgium;
in tax matters. Detailed overview of all deductibleexpenses Zwolle, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, Koestraat 8,

(B. 113.589) in the individual income tax for 1994 8011 NK Zwolle, The Netherlands. 1990.

assessmentyear. Gandaius Thorbecke Colleges,No. 16, pp. 43.

FBW- FUNDAMENTALE (B. 113.564) 550.- Bfrs.
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Text of speech delivered on 20 March 1990 at Bulgaria EEC
the University of Gent by Professor
Grapperhaus. Historical overview is given of CLEMENS, Markus. HET EUROPEES ECONOMISCH
the aversion of individuals in Belgium and the Handelsgesetzbuch. Samenwerkingsverband(EESV).
Netherlands to pay taxes which are considered Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Amsterdam, Moret Emst & Young. 1993,
to be a political instrument. Characteristicsof Aussenhandelsinformation.1993. pp. 32.

the Belgian and Dutch society are also Ausl. Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, Reihe A: Booklet on fiscal and civil law aspects of the

discussed. Gesetzestexteund Erl., Heft 21/92, pp. 155. European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)
(B. 113.666) Introduction to Bulgarian Commercial Law. with references to the treaty of the European

(B. I 13.758) Economic Area.

ESSERS, P.H.J.; JANSSEN, O.A.W.J. (B. 113.546)
Fiscale grensvergelijkingen.De invloed van de

ondememingsbelastingheffingin Nederland, Czech Republic
HAUFLER, Andreas.

Belgi en Duitsland op de concurrentiepositie Commodity tax harmonization in the European
en de woon- en vestigingsplaatskeuzevan TAXATION IN 1994. CORPORATE

Community. A general equilibrium analysis of
tax policy options in the Internal Market.

ondernemingenen haar eigenaren. and personal income taxes, VAT, excise duties Berlin, Springer Verlag GmbH., HeidelbergerDeventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp. 178. and real estate transfer tax. Platz 3, D 14197 Berlin, Germany. 1993.
Monographdiscussing Dutch, Belgian and Prague, KPMG Reviconsult s.r.o. 1994, Studies n ContemporaryEconomics, 216.
German corporate taxation as a factor for 252.

pp.

corporations and their members in choosing
pp. (B. 113.676)
Commentariesby KPMG Reviconsultand

the place of residence of the business and its legislation translated by Trade Links. The VOGEL, Klaus.
owners. The tax competitivenessof the booklet includes English translationsof: The Taxation of cross-border income,
systems of the three countries is considered. Income Taxes Act, No. 586/1992 Coli. of 20 harmonization,and tax neutrality under
(B. 113.802) November 1992 as amended by Act No. European Community Law. An institutional

323/1993 Coll.; The Value Added Tax Act, approach. With commentary by Johan Brands
ANNUAIREFISCAL 1994.1 No. 588/1992 Coli. of 24 November 1992 in and Kees van Raad.
Diegem, CED Samsom. 1994, pp. 708. the wording of Act No. 321/1993 Coll.. The Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation
Annual updated edition of handbook covering Excise Duty Act, No. 587/1992 Coll. of 20 Publishers. 1994, pp. 50.
descriptionof corporate and individual income November 1992 in the wording of Act No. This booklet presents the view of Professor
taxes, VAT, death duties and similar taxes. 325/1993 Coli.; The Act on InheritanceTax, Klaus Vogel on the choice between the source

(B. 1 13.876) Gift Tax and Real Estate Transfer Tax, Act principle and domicile principle
No. 357/1992 Coli. in the wording of Act No. (B 113.766)

BELGIQUE.JURIDIQUE,FISCAL, 322/1993 Coli.
social, comptable. 4th Edition. (L. 200.254-257) CODICEFISCALECOMUNITARIO.
Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre. Raccolta sistematicadella legislazionee della
1994. BOHATA, Petr. giurisprudenzacomunitaria in materia fiscale.

Dossiers Internationaux Francis Lefebvre, Gesellschaftsrechtin der Tschechischen Directed by Victor Uckmar, Mario Burgio and

pp 494.433.- Ffrs. Republik und der Slowakei. Eine Einfhrung Paola De Martini.

Fourth edition of monograph on the Belgian mit vergleichendenTabellen. 1. Auflage Milan, Pirola Editore Spa. 1993, pp. 893.

tax system. Also deals with the Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co KG. EC tax Code. The book contains EC Tax

France-Belgium income tax treaty. 1993, pp. 89. Directives and the Italian implementing
(B. I 13.885) Introduction to the Czech and Slovak company legislation,EC regulations and EC tax

decisions.
law.

FISCOLEX- BELASTINGOVER DE (B. 113.443) (B. 1 12.805)

toegevoegde waarde. Actualisering 1993-
1994/1. Bijgewerkt tot het Belgisch Staatsblad Corporate taxation in the EC.

London, Arthur Andersen. 1993, pp. 61.
van 3 1 december 1993. Denmark Booklet containing information
Deurne, Kluwer rechtswetenschappen. 1994,

on

pp 60. harmonizing taxes in the EC, value added tax,

LIGNINGSVEJLEDNINGEN1993. direct tax adopted measures, direct tax
Booklet containing the new and amended

5 Volumes.

-
-

measures.
value added tax provisions as of 31 December proposed
1993. Copenhagen,Government Printer. 1994, (B. 113.735)

(B. 113.815) pp. 2020.
Official tax assessmentguidelines published
by the Customs and Taxatin Directorate, Estonia
containing commentariesand explanationson

Benelux the individual and corporate income tax EESTI MAKSUD 1994.
legislation, decrees, circulars, etc. Volurne I - Edited by Enn Roose.

KAAM, M.J.M. van; MOLIJN, H. Almindeligdel: general part; Volume II - Tallinn, KirjastanudAS Vaba Maa. 1994,
Merkenbeschermingin de Benelux. 3rd Erhvervsdrivende:business taxation; Volume pp 120.
Edition. III - Aktionererog selskaber: taxation of Bound compilationof Estonian tax laws (in
Deventer, Kluwer; The Hague, Fenedex. 1994. companies and their shareholders; Volume IV Estonian)enacted by 16 December 1993. The
Fiscale en Juridische Documentatievoor - Dobbeltbeskatning:unilateral and treaty most important laws included are those on

Internationaal Zakendoen, No. 8, pp. 20 1. provisions for the avoidanceof double income tax, social security contributions, land
Third edition of monographdealing with trade taxation; Volume V - Cirkulrerm.v. texts of tax, VAT, excise duties, customs duties, and
mark protection in Belgium, Luxembourgand official circulars and indexes to the other assessmentand collectionof taxes.

the Netherlands. This booklet is intended for volumes. (B. 113.708)
entrepreneursnot dealing with trade mark (B. 113.744)
protection on daily basis, but who need a ESTONIANTAXES. LAW ON

practical explanation. taxation, income tax, value added tax, social

(B. 113.745) tax, land tax, gambling tax, excise taxes, state
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fee, customs duty. As of 20 March 1994. EUROPEANTAX HANDBOOK 1994. Compilationof tax laws of Finland up to and

Compiled by Enn Roose and edited by Piret Amsterdam, Intemational Bureau of Fiscal including No. 179/1994 (23 February 1994) of
Joalaid. Documentation. 1994, pp. 531.350.- Dft. the Finnish Official Gazettc. The most

Tallinn, AS Vaba Maa. 1994, pp. 140. Annual handbook containing extensive, up-to- important tax laws included in this book relate
Bound compilationof Estonian tax laws date summaries of the taxation of corporations to income tax, net wealth tax, social security
enacted by 20 March 1994, in English. The and individuals in European countries. From contributions,municipal income tax. tunnover

most important laws included are those on Russia to Gibraltar, the taxation systems of tax, VAT, stamp tax, inheritanceand gift tax.

income tax, social security contributions, land over 30 countries are covered, together with a customs duties and excises, as well as to tax

tax, VAT, excise duties, customs duties, and chapter on the EC. Information on corporate assessment and collection of taxes. The book
assessment and collection of taxes. taxes includes: national corporate income tax, also contains a list of tax treaties in effect and

(B. 113.760) net worth tax, payroll taxes, social security the text of the Nordic income tax treaty. ln

contributions,VAT, withholding tax, and non- addition, the text of the AccountingLaw is

HULSKES, C.R. resdent corporations. Information on reproduced. A chronological index and a

De Europese vennootschap. Enkele individual taxes includes: individual tax, topical index are included.

beschouwingenomtrent het ontwerp-Statuut national income tax, wages tax, net wealth tax, (B. 113.781)
(1991) voor een Europese vennootschap social security contributions, inheritanceand

Zwolle, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink. 1993, pp 331. gift taxes and non-residents. Particular NIEMINEN,Auvo; ANTI'ILA,Raimo.
70.- Dit. attention is given to non-residentsand relief Arvonlisiverotus.Verovelvollisenopas.
Dissertationon the Draft EC Regulation on from double taxation. Helsinki, WSOY Tietopalvelut. 1994, pp 300.

European company from the historical and (B. I 13.754) Practical guide on VAT for taxpayers. Topics
practical point of view. The author considers dealt with include liability to tax. taxable
the pros and cons of this multi- and supra- HOLDINGCOMPANIES IN EUROPE. supply of goods and srvices. exemptions.
national form of company in various European London, Arthur Andersen. 1993, pp. 25. credit mechanism, refunds, intemational
countries with respect to the differences in the Updated edition of booklet containing brief aspects, filing of tax return (sample forms
national legal systems. He discusses the overview of the current tax treatment of included). The text of the VAT Law and VAT

following forms: holding company, parent and holding companies in Europe. Includes two Decree, as well as Circulars of the National

subsidiary, companies listed on the stock mportant developments: tax exemption n Tax Board are appended.
exchange and joint ventures. Germany of gains arising on the disposal of (B. 113.663)
(B. 113.616) shares in a foreign company, with effect from

1 January 1994; and the UK proposals for
SPORTS MARKETINGEUROPE. substantial changes to the tax imputation France
The legal and tax aspects. Edited by Ian S. system in an attempt to solve the problem of
Blackshaw and Gillian Hogg surplus ACT.

PRATIQUELAMY FISCAL 1994.
Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation (B. 113.736) Paris, Lamy SA. 1994, pp 1696. 330.- Ffrs.
Publishers. 1993, pp. 482.230.- Dfl.

Annual practical guide to all of French
The book deals with sports marketing, the HEADQUARTERSLOCATIONS IN aspects

taxation.
legal and tax aspects, intellectual property Europe
rights, standard contract terms, insurance London. Arthur Andersen. 1993, pp. 26. (B. 113.525)

aspects, advertising and promotion, and many Brief overview of the tax treatment of BRACHET, Bernard.other issues and topics throughout Europe n a headquaners companies n some of Europe's
clear, concise and practical manner. The book favoured locations for this type of entity. The

Le systme fiscal franais. 5th Edition.

is a useful source of reference to anyone brochure also highlights what the incentives Paris, Librairie Gnrale de Droit et de

engaged in marketing sports events in Europe offered and other special concessions which Jurisprudence. 1993, pp 196.

(B. 113.759) may influence the decision to locate in a
Revised and updated edition of introductory

particularjurisdiction.
book on the developmentof the present tax

FISCALIDADEUROPEABASICA. (B. 113.734) system in France and survey of the major
Translated and adapted by A. Maroto Saenz,

current taxes.

N. Carmona Fernandez, L. Cisneros Guillem FINANCIALSERVICES IN THE (B. 113.617)
and I. Serret de Murga. new Europe. The ComparativeLaw Yearbook
Valencia, Editorial CISS, S.A., Coln 1 -5 of Intemational Business. Special issue, 1992.

OPERATIONS INTERNATIONALES.

planta, 46004 Valencia, Spain; Amsterdam, Editors Dennis Campbell and Mickela Moore. Pays et zones fiscalit privilgie. Mesures

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, London, Graham & Trotman; Dordrecht,
anti-vasion.

Amsterdam,The Netherlands. 1992, pp. 706. Martinus Nhof. 1993, pp. 377. £ 78. Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994,
300.445.- Ffrs.Spanish translationof the original title Overviewof the European response to the pp

Concise description of theEuropeanTax Handbookpublished annually European Commission'sattempt to create a
tax systems or

taxby the Intemational Bureau of Fiscal single market in the areas of banking, special incentives available in a numberof

Documentation,Arnsterdam. Summaries of the securities and insurance. This issue also foreign jurisdictions and the applicable French

taxation of corporationsand individuals in explains in detail the provisionsof important
anti-avoidancerules. Covers European

Europeancountries. Information on corporate EC Directives, such as the First and Second (including Cyprus, Malta and Tunisia),
taxes includes: national corporate income tax, Banking Directives, the Investrnent Services

Caribbean and Asian territoriesoffering
other income taxes, net worth tax, payroll Directive, and the numerous Directives

various incentives or qualifying as tax havens.

taxes, social security contributions,value relating to insurance. (B. 113.683)
added tax, withholding (plus treaty charts (B. 113.858)
listing withholding tax rates) and non-resident BANQUES. NORMES ET

corporations. Informationon individual taxes rglementationscomptables.
includes: individual tax, national income tax, Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994,
wage tax, other income taxes, net wealth tax, Finland pp 1637.685.- Ffrs.
social security contributions, inheritance and Accounting regulations and standardsof banks

gift taxes and non-residents. Particular FINLANDSLAW. and financial institutions.
attention is given to non-residentsand relief Skattefrfattningarna19994. (B. 113.550)
from double taxation. Helsinki, JuristfrbundetsFrlag. 1994,
(B. 113.696) pp. 443. BLANC, Jacques; MARZIALS,Alain.
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Les relations financires entre l'Etat et les Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, law. Jurisprudenceand policy of the tax

collectivits locales. pp. 471.86.- DM. authorities are taken into consideration.

Paris, Librairie Gnrale de Droit et de The author shows how considerable tax Examples from practice are used to provide an

Jurisprudence. 1993, pp. 152.95.- Ffrs. advantages may accrue by strategic disclosure explanation.
Financial relations between the State and local of hidden reserves. At the time of (B. 111.984)
and regional authorities. reorganization,spin-offs, business lease out

(B. 113.618) and inheritanceplanning, the requirementscan Hungarybe fulfilled.

TRAVAILHORS DE FRANCE. (B. 113.414) DOING BUSINESS IN HUNGARY.
Protection sociale. London, Kogan Page Limited. 1991, pp. 346,
Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994, SAUER, Otto. £ 16.95.
pp. 620.351.- Ffrs. Schlagwortregisterzur Rechtsprechungund Detailed informationbook on doing business
The social protection regime of French Literaturdes gesamten Steuerrechts 1993. in Hungary. The material includes information
nationals seconded abroad. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 1850.

(B. 113.682) 258.- DM.
on business infrastructure, foreign investment,
economic reform and current policies, process

1993 list of keywords in taxation. The manual of privatization,commercial law, the fisal
CODE PRATIQUEFRANCIS provides in alphabetical order informationand

regime, the labour market, options for British
Lefebvre: Fiscal. Code gnral des impts. sources of tax law publications in 1993. business, export and import, taxation and

Livre des procdures fiscales. Directives et (B. 113.717) accounting issues.
autres textes. Ajour au 31 Mars 1994. (B. 113.784)
Levallois, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994, FOLKES, Erika.

pp. 1280. Steuer Paradiese fr Deutsche. PR1VATISIERUNGSGESETZGEBUNG
One binder including the French Tax Code, the Vienna, Verlag Orac. 1994, pp. 192. 1992.
annexes to the Tax Code and the Tax 39.80 DM. Cologne, Bundesstellefr
Procedures Code with reference, for each How tax paradises can be used by German Aussenhandelsinformation.1993.

article, to the DocumentationRapide of resident individuals.Tips, practical Ausl. Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht, Reihe A:

Lefebvre covering the relevant article. considerationsand pitfalls are all described in Gesetzestexteund Eri. Heft 1/93, pp. 62

(B. 113.807) an easy-to-readmanner. Introduction to the Hungarian Privatization
(B. 113.677) Law of 1992.

VESTIGINGALS ZELFSTANDIGE. (B. 113.757)
Samengesteldo.l.v. J.A.M. Bartholomeus. KLINKENBERG,Dagmar.
The Hague, Nederlands-FranseKamer van Stichprobenverfahrenzur Schtzungvon

Koophandel,Bezuidenhoutseweg181, 2594 Differenzen im Prfungswesen.
AH Den Haag. 1994, pp. 125. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, Ireland

Brochure giving information to those who pp. 130.58.- DM.

intend to establish a business in France as an Sampling procedure to estimate the differences BRENNAN,Frank; MOORE, Paul; CARR,

independentprofessional (including traders, in case of inspectionof auditing. To increase Padraic.

ambulant traders and workers in the handicraft an auditor's efficiency, a sampling procedure Corporation tax. 5th Edition.

sector), a statutory overview of the legal and is presented. Dublin, The Institute of Taxation in Ireland, 19

financial aspects. (B. 113.574) SandymountAvenue, Dublin 4, Ireland.

(B. 113.672)
1994,.pp 500. £ 26.-.

ESSERS, P.H.J.; JANSSEN, O.A.W.J. Detailed explanationof the principles and

UW HUIS IN FRANKRIJK. Fiscale grensvergelijkingen.De invloed van de practiceof corporation tax in the Republic of

Samengestelddoor Nederlands-FranseKamer ondememingsbelastingheffingin Nederland, Ireland. The book is based on legislation in

van Koophandel. Belgi en Duitsland op de concurrentiepositie force as of March 1994. Subjects considered

The Hague, Nederlands-FranseKamer van
en de woon- en vestigingsplaatskeuzevan include computationof profits, stock and other

Koophandel. 1991, pp. 106.75.- Dfl. ondernemingenen haar eigenaren. tax relief, distributions and advance

Booklet dealing with various aspects of Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp. 178. corporation tax, companies' capital gains,

buying, owning and selling a house in France, Monographdiscussing Dutch, Belgian and double taxation and special classes of

from a legal and notarial, fiscal and insurance, German corporate taxation as a factor for companies, self-assessmentand

banking and financial point of view. corporations and their members in choosing administration.

(B. 113.671)
the place of residenceof the business and its (B. 113.769)
owners. The tax competitivenessof the

PHILIPPE,Jean-Jacques. systems of the three countries is considered. SOMERS, James D.

(B. 113.802) Irish value added tax.
La TVA l'heure Europenne. Dublin, Butterworth Ireland Ltd. 1994,
Paris, Editions Litec. 1993, pp. 383.235.- Ffrs.

KAPITELAUSSENSTEUERRECHT'. pp. 1416.
France was the first country to introduce a Sonderdruck WP-Handbuchder Commentaryon the Irish VAT Law as of 30
VAT. This book begins with the historical

aus

Untemehmensbesteuerung.2. Auflage April 1994; contains detailed examples
developmentof the TVA introduced in France

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1990, showing how the law applies in practice.
in 1954. Then it discusses VAT harmonization
and the removal of fiscal frontiers in the EC pp. 206. (B. 113.836)

under the VAT Directives. The majority of the Reprint of chapter Foreign Tax Law of the
Manual for enterprise taxation. BUDGET 1994. FINANCIAL

book is devoted to the French VAT system.
(B. 113.803) (B. 113.697) statementof the Minister for Finance, 26

January 1994.

B'ITGES-PAPENDORF,D.; Dublin, Government Printer. 1994, pp. 229.

DANKMEYER,U.; TILLMANN,J. (B. 113.779)

Germany ABC der Bilanzierungnach neuem Handels-
und Steuerrecht. 4. Auflage

SCHAUM,Wolfgang. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1992, pp. 465.

Steuerpolitikdurch Aufdeckungstiller Explanationof the basic aspects of the German

Reserven. law with regard to balancing business and tax
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Italy establishmentused in model conventionsof Afkeer van belastingheffing in Belgi en in

the League of Nations since 1925 and of the Nederland, vroeger en nu. Voordracht

HILPOLD,Peter; STEINMAIR,Walter; OECD. Includes a short bibliographyand a list gehouden aan de Rijksuniversiteitte Gent op

ZANDANEL, of cases referred to in the commentary. 20 maart 1990.

Paul. (B. 113.790) Brussels, E. Story-Scientia,De Jamblinne de

Grundriss des italienischen Steuerrechts. Meuxplein 34-35,1040 Brussels, Belgium;
Vienna, Manzsche Verlags- und KLUWER LOONBELASTINGGIDS1994. Zwolle, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, Koestraat 8,

Universittsbuchhandlung.1993, pp. 256. EditorG.W.B. van Westen. 8011 NK Zwolle, The Netherlands. 1990.

560.- AS. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp 219. Gandaius Thorbecke Colleges, No. 16, pp 43.

Principles of Italian tax law. Analysis of the Annual guide for employer and employees 550.- Bfrs.

Italian Income Tax Code. relating to the wage tax law. Text of speech delivered on 20 March 1990 at

(B. 113.767) (B. 113.747) the Universityof Gent by Professor

Grapperhaus.Historical overview is given of

BETTEN, Rijkele.
the aversion of individuals in Belgium and the

Malta Fiscaal emigreren naar Belgie.
Netherlands to pay taxes which are considered

Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande BV. 1994,
to be a political instrument. Characteristicsof
the Belgian and Dutch society are also

HANDELSVERTRETERRECHT. pp 180. discussed.
Cologne, Bundesstellefr Booklet describing fiscal and legal aspects of

(B. 113.666)
Aussenhandelsinformation.1994. emigration of Dutch persons to Belgium.
Internationales und auslndischesWirtschafts- Comparisonof the principlesof the Dutch and

ALBERT, P.G.H.
und Steuerrecht, pp. 66. Belgian tax systems, including the notion of

Vaste inrichting.
Monograph describing the conmercial law of residency. Attention is paid to the source of

Deventer, Fed. 1994.
Malta. income from employment, immovableand

(B. 113.690) movable property, pensions, and substantial
Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 134.61.50 Dfl.

interest. A summary of the inheritance and gift Brochure describing the concept of permanent
establishmentas defined n the OECD 1963,

law and an overview of the social security
insurance are also given. The appendix

1977 and 1993 models of double taxation

Netherlands contains copies of the double taxation convention on income and capital and as

defined in the national legislation. A
agreement between the Netherlands and

FISCAAL MEMO 2. Belgium, the Bejgian income tax return form bibliographyand a register of tax cases are

Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp 219.27.75 Dfl. for 1993, and a circular concerning taxation of appended.
Booklet containing the most important parts of selected foreigners in Belgium. (B. 113.841)

the fiscal legislation applicable in 1994. (B. 113.629)
(B. 113.778) ESSERS, P.H.J.; JANSSEN, O.A.W.J.

Fiscale grensvergelijkingen.De invloed van de
SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN

AFTREKPOSTENEN VRIJSTELLINGEN de sociale verzekeringswetten.Samengesteld ondernemingsbelastingheffingin Nederland,

1994. Checklist voor belastingbetalers. door L. Opheikens en H.C. de Groot. 67th Belgi en Duitsland op de concurrentiepositie
Amsterdam, Lexico BV/Fiscoloog, Edition.

en de woon- en vestigingsplaatskeuzevan

haar eigenaren.Herengracht 503,1017 BV, Amsterdam. 1994, Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp 26. ondernemingenen

pp. 256.30.- Dfl. Social security premiums and payments for
Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp. 178.

Annual updated guide describing all the 1994.
Monograph discussing Dutch, Belgian and

deductibleexpenses and exemptions for 1994 (B. 113.519)
German corporate taxation as a factor for

in the corporate income tax, individual income corporations and their members in choosing
the place of residence of the business and its

tax, net wealth tax and inheritance and gift DE INVLOED VAN DE AWB OP
taxes.

owners. The tax competitivenessof the

(B. 113.647)
het fiscale procesrecht (2). Besprekingvan het systems of the three countries is considered.
rapport van de Commissie ter bestudering van (B. 1 1 3.802)

TOL, M.C. van der; WOLF,Th.M. van der.
de betekenis van de Algemene wet

Fiscale problematiekrond de buitenlandse
bestuursrechtvoor het fiscale procesrecht. DIJCK, J.E.A.M. van.

vaste inrchtingof dochter. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994. Geschriften van de Genieten van inkomsten (art. 33,34 en art. 38

The Hague, Delwel Uitgeverij BV. 1993, Verenigingvoor Wet IB). 3rd Edition.

PP 136. Belastingwetenschap,No. 194, pp 34. Deventer, Fed. 1994.

Overview of tax consequences for Dutch Commentaryon the Commission'sreport Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 233.69.50 Dil.

entrepreneursstarting a business abroad. The studying the influenceof the General Third edition of monographdealing with the

authors consider and compare two forms of Management Law on tax case procedure. concept of receipt of income provided by

companies: foreign permanent establishment (B. 113.777) Secs. 33,34 and 38 of the Income Tax Law,

and foreign subsidiaryof a Dutch BV, with including an extended list of tax cases.

reference to case law and relevant articles of LOUPPEN, H.G.J. (B. 113.842)
Dutch tax law. Het pensioen antwoordenboek.Antwoorden

(B. 113.656) op de 250 meest gestelde vragen van FISCAALMEMO 1, JANUARI 1994.
werknemersover pensioenen. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994, pp 238.27.75 Dfl.

HUIJSSOON, W.J. Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom Bedrijfsinformatie. Information booklet on factual regulations in

De ontwikkelingvan het begrip vaste 1994, pp. 210. Dutch tax law as of 1 January 1994.

inrichting in modelverdragensinds 1925. De Answers to the 250 most frequently asked (B. 113.476)
ontwikkelingvan de definitie van de term questions of employees about old age
vaste inrichtingmet nadruk op de pensions. Includes: different forms and VESTIGINGALS ZELFSTANDIGE.

geschiedenis van art. 5, leden 1,2en7 OESO- systems of pensions for different persons, Samengesteldo.l.v. J.A.M. Bartholomeus.

modelverdrag 1977. insurance possibilitiesand techniques, legal The Hague, Nederlands-FranseKamer van

Rotterdam, Stichting Moret Fonds, P.O.Box framework and role of the legislator. Koophandel, Bezuidenhoutseweg181,2594
488,3000AL Rotterdam. 1994, pp 76. (B. 113.791) AH Den Haag. 1994, pp. 125.

Reprint of a paper describing the historial Brochure giving information to those who

developmentof the concept ofpermanent GRAPPERHAUS,F.H.M. intend to establish a business in France as an
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independentprofessional (including traders, Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening.1994, This Tax guidefor 1994 contains a summary
ambulant traders and workers in the handicraft pp. 724.590.- NKr. of the most relevant tax provisions in the
sector), a statutory overview of the legal and Value Added Tax Act annotated. 5th Edition individual and corporate income taxes, VAT,
financial aspects. of Part I, dealing with Secs. 1-28A of the Act, death duties, etc.
(B. 113.672) as amended up to April 1994. (B. 113.731)

(B. 113.814)
FISCALESIGNALEN 1993/1994. THE PORTUGUESETAX SYSTEM.
Rotterdam, Loyens & Volkmaars. 1993, Lisbon, Centro de Estudios Fiscais, Direo
pp. 51. Geral das Contribuiese Impostos. 1993,
Brochures mentioning the new tax Poland

pp. 135.
developmentsfor 1994. Summaryof the most A descriptive and comprehensiveinformation
important items is given: depreciation KODEKS PODATKOWY.ZBIOR about some major aspects of tax legislation on
allowances,employersavings plans, przepisowpodatkowych. the main taxes in Portugal. The present text is
immovableproperty tax, gift and succession Torun, Dom Organizatora. 1994, pp. 682. in reference to 31 December 1992 and will be
duties and disbursements from capital Fiscal Code updated to 31 January 1994, updated each year.
insurance. including the consolidated texts of tax laws (B. 113.732)
(B. 113.372) and parts of other legislation conceming taxes:

tax obligations, income tax, corporate income
UW HUIS IN FRANKRIJK. tax, VAT, agricultural tax, forest tax, RussiaSamengestelddoor Nederlands-FranseKamer inheritance and gift tax, gambling duties, local
van Koophandel. taxes, etc.
The Hague, Nederlands-FranseKamer van (B. 113.845) SCHULUS,Alexej.
Koophandel. 1991, pp. 106. 75.- Dfl. Standortbedingungenfr auslndische

Investitionenin Russland.Booklet.dealingwith various aspects of BRZEZINSKI,B.; KALINOWSKI,M.; Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,buying, owning and selling a house in France, OLESINSKA,A.
174.from a legal and notarial, fiscal and insurance, Zobowiazaniapodatkowe. Komentarzdo pp.

Location conditions for foreign investments inbanking and financial point of view. ustawy. Russia. Descriptionof all the formalities when(B. 113.671) Torun, Dom Organizatora,Towarzystwo doing business in Russia. Focus on theNaukowe Organizacji i Kierownictwa. 1994, investmentclimate in general, legalREUGEBRINK,J.; HILTEN, Mariken E. van. pp. 288.
organization forms, and the tax system.Omzetbelasting.7th Edition. Tax obligations prescribed by Law of 19 (B. 113.575)Deventer, Fed. 1993. December 1980, as amended. The authors give

Fed Fiscale Studieserie, No. 6, pp. 405. article-by-articleexplanationand make
87.50 Dfl. references to current case law. Polish text of Slovak RepublicSeventh edition of book dealing with the the relevant law and regulation is appended.
general theory of turnover tax and practical (B. 113.849) TAXATIONIN 1994.aspects of VAT. This edition focuses more
than the previous editions on the European BRZEZINSKI,B. Corporate and personal income taxes, VAT,

excise duties and real estate transfer tax.Directives and case law, due to the provisions Zobowiazaniapodatkowie. W swietle Prague, KPMG Reviconsult 1994,s.r.o.with respect to the abolition of fiscal frontiers orzecznictwasadow. 252.pp.within the EU. Torun, Dom Oragnizatora. 1993, pp. 93. Commentariesby KPMG Reviconsultand(B. 113.839) Booklet on tax obligations as interpreted by legislation translated by Trade Links. The
the court in tax cases. booklet includes English translations of: TheSMIT, J.A. (B. 113.847) Income Taxes Act, No. 586/1992 Coli. of 20Borgtocht. Civielrechtelijkeen fiscale

November 1992 amended by Act No.asaspecten. OLESINSKA,A. 323/1993 Coll.; The Value Added Tax Act,Deventer, Fed. 1993.
zaFed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 111.54.50Dil. Odpowiedzialnoscosob trzecich No. 588/1992 Coll. of 24 November 1992 in

zobowiazaniapodatkowe podatnika. the wording of Act No. 321/1993 Coll.; TheBrochure dealing with the legal and tax aspects Torun, Dom Organizatora. 1994, 63. Excise Duty Act, No. 587/1992 Coll. of 20of security deposits, security guarantees and pp.
The author's interpretationof the November 1992 in the wording of Act No.guarantors.

(B. 113.840) responsibilityof third persons for another 325/1993 Coll.; The Act on InheritanceTax,
taxpayer's tax obligation, as provided by the Gift Tax and Real EstateTransferTax, Act
law. Third person means husband/wife, No. 357/1992 Coll. in the wording of Act No.BROUWER,R.; SPIEGEL, M.
members of the family, devisees, legatees, 322/1993 Coll.Procederen tegen de fiscus.

Deventer, Fed. 1994. lessors, membrs ofjoint ventures, and firms. (L. 200.254-257)
Fed Fiscale Actualiteiten,No. 22, pp. 94. (B. 113.846)

BOHATA, Petr.37.50 Dfl.
Gesellschaftsrechtin der TschechischenAs of 1 January 1994 there is a legal basis BRZEZINSKI,B.

regulating the refund of a part of the costs Odpowiedzialnoscpodatnika, platnika i Republik und der Slowakei. Eine Einfhrung
mit vergleichendenTabellen. 1. Auflage.incurred by the winning party. This brochure inkasenta w prwie podatkowym.

deals with the general aspects of procedures Torun, Dom Organizatora. 1993, pp. 34. Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH & Co KG.
1993, pp. 89.

against the tax authority, and with specifics of The author's interpretationof the
Introduction the Czech and Slovakto companythis new development. responsibilitiesof a taxable person, a taxpayer law.

(B. 113.838) and the tax collector in the tax law.
(B. 113.443)(B. 113.848)

Norway Sweden
Portugal

REFSLAND,Thor. HANDLEDNINGFR BESKATTNING
Merverdiavgiftslovenav 19. juni 1969 med GUIA FISCAL 1994. av inkomst och frmgenhetm.m. vid 1994
kommentar. Femte utgave Del I. Lisbon, Fisco. 1994, pp. 483. ars taxering.
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Stockholm, Skattefrvaltningen- individuais, income taxation of companies both domestic and intemational case law to

Riksskatteverket. 1994, pp. 1277. (including groups of companies), intemational help explain how the treatises operate. This

Tax handbook in two volumes for 1994 taxation, as well as methods for the avoidance second edition has been updated to include the

assessment year (year of income 1993), of double taxation. text of the 1992 OECD Model Tax Convention

published by the National Tax Board. Volume (B 113.835) (in both English and French) which replaced
I deals with the taxation of income and net the 1977 Model, along with the official OECD

wealth of individuals. Volume II covers the commentary.
taxation of business income of companies and Switzerland (B. 113.804)
individuals.
(B. 113.681) CASTI-WERGENSTEIN,Peter Johannes FRAMPTON,Dennis.

Michael von.
Practical tax administration.

FRFATTNINGAROM Der Steuer- und Abgabebetrug im Bath, Fiscal Publications, Old Coach House,

punktskatter 1994. schweizerischenRecht. Fersfield, Perrymead, Bath MA2 5AR.

Stockholm, Riksskatteverket. 1994, pp 242. St. Gallen, Hochschule St. Gallen fr England. 1993, pp 122.

Compilationof material and procedural laws wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften, The book provides tax administrators,
and regulations regarding exise taxes, etc. as Bibliothek, Dufourstrasse50,9000 St. Gallen, including those in developing countries, with a

they apply on 1 January 1994. Taxes dealt with Switzerland. 1992. Schriftenreihe comprehensivebackground to recent

include general and specific taxes on energy, Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht, Band 59, developments not readily available elsewhere.

tax on advertisements,excise taxes on 360. This book looks first at the older established
pp.

alcoholic beverages and tobacco, taxes on Tax and duty fraud according to Swiss law. practices of tax administration,examines the

winnings, tax on insurance premiums and Dissertationon fraud as a special topic of latest developmentsand then considers

stamp taxes. penal law. possible further changes in the decade ahead.

(B. 113.782) (B. 112.321) (B. 113.693)

FRFATTNINGAROM UPPBORD 1994. DILNOT, A.; DISNEY, R.; JOHNSON, P.;
Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen- WHITEHOUSE,E.
Riksskatteverket. 1994, pp. 332. Turkey Pensions policy in the UK. An economic

Compilationof material and procedural laws analysis.
and regulations regarding collection of direct GEWERBLICHERRECHTSSCHUTZUND

London, The Institute for Fiscal Studies. 1994,
taxes and duties, as they apply on 1 January Wettbewerbsrecht. 225. £ 12.50.
1994. Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussen- pp

(B. 113.694) handelsinformation. 1993. Auslndisches
The authors attempt to unravel the

Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,Reihe A: Heft complexitiesof pension policy and provide

REGISTERVER GLANDE 22/93, pp. 80.
answers or altemative options to the questions

SFS frfattningar, 1 januari 1994. Survey on the Turkish law on protection of raised.

Stockholm,Justitiedepartementet.1994, patents and other intangible rights. (B. 113.765)

pp. 358. (B. 113.279) SIMON'STAXES FLNANCE ACT
Chronological and subject matter index to the 1994 Handbook. The provisions relating to

Swedish Official Gazette listing laws in force income tax, corporation tax and capital gains
as of 1 January 1994 United Kingdom tax with explanatory notes.

(B. 113.723) London, Butterworths. 1994, pp. 442. £ 20.-.
WHILLANS'STAX TABLES 1994-95. (B. 113.813)

MALMER,Hkan; PERSSON,Annika; 47th Edition. Edited by Sheila Parrington.
TENGBLAD,ke. London, Butterworths. 1994, pp 62. £ 3.50. ISSUES IN BUSINESSTAXATION.
rhundradetsskattereform. Effekter pa (B. 113.773)
skattesystemetsdriftskostnader,

Editor John Pointon.

skatteplaneringoch skattefusk. FOREMAN, A.
Aldershot, Avebury Ashgate PublishingLtd.,

Stockholm, Skattefrvaltningen& CE Fritzes Tax handbook 1994-95.
Gower House, Croft Road, Aldershot, Hants

AB. 1994, pp. 414. London, Longman Group UK Ltd., 21-27
GU l 1 3HR, England. 1994, pp 229. £ 35.

Follow-upof the tax reform of 1990-1991 Lam's Conduit Street, London WC I N 3NJ.
The book is divided in three parts: the UK,

(tax reform of the century). The book 1994, pp 592. £ 19.99. Europe and multinationalaspects.

contains two research reports. The first is The book deals with income tax, capital gains
Contributionsby various authors on UK

written by Malmer and Persson, and studies tax, nheritance tax, corporation tax and VAT. taxation and capital investment, UK taxation

the tax reform's effects on the administrative It also covers stamp duty and national
and finance leasing, tax-induced investment

costs of the tax system, as well as various insurance contributions.
incentives and leverage gains in the EC,

aspects on tax planning and tax evasion. The (B. 113.832) capital structure, the harmonizationof

second, by Tengblad, studies the black market corporate taxation within the EC, controlled

economy and the erosion of tax base in DOUBLETAXATIONRELIEF FOR foreign companies,multinationalcapital

Sweden during 1980-1991. Both reports companies. budgeting and finance decisions.

include an English summary. London, Inland Revenue. 1994. Intemational (B. 113.857)

(B. 113.768) Series IR 6, pp. 34.
(B. 113.691)

BUTTERWORTHSYELLOWTAX

LODIN, Sven-Olof; LLNDENCRONA, Handbook 1994-95. Income tax, corporation

Gustaf; MELZ, Peter; SILFVERBERG, BAKER, Philip tax, capital gains tax. 33rd Edition. Editors

Christer. Double taxation conventions and intemational Malcolm Gammleand Moiz Sadikali.

Inkomstskatt- en lro- och handbok i tax law. A manual on the OECD Model Tax London, Butterworths. 1994, pp 6000. £ 20.-.

skattertt. 4th Edition. Convention on Income and on Capital of 1992. (B. 113.875)
Lund, Studentlitteratur. 1994, pp 596. 2nd Edition.
722.-Skr. London, Sweet & Maxwell. 1994, pp. 513. HOMER, Amold; BURROWS,Rita.

Fourth edition of handbook on Swedish The book, based on the OECD Model Double Tolley's tax guide 1994/95. 12th Edition.

income taxation. The book covers all main Taxation Convention, assesses the practical Croydon, Tolley Publishing Co Ltd. 1994,

aspects of: income and capital taxation of implicationsof treaty interpretationand uses pp 566. £ 24.50.
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Annual updated edition dealing with income TAX AND FINANCIALINCENTIVES migration. In addition .to the general
tax, corporation tax, capital gains tax, for business around the world. 1994 Edition. introductorysection, a more detailed survey is
inheritance tax, value added tax and stamp Amsterdam, KPMG Intemational provided for 25 countries. Each countryduty. Also chapters on council tax and Headquarters. 1993, pp. 487. chapter is divided into inbound and outbound
business rates, national insurancecontributions Country-by-countrysummary of significant subsections, and each subsection discusses the
and statutory sick pay and statutory matemity tax and financial incentives offered by national most relevant tax consequencesof moving
pay. This edition gives the position for the year (and in some cases, state, provincial or local) from one tax jurisdiction to another.
1994/95 and covers alllegislation,statements governments.Topics examined include: tax- (B. 113.487)of practice and other relevant sources of related reliefs and incentives, tax deductions
information including the Finance Act 1994. for capital expenditure, grant aid or other BILATERALINVESTMENTTREATIES
(B. 113.800) financial assistance for overseas enterprises 1959-1991.

setting up locally, tax-based sources of New York, UN - United Nations. 1992,
BU'Iq'ERWORTHSORANGETAX finance, tax incentives and special reliefs for pp 46.
Handbok 1994-95. Inheritance tax, national expatriates working locally, business relief An updated list of bilateral investment treaties
insurancecontributions, stamp duties, VAT. available from taxes, double taxation concluded to mid-1991.
19th Edition. Editors Malcolm Gammie and agreements, infrastructureand business (B. 113.756)
Moiz Sadikali. environmentn each country.
London, Butterworths. 1994, pp. 4850. £ 20.-. (B 113.729) HICKS, Alan.
(B. 113.874) Foreign exchange options. An intemational

OPERATIONSINTERNATIONALES. guide to options trading and practice.
BUTTERWORTHSUK TAX GUIDE Pays et zones fiscalitprivilgie.Mesures Cambridge, Woodhead Publishing Limited,

anti-vasion. Abington Hall, Abington, CambridgeCB11994-95. Income tax, capital gains tax, Levallois,Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994, 6AH, England. 1993, 370. £ 55.-.pp.corporation tax, inheritance tax, national
300.445.- Ffrs. This book examines the over-the-counterinsurancecontributions, stamp duties, value pp.

Concise descriptionof the tax systems or (OTC) market in detail and covers the twoadded tax. 13th Edition. Editor John Tiley. special tax incentives available in a number of dominantexchanges for currency options: TheLondon, Butterworths. 1994, pp. 2715. £
foreign jurisdictionsand the applicableFrench PhiladelphiaStock Exchange (PHLX) and The19.95.
anti-avoidancerules. Covers European Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). The(B. 113.860) (includingCyprus, Malta and Tunisia), book contains chapters on: option
Caribbean and Asian territories offering combinations,option pricing, option tradingvarious incentives or qualifying as tax havens. risks, hedging and trading a portfolio of

INTERNATIONAL (B. 113.683) options, OTC market practice, management
control of an active portfolio, intemational

SANDLER, Daniel. currency options market (ICOM) terms andDeveloping Countries Pushing the boundaries: the interaction conditions, counter-pratycredit risk (OTC),
between tax treaties and controlled foreign accounting for currency options, option

HASHIM,Ali; ALLAN, Bill. company legislation. derivatives and the future.
Core function requirements for fiscal London, The Institute of Taxation. 1994, (B. 113.673)
managementsystems. pp. 152. £ 19.95.
Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund. This book reviews the potential conflict RIVEIT, Phil; SPEAK, Peter.
1994. between the controlled foreign company The financial jungle. A guide to financial
IMF Working Paper WP/94/27, pp. 37. legislation found in the US, Germany, Canada, instruments. 2nd Edition. Editors Phil Rivett
This paper presents a framework for planning Japan, France, the UK, New Zealand, Sweden, and Peter Speak.
the developmentof computerizedgovernment Australia and Norway and the tax treaties of London, Coopers & Lybrand, Plumtree Court,
budgeting and accounting systems in each of these countries. These ten countries London EC4 4HT, England. 1992, pp. 684.
economies in transition and developing have enacted specific statutory regimes to Guidance to understandingfinanciai
economies. counteract the perceived abuse of controlled instruments and their risks and benefits in a

(B. 58.008) foreign companies located in tax havens. way to render the subject accessible to both the
(B. 113.692) designers and users of the instruments. This

book is a useful publication for financeDERIVATIVES.AN INTERNATIONAL
WORLDINVESTMENTREPORT 1993. directors, treasurers, lawyers, accountantsandtax survey.
Transnationalcorporationsand integrated financial advisors. Chapters include: debtAmsterdam, KPMG Intemational
internationalproduction. instruments,asset-backedsecurities, equityHeadquarters. 1994, pp. 75.
New York, UN United Nations. 1993, and equity linked instruments, hedging-

This survey provides relevant and timely 288. instruments, accounting and taxationinformation for formulatingan overview of the pp. country
Report providingdata and analysis on recent framework,and a glossary of terms.state of world derivative markets. It does not trends in foreign direct investment, the (B. 113.685)cover all aspects of the tax treatment, but activities of transnationalcorporations andconcentrates on important features and relevent policy issues, along with in-depth YOUNGMAN,Joan M.; MALME, Jane H.highlights territorial differences. examinationsof selected themes regarding the An international survey of taxes on land and(B. 113.730) role of transnationalcorporations in worldwide buildings.
economicdevelopment. Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation1994 INTERNATIONALTAX (B. 113.707) Publishers. 1994, pp. 225. 85.- Dfl.summaries. A guide for planning and This comparativesurvey of property tax lawdecisions. Coopers & Lybrand International HORWATHINTERNATIONAL and administration is a successor to the 1983Tax Network. Editor George J. Yost. International tax planning. Expatriates& OECD publicationTaxes on immovableNw York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1994, Migrants. property.

pp. 1550. North Ryde, CCH Australia Limited. 1992. (B. 113.763)
An overview of the tax systems of 114 Loose-leafpublication (updated up to February
countries with emphasis on individual and 1994) provides an in-depth country-by-country THE EUROPA WORLD YEARBOOK
corporate income taxes as of 31 July 1993. review of the importantconsiderationsfor 1994. Volume I. Part one: International
(B. 113.786) individuals contemplating transborder organizations; Part two: Afghanistan-Jordan.
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London, Europa Publications Limited. 1994, J. Amold is published in full in the four Paris, OECD Organisation for Economic Co-

pp. 1670. languages. operation and Development. 1994, pp 1 10.

(B. 113.770) (B. 113.864) This bilingual book examines the exchanges of
tax information under Article 26 of the OECD

FILM FINANCINGAND TAXATION. BIN XU Model Tax Conventionon Income and on

Amsterdam, KPMG International Tax policy implications in endogenous growth Capital from a legal administrativeand

Headquarters. 1994, pp 162. models. practical standpoint.
Summariesof the taxation systems in 1O Washington, Intemational Monetary Fund. (B. 1 13.689)
countries as they apply to the film industry. 1994.

Each chapter first provides a descriptionof IMF Working Paper WP/94/38, pp. 31. TAXATION AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

commonly used film financing stnctures and This paper surveys the tax policy implications Paris, OECD Organisation for Economic Co-

their commercial and tax implications for the in various endogenousgrowth models. The operation and Development. 1994, pp 125.

parties involved. It then discusses n detail the focus s on the long-run growth effects of This report summarizes the way OECD

tax and financial incentives available from income, consumption,and investment taxation countries have balanced conflicting aims and

central and local governments in that country. in models whose engine of growth is the provides informationon the importanceof the

Further it sets out the applicablecorporate tax, accumulationof human capital, technological small business sector and its tax treatment.

indirect tax, and personal tax rules from the innovation, and/or public infrastructure. (B. 113.778)
perspective, in turn, of investors, producers, (B. 113.749)
distributors,artistes and employees. TAXATIONOF NEW FINANCIAL

(B. 113.870) NATIONALAND INTERNATIONAL instruments.
tax consequencesof demergers. 48th Congress Paris, Organisation for Econornic Co-

CORPORATETAXES. of the International Fiscal Association, operation and Development. 1994, pp. 111.

A worldwide summary. Toronto, 1994. Results of an analysis of the applicationof

Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1994, pp. 671. Deventer, Kluwer. 1994. lFA Cahiers de Droit domestic laws and tax treaties to four

Summary of basic informationabout corporate Intemational,Volume LXXIXb, pp. 689. particular types of instruments: nterest rate

taxes in 115 countries and territories. (Tax A summary in English, French, German and swaps, financial futures, options to buy shares,
rates and rules in effect as of 1 January 1994.) Spanish of each report s appended. The report and bonds issued at a deep discount.

(B. 113.872) by the general reporterProf. Dr A.J. Rdler is (B. 113.877)
published in full in the four languages.

INTERNATIONALTAX AND (B. 113.865) THE OECD GUIDELINESFOR

Business Guide: Corporate and withholding multinationalenterprises.
INDIVLDUALTAXES. Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-tax rates.

New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu A worldwide summary operation and Development. 1994, pp 81

Intemational. 1994, pp. 161. Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse. 1994, pp. 432. Report explaining the nature and scope of the

Compilationof overviews provided by the This guide is intended mainly for the OECD Guidelines.

staff of DeloitteTouche Tohmatsu expatriateemployee and the multinational (B. 113.816)
Intemational member firms in thirty-nine employer. It provides a summary of basic

major nations. The book s intended to reflect information about individual taxes and tax OECD ECONOMICSTUDLES:
conditions in the countries covered in April rates in 114 countries and territories. The

Employment regulation and patterns of work

1994. guide reflects tax rates and rules as of 1 in EC countries; Unemploymentpersistence;
(B. 113.859) January 1994. The role of real and nominal rigidities in

(B. 113.871) macro-enonomicadjustment: a comparative
SHAREHOLDERS'LIABILITY. study of the G3 economies; Interpreting
The comparative law yearbook of ntemational GUPTA, S.; MAHLER,W. unemployment: the role of labour force

business. Special issue, 1993. Editors Dennis Taxation of petroleum products: theory and participation;Centralizationof wage

Campbell and Jennifer Powers. empirical evidence. bargainingand macro-enonomicperformance -

London, Graham & Trotman Ltd., England; Washington, International Monetary Fund. a survey.
1994.

Dordrecht, Kluwer Academic Publishers Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-

Group, The Netherlands. 1993, pp 505. IMF Working Paper WP/94/32, pp 27. operation and Development. 1994.
This paper surveys different considerations

280.- Dfl. OECD Economic Studies, No. 21, Winter
advanced for taxing petroleum and presents 1993, 207. 170.- Ffrs.

This volume examines one of the key aspects tax rate
pp.

of corporate responsibility- the rights, duties petroleum data in 120 countries. (B. I 13.805)
and liabilities of corporate managementand of (B. 113.748)

shareholders. Provides an in-depth exposition THE OECD JOBS STUDY.

of the rights, duties and liabilities of Facts, analysis, strategies. Unemploymentin
shareholdersvis--vis the company and other OECD the OECD area, 1950-1995.

shareholders.The book has contributions from Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-

eminent legal practitionersand scholars from CNOSSEN, Sijbren. operation and Development. 1994, pp. 50.

several countries. What kind of corporation tax Issues in This study sets out the facts that depict today's
(B. 113.837) adopting and designing a value added tax. unemployment,analyses the fundamental

Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1993. OCFEB factors that produce it and that could move

DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTERESTAND Reprint No. 9306, pp 105. OECD economies towards full employment. It

other financing charges in computing income. (B. 113.725) put forward a menu of measures that will help
48th Congress of the International Fiscal create jobs.
Association,Toronto, 1994. TAX INFORMATIONEXCHANGE (B. 113.806)
Deventer, Kluwer. 1994. between OECD membercountries. A survey
IFA Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Intemational, of current practices. A report by the TRANSFER PRICING GUIDELINES

Volume LXXIXA,pp. 729. Committeeon Fiscal Affairs; Echange de for multinationalenterprises and tax

A summary in French, English, German and renseignements fiscaux entre les pays administrations. Report of the OECD

Spanish of each country report is appended. membres de l'OCDE. Vue d'ensembledes Committee on Fiscal Affairs. Part I: Principles
The report by the general reporter Prof. Brian pratique actuelles. and methods. Discussion draft.
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Paris, Organisation for Economic Co- Mexico, Ortiz, Sainz y Tron, Porfirio Diaz NORTH AMERICA
operation and Development. 1994, pp. 142. 102, Colonia del Valle, Delegacion Benito
(B. 113.902) Juarez, Mexico, D.F. 03100.1992,pp. 174.

Explanationof the federal and federal district Canada
tax reform which entered into force on 1

TAX FACTS AND FIGURES 1993.
LATIN AMERICA January 1992. (An English translationof the

most important items is appended.) Toronto, Coopers & Lybrand. 1993, pp. 27.

(B. 18.830/831) Sixteenth annual edition of Tax facts and
INVESTITIONSRECHT. figures updated to take into account the
Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussen- ORTIZ GOMEZ, G.; SAINZ ALARCON,J.; proposalscontained in the Federal Budget of
handelsinformation.1993. April 1993. This brochure provides readyTRON,AuslndischesWirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, M.E.; ERREGUERENAA, J.M. answers to many practical questions that arise
Reihe A: Heft 12/93, pp. 106.

1994 Tax reform. in the course of tax or financial planning.
Introduction to the investment laws of Costa (B. 113.231)Mexico, Ortiz, Sainz y Tron. 1994, pp. 37.Rica, Honduras and Nicaragua. Incldes the
original Spanish text of Decreto 80-92 dated Comments on federal and federal district tax

BURBIDGE,J.B.; SCARTH, W.M.
12 June 1992 of Honduras and Ley 127-91 of reforms, various international treaties, and

Eliminating interest taxation and tariffs: the
19 June 1991 of Nicaragua.

other related laws.
underpinningsfor Canadian policy.recent

(L. 20.036/37A/13) (B. 18.833)
Rotterdam, Erasmus University. 1993.
OCFED Research Memorandum9308, pp. 20.NORMATIVIDADEN MATERIADEECONOMICAND SOCIAL (B. 113.724)deuda pblica estatal y municipal.progress in Latin America. 1993 Report.

Special section: Investing in human resurces. Guadalajara, Indetec. 1994, pp. 336.
TAX PLANNINGCHECKLIST 1993-1994.

Washington, Inter-AmericanDevelopment Legal provisions in respect of State and
Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited. 1993,

Bank. 1993, pp. 308. municipal public debt.
122.pp.

This special section looks at the current (B. 18.829) Booklet containinga numberofincome tax
condition of Latin America's human resources planning considerations, tips and traps forLA JUSTICIAADMINISTRATIVAand its relation to economic growth, ndividuals, businesses and some suggestions
technology and poverty. fiscal en Mexico. for corporations.
(B. 18.826) Federacin,estado y municipio. (B. 113.230)

Guadalajara, Indetec. 1994, pp. 228.
The administrative/fiscaljustice in Mexico (at 1994 CANADIANMASTER
the federal, state and municipal levels). Tax Guide. 49th Edition.Brazil (B. 18.834) North York, CCH Canadian Limited, 6

GaramondCourt, North York, Ontario M3CREGULAMENTODO IMPOSTO
1Z5, Canadasobre a renda e proventos de qualquer 1994, 1182.natureza. Decreto No. 1.041 de 11/01/94. MIDDLE EAST pp.
Complete, accurate and up-to-dateguide toBrasilia, GovernmentPrinter. 1994, pp. 345.
Canadian federal taxation, with comprehensiveDecree 1.041 of 11 January 1994 approving ARABISCHESTAATEN:

on the Income Tax Act andthe (new) regulation on the taxation of income Das Recht der Forderungsabtretung.3rd commentary
and capital gains. Edition. Regulations, including all amendments to the

(B. 18.835) Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussenhandels- Act and Regulations to 31 December 1993.
information. 1993. AuslndischesWirtschafts- (B. 113.737)
und Steuerrecht,Reihe A: Heft 5/93, pp. 90.
Legal provisions concerning the transfer of PLAMONDON,Robert.

Colombia claims. GST compliancecosts for small business in

(B. 57.860) Canad. A study for the Departmentof
REGIMENDEL IMPUESTOA LA Finance Tax Policy.
renta y complementarios. ARABISCHESTAATEN: Ottawa, Departmentof Finance Distribution
Bogota, Legis Editores S.A. 1994, pp. 1020. bersichtber die wichtigsten Centre. 1994, pp. 143.
Loose-leafpublicationon the taxes on income, Gesetzesbestimmungen.4th Edition. This study is divided into the following
supplementary taxes and succession tax. Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussenhandels- sections: executive summary, research
(B. 18.827) information. 1993. objectives, literature review, research

AuslndischesWirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, methodology,data results and analysis,
REGIMENCOLOMBIANODE Reihe A: Heft 4/94, pp. 75. qualitativecomments by participants,
Impuesto a las Ventas. Incluye impuesto de Summaryof the most important statutes in 20 reliabilityof results, areas for further study,
timbre. membercountries of the Arabic Liga on

limitationsof the research, conclusions,and

Bogota, Legis Editores S.A., Avenida commerce, civil, economic, labour, court bibliography.
Eldorado 81-10, Apartado 98888, Bogota. procedures. (B. 113.539)
1994, pp. 974. (B. 57.859)
This loose-leafpublicationColombian DOMINIONTAX CASES.

Regime on Sales Tax includes the stamp tax. Volume 47, 1993. The full text of all reported
on tax(B. 18.828) Bahrain

judgments federal questions.
Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited. 1994,
pp. 2080.

BUSINESS PROFILESERIES: BAHRAIN. (B. 113.722)
Mexico Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation. 1994, pp. 48. CORPORATEMANAGEMENT
ORTIZGOMEZ, G.; SAINZ ALARCON,J.; Revised and updated edition of information Tax Conference 1993: Tax planning for
TRON, booklet on doing business in Bahrain with Canada-US and intemational transactions.
M.E.; ERREGUERENAA, J.M. some reference to taxation. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation. 1993,
Boletin sobre la Reforma Fiscal para 1992. (B. 58.022) pp. 700. $ 120.
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The book contains the papers presented at the Chicago, CCH Commerce Clearing House Inc. other assets (in kind distributions), to the

conference on the topiC. 1993, pp. 505. distributingcorporation and its shareholders.

(B. 113.810) Guide for tax advisors and for estate owners (B. 113.861)
and estate representatives involved in federal

WARD'STAX TREATIES 1993-1994. estate and gift tax return preparation and tax ETATS-UNIS.JURIDIQUE,FISCAL,

Scarborough,Carswell Thomson Professional payment. The explanations and coordinated social, comptable. 5th Edition.

Publishing. 1993, pp. 1055 $ 82.-. filled-in form excerpts reflect all major new Levallois-Perret,Editions Francis Lefebvre.

Compilationof English text of double taxation federal estate, gift and generation-skipping 1994.

treaties concluded by Canada with other transfer tax developments to the date of Dossiers IntemationauxFrancis Lefebvre,

countries. publication, including changes made by the pp 499.438.- Ffrs.

(B. 113.873) Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1993. Revised and updated edition on the US tax

(B. 113.669) system. The book also deals with the
France-USA income tax treaty.

USA
AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. (B. 113.886)
Second series. Volume 71A.

ERNST & YOUNGS'SOIL AND New York, RIA Research Institute of America. DOERNBERG,Richard L.
International taxation in nutshell.

gas federal income taxation.EditorJohn R. 1994, pp. 1600.
a

Braden. 30th Edition. This volume contains unabridged federal and St. Paul, West Publishing Company. 1993.

Chicago, CCH CommerceClearing House, state court decisions arising under the federal West Nutshell Series, pp. 394. $ 22.50.

Inc. 1993, pp. 692. tax laws. (B. 113.834)

An introduction to the taxation of natural (B. 113.776) CHARACTERISTICSAND RISKS OF
resources in the US federal income tax system. standardizedoptions.
(B. 113.670) .
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FINANCING PARTICIPATIONIN CARBBEANBASIN INVESTMENTS
AND TRADE IN THE AFTERMATH OF REDUCED SECTION 936

Bruce Zagaris

istration had already reduced the administrative resources

Mr Zagaris is a partner in the Washington, D.C. firm of towards the CBI. Hence, except for a small debt-for-develop-
Cameron & Hornbostel. He received a BA, JD and LLM ment programme within the Enterprise for Americas pro-
(taxation) from the National Law Center of the George gramme, little US financing remains for Caribbean invest-
Washington University, and an LLM in comparative law

ment and trade outside of Section 936 funds.from Stockholm University in Sweden, and in
international law from the Free Universityof Brussels. Nevertheless, the financial performance, requirements and
Mr Zagaris' practice includes structuring international of Caribbean Basin countries, in the of thebusiness transactions, in particular the internationaltax prospects context

aspects. His practice also includes counsellingand rapid growth of population and labour force projections,
participation in litigation of internationalwhite collar requires improvement. Investment ratios are relatively Iow
crime matters, particularly those involving the regulation and fairly stable. They need to be substantially increased if
of international money movement. He has represented the savings-investmentgap is not to be a major constraint on12 governmentsand three internationalorganizations in

future economic growth. The region suffers from sizeableinternational tax matters. a

foreign exchange gap with a few exceptions. Trends in for-
Mr Zagaris has authored and edited numerous books and eign exchange resource deficiency indicate that economic
articles on international law and frequently lectures on growth will be severely constrainedby the availabilityof for-
this topic. From 1989-92 he was chair, Committee on eign capital.InternationalTax Law, Section of International Law &
Practice, of the ABA. He is chair, Committeeon The net revenue positions of the public sector have also
InternationalCriminal Law, Criminal Justice Section, ABA
and founder and editor in chief of the International depressed national savings. Efforts have been and are under

EnforcementLaw Reporter. Mr Zagaris is an adjunct way to provide innovations in the financial systems to pro-
professor at the Fordham Law Schol in New York. vide more mechanisms for commercial projects. However,

the low investmentcontent of commercialbank credit and the
This paper was presented at the Second Caribbean Tax high consumption content in most countries limits financial
Conferenceheld on 17-18 February 1994, in Cancun, institutions from raising the aggregate savings rate to the fullMexico.

extent possible on the basis of financial accumulation.

Foreign capital has played an important role in strengthening
I. INTRODUCTION aggregate financial capacity. Multilateraldevelopmentbanks

and many donor countries have observed that significant
portfolio capital and direct foreign investment cannot be

The Omnibus Budget and ReconciliationAct has significant- attractedunless some policy changesare made to improve the
ly reduced the availability of financing for Caribbean Basin overall investmentcommunity.
projects under Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code
(IRC). The reduced financing and changes that have
occurred in Section 936 funds must be viewed in the context
of the altematives to finance Caribbean Basin projects, espe- Il. REDUCED SECTION 936
cially those from the US Government.

In recent years Section 936 has served as a principal source
Simultaneous with the reduction of Section 936 funds, the of US funding for Caribbean projects. Effective 1 January
Clinton administration has eliminated most of its foreign 1987, amendments to Section 936' provide a tax exemption
assistance to the Caribbean as a result of a concertedeffort to for certain investments in qualified Caribbean Basin coun-
shift its limited foreign assistance to Central and Eastem tries.
Europe. Concomitantly, the Clinton administration has told
civil servants not to spend their limited resources on the Before discussingthe reduced Section 936 due to OBRA, it is

Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI), which after all is a Rea- useful to consider the birth and young childhood of the

gan administration programme. Since much of the CBI was Caribbean Basin programmeof Section 936.

only a commitment by the Reagan administration to use US
Government resources to help attract investment in and

develop US trade with the Caribbean Basin, the Bush admin- 1. 6 USC Sec. 936
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In 1986 Congress was preparing to reduce the benefits of time (e.g. five years or more) and in qualified investments

Section 936. To retain Section 936 for Puerto Rico and per- deemed to be of benefit to the economic development of
suade Congress of its potential utility to the region, the Gov- Puerto Rico, then the Puerto Rico Governmentwill reduce or

ernor of Puerto Rico, Rafael Hernandez Colon, proposed eliminate the toll gate tax when the funds are ultimately repa-

expanding Section 936 to permit a portion of the funds to be triated.9
invested in other countries of the Caribbean.2

After discussingvarious levels ofSection936 support for the

region, the Govemment of Puerto Rico proposed a pro- IV. BENEFITS OF SECTION 936 FUNDS AND

gramme to provide $ 100 million per year in 936 funds to the THE PUERTO RICO TAX EXEMPTION
Caribbean in return for the retentionof Section 936.3 The US

Congress retained Section 936 and expanded its use to permit The impactof the Section 936 and the Puerto Rico tax incen-
for the investment of 936 funds in eligible Caribbean coun- tives enabled Puerto Rico to attract manufacturingand other
tries.4 On 30 July 1990, Congressional concern about the investment, especially in the pharmaceutical industry. The

investing of significant funds into the Caribbean resulted in Puerto Rico per capita GNP rose from 1947-73 from $ 586 to

Congress amending Section 936 to require the Government $ 2,112.l
of Puerto Rico to ensure that at least $ 100 million be con-.

tributed to qualified CaribbeanBasin investments annually.5 Borrowers can access Section 936 funds directly from 936

corporations or indirectly from eligible depository institu-

Althoughnot part of the legislativepackage, the Puerto Rican tions. Because the base rate of interestcharged for such funds
Government also started a twin-plant programme, which is is generally lower than for conventional loans due to the

now referred to as Puerto Rico's Caribbean Development exempt interest from both US and Puerto Rico tax received

Programme. It promoted the relocation of companies, espe- by the lender of 936 funds, the lender can pass a portion of

cially from the Far East to the Caribbean to establish twin the tax benefiton to the borrower in the form of a lower inter-

plants: one plant in a Caribbeancountry to take advantageof est rate. The benefit to the borrower n receiving 936 funds
the low-cost labour available in these areas and a twinplant instead of conventional funds might equal a lowering of the
in Puerto Rico where the more capital-ntensive portion of interest cost by 1.2 percent (120 basis points) per year.
the operation might be carried out. Some existing Puerto
Rican companies also formed twin plants in Caribbeancoun-

tries. The DominicanRepublic especially benefited from the
V. CARIBBEAN FUND RULES

twinplant programme.

The expanded Section 936 rules that became effective 1

January 1987 to permit favourable tax treatment for the
Ill. OPERATION OF SECTION 936 investmentof Section 936 funds in eligible activities in qual-

ified Caribbean countries allow funds generated by the oper-
A US 936 corporation that earns income operating an active ation of an exempted business in Puerto Rico to be nvested

trade or business in Puerto Rico may obtain a tax credit to in a qualified Puerto Rican financiai nstitution for invest-

offset the US tax otherwise attributable to the income earned ment in the Caribbean.The income generatedby such invest-

from its Puerto Rico operations. The 936 corporation can ment qualifies as QPSII and is exempt from both US and

obtain this credit regardless of whether the active income so Puerto Rican tax.t

generated is immediatelyrepatriated to the United Statesor is
Section 936(d)(4) allows 936 funds be invested only into

retained in Puerto Rico.
qualified Caribbean Basin countries designated under the

Puerto Rican law also exempts the qualified income earned Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act of 1983.2 The US

from the Puerto Rico operations when a corporation has Department of Commerce has designated 23 countries as

obtained a tax exemption grant from the Puerto Rican Gov-

ernment, thereby exempting up to 90 percent of the income.6
Puerto Rican law does impose a toll gate tax if a corporation 2. House Comm. on Ways and Means, Tax Reform Act of 1985, H.R. Rep.
transfers the 936 funds out of Puerto Rico as earned. The rate No. 426, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 419 (1985).

depends on the type of operations that generated the income 3. Draft MemorandumofAgreement,United States-PuertoRico, 14 Novem-
ber 1985.

and when the repatriation takes place. For instance, a 10 per- 4. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4).
cent rate is imposed on 936 manufacturingcorporations that 5. See IRC Sec. 936(4)(D) (effective for calendar years after 1989).

immediatelyrepatriate income. 6. Puerto Rico Tax IncentivesAct Sec. 3,13 LPRA Sec. 256b(a)(Supp. 1988)
(approved 24 January 1987).

Under Section 936 an eligible corporationcan also invest the 7. IRC Sec. 936(d)(2)

active income in certain eligible activities in Puerto Rico. If
8. 13 LPRA Sec. 356a(j)(3).
9. Id. Sec. 256(j).

so invested, the passive income generated will be exempt 1o. Departmentof the Treasury,Sixth Report, The Operationand Effect ofthe
from US tax. This is known as Qualified Possession Source PossessionsCorporationSystem ofTaxation (1989), at 22.

Investment Income (QPSII).7 Puerto Rico law also 11. 13 LPRA Sec. 256a(2)(j)(A).
12. Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA) Sec. 212,19 USC

exempts certain QPSII from Puerto Rico tax.8 If a 936 corpo- Sec. 2702 (1988). For backgroundon the CBERA, see Zagaris,A Caribbean

ration invests 936 funds in Puerto Rico for longer periods of Perspectiveof the Caribbean Basin Initiative, 18 lnt'l Lawy. (1984), at 563.
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qualified.'3 To be eligible for Section 936 funds, the CBI vides beneficial tax and regulatory treatment to such invest-
qualified countries must conclude a tax information ment. A qualified 936 CBI investment can be used by an eli-

exchange agreement (TIEA) with the United States. 4 gible depository institution to fulfil Puerto Rico reserve

Eleven CBI countries are currently qualified,j5 The purpose requirements.3' All financial institutionswith 936 funds must
of TIEAs is to enable the United States to exchange tax infor- invest at least 7 percent of such funds in a list of preferred
mation in admissible form with Caribbean countries in order investments, of which qualified CBI investments are in-
to assist in civil and criminal tax investigations,includingcir- cluded.
cumstances where non-tax crimes are involved.16

Section 936 also requires that for the qualified investmentof
936 funds in the Caribbean, such funds be invested in active VI. QUALIFIED CARIBBEAN BASIN COUNTRY
business assets ordevelopmentprojects in a qualifiedCBI LAWS AND POLICIES
country,j7 The Treasury regulations permit qualified invest-
ment in tangible personal property used in a trade or business An important aspect of making 936 loans is that most hostin qualified CBI countries, including reasonable incidental

governmentswill require the project to obtain their approval.expenditures, such as installationcosts.
Budgetary and deficit-of-trade problems have resulted in

Section 936 funds must be provided to qualified CBI projects severe restrictions on companies within CBI countries
for new investments although the Regulations allow the con- obtaining and paying cross-border loans. The central bank of
struction, rehabilitation, improvementor upgrading of quali- the CBI country normally must approve the loan. The Inter-
fied CBI assets. An investment in tangible personal property national Monetary Fund also has made structural adjustment
used in the same CBI country within the last five years may loans with many CBI countries with conditionality clauses
not qualify.18 Section 936 funds cannot be used to refinance that limit the amount of allowable indebtedness.
existing project facilities.9 However, the US Treasury can

Some CBI countries impose withholding taxes on the interest
approve the use of Section 936 funds to refinance some pri-
vatization transactionson a case-by-casebasis.2o In general, a

ncome or dividends repatriated from enterprises in their

borrower can only use up to 10 percent of the qualified countries, thereby impacting the repaymentof 936 loans.

investment of Section 936 funds in a CBI project to finance

working capital.21
To obtain favourable tax treatment, a 936 company must

invest its funds in qualified CBI projects only through a

qualified financial institution.22 The latter is defined as the 13. Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados,Belize, British Virgin

Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico, the Puerto
Islands, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Montserrat, Netherlands

Rico Economic Development,a banking, financing or simi- Antilles, Panama, St. Christopher-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the

lar business that is organized under the laws of the Com- Grenadines,Trinidad and Tobago.
14. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(B).monwealthof Puerto Rico or is the Puerto Rican branch of 15. Barbados, Bermuda, Costa Rica, Dominica, The Dominican Republic,such a business,23 and which is an eligible depository institu- Grenada, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica, St. Lucia, and Trinidad & Tobago

tion for 936 funds as qualified by the Commissioner under 16. For the text of the TIEAs, see R. Rhoades and M. Langer, 3-4 Income

Puerto Rican regulations,24 such other entity as may be Taxation of Foreign RelatedTransactions (1985). For additional discussion of

determinedby the Commissionerof Financial Institutions for
the TIEA programme at its inception, see Foster and Penick, Barbados Signs
the First Exchange of Information Agreement under the Caribbean Basin Initia-

Puerto Rico, or a single-purpose entity established in tive, 114 Tax Mgmt. jnt' IJ. (1985), at 100; Sharp and Steele, The Caribbean

Puerto Rico as an eligible institution solely to invest 936 Basin Exchange of Information Draft Agreement- A Technical Analysis, 19

funds in qualified CBI assets.25 Int'l Lawy. (1985), at 949; Zagaris, The Caribbean Basin Initiative, 28 Tax
Notes (1985), at 102.

A borrower of 936 funds must also open its books and 17. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(A)(i)
18. Treas. Reg 1.936-10(c)(4)(ii).records to the US and Puerto Rican Governmentsso that they 19. Use of Sec. 936 Funds for Loans in the Caribbean Region Before the Sub-

can verify the use of the funds in accordance with the law.26 committee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and Means, 101st

The Commissionerof Financial Institutions for Puerto Rico Cong., 2nd Sess. 100-97 (1990), at 4 (statement of Kenneth W. Gideon, Assis-

must also approve the lending of 936 funds to a qualified
tant Secretary for Tax Policy, US Department of the Treasury).

Caribbean recipient.27
20. /d. at 5.
21. Treas. Reg 1.936-10(c)(4),(5)
22. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(A)The Commissionerof Financial Institutions for Puerto RicO 23. Treas. Reg 1.936-10(c)(3)

has issued regulations for the investmentof 936 funds in the 24 Treas. Reg 1.936-10(c)(3)(ii)(B);Puerto Rico Reg. 3582, Eligible Insti-

Caribbean.28 These regulations require the project to be tutions Regulation, 4.2.13, Commissionerof Financial Institutions,29 January
endorsed by the Economic Development Administration of

1988.
25. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(A)(ii)

Puerto Rico (Fomento) and to obtain the approval of the 26. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(C)(iii).
Commissioner for the specific CBI investment.29 The finan- 27. IRC Sec. 936(d)(4)(A)(ii)
cial institution making a CBI investment must also follow 28. Puerto Rico Reg. 3703, Qualified CBI Loans Regulation, Commonwealth

strict due diligence requirements.3o
of Puerto Rico, Office of the Commissionerof Financial Institutions, Financial
Board, Economic DevelopmentAdministration,22 June 1988.

Once the investment receives the endorsement of Fornento
29. Id. Reg. 3582; Sec. 5.1.3; 6.2.4(e)(ii).
30. Reg. 3703, Art. 6; Reg. 3582, 6.4.

and the approval of the Commissioner,Puerto Rican law pro- 31. Reg. 3582, 6. 1.3.
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Vll. THE OMNIBUS BUDGET AND (2) an applicable percentage of depreciation deductions

RECONCILIATIONACT (OBRA) claimed for regular tax purposes by the corporation for
the taxable year with respect to qualified tangibleproper-

Although Section 936 loans had been growing in amounts ty (i.e. tangible property located in a possessionand used

disbursed and in the financing of small projects, the amount there by the corporation in the active conduct of its trade

of Section 936 funds has reached its limit as the result of the or business); and

Revenue Reconciliation Act. Although funds will remain (3) if the corporation does not elect the profit-split method

available, they will not grow in the future. In 1993 Congress for computing its income, a portion of the possession
enacted the OBRA which diminished the availabilityof Sec- income taxes it incurs during the taxable year.

tion 936 funding.32 In computing the US tax liability, if any, on the active busi-

The new Section 936 provides that the credit permitted to a ness income of a possession corporation under the economic

possession corporation for a taxable year against US tax on activity limitaton, the sum of the three components listed

its active business income (i.e. income derived from the above is subtracted from an amount of pre-creditUS tax that

active conduct of a possession-based business, or from the would be owed if taxable income of the possession corpora-
sale of assets used in such a business) is subject to either of tion were grossed up by qualified possession compensation
two alternative limitations.33 One limitation is based on fac- and depreciation of qualified tangible property.
tors that reflect the corporation's economic activity in the

possession (the economicactivity limitation),and the other 2. Compensation
limitation is based on a statutorily defined percentage of the

In computing the economic activity limitation, qualified
Section 936 credit that would be permissible under the rules

prior to the enactment of the OBRA (the percentage limita- compensation in general is the sum of the aggregate amount

of the possession corporation's qualified possession wages
tion). for the taxable year, and its allocableemployeefringe benefit
The taxpayerhas the option of applying one of the alternative expenses for the taxable year.39
limitations.34To use the percentage limitation, a corporation are as wages or
must elect to use that limitation for its first taxable year

Qualified possession wages defined paid
incurred by the-possession corporation during the taxable

beginning after 1993 for which it claims a Section 936
to

credit.35 Once a possession corporation elects to use the per- year any employee for services performed in a possession,
but only if the services are performed while the principal

centage limitation, it must continue to compute its Section
936 credit under that limitation for all subsequent taxable place of employment of the employee is within that posses-

sion.40
years unless the taxpayer revokes the election.36

The OBRA has a consistency rule that requires all affiliated The term wages refers to the Federal UnemploymentTax Act

possession corporationsto utilize the same altemative limita- definitionof wages, and the cumulativeamount of wages for

tion.37 For instance, if a possession corporation that uses the each employee that are taken into account for a taxable year

percentage limitation becomes a member of an affiliated n computing the credit limitationmay not exceed 85 percent
of the maximum earnings subject to tax under the OASDI

group that contains a second possessioncorporation that uses

the economic activity limitation, then the first corporation portion of social security (currently $ 57,600).41
will be deemed to have revoked its election to use the per- The Treasury will provide rules for making appropriate
centage limitation. The determination of whether a posses- adjustments to this limit in the cases of part-time employees
sion corporation is a part of an affiliated group is generally and employees whose principal place of employment is not

made by reference to the consolidated return rules, except within a possession for the entire year.
that stock owned by attribution under the rules of IRC Sec-
tion 1563 is treated as owned directly, and the exclusions Qualified possession wages do not include amounts paid to

from the definition of includiblecorporation listed in IRC employees who are assigned by the employer to perform ser-

Section 1503(b) are disregarded. The Treasury has authority vices for another person, unless the principal trade or busi-
to develop rules that would treat two or more possessioncor- ness of the employer (and any related possession corpora-
porations as members of the same affiliated group to prevent tions) is to make employees available for temporary periods
avoidance of the consistency rule through deconsolidationor to other persons in return for compensation.42
other means.38

A. Economic activity limitation 32. P.L. 103-66 (OBRA of 1993).
33. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4).
34. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B).

1. General 35. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(iii)(I)
36. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(ii)(II).

The economic activity limitation grants the credit to a pos- 37. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(iii)(III).
session corporation for a taxable year against US tax on its 38. Id.

business income, but provides it may not exceed the sum of 39. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(A)(i)

the following three components:
40. IRC Sec. 936(i)(1)(A).
41. IRC Sec. 936(i)(D).

(1) 95 percent of qualified compensation; 42. IRC Sec. 936(i)(1)(C).
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Allocable employee fringe benefit expenses are equal to the income taxes. The denominatorof the ratio is the pre-Section
aggregate amount permissible to the possession corporation 936 credit US tax liability of the possession corporation that
as a deduction for the taxable year of the fringe benefits would be imposed on the income of the corporation (such
listed below, multiplied by a fraction, the numeratorof which income being computed under the rules that apply under for-
is the aggregateamount of the corporation'squalified posses- mer Section 936) without regard to any credit or deduction
sion wages (as defined above) for the year, and the denomi- for possession income taxes.

nator of which is the aggregate amount of the wages it pays If possession corporation the profit-split methoda uses to
or incurs during that year. However, the corporation'salloca-

allocate income from intangible of the taxableble employee fringe benefit expenses for a taxable year can- any property

not exceed 15 percent of the aggregateamount of its qualified year, it may not include any taxes in its credit limitation
base.48 However, this corporation can obtain a deduction forpossession wages for that year.43 portion of its possession income paid accrued dur-a taxes or

Fringe benefit expenses that are taken into account for pur-- ing that taxable year. The deductible portion of possession
poses of determining the credit limitation are: (1) employer income taxes is the portion that is allocable (on a pro rata

contributions under a stock bonus, pension, profit-sharingor basis) to the corporation's taxable income (computed before
annuity plan; (2) employer-provided coverage under any taking into account any deduction for such taxes), the US tax
accident or health plan for employees; and (3) the cost of life on which is not offset by the Section 936 credit as a result of
or disability insurance provided to employees. Fringe benefit the Senate amendment's limitation.49
expenses do not include any amount that is treated as

wages.44 5. Denial of double benefit

3. Depreciation
For purposes of computing the pre-Section 936 credit, US
income tax liability of a possession corporation that employs

With respect to short-life qualified tangible property (i.e. the economic activity limitation, the new Section 936
qualified tangible property to which IRC Section 168 applies requires the corporation to compute taxable income by redu-
and which is three-year or five-year property as classified cing its otherwise deductible amounts of compensation and
under Section 168(e)), 15 percent of the depreciation deduc- depreciation by the amounts that are included in its credit
tions permissible to the possession corporation for the tax- limitation base.
able year are taken into account.

With respect to medium-lifequalified tangible property (i.e. 6. Election to treat.affiliated corporationsas one

qualified tangible property to which Section 168 applies and corporation
which is classified as seven-year or ten-year property under For purposes of computing the economic activity limitation,
Section 168(e)), 40 percent of such deductions are taken into the new Section 936 permits an affiliated group of corpora-
account. tions (which are generally defined in IRC Section 1504, but

With respect to long-life qualified tangible property (i.e. all treating possession corporations and foreign co'porations as

other qualified tangible property to which Section 168 includible corporations) to elect to treat all affiliated posses-

applies), 65 percent of such deductions are taken into sion corporationsas one corporation. For a group so electing,
account.45 the available consolidated credit amount must be allocated

among the possession corporations of the group under rules

4. Possession income tax prescribed by the Treasury Secretary.5 Any election to con-

solidate applies to that taxable year and to all succeeding tax-
As a general rule, if possession corporations do not elect the able years unless revoked with the consent of the Treasury
profit-split method, taxes paid or accrued to a possession Secretary.5
with respect to taxable income which is taken into account in

computing the Section 936 credit are factored into the credit
limitation base.46 However, possession income taxes paid B. PerCentage limitation
over a 9 percent effective rate of tax are not included for pur-
poses of determining the limitation.47 Additionally, only the The percentage limitation permits the Section 936 credit to a

portion of taxes fulfilling the effective rate requirement that possession corporation against US tax on business income
are allocable (on a pro rata basis taking all possession for a taxable year up to an applicable percentage (40 percent
income taxes into account) to non-sheltered income are so once fully phased in) of the credit that would be permissible
included. The fraction of possession income taxes allocated under present law rules. Under a transition rule that provides
to non-shelteredincome is determinedby computing the ratio
of two hypothetical US tax amounts that are computed under 43 IRC Sec. 936(i)(2)(A)
the assumption that no credit or deduction is permitted for 44. IRC Sec. 936(i)(2)(B).
possession income taxes. 45. IRC Sec. 936(i)(4)

46. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(iii).
The numeratorof the ratio described above is the US tax lia- 47. IRC Sec. 936(i)(3)(A)(ii)
bility of the possessioncorporation that would arise under the 48. IRC Sec. 936(i)(3)(A).

bill because of the economic activity limitation determined
49. IRC Sec. 936(i)(3)(B).
50. IRC Sec. 936((i)(5)(A).

without regard to any credit or deduction for possession 51. IRC Sec. 936(i)(5)(B)
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a five-year phase-in, the applicable percentage is the follow- Before the amendments to Section 936, there existed an

ing: informal but open commitment for $100 million of lending
Taxableyears beginning in ApplicablePercentage to the Caribbean. Although there is a higher formal limit of

1994 60% $ 200 million, it is a serious limit. As of August 1993, the

1995 55% Section 936 programmehad disbursed $ 778 million for 137
1996 50% projects, worth $ 1.2 billion when all fund sources are in-
1997 45% cluded. At the August 1993 accounting, there was another
1998 and thereafter 400052

$ 153 million worth of loans pending for disbursement. Up
A taxpayer who employs the percentage limitation can until August 1993, the Caribbean Development Programme
deduct a portion of its possesson income taxes paid or had disbursed $ 104.3 million for 23 projects in five coun-

accrued during the taxable year. The portion of the taxes so tries.

deductible is the portion that is allocable (on apro rata basis)
to the corporation's taxable income (computed before taking
into account any deductionfor possession tax), the US tax on IX. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
which is not offset by the Section 936 credit as a result of the
limitation.53 Financing opportunities remain despite the reduced Section

936 provisions as a result of OBRA. The smaller loans under
1. Foreign tax credit limitation for dividends from the Partners for Progress are quite useful. Clearly the politics

possession corporations of Section 936, especially in the Clinton administration, do

The new Section 936 provisionsestablish a new separate for_ not permit any further use of the Section 936 programme. In

eign tax credit limitation category for purposes of computing fact, only a last minute lobbying campaign prevented further

the alternative minimum tax foreign tax credit. The new cat- reduction in the Section 936 programme.

egory includes the portion of dividends received from a pos- The pressures to reduce further the US budget and deficit
session corporation for which the dividend-receiveddeduc- along with the comments by the President and Hillary Clin-
tion is disallowed, and hence is included in alternative mini- ton about the unfair profits realized by the pharnaceutical
mum taxable income.54 industry may mean even further reductions in Section 936.

From a tax policy perspective the ability to use tax legislation
2. Excise tax cover over to provide economic benefits for non-US activities has

The new Section 936 provisions temporarily increase the always been limited. US policy towards the Caribbean nor-

cover over of rum excise taxes to Puerto Rico and the Virgin mally is one of neglect until a crisis occurs. In the Kennedy
Islands from $ 10.50 per proof gallon to $ 11.30 per proof administration,the Bay of Pigs debacle led to the Alliance for

gallon. This increased cover over rate applies in the case of Progress, while in the Reagan administrationthe preoccupa-

distilled spirits brought into. the United States during a five- tion with the loss of Nicaragua,Grenadaand the potential fall

year period starting 1 October 1993. of other Central American countries to the communists dur-

ing the Cold War led to the KissingerReport and the call for
a CBI. It will take another major crisis in the Caribbean
before the US national security advisers concoct another

Vlll. TRENDS IN THE USE OF SECTION 936 Caribbeaneconomic programme. Because of the importance
FUNDS to economic developmentand investment, the new economic

programme, which is somewhere behind the clouds and not

Section 936 funds are increasingly directed towards small- yet visible, is likely to contain a component to facilitate pri-
scale prvate business ventures while those for large-scale vate investment.

projects are holding steady.55 A group of US industrial com-

panies with Puerto Rican operations established the
The stimulus may well be in the form of tax treaty provisions

Caribbean Basin Partners for Progress with a $ 100 million such as those found in the Mexico-US tax treaty, whereby
fund for lending to small private business under Section 936. persons from one country (US taxpayers) can deduct from

their taxes contributions made to a non-profit organization
The fund and group was designed to complementthe Section recognized by the other country (e.g. Mexico). However the
936 Caribbean funding since the Puerto Rican Government Chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator

traditionally has focused the $ 16 billion-plus Section 936 Paul Sarbanes, strongly indicated the Committee's abhor-

funding on large-scale projects.inPuerto Rico and elsewhere rence of the usurpation by treaty negotiators of the tax com-

in the region. mittee's and Congress' right to tax and of the prospectiveloss

As of November 1993, Partners for Progress had made 30 of revenue due to these provisions.
loans, averaging more than $ 500,00 each, with several more

in the pipeline at year-end. However, the availabilityof fund-

ng in the region appears limited because of the changes
52. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(ii).
53. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(i)

made in Section 936. The changes mean that Section 936 as a 54. IRC Sec. 936(a)(4)(B)(c).
whole and the Partners for Progress will have less funds due 55. For background to Sec. 936 financing, see Thurston, Commercial

to the diminishmentof the Section 936 programme.
Financiers Warm to Smaller CBI Deals, Journal of Commerce (29 November

1993), at 8A, col. 1.
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The politics of Section 936 may result in action by Caribbean In the efforts to ratify the Uruguay Round changes to the
countres to terminate, or at least to reduce, their cooperation GATT, an initiative is again afoot toobtain revenue by further
under the TIEAs, since the bulk of such TIEAs were con- reducing the benefits of Section 936, thereby repeating the
cluded either after the enactment of the Caribbean pro- politics and economics that occurred with the enactment of

gramme of Section 936 was imminent or after enactment. OBRA.
Indeed CBI TIEA signatories concluded TIEAs primarily to

take advantage of Section 936 funding opportunities,56
In the meantime, as a result of the reduced financing avail-
able under Section 936, counsellors are being creative in the 56. The other benefits of a TIEA, eligibility for North American convention
use of private voluntary organizations and the use of debt- deductionsand for hosting foreign sales corporations,are not comparativelyuse-

for-developmentswaps. ful to Caribbean countries.
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DENMARK

JOINT TAXATION:A UNIQUEWAY OF REDUCING
CORPORATETAX

Bente Mll Pedersen

that the subsidiarymust file its normal tax return in that coun-
Attorney-at-law, Kromann & Mnter, and lecturer on Tax
Law at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark. try according to domestic rules. Losses may be carried for-

ward according to the rules of the country of residence even

if such losses have been absorbed by the Danish parent com-

pany for Danish tax purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION Joint taxation is granted upon fulfilment of certain require-
ments and after application to the tax authorities.Application

A Danish holding company may be jointly taxed with its is particularly advisable if companies in a group show a tax

wholly-owned subsidiaries. Both Danish and foreign sub- loss. The loss may be an ordinary business loss or a loss from
sidiaries are eligible for joint taxation regardless of the domi- depreciation of assets.5 However, tax losses in connection
cile of the subsidiary. Subsidiariesengagedn an entirely dif- with the sale of shares, the sale of real estate, the sale of
ferent line of business than the holding company are also eli- goodwill, etc. can not be offset against taxable income of
gible for joint taxation. other companies in the group.
When joint taxation applies tax losses in one company may
be offset against the profits of other companies. This article

highlights the majorbenefits of joint taxation and outlines the Ill. REQUIREMENTSFOR JOINT TAXATION
most important requirements and terms and conditions to

qualify for such taxation in Denmark.
A numberof requirementsare set out in the Danish Corporate
Tax Act (CTA) in order to qualify for joint taxation,6 and

Il. BENEFI'S OF JOINT TAXATION
1. The tax political argument forjoint taxation is probably that from a tax per-

As mentioned above the primary benefit of joint taxation is spective it is irrelevant that income is derived by one or more companies when

such companies are taxed on the same economic interest.

that tax losses of Danish and foreign subsidiaries can be off- 2. This is a national calculation rule which provides that a company with for-

set against profits of the Danish parent company and prof- eign jointly taxed subsidiaries may obtain relief amounting to 50% of the Dan-

itable subsidiaries. Another benefit is that under certain cir-
ish corporation tax levied on the net taxable income of the foreign subsidiary.
The effective Danish tax rate of 34% may therefore be reduced for a company

cumstances the Danish parent may be entitled to relief for with jointly taxed foreign subsidiaries. However, the relief for foreign-source
foreign-source income (however, this is gradually being income will be gradually abolished between 1994 and 1999. The relief will be

abolished),2double taxationreliefunder tax treaties or unilat- reduced by 'b in each of the income years in question.

erally under Section 33 of the Danish Tax Assessment Act
3. According to TAA Sec. 33, relief from double taxation may be granted
under a credit principle. It may be relevant to apply this rule in case of an exist-

(TAA),3 as well as relieffor subsidiaries.4 The relief, which ing double tax treaty affording relief the basis of the exemption principle inon

reduces the tax, is calculated on the basis of the jointly taxed order to avoid recaptureof losses.

income and the tax assessed thereon.
4. UnderCTA Secs. 17(2) and (3) relieffrom double taxation is granted if the

parent company owns at least 25% of the share capital of the subsidiary either

Jointly taxed companies remain independent entities for tax
for the entire fiscal year in which the dividends were received, or if the parent
company held the qualifying shares for a continuous period of not less than two

purposes, each affiliate calculating its own taxable income years when the dividend is received. In addition, the parent and the subsidiary
according to Danish tax rules. The jointly taxed income is must be included within the term company in a memberstate according to the

determinedby adding the individual results, which is the terms of the parent/subsidiarydirective.tax-

able income for joint taxation purposes. The income of for-
Relief is granted upon application, and is effected on a credit basis, the parent

eign affiliates is included in the taxable income subject to
company being granted relief in respect of the proportion of tax corresponding
to the dividends received and the taxable income,or an amountcorrespondingto

joint taxation. Thus, a tax loss in one company may be offset the tax paid on the dividends abroad, whichever is lowr. If the subsidiary is res-

against the profits of other companies. No group tax as such ident in anotherEC memberstate, however, reliefis granted without application.
5. This distinction is relevant in Denmark,but not in otherjurisdictions.How-

is levied. ever, since Danish taxpayersmay vary the amountofdepreciationon machinery,
etc. to year (up to a of 30%) they are free to

Danishjoint taxation has no effecton the taxationof a foreign equipment, from year maxinum
ncrease or reduce the annual overall loss.

subsidiary in the subsidiary's country of residence, meaning 6. CTA Sec. 31.
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the Danish Tax Assessment Board determines whether a can establish that part of the share capital in a foreign sub-
company qualifies.7 The main requirements are discussed sidiary is held on a pro forma basis by shareholders resident
below. in the country in question, permission for joint taxation may

be granted.9

A. Accountingyear Joint taxation may be permitted even if a subsidiary issues
shares to employees,t However, the shares must be issued

The accounting years of all of the companies involved must subject to the requirement that in the event of assignment or

death of an employee, the shares can only be sold to the com-coincide. As a general rule the accounting years of the rele-
vant companies must begin and end on the same dates. How- pany which is required to purchase them.

ever, joint taxation is still available if the accounting years of In the case of issues of warrants or convertibledebentures in
the companies do not begin on the same date provided they a jointly taxed subsidiary to holders other than the parent
end on the same date, and provided the parent company held company,joint taxation will continue until the year the hold-
the shares in the subsidiary throughoutthe entire income year ers of the warrants or convertible debentures exercise their
of both the parent and the subsidiary. rights to acquire shares in the subsidiary.
The requirement that the parent company hold the shares in As noted above, the shares must be held by the parent com-

the subsidiary throughout its income year is deemed to have pany throughout its income year, except in the following
been met if the companies involved have a common account- cases:

ing year and the parent company acquires the shares in the - the parent company has held the shares from the date the
subsidiary on the first day of the accounting year. subsidiary was established;

the parent company acquires shares in a company which-

If the parent company has held the shares from the date the
has been inactive (except for the return of capital) since itsubsidiary was established, joint taxation is available if the
was established;accounting years of the companies end on the same date.
the the shares until the subsidiaryJoint taxation is also available if the parent company acquires

- parent company owns

is liquidated.shares in a company which has been inactive (except for
deriving income from its capital) since it was established. If shares are transferredbetween related parties strict require-

are usually placed on evidence of the existence of anyIn the case of a newly-establishedparent company,joint taxa-
ments

transfer the shares.tion will be available immediately even though the account- agreement to

ing years of the companies do not begin on the same date,
provided the parent company is established by the contribu- C. Intercompanydebt claims
tion of shares in the subsidiary (non-cash contributions), the
parent has held the shares in the sbsidiary throughout the

Taxpayers who are engaged in the business of the sale andentire income year of the subsidiary, and the accountingyears purchaseof debt claims or who are engaged in the business ofof the companies end on the same date.
financing,and who have establisheda group associationsole-

In cases where the parent company holds the shares until the ly with a view to operating the debtor's business on a tempo-
liquidation of the subsidiary, joint taxation is available if the rary basis in order to repay previously granted loans or to

accountingyears begin on the same date. contribute to a reorganization of the business, are entitled to
deduct losses on claims against group companies,12 If losses
on claims against the subsidiary have been deducted or will

B. Holding of all shares be deductible according to these rules joint taxation will not

be permitted.
A Danish company may apply for joint taxation if it owns all
of the shares in another company, or if the shares in the latter
company are owned by a numberof companies to which joint D. Application for joint taxation
taxation applies.

Application for joint taxation must be made with the taxThis requirement is modified for foreign subsidiaries, i.e. if
return for the relevant fiscal year. In practice, this require-one or more of the subsidiaries are registered abroad, joint ment is interpreted strictly that regardless of theso cause antaxation is permitted if the Danish parent, either alone or
untimely application for joint taxation will be denied.

together with its Danish and foreign subsidiaries and the
Industrialization Fund for Developing Countries or the
Investment Fund for Central and Eastern Europe, holds the 7 The Danish Tax Assessment Board issued a Circular on 3 May 1994 from

which the current requirementsappear.maximum proportion of share capital in the foreign sub- 8. The reason for this rule is that according to legislation of some countries a

sidiaries allowable under the legislation of the foreign sub- specific, often minor, proportion of the share capital in a company registered
sidiaries' countries of residence,8 If some of the shares in a there must be held by shareholders who are resident in that country. See Finn

Hansen and Ove Lykke Zeimer, Skat Udland (February 1993), at 42.foreign subsidiary are held by other shareholderswithout any 9. Erna Christensen,Alex Dalgaardand Erik M. Hansen,Selskabsbeskatning,
statutory maximum shareholder requirement, joint taxation 13thed. (1993), at 394.
will generally not be permitted. However, the shareholdings 10. TAA Sec. 7A.

in real terms are decisive, and if a Danish parent company
I I. Tidskriftfor Skatteret (TfS) 1992.100.
12. Capital Gains Tax Act Sec. 6 B(5).
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IV. TERMS AND CONDITIONS DURING THE B. Initial values
PERIOD OF JOINT TAXATION

When joint taxation.with a foreign subsidiary commences, a

During the period of joint taxation the companies are subject decision must be made as to the valuation of the assets and

to the regulations issued from time to time by the Danish Tax liabilities of the subsidiary for tax purposes. Initial values for

AssessmentBoard, the most significantof which are outlined depreciable assets, etc. acquired by the foreign subsidiary
below.13 before commencementofjoint taxation are fixed at the mar-

ket value of the assets in question at the time joint taxation
commences. It is not possible to depreciate assets not estab-

A. Dividends lished by the subsidiary (e.g. goodwill or other rights estab-
lished by the subsidiary).

Under CTA Article 13 dividends received by a Danish parent
company from a Danish subsidiaryare exempt from tax if the

parent owns at least 25 percent of the share capital for the C. Capital gains
entire fiscal year in which the dividends were received, or if
the parent company held the qualifying number of shares for Gains and losses derived by a parent company on the sale of

a continuousperiodof at least two years prior to the time the shares in a jointly taxed subsidiary are treated according to

dividends were received.14 This rule applies regardless of the general rules on taxation of capital gains. Capital gains
whether the companies are jointly taxed. realized on the sale of shares are tax exempt if the shares are

sold more than three years after acquisition. Deductible loss-
This exemption is extended to dividendsreceived from a for- es may therefore be incurred in connection with the sale of
eign subsidiary, subject to theadditionalrequirementthat the shares in a subsidiary if losses have been deducted from the
parent compan.show that the dividends derived from one or Jont taxation income on a continuing basis. Under current
more companies, whose profits out of which the dividends capital gains rules the deductionof losses incurred in connec-
were paid, were subject to tax under provisions not substan- tion with the sale of shares is subject to certain restrictions,
tially different from rules applying in Denmark. These rules i.e. it is not possible to set off losses on the sale of shares in a

also apply in the case ofjoint taxation. company againstprofits on the sale of shares in anotherjoint-
In determiningwhether the profits out ofwhich the dividends ly taxed company.
were paid were subject to tax under rules which do not differ

substantially from Danish rules, an overall assessmentof the
relevant corporate tax regime is made. The exemption will D. Losses

not apply if:15
the foreign corporation tax is not an income tax proper,-

1. Annual losses

but rathera tax in the form of duties, etc. which are levied Annual losses are allocated according to specific guidelines.
on a flat rate basis, regardless of the amount of ncome; To prevent companies from buying companies with tax loss-
or es in order to take advantageofjoint taxation, rules have been
the foreign tax regime allows for a full deduction of dis- adopted the inclusion of losses sustained prior-

to prevent to
.

tributed dividends; or the commencementofjoint taxation.
the foreigncorporationtax is substantially lower than the-

corresponding Danish tax payable had the subsidiary Unused losses of one of the Danish companies which relate

been fully liable to tax in Denmark.16 to the pre-joint taxationperiod may only be set offagainst the

profits of the company sustaining the loss. Losses of foreign
If the dividends are not exempt under these rules, they may subsidiaries relating to the period prior to joint taxation may
be deducted from the group's taxable income to the extent not be set off against profits generated after cornmencement
that the dividends represent the taxable income of the sub- of joint taxation.
sidiary (calculated according to Danish rules) for the

accountingyear for which the dividends were declared. If the 2. Recapture of losses
dividendscannot be deducted in this mannerand do not qual-
ify for the above exemption, the parent company will be Political parties have periodically expressed the desire to

granted tax credit relief under CTA Section 17(2) and (3),17 amend and/or abolishjoint taxation with foreign subsidiaries.

under the relevant tax treaty, or under TAA Section 33 in With effect from income year 1992 provisions were intro-

respect ofdividend tax paid. rs duced for the recapture of deducted losses in foreign jointly
taxed subsidiaries.

Deduction of dividends is not allowed for the first year of

joint taxation.
13. See supra note 7.

The above only applies if the individual company holds not 14. CTA Sec. 13(1), no. 2.

less than 25 percent of the share capital in the subsidiary. 15. Notice No. 903 of 12 November 1992.
16. As a general rule an effective foreign tax rate of more than 25% is suffi-
cient.
17. See supra note 4.
18. Sec. 33 grants a direct credit for foreign tax on the dividend only.
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For jointly taxed subsidiarjes resident in countries where capitalization component which applies to losses of the par-
double tax relief is based on the exemption system, losses are ent company, but not to losses of the subsidiary.19
recaptured if the subsidiary shows a profit in subsequent If income of the parent in jointly taxed is
years or if the foreign subsidiary is later excluded from joint company a group

taxation. negative, the loss is generally deductibleagainst profits of the

jointly taxed subsidiaries. However, if a parent company's
Where the parent company has other taxable profits deriving taxable income is negative a proportion of the loss corre-

from the same country during the same income year in which sponding to the net financing expenses of the company can-

the jointly taxed subsidiary shows a loss, recapturewill apply not be set off against the profits of companies which the loss-
only up to the amount by which the loss incurredby the joint- making company holds directly or indirectly.
ly taxed subsidiary exceeds taxable profits from other

If acquisition is financed with debt, when thean parent com-
sources.

pany calculates its tax losses it must include a notional return
Losses in subsequent years will not be recaptured to the on its costs of investment in the relevant subsidiary. Such
extent that, in the calculationof the parent's taxable income, cost are reduced for purposes of this calculationby '/7 annu-

the profit from the jointly taxed subsidiary reduces a loss ally, so the limit on the deduction of losses disappears after
which was otherwise attributable to a jointly taxed company seven years. A well-capitalized parent company may also
or could have been carried forward to future income years. include notional interest on its equity in the calculation; only
The recapture provision only applies in case of reduction of a thinly capitalized parent company will be penalized.
Danish taxation of gains or profits according to an exemption
system. However, it is possible to elect for relief under

H. Terminationdomestic Danish rules (i.e. foreign tax credit) rather than

claiming relief under the exemption system, in which case

losses in subsequent income years will not be recaptured. Joint taxation may be terminated at the request of the taxpay-
er. A request to terminate joint taxation must be made within

In the case of jointly taxed subsidiaries resident in countries the time stipulated for filing a tax return for the fiscal year in
where double taxation relief is granted under the credit sys- question.
tem, recapture will only be applicable on terminationofjoint
taxation. Recapture is limited to the gain and profit to be Since joint taxation is only permitted after application,a par-
included for the year of termination in the calculation of the ent company has the right in any tax year to exclude a sub-

taxable income of the jointly taxed subsidiary, or in the cal- sidiary from joint taxation. Once joint taxation has been ter-

culationof the tax payable where the subsidiaryhas been dis- minated, however, it may not be resumed regardless of the

solved by liquidation. reason for termination.20

If the parent company undergoes a tax-free merger with the If a company resident abroad ceases to be jointly taxed with

subsidiary, there will be no recapture of losses if the compa-
a Danish resident parent company, the amounts written down

nies have been jointly taxed for five years or more. in respect of inventory of the foreign subsidiary during the
last income years in which the companies were jointly taxed
will be included in the parent company's taxable income for

E. Financial records the following year.

If a foreign subsidiary company sells assets which have been
The Danish parent company must ensure that the financial depreciated durng the period of joint taxation, the general
accounting, etc. undertaken in respect of the foreign compa- rules on the taxation of recapture of depreciation will be
ny is such that the profit and loss account and the balance applied to the amounts depreciatedduring the period ofjointsheet can form the basis of the assessmentof the parent com- taxation.
pany, and that financial records, etc. of the foreign company
are kept in compliance with Danish rules.

V. TAXES UNDER JOINT TAXATION
F. Translation from foreign currency

The taxes paid by the group are allocated according to spe-
As at the balance sheet date, accounts prepared in foreign cific rules. According to recently introduced rules, the total
currencies must be converted into Danish kroner at the amount of tax payable by jointly taxed companies is calcu-

exchange rate prevailing on the date of the balance sheet or lated and levied on the parent company.
21

on an average basis for purposes of the tax return.

G. Thin capitalization or reduction of losses by 19. Therefore if a loan is taken by the subsidiary and not the parent company
acquisition of subsidiaries these rules do not apply.

'

20. For example, resumption of joint taxation was denied in a case where a

had mistakenly requested that joint taxation be terminated. TfSAs a general rule no thin capitalization rules apply in Den- company
1992.203.

mark. However, the Danish joint taxation rules include a thin 21. See Income Taxation of Companies,etc. Order dated 11 January 1994.
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Jointly taxed companies jointly and severally liable for taxes in Denmark. Insofar jointly taxed foreign\ are as a company
income taxes, advance taxes, outstanding taxes and.any addi- has positive income, assessed according to Danish rules, it is
tional interest charged in respect of the period of joint taxa- possible to obtain relief for foreign-source income, relief
tion. under an applicable double tax treaty, relief under TAA Sec-

tion 33, or tax relief for subsidiaries.
Likewise, companies which are jointly taxed in the income
year preceding the income year during which a bankruptcy If relief is granted under the above rules, relief will be

order is made are liable for taxes payable in respect of any granted in the following order:

income generated by the insolvent estate during the insolv- (1) relief for foreign-source income;
ency proceedings period. However, it is not certain whether (2) reliefaccording to a double tax treaty or TAA Section 33;
this rule applies only to Danish companies. In principle, for- (3) relief granted to subsidiaries under CTA Section 17(2)
eign companies taxed jointly with a Danih parent company and (3).
are liable to pay taxes in Denmark under general Danish tax

rules. However, it will be difficult to enforce the provisions
against the foreign companies unless such companies have Vll. CONCLUSION
declared specifically that they are prepared to accept tax lia-

bility. The main advantage of joint taxation is that losses sustained

by a company may be set off against profits made by other

group companies. When a foreign subsidiary is taxed jointly
VI. RELIEF RULES with a Danish parent company, the foreign company is cov-

ered by the joint taxation and becomes tax liable to Denmark
As is clear from the above, foreign companies which are which is basically a disadvantagethat is offset by the various
taxed jointly with a Danish parent company are liable to pay rules on relief.
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LIECHTENSTEIN

THE DIFFERENTIALTAX TREATMESTOF OFFSHOREAND

DOMESTIC COMPANIES
Dr Norbert Seeger

The tax code does not provide a definition of domestic com-
Dr Seeger received his Licentiateof Economics from the panies as such. However, it does provide that all corporateSt. Gallen School of Economics in 1978. He graduated entities including clubs, joint stock companies, anstalts,from the Universityof Berne in 1980 with his Licentiate of
Law and in 1986 was conferred his Doctorate of Law. He is foundations, etc. which carry on business or a trade, or an

a ole practitioner in Vaduz. industrial activity within the country, are subject to capital
tax and income tax.

I. INTRODUCTION

Businessmen and investors can maximize tax savings by Il. CAPITALTAXES LEVIED ON OFFSHORE
transferringtheir holdings or the administrationof operations COMPANIES
to a Liechtenstein offshore company. In view of Liechten-
stein's imminent entry to the EEA, investors may consider

Companies which qualify as offshore companies (holding or
relocatingoperationstoLiechtenstein in order to take advant-

domiciliarycompanies) are exempt from property, income or
age of the low corporate taxes applicable to offshore and

capital earnings taxes. They only required to remit
domestic companies.

are an

annual capital tax which is calculated as 0.1 percent of the
Liechtenstein tax law distinguishes between domestic and paid-up capital and other assets held by the company, includ-
offshore companies. Holding and domiciliary companies as ing retained earnings and taking into account any liabilities
well as domestic companies are special tax concepts which and accrued losses. However,such a tax may not be less than
are not dependent upon any particular corporate structure. Sfr. 1,000 in any year. The capital tax paid by an offshore
Domestic companies are companies which actively carry on incorporated estate (foundation) which qualifies as an off-
business in Liechtenstein. Offshore companies are compa- shore holding company, is reduced to 0.075 percent for foun-
nies whose operations and/or assets are situated abroad dations with assets in excess of Sfr. 2,000,000 (including
although their corporate headquarters are in Liechtenstein. reserves and accumulated income) and to 0.05 percent for

The Liechtensteintax code provides for two types of offshore companieswith assets in excess of Sfr. 10,000,000(including
companies: a holding company which is primarily used for reserves).

portfolio management, and a domiciliary company which is If an offshore company invests in industrial operations orused to manage company activities in foreign jurisdictions. fixed assets located in Liechtenstein which generate income
For tax purposes holding companies are defined as legal en- from domestic sources, the offshore holding company is sub-
tities entered in the Public Register, as well as non-registered ject to tax on its capital eamings as well as income tax and
foundations, whose objects consist primarily or exclusively capital tax on the Liechtenstein assets and the income which
of portfolio management, the acquisition of equity participa- may be attributed to the operations located in Liechtenstein,
tions in other corporate entities or the management of other at the same rate as domestic companies.
companies. A holding company is exempt from property,
income and capital earnings taxes. An offshore holding com-

pany may own and administer movable property located
within or outside Liechtenstein, including patents, trade Ill. TAXES LEVIED ON DOMESTIC COMPANIES
marks, copyrights, models, etc.

Domiciliary companies are defined as companies entered in For domestic companies the obligation to paid taxes begins
the Public Register, which maintain administrativeheadquar- with registration in the Companies Register and continues
ters in Liechtenstein. Whether or not such companies main- until liquidation proceedings have been concluded. If the
tain actual offices or merely an address with an agent for ser- company has not existed for the entire year in respect of
vice is irrelevant. Under no circumstances may domiciliary which taxes are payable, capital taxes will be levied pro rata

companies actively carry on business or engage in any com- relative to the period during which the company existed.
mercial or industrial activity relative to Liechtenstein. They Income taxes, however, are payable in each year withouthav-
may, however, manage foreign operations from Liechtenstein ing regard to whether or not the company has existed for the
as well as establish profit centres in Liechtenstein. entire year.
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Capital taxes are assessed on the net assets of the company, (foundations and business trust) may serve as holding com-

including declared and undeclared retained eamings, less panies, or, as in the case of business trusts and anstalts, either

accrued earnings or assets, the acquisition whereof may be as domiciliary or domestic companies. Entities, whose capi-
attributed to the tax year in question. Separately managed tal is not divided into shares, and in which the right to parti-
funds which have been allocatedby a company for inter alia, cipate in the equity is not evidenced by a certificate of title,
charitable purposes, pension funds, etc. are excluded from are not subject to any tax (in particularcoupon tax) in respect
the tax base. The capital tax payable is 0.2 percent of the net of distributions made to the beneficiaries or equity partici-
assets. pants. Such distributionsare tax-free. The distributionofdiv-

a compa-
Corporate income tax is levied on annual net income. Net idends to shareholdersof Liechtensteinjoint stock

income is derived on the basis of establishedand internation- ny are subject to coupon tax in all cases.

ally recognized accountancy practices. Appreciation and The rate of coupon tax is currently 4 percent. The amount

payments to funds as well as retained earnings are included in paid by the debtor in redemption of a security or debenture,
net income to the extent that the same cannot be justified for or a distributionon account thereof, forms the tax base for the
commercial reasons and may be considereda creation of non- purpose of calculating the coupon tax. The tax is levied on

allowable, undeclared retained earnings. Dividend income, the arnount paid, cornpensatedor credited as per the terms of
including income earned abroad and interest income (as well a security or analogous documentof title.
as income earned by foreign branches), is included in calcu-

lating net income. Taxes paid to a foreign tax authority, how-

ever, may be deducted as an expense. A reserve may be made
for stock-in-tradeand work-in-progress. V. PRACTICALAPPLICATIONSFOR OFFSHORE

Income tax is calculated as follows. It is one-halfof the per-
COMPANIES

centage amount according to which the net income consti-
tutes a percentage of the taxable capital. However, the tax The distinctionbetween an offshorecompany and a domestic

rate may never be less than 7.5 percent of net income, nor company has thus far not been adequately drawn by the

may it ever be greater than 15 percent of net income. The tax courts or fiscal authorities.Basically, the offshoreprivilege is

rate is calculated as follows: available to companies which exclusively export their ser-

taxable net income x 100 vices regardlessof whethersuch services originateexclusive-

taxable capital x 2 ly from Liechtenstein.The privilege applies to service com-

The marginal rate of corporate tax payable rises progressive- panies who realize their tum-over exclusively with clients,
or

ly by 1 to 5 percent when the dividends or profits distributed companies operations residing outside Liechtenstein.

in each year are greater than 8 percent of taxable capital. Preferential tax treatmentmay be extended to the administra-
Thus the total corporate income tax payable can be a maxi- tive activities carred out by coordination companies which
mum of 20 percent of net income. offer their pooled services to a group of companies located

In view of the coupon taxes which are levied on distributed abroad. Such companies, although never defined by the

earnings, the greatest possible tax burden on incorne earned courts, the legislative, the administrativeor fiscal authorities,

by a cornpany is 23.2 percent. Liechtensteinresidents payn
are in fact resident multinationalswhose corporate purposes

ncome tax on dividend income. are limited to administrativeactivities performedon behalfof

foreign operations such as centralizedorganizationaland sec-

retarial services, advertising, monitoring of international
markets, marketing and market studies, supplies, collecting

IV. COUPON TAX ON DISTRIBUTIONS and processing of technical or administrativedata, responsi-
bility for international business contacts and public relations

Coupon tax is levied in respect of all securities which have work, public relations with national and foreign authorities,
been issued by a resident company, or by a company having centralized accounting, financial and administrative opera-
its official head office in Liechtenstein, or by a company tions, research and development, computer-aided data pro-
which is registered in the Liechtenstein Public Registry, cessing, legal evaluation and assistance as well as any ser-

regardless of whether or not the company qualifies as a vices directly or indirectly related to the above activities.
domestic company or an offshore company. The following Such activities may, however, only be performed for the
types of securities are subject to coupon tax: stocks, bonds, exclusive benefit of operations and enterprises abroad. Ser-
deeds, debentures, medium-term notes, annuities, mortgage vices billed by such companies to companies abroad are not

bonds, bills of exchange as well as discounted bills such as subject to income, turnoveror value added taxes in Liechten-
borrower's notes, which are issued in series for the purpose stein.
of trading.
The coupon tax is levied on and due from the payor. There-
fore the tax becomes due upon payment or distribution,
regardlessof the identity or residence of the recipient.
Under Liechtenstein law it is possible to incorporate legl

1. The only exception is the treatment of income originating from Austria
which treatment is subject to the specific provisions in the double tax treaty

entities whose capital is not divided into shares. Such entities between Liechtensteinand Austria.
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Some further interesting applications for the offshoreholding muter workforce from Switzerland, nationals from neigh-
or domiciliary company are the licensing of patents, trade bouring Austria and Germany will also be available. It will
marks, know-how and other intellectual property, intercom- also be possible for any national of an EEA or EU country to

pany financing and intercompany transfer pricing. settle in Liechtenstein in order to take up employment with a

The use of offshore companies offers interesting possibilities Liechtensteinemployer, including an offshore company.

to companies operating in the construction industry or in the Domestic companies may employ nationals, residents or

installation of factory equipment, ski lifts, etc. In all cases commuters from neighbouring Austria and Switzerland.
where considerable time (three to six months) may be spent Moreover, to the extent that domestic companies cannot find
on a construction site installing equipment or building (the qualified staff in Liechtenstein, they may import labour.
installation of rotogravure printing presses, ski lifts, eleva-
tors, automatic storage systems, etc.), the interposition of an

offshore company may be considered. Such installations can VI. SUMMARY
often represent 15-30 percent of the finished prce of a prod-
uct. Service and spare parts may often equal as much as 10 In most OECD countries the transfer of corporate profits to
percent of the original price annually. Construction, installa- offshore companies is only disallowed from a tax point of
tion and services can be channelled through a Liechtenstein view when the offshore company serves no economic pur-domiciliary company by way of sub-contracting to such a other than to reduce taxes. However, when the factual
company which directly employs such employees as are ne-

pose
administrative headquarters of a multinational company

cessary to effect the installationor construction work. Such a is moved to a low tax jurisdiction, such move is gen-Liechtenstein domiciliary company would continue to qual-
group a

erally not considered to be tax evasion.
ify for the preferential tax treatment accorded to an offshore
company for so long as the construction sites are located Investors wishing to relocate or re,organize their business
abroad. Generally speaking, in almost all OECD countries a activities are well advised to consider the favourable tax

company which has no presence beyond a construction site treatment from which they may benefit should they decide to

for a limited period of time, which varies from country to transact business or provide services from Liechtenstein.

country (six to 12 months), is not subject to tax in the coun- There are particular incentives for businessrnen and profes-
try where the construction takes place. sionals to form a domestic company in Liechtenstein. Not
Other purposes to which an offshore company may be put only is such a company practically exempt from all local
without incurring taxatin as a domestic company in Liech- taxes, but, depending on the tax laws of the recipient, divi-
tenstein or abroad (provided that all activities emanate from dends paid out of active business income of the company
the Liechtensteinoffice) are the managementof subsidiaries, earned in Liechtensteinwill be considered to come out of the
the establishment of subsidiaries, as well as film production exempt surplusof the payor and hence may, dependingon the
and film distribution provided the filming occurs outside tax rules of the country of residence, be tax exempt to the

Liechtenstein. recipient.
At this time offshore companies may only employ Swiss or From an investorperspective,Liechtensteinoffers significant
Liechtenstein nationals and residents. This restriction sub- advantages as a site for international investment and other

stantially limits the possibilities for establishing corporate activities that generateactive business income. These advant-

headquarters in Liechtenstein. An alternative which is often ages may extend to amounts deemed to be active business
resorted to, however, is to retain free-lance personnel. income under several foreign income tax rules because they
Although highly qualified, the population of Liechtenstein is are paid as interest, royalties or other charges on the active

only 29,500. However, after expiry of the relevant trans- business income of another foreign affiliate of the taxpayer.
itional periods provided for in the EEA treaty, offshore com- However, it is essential that mind and managementof the

panies will be able to employ all nationals of an EU or EEA company be in Liechtenstein to ensure exemption of its

country. In addition to the highly qualified potential com- active business income in other tax jurisdictions.
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NEW ZEALAND

A PROPOSED BINDING RULINGS REGIME
Adrian J. Sawyer

rulings, with a number of disputes conceming retrospective
M. Com (Hons), LL B, A.C.A., Barristerand Solicitor of the alterations receiving a hearing in the courts. A rulings regime
High Court of New Zealand. Adrian Sawyer is a lecturer with these characteristics lacks certainty and does not facili-
in taxation and business law in the Departmentof
Accountancy, Finance and Information Systems at the tate business confidence in the tax system, while at the same

Universityof Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. He time it frustrates business activity and entrepreneurship,and

specializes in tax compliance and administration,and can leave the Commissioner in a very unfortunate position.
effective tax rate research, as well as company and Calls for change were made during the mid-1980s, but they
insolvency law. He is a New Zealand correspondentfor the fell upon deaf ears until 1989.3
Bulletin, and is a consultantfor the New Zealand Treasury
on effective tax rate research and is a member of the New
Zealand Society of Accountantsand is on the In 1989, as part of the tax simplificationprocess instigatedby
Canterbury/WestlandBranch of the Society's Tax the then Labour Government, a change to the rulings system
Committee. Previously he was an investigatingaccountant was raised in a number of submissions. These submissions
with the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department. received favourable treatmentby the Taxation Simplification

Consultative Committee, chaired by John Waugh (an Auck-
land accountant), and in 1990 the Waugh Committee recom-

I. INTRODUCTION mended that a binding rulings regime be introduced. The

change in governmentsaw the recommendationstake a back

New Zealand tax advisers and taxpayers have operated in an seat until clear signals of progress emerged in 1992.

environmentwhich is frequently taintedby uncertainty,com-

plexity and rapid change in tax legislation and regulations. The New Zealand Government recognized that there were

Administrativeand compliance requirements have normally problems with this system of providing rulings and

closely followed these developments. While a number of announced in the 1992 Budget that it intended to introduce a

other jurisdictions have initiated changes to improve the system for issuing binding rulings on tax matters: It was not

environment for taxpayers and their agents by introducing until June 1994 that a discussion document5 emerged from

binding rulings regimes, New Zealand has only recently the work undertaken by the Inland Revenue Department,
resolved to venture down this path. Treasury and other governmentofficials.

Until 1982, there was only an ad hoc forn of rulings system In the discussiondocurnent, issued on 7 June 1994, the Com-
in New Zealand. In June 1982, the Commissionerof Inland missioner is permitted to issue rulings on the interpretationof
Revenue (the Commissioner) formally introduced an tax law which bind him on the future applicationof that law.
advance rulings regime for taxpayers. This was instigatedby The result of this approach, the discussiondocument states is
the Commissioner as a mechanism to improve certainty for

taxpayersand to provide a more formal system for requesting
opinions from the Commissioner. Taxpayers under this

regime must supply all relevant informationfor contemplated 1. See Public InformationBulletin (PIB) 117 issued in June 1982.

or incomplete transactions after first seeking professional 2. PIB 117 states the general legal position:
Whilst every endeavour will be made to give a ruling which will stand, an

advice on the matter. A ruling may then be forthcoming but advance ruling or interpretationcan only be an expression of opinion and is not

the Commissionermay refuse to issue a ruling on a number binding on the Department. If it is later found to be incorrect for any reason, e.g.

of grounds, including situations where the application, in his incomplete facts given, the operation of a scheme not being in accord with the

opinion, was on a frivolous or vexatious matter, or the appli- stated position as set out in an agreementand/orotherdocuments,changes in the

law or interpretationof the law, the Department is bound to correct the position
cation was based upon a completed transaction. and apply the law

3. For further discussion on the advance rulings regime and its associated
The resulting ruling cannot be binding upon the Commis- problems, see A. Sawyer, The Potential Liability of the Commissionerfor Tax

sioner since the Commissioneris directed to collect the cor- Rulings, (1994) 37 CurrentTaxation,78-80,85-88,89-92(Parts I, II and III).

rect amount of tax as required under the relevant revenue 4. For a discussion of the policy issues addressing whether there should be a

statutes.2Parliamenthas granted upon itself the sole ability to binding rulings regime, see The Report of the Working Party on Tax Disputes
(NZ Government, Wellington, June 1990); Final Report of the Consultative

levy tax. Therefore rulings may be altered prospectively and Committee on Tax Simpliication (Wellington, September 1990); J. Prebble,
if necessary, retrospectively to the time when they were Advance Rulings on Tax Liability, (1986, Victoria University of Wellington,
issued in order to allow the correct amount of tax to be col- Institute of Policy Studies); and M. Smith, Binding Rulings (NZ Society of

lected. Evidence of previous ruling applications indicates a
Accountants, 1993 Tax Conference).
5. New Zealand Government, Binding Rulings on Taxation- A discussion

significant number of retrospective revocations of advance document on the proposed regime (Wellington,June 1994).
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that ... more taxpayers will be able to conduct their affairs in uncertainty and virtual ineffectiveness in many areas, the
with certainty about the Commissioner'sview of the law.6 need for change is exceedinglyobvious.

With an increasing amount of recent major developments in The binding rulings regime is the blueprint arising from a

tax law and practice, the New Zealand Government is mak- balancing of benefits to both taxpayers and the Inland Rev-
ing extensive use of the consultationprocess prior to enacting enue Department (IRD). The Government contends that
legislation. The proposed binding rulings regime is no excep- the benefits include more certainty, reduced litigation and
tion with the proposed regime open to public consultation improved information flows to the IRD (the latter may be a

(which closed on 11 July 1994, providing a period of 34 days cost to taxpayers). However, as will be discussed in Part
for submissions). III, a numberof the benefits introduce subtle costs and poten-

tial uncertainties. Nevertheless, the proposed regime is an
In the process of designing the proposed regime, the system excellent step forward and indicates that the New Zealand
was required to reflect the balance between the benefits of Government has considered the interest of taxpayers well
increased certainty to taxpayers, with the need to reduce the

as

as the fiscal purse. The clarity of discussion and succinct pre-fiscal risk to the Crown. A risk may arise as a result of rulings sentation of the issues, coupled with the improved draftingwhich are later found tO understate the true liability, such as
style in the draft legislation included in the discussion docu-

through a court decision on the matter. It is emphasized that
ment, most welcome. However, it is important to clarifyare

fine balancing of these factors frequently underlies a number the reasons for change and then overview the regime.of the components of the regime and by implication, moves

to modify a feature of the regime would have implications for
its overall design. It is unfortunate that there is a degree of

A. Reasons for changecompetition between the aspirations of increasing taxpayer
certainty and minimizing fiscal risk on occasions.

In order to understand the reasons for a change in focus in the
The ruling regimes in Australia, Canada and the United proposed regime, the current rulings environmentmust open
States were extensively reviewed in the process of devising any discussion. It has been accepted for some time in New
this proposed regime. The resulting features of the proposed Zealand that it is the New Zealand Parliament through the
New Zealand regime closely resemble the attributes of the revenue statutes that imposes the liability for tax and that the
recently introduced binding rulings regime in Australia.7 Commissionerhas the role of quantifying the amount of tax

to state-There remains a further opportunity for consultation on the duly payable.8 The IRD has been able issue general
proposed regime. After submissions on the discussion docu- ments or (general rulings) through its Tax Information Bul-

letins and certain booklets. The Commissioner is not boundment's proposed regime are reviewed by the Government, a

Bill will be introduced to the New Zealand Parliament, and by these documents and may in fact alter his stance retro-

considered by the Finance and Expenditure Select Commit- spectively (although experience indicates this is rare rather
than the norm). It should be noted that the Commissionertee for the hearing and evaluationof further submissions.The
does gain by refusing follow his generalregime is intended to take effect from 1 April 1995 for all not to statements,
but rather both he and the system receive criticism and losepublic rulings and for private rulings on proposed transac-

tions, and from 1 April 1996 for private rulings on current support from the taxpaying public. As mentioned above, the
Commissionerhas made it an administrativepractice to issueand completed transactions.
advance rulings In light of theto taxpayers upon request.

This article overviews the proposed binding rulings regime legal position regarding the imposition of tax in New
for New Zealand, with a discussion of the contentious issues Zealand, such rulings cannot bind the Commissioner.9
and suggestions for improvement(or at least clarification)of

With the increasing strain the for changesome aspects. Part II discusses the reasons for the change in on system, pressure

direction towards binding rulings and overviews the regime
and the substantial level of adverse comment concerning the

as set out in the discussion document. The componentsof the current status of rulings, a change in tax policy had to even-

regime are explored and presented in Part III, with some con-
tuate at some stage. The result of this pressure is the binding

clusions and implicationsof the regime set out in Part IV. rulings regime set out in the discussion document, a docu-
ment which represents the Government'sattempt to deal with
these concerns and reflect its change in tax policy.

Il. THE UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY:THE
BALANCE BETWEEN AN EFFICIENT
SERVICE TO TAXPAYERSAND ENHANCING 6. /d. at 1.
BUSINESS CERTAINTYAND PROTECTING 7. The regime was introduced with effect from 1 July 1992 in Australia.

THE REVENUE BASE 8. See Reckitt and Colman v. TBR [1966] NZLR 1,032 and Sec. 22 of the
Constitution Act 1986 (NZ).
9. This situation has been confirmed by case law. See, for example, the deci-

As with most draft tax legislation prepared by govemments, sion in c of IR v. Lenmington Holdings (1982) 5 NZTC 61,268, where Wood-

there will always be trade offs between the aspirations of tax- house P. And Richardson J. said:
the Commissionercannot be estopped by past conduct from performingpayers and protecting the revenue base. With the existing tax-

.

his statutory obligation to make assessments as and when he thinks proper. It is
payer compliance environment in New Zealand submerged his present judgement as to the statutorily imposed liability for tax that counts.
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Underlying the impetus for change is a recognition of the - The Commissionerwill be able to issue binding public
need for certainty for taxpayers. The discussion document (general) and private (taxpayer-specific)rulings. Private
sets out to increase certainty in two ways. Firstly, through rulings will be charged for a full cost recovery basis.
transaction certainty, whereby business certainty can be - Public rulings will apply to all transactions and arrange-
enhanced by taxpayers knowing the tax treatment of pro- ments entered into for the income year or years for which

posed transactions in advance (and eventually with current the ruling is issued.
and completed transactions to assist with determining the rel- - For resource reasons, private rulings will initially be lim-
evant tax status of the transaction). Secondly, compliance ited to specific transactions and arrangements entered

certaintywill be enhancedby taxpayers receiving assurance into after the issue of the ruling. Twelve months later the
that transactions that comply in all respects with the terms of regime will be extended to provide private rulings on

the ruling will not be subject to a higher tax liability or to current and completed transactions and arrangements.
penalties for non-compliance. - The Commissionerwill be bound to assess taxpayers in

accordancewith an applicable ruling.
Politicalcontentionshave frequently surfaced that the regime - Taxpayerswill not be bound by either a public or private
should facilitate and enhance investment and economic ruling but will be required to disclose in their returns that
growth, ncreaseempioymentand influence the way in which they applied for a private ruling and whetheror not the
transactions are structured.oThe existing system adds to the followed it.
complexity of the tax system and builds upon the already There will be no separate right to appeal against a ruling.-

high level of taxpayercompliancecosts. Public rulings will be published.-

Private rulings will be published in summary form with--

The IRD's benefits will include reduced litigation (which is
out identifying the recipients.also a benefit to taxpayers, but primarily for the IRD in that

this will reduce its administrativecosts and improve its rela- Rulings will not be available in certain areas, including the

tionship with taxpayers), although this benefit may prove Commissioner's penal powers (and exercise of prosecution
illusory in the cold light of day. The IRD also stands to bene- procedures and debt recovery); certain procedural and

fit from a closer and more intimate knowledge of business administrative matters; binding determination procedures
activities through improved information flows in grey containedelsewhere in statute; and gaps in the legislation.
areas of the law. This information should frequently be up-
to-date rather than dated when informationis acquireddur-

ing the review and audit process. Knowledge about taxpayer Ill. THE PROPOSED BINDING RULINGS
behaviour patterns will be enhanced with the IRD receiving REGIME
contemporary information on the latest business techniques
and practices; that is, the IRD may only be weeks behind the The proposed regime is comprehensive and to discuss its
latest developmentsrather than many months or even years! essential characteristics and implications for taxpayers and

The proposed regime is intended to reflect fiscal, time and the Commissioner,the discussionwilllargely follow the seg-

human resource constraints since the proposed regime pro-
ments utilized in the discussion document. The principle

vides that private rulings will initially be limited to proposed areas in the discussion document address: implications for

and incomplete transactions. It should be recognized that the the Commissioner; implications for taxpayers; applicationof

draft legislation reflects the over-ridingprinciple that Parlia- rulings; ambit of the regime; implications for the courts;

ment retains the ultimate authority and power over levying source of rulings; procedural aspects of the regime; duration
of rulings; and publicationof rulings.tax.

A. Structure of the draft legislation
B. Overview of proposed regime

The draft legislation is provided at the conclusionof the dis-

The binding rulings regime in the discussion docurnent is cussion document. The overall structure of the draft legisla-
offered as a complete package, a system which incorporates tion is as set out below:

the positiveattributesof the rulings systems in otherjurisdic- Part I: Preliminary, which includes definitions and inter-

tions while recognizing the specific characteristics of the pretation of key terms;

New Zealand tax environment. The regime will permit the Part II: Public Rulings, which includes issue, application,
Commissioner to make rulings dealing with the Estate and withdrawaland termination;
Gift Duties Act 1968, Gaming Duties Act 1971, Stamp and Part II: Private Rulings, which includes application and

Cheque Duties Act 1971, Income Tax Act 1976, and Goods disclosure requirements, withdrawal, termination

and Services Tax Act 1985. The draft legislation in the dis- and offences and penalties.
cussion document is entitled, Binding Rulings Act 1994

(NZ), although it is intended to form part of the new Tax
AdministrationAct when the rewrite of New Zealand's rev-

10. For example, see the commentsof the then Ministerof Finance, Hon. Ruth
enue statutes is complete. In essence the proposedregime has Richardson, in The Budget 1992, B6A, at 93-94.
the following key features: 11. Id. at 1-2.
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The purpose of the Act as set forth in Section 1 is to allow 3. Duration of public or private rulings
the Commissioner to issue public and private rulings which
bind the Commissioneron the interpretation of taxation law A public ruling will only bind the Commissioner for the

income year or years specified in the ruling,14 but the Com-
so as to:

(a) provide taxpayers with certainty about the way the Com- missioner may withdraw the ruling with prospective effect

missioner will apply those laws to their arrangements;
before it expires5 or the ruling may be terminated by a

and change in the law.6 The withdrawal procedures are consis-

(b) help taxpayers to meet their obligationsunder those laws,
tent with the situation in Australia, Canada and the United
States. Transactionsentered into before to the proposed with-

while recognizing the importance of collecting the
drawal will be assessed in accordance with the binding rul-

-

taxes imposed by Parliament and the need for full and
accurate disclosure by taxpayers. This succinctly stated ng. A notice specifying withdrawal of a private ruling must

be provided to the recipient of that private ruling,7 but with
purpse section will form the basis for judicial review of
the Commissioner'sactions and should be the underlying public rulings the Commissionermust either issue a notice of

withdrawal or issue a new public ruling which states that the
principle in considering policy developments regarding old ruling has been withdrawn.8
binding rulings.

Changes in the law will cause a ruling to be terminatedon the
date that the amendment to the law takes effect, reflecting the

B. Implications for the Commissioner practice in overseasjurisdictions.9 The Commissioneris also

required to provide a service to taxpayers through a non-

The Commissioner is granted power to maketwo types of exhaustive list of rulings that he considers to be withdrawn

rulings, public rulings and prvate rulings. Each ruling must following a change in the legislation, although this is not

apply to all taxpayers that fall within the ambit of the regime, specifically stated in the draft binding rulings legislation.
even if the Commissioner subsequently determines that the

ruling contains an incorrect interpretation of the law. The When a change in interpretationof the law occurs through the

idea that the ruling binds the Commissioneris that the Com- judicial process, the Commissioner is not required to imme-

missionermust assess taxpayers that are permitted to rely on diately withdraw a ruling which is contrary to the court's

the ruling in accordance with that ruling. interpretation.Once a court hearing is final or an appeal cov-

ering a matter addressed by a ruling is resolved, the Commis-
sioner will withdrawthe ruling when it is contrary to the find-

1. Public rulings ing of law.

Public rulings are initiated by the Commissionerand may be
based on a suggestion made to the Commissioner that a rul-

ing on the matter would be useful. The resulting ruling binds C. Irnplicationsfor taxpayers
the Commissionerwhere taxpayers calculate their tax liabili-

ty in accordance with the ruling.12 The ruling may address The Commissioner's interpretationof the law issued by way
one or more provisions of tax law rather than a comprehen- of a ruling will not bind the taxpayer. Instead, the taxpayer
sive coverage of a particular transaction (which private rul- must notify the Commissionerif he received a private ruling
ings will cover). The ruling will only apply to the particular and whether or not he followed it.2o This differs from the
facts outlined in the ruling. Disputes as to whether a particu- Canadian approach where rulings are purely an administra-
lar transaction comes within the ambit of the public ruling tive function, and the US system of rulings where obligations
will ultimatelybe determinedby the courts when a taxpayer's on taxpayers are noticeably stricter than those proposed for

objection to the Commissioner'sassessment is heard. New Zealand. Australian taxpayers must follow an applica-
ble private ruling in filing their returns, but they may appealThe Commissioner is permitted to continue to issue general directly against the ruling. The discussion document propos-non-binding interpretations of the law in Tax Information
es that binding rulings in New Zealand will not have the sta-

Bulletins and other publications. Therefore not all general
rulings will be public rulings.

tus of law.

Strict disclosure requirements for ruling applications are

2. Private rulings included, and these requirements are accompanied by the

obligation to disclose the existence of a private ruling and
Taxpayers will be able to apply for a private ruling which whether or not the disclosed ruling has been followed in tax
covers specifictransactions or arrangements.13 Private rul-

ings will only bind the Commissioner in relation to the tax-

payer (or taxpayers in the case of joint applications) that

applied for the ruling. In addition, the ruling must remain in 12 Binding Rulings Act 1994 (BRA) Sec. 6.

force and the taxpayer must rely on it for the Commissioner 13. These are made under BRA Sec. 12.
14. BRA Sec. 8.

to be bound by the ruling. The strict requirementsthat accom- 15. BRA Sec. 10.

pany a request for a private ruling reduce the situations in 16. BRA Sec. 11.

which the ruling applies. 17. BRA Sec. 22.
18. BRA Sec. 10.
19. For public rulings, BRA Sec. 10; and for private rulings,.Sec. 23.
20. BRA Sec. 26.
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retums.2, Failure to satisfy the disclosure requirements in tax for transactions entered into in income years before the pub-
retums will cause the ruling to be inapplicable and open the lic ruling was issued.

taxpayer to the existing penalties for false disclosure or neg-
ligent disclosure. 2. Private rulings
The proposed penalties for offences include:22 Priority is to be given to private rulings on proposed transac-

For negligent failure to comply with disclosure require- tions initially, that is from 1 April 1995 when the regime is

ments, and negligent failure to disclose material differ- intended to commence,and will extend to completed transac-

ences upon application for a ruling, a fine of $NZ 2,000 tions a year later once resource constraints are relieved.26
(maximum) for the first offence, $NZ 4,000 (maximum) With a forthcomingdiscussiondocumenton increasedpenal-
for the second and $6,000 (maximum) for each subse- ties for non-compliance and associated obligations, the

quent offence. ncreased compliancecertainty associated with a binding pri-
For giving false nformation,misleadingor attempting to vate ruling should positively assist taxpayers in satisfying
mislead the Commissionerin any mannerconnectedwith their stricter complianceobligations.
a ruling, a fine of $NZ 15,000 (maximum) for the first
offence, and $NZ 25,000 (maximum) for each subse-

quent offence. E. Ambit of the regime
For aiding and abetting, or inciting another to commit an

offence, the same penalties are applicable depending While the regime is proposed to cover all of the five major
upon the principal offence committed. revenue statutes,27 the Commissionerwill not be permitted to

rule on certain issues and will be granted discretion to issue
There are two major shortcomings in the regime regarding binding rulings in other areas. The Commissionerwill have
the disclosure requirements. Most importantly there is no no power to rule on:

guidance or definition as to what a material difference is, - the exercise of any right or obligation of the Commis-
which if left as it currently stands, may potentially cause sioner to exercise penal or investigative powers, or pro-
many taxpayers to face penalties for non-disclosure of a secute or recover from any person;28
material change in the transaction to that set out in the ruling. - the law concerned with the administrationof the tax sys-
Secondly, the boundariesofnegligentconducthave moved in tem,29

a numberof surprisingdirectionsin the judicial arena in New - applications for rulings on natters which fall within the
Zealand. Judicial policy considerations in New Zealand with Commissioner'spowers to make formally binding deter-
respect to negligence is noticeablydifferent to policy consid- minations regarding financial arrangements, accrual
erations in many other countries, such as the United King- expenditure, depreciation, the livestock valuation
dom and Australia. The binding rulings regime is an opportu- regime, petroleum mining operations and withholding
nity to provide guidance as to what is deemed to be negligent payment regulations,.30

conduct with respect to applications for and reliance on bind-
_ gaps in the legislation.

ing rulings. There is provision to consider integrating other formal bind-
The proposed regime envisages that on occasion there will be ing determination regimes with the binding rulings regime31
conflicting rulings. With respect to two conflicting public over the next 12 months, although there is no firm resolution

rulings, the taxpayer may determine which one to rely on to move in this direction; the issue is merely open to discus-
until the Commissionerwithdraws one of them.23 This is an sion.
improvement over the more restrictive Australian situation
where a later ruling will override any conflicting ruling with The Commissionerhas the power to decline to issue private

prospectiveeffect. Where there is a conflict between a public rulings in a number of situations, although this power will be

ruling and an applicable private ruling, the taxpayer may open to review by the courts in certain circumstances.32The

choose which one to rely on.24 In Australia, this scenario cre-
broad areas where the Commissionermay decline to issue a

ates confusion in that a private ruling is deemed to be with- ruling include:

drawn to the extent that it is inconsistent with a later public
- applicationsrelating to questions of fact;

ruling. In the rare situationof two conflictingprivate rulings,
the taxpayermay also choose which to rely on.25 21. Id.

22. BRA Secs. 27 (offences) and 28 (penalties).
23. BRA Sec. 7(2).

D. Application of rulings
24. No statutory reference is provided in the BRA for this eventuality.
25. BRA Sec. 13(2).
26. BRA Sec. 2 provides for this staggered introduction.

1. Public rulings
27. Estate and Gift Duties Act 1968, Gaming Duties Act 1971, Goods and Ser-
vices Tax Act 1985, Income Tax Act 1976, and Stamp and Cheque Duties Act

1971 will be covered by the regime- see BRA Sec. 3 (interpretation).
Public rulings will apply on an income year basis rather than 28. See BRA Sec. 3 on interpretationof the term taxation law.

deemed to apply until withdrawn as is the approach in Aus- 29. Id.

tralia. Since the public ruling reflects the Commissioner's 30. See BRA Sec. 3 on interpretationof the term determinationrules.
31. The other regimes include the depreciation determination and accrual

interpretationof the law, provided there has been no change determination regimes.
in the law, the ruling will have value as non-binding advice 32. BRA Sec. 19.
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applicationscontaining insufficient information; tions where the taxpayer cannot provide information on a-

transactions or arrangements which are not serously future event and where assumptions are made, they will-

contemplated; appear in the ruling.37 If any assumption is found to be incor-

applications raising frivolous or vexatious issues; rect the ruling will not bind the Commissioner.38-

questions raised in the ruling that are currently before the-

courts;
where there is already a private ruling on the arrangement- F. Implicationsfor the courts
for which the application is made; The courts will assume a new role with the proposed binding
transactionsor arrangementswhich have been assessed; rulings regime, a role which will involve three major issues-

transactions which are subject to an audit; at stage a taxpayer may a- for determination, i.e. what appeal
applicationsrelating to a tax, duty or levy that is due and ruling, does the taxpayer have a right to appeal a decision of

-

payable; the Commissionernot to issue a ruling and what iS the effect

situations where the Commissioner wishes to consult of a judicial decision on public and private rulings-

with another competent authority,33

unusual resource constraints and related issues. 1. Appeals on a private ruling-

Several areas raise concern, including situations where the Appeals could arise in relation to rulings on proposed trans-

Commissionercontends that the application has insufficient actions only (once these rulings are available), since rulings
information and where there are unusual resource con- on completed transactions may be appealed through the
straints. Before a transaction is completed it may be difficult objection procedures consequent to assessment. While there
to ascertain all of the necessary information to satisfy the are advantages to permitting appeals on proposed transac-

Commissionerand consequentlymany proposed transactions tions following the issue of a ruling (such as providing cer-

may not qualify for a ruling. It may not be until the transac- tainty about applicationof the tax law to the proposd trans-

tion is complete that all of the requested information is avail- action and providing the courts with an opportunity to clarify
able and in many instances there will be no material differ- grey areas of the law), the private ruling does not bind the
ence between the proposed and actual transaction. It should taxpayer and therefore the governmentproposes that the tax-

be remembered that if there is a material difference between payer should not be permitted to appeal the ruling at this
the actual transactionand that specified in the ruling, the rul- stage. This is consistent with the US and Canadian positions,
ing is not applicable.34 but differs from Australia (where the taxpayer is bound by

the ruling).Where the Commissionerclaims that there is an existing pri-
vate ruling on the subject matter, the ruling may be inappli- Administrative issues exist such as the degree of litigation,
cable if the material facts have changed or differ, rendering associated expenses and the priority of ruling status cases

the earlier ruling inoperative. over other tax related matters. The Governmentremains open
to a discussion from interested parties concerning these mat-

The unusual resource constraints area should rarely be
ters this not be firm policy yet.so may as

invoked by the Commissioner to maintain credibility and

integrity in the regime. To avoid frequent use of this discre- Public rulings do not impose an obligation on taxpayers to

tion adequate funding must be provided for effective opera- comply with them SO there is no corresponding right to

tion of the Rulings Unit and to secure the availability of appeal the ruling until after an assessment utilizing the ruling
qualified expert staff and consultants.35 is issued.

The discussion document provides for several instances
when the Commissionermay not decline to make a rulingper

2. Appeal against a decision not to issue a private ruling
se, including where the circumstances involve:36 Where the taxpayer is dissatisfied with the Commissioner's

new legislation; exercise of his discretion issue a private ruling, the- not to
an existing public ruling or where one is imminent; decision is to judicial review.39 It is long established in-

open
consideration of ITA Section 99 (the general anti-avoid- New Zealand administrative law that judicial review only-

ance section), although the government recognizes that ascertainswhetherthe correct procedureshave been followed
this will need to be reconsidered if it is used for the pur-
poses of tax avoidance;
alternative transactions, so long as each is made by waY competent means a person as a competent authori-

-

33. A authority designated
of a separate application; ty under a Double Taxation Agreement (an agreement given effect under Sec.

any specific provisions (such as the revenue capital dis- 294 of the Income Tax Act 1976)- see BRA Sec. 19(2).-

tinction) unless otherwise specificallyprovided for.
34. BRA Sec. I 3(2).
35. The 1994 Budget has provided a NZ$ 6 million funding allocation for the

Separate applications for altemative transactions (alternative Rulings Unit for the period 1 July 1994 to 30 June 1995. This has been a reallo-
cation of funds from elsewherewithin the IRD's vote allocation rather than addi-

arrangements) may unduly add to taxpayers' compliance tional funds
costs unless one application is essentially a reproduction of 36. These areas are not included in Sec. 19 of the draft BRA.

the other and the applications are considered together to 37. BRA Sec. 18.

reduce duplication of effort and costs by the Commissioner.
38. BRA Sec. 13(3)(b)
39. The BRA does not prohibit the judicial review forum for reviewing the

The Commissioner is permitted to make particular assump- exercise of discretion by the Commissioner.
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in the exercise of administrative discretion.4 In the binding would be appropriate, but they cannot request a public rul-

rulings environment, the subjects for review include whether ng. The Commissioner will only issue public rulings in
the Commissionerfollowed the correctproceduresor utilized response to a suggestion from taxpayers, on his own behalf,
the legal avenues available to him when he refused to issue a or as a response to an issue raised in a private ruling.
ruling, and whether he followed the rules of natural justice.
The merits of this decision are beyond the scope of judicial 2. Application for a private ruling
review. It is contended that judicial review of the Commis-
sioner's exercise of discretion would need to consider the The taxpaer or his agent may formally apply for a private
purpose of the regirne (i.e. to provide more certainty for tax- ruling.42 The applications must include all of the following
payers by issuing ofbinding rulings) which the Connission- items,43 although the Commissionermay waive the obliga-
er rnust take into account in exercising his discretion. Two tion to comply with any of the technical disclosure require-
matters ofcontentionwith respect to when the Cornmissioner ments where he considers it to be unreasonable to expect the

may refuse to issue a ruling, it is suggested, re the failure by applicant to comply with all of the requirements (such as a

the applicant to provide all necessary informtion and the straightforwardapplication including all necessary informa-
unusual lack of resources constrainton the Commissioner. tion to make a ruling):44

the identity and IRD number of the taxpayer(s) to whom-

3. Effect of a court decision on a binding ruling the ruling will apply;
a delegation of authority if the application is made on-

The courts are the ultimatearbiter of Parliament'stax legisla- behalf of the taxpayer;
tion, and should a ruling be found to be wrong at law, then the the period for which the ruling is to apply;-

Commissionershould assess the taxpayer in accordancewith
-

the court's decision. The discussion document provides that complete disclosure of the facts and relevantdocuments;

the Commissioner will be required to withdraw a ruling
- specific legislativeprovisions in respectofwhich the rul-

prospectively if the court decision is final and there is no dis- ing.is sought;

pute over applicationof the ruling to the scenario before the
- the propositions of law which are relevant to the issues

courts. However, where an assessment is based on a ruling raised in the application;
under appeal, the Commissionerneed not withdraw the rul-

- a draft ruling.
ng until the appeal is concludedand the final decision is con- The areas that may potentially raise difficulties for taxpayers
trary to the ruling. Consequentlya ruling may be in a state of and impose sizeable compliance costs specifically include
flux consequent to an assessmentand pending the conclusion the requirements to provide complete disclosure of the facts
of the final appeal on the assessment. and relevant documents, a succinct statementof the proposi-

tions of law relevant to the issues raised in the application

G. Source of rulings
and a draft ruling. These represent a large portion of the

ground work effectively completed on the Commissioner's
behalfat the taxpayer'sexpense, although it should be recog-

The Commissioner will have the power to issue rulings, nized that these requirements are largely reflective of the
which is equivalent to the situation in Australia, Canada and

common law situation.45 Additionally,delays may be experi-
the United States. The IRD in New Zealand is experiencedat enced where the Commissioner requests further relevant
issuing non-binding rulings and has access to resources to information.46
issue binding rulings. This observationis strengthenedby the
fact that binding rulings are the Commissioner's interpreta- 3. Consultationtion of the law and not necessarily that intended by Parlia-
ment, and nterpreted by the courts as the judicial arm of the There is no provision for the taxpayer to have any involve-
legal process. It may be argued that the rulings have the sta- ment in the ruling issued by the Commissionerbeyond ini-
tus of de facto law, but this point is one for constitutionaland tially providing sufficient information to the satisfaction of
legal purists to argue. Rulings will be issued centrally from the Commissioner,47 although consultation is permitted in
the IRD's Head Office, which is the legislative position in undertaking the depreciation determination regulation pro-
other jurisdictions, although the practice in Australia is to cess. The absence of a specific right to consultationplaces the
devolve some of this authority to regional offices. onus on the Commissioner to recognize the mutual advant-

H. Procedural aspects 40. Discussioncontinuesover whether there may be judicial review for unfair-
ness arising from a legitimate expectation. See for example, A.J. Sawyer, supra

Perhaps the most controversial or at least the more ncom- note 3.
41. This facility for taxpayers is not directly specifiedas available in the BRA.

pletely specified issues are set out in the procedural aspects 42. BRA Sec. 15 where a prescribed form is required.
section of the discussiondocument. 43. BRA Sec. 16.

44. BRA Sec. 16(2). However, the Commissionermay not dispense with the
first four items referred to.

1. Application for a public ruling 45. For example, see R v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, ex parte Matrix-
SecuritiesLtd [1993] STC 774.

The procedure for a public ruling is straightforward.Taxpay- 46. BRA Sec. 17.
ers may suggest issues for which they contend a public ruling 47. BRA Sec. 20.
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ages from consulting prior to issuing the final version of the gested to represent full-cost recovery. Full cost recovery is

ruling. not defined in the draft legislation, nor is there any reference

Consultation should provide confidence in the system and
to the recovery of overhead costs, although the application
and hourly rate figures provided in the commentaryare simi-

enable a higher quality ruling to emerge, which in tum, min-
lar applications for determinationsunder the accrual provi-to

imizes the reasons for future litigation. On the other hand, an
sions of the ITA.49 Charging for rulings in Canada andoccurs

extensive consultation with taxpayers generally on proposed the United States, but not in Australia. Charging should
public rulings is intended in most instances, except for ex-

ensure the ability to generate rulings in a shorter time frame
ample where the ruling is to replace an earlier erroneous rul-

with comprehensive of the issues compareding.48
more coverage to

the situation where no fees are charged; conversely taxpayers
will insist on value for money or they will not seek private

4. Time limit for delivery of private rulings rulings.
The discussiondocument provides no statutory time limit for There is no recognitionof the level of ground work provided
delivery of private rulings. Rather it seeks to encourage a by the taxpayer such asa fee discount (although this will be
mutually agreeable timetable between the taxpayer and the partially reflected in a lower number of IRD hours in prepar-
Commissioneron a case by case basis. This is contrary to the ing the ruling), nor is any maximum fee provided for. Clear-
position in Australia where a time limit is provided (three ly taxpayers should be able to terminate their application at

months) and the AustralianTax Office (ATO) sets as a per- some stage,5 but they remain liable for all costs incurred. It
formance objective answeringand issuing rulings within that s unclear whether job costing, process costing, activity-
time frame. The New Zealand Commissionercould do well based costing or some other costing method will be applied.
to work to a performancemeasure similar to that in Australia The discussion document does not recognize whether fees
where only the most complex ruling takes more than three should vary according to the urgency of the request, or the
months to prepare. Without a guiding time frame, the object- level of IRD and outside consultant expertise utilized in
ive of providing certainty will be severely frustrated. preparing the ruling.
In its 1994 Corporate Plan the IRD has indicated that it There is minimal recognition that charging creates a contrac-

intends to answer 80 percent of the requests for rulings and tual relationship between the IRD and the taxpayer. There is
determinations within 21 working days after recipt of all no reference in the discussion document as to whether the
necessary information and the remainder within an agreed taxpayer has all of the prvate law remedies that would be
time frame with the client. This is a most desirable time available against advice received from a practitioner in the
frame for the efficient provision of rulings from the taxpay- private sector. Furthermore, there is no direction given in the
er's perspective, provided that in a concentrated effort to discussion document as to how the payment of fees will be
achieve output goals, the quality of the rulings does not suf- enforced by the IRD or whether the fees are intended to be
fer. The ATO has managed to provide 54 percent of rulings more than an unsecured debt.
within seven weeks and 78 percent within 12 weeks. This can

There is no provision for an estimate of the cost of producingbe compared to the objective of answering 70 percent of

requests within seven weeks (35 working days) and the the ruling before the taxpayer agrees to permit the Commis-

remainder within 12 weeks (60 working days). The ATO's sioner to provide a private ruling, nor is there provision to

performance indicates the difficulty in maintaining a fast request an update on progress towards issuing the ruling,
turnaround from request to issue of a ruling. Nevertheless, it apart from an option to terminate the process at any stage

is a matter of balancing the virtues and drawbacks of a fast through wrtten notice,5

food style response time to.that of a high quality restaurant Considerationshould also be given to including a ceiling on

experience. costs and providing bands of fees to ensure that private rul-

ings are not restricted to wealthy taxpayers. Taxpayers with

5. Charging for private rulings minimal funds should not be forced to be content with non-

binding advance rulings. On a positive note, perhaps some
The most controversial feature of the proposed regime is the taxpayers rnay be fortunate enough to have a public ruling
New Zealand Govemment'schoice to charge for private rul- issued on the transaction and be saved the cost of a private
ings. Public rulings will be funded from the IRD's expendi- ruling!
ture vote provided annually by Parliament. In New Zealand's
current drive for user pays and persistence in ensurng that 6. Class rulingsthose receiving a private benefit are not unduly subsidizedby
taxpayers generally, it is not surprising that there will be a The discussion document also raises the possibility of class

charge for private rulings. Indeed, there are sound arguments rulings where a number of taxpayers are not identified in the

for charging for private rulings. Nevertheless, the charge-out application (the example provided is that of a life insurance

rates must be reasonable so as not to defeat the intentions of
the regime. 48. This is specifically provided for in the draft BRA.not

The discussion document is short on specifics other than 49. Specific charge out rates will no doubt be left to subsequentregulationsand
Orders-in Council.

proposing a non-refundableapplication fee of $NZ 100 and 50. BRA Sec. 14(3) permits this course of action.
an hourly rate of $NZ 105 (including GST), which is sug- 51. BRA Sec. 14(3)
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company seeking a private ruling on the tax treatment of an rulings in summary form, although this term is not clearly
insurance scheme it is promoting). This issue is open to sub- defined.5s A delay in publicationwill be permitted where the

missions, but if class rulings were provided, then any taxpay- ruling is commercially sensitive. Private ruling issues may
er relying on the class ruling would need to disclose this become the subject of a public ruling where the ruling covers

reliance in his tax return after first being aware that there was issues of public importance.
a ruling on the matter.

The discussion document concludes by setting draft le-out

gislation in a form conducive to assisting the new Plain

I. Duration of rulings English style of drafting, promoted by the Valabh Commit-
tee (amongstothers) in its report on the Reorganizationof the
Income Tax Act 1976.59

Binding rulings will exist only for a specified period of time
rather than being deemed to apply until withdrawn, as is the
case in Australia.

IV. CONCLUSION
1. Public rulings

The release of the discussion document on binding rulings
The duration of these rulings will be on a case by case basis, represents a positive step forward in the developmentof tax-

applying normally for three income years in which each year tax
the ruling applies the Commissionermust assess taxpayers in payer certainty regarding the implications of proposed

and completed transactions, and the associated compliance
accordancewith the ruling.52The Commissioneris permitted obligations. Provision of a binding rulings facility is vital if
to utilize his power to extend the life of the public ruling
beyond three years.53

taxpayers are to be able to avoid the expected higher penal-
ties and compliance obligations, part of the contents of a

recently released discussion document.6o It also offers the
2. Private rulings Commissionerthe opportunity to be more informed and cog-

Private rulings will commence from the date specified in the nizant of contemporary business practice and the potential
ruling54 and should be issued on an income year basis.55 This for reduced litigation.
period may be extended where the transaction spans two or Indirectly, there is opportunity for the Commissionerto oper-
more income years, or where the relevant tax legislationdoes ate a provider-customertype relationship with this binding
not apply on the basis of income years.56 rulings regime, a move which has been foreshadowedin the

recently released document on the reorganization of the
IRD.61

J. Publication of rulings
The discussion document approach presents the arguments

1. Public rulings
considered by the New Zealand Governmentand the IRD in

arriving at the regime, and is an example of effective use of
Public rulings will be publishedin full by the IRD so that all the consultation process. The draft legislation is constructed
interested taxpayers have access to them.57 The method of in the Plain English style that has been recommended for

publication has not been finalized, but a separate section or all alterations to legislation in New Zealand, a development
appendix to the current Tax Information Bulletins in which which should assist taxpayers and the Commissioner.
non-binding rulings are published appears to be a satisfacto-

The proposedregime is not without its shortcomings,as sum-
ry outlet.

marized below:
-

2. Private rulings
no clear statementof what is a materialdifferencewith

respect to an application,the resulting ruling and disclos-
The discussion document appraises the arguments for and ure of the actual transaction;
against the publicationof private rulings. Overseas treatment - an absence of any specificationof the situations that will

of the publicationof private rulings covers the full spectrum give rise to unusual resource constraints and when there

of alternatives. Arguments against publication include the is insufficient information;
confidentialityof taxpayersaffairs, how to sanitize a ruling to

remove the identity of a taxpayer in a country as small as
52. BRA Sec. 8(1).

New Zealand and the associated reluctance to seek private 53. BRA Sec. 8(2)
rulings that publication may impose on taxpayers. On the 54. BRA Sec. 20(2).

other hand, allegations of secret law developing between 55. BRA Sec. 21.
56. This is not specificallyprovided for in the draft legislation.

those in the know, such as a market for exchangingrulings 57. BRA Sec. 9.

by praCtitioners (a situation that has developed in Australia 58. BRA Sec. 25.

and Canada), is not a desirable state of affairs. Publication 59. Valabh Committee, Reorganization of the Income Tax Act 1976

will enable a degree of public scrutiny but will require a (Wellington, 1992).
60. New Zealand Government, Taxpayer Compliance, standards and penal-

change to the current secrecy provisions of the Inland Rev- ties, a discussion document (Wellington,4 August 1994).
enue DepartmentAct 1974 (IRD Act). 61. OrganizationalReview Committee, OrganizationalReview of the Inland

Revenue Department (Wellington, April 1994). This committee is chaired by
The result of the discussionis a proposal to publish all private Sir Ivor Richardson, a judge in the New Zealand Court of Appeal.
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no clear statement that the appeal against use of the dis- missions are received, appraised in an unbiased manner and-

cretion not to issue a private ruling is judicial review, nor included in the Bill which should be introduced to the New
is there any discussion of the scope of such a review; Zealand Parliament later this year. When the Bill is intro-
no statutory provision for the taxpayer to be involved in duced to Parliament there will be a further opportunity for-

preparing the ruling (via a consultationprocess) although submissions before binding rulings are a reality for New
the taxpayer must pay for the ruling; Zealand taxpayers.
no discussion of the specifics of how rulings will be cost- With the progressive introduction of binding rulings

-

ed and charged for;
a

regime, taxpayers will need to educate themselves with
failure to specify delivery times and to include this as a-

performancestatistic for the Commissioner; respect to the implications of the regime for their business
and employmentactivities, its influence on their compliancelack of any detailed discussion of class rulings; and
obligations and how they can make the regime work for

-

no guidelines on the nature and form of a published pri- them.
-

vate ruling.
It is anticipated that a significant number of these shortcom-

ings can be resolved through the consultationprocess as sub-
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PAKISTAN

1994-95 BUDGET
Ahmad Khan

Chief (direct tax policy) Central Board of Revenue, Pakistan.

I. INTRODUCTION D. Withholding tax on bank transactions

Along with the usual tax measures, the 1994-95 budget seeks Financial transactions carried out under fictitious names are

to introducestructural reforms in the tax system, in particular increasingly contributing towards tax evasion, particularly in

by taking measures to broaden the tax base and through the unorganizedbusiness sector. In order to discourage such
administrativereforms. transactions and derive revenue from the parallel economy, a

No changes are proposed to the main rates of tax for compa-
new withholding tax of 0.2 percent has been ntroduced for

nies and individuals.2Most of the changes in the current pro- specified bnking services, such as demand drafts, pay

posals relate to the withholding tax regime and improve- orders, etc. The tax withheld will be adjustable/refundable.
ments in administrationand collection. However, the new withholding tax does not apply where the

payer is a Federal or Provincial Government department, a

statutory body, a- university, an approved charitable institu-
Il. INCOME TAX tion, an industrial undertakingor an institutionexempt under

the Second Schedule to the ITO, a listed public limited com-

A. Non-residentPakistanis pany, a diplomat or a diplomatic mission. Similarly, no tax

collection will be made in respect of intracompany financial

Non-resident taxpayers have been taxed at a flat rate of 30 transactions.

percent as compared to the graduated rates applicable to res-

idents. This provision placed Pakistanis temporarily residing
abroad at a major disadvantage. It has thereforebeen decided E. Withholding tax on issuance of foreign exchange
that a Pakistani national resident abroad will be taxed on his
Pakistan-sourceincome at graduated rates applicable to resi- The withholding tax of 5 percent on foreign exchange trans-

dents if he did not earn any income abroad in that year.3 fers has been withdrawn.

.

B. Non-residentcontractorsand consultants F. Minimum tax rate

The withholding tax of 3 percent on non-residentcontractors The minimum rate for non-resident taxpayers has been

has been increased to 5 percent for civil works contracts and reduced from 30 percent to 20 percent in order to create a

7 percent for trnkey projects.4 Persons subject to these pro- more equitable tax regime for foreign nvestors.

visions will also be able to elect to be taxed under the normal
tax regime.

G. Tax rebates
Fees for technical services payable to non-resident consul-
tants were previously taxed at the rate of 20 percent of gross To promote the Government's socio-economicobjectives of
receipts, which encouraged such recipients to disguise the providing adequate dispensation to senior citizens, relief to
payments as business profits which are subject to a conces- working women and promoting human resource develop-
sional tax regime, particularly under tax treaties. This with-

holding tax on non-residentsproviding technical services has
been reduced to 15 percent.

1. The FinanceBill 1994 presented to the National Assembly on 9 June 1994
was approved on 27 June 1994 with several modifications. These changes are

included in this article.
2. In 1993 Pakistan set income tax rates for companies for all years up to

C. Wealth tax no longer deductible for income tax 1998-99; and for individuals the rates set in the Finance Act 1993 will apply for

purposes
1994-95.

. 3. A certificate of residence must be obtained from the tax authorities of the

Wealth tax will no longer be deductible in computing the country of residence in order to claim this concession.

total liability to ncome tax from 1994-95, but deductionwill
4. A 4% rate will apply to contractors/subcontractorswho are involved in the
construction of power generation projects as against 5% and 7% applicable to

be allowed in computing ncome from immovableproperty. non-residentcontractors involved in other projects.
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ment, the Government has extended the following conces- 3. Appeal fees
sions: The cost of appeal fees has also been increased.

a special tax rebate of 25 percent of tax payable for senior-

citizens (i.e. those aged 65 and over) earning income up
to Rs. 100,000;

4. Increase in default penalties
the basic exemption limit of Rs. 40,000 has been The penalties for late or non-submissionof income tax (and-

increased to Rs. 45,000 for working women (with certain wealth tax) retums and statements have been increased.
exceptions); and.

a new deduction of up to Rs. 50,000 will be available to-

individuals for repayment of educational loans taken to Ill. WEALTH TAX
finance specializedhigher education in certain areas.

A. Rates

H. Five-year tax-holidayto selective industries With view to reduce the burden of wealth tax, the rate bandsa

have been modified.
To encourage investment in industries with export potential,
a five-year tax exemption will be available in respect of
income of fruit processing undertakings and industrial units B. Basis of valuation
making soft and stuffed toys set up in Pakistan by 30 June
1997. Changes have been made to the basis of valuation for the pur-

poses of net wealth calculation. These include the valuation

I. Administrativechanges
of rented immovableproperty, governmentallotted plots and
unlet commercial properties. The exemption of certain agri-
cultural assets from wealth tax hs been increased.

1. Discretionary powers of the Federal Government

Under various provisionsof the ITO (e.g. Sections 14,50 and
Third Schedule) the Federal Govemmentwas empowered to C. Method of collection

grant income tax exemptions/reductions in tax rates to any
class of income or persons, and to specify depreciation rates, To abolish complicated procedures in the collection of

etc. without consulting the National Assembly. To prevent advance tax on rented property, advance wealth tax on rented

abuse of powers, these powers have been eliminated in property will be collected with provincial property tax col-

favourof the National Assembly. lected by provincial excise departments.

2. Tax hearings D. Wealth tax returns
To expedite the assessment procedure and relieve taxpayers
from prolonged hearings, administrative instructions have Filing of wealth tax returns will be mandatory for all income
been issued whereby assessing officers have been directed to taxpayers, including those subject to the presumptive tax

restrict hearings to a maximumof two hearings except where regime. Failure to submit the wealth tax retum will render the

necessary documents have not been submitted by the taxpay- income tax returns invalid, and there will be increases in the

er. penalties for concealmentor misdeclarationof wealth.
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ASEAN

A PRIMER ON THE ASEAN FREE TRADE AREA
Victor T. Chew

nomic relations with other countries, and regional and inter-
M.C.L., LL M, LL B, Research Assciate, IBFD. The author national organizations,are encouraged.
wishes to thank Dr Ng Chee Yuen, Director, Bureau of
Economic Cooperationof the ASEAN Secretariat in
Jakarta for his kind assistance in the preparation of this
article. B. Importantdevelopments

On 11 September 1992, ASEAN instituted the AFTA Coun-
I. INTRODUCTION cil to facilitate the implementationof AFTA. During the 3rd

AFTA Council Meeting in Jakarta on 11 December 1992,
The ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), using the Common documentswhich were finalized include the OperationalPro-

Effective Preferential Tariff Scheme (CEPT) as its prim- cedures for CEPT,u the Rules of Origin for CEPTt2 and the

ary mechanism, was formally established by the ASEAN InterpretativeNotes to the Agreement on the CEPT Scheme
Heads of Government at the 4th ASEAN Summit (Sum- for AFTA.

mit) held in Singapore on 27-28 January 1992.2 The Singa- The Senior Economic Officials' Meeting, held in Jakarta
pore Declaration and the Framework Agreement on Enhan- from 7-9 December 1992, agreed three-stageon a pro-
cing ASEAN Economic Cooperation,3 as well as the Agree- for the harmonization of ASEAN tariff nomencla-
ment on the CEPT Scheme for AFTA,4 were signed.5 The gramme

ASEAN member countries6 agreed to reduce intra-regional
ture: firstly, the streamliningof the Countries' CEPT submis-
sions by tariff lines; secondly, the isolationof problem areas;

tariffs on all manufactured items, and .to remove non-tariff
and lastly, the solutionofproblems and agreementon a stand-

barriers. The level of tariffs with non-ASEANcountries will
ardized ASEAN tariff nomenclature.

continue to be decided individuallyby each of the Countries.7
In February 1993, the ASEAN Consultative Committee on

Il. THE COMMON EFFECTIVE PREFERENTIAL Standardsand Quality (ACCSQ)was formed. The ACCSQ
TARIFF SCHEME is charged with the harmonization of standards, testing and

accreditation of laboratories, conformity assessment and
technical information, as well as the removal of technical

AFIA was officially started on 1 January 1993.8 The CEPT
Scheme, however, was implementedon 1 January 1994.9

A. Objectives 1. The terms AFTA and CEPT and CEPT Scheme, will also be used inter-

changeably
2. The initial proposal was first agreed to during the 22nd ASEAN Economic

AFTA's main goal is to increase ASEAN's competitiveness Ministers Meeting held in Bali on 29-30 October 1990.

as a production and manufacturing centre targeted towards 3. HereinafterFrameworkAgreement.
the liberalizing global economy. It is also hoped that AFTA 4. HereinafterCEPT Agreement.

5. Hereinafter these three documentsare collectivelyAgreement.
will increase inter-ASEAN trade and contribute to the open- 6. Hereinafter singly and collectively Countries. The Countries consist of
ness of the ASEAN economy, and that it will attract both Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thai-

ASEAN and non-ASEANdirect investment: to this end, pri- land. All the Countries are signatories to the General Agreementon Tariffs and

vate sector participation is vigorously promoted.
Trade (hereinafterGA'IT).
7. Presently, there are no plans to form a customs union.

Moreover, AFTA may be viewed as setting a preparatory
8 CEPT is to be effected within 15 years, by reducing tariffs on manufactured

to zero commencementon 1 January 1993.
stage for either a more liberalizedtrading system in Southeast products between and 5%, from its

9. By agreeing to implement tariff reductions on 1 January 1994, the Coun-
Asia or a larger economic union in the Asia Pacific region,l tries have in effect accelerated the implementation of AFTA. Originally, the

AFTA may also be considered as a reaction to increasing Countries had the choice of framing their own programmeof tariff reductions-

regionalism in trading arrangements,and perhaps more perti-
in terms of commencementdates, frequency, and depth of tariff cuts - provided
tariffs were reduced to no more than 5% by 1 January 2008.

nently, to anticipate and counter growing concerns over the 10. E.g. the Asia-PacificEconomicCooperation (hereinafterAPEC).APEC

impact of the North American Free Trade Agreement and a currently has 17 members: the Countries, as well as Australia, Canada, China,

unified European Union. Although the Countries acknow- Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, South Korea,

ledge that further intra and extra-subregional economic
Taiwan and the United States. Chile will be admitted as a member in late 1994.
1 1. HereinafterOperationalProcedures.

arrangements could complement AFTA, extra-ASEAN eco- 12. HereinafterRulesof Origin.
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barriers. Work in these areas has commenced. In addition, products to be included although they are not obliged to do so

the 1 st Consultative Forum on Foreign Direct Investment in by the Agreement. Agriculturalproducts are defined as either

ASEAN Countries was also convened in February 1993. The agricultural raw materials and unprocessed products covered
Forum will meet regulrly to exchange views and consult on under Chapters 1 to 24 of the HS,22 or products which have

measures to enhance the investmentclimate for foreigndirect undergone simple processing with minimal change in form
investment in ASEAN. from the original products.
A consolidated list of the products and tariff reduction pro-
grammes under the CEPT Scheme was published on 1 E. Programmesof tariff reductions
November 1993. The CEPT Product Lists for AFTA1 4

covers

more than 41,000 confirmed items, divided into 98 chapters, The two programmes for tariff reductions are merely sug-
of products to which CEPT concessions apply.15

gested guidelines. The Countries are not in any way pre-
cluded from a different pace of tariff reduction for each tariff

C. Inclusions line within a specified time frame. Generally, products which
reach, or which are at tariff rates of 20 percent or less, will

automaticallyenjoy CEPT concessions.
All manufactured products, including capital goods and pro-
cessed agricultural products, as well as agricultural products The Countriesare obliged to maintain the CEPT concessions.

not otherwise excluded, are included in the CEPT Scheme. However, emergency measures may be adopted to suspend
Identificationof products to be included in the CEPT Scheme these concessions if they should threaten the sector of the

is on a sectoral basis, i.e. at the HS-6 digit level. importingnation producing like or directly competitiveprod-
ucts.

To be eligible for concessions under CEPT, several condi-
tions must be satisfied. 6 Firstly, the product has to be in-
cluded in the Inclusion List of the exporting and importing 1. Fast track programme (FTP)
countries, and must have a tariff of 20 percent or less.7 Sec- The FTP covers the 15 product groups23 identified for accel-

ondly, the programmeof tariff reduction must be approvedby erated tariff reduction24 at the Summit. Tariffs above 20 per-
the AFTA Council. Lastly, the product must be an ASEAN

product, i.e. it must satisfy the local content requirement of
40 percent.18 13. E.g. products at 7,8 and 9 digit leveis of the Harmonized System Code

(hereinafterHS) have been reviewed to ensure a standardizedtariffnomencla-
ture.

D. Exclusions
14. Hereinafter CEPT List. The CEPT List consists of products covered by
the two tariff reduction programmes. See infra II.E. and Appendix. It has been
distributed to GATT, non-ASEANcountries and the private sector.

There are three instances when a product may be excluded 15. Hereinaftersingly and collectively CEPT Product
I 6. Products with tariff rates of between zero to 5% will be deemed to have sat-

from the CEPT Scheme. isfied these conditions under the Agreement. Art. 2, para. 7 of the CEPT Agree-
ment.

1. General exceptions
1 7. Productswith tariff rates of 20% or less which are reduced to between zero

to 5%, even though granted under a most-favoured-nationbasis, will neverthe-
less still enjoy CEPT concessions. Art. 2, para. 7 of the CEPT Agreement.The Countries may exclude a product which it considers ne- 18. At least 40% of the product's contents must originate from the Countries,

cessary for the protection of its national security, public either singly or cumulatively. Art. 2, para. 4 of the CEPT Agreementand Rule 4

morals, human, animal, or plant life and health, or articles of of the Rules of Origin. The formula to determine this requirement is specifiedby

artistic, historic or archaeological value.9 This category
Rule 3(b) of the Rules of Origin as follows:

A + Bl
accounts for a relatively inconsequential fraction of the C

x 100% - 60%

Countries' tariff lines.20 where:
A = value of imported non-ASEANmaterials, parts or produce

=

2. Temporary exclusions
B value of materials, parts or produce of undeterminedorigin
C = FOB prce

The exporter must apply for a Certificate of Origin pursuant to the guidelines
Any of the Countries which is momentarilyunable to include prescribed by the Operational Procedures. The certificate will only be issued if

certain sensitiveproducts, may exclude such products on a the requirementsof the Rules of Origin are satisfied.

ternporary basis.2 Products in the Exclusion List are of 19. Art. 9 ofthe Agreement. This provison is consstentwith Art. X of GATI'.

course ineligible for CEPT concessions from the other Coun- 20. This category includes principally animals and plants, alcoholic beverages
and armaments.

tries. The Exclusion List will be reviewed in the 8th year of 21. These products must be at the HS-8 or 9 digit levels Art. 2, para. 3 of the

the CEPT, i.e. 2003. At the review, efforts will be made to CEPT Agreement. Furthermore, they do not in any way relate to the products
remove products from the ExclusionList, and to subject them covered under the General Exceptions provision. See supra ll.D.I. Motor vehi-

cles and fuel are the most common products which are temporarilyexcluded.
to a schedule of tariff reduction, to between zero and 5 per- 22. This includes similar agricultural raw materials and unprocessed products
cent, within the remaining seven years. in other related HS headings.

23. I.e. vegetable oils, cement, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, fertilizer, plastics,

3. Agricultural products
rubber products, leather products, pulp and paper, textiles, wooden and rattan

furniture, ceramics and glass products, gems and jewelry products, coppercath-
odes and electronics.

Agricultural products are excluded. Nevertheless, the Coun- 24. Accelerated tariff reduction is encouraged. Art. 4, para. 3 of the CEPT
tries have unilaterally offered a large number of agricultural Agreement.
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cent will be reduced to between zero and 5 percent within ten enjoy preferential tariffs among the participating Countries.
years, i.e. by 1 January 2003. However, the time frame for The CEPT takes precedence over the AIJV, but existing
existing tariffs of 20 percent and below is seven years, i.e. by AIJVs will be honoured, while pending AIJV applications
1 January 2000.25 will be shelved. If the products covered by the AIJV are also

included under the CEPT Scheme, the tariffs will be reduced

2. Normal track programme (NTP) pursuant to the schedule for CEPT while the main benefit of
the AIJV31 will be simultaneouslydecreased.32

The NTP embodies mainly machinery and electrical equip-
ment, and iron and steel. Tariffs above 20 percent will be
reduced in two stages: initially, to 20 percent within five to

eight years, i.e. by 1 January 2001;26 and subsequently, to III. CONCLUSION
between zero and 5 percent n seven years pursuant to an

agreed schedule ending on 1 January 2008.27 Tariffs of 20 Hopefully, AFTA will result in an increased market and syn-
percent and below will be reduced to betweenzero and 5 per- ergistic trade linkages as expected. ASEAN industriesshould
cent within ten years, i.e. by 1 January 2003.28 then be able to enjoy economies of scale in production and

distribution. Businesses that plan to commandeera fast track
route to rapid export growth should seriously evaluate strate-

F. Other measures and areas of cooperation gic alliances with other ASEAN businesses. Smaller con-

cerns, which usually pursue less ambitious policies, may
In addition to tariff reductions, .the CEPT Scheme also pro- wish to cultivate supplier relationships with key exporters
vides for measures which are envisaged to further promote from other Countries. These relationships should ultimately
the liberalization of trade within ASEAN. These steps metamorphosizeinto direct export activities.

nclude the eliminationofquantitative restrictions29on CEPT ASEAN consumers can acquire imported products t lower
Product upon the enjoyment of CEPT concessions, and the prices from more efficient producers of other Countries. The
removal of non-tariffbarriers on CEPT Product on a gradual ensuing integrated ASEAN market will also stimulate intra-
basis of five years after the enjoymentof CEPT concessions. and extra-sourcesof foreign investments through networking
The Countries must also make exceptions to their foreign and complementat.ionactivities.
exchange restrictions relating to payments, as well as repatri-
ation of such payments, on CEPT Product but without preju-
dice to their rights under Article XVIII of GATT and the rel-
evant provisions of the Articles of Agreement of the IMF.
Other areas ofborder and non-bordercooperation include the
harmonization of standards, the reciprocal recognition of
tests and certificationofproducts, the removal of restrictions
on foreign investments, macroeconomic consultations,
agreementon the rules of fair competitionand the promotion
of venture capital.

25. Two or more of the Countries may agree to reduce tariffs on specific prod-
ucts to between-zero and 5% at an accelerated pace as announced at the com-

mencementof the programme. Art. 4, para. 1(c) of the CEPT Agreement.G. Status of other ASEAN programmes 26. The pace of reduction of tariff rates will be determined by each of the

Countries, and further, the Countries may - and, as a matter of fact, did- begin
1. ASEAN Preferential Tariff Arrangements(APTA)

tariffreductionat a date later than 1 January 1993. The only bindingrequirement
is that the CEPT rate is cut to not more than 20% by 1 January 2001. However,
Art. 4, para. 1(a) of the CEPT Agreement encourages an annual reduction rateThe APTA was established by the Agreement on ASEAN which is computed follows:as

Preferential Trading Arrangements dated 24 February 1977. [X - 20]%
It is the forerunner to the AFIA- the latter is of course much N

more comprehensive than the former. Products included in where:
X = existing tariff rate

the APTA may be transferred to the CEPT provided the N = between 5 to 8 years
Countries give due regard to the existing Margin of Prefer- 27. However,Art. 4 Para. l(b) of the CEPT Agreementencouragesa minimum

ences (MOP) and the resulting tariffs under the APTA, i.e. reduction rate of 5% quantum per annum.

the CEPT concessions should be at least as favourable as the 28. In order to promote commonalityof tariff rates, the Countries have agreed
to reduce tariff rates as follows:

APTA concessions as of 31 December 1992. All products Targetdate Tarifrate (%)
under the APTA which are not transferred to the CEPT will 1 January 2003 15 '

continue to enjoy the MOP existing as of December 1992.30 1 January 2005 10
1 January 2007 0-5

29. E.g. qutas and licences. The Countries have submitted iheir lists of Quan-
2. ASEAN industrial Joint Venture (AIJV) titative Restrictions to the ASEAN Secretariat.

30. Art. 2, para. 6 of the CEPT Agreement. In the case of Indonesia and the
The AIJV is governed by the Revised Basic Agreement on Philippines, the CEPT concessions must be in line with the 50% MOP target
ASEAN Industrial Joint Ventures dated 15 December 1987. within seven years.

31. I.e. 90% MOP.
Generally, products processed or manufactured by an AIJV, 32. All these matters were decided during the 4th AFTA Council Meeting in
which must have a minimum of 51 percent ASEAN equity, Singapore on 4 October 1993.
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APPENDIX I

Summary of CEPT Product List
(effective 1 January 1994)

Inclusion Exclusion

Country HS

Digit Fast Normal Sub % Temporary General Total
-

Level Track Track Total Exception Agricultural
Programme Programme ProductsI

Brunei 9 2,420 3,659 6,079 92.89% 206 201 56 6,544
Darussalam 6 1,975 2,604 4,579 - - -

Indonesia 9 2,816 4,539 7,355 78.39% 1,654 50 324 9,383
6 1,445 2,734 4,179 80.07% 834 30 176 5,219

Malaysia 9 3,166 5,611 8,777 87.57% 627 96 541 10,023
6 1,725 2,419 4,144 85.50% 273 96 332 4,847

Philippines 8 1,033 3,418 4,451 79.61% 714 28 398 5,591
6 974 3,079 4,053 - - -

Singapore 9 2,205 3,517 5,722 97.95% NiI 120 Nil 5,842
6 1,896 3,078 4,976 - NiI - Nil

Thailand Tariff Line 3;509 5,254 8,763 94.00% 118* 26 415 9,322
6 1,736 2,777 4,513 - - 26 390

1 The figures exclude the agricultural products which have been unilaterally offered to be included.

'

At HS-10 digit level

Source: I ASEAN Econ. InfoView 2, at 7 (December 1993).
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IFA NEWS

SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SECRETARY sisted of Prof. H.J. Ault (USA), Mr M. Edwardes Ker (UK),
GENERAL'S 1993/1994 GENERAL REPORT Prof. G. Gest (France), Mr R Sundgren (Sweden) and Prof.

J.C. Vicchi (Argentina). Chairman of the Session was Prof.

J. Frans Spierdijk
Avv. V. Uckmar (Italy) and Dr M. Agostini (Italy) was Sec-

retary. Under the new discussionmodel no RsumCommit-
tee was required. Subject II, Non-discrimination rules in

INTRODUCTION international taxation, was treated by Prof. Avv. R Adonni-
no as General Reporter. 26 National Reports for this Subject

The General Assembly held in Florence on 7 October 1993 also are published in the Cahier concerned. For this Subject
unanimously appointed Prof. Avv. R Adonnino as President Dr J.F. Avery Jones (UK) acted as DiscussionLeader. On his

of the Association. We wholeheartedly welcome this well- Panel were Mr S.H. Goldberg (USA), Mr B. Gouthire
known IFA personality at the helm of our Organization. Mr (France), Prof. Dr B. Knobbe-Keuk(Germany), Prof. C. van

Karl Beusch, who was IFA's President from 1989-1993, Raad (Netherlands) and Mr J.S. Wilkie (Canada). Secretary
received the title of Honorary President in recognitionof his was Mr S. Fiorito (Italy) and Prof. J. van Hoom Jr. (Nether-
special services to the Association. We thank him for his lands) chaired the Working Session.

leadership and, on a personal note, I would express my sin- Dr J.B. Bracewell-Milneshas again produced the Reports of
cere appreciationfor the understandingand friendship expe- Proceedings on Subjects I and II, which can be found in the
rienced during a four year period of excellent cooperation. IFA Yearbook 1993. Also the Resolutionsand the Explanato-
Shortly after the FlorenceCongress we received the sad news ry Notes to the Resolutionsby the DiscussionLeaders of the

of Mr J. Basanta de la Pea's death on 24 October 1993. He two Subjects are published there.
was a prominentmemberof the Spanish IFA Branch and our The Seminars were the following. Seminar A, Harmoniza-
Permanent ScientificCommittee. tion of corporate taxes in the EC, took place under the

With the Florence Congress held in October 1993 and the Chairmanship of Prof. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers (Netherlands),
Toronto Congress scheduled to begin in August 1994, the with Mr J. van der Bijl (Netherlands),Mr R. Goergen (Bel-
General Secretariat experiences a shorter than normalyear gium), Mr A. Manganelli (Italy), Prof. Dr A.J. Rdler (Ger-
to get its work done but I think that everything is in good many), Mr H.R Shannon III (USA) and Mr I.R. Spence (UK)
shape and that we are fully prepared and ready to celebrate as Panellists. Mr Manganelliacted also as Secretary. Prof. R.
our 48th Congress in Canada. Krever (Australia) chaired Seminar B, Taxation of em-

ployee fringe benefits,and had Avv. C. D'Andria (Italy), Mr
M. McLellan (UK), Mr R.B. Stanger (USA), Dr A. T.

FLORENCE CONGRESS Tavolaro (Brazil), Mr O.R Vaish (India) and Prof. F. Zimmer

(Norway) as Panellists and Mr R. Sommerhalder (Nether-
lands) as Secretary. Seminar C's topic was Environmental

The fourth IFA Congress in Italy - the previous ones were in
taxes and charges. Prof. S.O. Lodin (Sweden) chaired the

Rome in 1948 and 1956 and in Venice in 1983 - was again a
Panel consisting of Prof. M. Burgio (EC Italy), Prof. Dr H.-

great success and very enjoyable.The themes of the two main
Kogels (Netherlands), Dr X. Oberson (Switzerland), Dr M.

Subjects and of the Seminars were particularly interesting. Rodi (Germany) and Mr S. Smith (UK). Dr Rodi also acted
An early time schedule was observed, as we started to do in
Cancun in 1992, resulting in maximum attendance at the

as Secretary. Seminar D dealt with Corporate tax on distri-
butions (equalizationtax), and was chaired by Dr M. PaganiWorking Sessions and ample remaining time to sample the

magnificentcultural beauty ofFlorence and its surroundings. (Italy), who led the Panel of Mr J.F. Chown (UK), Mr G.S.

Cooper (Australia), Mr R de Frminet (France) and Dr B.
The Congress was attended by 1,397 participants and 824 Runge (Germany) and Secretary Mr R. Htteman (Ger-
accompanyingpersons and its organizationwell deserves our many). Prof. G. Lindencrona (Sweden) chaired Seminar E,
compliments. Our special gratitude goes to Prof. Avv. R Resolution of tax treaty conflicts by arbitration, with a

Adonnino, President of the Congress, Prof. Avv. Piera Filip- Panel consisting of Dr A.E. Burckhardt (Switzerland),Prof.

pi, Chairof the OrganizingCommitteeand Prof. Avv. A. Fan- M. Burgio (Italy - EC), Prof. L. Hinnekens (Belgium), Prof.

tozzi, Chairmanof the PermanentScientific Committee. The W.W. Park (USA) and Prof. W. Ritter (Germany). Secretary
excellent services of Strumenti S.R.L., the professional was Dr G. Marino (Italy). Prof. Avv. G. Tremonti (Italy)
Congress organizer, are also gratefully acknowledged. chaired Seminar F, Italian tax treatment of new financial

instruments, with a Panel consisting of Mr N. Davis (Aus-Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel (Germany) and Dr R. Prokisch were
tralia), Dr EM. Giuliani (Italy), Dr E. Vatali (Italy), Dr M.

General Reporters for Subject I, Interpretation of double
Minotti (Italy) and Dr L. Piccardi (Italy) Secretary.as

taxation conventions. 26 National Reports appear in the

1993 Cahiers. Mr D.A. Ward (Canada) took on the heavy Mr D. Lthi (Switzerland) and Mr J. Sasseville (Canada)
task of DiscussionLeader and chaired the Panel, which con- were found prepared to present the proposed changes on the
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1994 Supplement to the OECD Model Treaty. We are glad to - 1994 and beyond, chaired by Prof. Dr Klaus Vogel and to

see the relation between OECD's Committee on Fiscal the discussions we will have with OECD officials on the for-
Affairs and IFA gradually becoming closer again. mat of possible future Seminars. Also new in a way will be

On behalfof IFA I would like to express our deep gratitude to
the Toronto Seminar, Recent international transactions of
interest (Seminar D), wherein the major tax aspects of some

all the people mentioned above and to all who have actively
participated in the Working Sessions of both the Main Sub- mportant international transactions will be analysed on the

basis of published documents.This will provide the material
jects and the Seminars or have otherwise made the Florence

for Co-Chairnen David Tillinghast (USA) and David Oliver
Congress such a success.

(UK) to raise a numberof issues which we hope and trust will
It is worth mentioning here that we are hopeful to be able to be of interest and benefit to many professionals who may be

publish the proceedings of five of the Florence Seminars in faced with transactions like this in actual practice. Whether
the IFA Congress Seminar Series. Some of these publica- this Seminar will be a recurrent phenomenon at future Con-
tions will already be available by the time of the 1994 gresses will be reviewed afterwards by the PSC.
Congress. Details on where these booklets may be purchased
are given in the IFA Yearbook. The other Seminars in Toronto will be:

A: Harmonization of tax under the North American Free
Trade Agreement

PERMANENTSCIENTIFICCOMMITTEE (PSC) Chairman: Mr W.G. Williamson (Canada)
B: Secondary adjustments and related aspects of transfer

The PSC met early February in Munich upon the invitationof pricing corrections

the Canadian Branch which had secured the cooperation of Chair: Mrs S. Peterson (USA)
the German IFA Branch for a perfect organization. Messrs. C: How domestic anti-avoidance rules affect double taxa-

Atchabahian (Argentina), Malherbe (Belgium), Marin Arias tion conventions

(Spain) and Spence (UK) attended the meeting for the first Chairman: Mr D.A. Ward (Canada)
time as members. At this place I take the opportunity of

thanking Messrs Bracewell-Milnes (UK), Claeys Bouuaert The preparationsof Seminars and Main Subjects for Toronto

(Belgium) and Reig (Argentina) very much indeed for their were found to be proceeding satsfactorily. Subject I,

many years of service to IFA as PSC nembers. We hope to Deductibilityof interest and other financingcharges in com-

see and involve them regularlyduring future IFA Congresses. puting income, with Prof. Brian Arnold (Canada) as Gener-
al Reporter, appears in the Cahiers with 29 National Reports.

The new procedures for the Working Sessions were reviewed Prof. Albert Rdler (Germany),General Reporter for Subject
at length, based on the Florence experience, and were gener- II, National and international tax consequences of demer-
ally considered a definite improvement, leading to livelier gers, received 28 National Reports in time for publication.
and more effective discussions. A number of changes, such Needless to say that IFA is greatly indebted to the General
as submitting the draft resolutions to registered participants and National Reporters for their contributions.
three weeks before the Congress, were agreed upon. It was

decided to implement the early timetable, with only a short The two Main Subjects for the 1995 Cannes Congress will be

snack break instead of a luncheon, also for the Toronto I, International income tax problems of partnerships,Gen-

Congress. eral Reporter Prof. J.R le Gall (France), and II, Tax aspects
of dervative financial instruments, with Messrs H.D.

Ms Lynette Eastmond (Barbados), 1993 research associate, Rosenbloom (USA), Ch.T. Plambeck (USA) General
did an excellentjob, and thereby proved to be of great help to

as

the PSC. As many as 16 applicants from Argentina, Belgium, Reporters, and Mrs D.M. Ring as AssistantGeneral Reporter.

Brazil, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Uganda and the USA
For 1996 in Geneva the two Main Subjects were definitely
fixed, i.e. I, Principles for the determinationof he income

applied for the 1994 research associate function. Upon the
of establishments and their application banks

recommendation of the Research Subcommittee, the PSC permanent to

and insurance companies,with Dr R Athanas (Switzerland)
decided to engage Dr E.A. Schnieder (Germany) for the 1994

position. Some of the candidates were encouraged to reapply
as General Reporter; and II, International aspects of thin

for 1995. capitalization, with Prof. Dr D. Piltz (Germany) acting as

General Reporter.
The Poster programme, where young and promising people
are given the opportunity to present to the Congress partici- Initial discussions were held regarding the scientific pro-

pants the outline of the doctoral thesis they are working on, gramme for New Delhi in 1997. Our researcherwill be work-

which was held in Florence for the first time, was regarded a ing on the development of topics for this Congress as to be

success and will be repeated in Toronto. PSC Chairman Prof. determined by the PSC, in consultation with the India

Avv. A. Fantozzi has contacted a number of Universities for Branch.

candidates. It is hoped that apart from our regular participants, the
It was noted with great satisfaction that the contacts between Congress will attract many members from India and also
IFA and OECD's Committee on Fiscal Affairs may develop from other countries in that part of the world. In this connec-

into a closer cooperation. We are looking forward with anti- tion, Prof. Fantozzi and I intend to travel to India and some

cipation to the Toronto SeminarE, The OECD Model Treaty other countries to promote IFA later this year.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIPFEES

Hosted by the Canadian Branch, the Executive Committee The General Treasurerwill propose to maintain the member-
convenedon l May 1994 at the Westin HarbourCastle Hotel, ship fees for 1995 at the level of the previous year:
the venue of the 48th IFA Congressn Toronto. It provided a NLG 105 for individual members of National Branches

good opportunity to all Executive Committee members to NLG 115 for direct individualmembers
acquaint themselves with the Congress facilities. Chairing NLG 250 for corporate members, both direct and of
the Executive Committee for the first time, Prof. Adonnino National Branches
welcomed Messrs. A. Willemsen (Germany) and E Zimmer

(Norway) as new members and Mr T. Miyatake (Japan) as

candidate for membership. At the last Executive COmmittee NATIONAL BRANCHESAND MEMBERSHIP
meeting during the Toronto Congress we shall have to say
goodbye to Messrs J.E Avery Jones (UK), A. Overbosch

As four National Branches recognized by the
(Netherlands) and K. Stocker (Switzerland),since their final many as were

Florencemeetingof the General Council, in Ireland, Panama,
term under our Articles has come to an end. New candidates

Poland and Russia. It is great that the Association is expand-for Executive Committee membership will be submitted to
ng like.this, thanks to all the people who have been instru-

the General Council in Toronto.
mental in achieving it. The SwedishBranch deserves our spe-

A long list of household matters was discussed and decided cial gratitude for their financial assistance to help the Russian

upon. Financial matters were reviewed and approved on the Branch come off the ground.
basis of reports presented by the General Treasurer, Mr I am happy to report that our Greek Branch shows renewed
J.W.B. Westerburgen.The ExecutiveCommitteediscussedat

vitality. Thanks to the drive of in particular its Chairman
length the present format of our Congresses, the new discus- Georges N. Stathopoulos and its TreasurerGeorges Samdth-
sion model, the early timetable and the Seminarprogramme. rakis, they organized a very successful Seminar on VAT in
The general feeling was that we seem to be on the right track, Europe in Athens last March 1994. The alternate Foreignthat there is still room for improvement here and there but Minister for European Affairs and many high officials and
that no major changes are called for. Despite a well-written

practitioners were there and contributed and Mr Peter
press release issued after the Florence Congress and for-

Wilmott, DirectorGeneral of Indirect Taxes of the Europeanwarded through the proper channels to leading nternational Commission in Brussels was one of the key speakers. He and
newspapers, the conclusion had to be drawn that the news other members of the Panel gave excellent presentations and
value of our Congress proceedings to the general public is I was given the opportunity to address the audience, consist-
considered to be minimal. Therefore it was decided that we

ing of many non-IFA members, about our Association. I do
shall make an effort to seek wider publication of what goes hope and trust that we shall hear more and more from our
on during our Congresses by directing our communications Greek IFA friends.
to the leading tax periodicals in various countries rather than
to the general press. Another Branch that is gradually taking shape is the one in

Egypt. I was kindly invited to speak at a Conference in Cairo
Othermatters reviewedand discussedby the ExecutiveCom- of the Egyptian Society of Taxation earlier this year where
mittee are mentioned under the headings hereunder.

many IFA members and potential IFA members were present.
Expectedly we shall see active participation from IFA Egypt
in one of the Seminars in the 1995 Cannes Congress.

THINK TANK COMMITTEE In Hamburg I attended the 1 lth HamburgerTagung zur Inter-
nationalenBesteuerung,at the kind invitation of Prof. L. Fi-

Formed as a Special Committee, under the Chairmanshipof scher PSC member. This annual event, which is co-spon-
Dr J.F. Avery Jones, for a period of two years commencing sored by the German IFA Branch, provides an excellent
October 1992, the Think Tank Committee will present its opportunityto learn what goes on in the field of international
report during the Toronto Congress. After the original dead- taxation in Germany. Another occasion to meet with promi-
line of 1 September 1993 was extendeduntil the end of 1993, nent tax experts from the private and the public sector in Ger-
the Think Tank Committeehas received a total number of 17 offering of impressive Liber Ami-many was the official an

responses to their Questionnaire by which all National corum to Mr Karl Beusch, our Honorary President, on 12
Branches were invited to give their comments and ideas. On November 1993 in Munich. Not surprisingly, the book
behalf of the Think Tank Committee I thank the Branches includes a number of contributionsfrom IFA friends.
concerned for their replies and suggestions. It goes without

saying that all IFA Branches and all IFA members are very Among Karl's many merits in the field of taxation, his inter-

welcome any time to give us their comments and suggestions national stature and his role as IFA President were particular-
on any point. Please communicate them to the General Sec- ly highlightedat the ceremony,which Prof. Avv. R Adonnino

retariat in Rotterdam and you will hear from us. and I had the pleasure to attend.

The Swiss Branch held their annual meeting last June which
showed the usal high standard of scientific content and am-

icable togetherness. A special reason for me to attend was
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that Messrs Burckhardt, Luescher and Stocker were retiring On furthercontacts with internationalorganizations,I refer to

from the Board. Farewell and thanks to old friends and wel- the reports of our Ambassadors as published in the 1993 IFA

come to their successors! Yearbook.

CONTACTWITH INTERNATIONAL MITCHELL B. CARROLL PRIZE 1993
ORGANIZATIONS

The Jury decided to award the 1993 Prize to Dr Franz

As mentioned earlier a stronger liaison between IFA and Hacker (Germany) for his work entitled, Die Doppelbesteue-
OECD's Committee on Fiscal Affairs is gradually being rungsabkommenRusslands und der anderenGUS-Staaten,a
established. We think this is important for both organizations work which was accepted as a doctoral thesis by the faculty
since OECD plays a leading role in international taxation and of law, UniversityofMunich. The Prze was officially award-

IFA is the unique forum where the public and the private sec- ed during the Florence Opening Ceremony by Prof. Dr H.G.

tor can meet and exchange views in an objective manner with Ruppe (Austria),Chairman of the Jury.
understandingof each other's position. In April 1994 a Work- I would like to thank Prof. Avv. R Adonnino (Italy) and Prof.
shop was organized in Seoul betweenOECD and a numberof I. Claeys Bouuaert (Belgium) who retired from the Jury for
dynamic non-member countries, which I was invited to their devoted services and welcome as new members: Prof.
attend. Our Korean IFA Branch played an active role there Dr J.M. Rivier (Switzerland) and Prof. Dr C. van Raad
and also hosted a luncheon for all participants. I am grateful (Netherlands).The Executive Committee decided to slightly
to Mr W.T. Kim, Secretary of the Branch, who gave me the change the rules governing this Prize in that Jury members'
opportunity to meet with a number of key people in Seoul

terms of office are without time limit, since it is not easy to
and who further was the perfect host in many other respects. find members who can read the three official IFA languages.
In June 1994 the EuropeanCommissionheld a Conference in
Brussels on The Definite Value Added Tax System, orga-
nized by the Directorate General XXI of Mr Peter Wilmott, INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL
where IFA was officially invited to provide a speaker, in DOCUMENTATION
addition to speakers from the EC, national governments and
the business community. Prof. E Vanistendael (Belgium) At the annual meeting of the IBFD on 20 May 1994 Prof.
gracefully accepted at short notice to represent IFA as such. I H.M.A.L. Hamaekers was able to report that his Bureau is in
hear the Conferencewas a great success. Our President, Prof. good shape and is looking at the future with great confidence.
Avv. P. Adonnino, was able to attend as well as a number of We congratulate the IBFD with its many achievements and
our Belgian IFA members. Our General Treasurer, Mr J.W.B.

we reiterate our thanks to Prof. Hamaekers and the entire
Westerburgen,was also present in his capacity of Head of the staff of our sister organization for the pleasant and fruitful
Fiscal Affairs Group of UNICE. cooperation.
Dr Atchabahian, PSC member from'Argentina, represented
IFA at the annual CIAT meeting in Quito, Ecuador from 6-10
June 1994. Prof. Lodin, PSC member from Sweden, will be TORONTO CONGRESS,
IFA's representativeat the 50th Congress of the IIFP in Cam- 28 AUGUST 2 SEPTEMBER 1994-

bridge, USA, from 22-25 August 1994, where one of the sub-

jects treated is Public Finance, Environmental and VAT We look forward with anticipation to an interesting and
Resources. I attended the Tax Committee meeting of the enjoyable48th Congress. At press time the numberof
ICC in Pars earlier this year.

par-
ticipants is almost 1,500, including accompanying persons,

The Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Intemational Cooperation but registratons are still coming in in rather large numbers.

in Tax Matters of the UN Economic and Social Council has Our very best wishes for a successful Congress to all the peo-

postponed its meeting until further notice. We keep in touch ple actively involved in its preparation, in particular to the

with the Secretariat. efficient OrganizingCommittee, chaired by Bob Dart.
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RESUME FOR SUBJECT I - 48TH IFA CONGRESS, TORONTO

DEDUCTIBILITYOF INTERESTAND OTHER FINANCING CHARGES IN COMPUTING INCOME:
INTERNATIONALASPECTS

I. INTRODUCTION tries involved therefore benefits both taxpayers and govern-
ments.

The deductibility of interest and other costs of borrowing 2. Countries may conclude that a method for allocating the
funds for use in intemational transactions is an issue having nterest deduction arising from debt used in cross-border
great importance for both governments and taxpayers. It is transactions is preferable to tracing in order to preserve the
surprising, therefore, that relatively few countries have principleof deducting.expensesnecessary to produce the tax-
specifically addressed the issue in their domestic legislation. able income, and thus protecting their tax baes from non
Moreover, except in the context of non-discrimination, proper deductions. The use of different allocation techniquesincome tax treaties generallydo not deal specificallywith the by the countries in which a cross-borderdebt-financed trans-
subject. The following summarizes the issues that are raised action takes place can result in over or underdeductionof the
in various types of debt-financed,cross-bordertransactions. interest expense. A coordinated approach by the countries

involved therefore benefits both taxpayers and the govern-
ments.

Il. BASIC PRINCIPLES

Taxation of an internationalbusiness activity should not lead IV. OUTBOUNDTRANSACTIONS:FOREIGN
to the effect, that less than all the interest will be deductible SUBSIDIARYOPERATIONS
in either the country of residence, the country of source or a

combination of both. Whether the country of residence A. For countriesemployinga foreign tax credit system, inter-
applies the exemption or foreign tax credit method the allo-

est normally is deductible currently while income of the for-
cation and the resulting non-deductionor deduction of inter-

eign subsidiary is not taxed until repatriated. This corres-
est should not be practised in a way that double taxation

ponds to the cash method of income taxation annualon an
results. An important way to accomplish this result is to allo-

basis. If, however, country wishes to connect the incomea
cate to income from abroad only such interest which shows a received in given with interest paid in before, thea year yearsdirect and identifiable economic nexus with that foreign- timing problem can be addressed by one of several ap-source ncome and only with such income as is received in

proaches in which the timing of the dedction for interest on
the same taxable year in which the interest is paid. debt related to income earned by foreign subsidiary isa

deferred until there is inclusion in ncome of earnings gener-
ated by the subsjdiary. Because money is fungible, imple-

Ill. OUTBOUNDTRANSACTIONS:BRANCH mentation of such an approach is likely to require complex
OPERATIONS legislation and. may raise significant administrative prob-

lems.

A. Treating interest expense incurredon debt used to produce B. By the use of tax haven financing subsidiaries it may be
exempt foreign source income as fully deductible against possible to eliminate tax in both the residence and the source
domestic source income will have the effect of a financial countries (a doubledip). For those residencecountries with
incentive to encouragepersons from the residencecountry to controlled foreign corporation rules, it may be possible to
invest abroad. A similar effect holds true if an FIC country deal with the double dip transaction by taxing the income
permits interest to be allocatedentirely to offset the residence of a tax hayen subsidiary on a current basis rather than by
country income in computing the allowable foreign tax attempting to devise special rules for interest deductions in
credit. such situations. However, if an exemption country permits a

B. If a country decides, to impose a limit on interest participationexemption for tax haven operations, it may find

deductibility, it may use a tracing method or an allocation it appropriate to deny an interest deduction for debt assoc-
method to determine the amount of interest deductible ated with the tax haven operation.
against domestic and foreign-source income.

1. A tracing method may be employed under the view that
investment decisions are made at the margin and if it is V. INBOUNDTRANSACTIONS
administrativelyfeasible for a given country. Use ofdifferent

tracing methods by the countries in which a debt-financed A. Branch Operations: It is appropriate for a source country
transaction takes place can result in over or under deduction to defer the deductibilityofinterest attributableto a branch or

of the interest expense. A coordinatedapproach by the coun- subsidiary to the time of impositionof a withholding tax.
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B. Subsidiary Operations: Debt-Equity and Thin Capitaliza- where necessary, by applying in their tax laws the concept of

tion issues: There is no single conceptually correct and universal or partial succession for tax purposes.
administrativelyfesible rule to limit the deduction for inter-

2.4. that finncial demerger plan be prepared establishinga
est where debt is found to be excessive or where an obliga-

an appropriate allocation of all items of the balance sheets
tion contains elements of both debt and equity. There is a

and their attributes, which advance ruling by thetax on an tax
need for additional research and analysis on this matter.

authorities should be possible but such prior ruling of thea

C. Tax Havens: Although some residencecountries may have tax authorities should not be a prerequisite to taxneutrality.
rules to deal with problems created by tax haven operations,
the lack of exchange of information procedures with tax

haven countries that would assure that the interest is subject Ill. SCOPE OF TAX NEUTRALITY
to tax in the residence country and other concerns may justi-
fy the denial of deduction by the source country. 3.1. The recommends that the rules organizingcongress tax

D. DiscountObligationsand WithholdingTaxes: In a country neutrality should cover the full rnge of tax provisions.These

where withholding taxes are imposed on a cash basis, the should include:

country may place the interest deduction for discount obliga- 3.1.1. a deferral of taxation on capital gains or profits on
tions issued to non-residentson a cash basis as well.

any assets and liabilities, linked however to a roll-overof

RESOLVED: The Resume on Subject I identifies the issues the tax basis of those items;
faced by taxpayers and governments in determining the

3.1.2. the transfer retention of all tax benefits andor
deductibilityof interest on debt used to finance cross-border

advantages (such as the tax exempt reserves and provi-
transactions, and suggests a range of appropriate responses sions) and tax credits, including the recognition of cir-
thereto. cumstances or conditions that are specifically relevant in

tax issues and which were fulfilled by the demerging
company or its shareholders;

The 48th IFA CONGRESS, 3.1.3. the deferral of recognitionof losses and the trans-

HAVING REGARD to the National Reports and fer or carry-forwardof relief for tax losses;

the General Report on the 3.1.4. a deferral of or exemption from taxation on the
National and international tax consequencesof demergers distribution of shares, at the corporate level (e.g. corpo-

rate tax, compensatory taxes, etc.) and at the sharehold-
TAKING NOTE of the discussionsheld during the ers' level (withholding taxes, imputation systems, etc.).

Congress, 3.1.5. a correspondingrelief for transaction taxes.

HAS ADOPTEDTHE FOLLOWINGRESOLUTION. 3.2. The congress recommends, in the interest of economic

efficiency, that the tax neutrality need not be imposed for all

I and II BASIC TAX ISSUES and LEGAL FRAMEWORK tax issues at alllevels to qualify for a specific tax neutrality.

1. The congress urges countries to introduce tax provisions,
and to ameliorate existing tax provisions, so that they guar-
antee tax neutrality for domestic and intemational demerger IV. REQUIREMENTS
operations and eliminate obstacles which may hamper eco-

nomic efficiency. THE CONGRESS RECOGNIZES

4. that countries impose conditions AT THE LEVEL OF

THE CONGRESS RECOMMENDS THE DEMERGING AND RESULTING COMPANIES

relating to:

2.1. that both domestic and international tax neutrality be 4.1. the continuityof the businessactivities or business
available: assets;

at all three levels of taxpayers involved (demergingcom--

panies, resulting companies, shareholders); 4.2. the roll-over of the tax basis of assets and liabili-

for all three typical forms of demerger (spin-off, split-off ties, and the continuity of fiscal valuation rules;
-

or split-up), inclding demergers aimingaat a split-up of 4.3. the allocation and linkage of assets, liabilities, re-

groups of shareholders. serves and provisions, and relief for previous tax losses;

2.2. that an option for a different tax treatment at corporate 4.4. the ratio legis (the purpose) of specific tax bene-
or shareholderslevel should not preclude tax neutralityat the fits or advantages;
other level.

4.5. payment for the transferof the business exclusive-
2.3. that countries organize the tax neutrality without impos- ly (or up to a minimumpercentage) in shares (or other se-

ing universal succession as a general requirement,but rather, curties), or up to a certain limit, in cash;
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4.6. the allocation and/or carry-over and, possibly, the must be waived on a split-up of a group or a family-
pro rataallocation for tax purposes of paid-in capital and owned company between its owners;
taxed reserves;

4.7. the continuity of shareholders. 4.16. that in order nt to jeopardize otherwise qualify-
ing demerger operations, the requirements imposed at

both levels should rather be based on an objectiveTHE CONGRESS RECOGNIZES
approach and not be disproportionate; that requirements

4.8. that, for a coherent system of tax neutrality for for pre- or post-demerger holding periods may be un-

SHAREHOLDERS,a variety of rules may be appropri- reasonable for portfolio investors participating in the
ate (e.g exemption of dividends or exemption or capital demerger of a listed company and for transfer of shares

gains tax deferral for a liquidation distribution, the reim- within a group of companies (intra-group share trans-

bursement of paid-in capital or the exchange or redemp- fers). Holding periods exceeding three years are unac-

tion of shares, etc.); ceptable;
4.9. that with respect to the tax basis of shares, specific 4.17. that, for the sake of legal certainty, the rulessolutions may be necessary for a proper allocation f

should be specific, clear and precise;value at the shareholders level of any deferredgains on

shares;
4.18. that, whereas a requirement for the prior accept-

4.10. that also at the corporate level, appropriate rules ance of the demerger transactions by the tax authorities
may be necessary to determine the paid-in capital for tax as a general rule is disproportionate and hampers eco-

purposes, particularly so as to guarantee ultimate with- nomic efficiency, tax authorities should nevertheless be
holding tax claims or capital gains tax claims upon a later free to allow deviations or exceptions to those rules if
repaymentof capital or on a redemptionof shares; economicallyjustified (e.g. especially with respect to the

4.11. that in countries that grant a tax credit to share- pro rata requirement at the shareholders level when no

holders for corporate tax paid (imputation system), spe-
tax avoidance is likely to occur); and that therefore

cific rules (e.g. allocationof taxed and untaxed reserves) advanced ruling by the tax authorities on such issues and

may be necessary to guarantee that credit for tax previ- on deviations or exceptions be possible.
ously paid continues to be available to the shareholders;

4.12. that a distinct treatment for corporate sharehold-
V. INTERNATIONALASPECTSings (effective participation) as contrasted with portfolio

shareholdingsmay be.justified.
5.1. The congress recognizes the right of a country to impose

HOWEVER,THE CONGRESSRECOMMENDS specific conditions for tax neutrality in international demer-

ger operations to guarantee its taxing rights within its juris-
4.13. that there be at the level of the demerging and diction (e.g. by requiring a roll-over tax basis and valuation
resulting companies, rules, transfer of tax exemption, benefits, loss compensation

a specific allocation and linkage of assets, liabilities, etc. to domestic entity, whether it be
- e.g. a a company, a per-

reserves and provisions, and continuing relief for previ- manentestablishmentor a fiscal representativeor otherwise).
ous tax losses according to the destinationof those items
or the economic reasoning that justifies their specific tax

THE CONGRESS HOWEVERRECOMMENDS

treatment, and 5.2. that countries extend those rules to jurisdictions where
its taxing rights may be guaranteedthrough appropriatenter-apro rata allocation for items which cannot thus be-

(specifically) allocated. The pro rata allocation shall be national instruments such as tax treaties or EU Tax Direc-

in proportion to the respective share of accounting net tives;

equity transferred to each resulting company or, in case 5.3. that countries, in issuing such rules, avoid new causes of
of a spin-off, the demerging company; internationaldouble taxation.

4.14. that countries should avoid imposing require- 5.4. that the domestic tax neutrality rules of both direct and
ments at corporate level that cause economic inefficiency indirect taxes be extended to cover international demergers
and are thereby counter-productive(such as general eco- either through nternational instruments or in the absence of
nomic tests solely on the grounds of counteracting tax such nstruments through domestic law unilaterally.
avoidance, which is rather to be prevented through spe-
cific anti-avoidancemeasures);

VI. TAX TREATIES
4.15. that any requirements for continuity of share-
holders must be reasonable (carefully and well-bal-

THE CONGRESSRECOMMENDS
anced), considering the fact that the. organizational pur-
pose and status of demergedcompaniesmay vary. Conti- 6.1. that countries amend their treaties in such a way that tax

nuity of a shareholders ratio by a pro ram requirement neutrality be available for taxpayers of a treaty country
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involved in a tax neutral demerger in the domestic country - to ensure an appropriate transfer of dividend tax

and vice versa, credits (domestic and treaty credits).

AND THEREFORE INVITES the OECD Tax Committee to - The Congress recognizes the right to levy a corporate tax,

intensify its work on this subject. a withholding tax or a capital gains tax as provided by the rel-

evant treaty provisions on the distribution or exchange of

THE CONGRESS RECOMMENDS shares in a tax neutral demerger operation in which a third

country asset or permanentestablishment is incorporatedn a

6.2. as a principle for demerger operations governed by tax third country company.
treaties, that the tax neutrality of the country of the demer-

ging company be followed by the countries where the result- Where the distribution is qualified as a dividend the-

ing companies and the shareholdersare resident. reduction in value of shares should be recognized for future
tax treatment of the shareholder with the aim of avoiding

THE CONGRESS THEREFORE RECOMMENDS the double taxation, if appropriate by an adjustment of the tax
countries to clarify and update their treaties in such a way basis of the new shares.

6.3. that the non-discrimination principle shall be applica-
ble: 6.5. that the exchange of information and the mutual agree-

* to the rules providing tax neutral treatment of ment procedure be available to organize advanced interna-

demergers for the companies involved, to the effect tional rulings to create legal certainty as to the conditions and

tax consequences of international demergers, as well as to

that the tax neutrality for domestic demergers be manoeuvres-

prevent tax avoidance (e.g. the sound business
available for treaty demergers when countries taxing reasons);
rights are guaranteed not only by resulting domestic

companies, but also by domestic resulting permanent 6.6. that the co-operationof the tax authorities in the collec-
establishments or fiscal representatives within their tax- tion of taxes be extended so as to organize an appropriate
ing jurisdictions or in a country where their rights are guarantee that the specific conditions for international tax

guaranteed through appropriate treaty provisions; neutrality are met or that the deferral of taxation does not

that domestic permanent establishments enjoy the a tax
-

result in definite loss.

same tax neutrality as domestic companies in general;

that, more specifically, a transfer of a permanent-

establishment within the framework of a qualifying Vll. TAX AVOIDANCE
demerger enjoys the same demerger tax neutrality in the

country of the permanentestablishmentas is available to

domestic companies; THE CONGRESSRECOGNIZES

that in home countries applying the credit method for-

avoidance of double taxation, either the recognition of a
7.1. the rights of countries to introduce for international

gain be deferred or a credit be given for taxes that would demerger operations specific conditions at the level of the

have been payable in the country of the permanentestab- demergingcompanies, the resultingcompaniesand the share-

lishment had the latter country actually taxed the trans- holders, designed to safeguard its taxing rights, provided the

fer; principlesof the treaties for the avoidance of double taxation
and tax evasion are respected.

that in home countries that have allowed previous-

losses of the permanent establishment to be deducted
from taxable profits, those losses may continue to be THE CONGRESS RECOMMENDS

recaptured as if the permanent establishment had not

been transferred. 7.2. that in the interest of legal certainty, both domestic and
international anti-avoidance rules be specific, clear and

* to the shareholders in treaty demerger operations to unambiguousand not disproportionateto the economicneeds
the effect that tax neutrality rules for domestic sharehold- of business operations. However they must not result in new

ings be also available for treaty shareholdings. causes for internationaldouble taxation.

6.4. that the operations in the relation to the shareholders
obtain a commonqualification(dividendor capital gain) with An advance ruling should be available without undue delay,
the aim of applying a coherent set of rules to avoid double especially if general anti-abuse concepts may be applied or

taxation: general sound business reasons are required for a demerger to

to ensure an appropriatedeferral in both jurisdictions
tax treatment. a

-
qualify for neutral Obtaining ruling, how-

of taxation on the distribution or exchange of shares ever, should not be a prerequisite for tax neutral treatment.

(including corporate tax, withholding tax and capital
gains tax, etc.) if the resulting company remains in the

jurisdictionof the source country;
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profits in the European Community. He 1993, pp. 405. the annual conference held on 24-26 May
compares the different tax systems with Comparativestudy of the importanceof the 1993.

respect to harmonizationand competition. auditor's offices in Belgium, France and Zaire Subjects: taxes in the investment calculation

(B. 113.619) and their impact on the control of the budget and valuation of enterprises; permanent
implementation. limitations on movement and activity of

EXCISE DUTY TABLES. SITUATIONAT (B. 113.794) enterprises within the Single Market; recent

1.1.1993 plus evolution up to 1.7.1993. questions on investigationof enterprises;
Luxembourg,Office for Official Publications problemsof corporation law discussed in
of the European Communities. 1993, pp. 55. recent court decisions; developments in
Information on Member States' main excise income taxation affecting partnerships;
duty rates as they apply to typical products. Germany associations, foundations, trusts and similar
(B. 113.917) legal forms as economic instruments; tax

AO/FGO-HANDAUSGABE1994.
to

POHL, Wolfgang Allgemeines steuerliches Verfahrens- und planning possibilities with regard VAT n
intemational business; planning possibilities

Innovative Finanzinstrumenteim Verwaltungsrecht.Abgabenordnung, with regard to succession of entrepreneurs;
gemeinsamen EuropischenBankenmarkt. Finanzgerichtsordnung,Nebengesetze, business losses and tax law.
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Rechtsprechung,amtliche Texte. 4. Auflage. (B. 113.632)
1994. Studien zum Bank- und Brsenrecht, Bearbeitet von Ute Hermanns.

No. 29, pp. 157.48.- DM. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp 2080.
BEW/VST/ERBST-HANDAUSGABE

Innovative financial instruments in the Single 120.- DM.
1993/94. Gesetze (einschl. GrStG)

European Market. The author discusses the General Fiscal Code, Fiscal Court Proceedings Durchfuhrungsverordnungen,Richtlinien,
interaction between the increase in competition Code, implementationprovisions, Verwaltungsanweisungen,Rechtsprechung.
among banks caused by the deregulation of the administrativeguidelines, administrative

2. Auflage
EC bank market and the innovationof new directives, case law.

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, 1839.
financial instruments and derivates. In a (B. 113.798) pp

122.- DM.
second step, he analyses the consequences Valuation Law, Net Worth Law, Real Property
with regard to a European law on the HANDBUCHDER

supervisionof banks. Steuerveranlagungen.Einkommensteuer, Law, Inheritanceand Gift Tax Law,

(B. 113.854) Krperschaftsteuer,Gewerbesteuer, implementationprovisions, administration

Umsatzsteuer 1993. guidelines 1993, administrativedirectives,

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1994, pp. 2850. case law.

Finland 154.- DM. (B. 113.613)
Annual updated guide for filing 1993 returns

KANSAINVLISENVEROTUKSEN for individual income tax, corporate income JACOBS, Otto H

Ksikirja. Verohallituksenjulkaisu 621. tax, business income tax and turnover taxes. InternationaleUnternehmensbesteuerung.
'

Helsinki, Painatuskestus. 1994. (B. 113.948) Handbuch zur Besteuerungdeutscher
Unternehmenmit Auslandsbeziehungen.

Handbook on intemational taxation in Finland. 2. Auflage
Loose-leafservice in one volume SCHMIDT,Ludwig; MLLER,Thomas;

(supplemented irregularly),published by The STCKER,Ernst E. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1991, pp. 806.

National Tax Board. Topics include taxable Die Organschaft im Krperschaftsteuer-, International taxation of enterprises.
A descriptionof German intemational tax law.

persons, limited and unlimited tax liability, Gewerbesteuer-und Umsatzsteuerrecht.

taxation of income, net wealth/worth tax,
4. Auflage Important issues in German international tax

social security contributionsand tax treaties. Heme, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe.1993, law are discussed in order to direct attention to

the alternatives in planning for
Samples of official forms and a Finnish- pp. 393.88.- DM. an

active
English vocabulary are appended. The authors describe the treatment of a fiscal intemationally enterprise.

(B. 1 13.866) entity with regard to corporate income tax, (B. 112.445)
business tax and VAT.

HENKILVEROTUKSENKSIKIRJA. (B. 112.467) DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR

Verohallituksenjulkaisu 618. Einkommensteuerfr 1993. Einkommen-

Helsinki, Painatuskestus. 1994. DEUTSCHESTEUERGESETZE1994. steuergesetz, Einkommensteuer-Durch-

Handbook on taxation of ncome and capital of Textausgabe. 6. Auflage Stand: Februar 1994. fuhrungsverordnung,Einkommensteuer-

individuals in Finland. Loose-leafservice in Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, pp. Richtlinien,Rechtsprechung,Anweisungen,
one volume, (supplemented irregularly), 1367.45.- DM. Anlagen. 45. Auflage Bearbeitetvon R.

published by The National Tax Board. Topics Sixth editin of book containing textsof Wiechen, G. Schmitz und K-H. Boveleth.

include taxable persons, limited and unlimited German tax laws, e g Gerrnan Tax Code, Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,
tax liability, earned ncome, pensions, income tax, corporate income tax, business pp. 1880.56.- DM.

investment income, income from forestry, - tax, net worth tax, inheritance tax, turnover Handbook to the income tax declaration 1993.

business income, capital gains, exempt tax, land tax, real property transfer tax, etc. It contains the Income Tax Law as needed for

income, losses, net wealth tax and assessment (B. 113.714) the 1993 assessment, the implementation
procedures. guidelines, the administrativedirectives, case

(B. 113.867) STEUERRECHT.STAND: 7. FEBRUAR law, tax tables and several by-laws.
1994. (B. 113.716)

HANDBOKFR MERVRDESSKATr Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.
skyldiga 1994, pp. 1098.24.-DM. EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ
Helsinki, TryckericentralenAb. 1994, pp. 72. Collectionof tax codes and additional Kommentar. 13. Auflage. Herausgegebenvon

VAT handbook for taxable persons. importantprovisions as of 7 February 1994. Ludwig Schmidt.

(B. 113.942) (B. 113.678) Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1994, pp 2673.
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158.- DM. AUSSENSTEUERGESETZ same title and by the same authors of which 14
Annual commentaryon German Income Tax By Winfried Wrhle, Pieter Schelle and subsequenteditions were published so far.
Law. Ekkehard Gross.
(B. 113.911) Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag, P.O. Box DEUTSCHESSTEUERLEXICON

103241, 70028 Stuttgart By J. Schaeberle and H. Utech.
GANSKE, Joachim. Supplemented: once per year. Price basicwork: Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, Wilhelmstrasse9,
Umwandlungsrecht. 95.- DM. 80801 Munich.
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, Loose-leafpublicationon the German Foreign Supplemented:once or more times per year.
pp. 356.88.- DM. Tax Law containing the text of the law, Price basicwork: 98.- DM.
Handbookcompiling the drafts on the revised comments thereon, the rulings and the Due to changes in the various tax laws and
reorganization law and describing the grounds Germany-Switzerlanddouble taxation treaties especially the Tax AmendmentLaw of 1992
for the proposed amendments. on income and capital and succession duties. (Steuernderungsgesetzof 1992), the
(B. 113.797) Recent topics dealt with are: changing keywordsexplaining the main words of the

residence to low tax countries, foreign various tax laws, including net wealth taxes

participationby changing residence, family and the EC-IntemalCommon Market
foundation and cooperationbetween tax TurnoverTax Law, have been extended
administrations. considerablyduring the last years. The new

directive for wage taxes has brought forward a

GERMANLOOSE-LEAFPUBLICATIONS BBK/BUCHFHRUNGS-BILANZ- revision and extension of the section on this
KOSTENRECHNUNG topic.

ABC-FHRERLOHNSTEUER Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,P.O.
Original editor Wilhelm Hartz, continued by Box 101849, 44621 Herne. DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS
Joseph Meessen and Niels G. Wolf. Supplemented: twice per month. Price NachschlagewerkpraktischerSteuerflle.
Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag, P.O. Box basicwork: 114.- DM. Subscriptionper year: Herausgegebenvom Deutschen
103241, 70028 Stuttgart. 216.- DM. wissenschaftlichenSteuerinstitutder
Supplemented: three times per year. Price Loose-leafpublicationarranged in various Steuerberaterund Steuerbevollmchtigten.
basiwork: 98.- DM. parts filed in various binders comprising Edited by Katrin L. Schulz.
Loose-leafpublication in three volumes survey written by various authors on Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Unter den
providing extensive informationon wage bookkeeping,balance sheets drafting and cost Ulmen 96-98, 50968 Cologne.
taxation, with tax procedures and calculation and related matters. Short news Supplemented:six times per year. Price
clarifications.Various topics, such as: taxation services updates and reports on the new basicwork: 178.- DM.
of foreign employees working in Germany developments in the topics are published in the The Scientific Institute studies various
temporarilyor for a longer period, double fortnightly supplements. problems occurringdaily in the practice of the
taxation, gifts, divorces and tax exemptions. tax adviser. In the course of the year hundreds
The church wage tax, the cumulationof wealth BONNERHANDBUCHGmbH of special questions arise and are worked out
and the Child AllowanceAct are also By G. Brandmllerand P. Kffner. in this publication.They indicate their points
included. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag KG, P.O. Box 2428, of view on the subjects and make them

53014, Bonn. available to the practisers. Topics dealt with in
ABC-FHRERSOZIALVERSICHERUNG Supplemented: three times per year. Price recent supplementsare: succession duties,
By Norbert Scheele. basicwork: 178.- DM. taking domicile abroad, transfer of company
Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag, P.O. Box Loose-leafpublication in three binders by an already existed splitting-upcompany,
103241, 70028 Stuttgart. explaining the various aspects of the limited hidden profit distributions in special cases,
Supplemented: twice per year. Price liability company in Germany. insuranceclaims, etc.
basicwork: 64.- DM.
Loose-leafpublicationcontaining extensive BONNERHANDBUCH DOKUMENTATIONINTERNATIONALES
explanations to the legislation on social RECHNUNGSLEGUNG STEUERRECHT
security. The various problems are described Aufstellung,Prfung und Offenlegungdes By R.M. Wollny.
and discussed under subject headings. Recent Jahresabschlusses.By M.A. Hofbauerand W. Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,P.O.
updates have incorporated the changes Kupsch. Box 101849, 44621 Herne.
introducedby the Pension Reform Law of Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag KG, P.O. Box 2428, Supplemented: irregularly. Price basicwork:
1992. Texts of the laws are included. 53014, Bonn. 256.80 DM.

Supplemented:once or more times per year. Loose-leafpublication in two volumes
ABGABENORDNUNGUND Price basicwork: 238.- DM. providing an extensivedocumentationon

FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG Loose-leafservice in four binders. Handbook German national tax law in international
Kommentarzur Abgabenordnung(ohne for the tendering of accounts, based on the relations and tax law regulations contained in
Steuerstrafrecht)und Finanzgerichtsordnung. newly enacted Balance Sheet-DirectivesLaw. bilateral treaties concluded by Germany as

By Klaus Tipke and Heinrich Wilhelm Kruse. The book contains texts of relevant laws and well as in intemational and multilateral
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto SchmidtKG, EEC Directives and discussionsof these and treaties. Relevant, national law of foreign
Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. other related laws. Tax aspects are also dealt countries will be included, as well as

Supplemented: two or three times per year. with. references to case law and administrative
Price basicwork: 270.- DM. regulationspublished in Germany. The
Loose-leafpublication in threebinders DAS EINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT discussion is presented in dictionary form with
containing a commentaryon the German Kommentarzum Einkommensteuergesetz.By more than 4000 terms.
Fiscal Code (Abgabenordnung)and the Code E. Littmann, H. Bitz and P. Hellwig.
on Fiscal Procedures (Finanzgerichtsordnung). Stuttgart, Schffer-PoeschelVerlag, P.O. Box DOPPELBESTEUERUNG
The Penal Tax Law is not included. Literature 103241, 70028 Stuttgart. Sammlungder zwischen der Bundesrepublik
and court decisions are thoroughly Supplemented: regularly. Price basicwork: Deutschland und dem Ausland bestehenden
documentated.The Missbrauchsbekmpfungs- 295.- DM. Abkommenber die Vermeidungder
und Steuerbereinigungsgesetz(StMBG) (Anti- Loose-leafservice in three volumes providing Doppelbesteuerung.By H. Debatin and R.
abuse and Correction Tax Act) of 21.12.1993 an in-depth commentaryon the German Korn, assisted by F. Hundt and P. Hellwig.
has changed many regulations and a large part individual income tax. The present version Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, Wilhelmstrasse9,
of them have already been incorporated. replaces a hardcoversourcebookunder the 80801 Munich.
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Supplemented: twice or more times per year. GERMAN TAX BUSINESS LAW GUIDE Heidelberg, C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag
Price basicwork: 380.- DM. Wiesbaden, CCH Europe Inc., Parkstrasse71- GmbH, Im Weiher 10, 69121 Heidelberg
Loose-leafpublication in four volumes 73,6200 Wiesbaden. Supplemented: four or more times a year.

containing the text of each double taxation Supplemented:once or more times per year. Price basicwork: 348.- DM.

treaty concluded by the Federal Republic of Price basicwork: £ 320.- Detailed commentary in six loose-leaf

Germany, with commentaries.The text of the Loose-leafservice in one binder containing volumes on the various tax aspects gains of

OECD Draft Conventionon Double Taxation commentaries on German business law immovable property ownership in Germany.or
on Income and Capital of 1977 is included in arranged on a topic by topic base. Dealt with participation in a fund investing mainly in

the German language are taxation, company law, economic immovable property. Included are surveys of

regulations as well as social and labour law. the developmentof the real estate transfer tax

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ This is one of the few publications conceming since 1820, net wealth tax since 1920, and

Kommentar. By Paul Kirchhofand Hartmut Germany dealing with taxation written in valuationof land since 1960. The connected

Shn. English. relevant court decisions are included in the

Heidelberg, C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag, commentaries.

Im Weiher I0, 69121 Heidelberg GmbH-HANDBUCH

Supplemented: five times per year. Price Gesellschaftsrecht,Rechnungswesen, HANDBUCHDER BESTEUERUNGDES

basicwork: 398.- DM. Steuerrecht, Arbeits- und GRUNDBESITZES

Loose-leafpublication in 12 binders Sozialversicherungsrecht,GmbH-formulare. 3rd Edition. By Otto Sauer, Herbert Ritzer and

containing comprehensivecommentary on the Herausgegebenvon der Centrale frGrnbH Helnut Schuhmann.

German Individual Income Tax. The Dr. Otto Schmidt. By K. Eder, P.J. Heuser, B. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG,

commentary s not restricted to the basic Tillmann and others. Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne.
structuresof the income tax, but also deals Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, Supplemented: two or more times a year. Price

with special cases and explains the basic Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. basicwork: 138.- DM.

principles of every regulation in detail, and for Supplemented: three times per year. Price Loose-leafservice in one volume containing
a better understanding,groups them together basicwork: 158 DM. commentaries to all taxes conceming the

and lists them in alphabetical order, making Loose-leafpublicationcontaining chapters owners of land, such as individual income

the separate regulations transparent.The dealing with company law, forms in taxes, corporate taxes, business trade tax, wage

supplements keep the paragraphsof the connection with the limited liability company, taxes, valuation, land tax, net wealth tax,

income tax law up-to-date and revise or extend taxation, labour legislation and social security. acquisitionof land and value added tax.

The book describes problems and gives manythe commentaries.
examples. The accounting chapter has been HANDBUCHDER EINFUHR-

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZUND updated by incorporating the necessary NEBENABGABEN

KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ changes introduced by the Balance Sheet Original editor P. Bollrath, continued by

Mit Nebengesetzen. 19th Edition. By H Accounting Law which came into force in P. Kussner.
1993 and has consequences for the fiscal and Aachen, Mendel Verlag, Robenssstrasse39,

Hermann, G. Heuer and A. Raupach. commercial balance sheet and creates 52070 Aachen.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG,

more

Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. possibilitiesfor provision for drawing losses. Supplemented three or more times a year.
The labour and social security chapter includes Price basicwork: 136.- DM.

Supplemented: four times per year. Price
regulations in the new Federal States of Loose-leafpublication in two binders

basicwork: 475.- DM. Germany. containing information on all excises and taxes
Loose-leafpublication in various binders of a (other than customs duties) levied upon
text handbookconsidered to be the most HANDBUCHDER importation, including turnover taxes,
authorativecommentaryon the individual AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT throughout the world. Although some
income tax and the corporate income tax By RudolfNirk, Klaus Brezing and Hans- problems have occurred with updating the
levied in Germany. This work is simply Ulrich Bchle. existing chapters a few years ago, every new

referred to as Hermann-Heuerand is not Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, supplementnow contains various countries so

only useful for the tax practitioner but also for Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. that the book will be suitable for an

the researcher in tax philosophy. Supplementedonce or more times per year. internationalcomparisonof excise taxes on

Price basicwork: 180.- DM. tobacco, alcohol and oil products very soon.

FORMULARBUCHDER STEUER- UND In this loose-leafguide the authors give
WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS descriptionsof important topiCs with regard to HANDBUCHDER
Vertrags- und Schriftsatzmusterzum corporationssuch as: the legal basis, RENTENBESTEUERUNG
Steuerrecht, Gesellschaftsrechtund corporation law, auditing, tax law and labour Renten, Raten, WiederkehrendeBezuge,
Brgerlichem Recht mit Darstellungder law. Now the work contains the rules Niessbrauch, Nutzungsrechte.
Rechtsgebiete. Original editors F.A. Schmitt governing the intemal conductof the law By Heinz Richter and Karl Heinz Boveleth.
and Fritz Schmitt, continued by Jrgen Hille. implementing the accountingof banks, the Heidelberg, C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag
Bielefeld, Erich Schmidt Verlag, corporation, the extensions of the legal GmbH, Im Weiher 10, 69121 Heidelberg.
Viktoriastrasse44A, 33602 Bielefeld. requirementsof establishinga corporation, Supplemented:once or more times per year.
Supplemented: twice per year. Price cash capital contributions,contributions in Price basicwork: 198.- DM.
basicwork: 98.- DM. kind or hidden reserves. The basic work is now Loose-leafcommentary in two binders on the
Second edition of handbook in loose-leaf form completed, including the necessary changes taxation of old-age pensions, annuities,
designed to explain the German taxation after the introductionof the Bank Balance usufruct and users' rights, containing high
system with examples for practical purposes. Sheet Directive and the introductionof the court decisions and opinions of tax authorities
One of the latest supplementscontains the text Eleventh Council EC-Directiveon Company dealing with all kind of taxes. Numerous
of the Business Location ImprovementAct of Law (89/666) concerningdisclosure examples give a better insight to difficult
13 September 1993, text of the act to relief the requirements in respect of branches opened in problems and help the practitionersolve

German Supreme Tax Court of 20 December a Member State. problems occurring in his practice.
1993, the law to implement the save,

consolidationand growth programmeof 21 HANDBUCHDER BAUINVESTITIONEN IWB - INTERNATIONALE
December 1993 and the act to amend the UND IMMOBILIENKAPITALANLAGEN WIRTSCHAbTSBRIEFE

political parties law and other laws coming By R. Dornfeld, W. Klumpe, H. Richter, K. H. Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,P.O.

into force on 28 January 1994. Schmiderand others. Box 101849, 44621 Heme.
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Supplemented: weekly. Price basicwork: references to case law, administrative KOMMENTARZUM
434.- DM. regulations, etc. UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ
Loose-leafpublicationarranged in various (MEHRWERTSTEUER)
parts filed in various binders comprising KOMMENTARZUM By G. Rau, E. Drrwchter,H. Flick and
surveys written by various authors on doing EINKOMMENSSTEUERGESETZ(EStG) R. Geist.
business, company law and taxation in each By Gerrit Frotscherand various other authors. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG,
country considered. Short news services Freiburg, Rudolf Haufe Verlag, GmbH & Co Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne.
updates the material. Tax treaties are also dealt KG, Postfach 740, 79007 Freiburg. Supplemented: twice per year. Price
with and new developments in the topics are Supplemented: four or five times per year. basicwork: 198.- DM.
reported weekly in a periodical. Price basicwork: 185.- DM. Loose-leafpublication in five binders

Loose-leafpublication in five volumes containing text and comment on the TurnoverKOMMENTARZUR
ABGABENORDNUNGUND providing an extensive commentaryon the Tax Law levied in Germany. The full text of

German IncomeTax Law, which will help the the statute is printed and each section sFINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG
Original editors Hbschmann/Hepp/Spitaler,

user to oppose certain opinions of the tax followed by annotationsand comments

authorities. Not only the main opinions, but prepared by the authors with reference to casecontinued by Hartmut Shn, Klaus Offerhaus, also minor points of views have been law; with cross references. ComprehensiveWalter Schick and various other authors. some

included. An extensive keyword index and a index.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, series of special publications importantPostfach 511026, 50946 Cologne.

on KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ1977
are as: 2nd Edition. By Kay D. Klschen.Supplemented:once or more times per year.

topics included such usufruct, splitting-
Price basicwork: 480.- DM. up of companies, the aspects of successionof Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag KG., P.O. Box 2428,businesses.
Very extensive commentary in 10 loose-leaf 53014, Bonn.
volumes to the German Fiscal Code and the Supplemented:regularly.KOMMENTARZUMCode on Fiscal Proceduresby judges from the

ERBSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZUND
Loose-leafservice containingcomments on

Supreme Tax Court. Latest supplementsdeal
SCHENKUNGSTEUERGESETZ

the German Corporate Income Tax Law,
with illegal labour, the demand for including the provisionsof the Individual
documentation, the lawfulnessof entering By R. Kapp. Income Tax Law and ReorganizationTax

dwelling-housesfor tax purposes and the Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, Law. The text of the CorporateTax Law of
obligation to keep records. The methods of tax

Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. 1991, with 1991 and 1992 amendmentsare

investigationservices are discussed Supplemented: twice per year. Price basic included.

thoroughly. work: 158.- DM.
Loose-leafpublicationcontainingcomments NWB - NEUE WIRTSCHAFTS-BRIEFE

KOMMENTARZUM on the death duty and gift tax law. Text of Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,P.O.
AUSSENSTEUERRECHT statutes is appended. Box 101849, 44621 Herne.
By H. Flick, F. Wassermeyerand H. Becker. Supplemented: weekly. Price basicwork: 148.-
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, KOMMENTARZUM DM. Annual subscription 344.40 DM.
Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ Loose-leafpublicationarranged in taxation
Supplemented:once or more times per year. 8th Edition. Original editor Edgar Lenski, and business law filed in various binders
Price basicwork: 265.- DM. continued by Wilhelm Steinberg,Hans-Wilkin comprisingtext and surveys by various authors
Extensive loose-leafpublication in three Stuber and Viktor Sarrazin. on different topics. News service reports
volumes explaining the ForeignTax Law Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, developments in the printed matters in a
which affects the taxation of Germans engaged Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. periodical, published weekly.in activities abroad, as well as a number of Supplemented: twice per year. Price
provisions to combat tax evasion to low-tax basicwork: 168.- DM. PRAKTISCHERFHRERDURCH DAS
countries. Detailed commentary in two loose-leaf STEUERRECHT

volumes on the trade tax law in the Federal By W. Theis.
KOMMENTARZUM Republicof Germany. Text of relevant law in Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG,
BEWERTUNGSGESETZUND connection with the subject is appended. Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne.VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ Recent updates contain amendments related to Supplemented:annually. Price basicwork:
By L. Grsching and A. Stenger. the Anti-abuse and CorrectionsTax Act of 95.- DM.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, 1993 and the Business Location Improvement Practical guide in loose-leafform to all taxes
Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. Act. levied in Germany.The recent supplements
Supplemented:once or more times per year. contain changes in the corporate tax, the land
Price basicwork: 225.- DM. KOMMENTARZUM acquisition tax, motor car taxes, trade tax,
Commentary (with text) on the valuation law KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER valuation, net wealth and succession duties.
for purposes of the net worth tax law, By G. Frotscherand E. Maas.
including the regulations for the new federal Freiburg, Rudolf Haufe Verlag, GmbH & Co SOZIALVERSICHERUNGSHANDBUCH
states. KG, Postfach 740, 79007 Freiburg. FR DIE BETRIEBLICHEPRAXIS

Supplemented:once or more times per year. By G. Figge.
KOMMENTARZUM Price basicwork: 168.- DM. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG,
DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN Loose-leafpublication in three volumes Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne.
DEUTSCHLAND-SCHWEIZ providing an extensivecommentaryon the Supplemented: twice per year. Price
By H. Flick, F. Wassermeyerand K.D. Corporate Income Tax Law of 1977. The first basicwork: 145.- DM.
Wingert. part paragraph 1 till 7 discusses the tax Loose-leafpublicationgiving an extensive
Cologne, VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt KG, obligation. Part 2, paragraphs 7 to 23 deal with commentaryon the German social security
Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. the conceptof income and part 3, the laws with reference to case law.
Supplemented:once or more times per year. paragraphs 23 to 27 contain commentarieson
Price basicwork: 280.- DM. the taxation of companies with income from STEUERBERATER
Extensivecommentary on the income and net abroad. The other parts deal with crediting BRANCHENHANDBUCH
worth tax treaty as well as the inheritance tax procedures,origin, levying, assessing and Gewerbliche und berufliche Besonderheitenzu

treaty between Germany and Switzerland, compensationof taxes, authorizationand the Steuern-Wirtschaft-Recht.
including a discussionof the relevant national conversion tax law. The text of the law is Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag KG., P.O. Box 2428,
laws of both Germany and Switzerland, published in the third binder. 53014, Bonn.
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Supplemented:once or more times per year. Anmerkungen.Original edited by Mrozek- Supplemented: twice per year.
Price basicwork: 248.- DM. Hubschmann-Kaatz,continued by Loose-leafpublication in 15 binders.
Loose-leafguide giving business information Eberhard Weiss and other judges Comprehensive textbook on the TurnoverTax

per type of industry, dealing with accounting, Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, Law (value added tax) levied in Germany
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companies, holiday houses, inflation, Commentary in four loose-leafvolumes on the Switzerland
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STEUERRECHTDER BETRIEBLICHEN full text of the statute, regulations and case Die Besteuerungvon Eigenleistungen im
ALTERSVERSORGUNG law. The work also includes the text of Geschftsvermgen.
Mit arbeitsrechtlicheGrundlegung. Original relevant international agreementsand Bem, Verlag Paul Haupt. 1994. Schriftenreihe
editor Ernst Heissmann, continued by Peter conventions with respect to intemational Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht,No. 69,
Ahrend, WolfgangFrster, Norbert Rssler agreements.The texts of the EC Value Added pp 360.62.- Sfrs.
and others. Tax Law together with the VAT Regulations Accountingand taxationof self-made assets

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, which came into force on 1 January 1993, the and their tax treatment under the new VAT
Postfach 511026, 50946 Cologne. full text of the Sixth EC Directive on Value system and under the present sales tax.

Supplemented:once or more times per year. Added Tax and the EC Directive on Mutual (B. 113.843)
Price basicwork: 250.- DM. Assistance are now incorporated.
Loose-leafpublication providing information Commentarieson articles of the law are FUCHS, Benjamin J.
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taxation of enterprise profits, methods of profit evasion; Administrativemechanismsfor NORTH AMERICA
determination,Swiss enterprises with combatting tax avoidance and evasion;
permanentestablishmentsabroad, Swiss- Methods for measuring tax evasion and for
located permanent establishmentsof foreign measuringtaxpayerbehaviour; International Canada
enterprises, Swiss groups with subsidiaries cooperation for combatting tax avoidance and
abroad, Swiss-locatedsubsidiariesof foreign evasion. CANADATAX CASES. JUDGMENTSOF
groups, comparisonwith other legal systems. (B. 18.846) the Supreme Court of Canada, Federal Court
(B. 113.771) of Canada, Tax Court of Canada and
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(B. 113.962) exchange risk, advance pricing agreements, Guide: Canada.
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New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
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Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd. France, Italy, Germany, Japan, Korea, Guide for foreign investors contemplating
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Congress of the IFA - InternationalFiscal approach to value-added tax.
INTERNATIONAL Association. North York, CCH Canadian Limited,
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(B. 113.896) the UKCS and Norway, Denmark, The GST, collection and remittanceof tax, tax

Netherlands, Australia, China, Alaska (North rebates, tax returns, administrationand
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corporateand personal taxes. 2nd Edition. Aberdeen, University of Aberdeen, Dept. of

Edited by John Graham. Economics,Edward Wright B.uilding, Dunbar foreign cases, a statutory cross-referencetable

London, Chapman& Hall, 2-6 Boundary Row, Street, Aberdeen, AB9 2TV, England. 1993. and an index. Proposed amendments to the
GST statute and regulations released before 1

London SEI 8HN, England. 1994, pp. 674. North Sea Study Occasional Paper No. 43, pp.
£ 50.-. 70. £ 14.-. July 1993 are also included.

This reference book provides a concise guide (B. 113.931) (B. 113.950)
to the rules governing the taxation of
companies and individuals in each of the
world's major trading nations. Each chapter OECD USA
covers a single country and includes
informationon: company tax, personal tax, CNOSSEN,Sijbren. BURKE, Frank M.; STARCHER,Mark L.other taxes and income subject to tax,
withholding tax rates, dividends, interest and Administrativeand compliancecosts of the Oil & gas taxation in nontechnical language.
royalties. VAT. A review of the evidence. Tulsa, Penn Well Publishing Company, 1421

(B. 113.905) Rotterdam, Erasmus University Rotterdam. South Sheridan, P.O. Box 1260, Tulsa,
1994. Research MemorandumNo. 9402, pp. Oklahoma74101, USA. 1993, pp. 261. $

COMBATTINGTAX ABUSEAND 37. 59.95.

fraud. Technical papers and reports of the Topics covered include an introduction to The book focuses on the federal income tax

CIAT Technical Conference, Venice, Italy, VAT, administrativecosts in OECD countries, treatmentof the acquisition, exploration,
1-5 November 1993. the USA and a comparativeevaluation, and development,production and dispositionof oil

Panama, CIAT Executive Secretariat, P.O. compliancecosts in OECD countries and the and gas properties, and deals with the rules

Box 2129, Zone 9A, Panama. 1994, pp. 354. USA, and a comparativeevaluation. relating to the transportation, refining and

Papers and reports delivered by various (B. 113.932) marketing aspects of the industry when

contributors on the topics: Concepts of tax relevant to determining the tax consequences
avoidance and evasion and their effects on the of productingof oil and gas.

applicationof the tax system; Forms of tax (B. llj.949)
avoidance and evasion; Normative
mechanismsfor combatting tax avoidance and
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release 11 release 68
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Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
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reiease 4
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FIDAFRICA release 346 Mendel Verlag, Robenstrasse39, 52070
release 6 Kluwer, Deventer. Aachen.
Fidafrica, Paris.

HANDBUCHDER GMBH
FISCALITEAFRICAINE FRANCE Eder Heuser Tillmann Gaul- - -

releases 12 and 13 release 65
Editions Fiduciaire, Paris. JURIS CLASSEUR- CHIFFRE Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

D'AFFAIRES- COMMENTAIRES
release 6161 KOMMENTARZUM

AUSTRALIA Editions Techniques, Paris. EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ
Frotscher

AUSTRALIANTAX PRACTICE JURIS CLASSEUR- DROIT FISCAL- release 68

Rulings and Guidelines-
CODE GENERAL DES IMPTS RudolfHaufe Verlag, Freiburg.

releases 153 and 154 release 74

Legislation-

Editions Techniques, Paris. STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM
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Butterworths,North Ryde. JURIS CLASSEUR- DROIT FISCAL- Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne.
COMMENTAIRES- IMPTS DIRECTS
release 1190 STEUERGESETZE
Editions Techniques, Paris. II, release 13

AUSTRIA Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
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GERMANYKommentar KARTEIFORM-

release 13 releases 509-511
Anton Orac Verlag, Vienna. ABGABENORDNUNG-

FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

Tipke - Kruse STEUERRICHTLINIEN
release 73

BELGIUM Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
release 77
Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
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Ministry of Finance, Brussels. Stollfuss Verlag, Bonn.
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Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld.
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LE REVENUE Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. CODE DE LA LEGISLATIONFISCALE
Volumes 1-7

release 55 EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ ImpremerieSaint Paul, Luxembourg.
Carswell Thomson Professional Publishers,

-

Scarborough.
KOMMENTAR
Kirchhof- Sohn
release 53 NAMIBIA

INCOMETAXATION IN CANADA-

C.F. Mller JuristischerVerlag, Heidelberg.REPORT BULLETIN JUTA'S TAX SERVICE- LEGISLATION
releases 900-902 DAS EINKOMMENSTEUERRECHT. SERVICE NAMIBIA
Prentice-Hallof Canada Ltd., Scarborough. KOMMENTARZUM release 8
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Verlag Schffer& Co., Stuttgart NETHERLANDS
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JOINT SEMINAR OF US AND NETHERLANDS IFA BRANCHES
We are pleased to present in this issue three of the papers (Levin, North and van Weeghel)
deliveredduring the joint seminar of the US and Netherlandsbranchesof IFA held at Niagara-
on-the-Lake, Canada, immediately preceding the annual IFA Congress. Also included in this
issue is the text of the luncheon speech delivered by H. Onno Ruding.

UNITED STATES:
INTERNATIONALTAX POLICY AT THE CROSSROADS:NEW DEVELOPMENTSAND POSSIBLE AVENUES
FOR REFORM 619

H. Onno Ruding
The text of the luncheon speech delivered by Mr Ruding during the joint seminar of the
US/Netherlandsbranches of IFA.

UNITED STATES:
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE PORTFOLIO INTEREST EXEMPTIONAND US REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTBY
NON-RESIDENTSAND FOREIGN CORPORATIONS:TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING 624

Leonard D. Levin
A debate has long endured as to whether the IRC is biased in favour of debt as opposed to

equity in financing investments. The IRC contains rules which effectively limit the percentage
of a business' capital which can be raised in the form of debt, most notably in the case of for-

eign ownership of US companies. One such illustration is the recent retroactive expansion of
the earnings stripping rules under IRC Section 163(j).

NETHERLANDS-UNITEDSTATES:
WITHHOLDINGTAX ON CONTINGENT INTERESTUNDER THE NEW US-NETHERLANDSTREATY 630

Andr H. Boekhoudtand Thomas P. North
One of the significant changes brought about in the new US-Netherlands tax treaty is the
exclusion of certain types of instrumentsfrom the definition of interest. This article examines
both the US and Netherlandswithholding tax rules for contingent interest. It then tries to rec-

oncile these internal law provisions with the provisions of the new treaty. Finally, the article
briefly addressesthe possible impact of these new rules on withholdingagents and taxpayers.

NETHERLANDS:
RECENT CASE LAW 637

Stef van Weeghel
This article looks at a numberof Dutch SupremeCourt decisions handed down in the last year

all of the decisions relate to application of tax treaties, or domestic rules concerning resi--

dence, permanentestablishment/businessprofits, dividends and non-discrimination.

NETHERLANDS:
TOWARDSA GRADUALABOLITIONOF CAPITALTAX 645
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UNITED STATES

INTERNATIONALTAX POLICYATTHE CROSSROADS:
NEW DEVELOPMENTSAND POSSIBLEAvENUES FOR REFORM

H. Onno Ruding,

Vice Chairman Citicorp/Citibank

and litigation costs - and the risk of heavy transfer pricing
My thanks to Robert Y. Lider, Deputy Director, Tax

penalties associated with US government inquiries into
Regulations, and David C. Jory, Dirctorof Federal

-

Taxation, both of Citicorp Washing'ton, and Denise Strain, intercompanyprice setting. The process of getting an APA is

Deputy Chief Tax Officer, Citibank, for their assistance in rigorous, time consumingand expensive, but .the rewards can

the preparation of this paper. be dramatic for some taxpayers.

Transfer pricing is a problematic area for tax authorities and
I am pleased to have been asked to speak to the US-Nether- taxpayers around the globe. It was the United States that
lands branches of the International Fiscal Association developed the arm's length method of transfer pricing in
because I have a special interest in the topics discussed here: the early 1970s, which is now rightly the intemationalnorm.

as a Vice Chairman of Citicorp, a taxpayer in over 90 coun- However, threats to that method in the form of state unitary
tries; as a former Ministerof Finance in the Netherlands; and tax schemes or Congressional forays into formulary prcing,
as the chairperson of the Committeeof Independent Experts which the Ruding'Report among others has condemned,
on Company Taxation in the European Community, which must be guarded against. The recently introduced Foreign
submitted its report to the European Commission in March Tax Compliance Act of 1994 is a good example of what to

1992. I have always regarded IFA as one of the pre-eminent avoid: if arm's length pricing is abandoned in favour of a for-

organizations dedicated to advancing tax and fiscal policies mulary approach, some taxpayers will suffer double taxation

throughout the world. The rapid changes in the way we do while others will escape taxation altogether, a serious prob-
business, both domesticallyand in overseas markets brought lem for tax authorities. Simple solutions to complex prob-
about by advances in technology, have made obsolete manY lems caused by transnational business activities are destined
of the ways we structure our tax systems. Moreover, the fis- to fail; it is better that they be avoided from the beginning in

cal needs of governments also continue to evolve. Meeting favour of the reasonable, case-by-case approach that is the
the needs of both the taxpayer and tax collector will present hallmark of the arm's length method.

unprecedentedchallenges to many of you here today.
The APA process is a good step forward, but needs to grow

To begin, let me say that I believe taxes to be a necessaryevil from bilateral between the US anda process government a

something which will always add inefficiencies to business single taxpayer, to a multilateralprocess between the taxpay--

growth. However, in attempting to reach the right balance er and each of the taxing jurisdictions in which it does busi-
between the revenue needs of a government and the burden ness. The recent announcementthat a number of foreign gov-
borne by the private sector, difficult decisions must be made ernments are beginning consultations with the United States
as to the best method to measure income and collect taxes. It to start this procedure is welcome. Unfortunately, the size of

is these decisions, especially as they relate to the US system the resourcesdevoted by the US taxing authorities to this pro-
of taxing multinational corporations (both foreign and cess will not soon be matched by other countries, either

domestic), which I would like to discuss with you. developedor developing.Nonetheless,expansionof the APA

WhenI look at developments in the United States, I find process is a positive step forward for the United States and

some of the tax rules troublesome. I think we can do better in many taxpayers. Foreign governments would do well to

many respects. I do not like the increasing level of complex- study its many positive points.

ity, the suspicious opposition to internationalbusiness on the Another positive development is the US Treasury's strong

part of both the Administrationand Congress and the relent- commitment to the expansion of the US tax treaty network.
less search for alleged abuse in the tax system. But there During the past four years, the United States has concludedor

are many good things going on which I find promising. renegotiated tax treaties with Mexico, the first ever within

Latin America, Germany, India, Spain and the Netherlands,
One such development,aa topic of special interest to our man- others.
ufacturing customers and of growing interest in the service among

sector, is the advent of Advance Pricing Agreements Citicorp has actively participated in and supported the US

(APA). These agreements are significantly reducing audit Treasury's tax treaty programme. Citicorp recognizes that as
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global competition grows, tax treaties are a critical compo- nificantly hurts legitimate planning opportunities. Through
nent of the framework necessary for US firms to succeed the use of numerous objective or subjective safe-harbour
overseas. tests, taxpayers must structure their ownership of business

eam ways or tax treatyTax treaties serve a number of vital tax policy objectives. operations and incomein specific lose
benefits.Most importantly, they serve to harmonize the tax systems of

the treaty partners and in so doing, reduce the imposition of The Dutch treaty shopping article, however, does contain
double taxationon internationaltransactionsand investments some positive elements. First, it has a provision recognizing
f residents in the signatory countries. Tax treaties reduce that the EU is in many respects a single market for US com-

withholdingtaxes that are frequently imposedat high rates on panies investing abroad. I consider the criterion of EU own-
cross-borderpayments of dividends, interest and royalties. If ership of a Netherlands company a positive factor in deter-
US companies eaming income abroad cannot obtain the mining eligibility for treaty benefits. A second positive
benefits of reduced withholding rates, or tax credits in the aspect is the adoption of a partial derivative benefits
United States, they are likely to suffer excessive levels of approach to testing a resident's eligibility for benefits. As
(foreign) tax, thus putting them at a competitivedisadvantage treaty shopping articles become more common, the use of
relative to investors from countries that do have such bene- derivative benefits rules as a safety valve becomes critical by
fits. helping to ensure that the treaty shopping article does not

Tax treaties also prescribe internationally-agreedthresholds inadvertentlydeprive bona fide investors of treaty benefits.

for imposition of tax on nbound investments. By requiring A third positive provision in the article is the recognition that
foreign tax laws to be applied in a non-discriminatorymanner legitimate business reasons may prompt third-country resid-
to US enterprises, treaties offer a significant measure of cer- ents to locate a headquarters company in the Netherlands,
tainty to potential investors. and that such companies should be eligible for treaty bene-

Anotherbenefit availableexclusivelyunder tax treaties is the fits. In prior US tax treaties, safe harbours were not extended

mutual agreement procedure, a bilateral administrative to companies that performedonly supervisory,administrative

mechanism for avoiding double taxation. This mechanism or management functions, as these activities did not consti-

becomes all the more critical in resolving cross-bordertrans- tute an active business. The US agreement to include a head-

fer pricing disputes. The competent authority resolution of quarters provision of this nature helps preserve the Nether-

these disputes is made possible under a tax treaty's mutual lands as an attractive site for such a company, given all the

agreementprocedure. other benefits it offers to multinationalcompanies.

A critical compliance role played by tax treaties is the On a broader level, I am concerned about the so-called balka-

exchange of taxpayer nforrnation between the signatories. nization of US trade and tax policy. It became evident during
US Treasury tax officials have made it abundantly clear that Citicorp's active participation in the NAFTA debate and the
effective exchange of inforrnation is a key factor in guiding negotiations on Canadian and Mexican tax treaties that there

treaty strategy, given their very high standards for interna- was a lack of synergy between the US Trade Representative
tional tax compliance. Where tax treaties also override exist- and the US Treasury on tax and trade issues affecting the

ing bank secrecy laws, US financial institutions may be pro- cross-borderflows of capital, goods and services. It was dis-
tected from criminal liability. quieting to learn that these two agencies did not consult on

trade and tax issues of mutual concern, even though the gen-Although I generally approve of US tax treaty policy, I eral objective of both trade agreements and tax treaties is to
believe it over-reaches on the issue of treaty shopping. The provide_greatermarket access in cross-bordertransactionsby
current Administrationhas stated its commitment to prevent removing the barriers to free trade. Officials at these agenciesabuse of the US extensive tax treaty network. Its objective in were unwilling to pool resources and to consider policyadopting tough and restrictive trety shopping provisions is ssues at any level broader than that over which they reserved
to ensure that taxpayers which are not bona fide residents of complete oversight.the treaty partner are precluded from taking advantage of the
beneficialprovisionsof that treaty through artificial business One of the ultimate losers in this balkanized trade and tax

dealings. policy environment is the US financial services sector. For
example, even though a free trade agreement, such as the one

I believe that US tax policy on treaty shopping, while serving with Canada, may provide greater market access, other bar-
a legitimate objective, imposes undue limitations on the riers remain unless and until the United States is able to nego-structuringof internationalbusiness operations by US multi- tiate a reduction in the rate of withholding taxes. High with-
national firms.

holding tax rates erode many of the benefits that financial
You are all no doubt familiarwith the most recent example of service companies otherwise derive in trade agreements.
US treaty shopping policy, i.e. Article 26 of the new US-

Another troubling trend in US law is its ever-increasingtaxNetherlands income tax treaty, comprising 23 pages of text
complexity: it is difficult to understand and to comply with.and accompaniedby a 19-page MemorandumofUnderstand-

ng. In terms of length and complexity, this treaty shopping Forgive me if I am preaching to the choir when I say that the

article is without precedent in the US tax treaty network. complexity of the rules for taxing foreign-source income
imposes enormous compliance costs on US multinationals.

The net effect of the treaty shopping provision is that it sig- As you recall, the goals of the 1986 Tax Reform Act were to
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create a fairer, more efficient and simpler tax system. Cer- penny, piasteror pfennigof a resident's income; a system that

tainly in the international provisions of the Code, these goals is complex,cumbersomeand expensive for both tax collector
have not been met. and taxpayer.

Coping with this excessive complexity demands resources Adoption of a consumption tax by the United States as an

that could otherwise be used more productively. You tax alternative to the present income and payroll tax systems -

experts are smart people; you could find something else to not simply an add-on but as a (partial) altemative - is long
do. In addition, compliance is undoubtedly a barrier to for- overdue. Neither additional layers of complexity in the cur-

eign investment for small- and medium-sized enterprises, rent income tax nor further growth of payroll taxes are the

and it creates uncertainty that disrupts long-term planning. answer to US fiscal problems.
The current trend in US tax law of ever-increasingcomplex-
ity also impacts cross-border transactions. One needs only Knowledgeable people on Capitol Hill have said that a US

VAT is always five years away - it was five years away last
consider how the foreign tax credit and interest allocation
rules have developed to understand the lengths to which US year; it is five years away this year and it will be five years

Political opposition consumption
tax officials will go to curb perceived abuses in the interna- away next year. to a tax

from both left and right, because of the potential for regress-tional tax area regardless of how complex the rules are to

administer. vty, because of the fear of a shift from state taxes to federal
taxes and because of the fear of creating an additional overall

Equally troubling iS the trend towards rules so vague that tax burden, could halt further developmentof a new tax sys-
practitioners have no way of knowing whether a transaction tem in this country. However, I would argue that a confluence
works or not. To illustrate, consider the development of the of events makes consumption taxes a more viable alternative
anti-conduit rules. US tax officials initially dealt with anti- today than at any time in the past.
conduit transactions through the issuance of rulings. These

First, the long-term results from the 1986 Act have been
rulngs were later affirmed in numerous court decisions.

modest best. Lower rising pre-Act levels,at rates are now to
Congress then enacted an anti-conduit statute in last year's deductions and credits lost the base broadened
budget bill, and in that statute ceded complete discretionary

as was are

authority to the Secretary to promulgate regulations identify- being restored and complexity has only increased in the cor-

and as I mentioned earlier, the intematinal provi-
ing what a conduit is and what abuses will not be acceptable. porate,

sions. The current tax system in the United States is not
It is impossible to plan and structure internationaloperations
without knowing the full extent to which these new anti-con- working.
duit rules may he applied. Second, the new, bipartisan Commissionon Entitlement and

Tax Reform has focused Congressional and, hopefully, pub-
None of the objectons I have made today with respect to the

lic attention the unchecked growth of entitlement spend-on

complexity and uncertainty of US tax laws can be redressed
in this nation, especially in health and the inadequa-

unless there is a rethinking in US fiscal policy. There is, in ng care,
of existing policy options deal with this threat. If US

my view, an over-reliance on net income taxes in US fiscal cy to

laws are not changed soon, ntitlement spending early in the
policy. This serves as a justification for US tax policy in the

21st century only six threatens either to con-- -

international tax area to curb as many perceived abuses as
years away

possible in order to prevent the loss of tax dollars to the
sume all federal spending if taxes are not raised or to require

United States. This policy does not discriminate between
a 50 percent hike in the federal tax burden. Neither option is

economically or politically viable and so new courses of
inbound and outbound transactions; rather, it goes after both.

action are necessary.Whether it is an enhanced earnings stripping provision on

inbound investors or a runaway plant provision that would Third, the consumption tax debate has progressed to a.new

end deferral, the net effect is the same, creating tax barriers in and higher level, certainly farther than at any time since the

order to raise tax revenue. Carter Treasury Department issued its report, Blueprints for
Basic Tax Reform, 17 years ago. This summer, Senators

I believe the EU has a more enlightened approach to tax and
John Danforth and David Boren, Republican and the

fiscal policy. Because the member countries have adopted
one a

other a Democrat, and both members of the Senate Finance
national consumption taxes, the EU as a whole does not have

Committee(and both sadly retiring after this year) introduced
to rely as much on net income taxes as a source of revenue.

an interesting,well thought-outproposal called the Business
As a result, the EU, through the adoption of tax directives, Activities Tax BAT, which closely resembles theor new

including the parent-subsidiary and mergers directives, has
Japanese consumption tax. Senators Sam Nunn and Pete

eliminated many tax barriers to cross-border investment. A
Domenici likewise have introduced the Savings Exempt

freer flow of capital, goods and services is now more possible IncomeTax, similarly dramatic departure from the currenta
within the EU. As a former finance minister of the Nether-

Further and of special the acting Chairman
lands, I saw first-hand the benefits of taxing consumptionby system. note, new

of the House Ways and Means Committee, the Honourable
way of indirect taxes and thereby giving the government the

Sam Gibbons of Florida, has introduced his version ofown a
means to lighten the direct tax burden on productive activity, value added tax, already in its eighth iteration.
especially savings. With a VAT or other consumption tax,

governments need not devote all their resources, as does the Given the confluence of theseevents, which way should this
United States, to devising a perfect systemof taxing world- nation turn in its examinationof consumption taxes and their
wide income; a system that tries to take its fair share of every modern progeny
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An invoice and credit-method VAT is the taxing vehicle of have .not been able to tax easily or efficiently in any con-

choice throughout Europe and comes highly recommended sumption tax regime.
as a simple, tried-and-truealtemative to the present US sys-
tem. Replacing the present payroll and corporate income European VATs commonly exclude this element of financial

taxes with VAT would greatly simplify US tax administra- service from tax. The United Kingdom and France exempt
tion and international tax compliance.. Alternatively, re- these services from tax and France providesan additional tax

placing the present states sales taxes with a (federal) VAT on capital, while Germany permits taxpayers to opt into the

would move the US tax system closer t the European sys- VAT on a transaction-by-transactionbasis.The result is that

tem, would offer advantages from a general economic point the VAT on the bank's inputs is ot credited and is buried in

of view and would benefit US exporting and importing com- the interest cost. Consequently,it cascades through the rest of

panies by improving their international competitiveness the business stream when charged to a business. Cascading
(level playing field). However the tax proposalsput forward taxes are to be avoided at all costs in any system where effi-

by Senators Danforth, Boren and others move away from a ciency is a key goal.
VAT and towards a hybrid tax system that retains elements of
both consumptionand income taxes.

One possible solution would be to include financial services
in a VAT. However, including financial services in the VAT

One reason for this move from VAT to BAT is the goal ofpre_ creates the problem of separating the bank's interest cost

serving the existing distributionof the tax burden within the from the intermediationservices it provides; further, the bank

US economy (although the Danforth-Borenproposal results must allocate the input tax attributable to that service
in a jiggeringof the tax burden within sectors of the economy betweendepositorsand borrowers.

as well as a hefty $170 billon increase in the corporate tax

burden). Only by retaining a tax which targets upper-ncome
Another potential answer is to 'zero rate financial services

persons and corporate retained earnings can a new proposal
under the VAT, permitting the finacial institution a credit or

meet this goal. Another of the goals is revenue-neutrality
deduction for taxes paid on inputs (computers, rents, paper,

with the present system, a requirement of the present pay- etc.) and then imposing a zero rate of VAT on the borrower's

as-you-go budget rules, which may be discarded as the interest payment. The cascading problem disappears and the

demands of the looming entitlement crisis grow more pro-
economic nefficiency is avoided. Unfortunately, few mem-

nounced. Even with these mdifications, however, the new
bers of the US Congress will be happy to hear a constituent

proposalscontain.muchpromise and should be welcomedby
ask: How is it that your new proposal, Congressman,

corporate and consumeradvocates alike. exempts banks from tax but nsists on taxing their customers

(widows and orphans included)
Unfortunately,even the most advanced and recent version of
a consumptionsystem is only an unfinishedwork-in-progress

The Danforth-BorenBAT departs from the VAT in that they
in one important area. I would therefore present you tax

would tax cash flow and not consumption. For banks, this

experts with a challenge that my former colleagues in the EU means that deposits coming in are included in the tax base, as

have not mastered with their VAT, that our friends here in s nterest received; on the other side of the ledger, loans

Canadacould not surmountwhen they adopted their GST and made and interest paid are deducted from the tax base. (Nei-
that the Japanese did not overcome with their BAT. That ther equity infusionsnor dividendspaid are counted in the tax

problem is the appropriate, simple and efficient taxation of base, however)..The differencebetweencash inflow and out-
flow is then subjected to the proposed 14 percentnominal taxfinancial services under any of these systems.
rate (which is actually 17 percent, given that state taxes are

Value added taxes have at their core a fundamentalshift from included in the tax base).
classical income taxes - that capital and labour are to be
treated equally and that no deduction is permitted for the cost

The BAT avoids both cascading tax and the politicallynettle-

of either. Transactions in real goods and services are sub- some zero rate with an ngenious but administratively bur-

ject to VAT, but financial services generally are not. The densome requirement that the bank notify its business cus-

problem arise in part due to the difficulty in measuring the tomers quarterly of the value of the intermediation ervice

value added by financial intermediaries. Value is certainly imbedded in the nterest charged; the customer is then able to
claim a BAT deduction for that amount. Interestingly, theadded, but how is it to be measured and allocated
proposalcalls upon the US Treasury to tell financial interme-

The problem does not arise when a bank charges a fee for a diaries how to allocate these input tax betweenborrowersand

specific and separately stated service. Foreign exchange, lenders. This element of the BAT has been criticized for its

safety deposit boxes, mergers and acquisitions, credit cards, cumbersomeresult; however, the two Senators are to be com-

even derivative instruments,all generate fees to which a VAT mended for giving serious thought to this thorny problem.
or a BAT can apply. On the other hand, dealing with interest Anothergoal ofconsumptiontaxes is to lift the tax burden on

is the problem. Interest is payment for the time value of exports and mpose it on imported goods, effectively level-
money, but it usually incorporates other components as well, ling the playing field between domestic and foreign produ-
including a charge for the intermediationservice a bank pro- cers. The same rule should apply to service providers, yet the
vides by matching a willing lender to a willing borrower. Danforth-Bren proposal leaves taxes in place on exported
Intermediation also nvolves the assessment and manage- financial services and does not impose them on imported
ment of a variety of risks. It is this core activity that experts financial services. Whether this will have a negative impact
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on US banks shold at least be a subject for further discus- The proper treatment of banking income from lending trans-

sion. actions in a consumption tax is problematic and the bright
Further, as mentioned previously, both the BAT and the young man or woman who comes up with a workable solu-

-

Nunn-Domenici proposal are cash-flow taxes, which adds tion will justifiably be famous at least in bank tax circles.
With the services sector and financial services in particular a

another interesting twist to the debate. For banks, measuring
and taxing cash flow would be very diffcult, perhaps growing and vitally mportant piece of the US and interna-

unworkable,and would generatevast recordkeepingburdens.
tional economy, solving these intractable problems in a way
that both ensures adequate government revenues while mini-

Finally, I should note that my esteemed countryman and mizing the taxpayer'scomplianceburden is a crucial inquiry.
friend, ProfessorSijbren Cnossen of Erasmus University,has

written that he believes the German system of permitting
In conclusion, let me say that it has been pleasure to address

banks to opt into the German VAT on a transactionalbasis to you today on these important and difficult issues. I look for-
ward to hearing from you both on US intemationaltax policybe the best solution to this problem. Certainly safeguards can

be impose to stop game-playingwith such a system and per-
matters and how best the United States can extricate itself
from its current course. Perhaps soon, this group will be

haps Dr Cnossen's recommendation is sound and should be

implementedelsewhere. meeting to discuss the international tax ramifications of

implementing the US VAT.
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UNITED STATES

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE PORTFOLIO INTEREST EXEMPTION
AND US REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTBY NON-RESIDENTSAND

FOREIG_- CORPORATIOXS:TO0 MUCH OF A GOOD THING
Leonard D. Levin

Beller & Keller, New York

I. BACKGROUND rower. In the intemational arena the potential for abuse is

thought to increase where an income tax treaty has eliminated
or sharply reduced the withholding tax rate on interest paid to

A. Debt v. equity a non-resident lender, while retaining a 10 or 15 percent with-

holding tax rate on dividend distributions to foreign parent
A debate has long endured as to whether the Internal Rev- companies.
enue Code (IRC) is biased in favour of debt as opposed to

equity in financing investments. Debt is somehow viewed as

evil because interest paid to a lender is deductible in comput_ 1. 30 percent withholdingon FIDAP

ing the taxable income of a borrower engaged in a trade or

business, whereas dividends are paid to shareholders out of The IRC imposes a flat 30 percent tax on certain types of
after-tax income. An individual investorwho lends money to income received from sources within the United States by a

a business receives interest income on which tax will be paid non-resident alien individual or a foreign corporation, pro-
only once, whereas, under the US tax system, dividend vided the amount so received is not effectively connected
income is taxed twice, once when the income is earned by the with the conduct of a trade or business within the United
business and a second time when the dividend income is States.2 The income subject to the 30 percent tax includes
received by the investor. Equality in the tax treatment of interest (other than original issue discount ['OID'] as

interest and dividends could be achieved by either forgiving defined in Section 1273), dividends, rents, ... and other fixed
one level of tax on dividends (an integration system as in or determinable annual or perodical gains, profits, and

France, Germany or the United Kingdom) or denying a cor- income ['FIDAP']. The 30 percent tax applies to the gross
porate tax deduction for interest (through the application of amount of the US source interest or dividendpayment, while
debt to equity ratios). So far, neither of the two solutions in the case of rental income from real property, for example,
has been capable of gaining general acceptance in the United the recipient may make an election to be taxed on a net basis
States.' at regular rates.3

If there were no limits on the percentage of capital which A tax treaty, if applicable, may reduce the tax rate on such
could be furnished as debt, a business would theoretically, income or eliminate the tax completely. As noted above, the

absent other considerations, be able to attract more nvest_ rate of withholding tax on interest paid by a US borrower to

ment by offering debt rather than equity since it could afford lenders in developed countries is often zero. The 30 percent
to pay a higher rate of return on debt. Partially to reverse this tax is generally collected by means of a withholding tax

bias, the IRC contains rules which effectively limit the per- remitted by the payor directly to the IRS.4

centage of a business' capital which can be raised in the form
of debt, most notably in the case of foreign ownershipof US 2. Exemptions to the 30 percent withholdingcompanies. One such illustration is th recent retroactive

expansion of the earnings stripping rules under IRC Section
As the United States moved from creditor to debtor nationa a

163(j) introduced as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-
in the 1970s, the US Congress,partly to manage the country'stion Act of 1993.
balance ofpayments,created tax exemptionsfor certain types
of US source interest earned by foreign persns, such as the

B. International aspects
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) search for situations 1. There are still no regulations, for example,'governingdebt-to-equityratios

which harbour the potential for abuse in the area of debt under IRC Sec. 385.
2. IRC Secs. 871(a)(1)and 881(a)financing has, over the years, tended to focus on lending 3. IRC Secs. 871, 872, 881, 882, 1441, 1442, 1446.

activity where the creditor is also a shareholder of the bor- 4. IRC Secs. 1441 and 1442.
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exemption for portfolio interest, for bank interest and for vate placement, including obligations of natural persons,
short-term OID. These unilateral exemptions have been obligations with maturities of one year or less, or obligations
driven, therefore,by the US need to borrow rather than by tax not of the type issued to the public provided the other statu-

policy considerations, unlike bilateral exemptions or reduc- tory requirementsare met.

tions in withholding tax rates negotiated as part of tax

treaties. As has happened with other rules designed to

encourage or direct taxpayer behaviour (such as the safe har- 2. Bearer form

bour or tax benefit leases introduced in 1981), if the rules are

too effective, it will not be long before Congress begins to cut Bearer obligationsmust be sold under circumstancesreason-

back on what is then perceived as an over generous taxpayer ably designed to insure that the purchasers are not US per-
benefit (the so-called loophole).5 One such exemption that sons. First, the distributors of the debt obligations covenant

was designed to encourage specific taxpayer behaviour and with the issuers not to offer or sell the obligations during a

which has just recently been cut back concerns the portfolio restricted period to a person who is within the United States

interest exemption. or its possessionsor to a US person and that they have proce-
dures reasonably desgned to insure that their employees or

other agents who are directly engaged in selling the obliga-
tions are aware of the sale restrictions on the obligations.8 In

Il. PORTFOLIO INTEREST EXEMPTION addition to the Treasury Regulations,SEC Regulation S also

applies to the issuance of bearer obligations.
A. General

Interest on bearer obligations must be paid outside the

United States and its possessions.9 The obligation and all
The portfolio interest exemption, IRC Sections 871(h) and

detachable income must contain legends in
881(c), introduced by the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, coupons accor-

dance with specific forms set out in the regulations, that, for
allows US source interest (including OID) in respect of an

obligation issued after 18 July 1984, which would be subject example, any US holder will be subject to limitations under
US income tax laws.'0

to tax but for Sectons 871(h) and 881(c), to be paid to a non-

resident alien individual or foreign corporation free of the 30

percent US withholding tax. This withholding tax exemption 3. Registered form
is available on interest payments if the underlyingdebt meets

certain technical registration requirements or specified Interest paid on any debt obligation in registered form is also
exemptions thereto designed to prevent the obligations from

exempt if the payor receives a statement on IRS Form W-8
being held by US persons who, it is believed, might not from the foreign payee that the beneficial owner of the inter-
report the income. est is not a US person. There are, effectively, additional

In addition to the fact that the interest (including original restrictionson transferability,since the obligationhas a regis-
issue discount) not be effectively connected with the conduct tered owner and can only be transferred, by its terms, by sur-

of a US trade or business, the interest must have been paid on render and cancellation of the old obligation and reissuance

a debt instrument that satisfies certan registration require- ofa new obligation registered in the name of the new owner.

ments or exemptions from such requirements. An additional

requirement is that the interest must not be received by a 10-

percent ownerof the issuer of the debt instrument, taking into Ill. PARTICIPATING LOANS AND PORTFOLIO
account shares owned by attribution,or the equivalentcapital INTEREST
or profits interest in the case of a partnership.6
Short-term (183 days or less) OID obligationshave a separate The above rules also applied to payments made with respect
exemption from interest withholding7 and thus, although the to participating loans, such as loans where part of the pay-
interest is tax exempt as is true for portfolio interest, such ment depended on the extent of rental income from the
short-term OID obligations do not enjoy the estate tax underlying properties. The payments to the providers of the

exemption applicable to portfolio interest obligations (see capital were deductible for US income tax purposes as

below). regarded.both the fixed interest componentand the participa-
tion to the extent that the paymentconstituted interest for fed-
eral income tax purposes. The question, therefore, is whether

B. Qualified obligations

1. In general 5. Safe harbour leases were sharply curtailed in 1982 oncethecountry under-
stood the impact of such leases on the US Treasury and the budget deficit.
6. IRC Secs. 871(h)(3) and 88l(c)(3)(B).

To qualify for portfolio interest exemption, the obligation 7 IRC Sec. 871(g)
must be issued in either bearer or registered form. Thus, obli- 8. IRC Sec. 163(f)(2)(B) and Reg 1.163-5(c)(I)(i)

gations which are transferrable by negotiation (commercial 9. Reg 1.163-5(c)(2)(iv).
10. These rules also apply to debt issued by a controlled foreign subsidiary of

promissory notes) do not qualify. Any bearer or registered a US parent corporation which guaranteessuch debt obligations.
obligation may produce exempt US portfoliointerestin a pr- 11. Reg 5f. 103-1(c)(1)(i)
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a profit-basedparticipation is to be characterized as interest, IV. OBRA 1993
equity income or some form of partnershipparticipation.
Under the tax law prior to OBRA 1993, an instrument could A. Repeal of portfolio interest exemption for
qualify as debt for which an interest deduction was allowed contingent interest
even though the instrumentprovided the holder with signifi-
cant equity participation rights, e.g. where interest is The Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1993, added new
expressed in terms of a share of the payor/borrower'sprofits Sections 871(h)(4) and 881(c)(4) to the IRC, which effective-
(shared appreciation mortgage - Revenue Ruling 83-51, ly repealed the portfolio interestexemption from withholding1983-1 C.B. 48, where contingent interest was ruled tax for contingent nterest payments on what is sometimes
deductible interest- since interest need not be computed at a referred to as participating debt. The reason given byrigid, stated rate). Congress for. the change was the belief that the portfolio
For example, a US corporation owning commercial real interest exemption provided an incentive for foreign persons
estate in the United States could raise capital overseas by to make their US investments in projects that provided equi-
issuing obligations that paid a fixed annual interest plus a ty participationrights structured in such a way that the return

kicker equal to a percentage of the rental income from the on the investment would be characterized as interest exempt
properties. Under the logic of Rev. Rul. 83-51, the entire from US incometax under the portfolio interest rules. In the

amount of the annual payment on the debt would qualify as view of Congress, this unanticipatedapplicationof the rules

portfolio nterest and the foreign investor paid no tax in the designed and intended to encourageportfolio interest to con-

United States on his or her investment. tingent interest had led to a significant erosion in the US tax

base, particularlyas regards the taxation ofrel estate owned
The availabilityof the rationale expressed in Rev. Rul. 83-51 by non-US persons.17
was sharply limited by Revenue Procedure 93-3 3.01 (9),12
which notified taxpayers that rulings will not.be issued on the

consequences of shared appreciation mortgage loans if th B. Contingent interest defined
facts are not similar to those described in the Revenue Rul-

ing. Contingent nterest is defined as any payments that are

An additional benefit to the foreign investor was available dependentupon factors that reflect the followingattributes of

despite the provisions in the IRC introduced by the Foreign the debtor or any related person: (1) receipts, sales, or other

Investment in Real Property Tax Act (FIRPTA). Under cash flow; (2) ncome or profits; (3) changes in the value of

FIRPTA, Reg. 1.897-1(d)provides that the right to share in property; or (4) paymentsof interest determinedby reference

the appreciation of, or the gross or net proceeds or profits to any dividend, partnership distribution or similar payment
generated by, US real property constitutes an interest in real made by the debtor or a related person.18 The Treasury isalso

property other thn an interest solely as a creditor. Thus the broadly authorized to deny the portfolio interest exemption
amount received on a participating mortgage bligtion for other types of contingent interest that it identifiesby regu-
which otherwisequalifiedas a loan carryingcontingent inter- lation where a denial of the portfolio interest exemptions is

est could benefit from both the portfolio interest exemption necessary or appropriate to prevent avoidance of Federal

and an exemption from FIRPTA since payments of principal ncome tax.19 This ill defined (flexible)regulatory author-

and interest do not constitute gain.13 If, however, the foreign ity is, unfortunately,consistent with other similar provisions
holder sold the obligation prior to maturity, he or she would by which the Treasury is granted authority to limit the use of

be subject to US tax on any gain. conduit loan arrangements2oand abusive partnershiparrange-
ments.21 Until there is some history as to how the Treasury

The tax problems created by the creative use of participating intends to apply these provisions, tax planners will have to
debt were not something unknown to the IRS prior to the walk through a very dark valley indeed.
1980s, as the issues had surfacedeven before the case of Far-

ley v. Commissioner,14 where the US Court of Appeals The term related person means any person related to the

implied that the participatinglan feature might be split from borrower under the general expense disallowance rules of

the fixed obligation and taxed separately n accordance with IRC Section267(b) or the partnershipattribution rules of IRC

its character. The Treasury ran headlong into the characteri- Section 707(b)(1.), and also any party to an arrangement
zation problem when it issued proposed regulations15 in

February 1991, in an effort to deal with hedging transactions.
The difficulty the Treasury faced was in trying to determine 12. I.R.B. 1993-1, 71.

what part of the issue price should be allocated to the debt 13. Reg. 1.897-1(h).

component.The proposedregulation, later withdrawn,would
14. 279 F.2d 701 (2nd Cir. 1960).
15. Reg. 1.1275-4(g)

have bifurcated contingentdebt instruments. 16. See Commissioner v. Tower, 327 US 280 (1946),66 S.Ct. 532 and Rev.
Proc. 74-17 3.03, 1974-1 C.B. 438.

A related question arises with respect to the intent of the par- 17. See HR Rep. No. 111, 103rd Cong., Ist Sess. 724 (1993).
ties in a participating loan. Specifically, whether it might be 18. IRC Sec. 871(h)(4)(A).

19. IRC Sec. 871(h)(4)(A)(ii)argued that the debtor and the creditor could .be viewed as 20. IRC Sec. 7701(1).
having intended to create a partnership relationship.16 21. Reg. 1.701-2.
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undertaken for the purpose of avoiding the application of this debt. All of the examples in the legislative history that

provision.22 involve REMICs deal only with regular interests).

The net result of the statutory change is that payments that Another REMIC example involves the third exception listed
look more like returns on equity than interest will be subject above. Congress intended in this exception to cover the case

to the normal US withholding tax of 30 percent (or lower if a of a regular interest irr a REMICwhich pays annual amounts

treaty applies). of interest equal to a percentage of the interest earned by the
REMIC on qualified mortgages, where the interest earned by

If a debt instrument provides for both contingent and non- the REMIC is not considered contingent interest under the
contingent interest, the portfolio interest exemption is lost rules of the provision.26
only on the portion that represents contingent interest. If an

instrument provides for a minimum non-contingent interest The legislative history provides two examples of interest

rate, only the excess of the contingent amount over the mini- which come within the fifth exception listed above. First, the

mum fixed interest amount is denied portfolio interest treat- portfolio interest exemption would not be denied for interest

ment.23 For example, if the interest rate on a debt obligation on a debt instrument that is determined by reference to the

is the greater of 6 percent, or 8 percent of gross profits, only value of a commodities index merely because the debtor

the excess of the contingent amount (8 percent of gross hedges its interest rate risk by acquiring an offsettingposition
profits), if any, over the minimum fixed amount of interest (6 in commoditiesthat produces a cash flow correlatingwith the

percent) is disqualified from portfolio interest treatment. interest payments. Second, portfolio interest treatment is not

denied for a debt instrument that pays interest in an amount

determinedby reference to the value of a stock market index

C. Exceptions to the definition of contingent interest merely because an affiliate of the debtor holds stock that is

publicly traded on that market.27

1. In general Finally, as noted above, OBRA grants the Secretary of the

Treasury authorty to issue additional regulations to supple-
OBRA provides for a number of exceptions to the definition ment the statutory definitionof contingent interest to address
of contingent interest. Thus, interest is not contingent for pur- cases where a denial of the portfolio interest exemption is

poses of the'portfolio interest exemption solely by reason of necessary or appropriate to prevent avoidance of US income
the fact that (1) the timing of the interest or any principal tax. The Act also permits the Secretary in regulations to

payment is subject to acontingency; (2) the interest -is paid exempt any type of interest from denial of portfolio interest
with respect to non-recourse or limited recourse indebted- treatment.

ness; (3) all or substantiallyall of the interest is determined

by reference to non-contingent interest, or the principal
amount of indebtednesson which such interest is paid; (4) the D. Effective date
interest is related to currency or interest rate hedging transac-

tions (a possible basis for creative tax solutions); or (5) the The new provision limiting the portfolio interest exemption
interest is determined by reference to changes in the value of applies to interest received after 31 December 1993. There is
or yield on actively traded property other than US real prop- an exception for fixed term participatingdebt obligations that

erty interest, or the index of the value or yield on such prop- were issued prior to 8 April 1993, or were issued after that

erty. For this purpose the term property includes stock, and date under a binding written contract in effect on 7 April.
actively traded has the same meaning as in IRC Section

1092(d) relating to straddles. However, the yieldexception
does not apply if the property is a debt instrument that itself V. INTERACTION OF OBRA CHANGE AND
pays contingent interest or is stock or other property repre- EXISTING TREATIES
senting a beneficial interest in the debtor or a related person.

A. No treaty override intended
2. Examples involving a REMIC

The committee reports indicate that the denial of portfolio
An example of a financing that qualifies under the first interest treatment was not intended to override existing
exception involves debt which constitutes a regular interest treaties that reduce or eliminate US withholding tax on nter-
in a REMIC (real estate mortgage investment conduit)24 and est paid to foreign persons.28This statement is interesting for
on which fixed interest is paid at a competitive market rate. two reasons. First, because it recognizes,by implication, that
However, the period during which the debt is to remain out-

standing depends on the extent to which the qualified mort-
22. IRC Sec. 871(h)(4)(B).

gages held by the REMIC are prepaid (and on other contin- 23. H. Rep 103-213 at 184.

gencies related to the REMIC's income or expenses). The 24. The I stands for investment, not interest as mistakenly used in the

legislative history states that interest received by the REMIC legislative history

would not be treated as contingent interest solely by reason of 25. HR Rep. No. I I 1,103rd Cong., Ist Sess. 725 (1993).
26. HR Rep. No. 111, 103rd Cong., Ist Sess. 726 (1993).

this feature.25 (REMICs can issue regular and residual inter- 27. HR Rep. No. 111,103rd Cong., Ist Sess. 726-727 (1993).
ests, but only regular nterests are certain to be classified as 28. See HR Conf. Rep. No. 213, 103rd Cong., Ist Sess. 653 (1993).
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even before the change in the statute, the United States had laws of both the Netherlands and the United States (under a

been successful in including in at least two new treaties, those provision added to the Code in the OBRA 1993) impose
with Germany and the Netherlands, provisions which effec- withholding tax in such cases.30
tively recharacterizedcertain contingent interest payments as

dividends. The second reason is that it leaves the Treasury
with an option in income tax treaty negotiations with other VI. IMPACT OF PORTFOLIO INTERESTcountries to provide exclusions on a more targeted basis.

CHANGE ON US ESTATE TAXES

B. Treaties with similar provisionson contingent OBRA also provides special rules for the estate tax treatment

interest of contingent interest obligations. Under prior law, the US

gross estate of a non-residentdecedent who was not a US cit-

1. 1989 US-Germanytreaty
izen does not include a debt obligation if any interest on the

obligation would be eligible for portfolio interest treatment

Article 11 (Interest) paragraph 2 of the 1989 US-Germany were the interest to be received by the decedent at the time of

treaty provides that the term interest does not include his or her death.31 OBRA, as part of the modification of the

income dealt with in Article 10 (Dividends). Paragraph 4 of portfolio interest exemption, specificallyprovides that if any

Article 10 provides that the term dividends as used in this portion of the interest would not be eligible for the portfolio
Article means income from shares... or other rights (not interestexemptionbecause it is treated as contingent interest,

being debt claims) participating in profits; while paragraph 5 an appropriate portion of the value of the instrument is
treated as US situs property and, therefore, is included in theprovides that [N]otwithstanding... paragraph 1 of Article 11

(Interest), income from arrangements, including debt obliga- non-residentdecedent's gross estate.

tions, carrying the right to participate in profits ... that is Until rules are issued that provide guidance as to the proper
deductible in determining the profits of the payor may be method for determining the appropriate portion of such an

taxed in the Contracting State in which it arises according to instrument that is treated as situated in the United States, tax-
the laws of that State. The use of the words or 'other rights payers are permitted to use any reasonable method for mak-
in Article 10(4) avoids the gap which arises under the ing such determination. This change is effective for dece-
US-Netherlandstreaty which does not cover or include con- dents dying after 31 December 1993, except with respect to

tingent interest paid by a partnership. any obligation with a fixed term that was issued before 8

April 1993, or was issued after 7 April 1993, pursuant to a

written binding contract in effect on that date.2. 1994 US-Netherlandstreaty

The new US-Netherlandstreaty signed in 1992 is even more

to the point. Article 10 (Dividends) provides in paragraph 4 Vll. CONDUIT REGULATIONS- SECTION
that [Flor the purposes of this paragraph, the term 'divi- 7701(L)
dends' also ncludes, in the case of the Netherlands, income
from profit sharing bonds ('winstdelendeobligaties') and, in OBRA also introduced new Section 7701(1) under which the
the case of the United States, income from debt obligations IRS is granted authority to prescribe regulations recharacter-
carrying the right to participate in profits. Article 12 (Inter- izing any rnultiple-party financing transaction as a transac-

est) defines the term interest in paragraph 2 to mean tion directly among two or more of such parties where the
income from debt-claims of every kind, whether or not IRS determines that such recharacterizationis appropriate to
secured by mortgage,and not carrying a right to participate in prevent the avoidance of any income tax. This provision is
the debtor's profits, ...and an excess inclusion with respect to intended to apply not only to back-to-back loans, but also to
a residual interest in a real estate mortgage investment con- other financing transactions such as rnultiple-party transac-
duit, as well as other income that is treated as income from tions involving debt guarantees or equity investnents.These
money lent by the taxation law of the State in which the regulations could thus serve as an additional basis for the
income arises. The term does not include income dealt with taxation of interest as dividends. The regulations are also
in Article 10 (Dividends).29 expected to establish rules for determining when a party
The Joint Committeeon Taxation's Explanationof Proposed involved in a financing transaction is to be ignored as a con-

Income Tax Treaty (and Proposed Protocol) Between the duit or mere intermediary for federal ncome tax purposes.
United States and the Kingdom of the Netherlands (JCS-15-
93, 26 October 1993), noted that, even though there is an

absence of source country taxation on interest (including the
branch level tax on excess interest deductions), the treaty
expressly allows the United States to impose withholding tax

at the dividend rate on income from any arrangement,nclud- 29. Note, however, that contingent interest paid by a partnership is not covered

ing debt obligations, carrying the right to participate in by any of the recharacterization language.
30. Despite this language, the treaty terms do not include debt obligations if

profits, such a deductible interest paid under an equity kick- issued by a partnershipand on which contingent interest is paid.
er loan. In addition, the explanationnoted that the intemal 31. IRC Sec. 23105(b)(3)
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Vlll. SWAPS AS VEHICLES TO AVOID 2065) has been under consideration in the House of Repre-
CONTINGENT INTEREST LIMITATIONS sentatives since May 1993, which would establish a new kind

of tax vehicle to facilitate the securitizationof a wide variety
As indicated above, the exception for hedging transactions of financial assets. The legislation would authorize a new

from the definition of contingent interest provides a possible entity called a Financial Asset Securitization Investment

basis for creating financial arrangements that are the equiva- Trust (FASIT).A FASIT would serve as a tax law securiti-

lent of contingent interest borrowings. Suppse, for example, zation vehicle for many transactions that cannot now use a

that a US corporation, D, borrows funds at a fixed rate from a real estate mortgage investment conduit (REMIC) or fixed

foreign investor, NL1, and, at the same time enters into a investment trust because they would nvolve the holding of

swap with a second, unrelated foreign investor, NL2, under debt and issue securities backed by obligations other than

which D receives funds from NL2 at a fixed rate that offsets mortgages.
D's interest expense, but that the rate D pays to NL2 is based One of the advantagescited for a FASIT is that it would facil-
on the dividends that D pays to its shareholders. Viewed as tate a variety of securitization transactions by eliminating
two separate transactions, the interest paid to NLI should tax law considerationssuch as distinctions between debt and
qualify.for the portfolio interest exemption, while the swap equity (no more contingent interest problems) and between
payments to NL2 should not be subject to withholding under borrowings and dispositions, two topics that often hinder or

Reg. 1.863-7(b). render securitization transactions less efficient than other

The question, which is still unanswered, is whether the IRS financing vehicles. This very flexibility, however, has been

could or would collapse such a transaction under the conduit cited by AssistantTreasury Secretary for Tax Policy Leslie B.

financing regulations32 into a contingent interest loan not eli- Samuels, as creating the potential for income to completely
gible for the portfolio interest exemption,despite the fact that escape taxation.

NLI and NL2 are unrelated to D and to each other Given this expression of govemment concern and given the

history of the development of tax incentives in the United
States, one has to wonder whether we will ever see FASITs in

IX. FASIT our future

At the same time that the Treasury is considering regulations
on conduit financing and contingent interest, consider for a

minute in light of the above discussion the fact that a bill (HR 32. IRC Sec. 7701(1)
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NETHERLANDS-UNITEDSTATES

. WITHHOLDING.TAXOS GGCONTINGENTIXTZREST UNDER THE

NEW US-NETHERLA\-DSTREATY
Andr H. Boekhoudt and Thomas R North

financing of US real estate that provide for contingent inter-
Andr Boekhoudtobtained his fiscal law degree from est which is also often referred to as an equity kicker.
the UniversityofGroningen in 1982. Until joining KPMG
Meijburg & Co. in 1988, he was a tax inspector for the This article will first discuss the domestic US and Nether-
Netherlands Revenue Service. Mr Boekhoudt is currently lands withholding tax rules for contingent interest. An
in KPMG Meijburg'sAmsterdam office where he attempt will then be made to reconcile these internal law pro-specializes in internationaltax law. Mr Boekhoudtisa visions with the provisions of the new Treaty. Finally, themember of the IFA and the Dutch Order of Tax Advisors..

article will briefly address the possible impact of these rules
Thomas North is an American lawyer and senior US tax on withholding agents and taxpayers.
managerwith KPMG Meijburg & Co. in Amsterdam. He
obtained a BA from Loras College in 1976 and a JD from
the Universityof Iowa College of Law in 1979. From 1979-
1990, he practised international law in Germany, where Il. WITHHOLDINGUNDER DOMESTIC LAW
he was also a facultymemberof the Johannes Gutenburg
Universitt, Mainz. Mr North joined KPMG Meijburg in
1990, where he specializes in international taxation. A. United States

1. General

I. INTRODUCTION Generally, a foreign person's US source interest income that
is not effectivelyconnectedwith the conduct of a US trade or

business is subject to a 30 percent withholding tax at source.
One of the significantchanges brought about in the 1992 Tax There is a significantstatutoryexception for portfolionterest
Treaty between the United States and the Netherlands (the (see below). Although ncome tax treaties generally reduce
Treaty) is the exclusion from the definition of interest' of the rate of US withholding tax to zero in respect of interest,
incomefrom debt claims...crryingthe right to articipate in reliance provisions is neessary if the portfolioon treaty not
profits. This exclusion is meant to prevent income from interest exemption can be claimed.
contingent interest, equity kickers, shared appreciation
debit, participating debt (hereafter Contingent interest) Therefore, with respect to payments from US sources, it is
and winstdelende obligaties (profit-sharing bonds)from first importantto determine if contingent interest will qualify
enjoying the exemption from withholding tax which is as portfolio interest. In addition, since the phrase
afforded true interest.2 The policy of denying the exenp- income...carrying the right to participate in profits is not

tion from US withholding tax for contingent interest is also further defined in the Treaty, the phrase will likely be inter-
reflected in the recent changes to the US portfolio interest preted by US domestic law principles under the authority of
rules.3 Article 3(2) of the Treaty when US withholding tax is at

issue. Since it is likely the United States would ntend the
Unfortunately, the Treaty is not entirely clear as to which exclusion of contingent interest from the portfolio interest
types of nstruments, or to what portion of income from such exemption to match the analogousexclusionunder Article 12
instruments, the treatment as nterest will be denied. In addi- of the Treaty, the definition of contingent nterest under the
tion, the drafters apparently intended that payments not qual- portfolio interest rules is the most logical place to seek clari-
ifying as interestwould be re-classifiedas dividendsso that fication of the Treaty exclusion.
they could be taxed accordingly under Article 10 of the

Treaty. Nevertheless,.the operative section of Article 10
refers to dividend withholding tax only in respect of divi- 1. Art. 12(2).

2. For purposesof the followingdiscussion,we will assume that the (interest)dends which are paid by a compny resident in the source income in question would not otherwise be considered be derived fromto an

State.4This opens the questionas to whethercontingent inter- equity or from a partnership interest,per se. Normally, this would be the initial
est and similarpaymentsmade by individualsor partnerships consideration in evaluating the tax treatment of income from instruments or

may be taxed under Article 10 (or any other article) of the investments which have characteristicsof both debt and equity.
3. Sec. 13237(a)(1), Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1993, P.L. 103-

Treaty. This issue is primarily, but not only, of importance to 66.
Netherlands persons which have extended loans for the 4. Treaty Art. 10(1) and(2).
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2. Portfolio interest exception withholding tax, special provisions are needed to ensure that
US withholding tax on contingent interest is not prohibited

Under the portfolio interest rules of IRC Section 871(h), US under treaty provisions.
source interest (including original issue discount) is exempt
from withholding tax if (1) the instrument meets certain re-

gistration and foreign targeting requirements designed to B. Netherlands
ensure that the instruments not sold to a US person, and (2) The Netherlands does not impose a withholding tax on inter-
the interest is not received by a 10 percent shareholderof est payments unless such interest is paid in respect of bonds
the issuer of the obligation, taking into account certain attri- and payment depends either on the profits of the payor, or on
bution rules. For this purpose, a 10 perent shareholder the distribution of profits by the payor (i.e. winstdelende
includes not only a corporate shareholder, but also in the obligaties).9 Further, the obligation to the tax is restricted to
case of a partnership, any person who owns 10 percent or such winstdelendeobligaties of Netherlands resident pub-
more of the capital or profits interest of the partnership.5 lic limited companies (naamlozevennootschappen),closed

The Onnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1993 (OBRA) limited companies (besloten vennootschappenmet beperkte
repealed the portfolio interest exenption with respect to cer- aansprakelijkheid),open lirnited partnerships (commandi-
tain contingent interest.6 For this purpose, contingent interest taire vennootschappen),and other entities whose capital is

includes any interest if the amount is determinedby reference divided into shares,jAll of the above-referencedentities are

to: taxable as corporations for Dutch tax purposes. Although the

any receipts, sales or other cash flow of the debtor or a interest payment on a winstdelendeobligatie is subject to
-

related person;
dividend tax withholding, the payment is deductible for cor-

any income or profits of the debtor or a related person;
income if it is arm's length

-
porate tax purposes an payment.
In addition, under Dutch law, a foreign partner in a (transpar-

any change in value of any property of the debtor or a-

related person; or
ent) Dutch partnership who is entitled only to a share in the
annual profits (rather than the hidden reserves and goodwill

any dividend, partnership distributions or similar pay--

ments made by the debtor or a related person.
upon liquidation) will be subject to income tax (rather than
withholding tax) and will generally be deemed to receive

The Secretary of the Treasury may also adopt regulations to (profit-sharing) interest.

deny the portfolio interest exemption where denial of the
The literature suggests that under Netherlands domestic law,

exemption is necessary or appropriate to prevent avoidance
dividend withholding tax be withheld the entire

of Federal income tax.7 can on

amount of interestpaid in respect of a winstdelendeobli-
The legislative history of the changes to the portfolio interest gatie, and not merely the profit-sharingportion. The rate of
rules suggest that the primary concern of Congress was the withholding tax on dividends under Netherlands domestic

possibility that foreignerscould avoid US withholding tax on law is 25 percent.
interest that is contingent on profits generated by the dispo- Given the fact that the Netherlands withholding tax on pay-sition of US real estate; however, the new rules will impact ments made in respect of winstdelendeobligaties is effect-
much more than real estate financing. In addition, the defini- ed under the Dividend Tax Act, commentators havesome
tion of contingent interest as set forth in the portfolio interest

suggested that withholding tax on payments from such obli-
rules includes much more than interest which is contingent can be effected under the 1948 The fact that
on profits. As defined above, the contingencycan be based gations TreatyJ2
on measures other than profit, such as cash flow and the
increase in value of specific items of property. This is much 5. IRC Sec. 87 I(h)(3)(B)(ii).
broader than the concept of earnings and profits which is 6. The repeal is effective for interest received after 3 1 December 1993. It does

the general measure for the calculation of dividends. not apply, however, to any interest paid or accrued with respect to any indebted-
ness with a fixed term that was ssued before 7 April 1993, or was issued after

Finally, both the text of Section 871 and the legislative histo- such date pursuant to a binding written contract in effect on such date and at all
times thereafter before such indebtedness was issued.

ry clearly indicate that the portfolio interest exemption may 7. IRC Sec. 871(h)(4)(A).The IRS has indicated in Notice 94-39 that it does
be denied to contingent interest payments made by non-cor- not currently anticipate issuing regulations.
porate persons, such as partnerships. More favourably, the 8. Committee Reports on P.L. 103-66, at 182-184 (Blue Book).

legislative history indicates that the denial of the portfolio 9. DividendTax Act (Wet op de dividendbelasting, 1965). Art. 3(1)(f).
10. DividendTax Act Art. 1(1)

interest exemption applies only to the contingent portion of ll. See Commentary to Dividend Tax Act Art. 3, in Vennootschapsbelast-
the interest payment, and not to the normal non-contingent ing, Fiscale Encyclopediede Vakstudie (Deventer: Kluwer),at 3-59 to 3-60.

interest payments made under the same instrument.8 12. See e.g.J.B.J. Peters, Beschouwingenover het op 29 October 1948 tussen

Nederlanden Amerikagesloten verdrag ter voorkomingvan dubbele belasting,
The US answer to contingent nterest under its domestic law WeekbladderBelastingen1949, No. 3943, at 188. In addition, it should be noted

is therefore to treat such payments as interest which does not
that the Joint Committee Report on the Treaty provides: Moreover, it is under-
stood that under the present treaty, the Netherlands imposes dividend withhold-

qualify for the portfolio interestexemption. Since US internal ng tax on payments under a profit-sharing bond, Explanation of Proposed
law imposes a 30 percent withholding tax on non-portfoliO Income Tax Treaty and Proposed Protocol between the United States of Ameri-

interest paid to foreign persons, it is not necessary under ca and the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Joint Committee on Taxation, United
States Senate, JCS-15-93, at 6. Peters' view is questionablegiven the fact that

internal law to recharacterizesuch payments as dividends. income from winstdelende obligaties remains interest even though with-
However, since most US tax treaties exempt interest from holding is effected under the Dividend Tax Act.
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under its internal law the Netherlandswithholding is founded tion of interest paid on an instrument which calls for contin-
under the dividend withholding rules and the United States gent and non-contingentpayments. A strict textual reading of
classifies similar payments as (non-portfolio) interest, per- the treaty language would equally support an interpretation
haps explains the difficulties encountered in carving out an that all interest paid on an instrument which carries a right
appropriateexceptionunder the definitionof interest in the to participate in the debtor's profits is excluded from the
new Treaty. scope of Article 12. This interpretation would, however,

appear to be inconsistent with the underlying policy of the
exclusionand, from the US perspective,would be contrary to

Ill. DEFINITION OF INTEREST UNDER THE
the analogous provisions of the portfolio interest rule. Such

TREATY
an interpretation would not, however, be inconsistent with
the prevailing view regarding Netherlands withholding tax

on winstdelendeobligaties.7Therefore, it appears to be an
Article 12(2) of the Treaty defines interest as follows:

open question as to whether the non-contingent portion of
The term interestas used in this Conventionmeans income from interestpaid to a US person with respect to a winstdelende
debt-claims of every kind, whether or not secured by mortgage, obligatie is subject to Netherlands withholding tax.
and not carrying a right to participate in the debtor's profits, and in

particular, income from government securities, and income from Since the right to withhold tax on contingent interest is not

bonds or debentures, including premiums and prizes attaching to goyerned by Article 12, but by Article 10 (Dividends), one

such securities, bonds or debentures, and an excess inclusion with would expect the actual authority to withhold and the rate of
respect to a residual interest in a real estate mortgage investment withholding to be found in Article 10.
conduit, as well as other income that is treated as income from

money lent by the taxation law of the State in which the income
arises. The term does not include income dealt with in Article 10
(Dividends) Penalty charges for late payment shall not be re- IV. WITHHOLDINGON CONTINGENT
garded as interest for purposes of this Convention. INTEREST UNDER ARTICLE 10

The above definition literally only excludes income from (DIVIDENDS)
debt claims.., carrying the right to participate in profits from
the definition of interest. From a Dutch perspective, this A. Definition of dividends
definition seems logical since only truly profit-sharing inter-
est received by foreign persons is subject to tax.13 From a US Article 10(4) of the Treaty defines dividendsas follows:
perspective, the treaty standard ofparticipationin proits is

The dividends used in this Convention incometerm as means
much narrower than the corresponding exclusion under the from shares other rights participating in profits, wellor as as

portfolio nterest rules which, as explained above, excludes income from corporate rights which is subjected to the same taxa-
interest which is measured by a numberof factors other than tion treatment as income from shares by the laws of the State of

profits. There is, however, little reason to expect that the which the company making the distribution is a resident. For the

United States will not interpret the exclusion from interest purposes of this paragraph, the term dividendsalso includes, in

under Article 12 under the same standards as applicable to the case of the Netherlands, income from profit sharing bonds

the analogous exclusion for portfolio interest. For example, (winstdelendeobligaties) and, in the case of the United States,

the Joint CommitteeReport provides that
income from debt obligations carrying the right to participate in

profits.
...the interest exemption [under Article 12] does not prevent the This definition has been expanded to include the profit-shar-Netherlands from imposing the dividend tax on interest paid on

profit sharing bonds. Nor does it prevent the United States from ing bonds and obligations carrying the right to participate in

withholding tax on contingent interest under the portfolio interest profits which have been excluded from the definition of
rules as amended in the 1993 Act.'4

66interest for purposesofArticle 12. Althougha strict textual

reading does not necessarily limit the definition to corporateThe Treasury's Technical Explanation to the Treaty provides rights, the emphasis is clearly on shares and similar rightsthat income from debt claims that carry the right to partici- with respect to corporations, rather than individuals or other
pate in the profits of the debtor will b included within the

non-corporatepersons such as partnerships.
definition of dividends under Article 10 (Dividends) and is,
therefore, subject to the provisions of that Article.5 The As discussed in more detail below, the inclusion of non-cor-

Treasury Explanation goes further to provide the follwing Porate distributions within the definition of a dividend

example:
Thus, for example, income from a debt obligationof a Netherlands 13. However, holding substantial interest in Dutch bodya person a a corporate
resident that carries the right to participate in profits is not covered will be taxed on any interest he receives from such body, profit-sharingor not.

by Article 12, even if such income is treated as interest under the 14. Explanation of Proposed Income Tax Treaty and Proposed Protocol
law of the United States.t6 between the United States ofAmericaand the Kingdomof the Netherlands,Joint

Committeeon Taxation, US Senate, JCS-15-93, at 67.
Nothing in the text of Article 12, the Treasury's Technical 15. Treasury Explanation,at 30.

Explanation,the Joint CommitteeReporton the Treaty, or the 16. Id. Unfortunately, the example appears to suffer from faulty syntax. The

various historical documents issued by the Netherlands gov- example was probably intended to convey ...income of a Netherlands resident

ernment directly suggests that the exclusion for contingent
from a debt obligation that carries the right.... In other words, the income is
from US sources.

interest found in Article 12 is limited to the contingent por- 17. See supra note 9 and the text related thereto.
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under Article 10 is contrary to the provisions of the 1992 C. Comparison to US-GermanyTreaty
OECD Model Treaty and the similar provisions of the

US-GermanyTreaty. In addition, if the definition of divi- There is, particularly in German treaty practice, sorne author-
dends was intended to include non-corporatepayments, the ity for the imposition of dividend withholding tax on distri-
operative portionsof Article 10 should also refer to such non- butions from non-corporate entities. For example, Article
corporate payments. As also discussed below, this is not the 10(1) of the 1989 US-GermanyTreaty provides:
case with respect to the US-NetherlandsTreaty.

the term dividends includes in the Federal Republic of Ger-

many income under a sleeping partnership (Stille Gesellschaft),

B. Comparison to OECD Model Treaty partiarischesDarlehen, or Gewinnobligationas well as distri-
butions on certificatesof an investment trust.

The Treasury's Technical Explanation to the Treaty provides In this case, however, Article 10(1) specifically does not

that Article 10(4) generallyconforms to paragraph 3 of Arti- include distributions which would otherwise not be consid-

cle 10 of the OECD Model Treaty.18 The OECD Commen- ered debt claims.Therefore, the withholding tax applicable
tary to the 1992 Model Treaty supports the view that for pur- to distributions under Article 10(1) of the US-Germany
poses of withholding tax under Article 10, a dividend can Treaty apply only to participationswhich would otherwisebe

only be distributed by a company.The preliminary remarks classified as equity. This is not the case in the typical parti-
to Article 10 provide that: cipating debt scenario with respect to US real estate finan-

By dividendsis generally meant the distributionof profits to the cing. Vogel2' argues that dividend withholding tax can be

shareholders of companies limited by shares, limited partnerships withheld on distributions by German silent partnerships
with share capital, lirnited liability cornpanies or other joint stock even though such partnerships are not companies as

companies.'9 defined by the treaty. His reasoning is that the definition of
not

Further, pargraph 27 of the Commentary to Article 10 of the company under Article 3(1) is controlling if the con-

OECD Model Treaty provides:
text otherwise requires. In this case, Vogel argues, if the

treaty definition of dividends expressly includes income
Distributions of profits by partnerships are not dividends within from silent partnerships, it is only logical for the term com-
the meaning of the definition, unless the partnerships are subject, pany to be defined differently for purposes of Article 10.
in the State where their place of effective management is situated,
to a fiscal treatment substantially similar to that applied to compa- The US-Germany Treaty, however, clearly distinguishes
nies limited by shares (for instance, in Belgium, Portugal and between debt claims and non-debt clairns. Article 10(5)
Spain, also in France as regards distributions to commanditairesin deals with debt obligations:the socitsen commanditesimple).2o

Notwithstanding the first sentence of paragraph 2 of this Article
It is possible that the US negotiators of the US-Netherlands and paragraph 1 of Article 11 (Interest), income from arrange-
Treaty intended to include in the definition of dividends ments, including debt obligations, carrying the right to participate
certain contingent interest paid by partnerships and other in profits (including in the Federal Republic of Germany income

non-corporate persons. This possible intention is, however, under a sleeping partnership (Stille Gesellschaft), partiarisches
not explicitly incorporated into the definition set forth in Darlehen, Gewinnobligation,or jouissance shares or jouis-
Article 10(4) of the Treaty. Further, the inclusion of distribu- sance rights) that is deductible in determining the profits of the

n
tions made by non-corporate persons such as partnerships payor may be taxed in the Contracting State which it arises

according to the laws of that State.
within the definition of a dividend is somewhat novel. In

particular, the inclusion of such items in the dividend article Thus, under the US-GermanyTreaty, payments from partici-
is contrary to the OECD's recommended treatment of such pating debt which are excluded from the definition of inter-

items as indicated above. est, but which nevertheless are not considered payments
from equity, are not reclassified as dividends for purposesThe OECD Model Treaty does, however, foresee instances in
of the Treaty. Rather, such payments may simply be taxed in

which interest paid by corporate bodies may be classified accordance with the taxation laws of the source state, irre-
as a dividend for purposes of withholding tax. Paragraph spective of the nature of the classificationand unrestrictedby
25 of the Commentary to Article 10 of the OECD Model

the dividend article to the amount of tax which may be
Treaty provides that Article 10 deals not only with divi-

as

levied.
dends as such but also with interest on loans insofar as the
lender effectively shares the risks run by the company. The
Comment goes further to list several circumstances in which
the contributorof a loan might be considered to share in the
risks run by the company. The circumstanceslisted generally
catalogue those factors which would traditionallybe relevant
to distinguish debt from equity. One factor is whether the
creditor will share in any profits of the company. The 18 Treasury Technical Explanation, at 27 The Joint Committee Report con-

instances in which 66interest can be considered a dividend tains a somewhat different evaluation: There is no similar provision in the pre-
sent treaty or the US or OECD models. See supra note 12, at 6.

for purposes of withholding tax under the OECD Model 19. Commentary to Art. 10,1992 Model Tax Convention on Income and Cap-
clearly does not include situations in which the creditor's ital, OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs, Paris.

return is based on non-profit factors such as cash flow. 20. Id.
21. Klaus Vogel, Double TaxationConventions (Deventer: Kluwer), at 567.
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D. Authorityto withhold tax under Article 10(1) ent fashion than the US-NetherlandsTreaty. As applied to a

and(2) for distributionsnot made by companies typical US-sourceequity kicker which is treated as interest
under US domestic law, but not qualifying for the portfolio

Assuming that the Treaty effectively includes non-corporate interest exemption, it appears that the tax treatmentunder the

distributions within the definition of a dividend under the US-Germany Treaty would now be as follows. First, (at
definitionalprovisionsofArticle 10(4), do the operative pro- least) the contingentportion of the debt would not be consid-

visions of Article 10 allow (or prohibit) the imposition of ered interest as defined in Article 11 since it is dealtwith

withholdingtax Article 10(1) provides: in Article 10. Article 10(5) of the US-GermanyTreaty would
allow the United States to tax the payment in accordancewith

Dividends paid by a company which is a resident of one of the the laws of the United States (not necessarily as a dividend).States to a resident of the other State may be taxed in that other It the United States will be free to withhold tax (atState. appears on

least) the contingent portion at the rate of 30 percent regard-
This provision, consistent with the OECD Model Treaty, is less of the status of the pure as a corporate or non-corporate
restricted to dividendspaid by a company.For purposesof person.
the Treaty, a company is defined in Article 3(1) as any
body corporate or any entity which is treated as a body cor-

porate for tax purposes .

E. Rate of withholding tax
Similarly, Article 10(2) provides:

It appears that one reason for treating contingent interest asHowever, such dividends may also be taxed in the State of which
the company paying the dividends is a resident and according to dividendsunder the Treaty was to ensure a reduced rate of
the laws of that State, but if the beneficial owner of the dividends withholding tax.23 The general rate of withholding tax under
is a residentof the other State, the tax so chargedshall not exceed... Article 10 is 15 percent. The 5 perentwithholding tax rate is

Again, no mention is made of the taxing rights in respect of applicable to dividends ifthe beneficialowner is a company
which holds directly at least 10 percent of the voting powerdividends which are not paid by a company. Therefore,
ofthe paying the dividends.24

unless the context otherwise requires that for purposes of company

Article 10(1) the term companyincludenon-corporatepay- The Netherlands Explanation to the Treaty provides that
ors, withholding tax should not be permitted under Article income from winstdelende obligaties qualifies for the
10. Although it could be argued that the context otherwise reduced 5 percent rate under Article 10(2)(a) if the beneficial
requires the term companybe broadly construed, the case owner is a company which holds at least 10 percent of the
for such an argument is not as compelling as under the voting shares of the company paying the dividend.25 Since
US-GermanyTreaty. winstdelende obligaties do not themselves carry voting

rateSeveral arguments can be made that the context does not rights, the reduced would only apply in situations in
which the bondholderis also a direct shareholder.require that the term company includes non-corporateper-

sons. First, as noted above, such an interpretation would be The position of the United States on this point is not clear
contrary to clear statements of policy under the 1992 OECD since neither the TreasuryTechnicalExplanationnor the Sen-
Model Treaty. Second, the treaty should be nterpreted in ate Joint CommitteeReport address this issue.
such a fashion that the US and Netherlands withholdingwill
occur in roughly the same circumstances. A reading which
wold restrict the US withholding to payments made by cor- V. CLASSIFICATIONUNDER THE TREATY AS
porate entities would place the US withholding rights in

OTHER INCOMErough parity with the rights currently exercised by the
Netherlandsunder its internal law. Third, the statements con-

tained in the Treasury'sTechnicalExplanationand the Senate Article 23(1) of the Treaty (Other Income) provides:
Joint CommitteeReport contain no direct statements that US Items of income of a residentof one of the States wherever arising,
withholding can occur with respect to non-corporate pay- not dealt with in the foregoingArticles of this Conventionshall be

ments. Fourth, the US law in effect during the treaty negotia- taxable only in that State.

tions did not contain any special provisions with respect to This article of the Treaty would exempt payments irt respect
withholdingon contingent interest, much less with respect to of participating debt made by non-corporate persons from
non-corporatepayments of such contingent interest.22 Final-
ly, had the negotiators intended to allow source state taxation
of contingent interest payments made by non-corporateper- 22. Although the OBRA was enacted prior to the ratificationof the Treaty, the

had been initialledprior the of OBRA. Since the Treaty was
sons, a more explicit statement could have been included in treaty to enactment

ratified in December 1993 after enactment of OBRA, the more restrictive lan-
the treaty, as was the case in the US-GermanyTreaty. guage of the Treaty should have precdence over the portfolio interest rules of

OBRA. In any event, the legislative history of OBRA indicates the portfolioThe German negotiators were quite careful to include within interest rules were not intended to overrideexisting treaties. See supr note 8, at

the definition of dividends certain distributions from 183.

specificallymentionednon-corporatepayors. In addition, the 23. For example, the Senate Joint Committee Report refers to the right to tax

German treaty deals with the issue of payments from partici- contingent interest at the dividend rate.
24. Treaty Art. 10(2)(a)

pating debt which does not constituteequity in quite a differ- 25. Memorie van Antwoord, 15 September 1993, Attachment 1, at 3.
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source State taxation, unless such payments are dealt with reciprocity in the tax treatment of payments to and from the
in Article 10. Clearly, the general phrase debt obligations respective treaty partners.
carrying the right to participate in profit is mentioned in

rate
Article 10; however, the more specific tax treatment of non-

Finally, uncertaintiesexist regarding the proper of with-

corporate payments is not. holding tax. Although the Netherlands has clearly stated that
the 5 percent rate may be available if the creditor is also a

As noted above, strong arguments can be made that the term shareholderof the payor, the position of the United States is

dividendsas defined in Article 10(4) does not include non- not known.

corporate payments. In addition, the operational provisions Due to the uncertainties inherent in all these determinations,
of Article 10(1) and (2) do not refer to payments other than it would seem unreasonable for penalties to be imposed on
those by companies.Finally, the contextdoes not require withholding agents for failure to withhold tax in the absence
that the term company be expanded beyond the express of more detailed guidance.
definition contained in Article 3 of the Treaty.

Therefore, the most supportablesolution to the taxation of
B. Effect on taxpayerscontingent interest paid by a non-corporate person is that it

falls under catch-all provisionsof Article 23. In this case, the

contingent interest would be exempt from tax in the source
In general, of course, the interpretation of the Treaty which

State. results in the lowest withholding tax will be most beneficial
for taxpayers. With respect to contingent payments made by
US corporatedebtors, the withholding rate applicable to divi-
dends of 15 percent is certainly better than the statutory rate

VI. CONSEQUENCESFOR WITHHOLDING of 30 percent.26 The lower withholding rate should make it

AGENTS AND TAXPAYERS easier for most Dutch recipients to fully utilize the tax credit
for dividends which the Netherlands is required to allow

A. Uncertaintiesfor withholdingagents
under Article 25(3)(b).
For contingent interest payments made by non-corporateUS

The uncertainties nherent in the Treaty rules regarding con- persons such as partnerships, the position that such payments
tingent interest will prove troublesome for withholding are not subject to US withholding tax is not necessarily a

agents unless additional guidance is issued. First, US with- windfall to Dutch taxpayers. First, such payments will nor-

holding agents will be faced with the issue of whether the mally be fully includible in the basis for Netherlands taxation

Treaty allows US withholding tax on contingent interest pay- and taxed at normal corporate tax rates. In most cases, the

ments which are not made by corporate entities. The better exemption from US withholding tax will simply result in a

view would appear to be that (due to drafting omissions) the greater portion of the tax revenues being shifted to the

Treaty does not permit withholding tax. Netherlands government. Nevertheless, the absence of US

withholdingtax could have the followingbenefits for Nether-
Second, it is not clear how broadly the scope of debt claims lands taxpayers. First, there is the obvious cash flow benefit
carrying the right to participate in profits should be read. US that the Dutch investor will have the complete use of the con-

withholding agents will undoubtedly rely on the more tingent portion of interest payments until the Dutch income
detailed portfolio interest rules for guidance; however, it tax must be paid. Second, the exernption from US withhold-
appears that the treaty standard of participation in proits ing tax will be a very real benefit for Dutch recipients who
may be narrower in scope than the correspondingdefinitions are in an overalllossposition for Dutch tax purposes. In such
under the portfolio interest rules. cases, a credit for US withholding tax would not be (immedi-

Third, US withholding agents must determine if tax must be ately) available.

withheld on the entire amount ofinterestpaid under a con-

tingent instrument, or only on the contingent portion. For

example, must tax be withheld on the non-contingentportion C. Opportunitiesfor exempt pension trusts
of a paymentmade by a corporate payor to a Netherlandsper-
son when such interest does not qualify as portfolio interest Investng in US real estate via participating debt by Dutch
If the benefits of the treaty are claimed, will the treaty reclas- pension funds may provide an attractivealternative to a direct

sify the entire amount of the interest as a dividend The investment. Under Article 35 of the Treaty, Netherlands-
better view would appear to be that only the contingent por- exemptpension trusts may receive an exemption from US tax

tion of interest is subject to reclassification. with respect to dividends and interest. The exemption does

Similarly, Netherlands withholding agents must decide if tax
not apply if the pension fund is engaged in a trade or busi-
ness in the United States, or to income received from a

must be withheld on all payments made to US persons in
related person.respect of winstdelendeobligaties. Applying principles of

Netherlands internal law, it would appear that withholding
may be requiredon all payments.This result would, however,

26. noted above, it also be favourable than the US-Ger-As appears to more

appear to be unjustified if the payments can truly be bifurcat-
many Treaty which allows withholdingat the statutory rate (in the case of the US

ed. In addition, one would expect a certain consistency and as applicable to interest) of 30%.
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A Netherlands pension fund which would invest in US real by US partnerships or indiyiduals via a branch of a Nether-
estate via a partnership27would be considered to engage in a lands company. This structure may be particularly attractive
US trade or businessand thus would be subject to US tax on if, as argued above, the Treaty does not allow US tax with-

operating income and capital gains. However, if the pension holding on contingent interest payments (as dividends) made
fund were to lend funds as a creditor to the partnershipunder by US partnerships or individuals to Dutch persons. Of
terms which call for contingent interest, it should not be con- course, normal interestpaymentsmade via such a structure

sidered to engage in a US trade or business.The contingent would continue to be subject to the rules of Article 12(8) and

portion of the interest payment or equity kicker could be may be subject to 15 percent US withholding tax.

classified as interest under US domestic law (and therefore
deductible by the partnership), but would be a dividend for

purposes of the Treaty. Even if the payment is considered a E. Election to claim the old or new treaty
dividend subject to withholding under Article 10, the US
would not be entitled to withhold tax due to exemption Article 37 of the new Treaty allows taxpayers to claim the

granted under Article 35.28 It should be noted that the same benefits of the 1948 Treaty for taxes withheld at source in

favourable treatment would be available to a participating 1994 if the 1948 Treaty would be more beneficial than the

loan granted by a Dutch pension fund to a IJS corporation. It new Treaty. Netherlands taxpayers who receive contingent
should further be noted that the receipt of contingent interest interest from US sources in 1994 (and which does not quali-
under the note should be exernpt from US withholding tax; fy for the portfolio interest exemption) would normally wish

however, the sale of the contingent instrunent rnay be sub- to claim the benefits of the 1948 Treaty in 1994. This is due

ject to tax under FIRPTA.29 to the fact that the 1948 Treaty generally prohibits US with-

holding tax on such contingent interest.30 Taxpayers should
be aware, however, that they may not cherry pick among

D. Triangular cases favourable and unfavourable treaty provisions in the transi-
tion year.

Article 12(8) was added to the Treaty by the Protocol in order As noted above, strong argments,can be made that the
to address the taxation of interest in certain triangular Netherlands does not have the right to withhold dividend tax
cases. With respect to interest, triangular structures involve

on winstdelende obligaties under the 1948 Treaty. There-
the lending of funds to US persons via a branch of a Nether-

fore, the new treaty provisions with respect to such profitlands company. Interest paid by the US borrowerwas exempt sharing bonds may also affect a US taxpayer's decsion as to
from withholding tax under the 1948 Treaty due to the appli- whether to claim the old or the new treaty.31cability of th interest article of that treaty. Interestpaid to the
Netherlands company and allocable to the third (tax haven)
country branch was subject to a very low combined rate of
tax in the branchjurisdictionand in the Netherlands,since the 27. In mostcases, this would include a limited liability company which is clas-
Netherlandsallows an exemption for branch profits. sified as a partnership for US tax purposes.

28. It is interesting to note that Art. 6 of the Protocol to the Treaty amends Art.
In order to counter the perceived abuse of such structures, 35 to deny the exemption from withholding tax on REIT dividends representing
Article 12(8) generally allows the United States to withhold gains on the dispositionof US real property. No similar restriction was included

15 percent tax on US-source interest paid to a Netherlands with respect to contingent interest.
29. Treas. Reg. 1.897-1(h). FIRPTA applies only in situations where there is

company and allocable to a thrd country branch if the inter-
a dispositionof a US real property interest (USRPI).A USRPI includes any

est is not subject to a combined rate of tax of 17.5 percent (21 interest in US real property other than solely as a creditor. Thus, a contingent
percent after 1996) in the branch jurisdictionand the Nether- instrument would constitute a USRPI the disposition of which is taxable under

lands. FIRPTA; however, the mere receipt of contingent interest does not give rise to

gain under IRC Sec. 1001 and hence is not taxable under FIRPTA.

The fact that contingentinterestis excludedfrom the scope of 30. Under IRS Notice 94-1, Netherlands taxpayers will be presumed to elect

Article 12 also means that such interest should not subject to
the 1948 Treaty for 1994 unless they expressly indicate a contrary intent.
31. Contrary to the presumption for Dutch taxpayers, US taxpayers will not be

the anti-avoidancerules of Article 12(8). This may create the presumed to elect the 1948 Treaty in 1994. Therefore, in order to elect the 1948

opportunity to structure contingent interest payments made Treaty, an affirmativeelection must be made.
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NETHERLANDS

RECENT CASE LAW
Stef van Weeghel

Tax partner in the New York office of Stibbe Simont Monahan Duhot.

I. INTRODUCTION duct of an enterprise but also the negative result. Since the
loss suffered by the taxpayerwas not attributableto a PE situ-

The Netherlands has recently witnessed an abundance of ated in the Netherlands, the loss could not be taken into

decisions by its Supreme Court concerning the applicationof account for Dutch corporate income tax purposes. The

tax treaties and other aspects of international taxation. This Supreme Court explicitly held that the deemed residence rule

article examines certain Supreme Court decisions handed under CITA Article 2(4) would not change that result.

down between 1 Janury 1994 and 15 August 1994. All of The decision in this case hardly came as a surprise. In a 1980
cases discussed relate to the applicationof a tax treaty or the decision the Supreme Court had reached the same conclusion
Belastingregeling voor het Koninkrijk (BRK),' on issues in a comparablecase that concerned an individual taxpayer.4
relating to residence, permanent establishment/business
profits, dividends and non-discrimination. The Supreme Court decision makes clear that no double

dip can be achieved where a single BV, non-resident for

treaty purposes, has no PE in the Netherlands to which the
losses are attributable. For those taxpayers who wish to ven-

Il. RESIDENCE ture into double dp situations, the decision should not be
too much of a disappointment. In 1988, the Supreme Court

A. Dual residence and losses2 allowed the existence of a fiscal unity between two BV's
where the parent company had its effective management in

The taxpayer in this case was a Dutch beslotenvennootschap the Netherlands and the subsidiary had its effective manage-

(BV). For the applicationof the Corporate Income Tax Act ment in the United Kingdom.5
1969 (CITA) a BV - as a result of its incorporation under The subsidiary in the fiscal unity resident of the Unitedwas a
Netherlands law - is deemed to be a resident of the Nether- Kingdom for purposesofthe Netherlands-UK Thetax treaty.
lands.3 In the tax year at issue the sole activity of the taxpay- parent company was not, and as a result of the fiscal unity the
er was the conduct of a business in Ireland; the business was subsidiary's loss was attributed to the parent company as if
managed and controlledin Ireland. Pursuant to Article 2(1)(f) the parent company had a PE in the United Kingdom.
of the 1969 Netherlands-Irelandtax treaty, the taxpayer was

a resident of Ireland for purposes of the treaty.

In the tax year at issue the taxpayer suffered a considerable B. Dual residence and exit charge6
loss and it requested the Dutch tax inspector to issue a deter-
mination that this loss constituteda start-up loss that could be In a second case pertaining to dual residence, the taxpayer
carried forward for an indefinite period of time. Absent the was also a BV with its residence for treaty purposes in the

application of a tax treaty, the tax inspector would certainly other country. Until 6 March 1986 the taxpayer had its effec-
have issued this determination based solely on the deemed tive management in the Netherlands. In 1984 it sold its busi-
residence of the taxpayer in the Netherlands pursuant to

CITA Article 2(4). However, the tax inspectordenied the tax-

payer the loss and determined the start-up loss in respect of 1. The BRK is a law of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, which constitutes a

quasi treaty for the avoidance of double taxation between the Netherlands and
the relevant tax year to be nil. the NetherlandsAntilles.

2. Supreme Court, 17 February 1993, published in BeslissingenNederlandse
The Lower Court and the Supreme Court confirmed the tax Belastingrechtspraak(BNB) 1994/163, withcasenotebyNooteboom.

inspector's determination.For purposes of the treaty, the tax- 3. CITA Art 2(4) reads as follows (translated): If a body corporate was

payer wasa resident of Ireland. Pursuant to Article 5(1) of the incorporatedunder Netherlands law, it will for the applicationof this law always

treaty, the profits of an enterpriseof Ireland (i.e. an enterprise
be deemed resident of the Netherlands.
4. Supreme Court, 12 March 1980, BNB 1980/170, with case note by den

carried on by a resident of Ireland) are taxable only in Ireland Boer.

unless the enterprise carres on business n the Netherlands 5. Supreme Court, 29 June 1988, BNB 1988/331, with case note by G. Slot.

through a permanent establishment (PE) situated therein. See F. van Brunschot and S. van Weeghel, Fiscal Unity, profit (loss) of a per-
manent establishment,29 EuropeanTaxation (March 1989), at 95.

The Supreme Court decided that the term profits should be 6. Supreme Court, 27 April 1994, published in Fiscaal Weekblad FED

construed to include not only the positive result from the con- (FED) 1994/377, with case note by Smit.
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ness assets and deferred the gain realized in connectionwith ratio as premiums collected in that country divided by all
the sale by creating a so-called substitution reserve.7 On 6 insurancepremiums collected by the insurance company.
March 1986 the effective managementof the BV was shifted
from the Netherlands to Spain. Pursuant to Article 4(4) of the In the computationof its profits to which the formula was to

1971 Netherlands-Spain tax treaty, this resulted in BV's be applied, the taxpayerhad eliminated net income from real

being a resident of Spain for purposes of the treaty. Accord- property. Article 3(1) of the treaty, in connectionwith Article

ing to Article 7(1) of thetreaty the profits of an enterprise of 3(2) of the Protocol, provides that real property is taxable

Spain are taxable only in Spain unless the enterprise carres only in the state where the real property is situated, even if

on business in the Netherlands through a PE situated therein. the real property belongs to a PE. The Lower Court held that
in determining the income attributable to the PE only incomeThe Lower Court determined that no such PE existed in the
from real property situated in the Netherlandsor SwitzerlandNetherlands.
had to be eliminated. The result of this method would have

Article 16 of the 1964 Income Act Tax provides that profits been that part of the income from real property situated in
from an enterprise that have not otherwise been taken into third states would have been taxed in the Netherlands under
account will be included in the taxable ncome of the taxpay- the premium formula. This would almost certainly have led
er in the calendaryear in which the taxpayer ceases to derive to double taxation, as the countries,where the real property
income taxable in the Netherlands. Pursuant to CITA Article was situated would not relinquish their taxing rights in

8(1), this article is also applicable for purposes of determin- respect of the ncome from real property under applicable tax

ing taxable income of domestic corporate taxpayers. The treaties with Switzerland. The treaties with the Netherlands
Lower Court held that shifting the residence to Spain, appli- wouldalsobe of no avail, because the personal scope thereof
cation of the tie-breakerprovision in the treaty and applica- does not extend to PEs situated in a treaty country.
tion of the business profits article in the treaty meant that the

taxpayer had ceased to derive profits taxable in the Nether- The Supreme Court, however, overtumed the decision of the

lands as of 6 March 1986, and therefore the court concluded LowerCourt and held that income from real property situated

that the substitution reserve had to be added to the taxpayer's
in the third countries also had to be eliminated from the base
in respect of which the premium-splitformula is applied, andtaxable income; this decision was not overturned by the

Supreme Court. in general that the Netherlandsmay not levy tax in respect of
that income.

This case is yet another example of a situation where the
deemed residence provision of CITA Article 2(4) is of no

The case discussedcan generally not arise under a treaty fol-

avail to a taxpayer if residence for applicationof a tax treaty lowing any of the OECD Model Conventions,as Article 6 of

is assigned to the other treaty country and the treaty denies those conventions specifically restricts the right to tax to

the Netherlands the right to levy tax in respectof the relevant income from immovableproperty situated in the other Con-

item of income. tracting State. However, the case bears some connectionto a

situation that is not covered by the OECD Model Conven-
tion, i.e. the case ofa lower tier PE. The question is what pro-
tection, if any, is available against double taxation of profits

Ill. PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT/BUSINESS attributable to a PE in a country, which PE in tum is
PROFITS attributable to a PE in another country, neither of the two

countries being the country of residence of the taxpayer. The

A. 'PE profits of an insurance companye taxpayer in the above case had argued that the non-discrimi-
nation clause of the BRK would allow the taxpayer to rely on

the Dutch unilateral decree for the avoidance of double taxa-
The taxpayer in this case was a Swiss insurance company tion or tax treaties concluded by the Netherlands. The
with a PE in the Netherlands. Real property situated in Supreme Court did not have to address this argument, but it
Switzerland, the Netherlands, France, Belgium, GermanY would certainly have been interesting to see what its analysis
and Spain was attributable to the PE. would have been.

The Netherlands-Switzerlandtax treaty dates back to 1951
and consequently does not follow the text of any of the sub-
sequent OECD Model Conventions.Article4(1) of the treaty
assigns the state where a PE is located the right to tax ncome
from, broadly, commercial activities. Article 4(7) of the Pro-
tocol to the treaty contains a set of rules to be used in deter-

mining the profits of PEs of insurance companies, one of
which embodies a formulary approach. Ten percent of the 7. Art. 14 of the Individual Income Tax Act 1964 - pursuant to CITA Art.

entire profit of the insurancecompany with PEs in both states 8(1) also applicable in the determinationof taxable income of domestic corpor-
ate taxpayers- provides that a taxpayermay defer gain in respect of a business

iS deducted; this may be taxed in the state where the head asset if the taxpayerhas the intention to replace or repair the business asset for a

office is situated. The remaining 90 percent is divided period not extendingbeyond the fourth calendaryear as of the date of realization

between the two states according to a premium-basedformu- of the gain. The substitution reserve must be deducted from the value of the sub-
stituting asset.

la. Each country where a PE is located may tax that part of the 8 Supreme Court, 16 March 1994, BNB 1994/166, with case note by den
entire profit less the 10 percent deduction that bears the same Boer.
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B. Taxation of a limited partner in a Dutch limited tunately and unexpectedly, the Supreme Court decided the

partnership9 case against the taxpayer based on a peculiarity of the

Netherlands-Belgiumtax treaty. Article 4(1) provides that a

For the second time in the recent past, the Supreme Court has Dutch limited partnership that has its effective management
had to decide on the taxation of a foreign limited partner in a in the Netherlands is a resident of the Netherlands for treaty
Dutch limited partnership. The Supreme Court's decision in purposes.2 Accordingly, the Supreme Court could decide

this case and in a case decided in 1993 followed remarkable that there were profits ofan enterpriseof the Netherlands (i.e.
decisions by the Lower Courts in both cases, t0 an enterprisecarried on by a resident of the Netherlands) tax-

able in the Netherlands, because the enterprise did not carry
Until recently, it was assumed that a foreign limitedpartnern on business in Belgium through a PE situated in Belgium.
a Dutch limited partnershipwould only be considered to earn Thus, although the Lower Court's decision was reversed, the
business income if this limited partner would be entitled to Supreme Court's decision does not shed any light on the
the surplus upon liquidation of the partnership.H This posi- approprate interpretation of Article 7 of the OECD Model
tion implied that a limited partner could not be taxed in the Convention and particularly whetherentitlement to a surplus
Netherlands in respect of the profits derived from the limited

upon liquidation is still relevant,13 and whether the foreign
partnership under Article 7 (business profits) of the OECD limited partner should actually carry on the enterprise.
Model Convention, if no such entitlement exists. Although
under Dutch domestic tax law the limited partner could then
still be taxed as earning a profit share, this would not be

possible under the OECD Model Treaty, since the profit share IV. DIVIDENDS
would be covered by Article 21 (other income).
In the 1993 case, the Lower Court held that the limited part- A. Treaty formalitiesare relevant14
ner could not carry on a business in the Netherlands, since
limited partners under Dutch civil law are precluded from Generally, Dutch tax treaties reduce dividend withholding
acting on behalf of the partnership or even working in the tax from the domestic 25 percent to 15 percent in the case of
business of the partnership. If this line of reasoning would portfoliodividendsand 5 percent in case of substantial share-
have been adopted by the Dutch Supreme Court, the extra- holdings owned by companies. By the terms of the dividend
ordinary result would have obtained that foreign limited part- article, however, the reduction of withholding tax is not self-
ners in a Dutch limited partnership (and not otherwisehaving executing. Article 10(2), second sentence, reads as follows:
a PE in the Netherlands to which the partnership interest The competentauthorities of the ContractingStates shall by
would be attributable) would never be taxable in the Nether- mutal agreementsettle the mode of applicationof these lim-
lands under treaties following the OECD Model Convention. itations. This provision provides the basis for procedures
The Suprerne Court, however, reversed the decision of the regarding reduction at source or refund of dividend withhold-

Lower Court, concluding that two factors were important for ng tax.

attribution of the PE of the limited partnership to the foreign BRK Article 11(3) contains a comparable provision. Pur-
limited partners. First, the partnership interest formed part of suant to this provision and the regulations based thereon a
the business assets of the partner in its country of residence Dutch subsidiary could only distribute dividends to its
(Sweden). Second, the partner was directly entitled to the Netherlands Antilles parent company free of withholding tax
profits of the limited partnership. Under these circumstances (under the prior BRK) if it had obtained the consent of the
the conduct of the business by the partnership had to be

competent corporate tax inspector. In the case at issue, the
attributed to the foreign partner under Article 7(1) of the

subsidiary distributed a dividend without such consent. The
Netherlands-Sweden tax treaty. The entitlement to surplus
on liquidation of the partnership was not addressed by the

Supreme Court. 9. Supreme Court, 23 March 1994, BNB 1994/192, with case note by van

Brunschot.The case is also discussedby P. Smit Taxationof a Belgian-resident
The decision rendered in 1994 concerned a resident of Bel- limited partner in a Netherlands limited partnership, 34 European Taxation

gium who was limited partner in a Dutch limited partnership. (July 1994), at 234.

The taxpayer, an individual, was entitled to the surplus on li- 10. The first case was handed down on 10 March 1993, BNB 1993/227, with
case note by Hoogendoom.The case is also discussedby S. van Weeghel in FED

quidation of the partnership and there was no doubt that 1993/292.
under Dutch domestic tax rules the individual derived profits I I. See T.H.M. Danils, Issues in International PartnershipTaxation, Series

attributable to a PE in the Netherlands. The Lower Court, on InternationalTaxation (Deventer: Kluwer, 1991), at 90.
12. Under the OECD Model Convention a person can only be a resident of a

however, construed the Netherlands-Belgium tax treaty contractingstate if it is liable to tax therein by reason ofhis domicile, residence,
rather rigidly, concluding that partnership income of the lim- place of managementor any other criterion of a similar nature. The peculiarity
ited partner was taxable only in Belgium. The Lower Court in Art. 4(1) of the Netherlands-Belgiumtax treaty is that a limited partnership

held that Article 7(1) of the treaty in conjunctionwith Article (commanditairevennootschap) under the law of the Netherlands which has its
effective management in the Netherlands, ts a resident of the Netherlands for

3(1)(4) required that the enterprise in the Netherlands should treaty purposes,even where it is not treated as a corporate taxpayerbut as a pass-

actually be carried on by the resident of Belgium. Since the through entity

Belgian resident did not conduct the enterprise there was no 13. Van Brunschot, in his case note under BNB 1994/192, seems to suggest
that ths crterion is no longer relevant.

room for taxation in the Netherlands. However, the Supreme 14. Supreme Court, 23 March 1994, BNB 1994R33 with case note by
Court also reversed the decision of the Lower Court. Unfor- Hoogendoorn.The case is also discussed by van der Wal n FED 1994/402.
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tax inspector imposed a deficiency assessment against the graph 2 of the dividend article allows the source state to tax

subsidiary and the subsidiary argued that the assessment dividends at 15 percent. Paragraph 5 of the capital gains art-

could not be upheld, because BRK Article 11(3) is self-ex- icle, however, allows the source state to tax capital gains
ecuting . If the subsidiary'sargumenthad been upheld, regu- derived in connectionwith the sale of a substantial interest, if
lations implementing the dividend article in Dutch tax this gain is derived by a citizen of the source state who is res-

treaties would have become largely meaningless. The ident in the other state, who was a resident in the source state

Supreme Court, however, decided differently, i.e. the regula- in the five years preceding the alienationand who, during that
tions are justified by the necessity of allowing the tax inspec- period, owned a substantial interest in the company purchas-
tor to determine the correctnessof applicationof the dividend ing the shares. One could read the treaty so as to grant the
article. The fisc would be denied this opportunity if the divi- source state a right to tax without a rate limitation, as the
dend article would be deemed self-executing notwithstand- Ministry of Finance did. On systematic grounds one could
ing the explicit authority for establishing regulations con- also read in that article in conjunction with Article 57 of the
tained therein. 1964 Individual Income Tax Act a limitation to tax at a rate

of 20 percent.The Supreme Court decision highlights the importance of

complying with formalities in relying on tax treaties. After The issue was therefore: if two articles of a treaty independ-
this decision failure to comply may not only lead to penalties, ently assign rghts to tax to one of the contracting states,
but also to a loss of treaty protection if the deficiency assess- which article takes precedence An important indication of
ment is imposed after the period for claiming a refund of the answer to this question is found in the commentary to

withholding tax ha expired. Article 13 of the OECD Model Convention:

An interesting question could be raised in connection with If shares are sold by a shareholder to the issuing company in con-

the 1992 Netherlands-UStax treaty. Article 35 (ExemptPen- nection with the liquidationof such company or the reductionof its

sion Trusts) provides - under certain circumstances- for an paid-up capital, the differencebetween the selling price and the par
value of the shares may be treated in the State of which the com-

exemption of withholding tax on dividend and interest is resident distribution of its accumulated profits and
received by exempt pensior trusts. Article 34 (Regulations)

pany a as a

not as a capital gain. The Article does not prevent the State of res-
in paragraph 1 provides that the competent authorities of the idence of the company from taxing such distributionsat the rate in
states may by mutual agreement settle the mode of applica- Article 10: such taxation is permitted because such difference is
tion of, inter alia, Articles 10 (Dividends) and 12 (Interest), covered by a definition of the term dividendscontained in para-
but does not refer to Article 35. Nevertheless,the Dutch com- graph 3 of Article 10 and interpreted in paragraph 28 of the Com-

petent authority has issued regulations prescribing a proce- mentary related thereto.'7

dure to obtain reduction at source for persons entitled to the The Ministryof Finance had argued that Article 14(5) should
benefits of Article 35 of the treaty.15 One could seriouslY take precedence as a lex specialis.TheSupreme Court, how-
question the authority for subjectingpension funds to certain ever, decided otherwise. The Court held that neither the lan-
procedural rules where Article 35 is not included in the list of guage of the treaty nor the explanatory memorandum sup-
articles in respect of which Article 34 opens a possibility to ported the Ministry of Finance's position. The Supreme
prescribe regulations. Court concluded that Article 10 governed the income and not

Article 14, with the result that the income was taxable at a

maximum rate of 15 percent.
B. Repurchaseof shares16

On 25 May 1994, the Supreme Court handed down a judg- C. Beneficial ownerships
ment on an issue that has remained unanswered for a long
time, i.e. whether income from a repurchase of shares by a In April 1994, the Supreme Court rendered a significant de-
company is covered by the dividend article or the capital cision regarding the term beneficial ownership in Article
gains article in a tax treaty. The taxpayer, a Dutch national, 10 of the 1980 Netherlands-UKtax treaty.
emigrated to Spain and within five years of his emigration
sold shares constitutinga substantial interest in a Dutch com- Subsequentto the date of dividenddeclarationbut prior to the

pany to that company. date on which the dividend became payable, a UK stockbro-
ker had acquired dividend coupons in respect of shares in

In 1984 the taxpayersold 51 shares to the company. Pursuant Royal Dutch Shell. The stockbroker cashed the dividend
to Article 49(1)(b)(5)(text 1984) in conjunction with Article

coupons and the dividend was paid, reduced by the 25 per-
48(4) of the 1964 Individual Income Tax Act, the difference cent dividend withholding tax. The stockbrokerapplied for a
between the amount paid to the taxpayerby the company and refund equal to 10 percent of the dividend based on Article
the average contributedcapital constituted income in respect
of shares taxable in the Netherlands. The income to the tax- 15. Regulationof30 December 1993, No. IFZ 93/1292, prescribing the ofuse

payer was covered by two articles of the 1971 treaty between form IB 92 USA.

Spain and the Netherlands. The income constituted a divi- 16. Supreme Court, 25 May 1994, BNB 1994/219, with case note by P. den

dend within the meaning of Article 10(5), but it also consti- Boer.
17. Commentary to Art. 13 of the 1992 OECD Model Convention.

tuted a gain from the alienation of shares belonging to a sub- 18. SupremeCourt, 6 April 1994, BNB 1994/217, with case note by van Brun-
stantial interest within the meaning of Article 14(5). Para- schot.
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10(2)(b) of the treaty. The relevant part of that article reads as capital duty for certain reorganizationsis only available if the

follows: contrbutingcompany is a resident of a state that is a member

[D]ividends may be taxed in the State of which the company pay-
of the EU, violates the non-discrimination clauses in the

ng the dividends is a resident, and according to the law of that Dutch tax treaties with the United States (1948), Sweden and

State, but where such dividends are beneficially owned by a res- Japan.
ident of the other State the tax so charged shall not exceed:

The Netherlands levies capital duty on the contribution of

b. in all other cases 15 percent of the gross amount of the divi- capital to companies resident in the Netherlands. The tax is

dends; levied on the net capital contributionor the nominal value of
the issued shares should that value be higher. As of 1 March

The tax inspectordenied the refund on the grounds that own- 1989, exemptions are available for mergers and concern
ership of the shares is a condition for refund of dividend reorganizations.Until that date, a preferential tax base was

withholding tax. The tax inspector based his position on, available in those situations. Both the preference and the
inter alia, the language of the previous treaty with the United exemption are based on EC directives. The three basic forms
Kingdom, the OECD commentary and the appropriate form of the exemption are as follows:
for filing for refund as determinedby the Netherlandsand the
United Kingdom in mutual consultation.The taxpayer, how-

i) Sharefor share exchange
ever, argued that the language of Article 10 is clear and that

A with capital divided into shares acquires,
neither the text nor the ratinale of the provision justify the company a

against an issue of its shares, at least 75 percent of the shares
condition that the recipient of the dividend also be the owner

n another company or it increases such an interest. Both
of the shares. companies, i.e. the company issuing shares and the company
The Supreme Court decided as follows: of which shares are contributed, must be resident of an EU

MemberState. The exemption is not applicable, with retroac-
The taxpayer became owner of the dividend coupons as a result of

purchase thereof. It can further be assurned that subsequent to the tive effect, if the issuing company divests (part of) the shares

purchase the taxpayer could freely avail of those coupons ancl sub- acquired during a five year period commencingwith the date

sequent to the cashing thereofcould freely avail of the distribution of the contribution.
and in cashing the coupons the taxpayerdid not act as agent. Under
those circumstances the taxpayer is the beneficial owner of the di- ii) Assetfor share exchange
vidend. The treaty does not contain the condition that the benefi-

A with capital divided in shares acquires against
cial ownerof the dividend must also be the ownerof the shares and company a

further it is irrelevant that the taxpayer purchased the coupons at an issue of its shares all assets and liabilities, or the ntire

the time the dividend had already been declared, because the ques- business or an independentpart thereof from another cornpa-
ton who is the beneficial owner must not be answered at the time ny. Both the contributing company and the issuing company
the dividend is declared, but at the time the dividend is made must be resident in an EU Member State.
payable.

This decision is important in many respects. Although mod- iii) Concernreorganization
ern tax treaties invariably contain the beneficial ownershi A company with a capital divided in shares, belonging to a

requirement in the dividend, interest and royalty articles, the concern, acquires all business assets of like nature from other

meaning of the term beneficial owner is at best unclear. companies of the same concern, against an issue of shares.

Modern tax treaties usually incorporate the requirernent in The contributing companies and the issuing company must

their dividend, interest and royalty articles. Very few treaties, be resdent in an EU Member State. A concern is an ultimate

however, contain a definition of the term and case law is holding company, with its wholly (or at least 90 percent)
remarkably scarce. The above decision now offers guidance owned subsidiaries.

on the meaning of beneficial owner. The owner of the divi- Under the pre-1989 regime, the share for share exchange
dend need not be owner of the underlying stock as well. exemption was only available if the companies involved did
However, he must be in a position to freely avail of the divi- not belong to the same concern. In order to circumvent this
dends and not act as an agent. This seems to be a rather nar- requirement, taxpayers maintained that the assets for shares
row interpretation,along the lines suggested in the comment- exchange exemption could also be applied in respect of the
ary to Article 10(2) of the OECD Model Convention: contribution of a 100 percent-shareholding in exchange for

Under paragraph2, the limitationof tax in the State of source is not shares, because arguably the 100 percent shareholdingquali-
available when an intermediary, such as an agent or nominee, is fied as an independent part of a business. The Supreme
interposed between the beneficiary and the payer. '9 Court upheld this position in several judgements.

Under the current regime, taxpayers still take this position in

V. NON-DISCRIMINATION order to circumvent the five-year period as described above.
The Dutch Under-Minister of Finance has announced that

A. Capital duty20

In April 1994, the Dutch Supreme Court handed down three 19. Commentary to Art. 10(2) of the 1992 OECD model income tax conven-

decisions, in which it held the requirement in the Wet
tion.
20. Supreme Court, 27 April 1994, BNB 1994/2 IO, BNB 1994/207 and BNB

Belastingenvan rechtsverkeer(BRV) that an exemption of 1994/209, all three with case note by Zwemmer.
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such a transaction will only qualify as an asset for share Lower Court held the shares of which are held by a resident
exchange if the contributing company is engaged in the of a state outside the Netherlands other than Sweden or

active conduct of a trade or business, and the assets embodied Japan, respectively, and that for the purpose of applying the
by the shareholding being contributed have a certain degree non-discriminationclause, a tax that is not imposed on the
of independenceso that they could by their nature constitute enterprise as such, but on the corporation carrying on that
a trade or business.21 enterprise, should be treated as a tax imposed on the enter-

The facts of the cases recently decided by the Supreme Court prise. The Court held the EU residence requirement violated
the non-discriminationclause in the treaties with Sweden and

can be summarizedas follows:
(1) A US company contributed all shares in three of its Japan.

Dutch subsidiaries to a Dutch company (DutchCo) in Situation 2a (Sweden)
exchange for DutchCo-shares. The Court held that even if the cash was contributedby a cor-

(2) (a)A Swedish company (SwedishCo) contributed poration that was a residentof the Netherlands,an exernptioncash to a newly incorporatedDutchCo; would not be available since such a contribution does not
(b) Subsequently, SwedishCo contributed all shares in qualify as the contributionof an entire business or an inde-
its Italian subsidiary to DutchCo, in exchange for shares pendent part thereof' (asset for share exchange) or a line of
in DutchCo. business as mentioned in Article 7 (1)(b) of the EU direct-

(3) A Japanese company contributed all shares in a Swiss ive. Under these circumstances,no discriminationcould take
(non-EU) company (SwissCo) to DutchCo in place.
exchange for DutchCo shares.

All situations involve an asset for share exchange. An im-
The Supreme Court held in favour of the taxpayers in situ-

portant question is what the Supreme Court will decide when
ation 1,2b and 3, and against the taxpayer in situation 2a.

a non-EU taxpayer seeks appliction of the share for share
Situation 1 (US) exchange exemption. A distinction should be made between
Under Article XXV(4) of the 1948 US-Netherlands treaty, a the situation when the company whose shares are contributed
Netherlands corporation, the capital of which is wholly or is an EU resident or a non-EU resident.

partly owned by one or more citizens or corporations of the
In the former the will be the If DutchUnited States, may not be subjected in the Netherlands to case, outcome same. a

resident corporation contributes the shares in an EU compa-more burdensome taxes (of any kind) than is a corporationof-
the Netherlands, the capital of which is wholly owned by one ny, the. exemption will apply. Thus, denying the exemption

where shares in a non-EU resident are contributedwould runor more citizens or corporationsof the Netherlands.The gov- afoul of the non-discriminationclause.ernment argued that the discrimination,if any, was not based
on the status of shareholder (resident or non-resident)but on In the latter case, under the BRV and the EC directive, the
the place of residence of the contributing company. The share for share exchange exemption is only available if the
Supreme Court found, however, that in case of such a contri- company whose shares are being contributed is an EU resid-
bution, the quality of shareholder and contributor are so ent. Therefore, under these facts, even if the contributing
closely connected that any discriminationbased on the qual- company is an EU resident, the exemption will not apply.
ity of contributor should also be considered discrimination Consequently,the non-discriminationclause can not set aside
based on the quality of shareholder. Consequently, the Court this requirement,and the exemptionwill not.apply.held the EU residencerequirement in the BRV unenforceable
beause it violates (indirectly) the non-discriminationclause It is important to note that in the third situation, SwedishCo
in the treaty.22 contributed all shares in SwissCo (a non-EU company) to

DutchCo. Since the asset for share exchange exemption wasSituations 2b and 3 (Sweden and Japan) applied, which does not contain a residence test for the inde-
Under Article 27(4)f the treaty with Sweden (this case con- pendent part of the enterprise, the place of residence of
cerns the 1968 treaty; the 1991 treaty contains an identical SwissCo was irrelevant.
non-discriminationclause in Article 26 (4)) and Article 25
(4) of the treaty with Japan, enterprises of the Netherlands It should be noted that the Under-MinisterofFinance is will-
(i.e. an enterprisecarried on by a resident of the Netherlands), ing to apply the asset for share exchange exemption if certain
the capital of which is wholly or partly owned or controlled, conditions are met. In. the above-mentioned situations, the
directly or indirectly, by one or more residents of Sweden or Supreme Court held that, as a general proposition, a 100 per-
Japan, respectively,may not be subjected in the Netherlands cent shareholding will qualify as an ndependentpart of an

to any taxation or any requirement connected therewith enterprise. The Court did not find any circumstances in-
which is more burdensome than the taxation and connected dicating the contrary. In view of these rulings, the second
requirements to which other similar enterprises of the requirementmentioned above seems somewhat stringent.
Netherlands are or may be subjected. The Court held that, in
view of the rationale of the non-discriminationclause, the
phrase other similar enterprises of the Netherlandsshould 21. Resolution of 6 January 1993, No. VB92/2973, Vakstudie Nieuws

be interpreted as other similar enterprises carred on by a 1993/394.
22. The 1992 Netherlands-UStreaty contains a non-discriminationclause thatNetherlands corporation, the shares of which are held by a s nearly identical to the non-discriminationclause in the treaties with Sweden

resident of the Netherlands(emphasis added); and not as the and Japan.
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In the second situation (under a), cash was contributed to The Supreme Court confirmed the Lower Court's decision
DutchCo. According to the Supreme Court, no exemption that the term NV as used in CITA Article 15 includes compa-
was available. The outcome might have been different if nies which are incorporatedonly under Dutch law. The Court
SwedishCo had contributed all of its assets (merely consist- discussed the legislative history of CITA Articles 2 and 15.

ing of cash) to DutchCo. In 1989, the Lower Court of Den Pursuant to CITA Article 2(1)(a), the category of domestic
Bosch held that the contribution of cash, forming all of the taxpayers not only includes an NV and a BV but also, inter
assets of the contributing company, qualified for preferential alia, other companies whose capital is wholly or partly
treatment under the pre-1989 regime (based on the direct divided in shares. The legislative history indicates that this

applicationof the EU Directive; as of 1 March 1989, the BRV term purports to cover foreign entities that are the economic

explicitly provides for an exemption if all assets are con- equivalent of, inter alia, the NV and that the legislature did
tributed). The Lower Court stressed that capital duty had not intend to include foreign entities in the term NV.
been paid when the cash was contributed to the contributor.

The Court further addressed the issue whether the rule
The Under-Ministerof Finance has acquiesced to this deci-

embodied in BRK Article 1(1), i.e. in this that bodycase a
sion.

corporate incorporated under the law of the Netherlands

In view of this Lower Court decision and the recent Supreme Antilles not be subjected to any taxation which is more bur-

Court rulings, it can be argued that a cash contribution by a densome than the taxation to which an entity incorporated
USCo to a DutchCo will also be tax exempt, provided USCo under the law of the Netherlands is subjected, implied that X

contributes all of its assets and liabilities. It should be noted NV could be a subsidiary as defined in CITA Article 15.

that in this situationno capital duty will have been paid on the The Court first compared X NV with two entities that - even

contributionof the cash to USCo. However, in the third situ- if incorporated under Dutch law - cannot be subsidiaries as

ation discussed above, the Supreme Court disregarded the defined in Article 15 CITA, the partnership with a capital
fact that no capital duty had been paid in the past. divided in shares and the open limited partnership, and

concludedthat a NetherlandsAntillesNV is substantiallydif-
ferent from those entities. The Court then proceeded to

B. Consolidated return23 observe that the nature and structure of the Netherlands
Antilles NV make this entity sufficiently akin to an NV

incorporatedunder the law of the Netherlandsso as to render
On 16 March 1994 the Dutch Supreme Court rendered a de-

unequal treatment thereof (provided it is subject to corporate
cision on the issue whethera naamlozevennootschap(NV) income tax as a resident taxpayer) in violation of BRK Art-
incorporated under the law of the Netherlands Antilles, but icle 1(1), unless the fact of incorporation under non-do-a

having its residence for purposes of application of the CITA
metic law would lead to such consequences that it could not

in the Netherlands,could form a fiscal unity with a Dutch BV
be said that the company is comparable to a company incor-

as parent company. porated under the law of the Netherlands.

The Supreme Court held that the requirement that a sub- The Court considered a number of possible reasons- derived

sidiary be a NV or BV incorporated under the law of the both from the legislativehistory and documents submittedby
Netherlands in order to be part of a fiscal unity, is discrim- the tax inspector - for restriction of the application of CITA

inatory under BRK Article 1(1). Article 15, including the following:
the consequences of a fiscal unity between entities with-

The taxpayer, X NV, was an NV incorporated under the law differing tax regimes are difficult to assess;
of the Netherlands Antilles. Its characteristics are to a large in case of a fiscal unity with a subsidiary incorporated-

extent similar to those of an NV incorporated under Book 2 under foreign law, the relocationof the effectivemanage-
of the Dutch Civil Code.24 In the taxable year at issue, 1981, ment to a foreign country would lead to termination of
X NV had its residence in the Netherlands.All its shares were the fiscal unity;
owned by a company incorporatedunder Dutch law, with its with such relocation, the dividend withholding tax claim-

residence in the Netherlands. In 1981 X NV's profits on retained earnings may be lost for the Dutch fisc; and
amounted to NLG 2,617,656. Its parent company, on the with a view to foreign losses the consequencesare diffi--

other hand, suffered a loss amounting to more than NLG cult to assess.
2,617,656. If X NV and its parent company had been regard-
ed as a fiscal unity as of 1981, neitherwould have had taxable The Court addressed each of the above factors and the thrust

profit for that year. Despite the fact that X NV and its parent of its analysis is that in each instance, the undesired tax con-

company were willing to accept the standard conditions for sequences (from the fisc's perspective) are not unique to the

application of the fiscal unity (as published in the Nether- incorporation of. the subsidiary under foreign law, but could

lands Gazette of 20 November 1986, No. 225) both compa-
nies requestedgroup treatment as of 1 January 1981; this was

rejected by the Dutch fisc on the ground that the fiscal unity 23. Supreme Court, 16 March 1994, BNB 1994/191, with case note by
regime was only available to companies incorporated under Hoogendoom.The case is also discussed by S. van Weeghel, Fiscal Unity and

the law of the Netherlands.Subsequently,X NV was present- Non-discrimination,34 EuropeanTaxation (August 1994), at 278 et seq.
24. With certain exceptions, the Netherlands Antilles corporate law system is

ed with a tax assessmentbased on its status as a separate tax- virtually identical to the Dutch system prior to implementation of the EC Dir-

payer. ectives on company law.
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also occur when companies incorporated under Dutch law different states of the United States are concerned, and limit-
would be concerned. This analysis led to the conclusion that ed liability companies now emerging in different states may
X NV's incorporationunder NetherlandsAntilles law was an have structures too different from the NV and BV to qualify
insufficient justification for denying it to be part of a fiscal for equal treatment, although much will depend on the appli-
unity with the parent company. The Lower Court's decision cable Limited Liability Company Act.
was reversed and the case referred to a different court to On the issue whether foreign in principle, be
decide the matter after the Ministry of Finance determined

a company can,
a parent company in a fiscal unity, no answer has yet been

the conditions under which a fiscal unity between X NV and
given, but it is unlikely to be differentfrom the answer in this

its parent company could be created.
case.

This case is important from the non-discriminationperspect- On 10 August 1994 the Under-Ministerof Finance issued a
ive. In a narrow sense, the decision is significant in the con-

statement case,27regarding the above which contains the
text of applicationof CITA Article 15, and in a broader con-

Ministry's policy with respect to the application of CITA
text, the decision is one of a number of recent decisions that Article 15 to foreign companieswith residence in the Nefher-
give serious meaning to non-discriminationclauses, clauses lands. The criteria for applicationofArticle 15 in respect of a
that until recently could at best be seen as well intended but

foreign company can be summarized as follows:
unguided missiles. the company must have a capital divided in units which-

The question whether a fiscal unity could exist between res- can be alienated without the consent of the other partici-
ident taxpayerswhere one or both are incorporatedunder for- pants;
eign law has lingered for quite some time and several com- - the company is subject to tax in the country of incorpora-
mentators have observed that the condition relating to the tion;
specific legal form in CITA Article 15 is discriminatory.25 - the profit derived by the company does not directly
Their observationshave now been vindicatedby the Supreme accrue to the participants, but can only be theirs follow-
Court, at least as far as subsidiaries are concerned. As a mat- ing a formal distribution;
ter of principle it is now possible to have a fiscal.unitywith a - the company has legal personality and the participants
foreign company. The wording of BRK Article 1(1) is very limited liability; and
similar to that of Article 24(1) of the OECD Model Conven- - all participants must in principle have voting rights in
tions and tax treaties containing that wording will have the accordancewith the nominal value of their shares.
same overriding effect. Some commentators have observed Notably, the statementdoes not require applicationof a treaty
that no treaty protection is needed, because the scope of BRK containing a non-discrimination clause, nor does it restrict
Article 1 is not limited to nationals of the Netherlands, but the applicationof Article 15 to foreign subsidiaries.
has general application.26
It follows from the decision that it is vital to determine
whether the foreign entity at issue is sufficiently akin to a

Dutch NV or BV. A Netherlands Antilles NV is a virtual
clone of its Dutch counterpart. Presurnably,joint stock com- 25. See in particular C. van Raad, Internationaleaspecten van de toepassing

panies of other EU Member States subject to the same cor-
van Art. 15 Wet Vpb. 1969, Weekbladvoor FiscaalRecht, 1989/5860,at 319.
26. See, inter alia, Hoogendoom in his case note following the decision as

porate law directives are also sufficiently akin. A case bY reported in BNB 1994/191.
case comparison may be warranted where corporations of 27. Statement re DB94/1842M,not yet published.
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NETHERLANDS

TOWARDSA GRADUALAROLITION OF DUTCH CAPITALTAX
Arnold J. van der Smeede

Tax lawyer at Loeff Claeys Verbeke, Amsterdam, with its capital divided into shares is generally deductible for

specializing in international taxation. The author would Dutch CITA purposes.
like to thank Wencke van Son, tax law student at the

University of Leiden, for her assistance in preparing this Under the participation exemption a Dutch company is
article. exempt from corporationtax on dividendsreceived from, and

capital gains realized on the sale of, qualifying sharehold-

I. INTRODUCTION ings.3 Where a Dutch company holds shares in a qualifying
non-Dutch company, the costs relating to such an investment
are not tax deductible.4 Typically, such costs consist of inter-

Traditionally,the Netherlandshas played an important role in
est paid loan to acquire foreign participation.

attracting internationalbusiness. The reasons for internation-
on a a

al business to establish a presence in the Netherlands include: In 1977, the Dutch Supreme Court ruled that capital tax pad
the participationexemption; by a Dutch company on a capital contribution in order to

-

the favourable tax treaty network; enable this company to acquire shares in a foreign company
-

the absence of withholding tax on interest and royalties; relating the foreign participation.5According-

was a cost to to
the possibility to negotiate advance tax rulings; the Supreme Court the funding of the acquisitionof foreign- a

the lack of formal debt-to-equity rules; participation by equity had be treated equally with the- to
the absence of exchange control restrictions; and funding by debt. The Supreme Court held that this capital- tax

the well developed,business-orientedfiscal and financial therefore deductible. Since the Netherlands is- was not tax

environment. often used as a location for holding foreign subsidiaries, it is

Durng the past few years, the Netherlandshas had to contend not surprising that the non-deductibilityof capital tax in these

with increasing competition from other countries within the situations resulted in a high burden for an operating Dutch

EU, such as Belgium, Luxembourgand Ireland. These coun. holding company.

tries now offer comparable or even better tax regimes to
Fortunately, the Supreme Court has now reversed its earlier

attract internationalbusiness. This developmenthas spawned judgement. On 2 March 1994 the Supreme Court held that
extensive discussions between entrepreneurs, tax practi- capital tax is a cost which is very closely linked to the legal
tioners and the Ministry of Finance regarding measures to form of entity.6 According to the Supreme Court, capitalan
keep pace with internationalcompetition. tax is cost which arises because of the existence of thea en-

One point which always arises in discussions on improving tity: it depends on the capital of the company rather than the
the Dutch investmentclimate is the Dutch capital tax. Capital destination of the capital. The Supreme Court ruled that the

tax is a one-off 1 percent tax levied on equity contributions to capital tax paid on a capital increase to fund an equity injec-
any Dutch entity whose capital is divided into shares. Despite tion in a foreign participation is tax deductible.
the Iow rate of tax, the large amount of equity contributions
on a potential investment in the Netherlandsoften means that On the basis of this case, capital tax is now deductible for

substantial capital tax will be payable. Although the captal CITA purposes without any limitation. For a Dutch holding
tax may discourage potential ivestors, the high revenue company with shares in a foreign company, this means a

derived has militated against abolition of the capital tax.' reduction of the capital tax burden by 35 percent. Of course

this saving can only become effective if the company has
This article examines recent case law regarding capital tax, income from other taxable sources.
the effect of which is to lessen the negative impactof this tax

on the investmentclimate in the Netherlands.

Il. DEDUCTIBILITYOF CAPITALTAX 1. 1n 1993 capital tax provided the Dutch government with more than NLG
500 million in revenue.

2. CITA Art. 9(1)(e)
As a general rule the Dutch Corprate Income Tax Act 3. CITA Art 13-13h

(CITA) allows the costs of incorporating a company, 4. Unless they indirectly contribute to deriving profits taxable in the Nether-

including expenses incurred in connection with modifica- lands.
5. Hoge Raad 8 June 1977, No. 18 398, Beslissingenin Belastingzaken (here-

tions to the capital of such company, to be deducted.2 There- inafter BNB) 1977/176.
fore capital tax paid on equity contributions to a company 6. Hoge Raad 2 March 1994, No. 29 061, BNB 1994/164.
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Ill. CAPITALTAX AND NON-DISCRIMINATION are transferred by an EU company, the asset merger exemp-
tion is claimed.

In addition to the deductibility of capital tax, the Dutch Under Dutch legislation, it be concluded thatcan no exemp-
Supreme Court has also ruled on the relationship between tion is available where a non-EU resident company con-

exemptions of capital tax and the non-discriminationclauses tributes shares in another non-EU resident company to a
in (most) tax treaties concludedby the Netherlands.The cap- Dutch company. Since neither the company whose shares are
ital tax exemptions are first discussed in general terms, fol- transferrednor the companycontributingthe shares are resid-
lowed by a discussion of the non-discriminationissue. ent in the EU, neither the share mergernor the asset merger is

applicable. One may wonder, however, whether this legisla-
tion infringes the non-discrminationclause found in (most)

A. Exemptions tax treaties concludedby the Netherlands.

UnderEC Directives,7 as from 1 March 1989 Dutch legisla-
tion exempts certain transactions from apital tax. The most B. Non-discrimination
important exemptions are the share merger exemption8 and
the asset mergerexemption.9These exemptionshave reduced The non-discriminationclause, as far as relevant for this pur-
the negative effects of capital tax in the restructuring of pose, reads as follows.15

multinational companies with holding activities in the
Enterprisesof ContractingState, the capital of which is whollya or

Netherlands. partly owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one or more

The share merger exemption is applicable if the following residents of the other Contracting State, shall not be subjected in
the first-mentioned State to any taxation or any requirementcon-

conditions are met: nected therewithwhich is other or nore burdensome than the taxa--
- the acquiringcompany acquires at least 75 percentof the tion and connected requirementsto which other similarenterprises

shares in another company, or increases its 75 percent of the first-mentionedState are or may be subjected.
interest; The provisionsof this Articleshall,...., apply to taxes ofevery kind

- the acquiring company issues new shares in exchange for and description.
the shares it acquires;lo

It follows from the last sentence that, in principle, capital tax
- the company whose shares are transferred is resident in

is covered by the non-discriminationclause. The relationshipthe EU; and
between the non-discrimination clause and the capital tax

- the acquiring company may not reduce its shareholding
below 75 percent or dispose of the acquired shres (or requirement (for an exempt merger) that one of the compa-

nies be resident in the EU has been the subject of fourshares already held) within five years of the date of the

contribution, except where the shares are again trans- Supreme Court cases, three of which related to the situation
before 1 March 1989.16 In order not to complicatematters, Iferred under a qualifying merger or internal reorganiza- will focus the which relates to the lawon case new as sum-tion, or where the acquiring company s liquidated. marized above. This be summarized follows:17case can asI

The asset merger exemption is applicable if the following
conditions are met:
- the acquiring company acquires from the contributing

company all of its business assets, or an independentpart
thereof, or all of its assets and liabilities;

- the acquiring company issues new shares in exchange;
and

- the contributingcompany is resident in the EU.
7. Directive 69/335/EEC and 85/303/EEC. Th latter Directive required the

According to the Ministry of Finance,12 a 100percent share- EC Member States to exempt certain transactions,which were formerly subject
to a reduced rate or which had a reduced taxable base. According to this Direc-holding may be considered an independent part of an enter- tive the exemptionsshould have been introduced as from 1 January 1986.

prise, so that the asset merger may be applicable if the com- 8. Wet Belastingenvan Rechtsverkeer(WBR)Art. 37(1) and (2)
pany contributing the shares is engaged in the active conduct 9. Id.

of a business,13 and the activities of the 100 percent share- 10. However, it may pay cash (or remain indebted) up to 10% of the par value
of the issued shares.

holding are such that it could by its nature constitute a busi- 11. Id.
14ness.. 12. Resolutinof 6 January 1993, No. VB92/2973, VaksmdieNieuws 1993, at

396, under 30.
Where 100 percent shareholdingsare involved in a share-for- 13. This requirementhas been criticized since it is contrary to earlier case law;
share transfer, the asset merger exemption is generally see Hoge Raad 17 January 1990, No. 26 221, BNB 1990/92.

claimed, because the five year prohibition on the transfer of 14. This condition iS the result of the MUWI-case(EC Court, 13 December

1991, CB-164-90).This condition will also be fulfilled if the company which is
shares does not apply. It also provides an opportunityto plaY contributed at that point in time only consists of cash, but acquires a business
around with the requirement that one of the companies shortly thereafter (Hoge Raad 23 May 1990, No. 26 439, BNB 1990/204).
should be resident in the EU; when the company transferring 15. 1992 OECD Model ConventionArt. 24(5) and (6). The text does not mate-

EU shares is resident outside the EU, the share merger
rially differ from the 1963 and 1977 Model Conventions.
16. Hoge Raad 27 April 1994, Nos. 28 238,28 239,28 603 and 28 674.

exemption is claimed, but when 100 percent non-EU shares 17. Hoge Raad 27 April 1994, No. 28 603.
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share ment can only be applied where 100 percent shareholdings
issue are transferred, since the asset merger exemption is onlyNIPPON

applicable in that case. Situations .falling under the share

merger exemption cannot, in my view, benefit from this new

__[_ /__ case law, since in claiming the share merger exemption, it is

NV 1 1 CH irrelevant where the contributing company is resident. In

share claiming this exemption, the company whose shares are

transfer transferred should be resident in the EU. For nstance, when
a Dutch company acquires, say, 75 percent of the shares in a

non-EU company from another Dutch company in return for
shares, it would not be eligible for the share merger exemp-

Japanese resident company NIPPON contributed all of the
tion. Therefore, discrimination takes place if Dutchno a

shares of Swiss resident company CH to Dutch company NV.
which acquires non-EU shares frorn non-Dutch

NV issued shares to NIPPON in an amount of NLG 91 mil- company a

shareholder in return for shares is refused the same share
lion. NV claimed the asset merger exemption on the contri-

bution in kind, and argued that under the non-discrimination merger exemption.
clause in the Japan-Netherlands tax treaty the requirement
that the contributing company should be resident in the EU
was not applicable.8 The capital tax inspector disagreed, IV. CONCLUSION
holding that no discriminationwas present since a contribut-

ing compan resident outside Japan and the EU would not be The above case law ameliorates the negative effect of the

eligible for an exemption either. The Court of Amsterdam capital tax on the Dutch investment climate, and it can be

upheld the inspector's decision. concluded that the Supreme Court is willing to improve the
Dutch fiscal investment climate. The most important step

The Dutch Supreme Court, however, agreeed with NV. The
towards such improvement,however, cannot be taken by

Supreme Court held that in order to determine whether dis-
an

the Supreme Court. The abolition of Dutch capital tax is a
crimination is present, other similar enterprises of the which should be initiated by the Dutch Ministry of
Netherlands'9should be interpretedas if the NV was held by step

Finance. In this respect it is important to note that a commit-
a Dutch company, rather than by NIPPON. Further, the

tee consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Finance
SupremeCourt found the capital tax to be a tax on the enter-

and Dutch industry has advised in its first interim report ab-
prise. Since the asset merger exemption would have been olition reduction of the capital tax.21or
available if the shares in CH were contributed to NV by a

Dutch company, the Supreme Court concluded that in such a

case the Japanesecompany is discriminatedagainst, which.is

prohibited by the non-discrimination clause. According to

the Supreme Court, such an extension of the applicabilityof
the asset merger exemption does not conflict with the EU 18. Art. 25.4 of the Netherlands-Japan tax treaty does not materially differ

from Art. 24.5 of the 1992 OECD Model Convention.
Directive on capital tax.20 19. See text of non-discrminationclause.

This non-discriminationcase provides for a welcome exten-
20. Under Art. 7.2 of EC Directive 69/335/EEC as amended by EC Directive

85/303/EEC, it is possible to exempt, apart from the obligatory exemptions, all
sion to the exemptions which are available for capital tax. It other transactions.

should be noted, however, that the non-discriminati0nargu- 21. Ministry of Finance, 23 June 1994, No. AFP 94/210.
j
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CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

MEETING TAX OBLIGATIONSIN CENTRALAND EASTERN
EUROPEl

Sarah Bolderson and Theodoor Huiskes

Sarah Bolderson is the head of the Central and East ers as whole new categories of persons become subject to

European section of the IBFD; Theodoor Huiskes is a taxation and are required to keep records, submit returns and
research trainee at this section. pay tax. As many CEE countries have introducedself-assess-

ment, the extent to which taxpayers are informed and edu-
cated about fiscal discipline and tax rules has become an

I. INTRODUCTION importantelement in the success or failure of tax compliance
systems.

While increasinglymore information has become available
regarding the tax systems of the various Central and East Another important aspct is the taxation culture in the

European (CEE) countries, there has been little analysis of region. Previously, tax had been collected on an arbitrary,
the relative strengths and weaknessesof each tax system. negotiable or normative basis. In some CEE countries non-

Whilst it is easy to determine the corporate tax rate in a given paymentof tax was perceivedas a statementof independence
central European country, t is more difficult to ascertain the against oppressive authoritarian powers. Such attitudes

precise rules for determining, agreeing and.paying tax liabil- change slowly and in many ways change is not fostered by
ities.2 This article attempts to analyse and to compare the rel- the current economic instability, the growth of the black mar-

ative merits of the tax compliance mechanisms in eight CEE ket and the introduction of relatively high marginal rates of

countries: Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, tax. In this context it is perhaps not surprising that the new

Romania, Russia, the Slovak Republic and Slovenia. tax systems rely heavily on self-enforcing taxes such as

VAT and withholding taxes accompanied by frequent pay-
The methodologyof the study comprised the preparationof a ments, audits and penalties. Although the scope of the survey
detailed questionnaire concentrating on the areas of assess- was wide and significant differences were encountered in
ment, return and payment, appeal procedures,clarificationof each country some.generalobservationsmay be made:
the law and the enforcement powers of the tax authorities. * There is a widespread use of voluntary compliance
The questionnaireswere then completed by tax practitioners methods, (e.g. self-assessment, withholding taxes) pla-in Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International offices in each cing the complianceburden firmly on taxpayers.
country and the results compiledand analysed. Further to this
analysis, the tax compliance systems of the eight countries * Formal administrativeand judicial appeal procedures forstudied were compared on a qualitative basis with reference

taxpayershave been introducedin all CEE countries with
to certain benchmark standards relating to taxpayers' rights the exceptionofjudicial appeal procedures ir Romania.
including the right to privacy and confidentiality,the right of
access to information, the right to appeal and the right to cer-

tainty.
* Binding advance clearances are available on a limited

basis and all the countries surveyed have a form of in-
The conclusions of the article focus on compliance and re- formal ruling or consultative facility by which taxpayers
lated factors, the interrelationshipbetween taxpayers and tax can obtain interpretationof the law. Interpretativeguide-
administrations,and on the need to simplify the tax and com- lines are also issued by the tax administrationor the Min-
pliance systems. istry of Finance in most of the countries surveyed.

Il. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 1. This article is an abridgementof a report released in July 1994. The report
was the result of a joint project between IBFD and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Paying tax is not a new phenomenon in central and eastern Intemational. An economic overview was provided by the Budapest University
Europe. These countries had finance and tax inspectorates in of Economic Sciences which has not been summarized in this article. Copies of

the report may be obtained from Alexander Dek, IBFD or Paul Glover at
place to collect contributions from state-owned enterprises, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Intemational, Hill House, 1 Little New Street, Lon-

private entrepreneurs and individuals. However, the practice don, EC4A 3TR.

of levying and collecting tax has changed greatly witl the 2. However, see IBFD publications Guide V: Taxation and Investment in

introduction of market reforms. One of the most significant
Central and EasternEuropeand Central and East EuropeanTax Directory for
a comprehensivedescription of the tax and investment laws in force in all the

changes has been the huge increase in the number of taxpay- countries in the region.
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* In general court decisions on tax matters do not set legal- pretationsof the tax law. On the other hand there is no effect-

ly binding precedents. ive ruling or consultative practice in Russia despite the fact
to

* Wide powers of enforcement have been given to the tax
that tax officials are obliged give rulings.

administration,e.g. the tax admnistrationcan seze a tax- Advance clearances, in the sense of gaining certainty of tax

payer's property in order to collect taxes. treatment pror to making an investment, are generally only
* Audits by the tax administrationare widely used. The tax available in a limited number of situations and in only some

administration can also carry out audits of, or request
countries. For foreign investors advance clearances are of

information from third parties in respect of a taxpayer's particular relevance in the area of tax incentives. Currently,
affairs. advance clearances are available in Hungary and the Slovak

Republic regarding the potential investor'seligibilityfor cer-
* Highly punitive penalty systems have been introduced tain incentives. In both countries the clearances bindingare

with little or no differentiation made between serious on both the tax administrationand the taxpayer.
offences and cases of minor delay or innocent mistake.

* In most of the countries surveyed penalties are not nego- 2. Guidelines
tiable but may be mitigated at the discretion of the tax

administration.
The Ministry of Finance and/or the tax administrationof all

* The general trend among the countries surveyed is the countries surveyed (with the exceptions of Poland and
towards the simplification and streamliningof tax legis- Russia) issue guidelines. By guidelines is meant official,
lation and regulations. published interpretations of aspects of tax legislation, either

binding or non-binding. They are often used to express the

administration'sofficial interpretationof tax laws in response
A. Clarification of the law to widespread inquiriesor loopholes in the tax legislationand

assist in giving a degree of certainty to taxpayers, particular-
Each country has introduced tax laws which define the tax- ly useful as they seek to unravel som of the more con-

able person and the scope of the law and contain rules for cal- tentious or difficult provisions. In Hungary, for example, a

culating the taxable base. However, these provisions can be binding guideline was published at the beginning of 1994 to

cursory, unclearor ambiguouswith key terms left undefined.3 clarify the tax rules governing benefits in kind as new provi-
Lack ofclarity in the laws may also be the result of the use of sions had radically changed their prior treatment. In Romania
concepts unfamiliar to foreign investors or arise from a clash and Russia, gaps in the legislation are partially filled by
between domestic and intemational practices.4 For these instructionson the application of the law which addresses the
reasons the possibilities for obtaining clarificationof the law detailed implementationof laws and decrees. These instruc-
and thereby a measure of security or certainty is one of the tions tend to be broadly worded with little interpretativecon-

most important and interesting features of the administrative tent.

practices.

3. Court decisions
1. Rulings and advance clearances

In general the legal systems in central and eastern Europe are

Although Americanor Dutch investors, for example,may not

fully recognize the fledgling rulings system in force in the
not based on precedent and therefore in all the countries sur-

veyed, except for Bulgaria, court decisions on tax matters do
region, a type of ruling is generally available. In fact, in all

the countries surveyed, with the exception of the Czech and
not set legally binding precedents. Whilst this is strictly the
case in Poland, in practice tax decisions may be followed in

Slovak Republics, there is an obligationon the part of the tax
cases. any event, as most tax are

administration (and other government bodies) to assist tax- subsequent In of the laws

payers in the interpretation and application of the law. This generally less than four years old, court decisions are gen-
not yet as

obligatory assistance can involve clarificationof the specific erally available legal references.

provisions relating to particular transactionsor on hypotheti-
cal situations (except in Romania where rulings are only B. Assessment, return and payment
available in respect of a particular case). Rulings are never

binding on the tax administration or the taxpayer although In comparison the assessment methods used in centrallyto a

they are generally followed in practice- at least until the law

changes or a different interpretation is given, perhaps during planned economy, the compliance burden has now been

an audit.

How far the obligation to give advice is met, and how valu-

able this advice is in practice, varies from country to country. 3. There are many examples in the region, one explored in detail n an article

For example, although the Czech tax administration is not is the ambiguities of the taxing of leasing n Hungary; see Banjai P., Taxation

obliged to give any sort of rulings, prompt consultations of leasing, 34 EuropeanTaxation (June 1994), at 181.
4. Again, there are many examples to illustrate this; staying with leasing see

are widely available and the authorities are helpful and Roach D., The tax treatment of equipment leasing, 34 European Taxation

approachable albeit rather aggressive in some of their inter- (August 1994), at 259 for details in the Czech Republic.
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placed firmly on the taxpayer; he must generally apply the The tax payment must in most cases be accompanied by a

rules laid down in the tax laws to determine his tax liability, return specifying the sources of income from which tax has
make frequent payments and submit regular retums and act been withheld and details of the recipients.
as tax collector himself in respect of numerous payments.
Additionally, in certain circumstances, returns must be

accompanied by information declarations, a profit and loss
2. International aspects

statement and balance.sheets, statistical information, details
Of particular interest to foreign investors is the procedure inof hard currency transactions and any other nformation the

tax authorities request. Contrast the current situation with place in the source country where there is a treaty for the
avoidance of double taxation which either reduces or elim-that under the former system where the tax administration

determined the tax due based on a set plan of how much tax
nates the domestic withholding tax on a payment made

had to be paid by the taxpayer. Often the taxable base was not
abroad (e.g. dividends).A commoncomplaintheard through-

defined by a tax law upon which taxpayerscould rely but was
out the region is the general lack of intemational tax expertise

assessed arbitrarily or was established through a process of of the tax authorities, especially if they are situated outside

negotiation. In some CEE countries, the assessment system
the capital cities, and particularly in the application of tax

was simply a procedure whereby the state banks directly
treaties. However, perhaps surprisingly, the summary below

withheld from the accounts of state enterprises the portion
shows a rather relaxed attitude towards international profit
transfers with only Hungary requiring a certificate of resid-which was considered to be governmentrevenue.
ence from the recipient.6

Self-assessmentfor corporate entities has been widely ntro-
duced with the only exceptionsbeing Russia and Slovenia. In Withholding tax rate appliedto payments
CEE countries which use self-assessment the taxpayer must to non-residents ifdouble tax treaty is in
submit his return togetherwith the tax due. Tax payments are force
generally required on the date the retum is submitted or in Bulgaria currently, no experience in this area;
some cases within a specified time period thereafter. The however, it is expected that treaty rate

payment made with the return or on receipt of an assessment will be used
is in the nature of a final balancingpayment for the fiscal year Czech Republic treaty rate used with no prior approval
as corporate entities are required to make frequent advance required from tax administration
payments. Hungary treaty rate used if payer holds residence

In general the advance payments are a monthly obligation certificate from recipient; no prior
based on the taxable profits of the previous year (in Romania, approval required from tax administra-

the year to date) although they can be as oftenas twice tion

monthly, for example, in Hungary.5 Generallyno flexibility is Poland law is unclear on this point, current prac-
allowed in the amount or frequencyof payment, for example, tice is to apply treaty rate

for seasonally fluctuating profits or losses. While ensuring Romania treaty rate used with no prior approval
taxregular injections of cash into the state coffers - an obvious required from administration

Russia used with no prior approvalpriority in an inflationaryenvironment- this unyielding sys- treaty rate

tem can cause serious cash-flow and compliance problems required, however, document must be

for businesses. sent to tax authorities stating that tax

withheld at lower rate

Slovak Republic treaty rate used with no prior approval
1. Withholding taxes . required from tax administration

Slovenia generally treaty rate is used; if reclaim
The widespreaduse of withholding taxes is a feature of most necessary may take up to one year to

of the tax systems ntroduced in the CEE rygion over the past receive refund
four years. Tax is withheld at source from a large number of
income-typepayments made to both residents and non-resid-
ents, including salaries and wages, dividends, royalties, C. Appeal procedure
rental payments, payments to contractors, interest, manage-
nent fees, professional fees and payrnents to sportsmen, In a centrally planned economy, where taxes were arbitrarily
artists and entertainers. In many cases the tax withheld re- levied, taxpayerappeals were generally not available. One of

presents the final tax liability without any scope for deduc- the features of the administrative reforms throughout the

tions in respect of expenditure incurred by the recipient in CEE region has been the ntroduction of formal administra-

earning that income. tive and judicial appeal procedures. Virtually all assessments

The payment of income under deduction of tax at source has

proved to be a highly effective methodof tax collection with- 5. If tax liability in the previous year exceeded 3 million forints; see Art.
in the region. The burden of verification, control and moni- 18(5) read in conjunctionwith Art. 18(6) and (7) of Act LXXXVIon Corporate
toring the tax base on both the tax authorities and individual Tax of 1991 and as subsequentlyamended.

6. The summary illustrates the practice used at the time the questionnairestaxpayers has been reduced and tax is collected either at the
were completed and some conflicts in this area may be found between the law

time of payment or within a short specified period thereafter. and the practice.
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and decisions of the tax authorities may be subject to an D. Enforcementof tax liabilities
appeal by the taxpayer and there may be more than one level
of appeal. The diagram below graphically shows the appeal In order to maximize the tax revenue take in tax systems
procedure in each country: which depend on a high degree of voluntary compliance and

need to respond to the changing taxpayerbas (i.e. a growing
Appealprocedures small private business sector), wide powers of enforcement

assessment/decision
*

have generally been given to the tax authorities. Although
* reliable data is generally not yet available, anecdotal evid-
* ence suggests that tax avoidanceand evasion is a major prob-

administrativeappeal lem throughout the region.8 An official review carried out by
q11 * I the Slovak Ministry of Finance in 1993,9 for example,

* revealed tax avoidance of more than Sk 4.4 billion (ap-
*

proximately $ 133 million) based on an examination of
Ministry of Finance general court/ administrative

administrativecourt court/ approximately 166,000 returns. These figures are apparently
arbitration court twice that of 1992 and are considered to be the tip of the ice-

berg with a high level of tax evasion resulting from non-reg-
istration for tax.

Supreme court/ Tax evasion is considered to be such a problem in Russia that
court of appeal

a tax police unit has been established to uncover tax fraud
Romania and locate unregistered taxpayers. The Russian tax police are

* , * Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovak not part of the tax administration and report directly to the
Republic and Slovenia
Hungary and Russia Ministry of Finance. Despite criticism of the methods

employedby the tax police to recovernon-registration,large-
In Romania, appeals concerning profits tax, penalties on late scale tax evasion and fraud, they are expected to expand in

payment or any other amount due to the state budget as size and indeed are highly effective. According to tax police
required by law may be made to the county tax administra- sources for every rouble invested in it [the tax police unit], it
tion office or the Bucharest tax administration office returned 100 roubles to the Government in 1993.1o

(whichever is appropriate). If agreement cannot be reached,
the taxpayer can lodge an appeal with the Ministry of
Finance. The decision of the Ministry of Finance is final. 1. Tax collection
This procedurewould seem to create a serious anomaly in the

Romanian tax system as the right of independent appeal is The tax administrations in each of the countres surveyed
generally accepted as an integral element of an equitable tax havebeen granted more or less the same powers to enforce
system. tax payment. In extreme cases tax collectors can seize prop-
In Russia, appeals on administrativedecisions may be made erty; in other cases they have flexibility to negotiate settle-

to arbitration courts and civil courts. A Russian company ments, allow payment in instalments and waive payment.
with no foreign participation can appeal a decision to either Other measures granted in order to aid tax collection include

court; most prefer the arbitration court as the judges tend to the use of presumptive taxes, minimum taxes, set percentage
have more experience with tax issues. A Russian company allowances for expenses and estimatedprofit assessments.

with one or more foreign shareholders can only make an

appeal to the civil court. Although in theory a decision of the Specific issues face each country in the tax paymentarea. For

arbitration or civil courts may be appealed to the Russian example, the level of tax education of taxpayers and the

Supreme Court, in practice the Supreme Court never agrees
resources available to the tax administration are particularly
relevant if self-assessment systems are used. In Russia, a

to hear tax cases. Thus, in effect the arbitration and civil
combination of factors including the increase in the number

courts are the courts of last resort for tax disputes. of taxpayers, the introduction of VAT demanding regular
Generally, appeals to the courts may only be made once the inspections of tax declarations and insufficient computer
administrativeappeal procedurehas been exhausted and then facilities have placed a heavy burden on the tax authorities in
only on points of law. However, in Bulgaria and Russia tax- implementingthe tax reforms. This resulted in 1993 in a situ-

payers have the right to appeal directly to the courts and these ation in which many individuals with average or even above

appeals are possible on all decisions and not only on points of
law.

7. However, suspension while making an appeal is possible in strictly limited

Making ann appeal in each of the countries surveyed does not cases n Hungary, Poland, the Slovak Republic and in Slovenia.

normally suspend the payment of tax on the due date.7 In an 8. See conclusions of Tanzi V. and Shome P., A primer on tax evasion, 48

inflationary environment the value of any tax refund follow- Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(June/Ju\y 1994), at 328. They

ing a successful appeal, which may have taken several years,
conclude, nteralia, that where tax evasion reacheshigh levels the role of the tax

administrationbecomesdoubly important.
will have dwindled significantly if interest rates fail to com- 9. See 8 Tax Notes International,No. 15 (11 April 1994), at 987.

pensate fully for inflation. 10. Quotation by Lt-Gen Sergey Almazov,directorof the tax police from inter-
view 6 May 1994 on RussiaTV channel, Moscow.
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average incomes were simply beyond the control of the tax Ill. COMMENTARY
administration.''

A. Taxpayers' rights
2. Audits

The OECD has identified a number of key rights of individu-
Audits were widely used in centrally planned economies as al taxpayers which should be recognized and upheld if a tax

part of the economic managementand control of state enter- system in a democratic society is to be equitable and just.'8
prises. Following the tax and economic reforms, audits have Indeed, many OECD countries have found the concept of
retained their importance but have refocused their examina- taxpayers' rights so significant that they have chosen to con-

tion on the tax compliance performance2 of businesses and solidate the measures taken to protect taxpayers into a tax-
individuals. The tax administrationsof all the countries sur- payers' charter or declaration. Since the tax administra-

veyed have extensive auditing powers whereby auditors can tions have been given wide powers to determine the tax base,
enter and search business premises and, in some cases, to verify informationprovided by taxpayers and third parties
dwellings of taxpayers, usually with no requirement, or only and to collect the tax due, an overview of how far the rights
a notional requirement, to give prior notification to taxpay- of taxpayers are respected in practice is perhaps due. The key
ers.t3 The period auditors can look back during an audit rights identified by the OECD nclude:
varies from three years in the Czech Republic to six years in - the right to privacy and confidentiality;
Russia. In certain countries the period can be extended by - the right of access to information;
court decision, for example to ten years in Romania, and to - the right of appeal against.decisions of the administra-
20 years in the Slovak Republic. tion; and

the right to certainty.Tax administrationsmayalso carry out audits of third parties
-

in order to collect information about a taxpayer. Taxpayers
can appeal against the results of the audit in all the surveyed B. Right to privacy and confidentialitycountries using the normal appeal procedures.

All taxpayers should have the right to expect that the tax

3. Penalties authorities will not intrude unnecessarily upon their privacy.
In practice this is usually interpreted as avoiding unreason-

The newly ntroduced tax systems within the CEE region able searches and requests for nformation. Extensive infor-

depend on a high degree of voluntary compliance and this is mation-seekingpowers have been given to the tax adminis-

encouraged by highly punitive penalty systems. Generally, trations within the CEE region and to specialistdivisions (i.e.
little differentiation is made between serious offences and tax police) extending to entering and searching business
cases of minor delay or innocentmistake. premises and, in some countries, dwellings and to request

information from third parties.Studies of the effectiveness of penalties have shown that a

key factor is the ability of the tax administration to actually In most CEE countries, banks and similar institutions have

impose penalties in practice.,4 The effectivenessof the penal- obligationswith regard to the confidentialityof client affairs.

ty regime appears to vary from country to country. The Slo_ However, the tax administration normally has the power to

vak experience is perhaps not typical but is illustrative of an override that confidentiality and to obtain specific informa-
extreme response to this problem. In the Slovak Republic, 25 tion from the bank for tax purposes. Indeed failure by banks

percent of the tax penalties and fines collected by the tax and other third parties to provide information can result in

administration are redistributed to its officials as a form of their being heavily fined.

performancebonus. This method of incentive is also used in With a few exceptions, practitioners in the countries sur-
the Russian tax administration.Unsurprisingly,many taxpay- veyed generally agreed that.theprivacy and confidentialityof
ers have claimed that excessivepenaltieshave been levied on

taxpayers was respected. Information received by the tax
them.15

authorities from a taxpayer, a foreign investor or a foreign
In most of the countries surveyed penalties are not nego-
tiable, however, they may generally be mitigated at the dis-
cretion of the tax administration. The level of penalties 11. See Markina E., Results of Initial Implementation of Tax Reform, 48

before any mitigation can be high: In Bulgaria companies Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation(June/July 1994), at 338.

face a penalty of five times the tax due for late submissionof 12. See Hasseldine J., How do revenue audits affect taxpayer compliance,
47 Bulletinfor InternalFiscalDocumentation(July/August1993), at424for an

tax returns16 and the maximum penalty for failure to file an overviewof the impact of audits compliancebehaviour.on

annual tax return in the Czech Republicis 2 million Kcs and 13. See e.g. for Bulgaria Art. 12 of the Tax Administration Act of 24 June

persistentoffenders can be prohibited.fromcarrying on busi- 1993, published in the Official Gazette No. 59 of 9 July 1993.

ness.'7
14. See supra note 8.
15. For furthercriticism on the administrationof the Russian tax system, see 8
Tax Notes International,No. 31 (1 August 1994), at 331-332.
16. Art. 2, Additional Regulations to Decree 56 On Economic Relations.
17. Arts. 37 (1) and 38 of Act 337 On Administrationof Taxes and Fees of 5

May 1992 and as subsequentlyamended.
18. Taxpayers rights and obligations (Paris: OECD 1990).
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government should, in principle, be kept secret in all the improve this area. These improvements include the follow-
countries surveyed.9Where there is a breach of confidential- ing:
ity the taxpayer has, in Hungary, the Slovak Republic and (1) the new tax laws define who are the taxable persons and

Slovenia, the right to sue the tax authorities in court. The bur- the scope of the law and provide rules for calculating the

den of proof in these cases is placed upon the taxpayer to tax base in place of the previous arbitrary/ negotiation
show that the action of the tax authorities caused him materi- systems;
al damages. The tax authoritiescan also be expected to penal- (2) foreign investment legislationprovidesguarantees to for-
ize tax officials who breach confidentiality rules. eign investors against expropriation, confiscation and

nationalization. In Romania, the foreign investment law
that foreign investments are be governed

C. Right of access to information
guarantees to

by the rules in force at the time of their establishment,.20

(3) a system of rulings, both informal and formal, is largely
Taxpayers should have access to up-to-date information on in place for explanation and clarification of tax provi-
the operation of the tax system and the way in which their tax sions; and
is assessed. They should also be informed of their rights, par- (4) retroactive amendments of tax laws are generally not

ticularly their right to appeal. made, except where they benefit taxpayers, or are

The primary means of providing information to taxpayers in restricted to minor changes (although retroactive amend-

most of the countries surveyed iS the mass media (newspa- ments are not technically permitted they can occasional-

pers and television) and explanation booklets. The informa- ly happen in practice however).
tion provided is generally patchy with effective cverage of

Taxpayer certainty can obviously be improved if legislation
new laws and amendments but little or no information on iS carefully and clearly drafted. Often, the experience in cent-
penalties, audits and appeal procedures. Only our Hungarian ral and eastern Europe iS that drafting is imprecise with key
and Slovenian respondents indicated that the tax administra-

terms left undefined. Entering into a consultation process
tion is effective in providing such information and even then with representativesof taxpayersand the tax professionwhen
information on all aspects of the tax system was not made drafting new legislation might help governments prevent
available. The most common complaints appear to be that these sorts of problems.
scant information is produced about tax laws and procedures
and that there is little public education about taxation. In summary, an overview of taxpayers' rights in the CEE

countries surveyed gives the conclusion that, although great
improvements have been made, there is still much to do.

D. Right to appeal Areas of particular concern are the fields of taxpayer educa-
tion and assistance, and certainty. These two aspects are

The right to appeal is a central tenant of any equitable tax sys- interrelated and in the current economic climate, are difficult
tem which properly protects its taxpayers. In all the countries objectives for the tax administration to achieve. However,
surveyed, with the exception of Romania, judicial appeal increased taxpayer awareness could help change the tax cul-

procedures are available to the taxpayer in order to contest ture and thus improve compliance across the whole tax sys-
the merits of tax assessments and decisions. Currently, there tem.2' Increased certainty would give security and promote
are no specializedtax tribunals set up to deal with tax matters foreign investor confidence in the country. The almost uni-
and appeals taken to the courts are heard by judges with little versal removal of blanket tax holidays throughout the
or no experience in taxation. Practitioners' views of the region22 perhaps indicates a realization that tax preferences
appeal procedures in their country varied: the process is do not in themselves significantly increase capital inflow

regarded as expensive and bureaucratic in all but Bulgaria from abroad. Instead it is arguable that improving the cer-

and Hungary; however, time delays in settlement are not a tainty and overall reasonableness of the tax rules will best

significant factor in any country. In Romania, the Czech facilitate foreign investment.

Republic and Poland the appeal procedure is not perceived as

independent and outcomes can vary to some extent depend-
ing on the region in which the appeal is heard. The problems 19. See Art. 16, Russian FederationLaw basic principlesof the taxation
are most severe in Romania where the final decision rests

e.g. on

system of 27 December 1991.
with the Ministry of Finance and no recourse to the courts iS 20. Art. 11 of the Law on Foreign Investment (Law 35/1991).

allowed. 21. See Jenkins G.P. and Forlemu E.N., Enhancing voluntary compliance by
reducing compliancecosts: a taxpayer service approach, Harvard University
development discussion paper No. 448 May 1993, for a discussion of making

more tax puts
E. Right to certainty

taxpayer compliance effective and efficient if the administration

greateremphasis on assistance.
22. Whilst the recent trend has been for central European countries to remove

their tax holidays, jn particular those granted specificallyto foreign investors,all
Investors from OECD countries are accustomed to a relatve- of the countries in the survey retain or have reintroduced tax incentives. The

ly high degree of certainty as to the tax consequencesof their incentives in force, with some exceptions, tend to be more narrowly focused and

actions, and must therefore be disappointedwhen doing busi- targeted, either to specified geographical areas, i.e. of high unemployment, for

ness in the CEE region, where regulatorychange can be rapid reinvestment and development purposes, or large-scale nvestments. For an

and unpredictable. However, in contrast with the previous
overview of the tax incentives in the whole CEE region, see Erds, G., Tax
incentives fall short, InternationalTax Review (March 1994), at 37-39 and

central planning system great strdes have been made to (April 1994), at 8-10.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS Currently, a great deal of regional variation is encountered,
with Russia representingan extreme case where local author-

The reform of the tax administrationgoes hand in hand with ities go so far as to levy taxes which they have no legal right
tax law reform. Indeed without the mechanismsto implement to impose.
tax laws, reforms cannot be achieved.23However, many CEE
countries have failed to fully recognize this central fact and
have paid little attention to the effects uncertainty, onerous

C. Simplification
compliance burdens and heavily punitive systems have on

foreign investors and citizens alike. Despite this, great
Since the rforms began some emergent trends are becoming

improvementshave been made and continue to be made. clear. Firstly, measures are being taken or planned in order to

make the tax systems more neutral with respect to domestic
entities and foreign entities. These measures include the

A. Compliance eliminationor reductionof special incentivesand preferences
granted only to foreigners and .make the system simpler to

For foreign investors, regulatory compliance obligations in administer and reduce distortions. Secondly, tax rates and

CEE countries can represent a heavy burden. This is com- brackets have been streamlinedand simplified with the steep
pounded by several other factors: unexpected changes made progressivity apparent several years ago greatly reduced in

to laws and regulations,24an unstable economic climate and most countries. Special tax rates for different sectors and

ineffective public informtion systems. The tax systems are sources of income are also being eliminated or phased out.

supported by heavy penalty regimes and the widespread use These steps make taxes easier to compute and administerand
ofaudits. This combinationof factors produces somethingof help to remove the incentive to artificially reclassify one type
a compliance quagmire; for foreign investors the system is of business as another. Thirdly, in many CEE countries,
onerous,bureaucraticand complex, whilst citizens can be left reduced compliance requirements have been introduced for

simply not knowing how to comply with their tax obliga- small businesses including the grantingof lump sum expense
tions. The introduction of certain constructive measures by deductions and reduced filing and record-keeping respons-
the tax administration might improve compliance and help ibilities,25As the tax systems are simplifiedand refined, com-

create a more positive mage of taxes and tax officials. Con- pliance can be expected to improve.
structive methods could include programmes of public edu- ,Change' has been the key-word underlying ail discussions
cation and assistance, the introductionofbinding rulings and of commerce and taxation in central and eastern Europe.
advance clearances and the continued simplification of the Whilst the rapid pace of change has been perceived as a dis-
tax system. incentive, creating uncertainty and insecurity, some positive

trends are emerging.This positive and forward-thinkingview

B. Interrelationshipbetween taxpayers and tax
was echoed by the practitioners who contributed to this sur-

officials vey. In spite of their day-to-day problems, the consensus of

opinion was that the tax administration would be able to

adapt to meet the.future needs of each country.No real consensus emerges from a-review of the relationship
between taxpayers and the tax administrations within the

region. Some countries have adopted a more open style with
tax officials providing taxpayer assistance, rulings and some

flexibility (e.g. Hungary and the Czech Republic) whereas
others seem to take a more distant (Russia) or casual attitude 23. Many references possible,a recent source is Bird R.M., The administra-

(Romania). Considering the differences in cultural and his_ tve dimension of tax reform in developingcountries, in Tax Reform in Devel-

torical backgrounds, this diversity is not unexpected. oping Countries who states that the administrativedimension should be placed
at the centre,ratherthan the periphery of tax reform efforts.

No country has yet developeda taxpayers' charter or declara- 24. See Mamet, L., No end to tax reforms, 34 EuropeanTaxation (August

tion which enshrines taxpayers rights. Increased confidence 1994), at 267 for details of Russian recent legislativeand policy changes.
25. Poland introduced lump sum taxation for small-scale business activities

that taxpayers in.similarcircumstanceswould be treated con- from 1 January 1994. Taxpayers subject to this lump-sum taxation pay tax as a

sistently and that taxpayers with similar sources of income percentage(2.5%-7.5%)of their turnover, and are not required to keep extensive

would be subject to the same control procedures, would financial and accounting documentation.However, the Polish Ombudsmanhas
sum on

weaken the prevailing culture of non-payment and evasion.
challenged lump taxation the grounds of it being unconstitutional.The
ConstitutionalTribunal has not yet heard the case.
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NEW ZEALAND

RAISING THE THRESHOLDFOR TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE:
A NEW ERA OF COMPLIANCESTANDARDSAND PENALTIES

Adrian J. Sawyer

M. Com (Hons), LL B, A.C.A., Barrister and Solicitor of the A. Overview of the proposed reforms
High Court of New Zealand. Adrian Sawyer is a lecturer
in taxation and business law in the Departmentof The proposed reforms are comprehensive in terms of the cur-
Accountancy, Finance and Information Systems at the
Universityof Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. He rent standards and requirements for taxpayers. The proposed
specializes in tax complianceand administration,and penalties are certainly higher and more closely reflect the
effective tax rate research, as well as companyand seriousness of failing to comply with obligations under the
insolvency law. He has published in professional and Inland Revenue Acts. In the discussion document, the
academic journals, including The CharteredAccountant's reforms are summarized in Table 1.2 While the contents of
Journalof New Zealand, CurrentTaxation and the

Table 1 may appear comprehensive upon first analysis, theBulletn. He is a Bulletin correspondentfor New Zealand
and is a consultant for the New Zealand Treasuryon discussion on several aspects of the changes in the detailed
effective tax rate research. He is a member of the New provisions is short on specifics or is in need of modification
Zealand Society of Accountantsand is on the if the overall intentions of the changes are to have a reason-
Canterbury/WestlandBranch of the Society's Tax able opportunityof success.
Committee. Previously he was an nvestigatingaccountant
with the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department. Further discussion of the content of these proposed reform

appears later in this article.

I. INTRODUCTION

B. Benefits of the reform
The proposals in a discusson document' issued by the New
Zealand Government on 29 August 1994 are directed at

This comprehensivereview of standards and penal-addressing deficiencies in the current compliance and penal- taxpayer
ties is directed at achieving a number of substantial benefits

ties regime. The discussion document attempts to directly
confront sophisticated forms of non-compliance through

for taxpayers, the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department
(IRD) and the Government. The proposed changes are

tightening the structure of taxpayerobligationsand penalties. offered in the context of the findings of the OrganizationalA common theme is encouraging taxpayers to comply with
Review Committeeconceming the restructuringof the IRD.3

their obligations, including the payment of the correct

amount of tax on the due date(s). The current New Zealand Increasing clarity and fairness in the tax system are the

tax system dates back in many instances to a system set up in founding principles that the Committee's recommendations
and the discussion document'sproposais are based upon.1916. Nearly 80 years have passed, with greater sophistica-

tion in business activity and only piecemeal additions to the The purported benefits of reforming taxpayer standards and
Inland Revenue Acts to recognize these developments. penalties are:4

tax revenues;-

A self-assessmentenvironmenthas steadily developed as tax protectionof

administration and technology permits. Allowing taxpayers
- increased fairness for taxpayers;

the opportunity to comply with clear legislation and certainty
- clear, comprehensive and effective penalty regime that

of the rules is proclaimed as vital to the effective administra- leads to full compliance with the tax system;

tion of a self-assessmentsystem. However,sanctions for non-
- introduction of retum-filing standards that support the

compliance need to reflect both the current conditions and current self-assessmenttax environment.

encourage non-compliers to become compliers. The content The discussiondocumentpresupposes that voluntarycompli-
of the discussion document when viewed collectively, is a ance is regarded as the norm and non-compliance is socially
positive step forward in improving taxpayer compliance. unacceptable. It also indicates that as part of the Organiza-
With the input from consultation, this may be a memorable
development in taxpayer compliance in New Zealand and 1. New ZealandGovemment,Taxpayercompliance,standardsandpenalties
serve as a pilot study for reviewing the expected standards of - a discussiondocument (Wellington: GovemmentPrinter, 1994).
compliance and enforcementpenalties in other jurisdictions. 2. Id. at 2-3.

Use of the consultationprocess has received political support 3. Organizational Review Committee, Organizational Review of the Inland
Revenue Department, Report to the Minister of Revenue (and on tax policy,through a public statement by the current New Zealand Min- also to the Minister of Finance) (Wellington, April 1994).

ister of Revenue, entitled The Generic Tax Policy Process. 4. New Zealand Govemment,supra note I, at 3.
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Table 1: Key Reforms highlighted in the discussion document encompass signifi-
cant policy issues contained in the proposed changes and to

TAXPAYER STANDARDS (CHAPTER 5) this end, the Government seeks constructive feedback. The
Taxpayers must act reasonably in meeting all their tax obligations. areas are broad in scope, and in many instances,critical theto
Failure to take reasonable care in meeting tax obligations will lead
to a penalty. success of the changes in improving taxpayer compliance:7
Where the tax at stake is large, taxpayers will need to have a rea- - How appropriate are the design principles and guide-
sonably arguable position in support of the way they have applied lines
the law. What are the merits of the expectation that taxpayerswill-

Taxpayers will be penalized for entering into abusive tax avoid-
ance arrangementsand for tax evasion. take reasonable care in meeting their tax obligationsand

what impact will this have upon taxpayers
CIVIL PENALTIES (CHAPTER 6) What are the merits of requiring taxpayers to take a reas--

A standard $ 50 penalty will apply for late filing of annual returns.
The penalty for late payment will be 5% plus an additional 2% per onably arguable position where the tax at stake is high
month. and the legal interpretationunclear

e
New civil penalties will be prescribed for negligence, gross negli- With self-assessment, is disclosure of the basis which-

gence, abusive tax avoidance and evasion.
have assessed their liability sufficient groundsThepenalty for not having reasonbly arguable position will bea taxpayers

set at 25%, the same evel as the penalty for negligence. for a reduction in penalties if tax understatement is sub-
Penalties will be reduced for voluntary disclosure. sequently established
Hindrance of the Commissionerof Inland Revenue can result in a Are the degrees of culpability adequately reflected for-

penalty.
Limited remission will be available for penalties applied for late fil- negligence, gross negligence, abusive arrangements and
ing and late payment. evasion
Remissionswill not generally be available for penaltiesarising from What are the best means of deterring taxpayers from-

breaches of reasonablenessstandards.
The Commissioner will be able to apply to the court for a court entering into arrangements which have a (dominant)
order requiring a taxpayer to provide information or a return. objective of gaining a tax advantage
The publication of the names of non-complierswill be extended to .Are the penalties for understatementoffences and relativ--

include cases of abusive tax avoidance.
Current additional tax and penal tax provisions will be repealed. ities between them set appropriately, fully recognizing

the severity of the acts they .sanction Are the penalties
CRIMINAL PENALTIES (CHAPTER 7) reasonable

A maximum term of five years' imprisonmentwill be introduced for IS maximum of imprisonmentof five fora term years tax-

tax evasion.
Community service and periodic detention will be available for evasion appropriate
offences with imprisonmentterms. - What are the necessary features of a two-way interest
The maximum fines will be increased to $ 25,000 for first offences regime and how will this affect compliance What
and $ 50,000 fo second and subsequentoffences. prac-
The penalties for failure to furnish information, failure to disclose tical problems may occur
information, and failure to maintain records will be standardized - What compliance costs may be associated with introdu-
across Inland Revenue Acts. cing a two-way interest regime, especially the changes

INTEREST (CHAPTER 8) that taxpayers will be required to make to their tax com-

A comprehensive interest regime for under and overpayments of pliance obligations
tax will be introduced.

A numberof these questions are consideredduring the course
TAX ADVISERS (CHAPTER/9) of this article as aspects of the proposals are discussed and

The offence of aiding and abetting will be extended to include aid- critically evaluated. The approach centres around suggestinging and abetting abusive tax avoidance.
improvements and modifications which are directed at

tional Review Committee's recommendations,disputes will enabling the intentions underlying the proposals to come to

fruition.be handled fairly and quickly and tax administrationwill be
based on legislation that is well understoodby taxpayers and

presented in the simplest manner possible.5 For some groups
of taxpayers and their peers, tax compliance will not neces- II. BACKGROUNDTO THEREVIEW
sarily be viewed as the norm and non-compliancemay even

be seen as socially acceptable, particularly as a means of The discussion document outlines the existing compliance
redressing imbalances between taxation requirements and standards and penalties. This is facilitated through an

public goods or services received in return. Furthermore, the overview of the tax administrationand compliance structure,
currentNew Zealand tax system, in spike ofmoves directedat the design principles which underlie the proposals for
simplification, is not well understood by taxpayers (and by
many tax agents) and is not expressed in the simplest man-

ner.6 5. /d. at4.
6. See for example, L.M. Tan and G. Tower, The Readability of Tax Laws:
An Empirical Study in New Zealand, 9 AustralianTax Forum (1992), at 355;

C. Key questions L.M. Tan and S. Tooley, Tax Simplification:Progress to Date, 48 Bulletinfor
lnternationa/Fiscal Documenmtion.(May 1994), at.236; and L.M. Tan and S.

The discussiondocumentsets out a number of key questions Tooley, Simplification- What do Practitioners' Think, 73 The Chartered
Accountants'JournalofNewZealand (16June 1994).

on which the Government invites submissions. The areas 7. New Zealand Governmentsupra note 1, at 5, para. 1.8.
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change, and the weaknessesand flaws in the existing compli- make their case. Creation of a comprehensive schedule of
ance standards and penalty structure. taxpayers' rights would be useful,'o especially in light of the

presumptionof the taxpayer's guilt in many instances.

A. Tax administrationand compliance
B. Design principles

Frequently quoted statements, including paying taxes is a

basic obligation of all residents of a democratic society, The discussiondocumentsignal clearly what will be expect-
revenue must be raised to fund government services and ed of taxpayers and their gents. Emphasis is placed on the
collection authorities must be able to collect revenue in the objectives of increasing the effectiveness of incentives to

most efficient and fairest way possible, are all present in the comply with tax laws and imposing costs on those who do
discussion document.8 Efficiency as interpreted by the Gov- not comply, with a clear linkage between taxpayer's obliga-
ernment is achieved when revenue is raised in a manner tions and sanctions for non-compliance. The objectives or

which minimizes the compliancecosts to taxpayers, adminis- initiativesare based upon four broad principles: fairness,effi-
trative costs to Governmentand costs to the overall economy ciency, clarity and effectiveness. Every feature of the system
(and impliedly resulting in minimal deadweight losses).9 is expected to reflect these principles. Each of these prin-
A tax system has two principal dimensions: ciples will be briefly considered in turn.

a specified base and applicable rates; and-

administrative procedures for collecting revenues and 1. Fairness-

enforcing compliance.
The discussion document addresses the latter dimension The measures must be consistentwith the fundamental rights
only. The importance of voluntary compliance under self- of New Zealanders if they are to be fair, with all taxpayers
assessment is emphasized in the discussion document. treated equitably. The discussion document outlines the fol-

lowing principles:The need for an effective audit programme is emphasized, the regime should recognize that most taxpayers are hon--

accompanied by legislation that comprehensivelyaddresses
est and make a genuine attempt to honour their taxation

the compliance requirements for all taxpayers. This environ-
responsibilities;

ment must be kept in perspective through necessary checks
new measures should make the system fairer by provid--

and balances, including the need to maintain some restraint
ing strong incentives to all taxpayers to comply with the

on the powers of the IRD, in order to preserve fundamental law;
rights of taxpayers. The IRD has a taxpayer charter which

obligations, standards and penalties should be designed-

includes the right to fair treatment by the IRD; pay no more in such a way that they can be imposed impartially and
than the correct amount of tax; and confidentiality of tax

consistently;affairs. These rights will be extended by the proposals in the
the standards that taxpayers expected to meet, and theare-

discussiondocument to include an impartial quantificationof
penalties applied to them, should recognize the differingtax liability made in accordance with tax law; treatment of circumstancesand abilities of individual taxpayers;

every taxpayer's individual affairs with no more or less
sanctions should be consistent with the seriousnessof the-

favour than others; and a succinct statement of taxpayers' offence and the culpabilityof the offender;obligations under the law.
the penalties' regime should be consistent with the prin--

New Zealand has legislated for certain fundamental rights in ciples of the Bill of Rights.
its Bill of Rights Act 1990 (BOR Act), which applies to all

persons in New Zealand. In the BOR Act, the rights provide
for, inter alia: 2. Efficiency

minimum standards of criminal procedure, including the-

Reforms must complement the efficient operation of the taxpresumptionof innocence, ... and the right to appeal con-

viction and sentence (Section 25); system, requiring practicable legal and administrative initia-

persons not to be subjected to retroactive penalties or costs. costs
- tives, and minimal compliance Preferably of

double jeopardy (Section 26); compliance should fall on the revenue rather than taxpayers
observance of the principles of natural justice (Section where this is possible.-

27). 1

8. Id. at 7.
Limited instancesof restrictionson these rights are permitted 9 A recent study on deadweight losses in the New Zealand economy was pre-
where the restrictions are ... reasonable limits prescribedby pared for the New Zealand Business Roundtable by W.E. Diewart and D.A.

law as can be demonstrablyjustifed in afree and democrat- Lawrence, The MarginalCosts ofTaxation in New Zealand (Swan Consultants

ic society (emphasisadded). Several proposals in th discus- (Canberra) Pty Ltd, ACT, 1993), with extracts in W.E. Diewart and D.A.
Lawrence, The DeadweightCosts of Taxation in New Zealand,Paper present-

sion document call into question these fundamental rights, ed to the 1993 Conference of the Economic Society of Australia, Perth, 27-29

especially the presumption of guilt for the late filing of a September 1993..

return and late payments, and having a judge that is inde- 10. A proposal along these lines has been providedby the Taxation Instituteof
at

pendent or free from bias, when the IRD imposes penalties
Australia, Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, 28 Taxation n Australia (1993), 50-
53.

without providing any prior opportunity for taxpayers to 1 I. New Zealand Govemment,supra note 1, at 11.
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The followingefficiency guidelines are recognized:'2 visions in the legislation are nearly 80 years old, while the
the regime should not impose excessivecosts on taxpay- activities of taxpayers and the variety of business activities-

ers who comply; have altered substantially over the years. Currently there are

standards must be enforceableand penalties must be able aa substantialnumberof gaps in coverage, flaws in design and-

to be imposed without undue cost to the tax administra- inconsistencies in application within the revenue statutes.

tion; The discussiondocumenthighlightsas major gaps in the cur-
compliance-related initiatives should exist solely to

rent legislation the absence of sanctions for serious non-com-
-

encouragecompliance,either directly from the non-com-
pliance, such carelessness and overly aggressive nterpre-as

pliant taxpayeror via signalling.They should not be used
tations, an unclearstatementof the standardsexpectedof tax-

as a revenue-raisingmechanism; and ad hoc of interest charges. Flaws in the
the regime should encourage taxpayers to pay their tax

payers use money
-

current design include confusing sanctions (such as addi-
liabilities on time; ..

tional tax and interest for the aspect of
compliance initiatives should minimize taxpayers' money same non-com-

-

pliance), an emphasis on monetary penalties to the virtual
efforts on tax planning and avoidance. exclusion of non-monetary penalties (a problem where the

taxpayercannotpay the fine and is dischargedwithoutpenal-
3. Clarity ty) and sanctions with high administration costs (such as

prosecutionfor failure to file a return). Inconsistencieswhich
The Governmentbelieves that legal processes shouldbe clear exist in the current legislation include the extensive level of
and easily understood, with sanctions consistent across all penal tax (up to 300 percent of the deficient tax, an amount

revenue statutes and applied consistently. Currently, New determined at the Commissioner's discretion on a case by
Zealand's tax system falls short of exhibiting clarity and it is case basis). Other inconsistencies encompass varied sanc-

not readily understandable.Nevertheless a positive step for- tions for identical offencesunder different revenue acts (such
ward is imminent with an increase in consistency in applica- as for failing to file an ncome tax return under the Income

tion of sanctions:'3 Tax Act 1976 (NZ) and the equivalent under the Goods and

taxpayer obligationsand standards must be clear; Services Tax Act 1985 (NZ)), different interpretations of-

sanctions should be consistentacross the Inland Revenue statutes costs- use of money charges across and the of
Acts and in line with sanctions for similar offences in applying certain existing sanctions.
other areas of the law; The Governmentprefers a comprehensivereview of the com-

penalty measures should be encoded in statute wherever pliance and penalties provisions rather than introducing fur-
-

possible; ther ad hoc components to a legislativeenvironmentwhich is
discretions should be kept to a minimum but be consist- seriously flawed in both concepts and application. To this

-

ent with the need for the system to be fair. end, the politicians are to be congratulated. To illustrate the
current weaknesses, Appendices 1 and 25 from the discus-

4. Effectiveness sion document appear as Appendix 1 to this article.
,

Finally, the discussion document recognizes that for the sys-
tem to be effective, it should encourage compliance with the Ill. THE PROPOSALS
law:,4

the penalties should deter future non-compliance, both The remaining parts of the discussion document largely-

are

by the taxpayers who are penalized and those who are directed at providing the detail and reasons behind the pro-
not; posed changes to the compliance obligations and the sanc-

standards, ncentives and penalties must be consistent tions for non-complianceoutlinedearlier. Taxpayerstandards-

with and support the obligationsof taxpayers in the self- are addressed with both the new civil and criminal penalties,
assessmentenvironment; an outline of the concept of a two-way interest system and a

the complianceand penalties regime must be in line with foreshadowing of the issues surrounding setting tax adviser-

community standards; standards. The commentary on the latter issue is extremely
the structure of the compliance regime should be com- limited and dismissive of imposing standards of expected
prehensive; conduct, framed in a positive fashion, directly upon tax
the design of obligations, standards and the penalties advisers.
regime should recognize the complex nature of transac-

tions occurringn the commercialworld.

C. Current legislativestructure

The provisions detailing taxpayer obligations and standards 12. ld. at 12.

of behaviour, and the sanctions that are provided to enforce 13. Id. See also supra note 6.
14. Id. at 13.

these obligations and standards have not kept pace with the 15. These appendicescompare the existing New Zealandsystem to the regimes
changing nature of tax legislation. Several enforcementpro- in Australia, Canada and the United States.
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A. Taxpayer standards Islands' tax haven by large corporations to avoid or evade
tax occupying the limelight. The result of this publicity is a

The core of the new regime is a positive standard of reason- Commission of Inquiry set up to investigate the matter. The

ableness; every taxpayer will be expected to attain the stand- substantial effort involved in discussing abusive avoidance

ard of a reasonableperson. Sanctions will accompany this appears directed at preventing the activities alleged to have

regime to ensure taxpayers take their obligations seriously occurred in the Cook Islands from avoiding sanction in

and that they honestly perform the tasks required of them. New Zealand in the future. The dividing line between negli-
gence and gross negligence, and a concise definition of ab-

Late filing of returns and late payments will bring about an usive avoidance are absent from debate in the dscussion
automatic imposition of a penalty, with limited provision for document, yet these matters will be of fundamental concern

remissions to ensure the system is fair. This presumes guilt to many taxpayers.
on behalfof the taxpayer until he can prove his innocence, at

his expense. On first appearance, this approach is not only
contrary to the BOR Act, but it has the potential to be a size- B. Civil penalties
able money earner for the revenue authorities (and govern-
ment):6 Civil penalties will be imposed by the Commissioner and

The discussion then turns to revealing what the Government may take the form of either monetary or non-monetary

perceives to be encompassed by the required standard of
nature. The penalties are designed with the intentionof being

reasonable care. The discussion focuses on the common imposed impartially, consistently, in a timely manner and at

minimum cost. The civil standard of the balance of prob-law standards of reasonable care in the area of torts. Conduct
abilities will apply, but with the onus of proof on the tax-

which gives rise to a breach of a duty of care is unsettled and
in many respects unclear, in New Zealand at present.'7 Ascer- payer to discharge the Commissioner'scontentionof abusive

tax avoidance. This is a further instance of the failure to rec-
taining whether a taxpayer has satisfied the reasonable care

set out
test of acting n the manner that a reasonable person with the ognize a basic right in the BOR Act, despite the claim

taxpayer's skills and knowledgewould have, is expected to
that the taxpayer is in the best position to produce evidence
related to the transaction to counter the Commissioner's

generate substantial litigation and comment. The New
assertions.

Zealand Government is not committed to any particularpoli-
cy as to how taxpayers and their agents will be treated where The late filing fee is rigidly set with minimal situations rec-

the agent completes the tax return. This is a major component ognized for remission. It is suggested that to reflect the spirit
of the regime and requires clear indication of the Govem- of the Bill of Rights, the penalty should only be imposed
ment's preferreddirection before any legislation is enacted to where the taxpayer cannot provide a reasonable excuse for
enable effective consultation. the late filing of the retum. Furthermore,depending upon the

The reasonablyarguableposition''standardrequires taxpay-
severity of the late filing, a selection from a narrow range of
late payment penalties may be made by the Commissioner.

ers to interpret the law in a reasonable way, i.e. the merits of
There is reference to the remissionof late payment penal-the arguments in support of the taxpayer's positin will be

no

ties in the proposed regime. Various understatementpenaltiesevaluated. The genesis of the concept originates from Aus-
are recommended, although the applicable penalty will

tralian and US revenue law. The test is as about as likely as
depend upon the degree to which the required standard has

not, although little guidance is provided on what will satisfy been breached. The discussion document summarizes the
this test. The only indication of the scope of this test is that

involved in arrving penalty. A of the
the prospect of the taxpayer's interpretation being upheld by processes at a summary

the courts must be substantial, but need not be as high as 50 penalties and how they may be reduced with voluntary dis-
closure appears in Table 2.'8

percent. The test will be objective, and will apply when the
tax involved is substantial ($ 10,000). The threshold chosen
is the same as applies in Australia, but this direct copying
without adaptation fails to recognize the difference in

exchange rates and relative income levels between Australia
and New Zealand.

Breaches of the reasonable care standard will be penalized,
with the penalty depending upon whether the breach arises
from negligence,gross negligence,evasion or abusive avoid-
ance (where the dominant or substantive objective is to pro-

16. The discussion document states that the proposedchanges are not intendedduce a tax advantage- a very wooll definition). Where a
to be a revenueeameryet; with I 16,530 returns outstanding for the.1991/92 year

taxpayer discloses his position in his tax return, the discus- as at 30 June 1993, the late filing fee could bring in $5-$6million additional

sion document proposes that this could be used as a mitigat- revenue.

ing factor in adjusting the level of penalty imposed.
17. For a discussion and recent commentary, see P.J. Downey, Incremental-
ism in Tort, New ZealandLaw Journal (March 1992), at 113; and J. Manning,
Tort,NewZealandRecent Law Review (1994), Part II, at 150.

Tax evasion and avoidance is particularly topical in New 18. Table 2 s modified from Table 4 in the discussion document to include

Zealand at present with recent controversy in the New suggested improvements to the standard penalties and reduced penalties follow-
mg voluntary disclosure. The modified figures appear in brackets. Table 4

Zealand Parliament and news media over use of the Cook appears on page 32 of the discussion document, supra note 1.
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Table 2: Proposed Penalty Rates evasion. The recommendation is a maximum term of five

years' imprisonment,and fines which may accompany or be
Standard Standard Reduced penalties Reduced

substituted for imprisonment, of $ 25,000 for the first
penalty for disclosure penalties for up to

before audit disclosure offence and up to $ 50,000 for a second and subsequent
during audit offence. The Crimes Act 1961 (NZ) provides for a term of

five or more years' imprisonmentfor fraud, and the Compa-
Evasion 150 (150 - 200)% 30 (50 - 75)% 120 (125 - 175)% nies Act 1993 and fineAbusive (NZ), up to five years' imprisonment a

avoidance 125(125-140)% 25(25-30)% 100 (100-115)% ofup to$200,000 forfraud.
Avoidance (100 - 120) (20 - 25)% (80 - 90)%
Gross The discussion document states that one purpose of the pro-

negligence 100 (75 - 100)% 20 (15 - 20)% 80 (75 - 80)% posed changes is a closer alignment of penalties for similar
Negligence 25 (25 - 75)% 5 (5 - 15)% 20 (15 - 20)% offences. It is submitted that the Government's arguments
Lack of display the best of intention but fail to deliver the best

reasonably result in light of this fundamentaloverridingpurpose. Impris-arguable
position 25 (25 - 30)% 5 (5 - 10)% 20 (15 - 20)% onment terms should be permitted to exceed five years for

Hindrance Flat penalty amount NIA NIA very serious cases of tax evasion in order to be consistent
(10 - 25)% with the Crimes Act, otherwise fraud be lesstax may seen as

Late 5% late payment NIA NIA
serious than other forms of fraud.23 Fines should be higherpayment penalty plus 2% per

penalty month, (with than those proposed, especially for companies, to facilitate
remission of entire consistency with the Companies Act. It is suggested that
amount if justified) fines of up to $ 50,000 for a first offence and up to $ 100,000

Late filing $ 50 flat penalty ($ 50 NIA NIA
for second and subsequent offences would increase compat-fee - $ 250, but not

automatic) ibility between the relevant statutes. In terms of overall fair-

ness, reducing the fine to maximum levels of approximately
The discussion document clearly states that the instances of $ 10,000 for a first offence and $ 25,000 for second and sub-

remission will be few. This clearly indicates that once a sequent offences where voluntarydisclosureoccurs before an

penalty is imposed it will be a rare situation for remission. A audit, would assist to encourage voluntary disclosures and

penalty for extreme cases of hindering the Commissioner consequentl raise the level of compliance.
is to be introduced. Hindrance includes deliberate delays in A failure to furnish or disclose informationwill attract penal-
responding to IRD inquires, refusing access to premises and ties which are consistent across all Inland Revenue Acts.
destroying records. However, taxpayers will still be permit- Penalties for aiding, abetting or inciting another person to
ted the opportunity to claim privilege over documents and commit an offence will subject this person to the same penal-
legal advice.9 Extreme forms of hindrance will not be

ty as the principal offender. The discussion document also
defined until a draft Bill emerges for select committee con- states that it is the Government'sintention to allow the Com-
sideration early in 1995, leaving tax advisers and taxpayers missioner to bring criminal proceedings without requiring66*

n the dark.
recourse to the New Zealand Police or the Serious Fraud

One form of non-monetary sanction that receives favourable Office, although this option will remain open for serious or

attention is the publication of names of non-compliers. The complex cases of tax evasion or abusive avoidance.

literature supports the publicationof names of non-compliers
as a mechanism with the potential to improve compliance,
provided it is accompaniedby formal sanctions.2oNon-mon_ D. Interest

etary sanctions are particularly effective where the business
and professional reputation, and integrity of the taxpayer is A novel feature of the proposed changes is a two-way inter-

vital to maintaining customers and suppliers. Abusive tax est regime, whereby under or late paymentswill attract inter-

avoiders2' will have their names published22 in addition to the est. This feature should act as an incentive for taxpayers to

current practice of publishing the names of tax evaders, pro- pay the correct amount on time, but overpayments will

vided the abusive tax avoider did not make a voluntary dis- receive interest in recognitionof the deprival of use of funds

closure prior to completion of the audit. It is suggested that experienced by taxpayers. The approach conceived by the

where a voluntary disclosure occurs during an audit, then Government is to apply commercial rates of interest, but

serious considerationshould be given to publishing the name

of the non-complier where either evasion or abusive tax
19. Both law privilege and privilege provided for in Sec. 20 of thecommon as

avoidance occurred. Inland Revenue DepartmentAct 1974 (NZ).
20. See for example, G.R. Violette, Effects of Communicating Sanctions on

Taxpayer Compliance, 1 1 The Journal of the American Taration Association

C. Criminal penalties (1989), at 92; and within New Zealand, D.J. Hasseldine and S.E. Kaplan, The
Effect of DifferentSanctionCommunicationon HypotheticalTaxpayerCompli-
ance: Policy Implications from New Zealand, 47 Public Finance (1992), at 45.

The Government proposes to have both monetary fines and 21. The characteristicsof abusive tax avoidance are not defined in the discus-

terms of imprisonmentas penalties for tax evasion. Consid- sion document.
22. Publicationoccurs in the New Zealand MercantileGazette.

erable space is allocated in the discussion document to dis- 23. It is my contention that tax evasion is one example of fraud against the

cussing the appropriate term of mprisonmentpenalty for tax Crown (or State).
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maintaining the interest regime separately to the penalties er in the Taxation Review Authority or the courts. While the

regime. Therefore, penaltiesof 5 percent on the day after the Government maintains the belief that most tax advisers dis-
due date, and 2 percent for each month thereafter until pay- play high standards of conduct, it is acknowledgedthat a sig-
ment is made, will still be incurred on late payments, in addi- nificant number of tax advisers have been or are involved in
tion to the interest charge. devising (blatant) tax avoidance schemes. Researchhas yet to

be conducted in New Zealand to determine the degree to
Limited discretion to remit interest will be available. No firm

which tax advisers contribute to non-compliance;an area that
proposal has been arrived at as yet and the Government is

seeking submissionson this aspect of the system. The earliest requires urgent attention.

possible implementationdate is 1 April 1996. Interest will be There is also an assumption that tax advisers who are

calculated on a daily basis and will be deemed assessable unscrupulous in their behaviour and incur liability for their
income on overpaymentsand a deductible expense on under clients will soon lose their clients and go out of business- the
or late payments. Interestwill be calculated from the due date free market in operation. Many tax advisers in New Zealand
of payment to the actual date of payment on a daily basis, but do not belong to professional associations that have codes of
will not be compounded. ethics and required standards of conduct; consequently there

is no body to oversee their behaviour. While some tax ad-The rate on underpaymentswill be tied to the market rate for
short-term borrowings,and for overpaymentsthe market rate

visers may become tax agents on the IRD's agency list,
for short-term deposits.24 This feature assists in ensuring that many tax advisers are not on this list. Furthermore,even if a

use of the IRD as a bank will not be encouraged; rates offered tax adviser is on the agency list, it may be some time before

on overpayments will be market rates and no higher. IRD an adviser is removed from the list as a result of the IRD

rates exceeding market rates has been a phenomenon in ascertaining that the adviser's behaviour significantly con-

tributed to non-compliance.Removal from the agency list in
recent years in New Zealand when a 10 percent rate of inter-
est was payable on overpayments, with market rates on

New Zealand does not prevent the tax adviser from preparing
tax retums.deposits in the region of 6.5 - 7.5 percent. The IRD's rate is

now at 6 percent. The Government'spreferred approach is to permit taxpayers
Rates will be reviewed annually, although the Government to recover any fine, penalty or additional tax from their tax

will permit the IRD to review its rates more frequently if a adviser where it was the adviser's negligence that caused the

wide market movement occurs. The frequency of rate liability to fall on the taxpayer. This approach, it is submitted,

changes will depend upon market conditions. Determining imposes excessiveand unjustifiedobligationson taxpayers to

when the basis point changes are sufficient to warrant close monitor their tax adviser to determine if evidence exists to

monitoring and when these changes are sufficiently large and support legal action directed at pursuing a claim against their

permanent to warrant a change in the IRD's rate are vital adviser, founded upon negligence. As a direct consequence

components of the interest regime. Cornpliance costs and of maintaining this high level of vigilance and pursuing legal
administrative costs rnust be kept to a minimum as far as is action, taxpayers will have incurred significant legal and

practicable. compliance costs. Direct action by the IRD against tax ad-
visers, where negligence may be determined more readily

A suggested approach to address wide market movements from the information at the IRD's disposal, will not only
could incorporatethe followingstages. When a 50 basis point reduce taxpayers' costs, but total legal costs as well. This pre-
change occurs, the rate in the market is closely monitored, supposes some form of direct action against a tax adviser
and if there is a further 50 basis points rise in the next two where the adviser was the primary instigator of deliberate
weeks, then a change in the IRD rate would be expected. The action or was negligentand caused the taxpayer to suffer loss.
new rate will be the old tax interest rate plus the movement It follows that there are compelling reasons worthy of
(100 or more basis points). If this rate remains for a further research addressing the issue of encouraging the IRD to insti-
two weeks, then it will be the new applicable rate and tax- gate direct action against tax advisers, without dispensing
payers will receive a two week lead time notification that this with the possibility as indicated in the discussion document.
new rate applies. Movements in both directions and in both This potential action would be additional to the aiding, abet-
short-term markets must be considered. ting and inciting offence, which in the current environment,

is rarely pursued by the IRD and meets with success on even

fewer occasions.
E. Tax advisers

The Government rejects outright the US approach of direct

The Government is seeking to initiate discussion on the role promoter and preparer penalties on tax advisers. This

of tax advisers and how their conduct will be regulated by approach is primarily supported by the contention that it
the proposed changes. The definitionof a tax adviser adopted would cause significant civil rights implications.25This con-

in the discussion document is sufficiently wide to include

lawyers, accountants, employees or other persons who pre-
pare or file returns, arrange payment of tax, advise on the tax 24. The New Zealand 90 Day Bank Bill rates may be a useful base rate.

treatment of proposed and completed transactions,advise on 25. Intuitively this argument does not hold water since the United States, the

structuring transactions to minimize tax, advise and represent
home of civil rights, has had promoterand preparer penalties for a number of
years. Furthermore, a sizeable literature has developed which is generally sup-

taxpayers in disputes with the IRD and represent the taxpay- portive of preparer and promoter penalties.
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tention is proffered without determining the contribution of time will run from when the retum was due to be filed, since
tax advisers to the level of taxpayer non-compliance in New late filings might then be encouraged. For example, circum-
Zealand. Without undertaking the research to substantiate stances may arise where the penalty for late filing is less than
this contention, non-compliance may not be reduced to the that which could have been imposed had the Commissioner
extent that a preparerand promoterpenalty environmentmay been afforded the opportunity to pursue the rangeofavailable

provide.26 Discussion is strangely absent on the implications penalties.
of whether tax adviser licensingor registrationshouldbe

The discussion document provides comparison of the
a prerequisite before a tax adviser may prepare and file

a cur-

returns with the IRD. This practice exists in the United
rent and proposed regimes, with the focus on the difference
between the penalty and prosecution action available under

States27 and from the New Zealand context, it is worth pursu- these regimes. The change in direction permit the Com-to
ing the concept through research since licensing or registra- missioner to initiate the action against taxpayers is given.

tion may be a vital catalyst in raising the professional and
ethical standards of tax advisers and the level of taxpayer

prominent reference in these two appendices.

compliance.Furthermore,it may be more effective in weed-

ing out tax advisers who fall short of the standard than the
indirect method proposed in the discussion document.28 V. CONCLUSIONS

The preparers of the discussiondocumentare to be congratu-
IV. IMPLEMENTINGTHEREFORMS lated on a long-overdue statement of the need to improve

taxpayer standards, levels of compliance and to introduce

The Government's legislative programme provides opportu-
higher penalties for the non-compliers in New Zealand. A
wide range of issues are covered and the essential chracter-

nity for consultationand for thorough attention to be given to
istics of the proposed changes re succinctly presented in the

submissions. Draft legislation should be open to scrutiny discussion document. However, fundamental details
before the Christmas break in December 1994, with formal

some

introductionof legislation to the New Zealand Parliament in
are absent for several of the significantproposedchanges and
the opportunity for a comprehensive improvement to the

early 1995. The regime is unlikely to take effect until 1 .April
1996, with the two-way interest proposalpossibly requiring a existing system has not been fully utilized in every instance.

When input from consultationis ncluded, this may signal the
longer time frame.

commencementof further positive developments in taxpayer
The proposed penalties will be prospective in operation; con- compliance in New Zealand.

sequently the legislation in force when the offence was com-
When viewed collectively, in. most instances the proposedmitted will apply, and cases before the courts prior to the

are an to
application date of the new regime will be heard under the changes excellentexampleofhow balance the Com-

missioner's and taxpayers' interests within the stated objec-old penalty regime. The discussion document does not
tives of the recommendedchangesrefer to situations where an audit is in process when the

to current taxpayer com-

legislation changes, or if the computational requirements of pliance obligations, standards and penalties. Unfortunately,
an audit are complete but it is awaiting the determinationof
the deficient tax and recommendations for the appropriate 26. Researchon preparerpenalties includes: S.E. Kaplan, P.M.J. Reckers,S.G.

offences to charge the taxpayer with. The IRD and the Gov- West and J.C. Boyd, An Examination of Tax Reporting Recommendationsof

ernmentwill instigate a taxpayereducation programme once ProfessionalTax Preparers,9 JournalofEconomicPsychology (1988), at 427;
K.M. Collins, C.J. O'Neil, and J.M. Cathey, Tax Practitioners' Reactions to

details of the final version of the regimeare complete, includ- Return Preparer Penalties, 3 Advances in Taxation (1990), at 15; B. Erard,
ng providing forms, booklets and returns, and advice. Taxation with Representation:An Analysis of the Role of Tax Practitioners in

Tax Compliance,52 JournalofPublicEconomics(1993), at 163, K.J. Newber-
It is of nterest to note that prior to the introductionof more ry, P.M.J. Reckers and R.W. Wyndelts, An Examination of Tax Practitioner

stringent penalties and higher expected standards of compli- Decisions: The Role of Preparer Sanctions and framing Effects Associatedwith

ance, revenue authorities on behalf of governments may
Client Condition, 14 Journal fEconomicPsycho/ogy (1993), at 439, and in a

New Zealand context, P.J. Anderson, Tax Professionals, Compliance and the
instigate a tax amnesty.29There has been no public statement Case for PreparerPenalties, 11 Asian-PacificTax & InvestmentResearch Cen-
whetherthis will precede the implementationof the proposed tre Bulletin (1993), at 185.

changes in the discussion document, although this may arise 27. Circular 230 grants CPAs, lawyers and enrolled agents (who have passed
within the foreseeable future. an IRS exam) the right to practise before the IRS.

28. If New Zealand were to move in this direction, the IRD's requirements for

One other issue not referred to in the discussiondocument is registrationor licensing would need to be monitoredby an independentauthori-

ty to ensure the licensing and registration requirements are necessary, fair and
when time shall run against the Commissioner . It is reasonable in both scope and application.
implied in the discussion document that it will run from the 29. For a discussion on the use of tax amnesties, see D.J. Hasseldine, Increas-

time when the Commissionerissues an assessment (the cur_ ing Voluntary Compliance: The Case of Tax Amnesties 6 Australian Tax

rent situation).However, in light of the strict obligations to be Forum (1989), at 509-523, J. Alm, M. McKee and W. Beck, Amazing Grace:
Tax Amnesties and Compliance,43 NationalTaxJournal (1990), at 23, J. Alm

imposed upon taxpayers, the Commissioner should also be and W. Beck, Tax Amnesties and Tax Revenues, 18 Public Finance Quarter-
required to observe high standards. This may be facilitated ly (1990), at 433, J. Alm and W. Beck, Tax Amnesties and Compliance in the

through maintainingefficientcmputerizationand high qual- Long-run: A Time Series Analysis,46 NationalTaxJournal (1993), at 53, and
M. Gratez and L. Wilde, The Decision by Strategic Non-filers to Participate in

ity staff. Therefore, time should run from when the return Income Tax Amnesties, 13 International Review of Law and Economics
was filed. It would not be practical or fair to determine that (1993), at 271.
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the treatment of several important aspects indicates cursory ofcompliancestandards, penalties, offences and introduction

analysis without recourse to the overseas literature or to of a two-way interest regime should ensure that another

undertaking research in New Zealand. This is typified with aspect of New Zealand's tax legislation addresses the envi-
the failure to determine the impact of tax agents on tax com- ronment of the 1990s, although it isonly apart of the ongo-
pliance in New Zealand and the rejection of preparerand pro- ing reorganization and rewriting of the revenue statutes in
moter penalties without a foundation of rigorous research to New Zealand.

support this policy approach. However, a consistent code

APPENDIX I
Summaryof Current Penalties for Understatement:New Zealand and Overseas

Income Tax Only

Penalties USA Australia Canada New Zealand

Fraud/Evasion' Civil penalty of 75% on Civil penalty of 75% on The greater of $100 or Penalty tax of up to tre-
the portion of the the portion of the 50% of the tax ble the deficient tax.

underpayment shortfall. incurred from the dis-
crepancy

Negligence Accuracy-Related Shortfall Penalties Penalty loss of 10% In cases of the taxpayer
Penalties Lackf reasonable care where the taxpayer fails being guilty of default,
Negligence or disregard 25%. to report income.for a an original due date
of rules or regulations- Recklessness 50%. second or subsequent will be set. This will
20% time within three years. result in an additional

Gross negligence- the tax of 10% with 10%

greater of $100 or incrementals every sx

50% of the tax months.
incurred from the
shortfall.

Large Shortfalls Substantial understate- Lack of reasonably None None
ment 20%. arguable position 25%

(Interpretation issues)

Avoidance Penalties for non-regis- Tax avoidance 50% Penalties for non-regis- None
tration of tax shel- (reduced to 25% if tration of C'tax shel-
ters there is a reasonably ters

arguable position).

Promoter Penalties . Penalties for abusive None, except bottom Penalties for non-regis- None
tax shelters of the harbour tration of tax shel-.

schemes. ters

Preparer Penalties Range of penalties. None None None

1 Criminal sanctions are also available for these offences however, they are not covered in this chart.
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Current Interest and Penalty Regimes: New Zealand and Overseas

Penalties USA Australia Canada New Zealand

Administration Systems Self-assessing Self-assessing. Self-assessing Self-assessing

Filing Returns Penalty of $ 500
imposed for filing .

frivolous returns.

Late Filing Penalty 1. 5% of tax due for 200% of tax payable or 1. 5% of the unpaid 1. No late filing fee.
each month that return $ 20, whichever is the tax as at return filing
is late. Maximum greater. Penalty date; and 2. Prosecution for non-

penalty = 25% of tax reduced if taxpayer has 2.1 % of unpaid tax filing.
due. a good compliance for each month that

record. return remains out-
2. If return is more standing.
than 60 days late, mini-
mum pnalty - $100 Maximum = 17% of
or amount of tax due, unpaid tax.
whichever is the small-
er.

Late Payment Penalty 1h% of unpaid tax for Late payment penalty Late payment penalty For most taxes, late
each month that the tax = 8% pa calculated interest applies. Refer payment penalty
tax remains unpaid. on a dily basis. below. =10%, plus 10% incre-
Maximum penalty = mental penalty
25%. imposed every six

months thereafter.

Interest Debit interest charged Late payment penalty Interest imposed on Applies to provisional
on unpaid tax from the interest imposed on'tax unpaid tax from due tax, and tax in dispute.
due date, to date of unpaid from due date. date.
payment. Compounds Rate for January 94 to Rate = average Trea- ProvisionalTax

daily. Rate = federal June 94 = 8.7%. Rate sury Bills plus 2%. For Two way interest calcu-
short term rate plus adjusted six monthly. example January 92 to lated on amount of RIT
3% points. Rates are Interest also imposed March 92 = 11%. less provisional tax

adjusted quarterly on reassessmentsof tax Rate adjusted quarterly. paid. Commences from
from original due date Interest charged on late third instalment due
to date on which or deficient tax instal- date to date of pay-
amended assessment is ments. Calculated at ment or terminal tax
made. 50% of interest due date, whichever is

payable on instalment, earlier. Debit rate =

that amount exceeds 9%, credit rate =

the greater of $ 1,000 .4.5%.

Tax in Dispute
Debit/credit interest cal-
culated on tax in dis-
pute, over period of
deferral. Rate = 7%.

Underestimation Liable if amount esti- Liable if amount esti-

Penalty mated 85% of RIT. mated s 80% of RIT.
Calculated at 16% of Calculated at 10% of
RIT less provisional tax RIT less provisional pay-
estimated. ments made by third

instalment.
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INTERNATIONAL

CONSUMPTIONTAX RuLES
Ken Messere

latter have undergone much modification- especially over
Ken Messere was head of the OECD Fiscal Affairs the last few years and are still evolving.-

Division from 1971 to 1991, and is the author of Tax Policy
in OECD Countries: Choicesor Conflicts Anotherdifferencebetween the two sets of rules is that in the

simpler world of the GATT, though there have been many
other misunderstandingsand ambiguities- as noted below -

the difference between the origin principle and destination
I. Introduction

principle applied to internationally traded goods and services
Il. The GATT Rules is clear. Leaving aside the minor case of small exports by pri-A. Preliminary rules

B. The trade disputes of the 1960s vate travellers up to the allowances permitted by the import-
C. Criticisms of the GATT rules and possible ing country, where, leaving aside the duty-free shop case, the

alternatives origin principle usually prevails, the GATT rules unequi-
D. Administrativeconsiderations vocally provide for the destination principle, whatevercrte-
E. Evaluation of the GATT rules ra are chosen to distinguish between the two principles,

lII.The EU Rules which are broadly three:
A. Preliminary rules
B. Rate approximationof VAT and excises
C. Some general considerations origin destination

D. The transitional regime: January 1993 to end 1996
E. The post-1996 options regarding VAT transactions (a) rate of tax finally that of exporting that of importing

between registered traders applied country country

(b) which country finally exporting country importing coun-

gets the revenue try

(c) where tax is levied in exportng in importing
I. INTRODUCTION country country

The aim of this article is to describe and analyse the interna- As described in Section II the means of applying the destina-
tional consumptiontax rules and to enquire in the light of the tion principle to such rnulti-stage taxes as VAT and cascade
theoretical literature, and political and administrative con- taxes create complications, but the principle is clear.
straints how they might be improved.

For intra-community trade, the situation is much less clear
Though eventuallyNAFIA might develop separate rules, for under the EU rules, still to be finalized: first, because differ-
the time being there are two main sets of international con- ent arrangements apply to VAT and excises; second, because
sumption tax rules, conceived in different circumstancesand different arrangements apply to different kinds of transac-
for different purposes. The first is the 1962 General Agree- tions, notably transactions between registered traders and
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATI'), aimed at regulating the other transactions with special rules for non-commercialand
impact of taxation on trading relations between independent mail-order transactions below a certain limit; and third,
nations. The second is the growing body of law in the Euro- because the concept of import and export has been abol-
pean Union (EU) aimed at promoting both fair trade and ished with respect to trade between EU member countries,
increasingeconomicconvergencebetween the memberstates being replaced respectively by acquisition and delivery
of the EU. This legislation, whether embodied in the 1957 or supply', while VAT remains a multi-stage tax, payable
Treaty of Rome or enacted under powers bestowed on the each time a transaction takes place with refunds of taxable
EU's institutions by that and subsequent treaties, has as its inputs for all but the final consumer. It accordingly becomes
main purpose the approximationof national provisions in the much more difficult to apply unambiguously the concept of
field of consumption taxation in the interests of fair competi- origin and destination in intra-community trade, and the
tion in trade between member states, the rernoval of tangible terms have in practice been used in an inconsistent and con-

or intangiblebarriers to the flow of goods and services across tradictory way by different commentators.
the EU's internal frontiers, and the establishment of an ob-

jective basis (VAT) for part of the own resources system of The greater complicationsunder the EU arrangements result

national contributions to the EU's budget. from the objectives of reconciling freedom of member coun-

tries - within limits - to fix their VAT and excise rates with
One major differencebetween the GAT and EU rules is that the absence of physical controls at the border when goods
the former have remained unchanged since 1962, while the

cross member country frontiers. Under the VAT transitional
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system operating since 1 January 1993 a deferred payment Originand destination in their primary sense remain use-

method, akin to the arrangements automatically applied ful analytical tools to discuss developmentsin the EU as well
under retail sales tax systems, applies to most commercial as GATT, and in Section III the following terms are used with
cross-border transactions, and apart from a few special the following meanings:
schemes unequivocallyreflects the destinationprinciple. A (i) (Full)originprinciple:Criteria (a), (b) and (c) are all fol-
report on its working is due by the end of 1994. However, the lowed. (The word full is omitted except when contrast-
future is much less clear and is still to be decided. The ori- ed with restrictedunder (ii)).
ginal Cockfield 1985 proposals prescribed the credit mecha- (ii) Restrictedoriginprinciple:Anexpressioncoined by Shi-
nism or clearing house method (described in more detail in bata (1967), at 193-94. Origin principle applied to trade
Section III) for most commercial transactions. Here is one betweenEC countries, destinationprinciple to trade with
area where incompatible terminologies arise. For public non-EC countries.
finance economists the clearing house system is seen as a (iii)Modiieddestinationprinciple: An expression coined by
way of retaining the effects of the destinationprinciple under me to describe EU transitional arrangements. All com-

criteria (a) and (b) above, whereas for administrators and mercial transactions for excises and most Commercial
traders it embodies the origin principle under criterion (c) transactions for VAT between member countries follow
above. Without the word finally under criteria (a) and (b), the destination principle, but the origin principle applies
there would be some ambiguity because under the clearing to certain transactions (see III.D. for details).
house systen, the rate is initially that of the origin country (iv) (Full) destinationprinciple: Criteria (a), (b) and (c) are

and the origin country initially gets the revenue. Administra- all followed (the word full is omittedexcept when con-

tors and taxpayers are apt to think in terms of the initial situ- trasted with modifiedunder (iii)).
ation and economists in terms of the final situation.

To conclude this introduction on a brief personal note, I
should mention that my first acquaintancewith international

However,more importantly, to talk at all of the deferredpay- tax policy came in 1964 when I was recruited by the OECD
ment method or the clearing method in terms oforiginand to write a report on the border tax .adjustment practices pre-
destinationis already to create confusion, because origin vailing under the GATT rules. I spent much of the next six
and destinationare being used in a differentsense- or what years writing on this topic (see Bibliography) and particip-
the logicians would call at a different level of language - ated between 1966 and 1970 in numerous OECD meetings in
from the criteria used in (a), (b) and (c) above. These two Paris and GATT meetings in Geneva. With six years work on

methods are simply devices to implementwhat is unambigu- a relatively narrow topic one could hardly fail to become an

ously the destinationprinciple in the case of the deferredpay- expert. In contrast, though aware of some of the theoretical
ment method and ambiguously in the case of the clearing literature on fiscal federalismin general and the EU con-

house method. sumption tax harmonizationpolicy in particular, I began to

explore in detail recent developments in the EC rules only a

few months ago, and for a time was completely bewilderedConfusion is compoundedby EC parlance which utilizes the

origin principle, to be adopted by 1997, in a completely by the contradictory reports of what was supposed to be hap-
different the levying of all transactable pening in the EU, as well as by the inconsistent terminlogysense, as tax on pro-
visions wherever the seller and buyer happen to be. It would used to define what was originand what was destination'.

seem that this descriptionsimply reflects the fact that VAT is For this reason I am more than usually grateful to friendly
a multi-stagetax and again refers to methodologynot to prin-

commentators for correcting my many errors and misunder-

ciples according to the criteria earlier referred to, since t standings.' Everyone seems to disagree with everyone on

leaves entirely open which country will finally receive the some aspects of what should happen in the EU and how they
consumption tax revenue and what will be the final VAT rate

should be described, which togetherwith the uncertaintiesof

on the goods traded between EU countries. (The arguments
what is going to happen betweennow and 1997, makes this a

become more dense because, for obvious political and sens-
most intriguing area to explore.

ible reasons, the concepts of importation and exportation,
never used in federal countries, have been abolished regard-
ing trade within the EU, but this does not seem of relevance
to the analytical arguments.) One suspects that the only
reason for using origin in this new sense is ideological in
returning to the conceptsof the founding fathers of the Treaty
of Rome who, however, used it in a totally different sense,

according to criteria (a) to (c) above and under the assump-
tion, since found to be unrealistic, that consumptiontax rates

would be identical in EU countries. I have been informed that
1. Especially for detailed comments two earlier versions of this articleon

for this reason, the post-1997 regime has been dubbed by one from Peter Wilmott, Director General of DG XXI of the EC Commission,
British Treasury official as the principle of false origin'. Valerie Strachan, Chairman of the British Customs and Excise, as well as

Accordingly,origin in Community parlance is not used in Richard Bird and Sijbren Cnossen. Though I have incorporated suggestions
from all four, nne of them is committed to agreement with the contents of this

Section III where future Community possibilities are dis- article. I am also grateful to Richard Vann for some useful commentson the first
cussed in more detail. draft of this article.
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Il. THE GATT RULES RST Canada and United States (both non-federal),
Japan (some products)

A. Prelmnary remarks VAT France
Cascade Germany, Italy.

The GATT rules permitted the destination principle to be Different border tax adjustments (hereafterBTA) had to be

applied to consumption taxes on internationally traded made to achieve tax neutrality between exports and imports
goods, but disallowed it for other kinds of tax, to which the on the one hand and domesticallyproducedgoods sold on the

origin principle had to apply.2 In practice, with the exception home market on the other, because the amount of tax at pre-
of small purchases by travellers, all countries apply the desti- exportation and pre-importationstage paid on the latter var-

nation principle to consumption taxes3 and the orgin prin- ied from considerable to zero according to the system in

ciple to other kinds of tax, though as described in mre detail force. This is illustrated in Table 1.
in II.B., there used to be some exceptions and borderline
cases, and border tax adjustments had to be made according Table 1

to the general consumption tax in force to achieve the desti- THE BORDERTAX ADJUSTMENTMECHANISM
nation principle. In particular, it was often necessary to UNDER DIFFERENT KINDS OF GENERAL CONSUMPTIONTAX
refund exporters tax paid in the exporting country and to

charge imported products with tax at the rate levied in the EXPORTS

Type of Tax Method of Amount
importing country on similar products, and under some of adjustment refunded
these systems with an additional export rebate and import A Manufactureand Exporter does not Usually none, but
surcharge to compensate for domestic taxe occulte borne on wholesale sales usually pay tax but if so actual tax

dometic products. taxes sometimes tax already previously paid
paid is refunded

B Retail sales taxes Exporter does not None
(RSD pay tax

B. The trade disputes of the 1960s C Value added taxes Exporter does not Actual amounts of
(VAT) normally pay tax, but tax paidci)

any tax paidon his
Criticismsof the GATT rules, at a time when exchange rates inputs is refunded(1)
were fixed, took two forms: D Cascade taxes Tax already pad by Estimated tax pad

the first was that they were ambiguous and this ambigu- exporter on- refunded similar
domestic productsity was being taken advantage of by a number of Euro- sold on the home

pean countries to improve their balance of trade situation market
through back door devaluation;
the second was the allegation that they had little eco-

IMPORTS
-

nomic rationale and gave an inherent balance of trade Type of Tax Method of Amount
Adjustment Chargedadvantage to countries relying heavily on consumption A Manufactureand Domestic rate of tax Same as tax

taxes, or at any rate to those increasing their relative wholesale sales charged sometimes charged on

reliance on consumption taxes (continental Europe) as at time of importation, similar domestic
sometmes on productsopposed to those relying mainly on income taxes and not subsequent domestic

increasing consumption taxes (Canada, Japan, United sales
States). B Retail sales taxes As A, but more often As A

(RST) charged later on

During the 1960s there were many technical misunderstand- subsequent domestic

ings resulting partly from the fact that differentarrangements sales

were required to put into effect the prnciple of destination C Value added tax As A (i) As A il)

(VAT)
according to the varying kinds of domestic systems of gen- D Cascade taxes Tax paid at time of Estimated tax paid
eral consumption tax then existing. These systems included importation on similar

single-stage taxes where there was only one levy on sales, domestic products
sold on the home

and multi-stage taxes where there were levies on all sales, market
although in some multi-stage countries sales from whole-
salers to retailers and/or retailers to consumers were exempt (1) This is according to the transparent VAT system preferred originally by the EC

Commission under which exporters pay VAT on their inputs and get t refundedwhen
or subject to lower rates. Single stage systems varied between goods are exported, and VAT is paid at the time of importation, but it is possible under

those where tax was levied on sales by manufacturers VAT to adopt the RST model as France has largely done for exports and the Nether-
lands for both exports and imports. CurrentlyallECcountriesuse the RST model under

(MST), those where tax was levied on sales by wholesalers the deferred payment method applying to intra-conmunitytrade.

(WST) and those where it was levied on sales by retailers
(RST). Multi-stage systems varied between those where 2. This is somewhat an over-simplification.The GATT rules refer neither to

sellers obtained credit for tax previously paid (VAT) and the principle of origin nor destination. Moreover, they indicate minimum
requirements rather than insisting that countries should take full advantage of

those where they did not (cascade systems). Among the big their rights (see Arts. 3 and 16 of the GATT rules).
seven OECD countries alone all these tax systems co-existed. 3. Mostly, becausealthough this s the theoretical result, the defects of certain

Thus: tax administrationsand Iow tax compliance in certain countries may mean that

MST Canada (federal), Japan (some products)
in practice no tax will be paid on some intemationallytraded goods in the coun-

try of destinationand that the country of origin might recoup some of the tax on

WST United Kingdom certain goods at the rate then in force.
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The increase in EuropeanBTAwas always due, in one fonn ant source of taxe occulte. The normalpractice in the 1960s
or another, to countries' varying BTA treatment of taxes was to make BTA for taxe occulte arising from cascade taxes,
occultes,4 which are most appropriatelydefined as consump- but not for taxe occulte arising from other consumptiontaxes,
tion taxes on auxiliary materials, capital equipment and ser- as set out in Table 2.
vices used in production, marketing or transportationof tax-

able goods. The amount of taxe occulte varies according to

the consumptiontax system. It is almost non-existentin most

VAT systems, relatively light in sales tax systems, but was
4 When analysing the taxe occulte phenomenon in the mid-1960s, I found
the obvious English translations 'hidden tax' or 'occult tax' respectively

very important in cascade tax systems. Excises on diesel oil ambiguous and grotesque and finding no other English translation decided to

used in the transportationof goods also represent an import- remain in French. Most subsequentcommentatorshave followedmy preference.

Table 2

Simplified Analysis of Border Adjustmentsfor Taxe Occulte under General ConsumptionTaxes during the Sixties

A B1 B2 C1 C2
Cascade systems Refund on exports to Changes to border Equalization import Changes to border

take account of taxe adjustments(1)between taxes to take account adjustments(1) between
occulte paid on similar 1964 and April 1968 of taxe occulte paid on 1964 and April 1968
domestic products similar domestic prod-
(1964) ucts (1964)

Austria Yes, but probably under- Increases As B1 As B2

compensation

Belgium Almost none Increases Yes, but probably under- As 82

compensaton
Germany . Yes, but probably under- Abolition 1/1/68 when As Bl As 82

compensation VAT introduced

Italy Yes None As Bl As 82

Netherlands Yes, but probably consid- Increases As Bl As 82
erable undercompensa-
tion

Spain Yes, with possible over- None As Bl Increases

compensaton

Sales taxes and VAT

Canada (federal & None None As B 1 As 82

provincial sales txes)

France (VAT) None None As B 1 As B2

Japan (Commodity tax) None None As B 1 As 82

United Kingdom Export rebate scheme Export rebate scheme None None

(Purchase tax) introduced October, abolished April, 1968(2)
1964(21

United States (State & None None As B 1 As 82
Local Sales taxes)

(1) Apart from those designed to reflect changes to tax rates on domestic products.
(2) See text for details of export rebate scheme.

Source : Border tax adjustmentsand tax structures in OECD Member Countries (Paris, OECD 1968)
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The problem of making BTA for taxe occulte is that it is vir- Between 1965 and 1970 the BTA question was discussed
tually impossible to know how much taxe occulte has been intensively first in OECD and then GATT. Both organiza-
borne by particular products, because it could not be known tions came to the same conclusions that there was no suffi-
how often a product had changed hands and where in the pro- cient reason for a change in the GATT rules, though each ini-
duction distribution value had been added. Also export tiated a consultation procedure, under which one country
rebates and import equalization charges through which BTA could make a complaint if it considered its trading position
are carried out have to be based on ayeraging and it is very was likely to be adversely affected by an increase in BTA or

difficult to ascertain whether BTA on exports and imports changes in tax structure in another country. Such consulta-

under-compensateor over-compensatefor the amount of taxe tions occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s when Ger-
occulte borne by similar domestic products sold on the home many, the Netherlands and Belgium in turn abandoned their
market or are about right. In practice, there were, however, cascade taxes for VAT. Little evidence was furnished that

good reasons for believing that in most European countries these changes had significanteffects on balance of trade posi-
there was usually under-compensationrather than over-com- tions, and after the 1971 Smithsonian agreement to move to

pensation. flexible currencies nothing further of importance happened
on the dispute about BTA for consumption taxes, though

Ironically, initial US fears of European cheating through there were some problems on the income tax side with the US
over-compensationof taxe occulte from cascade taxes gave DISC 22- not discussed in this article.
way to fears of BTA escalation, on the grounds of removing
under-compensation. A number of European countries with
cascade systems, noting that their BTA for taxe occulte were C. Criticisms of the GATT rules and possibleless generous than those of other countries with similar sys- alternatives
tems, began to increase them. In addition, between 1968 and
1973 all cascade countries (except Spain) went over to VAT.
Insofar as taxe occulte was insufficientlycompensatedunder The main argument, based on the assumption of fixed

cascade systems and barely existed under VAT the change in exchange rates, that BTA practices were not trade-neutral

itself was balance of trade advantageous. centred on the proposition that taxes eligible for BTA are

shifted back to varying degrees into factor costs and that
Though the main problem was the effect of the escalation of taxes not so eligible for BTA are partially shifted forwards
EuropeanBTA on the US balance of trade, there were several into product prices. The theoretical argument then runs that
others: in these circumstances, countries relying more on eligible

Within the original six EC countries,5 the Commission taxes have a built-in balance of trade advantage (the static-

acted as a referee in the many disputes among them as to argument) and that existing BTA practices permit countries
whether they were justified in increasing BTA as they to improve their balance of trade position either by increasing
were frequently doing.

A
BTA eligible taxes or by substituting BTA eligible for BTA

The United Kingdom created a precedent not followed ineligible taxes (the more important dynamic argument).9-

by any other country, in providing for exporters a rebate
in respect of the excises they paid on hydrocarbonoils for Taking first the case of eligible general consumption taxes,

the transportation of exported goods, as well as purchase
there really is no unanimityas to whetherVAT and sales taxes

are fully, more than fully, or less than fully shifted forwards
tax on such products as light bulbs and stationery,
notwithstanding that British taxe occulte was much less nto product prices, or even whether it is meaningful to talk in

than that of most of its trading partners.6 There was not,
macro terms about their shifting.

however, a corresponding import surcharge, as under While it remains unclear how consumption taxes are shifted,
cascade tax systems. it must equally remain unclear whether heavy reliance on

Germany joined in on the side of the angels by artificially them balance of trade advantage under then-exist--

conveys a

revaluing its currency through a negative customs dutY ing BTA practices in the context of fixed exchange rates, and,
and an export tax of 3 percent, which though not using a fortiori, whetheran increase in such taxes would have some
the BTA mechanism, had similar effects in the reverse of the effects of a devaluation.
direction to what was happening in almost all other cas-

cade countries.7
Australia was breaking the GATI rules by giving
exporters rebates in respect of their payroll taxes8 and a 5. Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourgand the Netherlands.

few other countries were doing likewise with property
6. Between 1964 and 1968. The scheme was abolished when sterling was

devalued.
and other minor taxes but nobody seemed to mind in 7. After 1968 when it was alleged that the German move to VAT had devalu-
those days about such small transgressions. ation effects at a time when Germany had a balance of payments surplus. The

Another internationalconflict arose because a number of measure was abolished shortly afterwards, when the German currency was

revalued.
developing countries were claiming that the GATr prin- 8. Analogous to the UK export rebate scheme in the sense that if export
ciple of destination, enhanced in Europe by the move rebates for payroll taxes had been followed by continental Europe, Australia

from cascade taxes to VAT with higher nominal rates, would have been a net loser.

had adverse effects on their trade balances. 9. It was generally accepted that the major excises on alcoholic drinks, tobac-
co and hydrocarbon oils were fully shifted and no objections were made to full
BTA for these taxes.
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Writings on the shifting ofnon-eligible taxes concentratedon greater reliance on income taxes, ineligible for BTA, though
the corporation income tax (CIT). It is even more unclear many observers believed that the shifting argument suggest-
how far CIT is shifted forwards in the short run - if at all. ed that it was the European countries which were in fact dis-
Also no consensusemerged on the trade effects of a substitu- advantagedby the GATT rules because of their much heavier
tion of VAT for CIT under existing BTA rules. Apart from social security contributions, together with the accompany-
doubts as to whether CIT is shifted forwards in the short ing taxe occulte from excises on hydrocarbonoils which have
term, an additional argument that such a substitution would always been much heavier in Europe than in North America.
be unlikely to have favourablebalanceof trade effects, is that Even though it was sometimes conceded,that any balance of
certain commentators found no evidence to believe that they trade advantages for certain countries inherent in their tax
are shifted downwards (i.e. that prices of goods would be

structure had been neutralizedover the years, the feeling per-reduced if CIT were reduced). sisted outside Europe that there was some injustice in 100
Much less was written in the BTA context of the shifting of percent BTA for consumption taxes and none for others;
other neligible taxes, though there was some discussion on worse was the belief that countries could improve their bal-
the shifting of employers' payroll taxes - mostly earmarked ance of trade positions by switching their reliance from other
for social security benefits. Even if they are in the long run taxes to consumption taxes; and worse still that countries

mostly shifted back into lower wages, there is evidence to could improve their balance of trade position by increasing
suggest that in the short run they may well be partially BTA rates under cascade systems without changing domestic
absorbed in higher prices. It is also increasinglybelieved that rates, on the pretext that there had previously been under-

personal income tax and employers' social security contribu- compensationfor taxe occulte borne on domestic product.
tions are often shifted into higherprices by way ofwage-push Hence there was a plethoraof suggestions for changes to the
inflation. While opinions are likely to continue to differ on GATT rules under such titles as standstill and ceiling'.the relative forward shifting of consumption taxes on the one Table 3 summarizes all the possiblealtemativesI could then
hand and income and payroll taxes on the other, it is not gen- think of to the GATT rules, most of which were proposed at
erally denied that consumption taxes are likely to be shifted

some time during the 1960s. However none of these altern-
forwards much more and more quickly than other kinds of atives appeared to improve on the basic GATT rules from the
tax. 10

point of view of economic rationale and all of them appeed
There were also quite fallacious arguments by certain Amer- to involve impossible administrative complications, as now

icans whomisunderstoodthe nature of VAT as it operats in discussed.

Europe and who argued that VAT was more like an income
tax than a sales tax and less likely to be shifted as much into
prices.1

At the political level, it was above all the United States, sup-
10. Another relevant point suggested to me by Cnossen is that it may be easier
for business to shift forward consumptiontaxes on domestic markets thaninter-

ported by Canada and Japan, which were arguing that the national markets, where competition is likely to be greater.
BTA rules should be changed, because of these countries' 11. Examples are given in Messere (1979), at 483.
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Table 3
THEORETICALALTERNATIVESTO THE GATT RULES

IN THE CONTEXT OF THE NINETEEN SIXTIES

A B C
Economic rationale Administrativeconsequences Other relevant comments

I. Eligibility for all taxes (in More rational than existing sys- Difficult to work out appropriate Additional objection is the
whole or in part) tem only if it is considered that rebate and equalization tax and undesirabilityof escalation in

all non-consumption taxes are to verify it is correct border tax adjustments
shifted (as much as consump-
tion taxes if eligibility in whole)

2. Eligibility for certain non- Possibly more rational than AsB 1 Rate differentials between cor-

consumption taxes(in whole existing system if there were poration taxes are slight
or in part) such as corpora- agreement on relative forward Otherwise as C 1

tion taxes, social security and shifting of such taxes in relation
industrial property taxes to that of consumption taxes

3. Total ineligibility for all taxes More rational than existing sys- Much more difficult to work Federal States with consumption
(i.e. origin principle) tem only if it is considered that than existing systems taxes at state level prefer des-

all taxes are more or less equally tination principle
shifted

4. Partial eligibility for all taxes As B 3 Governments may find political
(i.e. origin principle) difficulties in taxing domestic

(a) a fixed percentageofthe More rational than existing sys- products at higher rates than
domestic rate (ceiling) tem only if consumption taxes similar imported products and in

are shifted forward less than taxing exports
100%

(b) no increase in border tax More rational than existing sys- The same as B 3 when there is Would perpetuateexisting dif-

adjustments (standstill gen- tem only if assumptions in A 1 an increase in consumption tax ferences in border tax adjust-
eral) above are accepted rates ment practices. Governments

would be unable to ncrease
domestic consumpton taxes
unless prepared to face difficulty
of C 4(a)

(c) no increase in border tax As 4(b) No difficulties Would perpetuate existing dif-

adjustmentswithout change ferences n border tax adjust-
in domestic taxation (stand- ment practices
still modified)

(d) no increase in border tax Rational only if border tax As B 4(b) Problems of interpretation:
adjustmentswithout balance adjustmentsare considered an What counts as balance of pay-
of payments difficulties appropriateway to adjust bal- ments difficulties and over what
(standstill modified) ance of payments period Should it be confined to

trade account

(e) no adjustments in None Avoids need for averaging It would place countries operat-
respect of taxes paid at earl- ng cascade systems at disad-
er stages vantage

(f) no adjustments in respect More rational only if taxes As B 4(e) It would place all countries in
of taxes occultes occultes are shifted forwards the same position (and thereby

less than consumption taxes on worsen the competitive position
the goods themselves of cascade countries making

border adjustments for taxes
occultes)

5 Border tax adjustmentsper- As B.3. Likely to discriminate AsB3 As 4(a)
mitted to agreed ceiling irre- against countries with high con-

pective of tax structure sumption taxes or with high
taxation in relation to GNP

Source K. Messere (1966)- Hitherto unpublished.
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D. Administrativeconsiderations varied in their choice between doing nothing and doing
something simple. Some cuntries impose tax at the time of

It has for some time been appreciatedthat the term border tax importation, others wait for the first sale within the country
adjustments is misleading in that the adjustments may take when imports are treated in the same way as domestic prod-
place before or after goods cross frontiers; and for this ucts; some countries rebate tax on exporters' inputs, others
reason, the 1972 GATT report suggested replacing the term allow exporters tax free supplies (see Table 4). As already
BTA by TA or tax adjustments applied to goods enter- noted, under the current transitional arrangements in the EU

ing into international trade. However the term BTA (or TA) the second option is obligatory, and transactionsbetween EU
is also systematically misleadng in a more subtle sense in countries operate under the RST suspensive mechanism.

that it suggests that making BTA (or TA) is a choice to do

something (whether at the border or otherwise) and by infer-
ence that not making BTA (or TA) is a choice to do nothing. THE NORMAL TAX CONSEQUENCESOF DOING NOTHING

WHEN GOODS CROSS BORDERS
It is perhaps this misleading linguistic form that is respons- Systemof importing country
ible for the general neglect of the practical difficulties of not

making full BTA (or TA) for consumption taxes, for nothing System of Manufacturer Cascade Retail stage VAT

seems easier than doing nothing. exporting stage tax sales tax (2)
county sales tax

In practice,not making BTA would be a choice to do nothing, Manufac- Total taxation Total taxation Total taxa- Total
only ifboth rates and systems of the consumptiontaxes of the turer in exporting in exporting tion in both taxation
importingand exportingcountries were identical. In all other sales country; none country plus countries(1) in both

circumstances, any coherent modification of the destination tax in importing partial taxa (complete coun-

principle turns out to be an administrative nightmare. Full country tion in im- double tries
(origin porting taxation) (1)

applicationof the origin principle would entail that the taxes principle) country (1)
of the exportingcountry were full charged and the tax of the

importing country not charged at all, except at post-importa- Cascade Partial taxa- Partial taxa- Partial Partial

tion stages. Tax administrations would have to ensure that tax tion in ex- tion in both taxation in taxation
porting coun- countries exporting in

exports bore the same tax as goods sold to consumers on the try; none in (1) country exporting
home market and since exports usually take place at manu- importing plus total country

facturing or wholesale stage, while most consumption taxes country taxation in plus
are levied on sales by retailers to consumers, their value importing total

country(1) taxation
would have to be marked up to a retail value to ensure equal importing
tax treatment between exports and goods sold on the home country(1)
market. On the import side, tax administrations would have

Retail No taxation Partial taxa- Total taxa- Total
to ensure that imports (not liable to domestic tax) were se- stage at all (3) tion in im- tion in taxation
gregated from domestic products (which would be so liable) sales porting coun- importing in import-
at each sale from importer to final consumer. All this would tax try,(1) none country(I) ing coun-

involveextra revenue controls and extra work for traders who in exporting none in ex- try; none

country(3) porting in'

export-
would have to segregate imported and domesticallyproduced country(3) ing coun-

goods both physically and from an accountingpoint of view. (destination try (3)
(See also Table 3 column B on the administrativedifficulties principle)
of departing from a full destination principle and Table 4 on VAT (2) Partial taxa- Partial taxa- Partial Partial
the consequences of inaction by th fisc when goods cross tion in ex- tion in ex- taxation in taxation

borders.) porting coun- porting coun- exporting in export-
try; partial try; partial country and ing coun-

In contrast, whether applying the principle of destination in importing taxation in partial try and
involves doing something or nothing depends on the con- country() importing taxation in partial

sumption tax system in force in the importing and exporting country(1) importing in import-
country(1) ing coun-

country. If two trading countries both have retail sales taxes, try(1)
making BTA normally involves doing nothing when goods
cross frontiers, since tax has not yet become due at the time (1) At post-importationstage as regards imports
ofexportationor importationand consequently the goods are

(2) When not adopting the suspensive RST mechanism, as frequently hap-
pens in practice - see Table 1.

treated in exactly the same way as domestically produced (3) Provided export is made by a registered trader.

goods sold on the home market. In other circumstances what
has to be done to achieve the destination principle is usually To summarize, the destination principle for consumption
quite simple, at least under VAT, the only other system than taxes provides a simple way of ensuring that goods intema-
RST currently in force: input VAT paid by exporters is tionally traded accrue to and are charged at the rate of tax of
refunded at exportation and importers may be obliged to pay the importing country. Often, nothing has to be done at all,
VAT at the rate in force in the importing country. And even and when it does, there is no need for complicated controls,
under VAT the RST suspensive mechanism, where nothing segregation of imports from indigenous products and prod-
needs to be done to implement the destination principle has ucts destined for the home market from products destined for

frequently been chosen. Under VAT systems countries have export and there is no need for verificationas between coun-
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tries that the system is working properly. There is no need for much. Now that there are no cascade systems in industri-

averaging or verification, since BTA are exact and transpar- alized countries and are unlikely to be in the future
ent. If BTA increase (or decrease) that is only as a conse- because the economic inefficienciesof such systems are

quence of changes in domestic rates of tax or, more rarely, of universally recognized, there is no reason why it should

changes in the domestic consumption tax system. Coherent not be made clear that BTA for taxe occulte are illegal.
theoretical altematives to the destination prnciple for con- Without such clarity, there is always the risk that some

sumption taxes, whether a fully fledged origin principle or country will follow British practice of the 1960s, which

compromises of the ceiling or standstill variety (see could lead to a protectionist trade war as other countries
solution 4c, 4d and 5 in Table 3) would, on the contrary, cre- retaliated.
ate very serious practical difficulties and provide obstacles to - Second, GATT could react more speedily to countries
international trade. 2

which apply the destination principle to non-consump-
Practical difficulties would also arise if BTA were to be made tion taxes. GATI's weak response in the 1972 report to

for non-consumption taxes. Whilst the amount of excises, Australia (and perhaps other countries), granting export
sales taxes and value added taxes levied on particular prod- rebates for payroll taxes in the 1960s, and to the US

ucts is known, it is very difficult to formulate any kind of DISC in the 1970s again illustrates the danger of back-

generally accepted rule for estimating the appropriate rate of door protectionism.
export rebate and import equalization tax to apply to other - Third, the GATT could establish criteria for the taxation
taxes which might affect the price of internationally traded of cross-border services. The criterion for taxation may
goods. Any rules to give effect in full or in part to the prin- be in the country where the service is rendered or where

ciple of destination for non-consumptiontaxes would have to it is carried out (e.g. an architect in country A draws up
be based on averaging which, even if accurately calculated, the plans for a building in country B). It is understood
would involve relative over-compensationfor some products that outside the EU, VAT countries are not always con-

and under-compensationfor others. Even if rules were gener- sistent and that either double taxation or non-taxation of

ally agreed, it would be virtually impossible for other coun- cross-borderservices could consequently result. The EU
tries to verify that they had been accurately applied. Equally, has opted primarily'4 for taxation where the service is
unilateral abandonment of the origin principle for income, carried out, which seems more consistent with the des-

payroll or property taxes would inevitably invite retaliation tination principle and GATT should perhaps look into the
from other countries. In short, the work involved for national possibility of making the same rule mandatory, however
and intemational civil servants would be enormous and difficult it may sometimes be to implement this in prac-
worse than useless, since the sole result would be to inhibit tice - e.g. when a multinationalenterprise exports a ser-

international trade. vice to several countries. It may accordingly in practice
be easier to go for an origin principle for services, which
would be analogous with the internationally recognized

E. Evaluation of the GATT rules principle for services under the income tax. In principle,
this seems an area where GATT rules should be estab-

As understanding of the theoretical objectives and practical
difficulties to any basic modification of the GATT rules

began to be appreciated, and perhaps more importantly that 12. Of course it is always possible to impose on an ad hoc basis in a particular
a customs an export tax

BTA escalation for taxe occulte and fixed exchange rates
country negative duty in the form of and import subsidy
as Germanydid for a short while after the 1968 move to VAT (see supra note 7).

both came to the end, peace broke out. All countries accepted It is also possible to construct a theoretical VAT where the origin principlecould

that there was no need for changes in the fundamental rules, apply, rate discrimination applying at the production rather than final output

i.e. principle of destination in full for consumption taxes and level, but this would frustrate the intention of industnalized countries and lose
all the technical advantagesof VAT, as I argued in reply to Longo (NationalTax

principleof origin in full for all other taxes, which it was real- Journal, December 1980, at 503).
ized was not only the best but also the only feasible interna- 1 3. Thus para. 15 of the GA'IT Working Party Report (1972) stated:

tional rule. Understandably, in view of agreement on this The Working Party noted that there was a divergenceof views with regard to the

main issue, the GATT Working Party preferred not to get
eligibility for adjustmentof certain categoriesof tax and that these could be sub-
divided into

involved in subsidiary issues where the GATT rules were a) taxes occultes which the OECD defined as consumpton taxes on capital
ambiguous or deficient, however timorous this decision may equipment, auxiliary materials and services used in the transportation and pro-

now seem.13 duction of other taxable goods. Taxes on advertising, energy, machinery and

transport were among the more important taxes which might be involved. It

It is clearly desirable that the international rules should be appeared that adjustmentwas not normally made for taxe occulteexcept in coun-

unambiguous, if only because experience has shown that
tries having a cascade tax.

b) certain other taxes, such as property taxes, stamp duties and registration
countries with balance of payments problems may try to take duties...which are not generally considered eligible for tax adjustments. Most

advantage of any such ambiguities. There are a number of countres do not make adjustments for such taxes, but a few do...

areas where GATT could take a more robust approach than It was generally felt that while this area of taxation was unclear, its importance
as indicated by the scarcity of complaints reported in connection with adjust-

has so far been done: ment of taxe occulte - was not such as to justify further examination.
One clear improvementwould be to outlaw BTA for taxe 14. Under the EC Sixth Directive exporled non-financial services rendered-

occulte. This was not possible in the 1960s because taxe mainly to businesses are taxed at the recipients' place of business, if mainly to

consumers at the supplier's place of business. The text assumes that most cross
occulte was so heavy under cascade systems that coun- border services will be mainly to business. Tle appropriate taxation of financial
tries with such systems would have been penalized too services remains a separate topic not covered in this article.
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lished to avoid double or non-taxation, but further dis- and those anxious to preserve the right of EU member coun-

cussion seems necessary on how this might be done. tries to be free to choose their own rates, there are many other

points of conflict concerning the relative priorities to be
A fourth problem, which should perhaps be mentioned in

placed, inter alia, on:
view of current concems with environmentalor ECO taxes, robustness against tax avoidance and evasion,-

can I believe be ignored in the context of the GATT rules.
First, in the absence of an important tax on carbon dioxide

- simplicityof administration,

emissions (not for the time being feasible) these taxes are of
- certainty of application,

little importance in revenue terms. Second, in practice they
- non-distortionof intra-communitytrade.8

almost invariably take the form of minor excises to which the Of relevance to the choice to be made are:

destinationprinciple has to apply. degree of VAT and excise rate approximationlikely to be-

A fifth and much more importantproblem is how to interpret obtainable in practice over the next years (III.B.);
like or similar products when not discriminating between

- some general considerations relevant to the choice (III.
imports, exports and domestic products sold on the home C.);
market, but here I have nothing to add to the 1977 GAT - some of the advantages and disadvantagesof the present
report5 on this complexproblem, which is especially import- modifieddestinationprincipleprevailingunder the trans-

ant in a would-be single market, e.g. how far is highly taxed itional arrangements (III.D.).
Frenchcognac and UK whisky a similarand competingprod-
uct to excise-free German and Italian wine

B. Rate approximationof VAT and excises

The founding fathers of the EC hoped for identity or near

Ill. EU RULES approximation of consumption tax rates, and as recently as

1987 the EC Commission thought its member countries

A. Preliminary remarks might be persuadedto approximateVAT rates and have ident-
ical excise rates, on the grounds that the permitted differ-

in VAT rates rendered divergencies in excise rates
The conclusion of Section II is that apart from a few minor

ences

defects and ambiguities, all is clear and well with the GATT unnecessary. This proposal never had any chance of success,
since not only do the excise rates of EU countries divergerules. On the contrary, despite, a quantum jump over the last

most are very average,
years to establish new EU rules, there remains some uncer- greatly but of them far from the excise

tainty aboutwhat wll happen after the transitionalperiod fin-
so that harmonizationof excise rates would have resulted in
what would clearly have been nacceptable budgetary con-

ishes in 1996. The EU choice has to be influenced, though
not entirely determined, by the degree of harmonization of sequences for some countries and politically irnpossible

excise increases for others. The more recent proposals shown
rates ofconsumptiontaxes that its membercountries are will-

in Tables 5 and 6 proposing minimum VAT and excise rates
ng to accept. If these rates are too far apart, for the reasons

set out in Section II there is no practicable altemative to the
are much more plausible and have already been mostly

destinationprinciple: if they are identical or almost identical implemented.
there is a prima facie case for adopting the restricted origin Table 5 provides in summary form the 1987 proposals and

principle,which is the most obvious way of abolishing fiscal the 1992 excise rates Directive. The minimum rates for ex-

controls at frontiers, one of the main objectives of the single cises are almost entirely observed, exceptions being Greece,
market. It would be idle to pretend that the abolition of such Italy and Spain for cigarettes and Luxembourg for all forms
controls will not involve some increase in tax evasion and for
a long time some member countries preferred to retain
them.,6 However, it has now been accepted that such controls 15. Para. 18 of the GATTWorking Party Report stated:

are inappropriate for a single market, as well as being With regard to the interpretation of the term ... like or similar products ...,

extremelycostly,17 and the question still to be resolved is just
which occurs some sixteen times throughout the General Agreement, it was

recalled that considerablediscussion had taken place in the past, both in GATT
how to proceed after the transitional period in respect of and in other bodies, but that no further improvement of the term had been .

transactions between registered traders situated in different achieved. The WorkingParty concluded that problems arising from the interpre-
EU membercountries. As regards excises it appears unlikely tation of the term shoul:l be examinedon a case-by-casebasis. This would allow

a fair assessment in each case of the differentelements that constitute a similar
that there will be any change from the destination principle product. Some criteria were suggested for determining,on a case-by-casebasis,
operated by way of bonded warehouses as exists at present. whether a product is similar: the product's end-users in a given market; con-

For value added tax the choice is betweencontinuing with the sumers' tastes and habits, which change from country to country; the product's
deferred payment method, changing to the credit clearing properties,nature and quality. It was observed, however, that the term . like or

similar product ... caused some uncertainty and that it would be desirable to
house method or, more radically, adopting the restricted ori- mprove on it; however, no improved term was arrived at.

gin principle. The final Section III.E. attempts to evaluate the 16. E.g. Britain, Ireland and Italy according to Cnossen and Shoup (1987), at

advantages and disadvantagesof these three options. 79-81.
17. Ceccini (1988) estimated that the removal.ofborder controls would reduce

In addition to the disagreement between those who wish to costs to the principal sector by around ECU 8 billion and reduce administrative
costs in the publicity sector by between ECU 0.5 and 1 billion.

achieve the approximation of consumption tax rates that 18. Another example of conflicting objectives is provided by Bird (1993) in

would enable the EU to apply the restricted origin principle relation to the incompatibilityof certainty and simplicity.
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of hydrocarbon oil. France was below the minimum for Excises

cigarettes and beer but in 1993 increased rates to the min-
imum requirement. It should, however. be added that it s not August 1987 proposaz on alcoholic drinks (ECU per L1)
difficult to conform to the minimumof zero for both still and

alcohol for beverages 1 271
sparkling wine and also that there remains a very wide spread (per Ll of pure alcohol)
between maximum and minimum rates which may be sum-

marized as follows: intermediate products 85

Maximum Minimum
wine (average 11 percent) 17

Cigarettes Denmark & Portugal Greece (around 33%)
(around 63%) beer (average 12.5 plato) 17

Bee Ireland (around 9 ECU France, Germany
per plato) Luxembourg (EC min- Current Proposals3

mum of 0.748)
Wine (still) Ireland (around 275 Greece, Germany, A minimum rate of zero for wine 0748

ECU/hectolitre Italy, Portugal, Spain per plato or 1.87 per degree of alcohol
(0%) for beer and 46 ECU/hectolitre for spirits.

Wine (sparkling) Ireland 544 ECU, UK Greece, Italy, Luxem-
274 ECU per hectolitre bourg, Portugal, Spain On Cigarettes4

(zero)
Spirits Ireland 400 ECU per Greece, Spain (EC min- August 1987 proposa

litre imum of 46 ECU per
litre) cigarettes (specific excise per 1000) 19.5 ECU ad valorem

Leaded petrol France, Italy, Nether- Luxembourg under 350 + VAT as percentage of retail price 52-54.
lands,-Portugalover

500 ECU / 1000 litres Current ProposaP (a minimum for 100 cigarettes specific
Unleaded petrol France,. Italy, Portu- Denmark, Luxembourg, plus ad valorem)

gal over 470 ECU / under 300 57% of retail price exclusive of VAT.
1000 litres

Hydrocarbon Oils

The above figures which relate to 1993 should be regarded as

approximate, for sources tend to vary for rates on excise August 1987 proposal2 per 1000 litres
a) leaded.petrol 340 ECU, b) unleaded 310 ECU, c) diesel

products sometimes using ECU, sometimes national curren- 177 ECU, d) liquid petroleum gas 85 ECU,
cies, and sometimes but not invariably adding VAT on e) housing gas oil at 50 ECU, f) heavy fuel oil (per k)
cigarettes,alcoholic drinks and petrol, and sometimesby pre-
ferring to show the total tax factor in the price. However, the Current proposal3 per minimum 1,000 litres,
great differentials are due primarily to the differences in (a) leaded petrol 237 ECU, (b) unleaded petrol287 ECU,
excise rates. Such differences make it much less plausible to (c) diesel 245 ECU, (d) domestic fuel 18 ECU,

abandon the destinationprinciple for excises than for VAT, as (e) heavy fuel 18 ECU.

already reflected in the transitional arrangements. It is also 1. All these proposals would be mandator'y, except current proposals on
understood that the EC Commission has no plans to depart lower VAT rates

ftom the destination principle for commercial intra-commu- 2 Completion of the internal market: approximation of indirect tax rates

nity trade in excise goods in the foreseeable future. and harmonization of indirect tax structure Global Communication from
the Commission (Com(87)320Final12Brussels 26 August 1987).
3. Rates Directive of 19 October 1992 (92/771EEC).
4. A cigarettes constitute well over 90% of the consumption of tobacco,

TABLE 5 details are not given on cigars, cigarillos, smoking tobacco and other man-

ufactured tobacco.

EC HARMONIZATIONPROPOSALS1
Table 6 which provides VAT rates for both January 1992 and

VAT January 1994 indicates the persuasive influence of the EC
Commission's 1992 rates directive. In 1992 nearly half the

Standard Rate Lower Rate Higher Rate EU countries had a luxury rate, while in 1994 only PortugalAugust 1987
had one; by 1994 all membercountries had conformed to theproposal2 14% to 20% 4% to 9% on None

defined proposal for a minimum 15 percent rate, whereasbefore 1992

products Germany, Luxembourgand Spain had lower rates.

Current
proposals3 at least 15% two rates None

5% or 9%
(transitional
phasing out of
zero rates and
those below 5%
are also permitted)
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Table 6 which there should be no consumption tax differentiation
EU COUNTRIES' VAT RATES IN

JANUARY 1992 AND 1994 between similarly placed producers and consumers is the

January 1992 January 1994 appropriatecriterion to apply. To provide a concreteexample
of its application, assume State A has a VAT rate of 25 per-Standard Lower Higher Standard Lower Higher

rate rates rates rate rates rates cent (the highest existing in the EU) and State B a VAT rate
Belgium 19.5 6 & 12 - 19.5 1.6& of 15 percent (the lowest permitted by EU rules); under the

12
Denmark 25 - - 25 origin principle, if a registered trader in B exports to A refri-
France 18.6 2.1 & 22 18.6 2.1& - gerators that compete with similar but more highly taxed

5.5 5.5 refrigerators produced in A, State B has prima facie
Germany 14 5.7 & - 15(2) 7 a com-

8 petitive tax advantage, even though this may be more than -

Greece 18 4&8 36 18 4&8 -

offset by the administrativeand transport of import-Ireland 21 0,2.3 - 21 0,2.5, - expenses
&10 &12.5 ing rather than buying locally. This disadvantage disappears

Italy 19 4&9 38 - under the destinationprinciple, but as Cnossen (1990) point-
Luxembourg 15(1) 3&6 - 15 3,6,12 -

Netherlands 18.5 2&6 - 17.5 6 ed out in its place arises a perceived unfairness against pro-
Portugal 16 0 & 8 30 16 5 30 ducers of non-traded goods or importers in the exporting
Spain 13 6 33 15(3) 3&6
UK 17.5 0 (2) - 17.5 0 jurisdiction in favourof those who produce traded goods and

therefore seem to benefit from the exemption or zero-rating
General Notes of exports. Similarly, if two jurisdictionshave differentdesti-
Figures are percentagesof tax exclusive retail sales price.

nation-based sales tax rates, the domestic producer in the

In January 1994 zero rating applies to any great extent only in lower-taxjurisdictionmay believe that he has to pay a higher
Ireland and the United Kingdom, in 1992 also in Portugal. In price of admission to the higher-tax jurisdiction than the

both 1992 and 1994 they are non-existent in France, Greece foreign producer has to pay for admission to the domestic
market.

and Italy and are minimal in other EU countries.

The removal of higher rates in France, Greece, Italy and Keen (1993) notes Under the origin principle, it is the prices
Spain took place during 1993. Before 1992 there were that consumers face, rather than those received by producers,
numerous higher rates in these countries and in Belgium as that are equated internationally: for price differentials would
well. create an incentive for perfectly legal arbitrage, buying in

There are reduced rates in certain areas in France (Corsica), low price countries to sell in high. The consequences of this

Greece (several islands) and Portugal (Madeira and the is exchange eficiency: equality of prices means equality
Azores). across consumers of their marginal willingness to pay for

goods, making it impossible to reallocate collective con-

(1) Increase from 12 to 15. January 1992 sumption in such a way as to make some consumersbetter off
(2) Increase from 14 to 15. January 1993 and none worse off. The choice thus becomes that between
(3) Increase from 13 to 15. January 1993 production efficiency (under the destination principle) and

exchangeefficiency (under the orgin principle).

C. Some general considerations For most countries making up the great bulk of world trade
the unfairness of the origin principle is perceived as of much

My remarks are quite brief, first because it is not the theoret-
more importance than that of the destinationprinciple.

ical issues which are likely to influence what will happen and
second because I have nothing new to add to what has been b) Locational neutrality subject to a number of assumptions
said by others.19 Also to simplify matters, this section refers

can be achieved in the long run equally under the origin and
only to VAT on intra-communitytransactionsbetween regis- destination principle according to the so-called equivalence
tered traders, some remarks being made on other kinds of theorem, which takes into account exchange rates adjust-
transactions in D. below. Cnossen (1990) summarizes the ments. However, the literature seems unanimous that too
main factors that are of relevance to the choice between the much attention should not be paid to the equivalence the-
restricted origin principle and some form of the destination

orem, because the assumptionson which it.is based are unre-

principle as setting up the sales tax base between two or alistic and because a shift from the destination to the origin
more jurisdictions as fairly as possible (inter-jurisdictional principle would have a number of immediate consequences,
equity), in a manner that does not interfere with consumer

as in the short term prices and exchange rates are fixed and
and producer choices, particularly decisions about the loca- the coverage and rates ofconsumptiontaxes are not identical.
tion of manufacturing (locational neutrality), and in a form
that is as simple and certain as possible for the taxpayer and
the tax administrator(administrativefeasibility).

19. For example, Bovenberg and Horne (1992), Cnossen and Shoup (1987)
a) Inter-jurisdictionalequity refersto a fair distributionof tax and Keen (1993).
proceeds from the production and consumption of intema- 20. In the literature the benefit-receivedprinciple where taxes are considered

tionally traded goods, both as between the two or more juris- as proxies for the payment of goods and services supplied by government has

dictions involved and the taxpayers of each jurisdiction. It is
also been discussed, but is generally agreed to be irrelevant to the choice
between the origin and destination principle (e.g. see Musgrave (1959) and

now widely agreed that the equal treatment rule2o under Cnossen (1990))
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Accordingly a shift from the destination principle to the ori- 3. Purchases by private persons and small traders
gin principle would increase consumption and decrease pro-
duction of lightly taxed or exempt commodities,with corres- The origin principle now applies to purchases by private per-
ponding effects on imports and exports. In addition, in the sons and traders exporting less than ECU 35,000 per year. In
absence of other adjustments, a move from the destination to this area there is some controversy. It is argued by some that
the restricted origin principle would increase the revenues of this results in revenue losses for high tax countries, increases
those EU countries which had a balance of trade surplus in tax evasion and a misallocation of resources. Examples
within the EU area at the expense of those countries which cited are border shopping between neighbouring countries
had a balance of trade deficit. with very different tax rates such as Denmark and Germany
c) Administrativeconsiderations: these are discussed in the or Ireland and Northern Ireland, the plethora of petrol sta-

final section, where it is argued that in this respect the present tions in Luxembourg for Belgian and Dutch clients, British

transitional arrangements have an advantage over both the beer exportd to France to be bought in large quantities by
clearing house method and the restricted origin principle. British consumers on day trips, often for sale to British

traders who can undercut their competitors. Of course there
d) The federal country analogy: in writings on fiscal matters are fiscal controls to reduce this revenue loss and unfair com-
in the EU, analogies with one or more federal countries are petition and, though irritating to high consumption tax gov-
frequently invoked. Such analogies have limited usefulness: ernments, the macroeconomiceffects are slight and there are

first, even within the single market it is inconceivablethat the few signs of countries like Denrnark and Ireland reducing
EU will have anything like the taxing power of the federal their high rates to any great extent. Evidently their revenue

government of even a very decentralized country such as needs have the priority over shopping distortions. It is also
Switzerland; second, the taxing arrangements of federal argued that if consumer preference for lower prices out-
countries differ considerably (e.g. see McLure 1983 and Bird weighs such other factors as travel costs, currency losses, lan-
1993). However, the federal analogy is relevant in demon- guage problems, etc. this is one aspect of market forces at

strating that it is possible to have a wide dispersion of con- work and some governments (especially the British) have
sumption tax rates without the need for border controls. favoured leaving the approximationof rates to market forces

rather than EU dictate. The choice between the two attitudes
is largely a matter of value judgement and political priorities

D. The transitional regime: January 1993 to end 1996 (reducing fiscal deficits versus tax cutting), but in its slow but

steady march towards origin in specific areas, there has so far
1. VAT on intra-communitytransactions between been no retreat by the EU and it seems unlikely to happen this

registered traders time, despite the worries of revenue officials in high con-

The destinationprinciple applies but to avoid border controls sumption tax countries.
the deferred payment method is used (as automatically
occurs under retail sales tax systems). That is to say exports 4. Mail-order transactions
are exempt from tax, and imports not charged with VAT at the
frontier but only on first sale in the importing country. Under the VAT transitional system, member states were

twoAssuming the destination principle is to remain - itself not given the option of adopting one of thresholds (30,000
and 100,000 ECU) where the destination principle remains

sure - an alternative to the deferred payment scheme is the
tax credit clearance method, under which sellers would pay obligatory and most of them chose 100,000 ECU. Below this

initial VAT in the country of origin, but the registered trader threshold exporters may choose origin or destination. Analo-

in the importing country would receive a credit. An EU wide gous issues arise to those referred to under (3) above. For the

clearing house would be set up to handle the various claims moment the limit for a resident of a low tax consumption
and net balances would be paid by countries which are net country to obtain a reduced rate on goods purchased in a high
exporters in terms of amounts of VAT paid. The latter method consumption tax country is relatively low, though it is prob-
was recommended in the 1985 Cockfield report. ably fairly easy for a determined person to evade the limit by

ordering goods from several different suppliers. If limits

2. Excises on commercial transactions increase, there could be a change in shopping habits, perhaps
more important than with private purchasers, since mail-

The destinationprinciple applies but to avoid border controls order transactions apply throughout the EU, not just between
a bonded warehouse arrangement has been set up, which neighbouringcountries.

accordingly to DG XXI of the EC Commission,Brtish Cus-
toms and Excise and the private sector, e.g. Jenkins (1993) 5. Exempt entities
seems to be working well. As already noted it seems likely
that this transitional system will rernain a permanent feature These include banks, insurance companies and government
after 1996, for while excise rates continue to be so diverse departments. Origin principle for ECU 35,000 or less, des-

there seems little prospect of a move to the origin principle tination principle for more.

for intra-communitycommercial transactions.
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6. Motor vehicles 2. Deferred paymentvs. clearing house method

Whennot bought throughregistered traders these are taxed in On what I believe is a very realistic assumption that the EU
the country of registrationat the rate prevailing in that coun- will after the transitional period remain with a destination
try. principle without border controls, the choice seems to rest

between these two methods.21 In III.D.1. I have described

E. Post-1996 options regarding VAT transactions
them very briefly, for there are many more detailed accounts

between registered traders
of how they work. Among the better is Cnossen and Shoup
(1987) whih concludes:

This is by far the most interesting, important and open issue Given the choice between the tax deferral system and the tax

regarding future EU rules. Two. separate questions are credit clearance system, the latter seems to have the edge. As

involved: first, should the origin or destination principle opposed to the deferred payment scheme, the taxes collected 'in

apply to VAT transactions between registered traders in dif-
advance' from the exporter rather than 'afterwards' from the first
inland traderof manufacturer, leaving the security aspectof the tax

ferent EU countries Second, if the latter, should the destina-. intact The tax credit clearance system makes the value-added.....

tion principle (under criteria (a) and (b) fourth paragraph of tax truly an EC affair as it integrates each Member State's value-

theIntroduction)be implementedby the transitionaldeferred added tax with the tax of other Member States. Export rebates and

payment method or by the clearing house method The first compensating import taxes may be said to collapse under a com-

is a question of fundamentalpolitical and economic import- prehensive clearing mechanism. To be sure, cooperation of the

ance and opinions vary according to how one views the func- various value-added tax administrations would have to be
to tax

tion of the EU and the weight one ttaches to the various strengthened in order match exporters' gross liabilities with

importers' foreign tax credits. But there is no reason to assume that
arguments for subsidiarity versus integration: the second this cannot be done. An agreementon the exchangeof information
question seems to be mainly a technical one as to which of has already been operational since 1979. The EC Commission is
the two methods is superior in terms of sjmplicity, adminis- involved in verifying the 1.4 percent contribution to the common

trative costs and protection against VAT evasion, though fund. And in other tax fields there are bilateral precedents such as

normative arguments have been advanced for the clearing the corporate tax imputation credits.thatFrance pays into the Ger-

house method (see Cnossen and Shoup quotation below).
man Treasury.

In a more recent article, Cnossen (1994) while clearly
1. Restricted origin vs. destination principle remaining sympatheticto the clearinghouse method refers to

Good theoreticalargumentshave been advanced over the last some criticismsof it as follows:

30 years for adopting the restricted origin principle for intra-
... the system exhibits asymmetric interests as regards each Mem-

community trade, especially if a single currency becomes a ber State's role in allowing a credit for the exporting country's
reality. However, I do not believe that the principl of VAT on imports, on the one hand, and paying the VATn exports
restrictedorigin will be chosen by the EU, or that it should be to the importing country's tax administration, on the other hand

chosen in the foreseeable future. (Lee et al., 1988). The lack of confidence in the system might
induce Member States to require detailed information on intra-

It is unlikely to be chosen, because tax changes require unan- community transactions which would place an undue burden on

imous agreementamong membercountris and most govern- business firms. Furthermore, the increase in importer's prices on

ments are unlikely to accept the administrativecomplications account of the VAT would increase the payment risk of exporters.
and unpredictable changes in their share of VAT revenues

In response, the Commission proposed to permit related firms to

from intra-communitytraded goods that would result from a suspend VAT-liability on cross-border transactions, as is already
being done with regard to domestic transactions in Denmark,

shift to the restricted orgin principle. France, Germany and the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
There are a variety of reasons for believing a change to the Thus, some 80 percent of the EC's internal trade would not be

restricted origin principle would be undesirable. First, there affected by the tax credit clearancesystem. Furthermore, the Com-
mission proposed to allocate the remaining VAT-revenues on the

are the administrativecomplications:not only would there be basis of information culled from the retums of individual
a different regime for intra-community traded goods and importers (and exporters).
those with third countries,but also a differentregime for VAT

(restricted origin) and excises (destination) as regards goods
traded within the EU and to complicate matters still further
the major excise goods are also generally subject to VAT. 21. Cnossen and Shoup (1987) note that in the discussion of their paper, Satya
These complications would additionally lead to valuation Podder suggested that on goods shipped directly by the vendor to another tax-

problems including complications with transfer pricing and
able business, tax should be payable at the rate applicable in the country where
the goods are being shipped. Such tax collections, identified separately by the

revenue sharing. Second, there are the theoretical considera- vendor on his return, would be transferred to the country of shipment through a

tions discussed under C.3. above, where both inter-jurisdic- tax credit clearance mechanism similar to the one proposed in this paper.

tional equity and locational neutrality suggest that the des- Although the system might be feasible in a federal country with a centrally
administered, if rate-differentiated,value added tax for all provinces, it might be

tination principle is to be preferred to an origin principle, too complicated for a common market with independent taxing jurisdictions.
whetheror not restricted. Firms resident and taxable in one of the member states would in effect have to

become registered and taxable in another member state for their exports to that
state. This seems feasible for direct sales, but would be difficult to police for
sales between traders, particularly if various intermediaries,such as agents and

freighters, are involved.
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Whatever may happen after the transitional period, which Bird R. (1993), Cost and Complexity: the GST in interna-

may well be decided for political reasons rather than tech- tional perspective (in symposium on the simplification
nical reasons, my view is that the present deferred payment of the federal/ provisional sales tax system) Canadian
method is vastly superior to the credit clearing house method Tax Foundation, Toronto.
and I hope it will prevail beyond the transitionalperiod. Even

Bird R. (1993), A comparative perspective federalon
on political grounds, if the current tendency for subsidiarity finance, for conference The Future of Fiscal
over EC Commissin regulation persists, it seems doubtful if paper on

Federation at Queen's University,Toronto.
member countries would be ready to give the Commission
the powers envisaged in the last sentence of Cnossen (1994). BovenbergA.C. and Horne J.R (1992), Taxes on Commodi-
But my strong preference for the deferred paymentssystem is ties: a survey, from Kopits (see below).
based primarily on the following technical and pragmatic Cecchini R with Catinat M. and Jaquemin A. (1988), The
grounds: Benefitsofa single market, Gower, Brookfield,Vermont.

If 80 percent of the EU's internal trade, as originally pro--

posed in the Cockfield package, were to be subject to the Cnossen S. (1994), Coordination of sales taxes in federal
deferred payment method, there would seem little point countries and common markets,ConnecticutJournalof
in setting up a complicated clearance house mechanism InternationalLaw, forthcoming.
to deal with the remaining 20 percent. (However, it

(1990), Inter-jurisdictionalcoordination of sales taxes,--

should be added, that this 80 percent proposal may well
in Value addedTaxation in DevelopingCountries,ed. M.

not be retained when proposals for a definitive VAT sys- Gillis, C.S. Shoup and G.R Sicat, The World Bank
tem finally emerge; if the ultimate proposals were well

(1990) Washington D.C.
below 80 percent or conceivably zero, the arguments
below have greater force). -- (1983), The irrelevance of the restricted origin princi-
While analogies between direct and indirect taxes are ple, Tax Notes 15 August 1983, Arlington, Virginia.-

always dangerous, clearing house systems under income Cnossen S. and Shoup C.S. (1987), Coordinationof value-
taxes, whethermore generally under the credit method of added taxes, ed. S. Cnossen, Tax Coordination in the
relief for double taxation or more particularly between EuropeanCommunity,Deventer: Kluwer Law and Taxa-
countries with imputation systems, are perceived by both tion.
governmentsand business as not working well. Attempts
have been made for over 20 years in OECD to streamline The Cockfield Report (1985), The Completonof the Euro-

these procedures, but little progress has been made. pean Market, EC Commission,Brussels.
But it is above all the simplicity of the deferred payment-

Commission of the European Community (1987), Comple-
method which is its most attractive feature plus the fact tion of the internal market: Approximationof indirect tax
that it has been shown to work with VAT countries and rates and harmonisation of indirect tax structures,
had to be used in countries having retail sales taxes. Global communication from the Commission, COM 87
Though there may be greater risk of revenue loss for (320), Brussels.
countries with low compliance and/or inefficient tax

administrations, it would appear rational for such coun- Dosser D. (1964), Welfare effects of tax unions, Review of
tries to improve things at a domestic level rather than to Economic Studies, Vol. 31.
foist a complicated scheme on the majority of EU coun- Gammie M. and Robinson B. (1989), Beyond 1992: A
tries, which do not have these problems. European tax System, Proceedingsof the 4th IFS resid-

In conclusion the much recorded divergence between high ential conference, Oxford 1989.

tax compliance and efficient tax administrations in most GATT (1972), Border tax adjustments, Report of Working
North European countries and the contrary in some South Party adopted 2 December 1970, GATT basic instru-
European countries poses tax evasion problems for both ments and selected documents,Geneva.
methods. Tax evasion is going to occur in different ways
under each nethod but it has been decided that this is a price Jenkins RC. (1993), Commentary on the single market,
worth paying for the single market. The relative amounts of VAT Monitor.

tax evasion likely to occur under each method will doubtless Keen M. (1993), The World Community: Questions of tax
be further studied and are likely to be a major factor in influ- coordination in the European Community, a Survey,
encing the eventual choice. Fiscal Studies Vol. 14 No. 2, London.

Kopits G. (ed) (1992), Tax Harmonization in the European
Community,IMF OccaionalPaper No. 94, IMF, Wash-
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- (1969), Some misunderstandings about border tax Under each set of rules there is an allocation of revenues

adjustments,consumptiontaxes and tax shifting,OECD between the two countries involved (country of source and

Observer (February 1969), OECD, Paris. country of residence for income taxation and country of ori-

(1967),Border tax adjustments,OECD Observer (Octo- gin and country of destinationfor consumption taxation) and
--

the problemof deciding what rate should be applied to cross-
ber 1967), OECD, Paris.

border capital flows and exported and imported goods. There

Musgrave R. (1959), The Theory ofpublicfinance, McGraw may also be a similarconflictof interestsbetween developing
Hill, New York. countries which generally2 prefer the source and origin prin-

MusgraveR. and MusgraveR (1980), Public Finance in the- ciple and industrializedcountries which prefer the residence
and destinationprinciple.

ory andpractice,3rded. McGrawHill, New York.
Under each set of rules there are two main methods of apply-Neumark Report (1963), Report of the Fiscal and Financial
ing the allocation methods. There is an analogy between the

Committee, The EEC Reports on Tax Harmonization, exemption method for relieving double taxation of income
International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amster-

and the deferred payment method for achieving the destina-
dam.

tion principle. These are the methods generally preferred by
Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development business since there is less paper work and no payment of tax

(OECD) (1994), Tax information exchange between OECD to be later refunded. Such methods are, however, more likely
Member countries: a survey ofcountry practices, Paris. to facilitate tax evasion than the credit method for relieving

double taxation and the invoice method of making border tax
(1988)Taxing consumption,Paris.

two
--

adjustments, and these latter methods mostlyare pre-
(1968) Border tax adjustments and tax structures in ferred by governments and are generally regarded as more--

OECD Member countries,Paris. neutral and transparentby economists. (However,despite this

similarity, the differences are more important, since the
Patterson J. (1991), Draft report on completionof the internal

exemption method applies the source principle, analogous to
market approximation of indirect taxation in the Com-

the origin principle while the deferred payment system is a
munity up to 1993 and thereafter, Brussels.

means of implementingthe destinationprinciple- analogous
Shibata H. (1967), The Theory of Economic Union, ed. to the residence principle.)3

C.S. Shoup, Fiscal harmonisation in common markets, In world of unharmonizedrates and varying tax administra-
Columbia University,New York.

a

tion efficiencyeach set of rules provides additional possibili-
Shoup C.S. (1969), Public Finance, Aldine Publishing Co., ties of tax evasion. To reduce these dangers as well as distor-

Chicago. tions to the single market, analogous solutions have been

suggested within the EU in that the EC Commissionhas pro-Sinn H-W. (1989), Tax harmonization and tax competition
in Europe, EuropeanEconomic Review, Vol. 34. posed a minimum 15 percent VAT rate and the Ruding Com-

mittee a minimum 30 percent corporation tax rate.4
Sullivan C. (1963), The searchfor tax principles in the Euro-

pean EconomicCommunity, CommerceClearing House,
Chicago. B. Some differences

One major difference is that the internationalrules governing
consumption taxes are multilateral and those governing
income tax are mostly bilateral. The legal authority for the

A SUPPLEMENTARYNOTE ON SOME consumption taxes are the 1962 GATT in a worldwide con-
COMPARISONSBETWEEN THE text and the 1957 Treaty of Rome plus EC Commission
INTERNATIONALCONSUMPTIONAND Directives in the EC context; whereas, while there are a few
INCOME TAX RULES1 multilateralconventions and EC directives in the income tax

A. Some similarities
1. I thank Richard Bird and Sijbren Cnossen for their comments on an earlier

The tax rules governing nternationallytraded goods and ser- draft of this Note; this of course does not commit them to agreement with any-

vices have similar objectives to those governing intemational thing that is said.
2. Richard Bird doubts the usefulness of this dichotomy pointing out that

capital and income flows: first to avoid both double taxation Canada is an industrializedcountry in some senses and developing in others, but
and non-taxation, thus providing neutrality between interna- there are many countries where there is less ambiguity. In particular, Latin

tional and domestic transactions; second to provide rules for Americancountrieshave in the past argued for both source and origin principles.
out to me

an appropriate allocation of revenues to be shared between 3. As pointed by Sijbren Cnossen.
4. However, while tax coordination versus tax competition is a main issue in

the governmentsof the two countries as well as an appropri- the corporation tax area, it is of subsidiary importance as regards consumption
ate relative tax burden for the taxpayers involved: and third to taxes, which generate far greater revenues than corporation taxes. The desired

minimize the possibilities of individual countries adopting level of revenues to be obtained from consumption taxes predominantly influ-
ences governments in fixing consumption tax rates, whereas low or zero corpo-unilateral protectionistpolicies such as subsidies for exports ration tax rates may and have been chosen by some governmentswith a view to

or capital importing income tax incentives. attracting capital inflows.
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field, by far the most important legal instrumentsare the hun- It is not unreasonable to look at the international rules on

dreds of bilateral tax treaties, which though largely based on income and consumption taxes together, since both have the
the OECD model, generally differ from it in certain respects objective of providing a level playing field regarding the

according to the requirementsof the negotiatingcountries. influenceof taxation on the balance of payments and govern-

Anothermajor difference is that in practice the GATT alloca- ments in balance of pamentsdifficultiesmay try to stretch

tion rules are much simpler than those contained in bilateral or even break either or both sets of rules in the expectation
that the retaliation of their trading partners will take some

tax treaties. As argued n Section II of the article, while it is
time materialize. It is possible that the US DISC large-possible to construct many different allocation models, in to was

practice the only coherent solution between independent ly motivated by the belief quite prevalent in that country,
however erroneous it might have been, that the mass Euro-

states not forming part of a common market, is the 100 per-
cent destination principle under which internationally traded pean move to VAT constitutedan export subsidy. The British

goods are taxed at rates prevailing in the importing country, export rebate scheme of the 1960s referred to in Section II.B.
of the article constituted an analogous case on the consump-the revenue proceeds accruing to the government of that
tion side. Because of institutional delays, both the British

country. On the contrary, under the allocation rules governing
tax

bilateral tax treaties the rate at which the income is taxed and export rebate scheme (1964-1968) and DISC (1972-1984)
lasted many years despite their (probable) illegality under the

the share of revenues taken by each of the two contracting international rules.
states varies according to a number of factors, especially the
kind of income involved. The international rules governing income taxes and those

A third difference is that the GATT rules are more or less governing consumption taxes are completely separate, as are

static and apart from the possibility of a few minor changes usually the national and international civil servants monitor-

(see Section II of the article) it is not easy to see how they ing these rules. For example, in the EC Commission, differ-

could be improved. On the other hand, the OECD Model has ent Directorates deal with income and consumption tax,

to be revised continuously to take account of new develop- though this was not the case before the mid-1980s. It is difi-
cult to know whether this uncoordinated approach at the

ments and bilateral treaties are frequently renegotiated. international level does much harm.6 However, there is per-
haps a case for examining whether greater internationalcoor-

C. Some interactions dination of the two sets of rules would improve matters from
the point of view of equity between countries and resistance

In forbiddingborder tax adjustments for taxes other than con- to tax evasion and avoidance.

sumption taxes, the GATT rules also apply to income taxes.

While threats were made from time to time by countries rely-
ing predominantlyon income taxes to make BTA for income
taxes nothing actually happened until 1972 when the United
States introduced its DISC legislation under which a DISC
was permitted to eam income from the export sale of do-
mestic products, with part of its income subject to deferral 5. A panel of three experts, to the surprise of most observers, upheld both

from US income tax. DISC appeared to infringe the GATT complaints. Subsequently GATT came to the evidently correct conclusion that
the exemption method did not infringeGATT rules, even though it coudbeused

rules and a number of European countries took up the matter
as a means of export promotion through transfer pricing manipulation, whereas

with GATT: the United States retaliated by arguing that the DISC clearly did infringe GATT rules.

exemption method of relief from double taxation practised, 6. Probablyof more importance in practice, but outside the scope of this note,

inter alia, by Belgium, France and the Netherlands also would be greatercoordination at national level of income tax, VAT and customs

duty administrations to facilitatedefence against tax avoidance and evasion and
breachedGATT rules, since through transfer pricing manipu- to ensure consistent treatment of transfer pricing practices for ncome duty and
lation possible under this method, this could result in an customs purposes (see para. 29 of Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enter-

export promoting effect similar to DISC.5 prises (OECD 1979)).
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Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal (B. 58.038)
Documentation. 1994, pp. 198. 450.- Dfl. INVESTMENTINTAIWAN.
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corporations and the approach to branches of North Ryde, Butterworths. 1994, pp. 1405. investmentconsiderations,forms of business

foreign companies. The descriptionof the Report of cases heard before the organizations, taxation, banking and finance,
South African tax system covers taxes levied AdministrativeAppeal Tribunal for the year statutory labour requirements.
by central, provincial and local governments. of decisions 1993. (B. 58.031)
Details are given on all aspects of income tax (B. 58.034)
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informationon non-residents,partnerships, DAUGAARD,Daniel; VALENTINE,Tom. CARIBBEAN
trusts and estates, specific industries, tax Reforming the taxation of financial
avoidancemeasures and relief from double arrangements:how many steps forward
taxation). Also included are capital taxes, Sydney, AustralianTax Research Foundation. Bahamas
regional levies, VAT, levy on financial 1994.
services, stamp duties, transfer duty on land Research Study No. 22, pp. 76. INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS
and customs & excise. (B. 58.021) Guide: The Bahamas.

(B. 13.491) New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
International. 1994, pp. 63.

DIVARIS, C.; STEIN, M.L. China (People's Rep.) The book is designed to provide potential
1993/94 Old Mutual Income Tax Guide. 23rd foreign investors with fundamental
Edition. informationabout the Bahamian

INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS
Kenwyn, Juta & Company Ltd. 1994, Guide: People's Republic of China. environment, including the factors a foreign
pp. 293. New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

investorshould cnsider in deciding whether

Quick reference guide illustrating the
Intemational. 1993, pp. 70. to acquire an existing Bahamian company or

workings of income tax, undistributedprofits The book is designed to provide potential
to start a new operation.

tax, donations tax and estate duty in South (B. 18.841)
Africa. The book is based on the law as at 25 foreign investors with fundamental

informationabout the Chinese environment,
October 1993 and on the 1993 income tax

including factors a foreign investor should
retums and informationbrochures. In relation
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Cayman Islands WEILER, Franz. LIEBSCHER,Christoph; SVORCIK,Otakar.
Das Einkommensteuergesetz.Stand 1. Jnner Die Kapitalgesellschaftnachtschechischem

INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS 1994. Unter Bercksichtigungder und slowakischemRecht.
Guide: Cayman Islands. SteuerreformII. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1993,
New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994. pp. 169.365.- AS.
Intemational. 1993, pp. 57. Schriftenreiheder Steuer- und Introduction to Czech and Slovakian company
Guide on Cayman Islands investment Wirtschaftskartei,No. 58, pp. 282. law.

environment, tax planning, employmentand Text of the Individual Income Tax Law as per (B. 112.780)
labour considerations, financing, importing, 1 January 1994. Includes explanations and

exportng and accounting matters. commentaries.

(B. 18.840) (B. I13.527) Germany
DIE UMSATZBESTEUERUNG.

NetherlandsAntilles Umsatzsteuergesetz,Weinsteuergesetz, FUCHS, Michael; LUDWIG, Bettina.

Normverbrauchsabgabegesetzin der ab Die neue Besteuerungehemals gemeinntziger
1.1.1994 geltenden Fassung. Bearbeitetvon Wohnungsuntemehmen.

INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,Gerhard Kohler.
Guide: NetherlandsAntilles. 178.78.- DM.Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbG. 1994, pp.
New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 203.350.- AS. The new taxation of housing enterprises which
Intemational. 1993, pp. 80. pp

previously served the public TheVAT law, law on wine tax, law on the levying purpose.
The book is designed to provide potential of duty on the supply of cars to Austria and on authors explain the problems accruing to

foreign investors with fundamental their first registration. Text of the laws, housing enterprises by a 1993 amendment to
information about the Antillean environment, decrees, guidelines and case law as of l Sec. 13(3) of the German Corporate Income
including factors a foreign investor should January 1994. Tax Law.
consider in deciding whether to acquire an (B. 113.528) (B. 113.709)
existing Antillean company or to start a new

operation in the country. EGGER, Anton; WINTERHELLER,Manfred. KNIEF, Peter.
(B. 18.842) Kurzfristige Untemehmensplanung Das neue Krperschaftsteuerrecht1994.

Budgetierung. 7. Auflage. Gesamtdarstellungmit Beispielen.
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994, Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 352.48.-

EUROPE pp. 303.680.- AS. DM.
Short-term enterprise planning. Enterprise Comprehensivedescriptionof the German

BERNARDI,Luigi; OWENS, Jeffrey. planning and enterprise managementare corporation tax law as amended by the 1993

Tax systems in North Africa and European examined- topics include the setting up of a Tax Act. The author discusses topics such as

countries. business plan, drawing up of the budget, the new thin capitalizationrule (8A KStG), the

Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation analysis, etc. new provisions goveming the treatment of

Publishers. 1994, pp. 128.27.- Dfl. (B. 113.568) losses, the classificationof the corporation's
Short comparisonof the tax systems in North equity and the reduction of the tax rate on

African countries and some European HANDBUCHFR distributed nd retained profits.
countries. Taking into account recent INVESTORENINFORMATION. (B. 113.686)
developments in the theory of taxation, the 5. Auflage
authors discuss the main altematives for Vienna, Bundesministeriumfr DTSCH, E.; JOST, W.F.; THIELEMANN,K.;
reform and constraints experienced by each WirtschaftlicheAngelegenheiten. 1993. WEHNER, R.

country Manual on investment information issued by Die Krperschaftsteuer-Erklrungfr 1993.

(B. 13.493) the Austrian Ministry of Economic Affairs. 11. Auflage.
(B. 113.430) Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp 474.

72.- DM.
KODEX DES STERREICHISCHEN The book gives instructionson filing theAustria RECHTS: income forms.corporate tax

Sozialversicherung. 15. Auflage. Stand (B. 113.799)MADL, Peter. 1.3.1994. Bearbeitet von Franz Marhold und
ABC der Geschftsgrndung.Eine Elisabeth Marhold-Wallner.Herausgegeben KNORR, Karl Ernst; KLASSMANN,Ralf.
allgemeinverstndlicheDarstellung aller von Werner Doralt. Die Besteuerungder Krankenhuser.2.
Rechtsfragen im Zusammenhangmit der Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994, AuflageGrndung eines Unternehmens.9. Auflage pp. 685.305.- AS. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994, Sourcebookon Austrian social security law as 362. 128.- DM.
pp. 98. of 1 March 1994. pp.

ABC of establishinga business. Survey on (B. 113.718)
Taxation of hospitals. The authors describe the

legal issues arising in connection with the income taxation and VAT applicable to

establishmentof a business. hospitals, including several auxiliary activities

(B. 113.655) Czech Republic exercised by the hospitals.
(B. 113.712)

WESTERMAYER,Hans. JANKOVSKA,Martina; WANKE,Alexander. BREIDERT, Ulrike.
ABC der Lohnverrechnung.24. Auflage. Unternehmenin der TschechischenRepublik. GrundstzeordnungsmssigerAbschreibungenVienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1994, Stand 1.5.1994. auf abnutzbare Anlagegegenstnde.
PP. 101. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1994, pp. 79. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,ABC of salary calculation. The booklet 194.- AS. 303.78.- DM.
provides up-to-date informationon the Doing business in the Czech Republic. The pp

The authors propose valuation principles andtaxation of employment income and various authors describe the forms of doing business
depreciation rules taking into regularissues connected herewith. The information is and the tax system. The booklet also provides

account
and irregularwear and tear of long-term assets.

supplemented by 39 examples and numerous business-related information, such as

tables. bookkeeping, leasing and franchising. (B. 113.889)

(B. 113.567) (B. 113.883)
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KHLER,Stefan. LINGEMANN,Wolfgang. NEVERMANN,Karsten.
Die Steuerpolitikder deutschen internationalen Das rechtliche Konzept der Justiz und Steuerumgehung.Ein kritischer

Unternehmungim Einflussbereichder Familienbesteuerung Vergleich der Haltung der Dritten Gewalt zu

Hinzurechnungsbesteuerung. Berlin, Duncker& Humblot GmbH. 1994. kreativer steuerlicherGestaltung in
Frankfurtam Main, Peter Lang AG. 1994. Schriften zum Steuerrecht, Band 47, pp. 271. Grossbritannienund Deutschland.
Eur. Hochschulschriften,Reihe V, Volks- und 98.- DM. Berlin, Duncker& Humblot GmbH. 1994.
Betriebswirtschaft,Vol. 1491, pp. 328. The legal conceptof taxation of families. The Schriften zum Steuerrecht, Band 48, pp. 346.
The tax policy of a German enterprise under author discusses the treatmentof a family unit 148.- DM.
the influence of the International Relations for tax purposes. The courts and tax evasion. Comparativestudy
Tax Law. The author examines the German (B. 113.739) of the case law of the courts in the UK and
CFC legislation. He designs a model to Germany on matters of creative tax planning.
calculate the tax burden caused by the income SCHNELLBERSICHT (B. 113.740)
allocation rules which apply to foreign passive EINKOMMENSTEUER.
investmentof German corporations. Fr den Veranlagungszeitraum1993. PRAKTIKER-HANDBUCH1994.
(B. 113.648) Bearbeitet von Heinz Richter und Willi Allgemeines Steuer- und Verfahrensrecht.

THMLER,Axel.
Winter. 28. Auflage. 7. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Jochen Thiel,
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 110.38.80 Roland Schiefer und Martina Kappert.

Krperschaftsteuerliches DM. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,
Anrechnungsverfahrenund intemationales
Steuerrecht. Quick reference.guidefor the 1993 assessment pp. 2088. 115.- DM.

Frankfurt am Main, Peter Lang AG. 1994. year. Topics include deductions, taxation of General Tax Law and Procedure Law. 1994

Eur. Hochschulschriften,Reihe V, Volks- und employees,professionaleducation, ABC of Manual for practitioners regarding tax law (in

Betriebswirtschaft,Vol. 1486, pp. 313. dwelling-houses,income-relatedexpenses. general) and procedural law. The manual

(B. 113.634) contains tax provisions of e.g. the Fiscal Code,
Imputation system and international tax law. Tax Court ProcedureCode, administrative
The author examines the problem of double

STUBER, Helmut; OPPOLZER,Adolf. guidelines and case law.
taxation arising under an imputation system by Die Einkommensteuer-Erklrungfr 1993. (B. 113.612)the levy of an equalization tax if foreign- 53. Auflage.source income derived by a parent company is

Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, 309. DAHLKE,Kay.further distributed to the shareholders.He pp.
38.- DM. Bilanzproblemebei Immobilieninvestitionen

further discusses the economic effects of
various solution proposais.

Income tax declaration 1993. The book gives im Beitrittsgebiet.AusgewhlteFragen der
instructions to file the income tax form for Darstellung im handelsrechtlichen

(B. 113.665) 1993 as well as the mandatory appendices. Jahresabschlusseiner Kapitalgesellschaft.
RECHNUNGSLEGUNGUND PRFUNG Also included is an overview of the most Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag. 1994, pp. 450.
1994. important tax saving structures. 98.- DM.

Herausgegebenvon J. Baetge. (B. 113.636) Auditing problems with real property
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994. investments in the new Lnder. The author
Schriften des Instituts frRevisionswesender BRANDENBERG,H.B.; BOVELETH,K.H. discusses issues in auditing real property
WestflischenWilhelms-UniversittMnster, Die neuen Einkommensteuerrichtlinien1993. investmentscaused by the German

pp. 265.68.- DM. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag. 1994. reunification.

Auditing and investigation in 1994. Speeches Steuer-TelexSonderinformation,pp. 99. (B. 113.713)
held by various authors during seminars at 38.80 DM.
MnsterUniversity between 1991 to 1993 on The new Income Tax Directives for 1993. STIBI, Bemd.
the following topics: risk-orientedauditing, Explanationand text of the revised 1993 StatistischeJahresabschlussanalyseals

group auditing, auditing in banks and trusts, guidelines for the tax administration. Instrumentder steuerlichenBetriebsprfung.
the professionof the auditor, organizationof (B. 113.710) Entwicklungeines Indikatorsfr die Auswahl

enterprises. prfungsbedrftigerBetriebe.

(B. 113.890) SEIBOLD,W.; STEGMLLER,H.; HORN, Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994.
W. Schriften des Instituts frRevisionswesender

DIE VERANLAGUNG1994 Die Gewerbesteuer-und Umsatzsteuer- WestflischenWilhelms-UniversittMnster,
LOHNSTEUER. Erklrungfr 1993. 45. Auflage. pp. 282.68.- DM.
Einkommensteuergesetz,Durchfhrungs- Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1994, pp. 120. Statistical analysis of year-end closures as an

verordnung,Richtlinien,Anlagen, Recht- 40.- DM. instrumentof investigationby tax authorities
sprechung, Nebengesetze, Business tax/VATdeclaration 1993. for tax purposes. The author developed an
Stichwortverzeichnis.10. Auflage. Instructions filing the business forms indicator for the selection of enterprises which
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994,

on tax

and VAT forms. In particular typical questions need an investigation.
pp. 1664. 69.- DM. regarding the tax base, deductions liability (B. 113.711)or
The assessment 1994 wages tax. Compilation
of German Income Tax Law, implementation

to tax are answered. The most recent

administrativeguidelines and case law are KOHL, Stefan.
directive, administrationguidelines and other considered in the explanations. Gewinnrealisierungbei langfristigenlaws as they are valid for the assessment to (B. 113.635) Auftrgen. Eine kritische AnalyseGerman wages tax (income tax levied as

zur

Anwendungdes Realisationsprinzipsin
withholding tax from employees) in 1994. SCHAUMBURG,Harald. Handels- und Steuerbilanz.
(B. 113.715) InternationalesSteuerrecht. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, pp.
BALS, B. Aussensteuerrecht,Doppelbesteuerungsrecht. 209.88.- DM.

Steuer-Ratgeberzur Einkommen-und Cologne. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt. 1993, Realizationof profits from long-term
Lohnsteuer 1993. pp. 907. 195.- DM. contracts. The author examines the problems
Munich, Verlag Franz Rehm GmbH. 1993, Comprehensivetextbook on German in auditing long-term contracts.

pp. 288.39.80DM. international tax law. Included are basic (B. 113.888)
Income tax/wages tax 1993. Guide to the principles, the system of unlimited and limited
income tax declaration 1993, including texts of liability to tax and the domestic and treaty MSSNER,Jrg Manfred.
the laws and tables to determine tax due. rules for the avoidanceof double taxation. Steuerrecht-Fundstellen1991. Rechtsprechung
(B. 113.171) (B. 113.898) - Verwaltung- Schrifttum.
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Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1993, pp. 483. Liechtenstein Switzerland
123.- DM.
Tax law bibliography 1991. Bibliography to KNELLER, Michael W. CAGIANUT,Francis; HHN, Emst.
case law, administration,articles and books. Die Haftung fr die Verwaltungeiner. Untemehmungssteuerrecht.3. Auflage
(B. 113.587) liechtensteinischenStiftung unter besonderer Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt. 1993.

Bercksichtigungvon Art. 159 IPRG. SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund
SCHROTH, Klaus-Dieter. Zrich, Schulthess PolygraphischerVerlag Finanzrecht, No. 46, pp 855.
Handbuch zum Aussenwirtschaftsverkehr. 1993. Basic principlesof taxation, investment and
Heme, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe ZrcherStudien zum Privatrecht, No. 101, financing, assessment of taxable profit by
GmbH. 1994, pp 762. 150.- DM. pp 130.45.- Sfrs. determiningearnings and expenses,
Handbook for foreign trade. Guide to foreign Liability for the administrationof a restructuring and liquidation.
trade, terms and definitions, law on foreign Liechtenstein-basedfoundation. The author (B. 113.463)
trade, administrationguideline to the Law on discusses the private law foundation under

Foreign Trade, international business relations, Liechtensteincompany law and international ZUPPINGER,Ferdinand; BRUNNER-
cross border trade, intemationalcapital prvate law, focusing in particular on the ssue PETERS, Rebecca; UMBRICHT, Robert P.
transfer, risks ard safeguarding, international of liability Das Recht der direkten Bundessteuer 1995.
contract law, financing of foreign trade, (B. 113.543) Zurich, Schulthess PolygraphischerVerlag
documents and securities. 1993, pp. 471.
(B. 113.680) CARL, Dieter; KLOS, Joachim.

The Direct Federal Tax Law 1995. Text of theStandort Liechtenstein. Leitfaden fur
unternehmerischeund private Aktivitten. law which will enter into force on 1 January

BAETGE,Jrg. 1995. The text is provided for in the official
Herne, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts Briefe. 1993,Konzembilanzen. German, French and Italian languages and in

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, pp 315.120.- DM.
unofficial English version. An introductionGuide for entrepreneurialand private

an

pp 553.68.- DM. activities. An overview and descriptionof the t0 the Direct Federal Tax Law - in four
Balance sheets of groups Comprehensive legal system of Liechtenstein, .e. its company languages - is also given.
handbook on consolidated balance sheets of law, tax law, banking law. Sample forms for (B. 113.537)
groups. the opening of bank accounts, depots, the
(B. 113.609) setting up of trusts and institutes and the like BOLLIGER, Bruno; HSSY, Ren.

are also provided. Neues Bundesgesetzber die direkte
WIRTSCHAPTSGESETZE.11. AUFLAGE (B. 113.454) BundessteuerDBG 1995.

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, Basel, Helbing & Lichtenhahn Verlag AG.

pp 969.48.- DM. 1993, pp. 334.68.- Sfrs.
Business laws. Commercial code, corporation Luxembourg

The 1995 Direct Federal Tax Law. The book

law, law on companies with limited liability, contains the Direct Federal Tax Law, circulars
law on the increase of capital, law on issued to ensure proper application of the

cooperatives,etc.
INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS Direct Federal Tax Law, the decree on the
Guide: Luxembourg(B. 113.611) New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu levying of the

direct federal tax (the legal basis for levying1nternational. 1994, pp. 105. the direct federal until 31 DecemberSTEUERGESTALTUNGBEI tax upInformation guide on Luxembourg tax system,VERBUNDENEN 1994), decrees issued with regard to the decree
investment climate, value added tax,

Untemehmen in Europa. Bericht ber die IDW accounting and auditing, individual and
on levying the direct federal tax, the federal
law the harmonizationof direct taxation ofSteuerfachtagungam 14-15.9.1993 in Neuss.

corporate income taxes, customs duties,
on

the cantons and municipalities.Dsseldorf, LDW Verlag GmbH. 1994, municipal business tax, inheritance and gift
pp 329.88.- DM. taxes.

(B. 113.653)
Tax planning of groups in Europe. Report on (B. 113.925)
the Seminarof the Institute of Auditors in HHN, Ernst; ATHANAS, Peter.

Germany on 14 and 15 September 1993. The Das neue Bundesrechtber die direkten

topics discussed include location for holding Steuem. Direkte Bundessteuerund

companies, international business structures Netherlands Steuerharmonisierung.
and reorganizationsas well as factors to Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt. 1993.

consider in making Germany a location for ROMYN, M. SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund

holding companies. Internationaal belastingrecht. 5th Edition. Finanzrecht, No. 64, pp. 460.

(B. 113.610) The Hague, M. Romyn. 1994, pp 197.69.- The book contains 10 contributions by
Dil. different authors on the new Federal Direct
Fifth updated edition of intemational tax law Tax Law. The topics include: taxable
in the Netherlandsdealing with double enterprise profit, taxation of corporations,

Italy taxation agreements and unilateral regulations, holding and domiciliary cornpanies under the
including taxation of non-residents. Federal Law on the Harmonizationof Direct

MEMENTOPRATICO IPSOA-FRANCIS (B. 114.015) Taxation of the Cantons and Municipalities,
Lefebvre: Fiscale 1994. Aggiomatoal 5 restructuringof enterprises under the new

febbraio 1994. Federal Direct Tax Law and under the Federal
Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1994, Slovak Republic Law on the Harmonizationof Direct Taxation

pp. 1146. of the Cantons and Municipalities,withholding
Comprehensivehandbook on direct and LIEBSCHER,Christoph; SVORCIK,Otakar. taxes, assessmentperiods, etc.

indirect taxes. The book is intended to solve all Die Kapitalgesellschaftnach tschechischem (B. 113.464)
tax practical problems, particularly with und slowakischemRecht.
respect to computationof taxes, compliance Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien GmbH. 1993, REHBINDER,Manfred; ZCH, Roger.
and penalties. pp. 169.365.-AS. SchweizerischeGesetze. Sammlung des Zivil-,
(B. 113.967) Introduction to Czech and Slovakian company Wirtschafts- und Strafrechts.

law. Bern, Stmpfli & Cie AG.; Munich, Verlag
(B. 112.780) C.H. Beck. 1994.
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Loose-leafpublicationcontaining a MIDDLE EAST CANADA
compilationof Swiss laws on ciil, economic
and criminal law as of January 1994. GLOBAL INVESTMENTIN CANADA
(B. 113.523) Egypt release 108

Prentice Hall of Canada Ltd., Scarborough.INTERNATIONALTAX AND BUSINESS
United Kingdom Guide: Egypt. INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA-

New York, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu REPORTBULLETIN
THE COMPANYCAR 1994/95. International. 1994, pp. 70. releases 903-906
London, Touche Ross & Co. 1994, pp. 42. Guide to provide potential investors Prentice Hall of Canada Ltd., Scarborough.
(B. 113.904) informationabout investing in Egypt,

informationon tax planning, employmentand

HARDMANON TAX IN BUSINESS labour considerations,financing, importing,
1994/95. A practical guide to the taxation of exporting and accountingmatters. DENMARK

companies and those who work for thm. (B. 13.492)
Updated by John Dixon and Kevin Thome. SKATTEBESTEMMELSER

London, Gee PublishingLimited. 1994,
- Moms

pp. 546. £ 30.-. releases 6 and 7

This edition is written on the basis of the law
- Skattenyt

and practice in force at 31 May 1994 and
- Kronologisk.

incorporateschanges made by the Finance Act releases 19 and 20

1994. Part I includes the system of corporation
- Skattebestemmelser

tax, capital allowances, losses, trading
- Systematisk

overseas, tax planning. Part II covers VAT. Loose-leaf release 12

Part III includes payroll procedures and taxes, A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
social security contribution. Part IV discusses Services

Copenhagen.
the taxationof directors and employees,
including benefits in kind, inheritance tax,
employee share ownershipand share schemes. Received between 1 and EEC
(B. 113.987)

30 September 1994
NEVERMANN,Karsten. HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
Justiz und Steuerumgehung.Ein kritischer GEMEENSCHAPPEN

Vergleichder Haltung der Dritten Gewalt zu
- Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken

kreativer steuerlicherGestaltung in AFRICA release 347
Grossbritannienund Deutschland. Kluwer, Deventer.

Berlin, Duncker.&HumblotGmbH. 1994. FISCALITEAFRICAINE
Schriften zum Steuerrecht, Band 48, pp. 346. release 14
148.- DM. Editions Fiduciaire, Paris. FRANCE
The courts and tax evasion. Comparativestudy
of the case law of the courts in the UK and FISCALITEPRATIQUE FISCAL-:-

Germany on matters of creative tax planning. AUSTRALIA release 4
(B. 113.740) Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

AUSTRALIANTAX PRACTICE
JURIS CLASSEUR- CODE FISCAL .

INTERNATIONAL .

Rulings and Guidelines release 251
-

Editions Techniques,Paris.
FUNDS AND FUND MANAGEMENT, releases 155-157
An internationalsurvey of taxation & Butterworths,North Ryde.
regulations.
Dublin, KPMG Stokes Kennedy Crowley, 1 GERMANY
Stokes Place, Dublin 2, Ireland. 1994, pp. 273. BELGIUM
(B. 113.968) ABC FHRERLOHNSTEUER

release 39
BTW GECOORDINEERDE

BADURA, Karl-Heinz. Verlag Schffer& Co., StuttgartAANSCHRIJVINGEN
Die besten Steueroasenfr ihr Geld weltweit.

release 11
Dsseldorf,ECON Verlag GmbH., Postfach DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-

300321, 40403 Dsseldorf,Germany. 1994,
Kluwer rechtswetenschappen,Deurne. NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER
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